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The Chief Inspector of Stock to The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir,
Department of Mines ftnr! Agriculture, Stock and Brands, Sj'dncy, 31 July, 1896.
_ _ On the 4th February last 1 submitted a Progress lleport for the year ending 31gb December,
1895, giving the approximate number of the horses, cattle, and sheep iheu in the Colony; and I have now
the honor to submit for your consideration my complete Keport for that year on the working of this
Branch, which is, as usual, based very much upon Inspectors’ estimates—owners still showing very little
inclination to furnish data. ■ It will be seen that the actual number of horses, cattle, and sheep in this
Deport exceed those in the Progress Deport.
1 have, &c.,
ALES. BRUCE,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
INSPECTION! OE OPEICES.
During the year the Offices of the Inspector of Stock at Dubbo, Hume, Mbit land, and Narrabri
were visited, and the books, &c., inspected.
INSPECTORS’ WORE.
The Colony is now divided into sixty-live Sheep Districts, and there are fifty-one Staff Inspectors
employed, who have made the following inspections during the year 1895—
Stock, including horses, cattle, and sheep
27,561 inspections.
Deserves ...
4,771
Public Pounds
487
Commons...
658
Dogs
...
1,217
Pigs
...
2,050
Under Pastures and Stock Protection Act
4.580
Under Public Watering-places Act ...
1,932
„ Diseased Animals and Meat Act
714
Total
.............. 43,970
being an average of 862 inspections by each Inspector.
_ The total number of stock inspected was,—145,432 horses, 792,545 cattle, ’and 25,362,937 sheep.
This shows a decrease of 6,775 horses, 523,166 cattle, and 1,236,409 sheep inspected during 1895, as com
pared with the previous year.
Somelush Sale-yards.

As usual, the whole of the stock arriving at these yards were carefully inspected on each sale-day
by an Inspector of Stock and the Government Veterinarian, and a considerable number were condemned
as unfit for human consumption. The*numbers of stock submitted to auction were as follows:—
Cattle, 125,805 head.
Sheep, 2,953,156 head,—
a weekly average of 2,438 cattle and 56,791 sheep. Compared with 1894, this is an increase of 147 cattle
and of 3,912 sheep per week. These inspections occasionally lead to the detection of stolen stock,
as the Inspector’s duty requires him to compare the brands and marks on the stock with those in
the permits and travelling-statements accompanying them. These documents are filed in this office for
reference. ^ They are referred to by persons inquiring about stock supposed to have been stolen, and the
identification of the owners of animals condemned at the Abattoirs.
Inspectors’ Mileage.

During the past year the staff travelled over u distance of 192,624 miles while on dutv, an
average of 3,777 each per annum,
*326—A
Prosecutions.
[1,550 copies—Approximate Cost, of Printing (labour and materials), £39 17a. 9d.]

2
2
Prosecutions and Convictions obtained.

Under what Act.

Diseases in Sheep Acts
...
...
...
...
...
...
Imported Stock Acts...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Begistration of Brands Acts
...
...
...
...
...
...
Pastures and Stock Protection Acts ‘
...
...'
.’.............
Public Watering-places Act.......................................................................
Impounding Acts
..................................................................................
Diseased Amimals and Meat Act..........................................................
Total

ffo. of
Convictions,

No. of
Prosecutions.

,

...........................................................

81
2
2
254
34
4
14

71
2
1
202
30
4
13

391

323

The cases under the Pastures and Stock Protection Acts were principally against owners who had
failed to make returns of their stock at the proper time.
Altogether, the number of prosecutions was less than in 1894.

HOUSES.
The number of horses in the Colony during the thirty-five years previous to and including 1895
was as follows:—■
No.

Year.

No.

Year.

No.

Year.

...
1885 ...
...
328.40S
1861 ...
1873 ...
... 251,497
...
1874 ...
...
334,462
1886 ...
1862 ...
... 233,220
...
1875 ...
1887 ...
...
357,697
1863 ...
... 273,389
...
1888 ...
...
366,703
1864 ...
... 262,554
1870 ...
...
...
328,150
1889 ...
1865 ...
1877 ...
... 284,567
1890 ...
...
...
336,468
1878 ...
I860 ...
... 282,587
1891 ...
...
...
360,038
1879 ...
1867 ...
... 278,437
...
1892 ...
...
395,984
1880 ...
1868 ...
... 280,201
...
...
398,577
1893 ...
1869 ...
... 280,818
1881 ...
...
1894 ...
...
328,026
1882 ...
1870 ...
... 280,304
...
1895 ...
...
326,964
1883 ...
1871 ...
... 337,597
1872 ...
1884 ...
...
337,172
... 304,100
being a decrease of 17,609 horses on the number returned for the previous year, which
for by drought, and low prices.
The number of horses as returned in each Sheep District of the Colony will
Appendix A hereto, as also the number of cattle, sheep, and pigs.

344,697
361,663
390,609
411,368
430,777
444.,163
459,755
481,416
481,399
500,068
482,459
is accounted
_
be found in
■

Breed of Horses.

Under this head the Inspectors’ returns give the different breeds of horses as follows:—
Draught ...
Light harness
Saddle ...

Ordinary.

Thoroughbred.

Total.

128,580
109,793
172,761

22,037
17.848
31,440

150.617
127,641
204,201

...

... 482,459

G-rand Total

...

Australian and Foreign Horses Introduced and Imported.
Australian Horses—From other Australian Colonies.—By sea: 250 stud horses and mares, and
228 ordinary horses and mares; total, 478. Overland: 20 stud horses, 12 stud mares, and 3,701 ordinary
horses and mares ; total, 3,733.
<
Foreign Horses—Prom Foreign Countries (including Great Britain, and Ireland').—During the
year It horses were imported into the Colony from England and other countries, and were subjected to
the prescribed quarantine of fourteen days in Sydney (except in the case of two lotsw'hieh arrived without
the necessary certificates, when an additional term of fourteen days was imposed, in accordance with
Sub-Clause 3 of Begulaliou No. 33 under Imported Slock Acts) before being allowed to go inland.
Particulars as to number and breed of these horses are as follows :—

^u
Name of Importer.

Address.

*

.

.

-

Breeds.

Where
Imphrted Thoroughbred.
from.

Had. neys.

Arabs.

_

_

Clydesdales,

Total.

Horses ilexes. Horses. Hares. Horses. Mares. Horses. Mares.
Charles Baldwin ... Durham Court, Manilla, England
N.S.W.
J. L. Brown.......... Caigin l...............................
Mark Foy..... ........
Hon. P. G-. King ... Goonoo Goonoo .................
Henry Rivett ......
S. Nat-han..............
W. Tullock .......... Kiss’s Bazaar, Sydney......... India ...
J. McNamara ...... Castloreagh-street, Sydney,.. Noumea
W. S. Tnit&Co.... Sydney .................................
1>

i
i
2

i
i
i

2

i
i
4

...
2

2

...

i

...
...
...
...
...

i
2
1
1
1

2
X
1

...

2

...

i

11

3
3
Horses jit for Sale, and number Exported, Improvement, fyc.
"
Ii1 the several disteicts of the Colony Inspectors’ reports show that there are 25.270 draught,
25,810 light harness, and 41,222 saddle horses fit for market, while of this number 23,479 are considered
suitable for requirements of India and China.
'
During the year 3,009 horses were exported, principally to Victoria, New Zealand, India,
Queensland, and South and 'Western Australia. Reports from forty districts say that the horses are
improving in quality.
'
In twenty districts there is no improvement in the quality of the horses, while in five districts
they are reported as deteriorating.
Tax on Stallions.

A. tax on stallions has been frequently asked for by owners, and in the interest of horse-breeding
generally I think this is highly desirable. A circular was addressed to the several Boards of Directors
throughout the Colony recently, and their replies, so far as received, are as follows :—
Thirty are in favour of registration, and six against.
Six are in favour of a veterinary examination, and nineteen against.
Thirty favour a fee being charged for such examination, and two arc against such a charge.
The amount of the registration fee recommended varies from £1 to £20.
Eighteen Boards recommend that the fees should be handed over to Agricultural Societies, and
'
seven Boards are iu favour of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards receiving the
amounts.
.
'
Blindness in Horses on the Barling.

This ailment has been a source of very great inconvenience, and in some cases caused heavy loss.
_
The reports from the Wentworth district show- that 401 horses have been affected, 20 remained
blind both by day and by night, and 53 are still blind by night. The disease still continues in the South
western and "Western portions of the Colony, and although the Department has been investigating the
matter almost continuously during the past two years with satisfactory results the owners themselves
have not rendered that assistance which it was expected they would have done to combat the disease.
In May, 1893, Mr. "Veterinary-Surgeon Robinsou visited the Ivanhoe district, and after a stay of
several weeks, during which he made personal inquiry with regard to the nature of the disease in the
country on which it showed itself, and had several post-mortem examinations, he came to the conclusion
that the ailment was parasitical, and prescribed accordingly.
His prescriptions, which are here given, consist of a vermifuge and tonic, were tried, but for some
reason or other failed to effect a cure in the cases iu which they were then administered, and it was
taken for granted that the diagnosis of the ailment was not correct.
As, therefore, the Department was anxious to discover what the disease really was, and if possible to
find a preventive, Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Scott was sent in December, 1894, to the "Wentworth
district, in which it was most generally prevalent, to make further investigation and report, but I regret
to say with no practical result, for after a prolonged inquiry, during which he visited a good many
stations on which horses were affected, examined a considerable number of horses suffering from the ail
ment, made several post-mortem examinations, and after he had the eye, brain, and optic nerves of a
diseased horse examined by Dr. Tidswell, Microscopist to the Board of Health, Mr. Scott came to the
conclusion that the disease was a partial or total paralysis of the optic nerve, the result of feeding on
swampy lake laud and run flats, which have become infested by a specific organism of a malarial nature,
which has been generated in the low lands subject to the inundation by the Darling River; but he made
no recommendation as to treatment.
Both these reports have already been given to the public, and were published iu my last Annual
Report, together with the remarks of Mr. Chief Veterinary-Surgeon Stanley, on them, which arc to the
effect that although there was nothing in the reports on which he could form an opinion, he was disposed
to think the disease was diathetic ; probably some toxic agent which had been introduced or developed by
tho flood-waters, or some fungi or some deposit of mineral salts, or some growth of noxious herbage or the
toxirte of parasitic worms.
He advised keeping the horse's off the contaminated country during the season of the year which
favours the disease; and in the case of recently-affected animals, he recommends purgative medicine,
followed by tonics and a complete change of pasture.
As, therefore, the real nature of the disease was still in doubt, and as it appeared from further
information which had been received questionable whether the vermifuges prescribed by Mr. Robinson,
M.R.C.V.S., had got a sufficiently long and careful trial, tho Department forwarded to Mr. Inspector
Morgan, of Wentworth, and Mr. Tully, of Wilcannia, supplies of the vermifuge prescribed by Mr.
Robinson, and of tho necessary materials for an arsenic drench, with instructions to procure a few affected
horses and give them at stated hours the vermifuges, so many of Mr. Robinson’s prescription and so many
of the arsenic drench. Mr, Morgan was enabled to carry out the test in an effective manner, and the
result is very satisfactory, his reports unmistakably showing that the treatment was effective, if ordinary
care and attention is paid to the carrying out of tho directions given for their treatment, and especially
if the treatment is taken in time.
Treatment.

’

The following is the treatment, from which favourable results have been obtained :—
Vermifuge.
_
Arsenic.—5 grains, carefully mixed in say 3 lb. bran, and give three dozes to each horse at
intervals of one week between each dose—each horse to receive 5 grains in each dose ; or
Turps and f 3 draughts for each horse at intervals of one week between ] 1 pint linseed oil.
Linseed Oil (
each draught.
j 2 ox. turps.
Tonic,
To follow the vermifuge if the disease has been allowed to make considerable progress:—
Black antimony ...
2 drams."
Tart emetic
...
1
Sulphate of iron .,
3
-1 dose.
Common salt
.
Powdered sulphur
Dose

Doae to each liorae at intervals of three days for three weeks, to be given iu chaff or bran damped.
Tn the localities in which the horses arc attacked, licks of salt and sulphur should be provided for
them in troughs in the paddocks, and the horses could bo attracted to the licks by a little bran and chaft
Australian Stringhalt in Horses.

Extract from Eeport bv Mr. Chief Veterinary-Inspector Stanley, as published in Appendix B to
Annual Eeport for year 183(5:—
Susccptibilil r.

Horses of aU apes and
arooqualJv liable to nit-act; brood marcs perhaps suilor most; cobs and pomes seem (lie
least susceptible, and young animals suffer less ilian the aged, wliatiier horses am working, unbroken, or for breeding purposes,
makes no difference, and strange horses contract the disease quicker than local ones. Tho recovery of horses brought into the
stable or taken on board ship for a voyage is well known, and proves that feed and situation nrr important elements m connec
tion w i(h recovery. That it is not a poison, either mineral or vegetable, or rand in tho stomach, is proved by history, symptoms,
progress, andysoiZ-morto; exaininalions. ifoals never show it whilst sucking their affected mothers.
That it is not rheumatism, or the result of over-driving, a sudden chill, exposure to min or cold wind, must be apparent,
because such influences have forever existed everywhere, and this disease is of recent introduction, and its geographical extent
can be clearly defined, at least in this Colony.
Treatment.
Tbo curative treatment is to expel tho parasii.es by the administration of anthelmintics, and dose after doso may bo
required fcrtliis purpose. It is necessary to remember that brood after brood have to be poisoned; and that when they arc
ensconced in a living being, whose tissues are also liable to suffer from the introduction of drastic drugs, it. is impossible to
effect our object without perseverance ; and to prevent reinfection it is advisable to move the patients ti a sound paddock, or
better still, into a yard or stable, to feed liberally, and also constantly supply salt with their food.
Prevention.
Preventive mcaaures, I consider, are very important; with this object avoid putting an affected animal into a paddock
at all favourable for tho development of worms. Infected paddocks should not be used by horses, even temporarily ; half an
hour’s grazing may effect them, especially during the spring and autumn. The first gross after summer will scour animals,
and has been known to cure them, because at that -eason the parasites are prepared for exil. Microscopical examination shows
this, for many males ore encysted and dead, and females pregnant u irh fully-dei eloped eggs; some are viviparous; and it is to
be noted that tins is the time the paddocks get contaminated, and suitable soils may retain the ova for an indefinite period ;
so that one affected animal introduced, though ho may be eventually cured, means later on (all eircumstonces being favourable)
a hot-bed of infection for future tenants of the paddock.
An interesting case came under my notice of a recovery, almost as sudden ns the attack; it occurred accidentally. The
owner jumped on the affected horse, which had only been attacked a few days, to help to yard an obstreperous boast; and
warmed wilh the excitement, lie worked liard and fast, and aficrwards he was astonished to find his horse had recovered.
Tho explanation is that the excitement increased the perisaltie action of the horsa’sbowels, and purged him, and so expelled
the parasites; and subsequent stabln-fccding established a cure. Tho obscurity of the subject and its importance lias
entailed my giving much detailed information, which has increased considctably the length of this report.
My thanks are due to those gentlemen who assisted me in the inquiry, by generously piling their horses for observa
tion, and subsequent j>o.rt-™>Wcni examination, as this proved to bo of great impurtmice in mating tho investigation.

The disease appeared recently iu the G-oulburn and Braidwood districts, and copies of the reports
of Veterinary Surgeon Eobiuson appear as Appendix B.
“With the exception of the foregoing ailments, the horses have suffered but slightly from other
diseases.
Mortality among Horses and Sheep in Hag and Narandera Districts.

As horses and sheep were recently reported as dying from an unknown cause iu these districts,
Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Stewart was despatched to investigate tho cause, and his report, with analysis
by the consulting chemist to the Department, is given as Appendix C. The cause of the deaths is
attributed to the horses aud sheep eatiug the carcases of poisoned rabbits, or in some instances perhaps
picking up the phosphorised pollard bait laid for the rabbits. Of other diseases, Awf/ii-rur was reported
in two districts, Australian Stringhalt in four districts, Strangles in twenty-two districts, Prurigo (horso
mange) in four districts, Influenza in two districts, and Ophthalmia in four districts. (For treatment
recommended for Influenza, see Appendix D.)
The estimated losses in horses during the year from various causes, principally drought, amount
to 13,492.
CATTLE.
The returns of cattle in the Colony during the thirty-five years ending 31st December, 1895, stand
as follows :■—
Year,
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872

No.
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

2,271,923
2,620,383
2,032,522
1,924,119
1,961,905
1,771,809
1,728,427
1,761,411
1,795,904
2,195,096
2,014,888
2,287,660

Year.
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

...
...
....
...
...
...
...
...
....
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Ko.
3,794,327
2,856,699
3,134,086
3,131.013
2,746,385
2,771,583
2,914,210
2,580,040
2,597,348
1,859,985
1,640,753
1,425,130

Year.
3885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

No.
1,317,315
1,367,844
1,575,487
1,622.907
1,741 j592
1,909,009
2,046,347
2,147,074
2,155,500
2,290,112
2,023,768

From the above it will be seen there was a decrease of 266,344 cattle during the year 1895, and
an increase of 706,453, as against the decennial year 1885.
The number of cattle in each of the Sheep Districts of the Colony will ho found in Appendix A.
91,242 cattle were introduced from other Colonies during the year, and 41,555 exported.
Breeds

Breeds of Cattle.

Shorthorns
...
...
Hereford ...
....
...
Devon
........................ .
Black-polled
...
...
Bed-polled
...
...
Ayrshire ...
...
...
Alderncys...
...
...
Highland ...
...
...
Holstein ...
...
...
Jersey
...
...
...
Buffalo ...
...
...
Crosses (first crosses) ...

..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............

Pure and Stud,
59.119
26,559
12.021
1.538
10
5,560
2,109

..............
..............

48
1,862

Grand Total

Ordinary,
658,264
205,772
59,692
4,407

Total
717,383
232,331
71,713
5,945
10
27,683
5,938
2
299
7,332
7
0u5jl25

22,123
3,829
2
25L
5,470
7
955,125

...

2,023,768

oases are estimated as follows
Shorthorn and Hereford
Shorthorn and Devon ...
Hereford and Devon ...
Shorthorn and Black-polled
Ayrshire and Shorthorn
Alderney and Shorthorn
Unrecognisable ...
...

322,995
131,999
58,504
16,175
38,204
50
387,198

...

Total.........................

955,125

Australian and foreign Cattle Introduced and Imported.

Australian Cattle.—Overland—2S5 stud bulls, 222 stud cows, 90,735 ordinary cattle; total,

91,242.
stud bulls, 22 stud cows; total, 49.
Poreign Cattle.—During tlie year five cattle were imported from England, and passed through the
prescribed quarantine of sixty days in Sydney, before being removed inland. Particulars as to number
and breed, &c., are as follows:—
By Sea—27

Brc eds.
Where
Imported
From,

Names and Addresses Of Importers,

Polled Angus.
Males.

Females,
.....

A. Ckimside aud Sons, Wembbce, Victoria............. England ...
It. Osborne, Jugiong, Gundagai, K.S.W...................1

,,

...

Total.

Jersey.
Males.
|

Females.

i

i

3

1 ......

i

3

j

Males.

Females.

1
1

I
......

3
3

Increase and Decrease of Cattle in the several Districts.

_
According to the number of cattle, as shown in Appendix A, there was an increase in ten districts
owing to increased dairying, more owners, more introduced than sent away, breeding, and introduction
from Queensland ; while in the remaining fifty-five districts they have decreased, which is attributed to
the following causes:—(1) The severe drought which prevailed nearly all over the Colony; (2) Less
breeding and fewer store cattle introduced, consequent on the drought; (3) Sales; and (4) Owners
stocking up with sheep.
The “ Cast" of Fat and Store Cattle.
The estimated " cast” of fat cattle to be sent to market during tho coming year is 282,238, and
store cattle, 208,483. From fourteen districts the fat cattle are principally sent to Victoria; from two
districts they are principally sent to South Australia and Tasmania; and the remaining districts supply
the markets of Sydney, Maitland, Mudgee, Bathurst, Orange, G-oulburn, Tamworth, Albury, Western
Australia, and New Caledonia, The principal markets for store cattle are Muswellhrook, Maitland,
Goulburn, and Wagga Wagga.
Sow Icept.

The number of cattle kept wholly in paddocks is returned as 1,644,844; on open runs, 242,093 ;
and tha balance, 136,831, are depastured Both ways.
Improvement and Deterioration.

_ In thirty-seven districts the cattle are said to be improving; in twenty-three districts they are
stationary; and in five districts deteriorating. Tho principal reasons given for the improve mont are—
introduction of good stud stock; more attention and care in selection and breeding of stock, more
particularly those for dairying purposes ; also in culling and keeping in paddocks. The reason given
for deterioration is inattention to breeding, many owners breeding from alt sorts without respect to breed
or quality, and using the same blood for years.
Their Diseases and Ailments.
Bleuro-pneumom’o.—Inspcctors’

reports show that this disease existed in twenty-one districts, and
that the cattle on ninety-three runs were affected ; while the other districts are reported to be free from
the disease,
This

6
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This disease may now be said to be stamp'ed out in Great Britain and Ireland. Not a single case
was discovered among Home cattle during the past year. A number of cattle which had been exposed
to the risk of infection was slaughtered by order of the Board of Agriculture.
Cumberland Ttwease.—Prom six districts the number of cattle reported to have died from this
form of anthrax is 307.
Symptomatic Anthrax or Blaclcleg is reported to have carried oil 434 head in bile district.
Cancer and Actinomycosis.—1,148 cattle are reported to have died in thirty-five districts from
these diseases.
. ,
Tuberculosis.—Cattle to the number of 3,567 are reported as having died from this disease in
thirty-four districts.
Bed Water.SroTQ. three districts 85 deaths are recorded. The disease is prevalent in certain
localities in the coast country at particular seasons, more so in spring.
_
^
Ophthalmia occasionally assumes an epidemic form, and tlie number of cattle attacked is in some
cases considerable, causing much temporary inconvenience to stock from blindness. Outbreaks have been
reported from six districts, and the deaths numbered 50.
Poisonous Plants.—Ymm nine districts deaths to thfc ilMlber of 290 arc reported tHbdfigii eating
supposed poisonoiis plants, but they were, it is believed, due in most cases to hdveh: ^
Foot and Mouth Disease.—From latest accounts received Great Britain and Ireland have been free
from this scourge for the past year, and probably will rema.iu so, as importation is prohibited from all
countries in which foot and mouth disease exists. It has never obtained a footing hi this Colony.
*

’

Diseased Animals and Meat Act..

The number of cattle condemned under this Act was 3,314.
SHEEP.
The number of sheep in the Colony during the thirty-five years ending 31st Hecemfeei’, 1895,
stands as follows
Year.

,

Year.

No.,

No.

No.

Year.

1885
18,090,595
1873
M
(3,119,160
1861 ...
1886
22,797,416
1874
...
6,558,896
18'62 ...
1887
25,353,924
1875
...
7,169,126
1863 ...
25.269,755
1383
1876
...
9,082,463
1864 ...
21,521,662
1889
...
9,650,106
1877
1865 ...
25.479,484
18p0
1878
...
11;644,593
1866 ...
1891
30,062,910
1879
... 15,066,377
1867 ...
1892
35,398,121
16,000;090
1880
1868
36.591,946
1893
1881
... 16,848,217
1869 ...
36,'114,814
1894
1882
...
16,218,825
1870 ...
1895
37,915,510
1883
... 16,766,012
1871 ...
31,660,321
1884
...
17,873,696
1872 ...
For number of sheep in the several Sheep Districts see Appendix A.

:::
.n
..:

...
...
...
...
:::
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
:::
..:
...

^7,82{S;0O6
S0,l6fi;3O4
'4’6!905;l52
'4*6,503,469
50,106,768
55,986,431
61,831,416
58,080,114
56,980;G88
56,977,270
47,017,687

Increase and Decrease.

This shows h decrease for the whole Cdlony of 9,359,583.
,
.
„
Tho number of sheep imported during the year was 420,374, arid the fiuinber exported 999j773,
an increase in the exports over the imports of 579,399 sheep.
,
v.. i
In, Appendix t> there is a, statement kindly furnished by the Government; Statistician; Which
Accounts for lambs, and shows why ihstcad of ari increase bn the total number of Shebp there is lltfgo
decrease.
.
The different Breeds.
Merino.

v»

Pure and stud—Superfine ...
...
Ordinary
.............

Kama.
59,694
80,154

^ Combing. _
Ewes., ,
863,130
2,565,948

Wethers.
358,975
1,634,345

f ».
Lambs. t
376,834
935,581

1,658,633
5,216,028
6,874,661

Pure and stud—Medium .... 41,098
Ordinary
...
...
.... 125,115

1;356,529
6,158,148

904,411
4,377,895

462,826
1,633,605

2,664,854
12,294,763
14,059,617

Pure and stud—Strong
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

46,293
85,644

1,227,710
4,311,746

„ 668; 743
3,778;973

429,449
1,292,160

2,37^195
9,468,523
11,840,718

Total, Combing

^
Clathing.

7
7

Clothing.
Pure and stud—Superfine ...
Ordinary
..........................

Rams.
12,099
14,312

Ewes.

"Wethers,

201,433
346,908

166,280
399,221

Lambs.
52,175
83,484

Total,
431,987
843,925
1,275,912

Pure and stud—Medium
Ordinary
...

...
...

14,248
52,853

368,298
2,542,507

275,455
1,662,434

101,180
570,105

759,18]
4,827,899
5,587,080

Pure and stud—Strong
Ordinary
...
...

...
...

11,314
24,925

417,531
l,203,Gt)6

133,718
365,440

363,974
887,855
*'

926,537
2,481,826
3,4*08,303

Total, Clothing

...

...

Total number of Merino Sheep ...

10,271,355
...

... 43,946,351

Long-iooolled Sheep.

Pure and stud—Lincoln ...
Ordinary
..........................

22,933
22,853

99.875
162.875

83,274
165,230

54,038
76,402

260,120
427,360

...

..............

687,480

89,392
117,731

40,549
59,971

213,469
293,553

Total, Lincoln
Pure and stud—Leicester ...
Ordinary
....................... .

7,395
6,890

76,133
108,961

Total, Leicester
Eure and stud—Border Leicester

1

—

..

507,022

—

—

1

Total, Border Leicester ...
Pure and stud—Southdowns
Ordinary
..............1
...

78 L
■ 418

4,446
3,097

977
3,498

Total, Southdowns
Pure and stud—Shropshire Downs 367
Ordinary
..........................
58

1,354
220

1
1,997
1,028

...
8
35

Total, Shropshire..............
Pure and stud—Hampshire Downs

5

15

—

16,242
774
10

2,503
329

...

2,832

10

30
30

Total, Hampshire Downs...
■ Pure and stud—Romney Marsh
Ordinary
...
'..............

1,681
375

2.457
862

150
900

Total, Romney Marsh
Pure and stud—;Cotswold

...

35

14

■ "

—

Total, Cots wold
Pure and stud—Cheviot

...

Pure and stud—Dorset Horn

1

1

...

...

—

—

Total, Cheviot

...

—

...

...

—

Total, Dorset Horn

8,201
8,041

827
405

5.015
2,542

...

7,557

13

62

...

62

—

1

...

1

—

1

...

1

Total number, Long-woolled Sheep

1,221,228

Cross-bred Sheep.

Crosses of the above breeds
(Long-woolled) with Merino
principally.

Rams ...
Ewes ...
"Wethers
Lambs ...

23,113

943,803

850,306

632,386

2,450,108

Total, Crosses

...

2,450,108

G-rand total
Seres and Classes,

...

47,617,687

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..................................

...
...
...
...
...
...
.............

■Total
.........................
The increase of English and crossbred sheep for the year is 764,874.

...
654,546
... 22,967,606
... 16,690,562
... 7,304,973
■47,617,687
Australian
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Australian and, Foreign Sheep Introduced and Imported.
Australian Sheep Overland from other Colonies.—Stud

sheep, 3,276; ordinary, 405,/83; total,
.
.
.
By Sea from other Colonies.—12,646 stud sheep -were introduced from the other Australian Colonies
by sea ; particulars of those sold at the annual stud sales are given in Appendix E.
_
The prohibition against the introduction of stock from Western Australia is now in force only so
far as relates to sheep, and it is so on account of the existence of scab, although only in a few flocks in
that Colony.
409,059.

Foreign Sheep.
Fo

foreign sheep were introduced during the year.

Ihe 11 Cast ” of Fat and Store Sheep.
The annual “cast” of fat sheep for the ensuing season is estimated at 5,118,425, and store sheep,
4,554,849.
Sow Sheep are kept.

47,031,112
300,632
285,943

Paddocked ,
Shepherded
Both ways ,

47,617,687
Condition of the Flocks.

In forty-four districts the sheep are said to be improving, the principal reasons given being more
attention to breeding, paddoeldng, introduction of high-class rams and ewes, more careful classing and
culling.
,
...
i
■ iIn fourteen districts they are said to be stationary, and in seven districts they are deteriorating.
Laml/ing.

Prom a return of the autumn, winter, and spring lambings obtained from the Inspector for each
Sheep District, the average percentage of lambing for the whole Colony is estimated at 50J per cent., i.e.,
calculating the number of lambs marked on the number of ewes put to the rams. The autumn lambing
was tho highest, averaging 54i per cent,, while the winter and spring lambings averaged 30 and 40-J- per
cent, respectively. The estimated number of ewes put to the ram during the year was 16,015,684, ami
the number of lambs returned as marked during the autumn, winter, and spring lambings was 8,094,825,
giving the average percentage of lambs for the whole Colony at CO-j as stated above. The total number
of lambs returned on 31st December was 7,304,973, giving an actual percentage of 45!i-, or a decrease of
about 4£ per cent, on the number returned for the different lambings. which is accounted lor by continued
losses from the drought after the marking was completed.
The Clip.

Average per Sheep.
number of lambs shorn in the grease was 4,731,387 ; the number washed, 147,893 ;
total lambs shorn, 4,879,280.
Sheep.—The number of sheep shorn in the grease was 38,925,708; creek-washcd, 23,000; and
scoured, 1,857,663; total sheep shorn, 40,806,377.
’
The average weights of the clip are estimated as follows
Sheep.
Lambs.
lb. oz.
lb. ox.
1
14;[
5 Hi
Crease
...
3 .1
1 5
Creek-washed
3 5
Scoured
...
Lambs.—The

Total Clip.
Total clip in the Colony for the year 1895, according to the number of sheep, would be :—
38,925,708 sheep shorn in the grease; average clip, 5 lb. 11-J ok. per sheep = 222,606,391 lb,
23,006 „ creek-washed
„
3 „ 1 ,,
,,
=
70,456 „
1,857,663 „ scoured
„
3 „ 5 „
„
=
6,153,508 „
4,731,387 lambs shorn in the grease
,,
1 „ 14t „ per lamb
8,945,279 „
147,893 „ washed
„
1 „ 0 „
„
=
194,109 „
237,969,743 lb.
The estimated total weight of the clip as shown above is less than that of tho previous year by
51,079,258 lb., owing principally to the large decrease in the number of sheep and lambs shorn. The
average clip per fleece for sheep and lambs is also lower, owing to the severe season and low condition
of the sheep.
_ _
Condition of Clip.
In fourteen districts the clip is reported as entirely sound and containing a good supply of yolk ;
twenty-eight districts fairly sound; and in remaining districts weak, owing to absence of yolk. On the
whole the clip was very clean. Tlie value of the wool, in a few districts, was affected by grass-seed and
burrs.
_
Exportation of Clip.
The clip grown in the Colony of Now' South Wales is shipped principally to England, America,
France, and Germany, and considerable portions of it is so from the ports of the three neighbouring
Colonies, as well as from Sydney and Newcastle. The portions of our clip thus shipped from the_ other
Colonies is often mistaken as the produce of those Colonies, more particularly for that of Yietoria and
South Australia.

9
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following is an eitimate of the clip sent to Sydney, and also the proportion sent across the
Borders and to Melbourne, Adelaide, and Brisbane for the years 1894 and 1895 :—
1804.

1895.

Port of Shipment.
Greasy.
Sidney............................
MelBourne .....................
Adelaide .........................
Brisbane .........................

lb.
215,535,980
51,636,602
10,227,016
274,969
277,674,567

Washed.

Total,

Greasy.

lb.
221,828,032
53,124,734
13,821,266
274,969

lb.
182,052,232
40,860,575
8,451,158
187j705

lb.
2,541,427
624,215
3,262,328
103

lb.
184,593,659
41,484,790
11,703,486
187,808

11,374,434 j 289,049,001

231,551,670

6,418,073

237,960,74.3

lb.
6,292,052
1,488,132
3,594,250

Waahod.

Total.

This shows a decrease in the quantity of wool shipped during the year from the Ports of Sydney
and Newcastle of 37,234,373 lb., as compared with that shipped in 1894. '
Classing of Clip.
In thirty-five districts the clip is reported as having heen well classed. In the other districts it is
not considered to have been so, the reasons given being, owners consider it does not pay. that prices
obtained are no better, also want of convenience, sheds not large enough to warrant expense, and the
difficulty of obtaining competent wool-sorters,
.
Wool-presses,
A great number of different kinds of presses are used; those most in favour are Perrier’s Patent
and Williams’ and Bobinson’s; rack screw and pinion presses are used. There is still room for improve
ment in the mode of pressing, especially by the owners of small clips.
Woolpacks.
The woolpacks used arc mostly Calcutta and Dundee, of various sizes, from 4 ft. 6 in. x 2 ft. 2 in.
to 5 ft. 3 in., and the wTeight from 10 to 12 lb.
On forty-two holdings the wool is dumped before leaving.
Sheep-lmncls and Maries.

During the year 1895 the number of Sheep Brands and Ear-marks recorded, transferred, and
cancelled were as follows : —
Becorded.

Eire Brands
Tar do
Ear-marks
Total

Transferred.

..,
...
...

192
980
C99

.,.

1,871

Fire Brands
Tar do
Ear-marks

Cancelled.

...
...
...

...
...
,,,

76
146
133

Total

...

355

Eire Brands............. .
Tar do
................ .
Ear-marks
...
,. .
Total

.. .

58
156
120
334

Ear-marking and Tattoo-marking.
In all districts the system of car-marking sheep is now generally carried out, and the system of
tattoo-marking is mostly used by owners of stud-sheep, not as yet to any great extent in the case of
ordinary flock sheep, but where tried it has been found to be a good preventive of sheep-stealing.
Destruction of Wool by Tar and Paint Brands.
Buyers still complain of the destruction to wool by the use of tho above materials for branding
purposes, but they have been unable to suggest any remedy, although invited to do so, as there is a general
concensus of opinion that any brand that will stand for twelve months destroys the wool to a certain extent.
Diseases ix Sheep,

Seal.—The flocks in this Colony and in the colonies of Queensland, Victoria, South Australia,
New Zealand, and Tasmania are free from scab. It exists, but to a very slight extent, in Western
Australia, but it is hoped that colony will soon be declared clean. The importation of sheep from
Western Australia into this Colony is still prohibited.
Anthrax.—This disease appeared in several districts during the year, and owners are now availing
themselves of the facilities offered for vaccinating their sheep, which has been the means of lessening the
great mortality previously suffered by them. A statement (Appendix E) is attached showing the
vaccinations made.
.
Foot-rot.—Thirty districts report foot-rot among the sheep, but only to a slight extent; the past
season not being favourable to its spread. Remedies for foot-rot will be found as Appendix G-.
,
Flake.—Owing to the dry season this disease also was not so troublesome as in previous years, and
is only reported from twenty-eight districts without any serious losses.
To prevent its spread owners are again urged to free their land from surface water by running
plough furrows where practicable and. helping them with the spade. The preventives used by owners
were salt, tar, and turps, sulphate of iron and Liverpool salt, and salt and sulphur.
Parasitic Worms.—Thirty districts report the sheep as having been infested with worms last year
to the extent of about 16 per cent.; in twelve districts the sheep were infested with stomach, lung, and
tape worms ; two districts with tape and lung-worms ; five districts with stomach-worms ; and one district
lung-worm only.
The following results have been gathered regarding the efficacy of the various Drenches and Licks
used for Sheep for "Worms:—
Frenches.
Arsenic,—Eor the stomach and tape worms the arsenic and soda drench is still reported as the
most effective, and has been by far the most generally used. It has, however, been recommended that
potash, as being less severe on the lining of the stomach, should be substituted for soda in its preparation.
32G-B
1 1 The
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The arsenic and soda drench is reported by several of the Inspectors as having been also efficacious for
lung-worms. No authenticated information has been received of this drench affecting the health of tho
sheep or injuring the wool.
Turpentine.—Turpentine, with various mediums, has been very generally given for stomach, tape,
and lung worms, with good results, when repeated,
_
Fumigation 'with Sulphur is reported to have been tried in one case for lung-worms with the best
results.
.
...
Sulphate of Iron, Horehound, Sulphur, Salt and Iron are reported to have been given, but not with
satisfactory results.
Hayward's Specific has given very good results for lung-worms; but the reports as regards
stomach and tape are conflicting.
_
...
Pottie's, Weaver’s, and Quibcll’s Frenches are reported to have been used in several districts with
fairly satisfactory results.
...
,
While it can be said that a decided improvement follows the administration of most of the
drenches generally used, it is a fact that even in the case of the most effective the post-mortem examina
tions disclose that generally where the sheep are at all badly infested some worms are still alive; and this
again, it is believed, arises from the owners delaying too long in drenching, and allowing the worms to
have too great a hold on the sheep before they are drenched. The consequence is that some worms are
left, which keep the sheep from thriving, and, with the introduction of fresh eggs from the water and
pasture—if the weather is at all favourable for the development of the worms—in the course of a few
'months make the sheep as had as they were before they were drenched. To make the cure effective,
therefore, sheep which have been badly infested should, on receiving one drench, be kept as near the
drenching yards as possible, and receive a second drench in tlie course of twelve or fourteen days after
the first.
’
But, while licks and drenches should he provided and given at as early a date aud as often as
required, owners should give their earnest attention to the removal of what may he termed the contri
buting causes of the pest by avoiding overstocking, attending to the proper nourishment of the lambs and
weaners, burning off old pasture, and getting rid by draining of surface and stagnant water, as suggested
in Yol. II, part 2, of the Agricultural Gazette.
■
Licks.

It is reported that the following licks have been used with good results:—
Salt and sulphur.
Salt, sulphate of iron, and Hayward’s specific.
. Salt and sulphate of iron.
■
Salt, tar, and turpentine.
Salt and turpentine.
Pottie’s Preventive Lick.
Salt, sulphate of iron, aud turpentine.
Salt and lime.
.
Salt, sulphur, and sulphate of iron.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that a lick, if it is efficacious in warding off an attack of wormst
is far preferable to a drench; aud as owners in all but the true saltbush country are now aware that it
pays them well to give their sheep a liberal supply of salt, it would add very little to the trouble or
expense to give once a month with the salt some of the other ingredients here mentioned which they
found from experience was to any extent effective in protecting their sheep from the worm-pest.
Lung-worms in Lambs.

During the past year lung-worms in lambs, notwithstanding the dryness of the season, were
troublesome in several districts, and many lambs were lost in consequence.
This occurred only on the overstocked pastures,—where light stocking was carried out the per
centage was good and the lambs robust.
...
.
Dr. Cobb, Pathologist to the Department, is still continuing his investigations in regard to tho life
history of worms and other parasites in sheep), and the work is carried on at intervals between seed time
and harvest time, at which periods he is engaged at the Experimental Farm at TVagga Wagga. It is also
carried on simultaneously with other work connected with the Department of Agriculture, hence the
reason for the delay in the preparation of his full report. Considering the time spent on this work during
the past year, much progress has been made.
_
_
,
He also prepared, at my request, a report on fluke in sheep in advance of his full report. This
report embodies the investigations which resulted in the first discovery of the Australian intermediary
host of the sheep fluke, briefly announced in the newspapers in tho various colonies some months ago, and
reproduced throughout the world.
This advance report will appear in an early number of the Agricultural Gazette with illustrations.
The following statement shows the w'ork done by Dr. Cobb:—■
1. Copy ready for printing, amount equal to over 150 pages, as printed in the Agricultural
Gazette of New South Wales.
2.' Wood-engravings, already cut and ready for the printer, about 210 figures.
3. Drawings and sketches prepared, over 450.
4'. Plates embodying about 10(J figures.
He adds that the engravings are of a superior nature, the drawings being the result of the most
careful and assiduous labour. It is his opinion that as an aid to the practical recognition of the various
parasites, and their effects in causing disease, and of their own structure, these drawings have never been
equalled.
_
.
It is his intention to devote the coming months of this winter to completing the full report, which
will deal with:— ,
1. Parasites in general, popular discussion, containing many new ideas.
2. Life histories of various parasites of sheep and other stock.
3. Distribution of various species of parasites.
4. Preventive measures.
Sheath
5. New species of parasites, &c.
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Sheath Disease in Wethers on the Lower Macquarie.

A disease affecting the sheaths of a number of •wethers upon a run in the Coonamble district was
professionally examined in October, 1894, by Mr. Veterinary-Surgeon Scott, instructed by this Department,
whose report thereon I append in the form of Appendix H.
As the disease has since shown itself in other parts of the Colony, the treatment then recommended,
and which proved to be successful, is republished for the information of owners. (See Appendix H.)
PIGS.
On 31st December, 1895, the number of pigs in the Colony stood at 221,597, being a decrease of
51,693 on the returns for tho previous year.
Thirteen pigs were introduced by sea from the other Australian colonies.
The prohibition which has been in force against the introduction of pigs from New Zealand in
consequence of an outbreak of swine fever in that colony has been renewed for a further period of twelve
months, as it is considered advisable that a period of at least that time should elapse after the disease had
disappeared before the prohibition is removed on account of the extremely infectious aud deadly nature
of the disease.
One hundred and fifty-four pigs were exported from Sydney during the year.
_ One ship’s pig was placed in quarantine during the stay of the vessel to which it belonged in port,
and ninety-one were killed on board, as the owners would not quarantine them.
According to latest reports swine fever is still very prevalent in the Uni tod Kingdom.
DOGS.
Eighteen dogs which arrived from England and other places outside the Australian colonies passed
through quarantine during the year.
Sixty “ ships’ dogs ” were quarantined during the stay of vessels in port, and fourteen “ ships’
dogs ” were destroyed.
All “ships’ dogs” and other stock on board foreign vessels for the use of the passengers and crew
are now quarantined during the stay of the vessel to which they belong in port, whether in Sydney or at
Newcastle.
Eour hundred and thirteen colonial dogs were introduced at the Port of Sydney from the other
colonies, and 302 dogs were inspected prior to exportation.
Diseases in Dogs.

Kabies is reported to be increasing at an alarming rate in Great Britain and Ireland, The
number of cases reported for 1895 was nearly three times that for 1894. In Paris the disease is also
on the increase.
TRAVELLING STOCK {Reserves, Roads, Tanlcs, Wells, $c.)
Trespass on Reserves,

In thirty-four districts the travelling stock and camping reserves are reported as having been
trespassed npon, generally only to a slight extent, and in thirty-one districts they are reported as being
free from trespass.
From seven districts it is reported that 120 horses, 450 cattle, and 1,034,708 sheep have travelled
through during the year in search of grass and water. Prom five districts the number of loafing sheep is
given at 143,420.
Constant complaints are being received of the want of grass on the Travelling Stock Reserves,
more especially in the Central and Eastern Divisions of the Colony. There they are in most cases under
lease, and are fenced off from the adjoining land or are enclosed in paddocks containing very little else
but the reserved land, and the tenant as a rule either “ skins” the reserves or sublets them to others who
do so. The result is that legitimate travelling sheep suffer severely by the way for want of grass, and if
they are prime fat when they start, and travelling on foot to market for even a moderate distance, by the
time they reach their destination they are second, or it may be if the weather is at all unfavourable only
third rate mutton.
'
If, again, they are stores, which they more frequently are, they would, although in first-class store
condition when they started, bo little else than “ bags of hones” by the time they reached the run for
which they were purchased, and besides losing a considerable percentage by the way, will take quite twice
the time to fatten they would have done if they had had a fair share of feed by the way. Tlie wool also
suffers, and frequently iu such cases shows a decided break in the fibre, caused by tbe starvation.
Although it would be impossible to arrive at the correct estimate of the loss owners now sustain
through the want of grass for their stock on tlie travelling si ock and camping reserves while travelling
to market or to tho mountains in times of drought, and the portion of that loss which can be fairly
charged to the leasing of Travelling Stock and Camping Reserves, I think it is possible, by taking on the
one hand the number of sheep and cattle reported as being on the road and allowing a moderate amount
per sheep for depreciation through tho want of - grass on the reserves, and taking, on the other hand, the
rent received from those who now lease these reserves from the Government, to show that the amount
thus received is a more trifle compared with the loss arising from the letting of reserves, to say nothing
of the suffering of the stock from starvation.
By the returns from the Inspectors’ of Stock of tho sheep trallic (I will deal only with that in
detail), last year amounted to 15,743,959 in the Central Division and to 3,672,785 in the Eastern. But as
a good many of these sheep would be reported by more than one Inspector, a deduction will have to be
made on these amounts, and in order to keep this estimate well within the mark, 1 will make a deduction
of two-thirds in the pase of tho sheep reported in each of these divisions, which would in that way make
the traffic 5,247,980 in the Central and 1,224,261 in the Eastern Division.
Then,
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Theu, supposing that the depreciation through the want o£ grass on the reserves amounted to 4d.
per sheep (it would frequently, in the case of fat sheep, be Is.), and that the share of the 4d. set down
for depreciation attributable to the letting of the reserves is 2d. per sheep, that would make the
depreciation in the Central Division amount to £43,733, and in the Eastern Division to £12,202, or
together to £55,935.
Then, again, taking the land comprised in these reserves in the Central Division at, say, 2,235,499
acres, and in the Eastern Division at, say, 848,536 acres, the annual rent derived from the reserves in the
Central Division at, say, {d. per acre would ho £6,985, and that from the Eastern Division £3,535, or
together £10,520.
These calculations, supposing for the moment they are approximately correct, show that the
Government collect £10.520 for the rent of reserves, but by doing so a loss of £55,935 is inflicted on
onr sheep-owners.
To this has to bo added the loss on cattle and horses travelling in these Divisions which, counting
one head of large stock equal to ten sheep, could not be estimated at less than £25,000.
It has too to be borne in mind that teamsters and travellers are also sevoro losers through the
letting of these reserves.
The mere withdrawal of the reserves from lease, without providing the means for protecting them
from trespass, might not, perhaps, bring about all tlie improvement that is desired, but if they were
withdrawn and no rent required to be paid to tbe Lands Department a small charge, such as the owners
would not feel, might be levied from travelling stock, which would not only enable the Department to
employ a sufficient staff to protect the reserves, hut would also provide the necessary outlay for clearing
the reserves of burrs and other noxious weeds, a matter which is urgently required.
Marking of Travelling Stock and Camping lieserves.

Eair progress has been made with regard to the marking of Travelling Stock and Camping Eeserves,
tho system of which is shown as Appendix L, there being at present about 900 miles surveyed and about
400 miles in course of survey. The routes marked are:—
,
1. Erom Boggabilla, via Yetman, Warialda, and Cobbadah, to Breeza.
2. Erom Moree, via Millie, Narrabri, Boggabri, Breeza, and the Liverpool Range, to the Bulga
Mountains.
3. Erom "Walgett, via Coonamble, Mendooran to Darbry.
4. Erom Coolab, via Darbry, to Rylstone.
5. That portion passing through Terry-hie-hie holding.
6. Erora Boggabri, via Turrabeile or Cox’s Creek, to Coolab.
7. Mungundi to Moree.
And those in course of marking are :—
1. Along the Mara Creek from the Barwon River upwards.
2. Along the Bogan to Travelling Stock .Reserve on the Murda Creek.
'
3. Erom Breelong to Dubbo.
'With a view of making these surveys of practical benefit to drovers, stock-owners, and others,
lithographs are being prepared showing sections of tbe roads in lengths of between 20 and 30 miles.
Lithographs of the roads, Boggabilla to Cobbadah, in six (6) sections; Moree to_Cobbadah, via
Gurley Holding, in one (1) section; Walgett to the Castlereagh, in one (1) section; and Liverpool Barge
to Putty, in five (5) sections, arc now on sale at the Head Office, and also at the local Stock Office, at
2s. per section.
New Stock Hoads required.

In eleven districts new roads are required for travelling stock, and to obtain these action has been
already taken in seven districts.
. New Stock Reserves required.
In seven districts new reserves and alterations of existing ones for travelling stock are required.
Tn fifty-eight districts there arc sufficient reserves; but in a great many cases the reserves are leased
under annual lease, aud are, therefore, kept very bare of feed.
New Wells, Tanks, or Rams.

Iu twenty districts the inspectors report that new wells, tanks, or dams should be constructed
by the Government at places which they indicate.
REGISTRATION OE HORSE AND CATTLE BRANDS.
Brands registered.

The number of horse and cattle brands registered up to 31st December, 1894, was 75,097. The
number of brands registered during tbe year 1895 was—Horso brands (alone). 156; cattle brands (alone),
204 ; and horse and cattle brands, 1,143 ; making a total of 1,503.
This shows a decrease of 333 in the total number of brands registered during the year as compared
with 1894. There is an increase in the number of brands transferred, and a decrease in tbe number
of brands cancelled.
Brands transferred.

The brands recorded during the year 1895 as transferred were—Horse brands, 32; cattle brands,
40 ; horse and cattle brands, 62 ; total, 140, being an increase of 32 on previous year.
Brands
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Brands cancelled.

Tho brands cancelled (horse and cattle) in 1895 were 120.
Addresses changed.

Tbe number of addresses of owners changed in 1895 was 70.
Compliance with the Act.

In all the districts the provisions relating to registration and the other requirements of the Act are
reported as being fairly carried out.
Benefits of the Act.

_ _ The inspectors, in alluding to tbe benefits of the Act, report that it prevents duffing, stock-stealing,
facilitates identification, assists in recovering lost stock, and otherwise is a great convenience and
protection to stock-owners.
_ _ There is a great necessity for an amendment of the Kegistration of Brands Act, in order that the
existing brands, where required, may be reregistered, as a very large percentage of brands now stand on
the .Register in the names of proprietors long since deceased, or who have left the Colony, or given up using
them. As the law now stands there is no provision made for the cancellation of these brands, and they
are, therefore, practically locked up, and these include some of the beat brands, they having been taken
up when the present Act was passed.
Another advantage to be derived by the proposed reregistration would be a compilation of the
Brands Directory in revised form; which now comprises eleven volumes. The searching for a brand by
pqundkeepers and the public is, therefore, no easy task, and the publication of all tho brands in one
Directory is a matter of absolute necessity, and asked for by inspectors and poundkeepers generally.
Besides this tho original stock of the Directory for the period from the passing of the Act up to 1886 is
almost exhausted, and to reprint it ■will entail a large expenditure, the usefulness of which will be to a
large extent lost owing to its not being up to date.
POUNDS.
,
Nwnibcr and Inspection.
At the end of the year (here were 235 pounds in operation iu the Colony; 35 have been closed
for want of poundkeepers, and there are sites act aside for tlie establishment of 158 more as occasion
requires. The whole of the pounds arc inspected periodically by the various stock inspectors.
State of Yards.

Thirty-two of the pound-yards aro reported to be old; some require renewing, being unfit for the
safe custody of stock; while others need repairs. The remainder are said to be in a fair and good
condition.
Keeping and Depasturing Bound Slock.

_ The provision made for the proper sustenance of impounded stock,' according to the reports
received, is satisfactory. As a rule, poundkeepers have now paddocks for the stock.
Management of Bounds.

Tho poundkeepers aro reported to be performing their duties, upon tho whole, iu a satisfactory
manner, and the appointment of inspectors of stock as inspectors of pounds lias had a very beneficial
effect.
NOXIOUS ANIMALS.
. The Districts in which the Bastures and Slock Brotection Act is in force.
The Act has heen brought into operation in all the districts, aud during tlie year work has been
done to tho extent shown in Appendices I and J.
Beccipts and Expenditure under the Act.

The amount of assessment paid by stock-owners in 1895 was £39,638 Ids. Od.; and tho amount
expended £45,912 10s. 2d., the difference being accounted for by the subsidy granted by tlie Groveminent
to tho Boards, and large amount to credit of some of the Boards at commencement of tlie year. Eight
districts are reported to be in debt to the amount of £878 17s. Od.
In seven districts full rates were levied, in fifty-two districts less than full rates, while m six
districts no rates whatever were levied.
_
During the year the bonuses paid, by the Boards for scalps ranged as follows :—For kangaroos,
from 2d. to 6d.; kangaroo rats, Id. to 4d.; wallaroo, 2d.; wallaby, from Id. to 4d,; paddymelon, from
Id. to 4d.; bandicoot, Id. and 3d.; hares, from Id. to 6d.; native dogs, from 10s. to 40s.; pups, 2s. 6d. to
10s.: opossums, Id. and 2d.; wild pigs, 3d., 6d., and Is.; eagle-hawks, 2d. to 5s.; emus, 6d.; crows, Id. to
6d.; foxes, 10s. and 20s.; and flying foxes, Id. and l|d.
Increase and decrease.

# Kangaroos arc reported to bo increasing in ten districts, wallabies in fourteen districts, native
dogs in eight districts, hares in twelve districts, and wild pigs in three districts. In twenty-five districts
kangaroos are reported to be decreasing, wallabies in sixteen districts, native dogs in eighteen
districts, bares iu thirteen districts, and wild pigs in two districts.
Number
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Number destroyed.
The number of kangaroos destroyed during the past year was 165,908; of kangaroo rats, 467,475;
of wallabies, 1,393,253; of wallaroo, 8,633; of wombats, 477; of bandicoots, 5,757; of paddymelons, 42,980;
of wild pigs, 43,966; of hares, 700,917; of foxes, 66; of native dogs, 11,383; of opossums, 8,528; of
eagle-hawks, 5,052; of crows, 51,921; of emus, 6,619; and of flying foxes, 831.
Steps taken for their destruction.

In the majority of the districts hunting with dogs, drives, shooting, trapping, and poison have
been adopted with satisfactory results. In forty districts poison has been used, mostly for dogs,
with fair to best results, and from five districts it is reported that the results have not been satisfactory,
the dogs being too cunning to take baits.
AMENDMENTS SUGGESTED IN THE ACT BY THE BGAUDS.
The agitation for the passing of the Stock and Pastures Bill still continues, and among other
amendments in the law asked for it is suggested that uniform rates of assessment and bonuses should be
fixed; that assessments should be paid at the time of making returns; that farmers and fruitgrowers
should contribute to the funds raised under the Act; that all assessment be paid into a general fund ; that
the Government should contribute a higher rate of subsidy to the funds of the Boards; that Section 6 of
the Pastures and Stock Protection Act Amendment Act of 1881 he amended; that Superintendents should
have equal voting power with owners ; that the suspension of the provisions of the Act in any district
should be allowed on petition; that the Boards should have the administration of the Babbit Act; and
that a measure should be passed dealing with noxious weeds and plants.
LOSSES EROM NATIVE AND TAME DOGS.
The losses through native dogs for tho year are estimated at 115,589 sheep, valued at £25,591 ;
and from tame doge 54,613 sheep, valued at £11,966; making a total loss of £37,557. A stricter enforce
ment of the law with respect to stray dogs, and the registration of dogs, is urgently required.
COMMONS.
There are now 307 Commons in the Colony, the average acreage of which is about 4,000 each.
Number of Commoners, Stock, fyc.

The average number of Commoners to each Common is estimated at eighty-nine, and the average
number of stock kept on each Common at 148.
_
Two Commons are reported to be used for other purposes than that for grazing Commoners’
stock. Many of the Commons are unfenced, consequently are trespassed upon by travelling stock.
THE LIVE STOCK EXPORT TRADE.
This trade which at first bid fair to assume some importance has it may he said turned out a failure
principally from the following causes:—
(1). The cattle after the first few shipments were ordinary bush cattle not broken to be tied up
and unaccustomed to cultivated food.
(2). Through effect of the drought very few prime cattle were to be had, and instead of prime
well-bred young cattle a great deal of comparatively old, large honed second rate cattle
were shipped.
_
(3). Instead of being well rested, watered, and fed after long journeys by rail they were put on
board in a starved and fevered state direct from tbe trucks.
( _
(4). In loading them the cattle were in many cases very roughly handled, and there is no doubt
numbers of them seriously injured themselves before they were tied up in their places. _
(5.) The space given them was in a good many cases insufficient for the proper accommodation,
care, and cleanliness of the stock.
_
(6.) But the principal reason for want of success and discouragement as regards the trade in
future is the low price which tho beef and mutton of cattle and sheep slaughtered at the
port of debarkation (which it mut all now be) in Eugland brings. The very best American
is now sold at from 4d. to 5d. per lb.; and this has arisen from enormous increase in the
importation of stock, principally cattle from the United States, Canada, and the Argentine,
but mainly from the Argentine.
The greater portion of the defects here noticed could no doubt be remedied, but if a very consider
able rise in the price of this class of beef and mutton does not take place in England there is little or no
prospect of Australia with the long voyage, comparatively high freight, and heavy expense for forage and
insurance ever being able to compete with Canada or the Argentine, or even the United States.
EXTORT OF CHILLED MEAT TO LONDON.
Several attempts have been made to put chilled instead of frozen beef on the London market.
One of these attempts, that by the “ Doric,” from New Zealand, with the aid of Dr. Shield’s thermostat,
was fairly successful, both as regards tlie condition of the meat and the price it realised ; but it is now
found that it was so only by lowering the temperature until the meat was partially frozen some eight or
ten days before it reached England. In this way, when the beef was landed the greater part of each
quarter of the meat was still chilled while it had, so to speak, a shell of frozen tissue round it, which
prevented taint, but which was thawed by the mere exposure in the temperature of tho day, thereby
enabling the meat to be oifered and sold as chilled.
.
_
.
I; i8 believed that with tho aid of the thermostat the same course could he again followed with like
success, hut what with the additional cost of freight (id. per lb.) for chilled compared with frozen meat
(the chilled meat must be hung and cannot be stacked, thereby occupying a great deal more space), the
moist appearance of the meat, and the additional risk—the attempt has not been renewed with a
thermostat. It was tried without in a shipment from Queensland, but it proved a failure. It is hoped,
howevei, that further attempts will he made and that they will be still more successful, as our meat is
placed at a great disadvantage in competition with American, through its being hard frozen instead of
chilled.
The

The following is a Statement of the Boiling-down, Chilling, Freezing, and Preserving Works in tlie Colony and of tLeir Capacity, and the Work done during 1895
Boiling.
Chilling.
Freezing.
Preserving.
Capacity ® diem. Number treated. Capacitj11!? diem. Number treated. Capacity 3? diem. Number treated. Capacity $ diem. JNumber treated,
Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep, Cattle or Sheep, Cattle or Sheep, Cattle or Sheep. Cattle or Sheep, Cattle or Sheep.

Name of Establishment
Albury Boiling-down Works, Albury.........................
Bungowanna
do
..
..
..
..
Hereford
do
Bathurst
,,
.
..
Alloway Bank
do
..
.. .. ..
..
Bourke Meat Preserving Co., Bourke .. ,, ..
.
Bunyan Botling-down Works, Cooma.........................
Middle Flat do
do .. ..
.. ..
..
Coroiva
do
do Corowa
................
Riverina Frozen Meat Co. Denihquin (Oddy and Son) ..
H. Rickctsoo'e Boiling-down ..
........................
S. M, Carew's
do
.................................
E. G. Claughton’s do
.. .. ..................
John Stokes's
do
Moama
..
..
.
Moama
do
.................................
Forbes
do
Forbes
.................
McGuggan's
do
..
..
►. ..
..
Waterloo Station, Glen Inncs .
.........................
FrazeFs Boiling-down, Middle Creek .,
................
Ooonoowigalba Establishment ..
.
..
..
..
Ranger’s Valley (private) . .
.........................
Towrang (W- W. Wheatley), Goulburn
.................
Ramonile. Grafton.. .. ..
..
..
.. ..
Menindie Boiling-down, Freezing, & Meat Preserving Works
Bcri Boiling*downp Molong
.. ,, ,, .. ..
Burrawong Boiling-down
.................................
Buckinboh ..
. ..
.
..
Barham Boiling-down (W. IT Juncker), Moulamoin
.
Do
do
(J. Johnston) ..
..
..
.,
Australian Ghtllnig* and Freezing Co, (Limited), Aberdeen,
Murnirundi.
Riverina Chilled Meat Works, Narrandera . ,, ,,
Naruoi Refrigerating, Preserving, and Boiling-down Co.,
N&rrabri.
Oueanboyan Wool and Manufacturing Co.. Qucanbeyan ..
Gunnedah Chilling and Boiling down Works, Tamworth..
Lake Albert Boiling-down, Wagga Wagga ..
lake Victoria do
Wentworth
.................
C. Jones, Vass Boiling-down, Yass.........................
The Young and Districts Chilled Meat and Produce Storage
and Export Co. (Limited), Young.
Tho Pastoral Finance Association (Limited), North
Sydney.
The Sydney Meat Preserving Co.................................
Tho Grazier' Moat Export Co. at*—
Nyngan ,.
.. ., .,
.. ..
.,
.
Werris Creek........................
.................
Carathool
..
..
.. ..
.. ..
..
Dubbo ,. ,
..................................
,.
Geddes, Burt & Co. (Limited), New South Wales Government Meat Markets, Darling Harbour.
Do
Tenteriield
.................................
Fresh Food and Ice Co., Pyrmont Ice Works
..
..

50
26
25
12o

80
40
200
300
400
300
50
150
40
20
13
200
30
80
250
i2
100

2,000
250
250
2,000
2,000
600
2,500

4,200
3,500
2,000
3,000
4,000
3,000
1,000
3,600
ooo
300
*200
240
ISO
2,600
2,000
2,000
3,000
3,000
1,000
400
160
1,000

30
ISO

400
45G
3
20
82

27
66

55,155
8,000
17,191
3,119
65,000
48,000
13,000
25,569
60,832
151,139
45,133
22,900
41,617
40,079
21,000
31,000
5,305
12,653
7,950
16,096
4,422
171,095
9,990
10,000
4,900
2,286
4,221
90,000
23,203
87,523
28,820
7,000
13,000
8,750
8,000
13,102

40

300

188

81,399
141,016

24

100

100
SOO
=>62
BOO 1,340

100

1,400

40

500

1,000

1,500

60

600

2,020

128,644

69,430 1,244 1,298,882

16,200

300

Sheep treated since 1st July.
"When works completed capacity

67

1,000.

M
O*

15,000
Leased for seven years by the
Pastoral Finance Co. *’
Merely a Station plant.

10

4,494
3,000

*214,668
375

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,509

400

From 8 Julj to 31 December.
From 1 Jan. to
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
In course of erection.

112,205
15,279

1G0
100
120
150

Remarks

Chiefly for private use; very little
done for the public.
For private use; twenty cattle
only treated for the public.
U5

30
49

Sundries.

25
30
56
40
50
451

600
600
600
1,000
500
1.500
6,700 1,809

SO
250
213,437

Total Capacity of the Works

Capacity for Bolling per diem—2,920 Cattle or 59,480 Sheep.
Do
Chulmg
do
451 do 8,700 'do
Do
Freezing do
580 do 0,009 do
Do
Preserving do
625 do 9,490 do

m the

7,500

8,944 1,230,855

1,500
’ 3,500 15,093 408,753
0,000 2.S13 975,037

9,400 25.444

1,370

2e,&15<ii*s beef, 3.72S * Including lambs.
haunches mutton

Has storage capacity for about
20,000 sheep.
Has storage capacity for 75,000
sheep, or equivalent in beef.

Colony,

Capacity for Boiling per annum—$70,000 Cattle or 17,344,000 Sheep.
Do Chilling
do 135,300 do
2.610.000 do
Do Freezing
do 17,700 do
2.700.000 do
Do Preserving do 187,500 do
2.820.000 do

Ol
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WHAT ARE THE BEST SHEEP TO EXPORT ANJ) HOW SHOULD THEY BE FATTENED.
I. Mistakes' impressios regarding demand

for

Merino Mutton in England.

1 think it necessary before going more directly into the discussion of these questions to remove
the wrong impressions arising from statements which have appeared oftener than once in the Press to the
effect that as the operatives in Lancashire and the Midland Counties of England preferred small Merino
sheep to the Crossbred, it was not therefore necessary to cross our Merinos with the English sheep to
obtain paying prices for our mutton in England.
It is no doubt the case that under certain circumstances the preference mentioned is shown and
that small sheep sell generally better in tbe Midland Counties than elsewhere, but to say as one of the
writers to whom reference is here made does “ that this is a revelation which upsets the belief so strongly
held that the sheep of this Colony (evidently meaning the Merinos) are not ns valuable weight for weight
for food supply as the Crossbred is a very great mistake.”
As to the preference referred to, I would explain that as these operatives cannot afford the price
paid for first-class frozen mutton they do not purchase it. They content themselves as a rule with secondclass Merino mutton which lias little fat, and therefore more economical giving as it does a larger propor
tion of red meat for the money, and this class of mutton when procurable by the retail butcher at a
comparatively low price (one, however which cannot possibly pay tbe breeder) suits both him and the
operatives. But at times a scarcity occurs of this class of mutton on which the price goes up; and as it
would not then leave the butcher a sufficient margin of profit to buy this class of mutton, he purchases
third rate heavy coarse over fat Crossbred New Zealand mutton which is all, but pure Lincoln or Leicester
weighing per sheep perhaps SO lb. to 90 lb. It would never pay him to buy first-class Crossbreds. He
would scarcely even venture to purchase second-class; for in that case he would be supplviug his cus
tomers with a superior article to that with which they were usually served, and they would not afterwards
be content with second-class Merinos.
This being the case it is not hard to understand why the Lancashire Operatives prefer the small
comparatively lean Merino mutton to the coarse fat New Zealand Crossbreds, especially as the extra fat
which these sheep carry is in a large measure sheer waste.
To conclude as some of these writers do that even the prime 50 lb. Merino wether not to speak of
second-class Merinos would bring as good a price per lb. as the 55 lb. to 60 lb. or even tbe 62 lb.
Crossbred is altogether a mistake, and they had only to consult the weekly circulars issued during the last
six or eight years by such firms as Nelson Bros, and IVedell & Co., London, to see that during
that time, there has heen a steady settled difference (which still exists) of more than Id. per lb. in favour
of the Crossbred. This explains the fact that while in New South "Wales our sheep-owners have had hard
work during recent years to make an average of from 8s. to 9s. for their 3 to 4 year old prime
wethers, their follow owners in New Zealand have been getting an average of from 16s. to 18s. for theirs
at less than 2 years old. It is true that tbe quotations for Australian frozen mutton have within the
last few years been coming somewhat closer to the New Zealand Crossbreds than formerly; but this it is
believed is due less to tbe increased value of the Merino mutton than to the fact that both tliis Colony
and Victoria have been sending away a good many Crossbreds, which have not been quoted as such, and
being mixed up with the Australian Merinos have, through realising higher prices, helped to raise the
general average of Australian mutton.
To do justice to our Australian Crossbreds and let breeders know what each class of sheep really
brings in the London market, they should be quoted separately from the Merinos as they are as a rule
first crosses and should when in really good condition be very prime both as regards tbe quality of the
mutton and the weight, running as they would between 55 lb. and 60 lb, (the most desirable sizes) and
being a combination of the valuable qualities of the Merino and English mutton sheep, a cross which
without doubt makes better mutton than a great deal of the New Zealand, where the sheep now have a
very large proportion in them of the English blood and comparatively little Merino, and therefore in
many eases make coarser and less sweet mutton than first crosses.
Referring again to the statements here alluded tn it is not questioned that the demand existed, but
I think it will be gathered from the evidence which as here afterwards adduced as to the price of Merino
mutton in England during the first six months of the present year that it could not possibly have been a
paying one so far as our sheep-owners are concerned ; and that of course is the real question.
II. Crossbred and Merino Mutton contrasted.
1. Average English prices from Isrf Janvarg to .‘30/A Avne last.
What I have stated with respect to the Merinos and Crossbreds will be more clearly seen by
ascertaining tbe prices quoted for the two sorts of sheep during the first six months of the present year
in the English market (which is, of course, the real test, tlie price of sheep for export regulating the
market). Taking prime Merinos to weigh, say 50 lb., and prime Crossbreds 60 lb.—allowing the average
prices quoted during tbe six months for the mutton of each kind of sheep, and adding a reasonable amount
for the skins—supposing them to be full fleeced.
The following statement shows how this matter stands:—
Crossbred.
r s. j. £ s. d.
Prime fat 2-year-old wether......................... 601b., @ Sad- = 0 18 1
Skin—full fleece
...
...
...
...
......................... 0 4 6
Merino,
----------- 12 7
Prime fat four-year-old Merino wether
... 50 lb.. @ 2id. = O 10 5
Skin—full fleece
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 0 4 6
----------- 0 14 II
Difference in favour of Crossbred
...
...
0 7 8
it takes four years before the Merino wether is sold as
fat, and only two years to get the Cross-bred prime, that breed
has to be credited with a second return in mutton, i.e., 60 lb., @ 3f-d. = 0 18 1
Add also return for skin of second Crossbred
.........................
046
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Total money difference in favour of the Crossbred

...

ffil 10 3
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2. Gin an;/ like in Price of Merino Wool alter the result hero arrived at ?
There has been a considerable advance lately in the price of Merino 'wool, and it is hoped that it will
continue to rise. But while this is the case there has also been an advance-on Crossbred, and there is very
little difference as yet in the value of what may be termed “good ” Merino and “ good ” Crossbred wool.
Still it is believed that what with the all but universal use of English rams in the Argentine, the
large increase of crossbreeding in the United States, and the heavy losses from the late drought of Merino
sheep in this and the other Australian Colonies, the supply of Merino wool will nest season be short,and
the price of that class of wool is bound to rise, more especially if, as it is expected, there is to be a change
in the fashions and finer fabrics worn by the ladies. But, notwithstanding this, and although there should
next wool season ho a rise of 2d. or 3d. per lb. on the Merino wool, and nearly that difference between
the price of Merino and Crossbred, that would not put Merino sheep on country adapted for the Cross
bred on anything like a level with that class of sheep, for even supposing there was the extreme difference
of 3d. per lb. between the two kinds of wool, and the M.crino fleece weighed 7 lb., that would not amount
to half the casli difference which it has been shown exists in the return from the two sorts of sheep,
leaving out of view the important indirect advantages of the Crossbred, afterwards referred to in this paper.
3. The Advantages of the Crossbreds.
Stated shortly they are:—
(1) Prime Crossbred mutton is worth in England more than Id. per lb. than prime Merino, and that
on a 60-lb. wether is 5s, at least.
(2) Taking the age when a Merino wether is usually sold, i.e.z four years, the Crossbred, by being
prime at two years or under, in that time gives a return of about 120 lb. prime mutton and two
skins, and the Merino only 50 lb. and one skin.
(3) The Crossbred suffers much less in a low or glutted market than the Merino.
(4) The breeding of Crossbred fat lambs pays very much better than breeding Merino lambs.
(5) The by-products of the Crossbreds are much more valuable than the Merinos ; and
(6) By breeding Crossbreds, and supplementing the natural pasture with cultivated food, a successful
rotation of crops can be established, and the deterioration and exhaustion of the soil now going
on by continual cropping without manure prevented.
‘
4, Objections to Crossbreds.
(1.) They are hard to keep in their paddocks.
The objection most frequently brought against the Crossbreds is that they are hard to keep within
the fences; but this is by no means an insuperable obstacle to crossbreeding; and if the Ivew Zealand
graziers and farmers could overcome that difficulty as they have done there is no reason why ours should
not master it too seeing the inducement is so great, A. fairly constructed 8-wirc fence, with posts 10
feet apart, and a batten, or steel droppers, between the posts makes a perfectly secure fence for Cross
breds; and the difference in the cost between that and a good ordinary Merino sheep-proof fence would
ho more than recouped in one year by keeping Crossbreds, while a fence such as this erected for Cross
breds would last much longer than an ordinary fence.
(2.) Crossbreds require cultivated food, which it would not pay to grow.
To secure the full extent of the advantages here claimed for the Crossbred it will of course be
necessary, except where the natural pasture is very good, to supplement it with cultivated food; and it
may be argued that the expense of this would counter-balance the advantages. But it will not he difficult
to show that although the providing of cultivated food for the Crossbreds (Merinos would not give a
sufficient return to cover the cost) would entail both labour and expense, Crossbreds will not only pay the
expense and leave a profit, but will also enable tho owners of the land put under crop to adopt a rotation
which, while it yielded a fair return year by year for their work aud outlay in the shape of large numbers
of prime fat sheep, will also, as already stated, put them in a position to maintain and even improve the
fertility of their land, and I will, I think, be able to show that this is the ease.
III. The ISnciissurT Ftm a Propit-givis-g Eotation' oe Crops.
1. It is required loth for Tillage and Stock-raising.

The greatest want (the missing link), so far as stock-raising and tillage are concerned—and these
are beyond all question the great producing interests of the Colony—is a profit-giving rotation of crops,
for not only is this absolutely necessary to save our cultivated land from sterility and the owner from
ruin, through continuous cropping without manuring,.but it is equally necessary in order to insure the two
most essential requirements in a remunerative and permanent export trade in meat, i.e., the meat must be
of prime quality, and a steady and constant supply must be insured.
It may perhaps be said that in some seasons it would be impossible to comply with these require
ments. This is granted to a certain extent; but unfavourable seasons only occasionally occur, and we are
a very long way from the position in which such an excuse for not making proper provision in the direction
indicated can he accepted.
2. Farming as it has been conducted and the result.
Where a reliable rotation, which includes the proper cultivation of the land, and the application
where necessary of a fair quantity of manure, had not heen followed, and the land has been under tillage
for a good many years, it will not only not grow wheat to a profit, but the crop of oaten hay, which it now
likely produces, is low both in quantity ana quality, and will, if the present wasteful and ruinous system
of cropping year after year without manure or cleaning be continued, become worse and worse through
the deterioration of the soil and the large percentage of useless weeds that grow with the hay.
This style of farming—if it can be called farming—has all but ruined thousands of acres in the
Campbell town and Camden districts, where land which at one time yielded 20, 30, and even in some cases
40 bushels of wheat to the acre, now only gives an average return of perhaps half a ton of inferior paten
hay. Nor is there any wonder that this is the ease, when we recollect that the land has been cultivated
more or less every year for perhaps forty years, and seldom or never has any manure been applied to it,
nor has it even been properly tilled.
The same sort of farming utterly impoverished millions of acres in the Eastern States of America,
where, although scientific skill and capital have been again and again applied to it, and all sorts of manures
been tried, the land cannot now be restored to anvthing approaching its original fertility,
326—C
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3. An imjperfict system of Fallow adopted in some cases.
It is true that in these Colonies fanners in a good many instances, in order to prevent their land
from being entirely ruined by continuous cropping, and as a substitute for manure, plough it up in spring,
and allow it to remain fallow for two or three years. But soon after it is ploughed the land in ordinary
seasons gets overgrown with weeds, which have to be got rid of by crowding the land with sheep; the
sheep eat out the weeds, and in this way and with two or three years’ rest, the land has so far recovered,
when it is again broken up, and another, or perhaps two other, crops of wheat are taken, after which it is
again fallowed and the same process repeated. liny one, however, will see that this is a slovenly and
wasteful style of farming, though better than keeping on year after year with continuous cropping, aud
one that must eventually lead to the complete deterioration of tbe land: while if it were properly
cultivated, a moderate quantity of manure used where necessary, and a reliable rotation, such as that
practised in New Zealand, of roots or other green crop, followed by cultivated grasses, were adopted, or if
the land were laid down in lucerne, not only would its fertility he preserved, but it would give very much
hotter returns than it now does under the system I have here condemned.
4.

The proper cultivation of the Soil and production of food for Sioclc,

What is wanted, therefore, more particularly in districts where crop after crop has for years been
taken off the same land without cleaning or manure, is that a suitable rotation should be adopted and
that a stop should be put as speedily as possible to this wasteful and lazy system of tillage, whether tbo
occupier of the land he the proprietor or not. This caution is specially addressed to those landlords who,
for the sake of the comparatively high rents they have been receiving, are allowing their tenants to ruin
tbe land. They should insist upon a proper rotation though its enforcement should at first be attended
with a somewhat diminished rent.
It would be well too that all those owners of land who are now allowing it to be cropped on terms
should keep in view—as some of them are doing—the danger of cropping it year after year without a
proper rotation ; and if it cannot be let with that condition, they should take it again into their own hands
and adopt a safe rotation of crops.
5. JIoui the Food is -to he grown and where.
(1) By the adoption of the system now all but universally followed in New Zealand of growung
roots, green crops and English grasses and feeding them off on the ground with sheep : or (2) by taking
(say) two crops of wheat off new land keeping it thoroughly clean and laying it down v ith lucerne : or (3)
by following systems (1) and (2), but assisting the crops with moderate quantities of manure.
Course (l) would be best adapted for districts such as New England, Bathurst, Orange, Goulburn,
Braidwood, Qucanbeyan, Monaro, Yass, Tumut, and the Upper Murray, that is in the colder and more
temperate portions of the Colony, and while course (2) would also be suitable for the alluvial laud in the
warmer portions of the districts mentioned, this course would, however, be specially adapted for the drier
and warmer portions of the Colony where the subsoil is favourable. Lucerne growing has proved a great
success in the country between the Billabong and the Murray. Course (3) again might be followed in
any portion of the Colony where the land will pay to cultivate.
If course (1.) or (2) were adopted by owners especially in the Eastern side of tbe Colony where tbe
country wras adapted for it, they would be put in a position not only to breed and fatten large numbers
of Crossbred sheep and lambs, and make them thoroughly prime at an early age, but they would also be
able to do a great deal more than they now' can in keeping up a steady supply of first-class sheep and
lambs for export, a moat essential matter for tbe success of the Export trade in meat.
Above all it would put our farmers and selectors in a position to breed and fatten Crossbred lambs
which, as a rule, pay better than sheep, and in tbe long run it would in most eases pay them best to con
sume their crops on the ground, with sheep w'hich would Urns manure it, and save it from being ruu out;
or they might devote themselves entirely to buying store sheep and fattening them which under ordinary
careful management would leave a good profit where the sheep are really made prime.
6. The cultivation of the land in the upland districts would reduce the prevalence of Fluke, Worms, and Foot-rot.
Besides the reasons already adduced for the adoption of a reliable system of rotation, there is still
another most important consideration for its adoption in the upland and colder portions of the Colony :
it is that the cultivation of the land would effectually free it of surface water, and besides growing
nutritious food for the sheep, would thus remove what are now' the seed-beds of fluke, worms, and footrot, and he the means of saving many thousands of pounds now annually lost to the Colony through
the excessive, and to a large degree preventable, prevalence of these ailments. This will he evident when
it is recollected that on a great deal of the land best adapted for tillage in the higher lying and colder
portions of the Colouy the sheep are notoriously subject to these diseases, aud they are so mainly through
tho extensive tracks of really good land there having the hollows and gullies more or less covered with
surface water, to which the sheep are enticed by the freshness and verdure of the grass, but where they
not only get innutritions food, but with that the germs-of the diseases to which allusion has been made.
IV. Sxocx-Ejiisjxc
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1. Tho importance ofpaying Export Trade to our Sheep-owners.
"While calling attention to the advantages of breeding Crossbreds for export where tbe climate,
laud, and^ circumstances admit, I do not forget that Australia—aud especially the New South "Wales
portion of Australia—is the great Merino wool-producing country of the world; that by far the larger
portion of it is better adapted for Merinos than for Crossbreds ; and that there is every prospect of
Merino wool advancing in price, while there is a likelihood of Crossbred being lower. .But, although
this is the ease, it has to he borne in mind that frozen mutton can now (which it could not be some twelve
or thirteen years ago) bo nearly as easily put on the English market as wool, and that therefore it is a
matter of the highest importance that our sheep-owners, with a surplus—in ordinary favourable
seasons—of some four or five million sbeep, should obtain a paying price for their frozen mutton. We
have, however, to confess that, although our neighbours in New Zealand have for the last twelve or
thirteen years been obtaining very remunerative prices for their mutton, we as a rule, so far as our sheepowners are concerned, have been exporting at a loss, and the reason is plain : We have not been shipping
Crossbreds,
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Crossbreds, tbe only kind of mutton which, as a rule, makes paying prices in the English market; and this
again has arisen through our sheep-breeders in country adapted for Crossbreds clinging to the Merino
for the sake of tlie wool and neglecting tlie production of mutton, which it is now quite apparent to those
who have given the subject any consideration could he carried on iu tho portions of the Colony I have
indicated with nearly, if not quite, as much success as in New Zealand ; and if tbe agricultural settlement
of the Colony is to be a success not only in the production of export mutton, but also of dairy produce,
cultivated food must bo grown to an extent not hitherto attempted. In other words, the marriage of
stock-raising and tillage must take place, a consummation which the Hon. the Minister is so earnestly
endeavouring to bring about,
2. The highest authorities on the Meat Trade, in favour of Crossbreds.
In support of tlie views here advocated, more especially as to many parts of this Colony being well
adapted for the production of Crossbred motion, and the advantages which would accrue to those of our
breeders who take to the business in a careful and systematic manner, ] cannot do better than quote from
the excellent practical paper prepared by JMr. ‘W. A. Benn, manager of the Aberdeen Chiiling and
Freezing Company, and read by Mr. Petherstonbaugh at tho Pastoralists1 Conversazione, held at tlio
Exchange on Oth j uly last. There is no higher am hority iu the Colony than Mr, Benu, and his statements
were fully endorsed by Mr. Petherstonhaugh. The quotation is to the following cSect:—
“New Zealand is a country absolutely incapable of maintaining any exports or even of providing
for local requirements iu tbe way of fat stock without artificial feed. It is a fact that all the stock
exported are fed on roots, fodder, and cultivated grasses, which entail a cost to graziers of 20s. per acre
per annum for cultivation. Consider also that the fee-simple of the land is not less ou an average of £6
per acre, large areas being worth £10 per acre; and reckoning interest at five per cent, only, we have tbe
fact that it pays tho New Zealand grazier to expend not less than 25s. per acre annually to carry an
average of about three sheep to the acre. Contrast this position with that of the New South Wales
grazier, to whom Providence is so generous that in good seasons, which far outnumber the had ones, he
has absolutely no expense under tlie two heads mentioned, beyond a small interest charge on land costing,
on an average, not more than -lOs. per acre, and who, as a rule, prefers to trust in Providence for feed
instead of conserving the water and the feed which go to waste in a good season.’’
■Contrasting again the Merino and Crossbred, Mr. Bemi said-—“In New Zealand the Merino
wether does not figure as an export, but supplies the local market with a lower class of mutton than
could be supplied from prime Crossbreds fit for export. Merino wethers do not make, on an average, as
much in New Zealand at the Metropolitan Markets as they do at Hoihebusli. In fact the market reports
show that on the same sale day Crossbreds will make 14s. to 15s. for 55 lb. to tiO lb. sheep (for years
they made from 15s. to 18s.), while Merino wethers of very little less weight only make 7s. to 9s., thus
clearly emphasising the fact that the exporters of New Zealand do not reckon on realising within one
penny per lb. or more for Merino mutton in the home market as compared with what they can fairly
calculate on getting for good Crossbreds.”
3. The change from Merino to Crossbred should be gradual.
1 n bringing the advantages of tbe Crossbreds under notice, it is not recommended that those
owners, even where the land is well adapted for crossbreeding, should at once put English rams to their
Merino ewes. The change should be a gradual one, for fresh paddocks will have to be fenced off—the
existing fences will have to be made crossbred proof—and other arrangements will have to be carried out
with tlie view to tbe efficient working of tbe new system which it is proposed to adopt. Besides, all
owners with considerable numbers of sheep taking to crossbreeding would still have to keep a portion of
their Merinos to enable them to keep on breeding first crosses, for the first cross is tlie very best mutton
that can be produced, and mutton that if care be taken to have it prime at an early age (under two years
if possible) when put on the market will eventually bring as high a price as Canterbury, the best New
Zealand mutton, combining as it does the best qualities of the English and Merino mutton, while at about
two year's old it would be just the weight which is required in first-class sheep.
As to the number of this class of sheep which the Colony should produce, that, I think, is easily
answered: We should breed and fatten sufficient Crossbreds to meet the requirements of our export
trade in frozen mutton, as we should export few or no Merinos, for when exported they, in nine cases out
of ten, have left next to nothing to the sheep-breeder for his share in the transaction.
To be in a position again to provide a sufficient number of Crossbreds for export—this might be
brought about in tho course of a few years if the owners of properties adapted for crossbreeding, carry
ing (say) 10,000 sheep and upwards were to begin in a tentative way by putting English rams to the full
mouthed ewes, and taking the last crop of lambs from them us Crossbred; and if holders of smaller sheep,
properties and selectors were to take to keeping Crossbreds, and especially to breeding Crossbred lambs, they
would,by supplementing the natural pasture with cultivated food, make much better returns (the trouble
of keeping Crossbreds within the fences notwithstanding) than they are now doing with Merinos, in this
way we would, before long, be able to put on the English market annually a million of Crossbreds ; for
owners would, as a rule, fatten maiden ewes as well as wethers, and would not, un less where they were turning
their attention the longer to the breeding of fat lambs, breed from the Crossbred ewes. Then the export of
a million would in a very few years, with the increase in the carrying capacity of the Colony through the
extension of the area under cultivation for stock, increase to a million and a half and before long to two
millions, at which number tho proportion of Crossbreds to the cast might be put at (say) £tli of the whole,
as shown by the following statement, supposing that the sheep would again number 60,000,000.
4. Tentative Statement of the Sheep in the Colony three years hence, and their cast and its disposal.
10,000,000

Merinos slaughtered for food in the Colony ...
...
...
,,
canned
,,
„
.........................
,,
taken to other colonies
...
..
...
...
„
and Crossbreds (boiled down) ...
...
...
...
„
„
losses through deaths, &c....................
Merinos exported frozen ...
...
...
..
...
...
Crossbreds „
..........
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

3,000,000
1,250,000
000,000
1,250,000
1,650,000
250,000
2,000,000
-10,000,000

While
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While Merinos as a rale do not pay to freeze, there will, of course, be times when prime sheep of
this class would do so, and will no doubt be shipped. Ifor canning, however, the Merino is preferable to
tho Crossbred, and there will be a better demand for Merinos for that purpose and for home and colonial
consumption when the markets are relieved to the extent they will then be by the extensive shipments
of frozen Crossbreds.
BRANDING MEAT EOR EXPORT.
A very simple, practical, and eflective system of marking meat for export has been patented by
Robert Prendergast, Merioola, Ocean-street, Voollahra, in all the colonies.
It consists of a block in which knives about the size of a pen-knife are set in any shape (either in
that of letters, signs, characters, or numerals) according to the brand which is required to be made, on the
same principle as the needles are set in a Tattoo brand. This block is fixed in a light iron frame with a
spring at tbe back, and is operated with on the meat before it is set by putting the frame on the portion
of beef or mutton to be marked (the portion with red outer cuticle) and giving a short handle attaciied to
the block, and standing out from the frame, a smart knock with the hand. This has the effect of driving
the block, or at least the knives on the block, out beyond the frame, and by cutting into or pricking tbe
beef or mutton the points of the knives make the desired brand ou the red cuticle of the meat, and as the
cuts open up as the setting goes ou, a very legible clean brand which cannot be faked is left.
A very legible impression can also be made with the patent electric branding machine, but that, of
course, is much more expensive.
It would, I believe, be a very great advantage to our stock-owners if our beef and mutton were all
legibly and indelibly branded, for not only would our meat then be sold for what it really is, and con
sumers would, if it were as prime as it should be, come to understand that Australian meat is not tho poor
article which interested parties in England represent, and better prices would be obtained; but ow'nors
knowing that their meat wmuld be marked, would be careful to make their cattle and sheep really prime
before sending them to the works for slaughter and shipment.
DEFROSTING- (ARTIFICIALLY THAVINO) FROZEN MEAT.
Comparatively little has, during the year, been heard of this process in Eugland before placing tbe
meat on tho market, but the reports which have been received from reliable sources speak favourably of
it, and if the defrosting can be carried out at as low a figure as that quoted by Mr. Posile (whose patent
and the test made with respect to it was noticed in my last annual Report), ^d. per lb., there is every
reason to believe that when proper arrangements are made at the stores at which the frozen meat is kept
in England it will pay well to defrost first-class beef and mutton.
One reason for so little having been done in defrosting during the past year is perhaps the low
prices; which both Australian beef and mutton have been making in England, and perhaps also the scarcity
(caused by general drought) of really first-class meat.
"With the improvement in our pastures we have had an increase of Crossbred sheep, and with
more care in making them really prime, and proper arrangements for thawing in connection with the
stores in which our frozen meat is placed on being landed, there is a good prospect of a great deal more
benefit being derived by our stock-owners by defrosting than they have yet obtained from that process.
MISCELLANEOUS.
Cultivated Grasses.

In twenty-nine districts cultivated grasses have heen sown for pasture during the year, tho most
successful being lucerne, prairie, and rye.
Number and Division of Runs.

The number open or unenclosed runs in the Colony is 3,284; the number enclosed is 37,645 ; the
number partially sub-divided is 14,954; and the number properly sub-divided is 21,630.
Improvements, Fencing, Dams, Tanks, and Wells.

Tlie number of miles of fencing throughout the Colony is estimated as follows:—772,688 miles
without wire netting, at an average cost of (say) £39 2s. 3d. per mile, amounting to £30,223,750, and
48,410 miles with wire netting, average cost at (say) £67 16s. 4d. per mile, amounting to (say) £3,282,994.
The number of dams used for stock purposes is estimated at 64,418, at au average cost of (say)
£101 7s.; number of tanks, 41,811, average cost of each, £155 4s. 6d ; and the number of wells used is
estimated at 4,193, at an average cost of £184 3s. each.
Cost of fencing, £33,506,744 ; cost of dams, £6,528,322 ; cost of tanks, £6,490,106 ; cost of wells,
£772,106 ; making a total of £47,297,278, as representing the amount expended by way of improve
ments, Ac.
Plants and 1 Feeds.
Prevalence.
In fourteen districts trefoil burr grows to a very large extent; in eight districts, to a considerable
extent; in twenty districts, to a slight extent; and in twenty-three districts there is none reported.
In tnenty-nine districts variegated thistle is reported to a slight extent; in nine, to a con
siderable extent; in ten, to a very large extent; and seventeen districts are reported as free from it.
In twenty-eight districts black thistle is reported to a slight extent; in twelve, to a considerable
extent; in seven, to a very large extent; and eighteen districts are reported to be free from it.
In eight districts the land is reported as being infested to a very large extent witli Ratlmrst burr ;
in sixteen districts, to a considerable extent; in twenty-nine districts, to a slight extent; and in twelve dis
tricts tho land is not infested.
Jn twenty-four districts other noxious weeds grow to a slight extent; in ten districts, to a
considerable extent; in seventeen districts, to a very large extent; and in fourteen districts there is none
reported.
Legislation
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Legislation for Noxious 'Weeds.
Legislation is urgently required for dealing with noxious weeds and plants, more especially the
Bathurst burr, the prevalence of which is inflicting very serious loss on travelling stock.
Cost of clearing Commons, Beserves, <fcc., of Weeds.
The cost of clearing the Commons of noxious weeds throughout the Colony is estimated by
inspectors at £/l,288; the police paddocks, £4,134 ; the travelling stock reserves and droving roads at
£221,115 ; amounting in all to (say) £296,537.
PREVENTION OF SCAB IN SHEEP ACCOUNT.
A detailed statement of receipts and expenditure by the Department in connection with the
above Fund for year 1895 will be found in Appendix K hereto, and will be published annually in the
same form.
APPENDIX A.
Beturw of Stock in the several Sheep Districts.
Year 18(15.

Year 1S!H.

Districts,
Acreage.
klbury ...........
874,21(1
Armidale _____
2,927,857
JJilrunald . .. 3,885,208
Itathurst . .. .
1,515,394
Hciriiwi ............
263,027
liumbalii ..........
511,754
Kcmrke ...........
8,995,314
Braidwood .......
384,761
Brcworriaa ,
3,777,242
Broulee
.........
261,846
Cunnonbar
..
3,488,545
L’urcoar ...........
1,113,171
Casino................
1,290,497
Cobar ...............
6,761,640
Conctobolin .. .. 5,769,271
Cooma..............
1,693,945
2,293,061
Coouabarabran •
Coormmblc .......
2,713,004
Coi'owa ...........
776,044
])ciiiliqnm .......
2,231,379
Denman ...........
290,500
Dubbo................ 3,854,665
ISdcn ................
446,817
Forbes...............
2,797,456
Glen Inties.......
2,119,501
Goulburn .......
926,015
Grafton ..........
361,950
Gundagai .......
1,254,118
Hay....................
4,635,291
Hiilston ...........
3,758,309
Hume ...............
1,238,604
Ivunhoe ............
5,333,766
iTerildcrie ........
1.272,097
Kmma............. .
280,699
Maitland...........
582,927
Mcnindie ..........
9,492,035
Memwa ...........
722,338
Milpnrinka.......
6,324,346
Moloug ...........
1,643,915
Movoe...............
2,991,472
!Monlamcin.......
1,611,811
Miulgee ..........
1,513,394
Murrurundi ...
778,120
^amnidera .... 2,810,456
Namibri...........
1,410,050
Piofnn .............
227,751
Pillign. .............
1,510,725
Fort MticQunric.
434,328
Pore Stephens...
605,830
(}«icanbevmi ...
800 470
Singleton ......
536,106
Sydney ...
.
212.01,0
4,159,221
Tmnworth .......
Tenterdeld
1,599,004
Xwepfl^Lismoi’e.
228,647
1 023,003
Uratia...........
Wags'll SVairsja,. 2,797,815
IVuigett ..........
5 ,''73 628
W>iNHaring .■ .. 5,8i;S,2. 9
tViiriakla
.
3,113,930
Winitworth ... 6,625,371
iViicanma ..... 10,026,362
Windsor..........
196,683
YrtSH ...................
791,337
Yoimg........... .
2,141,814

Horses.

Cattle.

7,081
12,330
2,402
15,392
4,100
3,024
8,639
5.352
4,765
3,362
6,416
8 4.83
9,716
3,317
5,536
8,969
5,723
7,269
3,071

16,308
96,812
4,448
50,536
28,836
23,227
14,541
45,193
16,164
32,416
21,418
27,082
138,807
5,600
11,336
57,373
14,098
21,842
6,320
17,147
34,329
37,576
61,943
39,049
132,783
62,413
77,136
64,310
0,509
4,811
25,562
2,399
5,765
61,489
69,192
7,576
17,828
6,771
24,487
70,748
9,880
49,708
31,802
L6.33S
20.598
29,699
18,191
44,715
52,100
30,774
57,320
20,265
105,965
92,152
30,029
4.218
39,137
20,283
3,639
73,350
3,252
9,534
17.557
21.512
41,979

6,022

4,272
14,185
4,244
11.838
14,617
9,806
17,408
10,773
f»,935
3,206
5,790

2,020

3,945
7,865
14,306
4,211
5,060
2,843
11,172
9,344
1,581
11,762
8,302
5,112
6.326
4,311
3.206
7,951
7,4/12
4,873
7,326
21,723
25,770
8,360
7,090
2,630
KOEP
7 919
2,332

12,680
2,208
6,789
7,604
5 591
11,930

Total .... L58t2iK)(109

Sheep.
783,544
1,453,586
618,796
575,890
1
37,105
436,710
2,436,226
61,867
lj37l»470
1
1,933
1,530.589
' 799,468
1
907

1

1.311,647
| 1,837,408
1 874.215
1,150,561
, 1,882,465
1 697,636
1,396,315
46,943
i 2,168,830
2,922
2,180,808
693,073
278,739
2,847
1,054,595
1,758,757
934,429
554,388
891,616
851,660
1,913
2,407
1,096,048
513,075
928.672
1,28#,864
1,462,495
085,024
746,433
549,499
1,520,232
795,275
1,833
638,753
795
1,187
504,079
50,817
7,010
2,851,24 >
183,264
277
956,232
1,986,133
2,407,590
875,629
1,505,540
628,031
1,575,409
1,903
501,386
1,972,170

Piss.

.......

.....

......

. • 4 . t.

.....
.....
4 44...

.......

Acreage.
887,296
3,177,687
3,606,576
1,447,867
266,811
557,058
8,167,120
390 304
3,715,417
256,890
3,522,332
1,053,182
1.308,360
0,537,051
4 992,517
1,634,061
3,487,595
2,783,279
706 820
2,218,100
30.1,355
3.456,206
455,395
2,756,989
2,080,554
040,608
883,494
1,237,909
3,947,857
3,797,071
1,107,105
5,470,931
1,279,226
290,469
609,160
9,623,806
695,GG8
5,047,369
1,769,937
2,931,351
1,572,993
1,518 996
821,549
2,855,156
1,472,228
215,967
1,379,070
487,825
942.368
483,706
429,428
212,105
3,948,738
1,693,465
237,266
972,760
2,094,3744,910,880
6,757,868
3,210,562
6,701,658
10,090,135
167,789
806.305
2,21(1,700

503,068 2,290,112 50^77*270 273.290 150,424,097
i

Horses.

Cattle.

Sheep.

7,086
17.100
767,797
12,478
92,200 1,131,017
689,682
2,357
IbS'to
527,112
14,818
43,351
3.870
27,061
43,313
19,914
3,357
387,861
12,644 1,506,699
7,480
56,379
5,113 , 38,570
'4,924
11,177 1,155,908
1,322
3,183 1 28,424
0,619
22,454 1,157,629
678,635
7,970
22,985
135,289
933
9,420
2,705
5,353 1,001,888
9,841 1,346.358
5,105
724,341
9,234
48,101
14,150
936,128
5.816
7,131
19,494 1,075,505
0,006
707,210
3,907
6,091
13,301 1,309,882
4,022
27,354
32,451
14,333
30,249 1,950,102
4,069
47,891
2,093
11,108
27,948 1,739,497
90,703
520,746
13,307
9,123
53,900
225,617
70,769
1,832
16,903
10,220
45,593
968,640
6,734
7,519 1,608,722
3,141
4,002
750,553
29,923
5,650
000,518
1,910
2,272
740,703
4,300
5,500
860,331
57,449
7,242
1,704
14,901
64,583
2,038
3,903
0,460
928,836
15,589
5,099
450,327
0,540
2,843
735,812
19,804
10,568
1,083,811
9,378
61,268 1,086,310
4,924
1,506
082,400
42,269
10,987
630,808
7,803
31,445
470,331
13,092 1,317,825
5,115
5,421
18,403
647,400
3,910 - 24,897
2,383
14,532
2,782
529,709
8,842
45,632
798
7,052
40,341
091
4,442
20,589
409,741
5,701
41,751
27,396
22.263
20,890
7,350
25,139
87,728 2,196,313
7,733
81,590
143,701
7,293
33,142
230
2.819
5,681
811,601
12,943
34,958 1,801,008
8,400
18,604 2,147,483
1.824
3,115
603,250
12,187
07,100 1,064,411
1,892
3,223
575,832
7.803 1.228,674
4,653
7,211
15,769
509
5,003
21,523
464,443
12,007 1 42,302 1,735,791

rigs.

.....

»#»♦*»

.....

...

.

.... .
i
.....
■ 11

■i

......

. ....

482,459 2,023,768 47,617,687 221,697
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Sir,

APPENDIX B.
Sydney, 10 June, 1896.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your request, I left Sydney on the 26th
May last for Inveralochy to examnio into and report upon an outbreak of disease amongst the horses on
the Inveralochy Estate, the properly of Mr. "W". Douglas.
The most, prominent symptoms observed while the animals were at rest were a tucked-up appear
ance of the flank, coupled with knuckling over of the hind fetlocks, followed on enforced progession by a
spasmodic action of the motary muscles, in many cases of all four limbs, inducing a peculiar gait similar
(in some points) to a local nervous affection very prevalent in England commonly called “ Stringhalt,”
but quite dissimilar in anything but jerky action, which seldom affects more than one limb, frequently due
to local injury during castration. The animal’s usefulness is not interfered with.
In this affection a decided wasting of the muscles of the thigh is observed, aud in forced exercise
especially marked in one or two year olds; the breathing is catchy and painful; the animal’s condition
being poor and unthrifty; extreme nervous debility and loss of muscular power are marked features. On
post-mortem examination of a filly placed at my disposal by Mr. Douglas, there was an absence of abnor
mality or disease in brain and spinal cord or internal organs, with the exception of the liver, stomach, and
portion of small intestines, the former somewhat congested and in the latter distinct evidence of inflamma
tion of a sub-acute character, evidently the result of the presence of immense quantities of “ nematoda,”
found both free and enclosed in cystic tumours, varying in size from a pea to a walnut.
I am of decided opinion that the cause of the disease is to be found in the intense irritation catised
by these parasites producing perverted action and interference with digestion, bringing about extreme
debility and nervous prostration.
The remedy I recommend is a more generous diet, and, when practicable, total change of jjasture,
together with the administration of anthelmintics and tonics as recommended by me in the Ivanhoe horses
in 1893, Viz,:—
Common salt ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2 lb.
Powdered sulphur
...
...
...
...
...
..............
2 „
Black antimony...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 „
Tartar emetic ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
£ „
Sulphate of iron...............................................................................
1 „
Dose:—-Two tablespoonfuls for each horse, mixed in the feed, equal to 1-oz. doses.
The above can be varied by the administration of the following draught
Linseed oil
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1 pint
Spirits of turpentine ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2 oz.
for each animal every alternate day.
This disease is somewhat similar in effect to the disease in the district of Ivanhoe before referred
to, only differing in external symptoms, such as loss of eyesight and paralysis, easily attributable to climatic
influences and surroundings.
The country upon which these animals graze is of an undulating character and sandy nature, which,
after seasons of drought, becomes barren of vegetation necessary for the sustenance of the animals, thus
rendering the subject a favourable host for the ravages of the parasite, the embryo of which prevails in
country of special character, and under the unfavourable seasons and circumstances before mentioned.
I have, &c.,
To the Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
A. E. Q-. E.OBINSON, M.R.C.Y.S.
Sit,

Sydney, 11 June, 1896.
In compliance witk your further instructions, after completing my investigations at Inveralochy
I proceeded to Braidwood and examined a number of horses on the premises of Messrs. Hassail, Roberts,
& Royd, exhibiting symptoms similar to the Inveralochy horses, viz.:— .
Emaciation; tucked-up appearance of the flanks; wasting or atrophy of the muscles of the
thigh; accelerated breathing; and spasmodic totantic contraction of both hind limbs, assimi
lating in some respects to stringhalt, but altogether different from that affection, which
seldom affects more than one limb, never interferes with the animal’s usefulness, and is
frequently the result of injury during castration, and purely local.
Post-mortem appearances I found the same as Inveralochy horses, viz.:—
Sub-acute inflammation of stomach and small intestines; myriads of free and encysted nematoda
worms, the cysts varying in size from a pea to a walnut.
The cause of the affection is undoubtedly due to the presence of these parasites, which, by incessant
irritation, prostrate the nervous system, retard the proper assimilation and digestion of the food, thus
producing subsequent muscular degeneration.
Treatment should consist in the administration of anthelmintics and tonics, removal, if possible,
from the infected paddock to a better diet. As an anthelmintic and tonic the following mixture is to he
recommended, viz.Common salt ..............■
... 2 lb.
Powdered sulphur
.............. 2 „
Black antimony...
...
... 1 ,,
Tartar emetic ...
...
... § „
Sulphate of iron...
...
... 1 ,,
Doses divided into ounce doses and given in the feed, which may he varied by the administration of a
draught every alternate day, composed of linseed oil (raw), 1 pint, and spirits of turpentine, 2 oz.
I would also recommend, where practicable, a top-dressing to infected paddocks of rough common
salt or lime.
The country upon which those animals graze appears favourable to the development of low-life
organisms, and is of an undulating character, having a sandy soil incapable of producing after severe
drought vegetation necessary for the sustenance of the animals, thus inducing a condition of body
favourable to the ravages of the parasites, and subsequent destruction of the vital forces.
In my opinion it is preventable by the exercise of intelligent care during an unfavourable season.
The Chief Inspector of Stock, Sydney.
-----------------■

A, E. G-. ROBINSON, M.R.C.V.S.
APPENDIX
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APPENDIX C.
Repout on investigations made with reference to the mortality in Ilorses and Sheep which occurred at

Wyrern, Groongal, Bringagee, and Benerembah Stations during the months of January and
Pebruary, 1896.
Histoey.
In the Horse.

mortality was first noticed among the horses at 'Wyvern Station, a heavy draught horse being the
victim. This horse was seen at 7'30 a.m., and appeared to be in good health, but at midday he was
noticed to bo down and in great pain. He died at 4’3t) p.m. on the same day.
The mortality next occurred at Bringagee, in the horso-paddock,” where a saddle-horse was
found dead. Since then, up to the end of February, Bringagee has lost 20 horses; Wyvern, 24 ; Bcnerembah, 10; and Groongal, 2. Thus the total number of horses that have succumbed is. 56.
The

In the Sheep.

The mortality commenced at Bringagee, in a herd—some '700 hoad—of half-bred ewes running
with the rams in the Park Hall paddock, where, on being driveu, three of the rams and four of the ewes
refused to move, and appeared to be in great pain. These seven sheep were carted to the home station,
and died -within twelve hours. The herd was then moved into the paddock immediately north—Craigend
—and during the following two days no less than thirty (30) more died. The remainder were then
removed to the No, 4 paddock, facing the river. This appears to have checked the mortality, as only
twenty (20) more died within the following ten days. Among the rams, which had been separated from
the ewes and placed in tbe Nyang paddock, twenty (20) Lincoln, and five (5) Merino died. The dead
rabbits in this paddock were then collected and destroyed, the result being only two more rams died within
a few days afterwards, and none since.
At Benerembah the mortality commenced in the middle of January. Some fifty (50) rams that
had been running with the horses, who were also affected, died, thirty (30) of the number dying within
three (3) days. Bonerembah lost between sixty and seventy head.
Groongal lost about thirty (30) rams; while Wyvern lost but seven (7) sheep.
Itoughfy speaking, about two hundred (200) sheep, the majority of which were rams, succumbed.
SrMTIOlTAXOLOGY.
In the Horse.

Attention is first directed by tbe animal standing isolated in a sheltered position, when such is
available, disinclined to eat or to move.
In from six to twelve hours the animal begins to present a tucked-up appearance, and stands with
head lowered and coat slightly “ staring.” On being made to move, he does so reluctantly, carrying the
body rigidly and stepping with uncertain gait. If quietly approached in this stage, and on waiting until
the excitement which your approach naturally causes subsides, the temperature is found to be elevated
1'5° to 2° E. above normal, pulse full and hard, mucous membranes injested, and tbe respiratory acts,
which are almost entirely costal are from 4 to i.O in excess to tbe normal number per minute. The
animal is disinclined to eat, but will drink readily.
In another six to twelve hours the horse is experiencing an abdominal pain, which ranges from sub
acute to acute. He looks round to the region of stomach or flank, as the case may be, and paws ;
occasionally he gets down and rolls. The temperature now reaches 103° E. to 105° F., pulse 76 to 80 per
minute and full, respiratory acts 28 per minute and markedly costal. The engorged capillaries of the eye
stand out very prominently on the yellowish-tingod sclerotic. The sub-maxillary glands may be swollen.
The animal now moves very uncertainly. At this stage’constipation was very marked in some cases, while
in others priaprism was noticed.
In cases No. 2 and No. 4 ineffective attempts were made to micturate, due no doubt to cystitis.
In cases No. 2 and No, 4 muscular tremor was also present in muscles at front of chest (pectorals), fore
arms, and thighs, and was concomitant with muscular rigidity affecting particularly those of the neck and
back. The animal will now neither eat nor drink.
The next stage is one of collapse. The horse goes down and is unable to get up again. The tem
perature falls below normal, pulse 42 soft and full, respirations 30, mucous membranes deeply injected.
The sclerotic becomes more yellowish in colour. The animal may now ho handled without causing any
excitement, and without any resistance being offered. All natural functions gradually become suspended ;
the animal sinks and dies some ten hours after having gone down.
In the Sheep.
.
As in the horse, the first symptom noticed is isolation and disinclination to move. They persis
tently lie on their sternum or breast-bone. Later on they show evidence of abdominal pain, sub-acute
and acute. Tbe leading symptoms are those of gastro-intcatinal irritations. Their flanks have a hollow,
sunken appearance. They are constantly gnashing the teeth and regurgitating; occasionally frothy
mucous flows from the mouth. The sclerotic presents more of a cyanotic appearance. In time the sheep
become extremely prostrated; Bung on their breast-bones, with nose protruding and lower jaw resting
on the ground ; breathing heavily, in some cases actually panting, and show but little inclination to either
eat or drink. The stage of collapse was not so well marked as in the horse. In one case a diarrhoea of a
severe nature set in prior to death.
In both the horse aud sheep there were various degrees of severity in each individual attack,
running from mild and moderate to recovery, and from extreme 1o death, and the above symptoms were
presented in direct proportion to the severity of the attack. Many of the sheep were simply “found dead.”
Posi-MOETEM Ai'PKABASCES

In the Horse.

Decomposition sets in rapidly; vessels engorged with dark-coloured blood, which did not readily
coagulate; serous cavities all contained a small quantity of serous effusion; throat—pharynx inflamed;
oesophagus or gullet apparently normal; stomach usually contained a large quantity of fluid, and but little
solid matter. Its mucuous membranes showed circumscribed erosions and slight ulcerations, or in milder cases
patchy inflammation; intestines—the small intestines were inflamed and their lymphatic glands swollen,
dark in colour and softened. The anterior portions of large intestines were inflamed, but the inflammatory
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signs gradually dtsajjpcared as (he bowels were traced backwards. Tbe eontouts of tbe anterior bowds
were either fluid or soft, and contained a number of worms (mostly Str: Tetra-canthus and Asc:
megalocepbalus), but the contents of the posterior bowels were dry and hard, and the pellets of faces in
the rectum were thickly coated with mucous ; liver—usually congested, but in some cases fatty ; spleen—
normal; kidneys—inflamed and softened; bladder—inflamed and distended with albuminous urine; lungs
—congested and occasionally sub-pleural and inter-lobular oedema was present; heart—normal, and filled
with soft dark blood clots; brain—meninges showed capillary engorgement.
In the Sheep.

Somewhat similar post-mortem appearances were found, with the following exceptions and additions:—
Patchy inflammation in the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd stomachs were present in one or two cases, but, as a rule,
these stomachs were normal. The 4th stomach was invariably inflamed, especially along the greater
curvature. The small intestines were extensively inflamed, and the accompanying mesenteric glands softened
and swollen and dark in colour. In the large intestines the inflammation extended further back than in
the horse. In some cases the throat was very much inflamed.
_
In order to place beyond doubt that the mortality was not due to any contagious or infectious
disease, the following researches and experiments were carried out. great care being taken to prevent any
accidental contamination, and every antiseptic precaution was exercised in experiments B and 0 where
inoculations were made.
(A.) The blood from the veins, interior of heart, and from the spleen was prepared and stained
'
aud subjected to a careful microscopic examination without result.
(B.) The blood (3 j = 1 drachm) from one of the most severe cases was injected into the peritoneal
cavity of a healthy rabbit. On post-mortem examination some forty-eight hours afterwards, no
departure from normal was found, uot even an inflammatory area aboutthc seat of inoculation,
(C.) Two healthy wethers were inoculated on the inner aspect of the thigh with 3 j each of blood
from a ram showing characteristic symptoms, without either of the wethers suffering any
inconvenience or ill-health whatsoever.
_
(D.) (1) Carcasses of rabbits collected from (a) paddocks where strychnine was used, and (b)
paddocks where phosphorised pollard was used, in exterminating these pests; together
with (2) a portion of the ingesta from the stomach and (3) portion of urine of brown colt
(case Kd. 41 where strychnine was suspected, and (4) portions of the bowels with their
contents intact of sheep in cases where phosphorus was suspected, were forwarded to the
Chief Inspector of Stock for analysis.
Diagnosis.

It is my opinion that the mortality was caused by the horses and sheep either eating the carcasses
of poisoned rabbits, or in some instances eating the phosphorised pollard bails laid for the rabbits, the
actual cause of death being gastro-enleritis, due to a poisonous irritant, namely, either phosphorus in some
cases, or the septic ptomaines of putrefaction. In some cases, as in ISTo. 4, symptoms of strychnine
poisoning wore concomitant with those of gastro-enteritis.
Bexiauxs.

All the stations where the mortality occurred are badly rabbit-infested. To exterminate these
pests poison is used in two forms : (1) Troughs containing the muriate of strychnine dissolved in water
are laid in those paddocks where the usual water supply for the stock can be fenced in. The stock is re
moved, and these troughs laid outside the fenced-in tanks. (2) Phosphorus in combination with the
sulphide of carbon mixed with pollard is laid in furrows in the form of pellets. _
'
Owing to the drought we experienced last summer, the rabbit-poisoning operations were com
menced as earlv as December, 1895, The drought continuing through the months of January and
Pebruary, ’96, all the natural fodder (grass, &c.) became scorched and dried up. The stock feeding on the
dry fodder for some time developed a morbid or depraved appetite, and began to eat the dead rabbits, of
which, on the authority of the managers of the stations and the Stock Inspectors for the districts, they
partake freely. During a post-mortem examination on a ram that died showing -characteristic symptoms, a
piece of rabbit skin with fur attached was found in tbe first stomach.
In my opinion tbe chief sources of danger are to he found in:—
(a) Overlooked pellets of phosphorised pollard lying about the paddock.
(3) The entrails and their contents of dead rabbits.
_
<
(c) The carcasses of rabbits that died in the troughs containing strychnine.
JAS. DOUGLAS STEWART, M.K.C.V.S.
Ax examination of the organs of different animals for strychnine and phosphorus gave the following
results:—
,
, ,
r i i ■
Portion of ingesta from stomach of brown colt contained traces of strychnine.
Stomach and portion of large bowel of sheep, no strychnine.
Internal organs of rabbit, no strychnine.
Urine from No. 4 contains strychnine.
Pluid from stomach of No. 4, no strychnine.
Contents of small intestines of No. 4, no strychnine.
Intestines of sheep containing ingesta, no strychnine.
_
The internal organs of rabbit were examined for phosphorus and for phosphorus acid. Neither
was present, showing that if phosphorus had beeu administered it is now oxidised past certainty of
detection The other samples were consequently not examined for phosphorus.
,nil T
.on(.
---------------- P. B. GUTHB1E.
10th June, 1896.
APPENDIX D.
Infiujenza in Houses.
(By J?, Stanley, F.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian.)
Character.
_
It is a contagious equine fever, due to germinal matter invading the system, producing disastrous
changes in the blood, which interfere with nutrition, excite congestion, and occasionally inflammation of
important organs or tissues.
Cause
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,

Oause.

°E ?is disGa8<L are al™y8 lurking about, and epidemics are due to exceptional climatic
the disease germ!0 "

^

0n the health °f horses’

at

s™e time favour the vitality of

suirouSirSUT68 ?! ,amon^t J^d-worlving horses in overcrowded sheds, with bad sanitary
Burroundmgs

next come fat horses, and the least susceptible are horses that are in good working condi-

fpeedily riCe? ’

^

^ haVe the diseaSe at a11 ifc “ iQ a “ild form-

Symptoms.
the
IrLTnS

pollen

aPl>e+tite;
lieadache, pain in the limbs, general weakness; in many cases
tears trick e down the face; there may be discharge from the nostrils, and

oSive^tL hST; +thf tr
h^Tcoloured
''

be

scarlet and orarjSe “lour, tie tongue furred, breath
; f1'®.P1ll8e ]S smfl11 a'nd weak, the dung is soft, and the urine

nign-eoloured, there is a general rise of the bodily temperature.
mi™,™
di8e-Se PfgJ,rS^ tho s37Ptoms mil depend on'its course, which is very variable, as the
t?08 S!Vert t° the dlseaaG unhcate. The vital forces in many cases overcome the toxic effects
and excrete the poison from the system; it is to assist this process that we have recourse to treatment.

The Treatment,
fond wifh'drir1! C011SI1 °[1resl:.‘ pur a,ir’ f5101*61, from sun> raiTh or wind, bran mashes, and cut green
drinkin^Vato? /+rS °f Ci‘lora.te of Potash> carbonate of ammonia, or nitrate of potash given in the

abide lid !p!o™r
case lla8.been takon early enough, and the surroundings are good, the fever will
abate, and recovery he complete in a very few days.
6
nletolv w!ttUdlately Ilk7 h°r8eS are WOrked at lhe commencement of the illness; then they are comSiv dual or^ls Inlbl I? PreSr a ^a7ty °f bfd ^mptoms, owing to the mischief being located in
sniu.ilsv^ Thll
f-’l0HC °f r1esPlra*10111 or the bowels’ ]iver> spiem, lymphatic glands, or cerehroiP trontld + ’ -i. n 0C?1OT1 c7 on ^ be dlagoosed by the educated veterinarian, and every case should
time md n
aT °f the
' droPsical -weffinga are a favourable indication, but
time and patience must bo allowed for recovery. IS o case is cured until tbe horse is playful at exercise.

APPENDIX D.
(By the Government Stathticxan.)

Ixchease and Decrease of Sheep, year ended 31st December, 1895.
...
56,977,270
’"
“
................
7,515,207
Number of sheep imported during 1895 ...
^
................
420.374
Number of sheep, on 31st December, 1834
Lambs marked during 1895............................

Slaughtered for food for local consumption (including sheep killed
on stations)...
...
...
___
_
2,777,803
Do
for meat preserving ...
...
1,018,887
Do
for freezing for export
.........................."
1,021,006
Do
for boiling-down in boiling-down works
...
... 2,279,512
Do
do
do
on stations ...
...
...
...
378,871
Lambs slaughtercd^for food for local consumption
...
...
106,924
Total slaughtered ...
Exported during 1895
Killed by dogs
Loss by drought, ordinary

,,.
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
"
”
mortality and missing sheep V!

Total deduction

...

Number'of sheep on 31st December, 1895

...

8,183,003
999,77.3
170,202
7,942,186
...

...

17,295,164

............................

Decrease on previous year

...

04,912,851

47,617,687

...

9,359,583

APPENDIX E.
AtjstbaIiIai' Stud Sheep offered for Sale by Auction in Sydney during the Tear 1895.

Australian Stud Sheep.
Number of
1tarns.
By Messrs. Goldsbroughj Morfc, & Co. (Ltd.), on account various New South
Wales breeders,...
Messrs. Gtoldsbrougb, Mori, & Co. (Ltd,), on account various Tasmanian
breeders..............
Messrs, Q-oldsbrough, Morfc, k Co, (Ltd.),on account various Queensland
breeders...............
Messrs. tJoldsbrough, Mort? k Co, (Ltd.), on account various New Zealand
breeders...............
1'. a. Weaver, Bsq., on account various New South Wales breeders
Messrs, Pitt, Son, & Badgery (Ltd.),on account various New South Wales
breeders..............
326—D

Number of
Ewes.

Total.
limns.

Ewes

73
2,021

72

9
837
197

26
11

31

5

2,940
197

98
11
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APPENDIX B.—continued.
Austeaj.tan Stud Sheep offered for Sale, <fcc.—continued.
——-----------------------

;

Total.
Number of
Bams.

By Messrs. Pitt, Son, & Badgery (Lid.), on account various New Zealand
Messrs. Hill, Clarke,

k

1,165

62

94
239
599
985
25

GL
81
113

2,565

650

Co., on account various New South Wales

Messrs. Hill, Clarke, k Co., on account various Victorian breeders ..........
■Messrs Hill, Clarke, k Co., on account various Tasmanian breeders..........
Messrs. Hill, Clarke, k Co., on account various New Zealand breeders......
Messrs. Hill, Clarkei k Co„ on account various South Australian breeders
The Now Zealand Loan and Mercantile Agency Co. (Ltd.), in conjunction
■with Warden Harry Graves, Esq., on account various New Zealand
Messrs. Harrison, Jones, and Devlin, on account various New Zealand

Estes.

’

247

1,196

57

1,933

245

2,565

550

247
961

APPENDIX E.
showing the mult of Vaccinations
Anthrax ^9 performed by Messrs. McGarvie Smith
and Gunn with their own Vaccine, and by Mr. A. Devlin with Pasteur a A accine.
______ _
Number

h

Ewes.

9,078

Total.................

Statement

Rams.

Number of
Sheep
Vaccinated.

Number

Number

y ere an!
Number of
deaths
Sheep dymsrl venations, of deaths of deaths of
when they 1st. 2nrt, and after 1st after 2nd after 3rd
vaccina
vaccina
vaccina
were vacci
Srd.
tion.
tion.
tion.
nated.

State of Weather during
Vaccination.

Remarks.

Vaccinated J;/ Messrs. Smith and Gnan.

1st

Yes

1

40.000

2

0,600

3

7,000

n

4

6,500

}}

G
6
7
8
9
10

7,913
216
5,890
2,300
3.411
1,892
800
7.000
CfO
1 260
3.067

No ..
Yes .
A few.
*
No .
Few .

1G

8,100

17

1,923

18
19

12,260

Ko
Yes
No
Yes

n
12
13
14

13

Cattle 20

88 21
22
Cattle 23

2,600
13.000
466

28
29
30
31

32
33

34
35
36
37
33
39
40
41

42
43

44

*•>

If

70

n

None

15
5
j)

None

• ‘

ft

1%
t

None

*•
—

Nil ^

No
Yes

None
J!
JJ
J)
JJ
1»
JJ
JJ

JJ

JJ
Ji

3

it

)!
JJ

11
•

U
y,

»*■

»

ft

..
JJ
JJ

»
JJ

17
M

JJ

>1

JJ

JJ

>)

JJ
1)

it
))

It

*1

JJ

■

i
•
•
•
*
•
■
•
•

1J

Nil

Nil

■“

Nil’

JJ

U

*1

JJ

JJ

»
Jj
JJ
M
J»

H
l

>J
JJ

JJ

JJ

>J

JJ
JJ

U
JJ

IJ

jj

JJ

J:

M

>J

ft
H

»

rr
if

No
Yes

it
it
No
Yes

H
•'

>1

.. 1st

k

JJ

Cattle 45
65

Cool........
Warm ....
Hot........
Warm ....
Cool....
Warm ,
Hob....
Warm.
Hot ....

500 vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously.
I!
’>
700 vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously,
n
.J’
5,000 vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously.
12,200 vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously.

3,500 vaccinated in 1894.
Nona vaccinated previously.

Fine.

jj

120
160
850
126
ICO
35
250

7,91" vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously.

Dry and fairly ivorv

JJ

Nil

?>
»
Jj

shade,
None
„
JJ

12

>1

...

4,286

11,210
14,378
5,960
2,340
24,878
22,580
16,457
2,280
6,419
14,825
975
6,346
3,727
10,790
6,767
6,019
1,564
10,883
2,000

JJ

Nil
80
,,

Could not find a single
sheep dead.
Believe in vaccination as a
preventive.
Consider it a great success.
None vaccinated previously.

None

9

11

>1

M

8,526

None

20
20

-■-

ji

40 25
27

None

2nd

»

144 24
2G

k

........

Warm.
Hot ,
Very hot.

100

4,800 vaccinated in 1894.
7,966 vaccinated in 1894.
All vaccinated in 1894.
None vaccinated previously.
All vaccinated m 1894.
7,000 veccinatcd in 1893.
None vaccinated previously.

Vaccinated by Mr* Devlin.

46
47
48

2,800
1,600

49

30,000

2,000
346,693

Nil

..

,,

Nil

2nd

Nil

J»

tf

JJ

6,000

JJ

V

■■
*

Nil

J)

JJ

Fine.

None vaccinated previously.
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APPENDIX G.
Poot-rot.
Dressings recommended by Mr, E. Stanley, Government Veterinarian,

Agricultural Gazette,

(For further details see

July, 1891):—

Arsenic Dressing.
.

Arsenic, from 1 to 2 oz.
Potash,

„

2 to 4 „

Water, 1 gallon.
To be used in troughs for the sheep to walk through.
hour at least, till the arsenic is thoroughly dissolved.

The mixture to be boiled slowly for half-an-

Sulphate of Copper {Bluestone) Dressing.
Sulphate of copper, from -J- lb. to 1 lb., dissolved in a gallon of water, may be used instead of arsenic
The following healing dressings may be used by hand after the above caustic applications:—

Tar Dressings.
Stockholm tar, 20 parts; carbolic acid, 1 part; or,
Stockholm tar, 8 parts ; bluestone in powder, 1 part; or,
Oil of tar, 10 parts; carbolic acid, 1 part; olive oil, 1 part,

Lime Dressing.
Quick-lime, sprinkled on a dry surface, and the sheep walked through it frequently, will he found
very beneficial. Before any dressings are used, the whole of the loose horn should be pared carefully from
the diseased feet. It is of the greatest importance that the sheep’s feet should, on the dressing being
applied, be kept thoroughly clean and dry tor at least three hours afterwards. They should, therefore,
on leaving the troughs, or being dressed, be passed directly on to a battened or wooden floor, if it can be
got, and where neither of these is obtainable, they should bo passed into a dry yard, in which there is a
good coating of straw, cut grass, or dry bark taken from trees which have been rung, or, in fact, any
other thing which will keep their feet clean and dry.
The following are the remedies reported by the Inspectors to have been used and the results:—
Application,

Arsenic in troughs .............................. .
„ bluestone and carbolic acid.......
,, and bluestone...............................
„ and lime.....................................
„ and saltpetre ...............................
Bluestone and corrosive sublimate
„
and arsenic...............................
„
and kerosene ...........................
„
and lime...................................
„
and sulphur ...........................
„
arsenio and carbolic acid .......
Butyr of antimony..................................

Result.

Application.

Gtood.
Not given.
Good.

lair.
Not given.
Satisfactory.
Good.
Good.
Good.
Good,
Good.
Good.

n
carbolic acid and oil... Satisfactory.
Corrosive sublimate .........................
Not given.

Result.

Carbolic sublimate and bluestone ....... Good.
Carbolic acid.......................................... Good.
„ and oil and butyrofantimony Good.
,, acid bluestone andarsenic ... Not given,
Kerosene.................................................. Good.
„
and bluestone........................... Good,
Lime and tar.......................................... Not given.
and arsenic .................................. Not given.
Sulphur and bluestone.......................... Good.
Saltpetre and arsenic.............................. Not given.
Tar and turpentine .............................. Not given.
„ and quick-lime ............................... Good.
„ and bluestone.................................. Good.

„

Specifics.

Cooper’s Dip
Hayward's Dip
Little's Dip

Satisfactory.
In some cases.
Satisfactory.

I Pottie’s Specific....................................... Not stated.
Quibell’s Foot-rot Cure ....................... Good.
| Graham’s Foot-rot Powder.................... Not very satisfactory,

APPENDIX H.

Sheath Disease in Wethers.
Sir,

*
Victoria Barracks, Sydney, New South Wales, 29 October, 1894.
a ii. t
1
*k0. honor to inform you that on the completion of my duties at Bourke I proceeded
to the Lower Macquarie, arriving there on Sunday, 21st instant.
.
* a
On Monday I inspected over 4i00 (four hundred) wethers that were more or less
anected with disease. I also minutely examined and operated upon 20 (twenty) of the worst cases, with
a view to ascertaining the nature of the complaint and the best treatment to adopt. Ten of the latter
which were too far gone for treatment I directed to be killed, preserving for your inspection the ulcerated
organs of generation, as also the sheaths and their contents. I photographed one sheath before and after
it was operated upon, showing tbe immense size to which it grows as a result of the inflammatory changes.

Inoculation,—On Tuesday and Wednesday I operated upon another lot of affected sheep by simply
squeezing as much matter as possible out of the sheath and injecting a solution of sulpho carbonate of
zinc, 1 to 30 strong. I redressed the cases I operated on with injections of Jey’s Fluid, 1 to 40, and
carbolic

28
carbolic oil, 1 to 10 strong, and I inoculated six healthy wethers on the ouside of the point of the sheath
with some of the pus from one recently tilled.
On Friday, assisted by Mr. Hunter, I inspected and
redressed the worst cases, and found those which X operated on (by laying the sheath open and washing it
ont with the fluid) were on the road to recovery. On Friday before starting for Sydney I inspected those
I inoculated, hut did not notice any change. I left word with Mr. Hunter to have them inspected every ■
day, and report to me if they showed signs of developing tho disease, I inoculated with a view to deter
mining whether the disease is of a contagious nature or not.

History of Disease,—The history of the disease according to the information afforded by Mr. Hunter
is as follows:—It was first noticed three or four years ago, and has meantime gradually become more
pronounced aud prevalent. It exists to a more or less extent on “ Combardillo ” and “ Gdenroy ” Stations.
It appears to be chiefly confined to 4-tooth wethers, rams being exempt. Several reasons are locally
assigned for its origin. It is presumed by some to he due to contagion, and by others to grass seeds and
flies ; hut in my opinion it is caused by the abnormal and gradually-increasing growth of the belly-fleece.
The wool is tept continually wet in this part by the urine, consequently there is an accumulation of
droppings and dirt, acting as a source of irritation to the point of the sheath, which eventually passes
through tbe various stages of inflammation and mortification.

Disease, 1st Stage.—The first symptoms are slight redness and swelling at the point of the sheath,
together with a little moisture on. pressure.
This condition may last for five or six weeks, becoming
gradually worse, until it arrives at what may be called the second stage, which was the form of the disease
I chiefly noticed.

2nd Stage,—The orifice becomes progressively smaller, the point of the sheath much congested and
covered with purulent substance, the whole sheath is immensely enlarged, resembling a cow’s swollen teat,
although not nearly as painful or hot to the touch. When the sheath is seized by the hand and forcibly
squeezed, a quantity of thick, dirty, slate-coloured, high-smelling matter is ejected from the orifice. The
long hairs at the point easily break away, the wether gradually loses condition, looks anxious and restless,
continually strains and tries to micturate, and indicates its painful condition by alternately lying down
and getting np. On inserting a “ Symes ” abscess knife into the gradually-closing orifice, and laying the
sheath open by a hold sweep, backwards and upwards from the point, a quantity of thick pus (too thick to
escape on manual pressure from the small natural aperture) mixed with urine is freed from the interior
walls. On examining the point of the worm or thread, I found it to be in some cases half eaten away,
and in others, showing merely a small ulcer at the point,

{Vide

specimens.]

3rd Stage.—In the third or last stage the orifice was all hut closed, and the abovementioned
symptoms were much more intensely marked. On compressing the sheath nothing came away except
highly-coloured urine, which had been evidently imprisoned; hard, dirty excrescences like soft corns
appeared around the top and were easily removed. On laying open the enlarged sheath of several of the
worst (some I found to he four inches long), a few tablespoonfuls of thick, inspissated, dirty, slate-coloured
matter, of a cheesy consistency, slipped gradually out of its ease. In a few instances the whole interior
of the sheath (like the finder of a glove) came away. [Vide specimen.] The penis is ulcerated and
gangrenous, and the sheep succumbs from its inability to micturate, combined with mortification of
the part.

Diagnosis.—To summarise, the disease may he termed an aggravated form of “Balanitis” (or dirty
sheath) which, unless duly attended to, results in retention of urine, gangrene of the penis, and death.
Curative Treatment.—I found the simplest and most expedient manner of treatment to he as
follows:—The sheep should he held by an assistant in a sitting posture, on the top of a P. and B. fence,
with the belly facing the operator. The operator seizes the sheath with the left hand, inserts a “ Symes ”
abscess knife into the point, makes an incision downwards and lays the sheath completely open. Syringe
the sheath well with ley’s Fluid, diluted 1 to 40, from a bucket suspended at hand, and when clean inject
about a spoonful of carbolic oil, 1 to 10. The wound should be redressed in 48 hours, and inspected a few
days later.

Preventive Treatment.—Sheep with long belly-fleeces should be dipped after shearing. That
portion of the belly-fleece which grows over the sheath should he clipped a few months before shearing
and washed with Jey’s Fluid.
*

I have, &c.,

AVTLLIAM SCOTT, M.E.C.V.S., Bond.
To the Acting Chief Inspector of Stock,

Stock Department, New South Wales.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I.
number of the different kinds of noxious animals killed during years from 1881 to 1895;
the amount of assessment collected; the amount of Government subsidy paid; and the total
expenditure for each of these years.

Statement of the

1 Kangaroos.

Yew.

Native
Dogs.

Wallabies.

Number killed. Number kilted.

1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

Number
killed.

Hares.

Wild Pigs.

Number killed.

Number
killed.

Amount of Assess ! Amount of Govern*
ment collected.
ment subsidy paid.

581,753
1,452,829
750,846
1,403,233
855,676
1,106,478
476,438
667,436
495,673
267,769
402,053
428,295
284,082
250,455
623,383

43,724
347,842
330,109
473,609
506,372
594,603
388,088
653,285
642,782
506,161
705,510
726,669
743,017
796,667
1,393,253

2,250
6,980
7,195
7,336
8^474
9,560
7,739
9,619
9,142
9,955
11,530
11,838
14,148
11,279
11,383

5,878
28,623
56,628
176,732
329,683
397,439
649,131
786,230
734,212
708,581
700,917

922
562
664
12,041
9,700
5,292
20,206
45,173
8,802
25,851
43,965

£
17,648
45,772
32^781
48’069
61,754
41,585
32,651
25,474
33,257
33,649
31,664
37,733
39,116
39,466
39,638

10,046,399

8,851,691

138,428

4,574,054

173,178

560,265

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
,..

s. d.

•N.B.—The whole of tho accounts of expenditure for 1895 are not yet to hand.

Statement

Totals .

£
9in
1,182
!)3
SH
4fl2
054
374

9, d
£ s. d.
is g
674 7 5
f> H) 1,144 5 8
:i 8
320 8 0
2 3 1,733 12 S
34 11
309 6 5
10 5
578 11 7
30 10
484 10 3
216 10 10
284 5 3
60S 11 0
422 10 10
474 14 1
i.oia is io
018 17 7
545 1 0 1,069 2 0
37 0 6
551 18 S
022 12 1
2,025 C 7 2,301 S 10
20S 17 (j
327 12 11
1,641 2 1 1,976 17 6
5S2 17 ft 1,038 r. 8
309 10 S
2L 1 C
237 4 8
557 11 3
0*1 19 8
1,024 15 n 1,748 1 8
229 0 11
158 14 10
1,325 16 0 1,465 S 1
4SS 10 3
669 4 O
1,455 2 3 1,301 9 0
108 3 6
1,W9 14 9 2,025 3 2
122 10 0
159 3 5
413 6 7
330 16 7
503 11 1
400 2 9
229 C 0
242 4 2
211 1 2
255 15 3
m 1 10
231 13 0
335 0 3
420 9 10
023 6 9
221 3 f,
301 0 11
1.19 2 0
183 10 0
1,484 0 2 1,607 18 8
90S IS 7 1,500 14 11
109 9 3
139 11 3
1,251 7 8 1,383 4 3
1,539 11 6 1,533 13 6
702 10 I
567 2 31
030 10 4
786 14 1
25 10 2
295 1 0
400 13 11
031 16 10
243 IS 0
244 8 2
241 1 f>
182 13 4
405 18 2
444 15 S
438 6 5
227 16 4
102 0 1
144 3 0
2,472 10 .1 2,876 6 0
534 8 7
657 6 n
176 0 1
120 19 9
210 0 0
216 2 0
778 18- 2
345 14 10
0&G 3 8
671 10 5
241 17 10
228 15 5
1,074 C 9 1,447 4 4
709 14 10
542 16 9
181 11 1
3S1 3 4
250 18 7
230 10 0
343 15 0
442 13 6
1,193 0 7 2,007 IS 3

Kanga Kanga
roo. roo Rats,

23,753
16,168
9,589
9,117
10,000
8,792
8,336
8,408
1,766
1,826
1,052

s

6

7

d.
2
2
6

19
19
10 6
3 8
3 0
9 5
7 6
0 0
0 0
4 1
17 4
6 10
10 1
12 10

162,848 14

1

8. d.

£

d

fil 1Q1
58,132
82,191
64,672
67,783
37,354
52,121
50,525
39,663
46,794
49,987
46,688
44,695
45,952

8 2
6 6
11 1
9 6
14 3
11 6
10 9
4 5
5 8
6 3
10 2

743,201

4 11

14
7

3
1

0 o

t Inoludc) Kangaroo Bate.

& o
Walla Wal Wom Padda* Bandi Native
Opos
Eagle
bies.
laroo. bats. melons. coots. Dogs. Hares. sums, Pisa. Hawks Crows. Emus Foxes 58
kb

1
5,030
6JW9
4,442
3

41,535
0,164

7,2-24

729
77,995
14,696
27,884

11,135

10

4,539

148

14,233

37,470

1,050

16,584
74,704

23,084
8,753
3,014

3,958

.

.

300

7,665
30,879

1,052

20,972

8,651

20,885
2,003

44,920
71,107

31,620

22,115
10,613

141,902
42,600

2,781

67,093
20,332
36,480
4,105

J
8,485

..

..

1

..

..
.

1
1

..
..

3,419
7,190

.
f
...
..
..
..
.. j
.. i
.. ,

152

650

174
7,991
6,211

1,052
..

220,055
31,859

73

15,693

j,S12

11,830
30,610

26,403

..

4,345

j 10,358

2,331

150,835

13,497
1,702
38,713
467,475 1,393,253 3,633

0,850
477

42,930

49
282
31
275
323
20
191
146
..
413
195
121

12,669

..

116

sit
..

4,168
3,204
17
0,250

96

4,336

9,152

2,461
6*

188

2,601
29,092
..
115,603
73,010
15,450!
. i

28 1.030
179
040
22
597
399
171 48,406
179

12,132
45,755
5,701

294
26

309
23,900
133,121
10,847
26,203
25,307

2

1,238

1

130
783
84 10,099
596 1,547
66
3,444

038

762

34
63

29

ij4

1
..

*22 39,242

237,641

3,896
6,697

4,159
. 7..

10 16,000
805 13,742
99
S3 04,123
22
340
269
93 7.S22

477

1,663

. 30,633 14 0 45,952 10 2 155,903
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APPENDIX .1,
of the Operations of the Pastures and Stock Protection Boards during the year 1895.

Amount of
Amount
Assessment |I Expended.
collected.

Albury ...........
Armidale..........
Balnvnald.........
Bathurst
Borritna.............
Bombala .........
Bourke............
Braidwood ....
Brewanina
Broulee............
Cannonbar ....
C&rctiar............
Caaino.............
Cobar...............
Condoboliu ....
Cooma ..............
Coon&barahran
Coonarable___
Corowa............
Deniliquin ....
Denman ..........
Dubbo.............
Eden................
Forbes ............
Glen Innas ....
Goulbum.........
Grafton............
Gundagai.........
Hay .................
Hillston............
Hume .............
Ivanhoe ..........
Jcrilderie .......
Kiama.............
Maitland .........
Menindic..........
Mcrrlwa ..........
Milparinka ....
Molong.............
Moree................
Moutametn ....
Mudgco............
Murrurundi__
Narrandera .. .
Narrabri..........
Picton .............
Pilliga .............
PortMaequarie
Port Stephens Queanbeyan...
Singleton.........
Sydney.............
Tamworth __
Tenterfldd __
Tweed-Li umo re
Urana ............
Wagga Wagga..
Walgott ..........
^Vanaaring ....
Warialda .........
Wentworth ....
Wilcannia,.....
Windsor ..........
Yass.................
Young ............

£
749
2f5,2flff
] 0^381

19 10
12
14 2
1 "> g
15 4
0 0
13 8
2 10
0 3
0 11
9
19 8
15 7
13 3
14 0

Amount of
Expenditure.

..
5.077

94 33,340
93 5,062
260
343
35 5,477 j
..
2(i9
.. i
..
1,561
87
3.451
4ft7
55 J
..
51 38,076 ,
,.
02 7,200 1
..
2 3.282
..
364 3,330
561
114 21,442 ]
.. 1
2S
415
15
586
183
83 3,240
8 46.423
17 77,758

..
.

..

9,055

477

..
..
73

463

*23

2,238

93
482
2,102
164

1,366
2,045

72

1,731

395

8,461

161

3,203

505
6

2,730
110

3,003

8,344

5,757 11,383 700,017 3,528 43,965 5,052 51,921

6,619

66
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APPENDIX K.

of Ekcbtptb and Espendittiiie in connection with the Trust Eund Account *
“ Prevention of Scab in Sheep ” from the 1st January to 31st December, 1895.
“ As per Treasury Account."
Cb.

Statement

Dn.

---------------- 1-----------------------------------------------------------

£

■ 1895.
January 1 to December 31—
To Amount of Assessment, &c., received

s. d.

21,676 17 0

£ ' s.
1895.
January 1—
1,864 19
By Balance ..................... ......................
By Amount of Accounts paid from Prevontion of Scab in Sheep Aeocunt... 19,626 10
By Amount to Credit of Fund, 1st Janu185 7
ary, 1896......................................... .

d.
3
4
6

£ 21,676 17 0

£ 21,676 17 0

Dhtaileb Statement of Amounts Toted and Extended for 1895.

u As per Mines Department Account.''
Amounts Expended.

Amounts Voted.
Salaries—

1 Chief Inspector, at.......... £605 0
344 0
10 Inspectors, at........... .
6
»
« ............... 299 0
1
JJ
» ............. . 263 0
260 0
3
ll
JJ *...................................
254 0
26
»
I,
24.5 0
5
160 0
2
}>
JJ
■*•«*<
25 0
1
JJ
JI .............
1 Quarantine Keeper, at ... 110 0
1 Messenger, at................. 120 0
1 Clerk, at......................... 281 0
259 0
1 tj JJ

1
1

2

Jj

Jl
JI

IJ
JJ
JJ

1 Draftsman, at,

200

0

160 0
150 0
236 0

£

s.

d.

16,722
2,500
300
225

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Travelling Expenses of Inspectors............... .
„
„
Sheep Directors ......
Allowances to Inspectors for Stationery ......
Medicaments for Dressing Sheep .................
Rent of Offices................................................
Incidental Expenses........................................
Gratuity to E. A. Bailey, late clerk, whose
services were dispensed with ................ .
£

£

123 O 0

Travelling Expenses to Inspectors ..............
„
„
Sheep Directors......
Allowances to Inspectors for Stationery......
Medicaments for Dressing Sheep.................
Rent of Offices .......... .................................
Incidental Expenses .....................................
Gratuity to E. A. Bailey, late clerk, whoso
services wore dispensed with................ .

21,380 0 O

£

10 0 0

500 O 0

1,000 0 0

s. d.

15,693 3 11
2,244 17 6
450 15 0
393 4 1
607
1,843
123
214

9 3
8 10
0
1

0
5

21,380 0 0

jj.B—From the above Statements it will be seen that the Treasury and Mines Department Accounts do not agree, for1
the reason that tho contingent vote covers chums irrespective of date, and the account kept at the Treasury is balanced on
31st December in each year while it is not so at this Department.

[Diagram.]

Sydney; Charles Toller, Covcnnnent Printer.—1S9C.
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REPORT
OF THE

INTERCOLONIAL STOCK CONFERENCE,
HELD IN SYDNEY, AUGUST, 1896.

In pursuance of the agreement arrived at by the Governments of New South Wales,
Victoria, South Australia, and Queensland, the representatives appointed held
meetings in the Executive Council Chambers, Sydney, on the 12th, 13th, 11th, and
15th August, 1896.

The Colonies of Tasmania and New Zealand, although not Ministerially
represented, sent Departmental officers to confer with those of the other Colonies.
It was determined that a statement prepared by the Stock Department of New South
Wales containing a series of questions should be placed before the officers of the
various Colonics in attendance, who were asked to meet in separate conference and
report to the Ministerial representatives.
The officers met accordingly, and submitted their replies as under:—
1. Q.—In what Colonies does the disease exist ?
A.—Queensland, the northern territory of South Australia, and it has been
reported in Western Australia.
2. Q.—What is Tick Eevcr ?
-T Tt is not only the opinion of Mr. Pound, the Director of the Stock
Institute, Brisbane, and Dr. Hunt, of Hughendcn, after careful investigation and
test, but also that of Dr. Salmon, the Chief of the Bureau of Animal Industry at
Washington^in the United States, to whom full particulars of the Queensland tick
and its life-history and effect were forwarded, that the “ Tick Fever ” of Queensland
is identical with “Texas Fever” of America.
As this is the ease, and as a thorough and exhaustive investigation was, during
the years 1889,1890,1891, and 1892, carried out by the ablest scientists in the United
States, under Dr. Salmon’s direction, as to the nature, causation, and prevention of
Texas Fever, no better description of the disease now prevalent in Queensland can
be given than that contained in the report giving the result of these investigations,
and published by the United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Animal
Industry, Bulletin No. 1, of 1892. It is to the following effect
Conclusions.

(1.) Texas Fever is a disease of the blood, characterised by destruction of
the red blood corpuscles. The symptoms are partly due to the anaemia produced,
partly to the large amount of debris in the blood, which is excreted with difficulty,
and which causes derangement of the organs occupied with its removal.
_
(2.) The destruction of the red corpuscles is due to the micro-organism or
micro-parasite which lives within them. It belongs to the Protozoa, and passes
several distinct phases in the blood.
*49S—A
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3. Q.—Is Tick 3?ever a Bovine Disease only P
A.—Yes; so far as experimental evidence goes.
4. Q.—Is the Disease indigenous, or was it introduced ?
A.—We have not sufficient information at our disposal to enable us to form
an opinion.
5. Q.—When attention was first drawn to the Disease P
A.—Attention was first drawn to the disease about eighteen years ago, on the
road between Queensland and Northern Territory, near the Roper River.
G. What is the history of the Introduction and Spread of Tick Fever in Australia ?
The first intimation of Tick Fever being in Queensland was received in 1891.
The disease was carried there by cattle from the northern territory of South Australia,
hut its introduction was not then regarded in a serious light by cattle owners. In
the latter end of 1894, however, through the introduction of other infected
cattle, and the spread of the disease from those first introduced, owners became
alarmed, and, official communication of the fact being then made for the first
time to the Queensland Government., Mr. Pound was sent to investigate and
report. He found that the disease at first Spread slowly in Northern Queensland,
but that latterly it did so in a comparatively rapid maimer.
The bullock teams and drift of stock from the North cm Territory and the
western portion of Northern Queensland to the boiling and extract works on the
Albert and Norman Rivers had carried the infection both in a southerly and easterly
direction to a good many herds in that part of Queensland, inflicting very serious
loss; hut, as a rule, the losses were not so heavy in the country at some distance
hack as on the coast.
Before long the infection was carried to the east coast, and there the losses
have frequently been very heavy, nor arc they as yet, it would seem, over, while it is
doubtful if the disease is not still spreading, and the whole of the coast country, from
Rockhampton to Thursday Island, cannot he otherwise termed than more or less
infected or suspected.
The infection was also carried from the gulf country in another direction by
infected cattle travelling from the country on the Flinders, by Kynana and Winton,
to Longreach, whence after some delay they were sent on to Barcaldine and trucked
to Rockhampton for Lakes Creek ; and, although no deaths are reported among the
cattle infected by those from the Flinders, ticks have been found on some of them,
and the question whether or not the disease will spread from this centre of infection
will not he settled until it is seen whether the warm weather of spring and summer
docs not call the ticks into activity.

7. What is the extent of the Disease in Queensland ?
The extreme north and south points known to have been infected with tick
fever in Queensland arc Thursday Island in the north, and Longreach in the south,
and the extreme east and west points may he said to be Townsville on tbe east, and tbe
Nicholson River on tho South Australian border on the west. That is to say, the
disease has spread from the Gulf of Carpentaria as far south as the Tropic of
Capricorn and as far north as Thursday Island, hut only to certain localities in that
portion of the Colony. If the whole of that portion were ini'eeted, that would mean
that about one-half of the Colony was so; but while tracts of country along the
south and part of the east sides of the gulf, and on the eastern seaboard of the
Colony are infected, and areas between the infected country on the gulf and that
on the eastern seaboard, suspected of being infected, it is believed that at least
onc-half of that portion of the Colony north of tho Tropic of Capricorn is still free
from the infection.
8. What is the period of incubation of the Disease ?
The period of incubation has been ascertained by sub-cutaneous injection into
healthy cattle of the blood of cattle suffering from tbe disease. When the blood has
been injected the fever temperature appears within a few days, and outward signs of
illness are manifested on, or even before, the sixth day, and the external symptoms
appear from six to ten days.
9.
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9. What are the most noticeable Symptoms P
(1.) Acute Type.
This typo is the disease of the hot summer months, and appears suddenly and
among all the animals exposed to the infection, and of course can be observed sooner
by taking the temperature with a thermometer than any way else, the temperature
in the case of disease ranging from 105 to 10S hahr. When very high it can be
detected by touching the skin. Next to the temperature the colour (red or yellow)
of the urine is noticeable. Constipation is another symptom, and loss of appetite
and cessation of rumen usually take place from three to live days; and, in tbe case
of milch cows, cessation of the flow of milk followed by loss of sight, swaying of
bind-quarters, and trembling of the muscles, especially of bind-quarters, and thinness
of tbe blood follow.
This type of tbe disease usually runs its course in a few days, the animals
dying or surviving according to tbe virulence or otherwise of the disease. A good
many of those that do survive do not regain their original vigour, while the others
do so in a few weeks.
(2.) Mild non-fatul or Chronic Type.
This type of Texas fever which, in America, is only to he met with in the
autumn, is hard to distinguish from other ailments, as the only outward symptoms
are slight loss of appetite and dullness, while the temperature very seldom rises
above 105 in tbe evening, and the destruction of tbe blood corpuscles goes on slowly.
It will be noticed that the season of tho year and temperature has a good deal to do
with tho type of the disease, the mild form being in the cooler season of the year.
(3.) The effect of the Disease on Calves and the result.
During the discussions which have taken place with respect to this disease,
statements have over and over again been made that cattle in the Gulf country,
although covered with ticks, do not now die, while it is reported on equally reliable
reports that ruinous losses have sooner or later followed the first infection of herds
in other portions of that part of Queensland, and more especially on the coast
country on the eastern side of the Colony. Tins, to those who arc unacquainted
with the explanation, must appear very contradictory; and the explanation is simple
and lies in the fact that calves and young cattle, although attacked by the disease
when infested with ticks, very seldom die; and as they are not, as a rule, subject to
another attack, or at any rate to another attack which proves fatal, they grow up
immune, and although perhaps inconvenienced by the ticks they seldom or never
exhibit any serious symptoms of fever. While, however, this is a fortunate matter
for the owners of cattle already infested, it in no way removes the obligation on
those charged with the protection of our flocks and herds to do everything possible
to stay the spread of the disease, especially as it is questionable with our Australian
climate whether, when land is once infested, it can ever after be eradicated.
10. "What are the most noticeable Dost-mortem appearances ?
(1.) The Spleen.
One of the most noticeable post-mortem appearances in Texas Tevcr is the
enlargement of the spleen to two or even four times its natural weight, through
engorgement with red blood corpuscles or their remains in the form of irregular
lumps of yellowish pigment. This destroys the stricture of the spleen, and of course
completely arrests its functions.
(2.) The Liver.
Though not so noticeable as that of the spleen, the destruction of the liver is
perhaps a more important matter, through its enlargement, congestion, bile ingestion,
and fatty degeneration. The increase of weight ranges from 3 lb. to 5 lb. heavier
than a healthy liver, and when deceased the liver is paler than a healthy one and
lias a peculiar mottled appearance.
(3.) The Bile.
_ That found in the gall bladder (of which there is usually a considerable
quantity—one half-pint to a quart) has exchanged its limpid fluid appearance for an
almost semi-solid mass.
(4.)
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(4.) The Kidneys.
In a good many eases tho kidneys arc in a sero-sanguinolent condition of the
connective tissue and the fat about the kidneys; and in acute cases they are enlarged
and of a brown colour.
11. What is the Cattle Tick, and what is its Life History ?
Among the conclusions come to, as the result of the investigations instituted
by the Department of Agriculture in the United States, with respect to Texas Fever,
No. 5, is to the effect that the disease in nature is transmitted from cattle which come
from the permanently infected territory to cattle outside this territory by the Cattle
Tick {Ixodes hotis), of which the following is a brief description, taken principally
from Mr. Director Pound’s report:—

(1.)

The Ticks on Cattle.

The mature female tick, as seen on the animal’s skin, has an oblong oval
shaped body resembling the seed of the castor-oil plant, and is of a dull leaden colour
due to the blood red contents of the body showing tlmough the distended semi-trans
parent cuticle. It rarely exceeds twelve millimetres (,j-iu.) in length, and seven
millimetres (a little less than -^th inch) in breadth, and possesses four pairs of legs
situated on the anterior lateral portion of the body. It attaches itself to its host hy
means of peculiarly constructed mouth organs collectively known as the rostrum, in
the centre of which is a barbed dart furnished on either side with several rows of
teeth set obliquely, which enables the creature to adhere to the skin more firmly.
The male tick is usually found attached to the skin of its host immediately
underneath the anterior part of the female. Its body is of a dark brown colour
and somewhat triangular in shape, and when full grown is only about one-fiftieth
part of the size of the fully developed female, and never being in an engorged state,
is very much more active and also stronger than the female.
,

(2.) The Ticks ichen they leave Cattle.

As the female tick engorges herself with blood she becomes fecundated by the
male, and having arrived at maturity, releases her hold from the skin by withdrawing
the barbed mouth organs, and falls to the ground; on recovering herself she walks
away to some secluded spot where she remains quiescent for about eight or ten days,
during which time the contents of the abdomen are undergoing important changes
prior to oviposition (the process of egg-laying), the period of which generally takes
from seven to fourteen days. As a rule the fully matured ticks lay from 1,600
to 2,000 eggs, which are agglomerated in a dense mass. As oviposition proceeds she
gradually gets smaller or shrivels up and ultimately dies beside what will be sub
sequently her own progeny. What becomes of the male tick is not known. He
may go in search of another female, but he most likely dies.
(3.) The Incubation of the Tick.
The period of incubation in a temperature ranging between 90 and 110 Falir.
was from fourteen to twenty-six days, but when the temperature is lower the incu
bation period is longer—as long as three or four weeks, or even longer.
When the young tick emerges from the shell it has only six legs, and is of a
light brown colour, but gradually assumes a much darker shade. In this stage the
young ticks are extremely active. They are very tenacious of life, surviving in a
very low temperature, and living in well stoppered bottles seventeen weeks without
food or water, or even fresh air.
No further development takes place in these ticks until they gain access and
adhere to some animal and get nourishment from the blood, when in the course of
seven or eight days they have their first moult, growing, and changing their colour,
which becomes darker, and now having four instead of-three pairs of legs. Then in
seven days more the second moult takes place, and the tick is sexually mature.
From this time till about the twenty-first to the twenty-second day, the female
increases in size till she is fifty times tbe size of the male. She is then fully
engorged and fecundated, and drops off to lay her eggs as already explained.

•
(4.) Where the Young Ticks settle on Cattle.
.
I.n some instances the cattle tides arc present in extraordinary numbers ■ at
times fairly equally distributed over the whole of the animal’s body, and at other
times crowded on particular portions of it. As many as 40,000 were found on one
animal, and then the whole were not counted. The'tiets as a rule prefer the thin
soft portions of the skin, for instance, along the belly, on and around the udder or
scrotum, on either side of the neck, in and outside the thighs, and on the twist.
(5.) The effect of the Ticks on the Cattle.
Dr. Salmon says that it has been demonstrated that ticks carry the infection
of Texas Dever, the micro-organism; they introduce it into the tissue of susceptible
cattle, and produce the disease. There is thus a complicated infection in which two
very different kinds of parasites play an important part. He further says, another
discovery not less marvellous has been made—that the micro-organism, which con
stitutes the contagion, is transmitted through the egg to the young tick, and it is
this, and not the adult tick carried by the Southern (the infested) cattle, which
finds its way upon susceptible animals and causes the disease: That is to say,__if
cattle infested with ticks are brought into contact with sound cattle, it is not these
ticks, hut their progeny, which infest the sound cattle, and transmit the micro-organism
which sets up the fever. On the micro-organism being introduced into the tissues of
susceptible cattle it takes possession of and multiplies in the blood corpuscles and
disintegrates and destroys them. This, of course, in the mild type of the disease,
leads to poverty in the blood, and the cattle become poor and weak. In the acute
type again fev er follows, which frequently results in death. All this is fully confirmed
by Mr. Pound and Dr. Hunt’s investigations in Queensland.
12. What steps have been taken by Queensland to arrest the Disease, and with what
Eesult ?

(1.) Quarantining Infected Stock.
^ O^obcr, 1894, the whole of the Gulf country and Cape Peninsula west of
the 144th meridian was placed in quarantine, but it was soon found that the ticks
had already spread beyond the limit notified towards the eastern sea-board. On this
being found to be the case, a fresh quarantine was in November, 1895, notified
across the Colony from east to west, following generally the 21st parallel; hut
although this has to a certain extent stayed the spread of the disease, it has not
proved thoroughly effective.
(2.) Fresh legislation.
.
The defects of the law were from the first fully recognised. Additional
inspectors were appointed, and a very effective and comprehensive measure has been
carried through Parliament for dealing with this and other diseases in stock. Under
this with a full staff of inspectors, the true state of the stock in the different
localities will be ascertained, the infected runs and holdings will be placed in
quarantine, and tbe provisions regulating the dipping and movement of stock will
H;. strictly enforced. Besides this, the Government is constructing dips on the
principal stock routes, and in connection with their northern and central railway
system. A large number of local authorities have also with the assistance of the
Government erected dips within their areas, and undertaken to manage them.
(3.) Dipping for the Destruction of the Tick.
i Ou information being received some eight or ten months back from America

that dipping with oil had proved successful in destroying tho tick on cattle, dips
were constructed in several parts of Queensland, and a considerable number of cattle
were dipped.
• uj- ^!ieiT
.£00t* .reason f01) believing that, where a sufficient quantity of tbe
right sort of oil is put into the dip, and the process properly carried out, the ticks
on the stock will all be destroyed. But while this is the ease, the experience so far
as yet gained does not go to show that tbe oil dip will act as a preventive for any
length of time, as well as destroy the tick, for young ticks have been found on cattle
which were dipped only a fortnight before, and had been carefully examined a
day or two after the dipping, and found entirely free from living ticks. This is the
weak point in the dipping process, and every endeavour should be made to discover
some
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_ some ingredient to use Tvith the oil or other effective medicament wMch will adhere
for some considerable time to the hair, and be so distasteful to the tick as to keep it
from coming on the cattle until the effect of the ingredient in this respect has ceased.
It is this property in sulphur that makes dips in which sulphur is used so effective in
the cure of scab, for the smell of the sulphur in warm weather can be perceived three
months after the dipping. Notwithstanding this weak point in the oil dip, the
defect only applies in the case of cattle which have to lie put back again on
tick-infested runs. . In that of cattle, from suspected or doubtful country which
their owners desire to travel into clean, it is believed that if they are carefully
examined and show no signs of infection and are effectively dipped, they might be
allowed to enter, and Queensland cattle about to enter New South Wales might, in
order to remove all doubt, be treated in this way. Even as regards cattle on infected
runs, it is believed that the process will frequently be turned to good account by
watching the seasons and giving repeated dippings when they will have the greatest
effect. This will be especially the case as regards dairy cattle and store bullocks put
on to fatten.
The Colony is now divided into three zones.
(1.) That north of a line generally following the 21st parallel, south of which
no cattle or horses can pass under any conditions.
(2.) The central zone lying between the 21st and 24th parallels.
(3.) The portion lying between the 24th parallel and the boundary with New
South Wales.
(1.) The Northern Zone.
In respect of cattle or horses in this zone—
(1.) None shall pass south of the southern boundary.
(2.) No stock in the infected portions shall leave such portions unless for
immediate slaughter, and then only within that zone.
(3.) If it is intended that cattle or horses from any portion of the zone are to be
travelled through any other portion not declared infected, they must be
properly dipped immediately before entering on the uninfected country.
(4,) When any of such stock arc to be carried by train the trucks will be
thoroughly disinfected.
(5.) .At the point of slaughter such stock will not be permitted to be in contact
with other cattle.

(1.)
(2.)
(3.)
(4.)

(5.)

(2.) The Central Zone.
This zone has been patrolled by reliable officers specially selected for the
purpose, and the infested centres delimited and mapped out.
The eastern centre of infection at North Kockhampton has been proclaimed
an absolute quarantine.
■
The western centre of infection, as shown on the map, is declared an
infected area.
No cattle or horses can leave the infected areas except for immediate
slaughter within the zone, and under the same precautionary conditions as
are observed in the northern zone.
No such stock to be admitted south from the clean portions of this zone
until after having been dipped at a point on the line of Central Kail way,
about 30 miles north of the southern boundary of the zone.

(3.) The Southern Zone.
In this zone the Board of Stock Commissioners have already dealt with the
subject of controlling cattle traffic, by—
(1.) Determining the points along the northern line of rabbit fence at which
only stock from south of the 24th parallel can pass.
(2.) By enforcing inspection of such stock at those points.
(3.) By defining stock routes from those points, both on the map and by letter
press descriptions, by which only cattle may travel to the Border.
13.
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13. What steps have been taken by the other Colonies ?
1. New South Wales.

*

(1.) Proclamation and Crossings.
_
Mh Pebruary, 1896.—A proclamation was issued under the “ Customs Regula
tion Act, 1579,” prohibiting the introduction of horses and cattle from that part of
Queensland north of the Central Railway Line, and only allowing the introduction
of them from south of that line on inspection at the crossing-places at—
Ballandeen (Wallangarra),
'
Mungindi,
Brenda,
Barringun,
Hungerford,
Wompah.
Additional crossing-places have since been notified at Tullabudgerra, Mount
Lindsay, Acacia Creek, White Swamp, Eoggabilla, Hebei, Parragundy, Adelaide
Gate.
(2.) Inspectors and Inspections.
.
Inspectors.—Tkv Inspectors of Stock at Glen Innes, Warialda, Walgctt,
Brewarrina, Bourke, and Wanaaring were appointed Customs Officers for the pur
pose of enforcing the prohibition; and the following gentlemen have been appointed
Acting Inspectors and Customs Officers to assist the Staff Inspectors
<
C. D. Whitty, Tullabudgera.
'
P. B. Chauvel, Mt. Lindsay.
J. L. Smith, Wallangara.
Jas. Skinner, Eoggabilla.
James McNall, Barringun.
John Ducat, Wompah.
J. A. Robertson, Hebei.
L. Gillespie, Acacia Creek.
J. R. McGovern, Brenda.
S. R. Scott, Mungindi.
Peter Jeffrey, Mingoola Station.
Mr. Jeffrey only inspects stock leaving Maidenhead and Bonshaw Stations, which
stations have country adjoining in Queensland, and they arc worked as one
under Bond.
Thus there are seventeen inspectors now employed on the Border in seeing
that the regulation is enforced, and, in addition, the Collector of Customs and the
Inspector-General of Police have instructed their officers on the Queensland Border
to assist.
Action before Crossing.—]Mcm> any cattle or horses are allowed to cross
they must give seven days’ notice to the inspector at the crossing-place, and produce
a declaration by the owner, and a certificate by an inspector in Queensland, that
such cattle are not infected.
(3.) Fresh Legislation.
On the passing of the Imported Stock Act Further Amendment Act of 1896
proclamations were issued declaring “ Tick Fever or Texas Fever ” in cattle, horses,
or camels to be an infectious or contagious disease for the purpose of that Act, and
Queensland was declared to bo an infected colony.
(4.) Free lion of Yards for closer inspection,
.
It is proposed to erect yards at the principal crossing-places for the closer
inspection of stock, and to place them in a crush for that purpose when necessary.
In the meantime the Queensland Government has granted the use of the
pound-yards on their side of the Border for tiffs purpose.
(5.) Regulations, 8fc., Sides.
'
_ On 4th J uly regulations were published prohibiting tho introduction of hides
or skins of cattle, horses, or camels, unless they had been thoroughly salted in a
proper pit for one week, and that they were accompanied by a certificate from an
inspector that the requirements of the regulation had been complied with.
If accompanied by this certificate tbe Customs Officers allow the hides to be
landed, subject to inspection at the stores to which they may be sent.
2.
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2, Victoria.

Introduction into Victoria of unsalted hides of cattle prohibited.
Regulation 30th June last, admitting hides from Queensland if accompanied
hy a certificate from an Inspector of Stock at the port of shipment that the hides
have been thoroughly and effectively salted.
Queensland cattle, horses, sheep, and dogs hy sea prohibited from 14th July
proximo.
3. Tasmania.

Proclamation, 6th July, 1896, absolutely prohibiting for 12 months the
importation of any horses, cattle, and hides from Queensland.
4. New Zealand.

Order in Council, 20th April, 1896, prohibiting the importation of cattle,
sheep, fresh meat (with the exception of frozen meat), hones, horns, hoofs, hairs,
skins, offal, or other part of such animals into New Zealand.
5. South Australia.

1. Proclamation 17th Juno, 1896, prohibiting for 12 months the introduction
into that part of South Australia south of the 26th parallel of latitude, cattle or
horses from Queensland, unless they have been examined hy an inspector.
2. Prohibiting for the same time the removal of cattle or horses (except
working horses which have been dressed) from that portion of the Northern
Territory north of a line commencing at a line at the 450th mile post on the eastern
boundary, between the Northern Territory and Queensland,, and thence to the
western boundary between rhe Northern Territory and Western Australia to the
point where the southern boundaries of leases 1,809 and 1,811 meet the boundary of
Western Australia.
3. Prohibiting for twelve months the introduction into any part of South
Australia, south of the 26th parallel of latitude, cattle or horses from that portion
of the Northern Territory north of the said parallel, and south of the aforesaid line
mentioned in No. 2, unless under a permit from an inspector.
4. Prohibiting for a period of twelve months the introduction into any part
of South Australia south of the 26th parallel of south latitude, of cattle, horses, or
hides, from Queensland or any part of the Northern Territory, unless such hides
have been previously salted or dressed.
What is the effect of dipping ?
Dipping is being carried out in Northern and Central Queensland at tho
present time of the year, when it is favourable for the cattle and unfavourable for
the tick. This should he continued with increased activity during the summer
months. It is noticed that cattle after being dipped appear much quieter and
healthier than those undipped. The undipped cattle stand for hours in the lagoons,
care very little for food, and become emaciated. As to tho oil being efficacious in
killing the tick, that is proved beyond all doubt.
14.

What is the best kind of oil or other medicaments ?
Apollo oil and cotton-seed oil have been found most efficacious in Queensland
up to the present time, yet the question requires further research.

15.

What is the best form of dip ?
The form of dip proposed is about 4 feet wide at I,he top and 2 ft. 6 in. at the
bottom and about 30 feet long and 7 feet deep. Some of tho dips are made with
perfectly vertical ends with a tip-hoard as before described, hut the sloping entrance
is preferred.
Q—When should dipping he used hy owners ?
(1.) A.—When the first symptoms of the disease arc observed in a herd, what
ever the size of the run may he, the infected and suspected portion of the
herd should he dipped, as in that way the disease may he stopped.
(2.) When the disease appears in a paddock in which cattle are being fattened,
they might he dipped; and, if the disease again appear, dipped again;
and in this way they would likely he protected till they are fit for market,
although the dippings might throw them hack somewhat in condition.
S
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(3.)
16.
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(3.) Even when the disease had obtained a strong footing in a large herd, if
the cattle are running in paddocks and can be mustered, it would he
advantageous to dip.
(4.) In the case of dairy and other small herds it will always be advantageous
to dip,
Q.—Should dipping for tick be made compulsory ?
A.—Yes, in such cases as the following :—
(1.) In the case of cattle in a quarantine area, travelling from an infested run,
through suspected, but not declared infected, country to market, the dip
ping to be on the owner’s own run (unless a public dip is near).
(ii.) In the case of cattle travelling from doubtful country into clean country.
(3.) In the case of cattle which have travelled through infected country.
(4.) In the case of cattle which have come into direct or indirect contact with
infected or suspected stock.
17. What result lias followed Inoculation ?
_
No satisfactory experiments in inoculation have been made, and the informa
tion concerning the disease is that an animal enjoys no certain immunity from a
previous attack.
18. Should hides be pit or dry salted ?
The opinion is that dry-salting is preferable to brine or pit salting.
Dry-salting of hides should be accompanied by a certificate from a competent
officer that they have been thoroughly and effectively salted for a period of not less
than seven days, and a declaration to the same effect from the owner.
19. Are there any instances in which the Tick infests the cattle without being
followed by symptoms of Red-water or the disease known as Tick Eever ?
Symptoms are always shown in the early or first attack of the tick, namely,
fever and red-water. But in chronic cases of tick infection the acute symptoms may
not be noticeable, although the micro-organism is always present in the blood.
20. What is the length of time the Tick will live without finding a host P
The maximum time known to elapse between the dropping to the ground of
a female tick and the subsequent attachment of the progeny to a fresh animal,
according to Hr. Pound’s Australian experience, is one year at least, and the
minimum time one month.
21. How long will the Tick live on the untreated hide ?
From a series of carefully-conducted experiments by Mr. Pound, it has been
proved that the tick will live on untreated hides from five to twenty days.
22. How is the risk of Infection communicated ?
‘
(Queensland observations show that ticks may be spread by any moving or
movable object, including domestic and wild animals and birds, these acting as
intermediary agents for the conveyance of the larval tick. The extent of the con
sequent risk cannot he reliably stated at present, hut it is probable that it is not very
great.
Conclusions.

The Conference after full consideration of these questions and replies
resolves :—That the disease is identical vrith what is known as the Texas fever in
America, and is caused hy ticks. And that although the authorities there have given
very careful consideration hy means of exhaustive experiments and otherwise, no
satisfactory method of eradication or remedy has yet been discovered. The want of
definite knowledge points to the necessity for the various Governments jointly
undertaking the expense of continuing experiments in the Colony of Queensland
as to the nature of the disease, and the most effectual measures to be taken to
combat it. The Conference considers that the duty of making these experiments
should
#4!I8—B
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should he entrusted to Dr. Cobb, of New South Wales, Dr. Cherry, of Victoria,
Dr. Whitt ell, of South Australia, and Sir. Pound, of Queensland, and agree to
recommend this course for the adoption of their respective Governments.
The Conference is of opinion that until the investigations above referred to
are completed by the experts, it is desirable that measures should be taken to arrest,
as far as possible, the spread of the disease. It is acknowledged that the Colony of
Queensland has already, since the discovery by them of the baneful, effects of this
plague, done their utmost (both by legislative and administrative action) to prevent
the spread of the disease, and to discover a remedy for it; but the Conference feel it
is incumbent upon all the Colonies to take further precautions to prevent the evil
spreading beyond its present limits. With a view to giving effect to this the. repre
sentatives of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia expressed their wish
that, in the interests of Australia generally, the Colony of Queensland wmuld see
its way to extend the prohibitory line to (as shown on the map) a point well in
advance of any known ticks, and, after full consideration, the representative of
Queensland agreed to recommend his Government to also absolutely prohibit the
movements of cattle from the central or suspected zone southwards, pending further
information and results, and until the experience gained of the progress of this
disease during the spring and summer months of this and next year should be gained.
As there is a possibility of the disease being carried to other Colonics by hides,
a question has arisen as to whether dry-salting or immersing in brine is the more
effectual way of destroying the ticks upon them; tbe Conference arrived at tbe con
clusion that dry-salting, if properly performed, is absolutely safe. They, therefore,
concur in recommending that hides dry-salted should be allowed to be imported into
the various Colonies if accompanied by a certificate from an inspector in Queensland
to the effect that dry-salting has been properly performed as recommended by the
official experts.
The Conference agree to recommend to their Governments that a reward of
£5,000 be offered to any person who shall first discover and make known a
satisfactory preventive or remedy for the disease known as tick fever.
Tbe Conference desire to place on record its appreciation of the prompt
action of the Government of Queensland in sending a Commission of Experts to
America to investigate the Tick Dover and its relation to Texas Fever, and to
ascertain whether it was practicable to apply the remedies adopted there to the
varying conditions of Australia, and desire to make public an advanced report
received by tbe Queensland Government from Dr. Hunt, tbe Queensland special
delegate at Washington, to the effect that the diseases—Texas Fever and Australian
Tick Fever—are identical, but that the Bureau of Animal Industry, at Washington,
are doubtful about the benefits of dipping or inoculation, and that the loss of cattle
born in infected areas is trivial.
Tbe Conference acknowledge the valuable assistance rendered them by
Professor Wallace, of the University of Edinburgh, a passing visitor to Australia,
who generously placed his experience and scientific abilities at the service of the
Conference.
_ _
In the absence of any representative from West Australia, no definite infor
mation could be obtained as to whether tbe disease is spreading in that Colony. It
is recommended that the Government of West Australia be asked to say to what
extent the disease exists, and what steps are being taken to deal with it.
The members of the Conference availed themselves of the opportunity to
discuss tbe advisableness of adopting an improved system of branding of stock, with
the object of preventing the loss in the value of the hides, amounting, it is stated, to
£300,000 per annum, now sustained by owners, and decided to recommend to the
Governments of tho Colonies represented, that measures for this object should be
introduced into the several Legislatures at the earliest possible date.
.
The members of the Conference desire to place on record their appreciation of
tho manner in which the Hon. Sydney Smith presided over the Conference, and to
express their thanks for the courtesy extended to them.
SYDNEY SMITH.
JOHN W. TAVERNER.
JOHN A. COCKBURN.
HORACE TOZER.
[2 pluus."

Swlm-y : Charies Potter, Gos eminent Printer.—180C.
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TICK CONFERENCE.
REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS.

Meeting of Exoerts held in Executive Chamber, Chief Secretary’s Office
12//;, 13/A, and lUh AUGUST, 1S9G.

present:
J/iu? South Wales

C A, Eiojcic, Chief Inspector of Stock,
j E. Starlet, ]|'.R.C,V,S., Chief Veterinary Inspector.
( N. A. Cobh, Ph.D., Pathologist to Department of Agriculture.

Queensland:

f P. n. Gotioox, Chief Inspector of Stock.
( C. J. Poum), E.R.M.S,, Director of the Stock Institute.

Victoria:

C G . Penti.and, Chief Inspector of Stock.
' Professor Watt,ace.
(,S. S. Caaieiiois', M.E.C.V.S., Health Department, Victoria.

South Australia :

C. J. Vai.tntiep. Chief Inspector of Stock,

Tasmania;

T.

New Zealand:

J. A. Gileuth, M.R.C.V.S., Government Veterinarian.

A.

Tabaut,

Chief Inspector of Stock.

The experts met at 3‘30 p.m.

Pkesideat (Mr. Sydney Smith), m opening the meeting, said:—Gentlemen, the representative*
ol the various Colonics met this morning, and determined upon a mode of procedure with regard to tti<
tick fever question. A number of suggestions were submitted and discussed, and it was determined by
the members of the Conference that these suggestions and opinions be referred to yourselves for discussion,
and that you should supply the information asked for in the statement now before you, with the view to
enabling the delegates to place definite recommendations before their respective Governments There are
one or two additions which the members of the Conference thought fit to make in connection with this
matter, which I will read to you. They are—
(1.) Are there any instances in which the tick infest the cattle without being followed by symptoms
of red-water, or the disease known as tick fever ?
j j e
(2.) What is the length of time the tick will live without finding a host?
(3.) How long will the tick live on the untreated hide?
b^nfir
^1 ^1.come y°u> and bGlie™
the deliberations of your meeting will result in
benefit to_the Colonies, which is so necessary in connection with the tick disease at the present time. I
st^oE^ iT tle rf'tm b!fo5,° you ynur
attent[a,b and I am sure yon will be able to
a ^0h,Uoli as t0
course *0 bo recommended for the various Governments to
h° Co,jfe™ may now leave you to discuss these questions among yourselves, and
f 7 LB PrepaTed lUbTla 3°mt r°l,orfc to them to-morrow morning. It is possible that
tli^pnto1 m^S Ubay n0V:ffrC\0U the differeilt questions, and wo should like to have the reasons of any of
M
so djfier, because it is only by getting all information on the matter that we can hope
members of ^Prnnf!TD8'
"'0Ulibe bcSfc f,0r
. gentlemen, to elect a Chairman. A
exoe^
now adjourn until to-morrow morning, at 11 o’clock, when the
experts will, 1 hope, be able to furnish information on the matters they will have dealt with We are
verTw r.
i mfo^matlon °.n
8ubjcet, which it is felt sure you will give us. Unfortunately,
no imon
beon^Ted 0U*la thc
a’ld ™ have very little definite information to
being givcnto'th^Conferenc'e16 t
''f'°Ur dl3Cusal011 C;umot rcaultil1 anything but valuable information
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On the motion of Mr. Pent land, Mr. Bruce was elected to the Chair.
Mr. Bbuce said he thought that before commencing business there were several mattprs to ho

Mr.
Sir.

Pent land proposed that each
Taeaet seconded the motion
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Colony should have two votes.
ti

Dr.

2
' Dr. Cobb said lie would like to offer an amendment and an explanation of that amendment. At
the Bust in "Wheat Conferences that had been held, the number of delegates from each Colony had been
unequal, but the voting had been satisfactory ; and it seems to him that they, as a Board of Advice to the
different Governments, might give their votes individually, He would, therefore, suggest that votiug be
by individuals rather than by Colonies.
_
Professor Wallace supported the amendment. There was a great deal in its favour. They were
all present on equal terms, and he thought they should lose sight ot thc fact that they belonged to any
one Colony.
_
Mr. Bbuce said the question of the disease affected the different Colonies, and they should have
equal voting power.
_
Professor Wallace thought it would be rather a difficult matter to decide which expert of a
Colony should not vote.
Mr. Pentlasd suggested that each Colony should have three votes instead of two. He thought
that would equalise matters.
_ _

After some further discussion, it was decided to equalise the voting power by giving each Colony
two votes.
_
Mr. Bruch then suggested that the time allowed for speaking should be fixed.

On the motion of Mr, Pentlaisd, seconded by Mr. Valentine, it was decided that live minutes
be allowed each speaker.
The meeting then proceeded to discuss the different questions as on the business paper.
Subjects
.

bemitteb to

Committee

oe

Experts

por

Coxsidebatiox

and

Report

TO THE CONPERENCE.

1. In what Colonies does the Disease exist?
Answer:—Queensland, the northern territory of South .Australia, and it has been reported in
Western Australia.
2. What is Tick Fever ?
Mr. Bkuce : Mr. Pound agrees with the views of the American authorities.
Dr, Conn said it must be borne in mind that be was not speaking from actual investigation. He
was taking statements that bad been set down by the different investigators as facts. It must not be
thought that he was going to enter into an elaborate discussion of a theorjr that had no practical value.
The theories that were propounded with regard to this fever were of a most important nature. It seemed
to him that insufficient attention had been given to the nature of this so-called micro-organism. It was a
very startling theory that had been formed. Thc tick produces certain effects in animals, and when the
blood of these animals is examined the corpuscles arc found to contain certain things, and it has been
concluded by some, and, he thought, tbo majority of these investigators, that those so-ealled micro
organisms are really the cause of the fever. The blood has been Aiken from infected animals and put
into the blood of healthy animals by subcutaneous injections, and these cattle show the fever and their
blood also shows the micro-organisms. The theory is that the disease is transferred by ticks. Then the
investigators said that they had found these so-called micro-organisms in ticks, and if infected cattle were
taken into clean country and the ticks fall off and lay their engs, which produce young ticks, these ticks if
placed on healthy animals in this healthy country would produce the disease. Therefore the investigators
were driven to the conclusion that these so-called micro-organisms could be trausmitted through the tick’s
egg into its progeny. That was going a long way, because that is a very uncommon thing in connection
with other diseases. The logical conclusion of the opinions of these investigators was that any tick and
every tick passed thc micro-organism through every one of its eggs—through every one of its young. Now
he might say that before this theory were adopted and acted upon, we should consider it carefully. Wo
must act upon conclusions that we can draw' from facts. The American laws arc based upon these deduc
tions, audit seemed to him that before we accept any theory and base action upon it, wo should see whether
there is any other supposition that is less violent—that is, loss in contradiction to scientific experiments.
His object in speaking in this way was to call Mr, Pound’s attention to facts that he might perhaps have
not taken sufficiently into consideration, because it seemed to him, as a man trained for this sort of
investigation work, that Mr. Pound, in carrying out these investigations in the Colony in which the disease
had manifested itself, had omitted this important investigation. The lines are—that ticks should be
carefully examined, and many of them, too, in order to ascertain thc exact nature of theso so-called micro
organisms. In his opinion it is not beyond possibility that it was not a micro-organism at all. It was
within tho hounds of possibility that bitch a so-called micro-organism may actually he physiologically a
part of the tick, and is shed from the inner coating of tho stomach of the tick for the purpose of digesting
the blood corpuscles. Being free cells, the multiplication might possibly take place in other places than in
the stomach. Ho did not advance this as a theory, but he just mentioned this to show that other theories
were possible.
_
Dr. Cobb wished it to he well understood that he did not advance the theory explained by him, but
merely mentioned it to show that theories other than the American are possible, which was, he thought,
perhaps too violent.
Mr. Pound thought these organisms were mutual parasites of ticks, and are always present. As a
result of Dr. Hunt’s investigation, it was contended that the bodies found in the ticks were analogous to
the organisms found in tho blood of the infected animal, which was the point on which he (Dr. Hunt)
advanced his theory.
_
Mr. Wallaoe considered the matter brought forward by Dr. Cobb most important, hut he
thought thc theory advanced by tho American exports the only reliable one. Their work went to show
that thc parasite is conveyed from thc tick to its egg, and from the young tick to thc animal. Tho
American experts are not clear about the fully developed organism being found in the tick. It
is in an arrested form, or an imperfect form, and he did not think it was in tho form that would pass
into the animal’s budy. He thought so far as ho could make out that the organism must pass as a spore
from the tick into thc animal. The spore, ho did not think, had yet been so in or demonstrated. They
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Lad not seen it in the egg, nor could they say in what way it passed. They did know it had never been
conveyed from the tick to the animat by injecting the juices of the tick into a healthy animal. He referred
to South Africa, where in certain areas ticks have never conveyed diseases. Thc ticks may have come here in
an infected condition, lie would not say diseased condition, and it would be possible for them to infest the
country. Ho thought their inclination should be rather to support—subject to further experiments—the
ideas expressed by the Texan authorities, viz., that directly the tick has to do with conveying the disease to
cattle.
_ Mr. Pound : Dr Cobb’s remarks suggested that these organisms which are found in the blood
of infected animals were cell elements of the tick, and the tick injected them into the animal for a
certain purpose. That theory had been advanced some months ago by Dr. Hunt; but Dr. Hunt concurred
with him in withdrawing it. They had taken a definite quantity of blood from a diseased animal, and
injected it intravenously into a healthy animal, and produced a typical form of disease in the absence of
tick. Before Dr. Hunt left they had carried it on through fourteen successive generations, and in every
case the injection caused acute disease. Prom the investigations he had conducted he scarcely thought
it could he said that these organisms wore a physiological part of thc tick. With regard to Professor
Wallace’s reference to the American reports, he said that this organism could not be the cause of disease,
but only asserted that the cause might be some poison. How that was impossible, because if the blood
were taken and passed through several generations, the poison would he so diluted as to lose its effect.
He was speaking of some chemical property of the tick. Did Professor Wallace mean thc poison of the
organism ?
. Professor Wallace : The poison may not be the cause, but only an associate of the organism.
is quite evident you thiuk there is a possibility of it.

It

Mr. Pound thought it would settle the point once and for all to pass the blood from an infected
animal through a Pasteur-Chamberlain filler, and then in ject it iuto another animal. It appeared at the
present time that the disease was purely a mechanical process. He disagreed with Dr. Hunt, who said
he found identically the same organisms iu the blood examined. His principal reason for saying so was
that the bodies found iu the young ticks were not distinctly motile. But the bodies found in infected
animals were decidedly motile and possessed flagella. How, he thought it was a very difficult thing to draw
a distinct line of demarcation between motility and molecular action in such small organisms. He had tried
a number of experimenis by mashing the ova, larval ticks, and adult male and female ticks, from infected
animals, with salt solution, and injecting it into the jugular veins of healthy cattle, and had always
found the same negative results. Dr. Hunt also conducted similar experiments with the same results,
and he had read that the same thing occurred in connection with experiments carried out in America.
Dr. Cobb might think that they had not investigated the bodies of the tick, but that had been done, and
it was intended to continue such investigations.
Mr. Vaientine : What is tick fever P that is tho question, we have to settle.

_
Mr, Pentlanj): 1 think that, as Mr. Valentine has said, our object is to get together all the
information wo can as to the nature of the disease and how it is-transmitted.
Mr. Goebon : Well, it is only fair to Dr. Bunt and Mr. Pound to fake their description.
Mr. Pentland: We have thoAmerican description, but,Mr. Pound’s description is more favourable.
Mr. Pounn (in reply to Professor Wallace) : iteports from South Africa, which I have received,
are not based, so far as I can sec, on scientific investigation at all. In recent letters from Mouth Africa
(Natal) they distinctly disagree with us with regard to tho disease being caused by the tick.
Professor Wallace : Hatal is not thc place at all.
"
_ _ Mr. Stanley did not think red-water and ticks arc so intimately associated as is reported. His
opinion was that cattle when in a debilitated state from red-ivatcr disease miglit succumb sooner when
attacked wiih ticks, but their deaths would be due to the combined causes—red-water and ticks.

Mr. Pound contended that red-water could not be got without ticks in Horthern Queensland.
Whenever ticks were introduced on to an animal, typical red-water symptoms made their appearance.
Professor Wallace: Quoting from Dr. H utehens’report:—Had Water.—“I think it would be
a good thing if this report w'ere spread abroad. It is very brief and contains a good definition of what this
disease realty is.”
Mr. Pound : That has recently appeared in the Sydney Mail and other important papers through

out the Colonics, fully illustrated, and giving full details of the disease, the life-history of thc cattle tick,
and everything about it.
_
The ChATiniAN : We wish to lay something with regard to the main queslion before the Minister
in tbo form of a resolution.

Professor Wallace : It seems to mo that all that is asked in connection with this question are thc
symptoms, and 1 and 2 take in the whole matter. 1 would suggest that this report (Dr. Hutchens’) be
written out as a reply to the question.
It was resolved, on the motion of Mr. Valentine, that the answer to Question Ho. 2 be, “The
following conclusions arrived at by tbo experts of the American Department of Agriculture and confirmed
by tbe experiments of Mr. Pound and Dr. Hunt.”
It is not only the opinion of Mr. Pound, thc Director of the Stock Institute, Brisbane, and Dr.
Hunt, of Hughenden, after careful investigation and lest, but also that of Dr. Salmon, the Chief of the
Bureau of Animal Industry at Washington, in the United Slates, to whom full particulars of the Queens
land tick and its life-history and effect wmre forwarded, that the “ Tick Dover ” of Queensland is identical
with “Texas Pevcrof America.
As this is the case, and as a thorough and exhaustive investigation was, during the vears 18S9,
IS90, 1891, and 1892, carried out by tiie ablest scientists in the States, under Dr. Salmon’s direction, as
to the nature, causation, and prevention of Texas Dover, no better description o( the disease now prevalent
in Queensland can he given than that contained in the icport giving the result of these investigations,
and published by tbe United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin
Ho. 1, 1892. It is to the following effect;—
“
Gonchisions.

1. Texas Dever is a disease of the blood, characterised by destruction of the red blood corpuscles.
The sy£nprm»s are partly due 10 the anaunia produced, partly'to the large amount of debris in the blood,
which is excreted with difficulty, and which causes derangement of thc organs occupied with its removal.
_
The destruction of tho red corpuscles is due to a micro-organism or micro-parasite which lives
within them, 11. belongs to the Protozoa, and passes sev'ral distinct phases in fho blood.
%.
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3. Is TickFever purely a Bovine Disease?
Mr. Pound : Strictly bovine.
Dr, Cobb : Would you mind recounting tbe details of the experiment with horses?
Mr. Pound : I remarked that it had often been argued that horses suffer from this disease.

It
was perfectly true that horses become covered with ticks. For the experiment in question they took
20 c.c. of blood from an infected beast, and injected 10 c.e. into the blood of a bullock, and 10 c.c.
into the blood of a horse. The bullock developed all the symptoms of tbe disease; while the horse
showed no change from normal condition. The blood of these animals was repeatedly examined for
several days at regular intervals of a few hours, and the examinations were continued at intervals for
seven or eight days. The organisms were present in the bullock, but absent in the case of the horse.
He thought the results of these and other experiments proved pretty conclusively that the disease was
strictly bovine.
Answer:—Tes, from results based on experimental evidence.

4. Is the Disease indigenous, or was it introduced ?
Mr. Pound pointed out that there were certain species of ticks indigenous to certain parts of
Australia, and he produced a species of tick which, so far as is known, is indigenous to the western
parts of Queensland. From this fact he could not see why the tick associated with the disease under
notice should not he indigenous to the Northern Territory.
Mr. Stanley moved that answer to Question 4 be, “ "We do not know,”
Seconded by Mr. Pentland.

Carried.

5. When was attention first drawn to the Disease ?
Mr. Valentine could not exactly say what year attention was first drawn to tho disease, but it
was about 1878 when first heard of. In reply to Mr. Pound, he said that plenty of ticks were found
when thc first cattle were taken to the Northern Territory by Dr. Brown, about nineteen years ago, but
there was no red-water.
Mr. Pound referred to a drover who showed him his note,-bool:, wherein was an entry, made some
fourteen years ago, of his cattle dying, upon which were ticks, but at the time he had no idea that they
had anything to do with the disease from which the cattle died ; but from recent events he was inclined
to think that the ticks were in some degree responsible for the deaths.

Mr. Valentine moved,—“That attention was first drawn to the disease about eighteen years ago,
on thc road between Queensland and Northern Territory, near the Eoper Kiver.”
Seconded by Mr. Pentland,
Carried.

6. Its introduction and spread in Queensland.

-

Mr. Gobdon said that he knew tbe information set down in Mr. Bruco’s paper to tins question to
be absolutely correct, and it was thereupon accepted. It reads as follows:—

The first intimation of tick fever being in Queensland was received in 1801. The disease was
carried there by cattle from the northern territory of South Australia, but its introduction was not then
regarded in a serious light by cattle-owners. In the course of a year or two, however, through the
introduction of other infected cattle, and the spread of the disease from those first introduced, owners
became alarmed, and Mr. Pound was, as stated, sent by the Government to investigate and report. He
found that the disease at first spread slowly in Northern Queensland, but that latterly it did so in a com
paratively rapid manner.
The bullock teams and drift of stock from the Northern Territory and the western portion of
Northern Queensland to the boiling and extract works on the Albert and Norman Hi vers had carried the
infection both in a southerly and easterly direction to a good many herds in that part o£ Queensland,
inflicting very serious loss ; hut, as a rule, the losses were not so heavy in the country at some distance
back as on the coast.
Before long the infection was carried to the east coast, and there the losses have frequently been
very heavy, nor are they as yet, it would seem, over, while it is doubtful if the disease is not still spreading,
and the whole of the coast country, from Eockhampton to Thursday Island, cannot be otherwise termed
than infested or suspected.
Tho infection was also earned from the gulf country in another direction by infected cattle travelling
from the country on the Flinders, by Kyunah and "Wmton, to Longrcaeh, where after some delay they
were sent on to Barcaldine and trucked to Eockhampton for Bakes Creek; and although no deaths are
reported among the cattle infected by those from the ‘Flinders, ticks have been found on some of them,
and the question whether or not the disease will spread from this centre of infection will not bo settled
until it is seen whether the warm weather of spring and summer does not call the ticks into activity.

7. The extent of the Disease in Queensland.
The extreme north and south points known to he infected with tick fever in Queensland are
Thursday Island in the north, and Longreach in the south, and the extreme east and west points may he
said to be Townsville on the east, and the Nicholson Eiver on the South Australian border on the west.
That is to say, the disease has spread from the Gulf of Carpentaria as far south as the Tropic of Capricorn
and as far north as Thursday Island, but only to certain localities in that portion of the Colony. If the
whole of that portion were infected, that would mean that fully one-half of the Colony was so ; but while
large tracts of country along the south and part of the east sides of the gulf and on the eastern seaboard
of thc Colony are decidedly infected, and considerable areas between the infected country on the gulf and
that on the eastern seaboard, suspected of being infected, it is believed that at least one-half of that portion
of the Colony north of the Tropic of Capricorn is still free from the infection, and that, therefore, not
more than perhaps one-fourth of the Colony is infected or suspected of being infected.
Mr. Gobdon referred to tbe map of Queensland which was on view, whereon were shown the clean
and infected districts, &c. He referred to the Act recently passed by the Queensland Government to
cope with the pest, copies of which were handed to the gentlemen present. The Act, he remarked, was a
very stringent one, and was thought quite sufficient to meet all requirements.
8.
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8. Incubation of the Disease. 9. Most noticeable Symptoms :—(1) Acute Type;
(2) Mild Non-fatal Type; (3) The effects of the Disease on Calves and thc
deductions therefrom. 10. Most noticeable Post-mortem Symptoms :—(1) The
Spleen; (2) Tbe Liver; (3) The Bile; (4) The Kidneys. 11. The Cattle Tick
and its Life History :—(1) The Ticks on Cattle; (2) The Ticks when they leave
the Cattle; (3) The Incubation of the Tick ; (4) Where young Ticks settle on
Cattle; (5) The effect of the Ticks on the Cattle.
Dr. Cobb moved,—“ That the notes furnished by Mr. Bruce on these questions be accepted as
'
they stand.”
Mr. Tabart seconded.
Carried.
8. Incubation of the Disease.
The period of incubation has been ascertained by subcutaneous injection into healthy cattle of the
blood of cattle suffering from the disease. When the blood has been injected the fever temperature
appears within a few days, and outward signs of illness are manifested on, or oven before, the sixth day,
and the external symptoms appear from six to ten days.
9. Most noticeable Symptoms.
(1.) Acute Type.
This type is the disease of the hot summer months, and appears suddenly and among all tho
animals exposed to the infection, and of course can be observed sooner by taking the temperature with a
thermometer than any way else, the temperature in the case of disease ranging from 105 to 108 Fahr.
"When very high it can be delected by touching the skin. Rest to tho temperature the colour (red or
yellow) of the urine is noticeable. Constipation is another symptom, and loss of appetite and cessation of
rumen usually take place from three to five days; and in the case of milch cows cessation of the flow of
milk followed by loss of sight, swaying of hind-quarters, and trembling of the muscles, especially of hind
quarters, and thinness of the blood, follow.
This type of the disease usually runs its course iu a few days, tho animals dying or surviving
according to the virulence or otherwise of the disease. A good many of those that do survive do not
regain their original vigour, while the others do so in a few weeks.
(2.) Mild Non-fatal or- Chronic Type.
_ _ This type of Texas fever which, in America, is only to be met with in the autumn, is hard to
distinguish from other ailments, as the only outward symptoms aro slight loss of appetite and dullness,
while the temperature very seldom rises above .105 in the evening, and the destruction of the blood
corpuscles goes on slowly. It will be noticed that the season of the year and temperature has a good
deal to do with thc type of the disease, thc mild form being in the cooler season of the year.
(3.) The effect of the Disease on Calves and the result.
During the discussions which have taken place with respect to this disease, statements have over
and over again been made that cattle in the Gulf country, although covered with ticks, do not now die,
while it is reported on equally reliable reports that ruinous losses have sooner or later followed the first
infection of herds in other portions of that part of Queensland, and more especially on the coast country
on tho eastern side of the Colony, This, to those who are unacquainted with the explanation, must appear
very contradictory; and the explanation is simple, and lies in the fact that calves and young cattle
although attacked by the disease when infested with ticks very seldom die; and as they are not, as
a rule, subject to another attack, or at any rate to another attack which proves fatal, they grow up
immune, and although perhaps inconvenienced by the ticks they seldom or never exhibit any serious
symptoms of fever. While, however, this is a fortunate matter for the owners of cattle already infested ;
it in no way removes the obligation on those charged with the protection of our flocks and herds to do
everythin" possible to stay the spread of thc disease, especially as it is questionable with our Australian
climate whether when land is once infested it can ever after be eradicated,

10. Most noticeable

Post-mortem

Appearances.

(1.) The Spleen.
One of the most noticeable post-mortem appearances in Texas Dever is the enlargement of the spleen
to two or even four times its natural weight, through engorgement with red blood corpuscles or their
remains in tho form of irregular lumps of yellowish pigment. This destroys the stricture of the spleen,
and, of course, completely arrests its lunetions,
(2.) The Liver.
_
Though net so noticeable as that of the spleen, the destruction of the liver is perhaps a more
important matter, through its enlargement, congestion, bile ingestion, and fatty degeneration. The
increase of weight ranges from 3 lb. to 5 lb. heavier than a healthy liver, and when diseased the liver is
paler than a healthy one and has a peculiar mottled appearance.
(3.) The Bile.
That found in the gall bladder (of which there is usually a considerable quantity—one half-pint to
a quart) has exchanged its limpid fluid appearance for an almost semi-solid mass.

(■i.)

The Kidneys.

In a good many eases the kidneys are in a sero-sanguinolent condition of the connective tissue ,
and tho fat about the kidneys; and in acute cases they are enlarged and of a brown colour.

11.
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11. The Cattle Tick and its Life History.
Among tho Conclusions como to, as the result of the investigations instituted by the Department of
Agriculture in thc United States, with repect to Texas Fever, No. 5, is to the effect that thc disease in
nature is transmitted from cattle which come from the permanently infected territory to cattle outside
this territory by thc Cattle Tick (Ixoies bovis), of which the following is a brief description, taken
principally from Mr. Director Pound’s report:—
(1.) The Ticks on Cattle.
Tbe mature female tick, as seen on the animal’s skin, has an oblong oval-shaped body resembling
the seed of the castor oil plant, and is of a dull leaden colour due to tho blood red contents of thc body
showing through the distended semi-transparent cuticle. Jt rarely exceeds twelve millimetres (i inch) in
length, and seven millimetres (a little less than ^th inch) in breadth, and possesses four pairs of legs
situated on the anterior lateral portion of the body. It at!aches itself to its host by means of peculiarly
constructed mouth organs collectively known as the rostrum, in the centre of which is a barbed dart
furnished on either side with several rows of teeth set obliquely, which enables the creature to adhere to
the skin more firmly.
.
The male tick is usually found attached to the skin of its host immediately underneath tho anterior
part of tiie female. Its body is of a dark brown colour and somewhat triangular iu shape, and when full
grown is only about one-fiftieth part of the size of the fully developed female, and never being in an
engorged state, is very much more active and also stronger than the female.
(2.) The Ticks when they leave Cattle.
As the female tick engorges herself with blood she becomes fecundated by the male, and having
arrived at maturity, releases her hold from the skin by withdrawing the barbed mouth organs, and falls to
the ground; on recovering'herself she walks away to some secluded spot- where she remains quiescent for
about eight or ten days, during which time the contents of thc abdomen arc undergoing important changes
prior to oviposition (the process of egg-laying), the period of which generally takes from seven to fourteen
days. As a rule, the fully matured ticks lay from l.tiOQ to 2,000 eggs, wdu'ch are agglomerated in a
dense mass. As oviposition proceeds she gradually gets smaller or shrivels up, and ultimately
dies beside what will be subsequently her own progeny. What becomes of the male tick is not known.
He may go in search of another female, but he most likely dies.
(3.) The Incubation of the Tick.
The period of incubation in a temperature ranging between 90 and 110 Fahr. was from fourteen
to twenty-six days, but when the temperature is lower the incubation period is longer, as long as three
or four weeks or even longer.
When the young tick emerges from the shell, it has only six legs, and is of a light brown colour,
but gradually assumes a much darker shade. In this stage the young ticks are extremely active. They
are very tenacious of life, surviving in a very low temperature, and living iu well stoppered bottles
seventeen weeks without food or water, or even fresli air.
No further development takes place in these licks until they gain access and adhere to some
animal and get nourishment from tho blood, when in the course of seven or eight days they have their
first moult, growing, and changing their colour, which becomes darker, and now having four instead of three
pairs of legs. Then in seven days more the second moult takes place, and the tick is sexually mature,
from this time till about the 21st to the 22nd day, thc female increases in size till she is fifty times the
size of tho male, iihe is then fully engorged and fecundated, and drops off to lay her eggs as already
explained.
(4.) Where the Young Ticks settle on Cattle.
In some instances thc cattle ticks are present in extraordinary numbers; at times fairly equally
dislributed over tho whole of tho animal’s body, and at other times crowded on particular portions
of it. As many as 40,000 were found on one animal, and then the whole were not counted. Tho
tides, as a rule, preter the thin soft portions of the skin ; for instance, along the belly, on and around the
udder or scrotum, on either side of the neck, in and outside the thighs, aud on tho twist.
(5.) The effect of thc Ticks on the Cattle.
Dr. Salmon says that it has been demonstrated that ticks carry the infection of Texas Fever, the
micro-organism; they introduce it into the tissue of susceptible cattio, and produce the disease. Them
is thus a complicated infection in which two very different kinds of parasites play an important part. Ho
further says, another discovery not less marvellous has been made—that the micro-organism, which
constitutes the contagion, is transmitted through the egg to the young tick, and it is this, and not the
adult tick carried by the Southern (the infested) cattle, which finds its way upon susceptible animals and
causes the disease : That is to say, if cattle infested with ticks are brought into contact with sound cattio
it is not those ticks but their progeny (see conclusion G) wliich infest the sound cattle, and transmit the
micro-organism which sets up the fever. On thc micro-organism being introduced into the tissues of
susceptible cattle it takes possession of and multiplies in the blood corpuscles and disintegrates and
destroys them. This, of course, iu the mild type of the disease, leads 1o poverty in the blood, and tbo
cattle become poor and weak. In the acute type ngaiu fever follows, which frequently results in death.
All this is fully confirmed by Mr. Pound and Dr. Hunt’s investigations in Queensland.
12.
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12. Steps taken by Queensland to arrest the Disease, and the result.
(1.) Quarantining Infected Stock; (2.) Fresh Legislation; (3.) Dipping and Erection of Lips.
Mr. G-oeboii's remarks:
What Queensland has done.

Under the new Act the Colony is divided into three zones—
(1.) That north of a line generally following the 21st parallel, south of which no stock can pass under
any conditions.
(2.) The central zone lying between tho 21st and 24th parallels,
(3.) The portion lying between the 24th parallel and the boundary with New South Wales.
(1.) The Northern Zone.
In respect of stock in this zone—
(1.) None shall pass south of the southern boundary.
(2.) No stock in the infected portions shall leave such portions unless for immediate slaughter, and
then only within that zone.
(3.) If it is intended that stock from any portion of the zone are to be travelled through any other
portion not declared infected, they must be properly dipped immediately before entering on the
uninfected country.
(4.) When any of such stock are to be carried by train the trucks will be thoroughly disinfected.
(5.) At the point of slaughter the stock will not be permitted to be in contact with other cattle.

(10
(2.)

(3.)
(4.j
(5.)

(2.) The Central Zone.
This zone has been patrolled by reliable officers specially selected for the purpose, and the
infested centres delimited and mapped out.
The eastern centre of infection at North Eockhampton has been proclaimed an absolute
quarantine.
The western centre of infection, as shown on the map, is declared an infected area.
No stock can leave the infected areas except for immediate slaughter within the zone, and under
the same precautionary conditions as are observed in the northern zone.
No stock to be admitted south from the clean portions of this zone until after having been
dipped at a point on thc line of Central Baalway, about 30 miles north of the southern boundary
of tho zone.

(3.) The Southern Zone.
In this zone the Board of Stock Commissioners have already dealt with the subject of controlling
cattle traffic, by—
(1.) Determining the points itlong the northern line of rabbit fence at which only stock from south
of the 24th parallel can pass.
(2.) By enforcing inspection of the cattle at those points.
(3.) By defining stock routes from those points, both on the map and by letterpress description, by
which only cattle may travel to tho border,
Mr. Pic XT la Nm : Seeing that this intermediary zone is of similar character to the country that is
known to be infested, and is of such a vast extent that, unless officers were stationed at reasonable
distances throughout it, it is impossible to say to what extent this territory might be infested with ticks.
All cattle within this intermediary zone should be absolutely prohibited from leaving unless it could be
proved beyond any doubt that they were absolutely free from ticks. In short, no cattle should be allowed
to come south of the intermediary zone under any circumstances, seeing that it is already infected.
Mr. GrrmUTK asked Mr. Gordon, whether there was anything on the territory corresponding to the
red and blue lines on the map—that is to say, whether the country was fenced along the lines indicated.
Mr. Gordon replied that it is not all fenced. The topographical features of the country prevent
free movement of stock.
'
Mr. Pound explained that along a certain railway line that was proposed as a boundary there
were 10 miles of lino unfeneed, and he failed to see what was to prevent infected cattle crossing to the
southern side of that line. He thought that every precaution should be taken to prevent this.
Air. Gordon explained that the character of the country indicated by Mr. Pentland was altogether
unfavourable for ticks. He thought his Government would gladly accept auy advice that could be offered
with regard to remedial measures, &e., but scarcely thought they would care for anyone to dictate as to
what areas within their own Colony should be placed under quarantine.
Mr. Pentdand ; In my opinion there is no difference between the two classes of country. The
risk is so great that every possible precaution should be taken to guard against any further spread.
Mr. Gordon : Mr. Tozer has assured the Ministers of the other Colonies about this matter, and
they have accepted his statements in good faith. It was not intended, however, that this Conference
should discuss this topic,
A considerable discussion took place as to thc subjects of a definite resolution.
Professor Wallace : There is no such thing as absolute immunity from attack. If cattle that
have been suffering from the mild form are removed to clean country, and returned to tho infested
country eight or nine months afterwards, they will take the fever as readily as beasts that have never
been before attacked by ticks. A good deal of danger is run in the case of working bullocks that
travel from place to place through infested districts.
Mr. Pound : I refer to cattle that remain in tbe district.
Mr. Pentland moved,—“ That this meeting regrets that the intermediate infected area between the
21st and 24th parallels has not been included in the zone known as the absolutely restricted area, which
lies to the north of tho 21st parallel.”
Mr. Tabart seconded, and he pointed out that cattle iofested with tick while in transit would in
all probability infect thc railway line, which is unfeneed, and cattle grazing backwards and forwards
would pick up tick in that way; and very likely this had already been done.
Tho Chairman ruled that the matter could not be discussed.
Mr.
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Mr. Pestiakd : I think you might take the opinion o£ the meeting as to our power to deal with
it. I do not think that, as a conference of experts and practical men, it should be necessary for us_ to
submit a matter of this kind to the Minister. "VVe have surely sufficient common sense and practical
experience to enable us to draw up a definite recommendation that will tend to safeguard the interests of
all the Colonies without bearing too bard upon Queensland.

Mr. Valustine : I quite agree with Mr. Pentland.
Professor "Wallace : I move as an amendment,—“That this meeting consider the steps that should
he taken for the suppression of the disease.”
Amendment lapsed—no seconder.
Dr. Conn: We simply wish to give an expression of opinion,
_
Mr. Pentlash : We just want to express as an opinion, not as a resolution, that certain country
should be included in the restricted area.
_
_
Professor Wallace moved,—“That the meeting under No. 12 be permitted to consider the
regulations established by Queensland for the suppression of the disease, the object being to discuss
infected areas.”
_
Mr, Gilrtjth seconded, and the motion was carried.
Discussion on Mr. Pentland’s motion was then resumed.
Mr. Valentine did not think the motion necessary, as there was no danger from the catt
travelling over the unfeneed railway line referred to. He would suggest that the areas known to be
infected be included in the prohibitory zone. If the Queensland inspectors find that there are other
areas infected other than those at present set down on thc map, the Queensland Government would
immediately proclaim them to be infected areas, and at once include them in the prohibitory areas. They
could only be guided by the Queensland inspectors, who would, they wore well aware, stop the spread of
the tick disease as much as they possibly could.
_
Mr. Pentland pointed out that the object of his motion was to stop all cattle from travelling
below the line running along the 24th parallel.
_
. Mr. Valentine moved, as an amendment,—“That the infected areas in the central zone be dealt with
in the same manner as in the prohibitory zone, and stock from the uninfected portion of the central zone
be allowed to cross tbe 2-ith parallel on inspection and dipping.”
Professor Wallace said be would second Mr. Valentine’s amendment if he would agree to the
area east of the Boomer Mountains and that west of the Great Dividing Kange being included in the
infected area.
Mr. Gordon here lodged tbo following protest:—
We protest against this resolution being put to the Conference, for tbe reason that the Government
of Queensland being acquainted with all tbe circumstances connected with the spread of the pest,
the topographical features of the Colony, the geological formations favourable and unfavourable to
lick life, and the vegetation favourable to tick, and that Queensland is, and has been, doing all that
is deemed necessary to protect the herds iu the southern part of the Colony, and by so doing are
doing their utmost to protect the herds of their neighbours.
Mr. Valentine did not think so large an area should be included as infected as suggested by
Professor Wallace, but thought that so long as a certain area of uninfected country surrounded each
infected area the matter would be sufficiently met.

Mr. Gordon, in reply to a question, said that it was the practice to take infected stock from
infected country (tinted central portion of thc Colony map) and send them along the unfeneed railway
line for slaughter without being dipped.
Mr. Pentland thought the portion of the Colony to the east of the Boomer Eange was the most
dangerous part to guard against.
Mr. Gordon pointed out that all the herds in that part had been inspected. The country shown
by pink tint, at Eockhampton, on centre of map was, he thought, the most dangerous.
Mr. Pentland was of opinion that the district should be constantly inspected, and, moreover, they
should not trust to lots of boys, udiom thc stations now employed, but reliable men.
Mr. Pentland’s motion, which had been seconded by Mr. Tarart, was then put to the meeting.
The voting was even in number, but as three of tbo Colonies, Queensland,-New South Wales, and South
Australia, were against and two for, viz., Victoria and Tasmania, the motion wras negatived. Hew Zealand
did not vote.
_
_
A discussion then took place on the following report by Mr. Bruce. On tbe motion of Mr. Tabart,
seconded by Mr. Gilhutu, it was taken as it stood, with thc addition of Mr. Gordon’s earlier remarks :—
(1.) Quaranlinivf) Infected Stocle.
In October, 1894, tbe whole of the Gulf country and Cape Peninsula west of the 144th meridian
was placed in quarantine, hut thc ticks shortly spread "beyond tbe limit notified towards tbe eastern sea
board. On this being found to be the case, a fresh quarantine was in November, 1895, notified across tbe
Colony from east to west, following generally the 21st parallel; but although this has to a certain extent
stayed the spread of the disease, it has not proved thoroughly effective, for teamsters and drovers have on
several occasions broken the quarantine and carried the infection to clean country, where the owners again
have concealed tbe existence of the disease ; and these breaches of the law have occurred through thc .Act
under which the quarantine was proclaimed being defective and tbe staff of inspectors insufficient.
(2.) Fresh Legislation.
The insufficiency of tbe staff and the defects of the law were from the first fully recognised.
Additional inspectors were appointed, and a very effective and comprehensive measure has been carried
through Parliament for dealing with this and other diseases in stock. Under this, with a full staff of
inspectors, the true state of the stock in the different localities will be ascertained, the infested runs and
holdings will bo placed in quarantine, and tbe provisions regulating tho dipping and movement of stock
will be strictly enforced. Besides this, the Government is constructing dips on the principal stock routes,
and providing the oil for dipping, not only for these dips, but for those erected by owners.
,
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(3.) Dipping for the Destruction of the Tick,
On information being received some eight or ten months hack from America that dipping with oil
had proved successful in destroying the tick on cattle, dips were constructed in several parts of Queens
land, and a considerable number of cattle w'ere dipped.
_
As a rule, when tho dipping was properly carried out, the ticks were destroyed, but in a good many
instances the work -was not properly done—too little oil was in these cases used, and there was neglect in
other respects. There is, therefore, good reason for believing that, where a sufficient quantity of the right
sort of oil is put into the dip, aud the process properly carried out, the ticks on tho stock will all bo
destroyed. But while this is the case, the experience so far as yet gained does not go to show that tho
oil dip will act as a preventive for any length of time, as well as destroy the tick, for young ticks have
been found on cattle_which were dipped only a fortnight before, and had been carefully examined a day
or two after the dipping and found entirely free from living ticks. This is tbe weak point in tho dipping
process, and every endeavour should be made to discover some ingredient to use with the oil or other
effective medicament which will adhere for some considerable time to the hair, and bo so distasteful to the
tick as to keep it from coming on the cattle until the effect of the ingredient in this respect has ceased.
It is this property in sulphur that makes dips in which sulphur is used so effective in tiie cure of scab,
for the smell of the sulphur in warm weather can be felt three months after the dipping. Notwith
standing this weak point in the oil dip, the defect only applies in the case of cattle which have to he
put back again upon tick-infested runs. In that of cattle again, from suspected or doubtful country
which their owners desire to travel into clean, it is believed that if they are carefully examined and show
no signs of infection and are effectively dipped, they might be allowed to enter, and Queensland cattle
about to enter New South “Wales might, in order to remove all doubt, be treated in this way. Even as
regards cattle on infected runs, it is believed that the process will frequently he turned to good account by
watching the seasons and giving repeated dippings when they will have the greatest effect. This will be
especially tho case as regards dairy cattio and store bullocks’put on to fatten. There is a prospect, too,
that a suggestion made by Dr. M'Donald, of Ingham, will bear fruit It was that two or three dippings
of cattio as they are infested and reinfested will on each occasion check the virulence of the disease, and
in this way prevent it from going beyond a mild attack, thereby rendering the animal immune.
_ The following report by Mr. Bruce on the steps taken by various Colonies to arrest thc spread of
the disease was then read:—

13. Steps taken by various Colonies.
1. Steps taken p.v New South “Wales.
(1.) Proclamation and Grossings.
. fth Jb&j’iMrry, 1S96.—A proclamation was issued under the “Customs Regulation Act, 1879,”
prohibiting the introduction of horses and cattle from that part of Queensland north of tho Central
Railway Line, and only allowing the introduction of them from south of that lino on inspection at the
crossing-places at—■
Ballandeen (Wallangarra),
Barringun,
Mungindi,
Rungerford,
Brenda,
Wompah,
Additional crossing-places have since been notified at Tullahudgcra, Mount Lindsay, A.cacia
Creek, White Swamp, Boggabilla, Hebei, Parragundy, Adelaide Gate.
(2.) Inspectors and Inspections.
.
Inspectors.—The Inspectors of Stock at Glen Innes, Warialda, Walgctt, Brewarrina, Bourke, and
Wanaariug wore appointed Customs Officers for tho purpose of enforcing the prohibition ; and the
following gentlemen have been appointed Acting Inspectors and Customs Officers to assist the Staff
Inspectors:—
C. D. Whitty, Tullahudgcra.
.1. A. Robertson, Hebei.
P. B. Chauvel, Mt. Lindsay.
L. Gillespie, Acacia Creek.
J. E. Smith, Wallangarra.
J. R. McGovern, Brenda.
.las. Skinner, Boggabilla.
S. R. Scott, Mungindi.
Jas, McNall, Barringun,
Peter Jeffrey, Mingoola Station.
.
John Ducat, Wompah.
Mr. Jeffrey only inspects stock leaving Maidenhead and Bonshaw Stations, which stations have country
adjoining in Queensland, and they are worked as one under.Bond.
Thus there arc seventeen inspectors now employed on the Border in seeing that tho prohibition is
enforced, and, hi addition, the Collector of Customs and tho Inspector^General of Police have instructed
their officers on the Queensland Border to assist.
Action before Grossing.—Before any cattle or horses are allowed to cross they must give seven
days’ notice to the inspector at the crossing-place, and produce a declaration by the owner, and a certifi
cate by an inspector in Queensland, that such cattle are not infected.
(3.) I'rcsh Legislation.
,
C*11 thp passing of the Imported Stock Act Eurther Amendment Act of 1896 proclamations were
issued declaring “Tick Eever or Texas Fever” in cattle, horses,or camels to bean infectious or contagious
disease for the purpose of that Act, and Queensland was declared to he an infected colony,
(4.) Erection of Yards for closer inspection.
It is proposed to erect yards at the principal crossing-places for the closer inspection of stock, and
to place them in a crush for that purpose when necessary.
In tho meantime the Queensland Government has granted the use of the pound-yards on their side
of the Border for this purpose.
'
(5.)
* 499—B
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(5.)

Regulations, §c., Hides,

On 4th July regulations were published prohibiting the introduction of hides or skins of cattle,
horses, or camels, unless they had been thoroughly salted in a proper pit for one week and that they
were accompanied by a certificate from an inspector that the requirements of the regulation had. been
C°mPlieif Accompanied by this certificate the Customs Officers allow the hides to be landed, subject to
inspection at the stores to which they may be sent.
_
...
■ i
The reason for preferring pit-salting to dry-salting are given m the accompanying letter:
Department of Mines and Agriculture, Stock, and Brands,
gjT
Sydney, 30 July, 1896. _
’ in reply to your letter of the 28th inst., I beg to state that, if brine of sufficient strength is
certain to kill the ticks, then 1 think there can be no question but pit-salting or pickling is by far the most
certain mode of destroying the ticks, inasmuch as the strength of the pickle is the only thing that requires
watching, and that can be readily ascertained, for brine will be certain to find its way to every part of
every bide in tbe pit with ordinary care, or even without much care; while in the case or dry-saltmm ir
great care is not exercised, some portions of the hides will be missed. Indeed, wo have already found in
our examtnatiou of the hides, that this happens in not a few cases, and the strong smell or taint, which is
at times felt from hides, clearly points to imperfect salting.
_
'
"We were much alarmed a day or two ago by finding the ticks on a hide ot tins sort plump and rull,
but which, although tested, failed to make any movement.
_
.
,
,
No doubt your Meat Companies and butchers object to going to the trouble and expense ot
constructing pits, but there can, I think, be no question which is the safer process; and it would be a
serious thing for both Colonies if a consignment of hides, with the ticks, were to be sent to Sydney.
I have, &c.,
ALEX. BRUCE,
_
P. R. Gordon, Esq.,
Chief Inspector of Stock.
Chief Inspector of Stock, Brisbane.
2. Steps takext nr Yictobia.
Introduction into Victoria of unsalted hides of cattle prohibited.
.-c , r
Regulation 30th J uno last admitting hides from Queensland if accompanied by a certificate irom
an Inspector of Stock at the port of shipment that the hides have been thoroughly and effectively salted.
Queensland cattle, horses, sheep, and dogs by sea prohibited for three months irom 14th July
proximo.
3. Steps tawen

by

Tasmahia.

Proclamation, 6th July, 1896, absolutely prohibiting for twelve months the importation of any
horses, cattle, and hides from Queensland.
4. Steps

taken by

New Zealand.

Order in Council. 20th April, 1896, prohibiting the importation of cattle, sheep, fresh meat (with
the exception of frozen meat), bones, horns, hoofs, hair, hides, skins, offal, or other part of such animals
into New Zealand.
5. Steps

taken ex

South Austealia.

1. Proclamation, 17th June, 1896, prohibiting for twelve months the introduction into that part of
South Australia south of the 26th parallel of latitude, cattle or horses from Queensland, unless they have
been examined by an inspector.
,- i
, - i i „„
2. Prohibiting for the same time the removal of cattle or horses (except working horses which have
been dressed) from that portion of the Northern Territory north of a line commencing at a line at the
450th mile-post on the eastern boundary, between the Northern Territory and Queensland, and thence to
the western boundary between tbe Northern Territory and Western Australia to the point where the
southern boundaries of leases 1,809 and 1,811 meet the boundary of Western Australia.
,, t , ,
3. Prohibiting for twelvemonths the introduction into any part of South Australia, south of the
26th parallel of latitude, cattle or horses from that portion of the Northern Territory north of the said
parallel, and south of the aforesaid line mentioned in No. 2, unless under a permit from an inspector.
4 Prohibiting for a period of twelve months the introduction into any part or boutfi Australia
south of’the 26th parallel of south latitude, of cattle, horses, or hides from Queensland or any part of the
Northern Territory, unless such hides have been previously salted or dressed.
Steps taken by New South Wales to arrest the disease: Mr, Bruce’s report was agreed to, on Mr.
GOnDOparfcIlPS1etp°s taken by Victoria) accepted, on Mr. Pentland’s proposition, seconded by Mr. Tabaet.
Part III (steps taken by Tasmania) agreed to, on Mr. Tabaet’s proposition, seconded by Mr.
Pentland._ ^ (.j,lRp3 take]1 hy Xew Zealand) agreed to, on Mr. Pentland’s proposition, seconded by
Pr° C Mr. Gordon, however, drew attention to the regulations recently passed in New Zealand, pro

hibitin'’' the import of bones from Queensland, which, he thought, was hardly necessary.
, ,Part V (steps taken by South Australia) agreed to, on Mr. Valentine s proposition, seconded by
Mr. Pentland.

14. Dipping.
(«) The lest form of Yards.
Mr. Bruce : Unless the Queensland delegates have some plans of yards to submit, I do not think
we can do anything in this matter.
.
,
Mr. Valentine: I think wc should leave it to Mr. Gordon to submit a plan.
_
Mr! Bruce : Yes; 1 think we should ask Mr. Gordon to submit a plan to-morrow morning.
The meeting agreed to this proposal.
..,
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(b) The best kind of Oil and other Mendicaments.
Mr. Goebon : I am not in a position to say which of the oils that have been used in Queensland is
the best. We have been using cotton-seed oil, a certain oil from New South Wales (which, however,
destroys the hides), the Black Virginian oil, which is destructive to ticks, and the Apollo oil, which is also
destructive to the ticks. I am not prepared to give any definite information on this point.
Mr. Pomm: The oils that are best for destroying the tick are the Apollo oil and cotton-seed oil.
The Apollo oil destroys ticks in twenty-four hours, and acts as a preventive for probably a fortnight. In
tho ease of eottou-seed oil, it took a longer period to kill the tick, hut it also acted as a preventive for a
longer time. ■ It might take nine days for the ticks to die with the cotton-seed oil, but tbe cattle would not
be reinfected for fully three weeks afterwards. All things considered, I look upon the cotton-seed as the
best oil. It was the first oil recommended for use in America. Any kinds of oil that I have tried in the
laboratory have proved successful in killing the tick in all stages. Then there are various dipping fluids.
There are a number of dipping fluids, tbe basis of which are carbolic acid at the strength of about 1 in 75,
tbe results of which are instantaneous on the larval tick, but require an immersion for a longer period for
adult ticks. The important thing in all those dips, which arc of a watery nature, is that if you plunge
the animal into it, of course, it comes out immediately, and the fluid dries and the ticks still remain alive. I
put a number of fully developed female ticks into one of these carbelic solutions for different periods up
to sixty minutes. Those that remained up to sixty minutes were still alive, and in the course of a few
days commenced to lay their eggs.
Mr. BniTCE : Do you know of any other oil ?
Mr. Bound : I have tried thirty or forty different oils in my laboratory, but as to how long they
act as a preventive can only he determined by dipping in the infected districts. The people who supplied
the oil for testing purposes only sent a very small quantity suitable for laboratory experiments.

Mr. Pentland : How much per head does it cost to dip with oil ?
Mr. Gordon: The Black Virginia costs Is. 8d., and the cotton-seed oil 4d, per head.
Mr. Pound : Might I explain a dip. It is filled with water (about 7 feet), and an inch layer of
oil is placed on tbe top. Atone end, where the bullock enters, is a platform with a tip-board. The
bullocli walks on the tip, and is at once thrown into tbe dip. The only disadvantage about this method is
that sometimes the tipping of the bullock causes him to fall, dragging his hind quarters over the edgo of
the tip-board, which might result in permanent injury to the animal. To avoid tlus at some places—Longreach, for instance—tho dips instead of having a tip-board, have the slanting entrance which suddenly
terminates. This causes the animal to become immediately immersed. As I said before, tbe oil being on
top of tbe water-when tbe bullock plunges in, it naturally follows that that fluid touches every part
of him.
Mr. Pentland ; What about the second beast that is dipped? Is not the oil displaced by the
first in splashing?
Mr. Pound : As the animals keep on being dipped the water aud oil is churned up, .and the result
is that tbe water becomes filled with globules of ml so that tho dipping is still efficacious. After the
dipping is finished the globules of oil collect and form a layer on the top of tho water as before the dipping
commenced. I have seen 350 bullocks efficaciously dipped at thc one time by repeatedly adding the oil.
Mr. Pentland : I think we should be able to dip more cheaply. If an effective dip can be made
of lime, sulphur, and soap, as recommended by Professor Wallace, it would be the very thing that is
wanted.
Mr. Pound : I have never tried the sulphur and soap, but I have tried dry sulphur. Mr. Bruce
and I did so on some calves, but the ticks simply matured.
Mr. Bruce : Cooper’s dip is very largely advocated. It seems to my mind that nothing but tbe
oil would be effective.
Mr. Pentland : The sulphur, as wc are all aware, remains a considerable time in tbo fleece of
sbeep. This is a great consideration. Thc oil remains on the hides only a short time, and if the sulphur
can be mixed witli sometbing so that it would remain in tbe hide of the beast, it would render the cattle
immune from attack when travelling. If the sulphur can be retained in tbe skin so as to last a longer
time, there would be a less liability of infection taking place.
Mr. Pound : In the case of 'sheep, of course, the condition of the sheep’s wool will enable it to
retain the sulphur until the sheep is shorn. Cattle will not retain the sulphur for any length of time.
Another thing is that cattle are continually shedding the cuticle of the skin, that is to say, “sloughing.”
Professor Wallace : I should say that cotton-seed oils have been proved to be the most
efficacious. 1 got my idea of using soap in dips from tbe fact that soap is efficacious for destroying
insects on trees. I would suggest that tho answer to tho question should bo, “ Apollo oil and cotton
seed oil have been found most efficacious iu Queensland up to the present time, yet the question requires
further research.”
Mr. Pentland suggested that Professor Wallace’s mixture should be included in the answer as a
suggestion.
Prof. Wallace's Mixture.—w25 lb. sulphur to 18 lb. lime boiled in 20 gallons of water for 20
minutes, 2 oz. of soap to be dissolved in every gallon of water, and the solutions mixed in proportions to
he determined.
The meeting agreed to the above suggestion.
Mr. Bettce : Did I not understand Mr. Pound to say he did not think there was any use in using
sulphur on cattio ?
Mr. Pound : I say try everything possible.
Mr. Gordon said that the Queensland Government bad received many suggestions of dips, which
on being tested in most cases proved failures.
Mr. Cameron (Government Veterinarian, of Victoria) arrived and took a seat at tbe table.
Mr. Pound made the following explanation regarding dipping :—
“ Dipping is being carried out in Northern Queensland at a time of the year when it is favourable
for the cattle and unfavourable for the tick. It would be more satisfactory if dipping were carried out
in the summer months. I may mention that it is noticed that cattle after being dipped appear much
quieter*
* Noiii.—Prof. Wallace gives this rceipo merely as a basis upon which to determine thc strength to bo applied. This
will vary under different conditions.
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quieter aud liealthier than, those undipped. The undipped cattle stand for hours -in the lagoons, care
very little for food, and become emaciated. As to the oil being efficacious in tilling tho tick, that is
proved beyond all doubt. There is a vrirc in this morning’s paper from Ingham, which reads as follows:—
Brisbane, Wednesday.
An Ingham telegram states that there are still a great many cattle dying from ticks throughout the district, but only
1 per cent, of the herds Ghat have been regularly dipped has succumbed.
A Barcaldine telegram states that tbe district stock inspector reports that the traffic in stock for the south is almost
paralysed.”

Mr. Pentland : After cattle have been dipped the ticks drop off. 'When they drop off the
yards in which they are dipped become infested, naturally. Should not the yards be disinfected at the
same time ?
Mr. Pound : Mr. Pentland misunderstands my views. If you dip cattio the oil will certainly kill
the ticks, although they may drop off. If a single drop of oil touches a tick it kills it.
Mr, Valentine : Then you consider the dipping is perfectly efficacious ?
Mr, Pound : The dipping is efficacious in destroying every tick on the animal.
Mr. Valentine : If you dip a beast, and then take it on to clean country, there would not be
the slightest danger of its becoming a source of infection to that country?
Mr. Pound : There would be no danger of infection. .
Mr. Bruce : That is what we want to know.
Mr. Bruce: Does not the oil spread when it touches the tick?
Mr. Pound : If a drop of oil touches a tide it spreads all over its body by capillary attraction.
Dr. Conn : I see that we must rely to a very great extent upon Mr. Pound, who seems to be the
only one present who has properly investigated tho tick in Australia. I would like to ask Mr. Pound for
a definite statement, not only whether ticks are killed by dipping, but whether he is reasonably sure that
no eggs or young can possibly hatch from ticks that are fairly .matured and that have dropped from cattle
that have been dipped.
Mr.
Mr. Pound in answering this question exhibited specimens of ticks dipped in Apollo and cotton
seed oil and a weak solution of the former. Tbe three oils destroyed all vestige of life.
Dr. Conn : I do not think Mr. Pound has quite understood my question. Suppose a beast is to be
dipped which is covered noth ticks in all stages. Suppose one of these is a gravid female. Now, I would
like to hear whether Mr. Pound can say that none of the eggs which exist in this tick can possibly hatch.
Mr. Pound : It must be understood that while a tick is attached to an animal there is no ova.
Mr. Pentland : I would like some opinion on another point. If the cattle are dipped, what does
Mr. Pound recommend to be done ? Should they be removed to clean pasture, or should they be put
back on their own pasture ?
Mr. Pound : In most cases there is no clean pasture within hundreds of miles from whore cattle
should be dipped.
Mr. Bruce: "Which are the hardest to kill with tho oil, the young tick or tho comparatively fullgrown tick ; which would die first ?
Mr. Pound : In either ease they aro destroyed very readily. In some dipping fluids the young
ticks will die quickly and the older ticks aro not so readily killed, and in other dipping fluids the order
of things is reversed. In the case of oil, however, it effectually destroys all tick-life and ova in twentyfour hours.
Professor Wallace was of opinion that dipping is more a temporary relief from the inconvenience
of animals on which ticks are very abundant than as a preventive of the disease, and is a matter for tbe
stock-owner to consider in his own interests, and should not be made compulsory except in tbo case of
infected or suspected cattle going to travel in clean country.*
(c) The lest form of Dip.
(d) The mode of Dipping,
Dr. Cobb : I think we might hasten over (c) and (d) and request Mr. Pound or Mr. Gordon to
prepare a report for the Conference to consider and, if thought desirable, adopt.
Mr. Pound : The form of dip that I would propose is about 4< feet wide at the top and 2 ft. 6 in.
at the bottom and about 30 feet long and 7 feet deep. Some of the dips are made with perfectly vertical
ends with a tip-board as I before described, but I prefer the sloping entrance.
Professor Wallace : I would suggest that these minor questions be passed over and more attention
given to tbe greater questions to be discussed. Thc time is very short.
Mr. Bruce : 1 do not see how we can depart from the business-sheet.
Mr. Pentland : There is one thing that struck me in reference to dipping. 1 have heard that in
some dips the heads of cattle have not been properly dipped. Is that your experience, Mr. Pound ?
Mr. Pound : Every dip I have seen has properly immersed the cattle.
Mr. Pentland : I am very glad to hear that such is the case. I heard that it was not so.
Dr. Cobb : Having withdrawn my vote, I have not thc power to make a motion ; but if I had I
would move that questions (c) and (d) be handed over to the Queensland delegates to submit astate
ment to-morrow morning. That would save much time. Ioffer this as a suggestion.
Tho meeting decided to adopt that course.
(e) When should Dipping le used hy Owners?

'

Mr. Gordon : No stock should be allowed to go through suspected districts without being dipped
along the road.
Mr, Pound : I have been informed that one station where, although a tick has never been seen,
the owner is constantly dipping his cattle. Numbers of other stockowners have erected dips and
commenced dipping straight away though their stock has never been troubled with the tick.
Mr. Tarart : A stockowner in Tasmania informs me that he dipped 4,000 or 5,000 head of cattle
most successfully, but on large stations covering perhaps some hundred square miles of country, I think
dipping is most impracticable. I will take an instance of possibly 40,000 head of cattle. Suppose you
can*
* This note waa mode hy Professor Wallace during some discussion on the subject of compulsory dipping, but was
afterwards withdrawn on the Conference agreeing to the decision given above.
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can muster 30j000 head, how aro you to get the balance of 10,000 within a reasonable time to complete
the operation. It is out of the question to think of mustering the whole herd, for the purpose of dipping.
Mr. Beuce : The owner may have throe or four dips.
Mr. Pound : I inight say that dipping cannot be carried out in every ease. Por instance, in the
North-western Territory of Queensland, where we often find wild cattle, 2 or 3 years old, which
are difficult to muster.
Dr. Cobb : Of course we have to keep in mind that we have to make recommendations to the
Ministers. TTe have either to recommend or not to recommend private owners to dip. Then there is
another point. "We have either to recommend or not to recommend to the Government to compel private
owners to dip.
•
_
Mr, Bbuce : That comes under the next question.
"
Mr, Pound : I would recommend that all owners in coastal country he compelled to dip their cattle.
Mr. Valentiite : "We should also recommend how often the dip should be used.
Mr. Pentland : Tt seems to me that dipping is no good, because cattle put on the infested country,
after having been dipped, are reinfested. Then you have to dip again ; so that you have a stockowner
in continual turmoil. I think remedial measures should come under the heading of Inoculation.
Professor Wallace : Dipping, to my mind, is no good whatever for eradicating the disease. Dipping
can only be of value in a country where the ticks are so numerous that they injure the animals. But I think
when we have got the tick on a station we should allow it to spread as fully as possible, so as to stop
the death of the cattle by red-water. In other words, to cheek the development of ticks after they have
established themselves only delays the t ime when immunity from the disease may be naturally expected.
Dr. Cobb : At 4d, each once in three weeks, it will cost us 5s. a year per animal, to say nothing
about thc cost of constructing the dip.
Mr, Pound : I would recommend that owners of small lots of cattle on selections should dip their
cattle. There is no trouble in mustering cattle on small selections. I would recommend dipping in these
cases as an amelioration. One attack of disease does not prevent an animal from suffering from a second
acute attack.
Professor Wallace : Ticked cattle are immune to disease in a tick-infested district; but transport
them to clean country, and then take them back again to tick country, and they will take the disease.
The meeting recommended continual clipping in practical country, and added the following opinions
on the recommendation of Mr. Pound :—
v
When should Dipping he made use of hy Owner ?

(1.) When thc first symptoms of the disease arc observed in a herd, whatever the size of the run may
be, the infected and suspected portion of the herd should be dipped, as in that way the disease
may be stopped.
(2.) When the disease appears in a paddock in which cattle are being fattened, they might he dipped;
and, if the disease again appear, dipped again ; and in this way they would likely he protected
till they are fit for market, although the dippings might throw them back somewhat in condition.
(3.) Even when thc disease had obtained a strong footing in a largo herd, if the cattle are running in
paddocks and can be mustered, it would be advantageous to dip.
(4.) In the case of dairy and other small herds, it will always be advantageous to dip.
Should Dipping be made compulsory ?

Tho meeting arrived at the following determinations, being the views expressed hy Mr, Pound:—■
Tes, in sueli cases as the following :—
(1.) In the case of cattle in a quarantine area, travelling from an infested run, through suspected,
but not declared infected, country to market, the dipping to be on the owner’s own run (unless
a public dip is near), at his own expense.
(2.) In the case of cattle travelling from doubtful country into clean country, the expense to be
borne as in No. 1.
(3.) In the case of cattle which have travelled through infected country, the expense to be borne as
in No. 1.
(4.) In the ease of cattle wliich have come into direct or indirect contact with infected or suspected
stock, the expense to be borne as in No. 1.

15. Whether Hides should be Pit or Dry Salted ?
Mr. Gordon said that in the regulations about to he framed in Queensland provision will be
made that no hides shall come down from the north unless they have been dry-salted, and a certificate
produced from thc Inspector that they have been properly salted, and a declaration from the owner that
they have been seven days in salt.
Mr. Pound said that experiments had been carried out to see how long salt solutions would take
to destroy ticks. It had been suggested to dip infected cattle in sea-water, and he carried out the experi
ment of placing ticks in sea-water, which contains about 3'5 salt, with thc result that they lived twenty
hours, and in a saturated solution containing 36 per cent, salt they lived four hours. He had had a lot of
experience in watching hides from Eockhampton, Townsville, Alligator Creek, Normanton, Burketown,
and other places, with the result that in all hides properly dry-salted the ticks were destroyed in twentyfour hours. The hides, he explained, are salted on the flesh side first—approximately 10 lb. of salt per
hide—and they remain in that position for about throe days, when they are turned over and resaltod,
and remain in that position also for three days. No hides were sent away for export until having under
gone this process for six or seven days. 'When it was considered that tick-infested hides have been coming
down from the Gulf ports for several years, it was clear indication that the dry-salting process was quite
sufficient. Even if hides were indifferently dry-salted, the capillary attraction from one hide to another
would cause the salt to penetrate every part.
Professor
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Professor “Wailace moved,—“That it is the opinion of this meeting that dry-salting is preferable
to brine or pit salting.”
Seconded by Mr. Gileuth.
Carried.
Mr. PETTMAifn said would it not be as well, in giving certificates, to state the quantity of salt as
against the weight of the hide. Sufficient might not be used in some cases.
Mr. Potjkd said that in every case in Queensland salt had always been used in excess.
Mr. Goeooit authenticated Mr. Pound’s statement.
Mr. Pound pointed out that owing to the additional weight the salt gave the hide it was always
to be found that thc butchers aud meat companies used it to excess.

■

Mr. Peniland moved,—“ That dry-salting of hides he accompaniedby a certificate from a competent
officer that they have been thoroughly and effectively salted for a period of not less than seven days, and
a declaration to the same effect from the owner.”
Seconded by Mr. Tabaet.
Carried.
Professor Walt,ace moved,—“ That ticked hides should be hibled with the hairy side in, and
hides free from ticks with the hair outside, and a penalty he inflicted upon anyone who exposes for sale
hides not folded according to the above proposals.”
Seconded by Mr. Coed on.
Professor Wallace said that his first object in proposing this motion was to fall in with the
objection raised hy many people and prevent the tick dropping from the hides. His second object was to
enable the tick-infested hide to be distinguished from the clean hide at once.
The Cuaieman thought it would be a help to the Inspector to be able to at once sort out the tickinfested hides, as it was a difficult matter to look over 500 or 600 hides. It would he a great help to him
if the tick-infested hides were folded up in a certain manner.
'
Mr. Valentine pointed out that if a man suspected tick in his hides he would not fold them up in
a certain way, thus depreciating his property.
Professor Wallace’s motion was then put and negatived.

16. Licks and,Drenches.
Mr. Stanley : This disease is scarcely known in salt-bush country. I have not the slightest
hesitation in saying that tho only medicinal remedy that we may look for as being practicable for animals
will be in the shape of licksj and in all probability these must ho of a saline nature that will make the
condition of the animal such that the tick organism will not he able to easily subsist upon its blood.
Mr. Pound : Dr. Hunt and myself have conferred upon this matter, and we thought after the
reports wc had received from South Africa with regard to the treatment of the disease there that is
somewhat similar in nature to this, that it ivould be well to try experiments with arsenic administered
with salt. We know that in Queensland the cattle are passionately fond of salt. It is quite correct
that in the salt-bush country the disease is not of the same virulent nature as in the coast country, where
thc grasses are favourable for the ticks.
Mr. Pentland : What conditions are most favourable for the disease ?
_
Mr. Pound : The coast country grasses afford the tick the best protection, and hence the virulence
of attack in such districts.
Mr. Gilp.lth : Have you found in your experiments that any particular animal showed any more
immunity than any other ?
Mr. Pound : No; I cannot say that. Wc have found ticks upon many animals, hut the effects
of it are not the same as on hovines.
Professor Wallace: The coast country where grass prevails is thc most favourable for ticks, and
dense salt-bush country is free from ticks, hut I have no faith in salt. One tiring has been found most
successful in connection with horses in South Africa, aud that is sulphur. Carbolic acid has been found
useful for the treatment of ticks after they are'developed. Arsenic, on the other hand, is likely to he very
useful, but extremely dangerous, because some cattle might take the lick too freely. Sulphur, to my
mind, is the great enemy of all parasites, and it will be thc safest remedy internally. Externally, rubbed
along the back, it has been found most efficacious in clearing oft' the ticks.
Mr. Pound : Mr. Bruce and myself had a cow and a calf under observation. We rubbed that calf
well with sulphur, and allowed it to run on an infested place. It soon became infected with ticks, and
when we examined the skin xve found that they simply revelled in the sulphur as if it were a shower-bath.
From my experience, I do not think sulphur does the slightest good.
Mr. Goedon : In my experience, country of a saline, cretaceous nature is altogether unfavourable
for ticks,
Mr. Pound : It is not so much a question of cattle eating salt or anything else, so much as the
nature of the country and the harbour it affords them that effects the ticks.
It was decided, on tho motion of Mr. Goedon, seconded by Professor Wallace, that the reply to

Question 3 should be that experiments with licks and drenches are desirable.

17. Disk of Infection.
Mr. Goedon : We have a little island about 3 miles from the coast. There has been no traffic for
years with horses or cattle, but the tick are present on. that island now. They have been carried over
perhaps hy blackfcllows’ dogs or in some way, hut we have no evidence as to the manner in which they
got there.
•
Mr. Pound : I have conducted a good many investigations with respect to the way in which ticks
are carried from place to place. Briefly put, I found tides on wallabies, kangaroos, ibis, cranes, and other
birds, but always in the larval stage. Although I cannot say definitely that these animals and birds are
the actual agents, I think I can safely say that they act as agents of distribution. We have very good
evidence that ticks can be carried hy agents other than cattle.
,
Dr.
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Dr. Cobb : Mr. Chairman and gentlemen,—In speaking to this question I beg to ask your indulgence
if I apparently depart from the subject under discussion. Thc reason I ask your indulgence m this respect
is that 1 have several times during the Conference been summoned away to attend my Minister, and have
thus unavoidably missed the discussion of several important topics. Some or the remarks 1 shall make
would have been made earlier if I had had the opportunity.
Tiie outcome of this Committee’s work must be one of three things, viz.:
1 It will recommend that the spread of the ticks be delayed as much as practicable; or,
2, It will recommend that the tick be allowed to spread unhindered, or even encouraged to spread; or,
3, It will make no specific recommendation on this head.
If it makes no recommendation, the action will be construed to mean that the Committee does not
know which of the first two courses should be followed, or, in other words, that the Committee does not
know its business. I am sure that this latter is not the case; therefore, the matter sifts down to the
action the Committee recommends with reference to the spread of the tick.
.
It has been suggested that the country should be “ticked up” as soon as possible; that is, that
tbe tick should be encouraged, or at least allowed, to spread as far as it will, as fast as possible. Ibis
course of action seems to me to be against common sense, and inconsistent with the practice in other
diseases. So far as wc know, there is no possibility of preventing the spread of this tick mto alt localities
favourable to its growth. All the investigations tend to show that this is so. u e have secu that the
larval ticks are carried about from place to place by agencies entirely beyond human control, they are
blown about by the wind; they are carried from place to place by wild animais and birds, these biros
and other agencies pay no attention to human quarantine lines. I repeat, the larval ticks are earned
from place to place by agencies beyond human control, and that, therefore, ultimately tho tick will spread
into every locality suitable to its growth.
Now, wliat do we do in other eases of a similar nature ? Take tuberculosis. Ibis is also a disease
carried about by agencies beyond humau control. AYe know that in all probability tuberculosis will spread
to every place suitable to its growth. What do wo do ? Wc do not say, “ Let it spread.
Wedo not
say “lincourage it to spread,” in the hope of ultimately getting cattle,_&c., that are immune. No; on
the’eontrary, we do everything we can to prevent it. 1 am indirectly interested in cattle stations now
free from tick. When my advice is sought with regard to these stations, I say, “ Keep the ticks out; put
oft' the evil day as bug as you can.” It seems to me this is the course dictated by common sense and
consistency. I have absolutely no sympathy with Professor Wallace’s suggestion that we should lickup
the country as soon as possible, or let it “ tick up” any faster tlian we can help. What a monstrous
position wc should be in, after having encouraged the spread of this tick, if next year a means should be
discovered to prevent its spread.
, ,,
,
,
This is the reason why 1 am most strongly of the opinion that we should recommend that every
thing practicable should be done to prevent the spread of the cattle tick.
_ _
Now, this Committee have affirmed that the cotton-seed oil dip is effective m killing all the ticks on
a beast if properly carried out, and for this reason it seems to me inconsistent to talk about recommending
tbe prohibiting of the passage of cattle from infested or suspected areas on to clean country. If the dip
is effective, what is the objection to allowing cattle to leave tho boundary of infested country to go on
to clean country immediately after being properly dipped,—especially when we consider the tact that
ticks must constantly be leaving this same infested country on the wings of birds and m the fur oi wallaby
and kangaroos ? Ecmember that we have evidence that this is a common thing. _ It seems to me, therefore,
that the ultimate outcome of all this discussion will be the conclusion that it is safe and practicable
to allow cattle to proceed from infested or suspected country on to clean or suspected country, providing
they are properly dipped on the border just before proceeding, and further, providing they are again dipped
at a further stage of their journey within the time it takes ticks to mature. I add this latter precaution
because I recognise that ticks are bound to accumulate about tbe dips, especially if the dips are in
localities favourable to tbe growth of the tick ; and I may here remark that I hope all the Queensland
and New South Wales dips have been erected in such localities. If they have not, it is a radical mistake.
The larval ticks having accumulated about tbe dip, it is possible that some few of these might Imd a
foothold on the dipped cattle. A second dipping within the period these require to mature, and after the
cattle had travelled a certain distance, to be regulated by law, would act as a precaution against the
spread of tho tick through their agency.
_
,, , ,
It must be borne in mind that suspected country must always m the stock regulations be looked,
upon as both infested and clean, simply because we do not know which it is. If clean, we do not wish to
infest it; if infested, we must not allow cattle to leave it without being dipped. ,
Of course the moment, no matter how soon, dipped cattle enter either infested country or sus
pected country, they must by that very fact come again under the dipping regulation, and must not be
allowed to leave for either clean or suspected country ivithout dipping.

.

I think it would be unwise to interfere with the cattle trade to a greater extent than this in light
of our present knowledge.
, ,
. ,
.
,
The dipping must, of course, be properly done. This is not difficult or excessively expensive; ana,
when we consider the efficacy of modem quarantine methods, there can be no doubt that these colonies
can provide the machinery for thc success of these regulations.
Professor Wat.lacu : I quite agree with everything that Dr. Cobh says about the probable spreading
the tick, but I entirely disagree with Dr. Cobb about the dips. I think infected cattle should dips or no
dips—be absolutely restricted from leaving infested areas.
_
,
Mr. Pestlaitd: I contend that although Dr. Cobb is right in certain respects, the gravity ot the
risk of infection is so great that tho most rigid restrictions should be placed upon the removal of cattle
from infested areas, or any area that is not absolutely known to be free from ticks.
Mr, Pound : There is really no possibility of cattle, after being properly dipped, picking up ticks
again within (say) three weeks at least. There are, I may say, thousands of _ cattle being dipped in
Queensland now'. There is one thing I have noticed that might be a cause of ticks spreading. I have
found ticks on roley-poley, and it is well known how the tussocks of this grass roll across a paddock
before the wind.
.
.
„
Mr GtObdon • Ticks may bo carried to other Colonies on the straw used for packing, bananas, Am.
'
After

16
After discussion it was resolved,—“ That Queensland observations show that ticks may be spread
by any moving or movable object, including domestic and wild animals and birds, these acting as
intermediary agents for the conveyance of the larval tick. The extent of thc consequent risk cannot be
reliably stated at present, but it is probable that it is not very great.”
Additions Questions
1.

submitted to the

Committee

by the

Conference.

Are there any instances in which the Tick infest the Cattle without heing followed hy symptoms of Hcdwater or the Disease knoion as Tick Fever ?

Symptoms are always shown in the early or first attack of the tick, namely, fever and red-water.
But in chronic cases of tick infection the acute symptoms may not be noticeable, although the micro
organism is always present in the blood. Proposed by Mr. Stakley, seconded by Mr. Pound, Carried.
2. The length of time the Tick will live without finding a Host.
Tbe maximum time known to elapse between the dropping to the ground of a female tick and the
subsequent attachment of the progeny to a fresh animal, according to Mr. Pound’s Australian experience,
is one year at least, and thc minimum time one month. Moved by Mr. Giibute:, seconded by Mr.
Pound. Carried.
■
Length of Time.
.
Mr. Pound : Before we received this report from America I may say that ticks were kept alive
for seventeen weeks. An argument put forth was—"Why should not these ticks subsist upon tbe egg
shells? We removed the egg-shells, aud the ticks had, therefore, nothing at all from which they might
obtain nutriment. These ticks in the bottle were put in on the 12th May, and they have, therefore, lived
four months. If we take a number of ticks they will live together in a colony, as it were, longer than
if they are isolated. It is only when they are in large numbers that they are able to exist without food.
Seventeen weeks is tho longest I have seen them live. In American reports I have seen it stated that
ticks have lived without food for six months. It must not be forgotten that ticks will only exist in this
way under what may be termed favourable conditions. We must not overlook tbe fact that temperature
and moisture have something to do with the prolonged existence of larval ticks. My remarks do not, of
course, apply to mature ticks.
Mr. Pentland : How long will ticks live in pastures ?
Mr. Pound : We have conducted experiments hy placing ticks in test tubes. Some of the ticks
are exposed to sunlight and moisture, while others were kept as controlling tests in a place where the
ticks were protected from such influences. We found that they could not stand tho sunlight and mois
ture ; they soon succumbed to it.
Mr. G-iluuth r I think that in. speaking about the tick we must also take into consideration the
cgsr. I think thc question we are discussing means how long docs it take from the time of the female
falling off, the laying of the egg, the incubation, &e., till the time the young tick finds another host ?
Mr. Pound : In our answers we must not overlook the fact that there are certain conditions
which are favourable to long endurance of tick-life. Now, in the summer time, the egg-laying process
will last six or seven days. Three weeks after that the young ticks emerge, and then they will remain
alive in bottles for three or four weeks. But, in tho case of ticks that are removed from the animal in
midwinter, such ticks do not commence laying their eggs until twelve days after being put in the bottle,
and, so far as I can see, the process of oviposition will last some months. I have some eggs that were
laid last February. They were kept in a cool cellar, and when we take any of those eggs out and place
them in a warm temperature they will hatch in a few days ; while, in this colder weather, they will take
a good deal longer.
Professor Wallace : The sheep tick can live for nearly twelve months. The Americans found
that young ticks will live for four and a half months without blood or other nourishment.
Mr. Gilbuth : In tho experience of Mr. Pound, the period that may elapse between the tick
leaving its host and its progeny finding another host is, under certain circumstances, twelve months.
Mr. Pound detailed certain trials he had conducted, for the purpose of showing how necessary it
is to thoroughly salt hides that are taken from an infected beast. In the first case, he noticed that
certain small butchers who killed a bullock now and then were rather economical with the salt, and he
took a piece of one of these imperfectly-salted hides, which he kept under close examination. This was
on the 21st May, and on the 12th June the ticks were still alive. He reported this matter to his Govern
ment, so that a caution could be published in the papers. In the second case a piece of unsalted hide
covered with ticks was taken. In a few days it became decomposed, but soon, in the hot, dry weather, it
dried up. On the fifteenth day he removed some ticks, and again on the twenty-second day. Strange to
say, four days after the removal of each of these series of thc ticks, they commenced to lay their eggs. He
thought these experiments proved conclusively that imperfectly-salted hides can act as a vehicle for tho
transmission of ticks.
Mr. Pentland : The time which a tick will live on an untreated hide will be from five to twenty
days.
This was submitted as a reply to Question 3.
3,

How long will the Tick live on the untreated Side?

Proposed by Mr. Pentland, and seconded by Mr. Stanley,—“From a series of carefully-conducted
experiments by Mr. Pound, it has been proved that the tick will live on untreated hides from five to twenty
days.”
Answer:—Yes,
Licks and Drenches.

After discussion, Mr. Gordon moved, and Professor Wallace seconded,—“ That experiments with
licks and drenches are desirable.”
Motion carried,
'
INOCULATION.

17
nTOCtHATIOff.
.
^r'
said that Dr, Hunt had carried on a series of carefully-conducted experiments, with a
Tiew ot ascertaining whether by some method of inoculation cattle could be protected from tick fever,
bevon inoculated animals with an equal number of controlled or healthy animals wore placed in a tick
intested district. After five or six weeks they were covered with ticks, and one of the controlled or
mi inoculated animals died, which looked, very promising ; but within another week one of the inoculated
animals died. Consequently, after waiting several months, we can only say that our observations iu this
direction are not altogether unsatisfactory, but very inconclusive. It has frequently been stated that
inoculation with pleuro virus will prevent cattle from suffering from tick fever. A certain station within
the tick-intested district in the Gulf country inoculated some 2,000 bullocks, and then travailed them
tirough tick country to the south. It was pointed out by the owners that thc very small death-rate was
due to the tact that tho cattle were inoculated with pleuro virus, I maintain that we cannot draw auy
conclusions from these observations, inasmuch as there were no controlled animals. What should have
been done was to have inoculated half the mob, and allowed them to travel with the uninoculated precisely
under tho same conditions, then we should be in possession of some reliable information bearing on this
question.
&
On the motion of Mr. Stahxet it was decided that no satisfactory experiments in inoculation have
been made, and the information forthcoming concerning the disease is that an animal enioys no certain
immunity from a previous attack.
J

DEPUTATION.
walwi J:iurm£t,K' c,forR'l00'1 a deputation, consisting of gentlemen representing the tanning industry
' ’“M
the Efpert Committee to explain their views with regard to the treatment ol hides for
„ ■L.h,ej1stated tllat tlle tau°ci',s are unanimously in favour of dry-salting in preference to pit-

11 c0"taiB“1' °°‘

4—I*

“*» bul

A suggestion, by Professor Wallace, that ticked hides should he “hibled” wrong side out, and
c ean hides mce-wrso, and that a penalty be imposed on shippers who did not observe such regulations
was received by the deputation with approval.
-u ^0uiauunB,
The Chairman, on behalf of the Committee, thanked the deputation for the information given.

Sydney . Chariey Pottor, Government Printer.—iSDa
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LEPROSY IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
(REPOE.T ON. FOR THE YEAR 1895.)

Printed under No. 26 'Report from Printing Committee, 11 November, 1896.

The Secretary to the Board of Health to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
Sir,

Board of Health Office, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 30 September, 1896.
I have the,honor, by direction of the Board of Health, to forward you herewith a report on
Leprosy in New South Wales for the year 1895, and to suggest that it should be laid before the Houses
of Parliament.
I have, &c.,
.
CLARENCE A. SIMMS,
----------------Secretary.
On 1st .Tanuarv, 1895, forty persons remained under detention at the lazaret. [See Appendix A.]
During "the year ten persons were reported to the Board under the Leprosy Act, 1890, as being
suspected lepers. Three of them were eventually admitted to the lazaret under warrants wliich were
issued by thc Board after careful investigation.
_
_
t
Rive patients died during thc year—one was a native of India, one of New Caledonia, one of
China, one was a native of Ireland, and one was a native of New Zealand of European descent.
One patient was discharged in accordance with the powers granted to the Board under subsection 2
of section 4 of tbe Act. He had been admitted in 1888 at the age of 14, and from the time be fell under
observation Ins symptoms steadily receded until, as far back as two or three years ago, little remained but
some deformities. These were evidence not of active disease, but of disease winch bad existed and which
had caused mutilations during the bygone term of its activity. In view of bis apparent recovery his
relatives had for some time back made repeated applications for bis release. These the Board felt unable
to grant until they had satisfied themselves, both by lapse of time and repeated examinations, that no
danger to the public health could result. This conclusion being at last warranted in their opinion, and
the patient’s relatives having shown to tho satisfaction of the Board that they were able to and would
suitably provide for bis care and keep, the Board authorised his discharge.
Thus the number remaining in the lazaret on 31st December, 1895, was 37 persons; 16 of them
were whites, of whom 4 were females; the remaining 21 were members of various coloured races.
In Appendix B appears a complete statement of the sex, nationality, occupation, age at and date of
admission, residence, and date of decease of all persona admitted to the lazaret from the beginning. The
Roman numerals have reference to further details given in Appendix C, which is mentioned again below.
Erom the Appendices named it will be seen that the total number of persons admitted since 1SS3,
when patients first began to be received (though the notification of leprosy and the detention of lepers
were first provided for by law only at tbe end of 1890), is 58. Distributed under nationalities tbe account
stands as follows:—Natives of New South Wales, 15, of whom 4 have died and 1 has been released ; of
Queensland, 1: of England, 2 ; of Ireland, 2, of whom 1 has died ; of New Zealand, 1, deceased; of Eiji,
1: of Germany, 1; and all these were whites of European descent. There were also 29 natives of China,
of whom 11 have died ; of India, 2, of whom 1 has died ; of the "West Indies, 1, discharged in 1885 ; of
.lava, 1; of the New Hebrides (Tanna), 1; of New Caledonia, 1, deceased; and all of these were coloured
people.
,
In the third Appendix (C) are given, as usual, astiological notes of the cases of new patients
received during the year. To these are now added for the first time histo-pathological notes and some
photo-micrographs. Its contents have great interest in relation to many important questions concerning
this disease which still remain incompletely answered; but, as they are strictly technical in character they
are not attached hereto, and, as before, will be issued only to medical men specially interested in the
subject and to thc libraries of learned societies.
Every
*526—
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Every opportunity has been given to members of the medical profession to visit the lazaret for the
purpose of seeing such patients as were formerly under their care, and for study of the disease.
_
The following statements show the total expenditure for the year 1895 and the source from wliich
the moneys have been paid :—
E''
Statement

of the total Expenditure of the Leper Lazaret (male and female) at Little Bay during the
year 1895, snowing from what sources the amounts have been paid:—
How Paid.

Expenditure.

To
,,
,,
„
,,

’
,
■k. £
working expenses, as per attached statement 2,824
cost ot alterations to coal-shed .................
66
erection of bedroom for Chinese.................
69
erection of microphones ..............................
23
fees for medical examination of lepers,
proved and suspected ..............................
25
painting buildings .......................................
124

/Totai:...... rfs.ios i ir

/
Statement

■

■

e. d.
4 1)
14 0
ft 0
10 0

4 0
4 0

-1

£

Erom vote for the maintenance of Lepers by
the Board of Health......................................
Erom vote for stores hy the ControllerGeneral of Stores .........................................
From votes under control of Government
Architect........................................................
From vote of the Coast Hospital by services
and stores transferred ..................................

f

■

s.

d.

2,067 IS 5
441 16

1

264 4 7
329 2 10
£3,103

Total

1 11

showing the Working Expenses of the Leper Lazaret (male and female) at Little Bay for the
year 1895:—
.............
Provisious .......................... .................................................................... ..............
..............
..............
Frnih
.
............................................... *..................... ...............
.............
.............
Furniture, ironmongery, brush, glass, and crockery wares....................... .............
Books, papers, &c........................................................................-..................... .............
..............
.............
Sundries...............................................................................................................

Total ........................ ..........

701
1,112
146
286
69
72
157
87
2
35
100
49

17
13
9
17
10
0
16
19
7
18
19
14

2
1
0
11
6
0
S
11
9
11
10
2

*£2,824 4 11

* Being equal to an average ot £72 Os. lid, portnnmte per annum.

It has been the earnest endeavour of the Board of Health to mitigate the sufferings of these
unfortunate patients. Their wants have been carefully attended to by an experienced wardsman in charge,
and by attendants and nurses, under direct supervision of the Medical Superintendent and Matron of the
Coast Hospital.
ashbTJETON THOMPSON,
Sydney, 7th November, 1896.

President.

APPENDIX.

APPENDIX.

(A.)
Return showing uumhev <rf persons found to be suffering from Leprosy apd removed to Little Bav, New
ftouth Wales; also Deaths and Discharges for each year- since 1883.
"
S

5?

I

as

S J 5fio
£ ’ K

S3

O go

.
.
1883.
Admitted during tiie year .
Lied
do
,

o*s

„

...
Remaining
in on January 1
Admitted during thc year ...
Lied
do
...

„
...
1885.
Remaining in on January 1
Admitted during the year ...
Lied
do
...

1 .
1*

1886.
Remaining in on January 1
Admitted during the year ...
Lied
do
..

7
.3

4

D
...
1887.
Remaining m on January 1
Admitted during the year ...
Lied
do
...
„
...
1888.
Remaining in on January 1
Admitted during the year ...
Lied
do
...
...
1889.
Remaining 111 on January ] ..........................
Admitted during the year..................
i
Lied
do
......... .
*
»
...
1890.
Remaining in on January 1 .................... ....
Admitted during tho year ..
.........
Died
do
............ _
^
- .
1891!
Remaining in on January 1 .................... .
Admitted during the year.............................. I
Lied
do

_

11
2

1

2
a

10

13
2
2

2
4
5^

13

n

10

2

„
...
1892.
Remaining in on January 1
Admitted during the year ...
Lied
do

11

s
1

1
i§

21
12

3

1893.
Remaining in on January 1 ...........................
Admitted during thc year.................... ..........!
Lied
do
.................... ”

8
3

...
1894.
J
Homaining in on January 1 ...........................
Admitted during the year..............................|
Died
do

11
1

19

Remaining 111 on Jnnuary 1
Admitted during the year ,..
Died
do
...
Discharged ....................... ,

11

19

40

"i

3

Remaining in on January 1, .1896,,

m

...

18

30

2

7

1

1

3C

5
1

1895.

i ISfr?

I Native 01 Tamm. § Native of Fiji, of European descent.

18

U Of European descent.

5
1
It

37
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29
11

1
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18

1
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........... ...................................""

15
4
1

Remaining in on January 1, 1896 .........

10

...

J.QIA1 ILltlLt BillCU
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$
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U
u
c
d

j
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fl c5
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£
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V

OcrmaTi.

1
be

e!

a
if
f5>B
414>

i

j

Is
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New Zealand.

|

1

Summary of cases since 1883.

j

29th Deeember, 18S5.

1
.

3
1

2
i
1
.. •

i

1

58
19
2

2

i

i

1

37
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(Sec previous note.)

(B.)

* rf Parttata, of Lepers deto.d ot Little Boy, New South Wole., »i..co thejeor 1383.
Return

Chinese
A.H.... Male
do
do
J.H. ... do
do
do
A.H. ... do
Butcher ..
do
A.M. ... do
Storekeeper
do
A.P. ... do
Labourer ..
do
G.H. ... do
do
..
do
K.K. ... do
do
..
West Indian...
do
J.B. ..
Gardener ..
Chinese
A.T. ... do
do
..
do
O.B. ... do
Tin-miner..
do
A.S. ... do
Javanese ..... Groom
do
C.T. ..
Chinese..........■ Gardener
do
A.L. ..
Carpenter.............
do ......
do
Y.S. ..
Plasterer ................
U.S.W........
do
*F.G. ..
Gardener .................
Chinese......
do
A.Y. •
Carpenter.................
do ......
do
B.P. ..
Miner .....................
do ......
do
H.K...
do .................... |
N.S.W........
do
Labourer ..................I
do ......
*H.B. .. do
Schoolboy..........
do ......
do
*A.G. ..
Labourer ..........
do
.....
do
*k.x;. ..
Mariner.............
do ......
do
Gardener .........
Chinese......
do
A.L. .
Female..1 JST.S.’VV............ Domestic duties
*1LB.
Cook................
TAY... Male ... Chinese......
Labourer .........
do ......
do ...
XY.O..
Storekeeper .....
do . ...
do ...
A.IL .
Labourer ........
do
. S.S. Islander
J.L. .
Carpenter.........
do
, l N.S.W........
*RAV.
Domestic duties
do ......
*I.L. . Female. \
Cabinet-maker..
Male ... ! Chinese......
do . j N.S.W............ Carpenter.................
SC.1>. ..
Commereial Traveller
S.P. ..J do ...| English.......... Wood-cutter..............
H.G. ...! do .. 1 Chinese..........
duties
•MILK. Female..1 N.S.W............ Domestic
Gardener ..................i
Chinese
.........|
Male
.
J
L.P.1I.
JW.W.. do ...j Kijian .......... j Schoolboy
do .. | Chinese ... ■ | Gardener
A.L. .
Dealer ...
A.Q.. ... do .. |
..........
J.O. ... da ...1
do .......... Labourer
do .. j
A.G. .
Cook......
do
G.Y. . . do ...i
do .......... Hawker...
do
AP. ..
JM.M. . ^Female. New Zealander1
A.T . Male - Chinese..........| Bushman
do ... N.S.W...........1 Miner
*N G. ..
Housewife ..............
*A.3I. . Female..
.........
PAI. ... Male ... Indian ........ Hawker ....................
Domestic duties ......
*K,R. .. Female.. NS.W........
C.H.M. Male ... Ocrmau . ...... Station Overseer......
Queensland ..
JW.H.D do
GN. ... do ... New Caledonia Pearl-diver ..............
*H.J.T... do - - N.S.W............ Bushman .............. do .. Indian .........
K.J. ..
do .. English.......... Labourer .................
J.T. ..
T.O'R.. do .. Irish ..............
do .. Irish............. Clerk........................
W.F. ..

-These are all natives of New ,s.^

__
27
29
Id
28
17
28
14
23
41
30
33
29
40
23
25
47

53
28
24
49
47
43
44
13
35
39
38
26

68

33
24
23

01

35
47
16
Uo
21
20
52
30
70
70
40

19 April, 1883 . Parramatta Asylum
do
19 „
„ •
do
12 June, „ ■
28 Oct,,
„ . Tentcrfield
28 ,,
>, ■ Willow Creek
27 Oct., 1884 . Sydney .........
21 Dec., ,, . Bathurst .....
22 Sept., 1885 . Bermagui.......................I
Sydney-,....................................................|
£3 Dec.,
Aleiandria .................. j
29 Jan., 1886
Cooper's Creek.............
20 Feb,
Castle Hill, Parramatta
14 Aug.,
Bathurst .....................
20 Mat, 1887
20 April, 1838 . Sydney.........................
do ........................ I
21 Aug., „ ■
30 Sept., ,, . Inverell.........................
Sydney ...........
j 22 Dec..
Enfield.............
23 Mar., 1889
Aludgee...........
i 17 Dee.,
8 Aug., 1890 . Bichmond River
Balmain ..........
18
„
Sydney ...........
I 16 Jan., 1891
.........
I 23 ................ Newtown
NoivcueIIc...............................I
26 Feb.,
.
Ifll Mar., „ • Surry Hills ................j
1 6 Aug., ,, ■
27 „
„ ■ Sydney ......................... j
] 18 Sept., „ ■ Mudgce- ,................... I
Clarence Kiver........... [
I
8 Dec , ,,
Narrubri
! 24 ,,
■
Waverlcy
'fJS
„ „
Sydney .........................
j 21 April, 1892
Gimnedah.
I 39
„
Sydney ................
| 7June, „
j "do
...................
19 Sept., „
North Sydney .........
i 21 „
i Manly ....................
| 12 Oct.,
„
] Sydney ....................
| 27
i Bombala ...............
3 Nor., „
| do
................
15
., „
| 29
., „
, Parramut'a .............
| 7 Dec., „
i Sydney ....................
! 31
| 21 Jan , 1893 I Parramatta .............
j Fiji ........................
27 Feb ,
Cootna ....................
15 April,
I Parramatta Asylum..
21 „
7 Sept., „ ... Balmain ................
N ewcastlo................
3 Nov., „
18 )>
... West Maitland —
25 Jan , 1394 ■■ Sydney ...................
do ...................
18 April, ,, ...
do ...................
16 July, „ ...
do ...................
10 Oct.,
„ ...
do ...................
30 Nov...............
4 April, 189 5 . Cosst Hospital.......
2 Oct.,
... Sydney ...................
do ...................
8 „
-

to tho Ineeni ob !

orill he observed. Those now given arc the correct ages and dates.

______ _

Sydney: ’William Applegate Guliick, Government PrinUr.-lSM.
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15 May, 1886.
27 June,
20 April,
§24 Dec., ,,
28 April, 1885.
.........
•

avi

XVII
-v-tttt
XYIIT

I

XIX
XX
XXI

Tl

lit
IV
V
VI

xxm
VII
XXV

6 Feb., 1890.
12 Nor.,

„

12 April, 1891
25 Sept., 1892.

13 May, 1894.

4 Feb., 1891.
23 Dec., 1895.
20 June, 1892.

-yA-t i
VIII

IX
XXVII 29 June, 1892.
X
XI
XXVIII
XTI
XXIX
XIII
XXXI
XXXII
2 Aug., 1893.
XXXIII
XXX
XX XIV7 I
XXXV
XXXVI 10 Sept. 1893.
XXXVII

xxxvm
XXXIX
XL

XU

XLTI
XLI1I
XL1Y
XLV
XLVI
XLVIII
LIJ
LI II

1 Sept., 1895.

2 Aug.,
S Nov.,

,,
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DR. TAILOR, SUPERINTENDENT, LITTLE BAY
LAZARETTE.
{RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 11 liepori from Priming Committee. 30 Jvhj, 1800.

RETURN" to an Order made "by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 1st July, 1896, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all correspondence between Hr. Taylor, Superintendent, Little
<e Bay Lazarette, and Hr, Anderson Stuart, President of the Board of
“ Health, in reference to the censure passed by the latter upon tbe former
“ for alleged failure to report a case of leprosy.”
(Mr. O’Reilly)

,

No. 1.
Memorandum from The President, Board of Health.

,

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquaric-slreet, Sydney, 16 May, 18D6.
following memorandum refers to charges brought against the Board’s administration of the Leprosy
Act in the columns of Sydney newspapers. Thc articles in question are attached hereto. (JBnclomre
NTo. 20.)
“
The Board hits good reason to believe that some, at least, of the statements on which these articles
aro founded were furnished by Mr. George Henry Taylor, thc Medical Superintendent of the Coast
Hospital, and in charge of the Lazaretto at Little Bay.
Lor a public ollieer to make information acquired in his official capacity the basis of an attack
upon his superiors is obviously improper, and contrary to Article 74 of tbo Public Service Regulations.
The principal statements reflecting upon the Board’s administration are to the effect that there
are at present confined in the Lazarctte two patients whom the Medical Superintendent considers ought
to he at large. These statements manifestly refer to the cases of H.J.T. (a white man) and G.Y, (a
Chinaman).
aged 62, was admitted on the 10th October, 1891, on certificates signed by Drs. Ashburton
Thompson and \\r. H. Goode. While iu the hospital his disease appears to have heen on the whole
stationary, although showing slight signs of advance in some respects, and it appeared to the Board, on
the recommendation of its officers, that in this case it would not be unreasonable to consider the propriety
of allowing H.J.T. to leave thc hospital and return to his family. This question was carefully considered
hy the Board at several meetings held iu June, July, aud August, 1895. Inquiries were made through
the police and through private persons as to the prospects of his being able to live in comfort if discharged
from the Lazaretto, and the officers of the Board had many interviews with members of his family on the
same subject. As a result, it was found that the circumstances of his family entirely prevented them
from maintaining the patient, and his physical health would certainly prevent him from maintaining
them, if detained in any place which might in accordance with law bo proclaimed as a private lazaretto.
It was further reported to the Board that the mere rumour in the district where they lived of their father
being a leper was sufficient to lead to the exclusion of the members of his family from such employment
as had hitherto been open to them. As a consequence, the Board made representations to the Chief
Secretary, with the result that au allowance has been made by tbe Government to bis family for their
support. There can be little doubt that, under tbe circumstances, the Board came to the correct conclusion
when it decided that, both in the interests of himself and his family, it was beat for this man that he
should remain in the Lazarette.
.
It
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It may be observed in passing that Mr. Taylor was acting as Medical Superintendent of the Coast
Hospital at tho date that H.J.T. was admitted, but he does not seem then to have reported to the Board
his difference of opinion from the certifying gentlemen, i'et on the 7th February, 18011, he made this
statement:—
The man T. is married and has eight children. He enjoys robust health, and although he has certaiu symptoms of
nerve leprosy, I emphatically state that they are not sufficient to warrant his detention in the Lazarette, nor were they
sufficient to warrant his being certihed as suffering from leprosy. [Emlomre Xo. 15.)

Dr. Ashburton Thompson, on the 21st June, 189.), says as follows (Enclosure No. 9) :—
On the whole, it will he seen that there is no change in T.'s condition from that described at first and subsequently.

Further, on the 5th March, 1896. Dr. Ashburton Thompson ro-examined thc patient, and next day
he reports as follows (Enclosure No. 1.0)
The general outcome of the above notes shows that H.J.T. remains in the state described last June, and there lias
been the improvement in general health usually (or often) observed in lepers after admission under regular dieting and
treatment. Some improvement in minor local respects, such as is common in a disease whose manifestations are subject to
fluctuations ; and advance in tho trophic affliction of the right hand, as well as increased (or at all events now' manifest)
wasting of the muscles of the left, Lastly, aud meiely for the sake of form, 1 reaffirm the opinion originally expressed by
me on 5th October, lS9i.

For reasons which will appear in dealing with the case of G.T., the Board felt bound to be
guided more by the opinion of Dr. Thompson and of Dr. G-oode than by that of Mr. Taylor.
The second case is that of G-.Y., who was admitted on the 31st of December, 1892, This patient
is a Chinaman, apparently of advanced ago, and stone deaf. 'When admitted he presented signs of
leprosy, which justified tbe medical officers employed by the Board (Drs. Tiiompson and Goode) in
signing certificates for him. Since that date the disease appears to have been, on the whole, quiescent,
although some signs of the disease have become more marked.
If this man were able to support himself, or if his friends were able to support him, there can be
no doubt that it would not be unreasonable to permit him to avail himself of the provisious of tho Act
by leaving thc Lazaretto and living the remainder of his days in a suitable isolation, if such could be
provided for him. But he is a Chinaman, feeble and bent, absolutely deaf, and unable to earn his
livelihood. He has no known relatives in the Colony, and there is no. one who could be called upon to
support him. It therefore socmed to the Board that, taking all the circumstances into consideration,
thc ordinary dictates of humanity would be more consulted in the case of G.Y. by retaining him in the
Leper Hospital than by turning him adrift as a helpless pauper.
It is true that Mr. Taylor, in his paper of 7th February, 1896 (Enclosure No. 15), referring to thc
case of GY.
A.G.), makes the statement that the man, in his opinion, is not a leper. Mr. G. H.
Taylor was on one side, and Dr. Thompson and Dr. Goode on the other. For Dr. Thompson certified to
his being a leper in December, 1892, and on tho 6th March, 1896, he says as follows:—•“ For the sake
of form merely J reaffirm the opinion expressed by me several years ago.” Jt is clear, therefore, that
Dr. Thompson and Dr. Goode were of opinion in 1892 that G.Y. was a leper, and that iu March. 1896,
Dr. Thompson was of the same opinion.
It therefore became the duty of the Board to decide which view it should accept, and it (as it
believes most reasonably) decided to give the preference to the opinion of Drs. Ashburton Thompson and
Goode, for the following reasons :—
Dr. Ashburton Thompson has been thc Principal Medical Officer of the Board of Health for more
than ten years. He is a man of the highest professional qualifications iu public health. He has been
in every case referred to him found worthy of confidence by the Board. Moreover, lie has devoted a
special amount of attention to the study of leprosy. He has studied it in Norway, he is now engaged in
similar investigations in Honolulu, and he has written a number of valuable papers on the subject, for
one of which he last year received a special prize from the Leprosy Investigation Committee of London.
Dr. W. H. Goode, the other certifying officer, is a gentleman of great professional experience, acquired
in various parts of the world. He is a prominent professional man, he has been employed by the Board
in a large number of cases as tiie representative of the medical profession, independent of official duties,
and he has been for about nine years Lecturer on Public Health iu the University of Sydney.
It did not seem to the Board that Mr. Taylor’s claims to its confidence were equally strong. Bv
his own admission (7th February. ISM—Enclosure No. 15) his experience of leprosy was but small
when he became Medical Officer to the Coast Hospital, on the 9th June, 1894i (less than two years ago).
Nevertheless, Mr. Taylor is so satisfied with the progress he has made m the knowledge of Ijiis disease
since he became Medical Officer to the Coast Hospital that be ventures to make the following statement
(7th February, 1896—Enclosure No. 15) ;—1 consider that if I am unable to give a definite diagnosis
neither Dr. Goode nor Dr. Thompson could do so.” This, of course, is a matter of opinion, but the facts
within the knowledge of the Board do not justify its members in concurring with Mr. Taylor. As an
example may be brought forward the case of T.O’Jl. This was a person who died in thc Coast Hospital
on 9th November, 1895. On rhe previous day Mr. Taylor reported of this man (Enclosure No. 1),
“ T.O’B, is dying here from pleurisy. He has an obscure nerve disease which may possibly be leprous in
its nature.”
In consequence of further communications wliich took place Mr. Taylor took occasion to say (7th
February, 1896—Enclosure No. 15), referring to the same person, '• I was exceedingly proud of my case,
which I consider to be the earliest one of tubercular leprosy ever detected.”
In accordance with the Board’s practice in such cases, it was directed that a careful examination
should be made of those organs and tissue'- which had been removed from the body of T.O’B. by Mr.
Taylor at tbe post-nmrteia examination. This duty was entrusted, as usual, to Dr. Tidswcll, the medical
officer in charge of the Biological Laboratory, and the results appear to bo sufficiently remarkable. This
will appear from the following extract from Dr. Tidwell's report (Enclosure No. 21) ■.—
It will be observed that the leprosy bacilli were found in every' tissue examined. Since these comprise thc skin,
nerves, spleen, and testis, it-is safe to assume that they Fvere distributed throughout the whole of thc body, and iliac
incalculable numbers \\ oic pressnt. The oxtemsive fibroun changes observed in the nerves, aud especially hi the testis,
show that thc disease had existed for a considerable time. The tsnoimous nnmbei of bacilli, their wide di^ti ihntmn, and
the extensive pathological changes produced by thorn, warrant the conclusion that tins patient- was fairly riddled with
leprosy.
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As to the accuracy of these statements of Dr. Tidswell there can he no mistake, for, as usual, he
took a series of microphotographs of sections of all the important organs observed. These figures are
appended to his report (Enchsure No. 4).
T. 0 Jt. was an inmate of the Coast Hospital from the 31st of May to thelst July, 1895. and from
the 3rd October in the same year to the 9th Xoveinber, on which day he died. From the -19th October
to the day of his death he was under the special observation of Hr. Taylor {Enclosure No. 15).
Mr.'I'aylor was only able, on the 8th Xoveinber, to report that he hud “ an obscure case of nervous
disease which may possibly be leprous in its nature.” It appears also from hia paper of the 7th February
{Enclosure No. 15) that on or about the 19lb October be was able to discover certain symptoms which,
although vague, appeared to point to leprosy. He, however, “carefully examined him from day to day”
without being able to come to any definite conclusion until the evening of the day before the man died,
when, by the discovery of the bacillus, he satisfied himself that Ihc patient was a leper.
It appears to the Board that it was reasonable to expect that, seeing that Mr. Taylor began 1,0
suspect T.O li. of being a leper on the 19th October, ho ought either to have been able to satisfy
himself within a reasonable time as to the accuracy or otherwise of his suspicious, or, on the other hand,
lo have applied for such further assistance as would have enabled him to come to a definite result. The
Board has never failed to furnish Mr. Taylor with any further assistance he might require,
_ On 20th January, 1890, Mr. Taylor published a paper in the Australasian Medical Gazette, in
which he claimed to have made pathological discoveries in leprosy which would revolutionise the ideas
commonly entertained by the profession as to this disease. In view of the importance of the statements
made, the Board requested Mr. Taylor to favour its officers with an opportunity of inspecting some of
the preparations upon which he founded his conclusions. Mr. Taylor replied {Enclosure No. 23) that
he had not thought proper to preserve these valuable specimens, but "had washed the slides after examining
them, and so destroyed the evidence upon which he founded his conclusions. 11, cannot be said that this
answer tended to increase the confidence of the Board in the value of Mr, Taylor's observations.
The Board regrets to draw attention to these actions of Mr. Taylor. From the records, also, it
will he seen that-in other respects the Board has not been satisfied with this gentleman’s conduct. An
example of this may be seen by referring to the attached reports of Drs. Thompson and Tidswell, dated
the 28th and 29th January respectively {Enclosure No 16).
, The Board feels also hound to mention that for this and other reasons it became the duty of the
Medical Adviser to censure Mr. Taylor in accordance with the terms of a resolution of the Board, and
that on Mr. Taylor’s appealing from this decision to the Minister the Minister confirmed the action of
the Medical Adviser.
The other points contained in the strictures of the newspapers do not seem to refer specifically to
the Board’s administration, but rather to take the form of a criticism of the existing law. The Board can
have no possible objection to the appointment of official visitors as in lunacy, if the Government think it
advisable ; but the Board does not sco that at present any necessity has arisen for such appointments,
and as it has always desired to conduct the medical establishments with as great regard to economy as
possible, the Board has not felt it necessary to make such recommendations. If, how ever, the Govern
ment think that the public confidence can in any way be increased by the appointment of additional
inspecting officers, it is not for the Board to raise any objection.
One statement in the newspaper is to the following effect:—“The medical officers by whose advico
the Board ol Health acts in these matters, howcier, take a different view from that taken by Mr. Taylor,
they certifying that both of the men -whose leprosy the Superintendent questioned were suffering from
the disease in a contagions form. {Daily Telegraph, St/i May, Enclosure No. 20.) Careful investigation
lias been made, but this statement cannot be traced to any responsible officer of the Board, It certainly
should not be taken as expressing the opinion of the Board of Health.
A. STTJAET, M.D.,
--------President.
1 hereby certify that this is the memorandum adopted by the Board of Health at a duly consti
tuted meeting held on the 12th day of May, 189G.
’
C. A. SIMMS,
Acting Secretary.

No. 1a.
The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Bay, to The Medical Adviser to
the Government.
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, S November, 1895.

Tnioxn v O’JIouiuce, cot. 70 years, is dying here from pleurisy, &c. Ho has an obscure nerve disease
which mar possibly he leprous in its nature.
*

'
--------

Hit. TAYLOR,
Medical Superintendent.

.
Urgent. Dr. Thompson and Dr. Tidswell.—A ,S„ 8/11/95.
Dr. Taylor,—Please report when
this patient is, dead.—C.A.S., 8/11/95.
O’Rourke died 8'50 Saturday morning. Portions of various
organs forwarded to Board of Health.—G. 1], Taylor, 31/11/95.
■
Memo, from The Board of Health to Dr. A. Thompson.
Sir,
_
Sydney, 9 November, 1895.
Timothy O’Rourke died this morning seven minutes to 9 o’clock.’ Am directed by the
President to inform you and Dr. Tidswell, Have informed the latter, who would like to know whether
you arc going out to G.H., and when. President AivetteA post-mortem to he delayed till to-morrow.
.
I have, &c,,
-------H. HUNTER.
Prom C. II. to Professor Stuart,—Timothy O’Rourke died seven minutes to 9 o’clock this morning.
Sir,
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Sir,

]3oard of Health Offices, 127, Maequarie-strect, Sydney, 13 Hov'cmhcr, 1S95.
I have the honor to inform you that I have examined smear preparations of the specimens of
spleen of Timothy O’Hourke, forwarded by Dr. Taylor from the Coast Hospital,
Stained by the Ziehl-Neelson method, the specimens show numerous bacilli retaining the fuchsino
stain after the acid treatment. They are hence either leprosy or tubercle bacilli. It is very difficult to
distinguish between the two by microscopical examination alone. In this case, however, the bacilli arc
contained for the most part in cells, cither entirely filling the cells, or occurring in them in groups. The
cells have the character of the t; Lapra cells” of Virchow. Further, the bacilli are extremely numerous,
but there is no sign of caseation. From these appearances there can be no reasonable doubt that the
bacilli in question are bacilli leprae,
I have, &c., ,
----------------FE AM H TIDS WELL.
The Acting Secretary, Board of Health, to G-. H. Taylor, Esq., L.R.C.P., Ed., L.E.C.S., Ed.,
Coast Hospital, Little Bay.
Sir,
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-strect, Sydney, 20 November, 1SD5.
I am directed by tbe President of the Board of Health to say that, as it appears from your report
of tbe 18th instant that the diagnosis of leprosy was duly established in the case of Timothy 0 Bonrke,
it is necessary that you should explain why you failed to comply with the provisions of section 3 of the
Leprosy Act of 1890 (51 Victoria No. 20).
T have, &c,
C. A. SIMMS,
-----------------.
Acting Secretary.
The Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Bay, to The President, Board of Health.
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 22 November, IH95.
I have the honor to report to you that the case of Timothy OTtourke was recorded by mo
with great difficulty. The old man regarded my frequent examinations as a joke, and his answers were
generally unreliable. Although 1 suspected the case to be one of leprosy. 1 did not ieel tnysell justified
iu reporting it to the Board of Health until the evidence was complete and conclusive. This, to my mind,
it never was until I found the bacillus in the infiltrated condilion of the eyebrows. J did not at first
attach much significance. It was after I had carefully worked out the fietails of the case that the possible
importance of this condition occurred to me. When I reported the case to the Board of Health the man,
in my opinion, was certain to die within a few days and I stated in my message that he had an obscure
nerve disease, possibly leprous in its nature. At that time I had prepared specimens of serum from the
less infiltrated eyebrow, but had not examined them. Upon examination in the evening, I found, as
stated in my report, the bacillus of leprosy in great numbers. This, I think, very naturally cleared np
what was before a distinct doubt in my mind as to the nature of the nerve affection. The man died upon
the following day (Sunday). I have reread my notes upon the case, and can sec how a medical man,
after reading my report, without having examined the case, should fail to appreciate the difficulty I had
in forming an opinion. The difficulty, however, existed, and my experience of nerve leprosy is such that
I am extremely cautious in forming an opinion, a mistake in which appears to be criminal in the injustice
done to the patient.
I have, &c.,
G. H. TAYLOE,
Superintendent.

No. 2.
The Acting Secretary, Board of Health, to The Medical Superintendent, Coast
Hospital, Little Bay.
Sir,

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 14 November, 1895.
1 am directed by the President to request you to be good enough to furnish, by the morning
of Tuesday, the 19th instant, a connected account of the history and case of Timothy O’Hourke, together
with your notes of the post-mortem examination of his body, and to cause copies of all written records
made concerning this patient at the Coast Hospital to be attached to your connected account.
1 have, Ac..
C. A. SIMMS,
--------Acting Secretary.
As it appears from Dr. Taylor's report that the diagnosis of tubercular leprosy was duly estab
lished in the case of O’Eourke, ask Dr. Taylor to state why he failed to comply with the provisions of the
Leprosy Act of 1890, clause 3—A. Stuabt, President, 20/11/95.
These records do not seem to be complete. Dr, Taylor was asked to scud 11 all written records,”
and only the bed-card and a temperature chart—one of which is undated even—have been sent.—A.
Stuakt, 22/11/95.

The Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Bay, to The President, Board of Health.
Coast Hospital, Littlo Bay, 18 November, 1895.
I have the honor to forward you the following particulars rc Timothy O'Eourke, asked for m
your letter of 14th instant.
•
f
This man, who gave bis age ns 71 years, was admitted into tbe Coast Hospital on the 30th May of
this year, and placed by me under the medical care of Dr. Fordyce. At that time be complained of an
abscess in his left thigh. Improving a little under the treatment, ho was discharged on the 1st July.
Eeadmitted on the 2nd October, and placed by me under the medical care of Dr. Shaw. The time
between the 1st July and the date of his readmission, the patient stated, he had spent in one of the
G-overmnent Asylums. He still had a discharge from a small sinus iii his left thigh, and complained of
nothing beyond this. Upon 19th October, Dr. Shaw being absent from the hospital upon leave, I took
medical charge of his wards, and, examining O'Eourke, and finding symptoms suspicious of leprosy, I had
him
gir
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him transferred to one of the wards I take under my medical care, h'rom that date until the hour of his
death 1 examined him carefully from day to day. 1 mention these facts m order to explain to you how
very obscure the case was, and to point out to you that this is a very reasonable excuse for it not having
been suspected at an earlier date. The man had an appearance of robust health for his years. His face
was bronzed, and he looked like a hardy old sundowner. He stated that he was a native of Ireland; had
been twenty-five years in the Colony; was a widower, with several children, none of whom he had seen
or heard of for many years. Until two years ago he enjoyed vigorous health, and worked as a labourer.
At that time lie commenced to suffer from rheumatic pains in his hands and legs. About six weeks prior
to his admission to the hospital a swelling appeared on his left thigh, the skm over which broke down,
and a quantity of pus escaped. He complained of nothing else. Upon examination, I found the hair
upon his face and scalp to be thick and hoalthy. There was slight infiltration of the skin of both eye
brows, the capillaries appearing here and there as minute red lines. The ears, nose, and lips were normal.
Skin over chest and hack loose and wrinkled, and indistinctly there could be seen slight discolorations
of small areas of skin, but in no place were they well marked, and the wrinkled and lustreless condition
of the skin made their detection a difficult matter. The patient was unconscious of their presence. The
skin over back of both forearms showed slight desquamations; that of hands and lower limbs appears to be
normal. Finger-nails thinner than normal, with longitudinal furrows upon them; toe-nails normal;
sight unusually good in so old a man ; hearing good ; tongue clean; mucous membrane of mouth and
throat healthy ; muscular system well developed, excepting some atrophy of dorsal interossei and thumb
muscles of left hand ; left ulnar nerve slightly enlarged and hardened at notch, tender to pressure, with
sensation referred te ring and little fingers ; about one-quarter of an inch above the notch a "fusiform
enlargement of the nerve eoufd bo detected ; left radial nerve enlarged, hardened, and tender ■ rightulnar
and radial nerves apparently normal; perineal nerves on each side enlarged, hardened, and tender; there
was slight amesthosia of left hand with well-marked analgesia, the anesthesia being most evident over
littlo linger; slight anaesthesia and well-marked analgesia on both feet, and in a less degree over both
lower limbs below knee; thermal ameslhesia over both hands and feet. Ho alteration in sensation could
be discovered in the discoloured areas of skin over back and chest, as compared with the normal skin ;
under the action of pilocarpine administered subcutaneously tbe bauds and feet remained perfectly dry.
Slight perspiration was noticed upon the body irregularly distributed, and having no relation to the
discoloured patches of skin. The heart wTns slightly hypertrophied ; the lungs fairly healthy ; area of
hepatic dulness slightly increased.*' Spleen enlarged; a trace of albumen in urine; reflexes normal.
Inguinal glands enlarged more so in left side than right; axillary glands in left side slightly enlarged.
After repeated examinations of scrum expressed from left eyebrow, with a negative result, I was able to
find the bacillus of leprosy in great numbers in the serum of right and less infiltrated eyebrow. This
patient was therefore suffering from tubercular leprosy in a very early stage. J think, also, that the
affection of Ins nerves was leprous in its nature. Upon the 3rd November he became suddenly ill, with
symptoms of acute and extensive pleurisy, and he died on flth November.
I have, &c.,
a. H. TAYLOR,
•---------------Superintendent.
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, ---------- , 189 —.
on Timothy O’Rourke, died at 2'30 p.m. on Sunday, 10th instant. Right pleura covered with
recently effused lymph. There were no traces of old adhesion, and the left pleura was healthy. Both
lungs deeply congested, in other respects healthy. Pericardium normal, coronary vessels slightly athero
matous. Left ventricle hypertrophied. Small patch of atheroma immediately above aortic valves. Liver
slightly enlarged, and apparently fatty. Spleeu enlarged. Left kidney enlarged and almost entirely
replaced by large C3rst$. Right kidney enlarged and slightly cystic. Skin upon outer side of left side
thigh just above knee discoloured and thickened ; tissue beneath found to be dense and infiltrated, and
channelled by several minute sinuses. Left inguinal and axillary glands slightly enlarged. Left ulnar
nerve enlarged at notch, and a liule above this, expanding into a fusiform enlargement of about an inch
in extent. Left radial nerve enlarged and thickened. Both perineal nerves enlarged and thickened.
Nothing abnormal about larvnx. 1 found the bacillus of leprosy in the spleen, but not in great number.
‘
'
0. II. TAYLOR,
----------------Superintendent.
Post-mortem

■

Coast Hospital.
Ward No. IV.—Case, abscess in left thigh.
Name, Timothy O’Rourke; age, 71; occupation, labourer; religion, Roman Catholic; residence, 17,
Swan-street, City. Date of admission, 30th May, 1893 ; discharged 1st duly—better.
H. S. FORDYCE, M.B., C.M’.
Date.

I’i'cseriyitions

Remarks.

i
31 Jlay

6

June.....

R> .........

Pot, lod, grs. x ................................
Rheumatism, five to six years. Abscess on left knee inner side—
Sod. liicarb. grs. xv........ ................... fbegan four weeks ago. Ro cough. Appetite fairly good.
Spts. Chlorof. gf x ............................ |
Tongue clean. Temperature, normal. Urine (?).
Infiis. Gent. ad. 31 ............................ J
Mist. Pot. Ct. C. Ruchu 5]).—J.A.S. ) Has a hernia in right inguinal regin a five years. Makes water
Pulv. Jalapie Co. 31 ......................... S
frequently. Pam across lower part of hack.

Diet, 3Lst May, No. 2 milk, beef tea, bread, broth, porridge, rice.
and potatoes, June I nth, chop.

June 13th, custard, vegetables,

No. 3.
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±vo. 3.
The President, Board of Health, to The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital,
Little Bay.
Sir,

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 10 January, ISSKi.
I have to comrmmicato to you that in connection with the case of Timothy O’Bourko, who
died of leprosy in the Coast Hospital on 9t,h November, 1895, it appears to me that your conduct, is not
satisfactory in that you failed to inform me that there was a case which might reasonably be suspected to
be leprous at a time when your notious iu regard to tbe case were quite as definite as they were when you
reported the cases of Turner and Buekmnn, In order that you may see your position in the matter, I
quote from three of your previous reports, as follows:—
Concluding sentence in your letter dated 22ud November, 1893, in regard to O'ilourke’s case :—
This difficulty, however, existed, and my experience of nerve leprosy is such that I am extremely cautious in forming
an opinion, a mistake in which appears to he criminal in the injustice done to the patient. (But your description is clearly
of old-mixed leprosy.)

Compare this with the following :—
.
22 January, ISDa.
.
I have the honor to inform you that a man named John Turnet, aged 09 years, was admitted hereon the 21st
.instant. He had been there previously on two occasions suffering from what I took to be Kaynaud’s disease. His present
condition is suspicious of lepra, and although I could not certify him as suffering from that disease 1 should like to have
T)r. Thompson’s opinion.
.

[This patient was eventually certified by Dr. Goode and Dr. Thompson.]
"
22 April, 1S93.
I have the honor to inform you that a man named James Buckman, 45 years old, admitted on the 11th of this month,
lias symptoms suspicious of lepra in a very early' stage. The man is goiug into town this morning to see some friends, and
states that he will return in the ambulance.

[Dr. Thompson certified this patient same date ; Dr. Goode saw him twice, hut would not certify.]
So that you not only acted before without that which you now call “ extreme caution,” but actually
now know by experience that an erroneous opinion expressed by you would not necessarily lead to
injustice to the {patient, and that in virtue of the provisions of the Act itself, which were designed to
avoid injustice, and which in the second case above caused tbe Board to give the patient the benefit of a
very slight doubt.
hrom your second letter, dated 22nd November, it appears thatyonr discovery of the bacillus
IcprtB occurred only on 8th November, the day before tbe man died. This was not by any means clear
in your report of date 18th November, from which it would appear that you had discovered the bacillus
before the 3rd November. No reasonable qicrson could otherwise interpret the concluding paragraph,
which is as follows : —
. After repeated examinations of the serum expressed from left eyebrow, with negative result, I was able to find the
bacillus of leprosy in great numbers in the serum of the right and less infiltrated eyebrow. This patient was therefore
suffering from tubercular leprosy in a very early stage. I think also that the affection of his nerves was leprous in its
nature, Upon the 3rd November he became suddenly ill with symptoms of acute and extensive pleurisy, and he died on
the 9th November.

Dntil your statement of 22nd November arrived your message of Sth November appeared positively
misleadiug. It ran as follows :—
Timothy O’ilourke, ait. 70 years, is dying here from pleurisy, &c. He has an obscure nerve disease which may
possibly be leprous in its nature.

Finally, I may point out that you have not even yet complied with the requirements of the
Leprosy Act, and, technically, you are actually guilty of a contravention of the Act.
I felt it to be my duty to submit the matter te the Board of Health, and after careful considera
tion the Board expressed the opinion, “ had Dr. Taylor made a full report, as ho should have done in the
first instance, all subsequent difficulties would have been avoided,” and desired me, in my capacity as
Medical Adviser. “ to suitably reprimand you.” This reprimand! now convey.
”
J desire now to refer to yours of 27th November, 1895, replying to mine of the 25tii idem, in which
yon conjecture tliat fherc was somembiection to your being supplied with laboratory apparatus, which
would enable you to examine the nerves from one side of .Kali Johni. 1 think you ought to have obtained
permission beiore giving away those nerves ; but having given them it would have been better if you had
at once said to whom yon had given them, instead of reporting to me that you had given them to “ a
friend.”
°
Jo
I fail entirely to see what grounds you had for any such conjecture. On T7th September you
asked for the apparatus. On ISth September I asked Dr. Tidswell to procure the articles for you. On
1st October certain of the articles were received here and transmitted to you ; the remainder were such
as could not be immediately procured in Sydney, and included a Swift’s and a rocking microtome, which
you specified. These had to be made, and were at once put in hand. A Cnl.hcarfc’s, Zoiss’s, Thomas’s
microtomes could all have been purchased in Sydney and delivered at once, but you asked for a Swift’s,
and that had to be made, and was made in a most satisfactory manner, and sent to you as soon as
finished.
J
I fail to see any ground for your conjecture, and your statement is, in my opinion, unfounded and
misleading.
Finally, the nerves when returned were found to have been improperly preserved, and conse
quently much damaged—probably spoiled : thus the work already done on tbe other nerves of the other
side was largely thrown away, and the comparison of the two sides—of importance in this case—was thus
rendered impossible.
_ J must now refer to the case of Ah Lee. In your report of 2Sth December, 1895, you say, “ Ah
Dee died at 5 a.m.this day. From the condition of his body 1 advise that the post-mortem be held to
morrow. ’ Now, considering that it is always desirable to make a post-mortem examination as early as
possible after death, your advising excited comment, and considering that “ to-morrow ” was a Sunday it
was, fortunately, decided by Drs. Thompson and Tidswell to neglect your advice, and go out on Saturdav
afternoon. On arriving at the Coast Ilospital if. was found—you yourself explaining—that your advice
was given because you wanted to go into town that day. For' this’reason two high professional officers
were to be inconvenienced by going to the Const Hospital on such work on a Sunday, and the body was
te lie a day longer.
'
Now,-

7
KW, I wiah to bring home to you that had you said it would bo “ more convenient ” for you to
have ihapast-morlcm on the Sunday I would have bad less to say, hut that when you ‘‘ advise” this it is
quite a different matter. When a professional man and an officer of tins Department11 advises ” one
attaches a certain value to his advice, and I must say that when I find you “ advising,” as in Ihis case,
for your own convenience solely, it weakens considerably my reliance upon your bona-fides.
Finally. 1 regret extremely that I should have to send you such an admonition, for the earlier part
of your career at the .Coast Ilospital was most satisfactory, and it is a pity that it has not so continued. I
trust that you will reconsider the position which you have of late chosen to assume, and revert to your
earlier attitude.
STVAllT, M.D.,
President of the Board of Health and Medical Adviser to the Government.

IST0. 4.
■ ■
The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Bay, to The President,
Board of Health.
Sir,

Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 15 January, 189(5.
I havo the honor to acknowledge your communication dated 10th January,'in which you
convey a censure upon me, in respect to the case of Timothy OTtourke, who died under my care upon the
9th November, 1895.
I respectfully submit that I consider your censure to he undeserved, and ask you, as my superior
officer, to forward a copy of your letter of censure, together with my reply, to the Minister at tbe head
of this Department. In reply to the statements you make I forward tbo following explanation :—
Yon state that Timothy O’Bourke died of leprosy. In my opinion he died of pleurisy ; and as at
the post-mortem examination of his body, held thirty hours after death, my diagnosis was confirmed,
and ns I also found cystic disease of both of bis kidneys, I certified tbe cause of his death to be from a
combination of these diseases ; you then state that '' your notions in regard to the case were quite as
definite as they were when you reported the cases of Turner and Buckman.” I differ with you in regard
to this statement.
Turner had symptoms of leprosy in an active stageho had necrosis of the bone of his toes—
well-marked discoloration of certain areas of his skin, in some of which there was alteration of sensa
tion ; be had also eruptions of bullse. The difficulty of diagnosis in his case was due to the character of
the necrosis, which did not resemble that usually found in nerve leprosy, and also the character of the
skin discoloration, which resembled that usually associated with the tubercular form of the disease.
In the case of Buckman there were also active symptoms of leprosy; ho had eruptions of bullm
and perforating ulcers. If you will kindly refer to the history of Buckman’s case, written by Dr.
Ashburton Thompson, you will find that at the end of bis statement bo highly commends my having been
able to detect this case. Yet there rvere symptoms which, to a man with clinical experience in leprosy,
would at once suggest the disease.
In the ease of O’Eourke there were no active symptoms, and I think the fact that Dr. Shaw, who
has acted as Medical Officer hero during
years, and Dr. Fordyce, who has been nine months upon duty
here, and who had tbo ease under their observation alternately for nearly one month each, seeing and
examining him day by day. and entirely failing to observe any symptoms of leprosy, must impress yoti
with the fact that the disease was obscure. Doctors Shaw and Fordyce arc careful and observant officers,
and their experience of leprosy is beyond that of ordinary practitioners. I enclose a report upon the
case by these gentlemen.
You then state, “ But your description is clearly of old mixed leprosy.” I respectfully submit
that this is an extraordinary statement. The only symptoms of tubercular leprosy tbe man had was a
slight infiltration of the skin of both eyebrows, so slight that the hair upon them was apparently
unaltered—so slight, that the nurses in the ward and the medical officer who had charge of the case
failed to notice anything abnormal. The very slight discoloration in certain parts of the skin over his
body did not appear to have any clinical significance, as sensation over them was normal, and after sub
cutaneous injection of pilocarpine no inference could be drawn. As to the nene affection, the skin over
bis limbs was normal in appearance; there was no history or evidence of ulceration of skm, or necrosis
of bone, no contraction oi fingers, no atrophy of tbe shafts of hone, no paralysis of tbe muscles of the
face, no eruption of bullm—-his only external lesion being an abscess in his left thigh, and this presented
no special feature.
.
In writing an official report upon a easo of this kind, and knowing that my report would be
exposed to criticism, opinions can be stated and full clinical significance given-to symptoms with more
confidence after t]ie post-mortem examination than before it. My report was written when I had certain
knowdedge that the patient was a. leper. Not only had 1 found the bacillus in the scrum expressed from
the eyebrow, but I bad also found it in the spleen, and therefore knew that the officer atthe Board of Health
could not fail to find it. Had I failed to find the bacillus my report would have been more guarded.
You th on state, “ So that you not only acted before without ‘extreme caution,’ but actually now know by
experience., &c.”
1 must refer you to my letter dated 12th June, 1895, which reads as follows: “I have the honor
to inform you that in my opinion all cases of nerve leprosy uncomplicated by the tubercular form of the
disease could be discharged from the Lazaretto without danger to the public health. Henry Thompson has
enjoyed excellent health since bis admission to tho Lazaretto. The symptoms of nerve leprosy in his case
are not as well marked as they were in tbe man Buckman, who left the Coast Hospital a week ago. A
Chinaman, called George Yet, commonly known in the Lazarette as Ah George, I have not been able to
observe any symptoms in ibis man’s case during tbe last two years which would justify his detention in
the Lazarette.” This letter was written in answer to one of yours asking what patients could be released
from tho Lazarette without danger to the public health.
Ah Yet and Thompson are still confined here, Upon the 3rd August, 1895, you visited the
Lazarette, accompanied by Dr. Tidswell. This date is fixed in my mind from tbe fact that upon that day
the nerve leper, Kali Johai, died. 1 took you and Dr. Tidswell into the hut in which George Yet lives,
showed you his legs and foet, and informed you that, in my opinion, the man did not suffer from leprosy.
You
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You replied that he was an old Chinaman, and was happier in the Lazarette amongst his countrymen
than he would he in the Benevolent Asylum. I also pointed out to you tho man Thompson, who at that
time was chopping wood, and stated that, in my opinion, he should be discharged. You did not examine
him. After thinking over this matter it occurred to me that there was a want of justice in relation to the
treatment of the men Thompson and Buckman, and an illegal injustice to the Chinaman Ah Yet.
1 can confirm your statement as far as it went, but consider that I was fairly entitled to form the
conclusion that if Ah Yet is not suffering from leprosy, and, in my opinion, he is not, he is illegally con
fined in the Lazarette ; and secondly, if lie is not suffering from leprosy, the gentlemen who certified him
were wrong in their diagnosis. I think, therefore, that ] was justified in stating that my experience of
nerve leprosy is such that I am extremely cautious in forming an opinion, a mistake in which appears to
be criminal in the injustice done to the patient.”
In the paragraphing of my original report there is a mistake, and for this, and this only, I
apologise. On the 8th ^November I telephoned to you that “ Timothy O’Eourke, aged 70 years, is dying
here 'from pleurisy, &c. He has an obscure nerve disease which may possibly be leprous in its nature.”
This was my opinion the day before the patient died. My original report was a complete one. My letter
of 22nd November, beyond informing you of the exact date I found the bacillus, did not add to the value
of the original report.
I consider, therefore, that, unless you still suspect me of being dishonest, tbe mistake in para
graphing was not a serious one. If you still suspect mo, an inquiry at the Coast Hospital can very clearly
disprove your suspicion. I have already written to you my explanation re the nerves taken from Kali Johai.
Concerning my letter of “ conjecture,'’ as I did not receive an answer to my request asking for the
apparatus, and after waiting for many weeks and not having received -what I wanted, I came to the con
clusion that it was not to be granted to me. In this I now see that I was mistaken, and apologise for my
mistake, at the same time my conjecture was an honest one.
The nerves were properly prepared when I handed them to Hr. Goode. I did not mention that
gentleman’s name iu my first letter to you, as I did not wish to subject him to any annoyance.
With reference to Ah Lee, an urgent matter called me to Sydney upon the afternoon of the day
he died (Saturday). I examined his body in tbe morgue, and considered that theyiosZ-niorfeii! could be
delayed until Sunday morning, when 1 would be able to perforin the autopsy myself. As I am in medical
ebarge of the Lazarette, and do all the medical and surgical work myself, I was anxious to perform the
<po$t-mortevi.

In the case of O’Eourke, who died upon a Saturday morning, by your order tbe post-mortem was
delayed until the afternoon of Sunday, in order that Drs. Thompson and 'J’idswell might be present, I
consider that, as my superior officer, you would certainly give me, doing all the medical work at the
Lazarette, the consideration that you extended to these gentlemen, and I therefore advised that the post
mortem should be performed upon Sunday. That you should infer from this that your reliance upon my
bona-Jides is considerably weakened 1 consider to be an unmerited aspersion upon my character.
Yours, Ac.,
GEOKGE HENRY TAYLOE,
----------------Medical Superintendent.
Ca-se of Timothy O’Eourke.
Coast Hospital, 11 December, 1895.
Thu patient Timothy O’Eourke was under my care from the 7th October till he was transferred to Ward 8.
He was suffering from an abscess in his thigh ; he never complained of anything besides, frequently lie
said to me he was in splendid health excepting his leg. He appeared to me to be a very strong healthy
man for his age.
I did not suspect him to be a leper, as there was no marked condition to suggest tbe idea of leprosy.
It was not until Dr. Taylor drew my attention more particularly to him that I noticed some slight thickening
of the skm of his eyebrows and some slight affection of his nerves. The wasting of the interossei
muscles he had in common with people of his age.
Of all the cases of leprosy 1 have seen this certainly was by far tho least marked. Until the time
of his death I had nothing to lead me to suppose he was an undoubted leper, and I believe that without
the detection of the bacillus of leprosy it would have been impossible to certify him.
P. C. S. SHAW, M.B., Cn.M.,
Senior Ecsident Medical Officer.
The Case of Timothy O’Eourke.
,
Coast Hospital, 10 December, 1895.
He was admitted into this hospital. 30th May, 1895, under my care ; and was discharged [apparently well
1st July, 1895. lie was then examined by mo in the routine maimer. His circulatory system and
respiratory system were apparently normal. His urine was normal. There was no eruption of any sort
on his body. The only obvious lesion about his person was a chronic abscess on the inner side of bis left
thigh—just above the knee. His knee-jerks were present. Por a man of his years lie seemed excep
tionally vigorous. With rest and treatment the abscess healed up and he was discharged. The next time
he came in he was under Dr. Shaw’s care. T saw him one day, but observed nothing beyond the fact that
the abscess had broken down again. Some time after bis admission I heard Dr. Taylor mention him as
an interesting ease. He transferred him under his own observation, and spent several days in going over
his various symptoms. I went up personally to examine this case, and although then having the suspicion
of a possible case of leprosy, after careful examination, I was not at all convinced that the signs and
symptoms pointed to leprosy. Many of the symptoms seemed to me to be due to senile decay. Dr.
Taylor discussed the case freely with Dr. Shaw and myself, but I never gathered that he had more than a
suspicion that it might be leprosy. It was not until after the patient’s death that I was aware he was
a leper.
I have carefully examined many of tho patients in the Lazarette. In these there were obvious
signs of leprosy. In the case of O’Rourke there was no obvious external indication of his disease. In
my opinion, only a person looking out for leprosy could have even suspected it; and careful and repeated
examinations must have been necessary in this patient’s case.
.
HENRY SINCLAIR POEDYCE, M.B., Ch.M,
No. 5.
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No. 5.
Minute by Tbe Chief Secretary.
_
_
Chief Secretary's Office, Sydney, 22 January, 1896.
I sirAr.r. be glad if ihe Medical Adviser lo the Government will let mo see the correspondence from tho
Superintendent of tho Littlo Bay Hospital respecting the treatment of lepers, or any other subject
connected with the institution.
'
J.N.B.

No.’6.
The Medical Adviser to the Government to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 30 January, 1896.
In accordance with the request of the Medical Superintendent of the Coast Hospital these
papers are forwarded to the Honorable the Chief Secretary. The Medical Superintendent’s letter of the
15th January, as regards O'Kourke's case, refers to many different points, but they are almost all beside
the question, which is notone so much of medicine as one of discipline. The fact remains that being an.
officer of the Government, and under my authority, aud having a patient whom he suspected of leprosy,
he did not at once communicate with me, as it was clearly his duty to do, in order that I might take tho
proper steps to comply with the Leprosy Act in having the patient examined by two medical men—usually
Hr. Ashburton Thompson and Dr, Goode in such cases.
It is necessary to remark here that although the Leprosy Act does not require that suspected cases
of leprosy shall bo reported, so that a general practitioner need not report until he is tolerably sure
(though at the risk of being told by a magistrate that he ought to have formed a positive opinion sooner,
or, iu a doubtful case, to have sought advice), yet it is manifest that similar reserve on the part of a
subordinate officer of the Government cannot he passed over.
The reprimand in O’Eourko’s case was conveyed to Dr. Taylor at the request of the Board of
Health, most of whom arc medical men, and all of whom are acquainted with the subject-matter of the
Leprosy .Act. Somewhat severe notice has been taken of this and of tho other matters referred to in my
letter to Dr. Taylor, as, on the whole, for some time past, this officer’s conduct has not been so satisfactory
as it should have been.
I have, &e.,
A. STUABT, M.D„
-------Medical Adviser to tlie Government.
A copy of |thr« communication might be sent to Dr. Taylor, and lie should be called upon for an
explanation of his conduct.—C.W'., 4/2/90.
Approved.—J.N.B., 4/2/96.
Done, 5/2/96.
*
No. 7.
Tho Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Bay, to The Principal
Under Secretary.
Sir,
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 7 ^February, 1896.
I have the honor, in reply to your letter of tho Sth instant, to furnish you with an explanation
of my conduct in the case of Timothy O’Bourke, who died under my care at the Coast Hospital, upon the
9lh Kovembcr last.
Ton state u relative to your action in the case of one Timothy O’Eourke, who died of leprosy,” I
respectfully point out to you that he died of pleurisy, and that the leprous disease from which he also
suffered was in a very early stage, and, in my opinion, had nothing to do with the cause of his death.
^
O’Eourke was admitted into the Coast Hospital under an order signed by the Government Medical
Officer, Dr. Patou, upon the 31st of May last, and was then placed by mo under the medical care of the
Junior Medical Officer (Dr. Fordyce). He appeared to be a hardy old tramp, and complained of an
abscess in his left thigh. Improving under treatment, he was discharged upon 1st July.
Eeadmitted upon 3rd October, under an order signed at the Hospital Depot by Dr, Patou, the Governmont Medical Officer, he was placed t,y mc under the medical care of the Senior Medical Officer at the Coast
Hospital (Dr. Shaw). He appeared to be iu robust health for his years, but the abseessin his left thigh was
discharging. Upon 19th October Dr. Shaw was absent from the hospital upon a holiday, aud I therefore
examiued the case in his wards. As I make it a routine matter to examine every case under mv care as
carefully as 1 would do in dealing with a suspected ease of leprosy, I was able to discover certain
symptoms which, although vague, appeared to point to leprosy: I therefore transferred the patient to
my care, aud very carefully examined him from day to day. He resented these examinations, the
meaning ol^ widely he was unable to understand, audit was an exceedingly difficult matter from his
answers, which varied considerably at different times, to arrive at a conclusion as to how far the sensation
in his hands and feet was abnormal. I was never certain on this point. Upon the 3rd November ho
became suddenly ill, with symptoms of acute pleurisy. Upon Sth November, as it was evident to mo that
ho could not survive the illness, I considered it my duty to report the case to the Board of Health, in
order that the various organs could be examined. At that time I was very doubtful about my opinion,
and a definite diagnosis from the facts I had. before me was quite impossible. I noticed some slight
thickening of the skiu of both eyebrows, and some time before death 1 had, upon three occasions,
expressed some serum from thorn with a negative result, I made a final attempt on the day prior to his
death, and was able in the evening to discover the bacillus of leprosy, and therefore knew that the man
was a leper. When I arrived at the hospital upon the following morning tho man was dead, and his body
had been removed to tbe morgue,
I was exceedingly proud of my case, winch I considered to be the earliest one of tubercular
leprosy ever detected.
The case of O’Eourke was one of many cases I have had under observation, and one of many from
whom I had expressed serum, in the wards of the General Hospital, iu search of the bacillus of leprosy.
Iroin the care 1 take in the examination of such cases, and from my clinical experience in this disease, I
consider that if I am unable to arrive at a definite diagnosis neither Dr. Goode nor Dr. Thompson could
do so.
Professor
2/3—B
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Professor Stuart, in his communication to you of the 30th January, states that the Medical
Superintendent’s letter, of the 15th January, as regards O'Bourke’s case, refers to many different points,
but they are almost all beside the question, which is not so much as medicine as of discipline. I consider
that the points referred to in my letter were in reply to definite statements made by my superior officer.
He also states that “ having a patient whom he suspected of leprosy, he did not at once communicate
with me, as it was clearly his duty to do.” ] have never been informed that this is my duly ; on the
other hand, I considered that it is clearly my duty, on the experience 1 now have, not to report a suspect
until I, who have the case under observation from day to day, am in a position to certify. This did not
hold good during the first few months of my appointment at the Coast, as at that time my experience of
leprosy was small. I also considered that I was acting in the interest of the Board of Health and of my
patient in so doing, and for this reason :
■ If you will kindly refer to my letter of the 15th Jauuarv, to which Professor Stuart draws your
attention, you will read that I have reported to the President of the Board of Health that in the case of
a Chinaman named George Yet, commonly known in the Lazarette as Ah George, " I have never been
able during tbe last two years to observe any symptoms in his condition which would justify his
detention in the Lazarette.” And also “ that a man named Thompson has symptoms not as well marked
as in the ease of Buckman,” who was reported by me, and who was discharged.
^
_
Professor Stuart states that Buckman “ was given the benefil of a very slight doubt. ’ Tins very
slight doubt did not extend to the unfortunate man Thompson, who is confined in the Lazarette. _ After
this I brought the matter personally under the notice of Professor Stuart, during one of his visits to
the hospital, the only notice of my appeal being that Thompson was examined by the Chief Medical
Inspector. As far as I am aware, the Chinaman has never been examined during my period of service at
the hospital, excepting by myself.
.
The man Thompson is married, and has eight children; he enjoys robust health, and, although he
has certain symptoms suspicions of nerve leprosy, I emphatically slate that they are not sufficient to
warrant his being certified as suffering from leprosy. Under an order from the President of tho Board
of Health, I undertake the care of the patients in the Lazarette and do the medical and surgical work
myself, I am therefore in this position—if 1 am expected to report n case, Tylnch, after days of careful
examination I am unable to certify, the case may still be certified by the medical men ■who are sent by
the President of the Board of Health. The case is then committed to the Lazarette, and thenceforward
is under my care. I see the patient day by day, and each time 1 must feel that I have been instrumental
in committing a human being to the most miserable existence I can conceive of, i.c., life in the Lazarette.
And I must also remember that the ease, even if discharged, is branded for life. This would be my
feci in,T in regard to the man Thompson had I reported his case in the first instance.
_
It is no mental hardship for the Chinaman. Ah George, to be iu the Lazaretto, but the man, in my
opinion, is not a leper, and leprosy is regarded by the Board of Health as contagious.
instance had written a
The reprimand from tho Board of Health was, If Dr. Taylor in the first inst;
full report, ashe should have done, &c.” This referred to an error in the paragraphin of my orq inal
report, in which it would have been clearer had I made a chronological record,
I must therefore infer that the fact of my not having reported the_ case at an earlier date was
discussed by the Board, but that they did not confirm Professor Stuart’s opinion of my conduct.
In conclusion, I submit that a survey of my career in the Government service, m which I have
held several important positions, proves me to have ever been a conscientious, hardworking, and loyal
servant of the Government, and I therefore appeal to the Minister for protection in this matter.
Eeports upon O’Rourke’s case by Drs. Shaw and Pordyce, Medical Officers at the Coast Hospital,
arc at the Board of Health.
Perhaps you will kindly send for these, as they throw some light upon
tho subject.
1 would also respectfully ask that Professor Stuart’s letter of censure be contrasted with his
statement to tho Minister, and that my letter of reply be read in conjunction with this letter.
I. have, &e,
G. H. TAYLOK,
'
----------------Medical Superintendent.
.
Head, Meeting, 3rd March, 189S.
Directed that an extract from Dr. Taylor’s letter respecting the patients Yet and Thompson should ho
given to the Chief Medical Inspector, who should he requested to proceed to the Lazarette and furnish a
further report. The rest of tbo report to he postponed until the President's return.
i
■
C.A.S.
Pone, 4/3/9G.
_________________ _________ #
No. 8.
The Medical Adviser to the Government to The Principal Under Secretary.
Memorandum.
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-streep Sydney, 21 February, 1893.
1 eughet that Mr. Taylor still argues on the medical aspects of the ease of O’Eourke, and that ho refers
to it alone. This case was merely one incident of a career, but as he admits that O’Eourke did suffer from
leprosy it will not be necessary for me to refer more fully now to this matter than to point out that
lepers die from all sorts of intercurrent affections, and that pleurisy may very easily have been the
particular affection that carried O’Eourke off in the end. But that is neither here nor there. He iffrf
leprosy and the fact was not reported. O’Eourke’s case has assumed an excessive importance m this
matter because it brought Mr. Taylor into collision with the law of tho land. As to the other grounds
of dissatisfaction, Mr. Taylor offers no further explanation. In regard to Mr. Taylor's assertion of his
bein» a good servant of the Government, that I was prepared to admit some six months ago, but my own
subsequent experience,! and the reports of Dr. .Ashburton Thompson, Dr, Tidswell, and Quarantine
Officer Pavne, sent herewith for the Minister’s information, will show that, as stated in my letter to Mr.
Taylor, the latter part of his service in this Department has not been satisfactory. 1 do not see any other
wav out of the difficulty than bv referring tho matter for the consideration of the Public Service Board.
J
"
A. STUABT, M.D.,
Medical Adviser to the Government.
_____ _
In

11
Iii a, case of this kind the Public Service Board can only act after the officer has been suspended
by the head of the Department, and they would suggest that the proper course in the present case is that
it be dealt with do par tmen tally.—C.L. The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Dr. Taylor’s conduct from the statements before me appears to deserve censure, but I cannot at
present see my wav clear to suspend bim. The papers mav be again referred to the Medical Adviser,
17/3/90. '
Memorandum.
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 22 January, 1896.
The President of the Board of Health and Medical Adviser to the Government directs me to transmit to
Drs. Thompson and Tidswell the following minute, namely :—
“ Certain matters having arisen which render it necessary to review the conduct of the Medical
Superintendent of the Coast Hospital, I wish to have a written report from you as to Dr.
Taylor’s conduct towards you at the post-mortem examinations, which gave occasion for the
memorandum which I subsequently issued relating to tbe procedure to be followed upon such
occasions. Tour reports were made to me orally, and I did not then ask for written reports,
because I thought the matter would be speedily at an end; but as this expectation has not
been realised, I think it well to have the matter written down,”
C. A. SIMMS,
-------■
Acting Secretary.
Forwarded to the Chief Medical Inspector in the first instance.—C.A.S., 22/1/90.
The Medical
Officer in charge of the Biological Laboratory.—C.A.S., 29/1/96.
28 January, 1896.
The transaction referred to occurred about five months ago (about 4th August, 1S95), and I cannot

pretend to remember details.
'
The main facts are, that although Dr. Taylor had been warned we should attend, and although we
arrived at the usual time (soon after half-past 2), we found the microscopic inspection almost
completed ; the spinal cord was in process of being removed. And, secondly, Dr. Taylor’s manner and
behaviour wore so exceedingly rude (by way, apparently, of resenting my presence) that I considered
whether I should not exercise my powers as senior officer and then and there suspend him until yon
could be communicated with ; but np to that day I had been in 'the habit of meeting him on perfectly
friendly terras rather often—once a week—or at all events rather often. Ho cause of offence that I was
(or am) aware of had been given or occurred, and I was really astounded and unable to guess at any
colourable ground, reasonable or otherwise, for his then behaviour. Accordingly, and reflecting that in
ilself ibc thing was of little importance to me on tbe one band, while on the other it was certain to be
corrected, in as far as it was a gratuitous infringement of official discipline, I held my tongue and made
no remark whatever.
_
,
Since that occurrence Dr. Taylor has confined his communication with me strictly to official
matters, and bis manner, though no longer aggressively rude, has been such as to show that he maintains
the attitude of mind he assumed originally. 1 continue absolutely in the dark as to Dr. Taylor’s motive,
and as long as the conduct of business is not seriously interfered whth I cannot pretend that I am very
anxious to be enlightened.
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON,
The Medical Adviser.
Deputy Medical Advisor,
Sir,

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 29 January, 1896.
In reply to your memorandum (22/196), I have the honor to submit the following written
report, as therein desired.
_
On 3rd August, 1.895 (Saturday afternoon), I proceeded, in company with the Chief Medical
Inspector, to the Coast Ilospital, in order to he present at a,post-mortem examination on the body of tho
leper, Kali Johai. In obedience to your instructions to me, which yon gave during a visit to the Lazarette
a few days previously, and, in Dr. Taylor’s presence, I took with me the necessary materials for obtaining
specimens of the diseased tissues for histological examination.
_
On our arrival at the hospital we found that tho post-mortem was practically concluded—that is to
say, the usual examination of the internal organs had been completed, the body turned face downwards,
and Dr. Taylor appeared to be engaged in removing tbe spinal cord. The various viscera, thoracic and
abdominal, were lying, unsliced, on the table, and Lorn these I immediately proceeded to obtain such
specimens as I thought necessary. I then assisted the Chief Medical Inspector to dissect out some of
the nerves from the right arm and leg. This being a case of nerve leprosy, it was a matter of some
importance to compare the condition of tbe nerves on tho two sides of tho body. To do this satisfactorily
it was essential that the portions of the nerves to he compared should exactly correspond, and be subjected
to precisely the same treatment as regards hardening, section cutting, staining, <fcc., in the course of their
preparation for microscopical examination. Having secured specimens from the right side, we turned to
the left. At this point wre were interrupted by Dr. Taylor, who stated, with unnecessary vehemence,
tliat we must leave one side for him; we could have our side, he said, he wanted the other for himself.
I was not altogether unprepared for this demonstration on Dr. Taylor’s part, as he had been acting
strangely all through. On our arrival he.had gruffly returned our greetings, and subsequently had not
condescended to notice our presence, beyond returning curt replies to a few questions directly addressed
to him. Further, he bad varied the usual procedure of a post-mortem examination by occasional indulgence
in somewhat aggressive whistling and snatches of comic songs. No attempt was made to discuss the case
•we were dealing with, such as is usual post-mortem examinations. Altogether, it was the most curious
function of tho kind I have ever been present at. At the time of Dr. Taylor's interruption I was uncertain
as to my right to claim tbe tissues in question for examination in the biological laboratory, and as I
wished to avoid an open quarrel, which seemed imminent, I left them in, situ, as demanded by Dr. Taylor.
Neither the Chief Medical Inspector nor I made any reply, nor had we said or done anything to pro
voke such rudeness. The arrival of some visitors (Sydney doctors) soon after 1 relieved the state oi
“ tension ”
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11 tension11 to which Dr. Tnylor's discourtesy had given rise. To one of these gentlemen Dr. Taylor
transferred his attention, and shortly became involved in a rather heated argument. 1 completed the
preparation of the specimens I had already secured, but I was so far disturbed by Dr. Taylor's conduct
that 1 left undone several things which I went there with the full intention of doing.
_ During the drive bade to Sydney not one word passed between the Chief Medical Inspector and
myself as to Dr. Taylor's behaviour, and I heard no more of it until questioned by you on the subject.
As, I presume, sir, your request involves somo expression of opinion of these occurrences, I feel
bound to state that 1 consider Dr. Taylor’s conduct was extremely rude, unseemly, and uncalled for. In.
the first place, it was very discourteous to have hurried through the post-mortem before our arrival. He
had been duly informed of our intention to bo present, and it would have been only common politeness
to have waited for us, We arrived at the hospital before 3 o'clock.
As to his conduct in the post-mortem room, I was at first inclined to regard it as merely eccentric, or,
at least, mere “ swagger,” for the benefit of his subordinates. This impression soon gave way to tho feeling
tliat Dr. Taylor_was indulging in deliberate rudeness. To resent our taking the specimens referred to
above was childish in the extreme, for, as you know, sir, there is enough tissue in the nerves in question
to supply a college full of pathologists with specimens, let alone two persons. They might very easily
have been shared between us, and would have been had not Dr. Taylor raised this selfiish and misguided
objection. That he should obstruct, where he was reasonable expected to assist, was a painful surprise
to me.
_
I was, and I am still, practically a stranger to Dr. Taylor. Beyond speaking to him for a few
minutes on the occasion of our formal introduction at the office, and again meeting him in your presence
on the occasion of the visit to the Lazarette referred to above, I bad not had any communication with
Dr. Taylor, neither professional nor social. Being quite unconscious of having given any cause for it, I
could not interpret Dr. Taylor’s rudeness as directed against me personally, nor does this aspect of the
case at all interest me. My official position in relation to these post-mortem examinations has since been
distinctly defined by you. My duty is clear, and will bo performed to the fullest extent of my ability.
Dor myself I say no more. As to Dr. Taylor’s relationship to the Chief Medical Inspector I knew
nothing, but I could not, and I cannot now, conceive of any cause of complaint against that gentleman
which could justify the utter want of respect for his official position which Dr. Taylor exhibited. When
it is remembered that the junior medical officers of tho hospital were present, I cannot but consider that
such behaviour bordered on an insult to tbe Chief Medical Inspector.
_
Putting aside tbe official aspect, it was indefensible from' a purely ethical point of view. I was
quite mystified as to the cause of Dr. Taylor’s outburst at the time, and I do not understand it now. I
have, in conclusion, to express my sincere regret in being obliged, as a matter of duty, to set down in
black and white the above details concerning the very ungentlemanly conduct of an official and profes
sional brother, though a stranger to me. Such conduct I would, for my own part, willingly forget. At
the same time I wish to assert that I have endeavoured to make an honest, unbiassed statement, neither
exaggerating nor abating one jot of my impressions of it.
I have, &c.,
The President.
---------------- ■
PKAKK TIDSWELL.
Memorandum.
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 19 March, 189G.
The enclosed paper is a copy of the memorandum alluded to in my minute of 22nd January, 1S9G. A
copy was addressed to each of the three gentlemen separately, viz., Drs. Ashburton Thompson, Tidswell,
and Taylor, hut Drs. Thompson and Tidswell were previously told by word of mouth that it did not have
any application to them. Dr. Taylor, on the other hand, was not so told. My intention was to deal as
lightly as I could with Dr. Taylor, because up to this time (so far as I knew) bis conduct had not been
so bad as I afterwards learned it really was, Drs, Thompson and Tidswell not having so fully disclosed to
me the whole of tho proceedings at tba post-mortem examination on Kali Johai, as it afterwards became
their duty to do.
A.S.
Sir,

■ Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 19 September, 1895.
I wish that where it is possible & post-mortem examination of the body be held in the case of
every leper who dies in the Lazarette, and I wish the Chief Medical Inspector of the Board (Dr. Ashburton
Thompson) and the Medical Officer in charge of the Laboratory (Dr. Tidswell) to have an opportunity
of being present; and the Medical Superintendent of the Coast Hospital will therefore give timely notice
to the office that such examination will be held, Eurther, when the death of such patients seems to bo
approaching the Medical Superintendent will give such timely report of the circumstance to tbe office
that these officers may be warned to be in readiness. It, of course, is understood that the examination is
not. to be commenced until the above officers arrive—if they arc coming—and their purpose in this regard
wiil bo communicated to tbe Medical Superintendent from the office by telephone. The Medical Superin
tendent will make all necessary arrangements for the examination being performed, and will either conduct
the examination himself or direct one of his junior medical officers to do so.
He will afford every opportunity to tbe Chief Medical Inspector or the Medical Officer in charge
of the laboratory .of making observations on the morbid appearances as they arise during the examina
tion, and as I wish tho principal histological examinations to bo made in the laboratory here, Dr.
Thompson and Dr. Tidswell are to have such morbid specimens as they may desire.
Finally, it will be wise for everyone concerned to observe the amenities of official intercourse,
1 regret that it should have been found necessary to issue tbe foregoing instructions, but circum
stances have arisen which make this course unavoidable. In planning them I have kept in view the fact
that the officers concerned are all under one head, and that all are public servants.
The arrangements arc therefore conceived rather iu the public interest than in satisfaction of
professional ethics.
A. STUART, M.D.,
Medical Adviser to the Government, and President of the Board of Health.
George Henry Taylor, Esq., Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital.
Board
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_ Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 10 March, 189G.
statement of Quarantine Officer Payne is an accurate statement of what occurred, and 1 am bound
to say that tho occurrence made an exceedingly bad impression on me. But here again 1 had not quite
realised what sort of a man Dr. Taylor was, and instead of dealing with him on the spot, as 1 felt inclined
to do, I simply said nothing and did nothing. But when subsequent events threw a different light upon
Dr. Taylor’s conduct, then I caused Payne to put down in writing a statement of what had oecurred.
The

'

A.S.

17 February, 189G.
On the 7th October last I drove Professor Stuart to the Coast Hospital. By his order I left him at
tho sani tori urn, and drove to the medical officers’ quarters, to fetch Dr. Taylor. Arrived there, I said to Dr.
Taylor, “ Dr. Stuart is at tho aanitorium, and 1 am sent to fetch you up to him.” He entered the house,
and I, turning the conveyance, waited for him, thinking he would appear immediately. After waiting a
considerable time I asked the servant to repeat my message to Dr. Taylor. He then came out and got
into tho sociable. When we reached Dr. Stuart, that gentleman—whom we met coming up the hill—■
referred to the message, in connection, I suppose, with Dr. Taylor’s delay in answering Dr. Stuart’s
summons. Dr. Taylor said that it had not been properly delivered to him. As 1 had repeated the very
words of Dr, Stuart to Dr, Taylor I replied somewhat sharply, deeming my character aspersed by Dr,
Taylor’s remark, which implied that I had been at fault. This is an account of the circumstance, so far
as it concerned myself. My remembrance of it is perfectly clear.
ARTHUR PAYHE.

No. 9.
Dr. Tidswell to The President of the Board of Health.
[Photographs—please do not fold.]
Preliminary note on the pathological appearances of the tissues of Timothy O'Rourke.—Prom the Bio
logical Laboratory.—Read, meeting of the Board of Health, this day, 3rd March, 1896.—C.A.S.
Sir,
Biological Laboratory, Board of Health, 24 February, 1S9G.
In reply to your verbal request of the 22nd instant, I have the honor to inform you that
although the pathological examination of the tissues is not yet complete, I forward the following pre
liminary note on the appearances already observed, in order that the Board may he in possession of all
the available information on the subject. A fully detailed report will ho presented in due course.
I was not present at the post-morlem on O’Eourke, and so cannot speak as to the gross appearances
of the tissues. The tissues I have examined were forwarded to the laboratory from the Coast Hospital
by the President’s instructions.
_ Within a few days after the post-mortem I reported that I had found large numbers of leprosy
bacilli in the smear preparations of the spleen. I have since examined sections of the skin, ulnar nerve,
popliteal nerve, spleen testis. Leprosy bacilli were present iu alt these organs—every section examined
contained them.
The appended photomicrographs of tho sections referred to are part of a series in course of
preparation for the annual report, 1 do not propose at present to enter upon tho consideration of the
somewhat laborious technique involved in their productiou, hut I may state that they have not been
retouched nor manipulated in any way other than that required to produce an ordinary photograph.
They actually represent the microscopic appearances. To facilitate inspection I have attached rough
diagrams to certain of them. These were prepared from ferrotype prints of the same negative as the
photomicrographs to which they refer. The stated amplifications are approximate only, pending some
accurate measurements.
As the notes to tho figures sufficiently explain fhe principal appearances observable, I need not
describe them further. It will bo seen from these photomicrographs that the pathological appearances
indicate a widely-diffused and advanced state of the disease.
I have, &c.,
-------FRANK TIDSWELL.
Here follow eleven photomicrographs.

No. 10.
Tiic Acting Secretary, Board of Health, to The Chief Medical Inspector.
Sir,
_
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 4 March, 1896.
I am directed by the Board of Health to enclose you herewith an extract of a letter
written by G-. H. Taylor, Medical Superintendent of the Coast Ilospital, in relation to the patients
Georgie Taw or Yet (otherwise Ah (leorgc) and Thompson, confined in the Leper Lazarette, and to
request that you will have the goodness to proceed to Little Bay, examine the aforesaid patients, and
submit a further report for tho Board’s information.
"
I have, &c.,
C. A. SIMMS,
____________________________Acting Secretary.
No. 11.
The Earlier History of Georgie Taw.
Oase XXXIV.—Georgie Xmo, cet. 08 ; admitted 31 December, 1892.
Jhstorg.—Native^of Amoy; arrived in Australia in 1848; is a cook, and has travelled all over tho
country ; lias twice resided at Mudgee, and lately for the second time; was admitted from Waterloo, a
suburb of Sydney; is extremely deaf. State.—Is a very big man; pallid; fairly well nourished; he
presents no abnormality down to the groat trochanters ; behind both of these is a brownish discoloration,
over which the skin is rough and sb'ghtly ulcerated at the centre; tests of sensation having been made
elsewhere.
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elsewhere, he intimated that these spots were as dead as the form he was then sitting on; on examination
it turned out that a pin-prick gave him (apparently) sharp pain, hut that the impression was not noticed
for a second, or even longer, Everywhere below the knees sensation was very deficient, being present,
though delayed, at a few points only. Legs and feet are slightly swelled, shiny, and deep brown in
colour—the feet less than the legs ; the cuticle roughened at parts. HigMjoot.—The small and great
toes are about normal, but incline towards each other; between them tbo other three are crushed
together: all are fattened and shortened, but the middle toe is shortest; over and attached to the first
metacarpal bone is a tumour the size of a hen’s egg of bony hardness ; the little toe is deformed by
a partial dislocation of the second phalanx, which rests upon and lies parallel with the second ; the nails
occupy a position rather behind the middle of the second phalanges. Left foot.—The three middle toes
are shortened and crushed together, but not so much as those on tbe right foot; in this case the two
halves of the metatarsus seem to have become bent downwards, so as to form a deep sulcus on the sole ;
by trying to straighten this out severe pain was caused ; there is a similar but smaller tumour on this
side, placed as on the right foot; nails as on the other side, but those of great toes normally placed.
Sensation defective or delayed at many points of the trunk. Ulnars and peroneal nerves about normal.
Pilocarpine ('014: mg.) produced a moderate general sweat in about twelve minutes; on the back its
distribution was irregular; two large patches of skin, one on left shoulder and the other across the loins,
remain dry; the feet aud legs and thighs remain dry ; the feet sweated freely over some small areas
(inner side of first metatarsal bones, a patch on the dorsum, &c.), but most of the surface remained dry.
Pour or five small achromatic areas about the size of a hazel nut on the right upper thorax appeared,
which were invisible before.
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON.

No. 12.
The Chief Medical Inspector to The President, Board of Health.
Leprosy Act, 1890.—Report of present state of Georgie Yaw.
G March, 1S9G.
I re-examined this patient yesterday.
_ Phis patient is a Chinese, stone deaf, and apparently at a much advanced ago. His general health
remains good—ho is thinner than he used to be, and anaemic.
He has the deformities of the feet originally mentioned, and, no doubt, these are congenital. The
dorsum of each foot and tho lower two-thirds of each leg are deeply pigmented (dark brown), tho skin
thinned, cuticle desquamating slightly in scales—these pigmented areas are absolutely insensitive ; when
they were pricked out of the patient’s sight, and before he found out what was being done, bis face
remained absolutely quiescent. Probably he did not notice that he had been touched.
Ho also still shows the two pigmented spots, one over and behind each trochanter, slightly
ulcerated and pinkish in the middle—they are smaller than they were at first. At first these spots were
quite anesthetic, the patient having pointed this out. But now, when be saw tbe pin, he flinched much
whenever he was pricked ; however, he flinched just the same when the head was used, and it took a long
time tojjonvice him that tho bead bad been used, and that it could not hurt him, though this was done at
last. No hyperaostliesia was manifested when the fingers were used. This patient shows no other signs,
but tbe pigmentation of the legs has all oecurred since his admission.
Por the sake of form, merely, I reaffirm the opinion originally expressed by me several years ago.
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON,
----------------Chief Medical Inspector.
Read, meeting of tho Board of Health held this day, 10th March, 1S9G.
Dthected that the President should frame a reply and submit it to the next meeting. He was desired to
state the position in some such terms as these: 11 Ur. Taylor was admonished because he did not with
sufficient promptitude, and in accordance with the law', report a case of leprosy which was in his charge.
Tn his defence he has imported, very improperly, matters to which he has no business to refer. He
actually accuses tbe Board of having overlooked his reports concerning the two lepers to whom he refers.
He has done this without proper knowledge and with great impropriety, because the Board had arrived at
its decisions after full and careful consideration.'’
_
The President was further desired to append descriptive notes of the two cases in question, written
briefly and concisely.
The papers were directed to be again circulated in the meantime.
No. 13.
Earlier History of H. J.T.
Case XLY.—U.J.T.S <et. 52, admitted 10 October, 1894.
His descent was as follows:—
Father, bom North of England,
died by drowning.
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Mother, born North of England,
died, <Lt. 74, of pleurisy.
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died,
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(ace below).
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H,J. m.jttf. 52 “ B., a native
(The Patient), j of N.s.w.*
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* These persons were examined by me, and were in apparent pood health,

TTVstor)/.—Was born in the neighbourhood of Kempsey (31° 9' S. hat., 152° 50' E. long.), on the
Macleay River, in a district which consists chiefly of extensive and fertile alluvial fials, bordered bv low
■
hills,
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'hills, and reaching to the sea-coast, farming is the principal occupation there, and maize the principal
crop.* . The flats are often flooded; there is no malaria. In 1891 the census population was 2,194i
(municipality only). The district is rather isolated ; it is accessible from Sydney by sea, as well as by rail
and a long coach journey—from towns on tho inland tableland by a long coach journey; hut it is not on
the way to any other place, and is a terminal point for travellers. There have always been a very few
Chinese in the district, but individual Chinese never stayed long, the conditions being unfavourable to
their usual pursuits. The patient had never left the district except for occasional visits to Sydney. Ho
had no trade, but was a farmer, bush-labourer, &c., and much employed at saw-mills. He married a native
of Hew South "Whies in 1875. Tho following details were got from him, and were checked and corrected
by his wife and by two sisters, who were all questioned separately.
Clinical llistory.—Had no illness at all during his life, but has met with many accidents, in
several of which his head was injured, as, for instance, one from a cricket-ball, one or more from timber,
and one from a horse accident; his left leg was broken during boyhood.
History of Illness.—About 1882-8 bo began to have acute attacks of headache, having up to that
time remained in his usual good health. They were said by the patient and his wife"to have begun about
sunrise and to have ceased about nightfall; probably he had five such attacks, of which the two first
lasted a fortnight, the others a less number of days, and the five attacks were spread over about four or
five years (1887-8.) In 1885 he met with some accident, while harrowing, which strained tho right side of
the body ; bis right hand aud foot became rather numb, “ }>owcrless.”and swelled ; a doctor was consulted,
who thought he was suffering from a strain followed by rheumatism; the effects—weakness, pain, and
cramps, felt over the right side of the body—persisted for long. After eight or nine months, during which ho
continued to suffer as described, he visited a well-known practitioner in Sydney (since deceased), who,
from the account now given, seems to have dispersed a ganglion which had formed on the right hand,
hrom the time of this treatment the hand and foot resumed their normal state, except that both were a
little numb. Soon after the accident, but whether immediately or later cannot be ascertained, his manner
changed from what it had been and he became slow, either in speaking or in understanding, or in finding
words to express himself ; and this slowness still remains, although it is now so little marked that it might
bo taken for rustic dulness. notwithstanding these symptoms, it seems that no sort of fit was ever sus
pected, cither by his wife (a very intelligent woman) or other relatives, or by the two doctors who attended
him. Since about 18S5-(i he has often had attacks of drowsiness ; the patient said they lasted two or
three days at a time ; his wife said that “ during tbe last eight or nine years he could sleep whenever ho
lay down,” which was “ quite different from his former habit,” and “ he did not fall asleep while occupied ;
still, there were somo days when it seemed he could not keep awake.” Aftei; recovery from the strain,
he returned to work ; he was chiefly engaged at a saw-mill, and he met with many accidents ; he had some
blows cm tho head from limber, abulloca injured his right hand, a horse knocked him down and trod on his
right foot, so that it swelled again. However, according to his wife, ho remained in good general health for
about two years after returning from Sydney ; ho then (1888) skinned a putrid bullock, became exceedingly
ill before he had finished, was supposed to have been in danger of dying the same night, and never after
wards enjoyed theyamc measure of good health he had immediately before. Towards the end of 1890 the
second finger of his right hand was smashed by timber; lie went to Sydney, was admitted to Prince
Alfred Hospital, 27th January, 1891, where the finger was amputated at the metacarpo-phalangeal
articulation, and discharged well, 18th .February, HOI; a note in the hospital case-books was reported
by the Medical Superintendent to refer “ only to the necrotic state of the phalanx.” All the fingers
were hurt at the same time, hut the others not much. During 1894 he had tho third finger of the right
band crushed; it got nearly well, and then was crushed again ; he again went to Sydney, and was treated as
an outpatient at the same hospital on 18th May, 3 894, when the finger was amputated. At this time a
member of the staff suggested that ho was suffering from leprosy, but others did not concur, and he
returned home. After going to work again he got the forefinger of the right hand crushed; he was
again admitted to tbe same hospital on 15th September, 1894. and was reported during his stay under
the Leprosy Act. 11c said that although the numbness of hand aud foot had persisted since tho strain,
“ the hand never seemed right” after the first amputation ; and the other fingers got “ bad” in some way
before each of the injuries just mentioned.
_
State on. Admission.—Height, 5 ft. 7|- in.; weight (not taken) ; is grey, rather deaf, of low or slow
intelligence ; his memory is apparently defective, and probably not trustworthy—at all events, he does
not readily remember matters which it seems he ought to be aware of; and he is thin, depressed, and
out of health. He has lost the second and third fingers of tho right hand, by amputation; tbe forefinger
is swollen and stiff, and the third phalanx is partly absorbed; the interosseous muscles are wasted, and
the metacarpus is flattened. The left hand is normal in appearance. The skin on the posterior and
inner aspect of the right forearm is rough and desquamating slightly; there is a less degree of the
same roughening over tho back of the right wrist ;■ there is a very slight reddening of these patches, but
no pigmentation. Below the right knee is a slightly reddened, scarcely pigmented, patch of roughened
skin, having irregular and fading edges, not elevated, not presenting any obvious sign of atrophy, about
2 inches wide and 3 inches long. About the middle of both legs in” front are larger, much more
markedly pigmented patches, over which the skin is not so rough, and is atrophied ; that on the left
shin is most atrophied, and the patient ascribes this patch to injury received during boyhood. The feet
are normal, hut bluish. Hervous system: The orbicular muscles of the face are under control. The
right cubital nerve is decidedly enlarged, and more than normally sensitive; on pressure, sensation is
referred downwards only, and correctly; it can easily be traced high up, and it has on it a fusiform
swelling, which begins about 2^ inches above the notch, and extends for about 2 inches further upwards.
The left cubital is traceable without difficulty; possibly it is a little larger aud harder than usual; it is
less sensitive to pressnre than tho right, and sensation is referred downwards only, and correctly. ’ The
right external popliteal is easy to find ; it seoms to be not as sensitive as usual ; sensation on pressure
is referred downwards only. Tbe loft nerve is more sensitive, and less easily found, though well defined ;
sensation on pressure is referred downwards only. Sensation : On the back of tho right hand he cannot
distinguish the head from the point of a pin, though blood is drawn; on the outer side of the right
forearm he is doubtful whether he is touched or pricked, hut perhaps sensibility to pain is a little acuter
there ; the three patches on knee and shins are quite analgesic judged as in the ease of the hand; both
feet as high as the ankle-joint arc thoroughly analgesic. Sweat-glands:—12 mgr, of pilocarpine injected
subcutaneously
•Maize is not an article of human food m N.S.W,, except in the tonua and to the extent it is generally eaten (cornflour, maizena, &o.)
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subcutaneously produced a moderate diaphoresis. Both hands and both feet remained absolutely dry.
The posterior and internal aspect of the right forearm, tho right wrist, aud the three patches on the legs
also remained dry.
A month later the swelling on the right ulnar nerve had become a little less, so that, although
distinct, it could scarcely be described as fusiform ; tenderness on pressure was also lessened, though still
apparently above normal. All other signs remained as at first. Three months later still this swelling
was no longer distinguishable; the skin of the right forearm had become about normal, the patch on tho
right knee had disappeared, the patch on the right shin had very nearly disappeared, and only that on
the left shin persisted as at first. In general health he had very much improved, Ilia weight being then
143 lb.; bis intelligence (or quickness) had improved to a small extent. All other symptoms remained as
before; the analgesia remained as well marked as at first at all points named, and, when touched with the
finger on the left foot he started-as though he had received the prick with a pin he was led to expect—
the pressure sense remaining everywhere apparently perfect, as usual.
,T. ASHBURTON THOMPSON.

No. 14.

Tlio Chief Medical Inspector to The President, Board of Health.
Nerve Leprosy—H. J. Thompson re-examined.

_

.

_
_
21 June, 1805.
this patient yesterday at the Lazarette in company with the Medical Superintendent.
H.J.T’s/general health remains improved above what it was on admission to the extent described
in my last note (see Annual Report for 1894). His intelligence or quickness also maintains the slight
improvement then noted. I got, however, what seemed to me good evidcnco of the suspected impairment
of memory. Reference having been made to extensive grazing of both legs received while bathing from
being rolled over by a wave against the rocks, tho patient said this happened “ about a week ago, 1 should
think ”j but tlie Medical Superintendent said it must have been nearly three months ago, and, at all
events, no trace whatever of the injury remained atthe time of the present examination. Nor did the
patient appear to remember, on being reminded, nor to be satisfied, that it was really so much longer than
lie had supposed.
The objective signs presented appeared to me to be the following:—Tho left leg was a little larger
than the right, as far as about the ankle joint, and this enlargement was duo to varicosity of the deeper
veins. The superficial veins were also enlarged and prominent, and from this cause as well. Perhaps, as
others, both extremities were markedly bluish from about the middle third of the legs downwards Prom
the same point downwards on both sides the skin was dry, harsh, shrivelled, and slightly desquamating at
several points. It was also discoloured and dirty-looking, although clean. The nails of all toes were
perfectly normal. Tho left leg affords evidence of a fracture during childhood at the junction of the
middle and lower thirds. Prom this point downwards and inwards, as far as the anterior margin of tho
internal malleolus, a patch of skin extended which was variously discoloured in more or less obscured
shades of red, yellow, brown, and blue. It was 3 or 4 inches across at its upper part, quite narrow below.
The slcin was shiny and thin here aud there; at other parts rough, dry, and even desquamating, and
normal nowhere. There was a similar but rather smaller patch on the right leg at aboutthe same level, and
extending rather less below. Both these patehes were mentioned in my earliest description, and I judge
they have now the appearance they had then. The metatarsi showed no flattening, and there was no
muscular wasting. Over the right ligamentum patellje were two or three oval and now reddish depres
sions. The roughened patch of skin present at my first examination, absent four months later, was
absent still, and the marks now mentioned had not been before observed. Their appearance caused mo
to inquire whether he had ever had any blisters there, which he denied. He ascribed tho marks to old
damage inflicted by kneeling on the knee to use the cross-cut saw. They might be scars of blisters (never
looked for before in this situation), temporarily reddened, but I do not think this origin of them can bo
affirmed, and on the left knee there were no similar signs.
Prom the right hand the two middle fingers have been amputated at the metacarpal joint. The
metacarpus is decidedly flattened, and the interossei are wasted, but the thenar aud the hypothenar
eminences are either normal or but doubtfully diminished. The forefinger is thickened and cannot be
flexed. The distal phalanx has almost quite disappeared iby absorption ; the nail was normal though
curved forwards. The other nails were normal. The left hand, on the whole, was not distinctly abnormal
in appearance. The metacarpus was not as firmly or markedly arched as usual, and the dorsal interossei
were small. The thenar and hypothenar eminences were either normal or hut slightly smaller than might
be expected of the hands of a working-man. The skin on the dorsum of both hands was red, and in other
respects did not present usual appearances. Still, I could not say that the latter were not such as might
be seen after the hand of a working-man had for several months been protected from weather and work.
The skin of both forearms was about normal, though slightly rough and harsh at points on the outer and
extensor surfaces.
On the skin of the back, over the first dorsal vertebra, at another point towards the left shoulder,
and at another point about ihe eighth rib, there were three rough, red, desquamating patches, about the
size of a shilling, over which sensibility to pain (need)e-point) seemed normal.
The oricular muscles of the face were under control. The right cubital nerve was decidedly
enlarged, and very easily traceable high up the arm. Two or 3 inches above the notch a very slight
enlargement could be detected about an inch long. It seemed about normally sensitive, and on pressure
sensation was referred downwards to the fingers only. Tho left cubital nerve was hard, round, and
smooth, not easily traceable far above the note!); it was not normal, but not probably abnormally bulky.
It seemed about normally sensitive, and communicated dowmwards to tho fingers only. Both perineal
nerves were hard, smooth, and round, and could be discovered very easily. Yet they were probably not
bulkier than usual. On pressure sensation was referred downwards only, and to ihe feci;. These nerves
were not normal.
An injection of pilocarpine was administered by the Medical Superintendent, and the following
result was reported by him (on attempting this in my presence a fault was discovered in the syringe, and
it was then too late to procure a fresh one) :—“ His skin did not react after injection of onc-tcnth of a
grain of pilocarpine. After one-fifth of a grain the feet and right hand remained perfectly dry, also the
skin over tibia of right fool (leg P). Skin over back and abdomen acted freely, slightly over chest.and
■ •
■
thighs.
I
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thiglis. Fingers of left liaiid remained dry, but tbore was a flight moisture over back of hand, more
trooly over palm. Face and neck, slight action. There was profuse salivation.” It is a pity there should
oe no specilic reference to the macular or quasi-macular spots above described.
feigns and symptoms elicited with the patient's aid were as follows; hut iu reading them it must
always bo borne m nund first, that tho patient is not mentally acute ; secondly, that he has somo notions
_regarding the value ascribed to evidence of loss of sensation in relation to'leprosv, while his friends
doubt vv hether he has that disease, and urge his release. Tactile sensibility—Light but firm strokes were
drawn on the skm with a we 1-rouudcd graphite point; the skin was touched with a loop of stout thread ■
tho point of a needle was lightly but firmly drawn along tho skin for an inch at a time ; tho patient was
requested to choose one of four coins of different sizes placed on a deal table ; and all these tests were
applied out of the patient s sight. All over both feet as high as the ankle-joints he said that he had been
touched with the pencil both when he had and when he had not been touched ; the dragged point of tho
needle was felt over the dorsum of both feet and a little way above the ankle-joint, but no conjecture as
to the kind of feeling or tbe instrument by which it was caused could be gbt from the patient • in the
same regions the thread was said to be felt, whether lie were touched with it in reality or not. Beinir
nemwd5ir CCtl “ thTeeP®nn? blt
a R^up which included that coin, a sixpence, a shilling, and a
penny v\ ilh Ins left hand, he chose tho sixpence at the first trial, the threepenny hit at the second ; being
a.ked 10 Plck' "P
threepenny hit placed by itself, he did find it and did pick it np, hut both after much
searching and fumbling. Localisation—Moderate but distinct prods with tho pencil point already men
tioned were correctly and promptly localised on the dorsum of both feet, and on all toes examined
Analgesia At various points on both feet tho point of a needlo was said to bo folt, and “ like something
sharpish j blood was drawn several times. The head and point of a pin were variably applied to tbo
same regions and tho blood was sometimes drawn with the latter. The slight blow was always felt
r m i Vf* i j iw0 1'ier6 distinguished> sometimes correctly ; over the inner side of the dorsum
of tho left foot and downwards towards tbe plantar arch they v ore distinguished apparently correctly ;
elsewhere on the loft foot sometimes correctly, sometimes not. At no point on either foot did either bin
or needio cause, as it seemed, sharp pain or any reflex movement; and this contrasted strongly with tho
result of pricking portions of the back and shoulders—where the spots mentioned above seemed also to
have normal sensation. Heat aud cold—Tablespoons were taken out of markedly hot and cold waters,
dried and applied, all out of the patient’s sight. The parts tested were the dorsum of both feet plantar
suriaces o* all_toes, outer margin of belli foet, points on both legs below the knees, dorsnm of both
hands, over wns--joints, between the left finger and thumb on the dorsal aspect; the result was that
everywhere response was very slow, and everywhere a sensation of heat was reported to both hot and
cold touches. Both hot and cold, touches were promptly and correctly identified immediately above the
putallsc and upwards and from J inches above wrist-joints and upwards ; exception, on the inner side of
dorsum of left foot towards plantar arch a eold touch was on one occasion correctly named. The hack
was tested at many points by blowing hot and cold, and perfectly normal sensations were every time
promptly reported ; the level was not below the scapula;.
J
T
’if
anj :furLhe1’soarcd T1 lhat occasion inio different modes of sensation; but
mnvof fC
1 ■- i
cre WflS ? lltry’ aM lil,lbs remainin8 perfectly steady except when voluntarily'
Z tCf b
kn“-JCrks u'crc J1™1 i
110 apparent muscular wasting, nor paralysis (except as
to tho former such as is remarked upon above of the metacarpal interossei). Ho fibrillary tremor could
smmrTiA ^0fmuse. cs of *10 ,lmlldH .or £ect- Walk was apparently normal. Attempt to elicit the
Mipcrhual plantar reflex resulted m rather prompt withdrawal of the extremity general]v.
011 lhe "Join it will be sccu that thane is no change iu Thompson’s condition of any moment from
wnat was described at first and subsequently.
.
J
J. ASHBUKTOH THOMPSON,
________
Chief Medical Inspector.

No. 15.
'
The Chief Medical Inspector to The President, Board of Health.
Leprosy Act, 1S90 —Keport of present state of H J.T.
Set down tolovv the main potete noted teV
report dated 2lst Juno, I89d and have numbered them (1.) ; underneath each item is the result of the
present examination numbered (2.)
(1.) General health much improved, and good.
%
(2.) Improvement maintained ; general health good.
(1.) Memory decidedly had, judging from a test.
■
(2.) Hot ascertained.
(1.) Intelligence or quickness improved since admission.
(2.) Improvement maintained not advanced upon.
(L ) Lett leg. varicosity of deeper veins ; both legs enlargement of superficial veins
(ij J ho same.
(1.) Skin of both logs from middle third downwards dry, harsh, &c.
2' fh,,rPrteVed’ aU<J d° not, ans;viir t0 ^ description. They arc both dry, and there is evidence of
n x tv' °-ide ? n'T*10”’ J1°fc 1Bcalllles3 5 lhe lef(']S the least affected. They are not now bluish.
1.1.,1 in ans or all toes normal.
(2.) The same,
(1.) A macula extending from about old fracture of left log to the internal malleolus.
exten’rilT +j!,e|T,,1S’rCh’efi-V|r0f * hrewn colour now, it docs not reach the internal malleolus, but
t-JLiids m that direction. _ It is about 3 inrhes broad at most, perhaps 3 inches lon^
(l.) A. similar macula on tho right side.
1
1
°
(2.) Scarcely visible, or even not present.
(L) Ho flattening of the metatarsi.
\ rm*8
; klle r^»ht foot is a little wasted in comparison with left.
\1.) Ihe right patella has sonic oval scars below centre.
1
(2.) Hears present, margins uncolourcd,
.
27S-C
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(1.) There was at first a desquamating reddened patch below the right knee; in June this had
disappeared.
,
(2.) There is no patch ; but its site, or immediate neighbourhood, is ansesthetic.
_
(1.) Eight hand: the metacarpus flattened, interossei wasted, thenar and hypothenar eminences- not
distinctly wasted.
,
(2.) Metacarpus very markedly (and more) flattened, interossei wasted, thenar eminence markedly ■
wasted, hypothenar scarcely at all.
(1.) Eight index finger : thickened, not easily flexed, distal phalanx nearly absorbed, nail normal.
(2.) The same, but the joints more fixed; tho nail is now diminished in all directions, and is about
one-third normal size.
_
Additional: the ultimate phalanx of right thumb is undergoing absorption, the thumb consequently
tapers ; the joint is not fully mobile ; the nail is markedly'curved both forwards and laterally.
(1.) Left metacarpus not as much arched as normal.
(2.) Left metacarpus is now more distinctly flattening.
(1.) Backs of hands, wrists, and fingers reddened and shiny.
...
.
(2.) The same, hut more so; hair nearly gone from central part; it is now quite clear that this state
of the skin is abnormal, and not due (as conjectured it might be at first) to weather, &c.
(1.) Forearms : skin roughened on extensor and outer surfaces.
(2.) The skin in these situations is rather a little altered and perhaps a little thickened here and
there, and very slightly roughened ; hair not fallen.
(1.) Over the first dorsal vertebra, towards the left shoulder, and at about the angle of the eighth
rib, left side, three red and rough patches of skin nearly circular.
_
(2.) The two latter had either disappeared or had left indecisive evidence behind them : the first was
' present. The doubtful remains towards left shoulder being pricked were found quite anesthetic
(this was done quite unexpectedly by the patient, and before Ins attention had been drawn to
this kind of examination ; bis face being watched by another, it was plain ho was unaware that he
had been pricked—cuticle penetrated).
(1.) Sensation in the above patches apparently normal.
(2.) See above.
(1.) Orbicular muscles normal.
(2.) Orbieukrs (of eyes) normal.
(1.) Eight cubital; decidedly enlarged; slight local swelling above tbe notch.
_
(2.) The same.
(1.) Left cubital: small, not easily traceable upwards.
(2.) About the same; not easy to follow above the notch.
(1.) Both peroueals hard, round, and smooth.
(2 ) The right peroneal much smaller than the left; the left hard, round, and smooth.
(1.) Pilocarpine: Dr. Sawkins, October, 1S!M ; l-6th ; moderate sweating ; both bands and both feet
absolutely dry; back of right forearm, and right wrist; scaly patches on either shin (since dis
appeared) and below right knee, remained dry. Dr. Taylor, 22nd dune, lSi).3 ; l-5th ; feet and
right hand drv, also skin over tibia ot right foot (leg ?); lingers of left hand remained dry, but
slight moisture over back of hand, more freely over palm. Face and neck slight,
(2.) 1-Tth ; right hand, and a triangular portion of skin on posterior aspect of forearm as wide as the
' wrist-joint at tho bottom, apex about 6 inches above it, remained absolutely dry; the left hand
sweated quite slightly, the first phalanges less, the second and third less still; right foot remained
dry, the left had very moderate moisture ; the spot over first dorsal vertebra sweated less than
surrounding skin; another spot about the 12th dorsal made appearance under pilocarpine, and
sweated less than surrounding skin.
From my report of 2lst .Time, the difficulties thrown by this patient in the way of tests applied to
sensation are apparent, and he still answered rather what he thought would testify to a normal state than
what he really experienced. In the case of the shoulder macula, already mentioned, and iu that of a site
of a former macula below the right knee, I got qnite trustworthy indications; so also I did during
examination of the feet. But at whatever apparently abnormal part he was pricked, though he some
times correctly spoke of the pin-point, yet it was quite clear that he nowhere received the sharp impres
sion of pain he should have received—that is, he remained perfectly quiescent when pricked at those spots,
and merely spoke of “ something sharpish,” though he flinched in a normal way.when much more slightly
pricked on probably healthy areas. On this occasion he showed where he had been touched when he had
not been touched at all, just as he did last time, and it is worth while to remember tbo note made in the
last Appendix—that, being touched with the finger on the left foot, he flinched as though he had received
the prick with a pin he had been led to expect.
The general outcome of the above notes show's that H.J.T. remains in Ihe same state_described last
June, and there has been the improvement in general health usually (or often) observed in lepers after
admission under regular, dieting and treatment : some improvement in minor local respects, such as is
common in a disease0whose manifestations are subject to fluctuations, and advance in the trophic affec
tion in the right band, as well as increased (or at all events now manifest) wasting of the muscles of tho
left. Lastly,°and merely for the sake of form, I reaffirm tlie opinion originaily expressed by me on 5th
October, 189*.
j ASHBUETON 'THOMPSON,
-------Chief Medical Inspector,
Bead, meeting of the Board of Health held this day, ICth March, 189(5. Directed that the Presi
dent should’frame a reply and submit it to the next meetiug. He was desired to state the position in
some such terms as these 11 Dr. Taylor was admonished because be did not, with sufficient promptitude
and in accordance with law, report a case of leprosy which was in his ebarge. In his defence ho has
imported, very improperly, matters to which he has no business to refer. He actually accuses the Board
of having overlooked his reports concerning the two lepers to whom he refers. He has done this without
proper knowledge, and with great impropriety, because the Board had arrived at its decisions after full
and careful consideration.” The President was further desired to append deseriptives notes of the two
cases in question, written briefly and concisely. The papers were directed to he agate circulated in the
meantime.—C.A.S.
"____________________ ■
No. 1(5.
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No. 16.
The Principal Under Secretary to Professor Anderson Stuart.
My dear Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 16 March, 1866.
Mr. Branker would like to see you at 11 o’clock a.m. to-morrow, relative to the case of Dr.
Taylor, Medical Superintendent of the Coast Hospital, Little Bay.
•
Yours, &c.,
CEIIOIIETT -WALKER,
--------Principal Under Secretary.
I waited on Mr. Brunker, as requested, but was unable to see bim, and have not yet been able to
see him.—A.S., 19/3/96.

No. 17.
Professor Anderson Stuart to The Principal Under Secretary.
Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-street, Sydney, 19 March, 1S96.
reply to the minute of the Chief Secretary of the 17th March, 1896,1 heg to recommend that a letter
be addressed to Mr, Taylor conveying to that gentleman the Chief Secretary’s opinion as expressed in
tliat minute.
_
_
At the request of the Board of Health, I also transmit herewith for the Chief Secretary’s infor
mation a statement of the cases of two lepers, Georgie Yaw (a Chinaman) and H.J.T. (a native of this
Colony), which was adopted by the Board on the 17th instant.
In

statement of the Board’s position in regard to G-eorgic Yaw and H.J.T., at present confined in
the Lazarette.—Adopted by the Board at a meeting held on the 17th March, 1896.
G-eoeoif, Yaw is a Chinese leper, who, if liberated from the Lazarette, would he unable to maintain him
self. He would therefore have to go to an asylum for the destitute, where his presence would probably
cause much trouble to every one around him and much misery to himself. The law contemplates that a
leper certified ns such (as Georgie Yaw has been) shall be detained at the Lazarette, unless his means are
such that he can be duly and properly isolated elsewhere, which clearly is not tho case with this man.
He is therefore legally detained at the Lazarette, and, besides, that probably is also the manner in which
tho greatest amount of comfort can be oblained in tbe Colony tor him,
_
H.J.T. is a leper legally detained at the Lazarette. Owing to representations made by various
members of his family, the Board made careful inquiries into his condition, and tho Board’s officers had
many interviews with members of his family, and as a result it was found that their circumstances entirely
prevented him being maintained by his family, and from his condition he certainly would bo unable to
maintain them if released from the Lazarette and detained iu any place which might, in accordance with
the law, ho proclaimed a private lazarette. As a matter of fact, rcpresenlations were made to tho
Colonial Secretary, as tlie result of which a weekly allowance was made to his family, so poor were they.
There is no doubt at all that the Lazarette is the most suitable place for him. As illustrating the diffi
culties which a man in his position would meet if released from the Lazarette, it might bo mentioned that
it has been reported that the mere rumour in the district where they lived of their father being a leper
was sufficient to lead to the exclusion of tho members of his family from such employment as had
hitherto been open to them.
Prom this statement it will be seen that Sir. Taylor is in error in supposing that the Board had
ignored his reports concerning Georgie Yaw aud H.J.T. The action taken by the Board in both cases
was in accordance with law, after careful deliberation and minute inquiry into the circumstances.
Moreover, the Board cannot refrain from expressing the opinion that Mr. Tavdor has acted
improperly in importing these two cases as new matter into the consideration of a perfectly distinct
subject, viz., the action of the Board in directing him to be admonished for failing to obey the law by not
reporting with sufficient promptitude a case of leprosy which had come under his observation in the
Coast Hospital.
A. STUART,
----------------President.
Brief

The Principal Under Secretary to Tlie Medical Superintendent of the Coast Hospital, Little Bay.
Sir,
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 24 March, 1896.
"With reference to your letter of the 7th ultimo, submitting a report explanatory of your
conduct in relation to tho case of one Timothy O’Rourke who died in the Coast Hospital, Little Bay, on
the 9th November last, I am now directed to inform you lhat after carefully reviewing the whole of the
circumstances, the Chief Secretary considers that you are deserving of censure in not promptly reporting
the fact to the proper authorities that the deceased was suffering from leprosy, and in improperly
importing into your defence matters to which you had no business to advert.
I have, &c.,
CRITCHETT "WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.

No. IS.
The Editor, Australasian Medical Gazette, to Tlie President, Board of Health.
Dear Professor Stuart,
16, College-street, Sydney, 6 May, 1896.
At a Conned meeting held last night (Tuesday, 5th) a resolution was passed directing tho
editor of the Australasian Medical Gazette to publish, in the next issue of that journal, Dr. Taylor’s case
of leprosy. This paper is a clinical report of a case of leprosy treated by Dr. Taylor at Little Bay
Hospital,
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Hospital, but it is not accompanied by any particulars concerning Ibe post-mortem examination. Should
it not be against the rules of your Department, I would like very much to receive from your pathologist
some particulars regarding tbe post-mortem examination, which might possibly render the case more
complete, and of higher scientific interest.
Thanking you in anticipation.
Believe me, Ac.,

SAMUEL T. JUNTA GGS,
Let any post-mortem notes on this case he forwarded to Dr. Knasss.
Done.—C.A.S.

■

Editor, A.M. Gazette.
Ask authority.—A.S., 7/5/96.

No. 19.
Newspaper Extracts.

[From ihe Daily Telegraph, 1th Mag,

1896.]

Tjte Lepebs at Little Bat—An Alleged Healthy Patiekt—Hew Legislation Bequieed,

A diefeuence of opinion between medical men, between whom at times differences of opinion regarding
cases do occur, has called attention to the a])parently unsatisfactory conditions of the Leprosy Act,
especially in regard to tho detention of people confined as lepers, but who may be considered by medical
men, other than those who certified to their being diseased, not to be lepers at all. A. correspondent,
who is a medical man, writes stating that there are at present two men at the Little Bay Lazarette whom
Dr. Taylor, the Medical Superintendent, considers to be in a condition which should exempt them from
this deprivation of their liberty, as, in his opinion, they are not afflicted with leprosy, although they were
certified to be so diseased when sent into confinement, ft is further stated that representations to this
effect have frequently been made by Dr. Taylor to the Minister in whose Department this institution is,
as well as to the Board of Health, but without effect, so far as securing the release of the men is
concerned.
Irom inquiries made yesterday it would seem that the complainant has grounds for stating that,
at any rate, one of these supposed lepers is considered by the Medical Superintendent of the Lazarette lo
be a person who should be liberated. It is understood that Dr. Taylor has reported respecting this man
that there is not the remotest probability of his ever having been a leper. Hone of the symptoms of the
disease, it is alleged, can be discerned in his case, and that he is not a leper is further substantiated by
the fact that since he was taken to Little Bay he has put on flesh, being now described as stout, and that
his.general health also has improved. The other man, it is alleged, is suffering from nerve leprosy, which
difters from the virulent form of the disease, and that this man also might safely be released.
Commenting on this assumed set of facts, our correspondent remarks that it is evident that tbe
Leprosy Act is extremely defective, and that it requires immediate attention, being without effectual
safeguards, and comparing unfavourably with our carefully drawn up Lunacy Acts. By the provisions
of the lunacy law, in ordinary cases, before a lunatic can bo confined, a request, authenticated by a Justice
or Minister of religion, accompanied by two medical certificates, is required. Eor patients, when confined,
there is an Inspector-G-eneral, and there are also two official visitors, one of whom must be a medical
practitioner. The visitors must make visits at least once a month, with or without notice. Both these
and the Inspector-General can recommend the discharge of patients. A Judge of the Supreme Court
can order inquiry into the case of any confined person alleged to be sane, and order his release on result of
inquiry. A Judge can also direct inquiry into the care and treatment of a patient. Eor obviously wise
reasons, the Inspector-General and the official visitors are legally debarred from certifying any. free
person as a lunatic. It is evident that all these precautions were made because proved necessary to
prevent abuse.
As to our present Leprosy Act, it provides that immediately on any case of leprosy appearing the
medical attendant and the householder shall report it. The practice, then] is for the Board of Health to
get two practitioners to examine, and if they consider it leprosy to certify. If they concur, a warrant is
made out, and the patient conveyed to the Lazarette. Ho legal provision is made for appeal on the part
of the patient, and none for discharge, under any circumstances. Once in tho Lazarette he can do
nothing, and is there for life, and ean be subjected to neglect or cruelty by his attendants without hope
of redress unless he has political influence or power to bribe.
Our correspondent remarks that a new Leprosy Act should contain safeguards and rules of pro
cedure on the general plan of the Lunacy Acts. After notification, two physicians of wide clinical
experience should be selected to report on the case, and should he well paid, as experts. Beasonahlo
right of appeal should be given to the patient. The Lazarette should be subject to regular inspection by
physicians debarred from signing leprosy certificates, and these visitors should have powers equal to those
under the Lunacy Act. Patients should have right of appeal to a Judge, who should have power to direct
inquiry into alleged abuses. Provision for legal discipline within the Lazarette should be made. At
present it seems that a patient can commit an offence on another with impunity. A leper can scarcely bo
sent out of tlie Lazarette to gaol. There is no provision at present for criminal or insane lepers. Provision
should be made for lepers required as witnesses, plaintiffs, or defendants in Courts of law, or who may bo
acting as trustees. Provision should also be made for medical or surgical consultation in difficult cases
of illness. Proper legal provision should be taken to provide sustenance for the wives and families of
lepers. At present the bread-winner is torn from his family for no fault of his own, and shut up in a
lazarette for the sole benefit of the public; meanwhile his wretched family must beg, steal, or starve.
Provision should also be made for keeping up existing insurance policies on the lives of lepers. It should
be clearly understood that lepers are not criminals or, properly, paupers, but, within the Lazarette, free
men, isolated for the good of their fellows, and they should be treated in the most liberal ivav, and every
possible compensation given them.
'
.
would be interesting, our correspondent adds, to know whether lepers are entitled to the fran
chise or not. If they are, he says that they might claim it, and their votes would have to be taken.
Provision in a new Act should be made for allowing tlie exit of a patient from the Colony, should he so
desire. It might be desirable and economical to ofier to pay their passage-money, and a”small pension,
especially in the case of Chinese. It should be made illegal for a known leper to land as an immigrant to
the Colony.
jj0
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He also thinks that the general question of leprosy isolation should he to some extent raised.
Isolation is certainly necessary in nodular lepers when ulceration has begun. Before this takes place
there can scarcely he any appreciable shedding of leprosy bacilli, and if the patient, is to be isolated the
precautions may he a little less strict than later on. lie states that it is rather difficult to see how “ nerve
lepers,” as they are called, can he any serious danger to the community. This is a question for medical
men, hut it shows that some discretion as regards isolation and its extent might, perhaps, he allowed in the
administration of the Act, It should also be remembered, he adds, tliat in some patients the leprosy dies
out, leaving them “ cured ” so far as the leprosy goes, though maimed by its ravages.
In connection with this matter it may he stated that many medical men are of opinion that
numerous cases of leprosy exist amongst us which have escaped detection. A remarkable incident which
oecurred several years ago, when the Coast Hospital was being used for typhoid patients, is mentioned in
confirmation of this belief. Two of the patients who were being treated for typhoid were found to be in
a leprous condition. A third man, who called at the institution to inquire about one of them, was
observed by the medical officers to he a leper also, and he had the disease in a very had form. All three
were afterwards confined to the Lazarette.
’
[iO'owi the Evening News, iith May, 1S9G.]
Aileged Leceosx Scaot)at< Arm Defects irT the Lkpsost Act.
To the Editor of the Evening News.

Sm,—There are some very definite rumors published in the Evening News that a great scandal exists at
the Leper Lazarette, in that two men alleged not to be lepers are confined there, and that this has been
repeatedly brought under the notice of the authorities by Dr. Taylor, the Medical Superintendent. How,
Dr. Taylor is well known as an expert and scientific investigator in the subject of leprosy, and to have pro
bably a closer experience of that disease than any other medical man in Australia. If it be true that no
notice has been taken of his repeated reports the neglect is most culpable, and there is urgent call for
inquiry. It is certainly necessary to sift the whole matter thoroughly. It is evident that the Leprosy
Act is extremely defective, requiring immediate attention. It is totally without effectual safeguards, and
compares most unfavourably with our carefully drawn up Lunacy Acts. By the provisions of the lunacy
law, in ordinary eases, before a lunatic can he confined, a request, authenticated by a Justice or Minister
of religion, accompanied by two medical certificates of insanity, is required, Dor patients when confined
there is an Inspector-General and also two official visitors, one of whom must be a medical practitioner.
Tho visitors must make visits at least once a month, with or without notice. Both these and the InspectorGeneral can recommend the discharge of patients. A Judge of the Supreme Court can order inquiry into
the case of any confined person alleged to be sane, and order his release on result of inquiry. A Judge
can also direct inquiry into care and treatment of a patient. For obviously wise reasons the InspectorGeneral aud tho official visitors are legally debarred from the power of certifying any free person as a
lunatic. It is evident that all these precautions were made because proved necessary to prevent abuse.
How let us consider onr present Leprosy Act. It provides that immediately on any ease of leprosy
appearing the medical attendant and the householder shall report it. The practice then is for the Board
of Health to get two practitioners, one of whom is Dr. Ashburton Thompson, to examine and, if they con
sider it leprosy, to certify. If they concur, a warrant is made out and tho patient conveyed to tho
Lazarette. Ho legal provision is made for appeal on tlie patient's bohalf, and none for discharge, under
any consideration. Once in the Lazarette he can do nothing, and is there for life, and can be subjected
to neglect or cruelty by his attendants or others without hope of redress, unless he has political influence
or power to bribe. In my opinion a new Leprosy Act should contain safeguards and rules of procedure
on the general plan of the Lunacy Acts. After notification, two physicians of wide clinical experience
should be selected to report on the ease, and should be well paid, as experts. Beasonahlo right of appeal
should bo given to the patient. The Lazarette should ho subject to regular inspection by physicians
debarred from the power of signing leprosy certificates, and those visitors should have powers equal to
those under tho Lunacy Acts. Patients should have a right of appeal to a Judge, who should have power
to direct inquiry into alleged abuses. Provision for legal discipline within the Lazarette should be made.
At present it seems that a patient can commit an offence on another with impunity. A leper can scarcely
he sent out of the Lazarette to gaol. There is no provision for criminal or insane lepers. Provision
should bo made for lepers required as witnesses, plaintiffs, or defendants in Courts of law, or who may bo
acting aa trustees. Provision should also be made for medical or surgical consultation in difficult eases of
illness. Proper legal provision should he taken to provide sustenance for tho wives and families of lepers.
At present the breadwinner is torn from his family for no fault of his own, and shut up in a lazarette for
the sole benefit of tho public. Meanwhile his wretched family must beg or starve. They arc more
humane than this, I believe, at Molokai, in the Sandwich Islands. Provision should also be made tor
keeping up insurance policies on the lives of lepers who possess them. It should be clearly understood
that lepers arc not criminals, and not paupers, but, within the Lazarette, free men, isolated for the good
of their fellows, and they should he treated in the most liberal way, and every possible compensation
given to them. It would bo interesting to know whether lepers are entitled lo the franchise or not. If
they arc, they might claim it, and their votes would have to be taken. Provision in a new Act should be
taken for the exit of a patient from tbo Colony, should lie so desire it. It might be desirable and econo
mical to offer to pay their passage money and a small pension, especially in the case of Chinese. It should
also be made impossible for a known leper to land from a vessel as an immigrant to the Colony. I also
certainly think that the general question of leprosy isolation should be to some extent raised. Isolation
is certainly necessary in nodular lepers when ulceration has begun. Before this takes place there can ho
no shedding of leprosy bacilli; and, if the patient is to be isolated, it does not require such strict precau
tions as later on. Also, it is somewhat difficult to see how “ nerve lepers,” as they are called, can be any
serious danger to the community. Of course, this is a question for medical men, but it shows that some
discretion as regards isolation and its extent might perhaps bo allowed in the administration of the Act.
It. should also ho remembered that iu some patients the leprosy dies out, leaving them “ cured ” so far as
the leprosy goes, though maimed by its ravages. Commending my remarks to the serious consideration
of the public.
Yours, &c,,
PHYSICIAN'.
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[From the Daily Telegraph, 2\st April,

1896.]

LEPJiOSY.—THK CASE OF THE CHINESE &AEDENEH.

To the Editor,

Sir,—Under tliis heading a statement appeared in to-day’s issue of the Daily Telegraph from Professor
Anderson Stuart, which calls for comment. Dr. Stuart evidently feels that some explanation or excuse is
required to sustain his action in causing the public arrest of this unfortunate man—an arrest which
necessitated his being chased through the streets of the city as if he were a criminal, and carried off to the
Coast Ilospital, in spite of his violent protests and resistance. The extraordinary justification advanced
by Professor Stuart, to the minds of unprejudiced people, is no justification at all, but tho reverse. Ho
says, “It has now been definitely ascertained that the man has the disease known as psoriasis.....................
this complaint sometimes requires close observation to distinguish it from leprosy.'1 But, sir, it must be
well known to Professor Stuart that the Leprosy Act gives him no power whatever to arrest a man for
purposes of observation, or on more suspicion, and now that these suspicions prove to be quite
unfounded, I ask,—Who is to compensate this poor fellow for the loss of his liberty and the ruin of his
business ? If such action is passed over without condemnation, no person who may suffer from any
common aud innocent skin affection can consider himself safe. It must be remembered, too, that while
the Leprosy—like tlie Lunacy—Act requires a certificate from two medical men before the patient can
be interned, it provides none of the checks and safeguards of the latter against errors on the part of tlie
certifiers. Under the Lunacy Act there is subsequent periodic inspections and examinations of the
patients by competent independent visitors, medical and lay, the former being expressly debarred from
certifying in the first instance, so that they may he absolutely unbiased. Tlie Leprosy Act contains
no such wise provision, and therefore once a patient is incarcerated in the Lazarette there is no appeal for
him or her, except to the man who has originally certified that ho or she is a leper. Professor Stuart
acknowledges that a mistake has been made in this case. Is it not possible that in other instances tho
mistake may have proceeded further, and that in the absence of this independent inspection some one or
more unfortunates may he now dragging out their days in the most horrible of all prisons—a lazarette—
exposed, too, to the risk of eventually really contracting the disease?
On several occasions, if I mistake not, the President of the Board of Health has urged the advisa
bility of an Act to render compulsory the notification of all kinds of infectious diseases, but with the
warning before ns of the disposition of the President of the Board to autocratic aud inconsiderate action,
the public will do well to pause before entrusting this gentleman with powers which may be used in a
tyrannical and oppressive manner.
Tours, &e,
Sydney, 17 th April.
--------HAAMAU.
The President of the Board of Health (Professor Anderson Stuart'), when seen yesterday, stated
“ that this man never was at the Lazarette at any time as a leper, and that he was not arrested at the
instance of the Board of Health. The chief medical officer saw the man, and reported that he was in such
a miserable condition that it would be a charity if he could be taken .to tbe hospital and treated for his
disease, whatever it was, and pointed out that during that time he would, of course, bo under observation.
After being at tbe hospital for a few days the man, or his friends, wished to get him out, and he was
allowed to leave in the ordinary course of events. When the ambulance uas sent for the man tho driver
was instructed to apply to the policeman who had the case in hand, because he alone knew where tho man
was to be found. Anything that may have been done by the police authorities after that was their own
action, aud was certainly not done at the instance of tho Board of Health.”
IGtfi April, 1896.]
Australian Freedom.

[Erom the Evening News,

To the Editor of the Evening News.

Sir,—I notice iu the papers of to-day a report of the ■“ capture” (!!) of a “ supposed leper,” who was
publicly arrested in Sydney by the police, conveyed as a common criminal to the police-slation. confined
there, and afterwards thrust into an ambulance and taken against his will to the Coast Hospital, where, I
suppose, he is still confined. Non, I would like to know by what authority this man was thus outrageously
deprived of his liberty in defiance of the laiv of the land. Do we live in Eussia or in a free British
colony ? Under the Leprosy Act of New South Wales it is lawful to confine a man in the Lazarette
after he has been duly certified as a leper by two suitable medical practitioners. But here we have a
man, not certified as a leper, arrested without notice, torn from his business, aud this, according to one
newspaper, after most violent resistance, thrust into durance, and kept so at the pleasure of some unknown
autocrat, apparently to wait for the slow development of symptoms which may enable him at length to
be certified and confined in tho Lazarette. If such symptoms do not appear, he is nevertheless to bo
confined at the Coast Hospital. He can no more be legally detained there for an hour than for life.
Perhaps lie is to be kept there for life. "Who knows? But lhe case is indeed far worse than this. We
are told that the man is not considered to be a leper, but that he is suffering from another disease—
psoriasis. This, too, was well known, as we learn that Dr. Ashburton Thompson examined him a fort
night ago. The law enacts that a case suspected to be one of leprosy must be reported without loss of
lime. Dr. Thompson, however, cannot have considered it suspicious of leprosy, or a fortnight would, not
have been allowed to elapse in the face of the Act before dealing with the case. On the other hand, Dr.
Thompson is reported to have called it psoriasis. Nevertheless, this unfortunate sufferer was pounced on
and dragged off by his gaolers to the police-station, and imprisoned for the crime of having psoriasis, and
is, I suppose, still iUegally imprisoned for the same. Was any more abominably disgracoful act than
this ever perpetrated in the history of New South Wales? Nowhere else, save in Eussia, would anyone
dare to commit such an atrocious outrage on liberty. Who is safe? No wonder he violently resisted.
Will he be charged at the Police Court with resisting a policeman in the execution of his duty {sic) ?
I siucerely hope he will take legal action—firstly, to get his liberty ; secondly, to get substantial damages
for the injury to his liberty; and thirdly, to teach a much-needed lesson to those responsible.
Tours. &c.,
10th April, 1896.
HABEAS COEPUS.
[Erom
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Lepeost Administration.
Tee statements published by us yesterday regarding the Littlo Bay Lazaretto and the need for reform
in legislation affecting lepers are such as demand inquiry. Burnished as they were by a medical
man who does not speak from hearsay, and who must be assumed to have more knowledge of tho subject
dealt with than anybody outside the profession, they embody allegations which cannot be ignored. It
was asserted that there are now in the Little Bay Hospital, under detention as lepers, two persons who
are not affiieted with the terrible disease. It was also said that representations to this effect have been
unnvailingly made, in the case of one of these patients at least, by the Medical Superintendent of the
Institution to the Minister in whose Department it is, and to the Board of Health. If the facts are as
thus represented, very grave injustice is being done. Not only are two persons, for whose isolation from
the rest of the community there is no warrant, incarcerated and prevented, to their own injury and that
of anybody who might have been dependent upon them, from following any occupation, but they are
subjected to a fearful risk. Tbe purpose of removing lepers from among people unattainted with the
most shocking of maladies is lo prevent the spread of it by contagion. There is much difference of
opinion among medical authorities regarding the conditions under which leprosy may he communicated ;
but it can hardly be doubted that the most likely place in which to become affected is an hospital devoted
to the care of those already afflicted. Quite apart from the other wrongs involved in laying hands upon a
man under wrongful suspieiou of leprosy, and depriving him of liberty, there is, therefore, the greater
wrong of exposing him to special danger of becoming a leper. This is obviously a matter on which the
utmost caution should be exercised by those acting under the provisions of the Leprosy Act for the pre
servation ot public health. As the Act stands, it is pointed out, no means exist for the release, or even
for the removal from among diseased persons, of anybody incarcerated as a leper, and afterwards found
to be clean in the legal sense. It is hardly believable, though, that unless the fullest assurance possible
to science had not been received by those in authority that the persons referred to wore leprous, and
Ihercfore a source of danger to tho community if liberated, something would have been done towards
causing their release. It 'would not surely have been very difficult in a matter of so much urgency to
have moved Parliament to accept such an alteration in the Act as would convey any power required.
Tbe need for an alteration in the Leprosy Act which would give the authorities power as far as
possible to remedy mistakes made does not depend upon whether the facts iu this matter are as alleged.
Our informant, in referring to the existing law, shows that persons charged with lunacy have much better
saleguards against wrongful detention than have those who are taken under control as lepers. It could
not lessen the security of the public if persons suspected of physical unfitness to bo at large were given
as full an opportunity of proving the contrary as have persons supposed to he of unsound mind. It will
certainly not be thought the best possible arrangement for the safety of the suspect, whose well-being is
as important a matter as that of any ether member ol the community, that, on the verdict of two medical
men, he should be branded as a leper aud removed to a lazaretto without an opportunity of appeal. Brom
the fortunate circumstance that it is a disease of comparatively rare occurrence among us, leprosy is not
so well understood by medical men. generally speaking, as are most other maladies. And, considering
how often we sec the widest divergence of opinion among them regarding questions of diagnosis or
treatment, tho fact that two are found to agree upon the nature of the disease seems hardly a reason why
that should practically be an end of the matter. The most important phase of the questions raised by
our informant concerning leprosy administration is this of the safety of the individual as against the
community. But there are others indicated which seem to call for remedial legislation. If, as is
stated, rhero is no provision made for the punishment of persons within the Lazaretto who may assault
others, a fresh horror is added to that undesirable place, especially for anybody wrongfully detained there.
And it is hardly conceivable that a leper who had broken the Jaw would be dealt with in tbe ordinary
manner by the usual processes, and admitted to gaol among uncontaminated prisoners. There are other
features of the present law anil administration referred to which are well worthy of being considered by
Parliament with a view to their reform. Whether or not the allegations made are all true, it is sure that
a full inquiry into them would do much to remove doubts from the public mind as to how lepers are dealt
with—doubts which may exist both on the ground of public policy and that of humanity.
[From the Daily Telegraph, %th May,

The Lepers at Little Bay.—Action op the Board of Health.
In yesterday’s issue of the The Daily Telegraph, there were published the essential portions of a
communication from a medical man regarding tho position of some of the patients at the Little Bay
Lazarette. It was stated that Dr, Taylor, the Medical Superintendent of the institution, had reported
to the Minister in charge of 1he Health Department, as well as to tbo Board of Health, that oue, if not
two, of tlie patients at Little Bay was not in such a condition of health as to necessitate bis further
detention, and that the representations by Dr. Taylor had been ineffectual, the men, despite this report,
being still confined at tho station, ffrom inquiries made yesterday it would seem that Dr. Taylor reported
on several different occasions regarding the condition of one of the men, whom he is convinced is not
really a leper, and should therefore be released. The medical officers by whose advise the Board of
Health acta in these matters, however, take a different view from that taken by Dr. Taylor, they certifying
that both of the men whose leprosy the Superintendent questioned were suffering from tho disease in a
contagious form. The dilliculty which arose from the doctors differing so absolutely had to he decided by
the Board of Health. It appears, from inquiries made at the Health Office yesterday, that the Board
thoroughly investigated the matter. Indeed, a large file of correspondence on the subject was exhibited
to the reporter who sought information on the subject, as the result of the investigations which the Board
had made before coming to a decision. Tho decision which it arrived at was against the view taken by Dr.
Taylor, and the men consequently continue to reside at Little Bay. It is understood that tho difference
of opinion regarding one ot the patients turns on the question whether nerve leprosy is contagious.
On this point the Health authorities hold a very positive opinion that it is contagious. Tho
differcuce between nerve leprosy and skin leprosy, it was explained, is that in tho former the bacillus
confines its action to the nerves, and is, therefore, more difficult to discover. But that the organism is
present in eases of nerve leprosy lias been demonstrated in Sydney by the discovery of the bacillus also in
the skin in this form of the disease. The difference in tho contagious properties of nerve leprosy and skin
leprosy

leprosy is, therefore, considered to he soleiy one of degree, both being contagious, though the nerve
variety being less so than the other. Another point taken in onr correspondent's letter was that tho
esisting law was defective in respect to tho provisions under which n patient might be released. It was
necessary, it was alleged, that the same two phvsiciajis who certified that the subject was diseased should
certify that he was not, otherwise he could not he relensod. The certificate of any other two medical men,
our correspondent stated, would not suffice. This, however, is not a correct reading of the law ; all that
the Leprosy Act provides on this matter being that the Health Board should satisfy itself regarding a
patient’s condition. The manner or method by which the Board should satisfy itself upon this subject is
left wholly to is own discretion. But upon this question tho Board disclaims the malevolence implied in
a charge of detaining a man in the Lazarette when he is really not a leper. The Board has no personal
interest to serve in thus imprisoning a man if he is not diseased. Its sole concern is the public safety,
and when once a man has been certified to be a leper it has to be very certain that ho is not before he can,
or should ho released. As a matter of fact, tbose patients in whom tbe virulence of tbo disease lias
exhausted itself, are released as soon as it is known for certain tliat tlie danger of contagion is past; for,
although the disease is one which cannot bo cured by the application of any known treatment, yet nature
itself in some instances overcomes the affliction, and in those cases the patients may be spoken of as
having recovered. In no case does the Board ever detain a man in whom a recovery is properly
uthenticated.
[From fhe Daily Telegraph, §th May,
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The Lepeost Act asd its Ajhiiktsteation.

'

To the JEiitor.

Sin,—In to-day’s Daily Telegraph is a rejoinder, not an answer, from the authorities of tlie Board of
Health, to a letter of mine on leprosy matters. I venture to say that it is a most inaccurate, misleading,
and unsatisfactory one. 1 make certain strictures on the Leprosy Act and its administration, and the
Health authorities, unable to refute these, make a number of totally irrelevant statements, and, indeed,
show the utter weakness of their position by setting up an altogether new accusation, attributing it to
me, and then saying that it is 11 not a correct reading of the law.” This method of meeting arguments is
many centuries old. Indeed, it is rotten with age ; and the Health authorities should not rely on such
sorry weapons. I certainly said that a new leprosy law should be assimilated to the lunacy law in pro
viding for official visitors possessing the power of recommending the discharge of patients, and debarred
from the power of committing free persons to the Lazaretto as lepers by certifying. And I adhere to
this opinion.
"
_ _ _ With your permission, I will now proceed to quote the statements of the Health authorities, and
criticise them. We read—“The medical officers by whose advice the Board of Health acts in these
matters, however, take a different view from that taken by Hr. Taylor, they certifying that both of tho
men whose leprosy the Superintendent questioned were suffering from the disease in a contagious form.
The difficulty which arose from the doctors differing so absolutely had to bo decided by tho Board of
Health.” It is now ten months since Hr. Taylor first raised the question. How, sir, trill the Health
authorities state whel her any notice whatever was taken of Dr. Taylor’s report ten months ago? Will
they state whether Dr. Taylor has ever been called on, from that day to this, to give his reasons for
making such report? "Will they please give the dates, if any? Again, will the Health authorities give
the date on which “ the medical officers by whose advice the Board of Health acts,” wero requested, if at
all, to report ? And, further, will the Board of Health state the names of the same medical officers
who “certified that both the patients whoso leprosy the Superintendent questions had leprosy in a
contagious form ” ? Will they state the dates on wduch the patients were examined, and the reports sent
in? And what was the date on which the Board was called on to decide the difficulty of conflicting
medical opinion ? These are fair questions, and if the facts arc as the authorities allege they can be
easily answered, and in a categorical maimer.
"We are told that the Board “thoroughly investigated the matter.” I besr leave to ask when and
where did the “ thorough investigation” take place. I maintain that in a case of such extreme gravity,
in which a man of large and special experience states that one patient is clearly not a leper at all, ami
that another has symptoms very decidedly less marked than those of other patients who have been
specially examined, and not certified from lack of sufficient evidence of loprosy, I maintain, I say, that
nothing short of a vory serious reconsideration of tho whole case, and the commissioning of additional
experienced consultants, can be demanded or accepted, and the reasons, in full, of the Medical Super
intendent should he, and should have been called for. .Next, “a large pile of correspondence on the
subject was exhibited to the reporter.” I do not observe that it was given to the reporter to read. I go
on to say that the Health authorities dare not publish tlie correspondence in any professional journal.
Again, “ it is understood than the difference of opinion regarding one of the patients turns on the question
whether nerve leprosy is contagious ?” Allow ino to remark that it is not so “ understood” at all, and
that it does not turn on the question whether nerve leprosv is contagious. The real questiou at issue has
been categorically stated above. There are several otlier-nerve lepers in tbe Lazarette, and their ease was
not mentioned. The present law enacts that isolation shall be enforced without any exceptions, and the
Board has no power to discharge a nerve leper, however unnecessary, antiquated, and cruel the law.
I will now go a little further into the subject of nerve loprosy. We are told that “ on this point'
the Health authorities hold a very positive opinion that it is contagions.” We are also told, as if it were
a sort of discovery, the honor of which belongs to some authority in Sydney, that the presence of the
leprosy bacillus has been demonslrated in tho skin of nerve lepers. I was certainly somewhat astonished
to hear that this seemed to be considered by the Health authorities as something new. 1 recommend the
authorities to read some of the modern literature of leprosy. They will then discover that the presence of
leprosy bacilli in the skin of nerve lepers was, at any rate, well known to others. It was certainly well
known to me. But, notwithstanding this, I stated not only that it was difficult to see how nerve lepers
could be a serious danger to the community, but also that the question whether nodular lepers, before
ulceration, required strict segregation was worthy of careful consideration. The columns of a lay journal
are scarcely a suitable place for the discussion of a medical question like this, but 1 adhere to my position,
and
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and am perfectly ready to give ample reasons for it, if called on. I also venture to remark to tlie Health
authorities that if they persist in holding, with regard to nerve loprosy, “ a very positive opinion that it
is contagions,” demanding segregation in a lazarette, in opposition to the direct and Indirect teaching of
all modern authority, that they should justify themselves by proceeding to prove their position, which I
know they cannot do.
Tours, &c.,
Sth May.
-------PHYSICIAN.
In the official statement which has been made on behalf of the Board of Health in connection
with the administration of tho Leprosy Act there is a discrepancy which unfortunately occurs at a vital
stage of the statement. The allegation was that two persons are being detained iu the Lazarette who
are not lepers. Q1lie Board replies that that is not so. Then it becomes a fair question—How does the
Board know ? And tlie answer is that the medical officers, by whose advice the Board acts in these
matters, report that the two men have leprosy in a contagious form ; and that as “ all that the Loprosy
Act provides is that the Health Board should satisfy itself regarding a patient’s condition,” there is an
end of the whole subject. But that end is not so acceptable unofficially. The authority for saying that
these two men are not afflicted with leprosy, or with contagious leprosy, is that of the Medical Super
intendent of the Lazarette, who has been in charge of the lepers for some time, and who has presumably
acquired an amount of leprosy knowledge in actual experience which very few doctors indeed have. As
against his evidence is simply that of other physicians who may or may not know as much about the
disease as the Superintendent does, hut who certainly have not had his opportunities of daily observation
of the disease and those who suffer from it, and who, above all, may be those who originally certified that
the questioned men were lepers. In that case they may either have reported that their original diagnosis
was correct, or adhered to it because their experience and opinions are what they were when they first
reported. If this is so, it may be said without any disrespect to the Board’s medical advisers that their
report is not enough. The Board is said to have men incarcerated in the Lazarette who ought not to be
there, and there is a conflict of opinion between its Medical Superintendent and its medical advisers. The
only satisfactorv way of disproving the statement is by taking the advice of physicians who are neither
connected with the Board nor with the kittle Bay Hospital.

No. 20.

Leprosy Histopathology—T.O’ll.—Eight figures.
•
Necrocsy, tliirtv hours after death. Specimens forwarded to the Laboratory by the Medical Superin
tendent of the Coast Hospital. Skin, ulnar nerve, popliteal nerve, spleen, and testis were examined.
Skin, portion of a tubercular nodule in eyebrow. Epidermis, hair follicles, and sebaceous glands normal in
structure. Cells of rete contain a small amount of pigment. Corium thickened, papillary layer
obliterated, the line between dermis and epidermis being flattened out. Tho corium is extensively
infiltrated wiih cellular elements. These consist of round, oval, and irregularly-shaped cells, each containing
a single nucleus or occasionally two, but multinucleatcd masses (“lepra cells”) were not seen. The cells
occur in all parts of the corium dissociating the fibrous tissue, but the immediate subepidermal layer is
comparatively free from them. The subcutaneous tissue shows some cellular infiltration of the areolar
tissue between the fat cells, hut is otherwise normal. Some striped muscular fibres seen were normal.
The M. Arrectores pili. where seen, were normal in appearance. Nerve endings were not seen. Section
of cutaneous nerves shows cellular infiltration between the fibres, hut the fibres themselves were normal.
Sweat glands normal. Blood-vessels present a variety of appearances, some normal, some with thickening
of the external coat, some partly or completely occluded. Numerous thin-walled vessels are present.
Bacilli are present in enormous numbers, as will be seen from the accompanying photomicrographs. They
are situated in all parts of the corium and in the subcutaneous tissue, but in the subepidermal layer they
are less numerous than in other parts of the corium. They were not found in the epidermis sebaceous
glands, sweat glands, nor iu the blood-vessels, but were present in several of the hair follicles and in tho
nerves. Both these appearances are shown in the accompanying photographs. The bacilli occur singly
and in groups. The groups consist sometimes of’a few bacilli, and sometimes of very large numbers
forming masses from four to five times the size of a leucocyte. The bacilli are loosely or densely aggre
gated, and lie occasionally parallel but usually across one another at all angles. Many of the smaller
groups are seen to be within monouclear cells, which are often enlarged and have their nuclei situated
eccentrically. In other cases the groups are isolated and have no apparent relation to the cells, though
they commonly have a rounded cell-like form. These are best seen in the comparatively cell free
subepidermal layer and in the subcutaneous tissue. In yet other places the bacilli occur in large masses
in rounded or oval spaces, which they do not always fill up. The appearances suggest that these are
transverse and oblique sections of lymphatics completely or partially filled with bacilli. Sometimes there
is an apparently endothelial lining to these spaces (pAde fig.), but this appearance may be due to condensed
fibrous tissue round the group. Such spaces are extremely numerous, and although most conspicuous in
sections treated by Luna’s method, are readily seen on those which have been passed through alcohol and
xylol, or bergamot oil, in the ordinary way.
'
Besides those already mentioned there are groups having an elongated or irregular outline.
In the looser groups the bacilli are embedded in a hyaline or faintly granular matrix. Between
the groups there are. innumerable bacilli, either single or in twos and threes, lying side by side or end to
end. and in the latter case usually forming an angle. No definite chains were observed. The bacilli in
the hair follicles occur singly and in small groups, and lie between the epithelial cells. In the nerves
they also occur in small groups and singly between the fibres. Individual bacilli are from 2'5 /a to 4 ja
long, and about B ^ broad. The majority arc straight, some slightly curved or twisted ; outline often
irregular ; ends tapering or rounded ; sometimes swollen, rarely pointed; moniliform staining, the ends
often staining more deeply than the rest of the bacillus. Club-shaped and irregular forms are not
common. In the groups there are many short rods, rounded and granular forms.
Ulnar Nerve.—Section measures 6 mm. in diameter.
Under the microscope the sections show
hyperplasia of tlie interstitial tissue and sheath, with numerous round, oval, and irregular cells in groups
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and strings between tbe fibres. Many nerve fibres are normal, but tbe majority are degenerated, con
sisting only of primitive sbeath and myelin droplets. Bacilli are very numerous. They_ occur m and
outside of the cells; in tbe latter case either free or in matrix substance. They present similar appear
ances to those already described.
_
,
,
1 .
Popliteal Nerve —Section oval, measures 7 mm. by 5 nun. Microscopic sections show hyperplasia
of tbe sheath and perineurium, and in less degree of the endoneurium (V. photo), lhe increased tissue
contains round, oval, and irregular cells, for the most part mononucleated, but in one or two places large
cells containing many nuclei (eight to twelve) were seen (V photo.) Normal nerve fibres are scanty ;
the majority were degenerated, presenting similar appearances to those already described. Blood-vessels
either normal in appearance or have thickened adventitia, and are frequently surrounded by leucocytes.
Bacilli are very numerous. They occur mostly in groups in and outside of cells iu the perineurium and
endoneurium. They present no unusual characters.
n
i n
Spleen_Tissue very soft. Under the microscope sections show capsule normal, trabecula; Jess
obvious than in a normal spleen, but where seen thickened any containing many spindle any round nuclei
The Malpighian corpuscles are normal iu appearance, but the arteries have thickened walls. The cells of
tlie pulp are of normal appearance. The sinuses are very full ot blood, and there are numerous small
circumscribed and diffuse hastnorrhages. Between the cells there is a large amount of granular material ;
no multinucleatcd are observed. The blood-vessels in the trabecula) are dilated, and ha^e thickened
external coats. Bacilli are very numerous (V. photo). They occur singly and in groups within and
outside of cells. The groups are sometimes dense ; sometimes loose. In the latter ease there is a faintly
granular matrix. Individual bacilli measure 2'5 p. to 4 p. long, and about 3 p. broad. They are usually
straight, have rounded or tapering ends, sometimes swollen, or rarely pointed. Moniliform staining.
Irregular forms are common in the groups. In the smear preparations from the spleen the bacilli were
found sometimes in cells, sometimes free, in groups and singly. The larger groups were round or
irregular in outline, and when loosely formed there was a faintly granular matrix. They contained many
short, oval, rounded, and granular forms.
,,
Pettis (V photo.)—Tunica albuginea thickened and densely fibrous, trabecula thickened by fibrous
tissues containing round, oval, and irregular cells, each with a single nucleus ; no multinucleated cells
were seen. Tubules involved in the fibrosis often distorted. Many contained tbe remains of epithelium,
and in some lining, spermatogenic cells, and spermatoblasts can be made out, and no definite spermatozoa
were detected, fhe epididymis was not examined. Bacilli were very numerous. They occur chiefly m
the inlertubular tissue, the cunica being free, hut they are present within the lumina of tbe seminiferous
tubules. They occur singly and in groups. The groups are, as a rule, small. Sometimes, however,
are three or four times as large as a leucocyte, and are composed of loosely or densely aggregated bacilli
arranged irregularly. They occur in the cells, and in a granular matrix, and in the latter case are rounded
or irregular in outline. Innumerable bacilli lie between the groups, in cells and free, singly or in twos
and threes, parallel or at an angle. Individual bacilli measure 2 p. to 4 p, in length, and about 3 p.
broad. The majority are straight, but slightly curved and twisted forms are not uncommon. Ends
rounded or tapering ; often swollen, seldom pointed. Outline generally slightly irregular. Moniliform
staining, tbe ends being commonly more deeply stained than in the rest of the bacillus. Short, oval,
and granular forms common in the groups. Many granular masses, retaining a faint pink colour, but
showing no bacterial contents, are also present.
Summary and Memarks.

Tbe microscopical appearances are those of generalised tuberous leprosy. _
_
_
The skin presented the typical appearance of tuberous leprosy, characterised by cellular invasion
of the cutis, and the presence of innumerable bacilli.
_
The demonstration of bacilli in tbe hair follicles confirms the observations of Babes and others.
Tho nerves showed progressing fibrosis, with the destruction of nerve fibre consequent on leprous
invasion.
,
•
i , , n
The spleeu showed congestion, softening, and destruction of tissue, and was invaded by leprosy
bacilli.
_
...
,
The testis showed progressing interstitial sclerosis, with destruction of proper tissue, consequent on
leprous invasion.
It will be observed that leprosy bacilli were found in every tissue examined. Since these com
prised skin, nerves, spleen, and testis, it is safe to assume that thev were distributed throughout the
whole body, and that incalculable numbers were present. The extensive fibrous changes observed in tbe
nerves, aud especially in tho testis, show that the disease had existed for a considerable time. ^
The enormous number of bacilli, their wide distribution, and the extensive pathological changes
produced by them, warrant the conclusion that this patient was fairly riddled with leprosy.
Notes explanatory of Photomicrographs.

1. Lepromatous skin, from eyebrow, showing cellular invasion of cutis. x35. The cutis will be
seen to be thickened by granulomatous tissue.
_
2. Lepromatous skin, from eyebrow, showing leprosy bacilli. xl,O00. The photograph shows the
enormous number of bacilli, and their situation in relation to cells.
^
3. Lepromatous skin, from eyebrow ; leprosy bacilli in cutaneous nerve. xvoO. The photograph
shows the cellular and bacillary invasion.
4. Lepromatous skin, from eyebrow ; leprosy bacilli in hair follicle. x7£>0. The photograph shows
the groups of leprosy bacilli between the epithelial cells of the follicle.
^
5. Popliteal nerve, transverse section showing marked fibrosis. s35. The increase of tho perineuriin,
and. to a less extent, the endoneurim, is well seen in the photograph.
(5. Spleen, showing leprosy bacilli, x 1,030. The photograph shows the groups of bacilli in the
splenic pulp.
i
7. Testis, showing leprosy bacilli, xl.000. The photograph shows the fibrosed stroma, and the
enormous number of bacilli present in it.
•
Xn. 21.
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No. 21.
The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital, to The President, Board oi! Health.
®'r’
Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 8 May, 1896.
.
I have the lionor to state that the publicity given to my name in the Daily Telegraph and
evening papers makes it necessary for me, as a public servant, to forward you my view of the subject
therein referred to. Every attention is given to the unfortunate men and women in the Lazarette, and
ail that care and sympathy can do for them by myself and attendants has been done. The patients them
selves constitute the best evidence upon this matter, and to them I respectfully refer you.
I notice in the Daily Telegraph of this day that a reporter who asked fo*r information at the Board
of Health was informed, “ The medical officers by whose advice the Board of Health act in these matters,
however, take^a different view from that taken by Dr. Taylor, they certifying that both of tbe men whose
leprosy the Superintendent questioned were suffering from the disease in a contagious form.” It is
evident to me that this statement (if correctly reported) is unsatisfactory. The only medical expert from
whom the Board of Health appear to ask advice iu eases of doubt about leprous disease is Dr. Ashburton
Thompson,, the certifying of cases being done by that gentleman and Dr. Goode. Dr. Thompson’s published
statement in regard to the contagiousness of leprosy reads as follows :—
“ British Medical Journal, 14th December, 1894, page 1514—1 Ts leprosy a Telluric disease ? ’
. “ A( renaissance in the nineteenth century of the product of mediaeval ignorance into medieval
egoism.. 1 The extremely severe laws against the liberty of lepers in force in five colonies amount to the
hardship of adding imprisonment for life to the infliction of incurable disease.’ ”
. I cannot think that Dr. Goode certified the patient Thompson as suffering from leprosy in a con
tagious form. How, in the case of Thompson, even admitting him lo be a nerve leper (and T submit that
the evidence of tliat disease to be discovered about the man is not sufficient to warrant his being detained
in the Lazarette) ho can be pronounced a danger to the public health if at large, J fail to understand. The
most distinguished experts in leprosy, such as Hansen and Looft, recording as their experience that the
bacillus is never found in the discharges from a nerve leper. If this be admitted as correct, bow a man in
robust health, who from the date of his admission into the Lazarette (10th October, 1894) has never had
a day of sickness or the least evidence of advancing disease, whose ulnar nerve, which constituted the
chief evidence of leprosy (vide my paper in the Australasian Medical Gazette of January last) is distinctly
diminishing in size, and who, although he has been continually knocking about on the rocks, fishing, &c..has
never suffered frdm ulceration of the affected hand or foot, so easily induced in a nerve leper. °How'this
man can be pronounced to have the disease in a contagious form requires, in my opinion, a definite answer.
In the case of Timothy O'Eourke I was censured by you, and also by the Minister, to whom I
appealed. 1 must therefore infer that many of the cases examined by me, in whom, as I have already
staled in tho Australasian Medical Gazette, I discovered certain symptoms suspicious of leprosv, hut
whom I could not certify as suffering from that disease, would, had the Board of Health known I failed
to report upon them, have been included iu the censure. The man Buckman reported by me was certified
by Dr. Thompson aud discharged. This case has already been referred to in my former letters, and it is
therefore unnecessary that I comment upon it.
About the middle of last year two women were examined by Dr. Thompson, aud certified by that
gentleman as suffering from nerve leprosy. Dr. Goode refused to certify them. Dr. Scot-Skirviug was
then .requested to examine the cases, that gentleman also refusing to certify. 1 respectfully ask the
President of the Board of Health to hand the papers connected with tho examination of these women, the
papers connected with the examination and certification of Hung Tung, reported by me as suffering from
tubercular leprosy and beri beri upon 22nd January last, and the papers eonueeted v, ith the examination and
certification of the men Thompson, Buckman, aud Ah Tou to any gentleman having a large clinical
exjierience in disease, and whose judgment may be relied upon by professional men, aud ask him to give
an opinion as to.the consistency of action with regard to these eases, and whether or not, from the opinions
and statements in these papers, I was justified in stating that I exercised extreme caution in reporting
suspicious cases of nerve leprosy. I have now been two years and two months in medical charge of the
Lazarette. The misery.in that most miserable place appeals to me, perhaps, more strongly than it does
to those who only occasionally visit there. I therefore trust that my earnestness and desire to do what I
consider to be right may not be misconstrued by the Board.
I have, Ac,,
G. H. TATLOlt,
___________
Medical Superintendent.
No. 22.
The Australasian Medical Gazette.
Lepuost Inquiuy.—GiiOrojj Henry Taylor, Meihc-AT, Sui'erintendent, Cox.vr Hospital.
20 January, TS9G.
I hate been nearly two years in medical charge of tho Coast Hospital and Leper Lazarette,‘and as a
considerable part of my time has been spent in investigating leprosy, and particularly nerve leprosy, I am
now able to bring some of the results of my work under your notice. The details may appear lo be
trifling, but they represent a large amount of tedious work, and. I think, have not been'noticed by any
other observer.
iXerve leprosy in its early stages is an exceedingly obscure disease, and not unfrequently baffles
tbe most careful and experienced examiners when tbe question of a definite diagnosis is necessary, the
more so as the diagnosis involves the question of committing the patient to the Lazarette.
*
. . It occurred to me at an early dale of my stay here that it was necessary in order to make my
opinion a valuable one that I should examine the patients in the general hospital as I would do in the
case of a suspected leper, and compare carefully the various departures from w'hat I deemed to be a
normal standard. After examining several hundreds of patients in this manner, i know that it is not
uncommon to find thickening and tenderness of one or more of the nerves, particularly the ulnar and
peroneal, with sensation referred downwards when the nerve is pressed upon, and that after very careful
tests a slight amounl of anaesthesia and analgesia can frequently be detected in tbe skin supplied bv tho
affected
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affected nerves, with occasional slight termal anesthesia. (I cannot have examined less than thirty
patients who had these symptoms, and all of them were quite unaware of their condition,) In three cases
I noticed eruptions of bulhe upon the hands and feet.
In all these cases of nerve disease, debility, and pains, described as rheumatic, and confined to the
limbs, were present.
, .
In my opinion this condition can only be accounted for in two ways—(1) That the majority of
them were cases of nerve leprosy in a very early stage. (2) That it was from a cause not yet recognised.
In favour of the first it may be argued that leprosy is endemic in New South Wales. That all the cases
were anscmic, debilitated, and suffered from pains in the limbs. That all other known nerve diseases
could be excluded.
_
.
From amongst all these cases I have excluded all those in which there was a history of possible
injury to the nerve. Jt also occurred to me, and unfortunately only very lately, that unless there was some
indication for so doing a medical man would not think of examining after death for the bacillus of leprosy,
and I therefore determined after ever_v 'posi-mortem, to remove a portion of the spleen and carefully
examine it for the bacillus of leprosy. In three of these (all of them from patients who died after long
and exhausting illness) 1 was able to'find, out of a great number of preparations examined, a sufficient
number of bacilli to enable me to definitely recognise them as the bacilli of leprosy. In two other cases
I found bacilli, but so few in number that I was unable to determine between leprosy and tubercle,
although no evidence of tubercular disease was present in either of the cases. _
_
_
In none of these cases was there the least evidence of leprosy during life, and it remains to he
proved whether the bacillus of leprosy is not frequently to be found in the spleen of persons who during
life had no symptoms of that disease.
In my next paper I will go into detail in describing some of these cases, and also some of the
conclusions .1 have formed respecting nerve leprosy.
I appeal to the profession to assist me in the matter, particularly in pathological research. The
most fertile ground for this would be the various Government Asylums. It would be interesting to prove
how many lepers at present are living in them. My experience "here leads me to suspect that there are
many.
____________

■
No. 23.
The Acting Secretary to The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital.
Sir,

Board of Health Offices, 127, Macquarie-strect, Sydney, 23 January, 1896.
In reference to the statemeut made by you in a. paper entitled 11 Leprosy Inquiry,” published
in the Australasian Medical Gazette, of 20th January, 1896, respecting persons who have died in the Coast
Hospital, and who had not in life been suspected of leprosy, that in three cases you were able to find a
sufficient number of bacilli to definitely recognise them as the bacilli of leprosy, and that in two other
cases vou found bacilli, but so few in number as to be unable to determine between leprosy and tubercle,
the Board of Health directed that you should he asked to submit to if the preparations on which you
based such statement, and 1 am instructed by the Medical Adviser to ask that you will have the goodness
to give efiect to the Board’s direction as soon as possible.
I have, &c.,
C. A. SIMMS,
Acting Secretary.

No. 24i.
The Medical Superintendent, Coast Hospital, Little Lay, to The President, Board
of Health.
...
.
j3ir;

Coast Hospital, Little Bay, 27 January, 1896.
In reply to your letter dated 23rd January, conveying a request from the Board of Health
that I should submit toft the preparation on which “ I based such statement,” I have the honor to inform
you that I never preserve a slide after having carefully examined it. In the examinations of the spleen
I referred to in my paper at least 100 slides were used, and these were cleaned without loss of time, so
that I might be alilo to use them again. 1 consider that my statement can easily be proved by further
investigation. The class of case I consider ns suitable for such examination are persons who are either
natives or have lived in Australia for many years, and who for years prior to death have suffered from
debility. If the Board of Heallh determine to make an inspection of the inmates of the various asylums
perhaps the officer who conducts the inspection can be authorised to perform a post-mortem examination
upon patients who die during the period of inspection.
I have, Ac.,
G-. II. TAYLOK,
. Medical Superintendent.
Bead; Meeting of the Board of Health held this day, 4th February, 1SDG.
Directed, that a letter should be sent to Mr. Taylor expressing the Board’s regret that he had not
preserved the slides, which would have constituted so important a record, and requesting that if in future
he should discover any similar phenomena he should preserve the slide and also send some of the material
to the Board for the purpose of independent observation.—C.A.S.
Done.—6/2/96.
[One Plan.]
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VACCINATION.
(REPOST FOR 1885.)

Printed under So. 20 Report from Printing Committee, 1 October, 1896.

The Chief Medical Officer to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir’ T1.
i.1 -L
j,
, .
, .
.
Sydney, 18 September, 1896.
. 7 iave ™le “Onor to fonvard, for tne information of the Chief Secretary, the Annual Eeturns
ot \ aceinationa perfonned during the year 1895 by the Government Vaccinators of New South Wales.
The returns for 1895 show that 2,467 vaccinations were perfonned during the year, of which 2,437
were successful. Of the total number, 21 were performed in Sydney and its suburbs, and 2,365 iu country
n-ulu
10 seea tlla,t vaccmation was performed in only 20 country districts. 3n 90 districts iu
which there are Government Vaccinators no vaccinations have been reported, and it is presumed that none
have been pertomed.
T nno
the Bacce®aful cases, the patients in 105 were under 1 year; in 529 between 1 and 5 years: in
l,U0d between o and 10 years; and in 786 upwards of 10 years of age. The unsuccessful cases were 30,
or 2-d per cent, of the whole number.
The “umber of births registered in the Colony during 1805 was 38,715, and the vaccinations give a
percentage or 6'29 on this number. In addition to vaccinations performed by Government Vaccinators
a number are performed by private practitioners ; but of these no returns are made. There is reason to
believe, however, that these cases would not add very materially to the percentage above given
The department continues to supply pure calf-lymph to legally qualified practitioners of medicine
on application at the office; and while this entails a considerable expenditure of public money, yet the
suipd}- ^ ConBI^erei* to 'Je we^ sPent! an<l> after careful consideration, it is not proposed^ to curtail the
Calfdymph is procured fortnightly from an establishment in New Zealand. It is of satisfactory
quality. No lymph is cultivated in New South Wales.
'
. Whenever large supplies of lymph _ have been hurriedly wanted this Colony has had to rely on
foreign sources. _ These have often proved insufficient, and always the supplies havo been received only
after a delay which, in case of a threatening epidemic, would have gone far to render futile attempted
prevention of smallpox.
1
i i. real danger is thus indicated, and long experience obliges me to point out that it can he avoided
of a si;ation at which ca]%“ipli might he cultivated within and for the use of New
Cioutn W ales. This I accordingly recommend.
I have, &c.,
J. ASHBTJETON THOMPSON,
Chief Medical Officer.
RETUEN (No. 1) showing the number of Births during the past thirty-five years, and the number
o± \ accmations performed by Government Vaccinators during the same period.
•

Year.
1861
1862
1863
ISb’i
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
18/4
1&76
1876
1877
1878
1879

Births.
14-,681
15,434'
16,679
16,881
17,283

i(i,950
18,317
18,485
19,243
19,648
20,143
20,250
21,444
22,178
22,528
23,298
23,851
25,328
26,933

51—

Vaccinations,
2,349
3,166
12,970
10,696
8,367
7,606
6,931
11,237
21,507
7,084
6,482
17,565
3,152
4,832
3,111
4,361
16,881
3,512
6,569

Proportion of
Vaccinations to
every 100 Births
registered.
16-00
2044
82-72
6336
48-41
4487
37-83
60-79
111-76
36-54
32-16
S6'74
14-69
21-78
13-80
18-71
70-77
13-86
20-67

Year,

1

.

1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
18S9
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
Total ***...

Births.

Vaccinations.

Proportion of
Vaccinations bo
every 100 Births
registered.

28,162
28,993
29,702
31,281
33,946
35,043
36,284
37,236
38,525
37,295
38,960
39,458
40,041
40,342
38,952
38,716

5,029
61,239
2jl88
882
7,055
2'230
1,763
3",230
2’l86
2.404
2'l97
L567
4,014
2'o47
1,957
2,437

17-85
211*21
7 36
2-81

951,439

257,876

27-10

20-78

6'3G
4*85
8'67
5-67
6*45
3‘97
lO'OS
6-31
5-02
6-29
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EETUEN (No 2) showin" the number of Persons Vaccinated by the Government Vaccinators in the Colony of New
South Wales during the year 1895.

Districts.

i
i
1

8
"rt
1

is,

Country Districts
Brisbane Water.......
Cootna...................
Dubbo ..................
Gunnedaii ..............
Kemphey, West.........
Narramine..............
Warialda.................
Summary
Sydney and Suburbs .
Country Districts......

i

1

30
H

1
S
'*1
3
‘s
1

1
"

£

i

s

3

3

"2

"2

‘ 3

5
9
44

5
0
41

i)

3

4
S

4
S

"i

‘6

"i

2

2

3
5
21

1

2

4
20

"2

"3
**5
1
4

7
89
1
14
14
1
21
14
2
32

3
’*5
1
'

8

41
1
11

2
"l
7

fll

43

104

100

2
1
7
10
26
4
253

8
61 !
64

*2
43

5
104
100

6
100
105

C
253
259

2

15

1

9

*2

1
IS

1
18

3
m

3

»V
Tc
£
0

*CD
V
8
<£3

3

H

0

S
"*5
13
S
87
9
1
24
7
20
*32
3
36
3

11

(A
"3
R

11

“s
19
15
ive
3
1
38
21
1
41
26
5
68
11

"s
19
15
176
3
1
38
21
1
39
26
5
6S
11

2

0

’d
V
4

11
2
17

3
119
S
39

1
10
7
34
8
263

2
17
17
GO
12
516

17
16
60
9
510

2
3
82
1
26
4
90
64
3
12
S
8
37
4
501

13
263
276

19
516
535

in
510
529

17
501
518

i

aO
0
iCS

3

£
7

7

6

21
8

21
8

19
108
3
37
3
4
110
'll

2
79
50
3
6
11
6
31
1
7
468
19
488
507

■3

1
1

2
36
3
226
82
11
0
07 ■42
5
4
194 ! 01
1
43 •2.
1
6
54
107
114
22
G
18
11
n
10
4
14
45
62
1
9
967 860

0
36 36
989 967 360
1,025 1,003 | 302

36
3
227
11
67
5
7
201
1
43
6
169
114
6
18
16
14
68
1
11
939

1

t

&
£

0

3

10

V)J

S

Total.

. 1
! 1

1

s
Sydney and Suburbs :—
Itandwick .............
Wamley................

From 10 j ears upwards. |

From 6 to 10 years.

From 1 to 6 years.

Under 1 year of age,

io

1

ccs

h

s
i ,.
12

O

3

J_

l*

11
1

1

u
'5
Vc

.

1

0

13
29
11

44
13
2yo
35
117
10
5
215
40
7
205

V
vi

21

21

32
19 19
72 __[f_
28 28
633 00!>
30 300
2
204 204
34 34
3S09 364
113 112
384 i 382
liU l.U
9
9
43 43
42
41 41
161
79 79
2S
2,305 2,865

13
4
40
5
426

166
16
■•
95
1
133
41
3
]42
44
8
19
21
8
35
"fi
786

i ■■3
1 1 35
163 1 314
15
87
95
2*4
1
127 ; 105
41 | 64
3
7
142 170
44 1 95
3
3
19 1 07
24 J 37
20
8
S2 1 93
]
5 1 8
774 1,175

10
426
4S6

12
rso
793

28 44 72 72
12
774 1,375 1.229 2,395 2.365
7S0 1,203 1,264 2,407 2,437

10
1

84
10
1
72
'in

88
$
8

12

12
1

75
8

10
•25
21

ll

42
20

1,220

BETURN (No. 3) showing the number of Persons Vaccinated by the Government Vaccinators in the Colony of New
South Wales during the year 1894, which was received too late to he included in the Return for that year.
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From 10 years upwards.
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INSANITARY STATE OF TOWN OF PARKES.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

'

Printed under No. 5 Iteport from Printing Committee, 18 June, 18%.

RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 28th May, 1896, That there be laid upon the Table of
this House,—
“A copy, of the report of the Medical Officer who was lately sent to Parkes
to inquire into the prevalence of typhoid fever and the insanitary state
“ of that township.”
J
{Mr. Terry, for Dr. Moss.)

Sanitary inspection of the town of Parkes, with special reference to the recent
outbreak of typhoid fever.
^r’ T
.
.
_
Board of Health, 12 May, 18%,
oco on+i ln a^°™anco Wlta y°ur instructions I visited Parkes and inspected the town on April 27th,
ZSUi, iJtn,
30th, 18%. I received information and assistance from the following gentlemen The
Mayor (Mr. John Medlyn) and members of the Municipal Council, the Council Clerk (Mr. Pulver), the
District Registrar (Mr Miller), the Postmaster (Mr. Lorking), Police-Sergeant Ranford, the Government
Medical Oftcer (Dr. II. Osvvm Jphnson), Dr. Devlin, the Inspector of Nuisances (Mr. Garland), and
others. I have the honor to submit the following report:—
Area, Population, <tc.

■
pgi SqUare mile3i the number of houses 750, population
estimated at about 3,500, at 1891 census 2,950. The great majority of the inhabitants live in or near the
t0"ln* ■. we UKures given indicate a ratio of four persons per house. In the course of my inspection I
met with two families, numbering eleven and thirteen respectively, occupying small wooden four-roomed
cottages. 1 am informed that such overcrowded conditions are not uncommon, and that occasionally
children were found occupying the same bed as typhoid patients.
„

J'j e JaK!a

9'e Municipality 0f pa.rkC3 jg

Site and Drainage.

The houses comprising the older part of the town arc situated in a hollow, but a law number of
newer houses occupy the slope of a range of low hills to the east and north. The soil is a loose gravel or
dntt on the east and north, becoming clayey on the west. The surface, and probably also the under
ground, drainage is from the east and north to three largo dams at the south of the town, the overflow
from which ultimately reaches Billabong Creek, further south. The dams referred to are used mainly for
mining purposes. The consequence of these natural features is that the drainage of the higherdvine
eastern and northern parts passes through or under the greater part of the town on its way to"' the
southern dams. The porous stratum does not appear to be deep, nor the flow through it rapid, men
rainfall is at all great in amount the lower part of the town becomes swampy. 1 am informed that
water wells up in certain streets for weeks after rain, and that cellars contain water for some time in
amounts that require pumping out. In Bogan-street, which coincides approximately with the junction
1.85—
0f
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of drift and clay, a larp;o cobblestone drain has been made, which is continued into the southern dams by
a natural channel. This drain represents a storm-water sower, hairing been constructed to carry off:
surface-water after heavy rain. At the time of my visit it was obstructed at intervals and grass-grown,
and what water reached it became stagnant. This is the main drain of the town, and might be satisfactory
if sufficient water reached it to maintain a current. Although gutter-spaces were made wheu the town was
laid out they are now mostly filled up with soil and overgrown with grass. In one or two places
impervious guttering has been laid down for short distances, but here such efforts are rendered abortive
owing to want of continuity. The drainage into them, on reaching the gutter-spaces, which have not been
impervious, becomes stagnant, and remains until it evaporates or percolates into the soil. In some places,
especially in lanes, this stagnating drainage was estremely foul. Since house-drains, carrying slops, are
allowed to discharge into the streets, it is of the greatest importance that more attention should be paid
to gutters. This is not only desirable on the score of cleanliness, but necessary in order to lessen the
pollution of the soil resulting from the neglect of such measures. If the means are lacking^ to provide
impervious gutters, something might still be done with the spade and broom towards securing a better
state of things.
Souses and Premises.

The private houses comprised the usual varieties found in country districts. Small wooden struc
tures, weatherboard cottages, small and large brick cottages, and a few two-storey brick buildings. Inferior
kinds of wooden buildings are numerous. Many of tbe older ones are dilapidated and unfit for habita
tion. In manv cases where a brick house has been built the original wooden one remains attached and
forms part of the dwelling. The rooting is almost uuiversally galvanised iron. With regard-to other
points of construction I would at present only call attention to one important defect. In a few houses
there is no flooring. In others, although there are floors in the front rooms, the back rooms and
outhouses (kitchen, &c.) had no floors. In other houses, again, the flooring was deficient owing to large
fissures between the boards. In very few instances was there an air-space between the floor and the
earth, and it is needless to remark that no air-proof basements were observed. I have pointed out these
defects for the purpose of showing that the occupants of the majority of the houses were not at all
protected against ground-air and ground-water, with their contained impurities. I may here mention
that I found that sometimes, but not always, the rooms were disinfected after typhoid patients had
recovered or died. The disinfection, where practised, was carried out by the occupants. Recent^ investi
gations on other micro-organisms suggest the possibility of the typhoid bacillus remaining alive for a
considerable time in household dust. Rooms in which the patients have been should ho thoroughly
disinfected and cleaned (painted or papered).
Municipal by-laws issued in 1894 (copy attached) direct that all yards, &c., shall be kept in a
cleanly condition, all dust, mud, refuse matter, &e., to be collected into one place and removed when a
certain amount has accumulated (By-laws G1 and 62). Refuse from stables, &c., to be similarly collected
and removed (By-law 65). The collection of substances for manurtal purposes is excepted under certain
restrictions, with this exception, the garbage must be removed : burning it off is prohibited (By-laws 89 and
90). The Council has the right of entry on complaint of nuisance, and if this be not abated after notice
there is a penalty (By-law 67).
.
,
Although these by-laws are satisfactory, they do not seem to have been enforced. Inspection
showed that back yards were often ill-defined and not properly fenced off from one another. Sometimes
there was no enclosure round the house. Many of the premises were badly kept and uncleanly. Houserefuse, food-scraps, stable-litter, and other rubbish were usually found scattered about the yard, and there
were no signs of any particular spot being used as a rubbish-heap, as directed in the by-law. These con
ditions, together with the absence of indications of much dumping of garbage at the depbt, showed that this
matter was in general neglected. The absence of a drainage system perhaps necessitated the throwing of
slops on the hard surfaces, but such a procedure is none the less dangerous. While certain kinds of slops are
innocuous, others, such as those produced by the washing up of plates and dishes, contain such putrescible
organic matter and possess potentialities for evil not far removed from those of sewage. In a few
instances the slops were carried off the premises by open brick drains, but this only amounted to trans
ferring the mischief to another spot a few yards away, since the slop-water ceased to flow on
reaching the gutterless streets, and formed stagnant and often stinking pools. The site of the
closets was usually at a sufficient distance from the houses. They were provided with either cess
pits or pails. Previously to 1890 cess-pits were almost universal. At that time a by-law (copy
attached) was issued to the effect that a dry-earth system should be adopted within certain named
boundaries. This by-law was complied with only by some, many cesspits being retained. The validity
of the by-law was disputed, and it was not enforced by the local authorities. The 1894 by-laws
apparently permit the retention of cesspits, provided they be so constructed so as not to be a nuisance,
&c., and have watertight walls so that there shall he no overflow, leakage, nor soakage from them (By-law
60). They are to be emptied after the addition of a suitable amount of deodorizer, when their contents
have accumulated to within a distance of one foot from the top of the cesspit ( By-law 63). The Inspector
of Nuisances informed me that he had visited 150 cesspits, and believed there were more which he had not
yet seen. In addition to those in actual use there was reason to believe that many former ones on being
replaced by pails were merely filled in without previous emptying. Such places were pointed out to mein
back yards of several houses in the town. Tho cesspits are distributed irregularly throughout the town,
and are numerous in the north-eastern part, that is on the higher ground, the drainage from which passes
through the greater part of the town. 1 have mentioned that the soakage from this area wells up on the
surface of the streets below, and 1 am informed that this soakage has been noticed to have ftecal odour.
In this and other parts of the town heavy rains sometimes cause the cesspits to overflow. 1 visited
many cesspits in and about the town. They presented all the usual foulness of such contrivances, were
not water-tight, and sometimes quite full. The odour emitted from some of them was nauseating, and a
near approach was not necessary to its perception.
Although the by-laws mentioned above (1890) refer to the adoption of a dry-earth system no such
system prevails. The 1894 by-laws in this regard require that when pails or pans are used supplies of
earth, ashes, charcoal, lime, or other substance shall be kept and thrown on the excreta in sufficient quan
tity to cover and deodorize them (By-law Of).
The
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The by-laws already quoted respecting cleanliness, leakage, Ac., apply to pails as well as to cesspits.
Inspection showed that these by-laws were neglected. It was exceptional to find any supply of earth,
ashes, or other dry substance in the closets. The pails when they did not leak contained much liquid.
Often, however, they leaked, and some had large holes in them. Xo regulations exist relative to the sine
and kind of pail to be used, this being left to the fancy or convenience of the owner of the closet. The
pails were of a satisfactory nature occasionally. Generally, when of sufficient capacity they were too low,
several inches of space intervening between (he closet-seat and the top of the pail. The consequence was
that tho woodwork and ground beneath the closet (invariably pervious) were nearly always foul with
urine. The significance of this will he realised in view of recent investigations having proved that large
numbers of typhoid bacilli are excreted with the urine. Xot uncommonly the pails were improperly
placed, and only partly caught the excreta The outside of the pail and the ground beneath were theu
soiled by the bowel-discharges. Frequently the pails were much too small to serve the required purpose,
and the openings in the walls of the closets by which the pails are introduced were often too small to
admit a sufficiently large pail. I did not meet with a really good kind of pail. The best I saw were of
galvanised iron, and were to he obtained from a maker in the town. It generally happened, however,
that, either from lack of means or negligence, no proper pail was provided. Any piece of worn-out or
disused hardware seemed to be considered by some as sufficiently good for the purpose. Amongst others,
oil-kegs, half kerosene-tins, paint-pots, and similar defective utensils were found. In one instance I met
with a closet in which there was neither cesspit nor pail, tho excreta being simply deposited on the floor
of the closet, and even the seat was fouled.
Far from being a dry-earth system, the arrangements were of the most primitive and faulty
character—if anything, worse than cesspits. This would scarcely need saying were it not for the fact that
[ was told elsewhere that the experiences at Parkes showed that the dry-earth system was a failure.
Removal and Disposal of Refuse.

Garbage removed in accordance with the by-laws may he deposited only upon a certain area set
apart for the purpose by the Council (By-law GO;. This by-law was also neglcded. Frequently the
garbage removed was not taken to the depot at all, but tipped out at the first convenient spot. I have
already mentioned that the by-laws provide for the emptying of cesspits, but I could not find any regula
tion as to the emptying of pails. Apparently this is lefd to the discretion of the householder, but is
supposed to he done once a week, oftener if required. The scavenger, who is only nominally under the
control of the Council, is paid by the householders at the rate of 3s per pail. The removal is done at
night, the pails being merely emptied into a cart and replaced. Ko cleaning or scraping of the pails is
indulged in. I made an effort to see the cart but failed, as its whereabouts did not appear to he known
to the authorities. I cannot speak, therefore, as to its suitability for removing nighlsoil. I am informed
that if is never cleaned, and complaints were frequent as to bad smells associated with the nightman’s
operations.
By-law GO (ISfii) directs that nightsoil may only he deposited at the depot appointed by the
Council, exception being made in the case of material from earth-closets to be used as manure. The
depot is situated 2 or 3 miles to the south-west of the town. Here the nightsoil is tipped into pits about
G jfeet deep. "When filled to wil hin 2 feet of the top the pit is covered in and a new one made. It is said that
nightsoil is frequently tipped into disused miniug-sbafts at places other than that set apart by the Council,
but I obtained no ovidouce of this. The site of the depot for garbage and nightsoil is unobjectionable
as far as Parkes is concerned. Owing to the Condobolin railway line having been made through a portion
of the site a new one has been selected a little distance away, hut its use for the purpose has not yet
received flic sanction of the Lands Department. The disposal by burying was as satisfactory as such
methods usually are.
“
It will be observed that the conditions relating to the care of premises and removal and disposal
of refuse have not been described in relation to any ideal standard. The municipal by-laws have been
taken as a guide to what might reasonably be expected to be done in such matters. It has been found
that these by-laws have been neglected all along the line. The result has been wholesale pollution of the
soil, from drainage, from slops, from rubbish, from nightsoil.
In answer to inquiries as to the method of dealing with the excreta of typhoid patients, most of .
those interrogated stated that they had buried them in the hack yards or gardens. In a few cases this
was done without any attempt to previously disinfect them, but in many cases the stools were covered
with lime or ashes. Usually the motions were passed into a bed-pan containing carbolic acid or some other
disinfectant and “ buried at once.” No time being given for the disinfeciant to penetrate, tho greater
part of the stool, probably, remained infective. In one case onlv did I find that the shools were
destroyed by burning. These excreta were not burjed deeply—2 or 3 feet at most, sometimes only a few
inches. Hence, in addition to the other deplorable sanitary errors, there was pollution of tho soil with
living and no doubt virulent typhoid germs. It js not known how long typhoid bacilli remain alive in
the soil. The many iactors influencing its existence would in one case kill the bacilli quickly, and in
another prolong their life. The seasonal prevalence and recurrence of typhoid in the same locality year
after year indicate that the bacilli are capable of living in the soil at least several months.
Tbe result of soil-pollution would have an influence on the residents in two xvays—
(1) By contaminating the atmosphere.
,
(2) By contaminating water.
_
The contamination of the air is due to the evolution of noxious gases (ptomaines and similar bodies).
The inhalation of these gases produced the conditions included under the term mephitic poisoning. If
the dose be sufficient the result is fatal. This has sometimes occurred in cleaning out cesspits. Short of
this, more or less serious inflammations of the throat and lungs may occur, liven when diluted by
diffusion their continued inhalation produces a condition of lotvcred vitality, scarcely amounting to a
definite illness, but nevertheless rendering the individual more than usually susceptible to diseases
produced by other causes (e.g.. pathogenic micro-organisms, such as the typhoid bacillus). I have called
attention to tho fact that the houses rarely provided any protection from such gases. No person with ii
normal sense of smell could fail to detect their presence in the open air, especially in certain lanes. They
would therefore exert their influence both in and out of doors. (1 am hero assuming that foul odour
means
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means noxious properties. Though this is not scientifically correct, there is no doubt that tho oue
condition is usually associated with the other. For our present purpose no distinction need be drawn
between them).
Under the circumstances there can be no doubt that the inhabitants o£ Parkes have been fully
exposed to tbe risk of depressed vitality produced by the inhalation of mephitic vapours. It ouly
remains to point out that of all the influences which predispose to typhoid this is regarded as most
dangerous. • '
Before discussing the second way in which soil-pollution would react it will be necessary to describe
tbe water supply of Parkes.
Previous to 1893 rain-water was mostly used. In that year a public supply was first brought to
the town. The source is underground water, from a drift under Billabong Creek, about 2 miles to tbe
east of the town, and separated from, it by tbe eastern range of bills already mentioned. The actual
catchment area does not appear to be known, but it is believed to be several miles further up tbe creek.
It is known that pumping does not effect the wells in the immediate neighbourhood, and that local rains
do not augment the supply. In the drift a well has been sunk and pumping-gear erected. By this means
water is pumped into a large open brick and cemented surface reservoir, situated on the upper part of
the eastern range of hills overlooking the town. From this surface-pipes are distributed to the town.
There are several houses in the near neighbourhood of the pumping-station, hut since the catch
ment area is probably some miles away this does not seem to be of any great importance. Further up
the creek, I am informed, the houses are few in number. The service reservoir is unobjectionable as to
site and construction.
The service-pipes being laid underground in a polluted soil are naturally in a dangerous position.
Tbe service of water is very defective. It was commenced to part of the town in December, 1893,
and completed in duly, 1S94 ; maintained constant to March, 1895, and then intermitted (twice weekly)
till August, 1895, when it was stopped entirely to permit of repairs to the service reservoir. An intermittent
supply was recommenced in November, 1895, the water being turned on about once a week till March,
1896. As the result of rain, a constant supply was maintained till 15th April, 1S96, when it was again
intermitted, being turned on for one hour twice a week.
During the intermissions water was purchasable at tbe Council’s stand-pipes at tbe rate of Is. per
200 gallons.
The public service is consequently a failure, and the year has been characterised as one of great
scarcity of water. The other sources available were:—
1. Bain-water caught on the roofs and collected into tanks.
2. Water from wells near Billabong Creek.
3. Water from private wells in the town.
The roof-water was, in the majority of cases, collected into large galvanised-iron tanks. These do
not seem to have been cleaned out often. In some instances the water was collected into underground
tanks, usually, but not always, cemented'. Some of these had a dome-shaped covering of cement, and
were satisfactory as far as they went; others were covered merely by boards. These underground tanks
were sometimes situated under houses, and many .of them were not sufficiently protected against pollution
by surface-washings.
The water carted from the wells near Billabong Creek was drift-water. Some of these wells were
situated below the point at which the town-drainage entered the creek. The source of the water
supplying them, however, is not known, and is not necessarily that of the creek.
Private wells were few in number. Those I saw were not protected from soil-water pollution, and
were in dangerous proximity to cesspits. I could not obtain any evidence of the water from these wells
being used for drinking purposes except for horses and cattle.
As the result of questions addressed to many of the residents as to the water used for drinking, I
found that there was a general tendency to avoid the public supply. The rain-water collected into over
ground and under-ground, tanks was mostly used. In a few instances creek-water was used, but only
when no other was available.
4
The preference for tank-water seems to have resulted partly from its being “rain-water” and
partly because it was clearer than tbe service water. Samples of the former were clear and sparkling and
free from odour. The service water was slightly turbid, and contained specks and scales of rust, &e.
It scarcely needs saying that these obvious physical characters are no guide whatever to the purity
of a water. The roofs from which the water was collected were clean at the time of my visit, but I was
informed that previous to heavy rainfall in February last they were covered with dust to such an extent
that in some cases the gutters were blocked. During the dry weather dust-storms are not uncommon, and
the town is a dusty one, In washing the roofs clean the dust was, of course, carried into tbe water-tanks.
If the polluted nature of the soil be borne iu mind, the probabilities suggested that this dust contained
not only the many impurities usual iu dust, but also pathogenic organisms. "Whether or not the bacilli,
such as B. Typhosus, would remain alive in the dust till carried into the water-tanks depends on tho
amount of exposure to sunlight, oxygen, &c., they were subjected to. It is at least possible that some of
them reached the tanks in a living condition, and in the contained water it would not take a few bacilli
long to multiply into many millions.
_
It may here be remarked that the length of time typhoid bacilli remain alive in unsterilised water,
such as that in the tanks, has been made the subject of experiment. They were found to have remained
alive in large numbers after 15S days, or nearly six months, and may perhaps continue to live very much
longer. They have been found alive in the mud from the bottom of deep lakes (Geneva), and would uo
doubt live well in the deposit iu tanks.
Dissolved impurities derived from the dust must not be lost sight of. They, in themselves, might
be such as would exert an injurious influence.
Another element unfavourable to this water is the fact that it had to be stored, often for long
periods, and was consequently exposed to contamination in numerous ways. For instance, there was
the possibility of pollution by surface-washings in the case of those wells with insufficient coping. Tho
mere situation of underground tanks in a sewage-polluted soil would attach suspicion to the water they
contain. Their cemented walls nominally, hut by no means necessarily nor actually, protect them from
pollution by ground-water.
It
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It will be obvious, therefore, that this so-called rain-water was not free from doubt as to purity,
and was, at least, undesirable as a drinking-water. I would, however, lay stress on the fact that soilpollution is the primary evil. Wore it not for this the roof-water would be satisfactory for drinking
purposes.
As to the service water. Underground water from sand, gravel, or drift may be perfectly pure,
but on the other hand it may not. It is liable to contain an injurious amount of saline, and, at least,
vegetable organic matter. Whether there be original impurity or not, the service-pipes run through
sewage-soaked soil, and, moreover, the supply was intermittent and scanty. Insuetion of materials from
the soil can occur into a full flowing water-pipe, which is rarely air and water tight; but when, after
running full, an intermission occurs, insuction of ground-air and ground-water is especially likely to
happen. The hydrant-holes in Parkes are fitted with ball-valves, and 1 observed that at least one of them
leaked. Materials so sucked in would be distributed when the water was again turned on. The soilpollution again is the source of danger. Scarcity of water, both in itself and by involving neglect of
cleanliness, produces defective health.
'
°
. This consideration of the water supply of Parkes is sufficient to show that a very dangerous and
undesirable condition of things exists. The water available is not free from suspicion as regards purity,
and is not sufficient in amount.
"
Having considered tbe advisability of having the water analysed,] came to the conclusion that such
a measure would serve no useful purpose, even if did not mislead. The present composition of tho water,
when the supply is short, would give no clue to its former condition when the supply was abundant. A
biological examination, which would be necessary to detect typhoid bacilli, I did not see my wav clear to
undertake.
^
,
The methods of contamination shown to have been possible in Parkes are those known to have been
instrumental in disseminating typhoid fever.
.
I am informed that a scheme is under consideration whereby water from a pure source may be
brought to the town by gravitation in sufficient quantities to yield a constant supply. In view of tho
urgent need of such a supply it is to be hoped that the work will be carried on with all possible expedition.
Dairies.

The Dairies Supervision Act is in force in the district. The dairies I visited, though not of the
best construction, appeared to be conducted in a satisfactory manner. The bail-yards and store-houses
were clean, and the cans clean, bright, and free from sour odour. I was informed that the others wore
equally clean, and always kept so.
Slmigliter-houses.

These are under the supervision of the police. On the report of the sergeant that they were clean
and well kept, I did not think it necessary to visit them.
'
•

Other Sources of Food Supply.

In the course of my inspection I visited the premises of several bakers, butchers, cordial-makers,
&c. Nothing was found meriting special report.
The^rcsults of the inspection as regards general sanitary conditions may be briefly summed up as
follows, the combined influence of natural conditions and the absence of an efficient drainage system is
such as to render Parkes specially liable to diseases fostered by soil-pollution. The neglect of the by-laws
provided for the suppression of nuisances has resulted in an excessive pollution of the soil. This
pollution of the soil has in turn reacted on tho air and the water, the latter, in addition to its possible
contamination, being deficient ill amount. The three great principles of hygiene have thus been neglected—
there has been neither pure air, pure soil, nor pure water.
"
The Causes of Death.

,

. _ The defective conditions above noted have been in existence for several years. If they have been
injuriously affecting the health of the community the mortality returns should indicate it by showing
high rates for those diseases (filth diseases) invariably associated with sanitary neglect. In the following
table the numbers of deaths from such diseases are given for the five years 1801 to 1895, a note as to
previous mortality (1883 to 1800) being added in each case. The figures were obtained from the district
register. They have reference to the whole municipality, but since the majority of the residents live in
or near the town the general conclusions drawn from them may be applied to the town itself.
Table showing numbers of Deaths from certain Diseases.
Deaths frDvn.
—-- -----------------

-

I
----------------------------------

laiing diseases.,,.............. ....1
Pneumonia ................................. .

isni.
—

12
12

BroDchonncum ...........................
Bronchitis ................................ 1 . .
Inteatinal diseases................... i
3
Inflammation............................. .
1
Dysentery ................................ j
Dian-licea ...............................
2
Zymotic diseases ...................... ]
13
Typhoid ................................ .
1
Tuberculosis ..................... ....... 1
Whooping cough ...................... .
Influenza .................................|
1
Diphtheria ............................... j
7
Sepsis ....................................... '
4
Totals—Causes specified ............ i
28
Other causes—^ferrous, eircula-'
63
torv, heat, accident, &c.
.
AU causes ................................
81

1M2,
-

_

IStU.
-------- ----------------

4
4
4
1
3
D
i

2

8
7
1
i)
7
1
1
15
7
6
1

1801.

ISOS.

In jirewous years.

10
5
«
14
7
2

About 3 per year till 1890,
then 11.
IrrpguW, few deaths.
i>

----------------- . -

17
3
1
13
8
' 6
2
20
2

5
10
3
3
g
1

6
17
69

1
32
36

46
44

36
31

76

68

89

67

Irregular.
1 to 4 deaths a year.
Irregular.
No information.
Irregular.
))

1 lo 3 deaths a year.
No information.
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' From these figures ii. would appear that previous to 1890 Parkes was fairly free from serious
mortality. It will be remembered that the first efforts in the direction of sanitation were made in 1890
Siuce then the list of death-producing diseases includes the majority of those fostered by sanitary error.
There are twelve in number, viz., Pneumonia, broncho-pneumonia, bronchitis, inflammatory diseases of
the intestinal tract, dysentery, diarrhoea, typhoid fever, tuberculosis, whooping cough, influenza, diphtheria,
and septic diseases.
During the five years under special consideration these diseases contributed 158 to the total of 381
deaths registered in the Parkes district. They were therefore responsible for nearly half the deaths.
To the mortality of the whole Colony these same twelve diseases contribute about one-third of the total
number. In 1894, for example, they caused 5,222 of the total 15,170.deaths. It is to be observed,
however, that tuberculosis (phthisis) forms a conspicuous feature in the death-roll of the whole Colony,
but is very insignificant in that of Parkes. Only twelve deaths from this cause have been registered
during the five years. Excluding phthisis, the diseases in question contribute a little more than a quarter
of the total number of deaths in the Colony ; in 1894 they furnished 4,07(j of the total 15,170.
From these comparisons it is clear that the diseases specified contribute an inordinately large
number of deaths fo the mortality of the Parkes district.
In the following table the death-rates for the last five years are given, expressed as a ratio per
1,000 persons living. The population for each year since the 1891 census has been roughly estimated and
given in round numbers. A note ns to important local events which may have influenced the mortality is
appended to each year
Tajile showing Mortality from certain Diseases per 1,000 persons living.
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Kail wav opened.
Exodus to Wfalong.
Peak nill rush.
Water service completed.
Great heat and insufficient
water.

The significance of the figures in this and the preceding table has been broadly interpreted in the
following notes:—
. TJeaih-rate from all Causes.—There has been a satisfactory diminution during the five years,
from 27‘4 in 1891 to 16’7 in 1895. The rate is still, however, much above that for the whole Colony
(14'9), and even more in excess of that for the country districts (excluding Sydney and suburbs), which is
13*0 per mille.
Pneumonia.—(Fate for the whole Colony, about ’5 per mille.) The mortality from this disease was
not serious till 1890, but in that and the succeeding year the rate was excessively high. This may
perhaps he accounted for by the temporary influx of persons consequent on the opening of the rail
way and the development of mining In 1889 and 1890 the numbers of miners'rights issued were 878
aud 8S2 respectively, the usual yearly number being from 300 to 600. Since 1891 the death-rate has
been less, hut is still much above the mean, and does not appear to be diminishing.
Bronchitis.— (A few deaths registered as bronchitis and asthma are included.)
(Kate for the whole
Colony, about G per mille.) Till 1892 fatal cases were few and irregular. In 1893 there was a small
mortality ('3 per mille). The rates show marked aud successive increases in 1894 and 1895 (3'9 and 4T).
Ko special local event has been ascertained which could account for this sudden increase. The deathrate from bronchitis is excessively high, and is increasing.
Respiratory Diseases generally.—(Kate for Ibe whole Colony, about 1'7 per mille.)
Since 1892,
when the rate was below the mean, there has been a continuous and marked increase, and it is at present
excessively high (5'5 per mille).
Inflammatory Diseases of (he Jntestines.—(Rate for the whole Colony, about '5 per mille ) Fatal
cases "were few and Irregular till 1893, when the rate jumped from a previous '3 per mille to 2\l per mille.
Since that time it has steadily diminished, and in 1895 was about the same as in the whole Colony.
Diarrhoea.—(Kate for the whole Colony, about 'G per mille.)
The rate was fairly constant and
about that for the whole Colony till 1893, when there was a sudden iuernaso to about twice the mean.
Diseases of the Digestive System generally.—(Rate for the whole Colony, about 1‘2 per mille.) Till
1892 the rate was about the same as that for the whole Colony. In 1893 a sudden rise occurred to twice
that of the Colony. This high rate has been maintained, but has a tendency to diminish. The only
ascertained local event which might have produced the increase in 1893 was the introduction of a new
drinking-w'ater. The public service was partially introduced in 1893, and completed in 1894. In support
of the above surmise there is the fact that the use of water of different composition from that to which
a community is accustomed, quite apart from tho quest,ion of its purity, is known to sometimes produce
sickness at first. The change in the case of Parlies was from roof-water to underground (drift) water.
The evidence is not conclusive.
Typhoid Fever.—(Kate for the whole Colony, about '2 per mille.)
This disease contributed
irregularly to the death-rate till 1890, and regularly since then. In 1891 and 1892 the rate was already
high In 1893 there was a sudden increase to 2T per mille. In 1894 aud 1895 the rate fell again, but
remains much above the mean, and shows a tendency to rise.
Diphtheria (including deaths registered as Croup.)—(Rate for the whole Colony, about '3 per
mille.) Till 1890 the mortality from this disease was irregular, and not large. In 1391 and 1892 the
rates were very high—2 3 and L’9 respectively. The year 1893 seems to have been skipped. In 1894
the rate was excessive—ten times above the mean. In 1895 there was a fall to '2 per mille—thai is, to
below the mean. It is interesting to notice in this connection that the curative serum for diphtheria was
used in 1895.
Deaths

7

nf

fr?^ diPllth«ia constitute the principal sign afforded bv the death-rate of the prevalence
+h thl?il1^’ ilese P1,edl«pose to diphtheria, but not being of a fatal nature do not themselves appear
in the mortality Consequently we may assume, and tbe assumption is supported by clinical evidence
<—*—«'* “««•*” teit.) ari cotmnojily
. , ZT0/lji Z!*m“*®*
f(,r tbe whole Colony, 2-2 per mile ) The onlv unint to he
for thd Colony 6 death'ralefrom Zymotic d^eases is above-in some years very much above-thJmean rate
Causes oiher than those specified.

The death-rate has a tendency to diminish.
.
T am conscious that the figures on which the above notes are based lack rMd accuracy The
and “ex IVT Tly
ana-tte Pen°A C0Vercd is short- So allow“c«
tLi made for Se
Vi able tndflS J10"’
conditions of life, &c. Moreover, the population of a minin* district m
liable to fluctuations which would not be evident m estimations based on the census figure These faetnro
may, and no doubt did mflueuce the mortality. Nevertheless, in spite 0?!^ shoTomings She eon
elusions urawn from the figures may be legitimately regarded as affording fairly reliable though rough
rfi,t,0ir -afiaiTS- ^ tlliH limitatio" in eiguificauce forne NearlyIn mind tt $
mation furnished by the figures may be expressed in the following general terms
J
’
Death-rates from—

All causes
...
| Diminishing, but still high.
Unspecified causes
Intest. inflam. ...
Diminishing, and about mean.
Pneumonia
,,,
j Maintained high.
Zymotic diseases...
Bronchitis
...
"I
Pulmonary diseases
I .
Diarrhoea ...
...
f-High, aud tend to increase.
Digestive diseases
I
Typhoid fever ...
J
Diphtheria
Apparently checked.
Ihe general result of this statement is to show that whilst there is a diminntirm

ii

4.

tarn d,,,™, „„t spectaUv effected by hygienic conditie™,

associated with sanitary defects are either increasing or are much above the mean Thp .urlrlpnp 'el, "
!,b"e'ra- ^ *•-i-roMe;t““S
te.„

a. condition of tic

The experiences of the town during the present yen
S’.” 7

' “ h”0

2

f i^1' °f ti;Ph0,d fCTCT-

,li"n'h“ “d ^ f*>»-

Fr0ln’loteal!’ndlysuppliedbvDr. Oswin.Tolmson and Dr Devlin

s“

lation, and killed 1 in
tapitoi.

8

of those att«ked. A fata£ of

In ,l,„ Coest Hospital, f„ instance.

intheho^ibUnfmaivt^irDr^^

<l-e«.e ”oeVt!lted eber.be
T find fhctm^i

J&ztn

r

•

i?^ per rent
ti
°f ^ ™t4!r° ^Pu‘
1803 iJM^'^^SSfa’irSaES?:

18 CaSes under trGatmeilt

It would be injudicious to enter into tbe mode of dissemination, &c, of the disease since the dtta
at present in my possession do not admit of satisfactory conclusions being drawn from ti om At leasf I
wish
to investigate some points more
closely before doinc so With
r i? r.At 1 *’ J
Medical Officer, I pr.pf.c
collect ae^^ral
Board as a supplementary report. This work will require some time, aud could not be unEafen during

asvs&isSaaSSSE'iSSSa
future investigation have been considered. Tho question must be left open for^he presmt In the
meantime I beg to submit the following commentary and recommendation.
F
typhoid fever, of all diseases, is that which is most closelv associated with sanitary defects Under
the various subdivisions of the above Report there has been pointed out such a seriEFsanitarv errors as
pre^p^^
*•

persons of importance—who are missed by the community
winners and
nUE^d-r1’ tl'ei'erf°; that ill0re “rSent °eed ^ attention to sanitary matters.
outstanding evil m Parkes is in tne pollution of the soil. This should be immediately cheeked
and the means to this end are at hand m tho firm enforcement of the existing bv-laws for the suppression
?Ut’m °rde+r 't0 C°n7eH tl10 Present defective system of dealing with nightsoil and garbage
InStuted 1 •' ^ " n°eCSB:lry lbat btiUpr ’neth,,ds «E conservation and Liovat should be
In

9

In every totvij not provided with aewers provision must he made for the temporary storage of
faightsoii on the premises. It is essential that this be so stored as not to be a danger to health, There
are several ways of doing this, but a dry-earth system properly carried out would best meet the require
ments of Parkes. Por such a system to be successful there is need for care on the part of individual
householders, efficient sanitary inspection, and a properly-organised scheme of scavenging.
In every closet there must be a suitable pail; tbe present assortment must be done away with.
Anythin" will not do for a pail, The conditions which must be fulfilled are that the pail must catch all
the excreta, liquid as well as solid, and must retain them when caught. Failure in this respect on the
part of a few individuals involves a menace to tho health of all. "Where persons are unable by reason of
poverty to buy a suitable pail for themselves the Council should supply one as a matter of public duty.
Under other circumstances the purchase of a proper pail must be insisted upon. A duplicate system or
pails is the best to aim at. In this system pails of uniform size are used, adapted for being fitted with a
spring lid. On removal from tbe closet the lid is fitted on, and the pail and its .contents conveyed to me
cart, and taken in it to the depot to be emptied and cleaned. A clean empty pail is placed m tho closet
on removal of the full one. The adoption of this system would involve alteration in many of the closets,
an alteration which some of them sadly need.
. ,
.
The method, properly managed, is perfectly clean and free from nuisance, and can be carried out m

the daytime—a point of great importance.
. , ,
The need of using abundance of earth or ashes must not be forgotten. This is the basis or the
whole system. The dry substance, whatever it be (well-dried garden-mould, ashes or sawdust), must be
thrown over the excretions in sufficient quantity to absorb all tbe liquid. Keep the nightsoil dry, and
there will be no nuisance. The Council should direct their Inspector of Nuisances to see that the by-law
iu this respect is rigidly attended to. It is .to tho advantage of the Council to make arrangements for tbe
provision of tbe dry material required.
. .
Experience has taught, that the removal of nightsoil is much better done by the Council's own
servants than by contractors. The work can be conducted on a definite plan under the immediate
supervision of the Inspector of Nuisances, and defects are more easily detected and remedied. The pails
should be emptied as often as possible—at least twice a week. The carrying out of a properly-organised
system such as that suggested affurds the only means of obtaining a satisfactory service, and ol preventing
grave danger to health.
.
, ,
The by-laws relating to collection and removal of garbage must be enforced. 1 he amount to oe
removed might be considerably lessened by a greater use of the kitchen fire. The removal should be
done by tbe Council. The garbage, previous to removal, should be stored in a dry place.
.
It is also a matter of some urgency that the Council should set about draining the town. As this
means something more than the making of gutters, it tvould be cheapest to obtain tbe advice of a

edmpetent engineer.
,
-vr jt t
u v
a
I have already referred lo tbe pressing need of a new water supply. JNo effort should oe spared
to secure this as soon as possible. In the meantime tbe above-ground tanks probably afford the best
water at present available. The tanks should be cleaned out as often as opportunity permits. It is
advisable to discontinue the use of water from underground tanks, cemented or not. All water BhouJa
be boiled before being used for drinking, and, as far as possible, also before being used for household
purposes whereby food may be contaminated. Tbe use of germ-proof filters of tbe Pasteur-Chamberland
type would find a useful place in the houses of those who can afford them. Ordinary filters should be
steadfastly avoided. In other cases boiling the water gives the greatest safeguard, and.it is indeed the
best-known liieans of preventing infection by water-borne diseases such as typhoid fever.
Milk also should be always boiled before use.
,
The email amount of extra trouble to the individual which the performance of these simjlie
precautions involve confers a great benefit on tbe community at large. This simple practice of using
only boiled water, milk, &c., will, if conscientiously carried out, effectually prevent epidemics or typhoid

aud other diseases.
.
. . ,
The excretions of typhoid patients should be mixed with a sufficient amount or dry material and
burnt in the kitchen fire. Linen soiled by tbe. excretions should be removed at once, burnt, or
in
a disinfecting solution, and subsequently well boiled. Soiled floors and utensils should be washed and
scrubbed with disinfectant. The persons attending on patients should be most careful to wash their
hands before handling food, or going to meals. In short, the greatest possible care should be taken that
none of the excretions, neither solid nor liquid, escape destruction or disinfection, for it is by means of
tbe excretions that the infection leaves the patient and becomes conveyed to other persons.
Tbe above recommendations indicate that all general sanitary measures should be attended to by
the Council directly. The health of 3,500 people demands an amount of care and precision m details in
dealing with drainage, conservation, and removal of refuse, &c., which can only he secured by the direct
and active control of a responsible authority. At present these matters are everybody s business, and
consequently nobody’s. They are in a hopeless muddle. Under the various headings I have purposely
given such details as will aid the Council in organising a definite plan. Some such reforms ns thp®^
suggested will have to be undertaken if outbreaks of disease like tbe present are to be prevented. The
question of cost will have to be considered, of course: money will have to be spent.. After the initial
outlay, however, the Council should be able to carry on tbe work as cheaply as the individual householders
can. Tbe expense to the community as a whole would be no greater than at present. It must be
remembered that reform is not a matter of choice, but of necessity. Unfortunately, typhoid does not
remain quiescent whilst expenses are being considered: it is busy destroying valuable lives. It 18 tke
outcome of universal experience that this disease can be prevented by efficient sanitary measures. The
institution and maintenance of these certainly must be paid for in money, but the neglect of them must
be paid for in human lives. Epidemics are very costly ; regarded from the most sordid point of view, it
is much cheaper to pay in cash.
I have, &c.,
Tho President, Board of Health.
FTtANK TIUSWELL.
[eh]

Sydney; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—ISftO.
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RETURN to an Order made by the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 14th July, 1890, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ A copy of Dr. Tidswell’s report on the insanitary state of the town of
“ Forbes ”
(Mr. Heymond.)

SANITARY CONDITIONS IN JTOEBES.—MAY, 1S9G.
To the President,—
'
Sir,
In accordance with your instructions, 1 visited Forbes, and on May 1st and 2nd inspected
certain sanitary matters, under the guidance of the Mayor and Aldermen, and of the Government Medical
Officer (Dr. McDonnell). It appeared to me, from conversation with these gentlemen, that their present
purjiose will he Letter suited by some critical remarks than by a report in the usual form. 1 have tho
hodor to submit the following for your approval:—

Nightsoil and Refuse.
In every town which is unsewerod provision must be mad© for—
1. Storing the nightsoil on tho premises until such time as it can be removed ;
2. Femoving tbe nightsoil in an efficient and cleanly manner ; and
3. Disposal of the nightsoil in such a way as not to be a nuisance and a danger to health.
In Forbes at the present time the closets are provided sometimes with cesspits, sometimes with
pails. Cesspits are numerous, and are merely dug in the ground. Their walls are not impervious, and
consequently the liquid soaks away from them into the surrounding soil. They were, as usual with such
structures, extremely foul-smelliug. Cesspits in a town are bad and dangerous things, and should be
abolished.
The pails are of various kinds. In general they are of sufficient capacity, but not always of proper
shape, nor placed in a proper position under the closet-seat to catch all the excreta. Most of those I
examined contained much decomposing liquid.
A pail system is the heat for a town which has uo sewers, but it must be managed with great care
and attention to details. The pails must he of a suitable size aud shape, and must be properly placed.
All the excreta, liquid as well as solid, must be caught in them. Some dry substance, such as well-dried *
garden mould, loamy soil, ashes, &e., should be thrown over the excreta in sufficient amount to absorb all
the liquid. 'This is the basis of the whole system. If the nightsoil be kept dry no nuisance nor danger
will arise. The height of pail in relation to the eloset-seat must be such that no space intervenes between
them. This will prevent the woodwork and ground beneath the closet being polluted with urine. There
must also be some arrangement whereby the pail can only be placed in the proper position. Even a
superficial inspection will show that both these matters are in general neglected. The pails must.be
removed as often as possible, probably not less frequently than twice a week. The better the attention
to keeping the nightsoil dry the less frequent need the removal be. Under ordinary circumstances the
removal of nightsoil is a very dirty business ; owing to carelessness the closet-floors, passages, and lanes
become splashed with tho liquid refuse.
A
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A duplicate system is the best to aim at; die pails arc of uniform size and are made so as to be
closed by a spring lid. On removal from the closet the lid is fitted on, the pail and its contents removed
to the cart and conveyed to tbe depot to be emptied aud Washed. A clean empty pail replaces the one
removed.
r
This system, if properly carried out, is perfectly clean, safe, and free from nuisance. The work of
removal can be done in the daytime, and so can he supervised and properly conducted.
The efficiency of such a measure demands care on the part of householders, which must be secured
by active sanitary inspection, and the institution of an adequate system of scavenage. This can only be
hoped for by the council exercising direct control over the work. All experience teaches that the councirs
own servants will do it much better than contractors. The system is then uniform, defects are easily
recognised and remedied, and grave danger to health prevented. To admit of this system some of the
closets would need slight alteration, for the seats would have to bo the same (or nearly the same) height
in all to allow of the interchange ot palls.
The same general principles apply to house refuse, stable litter, Ac. At present there seems to he
no special care of these matters. At iVorth Circle Park, and in some lanes and open spaces, 1 saw some
unsightly deposits of garbage. The refuse should he stored in one particular spot on the premises (a
dust-heap), which should be so situated that the garbage can be kept dry. There should be a general
instruction that the destructible garbage he burned in the kitchen fire. This will greatly lessen the
amount to he dealt with. Tho removal and disposal should bo carried out by the council.

Slop Water and Drainage.
At present the slop waters of houses are alloived to run into the streets, inio which they are often
conveyed by box drains. These are bad ; they soon become foul, aud are readily blocked up. Circular
pipes are much better. At Xorth Circle Park there is a stinking swamp, into which a large amount of
slop water is received. An equally unhealthy condition is presented at the south end of the towm, where
the waters of a lagoon are polluted in a similar way. Whilst some kinds of slop water's are not harmful,
others such as those derived from washing up plates and dishes arc dangerous. They contain particles of
food, fat, &c., which putrefy and create a nuisance.
_
It is very necessary that some system of surface drainage should he undertaken iu order to deal
with these slops. It is tho complement of a water supply. The houses may be drained into impervious
gutters, and provision made for keeping these clean. But the gutters must lead somewhere, and it would
be best for the council to obtain the advice of a competent engineer to devise some scheme for properly
draining the town. It would be well under these circumstances to keep in view some system of irriga
tion whereby sewerage as well as surface drainage might be ultimately dealt with. It is urgent that tbe
condition of things at Xorth Circle Park he immediately put a stop to. This area is in a filthy condition
and constitutes a danger to health. The depot for disposal of nightsoil and garbage should bo so situated
that no soakage from it can return to the town. There appears to he some doubt whether the Forbes
depot is satisfactory in this respect.
_
_
The aim of disposal by burying is that the refuse may he converted as rapidly as possible from
organic (noxious) to inorganic (innocuous) material. This change is accomplished by the agency of
minute organisms which live in the uppermost few feet of the soil. They do not exist in the deeper layers.
Consequently, refuse should not he buried deeper than 6 or 8 feet, Admixture with earth renders tho
change more rapid by permitting the organisms to reach all parts quickly. The practice of casting the
refuse into deep open shafts, as in Forbes, does not altogether amount to deep burial, and it is perhaps a
sufficiently good method of disposal, provided the place bo isolated. I am of opinion that land used as a
depot should he fenced in, and the public forbidden to trespass upon it.
It will have been noticed that the above suggestions arc directed towards keeping the soil pure. It
may aid in their appreciation if i briefly sketch the ways in which soil pollution react on the community.
The soil contains water and air, and soil pollution means pollution of this ground water and ground
air. The liquid refuse from cesspits, slops, &c.. mixes with the ground water, and with it sinks iu till an
impervious stratum is reached. It then flows along this in the line of natural drainage and ultimately
enters a river or stream. The water in wells is also derived from this ground water, and a well actually
drains a certain area around it. It is, therefore, easily enough understood how injurious material may bo
conveyed into water used for drinking purposes. The germs of typhoid fever, for instance, are passed in
enormous numbers in the bowel excreta and urine of a person suffering from the disease. The germs can
remain alive for many months in the soil and during’that time can be carried long distances by the ground
water. Peaching a well or river they multiply with extraordinary rapidity, and water thus contaminated
with them can produce the disease in persons drinking it. Another way in which water can be con
taminated with typhoid germs is by the infective material from the soil being sucked into water-pipes
which are laid in it. Epidemics of typhoid have resulted from pollution of water in both of these ways.
The ground air occupies the soil above the water level. Since the level of the underground water
is constantly rising and falling with dry and wet weather, air is always being forced out and sucked in.
■\Vhen organic matter In the soil, such as nightsoil or garbage, is decomposing, injurious gaseous products
are evolved and mixed with the ground air. These noxious gases exist in abundance iu the air over
cesspits, and men have been killed by them whilst cleaning out old pits. The gaseous emanations from
the soil have often produced serious illness in deep mines, &c. The air of a house is warmer than the
air outside, and consequently it tends to rise and ho replaced by the air from without. This effect is
increased by fires in the house which create actual draughts. Some of the air thus drawn in comes from
the soil unless special means are taken to prevent it, such as air-proof basements or an air space between
the floor of the house and the ground. Polluted air thus aspirated into the house may produce sickness,
especially if it enters bedrooms and be inhaled for long periods, as during sleep. By this means certain
sore throats and inflammations of the lungs have been produced, or there may be no definite illness, but
simply a lowering of the vitality of the person inhaling it, "When an illness comes the individual whose
health is so undermined cannot resist it, as a healthy one can. In this way the community is rendered
very susceptible to certain diseases.
For these and other reasons it is necessary to take every reasonable means of preventing soil
pollution, and it is to secure this end that sanitary authorities have insisted on the necessity of cleanliness
in dealing with night-soil, and garbage, and slop waters.
Water

3
Water Supply.
Water is obtained from the Lachlan iu sufficient quantity to afford a constant supply.
.
I'h® situation of the intake is by no means free from danger, since there are several houses in its
immediate neighbourhood. Typhoid-infected drainage from these houses might so pollute the supply as
to cause an epidemic. This is the way typhoid is most commonly spread. Special care must therefore be
taken that these houses are maintained in a sanitary state, and that their drainage does not pollute the
river water.
_
The existence of a wool-washing business about a mile above the intake is a very regrettable
circumstance. The establishment of this was permitted, I understand, on the condition that no refuse
water should be turned into the river. The washings were to be irrigated over the adjacent land. I do
not think this is a sufficient safeguard. Slop and drainage waters exist about the premises, situated as
they are within a few feet of the river’s bank, which must inevitably be carried into the river when rain
falls. ] found also that much refuse matter was placed actually on the bank of the river. There can be
no doubt that some pollution of the river results from this source, and, considering the noxious nature of
the business, the pollution is of a most objectionable kind. The water of a running stream undergoes
self-purification, but many miles of flow are necessary to secure this end,
_
Prom the intake the water is pumped into a service reservoir. The water is said to be filtered, but
since this consists of passing it through large loose pieces of sandstone, there is no true filtration of it.
It may be mentioned that a properly carried-out method of sand-filtration would be to the advantage of
this town. The service, I understand, is not quite sufficient for the needs of the community, and the
laying of a new main is under consideration.
"
,
important points to remember in connection with a water supply are, that the water shall be
pure in quality' and sufficient in quantity. It is necessary, therefore, to jealously guard the source against
pollution in the first place, and next to take every precaution against contamination during distribution.
The quantity of water required by a community is usually estimated at 30 gallons per head per day.
. . The above considerations embrace all the matters to which my attention was specially directed. In
pointing out defects and suggesting remedies, 1 am conscious that reforms involve expense. Nevertheless,
it is cheaper to institute and maintain efficient sanitary measures than to allow them to be neglected'
Once instituted, the business of nightsoil and garbage removal and disposal can be carried out more
cheaply by the council than by the householders themselves. The expense to the community as a whole
would bo less than at present. Some measure of the kind indicated above will sooner or later have to be
undertaken, aud the expense involved should not he beyond the means of a town like Forbes.
I have. &c.,
Board of Health, 27lh May, 1890.
Pit AN K T1DSWELL.

[3rf.]

Sydney: Charles Totter, Coi ernment L'riiiter.—13iw.
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EXTRACTS EROM THE TOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 10. Tuesday, 2 .Tcite, 18£jG.
13. The Adattotrs Mr. Hawtliorne movecl, pursuant to Notice, That a Select Committee be appointed
to inquire into and report upon,—
.
(1.) The past and present management of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island.
(2.) .1 ho advisability or otherwise of the removal of the present Abattoirs to another locality.
“(3.) The probable cost and route of a. branch railway line from the main trunk line to'Glebe
" Ish1?'1’ for tho carrying of cattle and sheep, with the object of abolishing the present cattle*
1 driving nuisance through tho western suburbs.”
'
(4.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Itcil, Mr. Kussell Jones, Mr. Bavistcr, Mr. Maliony
Mr. Trank Tarnell, Mr. Law-, Mr. O’Sullivan, Sir. Harris, Mr. Parkes, and tho Mover.
’
Debate ensued.
Sir. Macdonald moved. That the Question be amended by leaving out paragraph (3).
Question proposed,—That the words proposed to he left out stand part of the Question.
Debate continued.
Question put,—That the words proposed to be left out stand part of tho Question.
The House divided.
'
Ayes, 10.
Mr. Pepin, ,
Mr. McLaughlin,
Mr, McLean,
Mr. ’Wilks,
Mr. J. G. L. Fit-matricfc,
Mr. Harvey,
Mr. Harris,
Mr. Millard.

Tellers,
Mr. Law,
Mr. Hawthorne.

Noes, 47.
Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Copeland,
Dr. Ross,
Mr. Schoy,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. See,
Mr. Willis,
Mr. Racoy,
Mr. Watkins,
Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Drunker,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. FitzGerald,
Mr. Waddell,
Mr. Carroll,
Mr. J’yers,
Mr. Hurler,

Mr. Travers Jones,
Mr. Ball,
Mr. Macdonald,
Mr. Lonsdale,
Mr. Cotton,
Mr. Jesscp,
Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Garrard,
Mr. Muhony,
Mr. Black,
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Cann,
Mr. Morgan,
Mr. McGowen,
Mr. O'Reilly,
Mr. Archibald Campbell, Mr. Cook,
Mr. Hogue,
Mr. Newman,
Mr. Thomas,
Mr. Young.
Mr. Anderson,
Tellers,
Mr. Thomas Drown,
Mr. Collins,
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Jfllecl;,
Mr. Moore.
Mr. Reid,
Mr. Whiddon,

And so it passed in tho negative.
And Mr. Hogue requiring that the Committee be appointed by Ballot,—
Question, as amended, then put, That a Select Committee he appointed to inquire into and report
(1.)
(2.)
f3.)
The

The past and present management of tho Abattoirs at Glebe Island.
The advisability or otherwise of the removal of the present Abattoirs lo another locality.
That such Committee consist of
*
*
*
*
*
J
House divided.
Ayes, 51.
Noes, 9.
Mr. Drunker,
Mr. Watkins,
Mr. Fegan,
Mr, Thomas Brown,
Mr. Young,
Mr. Harvey,
Mr. Cnrrurd,
Mr. O'Sulhvan,
Mr. McLaughlin,
Mr. Jhivister,
Mr. Reid,
Mr. Ball,
Mr. See,
Mr. Pycrs,
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr, Millard,
Mr. MeGowen,
Mr. Jessep,
Mr. Smailcs,
Mr. Harris,
Mr. Thomas,
Mr. Dacey,
Mr. Wilks,
Mr. Hurley,
Mr. Hogue,
Mr. Mahony,
Mr. Macdonald,
Mr. O’Reilly,
Mr. Cotton,
Mr. Dick,
Mr. Hughes,
Mr. Willis,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Cook,
Mr. J. 0. L, Fitzpafrick, Mr. Newman,

Mr. Schcy,
Mr. Morgan,
Mr. Collins,
Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Travers Jones,
Mr. Cann,
Mr. Waddell,
Mr. Watson,
Mr, Anderson,
Dr. Ross,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. FitzGerald.

#

Mr. Carroll,
Mr. Edden,
Mr. Whiddon,
Mr. Lonsdale,
Mr. Black,
Mr. Afllcok,
Mr. Archibald Campbell.

Tellers,
Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Moore.

Tellers,
Mr. Hawthorne,
Mr. Law.

And bo it was resolved in the affirmative.
’Whereupon the House proceeded to Ballot; and Mr. Speaker declared the following to be tho
Committee duly appointed :~Mr. Hawthorne, Mr. Brunker, Mr. Hassall, Mr. Law, Mr Bavistcr
Mr. Mahony, Mr. O’Sullivan, Mr. Wilks, Mr. Willis, and Mr. McElhone.
’
Votes
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Votes No. 55.

8

Tuesday, 15 September, 1896.

Abattoirs {Formal Motion)Mr. Hawtliorne moved, pursuant to Notice, That the Select
Committee now sitting on “ The Abattoirs ” have leave to make visits of inspection, from time to
time, accompanied by a shorthand-writer, to Abattoirs within the Colonies, for the purpose of
holding inquiries and taking evidence, and that tbe Committee have leave to sit during the sittings
of the House, or any adjournment thereof, for the purpose of making such visits of inspection.
Question put and passed.

Tee

Votes No.

81.

Thuhsday,

12

Noyembeh,

1896.

:—Mr. Hawthorne, as Chairman, brought up the Iteport from, and laid upon the
Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose
consideration and report this subject was referred on 2nd June, 1896; together with Appendix,
Referred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.
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1896.

THE ABATTOIRS.

REPORT.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 2nd'June, 1896,
<c to inquire inio and report upon (1) The past and present management of the
Abattoirs at Glebe Island; (2) the advisability or otherwise of the removal of
the present Abattoirs to another locality f—and to whom was granted on 15th
September, 1896, “ leave to make visits of inspeciiont from time to time,
accompanied by a shorthand-writer, to Abattoirs within the Colonies, for the
purpose of holding inquiries and taking evidence, and leave to sit during the
sittings of the Souse or any adjournment thereof, for the purpose of making
such visits of inspection,”—have agreed to the following 'Report:—

Your Committee, having taken a considerable amount of evidence, and
paid visits of inspection to the Abattoirs and chilling and meat-preserving works
in Melbourne, Brisbane, Aberdeen (N. S. Wales,) and Sydney, have arrived at the
following conclusions:—
1. That it is desirable that the Government encourage in every possible way
the killing of stock and chilling of meat in the country districts. In connection
with this aspect of the question they Avould suggest that an expert inspector should
be appointed for each establishment, as there is reason to believe that the present
system of inspection is far from being a satisfactory one.
The plan worked so
successfully in Queensland by having a Dairy and Meat Board, might with
advantage be considered by the Government of New South Wales; and better
accommodation for the sale and shipment of frozen or chilled meat might, at the
same time, he accorded by the Government.
2. Your Committee consider that it is absolutely necessary to have a central
Abattoirs in or near the city of Sydney, in order to dispose of the large number of
calves, pigs, lambs, and other stock which come From the coastal districts, as well as
to supply the demand of those who prefer to have their meat fresh, and have
an objection to chilled or frozen meat.
3. This point being conceded, the question of site for the Abattoirs then arises.
Three positions claim attention. Tbe first is that near Blacktown, where there is
said to be a large area of land available and abundance of water at band for cleansing
purposes.
The second is the Wentworth Estate, at Elcmington, adjoining the
present stock sale-yards, where there is also a considerable area of land, Avith a
frontage on the Parramatta River, and Avill he shortly connected with the main
seAver of Sydney. The third is the so-called Glebe Island (or peninsula), where
the present" Abattoirs arc situated, to which cattle and sheep have now to he driven
from the sale-yards. .
4. With regard to the BlacktoAvn site, it may be dismissed at once as being
too distant from the city for the position of an Abattoirs. The evidence goes to show
that even at present there is a considerable amount of killing done in private
establishments (without inspection), and if the Abattoirs were placed at the proposed
site near Blacktown (22 miles from Sydney) this evil would undoubtedly largely
increase.
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increase. The Wentworth Estate, near Elemington (9 miles from Sydney), is a Letter
situation, but that also is somewhat too far for the majority of the butchers to go for
their meat. It is to be feared that this distance, although much shorter than that at
Blacktown, would also tend to the practice of private killing.
The argument
applied on behaif of both the Blacktown and Wentworth Estate sites, that there
would be in each case a large area of land for resting or grazing paddocks, does not
hold good; Sixty thousand shceji and nearly 2,500 head of cattle arc sold every
week at EJemington, and that number of stock would eat all tbe grass that was
available at either of tho sites mentioned, and wheu the first week’s stock bad eaten
off the grass where would be the sustenance for those that followed ? It is, therefore,
not wise for the State to invest a large sum of money in the purchase of either of the
estates referred to on tbe assumption that they would be required for resting or grazing
purposes. Stock arc driven to Elemington, as a rule, for slaughtering purposes, and
there is, therefore, no necessity for grazing paddocks for them.
5. Hi ere remains, then, the Glebe Island site to be considered ; and your
Committee consider that it.is admirably adapted for the purposes of Abattoirs* and
the shipment of meat. The objections against driving sheep a]id cattle to Glebe
Island may be disposed of by the construction of a branch railway from the Abattoirs
to a point on the main line of railway between Petersham and Summer Hill. A route
almost free from buildings could be chosen, and, therefore, the cost of constructing
the proposed railway ought not to be great. Trucking-yards already exist at Eleming
ton for the pappose of sending stock to Bowral, Moss Vale, Katoomba, Mount Victoria,
and other points on tbe railway system, -for which purchases are frequently made at
the sale-yards. The present Abattoirs are too heavily built, and there is a scarcity of
room in the pens and an insufficiency of light. Its machinery is obsolete and unsuit
able, and the Abattoirs themselves are in a somewhat dirty condition. These mi "lit
be abolished altogether, and a new establishment laid out on the north-eastern side
of the peninsula, where there are about 50 acres of Government land with water
frontage. Here a set of Abattoirs should he built on the pavilion plan, as in Paris,
so that plenty of light and fresh air might penetrate the establishment, good
drainage he provided, and an equality of position ensured for those engaged in the
trade. The building should he constructed upon the latest scientific principles, and
ample room should be given in each pen for slaughtering purposes. In connection
with the Abattoirs a meat market might he established for Balmain, Pyrinont,
the Glebe, Annahdale, Leichhardt, and other contiguous suburbs. Chilling and
meat-freezing establishments might also be established hear the Abattoirs, and
proper wharfage accommodation given for large vessels to call there and load, as
"well as for coastal vessels to unload their stock near the slaughtering-houses.
With regard to resting paddocks, there is ample room for these in the reclaimed
reserve at White Bay, which adjoins the Abattoirs. If a high wall were erected
around the reserve and the Abattoirs, no offensive sights would he apparent to the
public, and there is abundance of splendid stone on the Island for the construction
these walls. The stock could he brought from Elemington to Glebe Island by
rail, so that a dangerous nuisance which now exists would thus he obviated.
*
.
6- There remains the question as to whether the presence of an Abattoirs in a
thickly-populated neighbourhood is not a detriment to the public health. On this
point the evidence goes to show that, given the most modern and approved machinery
for desiccating, Ac., there is no danger whatever to the public health in a properlyconducted, cleanly-kept Abattoirs. In Chicago, Glasgow, Liverpool, Paris, Bris
bane, Melbourne, Aberdeen (N.S.W.), and other places where the slaughtering of
stock takes place in populous localities, no injury to the public health whatever is
caused by the practice, and there is no reason why the Abattoirs of Sydney should
not be rendered as innocuous as these establishments. The by-products of the
Sydney Abattoirs now run to waste, and are taken out to the ocean at great expense, hut
there is no reason why these should not he turned to profitable account. At Bourke
and Aberdeen, and elsewhere in New South Wales, at Melbourne, and at Queensport,
near Brisbane, the by-products are the source of considerable profit to the pro
prietors of the works, where they are treated, and the same state of tilings should
exist with regard to Gie Sydney Abattoirs. The vicinity of Glebe Island to tho
city is a great convenience to the retail butchers, and its existence is a deterrent to
the system of private killing. Above all, a central Abattoirs, near Sydney, affords the
means
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means of a thorough system of inspection, aud thus the public health is preserved
from injury through diseased meat. The present Abattoirs might be demolished as
soon as the new ones are erected, and the land they occupy used for wharfage or
other purposes.
With the reserve at White Bay there is ample room on the
Glebe Island for Abattoirs, resting yards, markets, chilling works, and wharfs for
several generations to come, and as the whole of the land referred to is Crown
property there would be uo occasion for expensive resumptions, while there is an
ample supply of stone for building purposes on tho Island.

7. In view of tire tenacious character of tuberculosis, your Committee would
recommend that strenuous stops should be taken to prevent diseased meat from
being utilised as manure. It should be used for boiling-down purposes only, and the
refuse should then ho destroyed by fire, as the spreading of diseased meat over fields
may propagate more tuberculosis, and thus endanger the public health. To prevent
these and other abuses, however, more inspectors should he appointed, responsible to
the Government alone, as it is evident that six inspectors are not sufficient to
thoroughly do the work of examination at Abattoirs like those of Glebe Island.
_ 8. Tour Committee would suggest to the Government tho desirableness of
considering whether some steps should not he taken to prevent the public from
being compelled to pay the excessive prices occasionally charged for meat. It
might even he a wise proceeding for the Government themselves to work the
Abattoirs in the public interest. If such a system were established, the public would
obtain their meat at a cheaper rate, and there would then ho no temptation to foist
diseased meat on the market to the prejudice of the public health. The suggestion
embodies an innovation, hut the importance of the matter to the general public would
more than justify such a departure from the ordinary functions of government.
J. STUART HAWTHORNE,
Chairman.
No. 1 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,

11th November, 1896.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY, 10 JUNE, 1806.

-

Members Present:—

Mr. Hawthorne,
Mr. Law,

Mr. Maliony,
Mr. Wilks,
Mr. Willis.

'

Mr. Hawthorne called to the Chair.
Entry from Totes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
i
Besohed (on motion of Mr. Lav>),—That the Chairman obtain leave of the House for the Committee
to make visits of inspection from time to time to Abattoirs within the Colonies for the purpose of holding
inquiries and taking evidence, aud that the Committee have leave to sit during the sittings of the House,
or any adjournment thereof, for the purpose of making such visits of inspection.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 17 JUNE, 1890.
Members Present

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavistcr,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks,
Mr. Willis.
Committee deliberated.
_
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

THUBSDAY, 2 JULY, 1896.
Members Present :—

.
Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Law,
)
Mr. Wilks.
Committee deliberated.
_
Besolved (on motion of Mr. Law),—That the Committee wait on the Premier, and report to another
meeting on Tuesday next, at 6 o’clock, the result of the intemew, respecting the providing of funds for a
quorum of members to visit the Abattoirs in tho leading capitals of the Australian Colonies.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 3 o’clock.]

TUESDAY, 7 JULY, 1896.
Members Present :—

■

Mr. Hawthorne in (he Chair.
Mr. Bavistcr,
|
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Wilks.
'
Committee deliberated,
_
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

WEDNESDAY, 12 AUGUST, 1896.
M’ejebers Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Baviater,
(
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2‘30 o’clock.]
TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY, IB AUGUST, 1896.
Membebs Peesent :—

Mr. Haivthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister, .
j
Mr. Law,
Mr. Willis.
Henry Brisbane Swan called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
Archibald McNeill called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
John Blowes Collerson called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next at 2'SO o’clock.]
THURSDAY, 20 AUGUST, 1896.
Memhf.es Pbesent :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Law,
|
Mr. Wilks.
John Blowes Collerson recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
William John Spencer (Editor, Australian Meat Trades Journal) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 215 o’clock.]
TUESDAY, 25 AUGUST, 1896.
Members Peesettt :—

Mr. Bavister,

|
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr, Wilks called to the Chair
tern,
Henry William Austin called in, sworn, and examined.
At this stage the Chairman entered the room and took the Chair.
Witness withdrew.
Charles Thompson called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
■
Arthur Grey Ken way called in, swTorn, and examined.
[Adjourned till Thursday next at 2T5 o’clock.]
THURSDAY, 27 AUGUST, 1896.
1

'

Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
'
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Arthur Grey Kenway recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 2'80 o’clock.]
TUESDAY, 1 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Wilks.
Arthur Grey Kenway recalled and further examined.
■
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next at 2'80 o’clock.]
THURSDAY, 3 SEPTEMBER, 1890.
Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan,
|
Mr. Wilks.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.
WEDNESDAY, 9 SEPTEMBER, 1S9C.
■

Members Present :—

Mr. Law,
|
Mr. McElhone,
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for tins day lapsed.
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TUESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
-

Membehs Present :—

Mr. Law,
Mr. O’SnUivan,
Mr. Mahony,
Mr. Wilks.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Wilks called to the Chair yarn tem.
Arthur Grey Eenway farther examined.
At this stage the Chairman entered the room and took the Chair.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next at 2-30 o’clock,]
THURSDAY, 17 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Memeebs Present :—

Mr. Bavister,
Mr. Law,

1
Mr. O’Sullivan,
j
Mr. Wilks,
Mr. Willis.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. Wilks called to the Chair pro tem.
Alfred Allen called in, sworn, and examined.
The Chairman at this stage entered the roonrand took the Chair.
■ Witness handed in plan of an abattoir \Appendix A 1], and report on the Abattoirs at Glebe
Island [A 2].
Witness withdrew.
Arthur Grey Kenway further examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 3 o’clock.]
TUESDAY, 22 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr, Bavister,
]
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks,
Entry from Votes and Proceedings granting leave to the Committee to make visits of inspection
&c., read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
•
Resolved (on motion of Mr. Wilks'),—That the Committee at its next meeting proceed to Melbourne.
[Adjourned till Friday next at 4'30 p.m.]
ERIDAY, 25 SEPTEMBER, 189G.
Members Present:—

Mr. Hawthorne ( Chairman).
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Law,
‘
Mr. Wilks.
The Committee proceeded by express train to Melbourne.
At Melbourne.

MONDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER, I89G.

The Committee proceeded on a visit of inspection to the Abattoirs at Flemington, and afterwards
met in a room at the “ Grand Hotel,” Melbourne.
Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.
John Robertson (Superintendent of the City Abattoirs, and Inspector of the Cattle Market)
examined.
‘
TUESDAY, 2D SEPTEMBER, 1896.
The Committee proceeded on a visit of inspection to the Abattoirs and freezing-works at Newport.
Members Present:—

.
Mr. Hawthorne (Chairman).
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Law,
. Mr. Wilks.
John Maggs (Clerk in charge of the Works) examined.
The Committee then proceeded to inspect the Abattoirs at Williamstown,
Henry Smith examined,
'

r
.

.
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The Committee having returned to Melbourne, met in a room at the Town Hall.
"William Strong {Mayor of Melbourne) examined.
John Clayton {Town Clerk) examined.
'
Witness handed in plan, showing site of Abattoirs [Appendix B1]; Return, showing the number
of stock slaughtered at the Abattoirs, and the number condemned [Appendix B 2]; Regulation for the
management of the Abattoirs [Appendix B 3]; Special Regulation to prevent the manipulation of a
carcass so as to remove signs of disease [Appendix B d] By-laws regulating the carriage of meat through
the streets of the city [Appendices B 5 and 6]; Reports by the City Surveyor, Melbourne, on the
desiccating works, City Abattoirs [Appendices B 7 and S]; Description of the pig slaughter-houses,
City Abattoirs [Appendix B 9],
The Committee left for Sydney by the express train at 5’15 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, 30 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

The Committee having returned to Sydney,—■
Reassembling to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

'

THURSDA Y, 1 OCTOBER, 1896.
-

Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Law,
I
Mr. Wilks,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
j
Mr. Willis.
Resolved {on motion of Mr. O'Sullivan),—That the Committee proceed by train to Brisbane on
Sunday evening next.
‘
[Adjourned.]
WEDNESDAY, 7 OCTOBER, 1896.
Members Present :—

.

Mr. Bavister,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks,
In the absence of tho Chairman, Mr. O’Sullivan called to the Chair pro tem.
_ Resolved {on motion of Mr. Bavister),—That the Committee proceed to Aberdeen (N.S.W.) by
train at 9 a.m. on Friday next, thence to Brisbane.
[Adjourned till Friday next at 8‘30 o’clock a.m.]

FRIDAY, 9 OCTOBER, 1896.
.

Members Present :— ,

.

Mr. Hawthorne (Chairman).
Mr. Bavister,
)
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.
The Committee proceeded by train to Aberdeen.
At Aberdeen.

room,

Committee inspected Aberdeen Meat Company’s Works, and afterwards met in the manager’s
.
Members Present:—

'
Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
|
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.
.
William Anthony Benn {Manager of the Aberdeen Meat Company's Works) sworn and examined.
Committee then proceeded by train to Brisbane.

SATURDAY, 10 OCTOBER, 1806.

The Committee held a meeting in the train between Olen Inncs and Tenterfield.
Members Present :—

Mr, Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.
Arthur Richmond Morixm. {Manager of the Tenterfield Meat Freezing Works) sworn and examined.
The Committee having arrived at Brisbane,—

At
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At Bhisbane.

•

MOUTDAY, 12 OCTOBER, 1896.

Tlie Committee proceeded by steamer to Queensport, and inspected the Graziers' Meat Export
Works, and then to Eagle Farm, and inspected the Queensland Meat Export and Agency Company’s
(Limited) Works.
Os THE SlEAMEB “MlSEB."
Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
Mr. Law,
Mr. O'Snllivan,
Mr. Wilks.

.

,
"

John Vigers Francis {Manager of Graziers' Meat Export Company) examined.
David Traill {Manager of the Queensland Meat Export and Agency Company, Limited) examined.
[The Committee, having returned to Brisbane, adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 13 OCTOBER, 1896.

The Committee proceeded to South Brisbane, and inspected Messrs. Birt and Company’s (Brisbane
Meat Company's) Works.
The Committee met in a room at the Customs Office, Musgrave Wharf.
Members Present :—

.

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr, Wilks.

John Genge Andrews Peddle {Manager of the Brisbane Meat Company's WorTes) examined.
Bussell Sinclair examined.
Patrick Bobertson Gordon {Ghif Inspector of Stock) examined.
The Committee left by train for Sydney at 0'50 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 11 OCTOBER, 1896.

The Committee having returned to Sydney,—
Eeasscmbling to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

TUESDAY, 20 OCTOBER, 1S9G.
Members Present :—

.

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
j
Mr. Law,
Mr. O'Sullivan,
|
Mr. Wilks.
Resolved {on motion of Mr. Law),—That the Committee proceed to Adelaide by express train at

5T5 p.m. on Friday next,

■
[Adjourned till To-morrow at 2 o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY, 21 OCTOBER, 1896.
Members Present :—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Bavister,
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr, Wilks.
John Ashburton Thompson {Chief Medical Officer of the Government and President of the Board of
Health) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Thomas Harry Houghton, A.M.I.C.E., called in, sworn, and examined-.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at 2,30 o’clock.]

THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY,

22

OCTOBER,

1896.

MeMUEHS PeESENT :—

■

Mr. Hawthorne m the Chair.
Mr. Law,
|
Mr. O'Sullivan,
Mr. Wilks.
Prancis Kirkpatrick (Under Secretary for Finance and Trade) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Edmund-Compton Batt called in, sworn, and examined.
_ Witness handed in tracing showing proposed site tor Abattoirs at Blacktown, and additional tracing
showing proposed loopline connecting Blacktown and Doonside. [Appendices C 1 and 2.]
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned.]
THURSDAY,

29

OCTOBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. Bavister,

j
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. O’Sullivan called to the Chair pro tem,
Resolved {on motion of Hr. Bavister),-—That tho Committee proceed on a visit of inspection to
the Glebe Island Abattoirs on Monday next, and to the Wentworth Estate on Thursday next.
[Adjourned till Monday next at 1‘30 o’clock.]
MOHDAY,

_

2

NOVEMBER,

1896.

.

Members Peeseut

Mr. Bavister,
Mr. O’Sullivan,

Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.

In the absence of the Chairman, Mr. O’Sullivan called to the Chair pro tem.
Committee proceeded on a visit of inspection to the Abattoirs at Glebe Island.
And having returned,—■
[Adjourned till Thursday next, at 9'30 o’clock.]
THURSDAY, 5 NOVEMBER, 1890.
The meeting called for this day postponed by order of the Chairman.

WEDNESDAY,

11

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Memjjehs Pheseut:—

Mr. Hawthorne in the Chair.
Mr. Law,
j
Mr. Mahony,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
|
Mr. Wilks.
Chairman submitted Draft Report, which was read a first time as follows:—
Dll APT REPORT.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 2nd June, 189Q, “ to

inquire into and
report upon (1) The past and present manayement of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island; (2) the advisa
bility or otherwise of the removal of the present Abattoirs to another locality," and to whom was
granted on 15th September, 1896, 11 leave to malcc visits of inspection, from time to time, accompanied
by a shorthand-writer, to Abattoirs within the Colonics, for the purpose of holding inquiries and taking
evidence, and leave to sit dwrmg the sittings of the House or any adjournment thereof, for the purpose
of making such visits of inspection,”—have agreed to the following Report:—

Tour Committee, having taken a considerable amount of evidence, and paid visits of inspection
to tho Abattoirs and chilling and meat-preserving works in Melbourne, Brisbane, Aberdeen, and Sydney,
have arrived at the following conclusion:—
■
That it is desirable that the General Board encourage in every possible way the killing of stock
and chilling of meat in the country districts. In connection with this aspect of the question, they would
suggest that an expert inspector should be appointed for each establishment, as there is reason to believe
that the present system of inspection is far from being a satisfactory one. The plan worked so success
fully in Queensland by having a Dairy and Meat Board, with power to advance money as loans on long
terms, might, with great advantage to the State, be adopted in Hew South Wales ; and better accommo
dation for shipping frozen or chilled meat might,'at the same time, be accorded by the Government.
More generous railway freights would also be of material assistance to this great industry,
2. Tour Committee consider that it is absolutely necessary to have a central Abattoirs in or near
the city of Sydney, in order to dispose of the large number of calves, pigs, lambs, and other stock which
come from the coastal districts, as well as to supply the demand of those who prefer to have their meat
fresh, and have an objection to chilled or frozen meat.
3. This point being conceded, the question of site for the Abattoirs then arises. Three positions
claim attention. The first is that near Blacktown, where there is said to be a largo area of land available
and abundance of water at hand for cleansing purposes. The second is the Wentworth Estate, at
Elemington,
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I'lemington, adjoining the present stock sale-yards, where there is also a considerable area of land, with a
frontage on the Parramatta Kiver, and will be shortly connected with the main sewer of Sydney, The
third is the so-called (Hebe Island (or peninsular), where the present Abattoirs are situated, to which
cattle and sheep have now to be driven from Ihe sale-yards.
4. With regard to the Blacktown site, it may be dismissed at once as being too distant from the
city for the position of an Abattoirs. The evidence goes to show that even at present there is a considerable
amount of killing done in private establishments (without inspection), and if the Abattoirs were placed at
the proposed site hear Blacktown (22 miles from Sydney) this evil would undoubtedly largely increase.
The Wentworth Estate, near Plemington (9 miles from Sydney), is a better situation, but that also is
somewhat too far for the majority of the butchers to go for their meat. It is to be feared that this
distance, although much shorter than that at Blacktown, would also tend to the establishment of private
killing. The argument applied on behalf of both the Blacktown and Wentworth Estate sites, that there
would be in each case a large area of land for resting or grazing paddocks, does not hold good. Sixty
thousand sheep and nearly 2,500 head of cattle are sold every week at Elemington, and that number of
stock would eat all the grass that was available at either of the sites mentioned, and when the first week’s
stock had eaten off the grass where would be the sustenance for those that followed ? It is, therefore,
not wise for the State to invest a large sum of money in the purchase of either of the estates referred to
on the assumption that they would bo required for resting or grazing purposes. Stock are driven to
Elemington, as a rule, for slaughtering purposes, and there is, therefore, no necessity for grazing paddocks
for them.
5. There remains, then, the Glebe Island site to be considered; and your Committee consider that
it is admirably adapted for the purpose of Abattoirs and tho shipment of meat. The objections against
driving sheep and cattle to Glebe Island may he disposed of by the construction of a branch railway from
the Abattoirs to a point on the main line of railway between Petersham and Summer Hill. A route
almost free from buildings could be chosen, and, therefore, the cost of constructing the proposed railway
ought not to be great. Trucking-yards already exist at Plemington for the purpose of sending stock to
Bowral, Moss Yale, Katoomba, Mount Victoria, and other points on the railway system, for which
purchases are frequently made at the sale-yards. The present Abattoirs are too heavily built, and there
is a scarcity of room in the pens and an insufficiency of light. Its machinery is obsolete and unsuitable,
and the Abattoirs themselves are in a somewhat dirty condition. These might he abolished altogether,
and a new establishment laid out on the north-eastern side of the peninsular, where there are about 70
acres of Government land with water frontage. Here a set of Abattoirs should be built on the pavilion
plan, as in Paris, so that plenty of light and fresh air might penetrate the establishment, and good
drainage be provided. The building should be constructed mainly of iron, and ample room should be
given in each pen for slaughtering purposes. In connection with the Abattoirs a meat market might be
established for Balmain, Pyrmont, the Globe, Annandale, Leichhardt, and other contiguous suburbs.
Chilling and meat-freezing establish merits might also be established near the Abattoirs, and proper
wharfage accommodation given for large vessels to call there and load, as well as for coastal vessels to
unload their stock near the slaughtering-houses. With regard to resting paddocks, there is ample room
for these in the reclaimed reserve at White Bay, which adjoins the Abattoirs. If a high wall were
erected around the reserve and the Abattoirs, no offensive sights would be apparent to the public, and
' there is abundance of splendid stone on the Island for the construction of these walls. The stock could
be brought from Elemington to Glebe Island by night by rail, so that a dangerous nuisance which now
exists would thus be obviated.
6. There remains the question as to whether the presence of an Abattoirs in a thickly-populated
neighbourhood is not a detriment to the public health. On this point the evidence goes to show that,
given the most modern and approved machinery for desiccating, &c., there is no danger whatever to the
public health in a properly conducted, cleanly-kept Abattoirs. The men now working at Glebe Island
appear to be robust and healthy, and beyond an offensive smell—which could he obviated by the effective
and modern treatments of the offal and refuse. In Chicago, Glasgow, Liverpool, Paris, Deptford,
Brisbane, Melbourne, Aberdeen (N.S.W.), and other places where the slaughtering of stock takes place
in populous localities, no injury to the public health whatever is caused by the practice, and there is no
reason why the Abattoirs of Sydney should not be rendered as innocuous as these establishments. The
by-products of the Sydney Abattoirs now run to waste, and are taken out to the ocean at great expense,
but there is no reason why these should not be turned to good account. At Bourke and Aberdeen, and
elsewhere in New South Wales and Melbourne, at Queensport, near Brisbane, the by-products are the
source of considerable profit to the proprietors of the works, wkere they are treated, and there is no
reason why the same state of things should not exist with regard to the JSydney Abattoirs. The vicinity
of Glebe Island to the city is a great convenience to the retail butchers, and its existence is a deterrent
to the system of private killing. Above all, a central Abattoirs, near Sydney, affords the means of a
thorough system of inspection, and thus the public health is preserved from injury through diseased meat.
The present Abattoirs might be demolished as soon as the new ones are erected, and the land it occupies
sold for wharfage or other business purposes. With the reserve at White Bay there is ample room on the
Glebe Island peninsular for Abattoirs, resting yards, markets, chilling works, and wharfs for several
generations to come, and as the whole of the land referred to is Crown property there would be no occasion
for expensive resumptions, while there is an ample supply of stone for building purposes on the Island.
7. Your Committee desire to call attention to the fact that a great deal of the condemned meat at
the Abattoirs appears to be afterwards utilised for the purpose of poultry-feeding, and it is said that a
portion of the condemned meat finds its way into the reservoir, from which the refuse is run into punts
to be taken out to sea. This would suggest the idea that after the diseased portion of a carcase is cut out
the remainder is sold forhuman consumption. Your Committee would recommend that a searching inquiry
should be made into this aspect of the matter, and if the practice is found to exist a severe penalty should
be imposed for the offence. In view7 of the tenacious character of tuberculosis, your Committee would
recommend that strenuous steps should be taken to prevent the diseased meat from being utilised as
manure. It should be used for boiling-down purposes only, and the refuse should then be destroyed by
fire, as the spreading of diseased meat over fields may propagate more tuberculosis, and thus endanger the
public health. To prevent these and other abuses, however, more inspectors should be appointed,
responsible to the Government alone, as it is evident that six inspectors are not sufficient to thoroughly dt>
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the wort of examination at Abattoirs like those of Glebe Island. An experienced inspector should also
be appointed for each chilling or freezing establishment, in order to see that none hut sound meat is
exported or used locally for consumption.
8. Your Committee would suggest to the Government the desirableness of considering whether
some steps should not be taken to prevent the public from being compelled to pay the excessive prices
occasionally charged for meat. It might even he a wise proceeding for the Government themselves to
work the Abattoirs in the public interest. If such a system were established, the public would obtain
their moat at a cheaper rate, and there would then be no temptation to foist diseased meat on the market
to the prejudice of the public health. The suggestion embodies an innovation, but tho importance of the
matter to the general public would more than justify such a departure from the' ordinary functions of
government.
9. In conclusion, your Committee would suggest that the Government should, by the construction
of the railway proposed in paragraph 5, as speedily as possible put an end to the cattle-driving nuisance,
which is a cause of irritation, loss, and danger to a large number of people resident in the western
suburbs, also Urummoyne and Balmain, and is, according to reliable witnesses, injurious to the cattle, and
consequently deteriorates the quality of the meat supplied to the public.
Bcporfc considered.
■ Paragraph 1 read.
.
And certain amendments having been made,—Mr. Wilks moved the omission in lino 8 of the words
“ More generous railway freights would also be of material assistance to this great industry.”
Question put,—That the words proposed to be left but stand part of the paragraph.
Committee divided.
Aye.
Mr. Law.

Noes.
Mr. Mahony,
Mr. 'Wilks.'

Words omitted.
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Paragraph 2 read.
■
Question put,—That the paragraph as read stand paragraph 2 of the Eeport.
Committee divided.
Ayes.

Mr. Law,
Mr. Wilks.

No,

,

Mr. Mahony.

.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraph, as read, agreed to.
■
The Chairman at this stage entered the room and took the Chair.
Paragraph 3 read and agreed to.
Paragraph 4 read, amended, and agreed to.
Paragraph 0 read. ■
Mr. Mahony moved the insertion of the words “do not” after “ Committee ” in line 1.
Question put,—That words proposed to be inserted be so inserted.
Committee divided.
Ayo.
Mr. Mahony.

Noes,

Mr. Wilke,
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan.

Proposed insertion of words negatived.
Mr. Mahony moved the omission of all the words after the word “ The ” in line 2 down to the
word “great” in line 6.
Question put,—That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph.
Committee divided.
'

Ayes.
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Wilks.

No.
Mr. Mahony.

Words stand.
And certain amendments having been made,—
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Paragraph 6 read.
And certain amendments having been made,—
Mr. Mahony moved the omission in line 6 “ In Chicago, Glasgow’, Liverpool, Paris.”
Question put,—That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the paragraph.
Committee divided.
Ayes,

No.

Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Wilks.

Mr. Mahony.

Words stand.
And certain other amendments having been made,'—
Paragraph, as amended, agreed to.
Paragraph 7 read, amended, and agreed to.
Paragraph 8 read and agreed to.
Paragraph^ read.
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Question put,—That the paragraph as read stand paragraph 9 of the Report.
Committee divided.
Aye.

Noes.

Mr, Law,

Mr. Mahony,
Mr. O'Sullivan,
Mr. Wilks.

Negatived.
Mr. O’Sullivan moved,—“ That the Chairman report to the House.”
Question put.
Committee divided.
Ayes.

No.

Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivftn,
Mr. Wilks.

Mr. Mahony.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
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MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

THE ABATTOIRS.

.

TUESDAY,

IS

AUGUST,

189G.

present:—

Mu. BAVISTER,
Mm. HAWTHORNE,

J.

Mm. LAW,
Mu. WILKS.
S. HAWTHORNE, Esq., in the Chaiu.

Henry Brisbane Swan called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman^ You have been Mayor of Balmain ? Yes,
H. B. Swan.
2. You are in a large way of business close to tbe Abattoirs? Yes, the timber business.
•i. Were you at one time connected with Glebe Island ? Yes; I was there five or five and a half years. 18Aug., 1696.
i. What position did you occupy? Superintendent over the workmen in the desiccating portion of the
works.
5. What years were you engaged there ? From 1874! to 1879.
(!. Yon have not been in any way occupied there since ? No.
7. But your business being so close—your premises being on the Abattoir Road—brings you into close
contact with all the doings at the Abattoirs ? Yes, very close.
S. Do you think that the past management of tbe Island has been satisfactory ? The management up to
1879 was very unsatisfactory, but since then there have been vast improvements,
9. What have been tbe improvements in tbe Abattoirs generally, so far as you are aware, which have
been effected at tbe Island since 1879 ? The management has been very satisfactory, seeing what they
have to put up with. I think the management has been excellent, but the buildings are unsatis
factory.
10. What difference is there between tbe management of late years and what it was when you consider
that the Abattoirs were unsatisfactorily managed ? There have been different kinds of improvements.
They did not seem to have sufficient influence over the butchers or the men. There also seemed to be a
great deal of political influence—the men used to get the influence of Members of Parliament to go against
the officials and so forth.
11. That is in the days gone by ? Previous to 1879 I am talking of.
12. Hid you know the late superintendent at the Island, Mr. Jager ? Yes,
EL Who was the manager in your time ? Mr. Oatley.
14. Mr. .lager has managed since then? He succeeded Mr. Oatley.
Ii3. Were any complaints made about the management during Mr. Jager’s time ? I never heard of any.
Mr, Jager seemed to manage very satisfactorily.
3(3. What about the present manager ? The present manager seems to be very satisfactory.
17. Ho you find the Abattoirs at all objectionable to you, viewed either from a business or a residential
standpoint? I could not say there is much nuisance there now. Of course a person coming there fresh
from the country would, perhaps, call it a nuisance when I would not notice it, being so accustomed tort.
302—A
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ttat any objectionable smells come from tbe Island ? I cannot say that there are any
0^)jefiti0nat,le smells now; everything seems to be very satisfactorily carried out.
1 19. Have there ever been any objectionable smells r1 In summer time, when they may have left refuse
blood or offal standing overnight, there has been a very bad smell, but there has not been lately.
20. When you were Mayor, did you hear any people complain of anything objectionable at the Island?
Not a word.
21. They have not complained to you as an alderman either ? No.
22. The ward you represent runs right down to (Hebe Island itself ? Tes.
_
23. And you are not aware of any objection being urged by the residents of the ward, or of the borough
generally, against the continuance of the Abattoirs in their present position ? No, I have not heard a
complaint with reference to the management or smells at the Abattoirs, but I have heard complaints with
reference to the cattle driving.
24. What do you find the greatest nuisance, so far as you are concerned ? The cattle driving,
25. If the cattle-driving nuisance were got rid of, and the cattle were brought to the Island by some other
means than driving them along the road, do you think that the public of Balmain would he quite satisfied
for the Abattoirs to remain where they are ? 1 think the great majority of the people of Balmain would
he. Of course some people do object sometimes.
26. What portion of Balmain does tho objection come from principally ? At present, I do not know of
any objection from Balmain.
_
_
27. Who are the people you spoke of as being dissatisfied ? We hear an objection sometimes. People
not interested will say the thing is a nuisance whether it is or not. The very name of the Abattoirs is
sometimes sufficient to raise an objection on the part of some people; but take them over the place and
they form a different opinion. When 1 was there, I showed them over the place, and they went away
with a different opinion as regards the Abattoirs being a nuisance. But tbe present buildings are cer
tainly not suitable.
28. What would you suggest in the way of improvement to the Abattoirs to make them altogether
unobjectionable ;—do you think that the closing up of the present roadway and the formation of a new
roadway round, say, near the edge of the water, as was suggested some time ago at a public meeting,
would have the effect of removing all cause of complaint from people who have to travel by road from
Balmain and Sydney ? I do not think that that eipome need he incurred. There is a very steep grade
on both sides—you have to ascend to get on to the Island, and to descend to got off it—and if that was
cut down and bridged over, the traffic would go along under the bridgeway, and there would be a level
road, and the people would not know that there was an abattoirs on either side. That is a cheap way,
and it would ease the traffic too.
29. Tour opinion is that if the roadway were cut doivn on both sides of Glebe Island and bridged across
what is now looked upon as being objectionable—men passing from one side of the road to tho other
covered with blood—would be removed ? Yes.
_
30. You think that that would bo as good a way of getting over the difficulty as forming a roadway all
round the Island ? Certainly; because people would not see anything at all. Lowering the level would
also bo a great improvement towards getting a direct tram from the city.
31. Have you seen them killing meat there lately? Yes; last week, I think.
32. Have you seen slaughter-houses in any of the other colonies ? I have seen them in Melbourne and
also in Chicago.
33. Did you visit the abattoirs at Chicago ? Yes, eighteen or nineteen years ago.
_
34. Have you been to any of the other colonies in recent years ? Two years ago I was in Melbourne.
35. Did you have a look at the abattoirs there ? Yes. The engineer of Melbourne showed me through
the abattoirs and desiccating works.
_
36 AVhere are the abattoirs there situated ;—close to the city ? Near the racecourse, at Flemington, I
think.
37. How far from the centre of the city ? About a mile.
38. They are quite as close to the city as the abattoirs at Glebe Island arc? Not quite, I think.
Balmain may be said to be part of the city.
_
39. In your opinion, are they as favourably situated as our abattoirs ? No. I do not think there is a
better site in the world for abattoirs than Glebe Island.
40. They have no water close to the abattoirs at Flemington ? Only a stream or creek—a branch of the
Yarra.
41. Did you notice any objectionable smells there ? No
_
42. A'ou found the abattoirs at Flemington well conducted ? Yes. Of course the buildings are a great
improvement on ours. Ours are old-fashioned.
43. AADiut style of buildings arc theirs? Their’s arc two-story buildings, and everything falls down.
44. The cattle are lifted np above ? Yes. As near as I can recollect, all the blood and refuse fall from
the second Jloor to rhe basement. The level of the slaughter-houses is 6 or 7 feet above the roadway, and
the offal, I think, falls into trucks.
45. You tbiuk that our Abattoirs are quite equal to the abattoirs near Melbourne? Not the buildings.
Our site is superior, but our buildings are not. They arc a failure, and want sweeping away, and new
buildings erected in their place. But I say that there is no better site than that of our present Abattoirs.
46. As a man engaged in the building trade, do you think that it is no( possible to improve our Abattoirs
by a slight expenditure of money in such a way as would make them up-to-date abattoirs—something in
keeping with those near Melbourne ? Not tbe present buildings. They are not suitable.
47. Do you think it would be necessary to pull down these massive slaughter-houses ? Pull them down
and rebuild them in a modern style.
48. A\rhat would you consider something like a modern style? Something after the style of the Mel
bourne Abattoirs—have a sort of basement underneath and let everything fall down to it and be taken
away. The Glebe Island Abattoirs are all cramped for want of room.
49. So it is your opinion that if new abattoirs were built on tbe present site at Glebe Island, and
were conducted on similar lines to those prevailing at tbe slaughter-houses near Melbourne, there would
be no need for shifting the A battoirs. and the public surrounding the Abattoirs would be perfectly satisfied
to allow the Abattoirs to remain whore they arc ? Tho A battoirs could ke so conducted as to bo no nuisance
lo anybody,
50.
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H. B. Swan
50. Your property is, I thinlc, within a quarter of a mile of the Abattoirs? "Within GOO yards.
51. You have a considerable amount of property there ? Yes: round about there.
52. And as a property-owner you have no desire whatever to see the Abattoirs removed from their present 18 Aug., 1896.
site ? As far as the Abattoirs are concerned, they are of no benefit to me. It would, perhaps, enhance the
tbe value of property if they were removed. But personally I find no nuisance from the Abattoirs, and I
get no benefit from their being there either. I am speaking conscientiously and saying what I think of
them.
53. Is it your opinion that if the Abattoirs were removed from where they are now your property would
he increased in value ? I think so, I think there can he no two opinions about that.
54. But from a sanitary standpoint you have nothing to urge against the continuance of the Abattoirs where
they are ? From a sanitary point of view, you could never get a better place for the Abattoirs.
55. "What is tbe general opinion of your council in regard to tbe matter ;—do the aldermen, generally
speaking, look upon the continuance of the Abattoirs there as unobjectionable? I think so. There may
be an exception, but I think that a majority of tho aldermen are in favour of the Abattoirs continuing
where they are.
56. Mx. Wilks.] You stated that you bad charge, principally, of the desiccating plant ? Yes.
57. What is your opinion of tho present desiccating plant ? The present desiccating plant, I think, is
worn out. It wants replacing with modern machinery.
58. You practically consider that the great weakness of the Abattoirs is the want of scientific appliances?
Yes ; the great weakness of the Abattoirs has always been because of patchwork. It has been added to
and added to until it is very costly now to work it.
59. In regard to your knowledge of the detection of disease, such as tuberculosis and pleuro-pneumonia,
do you think that that is effectively carried out ? Yes. The management is very strict.
60. Then tbe objections to the Abattoirs are purely sentimental ? I think so.
61. Just the fact of the Abattoirs being there ? That is so.
62. Have you found any avowed public opposition to the continuance of the Abattoirs ? Yes; there has
been a meeting or two got up about it. Our council was opposed to the removal,
63. Supposing that the Island were used for meat-storage works, do you think that the opposition would
cease? I think so. I do not see ivhy it should not. Balmain is a working man's constituency and
suburb ; so long as you give him plenty of work ho docs not object.
64. Then am I to understand that the main objection to the removal of the Abattoirs is based on loss of
work ? That is one point.
65. You have admitted, as a property-owner in the district, that your property has not enhanced in value
by the continuance of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? Of course that is a common-sense view.
66. Some opinion has been expressed in favour of the Municipal Council having charge of the Abattoirs ;—
what is your opinion on that matter? I do not think they should.
67. You have no leaning towards the council taking charge? Ho; it is too big an undertaking for the
council. I should certainly be opposed to the council having anything to do with it. The only question
that cropped up in the Balmain Council was, that if the Government were going to hand the Abattoirs
, over to the City Council the Balmain Council might have been offered the first chance, and have been
asked whether they could manage it or not.
68. With your experience of the Abattoirs, do you think it is better m the hands of the State?
Undoubtedly. I am thoroughly in favour of its being in the hands of the State, in preference to its being
in the hands of the council. I say nothing about private parties.
69. Would you favour the Abattoirs beingiu the hands of private individuals ? Certainly; J think so,
70. Would you not bo afraid that if the Abattoirs were in tbe hands of private individuals they would
probably form a “ ring” ? I do not thmk so. In private enterprise there is so much competition.
71. You assume fhen that there would be more than one abattoirs ? Yes. My opinion is, that the
Government should lease them either Glebe Island, or some other suitable site—compel them to be in
one centre and to build their own abattoirs under the inspection of tho Board of Health, an architect drawing up plans for the abattoirs in a modem style. I should not like the Government to give up the
supervision and inspection.
72. Have you visited the abattoirs at Duck Hivcr, under the control of the Graziers’ Meat Export
Company ? I have been there.
73. Are they conducted any better than our own ? I do not know. That is private enterprise.
74. Have they imported any better appliances than we have ? Yes, they have more modern machinery.
I had only a casual look at it. But that place is not an improvement on Glebe Island.
75. You spoke about the cattle-driving nuisance—you consider that that is the main objection of such
suburbs as Drummoyne? Yes.
'
76. How would you suggest that that could be obviated ? I suggested that a roadway be resumed direct
to the Abattoirs for a cattle drive for the time being. Globe Island will have to be utilised for some
great work, and the railway will come there in the future—-there is no question about that. This roadway
could he used for a cattle-driving road for the time being, and a railway could be run along it afterwards.
77. The bringing of so many cattle, pigs, and sheep from places along the coast would not permit of the
abattoirs being removed further inland, would it? A great many come from places along the coast, and,
of course, sending them up the line would entail additional expense.
78. But it is argued that the driving of cattle has a detrimental effect on the cattle themselves;—what do
you think of that ? There arc not two opinions about that. If you drive cattle a long distance the meat
is not so good as meat killed on or near a station.
79. And cattle arriving by water from places along the coast would have to be driven ? Only a mile or
two, and that would not hurt any cattle. They are hurt only when you drive them 50 or 60, or perhaps
500 miles.
SO. "VYhat is your opinion about retrueking, say at Elemington ? I do not see much objection to the
retrucking, for there is one straight run to Glebe Island. There are no stoppages, whereas in coming
down the line to Elemington tho trains stop at many places.
81. Would you suggest having saleyards in connection with the Glebe Island Abattoirs? That is the
proper place for them.
■
82. What place would you use for that purpose ? The reclaimed places at White Bay and Rozelle Bay.
83. Do you think that that area would be sufficient? Yes.
84.
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H. B. Swan. SI. You spoke about the necessity of rebuilding the Abattoirs;—have you any idea as to the probable cost
the Abattoirs? I went into it at one time, and I think the calculation was that the expenug,, 8 0. dituro of about £75,000 would make modern abattoirs right up to date, including desiccating plant and
everything else requisite. You cannot base the estimate of cost on the past cost of the Abattoirs, because
the money has been scandalously wasted.
S5. Through faulty management? If we wanted anything it was put in the hands of the Colonial
Architect, and he would get out a costly design, and £1,000 or so would be wasted on costly plans before
anything was done, and work that was put up one year was sometimes pulled down the next year.
8G. Chairman 1 The fault in the architectural management was probably at the time when Mr. Barnet
was Colonial Architect ? Yes.
87. You have not had any complaints to make in this respect since the change in the position of Colonial
Architect took place ? There has not been much improvement made since then.
88. Do you think that the fault you spoke of just now as regards putting up buildings one year and
pulling them down the next -was the fault of the Colonial Architect ? Yes.
89. It was not attributable to any misdirection on the part of any of the officials at the Island? No.
They could not get their ideas carried out. The Colonial Architect had his views carried out, and they
complained very bitterly.
90. Mr. Wilks.'] What seemed to strike you about the Melbourne Abattoirs as most to he recommended
was the catching of the offal in a vessel and the carrying of it right away ? Yes. The men all worked on
one floor, and everything went from that.
91. Something similar to what is done in Chicago? They kill the carcasses on one floor, and they are
dropped to the next and dressed there, and then arc finished in another compartment.
92. The system we have here of killing all over the place is a had one ? Yes.
93. And the flushing with water does not destroy any dangerous germs that there may be ? I cannot
say that there are any dangerous germs, because if thev see any sign of disease in the cattle they are not
allowed to kill them.
'
’
94. I mean the germs that come from the offal—flushing with water does not destroy hut simply spreads
them about? It is only when it lies there. But there is nothing allowed to remain there now overnight.
95. Have you noticed the water there much discoloured ? It has been lately. I think that they have
stopped the desiccating plant from working, and they cannot get to sea with their punts, for I have noticed
during the last few weeks that the water has been very much discoloured and lias become objectionable.
9(5, Have you heard people raise objections to the discoloured water and tho a (flu via from it? Many
years ago ; but during the last ten or fifteen years the %vater has been free from (hat.
97. Jfj-. Law.] You say that in your opinion Glebe Island is the best site in the world for abattoirs?
Yes, it is,
98. Originally it was an island with water running right round it ? Yes.
99. I believe that you are the nearest resident to tho Abattoirs ? Yes.
100. And if there were any persons who would know that there was a nuisance there your family would bo
the family who would know it? Yes. 'When I was at the Abattoirs it was considered a very healthy
place. 1 have known ladies, and men also, to come there to get the fresh blood to drink, to cure certain
complaints, and I have known many cures effected at the Abattoirs.
101. You say that one fault in connection with the Abattoirs is that they are cramped for want of room?
Yes, that is it.
102. I believe that the Abattoirs themselves—that is, where the work is carried on—occupy only an area
of 8 acres ? I do not think they occupy that. They may, including the sheep-pens and the paddock.
103. And on the other side of the road there are 28 acres, or nearly four times as much ? Three times
as much, anyhow.
104. At all events, there is ample room there to carry on a business five times as large as there is
now ? Yes.
"
105. You say that the buildings at Glebe Island are old, dilapidated, and altogether out of date ? Yes.
106. In regard to the desiccating works, I believe they have already stopped working ? I think they must
have, from the way the bay is getting discoloured now.
107. Are you in a position to say whether these desiccating works did or did not pay ? I could not say.
But the great thing was that they did away with the nuisance previously there.
108. Can you tell me whether the desiccating works dealt with the blood alone, or with the offal and the
blood ? 1 think they dealt with both.
109. In regard to public meetings, or any agitation against the removal of the Abattoirs, is it or is it not
a fact that large public meetings were held in the vicinity of the Abattoirs, and also at the Town Hall ?
There were meetings at the Town Hall, and I think also a meeting near St. Thomas’s, to protest against
the removal of the Abattoirs.
110. Mr. Wilks.] But they were not very largely attended, were they ? I could not say.
111. Mr. Laiv.] Do you think that the system of inspection at Glebe Island at present could be improved
upon ? I do not think so ; the supervision there is very strict.
112. Do you not think that the inspection at Glebe Island, everything being concentrated there, would of
necessity entail much less expense than would he caused by having the abattoirs situated in different parts
of the Colony? Undoubtedly.
11.3. Mr. Bavister.] Is it your opinion that the present objections are made in consequence of various
personal interests, and not on the grounds of danger to the public health ? I could not say; I have no
interest in the Abattoirs.
'
114. I did not ask you about your interest, but whether your opinion is that tho objection which at
present is being voiced is in consequence of the interests of the individuals personally being affected, and
not because they believe that the public health is liable to suffer? I know that the Annandale people
said a lot of absurd things in reference to the Abattoirs.
115. You said that the council, had an objection to the removal of the Abattoirs because that would tend
to reduce employment, and, I suppose, to reduce their rates ? I daresay that is one thing. Glebe Island
employs a great number of men. I know one ratepayer who has eleven sons, three of them being butchers,
whilst the others, who are engaged in various trades—such as engineers and boiler-makers—are interested
in Glebe Island because their brothers work there, and they have property round about there also.
116.
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116. You replied partially to a question asked by Mr. Law as to how the inspection would be effected if,
instead of the slaughtering being done at Globe Island, it were distributed in different country centres ;— i
do you think that as efficient an inspection could be obtained at the same cost? INo ; tliat is impossible.
117. You are of opinion that whatever objcclion does legitimately exist against the Abattoirs being
retained at Glebe Island would disappear if the works were reconstructed according to the latest scientific
ideas ? Yes.
118. Chairman,.'] You said just now that if the Abattoirs were removed it would increase the value of your
property ? I assume that it would, because in places like Woollahra and elsewhere where there are no
abattoirs tho land is much dearer.
_
119. Your opinion is, that if the Abattoirs were removed yon could look forward to an advance in the
value of your property, both as selling property and as letting property? I do not know that it would
make much difference.
120. Mr. Bavister.] During your visit to America, did you see any better method of transporting cattle
by water than exists here? The cattle were all brought by railway.
121. Then you saw no method there of transporting them by water ? No.
122. As a matter of fact, you and your Council have given great consideration to this question;—has there
not been some system mooted by which cattle could be brought from tbe sale-yards in punts, without
having a railway constructed and without interfering with private lands ? That could be done, but that
would be a costly work.
123. It was considered and found to be costly ? I have heard a rumour, but I look upon it as a costly
matter.
121. Have you any idea what the railway would cost ? No, I have not; but I think it would cost Gd. or
9d, a head more to bring the cattle by tbe railway—that is, from Tlomebush to Glebe Island.
■
125. You consider it would cost that much more than it would in bringing them by water ? Yes.
126. Chairman.] "WTat distance, roughly speaking, would you reckon it to be from Glebe Island to Peter
sham station, via White's Creek P Prom 3 to
miles.
127. Do you think that would be the best route to connect with Glebe Island ? No; I think it would he
better for a railway to come as far as Callan Park, and then through a tunnel on to Glebe Island,
128. Striking tbe main line where? At Croydon I think would be better.
129. You are still speaking of the proposed route for the Long Nose Point railway ? No ; 1 do not know
the route proposed for that railway. .1 think the cheapest way you could come would be through liarnsay’s
hush and then across a lot of Government land.
130. Mr. Wilks.] There is one interesting answer you gave—you spoke about the construction of a special
roadway for the conveyance of cattle ? Yes.
131. Am 1 to understand that you meant a roadway and not a railway? Yes : an independent roadway.
132. Would that go through much valuable property? If it came through a tunnel from Callan Park it
would cost nothing except for the tunnel.
133. But I am talking of a roadway for the conveyance of cattle ;—what route would you suggest ? My
suggestion is to come by Mrs. Simmons’ property and then como right through underground, and then
you would not need to resume any land, and there would be only the cost of tunnelling.
131. Chairman.] Would that not be rather an expensive tunnel;—would it not have to go through solid
rock? Yes, certainly, through solid rock; but no resumption of land would be necessary.

B. Swan,
u^'’

'

.

Archibald M'Neill called in, sworn, and examined :—
A. M'Neill.
135. Chairman ] You reside at the Glebe? Yes; at 176, Bridge Hoad, Glebe.
136. You are an alderman of the borough of the Glebe ? Yes,
ls7ogD89G.
137. You are also a carcase butcher at Glebe Island ? Yes.
138. You have been engaged in that way for some years ? Tes.
139. You have been engaged in the butchering trade nearly all your life? All my life.
]40. You have had daily experience of the way in which the Glebe Island Abattoirs are conducted?
Yes; ever since they have been erected.
141. What is your opinion about the past as compared with tbe present management? Well, of course,
the past management was not carried ont so strictly as it has been for the last five or six years, although
there was never any fault found with any of tho inspectors during the previous years.
142. Has any fault been found of late years with tbe management ? Of course, in regard to fault
finding, you will have that in every case ; hut I, ns an individual, have no fault to find with any of the
inspectors, and especially Mr. Shelley, who is at the head. Wo had Mr. Oatley for, I suppose, twentyfive years.
143. Who is at the head of the Island now ? Mr. George Shelley.
14 k vSince his appointment as manager the work on the Island has progressed very smoothly ? Yery
satisfactorily, I should say. He is a man who takes a great interest in it. He is very strict.
145. Asa carcase butcher, you do not see anything in connection with the administration of the Island
for which you could suggest any improvement? There could he no improvement whatever with the
present Abattoirs. When they were built thirty-six years ago our population was much smaller than it
is now, and there was not half the quantity of cattle, sheep, lambs, and calves killed in those days as
there are now. Therefore, to make better provision for the trade, the present Abattoirs will have to be
remodelled.
146. In what way would you'suggest that they should be remodelled ? There are altogether 36 acres on
the Island. There are from 25 to 30 acres in White Bay which have been resumed by tbe Government
and filled in. That is alongside tbe Island. There is any amount of land there. Of course the slaughter
houses ought to he on the opposite side to where they are now.
147. You thiuk that if the present Abattoirs were pulled down and new ones were built on the opposite
side of tbe road, they would be in their proper place ? Undoubtedly, that is tbe place they ought to be
in.
14S. What is tho reason for your thinking that it would he better if the Abattoirs were built on tbe opposite
side ? Because there is more space. On the present site tbe lane and the approaches are too narrow for
the amount of work that is done there.

149.
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A, M'Neill. 149, That is, tho space between the slaughter-houses where the vehicular traffic lias to come in, is far too
narrow ? Yes, fully half.
lSAug.,1896. 150, It would require to be almost twice the width it is at the present time ? Fully that.
151. What space is there between the two rows of slaughter-houses? From about 35 feet to 40 feet—not
more.
■
152. I suppose that in getting in your carts, and taking them out again loaded with meat, you find that a
great amount of confusion and inconvenience exists on account of the narrowness of space ? Yes. 'Ihe
slaughter-houses on the west side are all for beef, and those on the east side of the street are all for mutton
and pigs. When the waggons are backed in at each slaughter-house there is hardly space for any waggon
to go up and down the centre without touching the horses heads, and you have to drive very carefully or
you will come into collision with other waggons.
153. The only way you have of loading the beef on to the carts is by backing them to each slaughter
house P Yes, to the door-ways.
154. So the space is continually blocked up by tbe vehicles belonging to the carcase butchers wdio have
leased premises there from the G-overnmcnt for the purpose of slaughtering cattle ? Yes. Every year
six beef and six mutton houses are sold. The other six houses are reserved by the Government for killing
by the head. You pay Is. 3d. a head for a bullock. Previous to this year, ever since the Abattoirs were
established, the charge was Is.
155. Are these houses always kept going? Yes, very busy; but this winter, Wo. 12 and Wo. 11 arc
doing scarcely anything—only just a few head.
.
'
150. What is the reason for that;—is it that the carcase butchers are shifting to private slaughter-houses,
or that the trade has fallen off? Tho trade has fallen off. The carcase butchers formerly doing business
on fhe island are still on it.
157. They are all remaining there ? Yes.
158. AVhat is your opinion about the island generally for killing purposes;—is it suitable or unsuitable
generally as a site, leaving out tbe question of buildings ? There is no better site that I know of in this
Colony, or anywhere else.
159. Have you seen ther slaughter-houses in the other Colonies ? Wo; hut I know from information
given to me by people who have visited them.
160. What is the general opinion of other people who have visited the Abattoirs in other Colonies and in
other parts of the world ? They all say that our site is the best that they have ever seen ; but they find
fault with the slaughter-houses being so cramped for space.
*
161. So you are of opinion, that if the land on the other side of fhe roadway were levelled down, and
the available space there were used as a site for the new Abattoirs, that would meet with the approval of
the carcase butchers who trade there, and also the retail butchers of the city and suburbs, and also the
general public? That is my opinion. There is no better site ■which could be chosen or got. It has deep
water frontage right round ; it is convenient to the city and to the suburbs ; the transit is easy and con
venient. All the supplies required for the city and suburbs—that is to say, for a distance of from 6 to 7
miles away from the Abattoirs—could be obtained there conveniently. The quantity of stock killed there
is something enormous, and if it had to be killed in the country districts, in tho summer mouths, the city
could not be properly supplied.
162. Why could not the city be properly supplied ;—would the meat become unfit for food before it could
reach the market? Yes ; in the winter months, in the ordinary cars, without any ice at all, you could
bring meat 400 or 500 miles; but in the summer time it is impossible. It has been tided times out of
number and it has been au utter failure, even in refrigerating cars.
163. Is it a fact that meat is often brought into Sydney, by refrigerating ears, in a blown state ? I have
never seen any blown by blow-flies, but 1 have seen it green and bad, and unfit for human food.
164. Even when carried in the refrigerating cars? Yes ; in the summer months.
165. And you think the evil would be intensified exceedingly if tho present Abattoirs were shifted to
another place outside Sydney? I do, undoubtedly.
166. Do you know of any other place round about Sydney which would ho so suitable for tbe erection of
Government Abattoirs as Glebe Island ? None. I do not know of any site within 30 or 40 miles, or even
beyond that distance. In tbe first place. Glebe Island is so situated that from one year's end to the other
wo never see a blow-fly on it.
167. That is a strange thing ? It is a strange thing, but nevertheless it is true.
1GS, You never see a blow-fly on Glebe Island ? No.
169. That is a fact that cannot be disputed? It cannot be disputed.
.
170. Have you visited any of the suburban or country abattoirs ? Yes.
171. How do they compare in the matter of blow-flies and general conduct ? Well, in regard to any of tho
country slaughter-houses, they are full of blow-files ; there is no question about that. In any place
erected in the interior or the suburbs where there is a quantity of timber and bush about there is always
any amount of blow-flies.
172. Would that apply to meat-works such as those at Itookwood ? Undoubtedly, except the whole of
the land round about were cleared and all the surroundings were asphalted or concreted, and the water
were kept continually running.
173. Does asphalting and concreting tend to remove blow-flies ? It tends to do away with them, because
it keeps the place cool.
174:. Have you been outside tbe Colony ? I have been to Melbourne several times.
■ 175. Did you never visit the Abattoirs there ? No.
’
176. Have you been to America or Great Britain? No.
177. As to the removal of cattle from the sale-yards to Glebe Island, do you think any better method than
■
that which now prevails could be suggested? The only method would be to have a road for cattle drivingalone.
17S. What do you think about the construction of a railway, or the bringing of cattle round by a punt,
say, from Homebush—which of the two systems would be the better? Neither of them is workable;
because, in the first instance, retrucking cattle at Flemington to bring them to Glebe Island would never do,
because the cattle would be knocked about so much.
179. Would they not be as likely to bo knocked about when being put into the trucks in the first instance,
say.
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say, at Dubbo, Bourbe, or Gunnciiah. or any of tbe inland towns, as in putting them into trucks again at A- M'Neill,
Homobush? Double trucking is always double bruising, That is the way we reckon it. Say you truck
cattle at Bourke, or anywhere 200, 300, 400, or 500 miles from Sydney, and they como to their journey’s 18 Aug., 180®.
end before they are untrucked, and are retrucked again out of the sale-yards, the trucking must cause a
great deal of trouble and annoyance to the cattle, and they would be bruised to pieces, and that would
never do.
180. Has it ever occurred to you that sale-yards might be erected on the reclaimed land surrounding Glebe
Island? That is the onlv way of evading the trouble of driving.
181. Do you think that the space on the reclaimed laud at "White and Bozelle Bays would be sufficient
for sale-yards, and suit all parties in the way of carrying on the Globe Island meat trade ? Quite sufficient.
182. You tbiuk that tho best solution of the whole difficulty would be to have the sale-yards and tho
Abattoirs close together ? There is no doubt about it. That would do away with all the trouble and
annoyance witli regard to the driving.
183. Then the suggestion to take the Abattoirs nearer to Homebush you think would be out of the fryingpan into the fire, so far as tho Abattoirs are concerned ? I think so. There would be a great difference
in regard to the price of meat if the slaughter-houses were removed from Globe Island; because if you go
outside Glebe Island to kill the moat and bring it into what we might call a central depot—that is to say,
a Government or any other depot that might be established in the city—that means from Gs. to 7s. extra
on every bullock.
184. So the transference of the Abattoirs from the present site to one out in the suburbs would mean an
increased price for the meat, which would have to he paid by the consumer ? Yes ; of course it would
fall on the consumer.
183. Mr. Wilks^] I understand that you look wiih disfavour on any site, outside that of tho present
Abattoirs ? Certainly.
•
18(3. Is that because tbe conveyance of the meat in the refrigerators would result in its being landed in tho
city in an unhealthy state? I did not say that; but in tbe summer montbs it would, undoubtedly.
187. You think that the Graziers Meat Export Company, who have their abattoirs on Duck River, must be
guided very much by that? Yes, of course thev are. You mean McMasters and Co. ?
188. You thiuk that that influenced thorn in placing their abattoirs on Duck River, or you would imagine
so from your experience ? Yes ; but they have only killed a few cattle as yet.
'
189.111 regard to the desiccating plant, is it a weakness of the present works at Glebe Island ? In my
opinion the desiccating works have been the root of all the evil in regard to the expense of Glebe Island,
because the machinery is not up to the mark, and there is a great amount of waste labour and expense in
carrying that place on.
19(1. You consider that if there were up-to-date appliances, that would be all that is required? That is
undoubtedly all that is mpured. "With an outlay of from £4,000 to £5,000 you could have a new plant
altogether.
191. As small as that? Yes ; it would not cost any more.
192. So the expenditure of £4,000 or £5,000 would practically make the desiccating portion of the works
all that is required ? Yes.
"
193. Are you in favour of the Abattoirs being continued under State management? Yes, undoubtedly.
194-,Aon would not recommend handing it over to tho municipal authorities? Yes; I say either the
municipal authorities or tho Government.
195. Which for preference ? J'1 or my part I should prefer the Government.
196. You would not entertain the idea of handing the Abattoirs over to private people ? Not at all.
197. You have no private reason, such as the removal of your plant, which makes you oppose the removal
of the Abattoirs further inland F None whatever. 1. have always been in ia\ our of the Abattoirs being at
Glebe Island. Last year more than 80,000 cattle, over 1,000,000 sheep, and 55,000 pigs were killed on
Glebo Island, besides a large number of calves.
198. What is your opinion about the cry of some residents of Glebe Point that the Abattoirs being at
Glebe Island was injurious to Glebe Point;—do you think there was anything iu that ? Nothing at all.
I attended that meeting and opposed it myself and spoke against it. There is no nuisance whatever.
Mr. Wells, who is in business in Hunter-street, has the last house on Glebe Point, right at the water’s
edge, and his sons, whom 1 have seen every day, have told mo that they never noticed any smell or nuisance
whatever.
199. Chairman.'] And Mr. Wells built his house after the Abattoirs had been in existence many years?
Yes, many years. Mr. W. A. Hutchinson, who was mayor of the Globe, and an alderman for many years,
has the second house, aud he has never grumbled.
200. Mr. Wilks^ You find your occupation a bealtliy one? Yes; it is tbo healtliiest occupation. It is
on record that the tanners' aud tbe butchers’ arc tho healthiest businesses in tbe world.
201. Mr. Law.] There is about a quarter of Glebe Island at present utilised for carrying on tbo work of
abattoirs? Not more than that.
.
202. Consequently, in your opinion, three-quarters of this most valuable Land just outside tbe city is not
being used ? Yes ; Glebe Island is suitable for all kinds of stock to be killed there and taken straight
away into vessels for export IE there were chilling rooms ou Glebe Island in connection with tho
Abattoirs, you could load vessels and they could go straight away.
203. Aro you satisfied that the inspection of cattle on Glebe Island is thorough ? Yes.
201. Do you think that if the killing of bullocks were distributed over difi'erent parts of the Colony tho
cost to the consumer would be greater ? Undoubtedly it would.
'
205. And the probability is that the inspection would not be so strict? No, it would not. Wo have no
proper inspection outside Glebe Island. There is none at Riverstone, nor at the Moat Preserving Com
pany’s at Rook wood, and all the suburban slaughter-houses ? A policeman goes round and says, “How
many cattle did you get to-day, and what are the brands,” and that is what is done.
200. I think that you said that to a certain extent it was probably owing to the desiccating works that
there is a large loss ? Yes ; there is a large loss.
207. Are you quite sure there is a large loss in connection with the desiccating works? I am not quite
sure that there is a large loss, but there is a loss.
208. But is it not a fact that the removal of offal aud other matter costs something tike £25 a week all
the same now that the desiccating works arc done away with, and that this is some of the loss that wa.s
put
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A. M'Neill. put down to the Abattoirs ? I believe that in connection with taking the offal to'tho fiea, the cost of
towage is from £20 to £25 a week, because they have to keep a certain number of men to look after the
18 Aug,, 1896. pUnts an(j ^e loading, and they have also to keep firemen just the same as if the desiccating house were at
work, on account of the hot water required for pig killing.
209. Ton are satisfied, then, that if all this obsolete machinery were done away with, and the most
modern improvements were effected, the desiccating works dealing with offal and blood, and so forth,
could be carried on without a loss to the country ? I think so. We all know the depression that there
has been for tbe last four or five years in regard to our orchard people and farmers, and there has not
been tbe same demand for the manure. The Government used to get £9 a ton for that manure, but now,
I suppose, they do not get £4 a ton for it.
210. But is that in consequence of “ rings” being formed in tendering for it ? Ob, no. The only men
who bought the manure from the Government there at one time were men named Shepherd and Slontefiore, Joseph, & Co., aud I presume they tendered in the usual way.
_
211. Jfr. jtiavisier,] You spoke of the Abattoirs being rebuilt on the opposite side of tho road—would
that ground be as high as that on which the present Abattoirs siand ? It is higher. From the opposite
side of the road to the desiccating.house there would be a fall of fully 20 feet, and there would be ample
fall from any place on which new Abattoirs were built to tbe desiccating-house.
_
212. Yon spoke of the bruising of cattle in trucking—do they get more bruised in being placed in the
trucks than they do after they are in the trucks by coming in contact with »ther cattle, or with the sides
of the trucks, more especially when the brakes are applied to check tbe speed of the train ? The bruising
we complain of is in the trucking aud retrucking, When the cattle are in the train, they are perfectly
quiet and do not get bruised. But while the train is being shunted they do get bruised, and if a bullock
gets down, and there are nine, ten, or eleven bullocks in the truck, it is very difficult for him to get up
unless be is a big strong bullock, and the consequence is that the others bruise him.
213. But, unless he gets down, all his bruises are obtained in getting into and out of the truck ? Yes.
The doorways are so small that they catch their hips in going in and getting out.
214. You spoke of a road to be used only for driving cattle,—how many public roads would they have to
cross ? That is where the query comes in. We will say that from Glebe Island to the present saleyards is about 8 miles. The only available space between the island and the present sale-yards is across
Leichhardt and Five Lock, and a portion of Ashfield. But, in my opioion, there is no nuisance.
_
215. But how many public roads would that cattle-driving road have to cross—of course every street in
a borough is a public road ? Well, we may say 100, perhaps,
216. If that road be used only for cattle driving, would you propose to block the other roads ? Not at all.
217. .Put bridges over them ? No. Where the height would be sufficient for a bridge or subway, that
could bo done; but unfortunately the greater portion of the distance is over level country. I do not
propose blocking tbe streets at all. The only thing I suggested is that, as in tbe case of a railway,
whenever that road crossed a street you should have gates.
_
218. Then you would propose to put gates at every crossing of a street unless at places where a bridge
over or subway under could be constructed ? Yes.
_
_
219. And at each of those gates would you place an attendant in charge ? No; the men driving would
open and shut tbe gates.
220. You would leave it for persons travelling on a public road to open and close the gates of the cattle
driving road only ? Yes,
221. Does not that strike you as being rather ridiculous ? How arc you to do it otherwise, except you
place a man in attendance ?
_
222. In crossing roads through a borough there is more traffic of individuals during the greater portion of
the day along a public street than there would be of cattle-drovers along the cattle-roadf1 Undoubtedly,
because all the inhabitants of tbe borough would be passing to and fro.
223. And having bad your attention called to that, do you consider it practicable to construct such a road
as you say for the purpose of driving cattle along ? I do not indeed. I do not see how the Government
could do it.
_
224. Chairman.'] The only real solution of the difficulty, in your opinion, would he the construction of
a line of railway to Glebe Island, and the establishment of sale-yards surrounding Glebe Island? That is
the only way of doing away with the cattle driving.
_
225. Because the road you spoke of would be thoroughly impracticable ? I think so. As regards having
sale-yards at the Island, what about the accommodation of the cattle before they are sold, and killed—what
about paddock accommodation ? Some of our paddocks are 2 or 3 miles away from the Island.
226. You attend tbe sale-yards on Mondays and Thursdays ? Yes.
227. How many cattle do you buy on Monday? For ordinary trade, say, I buy 100. Some of the
largest carcase butchers buy 200 or 300 ; but that is a week’s supply.
228. How long would the 100 you purchased on Monday last you? Until Saturday; or, if trade
were good, we might get them off by Tlpirsday.
229. How many bullocks do you take in daily to the Island ? From twenty-five to thirty.
230. Where do you keep the others in tbe meantime ? In a paddock round Dobroyd.
231. The difficulty in having sale-yards round about the island on reclaimed land would be in keeping the
cattle there until the different carcase butchers were ready to have them killed on the Island ? Yes; but
that difficulty could bo got over in this way : we are allowed to keep cattle on tbe island ; wo have fresh
water laid on to every yard on the island—both to the killing-yards and the side yards.
232. ]f the island were cut down and levelled, would iu not be possible to have store yards where tbe cattle
could be fed artificially, instead of. as now, being put into paddocks too often without the slightest vestige
of grass? Yes; and they would do better so Jong as they have room to lie down. They do not want
much feed. A little lucerne will keep them three or four days.
233. That would probably mean that beasts would be kept in better condition up to the time of slaughtering
than they are now ? Of course it would, because all the fever heat would be gone out of them after they
had rested two or three days on the premises before being killed.
234. And are we safe in inferring that if the sale-yards remained where they are now, the paddocks now
existing between the Abattoirs and the sale-yards could be disposed of for building purposes. There is no
doubt about that, because they are all centrally situated.
Mr_
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Jolm Blowcs Collerson called in, sworn, and esatnined:—

J. B.
235. Chairman,] Where do you reside ? At Prosper-street, Balmain.
Collerson.
230. What is your occupation? Engineer.
'
isAug^Asoe.
237. Where are yon employed ? Nowhere now',
238. What has been tho scene of your employment in the past? I was managing the desiccating works
at Glebe Island.
239. How long have your services at Glebe Island been dispensed with? Since tbe 1st of last July.
240. Were you retTcuched by the Public Service Board ? No, I was not. The Board of Health closed
tho desiccating works,
241. Did they assign any reason for closing the desiccating works ? The machinery was getting very bad,
and they would have had to lay out an amount of money on it if they continued the work much longer.
242. How many years have you been employed there ? Over seven years.

TJIUTtSDAY, 20 AUGUST, 189G.
fj resent:—
Mb. LAW,
j
Mb. WILKS.

J.

S.

HAWTHORNE,

Esq.,
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tee

Chair.

John Blowes Collerson recalled and further examined:—
'
243. Chairman.] Ton were for many years engaged at the Glebe Island desiccating works ? Tes.
244. You have been recently retrenched? Yea.
j -g
245. No fault was.found with your administration? No.
Collerson.
240. You left simply because the desiccating works were abolished ? Yes, that is so.
247. During the years that you were there, were the desiccating works considered to bo making a profit, 20 Aug., 1896.
or were they creating a loss to tho revenue ? Directly they were creating a loss, but indirectly they
were not.
248. What do you mean by indirectly ? That the freight of the steamer to sea, hauling tho punt, being
taken into consideration, they were paying a great profit.
249. In what way did you receive the matter "that was sent to you to be treated? It used to come down
direct from the slaughter-houses.
250. How was it conveyed to where you were ? By gravitation.
251. If I mistake not you were on the opposite side of the street to where the slaughter-houses are ? Not
exactly so. We were straight before the slaughter-houses, as it wero
252. On the same side ? Yes; we were opposite Glebe Point.
253. The nearest part of the island to Glebe Point? Yes.
254. That is, on tbe extreme south side of the island ? Yes.
255. And your desiccating-house was situated, I think, at tho south side of the. present Abattoirs ? Yes.
2of>. Was there any marketable value attached to what you treated? Oh, yes ; there always has been.
257. In what form ? Por manure. Seven years ago you could not get it under £9 a ton. Montefiore,
*
Joseph, & Co. had a contract with the Government for it all, and they resold it. 1
258. How many tons did you usually turn out in a week ? Ten tons.
259. Are you aware what price Montefiore, Joseph. & Co. paid to the Government for it? I think the
price was £5, but I am not positive.
’ 2G0. And they sold it at £9 ? They would not retail it under £9 a ton.
2GL Was there a great demand for it ? We always used to clear the shed.
2(52. Up to what date did that system continue ? I think that Montefiore, Joseph, & Co. had tho contract
for about three years after I came there, and then it was let to Shepherd Brothers.
263. Ilf ve you always turned out tho same quantity ?
about 10 tons a week.

I have always turned out about the same quantity—

264. Up to the time you left? I was turning ont more just, before I left, from the fact of the offal being
sent out to sea. That gave me a greater chance with blood.
205. Did you never treat tho offal in any way ? Yes ; I used to treat the offal.
266. Were there no means of making that of marketable value, with the machinery that you had at your
disposal, instead of sending it out in the punts, as they do now, to sea ? Well, it was of’less value than
the blood—you may say 30s. per ton less value than the blood—as a manure.
* 267. What was the price recently paid for this manure? They have sold some by auction, and I think
some of the offal fetched something like 7s. a ton.
268. And the other ? I am not quite sure, hut I think it fetched something like £1 14s. or £1 15s.
269. How do you aceonnt for the falling off in the price of the manure—has it depreciated in quality,
or has the falling off in the price been owing simply to an alteration in the times? Well, I put down
the alteration in the times as being the main tiling, but the quality has not been so good for the last
eighteen months, from the fact of the paunches being cut open and let down the same drain. Instead of
taking it away, as formerly used to he done, and as is supposed to bo done now, I believe, the paunch stuff
would come down and mix with the blood, and it had to he worked in and desiccated with the blood,
270. What was the reason of the change in the way of conducting the blood and offal to you, as explained
in your answer to a previous question ? The machinery was getting very had, and I asked Mr. Houghton,
the consulting engineer, about it, and it appears that he could not get the necessary money.
*
271. Was he disinclined to recommend the Government to go in for superior machinery? Well, we could
have kept on as I was going on, but the machinery might have given in. One or two machines might have
given in, and then we would have had to repair them,
”
272. Aro the machines obsolete in character, or are they up to date? They are not exactly up to date,
hut they arc very good machines,
273. How old aro they ? I suppose that those machines would be fourteen or fifteen years old.
274. What is generally considered a fair estimate of the life of machinery for such purposes as that ? You
must understand that they have to have new agitators ; I put new agitators in them every two years at
least. It eats the inside of the agitators awav very swiftly.
* 275
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275. Have you, during the time that you have been engaged by the Government, had an opportunity of
visiting any of the other colonies and viewing their respective abattoirs P Ho, I have not.
276. You have really had no practical experience in connection with abattoirs other than those on Glebe
jR[ailcL p
w;th other abattoirs; but I have had practical experience with meat-preserving works, where
X used to desiccate.
277. Previous to your engagement by the Government, in what private meat-preserving works were you
employed? They were on the Clarence River, and were owned by a London firm—Whitehead & Co.
278. Were you engaged in the Colony, or sent out ? I was engaged in Queensland for them, and I came
to this Colony,
279. And it was at those works that you first got your practical experience in desiccating ? Yes—moats,
as a rule ; but I used to desiccate blood at the same time.
280. You eventually became an employee of the Government at Glebe Island? Yes.
281. How many years did you remain there? Seven years, up to last May.
282. Were any complaints made during those years as to your management, or were any faults found
with yon ? Hone whatever.
283. You appeared to be giving entire satisfaction ? Yes.
284. What is your opinion about the management of Glebe Island at.the present time;—do you think that
it is judiciously managed, or otherwise? I do not. I have seen it far better managed than it is at the
present time.
285. Ho you think the management at the present time is not what it ought to be ? Hot what it ought
to be, or has been.
'
'
286. Whose fault is that—is it the fault of the present manager or of any of the officers who have been
put on to assist him ? I can only look upon it as being the fault of the inspector, Mr. Shelley.
287. Were you there under a previous inspector ? We had a superintendent, and he was retrenched.
288. What was his name ? Kenway.
289. Are you of opinion that the Island was under better management during Mr. Kenway’s time than it
has been since ? Ob, yes.
290. In what way has the management altered since Mr. Shelley took charge ? For one thing—from a
sanitary point of view—cleanliness.
291. Are the Abattoirs not kept in as cleanly a condition now as they used to be? Ho, they are not.
292. Would that result from a reduction in the number of bands, or from indifference or carelessness on
the part of the inspector of tbe Island? Well, it is not from a reduction in the number of hands, because
there are more hands there now than there were then—that is, on the sanitary staff.
293. Tho Island is less cleanly, and is not so well managed, to your mind, as it used to be under the
previous administration ? That is, to my mind.
_
294. Have you had any quarrel or any unpleasantness with the present inspector ? Ho.
295. There is nothing in the way of malice in the remarks you are making ? Ho.
296. Simply your opinion as an employee of the Government, working with the present inspector for
some years on the Island ? Just so.
297. Ho you think that if a first-class manager were placed in charge of the Island it would be made more
profitable to the Government, and more convenient for the carcass butchers who use the Island, as well as
the retail traders who purchase there? Yes ; I think there could be improvement.
298. Have you any other fault to find with the administration besides want of cleanliness ? Of course
the want of cleanliness brought the blood manure down lower in percentage on account of the paunches
being emptied into the drain.
299. Was that simply an indication of laziness of administration, or was it to save expense in other
respects, that this cutting of tho paunches was resorted to? I do not think it was laziness; I thiuk it
was done through not looking after the butchers. Of course the drain is much closer than the place
outside to which the paunches would have to be dragged in order to be carted away.
300. So it really was from want of proper oversight on the part of the inspector and his officers in looking
after the butchers when they were dealing with the offal and matter from the different animals slaughtered,
there ? Just so.
301. Ho you thinlc that if the services of the late inspector, Mr. Kenway, had been retained, the value of
the manure would have been maintained ? I am positive that he would have kept up the value of the
manure.
•
302. Aud that would have meant that the desiccating works, practically speaking, would have been made
a paying concern ? Yes.
303. So that you are of opinion tliat it is not so much an alteration in the times, as an alteration in the *
management of Globe Island, which has had the effect of bringing down to such a large extent the price
of the manure ? I think that it is not the times altogether ; but tbe times have something to do with it,
of course.
.
304. Ho you think that the present site at Glebe Island is a suitable one for Abattoirs, or could you
suggest a better one ? I think it is indisputable that Glebe Island is the best available site for Abattoirs,
not only in this Colony, but also in any part of the world.
305. You do not think that a better site could be obtained in any part of the world for Abattoirs than
Glebe Island ? I do not think so good.
306. Ho you think that the present slaughter-houses could be altered at a moderate expense in such a way
as to bring them up to date, or would it be wiser to build new Abattoirs on tbe opposite side of tbe road ?
I thinlc it would be advisable to build new Abattoirs, and have them built up to date. You cannot patch
np any buildings with advantage.
>
307. You think the present buildings are thoroughly out of date ? They aro thoroughly ont of date.
308. And that no matter how much money was spent in improving the present buildings, they would still
be found to bo altogether inconvenient for the carrying on of any large meat trade, such as is to be found
in connection with the city of Sydney and its suburbs ? Yes, I do.
309. "W"ould it not be possible, with improved slaughter-houses, to utilise everything that comes from the
beasts, aud make it of marketable value, instead of carrying it out to sea ? Everything, I think. You
must understand that nothing went out to sea, except the flushings—that is, tho rinsing down of the
sewers and the reservoir—when I was at work there.
310. But now that they have dispensed with your services, and the desiccating works generaliy, are all
the substances that you used to treat taken out to sea ? That is more than I can say.
311.
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311. Wliat do you imagine is being done with them F From 7 o’cloeh in the morning until G o’clock
in the evening I used (.0 treat 140 tons of thin blood and water mixed together. Then there would ho Collerson.
about 50 tons of thick stuff besides that to go out every day.
20 Aug,, 1896.
312. And how many hands did you employ besides yourself there, in connection with tho desiccating
’
works ? Fifteen.*
313. Sixteen* in all ? Yes.
Sid. The average expenses of which for wages were—how much ? £34i 18s. a week for wages alone.
315. Can you tell us any other expenses that were incurred—I suppose there was wear and tear of
machinery ? Yes; wear and tear of machinery, and, of course, coal,
1
31G. What was your coal bill? Our consumption was about 4J tons for the twenty-four hours.
317. How many tons a week would that make—in six days? Yes; you can reckon on six days for that,
and the quantity would be about 2Si tons a woek.
318. Any other expenses besides that ? The lubricants and belts, and the like of that.
319., At what would you estimate the other expenses all told, roughly speaking ? Say, £4 per week.
320. Have you any other information tliat you have noted down which you think would be useful to the
Committee at the present time in regard to the conducting of the desiccating works ? I have noted down
tho punt.
321. Of course, the expense of the punt would have to be added to the expense of conducting the desic
cating works ? Yes.t
322. What would he the cost of keeping the punt going per week ? £25 9s. 6d.
323. Are there any other expenses—wear and tear of the punt, I suppose ? Yes; wear and tear of
the punt.
324. How many trips a day did those in charge of the punt make ? I cannot say how many they made.
325. How many were they supposed to make? Well, wc used to stop for an overhaul about a fortnight
each year, and it used to take me eight punts a week ; that was two on a Monday and two on a Friday,
and one punt on every other day.
326. Have you been to any other slaughtering-houses in this Colony ? I have been to Riverstone and
Auburn.
'
327. How do you thinlc they are conducted as compared with Glebe Island ? They are not conducted in
a way anything approaching Globe Island.
328. Not anything like equal to that? No.
329. Is the supervision at Eivcrstono and Auburn of such a character as to prevent the slaughtering of
diseased cattle ? No, I do not think it is, I do not thiuk they could prevent it with the supervision
which they have at those places.
330. You think it is much more easy for carcass butchers who have private slaughter-houses, such as
those you have referred to at Jtiverstone and Auburn, to buy diseased cattle and slaughter them, and to
send them on for sale to the public, than it would be at Glebe Island? Oh, yes, much easier.
331. The supervision at Glebo Island is particularly strict, is it not ? Oh, yes,
332. Would it he at all possible under existing circumstances to get a diseased beast slaughtered for
sale, and sent out of Glebe Island without its being noticed by the officials told off for that particular
duty ? I thiuk it would be impossible without its being noticed; but there I must stop.

333. What do you mean by saying that you must stop there ;—are we to understand by that tliat tho
carcass butchers frequently come to terms with the inspector so as to allow diseased cattle to ho thrust
upon the market in the form of diseased meat ? I do not insinuate for a moment that they do it, but
such could be done.
334. Hid it ever strike you that such was done? No, not in the slightest—it never struck me.
335. You have never seen anything during your stay at tho Island that would lead you to suspect that
tho officials stationed there would be liable to pass tbe beasts of any of tbe carcass butchers, cither on
account of pecuniary benefit, or from excess of friendship towards particular carcass butchers as compared
with others ? No ; I have never seen anything to lead me to suppose that.
336. You have never seen anything approaching partiality displayed by the officials to any particular
carcass butcher or carcass butchers at the Island as compared with others ? Well, I think there are one
or two carcass butchers that may have greater concessions than tho others.
.
337. Would you have any objection to state the names of those carcass butchers ? Well, I think that
Mr. Henry Macnamara is one.
338. Do you think he gets concessions that are not generally granted to other butchers ? I fancy I have
seen it.
339. What form would you imagine the concessions take? For instance, there are so many beef-houses on
one side, and so many mutton-houses on the other; and so many of those beef-houses are sold by public
auction per year, whilst tho others are open for anyone to go and kill in thorn.
340. So that any person buying half a dozen cattle at Homebush can, by paying a certain amount per
bead, have his cattle killed by himself or his servants at these particular houses on the Island? Just so.
Well, I have seen one of these same houses turned into a place to kill calves in, although there are other
houses purposely for calves,
341. And would it always be the case that the calves so killed in these particular houses belonged to Mr.
Macnamara? Yes.
342. The same privilege would not be granted'to other carcass butchers ? No, I never saw it.
343. Did you ever see anything in Mr. Macnamara’s conduct towards the inspector that would lead yon
to think that he was receiving these acts of kindness for anything he was doing for the inspector, or for
any member of bis family ? 1 could not say that.
344. Is it a fact that Mr. Shelley has a son working for Mr. Macnamara ? I believe so; he had.
345. One of Mr. Shelley’s sons was in the employ of Mr. Macnamara ? Yes.
346. Did it strike you that the fact of his son working for Mr. Macnamara had the effect of getting for
him more generous treatment than the other carcass butchers had, who had none of the inspector’s
family in their employ ? I cannot say that; but it has always struck me that he gets greater concessions
—by what means, of course, I do not know.
347. Was there an impression prevailing amongst the other carcass butchers that Mr. Macnamara was
specially favoured ? Yes.
348.
* Noth (ore rewwiojj):—Thirteen men nnd myself—Fourteen, f Expenses of punt would have tube deducted, instead of added.
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348. Are the carcass butchers supposed always to kill during the day-time ? The time differs in the
Collerson. sllmmer months, as compared with the winter months.
_
20Ane^896
about the winter months ? In the winter months the time is from 7 o'clock in the morning
’ until G o’clock at night. On Friday, I think, there is an hour or two extra allowed at night, and an hour
or two in the morning ; and calf and pig butchers have a concession—1 think it is on Friday night that
they can kill pretty well all night.
350. What are tho hours iu summer ? In the summer tho hours are from G to 7 o’clock, I think.
351. And a few extra hours on Friday night ? Yes.
352. Is Mr. Macnamara allowed to kill for longer hours at night than any of the other carcass butchers ?
He has been. He has been allowed to kill freezers for exportation pretty well all night.
353. And he is the only carcass butcher permitted to do this ? Ho ; I cannot say he was the only carcass
butcher permitted to do that. I think that another was killing in the same wav.
354. Would it be possible, during these night-killing operations, for diseased cattle to be put through
without any of the officers knowing? There was always an officer on duty when they were killing.
355. Whenever they arc killing there is an officer inspecting all that is being killed ? Yes.
356. So that no beast could be killed without its being inspected by an officer representing the Govern
ment ? Just so.
”
357. So that although Mr. Macnamara might ho allowed to kill at night when oilier carcass butchers were
not, we could not infer from that that it would give him an opportunity to push through cattle that would
be condemned at any other hour ? Oh, no.
35S. Mr. Wilks.] In connection with the desiccating, is the liquid portion that flows into the harbour
obnoxious ? Ob, no.
3-59. Hot at all ? I have brought that away perfectly clear—as clear as water..
3G0. It is odorless ? Yes.
3G1. You stated to Mr. Hawthorne that you had had no practical experience in slaughter-houses outside
tho Abattoirs ? J ust so.
"
362. Have you auy theoretical knowledge ? Yes, T think so.
363. Arc you acquainted with the system used at Edinburgh ? No, I am not.
361. Have you lieard anything about that system being one of tbe best,if not tho best in the world? I
think it is considered that the best system in the world is the German system at Berlin.
365. In connection with the operations at the desiccating-house, do I understand that you treated tho
whole of the liquid ? Yes.
366. Hid you not find that with the extraordinary flushings that took place there, the amount of water was
often more than would actually be required if there were a better system in vogue there ? Yes ; tho
smaller the quantity of cattle killed there, the more water I got down below. They have what they term
a fall of four bullocks, as if they are working from hand to mouth, just as they get their orders, an order
comes in for a bullock, and they slaughter that bullock, and there is the same quantity of water used for
the washing of one bullock as there is for four.
*
367. Your machinery had to treat all that? Yes.
36S. And that has been one of the main reasons for the expense of the plant, so far ? Just so.
369. Supposing that you had a common receptacle for the blood and the offal, instead of slaughtering all
over the place as they do now, and the flushings continuing, would that not minimise the cost to a groat
extent, so far as the desiccating portion of the works is concerned? Yes, they could throw the blood up
by air to any distance. I tried some experiments, and [ threw up the thick blood by steam 21 feet.
370. How many years were you iu charge of that desiccating plant? Seven years up to last May.
371. During the course of the seven years you have been compelled to treat hundreds of tons of liquid
matter which could have been avoided by having a better system ? There is no doubt about that.
372. And that would have minimised tho expense right through ? It would have minimised the cost right
through.
373. You consider that that is really the weak spot, so far as your plant there is concerned ? Yes.
374. Did I understand you to say that Mr, Houghton, tho head engineer, was not agreeable to enlarging
the plant there? Ho was agreeable. But I did not ask for an enlarged plant, but for enough money to
repair the plant I had there.
■
375. What expense would that probably have amounted to ? There arc six machines in all, and. three
machines that want repairing, imd I suppose that the repairing of those three machines would have cost
£120 or £150 for each. Two of them would have had to have a now inner shell. All those machines are
jacketted. There are inner and outer shells, and the steam, of course, is between the two shells.
376. Have you any suggestion you would like to make to this Committee as a desiccator—the position you
held there? No.

377. Have you any suggestions you would like to make as an engineer ? It is very evident that if the
blood was separated from the water in the slaughter-houses, and taken down below, there would be a great
saving in every way.
378. Tbe other information you gave Mr. Hawthorne was purely from observations made by you there ?
Yes.
379. Deductions you drew from personal observation? Yes.
380. In regard to inspection for the detection of tuberculosis or any other disease in cattle, have you
found the inspectors rigid? Yes, pretty well up to tbe mark.
381. Did you find at any time that disputes occurred between the inspectors and tbe slaughtermen? Ob,
yes. When there is a dispute of that kind—nnd it is of frequent occurrence—the veterinary surgeon,
Mr, Stanley, is called in, and he decides it.
'
382. But his decision is not final, is it?

Yes.

383. Have you not heard of cases where, after Mr. Stanley’s decisions have been disputed, the matter lias
been referred to the Board of Health ? I cannot say that I have.
384. You have never noticed a visit from the Board of Health after a dispute with the veterinary surgeon ?
Mr. Stanley is from the Board of Health.
”
385. I mean Professor Anderson Stuart being there at all? He has paid visits there, but I never heard
of the visits being through that.
386. Are you a resident of Balmain? Yes.
387. Have you found any strong inclination or avowed disposition on the part of the public there to
remove the Abattoirs ? Quite the reverse.
33S.
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3 88. What, is the character of tho objections that aro mainly urged by anybody there to the Abattoirs. Collerson.
1 hare never heard any.
...
,
20AalgVl89C.
3S9. Never heard of a cattle-driving nuisance ? I beg ])ardon; of course that is indisputable.
390. That is tho only nuisance you could observe '? Yes.
.
391. Have you any idea, as a resident of Balmain, how that could he obviated? I can only see^one thing
for it, and that is to lay down a railway, and to have a driving track alongside the railway. They could
not retruck from tho saleyards ; but a 30-foot space would be any amount for a driving track.
392. And what would be the use of the railway, then, if you say they could not retruck from the saleyards? Well, they could have freezing works all round there. They could kill their meat and freeze it
on the Island ; and the ships could come alongside, and it could be put into tbo ships when they wanted.
393. When you called Glebe Island the finest site in the world,you were anticipating a large trade similar
to that which you now speak of? Yes.
39^. Not merely slaughtering for tho city and suburbs? Just so.
395. You think Glebe Island could bo made a good export depot? Yes.
396. And you could have a freezing apparatus on the Island ? Yes.
_
397. Would the island space bo sufficient, or would you require to use the reclaimed ground ? I do not
think you would require to use that ground, if the stock came direct from the markets.
39S. The ill-effect upon property Ihcre you put down as nil ? Yos ; I think that property would take a
rise if the establishment there were on a larger scale.
399. But supposing it remained purely and simply as slaughter-houses, what effect would it have then? I
do not think it would have any effect.
...
.
,
400. So far as the disagrocablcness of odour is concerned, is that minimised, or is it increasing? There
was no odour you could speak of at the time the desiccating works were in operation.
401. It is only nhile the desiccating works aro not in operation tliat there is a disagreeable odour ? Yes.
402. In reply to Mr. Hawthorne you said that there has been a want of cleanliness, and that although
more bands were employed there was a want of cleanliness generally there now compared with what there
was some few years ago under sonic other management ? Yes.
403. Is that caused by laxily of the present administration ? I do not know.
404. What is your opinion ? I should say it would be.
405. It is not owing to an increased trade there ? Oh, no.
400. Purely want of proper administration ? Yes.
_
407. He has been lax in regard to his officers and seeing to the order, and so on, of tho different depart
ments ? Yes.
_
' _
...
40S. Do you think that Mr. Houghton, the consulting engineer, would be of use to this Committee in giving
evidence in regard to matters wc have been speaking of? Yes, I do.
_
_
409. You consider him about the best expert in ihe city in tbe matter of desiccating machinery ? I
consider that he is one of tho best in tbe city ou desiccating machinery.
_
410. Did yon ever pay a visit to the works of the Graziers’ Meat Export Company at Duck River ? No,
I have not.
411. You are not acquainted with their system at all ? No.
...
.
412. Mr. Law.'] From an economical point of view, do you not think that the inspection, if it were carried
ont in different parts of the country, would not be half as good as it would he from having it at Glebe
Island alone ? It would be more expensive, of course.
413. And disease would be more liable to escape notice in tbe country districts ? Yes,
414. Who are the chief purchasers of the manure made from blood ? Chinamen. But if there were
new appliances we might get the scrum. That would fetch something like £30 or £40 a ton, if it could
be saved.
415. Mr. Wilks.] The albumen is the most valuable now ? Yes.
_
416. Mr. XaiB.] Only about one quarter of the Island is at present utilised ? _ About that, I think.
417. Consequently there is plenty of room there to carry on a business four times the size of the one now
carried on ihere ? Yes.

William John Spencer sworn and examined :—
418. Chairman.] You arc the editor of the Australian Meat Trades Journal/ Yes.
419. I suppose your office is in tho city? It is at No. 0. Spring-street.
420. Have you been long engaged in your present capacity ? Since February last.
421. Previous to that did you have any connection at all with tbe meat trade of the cdy or suburbs, or
Colony ? None, except as a journalist in a general way.
_
422. Your experience of the meat trade has been confined principally. I suppose, to conducting a trade
jonrual ? Yes.
423. Have you bad any experience at all of tbe management of Glebe Island ? None at all.
424. Have you ever visited the Abattoirs? Not tbe Glebe Island Abattoirs,
_
_
425. Have you ever visited any of tho private abattoirs of the Colony ? No. I might explain to tbe
Committee how 1 presume it is that 1 have been called as a witness. J was anxious to bring before the
Committee the growth and importance of the country killed and chilled meat trade in connection with the
meat supply of tbe city.
_
_
426. Mr. Wilks.] Have you any statistics bearing on that ? 1 can give the Committee the names of the
works at which the country meat-killing and chilling is carried on, aud the quantity of sheep they arc
capable of dealing with, and fhe fact that in New York the meat trade has altogether drifted into this
channel. They do not drive or truck cattle down to Now York to kill, but the meat is killed and chilled
at Chicago and Kansas City, and is brought down iu refrigerating cars.
_
_
_
427. Chairman.! 1 presume that yon have had practical experience in connection with the meat business
in America? No; 1 have not had any practical experience of it, and, as a matter of fact, I told Mr.
Bavister, with whom I communicated, that I had had no such practical experience; but I also^ brought
under his notice the names of gentlemen who have had practical experience of it both in Australia and in
the United States.
,
428. You have not visited the Abattoirs, and therefore cannot apeak about their management iu any way ?
1 cannot,
_ i
429. Have vou been brought into contact in any way at all with tbe abattoirs in any part of the world
other than New South Wales ? No.
430.

W. J.

Spencer.
20 Aug., 1896.
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W.J.Spencer, 4go. Can you speak authoritatively as to whether the present abattoirs are badly built, or in a wrong
s^ua^onJ or whether the carcass butchers generally, or the graziers, look upon the Abattoirs as not being
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gp0t3 w},ere they ought to be ? I cannot speak on that point. There is, of course, the broad
general consideration of the cruelty involved in trucking or driving the stock so great a distance down to
Sydney, when they might be treated nearer their own pastures; but of the details I know nothing.
481. Tour suggestion would also apply to the cattle that come by sea—that instead of bringing them
down alive, it would be better to bring them to the city in chilled chambers on the steamers? I do not
think there is much of a cattle trade by sea at present.
432. I suppose that you recognise the fact that an abattoir of some kind is a necessity close to a large
city like Sydney ? I should say so.
_
433. Do you think that the tendency of the present age is to kill cattle as near as possible to their
pasturage ? I think so, decidedly.
■
434. And you think that tho disposition on the part of the carcass butchers is to prevent as much as
possible the bringing of live cattle long distances for the purpose of killing? I would not say that. Of
course, when you come to talk about carcass butchers, there are vested interests, They wish the present
channels to remain open and increased if possible.
435. But yon do not see in the near future any prospect of the abolition of sucli a place, say, as the saleyards at Homebush ? I do not at all look forward to the abolition of those saleyards ; but I do think
tliat the merits of the country-killed meat arc bound to make way. I. have here a list of works which
perhaps the Committee may know of.
436. If you have a list of all tho private slaughter-houses in the country, we shall be glad to have it ?
There is first of all Aberdeen, with a killing capacity of 12,000 sheep a week. Then there is the G-raziers’
Meat Export Company, who are erecting large works at Sandown, Duck River, near Parramatta. They
are just starting there. They have, in the country works at Nyugan, with a killing capacity of 3.000
sheep a week ; Werris Creek, 6.000; Carrathool, 6,000; and Forbes, 6,000. Then there is the Pastoral
Finance Association. Their main works are at Kirribilli Point, on the other side of the harbour. They
have country works at Young, with a killing capacity of 6,000 sheep a week; Gunnedah, 6,000; and
■
Rarrandera, 4,800. I have not put down the capacity of their Kirribilli works, but it is very large. I
do not know exactly what it is. The Kirribilli works are chiefly a receiving depiit. Then there is the firm
of J. II. G-eddes, Birt, & Co., Ltd., Pitt-streot. They arc the lessees of the Government meat-marke1s.
They have country works at Narrabri and Tenterfield. The killing capacity of the works at Earrabri is
6,000 sheep per week. I do not know the killing capacity of the Tenterfield works ; but they are at work,
sending down meat every week. In addition, there is the Bourke Meat-preserving Company, whoso
killing capacity I do not know. They are sending down meat regularly every week to the Sydney market.
Then there is the Dubbo Meat-preserving Company, with a. killing capacity of 6,000 sheep a week.
Probably tbo killing capacity of the Bourke works is about the same as at Dubbo.
437. Are all those works engaged in killing for the Sydney market, or more for tho export trade? They
are principally engaged in the export trade, but many of them aro engaged in killing for the Sydney
market.
438. But they were started principally with the idea of being export companies? Certainly that was the
idea in starting.
439. And they are dealing with the export trade ? Tes.
440. So, np to the present they have not been brought into competition very much with the abattoirs in
killing for the Sydney market ? Not very much. But their trade with the Sydney market is growing.
That is a feature of which I am sure you will be able to satisfy yourself by independent testimony.
441. Mr. Wilks.'] Ton said you were the editor of the Ansirnlinn Me.at Trade Journal? Tes.
442. Ender whose auspices would that be—tbe fat stock salesmen? No; the proprietor is Mr. A, AY
Pearse.
443. With whom are you immediately brought into contact—the fat stock salesmen or tbe retailers?
With the freezing companies.
444. Have you any literature bearing on slaughtering ? I have not.
445. Have you ever seen any literature bearing on slaughtering ? No.
446. Do you consider that the Graziers’ Meat Export Company are highly competent to deal with this
trade—well versed in the mode of slaughtering, and so on ? T. think so.
447. And their opinions or action could be taken as a good guide ? I. think so.
448. You stated to Mr. Hawthorne that you believed tbe tendency of the age was to kill in the country?
Tes.
449. On account of certain things, such as the meat becoming inflamed by travelling? Yes.
450. Then, how do you reconcile the fact that this powerful company, who have the assistance of experts,
have their slaughter-house so close to the city as Duck River? I am not prepared to say that that will
he a slaughter-house. Probably it will be more of a receiving bouse, as are the works at Kirribilli Point.
451. But are you not aware that they are slaughtering there now? I am not aware of that.
452. You are not aware tliat they have made arrangements for slaughtering there ? I believe that they
intended to slaughter there; but while a certain amount of slaughtering will no doubt always have to be
done near the city, that company have already fitted up four works in the country. Nyngan is at work ;
Forbes is not yet ; Werris Creek is at work ; I atn not sure whether Carrathool is at work ; but they
have fitted up to kill in the country. Therefore, there is nothing to prevent their killing meat there and
sending it to town if they found it convenient to do so.
453. But are you not aware that they intend to do meat-killing at Duck River? I think it is highly
'improbable ; otherwise they would not have four country works to kill at. They have gone to great
expense in fitting up those works in the country.
.
454. Have you never heard that meat killed and chilled in the country and placed on the city market is
inferior ? I have heard precisely the contrary; and so far as I have been able to get hold of any chilled
meat it has been immensely superior to tho meat sold by the butchers, which ordinarily comes from the
Abattoirs. We look upon it as a chance to get hold of any chilled meat which comes down from the
country.
455. So you have not heard anything detrimental at all to chilled meat? No,
456. Mr. Law,] Tour opinion is that the killing business carried on in the country should be extended?
Tes.
457.
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437. You have enumerated a large number of places at which 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, or 6,000 sheep can be
hilled, and consequently there must he a large number of such places spread over the Colony ? Yes.
458. Do you not think that, with these numerous killing-works, diseased meat is not so likely to bo de- 20Aug.,189G.
tected as it would be if the slaughtering were all concentrated in a large place like the Abattoirs at Glebe
’
Island? I should liketto point out that those works in tho country arc largo works, and are easily inspected.
They are to take the place, 1 understand, not of any central works in the city, which have never yet been
erected to do all the work for the city, hut of the innumerable private slaughter-houses, and it is more
easy to inspect a large meat-works than a number of small slaughter-houses.
451). But you have told us of a great many places where there are 3,000, 4,000, 5,000, or 6,000 sheep
lulled, and docs it not stand to reason that with inspection in a great central works in Sydney, the expense
would be far smaller ? Of course that is self-evident; but it remains yet to bo demonstrated whether it
is possible to concentrate all the killing in one place.
460. You know nothing about the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? Aio.
461. Chairman^] I suppose the idea is, that the Abattoirs could be continued as they are and still to do an
extensive trade, but that on account of the increasing export trade, it would be necessary even to increase
the number of the large country killing-establishments such as you have mentioned, aud have giveu a list
of to the Committee? Yes. The country killing and chilling facilities will certainly increase, if not for
the town trade, at least for the export trade. Great advantages arc claimed for country-killed and chilled
moat, and it seems to mo that it might well he made available as far as possible for the metropolitan
moat supply.
_
462. Has it ever struck you that the Glebe Island, in addition to killing for the city, might, perhaps, be
extended to such an extent as lo do a very much larger trade in killing meat for export ? A large trade
is already done for export.
’
463. Have you over visited or passed by Glebe Island ? I have been past it.
461. Do you know the extent of the Island itself? No, I do not.
465. Mr. Wilks.~\ In view of what you have stated, do you consider it prudent for the Government to
speud any reasonable sum of money in enlarging the present Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? I do not think
J am competent to pass au opinion upon that.
_
466. You practically gave an opinion on that ? What I wished to convey was, that I did not think it
would be wise for the Government to enter on a large expenditure, in view of increasing trade at the
Abattoirs when, in my opinion, the trade there is likely to diminish. I believe the country trade will be
an increasing one, and the Abattoirs a diminishing one.
467. The question with you is not one of removal, but simply one of extension ? That is it.
25 AUGUST, 1896.
present:—
‘ |
Mb. LAW,
Mb. WILKS.

TUESDAY,

Mb. BAVISTEB,

’
■

J. S. HAWTHOKtfE, Esq., in the Chaie.
Henry William Austin sworn and examined:—
468. Mr. Wilks.'] What are you by occupation ? Carcass butcher.
H, W.
469. How many years’ experience have you had as a carcass butcher ? Ten years’ experience as a carcass Austin,
butcher, but I have been twenty years connected with Glebe Island.
/———\
470. Where else has your experience been ? In my youth 1 had a little experience in old Newgate 25Aug., 1896.
market.
471. Have you had auy experience at Islington ? I know Islington market.
472. Do you know the system adopted there P I do not know the system adopted there at the present
time.
478. Have you visited any of the"abattoirs in the adjoining Colonies? No.
474. Have you had an opportunity of reading up on the matter ? Yes ; I have read up on the matter at
different times, and studied a good deal the management of abattoirs, and the way they should he situated,
and that sort of thing.
475. In regard to our own abattoirs, what defects, if any, do you consider exist? Our own abattoirs at
the present time certainly want repairing. The site is second to none.
476. What is the nature of the repairs which you would suggest in connection with our abattoirs ? Tho
mutton slaughter-houses are old and out of date.
477. Is that the only defect you can see in the buildings ? There should be more yarding room for stock.
478. How would you attempt to get over tbe difficulty of want of yarding room ? There is plenty of
room on Globe Island, which only wants a little levelling off, and yards built at the back, aud also shelter
for the stock. At the present time we have no shelter for our stock there. I do not suppose it would be
possible to lind any other place iu the world with such bad shelter for stock.
479. Some little time ago you went on a deputation to the Premier? Yes.
480. You then laid before him a plan? Yes.
481. Would you miud giving the Committee the benefit of your knowledge as then placed before the
Premier? When the deputation waited on the Premier, I went about the driving of stock. At tliat time
there was a great to-do about the driving-stock nuisance, which I myself and all the other butchers admit
is a nuisance—that is, the driving of stock to the Abattoirs during tbe hours when the public are using
the roads. What I say is that the driving of stock on the roads should be limited to the hours between
12 p.m. and G a.m.
_
_
4>S2. That is on the ordinary roads we have now ? Yes ; it will overcome that difficulty, and that is tho
only one I see standing in the way.
483. You do not see any necessity for constructing a road expressly for that purpose? At that time I
pointed out to tho Premier where there could be a road—not the whole of the distance, hut brought from
the northern road running through Kivo Dock, and down from llama ay’s Bush, and through Leichhardt.
There is a lot of unoccupied land, some part of if being Government land. I thought at that time that if
the Government were going to do anything in the matter, that road, if set out, would he the means of
overcoming all the nuisance. The stock would not go through tbo populous streets,
484.
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IT. W. 484. Have you heard anything about a system of railway in connection with the Island ? Tes ; I pointed
Austin. out to the Premier then that a system of railway could be brought forward, and tho main line tapped, I
r*
|oqp think, at Stanmore—I think that was my suggestion—and running thence along by White's Greek.
°
‘ There is a large piece of Government land which they are filling in there at the present time which conld
be utilised fora railway station,'and likewise stock-yards. It is a valuable piece of land, which I do
not suppose will ever be wanted for building purposes ; hut it would be very valuable for a railway-yard,
and at any time the railway could be taken to Glebe Island, because it is a certainty that we shall have
to have a railway to Balmain before many years pass. If the Abattoirs remain at Glebe Island a railway
will Lave to be carried there. There are thousands of sheep that come to Glebe Island which do not go
through the sale-yards at Plemington, and sometimes cattle. Sometimes there are 1,000 sheep in one
consignment.
_
,
485. In regard to sale-yards, what is your idea—remove them from Ilemington to the reclaimed ground
around Glebe Island ? The removal of the sale-yards is a very big question, and one which I do not
think wrould be entertained, because there too is much money sunk at Plemington.
486. Through the City Council? Tes.
_
487. Vested interests are too strong ? Tes; and I do not think tho removal of the sale-yards could be
brought about. 1
'
488. What is your idea in regard lo the retrucking of stock ? It would not act at all.
^
489. Well, if you could not retruck, you wrould have to have sale-yards at Glebe Island? Unless the
stock wTere driven to Glebe Island at night.
499. There would be no necessity for a railway then ? Ton will find the time will come when we shall
have to have a railway,
491. 1 meant under this system ? Tes, under this system.
492. What is your opinion of the present management of Glebe Island? It is up to date—the manage
ment is good.
t
493. There is nothing fault}- Ihere? There is nothing faulty in the management. Po doubt there have
been large sums of money spent on Glebe Island which could have been spent in a better manner. _
494. Do you consider that the management is about as good as we could obtain? Tes, I think it is as
good as we could obtain, and I think the inspection is excellent,
495. Have you any knowledge of the places called the calf-yards being used for other purposes than they
ought to be used for ? Hot that I am aware of. .
496. Ho carcass butcher having an advantage over another? I do not think so. I never knew anything
of that sort. I think everything is dealt with fairly. That is my experience.
497. The desiccating plant is a source of weakness, is it not? It is a source of weakness, and it has been
a source of great expense, but I think that under the present system they can cope with it.
498. What is the present system ? Punting out to sea.
499. Ton consider that is a better system than the desiccating? Tes, and less expensive.
500. I suppose you have no knowledge with regard to slaughtering in Chicago ? I have not been there,
and cannot say much about it; hut 1 know by reading that the sale-yards and the slaughter-yards there
adjoin each other.
501. Tou arc not aware, loo, that they have what I may call a common cesspit to receive the offal in—
tliey do iiot slaughter all over the ]dace, but convey the offal to one given spot? The same is done at
Glebe Island—that is, in regard to the blood. What wc call the offal—that is, the inside of the bullock—
the guts, the liver, and that sort of things—is taken away to pig and poultry farms, 4c.
502. Are you aware of any objections being lodged against the removal of the Abattoirs ? Tes, I have a
knowledge of that, I have objected to it myself, because I am sure we could never do without them. It
would be one of the greatest mistakes that was ever made in connection witli Sydney if the Abattoirs were
taken away from Glebe Island.
503. Tou do not countenance at all the idea of bringing chilled meat into the Sydney market ? Chilled
meat is all very well. The chilled-meat business here will come about naturally, the same as it does in
all other big towns in the world. Those people who wish to send chille'd meat to the market will send it.
The stock belongs to them, aud they have a right to deal with it in the best way they can for themselves,
whilst people who wish to send their cattle to market to he sold to the butchers will do the same.
504. Tou know of no obnoxious smells from the Island which people complain about? Hot of late
years. Tears ago, when the fat-house was put on the Island, there certainly was a very objectionable
smell, but of late years, since the swamp has been filled in, I think it has been done away with.
505. Tou consider that a good deal of the objectionable smell in tbe past was owing, possibly, to the
swamps around there ? Owing to the stuff being emptied into the harbour and lying on the mud, and
sweltering with the hot sun on it.
506. Tou might give to the Committee your opinion in regard to the necessity for fhe Abattoirs being at
Glebe Island on account of the coast trade in cattle, pigs, and so on? My experience is that at
the present time our Abattoirs are situated in a very good place, more especially io cope with the trade of
Sydney, and likewise the export trade. The time will come, and I am sure that if there was a railway to
Glebe Island it would he the means of opening up a big export trade from that Island. People can erect
places as they have done in the country, and kill their meat and send il to Darling Harbour ; but if it is
sent to Glebe Island and dealt with there it is dealt with much more cheaply.
507. Have you visited the Graziers’ Meat Export Company’s works at Duck Itiver ? Hot since the
present plant was erected there.
508. They virtually carry out tho principle you are now proposing for Glebe Island ? Tes.
509. "What suggestion vould you make to utilise Glebe Island for larger purposes thau the present?
What 1 would suggest is the levelling off of the northern and north-eastern portion of the Island, building
a sea-wall round and using the debris from the hills to fill in behind tho wall, and to build stock-yards on
the Island. Ho doubt the time will come when stock will be exported from Glebe Island as it is now
from Hewcastle, from which town it is exported to Houmea, Eiji, and other places. If we had suitable
yards at Glebe Island that trade would be brought there. But we have not suitable yards for shipping
cattle. Then, in the next place, refrigerating-chambers could bo built on the wharf, and meat run into
them to wait there until put on board ship. There is good water round Glebe Island. Any ship could
come and lay alongside and load right away from the chambers, not as is done now—carting it down to
Kirribilli Point in punts.
’
510.
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510. You consider tliat tbe possibilities of Glebe Island are unbounded for a trade of that character ?
Yes. Of course Glebe Island is a big place, and other trades could be carried on there._ If Glebe Island
■were properly laid out, there is no doubt that big canning works would spring into existence around it. 25 Aug., 1896.
There is one there at the, present time—the Globe Meat Works. They carry on a very large business,
.
and take away a lot of stuff from Glebo Island.
511. They deal with the Island direct P Yes.
,
512. The opinion, you are now expressing is purely from a public point of view and not merely based on
your own business relations? Not at all. It matters little to me where they take the Abattoirs to. If
they were to shift the Abattoirs, I should shift too. But if the Abattoirs were shifted, to tbe country it
would be the means of large companies springing into existence. In time those companies would combine
together, and they would ring the Sydney meat market, the same as lias been done in a great many other
towns. I am sure of that. Tliat is what some people are trying to bring about at the present time.
513. You believe that the tendency is to try and place the Abattoirs under private control ? That is tho
tendency, I believe, which they have at the present time.
514. Instead of having one central abattoirs, which they talk about nowr, there would be several central
abattoirs? Of course there would be. Tho greatest mistake the country could make would be to do away
with the present Abattoirs. In summer-time four months of the year, it would bo impossible to do without
them. You can kill meat even there in the morning in summer, aud if it is not broken up, it will stink
in the evening, and butchers look for two delivories of meat a day to their shops. At the time there was
the row with the butchers there among ourselves, iu the summer-time they killed meat up at Bookwood—
both beef aud mutton. The consequence was that when it came to the market it was bad; and the same
thing would happen again. If they tried to kill the whole of tbe meat for the city, even supposing the
Abattoirs were removed to Bel more—and I know there is much talk of their going there, and likewise of
another site on the ’Wentworth Estate—I am sure it would never pay. It is all very fine for people who
have not had any experience in tho trade to talk about what they could and could not do, but it would
not suit tbo public, and if the Abattoirs were removed from Glebe Island I am sure that in two years’time
the public would rise up in arms about it.
_
515. You have heard some talk about removing the control of the Abattoirs from tbe State and placing
them under municipal control;—what is your opinion of that? My opinion is that the City Corporation
is the proper body to have the control of the Abattoirs in Sydney, and also of the meat trade generally in
Sydney. The time must come when, whether they arc under the control of the municipalities or under
the control of the Government, there will have to be public abattoirs, 1 think, at Willonghby, and also in
the district of St. George.
516. Sort of auxiliaries to Globe Island ? Yes ; hut if tbe authorities allow private slaughter-houses to
exist, they will simply get diseased meat into the market, and sold to the people ; whereas, if the abattoirs
are under the control of the municipal councils or the Government, they will exercise supervision over
the meat, and the public can look forward to having a sound article to eat.
517. "What is your experience, during the twenty jmars, in regard to the inspection of meat at the Glebe
Island Abattoirs—is it a rigid one? Well, during the first ten years that I was at the Abattoirs, I cannot
say tliat tbe inspection of meat was what it should have been; but during the last ten years it has been
pretty rigid.
518. Mr. Zmo.] When you were referring just now to some works carried on there, did you refer to
Mr. Barnes’ works ? Yes.
519. What trade in particular is carried ou at those works ? The canning of meat of all descriptions.
They carry on a large business there.
520. Is it a fact that they are going to put up new exlcnsivo works there ? Yes; there is not only Mr.
Barnes’ factory.
521. It is going to be a very big concern ? Yes.
522. Eive storeys, or something like that, and covering a large area of ground ? Yes.
_
523. I think 1 understood you to say that if tho meat were killed in the country that would increase the
cost to the consumers in Sydney ? Tes, it would, considerably.
524. Can yon explain to me why it would increase the cost to the consumers ? It would increase it in
this way : In the first place, stock sent to Glebe Island is dealt with more cheaply than it could he dealt
with in the country ; in the pecond place, if the trade were driven away to country slaughter-houses, that
would be the means of large companies springing into existence, and it would only be a matter of timo
when they would form a ring and have their own prices ; whilst, on the other hand, in buying their stock
from the graziers they would grind tho graziers down to tho lowest possible price, so as to make big
profits for themselves. The same thing is done in plenty of other places, and that is a thing we want to
.
fight against.
5'25. You look at it in that light ? Yes.
526. Bo you not think, also, that the fact of there being a large number of abattoirs in the country would
necessitate far greater inspection, and also the employment of a considerable number of inspectors? Yes,
It would ho almost impossible to inspect all the meat that would come into this market.
527. TVh'creas atone central place it would be under the supervision of one or two inspectors ? At the
present time, I think there are six inspectors at Glebe Island, aud I assure you that all the stock that is
killed there is inspected.
525. In regard to Glebe Island, do you know that the part utilised at present in connection with the
Abattoirs is only one-fifth of the total area of the Island? Yes.
529, And, consequently, there is sufficient space there to build abattoirs which would meet the require
ments of a population six or seven times the present number? Yes; but, as I said before, the time will
arrive when it will be necessary to erect abattoirs in the Willoughby and St. George’s districts. Any man
who understands the geographical position of Sydney can form that idea, because it would never do to
cart all our meat from Globe Island (say) in fifty years’ timo, when, of course, the city will have extended
very much more. But at the present time Glebe Island is suitable, and will for some years to .come he
suitable for tho city and suburbs. Ever3r morning orders come to Glebe Island for meat for Manly,
Narrabecn, Uapto, and different suburbs on the North Shore, &c. There are times when we have to
send meat even to Newcastle.
,
530. Bo any cattle now come from Queensland to Glebe Island by sea? At the present time boats are
bringing cattle to Glebe Island from the Macleay, and sometimes from the Clarence and the liichmond.
362—C
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Glebe Island is a suitable place for unshipping them. They are unshipped and can go right into the
Abattoirs without being driven along the roads. But if the Abattoirs were taken away from Glebe Island
those cattle would have to be driven from the ships to tho sale-yards or slaughter-houses.
531. If a mob of cattle had to come from Grafton, what would be the difference in cost per head between
bringing them by laud and bringing them by water ? 1 cannot say what tbe difference in tho cost per head
would be. But if cattle wore driven overland from Grafton, by the time they arrived here their con
dition would he driven off them, and the cost; would be greater, because if they come by the boat, they
arrive here in good, sound condition.
532. Do you not thiuk that it is a very essential point in tho interests of Glebe Island that cattle should
be brought to that Island direct by sea from Queensland and all the other colonies, inasmuch as you say
that that would not Interfere witli the quality of tho meat, whereas driving the cattle considerably deteri
orates the quality ? That is my opinion.
533. In regard to tho desiccating works, I understood you lo say tliat they were a serious source of
expense ? Yes.
.
534. Do you thinlc that that is in any way attributable to the old antiquated machinery there now;—do
you think that if tho most modern improvements were effected there the desiccating works could be
carried on profitably ? Yes; I believe that if they had up-to-date machinery they could be worked more
cheaply and more beneficially than they were before, because I always looked upon tho machinery that
was at Glebe Island before as machinery got up for eating coal, for I used to see them carting coal there
every day, and I thought that there was a great mistake somewhere.
535. STouare acquainted with all the carcass butchers ? Yes.
_
53G. What is your idea as to the prevailing opinion among the carcass butchers;—are they in favour of
the retention of the Abattoirs in their present position ? Most of them are. Of course they know the
evil effect that the removal of the Abattoirs would have.
.
_
537. And as you supply a large number of the retail butchers, and know the majority of them, what is
your opinion as to the trade generally ? I was speaking this morning to one of the retail butchers—Mr.
Henry Bartlett, of George-strcct—on the subject, and he said that it would be impossible to do without
city abattoirs, I should like you, gentlemen, to obtain the opinion oi some of the big butchers—say, Mr.
Playfair and Mr. Bartlett, and also of Mr. Badgery (Pitt, Son, and Badgery), who is one of the agents
for stock. I suppose that Mr. Badgery knows more about the trade than any other man in the country,
both wholesale, retail, and graziers’ business, and everything else.
53S. Do you think that the removal of the Abattoirs from Glebe Island would enhance the value of
property at Balmain ? I would not like to say tliat.
533. Do you think that the fact of the Abattoirs being there depreciates it ? No; I do not think it depre
ciates the value of property at all, because most of the people reside at that end of Balmain and Pyrmont.
540. The driving of cattle and sheep is, you think, about the only trouble there is in connection with the
Abattoirs ? About the only trouble I know of in connection with the Abattoirs is the driving of the stock.
Of course there are afew people living on Glebe Point whom nothing would suit, except, I suppose, there
were some nice villa sites on that part of Glebe Island where the desiccating house is.
541. Mr. Wilks.'] Or a bowling-green or something else ornamental ? Yes.
542. Mr. Law.] You mentioned that there was some talk of having abattoirs at Belmore and some other
place, and yon said that you did not think that either of those places was suitable. I suppose that the
reason why it is not suitable is because the country there is flat r I do not say it is not suitable, but what
I mean is that it would not suit the trade.
543. The Abattoirs at Glebo Island being 20 or 30 feet above the water-level there is consequently a good
fall? Yes.
544. Mr. Bavister.] You have spoken of chilled meat, and I think you have also stated that you have
known meat which was killed at Glebe Island to be unfit for food before night ? Yes.
545. One of the previous witnesses stated that moat which came down from the country chilled was also
in that state sometimes ? Yes.
546. Is tliat common all the year round, or only in some particular season ? Yon may say four months
in the summer-time—December, January, February, and March.
547. I suppose that in your business it has been to your interest to watch the chilled meat that has come
into the market? Yes ; I have watched it,
*
548. Does the country killed and chilled meat now arrive in as good a condition for human consumption as
that killed on Glebe Island ? No, it does not. No man who knows anything about meat will take a
piece of meat that has been in the chilling-room iu preference to a piece of fresh-killed meat. For
instance, take the Jews. They are the greatest authority on meat we have, or could get, and they will not
eat a piece of meat that has been killed any time or hung. The fresher they get it tho bettor they like it.
549. But there is a very widespread prejudice, especially among people who come from England, in favour
of meat that has been killed for some time and hung ? There may be among moneyed people, but the
poorer classes do not care how long the meat has been killed so long as they can get it.
550. My impression was that it was the moneyed classes in England who insisted on having meat, especially
mutton, hung a long time before they would eat it ? Yes.
551. Do yon think that with all the improvements that have been made in machinery in connection with
the chilling of meat there may he still further improvements, and consequently that it may be possible
to do without the Abattoirs in the city altogether ? I do not care what machinery they introduce into the
business, they can never do without the city Abattoirs.
552. I will put the matter in another way. "Would it be possible to bring into Sydney meat killed at the
country Abattoirs if the carcasses were broken up into smaller joints before being despatched ? They would
have to pack it. When you break up meat you have to hang it up in pieces in such a way that the air
can get between ; but they would have to pack it, and then it would become sour.
553. Would it not be possible to fit np the cars in such a way as to hang up the carcasses in large pieces
instead of quarters? You could fit up the cars in that way, certainly.
554. Leaving out the question of cost, would it not be possible by such a system to supply Sydney with
wholesome meat ? No; the people would not have it.
555. J am not asking what the people would have ; would it be possible to get the meat into Sydney in a
wholesome condition, it being killed in the country, chilled, and broken up? It would he possible io get
it in, but the trade would not take the meat.
556.
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356. Have you any idea how many slaughter-houses have to he attended to by the sis inspectors on Globe
Austin.
Island? There are 12 chains—there are twelve pithing-pens.
557. Is only one slaughterman employed in each of those pithing-pens? No, a dozen.
25 Aug., 1896.
55S. Then there may be as many as 111 slaughtermen working at one time ? Yes.
556 And all the meat that passes through their hands has to be inspected by sis men ? Yes.
5G0. And you assert that the inspection is well done? Yes; it is well done. I will tell you why.
In one place they run in the bullocks and they knock them down. After the lapse of two or three minutes
the carcass is turned on to its back, and the inspector is there as you draw the lungs out of the bullock, and
he handles them and squeezes them through his hands to see if there are any lumps, ulcers, or anything
else there. If there is he throws it on one side, and then, as the bullock is raised on to the bahts, the
broad-arrow is put on it. It is the property of the Government then. We generally knock down three
bullocks together, and the inspector watches those three bullocks, and as soon as they are inspected he
walks into another place, but before he gets out another man perhaps walks in, and so they keep going
alternately from one place to another.
561. As a matter of fact, it is not possible for a bullock to be slaughtered and dressed without the
inspector seeing it before the inside of it is removed from the carcass ? It is not possible on Globe Island.
562. Then, whatever bad meat gets into the Sydney market must come from somewhere else ? It comes
from the country; but it would not do for me to say too much on the subject.
563. I suppose it is a fact that some meat does occasionally get into Sydney which should not como here ?
Yes.
SGd. But you are convinced that it does not come from Glebe Island ? I am convinced that the Glebe
Island meat is thoroughly inspected.
565. Do those six inspectors have to inspect all the sheep that are slaughtered there as well as the
bullocks ? They work among the sheep and pigs and everything.
5G6. And is the inspection of the sheep and pigs as efficient as that of the bullocks? Yes.
567. You said you suggested to Mr. Keid, whenon the deputation, a course that the road to Glebe Island
might take ;—have you any idea how many public roads that would cross ? 1 do not think it would cross
ono public road, I had a plan, and Mr. Iteid asked me to leave it with him, and I have not been able to
get it since. Everything was dotted out upon it—the road that was to be proclaimed for the stock and
the Government roads and everything.
568. The driving of cattle, you say,is admitted by all parties to be a nuisance ? Yes.
569. Is it not also admitted to he a danger ? Yes ; in the daytime it is dangerous.
570. It is only a few days ago that a lady was injured by some bullocks ? I heard something of that.
571. Is that a common occurrence ? No ; that is the first instance I have ever known of anybody being
hurt, I believe that that came about through some cattle being taken from a boat at Glebe Island last
Saturday evening.
572. In connection with the whole question of the abattoirs is, of course, the question of droving;—havo
you been able to form an opinion as to whether the roads and the footpaths of the municipalities through
which the droving takes place are considerably damaged at different times, more especially when they are
newly put down? No doubt there is a certain amount of damage to footpaths where stock are driven,
because you cannot drive stock the same as you can drive horses.
573. Have you had an opportunity of forming an opinion as to which do the most damageto theroads
and footpaths—the sheep or the bullocks? It all depends on the condition of theroads. In wet
weather, I believe, the cattle, and in dry weather the sheep, do the most damage, because I believe the
sheep work up the stones.
574. Has it come to your knowledge that considerable lengths of newly asphalted paths have had to be
entirely relnid in consequence of that ? Snell may have been the case, but I have not known of it. I
know the drovers try to keep the stock off such paths.
575. I believe it is the custom of some of the municipalities to issue rules regulating the driving of stock
through certain streets ? Yes.
576. Do you know if the drovers try to carry out those rules, or do they set them at defiance? I have
not heard of such a thing.
577. You spoke of the retrucking of stock as being impracticable ? Yes ; it is not workable.
578. "Why? There would be the additional knocking about of the cattle in retrucking them, and, in
the second place, the cost of retrucking them and bringing them to the abattoirs would he too great.
579. Have yon any idea what the cost of retrucking would come to per head ? No.
580. Can you guess within 5s. ? I could not say.
581. Do you think it would be equal to 5s. a head ? I think it would.
582. As to bruising the cattle—are they bruised more in getting into and out of the trucks than they are
by the shunting and the journey ? "Well, having careful men to truck and mitruck them makes a lot of
difference. At Elemington the men are pretty well educated up to untrucking cattle, hut I believe that
at country places the cattle arc knocked about very much at times.
583. That answer appears to point out that yon consider cattle can be trucked more easily, and with less
expense, and with less damage to the cattle, at I’lemington than anywhere else, in consequence of the
experience of the men ? The experience of the men. Of course, I do not say it would lessen the cost.
584. It could be done hotter, with less injury to the stock, because the men are educated up to their work,
and have had more experience ? Yes.
585. Then it must be cheaper if it does less damage to the stock ? Yes.
586. Having said that, do yon still think it is impracticable to retruck? I do. lam sure it is unworkable.
587. Mr. iPilks,] In regard to the product of the desiccating plant, do you think it is of any commercial
value to speak of? It is to a certain extent. Of course it is not so valuable now as it was some years
ago, because everything has gone down in the market, more especially manures.
588. It is not simply that there is not a general use of manures, but the price has gone down in common
with that of other commodities ? Yes.
589. Do you know anything about the albumen that is obtained ? I do not know anything about that.
590. Arc you aware that the immense quantities of water which they treated with the plant led to the
extra expense of the desiccating plant ? They used to use very large quantities of water with it, I know.
591. And I suppose that that led to a great deal of the extra expense of working the plant ? Yes.
592. How could that ho obviated, if it could he obviated at all ? I am sure I could not say. I have had
no experience in that direction.
593.
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593, Well, with your experience of cleansing, do you think there is an unusual quantity of water used ?
No, I do not think so, I know that if you let the water run to waste the inspectors are very soon down
25Aug. 18961 T1Pon Jouj
your name, and you are summoned.
^
1 59k It was never pointed out to you that the extra cost was because the desiccating plant had to do so
much extra work because of the large quantity of water ? No.
_
595. Mi\ Bavinter.] You spoke of the Eelmore site not being suitable;—is that because while the water is
close handy it is comparatively stagnant water—not tidal water? I spoke of the Eelmore site not being
'
suitable, but it is suitable in this wav—if you had not a better place. But Grlebe Island, as 1 said before,
is second to none.
'
599. Is Grlebe Island a belter place in consequence of its being surrounded by tidal waters? Yes. There
is one thing about the driving of stock which I should like to point out. You should license all drovers
in charge of stock, and then, if anything wrong took place, you would have something to fall back upon,
and it would make them responsible.
"
597. Chairman.] A. little while ago you stated, in reply to one of the Committee, that you knew of diseased
meat coming into the Sydney market, but not from Glebe Island ;—can you slato positively where this
meat comes from? People who have read the papers from time to lime might have seen.
598. You are not in a position to say positively ? I am not in a position to say positively.
599. But you are of opinion that diseased meat does come into the Sydney market from abattoirs outside
•
Glebe Island? Well, I should like to know what becomes of all the diseased bullocks. Before there was
such a rigid inspection carried on at Glebe Island, we used to get a lot of cattle sent to Plcmington
suffering from cancer, tuberculosis, and actinomycosis, and different other diseases, and that stock used
to come to Glebe Islaud. But since there has been proper inspection there the gra/.iers dare not send
diseased bullocks there, and I should like to know where they go to now. They go somewhere.
60U. You are of opinion that diseased cattle still find their way into the sale-yards at Homebush, but they
never put in an appearance at Glebe Island ? ] do not say they are sent to Homebush.
(101. But is it a general impression amongst the carcass butchers at Glebe Island that diseased cattle are
still being sent on to the Sydney market through being killed at other abattoirs, where the inspection is
not so rigid as it is at the Island ? "What I should like to say is this—what becomes of that meat ?
(i02, Mr. tC-ilks.] You think there is some brought into consumption ? Yes.
G03. Chairman.] Would it really pay you better to have private abattoirs than to go to Glebe Island—
that is, so far as your case, comfort, and general prosperity as a carcass butcher is concerned ? Well, as
fur as prosperity goes, no doubt it would. If I had a private slaughter-house, and an inspector was
appointed there, no doubt I should be able to grease his hand.
GO!. You think it is possible, then, to grease the hand of the ordinary inspector who comes round ? I do
not say they do it, hut it might be done.
G05. You think it is possible to grease the hand of the ordinary inspector who goes round to suburban or
country slaughter-houses, but that remark is uot applicable to the Government inspectors on Glebe
Island? No; I do not say it is applicable even to the country slaughter-houses, but I say it would he
possible, if I had a private slaughter-house, to work things in that way, and that is why I say that either
the Government or the Corporation should have the control of the Abattoirs.
GOG. The Government havo control of them now ? Yes.
007. Do you think that the management of the Abattoirs has improved since they were placed under the
rule of the Board of Health ? No ; I do not think so at all. Ido not think the Board of Health has
made much improvement in the Abattoirs, as far as that goes.
G08, As a carcass butcher, can you see any great improvement or the reverse since the management was
placed under the control and direction of the Board of Health ? None whatever. The same thing exists
now as did before.
GOD. As a carcass butcher, do you find the management at the present time equal to what it has been in
the past under other people ? Yes; in fact, better. I do not think the Abattoirs could he under better
management than they are at the present time.
CIO. Does it not strike you as being rather contradictory when you say that the management has not
improved under the Board of Health, whilst in the next breath you say that you think that the Abattoirs
are under better management than they were previously ? The Government would not vote the money
required to improve them. The management is right enough. If the Government voted money for the
Abattoirs to be improved there is room for improvement, and they could be improved,
611. Do you think that it is possible, by expending a fair amount of money on the present Abattoirs, to
make them up to dale ? Yes ; and second to none in the world.
612. The present Abattoirs ? Yes.
G13. A complaint has been made by other witnesses that the space between the two rows of slaughter
houses is far too narrow for carrying on the large amount of trade done in meat at the Island ? It is too
narrow.
014. Would it be possible to got over that difficulty while the present Abattoirs wore allowed to remain ?
Tes.
615. What would you suggest to get over it—widening the space between the two rows of slaughter
houses ? By pulling down the mutton slaughter-houses, which are out of date.
.
GIG. The beef houses, you think, are up to date ? The beef houses are right enough.
G17. Do you deal in both mutton and beef ? No, in beef only.
618. You do not touch mutton at all ? We used to kill it, hut we do not at the present time.
G19. You knew Mr. Kenway, the late manager? Yes.
G2(X During his administration were matters conducted satisfactorily to the carcass butchers and to the
buying public at the Island ? I always found that to he so. I. never heard of anything to the contrary.
G21. You havo not been able to form any different opinion since the change of management took place ?
Not at all.
G22. Since Mr. Shelley’s appointment ? Not at all. ■
023. Do you think that any favouritism is shown towards one carcass butcher or butchers as compared
with others ? No ; that sort of thing is only idle talk.
024. Have you found generous and fair treatment all round from the management of the Island ? Always.
I always found things dealt with fairly there as regards everybody.
625. Have you thought the matter out as to the best method of getting stock to the Island without the
inconvenience
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inconvenience that is, generally speaking, supposed to be caused to tlie public by the driving of cattle
and sheep and other stock to the island along the public highways between the Flemington sale-yards and
Grlebe Island? Ae I have pointed out, there could be a private road striking off near O’Brien’s place,
and going between Inglis’s and Keep's, and down across the reclamation—the canal—and through
Ramsay’s Bush, and then coming out by the bridge on the Parramatta Koad—the North B-oad, as we call
it—which comes down by Abbotsford.
G2G. Are you aware that even the road you have just selected would cross at least a dozen public
thoroughfares ? Streets, no doubt; but not Government roads.
G27. Macadamised roads of different municipalities? Yes; public thoroughfares, no doubt, it would
cross. It would, for instance, cross the tram-line.
G2S. Would that not necessitate, in driving cattle particularly, as much care and attention as in driving
them along a straight road nowr ? Yes.
G2D. Cattle would bo as liable to getaway from a mob in crossing over those thoroughfares as would be
the case under existing circumstances? Yes.
630. Have you ever thought out the advisability or otherwise of having a branch line of railway from the
main line to Glebe Island ? I have thought of that, and have spoken of it on different occasions—a branch
line of railway running from Stanmore down by White’s Creek and on to the Island. There is a lot of
Government ground there of no use at the present time.
G31. You know the route via White’s Creek very well ? Yes.
G32. And a single line of railway, you think, would be sufficient, and it could be eojislructed at small
expense and with a very small amount of resumption of private land ? Yes, a very small amount.
033. You have seen cattle slaughtered in the district of Beimore ? Yes.
’
G34. And before half an hour has elapsed you have seen the same meat fly-blown ? Yes.
G35. The same thing occurs continually at suburban and country slaughter-houses ? Yes.
036. A similar experience has never been known at Glebe Island? That is true.
037. That is probably owing to the absence of blowflies on the Island? There are no blowflies there,
and very few' other flies. Why it is I do not know'; but it is so.
038. And you are of opinion that the country-killed meat sent in refrigerating chambers in the summer
time will, before that meat is delivered into the refrigerating cars, be fly-blown ? Yes; some of it at
times. I do uot say all of it.
030. During the very hot weather ? Yes.
010. And the groat drawback oi the country.killed meat is the presence of blowflies, and the danger of the
moat being fly-blown ? Yes ; that and the excessive heat.
Charles Thompson sworn and examined
Old. Chairmani] What is your address? 41, Weston Road, Roselle, Balmain.
01-2, What is your occupation ?
Butcher.
Of.', Retail or wholesale ? Retail: but I have had some experience also as a wholesale butcher.
641. Have you lived long at Balmain ? Since about 1880.
645. Ton have had a good deal of experience in connection with Glebe Island ? Yes ; a fair experience.
640. d on visit there at least once a day, I suppose? Often twice a day, but in the cold weather I may
go there only twice a week.
04/. The place where you live, as well as your business, would give you a good opportunity of judging as
to the general conduct of Glebe Island, both inside as regards the slaughter-houses, and outside, in the
matter of cattle-driving ? Yes. They pass my door.
048. Mr. Wilks] Do I understand you have been a carcass butcher ? I have in connection with retailin°sold a few carcasses.
°
049. What has been your experience of the general management of the Abattoirs ? Well, the faults I
find noth that arc the cattle-droving, and the cattle not being sufficiently rested before they are killed.
050. The meat is inflamed ? Yes ; the meat is harassed.
051. IIow would you get over that difficulty ? 1 would have the cattle kept in a paddock, and not killed
for two or three days after they are bought, and to be fed and watered there. The expense of keeping
would be nothing, for cattle fetched from the country will not eat much ; they mostly require rest.
052. It would be a considerable gain to the consumers of meat, because healthier meat would be put on
the market? Yes.
653. What is your opinion of the present Abattoirs;—would you recommend their removal or their coutinu•anee at Glebe Island ? I would rather see them removed, unless a railway could be constructed to Glebe
Island, and even if you had such a railway, I do not know how you would feed the cattle on that area of
ground.
G54. To where would you remove the Abattoirs;—which scheme you have heard of meets with your approval
most ? I would suggest Kura ell.
G55. Have you been to Kurncll? Yes.
G5G. TV hat recommends that site so much to you ? It is away from all population, and if any people
■went to live there subsequently, they would do so at tbeir own risk. The inhabitants would complain if
you removed tbo Abattoirs to a populous suburb.
1
G57. Then you consider there is a risk where the Abattoirs are at the present time ? Yes.
G58. As you live near the Abattoirs, will you tell us what is the general feeling there is it in favour of
their continuance or their removal ? I think it is in favour of tbeir removal. But I suppose that the
people who work at the Abattoirs would rather have them continued at Glebe Island.
659. What is the opinion of the people who live in Weston Road, with whom you do business? You
must know that wild cattle are dangerous, and have been known to horn people along the road, and also
to born horses. Only last w'eok a wild bullock had to bo shot near our place.
GG0. Do you think that that could be obviated by limiting the time for driving, say, between 12 p.m. and
6 a.m. ?
No doubt that would get rid of a great deal of the trouble.
"
G61, Have you noticed that the only objection that there is against the removal of the Abattoirs from Glebe
Island is that some people are afraid that that site will not be used for some other business purpose ;—
suppose the people in your neighbourhood knew that the Island would be used for some larger business
purpose, would they favour that more than the present Abattoirs ? Certainly ; I think it would improve
property.
C62.
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C. Thompson. gQ2. Do you think that Glebe Island is well suited for the tinning and export of meat? Yes; it is
o-fA^~isor surrC|uniiecl by water.
- ug'.
-663. What is your opinion of killing meat in the country, and bringing it to the city chilled ? Well,
according to the butchers in general, that meat is much better than the Glebe Island meat, because the
cattle are killed on the pastures, and are never killed in a heated state.
664. That meat is generally in a healthier state than the meat you receive from Glebe Island ? Well, as
a rule, any retail butchers prefer country killed meat to Glebe Island meat.
665. Is that your own personal opinion, or is it the opinion you have gathered by coming in contact with
other retail butchers ? I think it is better chilled, but not frozen.
666. You have no interest in a chilled meat company to lead you to speak like this?
No.
667. Neither directly nor indirectly ? No.
668. Have you heard of the probability of chilled meat being put upon the market fly-blown?
I have
never seen any, and I have passed by the market very often.
669. Under the present system of killing at private abattoirs in the country, have you heard of any
carcasses of diseased animals coming on to the Sydney market ? I have heard it said that a quarter, or
one or two quarters, have been condemned at the markets, hut that was some time ago.
670. But you do not think it is general ? No.
671. Is there not a rigid inspection at Glebe Island to detect disease in meat ? I know there arc three
or four inspectors there to do it.
672. Do you think they do their work ? Well, I suppose they do attempt always to detect disease, but it
is possible, I think, to deceive the inspectors at times.
673. By what means do you think they could be deceived—carelessness of inspection ? That would be
one thing.
674. Or connivance of the people themselves ? They might have some already for them. People would
naturally try to get it through if they had a diseased bullock.
675. Do you believe that sometimes they have passed it through ? I do not know for a positive fact, but
■
it is generally thought so.
676. It is not mere talk, but it is thought by experienced people that occasionally diseased meat does get
through ? Yes. It is only common sense to think that if you have a bullock that cost you so much you
would try to got it through if you could, instead of losing so much on it.
677. If there were an increased number of inspectors do you think that could be prevented? It might
he, but there is always a possibility of that sort of thing occurring.
678. Mr, Law.'] You said that meat killed and chilled in the country is hotter for consumption than meal
killed at Glebe Island ? Yes, for the reasons I have given-—that it is not killed in a harassed state.
679. But do you know for a fact whether it is apt to he sold at an increased price to the consumer;—can
you get meat killed in the country as cheap per bullock or per quarter as you can get other meat? We
buy it as cheap, generally, as Globe Island meat can he bought.
680. In regard to the cattle coming down in a heated state, and then being killed, when a largo number
.
of bullocks were brought down by the steamers from the rivers or Queensland, did not the bullocks come
down in much better condition then for consumption than when they wore driven down ? Well, they are
liable to be knocked about on the boat. I havo experienced that myself.
681. But would they not got here in a better condition than if driven to Sydney a number of miles?
Well, as far as the weight of the cattle is concerned, J daresay you would actually get more weight at
your destination if the cattle came by steamer than if they were driven, because, I think, the inside fat
would be got rid of by driving.
682. Do you not think that the Abattoirs at Glebe Island, having such a good fall towards tho water,
would have greater facilities for carrying away debris or anything calculated to cause diseaso than would
be the ease at Kurncll whore the land is level ? There is plenty of land at Kurncll, and I think it has as
good a fall as the land at Glebe Island, and you could gravitate it to the ocean.
683. Mr. Bavisterl] You say that Glebe Island would be suitable for the purposes of meat export. If
that is so, why should not Glebe Island be also considered to be the host place for killing purposes ?
Well, it is too close to the population. People do not like it so near them. It is against the value of
property.
684. You arc giving the opinion of the population, and not your own view of the matter? Well, it is
better to keep meat, I should say, near the ocean.
685. Do you find, as a person engaged in the meat trade, that meat keeps better in a moist atmosphere
than in a dry one ? Well, I know my experience is, that meat keeps much better near the ocean. But
perhaps the cattle I have seen killed there was properly killed after being allowed to rest, whilst the
cattle killed at Glebe Island is heated, and the public have to suffer in eating had meat owing to its being'
killed too soon after being driven.
686. But you said that meat kept better on the coast, near the ocean, than it did in other localities ? Yes.
687. I assume that on tho coast, near the ocean, the atmosphere is damper than it is inland ? Yes.
688. You have had experience in yonr own place of business that some periods of the year are better than
others for meathave you found meat keep better in dry weather or in moist weather ? Better in dry
weather than in muggy weather.
689. Therefore, your opinion, as just expressed, is not fully borne out by your own experience? Well,
in muggy weather I think it does not keep so well as in hot dry weather. But it is not the same on the
coast.
690. A question was asked you as to the height of the slaughter-houses above the1 level of the water at
Glebe Island, and as to whether it did not constitute a healtv position for the slaughter-houses, by
enabling the refuse to be carried away;—is it uot a fact that that does not depend so much upon the
height of the slaughter-houses above the level of the water as on the fall of the water ? I could uot say
anything about the fall of the water.
691. If you had two positions, one of which was 30 feet above the level of the water, and discharged into
sluggish water, whilst the other was only 3 feet above Ihe level of the water and discharged into a rapidly
running stream, which would jmu consider most fit to carry away the refuse? Well, of course, the one
with a good current; hut you get a very good current off Kurnell.
692. Chairman.] 1 think yon stated a little while ago that people who lived round about Glebe Island
complained simply on account of the Abattoirs being close to them ? Yes.

693.
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033. Wore those Abattoirs there before the people built those bouses, or were tho Abattoirs put there C. Thompson,
after those people had built those houses? I could not say.
_
*
25 Aug., 1S5
031. But during sixteen years you have seen hundreds of houses built round about you ? _ Certainly.
G9o. Therefore, people who are complaining of the Abattoirs being close to them, of their own free will,
bought land and built houses close to the Abattoirs ? There is no doubt about that.
696. Has it ever struck you that the same thing might occur in reference to other places—that, if
abattoirs were erected there, people would go and buy land and build quite as close to the proposed new
abattoirs in some other locality as they have done to those on Globe Island ? Yes; but 1 suppose that
the Government would buy sufficient land to keep them reasonably far off.
697. Have you noticed anything very offensive where you lived coming from the Abattoirs ? No.
69S. You get no objectionable smell ? No.
699. You do not think the health of the district surrounding your place is prejudicially affected by the
presence of the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? I do not think the health is affected. It is not, so far as I know.
700. You have a family, I presume ? Yes.
701. All fairly healthy ? Yes.
702. And you have reared them in the district ? Yes.
703. You have not heard of any complaints from either of the doctors practising in the district or from
the people themselves about the unhealthiness of the district owing to the presence of the Abattoirs ? Well,
I have heard, but I would nottake much notice of it. ] think it is mere fancy. 1 do not think itis unhealthy.
701. You personally consider that it is just as healthy now, with the Abattoirs at Glebe Island, as it would
he if the Abattoirs were removed, and some other industry started there ? Yes ; 1 havo never had any
objection as regards health.
705. Mr. Law.'] You have been in the Abattoirs, backwards and forwards, about sixteen years;—have you
ever seen a blow-fly on Glebe Island ? I cannot say that I have ever seen any blow-flies in tho slaughter
houses ; I have not taken particular notice; but I have seen them outside the slaughter-houses.
706. Mr. Bavisterl] What! on the Island? Yes; 1 may be making a mistake. ] have not seen any
actually in the slaughter-houses, but I think I have seen them outside the slaughter-houses, on the offal.
707. Mr. Wiliest] Have you ever visited any other abattoirs ? Yes; liivcrstone.
708. That is under private enterprise ? Yes.
709. I suppose their management is not at all equal to tho management of our Abattoirs ? Well, In some
things I thought it was better.
710. In what things ? Well, in tho killing of the sheep. They drove,tliem under cover, and they killed
them, as near as I can recollect, 10 feet overhead, on battens. They stuck tho sheep there, and the blood
fell through, and they kept much cleaner. It fell on to the floor, and could be swept away,
711. What is your idea in regard to the movement on foot to place the Abattoirs under private enterprise ?
1 have never thought that out in any way.
712. Well, what is your idea of placing the Abattoirs under municipal control ? There is no doubt they
could greatly improve on the management at the present time. 1 looked at the clock the other morning,
and noticed that it was a few minutes after 7 when the cattle were going by. That was very late in
the day.
713. You think they are very lax ? Yes.
711. Ho you consider that under private enterprise there would be a danger of ringing the price of meat
on the public ? 1 cannot sec how that could happen very well with competition.
715. But, supposing the Abattoirs were in the hands of, say, two people, who had different places for
slaughtering—could not they ring the price ? Yes.
716. Ho you not think, then, that that would be the great danger of handing the Abattoirs over to
private enterprise ? Yes. I would not agree to that.
717. Which do you think is bettor—State or municipal control ? Well, either of those.
718. Which would you prefer—the State, as now, or our own local Municipal Council, who have talked
about talcing over the Abattoirs ;—do you think it would be prudent to hand it over to them? I think
they could make it pay right enough.
719. Mr. Bavister^ Have you any idea how many cattle could be driven on the road from the sale-yards
to the Abattoirs between 12 o’clock at night and 6 o'clock in the morning ;—could a sufficient number bo
driven during those hours ? Yes ; and twice as many. I havo seen men go out after 6 o’clock to fetch
them in, and they are supposed to be on the Island at 7 o’clock, and are generally in by 7 o’clock. They
fetch them from Homebush on Thursday or Monday half-way, or to within 3 or i miles of the slaughter
houses, and go back for them next morning.
720. How long will it take one mob of cattle to go from Homebusli to the Island ? 1 think you could
get them there in three hours.
•
721. Are sheep driven as quickly? No.
722. Then, supposing you have half a dozen different mobs of cattle, and as many different lots of sheep,
would it be possible for all those sbeep and cattle to start from Homebush after 12 o’clock at night and
get to Glebe Island before 6 o'clock next morning? Of course they could. They do not all come along
the same road to Glebe[lsland. They come to the Island via 1,be Abattoirs Road and down Weston Road.
723. Supposing the sheep could take one road and the cattle another, could half a dozen different mobs
of cattle ho driven on the road between 12 o’clock and 6 ? Yes. They do drive the cattle at times within
50 yards of one another, but they are generally a quarter of a mile behind each other.

724.
725.
726.
727.
728.
729.
730.
731.
732.
733.

Arthur Grey Kenway sworn and examined:—
What is your place of residence ? Young-street, Burwood.
What is your occupation ? None at present.
You are out of business ? Yes.
What were you formerly ? An architect.
And of recent years you had some connection with Glebe Island? I was Superintendent,
Tor how many years ? Six years.
Previous to that were you engaged on the Island? Yes.
In what capacity ? As officcr-in-ebarge of works connected with the meat trade,
Mr. Oatley, I suppose, was the Superintendent at that particular time? Yes, at first.
You succeeded Mr. Oatley? No ; Mr. Jagcr did.

A. G.
Kenway.

Chairman^]

25Aug.,lS9G.
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,, And you succeeded Mr, Jagcr? Tes.
735, You were under Mr. Jager and also under Mr. Oatley for some time ? No ; independent of tbem,
^JAng-jlsge. !?,Ut un^er
same Minister—the Colonial Treasurer.
"
1
736. Under the same Minister, but not under the immediate control of either of the two previous Super
intendents ? No.

A. G,
ennay.

27 AUGUST, 1896.
Jlrrsmt: —
Mb. BAVISTER,
|
Mb. LAW,
Me. O'SULLIVAN.
J. S. HAWTHORJNE, Esq., in the Chair.
Arthur Grey Kenway recalled and further examined:—
1
737. Mb. Law.'] What is your opinion in regard to tho site of the present Abattoirs ? As a slaughtering
^ magniiiccnt, as regards slaughtering and the production of meat. But I confine myself entirely
THURSDAY,

27A^

1896

answer’

”

you think that it mahes meat more expensive to the consumer by killing it in the country and
bringing it down to Sydney than by having it killed at Glebe Island ? If there were no metropolitan
Abattoirs and wo were dependent entirely on country-killed meat, that would probably result in a dearer
price to the consumer.
'
739. Have you prepared a statement which you would like to read ? Yes. Eeferring to the question of
the Abattoirs site, I may state that I havo prepared these notes, which are more valuable than mere verbal
evidence would he. They are tho result of careful thought. The question of tho Abattoirs involves
these considerations—preservation of public health, preservation of the interests of the stock-raisers,
the stock-buyers or agents, the butchering trade (including carcass and retail butchers, and the con
sumers), and the purchasers of the waste products—that is, including noxious trades, tanning, fellmongering, &c.—whilst, of course, the staple industry of the whole Colony from beginning to end, wool,
is partially involved in this. Beginning with the preservation of the public health, I must commence with
the responsibilities of the Board of Health.
•
Board of Health ss REsroNsnn cities.
In connection with this phase I must lie understood to he speaking us a layman, who makes no pretension to expert
knowledge of diseases, hut at the same time a layman that has made the Abattoir question his special study for many
years past, and has during that time had special opportunities for investigating all questions relating to this matter, and
to the meat trade generally, and one that ceases to he a layman in all Abattoir questions except the diagnosing and
identification of diseases in live stock or meat and their effect upon man.
The first subheading is—
Inspection of Live Sfock arriving at ilte Alatloir.

Although at first sight the necessity of this precaution on uti establishment where inspection during slaughtering
will follow is not very apparent ; it is real, because it enables detection of disease in many instances, and the separation
of diseased from healthy stock, and their killing under special arrangements.
Inspection during Slaughtering.

This is the more important function, and complete inspection during this operation is of vital importance, and can
he perfect only when each individual beast is watched by the inspectors.
At present this inspection is far from complete at the Glebe Island Abattoir, the slaff of inspectors being far too
small. Very many individual beasts escape examination, especially among the smaller stock, and too many opuortunitics
are afforded to conceal disease.
‘
It was only upon my repeated strong representations that the original staff of two (2) was increased by the appoint
ment of three (3) additional inspectors. The Board of Health have empowered two (-2) more Abattoir employees with tho
powers of inspectors, hut there arc none that possess diplomas, or who have had special training except what experience
the Abattoir has afforded them.
The Government V ctcrmariau has control of the whole Inspecting Staff, and directs any discretion used in passing or
condemning meat.
It is nakedly apparent that a specially trained staff should he appointed to these important duties.
The present inspectors and assistant inspectors have by now had time to gain practical experience and have
undergone an examination by the Board of Health.
In alluding to the absence of diploma’d inspectors I am referring principally to their responsibilities and powers of
condemning or passing meat, and their discretionary power in so acting; I am not questioning their ability to delect
disease.
In the case of the present Chief Inspector these remarks do not apply. His special aptitude in detecting disease in
living stock, ns well as identifying it in the dead carcass, is not likely to be possessed by n veterinarian who has not been
brought up from childhood amongst stock ; but, again, it is not always that a gentleman of such stock experience can ho
found, who has also made diseases such a special study, except beyond what is necessary to his business as a stock-raiser.
Inspection for diseases must be thorough and complete if the objects for establishing a public abattoir are to be
achieved. A partial inspection gives the public false confidence, while allowing concealment of disease.
Condemnation and .Disposal of Diseased Meal.
Carcasses that are pronounced to be diseased or unfit for food are condemned f)t toto. The body, offal, Ac., is saturated
with kerosene to prevent its entering into consumption, and it is then allowed to be taken array from the premises. Thu
hide or pelt is allowed to mingle with otiiera without any precaution. Bruised carcasses may be condemned wholly or
partially as unfit for food.
*
Ihe condemnation is made on the dictum of the Chief Inspector, hut all inspectors have the power to condemn on
their own responsibility. The liberty of appealing against such condemnation is allowed tho butcher, but the authority
appealed to is the Government Veterinarian, who is an officer of the same Department. I think appeal to independent
authority should be allowed.
As regards the principle of condemnation, the inspectors are furnished with copies of works supposed to be the
newest and best on the subject, but they arc totally unarmed with proper implements, having only a knife and their
natural unaided sight at command. It wronld appear that common sense would arm each inspector with a suitable
microscope to enable detection cf disease in the meat which might not be displayed to the naked eye, and also to guide the
inspector in passing or condemning a carcass that may display disease in certain organs, and which may not necessarily ho
disseminated through tho whole body. It appears to me like sending a mariner to sea without a compass.
The absolute necessity of sucli wholesale condemnation and destruction is worth serious inquiry. In some older
countries experience has taught otherwise, and certain meat is allowed to enter consumption branded as diseased, but
which is not thought to he necessarily dangerous to health. The same thing is partially done at tho Glebe Island Abattoir
without branding, but the discretionary i*ower is wholly unprotected by the use of the microscope on meat passed or
condemned, standing instructions from the Government Veterinarian to judge according to certain symptoms being the
“ rqle of thumb” by which the inspectors arc guided,
The

SELECI COSOIITTEE ON THE ABATTOIRS.
The following figures, showing stock killed and condemned at this Abattoir during ISOS, arc of interest:—
Slaughtered—bulls, S; bullocks, '(T,(j44; cows, 8,02S ; calves, II,807 ; V‘g5> So,92S; sbeep. 737,251—being
f!21,2!)G animals in all. Condemned ns diseased—bulls, 4 ; bullocks, 2,.792 ; cows, 713; calves, 5 ; pigs, 3,020 ; sheep, 48.
Only condemned as unfit for food, or bruised—bullocks, 17 : calves, 1,291; cows, 01 : pigs, 5S ; and sbeep, S.
;
9 his gives a total of annuals condemned as diseased (i,?!S2, and ns unfit for food from other causes 1,424.
1 bese figures are very startling, and become more so when expressed in money value, calculated upon average values
at present market rates, viz., totals condemned-bulls, 4 at £1, £4; bullocks, 2,(109 at £6, £15,054; cows, 704 at £4,
£3,056 ; calves, l,29o at 15s., £1)71 os : pigs, 3,078 at £1, £3,07S ; sbeep, 50 at (is., £10 16s.—£22,780 Is.
When it is remembered that the institution of a public abattoir governing far wider districts than at present, and tho
abolition of private suburban Abattoirs, will at least double these fiL'uies, the giuve importance of this is irresistibly forced
upon one’s attention.
“
I think it will be admitted that our stock supplies (with the exception of Queensland cattle) nf the present day are
freer from disease than they were a few jeats ago. when the numbers; condemned at the Abattoir did not exceed twenty or
thirty per annum, and yet it does not appear that disease m man acquired by eating diseased meat was more peer alent then
than now, or that tins wholesale condemnatinn is justified by anv impiovemcnt in public health.
Do country residents
consuming meat not inspected suffer more than Sydney residents protected by the Glebe Island Abattoir:'
1 do not advocate tbo lessening of inspection, but the icversc ; but I do advocate that more consideration shall bo
given to a national industry of such importance as stock-raising, unless very clear and definite reasons are shown in justifi
cation of such harsh measures.
dbere is an apparent inconsistency shown in the small number of sbeep condemned as compared with other stock,
cattle for instance, of winch 3.377 were condemned out of a total of 80,250, while of sheep only 56 were condemned out of
a totul of 737,25), affording the relative percentage of 3'78 and -007 respectively.
Does such extreme difference in tbo proportion of diseaso in the two kinds of stock possibly exists? does the hard
ship of the journey to the Abattoir weed out diseased sheep so effectually before the flocks reach the Abattoir ? or is it not
the case that cattle receive more individual inspection than sheep? The proportion of pigs (which receive special inspection)
which are condemned confirms the suspicion that laxity of inspection accounts for the discrepancy in the figures. If it is
safe to use tins discretionaty laxity as regards mutton, why is it not equally wise to use tho same discretion with beef ?
Everyone will agree tliat it is not desirable to use this discretion in dealing with pork. I may add that if mutton were to
receivo the same rigid inspection as beef its price in Sydney would, in my opinion, be Is. per pound,
ii
dock in a fevered condition, such as is the case at Glebe Island Abattoir, and for which no one is to
blame (as the circumstances surrounding the stock traffic and trade enforce it), must surely be more or less injurious to
public wealth, and is proved in practice to injure the quality and market value of the meat.
Mrthodc- oj slantjlitmaq oi this Abattoir are very imperfect. The slaughter-houses are so placed, designed, and arc
of such limited capacity, that only the crudest methods can he used ; the meat is hung in a vitiated atmosphere, and no
opportunity is afforded for abstracting the animal heat. The dangers and evils resulting from these causes arc obvious.
The meat is liable to be contaminated by the absorption of noxious fumes and germs from the vitiated atmosphere, and is
frequently decomposing before leaving tho Abattoir.
The same causes prevent anything like cleanliness.
Control of sanitary management of the Abattoir should certainly be under tho Hoard of Health.
Control of noxious trades connected with the Abattoir should also rest with the same body,
ri
iVfjranfioJt of cnicff;/ to Itve stock and control of watering and feeding.—These matters should also be controlled by
the same Board, who should have the power to enforce proper treatment of" stock during the journey to and after arrival
at the Abattoir.
*
o
j
j
The bruised condition, exhausted and the fevered state of stock is matter tliat lias been frequently brought under
notice of the Government by myself, but nothing practical hiis been yet done to lessen these evils.
The present sytem of condemning and destroying stock consigned to ihe sale-yards, under clause 3 of the Diseased
Animals and Meat Act of 1892, is the cause of endless disputes and friction in the stock trade, and is conducive to the
concealment of disease. The Act fails in its objects by its seventy in punishment for offences, which are not always
wilful, and sometimes unavoidable, and in causing the entire loss to fall upon the individual.
"
Tlie only method that wilt succeed in ensuring the detection of disease in live stock is one that, while punishing
severely the knowing or wilful concealment of disease, or even carelessness in dealing with the same, should offer every
inducement for its exposure, by protecting tho innocent from punishment, and ensuring that the total loss shall uot fall on
the individual.
A small inspection fee upon all stock consigned to the salcs-yards, and again on its discharge from tho same, would
afford a fund that, if subsidised by the Government to the extent of one-third, would partially' compensate the individual
lor the loss, and equally divide the burden between the stock-producer, the purchaser, and the public (as represented by
the Government). This system should apply only to cases of diseaso discovered after the stock has been inspected and
admitted to the sale-yards ; any cases discovered prior to such admission should be thrown upon the consignor or owner.
A ote. By far the greater number of cases are discovered after the stock pass through the sale-yards.
Licenses to Butchers. 'Ihe Board of Health should have the power of granting, withholding, or withdrawing
licenses to slaughtermen, carcass batchers, and shop butchers, making a clean bill of health (as regards certain diseases) a
condition of granting a license. In view of the powers of absorption possessed by moat, and the amount of personal contact
it suffers in its various handlings before it reaches the consumer, the obvious wisdom of some protection of this kind is
apparent.
In conclusion, I wish it again to be understood that 1 do not pretend to be any expert in diseases or of their cause
and effect. These notes are written with no intention to criticism, but they simply are an effort to express what I myself
think is a common-sense view of the various phases of the abattoir question, and the figures quoted as to stock killed and
condemned were published by the Board of Health, and appeared in the Herald of loth February, 1896,

Stock-raisbiis, Sellers, and Meat Trade.
,
Site of Abattoir.
The choice of site of a metropolitan abattoir must be governed by the following considerations :—
The extent of population to be provided for.
*
Extent and position of the area so populated.
Isolation from such population.
Isolation from future encroachments.
Avoidance of any possible complaint of nuisance.
.
Railway connection to stock centre.
Railway to metropolis, suburbs, and districts to be served.
Connection to seaport.
Ample area of cheap land.

Elevation of greater part.
Permanent water supply.
f
,
Area of Abattoir Ground.
The area provided must be sufficient to fulfil the following requirements :—
All future extensions.
Isolation fiom future growth of population, should the position of the site itself not ensure it.
The Abattoir proper, with its yards, roads, chill-rooms, desiccating works, &c , &c.
Sale-yards, reserve-yards, roads, &c.
Railway buildings and sidings, and possibly canal and docks.
Receiving and resting paddocks.

.

Stuck storage and agistment paddocks.
Farms and orchards for the utilising of waste materials and liquors.
Accommodation and isolation of noxious trades connected with the Abattoir.
"With the foregoing requirements in view, it appears necessary to choose the site of the abattoir somewhere between
Blacktown and Parramatta, that being the district nearest Sydney where proximity to stock centre, and access to central
meat market and seaport, will be most conveniently secured, while the comparative cheapness of the land will enable the
acquiring of sufficient area to meet the requirements of isolation, paddock, and other accommodation, &c., kc,
It should
not be difficult to secure the advantage of elevation.
For abattoir, chilling, and desiccating operations about 30 acres would be sufficient.
To
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To allow for saJeyards, receiving paddocks, anti partial furnisliiog of resting paddocks as adjuncts of the Abattoir, a
total aica of 5f0 acres would be required,
s
but to incet all tho requirements enumerated an area of 2,000 acres would l)e necessary.
_
Aug., 1890.
This large area will increase the returns from the Abattoir, and be a safe and profitable investment, for while
affording a natural and economical means of disposing of, and utilising all the waste materials and liqueurs produced by
the Abattoir, noxious trades, &c., which otherwise would be a very serious charge in the working expenses, it will afford
a handsome revenue from rents charged for farm and orchard land, agistment fees, &c. The large area will greatly
improve the exigencies of the stock market by giving means to meet any sudden glut or depletion of the market, the
fluctuations of the carcase butchers trade will be largely prevented, the stock will be killed in a cooler and sounder
condition, and tlie quality and value of tho meat will be enhanced.
The rents from the noxious trades sites will return profit on the outlay upon land occupied by them.
Some strong objections will he made to the distance of such a site from Sydney, but if special trains are run to tho
Abattoir, the loss of time incurred will not be serious. In these days of refrigeration such distance from town has no
significance as regards conveyance of meat in proper condition. The cost of extra freightage will be more than covered by
the saving of droving and paddoeking expenses. Tho subuibs between Homebush and Glebe Island will be immensely
benefited by the abolition of droving of stock through their streets, and the animals themselves will be saved from a large
amount of suffering.
Tlie district suggested will lie easily connected to our main water supply, and the large area recommended will allow
economy in its use by the conserving of the local rainfall for the use of stock, &c. It may prove profitable to pump salt
water and supply by gravitation for refrigerating purposes, and this water could be allowed to flow- back to its source iu an
unpolluted condition. The comparatively small quantity used in eleansiiig the Abattoir might with advantage he put on
the land.
jl/emo.—The adoption of this site would entail the closing of the Municipal Sale Yards at Homebush, for it is
imperative that the sale yards for all stock shall be a part of. and be immediately adjacent to, the Abattoir. The question
of compensation is beyond the province of these notes, but it will certainly arise directly any action is taken in adopting
a site whore these Kaleyards cannot he utilised.

Reasons why tiii: Abattoir mioulij be removed from Glebe Island and located further inland.
Public prejudice against the existence oi an Abattoir amidst thickly-populated portions of a town will always exist,
and will, sooner or later, result in its removal.
Balmain, which is the suburb most largely benefited by trade interests ensuing from the existence of the Abattoirs
in its present site, is the only' municipality that protects against its removal. Very strong desire for its immediate removal
comes from the rest of the population in and around Sydney'.
Kven the carcass butchers and shop butchers are not
unanimous in desiiing its continuance.
Althougli the site is admirably located as regards centralisation with railway, sea port, metropolitan meat trade, &c.,
it is surrounded by a portion of the harbour, the water of which is already very much fouled, and which, for want of “scour,”
must eventually become as bad, or w orse, as that in Darling Haibour.
The result is, and will be, an atmosphere too
vitiated to benefit the meat. Again, hind is already too valuable in tins part of Sydney to be set apart on a sufficient
scale for the purpose of ono particular trade.
It being impossible to allow the erection of works for noxious trades connected with the Abattoir on this site, great
unnecessary expense, and also nuisance, results from the carting of fat, heads, hides, pelts, (te,, through the town on its
way to tho Ixnliug-down, folmongering, and other works.
Although we cannot but believe that it is possible to avoid all nuisance from desiccating operations, with improved
appliances. 1 know of no appliances yet made that do not, more or less, create some nuisance occasionally during practical
operations, and it requires hut a few occurrences of sucli offence to raise a general outcry from the public against tho whole
establishment.
Again, is there any vital necessity, or preponderating advantage to be gained ft am such centralisation ?
By adoption of rcfugeration, distance from town has ceased to he of much importance in relation to position of the
Abattoir, so long that it is within easy reach of business men connected therewith. Cheapness of land, and the acquiring
of large areas, present, of themselves (for reasons elsewhere explained) sufficient inducement fur removal to the site
proposed in these notes. Isolation, stock sales and treatment, purity of atmosphere, concentration, economy' of working,
utilising of naste products. &e., all point in the same direction.
As regards the coast-lioriic small stock, its trucking to the new site will not be so objectionable, or so cruel to the
animals, as the driving through the public streets to Glebe Island.
As regards cattle imported from Queensland oi other Colonies in exceptional seasons, and landed in the past at Glebe
Island or elsewhere on the Parramatta River, and then driven to Homebush, such driving is ono of the greatest evils
sought to he abolished, and can he cured by trucking to the Abattoir, or by the importation of the meat in a chilled state,
which could then be delivered direct to the metropolitan market or store rooms
Certain existing businesses and vested interests would be certainly disturbed or destroyed ; but no reform for the
public good is ever effected without this result, which is generally met by compensatmg those who can establish a sound
claim. The cost incurred by such compensation should not deter such a necessary reform.
Further reasons that urge the removal of the Abattoir from Glebe Island are :—The continual and distressing noises,
which are more noticed at night time, created by pigs and calves. The cat tie arc not so disturbing, but on cold nights both
pigs and calves create a ceaseless din, which it is impossible to become callous to. Tho surface drainage from yards, &c.,
and tlie waste manure from the Abattoir and from the desiccating works (which are more or less charged with organic
matter), all tend to foul the waters of the harbour ; and it is only by connection to main sewerage system that this evil
will be overcome.
The great value of the land at Glebe Island, as compared with that at the site pioposed, will greatly enhance the
annual charges against the Abattoir if retained at the former site.
The levelling and filling, deviation of public road, and connecting railway to make the site available for modem
requirements, as roughly' estimated below, also add very seriously to the animal charge!):—
Levelling off and filling m Glebe Island to suit Abattoir, 1,000,000 cubic yards, at Is. 3d.............
Sea wall, about I mile, say...................................................................................................................................................
Wharves, &c....................................................................................................................................................................................
Altering bridge approaches...................................................................................................................................................
Connecting railway, say, 3 miles, at £5,000 per mile, including laud.............................................................
Diverting public street.......................................................................................................... ..................................................

£75,000
5,000
5,000
1,000
30,000
1,000

Value of laud occupied by Abattoir and saleyards, about 50 acres, at £2,000 .....................................

£117,000
100,000

£217,000
Interest on this amount, at 3| per cent., as an annual charge against the abattoir, £6,(IIS.
This charge is for the site only, with its contracted area, which fails to meet many' of the most importantrequirementa.
The proposed country site with 2,000 acres, at (say) £20 per acre, would cost ....................................
Levelling (if any)........................................................................................................................................................................
Connecting railway, say .........................................................................................................................................................

£40,000
5,000
4,000

£49,000
Value of land occupied by Abattoir saleyards, resting and agistment paddocks, noxious trades sites, farms, orchards,
4c., as above, will make an annual charge against the Abattoir at 3^ per cent, of £1,715 only', and a large proportion of
this will be returned from rents, adjustment fees, 4c., for hind that is not used for distinctly Abattoir purposes.

The proposed site at Homebush.
The proposed site at Homebush for the new Abattoir, presents the advantage of proximity to the valuable existing
saleyards, upon which so much money has been expended by the Sydney Municipal Council, and which returns them
a handsome revenue.
But
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But its adoption is prevented l>y its proximity to existing population, whose property will be seriously depreciated
A. G.
by the institution of an Abattoir there, however perfect it might be, and the want of sumcient area of cheap elevated land
Kenway.
for its proper requirements, and for its complete isolation. The attempt to establish connective noxious trades would lead
27A^1896.
to the condemnation of the entire scheme.

'

Reasons For Retaining the Abattoir at Glebe Island.

.

Although the Abattoir possesses many imperfections, and is the direct and indirect cause of numerous justifiable
complaints, remedial measures can be taken to remove very many of them.
By cutting down Glebe Island and so increasing its area, and resuming the reclaimed land in White and Roselle
Bays, sufficient area could be acquired to found an abattoir, complete with all modern appliances and improvements, and
with saleyards in proper juxtaposition. With improved appliances, no nuisances from escaping odours ought to occur.
By railway connection, stock could be delivered direct to the saleyards, and all droving in the streets would be obviated.
Largo water frontage in the principal seaport of the colonies would he gained. All business could be transacted in
the metropolis of the Colony, and both import and export business could be carried on with the greatest convenience.
Waste liquors could be run into the main sewerage system, if connection is made, and only the solid waste need he sent
to sea.
Coast-home stock would need to lie trucked to the Abattoir at Blacktown or Homebush, and brought back again in the
shape of meat. The disturbance or destruction of existing businesses and vested interests would result from such removal.
Ato<b.—The necessity of entirely rebuilding the present Abattoir upon entirely new and modern designs, goes without
saying, and needs no explanation here.

Further Reasons for Retaining tile Abattoir at Grebe Island.
The greatest cause of complaint against the abattoir has been the driving of stock through the streets. This can be
remedied by bringing a railway from somewhere near Petersham and haring the sale yards in the White Bay reclamation
as its terminus.
No illness in the surrounding neighbourhoods has been traced to causes resulting from tho abattoir.
Its removal will cause incalculable ruin to the many workmen engaged at the abattoir who have put all their savings
into the purchase of land and erection of homes for themselves and their families. Their case should be dealt with in the
most careful manner.
Conclusions.
The conclusions I have arrived at from a thorough consideration of these notes are :—
1. That a Metropolitan Abattoir is, and always will be, necessary.
2. Tliat country abattoirs should be under Govermnent control, but such control can be only gradually applied.
3. That, under sncli control, it is not very material, except for tlie reasons stated, as to what body or persons
carry on the business of the abattoirs, conditionally upon the due observance and satisfaction of the following
requirements, viz. :—Suitableness of site, suitableness of design, suitableness of equipment,

i. That it is extremely unlikely that municipal bodies would be in a position (being small elective bodies), or that

private enterprise would be willing, to expend sufficient capital as is required to build and carry on a
practically perfectly abattoir, or one that would entirely meet all conditions imposed by the Government.
5. That the choice of site and erection of the establishment will be thrown upon the Government,
G. That the executive, municipal, or other body, or persons undertaking the responsibility of the Abattoir, must
necessarily have permanent tenure for a prolonged period, and the total governance over definite “Abattoir
Districts” within which no private abattoir shall he allowed to exist, except by the specified permission of the
Government and the consent of tho occupier of the metropolitan abattoir.
7. That the whole Colony should be gradually divided into abattoir districts, in which the principles governing
the Metropolitan Abattoir District may be applied. Newcastle requires immediate attention.
S. That tho principles underlying those suggested for the governance of the meat supply, are almost equally
applicable to most other branches of our perishable food supplies,
9. That all data collected in these notes point to a site between Parramatta and Blacktown as the best that can
be chosen.
10. That the scale upon which the metropolitan abattoir must first he instituted, must be somewhat larger than is
necessary to meet the immediate demands of the districts to be served, for although on tho one hand the
extension of country killing will tend to diminish its business, on the other baud, growth of population and
incertitude of seasons necessitates the Abattoir being capable of meeting the fullest requirements.
11. That the abattoir site must accommodate the noxious trades naturally connected therewith.
.12. Tliat the abattoir must bo equipped with refrigerating and desiccating appliances.
13. That ail waste solids and liquids must be utilised ou the land surrounding the Abattoir, in order that no
polluted drainage may escape therefrom.
1
14. That the Board of Health should bo responsible for, and be properly empowered to enforce tho—
Prevention of meat entering into consumption that is dangerous to public health.
Sanitary control of the abattoir and noxious trades.
Prevention of unnecessary cruelty to live stock, and control of watering and feeding at tho Abattoir, and
during transit.

Control of tho methods of slaughtering and dressing of meat.
Sanitary condition of men, vehicles, &c., engaged in tlie business.
15. That no noxious trades other than those connected with abattoir business should be allowed upon the ground.
16. That the interests at stake are of vast importance and of a national character, and that money should not be
spared in carrying out in the completest manner the objects sought to be attained.
17. That the whole expenditure will prove a safe and paying investment. That at the present rate of fees, charges
for chilling, returns from saleyards, resting and agistment paddocks, noxious trades, farms, orchards, &e.,
will yield sufficient revenue to pay at least 4 per cent, on the outlay, while providing a reserve fund for
additions and improvements, and a suitable sinking fund.

740. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] "What becomes of the condemned carcasses you spoke of? After being; saturated
with kerosene at the abattoirs they are removed from the premises.
741. But what are they used for? Boiling down.
742. Bor what ? For tallow, principally.
.
743. You said that more rigid inspection of mutton would make it a shilling a pound in Sydney? Yes ;
if the inspection of mutton were as rigid as the inspection of beef.
744. "What reason have you for sayiug that? If the same proportion of condemnation occurred iu regard
to mutton as occurs in regard to beef it would be such wholesale condemnation that the price of mutton
must go up.
745. Would it go up to as high a price as a shilling a pound ? I have known fourpenee charged.
746. You stated that decomposed meat sometimes leaves the abattoirs ;—is this meat sold to the public ?
Yes. I do not think I said decomposed meat, hut meat beginning to be decomposed. It is allowed to go
to the' public. Tlie mutton is hung in clusters of five or six, on one set of hooks, and in warm weather
the animal heat cannot get away; and if you put your hand in between any of the carcasses and withdraw
it you get the smell of decomposition.
747. I understand from your evidence that you would prefer to see the abattoirs remain on Glebe Island
if certain improvements were made ? As far as tlie slaughtering business alone is concerned there is not
such a good site anywhere else, but combining that matter with the other questions—the questions of the
driving of stock and the condition of stock on arrival at the Abattoirs—it forces me to recommend a site
where you could got a much larger area than that at Grlebe Island.
748.
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748. Do you know anytking about a proposed site for noxious trades at Kurnel ? I know something
about it, but not much. My objection to tbat site is that it is right away from the centre of business; it
27 Au(r. 1QD6.
no* .on a
centre of the railways. Pirst of all. I should say that I am totally opposed to the
" ‘ c''
‘ abattoirs, which produce the meat for the people of the Colony, being located in a place where all noxious
trades are allowed to be carried on without discrimination. Meatabsorbs smells,as well as diseases, equally
as much as milk does. Of course if you allow noxious trades to congregate you allow them to carry on
their operations with a very wide latitude. But if you allow a noxious trade to be carried on within the
metropolitan district, yon torce the manufacturer to find out some way of carrying on his business without
creating a nuisance.
,
749. You suggest that a place somewhere between Varramatta and Blacktown would be a good site?
My reason for choosing Blacktown is that it is a railway junction and could he made the stock centre for
all the railways.
" '
750. Could you get a sufficient water supply there ? lYe could get the Xopean water supply at Black
town. I should certainly prefer having the abattoirs nearer a river, where, for the sake of economy, we
could get salt-ivater.
751. "Where would the water run to after it had been used at the .Abattoirs? On to the land. hTo
noxious drainage at all should be allowed to go from the land where the abattoirs were located.
752. You would utilise the water for irrigation purposes? Yes; that is one reason why such a large area
is required,
"
753. I suppose that that water would be of a, fertilising character? Exactly.
754. Mr, Law] According to the figures which you had worked out you stated that the total cost of upto-date abattoirs on Glebe Island, including tho levelling of the Island, the construction of a sea-wall,
wharfs, a railway, saleyards, &c., would be £217,000 ? Yes; preparing the site only.
755. And the interest chargeable on that, at 3.| per cent., would amount to £6.618 per annum ? Yes.
756. You also stated that somewhere along the line—at Blacktown—you could provide abattoirs, &e., at
a cost of £49,000 ? Yes ; site only.
757. And the interest chargeable on that would be £1,115 per annum? Yes.
758. You also stated that there was a great noise emanating from the abattoirs at Glebe Island in conse
quence of the calves and pigs making a great disturbance at night ? Yes.
759. As that occurs in the night-time, would it reach the ears of the people at tlie Glebe ? Yes.
760. Bight across the water? Yes; and it would reach as far as Anuandale. There are frequent
complaints.
761. From the tenor of your remarks, it would appear that on the "whole you favour the removal of the
Abattoirs from Glebe Island? On the whole, vcs.
762. Could not cattle be brought from Queensland and the northern rivers by sea to Sydney and landed
on Glebe Island in better condition and at a cheaper rate than cattle could be brought from Queensland
or the northern rivers to Blacktown ? At present they have, on arrival at Sydney, to go up to tho Homebush
Saleyards. They have to he driven there, and stay there while they are being sold. Afterwards they
have to be driven back again. After their sea voyage they are really more knocked about and in a more
highly-fevered condition than stock that comes even fromBourke; but if they were trucked from the
wharfs where the ships arrive straight to the abattoirs they would be no worse off, but slightly better,
than under existing circumstances.
763. They would be in better condition than if they had been driven a long way ? Yes.
764. I understand tliat they are not killed directly at tho abattoirs, but are actually driven to Homebush
' and then back again and killed ? Yes : thereby creating double nuisance in driving.
765. You have a pretty good idea of the feeling at Balmain, and I think you stated that the only people
who desire the retention of tlie abattoirs at Glebe Island are people residing in Balmain ? Yes.
766. And you said that the people outside Balmain were desirous of having the Abattoirs removed from
Glebe Island ? Yes.
767. 1. believe that, so far, the only evidences that have been observable with regard to any objections to
the abattoirs being at Glebe Island have been at the Glebe and at Drummoyne:—those are the only places
where public meetings against the retention of the abattoirs at Glebe Island have been held ? I am not
alluding only to more recent meetings, but I have a scrap-album containing extracts from newspapers, which
have been published ever since my connection with the Abattoirs, and that has been a matter of continual
public complaint. All the railway suburbs have been unanimously in favour of the removal of the
abattoirs from Glebe Island on account of tlie stock-driving nuisance.
768. All the trouble with tlie railway suburbs has been on the score of 'the driving of cattle and sheep?
Yes; the Glebe people have always complained and agitated for the removal of the abattoirs from Glebe
Island. Tho people of Anuandale have done the same—when Anuandale was part'd Balmain—and the
people in a portion of Balmain have also agitated in the same direction. The Pyrmont people have done
so too, and likewise Sydney residents. There have been no meetings in Sydney on the subject, but
correspondence ha.s taken place in newspapers, and the question has repeatedly arisen in Parliament.
There have been meetings recently, of the result of which I am in ignorance, but I think 1 am correct in
saying tliat as a municipality Balmain is the only suburb that has voted for the retention of the abattoirs
in their present site, and even then not unanimously.
.
769. Have you been present at any of the public meetings held outside Balmain ? Only at one.
770. "Where was that F At Glebe Point.
771. Was not that a very small meeting ? Very small indeed ; you could not call it a public meeting.
772. You were not at the Drummoyne meeting ? No.
773. So far as you know the meetings that have been held outside Balmain have not been attended by
the public at all? No.
774. In other words, they cannot be properly designated public meetings ? Even the Balmain meeting
was not a large one. You could not call it an evidence of public interest being taken in the question.
775. Mr. Banister] Mr. O’Sullivan questioned you in regard to your statement that strict inspection
■
would increase the price of mutton to a shilling a pound ? Yes.
'
776. In forming that opinion, did you allow for the value of tho by-products of the animal ? No ; I was
simply alluding to ihe meat.
777. A ou gave a i-omparaiive statement as to the cost of two sites—in connection with the one on the
Island you allowed £10,000 a mile for the construction of a railway and resumption of land? Yes,
£30,000 altogether.
'
778
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77S, Did you make any estimate as to the cost of railway connection with the other site? Yes, £4,000.
779. You also stated that the present abattoirs, in order that they could be made proper use of, would
require rebuilding and remodelling ? Yes,
780. Have you gone into the probable cost of that ? Ho. Of course I could do it; but in order to give
any information of value to the Committee, it would involve the actual preparation or sketch designs and
measuring up,
'
781. Are the appliances in connection with the desiccating works of such a character that they could he
utilised, after such remodelling, or would it be necessary to have entirely new appliances? Desiccation,
like refrigeration, is improving every day. I think the Committee will find that one of the carcass
butchers at Grlebe Island has adopted a process which opens the door to complete reformation. I mean
Hr. Elliott. I think he has attempted to convert all tho waste products into cyanide of potassium. In
these days of metallurgy, there is such a demand for cyanide of potassium as never esisted before, and
that opens the door to the doing away with the desiccation of these materials entirely. I think it is very
possible that all these expensive machines and the risk of nuisance will be done away with. But I should
be sorry, from this point of view : the great curse of this country is that the people will not use manures.
We are taking immeuse quantities of crops off the land year by year, and are not returning anything to it.
782. Have you visited any of the other abattoirs ? Yes ; Melbourne, Hobart, Auburn Meat Preserving
Company, Aberdeen, and Riverstone. 1 have bad experience in meat-preserving works.
783. Chainnan.~\ Have you ever had any experience of, or have you inspected, any of the abattoirs in the
older parts of the world? Ho ; but I have books and pamphlets relating to them, and 1 have also a lot
of information which was gained by the Royal Commission on tho “ sanitary condition of Melbourne,’'
relating to other existing abattoirs.
784. Is the report of that Commission of recent date ? Yes. I havo the evidence which I gave them in a
printed document, which I think it will be worth the while of the Committee to read.
785. Were you summoned to give evidence before that Commission ? Yes.
786. You went from this Colony to Melbourne to give evidence ? Ho ; they came here.
787. rJ hey visited Hew South Wales for the purpose of taking evidence ? Yes.
788. And you, I conclude, were one of the principal witnesses in this Colony? Yes, as regards the
abattoir question.
789. Do they, in that report, make any reference to our abattoirs, either favourable or unfavourable ?
Yes ; they visited our abattoirs, and they said tliat we wore far ahead of Melbourne, imperfect as we
were.
790. That was their opinion in 18S8 ? Yea ; I gave my evidence in June, 1888.
791. How many members of the Commission visited Sydney? The whole of them.
792. Was that report presented to the Victorian Parliament? Yes; I will lend you the first, second,
and final report of the Commission.
TTJESDA Y,
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Arthur Grey Kenway recalled and further examined:—
7Ft77rs.] I notice that you lay great stress on the inspection before slaughtering of live stock A4, ^
aiTiving at the abattoirs? Yes.
794. Would you recommend the introduction of that system? It is there now. At present tlie chief i Sept, JS96.
inspector inspects the cattle as they arrive at the Island ; but the sheep are not examined individually
as they arrive.
795. Later on you laid great stress on the importance of mutton inspection—you said you thought that it
ought 1o be as rigid as the inspection of beef ? Ho ; because in the live state it is impossible. Bullocks
present advantages for iuspection in a live state which sheep do not. Bullocks are larger beasts, and you
can pick out an individual. You can watch their gait (method of walking), the hancr of the tail, or the
head, and your suspicions are aroused. The difference between inspecting large stock and small stock is
that when you are dealing with cattle you can see the individual beast,
796. The general signs of disease are more apparent? Yes, because of the bulk of the animal. The eye
can see any defect in the walking of the beast. To the critic, a man really exhibits all his complaints by
his gait. A bullock does the same; but a sbeep, being in a mob, his gait is concealed. Therefore,
individual detection of disease is impossible. It is impossible to detect all diseases in a mob of sheep.
797. That is when they arrive there ? Yes.
798. What do you suggest in regard to inspection of sheep in their dead state—as carcases of meat? I
think it would want an army of inspectors to achieve the object of the Hoard of Health.
799. And yon think that an army of inspectors would be impracticable ? Of course.
300. Do you suggest that there should be a greater number of inspectors there than there is at the present
time? Yes,
801. How many more would you suggest would be sufficient to do the work sufficiently for all practical
purposes? In designing a new abattoir the detail of the design of tho abattoir would enable detailed
examination. At present it is utterly impossible ; but to meet the reqnirimcnts of the present abattoir
there should be an inspector always present iu each mutton slaughter-house—never leaving it.
802. Tliat is as it exists now, but assuming that it is on the best agricultural plan, or one you conceive to
be the best, would it then also require an ext™ number of inspectors ? Yes ; more than there arc at
present.—that is, if the Board is to condemn meat in the same sense as it does at present.
803. Speaking of condemned meat, do you consider that much diseased meat goes into the market for
consumption ? I am speaking as a layman, and I do think so.
801. Do you think there are any real injurious effects from the consumption of diseased meat? I do not.
805. You really think it is more sentiment than anything else? Yes.
■
806. That doctors are not able trace any complaint contracted from it? I do not know of any case in
the A ustralian Colonies where any disease has been proved to have been communicated to human beings
through eating diseased meat.
S07.
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80V. Mr. Bavu(cr.~] Do you exclude pork in that ? Tes, except in the case of trychinosis. It has been
p0vecl in other countries, and I cannot say it is not known here; hut I do not know of any case in which
li; *ias ^eon
proved to he traceable to the eating of diseased pork. The experience, however,
of other countries makes us very careful in using pork.
808. Mr. Wilks^\ Are yon aware of the rigid inspection they have in Glermany for the detection of
trychinosis f Tes, from reading. Hot a-s relates to trychinoais specially, but diseases generally. They
have an army of fifty or more inspectors, I believe, in the Berlin Abattoirs—I do not know the exact
number. Each individual beast, small or big, is examined, and is examined microscopically—not only pigs,
but all beasts—and diseased meat is allowed to enter into consumption if, under the microscopical
examination it is thought not to be dangerous to public health ; but it is branded as diseased,
809. It is branded as diseased, and, of course, sold at a lower price ? Tes.
810. IVould you suggest that a similar system should be adopted here ? I dare not go so far, because of
my want of knowledge of diseases and their effects. I am not an export in meat.
811. But drawing an inference from the treatment in Germany for the protection of meat consumers,
would you recommend the adoption of a similar system here?. 1 look at the matter in this light: Germany
is a very old country—has been autocratically governed and bureaucratically governed—and I think that
all these questions have been far better studied there than in the Colonies. I believe that the presentsystem there is the result of experience, and I do not know that the German nation suffer from diseases
through eating diseased meat more than any other nation.
812. You would not be prepared to say that we should follow in their footsteps as closely as possible?
Ho ; circumstances surrounding the trade iuthe Colonies prevent;us from adopting continental methods.
Erom beginning te end, there are differences which in appearance may be trilling, hut which in reality are
all-important.
813. It would tend, then, to enhance the price of meat to the consumer ? Tes,
814. Much enhance it ? Very much.
815. That would make it unpopular, to start with ? Tes.
,816. In glancing over your previous evidence, I notice that you seem to have given the pros and cons of
the case in regard to the retention of tbc abattoirs at Glebe Island, and also, reasons for removing them ?
Tes.
817. "When that evidence is boiled down, it means, practically, that you believe in having a metropolitan
abattoir P Tes ; that is an absolute necessity.
818. One central abattoir, or several abattoirs ? A metropolitan centeal abattoir. Sydney is the metro
polis of the Colony.
819. Where would you suggest that should he ? Everything points to somewhere in the neighbourhood
of Blacktown, because that is a stock centre. Of course the railways are our national means of con
veyance, and so long as that exists we must get a concentration of the railway systems at one natural
point—not an artificial point, hut one natural point—quite apart from population ; and everything points
to somewhere in the neighbourhood of Blacktown.
820. How would you deal with that portion of the stock which comes coastwise ? At present, after
being landed iu the harbour they are driven by road to Homebush, They must go through the saleyards
to be inspected before being sold, and they are driven by road to Homebush, [and afterwards those that
are going to the abattoirs are driven hack to Glebe Island.
821. They have a double journey? Tes; after the trials and cruelties of a sea voyage.
822. What is the main objection to the abattoirs being in a populous area—are there any obnoxious
smells from the abattoirs ? There is large evideuce that there is no necessity for smell; but experience
teaches that there must be. There is a smell naturally attaching to the killing of even only one beast.
Supposing that a beast were being slaughtered in this room, anyone not accustomed to it would not like
to be in the room at the same time. It is the same in yarding stock. Any yard will smell, no matterhow perfect you may keep it. I am not alluding to pigs, but to sheep or cattle. There is a certain
amount of smell. Those are unanswerably sound objections. But on the top of that there is public
prejudice. Tho very neighbourhood of such an objectionable industry will always arouse public outcry
against an abattoir in the neighbourhood of populated districts.
823. Weil, have you heard of any public outcry against the existence of the present abattoirs ? Yes.
821. In the immediate neighbourhood? Erom portions of Balmain, but not the bulk of Balmain; and
from Leichhardt, Glebe Point, and Pyrmont, there have been complaints.
■
825. Glebe Point ? Yes. I am confining myself now to the existence of abattoirs, not the driving
of stock,
826. Then you speak about the area of 30 acres as the probable area that would be required ? I think I
speak of 50 acres as the area that might possibly.be acquired, by taking "White Bay, and levelling the
Island.
“
827. But you speak of a model abattoir, and say 30 acres would be sufficient? Tes, for slaughtering
accommodation, and tho yards attached. At Glebe Island there are 30 acres, more or less, as it exists.
A large portion of it is unavailable, owing to its roughness of contour ; hut if it were levelled and White
Bay were included in the abattoirs, I roughly estimate that you could get an area of 50 acres.
S2S. Tliat is 20 acres more than would be required for a model abattoir ? Tes.
829. Would this model abattoir provide yarding accommodation ? It would allow for very cramped saleyards, and for abattoir purposes.
830. In regard to the desiccating plant, you were manager there, were you not ? I was superintendent
of the desiccating works.
831. Would you mind giving us an opinion in regard to the desiccating plant? If it were repaired it
could be made to meet all present requirements.
832. It would require, not a new installation, but simply repairing ? Tes.
833. Erom your experience in the desiccating-works, do you consider that they treated more matter than
they should have treated, owing to the extra amount of flushing with water ? Tes ; that is what prevented
the desiccating'Works from paying.
834. The main obstacle to their paying was the useless amount of water they treated ? Tes.
835. What would you suggest to get over that difficulty ? Eurthcr expenditure might, perhaps, be inad
visable in an effete establishment; hut if the blood were by some means conveyed to the uesiccatingworks, separated from the water, then the present desiecating-works would pay handsomely.
836
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■636. The by-products would pay handsomely ? Yes; without any new machinery.
y37. Conveying the blood to a common receptacle, after the Chicago principle ? Owing to the defective Konwaydesign of the Abattoir, I had to find a remedy, and that was to form a. sump under each slaughtering ^
floor—a cast-iron cell, really—into which, after the animals were bled, the blood could be swept with a p
’
broom—an imperfect method certainly, but a practical one. I designed it, and the drawings are in the
hands of the Board of Health. By pulling up a line, you would turn on tho compressed air, and the joint
would be made, and the clotted or liquid blood—it would not matter which—would be blown down direct
into tlie desiccating-works. Then we could have dealt with the blood in its pure state. Hot ouly could
we have dealt with it at less than half the cost, but it would have brought double the price ; because it
would have been a pure marketable article. The present machinery would have quite mot all that; but,
owing to the imperfect design, the blood had to be carried through the drain with so much water as to
make if, after being carried through that drain, in a very imperfect form. Having been once mixed with
that water, it had to ho separated, and to separate it we had to heat all that water—between 30,000 and
40,000 gallons per day—and then even when coagulated from that water, we not only lost a great deal
by any methods ye might adopt for catching and straining the coagulated blood, but even after pressing
in an hydraulic press the pressed blood would contain 20 per cent, more moisture than the natural blood
contained; therefore, there was all the expense of getting rid of that water by desiccation—the con
sumption of coal and the labour attached. If we could get the blood down to tho desiccating-works, as
they stand, in a pure state, the staff could be reduced by very nearly half, and ihe staff is really the bulk
of tbo expense.
83S. "Would it necessitate the carrying out of a costly scheme to effect what you have spoken of? I did
■
not go so far as to make out an estimate of the cost.
839. Could you not give a rough estimate now ? Ho, not with any safety.
840. Still, all you have said would uarrant a good expenditure? It would warrant it, if the place is to
stand; but it would not warrant it as a temporary measure. It would require an air-comprcssing
machine, and slight alterations to every house.
841. Then, assuming that the Abattoirs were to remain where they now are, the greatest recommendation
you could make would be to perfect the desiccating-plant? Ho, for this reason : The whole of the roofs,
from beginning to end, will soon tumble down. No private occupier would he allowed to let people live
in such places. Of course people do not do so at the Abattoirs : but, I am illustrating the dilapidated
condition of the Abattoirs. All the roofs are sagged, and because of the work of rats and white ant, are
rotten.
842. An altogether new structure would be required ? Yes.
843 Would that involve a heavy expenditure? I prepared an estimate when Mr. McMillan was
Treasurer. Mr. McMillan was the Minister who took the most interest in the AbaU.oir question, aud
who paid the most visits to the Island, inquiring into every detail. I think I forced his hand, because I
nsked for £60,000, To justify myself, 1 gave him a detailed estimate and explanation of each repair
required. He was not satisfied, aud lie came and personally entered into each detail of my estimate. He
went thoroughly inio everything that I was asking for lie did not in any sense imply that I was asking
for too much. He did not tell me that it was impossible to supply the money ; but I presume that that
was the reason why he did not do anything, .fudging from what he said to public deputations that
waited upon him. 1 think he realised that the time had come when the question of shifting the Abattoirs
to some other site, or continuing them at their present site, was of so much importance that itmeant really
not spending any more money on the -Abattoirs as they now stand. I think Mr. McMillan would he one
■of your most valuable witnesses if ho could bo called.
844. Then the conclusion that you drew was, that Mr. McMillan did not feel warranted in incurring that
large expenditure of money ? He felt warranted, but I do not think he had power to get it.
■845. Hoes the liquid refuse pour into the harbour ? All the surface drainage does,
846. Do you think that that has a tendency to discolour tho harbour around there ? Only locally at the
mouth of the drains, but of course it contaminates the water.
847. Do you think it does, to any large extent, in that bay ? Hot to anything like such an extent as the
sewer discharge at Blaekwattle Bay does.
,
848. For instance, tve have water discoloured very much at Peacock’s Point, the furthest eastern point of
Balmain? I do not know Peacock’s Point; but I suppose you mean that red chocolate colour. That is
not contamination by sewage or organic matter in any sense or form. It is caused by animalculse ; I
was the first to discover it. Being always accused o£ discharging blood into the harbour, my attention
was drawn to it, and I discovered it was caused by animalculno, and I was afterwards supported in my
opinion by Mr.Hamlet, the Government analyst. But that same discolouration was evidenced at Manly,
Garden Island, Circular Quay, Darling Harbour, White Bay, Bozelle Bay, right round Long Bay, and
then as far ns Gladesville.
•
849. I am not speaking of eight or nine years ago ; I am speaking of local discolouration that exists in
that hay only ? Blood will not discolour salt water for more than an hour.
850. You have not been aware of any local decolouration? No, not the red colour.
851. I can assure you there has been in that bay marked discolouration? Hot within my time,
852. In that bay within the last twelve months ? Blood will not retain its colour in salt water more than
three or four hours.
853. Then you arc satisfied that there are no injurious properties at all flowing into the harbour ? I do
not say that. I am sure there are.
854. Yon are certain there are injurious properties flowing into the harbour ? Yes.
855. Could that be prevented ? Yes.
856. What system would you adopt to prevent it—that is assuming the -Abattoirs remained at Glebe
Island ? 1 presume you mean now that tho desiccating works are closed.
857. Is it owing to the desiccating-works being closed ? L would naturally assume it is. I have carefully
kept away from the 'place ; but I know from past experience that it is impossible to convey all the blood
and offal to sea without having between eight and eltoen trips of the punt per week. I know that from
the time when we were overhauling our machinery at the desiccating-works, and had to stop. It was an
evil I could not get over, because the Government would not duplicate my plant, and at periods we had to
stop, and I took every precaution, regardless of expense—that is one reason of my downfall—to prevent
nuisance,
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cleansing process ? 'Well, it did include the cleansing of the floors while slaughtering
’
* operations were being carried on. But when those operations had ceased, and the floors were given a
final cleaning, even when the desiccating-works were running, we allowed that to go into the punt, and
conveyed it to sea. Sometimes we allowed it to enter the harbour, when forced by circumstances.
859, How many journeys do they make now ? 1 have heard, two or three a week.
S60. You consider that owing to the stoppage of the desiccating-plant. and the want of a proper service
to earn* this matter out to sea, it surreptitiously finds its way into the harbour ? It must find its way
into the harbour. I do not say surreptitiously ; but it must go into the harbour.
861. And that must he injurious to people residing on the foreshores ? Certainly. It is contaminating
tho harbour still further. But there is this other side of the question. The sower running inio Blackwattle Bay, which drains a very large proportion of the town, is continuously running, but because it does
not contain anything which discolours the harbour the public put up with it. In prevailingnorth-easterly
winds all that drainage, or a large portion of it, is blown out into Itoselle Bay and Johnstone's Bay, and
lies there on the mud flats. Yo doubt the discharge from the islaud would very greatly increase the evil,
but you cannot say that the Abattoirs are the only creator of nuisance. There is the other staring you
in the lace all the time.
.
862. Then you consider the Blaekwattle Swamp is as great a nuisance, if not greater, than the present
Abattoirs? Yes.
863. Assuming they are conducted loosely ? Yes.
864. And the people residing at Glebe Point and surrounding districts have more to complain about from
Blaekwattle Bay sewer than they have from Glebe Island ? Thau they had from Glebe Island.
865. Than they would have from well-conducted Abattoirs there ? Yes.
866. And they are accusing the Island of what Blaekwattle Swamp is the main cause of ? Yes.
867. In regard to the management of tho A battoir^, would you suggest private enterprise should run them,
or municipal control, or the present Slato control ? I have in my report, 1 think, measured the thing
pretty closely. 1 do not think that private enterprise would spend sufficient capital to carry it out in a
proper manner. I should like to see it under private enterprise if carried out properly. But I do not
think that private enterprise would be prepared to spend sufficient capital to establish a proper Abattoir,
aud I am sure that no municipality would. We know that by proof afforded by existing circumstances in
Victoria.
.
’
•
868. Would you mind giving that proof ? The proof is given in the report of the Royal Commission on
“ the sanitary condition of Melbourne.” You find the question summarised there, as to tho effect of
municipalities governing Abattoirs. That recommendaiion is one of the main things on which I based my
papers. The Commission made very wide inquiries. They speak, first, of the city Abattoirs—that is
Blemington—which they condemn. They say .—
We are of opinion—
That it has not boon possible, by direct evidence, either to prove or disprove that any injury to the health of the
i
inhabitants of the metropolis is caused by tho City Abattoirs as now existing.
That inconvenience arises from the driving of cattle.
That the site of the Abattoirs and the adjacent part of the accormnodation-paddocks are much more low lying than
is desirable.

869. But what about municipalities having charge of the Abattoirs—that is what I am dealing with
particularly ? These are the recommendations of the Commission.—
Finally, after dehlierately weighing all tho facts and arguments before us, we recommend that the metropolitan
Abattoirs may be retained on tlie present site, provided—
That the site, buildings, audmauagementof the Abattoirs and of the sale-yards of stock be transferred from the
Council of the City of Melbourne to tlie Metropolitan Board of Works.

870. Taken from the council and transferred to a direct government department ?
their final report the Royal Commission say : —

Yes. At page 7 of

Accordingly we recommended that the abattoirs then existing at South Melbourne, Port Melbourne, Collingwood, and
Footscray be immediately abolished ; that notice be given to the owners or occupiers of the remaining suburban
abattoirs that, unless w-ithin twelve months they make their establishments conform with the code of rules pre
scribed by us, tbeir establishments will be closed.

As regards the main Abattoirs—the Melbourne city abattoirs—the Commission recommended :—
To transfer the site, buildings, and management to a metropolitan Board of Works, under whose control the whole
should be brought into accord with our code of rules—the city council receiving compensation for tho buildings
and improvements ; or failing this
To resume the site of the cattle sale-yards and abattoirs.

You were asking about private enterprise. The Commission in their report aav :—
We recommend that, in order to encourage the establishment by private enterprise of such trade for Victoria,

(that is the chilled-meat trade)
the Railway Department should construct suitable trucks, run special meat-trains, and charge the minimum paying
freight, and the cold-storage and chilling-rooms should be erected in connection with the metropolitan railway
terminus.

They recommended the encouragement of private enterprise in that matter.
While, therefore, wo fully appreciated the advantages which would accrue from the development of a system of
country killed meat supply, we stated that in our opinion an abattoir would, in any circumstances, bo required in or near
the metropolis. A code of rules was accordingly drafted which should be observed in the construction and management
of abattoirs. The existing city and suburban establishments were then tested by this code, and were found faulty in
various degrees. In our first progress report, a full statement will be found of tbc evils which then existed. As a rule,
the sites were bad ; the arrangements for the approach and keeping of stock for slaughter were defective, aud the accom
modation insufficient; the drainage and the mode of disposal of offal were most unsatisfactory, and general cleanliness was
imperfect or neglected. We concluded that the condition of the abattoirs then existing gave rise to nuisances, which, in
some instances, were of great intensity ; that much pollution of rivers was produced ; and that these evil conditions must
involve danger to health, directly or indirectly.

That reminds me that the Melbourne Abattoirs’ desiccating process has been brought up repeatedly as an
-example for us to follow, and they have the “ Farmer” machine. That is well and good. They put only
the clotted blood in. All the liquid blood is simply allowed to run away into the Saltwater River. If we
did
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did that at Glebe Island tlie public would be up in arms immediately; in fact we were accused time after A.G.Kenway.
time ot doing it. But we boiled the whole lot, aud separated what blood ifc was possible to separate under ---------- '
those conditions. We have had people in boats from residences at Glebe Point to watch what we wore 1 SePt-> 1896'
discharging hut they did not know where to look. If they had looked at the surface drainage in wet
weather the drainage from the vards which still exists—they would have found that there is the real
nuisance from the Island even if desiccating works are progressing. If they are stopped, of course
additional nuisance is added. You will sec from the report of the Eoyal Commission that, in their
opinion, the carrying on of abattoir business by municipalities has proved to be a failure,
wio a i uir °P^on
espe?ieEce ? Yes ; their opinion ami experience,
672. And has now reverted to a Government Department ? Well, they recommended it. I do not think
it Jias in all cases, i should like to say that the conveyance to sea of the blood and offal is not curing a
nuisance, but creating one.
b
873. In what way ? All the refuse, iu favourable winds, is blown back on the beaches of Manly, Bondi,
and Coogee, and that was one of the causes of the establishment of the desiccating works. They are
reverting to the old system which the establishment of the desiccating works was meant to avoid.
8.4. Chairman.] I think that in this report of yours you state that the inspection at the Island is not
'v i r no!\3a’y
5 ,lt; 13 noi good in all senses. 1 do not blame the inspectors for not doing their
duty, but 1 say the inspection is insufficient.
Your complaint is that the inspectors at Glebe Island are too few ? Tes.
876. During your time there as superintendent of the Abattoirs you suggested an increase in tbe number
ot inspectors, I thmk, from two to five ? Yes.
877. And you think that, owing to tlie way trade is done at the Island, and the large increase in the trade
done there year after year, a larger number of inspectors is required even now than you suggested ? Yes • I
rTifii u
1T;mark tliat )vl,ei1 1 recommended an increase to five, I then informed the Government that
o fulfil all the requirements an army of fifty inspectors was necessary, to enable individual inspection of
beasts. 1 protected myself in that way.
1
878. But do you think it is at all reasonable to suppose the Government would recommend the appoint
ment of such a large staff of inspectors as fifty? i\o, Ido not think it is reasonable at all; but the
history or the Abattoirs from beginning to end shows that the public accuse the Abattoirs officials of not
™T?e eack
beast, and I took tho ground that that was not possible unless we had an army
of nitj inspectors. I do not think it ts necessary.
J *
876. Do you think that the percentage of diseased animals that are detected at Glebe Island is sufficiently
Warra!lt ,a larSe.inerea3° m tho number of inspectorsdo you not think that it would he possible
for the present staff of inspectors, by continually moving from one slaughter-house to another, to meet all
the requirements and to detect disease in any of the beasts or sheep slaughtered at the Island ? Isot
amongst the small stock.
1
b
wf Lewies hi sheep of a varied character ? I cannot give you an opinion on that—I am not an expert.
8SI.
ho is the Government veterinarian at tho Island ? There is no resident veterinarian there. Mr.
cm, n£la 16 ,y G'0!cl,n;nen,t veterinarian, and the only officer who bolds a diploma.
la
vcte™anan llas complete control of the whole inspecting staff? Yes.
888. And fie it is who directs any discretion used in passing or condemning meat killed at the Islaud ?
ies. J should like *o modify that answer by saying tliat tbe same inspectors are armed with the written
authority of the Board of Health to individually condemn. They do not act on ifc, hut they have tlie power.
8S1. I understand, then, that^ each of the five inspectors is armed with sufficient authority to condemn
finy
anunal thatinay
on to—purposes?
tlie Island for sluu^htcrim
* be brought
----- o—----Yes, on his own responsibility,
CQKk A
°
■f f ft
rl ^Utclier’or “y other person who brings an animal there to be killed, lias a right to appeal,
it he thinks that an inspector is -wrong m his diagnosis of the case
Exactly
^
,
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8S7. Do appeals frequently take place ? No.
888. Yery infrequently ? Yes, very infrequently.
Wk
a'PI,cals “ade d'dri^ )roTui;term of superintendentship ? Before the Board of Health
oonyol there were a few appeals. I do not remember how many.
Mr stoiioV ^ •6 apl)cals 'vere made, were they, as a rule, successful or otherwise ? They all failed.
Mr. bhelley s decision was uphold by Mr. Stanley.
J
chief inspector ^ m°d0 °f aPPeal—first to tho chiof inspector ? They appealed from the decision of the
892. Is Mr Shelley chief inspector at the Island ? Yes. They appealed from his decision to the
Ahattoi'^De Ve,temariau- In tlle early times the Government veterinarian was independent of the
Abattoir Department—be was under a different department.
lnderStw-wy°0U ’Irf n°W t0
lIlat
of the
ordinary inspectors could condemn cattle
on his own responsibility ? They are each empowered to do so.
Nn' Alfh lf ^pfson disagrees with an inspector’s decision, that person appeals to tho chief inspector ?
f
the inspectors arc empowered to condemn, for departmental reasons and discipline they
are not allowed to condemn. It is only Mr. Shelley, or in his absence the assistant inspector who
actually condemns

! am simply speaking of the Board of Ilcaith empowering them.

’ ■

895. But supposing (say) Mr. Brown, an inspector at tho island, condemns Mr. Smith’s cattle, sheep or
first’instance0
’’^i ^
has Mr. Smith to appeal to Mr. Shelley in tho
vete^arv
P
'Sfied Wlt 1 th° dcc,18'™
tl,c
ii‘3fector, or 1o the Government
hKSr Mr sLlW5 ^cai«c erary “'spector, being a subordinate inspector, reports the matter to
nis superior, Mr. Shelley ; therefore an appeal does not arise.
896. If the ordinary inspector notices an animal just killed which he considers to be diseased, or that it
is necessary to diagnose carefu ly, does ho at once go and seek the services of tbo chief inspector ? Yes ■
orjiailmg his presence, the assist ant inspector, Mr. Alfred Norton.
1
'
89/ What kind of man do you consider ihe assistant inspector ;—is he a man who thoroimhly imdcr89S I thinklhai- blfof cr aS 1 T iTValiei T
k ’i0 n
1'0ilrlJr as calmbl° as Mr- Sllollc'' hbnself.
Lkhck^
110 1,ad " kr«C ^Poricnce in ihe retail trade? Yes; I
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A.0-. Kenway. 89!). Your opinion, and the opinion of the carcass butchers and the retail butchers, is that the assistant
1 SepC"l896. inspector, Mr. Norton, is quite as capable of discovering disease in animals as the chiet inspector . J.
cannot say that much, quite. Mr. Shelley has an exceptional gift for detecting diseases m living cattle900. Then your opinion of the chief inspector is that he is a particularly clever officer at the work at
which he is engaged ? Not altogether, but in that particular branch—in detecting diseases.
901. In your report you state—
In the case of the present uhief inspector these remarks do not apply. His special aptitude in detecting the
disease in living stock, a-s well as identifying it in the dead carcass, is not likely to >c possessed by a. veterinarian who
lias not been brought up from childhood amongst stock, but, again, it is not always that a gentleman of such stock
experience ean be found, who has also made diseases such u. special study, except beyond what is necessary to Ins business
as a stock raiser.

902. You pay the chief inspector rather a high compliment in the report you have furnished to the
Committee? In that particular direction, and I stick to that. I know that is a fact.
903. That, as a judge of disease in living stock, he stands, in your judgment, almost unequalled m the
Colony ? Oh no—but unequalled on tlie Island.
_
.
,
, .
904. So you think, 1 suppose, that his knowledge entitles him, when he condemns an animal, to have his
verdict listened to almost without appeal ? No. The Board of Health themselves condemned Mr. Shelley
before they took control. The Board of Health attacked Mr. Shelley as condemning beasts on a wrong
basis, and when I defended him they said that Mr. Shelley displayed his ignorance by the explanations
that he made, and that he was not fit to control the Abattoirs. Putting these two things together—my
recommendation of Mr. Shelley and the Board of Health’s condemnation of Mr. Shelley—you man see
how necessary it is for a common sense view to be taken. I do not say that Mr. Shelley was wrong in
his diagnosing of diseases and his method of condemning.
„
905. It is very likely that the Board of Health stated that Mr. Shelley was unfit to control the Abattoirs ?
It was within two years of the Board of Health taking control of the Abattoirs.
_
906. But tho Board of Health took no steps to have him removed from his present imsition. No; I
beat them with tbe common sense expression of my views in support of an officer who m that direction
was doing his doty.
.
907. What position did Mr. Shelley occupy at the Island when you were superintendent? Chief
Inspector. My office was simply abolished.
908. So that Mr, Shelley worked uith you for some years ? Yes, four or five years.
909. I think you stated that it nould be impossible for even a skilled man, like Mr. Shelley, or one of the
inspectors, to discover diseases at all times in beasts without the aid of a microscope? Yes.
_
910. So you think it is necessary always that a duly qualified inspector should be armed with a microscope
for the purpose of thoroughly diagnosing the animals slaughtered at tho Island ? 1 should like to
explain tho reason why, because the question does not convoy the whole meaning. In my report I dwell
on tho wholesale condemnation of meat. This wholesale condemnation is consequent upon fear of allowing
diseased meat to enter into consumption. I maintain that the proper way of condemning meat is either
to pass or to condemn with utter confidence. Why should the stock producers suffer because you fear it
to pass. At present the inspectors are guided only by locating diseases in certain organs of the body.
They do not examine the meat itself. They say “ from experience we know disease must be disseminated
through the meat ” ; but they do not prove whether it is or is not disseminated, and I do think that it is
a matter of national importance, that before condemnation takes place tlie dissemination of the disease
through tlie meat should be proved.
911. But would not that entail almost a consultation not only with the inspectors at the Island, but also
with leading medical men ? No. A pocket microscope will display disease. lam speaking, still, as a
layman, and from what I have read of the system in Berlin, A pocket microscope will display disease in
the meat if it is there, and I do think an inspector is not properly armed unless he is armed with a
912. Yon think it is quite possible for an animal at the Island, after being slaughtered, to be diseased and
to pass by undetected, if the inspector has to depend only on his natural sight? Yes, because if a
journeyman butcher wants to gam tbe good will of bis master, all his instinct is to^ conceal any organ
taken out of tbe inside and slip it on one side so that it shall escape the inspector s notice, he knowing tho
inspector cannot discern the disease in the meat.
^
,
913. Then, any of the journeymen butchers at the Island, if they wished to get into special favour with
their masters, are at liberty and are able to extract the diseased portions of an animal and throw them on
ono side before tbe inspector comes along to inspect? Yes, and they will do it even in the presence of
an inspector—that is, with small stock—and if a slaughterman did not do it, he would be dismissed by his
employer.
.
914. So that there is really a dread on the part of the journey man butcher of his employer, if the inspector
comes along and finds a diseased bullock, or a diseased sheep, or a diseased pig, as the case may be? Yes.
I would suggest, with all due respect, that the officers of tho Journeymen Butchers’Union should he asked
some questions of this nature, and they will be able to tell you better than I can.
_
915. So that really your experience of the Island trade is, that the men themselves are doing their best to
try to prevent the detection of disease in tho animals killed at the Island, on account of fear of their
masters finding fault with them for not throwing away the diseased portions when they sec them, before
the arrival of the inspector ? I would not like to say as much as that; but it is a necessity of their
making their living that they do conceal, and it is a necessity of their getting not the good favour hut
ordinary dealing from their masters that they do conceal.
...
.
.
916. But could not that difficulty ho got over by the inspector insisting upon every portion of the animal
being left intact until after his inspection, and he had passed it, or put the Government braiid on the
slaughtered animal? You could do that only on the beef side, amongst the large beasts. Itis impossible
with the small stock. They kill thirty or forty sheep at a time—in a fall—and there may be eight or ten
men in a room not so big as this—there may bo thirteen men slaughtering and cleaning sheep.
917. How many sheep slaughter-houses are there at the Island ? Six, sometimes seven.
_
918. Therefore there are sometimes between seventy and eighty men, in a busy season, employed in those
different slaughter-houses ? Yes. The thirteen men do not all kill at one time; but you can see generally
from nine to thirteen men, and perhaps more, killing in these small pens, 18 x 12.
919.

*
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Y^os

We ma^ Sa^

°r S*X^ men are

continually in the sheep-houses, and dressing sheep ? A.G-.Kenway,

1)2° And there are only five inspectors to watch those fifty or sixty men as well as to pay attention to 1 ^ 1896the bullocks killed on the other side of the way, and also the pigs and calves and other stock slaughtered
In
,8 ff ‘ -J es'ni^ S°^UTt^er than that. I would say that the inspectors pay only periodical visits
!? *?. ,tt?11 3ldt ^he>r ti™8* to the hardships of the journey to weed out diseased sheep. Tho large
J?1 jf1 ^ rIf3 are 11108i;4 carefully exammed bj tbc inspectors, to the best of tbeir ability, with
*
•'
aiowledge ; but the mutton is left, 1 will not say to the casual, hut to the intermittent visits of the
inspectors to the mutton-houses.
921. So it is more like chance than otherwise if diseased sheep are found ? Exactly.
, , ,J„rom tiiat l suppose wc may infer that a considerable amount of diseased mutton finds its way into
the different butchers shops m the city and suburbs ? I have been informed positively, but confidentially,
ooq w!8 6°’ -y a m^n.wlso Bhould know—that is Kabbi Pbillipstein.
'c »
'J m A you bring in the Eabbi to testify to what you say about diseased meat? He is independent
ot all carcass butchers.
*
ZtJ* whaiV''ay ;Dd°P“dent.? He » not employed by them. He is independent of the carcass
butchers in the method of earning his living, and he can speak,
925. And what experience does he have in the slaughtering of sheep ? He told me that not a few, b of
great many diseased sheep, go into consumption. In fact he warned me several times-went out
ins “wny,
926. How does he come to take such an interest in the matter of sheep-killing—Jewish residents, I suppose,
tlo^a large businessiMo. comparatively small.
^
did hn C0Tit0 g0
of hi8
t0 sive J011 information in regard to tbe killing of sheep ?
L ® dl
W]th him, and he used to consult with me. He is a very gentlemanly man." I used to
do my best to forward his business. He has had difficulties to overcome in carrying out his peculiar
a7v!!wfSnnfeV,aii8ilteSLigVand(.ll!i.1’eSFOnc 1)7 gi'!'iris rne ^formation, not as to the individual action of
anyone on the Island but as to the methods.
twnnffiu th\JT,na Sprial h?UBeJ71 Which tlieiT meat is killed ? Ho. They limit their patronage to
two or three who kill under contract, or at so much a head.
1
929._ So I am to understand from you that the only strict inspection that takes place at Glebe Island by
nsn ■RP!<SrS apF°inted V the Government is in regard to the cattle ? Cattle, calves, aud pigs.
7
a- StaeiJ are 0U1yi11iPefted Per]od'catiy, and there is a considerable amount of chance as to
hether diseased slieep will find then- way into the city and suburban markets or not? It is displayed
by the figures wdnch I quoted.
931 So the figures which yon have quoted, showing the small number of sheep condemned, as compared
that V0rSIid7aibleiam1<5mtof “eglectpreTailBinTeSardtotlbe inspection of mutton
at toe island . Aot neglect, but 1 should say laxity. 1 do not say that the inspectors neglect their
!J0t t0iinf<iT that 7011
fauH witii the inspectorial staff, but more with the fewness of the
inspectors to do such a large amount of work ? Tes,
meatTn
?lr “
interests ‘'V'16 ie?lth
tie Public- and to warrant the supply of sound
TW fj-f ft, d 11,0 P11^. “ Jncrense m the number of inspectors should take place at Glebe Island ?
* V C7 Pros®:llt raothod of condemnation is to be persisted in.
'I011
c°niident that meat is very often branded as diseased, and that the peculiar disease of the
mnmal is not sufficiently serious as to warrant its being cast aside as unfit for human food ? I say so
V °Wn ;iud8ment’ but 1!Pon tho systems that are in existence in other countries. It is not a
personal opinion or my own.
935. Mr. Wilks,'] lou do not attach much importance to the inspection-of meat? Yes, I do. I think
it should be largely increased, so as to gain discretionary power as to what to condemn and what to pass.

TUESDAY, 15 SEPTEMBER, 1S9G.
^rcHrnt:—

Mn. LAW,
Mm O’SULLIVAN,

Me. MAHOKT,

Me. WILKS.

J. S. HAWTHORNE, Esq., in the Chair.
Arthur Grey Kenway recalled and further examined:—
936. Mr.MnlionmA As you are doubtless aware, some gentlemen interested in the trade have already A. G.Kenway.
given evidence before this Committee ? I am in ignorance of what they said.
'' ______ _
.137. -Li giving your reasons as to why the Abattoirs should he removed from Glebe Island, you used tho 16 Sept.,1896.
phrase, Even the carcass butchers and shop butchers are not unanimous in desiring its continuance ” ?
that is from my present experience.
'
93S. Can you give us the names of some carcass butchers who are in favour of its removal ? Tes ■
Alacnaiiiara and .Elliott are, I believe, both in favour of it, or they were in my time. It is, of course, a
considerable time—nearly two years—since I had any connection with them, and they may have altered
then- opinion since then.
"

?rlt tr0 ye™ ag0’ v'hei1 tll0y g;u'e that opinion, they were old hands on the Island? Tes.
. 10. Mr. Henry Macnumara is one of the oMest hands on the Island? Yes ; and carries on the largest
business. Macnamara aud Elliott would like the Abattoir to stay where it is, or to have an opportunity
of: establishing abattoirs of their own.
'
J
^
iS
y0U
aa,ti a selfish motive ? Exactly. That reminds me of a point in my evidence
inn ii-i - ld
)Tmg °Ut Bufiicieptiy. I allude to tbe importance of allowing private enterprise scope,
line thing that prevents the encouragement of private enterprise is the danger of the creation of
monopoly. Directly the establishment through which the food supply of the metropolis passes into the
hands

■
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A.&.Kenway. handa of private capitalists monopoly is immediately created: I did not bring that point out strongl3r
enough in giving my reasons for the conclusions to which I have come—I moan the danger of monopoly
15Sept.,1890. Hjigpig directly private enterprise grasps the Abattoirs, IVom a sanitary standpoint there is no reason
why private enterprise should not do it.
_
942. That would mean, then, that if Macnamara and Elliott arc only in favour of the removal or the
Abattoirs, to give them an opportunity of establishing private abattoirs, you think that would tend m the
direction of creating that monopoly ? Yes.
.
943. Can you give us the names of any carcass butchers who, apart fro in any selfish reason, are ui iavour
of the removal of the Abattoirs ? Men who were of importance in my time have ceased to be since for
instance, there was Mr. Tancrcd.
_
[ „ .
944. Mr. Tancred, who is now out of business, was during your time in favour of the removal ot the
Abattoirs ? I think so, rather than continue under the conditions under which they had to work at tho
present Abattoirs. I think Woolf would express a modified wish in the same direction.
94o. On what ground would Woolf give it ? Because he cannot compete fairly in the business. Woolr
is an important man, especially in the pork line.
946. Is he a carcass butcher as well as a retail butcher in the pork line F Yes.
947. Well, taking Mr. Woolf’s case, his reason for wishing the Abattoirs to be removed would be on
account of the competition to which he is subjected ? 1 think so. It is dangerous for me perhaps to
attribute motives or wishes to others, but that is mjr inference from conversations.
_
948. Is there anybody else you can think of? Symes and Agnew, I think, would like to see tho
Abattoirs removed to a better place—more convenient.
949. Why is it inconvenient for Symes and Agnew? They are so cramped in the slaughter-houses, and
cannot treat their stock properly. They have complained frequently that they lose tlieir stock. ^
950. Does that mean that the Island itself is not big enough, or that the buildings on that site are
cramped ? It means all and every one of those points—imperfect design, the condition of the stock
on arrival, and its insecurity while in that position.
951. The term 11 want of room” refers to the whole site whether built on or not ? It does, but more
especially to the slaughter-houses.
_
.
952. Is there anybody else? 1 am not sure about O’Brien and Roberts. That is another important nrm
in mutton. They all cry out for want of space : hut it is not all who have expressed an opinion to me
about tlieir removal. I being a Government officer, and necessarily avoiding all those debatable questions
which have arisen from time to time, I have not solicited opinions from any one of them. What opinions
I have had given to me have been forced on me.
953. 1 suppose that they would meet you and conversationally would express an opinion ? Yes.
954. That complaint of want of space is a general complaint amongst carcass butchers who are in favour
of the removal or the retention of the Abattoirs ? It is tlie universal complaint.
955. Is that a complaint that could be cured ou that site? It could be partially but not totally cured.
956. Is there anjdiody else in the carcass line you can think of? Those who are mostly in favour of the
removal of the Abattoirs, especially Macnamara aud Elliott, are in favour of it because they want to get
scope for private enterprise.
957. Are many of the shop butchers in favour of the removal ? Many retail butchers have expressed the
opinion that it is desirable to remove the Abattoirs in consequence of tlie condition of the meat which
they are forced to buy there. It is killed in a highly fevered condition owing to the hardships of the
journey.
.
"958. What journey is that ? From the pasture to the saleyards, aud from the saleyards to the Abattoirs.
Those retail butchers who have bought at tbe Darling Harbour Meat Markets, or at Richards’s River
stone Meat Depot, also near Darling Harbour, speak of meat that is killed near the natural pastures as
being of very much better quality than that killed at the Abattoirs. You also get opposite opinions.
959. But is that a concensus of the opinions of those members of the retail trade who are ot any import
ance? As far as I am personally able to judge it is so.
_
,
960. That means, practically, I suppose, that the meat killed so much farther away, and brought down in
cars or trucks is very much more fit for human food ? Exactly. It is proved by the trade. I under
stand that the Abattoir trade since I left has diminished enormously.
961. Is that falling ofE ou account of the competition of the country killed meat? Yes, largely so,
especially during the cold weather.
.
_
962. I suppose that that condition of the moat is at any rate one of your reasons for favouring the
removal of tlie Abattoirs ? Yes; I have recommended the Abattoirs to be brought to the nearest stock
centre so as to diminish the amount of hardship iufiicted on tho stock during its journey to the Abattoirs,
and also to give it resting time before being slaughtered.
_
...
'
963. Any suggestion, then, as to a railway over or near the present driving route would not aid in getting
over the difficulty much ? It would get rid of the driving through the suburbs.
^
961. But it would not, in any appreciable degree, get rid of that condition of flic meat ? No, unless the
sale-yards were fixed at the Island instead of being at Homebush. Then a very large improvement would
be made, but not all the improvement that is desirable.
_
965. Would there he room for that at the Island ? If tho Island were levelled and tlie filled-in space
resumed for sale-yard purposes, with an area of about 50 acres, a large percentage of tho requirements of
an Abattoir and sale-yard would be met, hut not all.
966. AYhat would not be met ? There would be no resting for the stock. They would have to he killed
in their fevered condition as at present.
_
967. The construction of a railway over the present driving-route would not mitigate the evil of over
driven meat? No; it would not. Neither would it isolate tho Abattoir from surrounding populated
neighbourhood.
968. No, I suppose tho iucreasing of the size of it would bring the surrounding neighbourhood so much
nearer to those portions that are resumed? Yes.
969. I suppose that as a matter of fact, if the Government attempted to establish an Abattoir, even upon
the very best lines, in a locality at all within reach of population, it would send up the value of the property
there ? It would not send it up, but it would uot necessarily be a nuisance. I think it is quite possible
with perfect appliances to have an Abattoir in the heart of a city.
970.
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S70. The remark about depreciation of the value of property in your report refers to Homebush A.G.Kcmr&j.
principally? Yes.
071. Then I cannot <|uite reconcile that rvith this other statement of yours, In giving “ further reasons 15Sept.,1896.
for retaining the Abattoir at Glebe 1 stand,” you say, “ Its removal will cause incalculable ruin to the many
workmen engaged at the Abattoir who have put all their savings into tlie purchase of land and erection of
homes for themselves and their families ”;—supposing that what you stated there were a matter of fact, that
■would only bo a sentimental reason, would it not ? No ; if the Abattoir were removed the men would
have to move, and they would have to sell their property in any way they could. They must follow
their work.
*
072. That means tliat those men have bought and paid for the places they live in ? Many of them have.
073. They have got their own little homes there? Yes.
074. "What would prevent their letting their houses when they went away ? The Abattoir employs so
many men, and it would mean such an exodus from Balmain that they would not get anything like a fair
rent for their houses. It would bo a sudden movement. It would be a terrible blow.
975. But do you not think that if tbo Abattoirs were removed tbe houses in tbe locality would, as a whole,
really let better ? No ; because it is already built on with houses tliat would no longer be required.
976. How do you mean “ be required ”? Because that kind of inhabitant would not be there so numer
ously. If the land were unoccupied, and the Abattoirs removed, that unoccupied land would increase in
value, because a better class of houses would bo put upon it.
977. So I suppose they are what you would call workmen’s houses ? Y"es.
978. What is good enough for ono man in that line is good enough for another, is it not ? I doubt it,
for tlie Abattoir workmen form a very large percentage of the population of that part of Balmain. If
there were a general exodus the value of the whole of the property would be depreciated.
979. Is it such a very large proportion ? It is not ascertainable. Of course, no census has been taken
to give you the information.
980. Are they men who work at the Abattoirs, or who sell stuff in connection with it ? Both—directly
and indirectly connected with it.
’
981. All that general work which arises from the conduct of an abattoir ? Yes.
982. But I do not quite understand, if an abattoir being put in a populated locality depreciates the
value of property, why its removal should depreciate it, although it involves an exodus of a number of
people who live there in consequence of the work ? Because tlie class of houses that arc already erected
lixes that land to that particular use.
983. But does uot a man of one occupation live in a house similar to that occupied by a man of another
occupation whose means are similar in amount ? The working classes who have to reach Sydney or other
parts would not, when the Abattoir ceased working, live in the houses which were built for convenience
and accessibility to tbo Abattoir.
984. But is not that part of Balmain just as accessible as (say) Waterloo or Leichhardt? Yes; but I
think it is tlie nature of all these suburbs to have a local growth.
985. Do you not think that the reason why Leichhardt, for instance, has grown has been because of the
land being accessible to the working men on account of its cheapness? Not more than Waterloo and
Balmain.
986. Waterloo and Balmain, too, I should say ;—do you not think that is the reason ? Cheapness of the
land was, 1 think, tho primary reason, more than its accessibility,
987. What I do not follow you in is—why ihe removal of the Abattoirs and the exodus of these people
should prevent the houses from being occupied by others in the natural course of events ? I speak from
experience. A.t tho present time I cannot let my house at Croydon.
988. But tliat is not a workman’s house ? No, but it is equally accessible to business men as it was in
the past. I used to let it at 35s. a week, but now I cannot get £1 a week for it. That is because of the
exodus and want of money, too.
989. What exodus has there been from Croydon ? People, for economy sake, have to go nearer their
work, aud live in Sydney instead of the suburbs.
990. W ould not tliat help to populate that part of Balmain vacated by the abattoir men ? Yes; but tliat
would not increase the value of the property in Balmain. People who have less money go in for saving
money.
"
b
991. I cannot quite follow yon as to why the exodus of those men should cause a whole district of cottages
to remain vacant in a place so accessible to Sydney as Balmain is—more accessible than Lilyfield, mid
quite as accessible as Leichhardt? I can only speak on these general reasons.
992. Your opinion is that an exodus of tlie abattoir men leaving those cottages vacant, no one else would
occupy them? I do not say that. In time no doubt they would become reoccupied ; but it would not
increase tbe value of tbe property—it must necessarily decrease it for a time at least,
993. That does not mean that those working men would lose their houses, but it means that for a little
time there would be a chance of tbo property remaining vacant in consequence of tbe change is that it ?
I am not speaking of positive facts,'but only as a matter of opinion, and I am strongly of opinion that
tho bulk of those who had to shift would lose tlieir properties.
994. How lose them ? Moat of them have not paid up fully, and they would have to rent other houses
and they could not meet both liabilities.
■
’
995. And so, when you use the phrase “ its removal will cause incalculable ruin,” you apply that to those
workmen who have purchased their properties on time-payment contracts or Building Societies’ terms,
and have not paid for them ? Yes; aud you must not forget the small people who have established the
business there to supply the wants of those people.
996. You say that that phrase refers chiefly to workmen who have only partially paid for their dwellings ?
It would affect them mostly.
'
b '
997. Are there properties over there other than these workmen’s houses which the continuances of the
Abattoirs at Grlebe Island keeps down in value—I mean better class properties ? lam not aware tliat it
does, because what population has come there has already accommodated itself to the Abattoir being there.
Yon cannot call it one of the best or most fashionable parts of Balmain. You must go away from the
Abattoir district to reach that.
998. That is to say, the reason that would apply to starting abattoirs in a place like Homebush would not
apply vice versa to Balmain ? No,
999t
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, j/r, Zcrw.] You said that Mr. Tancied desired the removal of the Abattoirs? Yes.
Iou remember anything distinctly in regard to him that would mate you come to that eonclu^15 Slept., 189fi. sifinp '[’hr. difficulties under which they work at the Abattoirs is the main reason.
1001. You say in regard to Macnamara and Elliott, vou have heard them express an opinion in favour of
the removal of the abattoirs on the ground of interested motives—that they would be likely to establish
Abattoirs of their own—that is the reason ? Yes.
1002. Macnamara and Elliott have, in conrse of conversation, led you to conclude they desired that the
Abattoirs should be removed? They have expressed that opinion to me
1003. In regard to Symes and Agnew, you say they have also expressed the opinion they would like to
see the Abattoirs removed ? That is not the way to put it, but that they want better abattoirs.
1004. You said, “I think they would like to see it removed to a better place”—you still hold that
opinion ? They have expressed that opinion to me—of course, some time since,
1005. “ Because they are so cramped in the slaughter-houses, and cannot deal with their stock ”—of
conrse you will admit that that difficulty could be got over, because only one-fourth of tbo Island is utilised ?
So far as slaughtering operations are concerned, less than one-fourth.
1006. Have O’Brien and Roberts cried out for want of space ? Yes.
1007. Is there a universal complaint on the part of the carcass butchers ? Yes; not all at one time, but
different times.
1008. They have all complained ? I do not know any that have not,
1009. But is the whole sum and substance of the complaint that there is a want of room ? Each indi
vidual has his own reasons for wishing the Abattoirs either altered or removed; some, no doubt, would like
them to continue as they are at present, and I think in his inmost heart Mr. Macnamara would far rather
see the present circumstances exist—the present condition of things gives Mm a grand monopoly.
1010. Yonr opinion is that the majority of the carcass butchers at tbe present time would prefer to see
tbo Abattoirs remain in tbeir present position, provided greater facilities wore afforded? No ; that is not
my opinion.
.
1011. You think that many butchers have expressed the opinion that the removal of the Abattoirs is
desirable in consequence of the condition of the meat which they arc forced to buy there ? Yes.
1012. That is, meat killed in a highly fevered condition ? Yes.
1013. Have you seen the meat which is killed in the country ? Yes.
1014. As an experienced man, if a hind or a fore quarter of beef were brought to a shop in George-streot
from the Abattoirs, and another were brought straight from the country, could yon distinguish the one
killed in the country from the one killed at the Abattoirs ? No; but I can tell you that meat hanging in
the Darling Harbour Meat Markets is in far better condition than meat hanging in the Abattoirs at tlie
same time. I could not identify the difference in tbe piece, but faking the bulk you can identify the
difference.
1015. Yon can tell by actual experience that one is fevered and tbe other is not fevered ? That is not
tlie-whole question. 1 did say that the meat killed atthe Island is fevered, but it suffers from other things
besides being killed in a fevered condition. It has gone through such hardships that the animal has lost
much of its fat also. The fevered condition is not the only deterioration the meat has undergone. The
stock killed at the Abattoirs has suffered great deterioration owing to the hardships of the journey. Most
of ifc iu the hot weather is killed also in a fevered condition.
1016. Supposing it were brought direct to the Abattoirs in a ship from one of the country rivers or from
Queensland, and were landed at the Abattoirs, and then driven to Parramatta, or some other place, would
it not be in as fevered a condition, and lose ns ■much of its weight as if taken to the Abattoirs ? There is
no stock brought from Queensland which is landed direct at tho Abattoirs; it has all to he driven to
Homebush and back again, and that stock is in a -worse condition than meat trucked from Bourko.
1017. How far is it from the Abattoirs to Homebush ? 1 think between 7 to 8 miles.
1018. It has to be driven out there during the night-time, has it not ? Morning and night.
1019. Mr. Wilks.] Tlie reasons that you assigned for a few carcass butchers objecting to the retention of
the Abattoirs wore, first of all, because there was want of space, and secondly, because existing conditions
were not in the direction they wanted them? Yes.
1020. What about the keen competition ? It is because they could not compete fairly.
1021. Why could they not compete fairly ? Because of Macnamara and Elliott having practically a
monopoly of the market, and also in consequence practically of a monopoly of occupation of the Abattoir.
1022. Tho practically have a monopoly of the Abattoir ? Perhaps “monopoly” is a dangerous word, I
say too large an occupation of the Abattoir,
1023'. They have a practical monopoly ? Well, monopoly is almost too wide a word; but they have an
unfair occupation.
.1024. Would you mind stating how that unfair occupation works, or in what direction it is ? Of course the
Abattoir is limited. A man who buys the largest needs the greatest space in the Abattoir. Unless very
great precautions are takon, this occupancy of such a large proportion of the Abattoir accommodation
cramps the smaller business men and injures their business very -materially. Then, again, the position of
what houses may be occupied in the central avenue of the Abattoir lias a large bearing on tbc business
of the bnichers. Tho nearer to the front entrance gates the bettor chance has an occupied house of
doing business. Naturally, the smaller men again suffer from tho men carrying on the larger business
and occupying a greater number of houses, having the best position in the market—that is, speaking of
the Abattoir as a market.
1.025. Then, all these matters could be obviated only by having an extended area? It is largely due, of
course, to the imperfect design of the Abattoir. When 1 was superintendent I did my best to diminish
this evil, but I could not obviate it entirely. The leases of the first six houses on each side of the avenue
are submitted to auction sale.
1026. You stated in reply to Mr. Mahony that the area was not large enough ? Yes.
1027. But in the earlier part of your evidence yon say : “ That is 20 acres more than would he required
for a model abattoir”—so there is room there to afford sufficient area? It is difficult to make myself
clear. That gives room for an ample Abattoir that will only partially meet all the requirements. If you
notice in my recommendations J explain why a further area is required, and I think those reasons are
‘
vital when you consider the condition of the stock.
999
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102B. Aud when, asked your opinion in regard to the site you said that “ as a slaughtering site the Island A.G-.Kenway.
is magnificent ?” Tes, as a site. It is a site that cannot he improved upon. It is elevated and open to ,
all the winds. There are disadvantages, of course, which could be cured in time—such as the atmosphere 1'>!5eP ■>
of the surrounding neighbourhoods caused by polluted water.
1029. Mr. Late.'] Ton stated in your former evidence that it was absolutely essential that we should have
metropolitan abattoirs P Tes.
1030. Mr. Wilks.] 'Would you kindly tell the Committee what you consider the unfair position occupied
by Macnumora and Elliott? Their long purses enable them to carry on operations so largely as to
unfairly handicap the smaller men.
1031. What effect has tliat upon the consumer ? I do not know about the effect on the consumer, but
it naturally strikes me that it enables Macnamara and Elliott to rule the prices of tho retail trade, con
sequently enhancing the prices to the consumer, or the opposite.
1032. Did tliat objection hold good iu your term of office there? Tes. It is a matter of history in the
Abattoir that new capital desiring to enter into business on the Abattoir has been absolutely crushed out
by combinations of tbe existing butchers at the Island.
1033. Then there is virtually a “ring” there? A present Member of Parliament, Mr. Anderson, is a
sufferer in this direction. 1 have known business people to bo driven away from the Abattoirs by com
binations of tho carcass butchers.
1034. Assuming that the Abattoirs were removed, the mere removing of the Abattoirs would not gel, rid
of tlie difficulties of which you speak—they would occur just the same ? If the Abattoirs were built on
a large scale tho evil would be overcome.
'
103G. But, even if they were built on a large scale, cannot you conceive that there would be some places
of more primary importance than others? Xot if the Abattoir were properly designed.
1030, It is a matter of design then ? Tes. There should bo no part of an Abattoir more valuable than
another—that is one of the principles of designing a proper Abattoir.
1037. That is a. sine ytta non with regard to it? Tos. If in a public abattoir these evils esist, they
would exist tenfold more if the matter were entirely in the hands of private enterprise.
1035. That is one of your strongest arguments, 1 suppose, for preferring the retention of the Abattoirs
under (State management? Tes.
1039. Tou prefer State management even to municipal control? Tes.
1040. Tou consider that under municipal control there would be a further power of “ ringing” ? Not
that. I base my opinion on the recommendations of tbe Royal Sanitary Commission of Victoria.
1041. 1 understand that there has been a previous inquiry here into the administration of our Abattoirs
at Glebe Island? Tes ; by Messrs. Alexander Bruce, George Thornton, and Blood.
1042. Are you acquainted with the result of your deliberations ? Tes.
1043. Would you mind telling the Committee what the result was? My opinion, on reading the report,
is that the Abattoirs suffered even then from evils which had become aggravated by growth of business
and neglect of repairs, and also by money being spout in making additions to the Abattoirs which were not
in accordance with the original design. As to the management of the Island, it was ruled by a system of
prosecution, not persecution.
*
1044. What am I to understand by the phrase “ was ruled by a system of prosecution” ? The rules and
regulations written for the governance of the Island were attempted to be enforced almost entirely in tho
Police Courts, It resulted in the butchers, the journeymen especially, becoming largely demoralised—
they would not do anything unless they were forced—and it enabled them to fight the officers of the
department on a level footing in Court. To such an extreme had this bad system grown that a system
of espionage on the men had come into existence. There was continual trouble, and no peaceable
administration of the Abattoirs. Inspection duties were carried out in a perfunctory manner, there being
only two inspectors.
1045. What is your opinion in regard to tho desiccating, from its earliest stages ? The M‘Govern
machine, which until lately was in use, was the first machine that dealt successfully with the desiccation
of blood and offal.
1041). Has that any bearing on what is known as “ Swan’s process ”? It is the process which superseded
Swan’s process.
1047. Why was Swan’s process superseded ? By the printed report of the Commission of 1879 it was
proved unsuccessful. The process was accused of creating an intense nuisance.
1048. How could the management and system be improved? The tendency of managing this establish
ment is to rule in a strictly official manner. Great discretion is required to preserve the goodwill, both
of the master-butchers and of the working butchers, so as to enable the officers to effectually carry out
the rules and regulations which govern the Abattoirs, otherwise conlinual appearance iu Court, while
possibly being successful in the imposition of fines, entirely kills any willing co-operation on tho part of
tho butchers in attending to the sanitary condition of the Abattoirs.
'
1049. Is that fine system persisted in now ? Tes; from what I hear I believe it is. 1 havo not been to
the Abattoirs since my office was abolished two years ago, or more. I avoided prosecutions as much as
possible.
1050. The continuance of the fine system, you believe, is highly detrimental to tho Govermnent and tlie
working of Iho Abattoirs ? The improvements recommended by ihe Commission of 1879 to be carried out
were put in hand by the Government of the day, aud Mr. Shepherd and 1 were deputed as officers from
the Public Works Department to carry out those works of improvement under the Treasury, The most
important of the improvements were in the desiccating works which have gradually grown as improve
ments were discovered until six desiccators have been put in place. Whilst iu good condition and kept
in repair they abated nuisances very practically, but not so perfectly as they could have done if tho
Abattoir had been of better design. Additional calf and lamb houses were added ; yards, lanes, and fencing
improved and enlarged ; and internal repairs effected. That brings me up to tho time when I took office.
Mr, Jager was retired in 1889, and I was appointed.
1051. Did you effect any sudden change in his administration then ? I reopened the desiccating works,
which had been temporarily closed.
1052. Dnder any new process? No ; just as they were.
1053. Tho same plant? Tes; they had been closed with tbe view of using tho Catternaeh process of
disinfection, and conveying the whole of the materials to sea.
1054.
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A.&.Kenway. 1054. What was the result of the Catternaeh process ? An utter failure.
_
1055. Was it a costly experiment ? I am speaking from memory, hut I believe that their contract was
15Sept.,1896. £4yjfjo per annum for the cleansing of the Abattoirs, and the removing of waste products, from which no
return was gained.
_
1056. There ivas no marketable product at all, then? Xo ; it was all conveyed to sea. Complaints
became very frequent of nuisances existing at the Abattoirs.
1057. Complaints from whom ? Speaking from memory, I only know of complaints from Glebe Point
and Annandale—complaints of the smells,
1058. Prom the fumes ? There was no process being carried on. The smell was simply from the filthy
state of tho Abattoirs, and the Catternaeh process failed to operate. My connection with the matter had
been severed during the continuance of the Catternaeh process, but the Treasurer of the day, Mr.
McMillan, decided to reopen the desiccating works, to treat blood and offal in tho same way, as had
previously been done, it being considered the lesser evil of the two, and also as being the means of utilising
waste products which were being conveyed to sea at great cost.
1059. Was there a strong demand for those products while you were in charge ? There was not a strong
demand, hut I always got rid of them. I never sold them for less than £3 10s. per ton for the blood.
The average price would be about £4 10s. We found that the manure trade was in the bauds of two
merchants’ firms in Sydney—Montefiore, Joseph, & Co., and Gibbs, Bright, & Co.
1060. They virtually “cornered” it, then ? They did, until I persuaded the Treasurer to accept the offer
of Shepherd Brothers. I recommended concessions to he granted on these grounds r We had to sell to
Gibbs, Bright, & Co., or Montefiore, Joseph, & Co. at their own figure, as they were the only customers.
If Shepherd Brothers were given a contract for a definite period, their business was to mix the manures
to suit the various customers, instead of selling it as with blood and so much offal, to mix the manures,
and to induce a local trade. Por some time they succeeded, and their trade was growing, until the Board
of Health took control of the Abattoirs, when the Board suddenly ceased the contract. I believe that uo
such prices havo since been obtained, consequently the returns from the desiccating works have been
much reduced. 1 presume this is the reason why the works are closed. One of the first things 1 did on
coming into office was to persuade the Treasurer to increase the inspection and sanitary staff,
_ _
1061. To what extent was that done ? There were two inspectors before, and I procured three additional
ones.
1062. At an expense of about how much ? I think about £170 a year each,
10G3. That would bo about £600 a year? Yes.
■
1064. Were other expenses added to it? Iu connection with the sanitary staff I procured power to
employ men as I needed them in addition to the permanent sanitary staff.
1065. A sort of carte Mancie order? Yes. If we had a spell of wet weather, for instance, the yards and
laues would get into such a teri'iblc state that our permanent staff could not compete with it. If we
undertook the whitewashing of the houses, that was an extra strain on our staff, which was met by an
additional man or two, if necessary, being employed—not it) all cases, hul if necessary. Tbe cleanliness
of the Abattoirs was never allowed to suffer for fear of expense. Public health was of primary importance,
the Abattoirs being an institution more for (ho preservation of public health and convenience than for
returns to tho Government.
1066. That is the view you hold now—that the Abattoirs are to be run on lines not commercial so much
as benefit to the public health ? Yes.
_
1067. Should not be regarded as a commercial venture ? No. If it is made self-supporting, and to pro
vide for a sinking and repairing fund, that is all it should meet. There was a sudden and tremendous
increase of condemnation on the appointment of the increased number of inspectors, and in consequence
also of Mr. Shelley acting first with a freer hand ■when supported by me. At this time the Board of Health
attacked Mr. Shelley, and accused him of condemning cattle on a wrong basis ; but no action was taken.
.
Mr. Shelley has been continuously employed ever since the Board of Health took charge. In giving
evidence just now I dwelt 011 tbo impossibility of applying regulations, and I should like to emphasise
that it is utterly impossible to rule the Abattoirs satisfactorily by attempting to impose tho rules and
regulations by means of prosecutions in Court. During my administration I adopted the eight-hour
system for all the working men. My own hours and the Inspectors’ hours were very much longer, but
for working men I adhered to tho eight-hour system. The Board of Health have published that they
made tremendous retrenchment in the administration of the Abattoirs on my retirement. I think it is
important the Committee should he informed of the present cost of the Abattoirs.
1063. What is the present cost of the Abattoirs ? I. do not think it could be ascertained unless the Com
mittee were to ask these questions—the total expenditure, including all fees to consulting engineers, &c,
I am of opinion there is no retrenchment.
.
1069. Chairman.] You are of opinion that if questions were put to the Colonial Treasurer, under whose
Department this matter comes, the fact would be elicited that no retrenchment has taken place in con
nection with the Abattoirs ? No practical retrenchmem;.
_
_
1070. What are we to understand by that phrase ? Tho closing of the desiccating works has resulted in
the saving of so much expenditure, but is it retrenchment—is it not creating a nuisance ?
107L You think that by the mere saving of a certain amount of money, which is a limited one, by the
closing of the desiccating works, a much greater evil is created by bringing about a nuisance in tlie
conduct of the Island? Yes.
1072. Are you of opinion that the way in which the Island was conducted during your time, no retrench
ment could be made on the lines you worked upon except at the expense of bringing a nuisance to bear
on the, public ulio surround the Abattoirs as residents? Yes, and allowing the establishment to go into
disrepair. I should make an exception ns regards the purchase of coal. The Board of Health buy coal
very much cheaper than 1 procured it, but iu my lime I had no power to buy coal. I had to accept the
annual contracts which other departments had to accept.
.
_
] 073. Now, I suppose the Board of Health can go as a separate body and invite tenders on tlieir own
account, and buy coal for the carrying on of the Abattoirs? I believe they do not call for tenders.
1074. Do they keep a vessel to bring their own coal ? They buy a cargo at a time, without calling for
lenders.
‘
1075.
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1075. That, I suppose, would mean a considerable saving in the price of coal alone ? Yes.
A.G-.Kcnway.
1076. Mr. Wilks'] About how much coal do they use a month there ? "When the desiccating works were
going we used a little over 24 tons a week.
Sept.,1898.
1077. They would probably save from £15 to £20 per month on that in buying it the way they do ? Yes.
THURSDAY,
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present: —
Mb. BAY iST.KE,
Mb. LAW;

Mb. O'SULLIVAN,
Mb. WILKS,

Mb. WILLIS.
J. S. HAWTHOllNE, Esq.,

in the

Chaie.

Alfred Allen called in, sworn, and examined :—
1078. Mr. Wilksl\ What are you by occupation ? Architect and surveyor.
A. Alton.
1079. Whore is your place of residence ? Dixon-street, Darling Harbour.
1080. Have you had any acquaintance with the Abattoirs ? Yes. A few years ago I was employed, with 17Sept,,1896.
Mr. II. Seymour, the then Inspector of Nuisances of .City of Sydney, on a Koyal Commission in reference
to noxious trades, and the slaughter-houses came within our province. I paid several visits during that
time to Glebe Island, and I wrote a report thereon.
1081. What was the character of the report ? A full report on the general management and sanitary
condition of the Glebe Island.
1082. Wliat was the tenor of that report? We found, as a general rule, that the Abattoirs were not •
equal to the requirements.
1083. In what way ? The desiccating and general sanitary arrangement and appliances was insufficient
*
for the requirement of the Abattoirs.
1084. About how long is it since that report was written ? I think six or seven years.
1085. Who was in charge of the Abattoirs then ? Mr, Oatley,
1080. You said that the desiccating plant was not sufficient? Yes. We also found that the excrescence
from the paunches, where they were opened, strained into the harbour, hut the gentleman in charge at
that time was trying some experiments in reference to filtering it before it reached the water.
1087. Are you aware of the results of that filtering experiment? It produced water so pure that it
could be taken in a glass, and unless one wore told he could scarcely believe it came from that source.
1088. It. was colourless? It was very slightly coloured—hardly jmrceptible.
1089. Was it obnoxious in any other way ; I do not; mean in regard to smell, but the effects of it ? No.
1 should not like to drink it, but to all appearances it was fit to drink. It was filtered through some
animal charcoal and sand, I believe, trenches being formed ou tbo hank for that purpose, so as not to
pollute the harbour. At that time also there was a bniling-down—belonging to Mlessrs. York and Rennie,
I think—on the Island. Wc found that boiling-down to be the most cleanly of any we visited, and wo
visited every boiling-down within a circuit of 10 miles from the Town Hall.
1090. What was that owing to ? It was worked very well. The men even worked in white sleeves and
white caps, and the establishment was generally conducted in a most cleanly manner throughout. We
approached it from various points in order to try aud find out if there was any serious evil effect from
it—approached it even in the middle of the night, from the Glebe side, and also from tbo Balmain side.
Of course we found a slight smell from it. These works have since been removed. We found, when
approaching the Island against the wind, an escape of gases from the Abattoir—a very objectionable
cooking smell. We visited it several times and tried to find out whether it came from there or from the
boiling-down, and there is no doubt that tbe greater partof it came from tbc desiccating bouse. But my
opinion is that that could very easily be obviated by adopting modern appliances.
1091. But that was the gaseous vapours from a boiling-down ? Not so much as from the desiccating
works. The desiccating at that time was in full work, and we approached it from tho bridge on the
Pyrmont side, and it was at that time we found it worse—wind meeting us direct from tho works. I
daresay that Mr. Seymour paid something like six or eight visits to the Island.
1092. What is your opinion of the Island as a site for Abattoirs? My opinion is that so far as the
Abattoir's on the Island themselves are concerned—I do not mean to say on that particular portion of the
Island—the site could not be surpassed. There is a certain amount of isolation there. "Wherever else
Abattoirs arc erected, a neighbourhood must of necessity grow up around it. But although this site is very
close to the town, there are no families living immediately adjacent to it. We visited another proposed
site for the Abattoirs.
1093. Where was1 that? Near Botany.
1091. What is your opinion of that site ? The objection we raised immediately was that if an Abattoir
were erected there a population would grow up around it,
1095. That is an objection that could he lodged against any site ? Yes.
1096. In other words, a large settlement would follow the establishment of an Abattoir ? - A large settle
ment must of necessity follow its establishment there, and other trades would follow it, such as tripe
dressing, boiling-downs, glue factories, pig-feeding, duck and fowl farming, salting hides, tanneries, bone
grinding, soap and candle works, wool-washing, fellmongoring, aud many other trades.
1097. That is an auxiliary to it? Yes. There must be in the possession of the Government a map of
Glebe Island—in fact, I obtained from tbo Government Printer a lithographic map of Glebe Island, and
placed all the buildings up on that map ; and 1 also obtained a large map of the City of Sydney, and
struck a circle of 10 miles from the Town Hail, and marked every noxious trade, and made an index. I made
two plans; ono I left for the use of the city authorities, and the other must have gone in with our report.
1098. It is lodged with the Treasury, then? Yes : but the city authorities have my draft report now.
It is very voluminous—almost a, folio volume.
’
1099. Are you aware of any objections lodged by the slaughtermen themselves ;—are they iu favour of tho
retention of the Abattoirs at tbo present site, or their removal? Generally, I think theV arc in favour of
362—P
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A. Allen, the retention of the Abattoirs at the present site, which is near to the principal market for the meat.
A—Sydney is the largest market for the meat. There may be some objection to tho present mode, of getting
17 Sept.,1896, t}le battle to the Abattoirs, but that could be obviated by having a light railway from tho cattle-market.
' The island itself affords great advantages. There is the advantage of having a lot of high land there upon
which the water is stored; -whilst on the Balmain side it faces merely a few boat-sheds and iron foundries,
where it could not he a nuisance. But as it stands now, and in its present state—that is, without the
modern appliances that could be adopted—the Abattoir establishment is probably a small nuisance to the
1100. Speaking of the Grlebe, are you aware of tbe Blaekwattle Swamp drain ? Yes; I know it.
1101. Do you think that a lot of the objection tliat is lodged against the Abattoirs is really due to the
Blaekwattle Swamp drainage ? Probably.
1102. You think there is good reason to believe that ? Very good reason to believe that. But 1 main
tain that in connection with the Abattoirs, by adopting proper appliances, the drainage should become a
question of very secondary consideration.
1103. Are you prepared to suggest those appliances ? Yes.
1104. What are they ? It depends entirely on the bunching of your buildings. Your buildings can bo
bunched on a half-circle or on a portion of a circle, and by bringing your drains from tbe centre of each
abattoir, and then forming a canal down, you can form that canal so as to lead into some large cisterns
near the water’s edge, and they could be tapped and tlie stuff could be taken away in barges to sea, or it
could be filtered or evaporated and desiccated.
.
1105. Which do you prefer ? I very much favour the desiccating.
1106. Have you any knowledge of the desiccating plant there at present? They are not using it at
present.
110?. Well, what they were using within a few months from now ? 1 could not say. I visited the island
three or four times within the last few weeks to have a look over it just to see tho difference between now
and my former acquaintance.
1108. And tho evidence you are giving now is borne out by your recent visits? Yes. I found that they
proposed to put a bridge; in fact I saw the marks for the bridge on both shores, both on the Island and
Pyrmont side,
1109. You mean a causeway ? Yes ; to connect with Pyrmont. It will take a course directly over tho
post-office and some cottages, and go to where there would be a good site for abattoirs. If they are to be
put up there at all, they should certainly be on that side—the side facing Balmain. There is a very large
tunic there, and pumps which deliver from the harbour, 1 think, equal to between 40,000 and 50,000
gallons of water per hour for cleansing purposes.
1110. Havo you any theoretical knowledge in the matter of slaughter-houses from studying, as an architect,
slaughter-houses iu other parts of the world ? T have seen them on the continent of Europe.
1111. Which have you visited ? Some in the neighbourhood of Paris aud Berlin, and also around London,
The slaughter-houses around London I found right in tho middle of some of the largest towns,
1112. You speak of the neighbourhood of Paris and Berlin;—what do you call the “ neighbourhood”—
■within a mile or two? They are within easy distance of the city—not a greater distance away than our
present Abattoirs from this city.
1113. And no objection wliatever is raised to them? None whatever. I can see no objection whatever
to abattoirs being placed in Sydney itself. They should be no nuisance if proper scientific appliances are
brought into requisition, with strict efficient supervision.
1114. Up-to-date appliances ? Yes; there is much wasted at the present time which really should be
utilised and be turned into a source of profit.
1115. That is, the bye-produets ? Yes; I hear, but I do not know personally about it, that in Chicago
they slaughter a great number of hogs, and people buy tlie gut here and pay Id. per lb, more for it than
they can buy it from our Abattoirs, because they prefer it. Itis all dried and prepared. The bristles
from the hogs arc actually turned to use at Chicago. In fact, nothing goes out there, except in tho shape
of meat, powder as manure, or products as a source of profit, with no waste.
1116. They study the economies more ? Yes; there is really no nuisance. Appliances are brought into
requisition which destroy all the supposed nuisances. There is no doubt a great deal of what is mere
prejudice. People do not like the idea of having abattoirs so close to them.
1117. You think it is more sentiment than anything else ? Yes, I do.
1118. Have you any knowledge of meat-chilling works? I havo had a little to do with chilling works.
Mr. Kenway put up some chilling-rooms on the island—and I was with him as draftsman at that time—
as perfect as any works of the kind in tho Southern Hemisphere.
1119. I am asking you this question more especially because of the argument in favour of having the
Abattoirs more in the country ;—what is your opinion of that, so far as meat consumers are concerned;—
do you think that they would get better meat by it ? No, I do not think they would get better meat
by it.
_
.
.
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1120. Do you think the meat would bo inferior ? I think it ivonld deteriorate to some extent.
1121. Therefore tho consumers of meat would not benefit by tlie removal of the Abattoirs from Glebe
Island ? No, they would not; and our general supply for tlie city would not bo so easily obtained if the
Abattoirs were put a long way out of town. That seems to be the general opinion of the retail butchers.
I have had conversations with them on the question, for I took a great interest in it, during the last few
weeks—since there was a suggestion to remove the Abattoirs—because I was always of opinion that it
would be almost impossible to find a better site for abattoirs than Glebe Island—so near tbe city, and yet
to an extent isolated, and which gave the population such a chance for a widespread, and which also gave
tho so-called noxious trades which originate from the Abattoirs a chance to spread. I. believe tliat there
was some suggestion made that the Abattoirs should be taken out as far as Blacktown. If you take them
out so far these trades must follow' them:—Tanneries, gluc-makiug, boiliug-down, candle-making, tripe
dressing, pig-feeding, and fowl-farming, which all como within the designation “noxious trades.” We
visited all of them within 10 miles from the centre of Sydney. They necessarily emanate from the
Abattoirs.
1122. But they do not surround tho Abattoirs closely? At present they do not; they arc scattered.
We found them scattered generally along the swamps near Cook’s Kiver.
1123.
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1123. Do you think that tlie removal of the Abattoirs from the present site would cause these noxious A. Allen,
trades to come round them ? It would cause them to shift to wherever the’Abattoirs were. At present they
are not a very great distance from the Abattoirs, and yet they are very isolated. I believe that if applica- ' CP •*
■
tion were made for documents, you could obtain our rough notes; I believe they would be of some service
to you. Beyond all question they are in the Town Dali. We calculated the quautity of stuff that was
removed from the Abattoirs for various purposes aud necessary to other industries, and the quantity of
like refuse that was removed from the city, and it came to extraordinary figures. We found that tho '
refuse that was taken from the cook-shops alone within the city of Sydney for feeding fowls and ducks
came to over 60 tons a day.
1124. Have you any knowledge of what is known as the “driving stock nuisance”? No.
1125. You never heard of it? I have merely formed a casual idea of it. No doubt it must have a certain
prejudicial effect on the population in the places through which the cattle are driven; but my idea has always
been that that could bo obviated to a great extent by the construction of a light railway from the cattle
market to the slaughter-houses.
112G. Do you think that tlie re-trucking would have any ill effect on the cattle? No; I do not. Why
should it have a more evil effect here than it has in London ? They never drive cattle through the streets
of London. At the docks they are all put aboard trucks and trucked in.
3'127. That is done to-day ? Yes; and it has been done for many years. I was there with Mr. Bay,al
getic, the engineer to the Metropolitan Board of Works, when they were building the new cattle-markets
near Snow Hill. The Islington markets, they also were built in my time. I was with Professor Dr.
Donaldson at that time. He was the advising architect to the Crown, and it came within our jurisdiction
to supervise works of this kind.
1128. I should like to know your opinion on tbe matter of control;—are you in favour of the present
State control, or of municipal control, or would you favour handing the control of the abattoirs over to
private enterprise ? Whatever you have must he under very strict control, and from experience 1 think
that the G-overnment are the most capable of carrying out that control.
1129. The supervision would be more rigid under the State ? I think so. I have been an officer both
under the Government and under the Municipal Council—three or four times under the Municipal
Council and three or four times under the Government.
1130. You would not countenance the idea of any municipality having anything to do with it ? I would
not.
1131. And you do not favour private enterprise ? No; I do not.
1132. You believe in the continuance of State control? Yes.
1133. Under the present State control you think there is a rigid surveillance ? Yes ; we are not under
the same advantages here as they are in a large city like London. There X should, perhaps, have a very
different opinion. I might be in favour of municipal control there.
1134. Mr. Willis^] You say that meat deteriorates when killed in ihe country and sent here by truck ?
I think it will deteriorate to some extent in chilling and then sending it down. Sometimes we have very
hot weather in summer, and two or three days will make a very great difference to meat. It does even in
the butchers’ shops.
1135. Then yon do not favour country killed and chilled meat sent down for the consumption of people
in the metropolis ? No, I do not.
1136. You think it would deteriorate through climatic influences ? ] do.
1137. Are you aware that in America they run meat more than 1,000 miles, and then use it with beneficial
effect on the people ? That is very likely. If the people in this country had chilling rooms, in the shape
of ears, to carry meat, that would certainly alter my opinion ; but my opinion is, that chilling it iu the
country and then shifting it as they do to Sydney, gives it so much time to thaw tliat it deteriorates.
1138. As you seem to he a practical man in this respect, 1. should like to know if you are in favour of
what is known as country-killed meat, trucked in refrigerating cars, aud sent to refrigerating chambers in
Sydney, and taken from those chambers and used ? Yes, I am, certainly.
1130. As against meat killed in the present Abattoirs or any set of Abattoirs, in or about this or any other
city ? I -would not put it against that; but I say that the meat would not deteriorate in being shifted
carefully in that manner. 1 am in favour of it.
1140. lie you think that that system would have an advantage in giving the people better, purer, meat—
less knocked about ? I can scarcely say that, because it would be the shifting about that would be
prejudicial to a certain extent—the handling of tho meat. Meat ’wants, at any time, to be handled as
lightly and as little as possible.
1141. But do you not think that killing in the country at various centres, and sending the meat down as
I have just stated, would obviate the sanitary objection tliat there seems to be to the various abattoirs in
the largo centres of population? No; I believe the objections to the abattoirs in the large centres can
lie so easily surmounted that they would he overridden by other considerations.
1142. You say you inspected a site near Botany? Yes.
1143. "With whom did yon inspect it? There was an old commission—Mr. Michael Chapman, Mr. Pope,
T think, and others.
1144. What commission ? Commission on Noxious Trades. The abattoirs question was at that time
agitating the public mind very considerably.
1145. Was that a good many years ago? Yes.
1146. Can you tell me where that site was ? It was on the sea-shore, on the far head of Botany Bay—at
Kurnel.
1147. You found that place unsuitable ? Yes; because of the difficulty of getting cattle there, and the
difficulty also of getting meat away, and I also thought that, at that distance, it would certainly draw other
noxious trades, and of necessity, a population would settle around it.
1148. You say you have been an officer under Government and municipalities ? Yes; ] was with Mr.
Barnet six years.
1149. The New South Wales Government? Yes; I was with Mr, Barnet six years, and was also
connected with the Harbours and Hirers—on Floods Commission ; and I was also special draftsman with
Mr. Bennett, Commissioner for Koads, on all the Northern roads of the Colony. 1 was likewise surveyor
for condemning buildings in tho city of Sydney, and 1 wrote a report on the Chinese quarters of the city.
1150. For whom? For the City Council.
1151.
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1151. What became of that report? I suppose they must have it by them. now.
*!10y adopt it? It was for the use of the Council’s inspectors.
. 1153. Was it ever made public ? ] do not think so. 1 also made a report, with plans, of all the dairies
within the municipality of Sydney.
1154. For the Municipal Council ? Yes.
1155. You say that the present site of the Abattoirs might he used with advantage if we were to construct
a light line of railway from the present saleyards at Ilomebush and the cattle were retrucked there,
because that would obviate the cattle-driving nuisance? Yes.
1156. Do you not think that if, after the cattle had come a considerable distance in trucks, they were
unloaded and. retrucked after being sold, and then conveyed to the place where the Abattoirs now are, the
beasts would be terribly knocked about, and the meat would be considerably deteriorated by that great
amount of trucking? Ho, because for the large consumption of a city like London or Paris, they go a
very great distance, travelling many hundreds of miles by sea and then trucked and retrucked.
1157. What I want you, as a practical man, to tell me and the Committee is, whether you think that the
constant and continuous knocking about of the cattle in the manner I have stated, would deteriorate the
meat? Ho.
1168. Mr. LaiD.~\ According to the whole of your evidence, it seems to indicate that you believe that the
present site is the best that could be found for abattoirs ? Yes.
1159. And that we should have a large abattoir in the city? As near the city as possible.
1160. And your experience in other parts of the world is that there have been far more extensive abattoirs
carried on in as close proximity to those cities as Glebe Island is to this city at the present moment ?
Exactly.
1161. You know that at the present time, only onc-fourth of Glebe Island is utilised for abattoirs ? Yes,
1162. There are about 8 acres utilised, and 32 acres on the other side which are not used ? Yes.
1163. Aud that is the particular spot you think tho abattoirs should be upon ? Yes.
1164. You have also stated that wherever the abattoirs go, the population is sure to follow ? Yes.
1165. And settle domi immediately adjacent to the Abattoirs ? Yes.
1166. It is not possible for people to settle down immediately adjacent to the present Abattoirs ? Ho.
1167. In consequence of Glebe Island being surrounded by water? Exactly,
1168. In other words, it would be impossible for anyone to go and live within 200 yards at the very
nearest ? Exactly.
.
1169. And about nine parts of the circle round they could not get within a quarter of a mile of it?
Exactly ; and consequently, the trades that emanate from tho Abattoirs are dispersed in the outskirts of
the city like Patmore Swamp, and other places, to which people can easily drive in carts, whereas, if the
abattoirs were placed at Jvurncl, and there was a light railway to lake the cattle there and to bring the
meat to the city, that would not answer the purpose of bringing away what is brought away by these men
in their carts to feed fowls, pigs, Ac.
'
1170. You were asked a question by Mr. "Willis in reference to chilled meat, and I think yon stated that
it would not be in any better condition than that killed at Glebe Island ? Yes. I also think that if the
abattoirs were distributed about the country, it would be almost impossible to have proper supervision—
at any rate, it would bo a very expensive process,
1171. I was just going to ask you a question on that point. There is another : A considerable number of
bullocks come to the Island from the rivers aud from Queensland, aud is it not a fact that the bullocks
which como from the rivers, direct to the Island, always arrive in a much better condition than they would
if the abattoirs were at Parramatta or olsowbere ? Much better than if driven, there is no doubt about it.
report that you have taken considerable trouble in preparing? Yes. [See Appendix A 2.}
1172. Chairman.'] This report marked “ Glebe Island Abattoirs,” and dated 24th August, 1896, is a
1173. It is the result of your previous connection with the Abattoirs, as well as recent inspection ?
Exactly.
1174. Did you write this report with the idea of having it put in as an accompanying report to your
cvicence? Yes, if so required, I thought it well to visit the Island in order to refresh my memory, and
then I jotted down a few notes.
"
1175. Did you have a look at the present Abattoir buildings, to sec if it would bo possible, by the expendi
ture of a large or small sum of money, to make them suitable for all time as abattoirs for tile city of
Sydney? Ho, certainly not. I certainly should not hold with spending any money on tho present
Abattoirs.
1176. You think that the expenditure of any money on the present Abattoirs would be a waste of money ?
Yes, I do indeed.
'
1177. I think you had something to do, either directly or indirectly, with the erection of the refrigerating
chamber there ? Yes, I was connected as a draftsman with Mr. .Kemvay, in regard to that and other
buildings on the Island.
1178. Do you think that the present building, which was originally intended for a refrigerating and cooling
chamber, could be utilised for the purpose for which it was built in the event of new abattoir houses being
built on either tho present site, or on the opposite side of the road? Yes, I do indeed ; they were very
carefully thought out by Mr. Ken way and others, and are well up to date.
1179. Roughly speaking, what do you think a building of that kind would cost—I mean a building and
also a chimney stack such as is attached to the engine-house there at the present time? 'I think £12,000
or £14,000.
1180. The building is comparatively speaking a new one ? Yes, and all modem appliances were con
sidered in carrying out that building. It is a great pity to see it used as a slaughter-house—a thorough
waste.
1181. At the present time, owing to the small number of slaughter-houses available, the authorities have
transformed it from a refrigerating chamber, for which it was built, into an ordinary slaughter-house ?
Yes, and the construction of that class of building is considerable. The construction of an ordinary
slaughter-house is nothing in. comparison.
1182. I notice at the end of your report a sketch of a slaughter-house;—is that a sketch plan of the present
buildings ? Ho, that is merely a suggestion for bunching, so as to bring the easy working, the drainage,
and the ventilation within a limited space.
1183.
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11S3. Tliis pku then, I understand, is sometliing that occurred to your mind as a suitabie plan for any
Allen,
future abattoir that might be built by the Grovernment ? Iso ; I will not go so far as that. It is a mere ,
suggestion that occurred to my mind. _ I thought that something of the kind might be done. You ean17bcpt,1896.
form your bunching, perhaps, in an improved manner in comparison to that, hut the bunching of the
buildings thoroughly simplifies the most necessary requirements—that is to say, tho drainage, the very
easy working of the whole of the abattoir, and tho ventilation you bring within a limited space.
11.84. You think that this rough sketch which you have submitted for the consideration of the committee
■
would be a very great improvement on the construction of the present Abattoirs ? In the construction of
tho present Abattoirs there seems to be no real plan. The avenues themselves arc not half wide enough
to work them properly, and the buildings are scattered, probably from being built piece by piece, and of
various material, in fact no uniformity.
1185. You think, then, that to work tho present Abattoirs properly it would be necessary to have at least
twice tho space between the two rows of slaughter-houses that at present exist P There is no doubt about
it. There is not room for carts to pass if one stands back to one side of the slaughter-houses, and another
to the other side. I maintain that you should have a centre avenue sufficiently wide to give a free
passage.
1186. Por carts going up and down ? Yes; so that one might he backed against one side of the Abattoir
and another against.the other side, and then there should he a free passage between them.
1187. Did you go through the slaughter-houses yourself? Yes.
1188. Did they all seem to be cleanly ? X certainly could not find very great fault with tho slaughter
houses themselves. At any time I have been there they seemed to be under very fair supervision.
1189. Did you come in contact witli any of the officials of tho Island the day you visited it ? Is o,
1190. Hot at all ? The inspector was away ; he was in town on both occasions. I left my card at his
office.
1191. Did you have any conversation with any of the officials ? I had a conversation with those about
different parts of the Island.
1192. But this plan was simply the outcome of your own thoughts and imaginations ? Yea; it is a mere
suggestion,
“
1193. You have taken no suggestions from any of the employees on the Island? Ho; I merely drew
that in the same way as I should do in laying down a plan for any large buildinc‘, like a barracks or an
hospital.
1194. What is your idea as to the materia] to he used in the erection of abattoirs, brick or stone ? I
should very much prefer brick.
1195. Do you think that abattoirs are better built in one storey, the same as is the case at Glebe Island,
or would you prefer two-storey buildings to be used ? One-storey buildings for the abattoirs themselves.
I do not mean to say that I would not, perhaps, for offices and so forth, erect a block or two of two-storey
buildings, but so far as the abattoirs themselves are concerned, they should be one storey, and should ho
made of brick, for the simple reason that the present stone buildings are very much fretted away by the
action of the salt air, and 1 should be afraid to trust only the very best picked stone. Tliis could be used
to advantage, especially where not much exposed.
1196. You think that would not apply to bricks? There is another question that that raises. It being
one of the very early buildings put up on Glebe Island, they took the top cap, and, in geological
experience, the top cap of a quarry is always the softest and will decay ; but since that time they have
got very much deeper into the quarries, aud they get a superior class of stone.
119/. Your opinion is that it the Government decided to build new abattoirs at Glebe Island, tbey have
plenty of suitable stone lor the erection of suitable buildings ? That they have plenty of suitable stone,
'
I have not the slightest doubt, but I should object to using stone, in consequence of its quality of
absorption, for one thing, unless it be lined inside ; and I should line brick in the same manner, with tiles
or white glazed brick, such as is generally used in butchers' shops. It is clcanlv and very easily washed.
With our heat, and the evaporation, stone walls absorb too much.
"
“
1198. Would you like to put in this plan ? That I will leave entirely to you. [See Appendix A 1.]
1199. In producing this plan, you are not in any way desirous of forcing your architectural skill on the
public as being superior ? Certainly not.
1200. You are of opinion that our present Government Architect’s department is capable of preparing a
plan that would be quite suitable for a modern abattoir? Yes.
0
1201. This is a sketch which you have prepared in your leisure, after having visited tlie Abattoirs, and
also from the practical experience that you had m connectiou with abattoirs when engaged by tho City
Council in regard to the sanitary arrangements of the city and suburbs? Yes.
1202. You have no objection to place this plan, simply as a rough sketch and suggestion, for the guidance
of the Committee in bringing up their report ? Yes ; because the building in itself, as an abattoir, must
be considered not only by an architect, but it wants the combined skill of a thoroughly good engineer, and
I know from experience that in the Government service you have gentlemen as much skilled both as
architects aud engineers as there are in any other part of the world,
1203. Mr. Wilkgi\ In this scheme of yours have you done anything to prevent such disadvantage as it is
said some of the carcase butchers suffer from owing to others having obtained preferable position as
regards tbe slaughter-houses ? Yes.
1204. You have put them all on an equality so far as business facilities arc concerned ? Yes • as far as
I could.
■
Arthur Grey Kcnway recalled and further examined:—
1203, Chairman.'] I think yon stated that the design of the present Abattoirs was so defective as to prevent A. Q-.Keim-aj-.
any proper and suitable improvements being made there ? Yes. The dilapidations, even when I was first ^
connected with tho Island, were so advanced and so huge that to put them in a really proper state of 17 Sept,, 1896.
repair meant as much nearly as rebuilding.
1206. Mr. Bavister.] As a matter of fact it could only be satisfactorily done by rebuilding ? Exactly.
1207, Chairman.] What is the difference between the past and the present state of the Abattoirs ? Con
fining the past up to the time I took office, owing to the continual ban of banishment under which the
Abattoirs
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A. G-.Kenway. Abattoirs had existed, no (rovermncnt had felt justified in spending sufficient money for the same reason
i-c^^aor* a^u<^e4 to—>t meant entirely rebuilding—but on my taking office, and pressing tbe Government
'
repeatedly and repeatedly, I did get such work of improvements carried out as made the Abattoir in a
tremendously different condition from a sanitary point of view compared with what it was when I first
took charge1208. Were designs prepared during Mr. McMillan’s administration as Treasurer of this Colony for a
model abattoir ? Yes. Mr. McMillan, seeing the state of affairs, and how impossible it was to put the
Abattoir in a proper condition, and knowing the Abattoir question was pressed on himself in the House
repeatedly, instructed me to prepare a design for a model abattoir, irrespective of site or cost, 1 presume
with the object of seeing what an abattoir should bo if it possessed every requirement irrespective of cost.
1209. It was not drawn with the idea of erecting a new abattoir on Glebe Island ? Ylo.
1210. Is that sketch or design in existence now ? Yes. at the Treasury.
1211. Hid you estimate the probable cost of it ? Yes; the whole erecting cost, the working cost, and the
revenue, are all estimated there. Even taking the cost, at £250,000—that expressing not the practicable
ness, but the idealness of the design—and the killing on a scale equivalent to that outlay, it would still
return a revenue of 7 per cent, on the outlay.
1212. What was the proposed design ;—was it of stone or of brick V It was a design in which details
were not displayed on paper, and you would require an hour or two to question me on the details.
1213. There was no sketch made of the details ? No specifications written.
1214. But a design was drawn ? Yes, detail drawings. •
1215. Was that done by yourself or by some other architect? By myself; I employed a draftsman to
prepare it,
'
.
*
’
1216. That was quite outside the Government service? Oh, no; it was while I was carrying out my
duties at the island.
1217. You made use of one of the Government draftsmen to help you in the matter ? Yes, I employed
a temporary draftsman. Imperviousness of material was fully considered right through every detail—
non-absorption.
1218. Mr. Wiliest] What material did. you decide upon ? Different materials; glazed bricks, slate,
asphalt, and cast iron according to the circumstances. The design being an ideal one, I included also a
meat market, a meat exchange, hide exchange, wool exchange.
1219. Gkairman.l You must have had in your mind’s eye at that time some position of the Abattoirs that
would be tolerably central, or in close proximity to the centre of the city ? "What I bad in my mind was
a kind of standard or guide upon which any future design of an abattoir might be prepared. It was a
record of all requirements of an abattoir.
1220. You probably took for your basis of work the position of the present abattoir, or an abattoir in an
equally close and accessible position to the city as the present Abattoir? No ; I had then somewhat the
same opinion as I have nOw as to where a metropolitan abattoir should bo
1221. But it would necessarily have to be in close proximity to the city, if you are going to have a meat
exchange, a meat market, and that kind of thing? No; I think that if—there is a great deal in tho
word “ if”—the Abattoirs are fixed anywhere between Parramatta and Blacktown, there will be tho centre
of the business, aud all connected businesses.
1222. As regards the meat market and exchange you speak of in connection with this ideal plan which
you supplied to Mr. McMillan when he was Treasurer, did you have an idea of a wholesale market or of
a retail market ? Wholesale for tho carcass butchers’ trade.
1223. Where the retail butchers of the city and suburbs could purchase their supplies ? Yes.
1224. Since you were here last you have visited the Wentworth Estate, near Homehush, mid also the
Newington Estate further on ? Yes.
1225. What is your opinion in regard to either of those two positions as a site for future abattoirs to he
erected upon, that is, having in view the saleyards and the supply of the city and suburbs with meat ?
The relative position of both to the saleyards is admirable.
1226. The Wentworth Estate is of course almost on the opposite side of the street to the present saleyards ? It is only a street that divides them.
1227. Ho you think that abattoirs erected on the Wentworth Estate would he found objectionable to the
people who have made their homes at Homehush and Strathfield ? Yes; there is not sufficient land to
properly isolate.
*
1228. How does that apply in regard to Newington ;—is that such a long distance away that it would
not be objectionable ? There is not sufficient distance. There is public prejudice as well as public
interest. Public prejudice, although apparently sentimental, would bo all powerful with any Govern
- ment who might think of choosing that site.
1229. Do you think that the erection of abattoirs on either the Newington or the Wentworth Estate
would be likely to bring down the value of properties already erected, and in the municipality of
Strathfield ? 1 do think so.
’
1230. And are you of opinion that, no matter how careful the erection of the abattoirs, if erected on
either of those sites, might be. objectionable smells would arise sufficient to reach cither of the fashionable
suburbs of Strathfield and Homehusli ? Yes ; they already reach there. Yesterday was not a hot day
by any means, and I could trace smells all round the district.
1231. What did the smells arise from ? Erom boiling-down and from tbe stockyards.
1232. Even from the present stockyards there is an objectionable smell arising ? Yes.
]233. Where is the nearest boiling-down to those estates? The only place I know of now is not a
boiliug-dowu, but is the Sydney moat-preserving works at Auburn.
1234. Did you find an objectionable smell coming from that ? Very.
1235. Do you think it would be impossible to have abattoirs erected even on the Newington Estate
without preventing a nuisance to the suburbs west of Burwood and Sti-athfield ? So far as an abattoir
and desiccating process arc concerned, it is quite possible. It is quite possible to have an abattoir in the
heart of a city; but with the connected trades, and with the want of continual success in desiccating and
other operations, there always will arise nuisance more or less, and complaints would always he made,
whether justified or not, so long as tho abattoirs were there. But at present Haslem’s Creek, Duck
Elver, and another small creek are as black as ink, and—tho onlv words I can use—absolutely stink.
‘

1236.
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1236. Is tliis water at tlio present time emptying itself into tbe Parramatta River ? Yes; and the part A ^ Kcnway.
of tho Parramatta River facing those two estates is already very much fouled.
.
i7s''"fc~"lS96
1237. Do you think that if the abattoirs were erected on either the Newington or the Wentworth Estate
^ ■’
'
they also would in a very short time be likely to deteriorate the present state of the Parramatta River ?
If the two estates were acquired, and the Homobush Hats were reclaimed, it is quite possible that sufficient •
land would be acquired to utilise all the waste from the abattoir without polluting the Parramatta River ;
but I do not think it possible that the noxious trades connected with an abattoir could ho accommodated
there at all. If they are accommodated there the river, no doubt, will be fouled.
1238. In all other respects those estates are in a convenient position as regards tho present cattle saleyards ? ^ Yes. There is also tho advantage that they are connected with town both by rail and by water—
that is if tbe water can be made deep enough.
1
3230. Do you think it would be possible so to deepen the water (say) in close proximity to the land as to
allow of large steamers with ocean-borne cattle coming right up there ? I do not think that is possible.
I do not think an ocean-going boat could be brought anywhere near there.
1240. Not even if a span were put in the railway bridge running across the Parramatta River near Ryde ?
I would have to consult plans of the Harbours and Rivers Department, and soundings, before I could
speak on that.
1241. How does the land seem adapted for the jiurposes of abattoirs P Admirably. It is porous, and
with cultivation, with tho waste products of the abattoirs, it would, no doubt, yield good crops.
1242. Do you think there is enough land there not only to erect abattoirs on hut also to keep catlle
there while resting previous to being killed ? Nothing like sufficient.
1243. "Would it be likely to prove a nuisance to the present Newington Asylum which is there? Yes;
that would have to he wiped out.
"
1244. Do you think the present asylum would have to betaken away from there? Yes; and the land
included in the abattoir promises.
1245. Is the land at present considerably isolated, or are there many houses erected in close proximity
to those estates ? There arc not many houses of considerable value built in dose proximity; but with
the lie of the ground, if the abattoirs did create stinks, tho stinks would be very perceptible in some of
our most fashionable suburbs, whilst the enormous frontage to the Parramatta Road, which is almost its
greatest frontage, would prevent isolation as much as we should like. The frontage to the Parramatta
Road would be of no value to the abattoir, hut it increases the value of the land, and it would mean
increasing the purchasing cost.
12JG. Do you think the Government would not be able to sell the frontage to tho Parramatta Road,
perhaps for business purposes, with the prospect of tbo abattoirs being established there, and that that
would perhaps recoup them for the large expense that would be incurred on account of this valuable
frontage ? You would be bound to hoar complaints from people who bought that land.
3247. J/r.
] Am 3 to understand from your evidence that you prefer to sec the abattoirs
established at some point between Parramatta and Penrith ? I do not go so far back as Penrith; I say
between Parramatta and Blacktown. I should like to get as near a focus of railways as possible, so as
to have a stock centre.
1248. Railing tho abattoirs being established there, would you prefer to see them continued on Glebe
Island, provided that the establishment there at the present time were extended and furnished with upto-date appliances? No, for this reason: the primary object of an abattoir is the production of Ihe best
meal, and the killing of meat that is not properly rested, and consequently fevered, is the principal
objection to a site where there is not sufficient area. Tho agistment—resting—paddocks should he the key
of the whole site.
3249. "Where is your second choice, then ? I should say either the Newington or the "Wentworth Estate
is the next best place.
1250. But you have just given strong evidence against those two positions? Onlv in regard to area and
want of isolation.
3251. But you also testified very strongly as to the direful results of drainage from those places?
That is because of tbo want of area, and only because of that. The natural fall of the land is admirable,
but it all falls into the Parramatta River.
1252. But supposing you had twice the area they are now offering there tho drainage would still go into
the Parramatta Rivor ? If we had twice the area no foul drainage would leave ; all tbe waste products
could be utilised on the soil.
1253. Putting aside the fact that you have not twice the area, you still think that one of those two
positions would be the second best place to go to ? Yes, apart from that.
1254. 1 gather from your previous evidence that you put out of sight altogether the proposal fo go to
Kurnel? Yes; I do not like it at all. No amount of cultivation could make that soil suitable for the
growing, of grass. Stock could not possibly feed there, however it was treated, and, again, it is so
inaccessible that it would never become a stock centre.
1255. But supposing a railway were made from Glebe Island to tbo Homebush paddocks, where you
could or ought to be able to got grass, or to some other place where you could get grass, could not Glebe
Island then be made into a better abattoir than it is at present ? It could be made a better one ; but tbe
rolrucking of the stock entails a tremendous amount or bruising and further harassing of the stock, and
increasing the fevered condition. Our wild cattle cannot bo trucked aud retrueked like cattle iu other
countries, which are stall fed. In America they do not allow stock to travel more than a certain distance
without being allowed to rest, be paddockod, and retrueked, but the experience we have with our cattle
here, with tho one trucking, has prevented any resting or retrueking ever being adopted. The process is
exceedingly cruel.
3256. You object to Glebe Island on. the ground of stench from there going info a populous district? The
waters of tho harbour surrounding it arc very foul. The drainage at present, although it will not be the
case in future, at Blaekwattlo Bay, "White Bay, Ro/.elle Bay, and Johnstone’s Bay, all tends to foul that
water. There is no scour; no continual current.
1257. But do not they, in tho City of Glasgow, 'and also in the City of Chicago, where there is a
tremendous population, carry on abattoirs successfully by using the latest machinery for desiccating
and for preventing smells ? I believe so.
1258. Could not we do tho same here ? We could, if the products had an equal value. Here manures
are comparatively valueless ; there they pay for production.
1259.
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A.Q-.Keirw&y. 1259. Would there he no sale, then, for the bye products of the Abattoirs here?

Very little.
1260. There is a sale at the present time for manure from Glebe Island, is there not? I believe, hut I
17 Sept.,189G.
no^
personally, that since the Hoard of Health took control they have found the sale of manures
almost impossible.
"
1201. Mr. Willis.'] Can you say what tho value of blood manure is here? The trade is in the hands of
one or two, and 1 think that if you were to offer 20 or 30 tons of blood to-morrow you would not get,
more than 30s. or 40s. a ton for it, but if you offered 200 or 300 tons, which would make a shipment, you
would get £4 or £4 10s. a ton for it.
12G2. Are you aware that the Bourko Meat-works have contracted for all their manure with a Hew
Zealand firm, at £4 per ton, delivered on the works at Bourke ? I quite believe it, if they supply it on a
large scale, and act in a business-like way in making a contract; also, their manure would he more fit for
general market purposes.
MONDAY, 28 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
[The Committee met at the “ Grand Hotel” Melbourne.]
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John Kobertson examined:—
J. Robertson. 1263. Chairman.] What is your official designation ? Superintendent of tho City Abattoirs and Inspector
r
^ of tbe City Cattle Markets.
2SSept.,1396. 12 G4. How long have you been in your present position ? Three years on the 9th of November last.
1265. Ton were previously engaged iu a subordinate capacity? Yes—assistant inspector to Mr. John
Gee, the late superintendent.
1266. Had you any previous experience in the meat-killing business prior to becoming engaged by the
City Corporation of Melbourne ? Yes; almost ever since 1 was 12 years of age, both as wholesale
butcher and slaughterman.
1267. In the colonies or in the old country ? In the old country—for the London dead-meat market.
■
1268. In what part of the old country ? Aberdeen, in Scotland.
1269. Did you come out under engagement to the Corporation here, or did you obtain engagement after
you arrived here? I obtained an engagement after I arrived here. With the exception of about three
months, 1 have been in the employ of the City Council eicr since I came to the colonies.
1270. In what year did you come here ? lnTS83, I think.
1271. What is your general opinion m regard to the conduct of your abattoirs ;—are they, as constituted,
up to your ideas of what abattoirs should be ? No, not exactly—not the beef-houses.
1272. The beef-houses you look upon as being somewhat out bf date ? Yes, they are getting out of date.
1273. It takes a considerable amount of labour, I suppose, to keep them in anything like a state of
cleanliness ? I spoke not so much from that point ofview as because I believe in carcasses of meat being
hung in rooms where there is nothing else hanging—for them to hang and cool properly there.
1274. The great difficulty which you experience at the present abattoirs is on account of the want of
proper accommodation for hanging and exhibiting meat ? Yes ; the hauging-rooms are too small iu the
small beef-pens for the business that is being done now,
1275. The present abattoirs, 1 presume, were built when the population of Melbourne was very much
smaller than it is at the present time ? 1 beliere so.
1276. How long have they been erected ? As far as 1 knowr, over thirty years.
1277. That is, the first portion of the abattoirs was built about thirty years ago.
1278. Have you made any additions to them since then ? Yes; there have been additional beef and
additional mutton houses erected, aud also the pig place, which -was lately put up.
1279. Where tho new slaughter-houses for sheep and cattle now exists, were there previously any
slaughter-houses? 1 think they have been added ou to, but I am not positive.
1280. Tbe new houses are altogether additional premises ? Yes ; I think they are all additional.
1281. Would it Jiot be possible for you to erect slaughter-houses for beef on something like the same
lines as those you have adopted in building the new slaughter-houses for sheep aud pigs ? Yes. When
wc do build them, they could be built on a very much improved principle, compared with tho beef-houses
as (hey arc now.
1282. AVhat is your idea in regard to the cattle sale-yards and abattoirs—ought they to be in very close
proximity to each other ? Tes; as close as they can possibly be.
1283. Do you think that it adds to the quality of the beef if the cattle are driven as little as possible
after leaving tbe trains ? Yes; cattle should never be killed in a heated coudition, or immediately after
travelling. They should always be killed in as cool a condition as possible.
1284. If cattle had been driven 5, 6, or 7 miles the day before being killed, would you be able to detect
it from looking at the meat immediately after rhe cattle bad been killed? If they had been driven for
C miles, and killed immediately after, you could delect it from the appoarauec of the blood-veins of
tbo beef.
1285. And it would have a tendency to deteriorate the quality of tbe beef ? Well, meat not properly
bled, and killed in a heated condition, does not keep more than about half the time that meat killed and
bled properly in a cool condition docs.
1280, Are cattle from the country driven to your sale-yards, or arc they brought by rail? There are
some driven, but the bulk comes by rail—almost all the cattle come by rail; in fact, all except local
cattle, which como from places within 20 or 30 miles.
1287. Whore does your moat supply principally come from ? Our meat supply comes from Gippsland,
New South Wales, and Queensland, but tbe supply from Queensland is very light. I am talking of tbe
direct supply, but there are a lot of Queensland cattle brought into Victoria aud fattened, and kept for
about two years, and (.hen brought to the markets here. There are very fpw now brought direct from
Queensland to be slaughtered here.
’
1288.
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12SS. Your principal supply, then, comes from G-ippsland and New South Wales? Yes; and the J-Robertson,
western districts of this Colony.
1289. How hmii are they generally kept in the sale-yards before being slaughtered ? They arc all received 28Sept.,lS9(L
at the markers the day before sale—mo’tlv at night.
129'h Which arc your sale-days? Wednesday for cattle, and Monday afternoon and Tuesday for
sheep.
’
'
”
1291. And your sheep, I suppose, come in trucks, principally by rail? Yes; except local flocks—
travelled in.
"
1292. II o\v long do tbev remain in the salc-vards as a rule after being sold by the auctioneers ? From
half an hour up to halfa <lav, perhaps.
*
1291. And then the,y a-e driven from there to the abattoirs? Yes.
1291. What distance would you reckon the abattoirs to be from the sale-yards ? About half a mile.
129:'>. Do you drive them over your own territory only, or is there a public highway between the saleyards and the abattoirs ? There is only Epsom Road, which divides the sale-yards from the abattoirs.
1296. Do you ever 11 nd any difficulty in driving there, even at night;—do cattle ever escape or cause
annoyance to the public? Very seldom ; but still, I think that cattle going to tho city abattoirs should
lint have any chance of escaping at all.
129j . If the sale-yards were situated, say as in the case of New South Wales, where they are at Homebush, a distance of about G or 7 miles from Glebe Island, and where the cattle, after being sold, have to
he driven along metalled roads to, in many cases, yards close by, and then taken on and slaughtered at
the i-land—would that, in your opinion, cause a groat deterioration in the quality of tho meat? There
is no question about that, because in consequence of the knocking about which they receive both before
they go to the yards and whilst they are in the yards, and also in going from the yards to the abattoirs,
the beasts, if they are slaughtered right off, must be in a very bad, heated, excited condition. The muscle
is very dark in cattle that have been travelled and knocked about, and they will never bleed properly, and
the veins through the meat have a red appearance.
!29S; Your opinion is that to drive cattle such a distance as that is unwise, in vietv of the desirability of
keeping up the quality of the meat ? Yes, I am quite positive about that, especially considering the way
that the cattle arc driven here—generally at half a gallop.
*
1299. Does the same observation apply in regard to sheep and pigs? It would apply, but tbe sheep are
never, driven to the same extent; they do not seem to get heated to the same extent. Cattle will go on
for miles and miles, whereas if you push sheep they break down altogether, if they are good sheep.
1909. As to .the delivering of your meat, 1 understand that it is taken from the abattoirs to the city and
the suburbs? Yes, that is correct.
"
.1901. Yon have a central meat-market? Yes; there is a citv meat-market.
I2U2. Do you convey all the meat that is killed at the abattoirs to that central market ? No ; the
butchers can take it where they like from our abattoirs.
1.909. Do you exhibit meat in any large quantities at the abattoirs for butchers to como and inspect, and
buy it if they like ? We have nothing of that sort at the abattoirs.
1901. You do nothing in the way of selling meat at the abattoirs ? There is, perhaps, not one carcass
of meat bought at. the abattoirs in one month.
130G. The carcass butchers do not keep salesmen at the abattoirs? Not one salesman.
.190G. The abattoirs, then, are not leased out the same as is done by the Government of New South
AV ales in regard to the New South Wales Abattoirs at Glebe Island—you do not lease out the abattoirs to
carcass butchers ? No, we do not.
1907. You charge so much per head for slaughtering ? Yes,
190S. How much do you charge for cattle? Is. per head.
1309. Calves ? Od.

13U). Pigs? 6(1.
1311. Sheep? Id.
1312. Did you, at any time in tho history of the abattoirs, since your connection with them, lease the
slaughter-houses to the carcass butchers ? No.
1313. Are there any slaughter-houses other than the Corporation slaughter-houses in which meat is being
killed for the supply of Melbourne and its suburbs ? Not in the City of Melbourne.
1311>. But have you got any within convenient distance of your own abattoirs ? Not any belonging to
the City Council, hut there are some private abattoirs.
^
1310. How far are they from the Corporation abattoirs? About 2b miles.
1319. Are the}' under any supervision? Very slight, if anv,
1317. What supervision are those abattoirs supposed to be under? There arc fourteen of them alto
gether, and there is a nuisance inspector who has other duties to perform, and who just calls at the
abattoirs now and again.
13IS. And the way in which he perforins his duties, you think, judging by your experience, it would be
perfectly impossible for him to detect disease in the animals that are killed at those private abattoirs ? He
does not see one quarter of them killed.
1319. Then it would really he a payable tiling for butchers who desired to slaughter cattle that were not
exactly fit for human consumption, and were likely to be condemned in your abattoirs, or any other place
under your jurisdiction, to send them to those private slaughter-houses ? Certainly. They never come
through our catlle-vards, but go direct to those private slaughter-houses.
1320. So, then, those diseased animals which we saw hanging up in the Corporation abattoirs to-day, and
which the Committee and the other visitors with them considered ivere unfit for food, would, if they had
been sent to private abattoirs probably have passed into the Melbourne meat-market for human consninpliiin K In all likelihood, if the butchers so wished. There would be no one to check them.
1321. Jn the event of your condemning cattle, who suffers the loss ? The butchers : but I should like to
point out that in the outride private abattoirs there are some butchers as respectable as any of our men
in the city abattoirs, and who would only pass good meat into consumption; but there are other men
slaughtering outside who dare not come to the city abattoirs for the purpose of killing the class of stuff
they get hold of.
1322. I understand you to mean that there are unscrupulous men engaged in the meat trade, who having
332—G
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J. Eoberlaon. got hold of cattle of a questionable kind, and being suspicious that they were diseased would, rather than
suffer the loss of those cattle, send them to the private abattoirs rather than to the corporation abattoirs
28Scpt., J896. where there is so much stricter supervision ? They will not send them to us if they have the slightest

idea there is anything the matter with them. It is not to be cipeeted that a butcher having paid £10 or
£12 for a bullock will condemn it himself, when by stripping off the diseased portions lie can send the
rest of the animal into consumption, and get us much for that meat perhaps as for any other. There
must be some independent authority to deal with these things.
1323. So you are of opinion that it requires legislation of some kind, which will compel all meat to be
properly inspected before being killed, aud also afterwards, in order to prevent disease or injurious meat
from passing into tbe market for sale ? Yes. There is no guaraufee for the public except a proper
abattoirs inspection. Tho inspection of live stock, so far as tuberculosis is concerned, is of great value,
but it is no guarantee, because diseased cattle will sometimes get past the best man you can possibly
employ, without their real condition being detected, and it may be that until they are slaughtered, it is not
found out that they are badly diseased—the disease perhaps being generalised right through them.
1324. Would it be possible for an ordinary man such as an inspector of nuisances, who has had no past
experience of the meat-killing business, to detect disease in animals either before tbey were slaughtered
or immediately afterwards, more especially in the latter case, if they were handled first by smart
unscrupulous butchers P No. I am sure that there are butchers who could dress a beast in such a way
that some of the nuisance inspectors would never know that it had been dressed specially to hide anything.
It is done so neatly that you would never nolice it unless it were pointed out to you.
1325. How many inspectors have you in connection with your own establishment? Two—besides myself.
132(5. The men engaged in killing are, 1 understand, licensed P They are registered.
1327. No man can be employed in killing at your abattoirs until be lias been registered by you? No ;
he cannot commence slaughtering until he has been registered by us.
1328. Ami if any of tbe men engaged in your slaughter-houses were found to have been guilty of passing
an animal that was afterwards discovered to be diseased, would he he liable to dismissal, or to cancellation
of his license ? Cancellation of bis license, and to be turned out of the abattoirs.
J329. What improvements do you think could he made iu regard to your old slaughter-houses;—could they
be altered as they are at prescut without pulling them down and rebuilding them ? No. They would,
have to be pulled down, and rebuilt to make a proper job of them.
1330. Have you ever seen the New South Wales Abattoirs at Glebe Island? No, 1 have not.
1331. You have not been in New South Wales? No,
1332. Ho you have any complaints trom the public round about tbe Corporation Abattoirs in regard to
smelts or anything of the kind ? We have not bad any complaints for some years, but I think that five or
six years ago there was an agitation for tho removal of the abattoirs,
1333. How do you get rid of tho whole of the offal that comes from the different animals that are killed ?
It is all taken to the desiccating works, and made into manure.
1334. After you have converted the substance into manure, wbat becomes of tbe refuse—is there any left ?
'There is none left.
_
1335 What process do you put the blood through to deduct all that is good from it, and send the
remaining liquid away? I canuot explain that properly to you ; it is more an engineer’s matter. ^
1336. What do you do with the blood as it comes from tbe beasts ? It is baled out of the pits in the
first instance, taken round to the desiccating works in trucks, taken up by a lift, and emptied into the
cylinders ou the tup.
_
1337. Where did that blood come from which we saw running into the Saltwater River—was that simply
■ the seourings from the slaughter-houses ? From washing down the carcases of beef, and also the
slaughtering places after the men have finished slaughtering.
...
^ .
1338. Do you find that the river becomes polluted in any way by wbat falls into it? _No, it cannot
become polluted, because no solid matter can possibly get down from our place to the river, but only
water stained with blood.
1339. You cannot notice any discoloration 20 or 30 yards away from where the water stained with blood
pours into the river ? No ; and you cannot trace it very far down the river. You cau only see it just on
the margin where it runs in,
1340. Is any matter that comes down slaughter-houses noticeable far down the river? I do not think
you could trace it 200 yards down.
_
1341. And supposing there were no other establishment, excepting the abattoirs, in close proximity to the
Saltwater River, do you think that anything coming from the abattoirs would be likely to interfere with
the cleanliness of the river? Not in the slightest, and I am sure that if nothing more solid went into the
river, there would be no objection taken by any one.
_
1342. Your opinion is that the best place for an abattoir to be built, aud to be rendered as little objec
tionable as possible, is in close proximity to some running stream P Yes ; but 1 do not think it is a good
thing to have the drainage from abattoirs running into a fresh-water stream.
_
1343. Yon think it would be objectionable to have your drainage falling into a fresh-water stream? "Well,
it would depend on the stream, and if it were likely to be used for any purposes, such as cooking pur
poses. In this case I do not think it would be right to let the drainage go into the stream, but it would
not cause any nuisance.
1344. What used to become of the stuff, such as you now convert into manure ? About eight or ten
years ago or more the solid matter used to be carted into the paddocks—or, at any rate, most of it—and
there buried in trenches about 18 inches or 2 feet below the surface, hot lime being put immediately on
the top of the blood.
i
_
_
1345. How is the other refuse from the different animals taken from your premises to the different boilingdown establishments ? That is all carted away to different factories.
1346. The whole of the entrails go into the desiccating works ? Yes ; everything except what is to be
used for human consumption.
_
_
1347. So that nothing objectionable goes away from the abattoirs ? No.
1348. Tho whole of the other is converted into manure? People come for runners—the small intestines
of the sheep and cattle—to be used in sausage-making. That is the only thing that goes out.
1349. How do they convey them from the abattoirs ? They are put into bags, and have to be taken
twice a day from the abattoirs in ears.
1350.
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1350. There is no objection on the part of the public to anything coming from the abattoirs, either on J. Robertson,
account of smell or otherwise ? Ebno at all. I am particularly careful to see that the bags and cars are
\
kept well washed.
28Sept., 1896.
1331. What is your idea about the cartage question—do you not think that your method of carting the
dead meat from the abattoirs to the meat market is somewhat out of date ? Yes ; I think the method
could be very much improved on.
1352. l)o yon not think that it could be wonderfully improved on if you had a siding connecting the
abattoirs with the railway, and if the meat were conveyed in cool chambers to the central meat market f
There is no question about that, and I believe that if it were possible, owing to there being plenty of
hanging accommodation, there ough! to be a by-law that no meat should be allowed to be taken out of the
abattoirs until it was properly cooled aud set. if meat immediately after being slaughtered is jagged
about here and there, it will not become properly set nor keep.
1353. So your opinion is that, attached to every well-conducted abattoir, there ought to be alongside it a
cool chamber in which meat can be bung up until it is thoroughly cooled and properly set ? Yes ; it
ought to be at auy rate twelve hours in a place where it would set—iu a cool chamber, not a freezing
chamber, to set it properly. The butchers hero like to run it in hot, so as not to lose weight on the sheep
and cattle. A sheep would lose about 2 lb., and a carcass of beef would lose about 11 lb. In the old
country where meat is about three times the price it is here, no meat is allowed to be carted and jagged
about until it is properly set.
1354. That is the rule in the old country? Yes; and it is carried out strictly in most of the public
abattoirs.
"
1355. How do your abattoirs here, generally speaking, compare with those in which you were accustomed
to work in Aberdeen ? "Well, tho mutton-houses and pig-places arc better than any I have seen elsewhere.
1350. That is, your newly-constructed pig-houses ? Yes.
1357. Those were designed, I suppose, by some architect attached to the Corporation? Yes.
1358. Acting on suggestions, I suppose, from yourself, aud your officials? Yes; he got some practical
hints from us when he was drawing the plans.
1359. How far do you think your abattoirs are from tbe Gfeneral Post Office ? About 3 miles, or a
little over.
'
13(i0. Are the men engaged at your abattoirs under the control and in the employ of the Corporation of
Melbourne ? The men who do the cleansing are, but not tbe slaughtermen. The carpenters, paviers,
and labourers are all Corporation men.
1361. The whole of the hands engaged at the abattoirs, with the exception of those employed, in killing
and dressing the meat are in the employ of the Corporation ? Yes.
1362. The same remark applies to the hands employed at the sale-yards? The labourers there who do
the cleansing are all Corporation men.
■
1363. Yon find that that is more conducive to cleanliness than if the meu were allowed to be in the
employ, say, of the butchers ? Yes : you could not keep the place up to the mark, unless you had them
directly under your own control, and there would be continual rows.
1364. bo you think it is far preferable for any corporation or Government to charge so much per head
for the slaughtering of cattle and other animals rather than to let the slaughter-houses at an annual
rental ? I certainly do, With the exception of the new pig-place the slaughtermen have to do all the
cleansing inside. Every man, directly he has done his slaughtering, has to wash down his place and limewash the walls.
1365. One of your regulations, I suppose, is that these men have to keep their respective slaughter
houses in a cleanly condition? That is so. We do all the cleansing outside, and they have to do it
inside.
1366. When an animal is condemned at the abattoirs, do you lose sight of it at all, or do you see that it
is at onco conveyed away and put beyond the roach of human consumption ? When animals are
condemned at the city abattoirs, they have, in accordance with the Health Act, to hang forty-eight hours.
They must not bo removed unless with the consent of the owner. When we have done with them and
are going to send them to the boiling-down, they are cut down, all scored, and thoroughly saturated with
kerosene, and then boiled down on our own reserve.
1367. Ho you tbink it would be very injurious to cattle if they were brought down in railway trucks from
the country and then put into the sale-yards, aud after being sold there, were retrueked and taken 5 or 6
miles on the rail way ;—do you think that by retrucking them the meat would be very much injured ? Of
course it knocks them about to a certain extent—the shunting and one thing and another bruises them—
and the more they are knocked about the longer tbey are before tbey get settled down into a cool
condition,
1368. Supposing that you discover at tho sale-yards an animal that, you think is diseased, what steps do yon
take to find out whether it is or is not diseased ? In the sale-yards each Wednesday I. go through all the
cattle, and the cattle that 1 suspect of being diseased are seized to be slaughtered at our city abattoirs under
supervision. If they happen to prove fit for human consumption, the agent for them is allowed to take
them and do what he thinks fit with them. On the other hand, if they are condemned, they are treated
the same as if they were detected and condemned in the city abattoirs. Any proceeds derived from the
sale of the hide and carcass are handed over to the agent.
1369. You send the condemned animals to the nearest boiling-down establishment ? Our boiling-down is
in connection with tho abattoirs, at tbe Saltwater "River. The carcasses arc weighed before they are sent
away, and booked to the different agents, and at the end of each month I have the returns for the carcasses
and also for the bides aiid the fat. If there is anything over after paying expenses it is handed to the
agents from whom the cattle had been seized.
1370. Do yon have as rigid an inspection of mutton at tbe abattoirs as you have of beef? Yes; but
mutton docs not require as severe an inspection as beef. Tuberculosis is rare in sheep, but tbev have
fluke very frequently, and hydatids are very common, but anthrax is very rare. As far as fluke in sheep
is concerned, unless the sheep become emaciated and dropsical, they are fit for human consumption.
Fluke is very seldom found anywhere but in the livers.
1371. How much per ton do you get for the manure? Three pounds or £3 os., I think.
1372. Is there a good demand for it P Yes.
1373.
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J. Kobertson. 1373. Is the supply equal to the demand? Yes, generally; but I think that just now the engineer is
e -------- selling more than ho is making. It goes just as the farmers and the gardeners want it, according to the
g5.Sept.,lS96. gCagon.
1374i. Sometimes there is a rush for it, and at other times you have some left on hand ? I p.«.
1375. Mr. WilksIn regard to the cattle sale-yards, the present objection in connection with them is 1o
the intersecting road—Epsom Hoad ? Yes,
137G. In a perfect sale-yards that should he removed ? Well, the cattle ought to bo taken across without
having any chance of breaking away. It would not matter about the road being there, but there should
be some sort of culvert, or something else, so that the cattle could be taken from the sale-yards to the
abattoirs without any chance of breaking away.
1377. That is owing to many cattle being in a wild state when they arrive here? Yes ; and they may
break away and do a great deal of damage.
1378. The wild nature of Australian cattle is a very common feature ? Yes. Cuttle when shunted about
on the railways are more or less wild.
1379. Are vou aware that in America people are not allowed to travel stock such a long distance as people
here do ? I am not aware of that.
1380. But you cau see the wisdom of that? I certainly do. If you travel cattle on rail, or on foot, for
about a week, tbey get knocked about so much that if you keep them they will not feed, dnnk, or do any
thing else for about a week, and become very hardened, and waste away. When you slaughter them you
can see how much the kiduey fats and the fat around the intestines have wasted away.
1381. That meat, I suppose, is detrimental to the public health? I would not say that; hut it becomes
hard, tough, and muscular meat, almost ns dark as your coat, if the beast has been travelled very much. In
the case of cattle that have travelled and been knocked about, and have been killed in a fevered state, the
flesh is always rery muscular and dark in colour, and when killed is very tough.
13152. "When cattle arrive at the sale-yards, do they take readily to food? A lot of them will not take
readily to food. Quiet cattle accustomed to be fed will do so. I have seen catlle come into the yards
which would not even go near the water-trough to drink.
1383. So the only practical use of the yards after all is to let them rest? Yes; and there is not a great
deal of rest. The cattle are brought in on Wednesday night from 10 or 12 o’clock right up to tho next
■morning.
_
.
13S4, Is that rest sufficient to reduce the inflamed state ? It does settle them down a bif, but directly
daylight appears the different agents and drovers are amongst them again, stirring them up and classing
them, and putting thorn into different pens—tops, seconds, and so on; and there is a lot of rushing about
tlien. and in a few- hours it is time to sell them, and there is another rushing and stirring about, for the
butchers to see them in the pens, and directly they are sold, and the agent is out of the lane, tho butchers
are at them again, drafting them out and taking them into the big yards; therefore, they arc kept in a
continual swing almost the whole time they are there.
1385. The system which you have, in regard to slaughtermen having to report any diseased meat that may
escape you, practically makes them additional inspectors ? It does ; hut it is not meant for meat that may
escape me. You cannot, however, be in all the pens at once, aud this restriction was put on the butchers,
so that they cannot remove anything until we come in. Supposing there is the least adhesion of lungs,
pleurisy, or anything they notice wrong, they have to stop dressing at once, and must not go on with the
dressing until 1 see it. This makes them inspectors in a certain way.
138ti. In the absence of a stipulation like that, you would have to increase your number of inspectors?
Yes. 1 understand that that is one difference between Glebe Island and the abattoirs here. Your meat
is just slaughtered and taken away, and you must have a large staff of inspectors to see it at once and let
it go. but none of the beef killed (say) to-day at our abattoirs is allowed to go out until to-morrow
morning, no matter what time to-day it may be killed.
13S7. Condemned carcasses you saturate with kerosene, and then take them tn vour own boiling-down
establishment? The boiling-down establishment does not belong fo the Corporation,although it is within
their ground. It belongs to ttvo of the butchers.
]5SS."Thcy simply treat diseased meat ? Yes ; the refuse from their own private shops.
J339, By independent machinery ? Yes.
1390. Therefore, you do not know whether it is or is not pavable ? I think it is payable enough.
139t. Thev treat so many carcasses that it is really payable ? All the catf le that get down in the trains,
and are killed or very much bruised, aud also all the sheep that are smothered in travelling on the railway,
are taken there and boiled down.
1392. Go you approve of the present method of killing catlle by spearing ? It is the best we can possibly
have at our abattoirs, but I believe in shooting if the place is adapted for it.
1393. "What are your reasons for preferring shooting—is it more humane ? Yes; that is the point of
view from which 1 look at it. A man would scarcely ever miss cattle with a gun, but in spearing you do
sometimes miss, and that means that you are apt to miss two or three times when tho beast goes about,
and unless you can get it in a proper position, so as to hit the spine between the two cups, the beast will
not fail—he will not fall unless you hit and sever the spinal cord. However, such a miss very seldom
occurs. But, if the slaughterman wishes to put down four cattle, the first one that is speared down lies
ihere until the others have been speared down, and they lie there and breathe and yawn—for the beasts
are onlv in a stunned condition—until the spinal cord is absolutely cut at the back of the neck.
1391. \Vbat extra arrangements would you require to carry out the more humane system of shooting ? I
aai afraid it could not be carried out at our present abattoirs.
1395. Erom want of space you could not carry it out there ? Yes. Bullets would be flying bade off the
walE. J know that in America shooting is an operation in almost all the large slaughter-houses, and is
approved of.
inrui. As to tho effect of sending diseased meat on to tho market, do you think that there are any complainls which are traceable to the consumption of diseased meat, or is that idea merely" a matter of senti
ment ? 1 think that people have justification for it.
1397. Arc vou aware of any complaints that can be traced to the consumption of diseased ment? You
(-nui,ot trace them directlv, although everything goes to prove it. You cannot experiment on human
beings with diseased meat, hut you can experiment, on pigs, dogs, fowls, guinea-pigs, or any other nninuil
into which you can either inoculate the disease into or give it in food.
1398.
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139S. The greatest compliment which you have to the rigidness of your inspection is that so many other 1- Robertson,
slaughter-houses have been started ? Yes ; they have sprung up like mushrooms the last year or two.
They have always existed, but they are now about double what tbey were.

1309. That is proof that you are very particular in inspection f Yes. For instance, I know one butcher
who killed about twenty head of cattle ou one occasion, of which three were condemned by me. He was
very dissatisfied about the condemnation of the cattle, which were diseased with tuberculosis, and he
brought down the health officer of his own borough to see them. The doctor told him at once that he
had not a leg to stand upon—that the disease was thoroughly generalised through them. ’Within three
days that butcher “ cleared out ” of our abattoirs, and I think that is clear proof of what he went for.
1400. ion would favour legislation in the direction of providing that within a certain distance of the city
no slaughtering should be done except in the Corporation Abattoirs ? An abattoir under proper
inspection.
1401. But abattoirs are so costly that wc may say the city abattoirs? Each small place canuot afford to
have inspection. It would require one man for each private slaughter-house, and they could not possibly
pay a man to stop there to inspect the meat.
*
1102. And, further, the scieutilie appliances required would increase the costliness of the abattoirs ? Yes.
1403, TV hat effect has the rigidness of ,your inspection on the slaughtermen;—do they feel inclined to
leave you? Xo ; the slaughtermen are very pleased to have the restrictions put on them. Before these
special rules were passed, if a slaughterman happened to go and inform the inspector of anything being
wrong, and the master butcher found it out, that man had to go. The men were really afraid ; but,
directly the restrictions were put upon them, they came at once, without tho slightest fear, and they rather
like the restrictions.
*
1404, Is it a fact that sometimes master butchers leave your abattoirs owing to the rigidness of your
inspection? Yes.
*
1405, The desiccating plant is a main essential of an abattoir ? If there is no other way of getting rid of
the offal it is a main essential. Whenever there is a demand for the manure, and it will pay, that is the
best method of dealing with the offal.
140G In the early period of the operations of your abattoirs you dealt witli the offal by burying it ? Yes.
1407. Was that a very expensive method ? No, it was not; but it is not a method to be recommended.
1408. On what grounds? Sanitary grounds. It is bad, even if you bury the offal 2 feet, because if you
put iu ten or twenty loads of sheep-paunebes the gas is sure to break out through the top.
140!), And it makes a malaria ? Yes.
3410. The occupation of a slaughterman is not an unhealthy one ? No ; it is not.
1411. You spoke about manure manufactured by the desiccating plant;—in this city it lias to compete
with manure obtained by desiccating night-soil ? Yes.
*
1412. And the competition has a tendency to Jceep the price down ? That and other manures from other
places have a tendency to do that; but I think that, since the local market has been established for our
mauure, it is going on first-rate.
1413. A very heavy expense in connection with your abattoirs is owing to your being compelled to pur
chase Tan Yrean water? Yes.
1414. If your abattoirs were in a position similar to Glebe Island, and you had abundance of water around
you, there would be a great saving? Salt-water is of no use for washing meat or for drinking purposes.
1415. But I mean for cleansing purposes ? It is fit for that. We use a lot of water for cleansing pur
poses ; the cost goes into hundreds of pounds.
1416. Ho you make any use at all of the salt-water river for such purposes? None at all. We simply
use the Yan Yean water,
1417. The obnoxious smells that some people attribute to the abnttoiis are mainly owing to the
surrounding boiling-down establishments? Yes; there are a lot of establishments about 200 or 300
yards from the abattoirs—boilinc-downs, fellmongcring, and other establishments.
1418. And when visitors to the Flemington Eacecourse complain of obnoxious smells, which Hievthink
come from the abattoirs, those are really coining from tho surrounding noxious trades ? Yos. No smell
can come from the abattoirs, for no blood or offal is allowed to remain there until it would smell. As
fhe pits become full they arc emptied, and tbe contents arc placed in trucks and taken away.
1419. I'lie regulation that you have making tho slaughtermen responsible for cleansing the premises
before leaving is a very useful regulation ? Yes ; they have to wash everything down.
1420 Have you heard any complaints from carcass butchers in regard to the position of their pens ? I
have heard some, but very slight; there is not much advantage to be gained as to position at the abattoirs.
Ion will hear more of that in regard to tho dead meat market, to vhicli people go to purchase meat.
1421. ou obviate auy difficulty by changing occasionally? Yes. Sometimes a man may hold two pens
in connection with which there might be a slight advantage ; his trade goes down perhaps about one-half;
another man comes in and does about twice as much as that man, and I remove him at once, and put the
man doing the most trade in the most convenient pons.
1422, What is your opinion in regard to the suggested improvements in reference to the conveyances for
carrying the carcasses of meat to market? They ought to be properly closed.
.1423. Something after the style of Bennett’s meat-van which we saw? That is a verj' heavy, clumsv
thing, and some of the butchers would not bo able to have vans like that.
1-124. You mean that for an average butcher they would he too expensive? Yes; and they are too
cumbersome. One horse and a light trap would take about as much as two horses will draw in that van.
1 425. Is the objection to carting meat to the city in the present ordinary way merely sentimental, or is
it practical? It is practical. When there is a hot, windy day, and dust and horse-manure arc being
blown about, it would be useful to strictly require the conveyance of the meat in proper vans.
1420. In regard to the local consumption of meat, to which would yon give preference—chilled meat or
the ordinary slaughtered ? Ordinary slaughtered meat.
1427. For what reason ? I can always tell chilled or frozen meat from other meat. Chilled meat has a
peculiar taste to me.
1428. Chilled meat? Yes. Thej'chill it almost to freezing point,
142!). What about the chilled meat simply ? Well, meat chilled, so long as it is not frozen, is a profitable
meat lo hold. It should not be eaten under one or two days at the very earliest—from two to three tin vs
is better.
1430.
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J. Kobertson. 1430, Tour previous answers were more in regard to frozen meat?

Yes.
1431. How do you detect that? By the taste, the feel, and the colour. Frozen meat keeps no time after
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1432. It is not such a healthy food as ordinarily-slaughtered meat? I cannot speak from a health point
of view ; but I am quite sure that chilled meat is far preferable to frozen.
1433. And either chilled or ordinarily-slaughtered meat would be more saleable than frozen meat ? Yesr
in any city ; hut tho great objection here is that they use meat before it is actually cool, and that meat is
never good ; it is tough.
1434. That lessens the market value of it? Yes. About one of the worst things is carting and jagging
about meat in cutting it up before it is properly set; it is always very tough.
'
1435. Does a railway connectiou run right into your sale-yards ? Ho.
1436. The cattle have to be driven a certain distance? 200 or 300 yards.
1437. Is there a proper cattle-driving track reserved for that alone? Hot altogether; there is other
traffic on it.
143S. You had no previous experience in the control of abattoirs ? Ho such experience until I came
here.
1439. But you had practical knowledge as a wholesale butcher in the old country ? Yes.
1440. And you know tbe supervision that there is iu Aberdeen ? Yes.
1441. It is a rigid inspection ? They are more strict now ; but when I was there the inspection was not
half as strict as it is hero. Neither was it in any part of England.
1442. How many years ago ? Between thirteen and fourteen years. The inspection of meat there was
almost nil.
*
1443. The most solid suggestion for the improvement of your abattoirs would be to put all the cattle
slaughter-houses in the same condition as the pig and sheep houses ? Yes; quite different altogether
from the old places we have got. They were right enough in their day, when there were only a few killed
in each pen, but they do not do when there is a lot to lull.
1444. Have you ever heard of a system of putting cattle in a certain position, so that they can be killed
very rapidly one after the other? Yes ; that is an American system ; but we would want so much space
that I do not think it is likely to come into force here.
1415. But space is of no consideration in a country like this? I mean that we should want a lot of
space in building. In shooting cattle they are all run up into stalls, and a man walks along in front of
them, and puts them down as he goes along—rows of them,
144G. It is not the public who complain about the inferior meat ? Not so much. They do not seem to
care so much about it, with the exception of a few.
.
1447. It is only the municipal authorities who, acting iu the interests of public health, recognise the
dangers of which the consumers are ignorant ? That is it. The consumers do not appear to take very
much interest in it.
1448. -Therefore you consider that municipal control should exist? Yes.
1449. Have you any idea of a State department having the control of it? Ho.
1450. You consider that the municipal authorities are not amenable to any “ ringing ” operations ? What
I have noticed is that they always appear to manage this sort of matters better than a Government.
1451. To what is that owing—is it because they have more commercial men in their ranks ? I cannot
tell you the reason, but tbe municipal establishment is kept cleaner and under stricter regulations.
1452. Mr, Acrii!.] Is it usual to kill cattle and skin them in sight of bullocks awaiting slaughter ? Yes.
1453. That is the course of procedure always adopted ? Yes ; they can look in, but they do not take any
notice of what is going on. If ever we had new beef-abattoirs erected we should have the cattle taken
through a narrow crush into the pithing-pen, but not over any blood-drains. Now they often come to a
drain and put down their head and smell the blood, and some of the cattle are so stubborn that it takes
perhaps a. quarter of an hour to drive them into the pen.
1454. But you have some gates that you could close between the pithing-pens and the cattle awaiting
slaughter ? When in the pithing-pen they are alright, but sometimes in getting them in they will turn
round and round.
1455. What is the area of the abattoirs? I believe that the abattoirs and the cattle sale-yards are alto
gether 85 acres.
1456. Is that the total area of the cattle, sheep, and pig yards, and the abattoirs combined ? Yes.
1457. In regard to the manufacture of manure, you told the Chairman that it was a certain price now;
but I understand that some time ago it was nearly double that price ? I believe that it was sold by con
tract one year at £5 15s., and another year at £5 17s. Gd. per ton.
’
3458. Has the price gone up and down? Ho ; the manure was sent to the Mauritius then.
1459. What distance are the abattors from the railway ? About three quarters of a mile.
14G0. The Chairman asked you if there was auy agitation, aud you said “ Yes.” I should like to know
what the agitation was about; it is some time ago, I think, sioce it occurred ? Five or six years ago, or
perhaps more.
14GL I believe that since then the very people who got up the agitation for the removal of the abattoirs
are now clamouring for their retention where they are ? Yes.
1462. That is, the people in the vicinity, and of the metropolitan area generally, are satisfied for the
abattoirs to remain where they are ? Yes.
1463. Are you in favour of the abattoirs being under municipal control or State control? Under tbe
management of the council
1464. Do you think it would be preferable to have the whole of the meat-killing for the Colony done at
one central depot, or allow the suburbs to have private slaughter-houses ? I do not believe in private
slaughter-houses, although it might he considered unfair to have all the meat-killing done at one place.
Private slaughter-houses arc no good at all, from any point of view.
1465. Do you think that the meat-killing could be more economically managed and be under greater
supervision if it were all done at one central dep6t? Yes, there is no question about that; and it would
be fairer to all tho butchers and the public too.
1466. Can you tell me what is the total number of bullocks killed annually at your abattoirs ? We kill
on an average about 800 a week.

1467.
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1467. Tn regard to the diseased animals which yon showed us to-day, part of the heasts, if they had not J- Robertson,
been seined by you, might have been made into sausages? Yes.
/~***-*~\
1468. Are such parts ever utilised in the manufacture of sausages? Certainly not from our abattoirs. 28 SePt->189G*
1469. Arc auy blow-flies ever seen at your abattoirs ? I have never seen blown meat in our abattoirs.
1470. But have you ever seen blow-flies there? Very, very few. Tbey go to slaughter-houses where a
few beasts and sheep arc killed each week, and the hides and paunches and sometimes the dead carcasses
of beasts are left lying about, and you can see thousands of blow-flies there.
1471. "VVliat is your opinion in regard to the effect of the abattoirs on the health of the employees there,
and of the people living in the vicinity ;—do you think it is beneficial to them ? 1 cannot say that it is
beneficial, but I am quite sure that it is not detrimental.
1472. You stated that there was a great deal of difference between bullocks killed after having been driven
a long distance and those brought in from the vicinity of the abattoirs ? Yes.
1473. The one. T. suppose, is in a highly-heated state in comparison with the other? Yes.
.
14/4. Supposing that a bullock was driven 50 miles to your abattoirs, and another was driven 5 miles, and
they were both killed at your abattoirs, and a fore-quarter of each bullock was brought into the city and
hung up in a shop,—could you tell which fore-quarter belonged to the bullock that had been driven 50
miles, and which fore-quarter belonged to tbe bullock that had been driven 5 miles ? 1 should not like
to say that I could do that, but I cau tell any beast that has been travelled any distance by the colour of
the flesh, and the small veins that you will see all over the carcass.
1475. You are an experienced hand, and yet you could not tell the difference? T would not say I could.
1476. Mr. Bavister ] Are sheep and cattle much injured, in trucking, in transit, and in untrucking, on
the railway lines ? Yes.
1477. "What percentage are killed, or are so much bruised and injured, as to bo unfit for human consump
tion? I do not think 1 per cent.
1178. Wbat percentage of cattle sold at tbe sale-yards are condemned before slaughtering? There may
be 2 per cent, But many of the cattle seized at the sale-yards, and not absolutely condemned thou, pass
through afterwards. More pass through than are absolutely condemned.
1479. So the percentage condemned after slaughtering is not so great as the percentage condemned before
slaughtering ? 11: is more after slaughtering.
.1180. Chairman!] Do you think that, the present site of the abattoirs is sufficiently large to permit of fhe
erection of an increased number of slaughter-houses, so that the whole of tho meat now killed at tho
■Corporation abattoirs, as well as at the private establishments close by. could be killed at tbe Corporation
slaughter-houses, and be killed under your own or some other skilful supervision? Yes, there is plenty
of room, J[ tbo council were pressed for ground on tbe abattoirs’ reserve through an extension of the
abattoirs they could get over that difficulty by not letting the cattle-yards, and making use of the large
eattle-ynrds for cattle awaiting slaughter.
'
1481. Do you think it would be a good thing to introduce a by-law in connection with the slaughter-yards
to prevent cattle from being slaughtered there, unless they were previously sent to the Corporation saleyards to be sold ? That could not bo done without an amendment of tbe present Act.
1482. You tbink it would be conducive to the well-being and health of the public if all the abattoirs were
placed under proper supervision ? Yea ; and 1 am quite sure that there are a lot of butchers slaughtering
outside the city abattoirs who would be very glad if legislation of that sort came into force, so that tbe
private abattoirs could bo brought under proper supervision, because I know that directly they all come
under proper supervision the butchers will stand out for a rebate from the owners of stock that is
condemned.
1483. So that bringing all the slaughter-houses to one spot, where some official with a properly-organised
staff could supervise them, would have the effect of preventing absolute loss to the butchers when cattle
are condemned ? Yes, I am sure of that, once they all come under one regulation.
1481. There would he no chance then of butchers getting diseased cattle awray and making nse of
them, so as to prevent possible loss, because by their united action they could insist, as a condition of sale,
on a rebate being given if the animals after they purchased them were found to be diseased? Yes.
Some time ago the butchers slaughtering at tbe city abattoirs had some meetings to get a rebate on cattle
that were condemned. Tbe matter, however, fell through, owing to the meu slaughtering outside the city
taking no interest in it,
1485. So that, under the present regulations affecting the slaughtering of cattle, and their condemnation
if they are found to be diseased, if any slaughter-man goes out of his way to inform the authorities that
he has met with a diseased animal in killing it bis situation is placed in jeopardy, simply on account of
the master-butcher having to suffer tbe whole of the loss if an animal that is killed happens to be
condemned ? That is so,
1486. Mr. Wilkst~\ Have you any fixed hours for slaughtering? Yes.
1487. "Wbat are they? Trom 5 o’clock in tbo morning until 10 o’clock at night.
14SS. Can you suggest any improvement, or arc you satisfied with those hours ? They work very
satisfactorily. Sometimes in the summer time, and in an exceptional state of the weather, the butchers are
granted permission to slaughter during a few hours on Sunday, They have to get the consent of the
Town Cleric.
1489. What would be the reason for that exception—a strong demand for meat ? Ho. The reason is,
that the people at tho private slaughtering-houses can slaughter on Sunday, and if our men did not do so
they would lose about one day’s trade in the market in a week.
1490. That is another objection—that private enterprise forces you into Sunday slaughtering ? Yes.
There is not tho slightest necessity for Sunday slaughtering. That is one great objection that I have to
private slaughter-houses. People can deliver cattle there all day on Sunday, and there are no restrictions
as to the hours of slaughtering. They just do as they like, with the exception of the Richmond abattoirs.
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\_The Committee met nt the 2Tcmport Freezing Works.']

Jprfeent: —
|
Mr. LAW,
Mr. WILKS.
J. S. HAWTHORNE, Esq., ix the Chair.
BAYISTEE,

John Magga examined:—
G-. ifaggs. 1491, Chairman..] What is your position in connection witli these ivories ? Clerk in charge.
—A—^ 1492. Have you been engaged here long ? About two years.
29Sept., 1815G. J493 What are your duties principally? I look after all the weighing and the shipping portion of the
business.
'
1494. Have you anything to do with the killing portion of the business ? No; there is a foreman
slaughterman.
1495. How long have these works been in existence ? About nine years.
1496. What was the company started principally for? For exporting frozen mutton.
1497. You confine yourself to the exportation of mutton? Yes.
1498. You do not touch beef ? No ; we do not touch beef.
1499. Do you hud that the works prove offensive to the surrounding district ? No ; I do not think so.
'
They are very free from smell. All the hlood and offal are taken away after the day’s killing.
1500. Do you reduce the offal to manure ? No : we simply boil it down, and it is taken away to a farm.
1501. Have you a farm of your own ? No.
1502. Do you sell tbe offal? No ; it is simply carted away.
1503. You make it a. present to those who cart it away ? Yes.
1504. How far are you from the nearest shipping port ? Williamstown is only 2 miles away; blit we
generally ship at Port Melbourne.
1505.. How far is Port Melbourne away ? Twelve or 13 miles.
1506. The railway trucks are drawn in close alongside the works ? Yes : close alongside the chambers.
1507. Koughly speaking, how many sheep do you kill for export in a month ? We are killing 20,000 a
month—that is, for about nine months.
1505. What would he your annual average ? Taking it right through the year, I think it would be about
4,000 a week.
1509. How is the stock brought to you;—by rail ? Yes, by rail—brought right to the landing-stage at
the works.
1510. There is nothing really driven ? Only a few sheep we buy at Newmarket. That is the only place
they are driven from.
1511. Prom where do you get your stock principally ? Hiverina—around Albury, and so on.
1512. New South Wales territory ? Yes.
1513. How many hands do yon employ here ? I suppose we have about forty-five.
1514. Are you under G-overnment supervision in any way ? No. Of course the meat is inspected by a
Grovernment medical man. Each separate day’s killing is alwavs inspected before we export it.
1515. Is a Grovernment officer always on the premises ? He comes down every day.
1516. He is not stationed here? No.
1517. Has he fixed hours for inspection ? No—at any time.
1518. If you were to meet with diseased sheep in slaughtering, would it be possible for you to dress them
up for export without his detecting them ? No ; he comes here every day. He never misses a day.
1519. And he looks at every sheep ? Not exactly. He looks at them in passing generally, as they are
hanging up, and then looks at all the livers.
1520. What percentage would you reckon on for diseased sheep that would have to be condemned? In
some lines there might be 2 per cent., and in others more. He rejects sheep more for bruises than for any
thing else.
1521. You do not detect much disease in your sheep? No ; very rarely.
1522. Two per cent, would really be about a fair thing to assume, and that principally the result of
bruises? Yes ; getting down in the trucks coming down and being trodden upon.
1523. Have you any supervision over you in regard to eleaulincss ? The Williamstown nuisance inspector
comes round about once a week, and looks all over the place.
1524. So that if filth were allowed to accumulate the municipal officer from Williamstown would not only
be able to discover it, but also be empowered to summon you and get you fined ? Yes ; he would. The
blood is kept in a small channel, from which it is taken awav. It is prevented from running out of the
channel by a flow of hot water at one end, which keeps it back. Blood will not mix with hot water.
Only a little coloured water runs to the sea, and although people have complained, there is no nuisance
connected with it.
1525. "What do you do with the hlood ? It is taken to Footseray, and converted into manure.
1526. So that there is really nothing objectionable either in the shape of solids or liquids coming from
the slaughter-houses ? Nothing whatever.
1527. Mr. Wilks.] Have you any acquaintance with the Melbourne storage in the Flinders-streefc
markets ? I have been there many a time.
'
1528. What is your opinion as regards the appliances there as compared with yours? They are much
superiors to ours. They are up to date, whereas our machines are twenty years old. They can do 2,00(4
or more sheep a day, and we can do 1,000.
1529. And those are the appliances you would recommend to be copied? Yes; they have all the
improvements.
1530. How is it you do not treat beef—it does not pay, I suppose? No ; it is not profitable. No beef
has been sent from these works for some years.
[At
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[di the Williamsfoicn Municipal Abattoirs.]

Henry Smith examined :—
'
1531. Chairman.] In the absence of Mr. Bainfonl, the lessee, you have control of these works? Yes.
-®4 Smith.
1532. Are the works owned by the local Corporation ? Vos,
r
1533. You have a railway in connection with the slaughter-house by means of which your stock is con- 29SePMS96veyed to the yards ? Yes.
1531. A. Corporation officer comes Imre to inspect? Yes.
1535. You kill mutton and beef? Yes.
1536. Principally for the supply of "Williamstown ? Only Williamstown.
153/. You do not cater for any other community ? Kb.
1538. Supposing that you meet with diseased animals, either cattle or sheep, does this officer condemn
them? Yes j we have had several condemned.
1539. What percentage are on the average cundemned ? Xo sheep at all have been condemned here.
1540. How many cattle? Four.
1
1541. Ever since you have been started? Yes.
'
1542. How long have your abattoirs been in existence? I think about five years.
1543. Aud only four have been condemned in that time ? Yes.
1544. How many bullocks, on an average, would you kill in a week? About twenty-five head.
1545. And sheep? About 300 or 350.
1546. A.nd during the whole five years you have been here there have been only four bullocks condemned ?
Yes.
1547. Do you ever meet with cattle that are slightly suspicious ? No : we are pretty lucky with them here.
1548. If any cattle, when killed, were found to be diseased, I suppose it would be quite possible for you,
if you felt so disposed, to get them on the market without being detected by the officer? There are none
killed for the market. The Williamstown butchers each kill their own.
1549. The Williamstown butchers all kill their own meat? Yes; they have their own men here.
1550. How many bands are employed by tbe Council to work here ? None by tho Council, but all by
the lessee.
“
1551. The butchers pay so much per head for killing? Yes.
1552. And the abattoirs are maintained by the revenue thus derived? Yes.
1553. What do you charge for killing ? One shilling for bullocks ; 9d. for calves ; Is. 6d. for pigs ; 2d.
for sheep.
'
1554. Have you a rigid inspection of your works to see that they are kept clean ? An officer comes to
inspect them once a week.,
1555. And you are supposed to keep them in such a way that they cannot be criticised by him adversely ?
Yes. '
1556. How do you kill bullocks here ? We spear them,
1557. Yrou do not resort to the practice of shooting the animals? No ; they are all speared.
TUESDAY, 29 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
[The Committee met at the Town Sail, Melbourne.]
present:—

Me. BAVISTER,

|
Me. WILKS.

•

Me. LAW,

J. S. HAWTHORNE, Esq., in the Chair.
William Strong examined :—
Yes,
W. Strong.
1559. The city abattoirs, I understand, are under the control of your Corporation? Yes.
J9SeptH896,
1560. How long have they been so ? Ever since their construction.
1561. They have never been under G-overnment supervision? No.
1562. You do not lease them out to the carcass butchers? No. They are fully under Corporation
control, but each butcher has a portion of the abattoirs to himself, and is charged so much for the use of
the building for killing purposes.
1563. Is the charge an annual rental, or does he pay so much per head for the stock slaughtered? So
much per head for the stock slaughtered.
1564. So there is no actual rental or annual [leasing of any of the slaughter-houses to any individual
butcher ? No.
1565. The revenue is raised from contributions of butchers, who pay for the killing of stock at so much
per head? Yes.
1566. Is it found that the abattoirs are profitable to the Council, or otherwise ? The abattoirs establish
ment pays its way—makes both ends meet.
1567. Do you find the desiccating plant a profitable investment? That pays its way too, and we find it
of great advantage in having the desiccator alongside of the. abattoirs to dispose of the offal from the
abattoirs, otherwise the offal would become a nuisance : but at the present time it is so used that it is
profitable both from a sanitary and an agricultural point of view.
1568. So it is beneficial from two standpoints—first of all, as a profitable investment, and, secondly, in
getting rid of all objectionable matter? Yes.
1569. Do you have many complaints from tbe public about the abattoirs? Very few complaints now.
Near the abattoirs there are boiling-down establishments, and oftentimes the public are impressed with
the idea that the smells come from the abattoirs, when they really come from those other places. You
doubtless noticed in passing through the abattoirs that there was no smell whatever.
1570. So the smell that comes from the direction of the abattoirs sometimes is really not from them, hut
from adjoining establishments used for other purposes ? Yes.
155S. Chairman,] You are the Mayor of Melbourne ?
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W. Strong. 1571. Do you think that the abattoirs interfere at all with the beauty or cleanliness of the Saltwater River
close alongside P No; it does not interfere with it in the least. There are catch-pits, so that, as the
29 Nov., 1896. blood and other matter pass along, the sediment is all caught, and what gets away hardly colours the
water.
1572. The whole of the offal, instead of being buried, as I understand it was previously, is now treated at
'the desiccating works, and converted into a marketable manure ? ’Exactly,
1573. Do you think that the present killing business.in and around Melbourne is of a satisfactory .char
acter ? In Melbourne it is fairly satisfactory, as far as we can make it satisfactory. Of course it is.not
perfect even here; but as far as Melbourne is concerned, I think it is as satisfactory as it can be made at
present. The Melbourne Corporation abattoirs supply about half of the meat consumed in the city ; but
the outside abattoirs are not under any proper supervision, and consequently meat not suitable for human
consumption is oftentimes allowed to pass. Immediately heyond our abattoirs, in Bray brook alone, there
are, I understand, about fifteen places where meat is killed, and iu a recent report on those abattoirs it
was stated that there no means for their proper supervision arc in operation, and consequently meat that
is not fit for human consumption passes through those places. Only a few days ago one beast was exposed
for sale in our own market, which had come from one of those places, and it was so bad that the Magistrate
fined the party exposing it for sale £10 and £3 3s. costs.
_
_ _
1574'. That animal was slaughtered at one of the private slaughter-houses, where there is no supervision
by Corporation officers ? Exactly,
.
1575. A beast of the description mentioned could not find its way into the market if it were slaughtered
•
at the Corporation slaughter-houses ? No. Ton will find from the rules that each slaughterman, as soon
.as he finds anything wrong with a beast, is bound to report the fact to the superintendent, who inspects ii,
and decides whether it is or is not fit for human consumption. Therefore there is no possibility of meat
'unfit for human consumption going out of our abattoirs. As soon as a beast is found to be in that state
it is marked with a large cross on the side, and is put aside, and afterwards cut up and desiccated.
1576. So that once meat is condemned at the Corporation abattoirs there is no possibility of.its finding its
way into the market for sale ? No. It never gets out of-the control of the superintendent until he
"disposes of it in the way I have mentioned.
1577. Have your sale-yards always been in as close proximity to the abattoirs as they are at present ? Eor
very many years they have, A long time ago we had them in North Melbourne, but for very many years
they have been where they are now.
T57S. They are close enough now to the abattoirs to prevent the possibility of iujury to the cattle in
driving, or of injury to the public by cattle getting away and running through the public thoroughfares ?
’You doubtless noticed that the abattoirs’ ground and tbe cattle sale-yards almost- adjoin each other, so
there is no difficulty whatever.
1579. The only public property separating them is a small roadway—'Epsom Road. ? Yes.
1580. "With the exception of that 00-foot road, they adjoin each other? Exactly.
'
1581. So that there is scarcely any possibility of danger from cattle-driving? No. I. may also say that
there is a movement on foot in favour of, and it is considered advisable, that a siding from the railway
should he run into the eattlc-yards, so that the cattle may be trucked right into the cattle-yards, and thus
avoid any driving of them through Flemington or Kensington. That arrangement will most likely be
carried out before long.
1582. So, although the distance is so short, yon would truck the cattle right into the cattle-market ?
Yes; and, perhaps, when money is a little more plentiful, a siding will also be made right into the
abattoirs, so that meat can be conveyed by rail to tbe city.
1583. At present inconvenience is experienced in conveying the meat from the abattoirs to the central
meat-market? Yes. Tn connection with the carriage of meat from the abattoirs to the city wc have a
regulation that it must be so covered that no dust can get upon it; but sometimes some of tho butchers
break through that rule, and are fined for doing so. Bennett always uses perfect ears for conveying his
meat.
‘
1584. Do you find the cattle sale-yards a profitable.investment ? They pay very well. Yrc let the saleyards by tender every year.
1585. Are tbey let in one lot ? Yes ; and there is a certain scale of charges beyond which the lessee
•cannot go.
1586. The lessee is restricted in his charges in respect of all cattle entering the yards ? Yes,
.1587. And the annual rental which you obtain for the sale-yards is sufficient to pay interest on the
capital invested in their erection ? Yes.
1588.. Mr. Wilks^\ Have the city abattoirs always been under tbe control of the City Corporation ? Yes.
1589. I suppose you would prefer a continuance of that system rather than that the abattoirs should be
.under the control of a State Department ? I think it is better to have them under the control of the
Corporation, more especially as the meat market is under onr owrn inspectors, and it would be undesirable
to have a clashing of inspectors.
1590. Erom your experience, do you think that'either the aldermen or the councillors attempt to exercise
any patronage in regard to the engagement of the employees ? No.
T591. They never attempt to interfere ? No.
1592. The establishment is conducted as if were a distinct department ? Yes ; as if it were a private
enterprise. Matters in connection with the abattoirs, as is the case with every other department of the
Corporation, are dealt with by a committee' and if anything arises in reference to the working of that
department, the committee deal with it. But there is no interference by individual members of tbe
Corporation.
1593, Therefore there is no danger of their making the abattoirs a refuge for their friends? No; the
superintendent there is a man well qualified for his position—a man with eighteen or twenty years’ expe'rience, who, although not a veterinary surgeon, is so well acquainted with the practical working of the
abattoirs that I think no-man—not even a specially-trained man—could surpass him in that respect.
'1594. Do you tbink that your rigid system of inspection causes any friction with the consumers—do the
.general public object to it at all ? The consumers are favourable to it; but there'is .sometimes friction
’with the butchers. Eor instance, a number of cattle are exposed for sale; our inspectors visit the cattleyards, and if they find any beasts there which they think are not up to the mark, they order them at onco
'.
to
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to be taken to the abattoira and have them killed; and of course, if they are diseased in any way they ^ Strong,
are condemned ; but many of the butchers, if they- find that they have cattle which they think are likely r"*-*—
to be condemned in our abattoirs, will go to other abattoirs and have them killed where there is no 29 Sept., 1896.
inspection.
159o. Do you think there is any danger of going to extremes with inspection ? "N"o.
1596. I mean, making it a fad H bio; I do not think so, so far as the Melbourne corporation are con
cerned. Our inspectors never go to extremes. They absolutely condemn meat only when it is unlit forhuman consumption. I may mention that we are trying to force the hands of the Board of Health to
have the supervision which is necessary over the outside slaughter-houses.
John Clayton examined:—
1597. Ghairman,~\ 3Tou are town clerk of Melbourne ? Yes.
J. Clayton.
1598. You have been in your present position for some years ? Yearly six years.
'——'
^ s11PPose that you have a good deal to do with the administration of the abattoirs, as being one of 2®Sept.,1896.
the branches of your corporation departments? As chief executive officer I have to supervise the
management of the abattoirs. The superintendent, of course, has the physical management of the
establishment, but I have what you may term the clerical management of all arrangements.
^l1’ 38
town clerk of Melbourne, have the general supervision of all the abattoirs administra
tion r Yes.
1601. Mr. Jtobertson, tbe superintendent, I suppose, and also tbe engineer and other officials there, have
continually to report to you the proceedings in connection with the administration of the abattoirs ? Yes,
on behalf of the Health and Market Committees of the Council.
1002. The abattoirs aro managed by what is called the Health Committee of the City Council ? Yes : and
the cattle markets by the Market Committee.
1603. Since we saw you yesterday, I believe you have prepared some general information on the adminis
tration of the abattoirs—would you be good enough to give it to tho members of tbe Committee ? I
have a, few particulars which I thought would probably be useful to you. First of all I band you a plan
showing the site [Appendix B 1] of the cattle markets and the abattoirs.
IGOt. You have no objection to have a copy of this abattoirs plan sent to us, to be attached as an
appendix to the CoTnmittee s report? I ■will do so with pleasure. The cattle market site is 24 acres—
that 3Sj the small piece on top ; the abattoirs site 57 acres. The title is by Crown grant, and it was given
to tho Council in the year 1857, in exchange for a site which was then owned by it? in Bliaabethsti'eet, which is nearer the city. Under the Abattoirs Act, on the establishment oE those abattoirs, it
became illegal to have any other slaughtering done anywhere in the city. Part of the city abattoirs, as
you saw it yesterday, was the original erection. Speaking roughly, ou the cattle markets and the abattoirs
reserves we have spent close on £100,000. Of course a good proportion of that expenditure was made in
the earlier days when work was more costly. Of the more recent works, the desiccating plant was put-up
in 1889, and cost about £12,000 ; tbe sheep slaughter-houses were opened in 1891, aud cost about £10,000 ;
the pig slaughter-houses were opened this year, and cost about £3,000. In addition to that, we have
remaining unexpended loan moueys amounting to £25,500, being part of the amount borrowed for renewing
the whole establishment, of which wo have carried out part, and for extensions. The only difficulty wc
have there is with regard to the contour of part of the land, which is low lying ; and the City Surveyor
has prepared plans for filling up the central portion so as to bring it to one useful level—a good draining
1605. That is, the low-lying land between the sale-yards and the abattoirs? Yes; it is part of the
abattoirs reserve. Then we shall have a good useful fall right to the river. The difficulty which you saw
yesterday of moist or wet paddock will, be got rid of. The sites are absolutely adjacent, tbe only separation
being a 66 feet road Epsom Road. You will remember that that road forms a dish with a steen slope
trom either side. We have in view a plan to bring that road to something like a level, and to make an
underground connection between tbe two reserves, so that practically the cattle will travel from end to
end without ever going outside our fences.
1606. bo the difficulty that now stands in the way of the perfect administration of the sale-yards and the
abattoirs will be got rid of by tbe construction of a sub-way under the present road dividing the abattoirs
and the cattle sale-yards properties? That is it. I may say that there is very little difficulty there, if
ai?7i' •ut’
saine t’me> as
cattie have to cross a public street, there is a possible chance of awild animal getting away.
1607. So in the near future that slight difficulty will be got rid of ? Completely removed.
1608. After the construction of that sub-way the cattle will pass from the sale-yards right on to theabattoira property ? Quite so. The cattle at tbo present have to be driven to the sale-yards from a
railway siding, which is situated about 400 yards away.
1609. Have you :iot been able to devise any means whereby a siding could be constructed from the main
line of raiiway right into the sale-yards ? That matter has been thought out carefully by the Council and
the Railway Department, and a plan has been prepared showing a proposed siding. The rod lines on theplan show the position of siding.
1610. It is proposed to construct this line so as to remove the difficulty, trouble, and annovance of driving
cattle from the main railway line to the sale-yards ? Yes.
"
1611. I suppose you can let us have a tracing of this plan ? Yes. We have also had other plans for a
siding prepared to come in from the other side of the ground, our idea being that when the siding is put
in it shall not only supply the live stock market, hut shall also be connected with the abbatoirs, so that
the w-hole of tbe meat supply will then go straight from the cooling rooms into the centre of the city by
rail.
J J
1612. So the present system of cartage will then be entirely abolished ? Yes; except so far as anyone
may want to continue it for convenience.. That also will give us the advantage of connecting our
abattoirs with the cold stores, which are now connected with the railway system, and then meat could be
slaughtered in our abattoirs, and without any further handling go right through to the cold storage
chambers, and thence to the ship. Some years ago there was a local agitation for the removal of the
abattoirs, and in this connection I should state that this site of 81 acres, whilst it is surrounded by
another

.
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J. OJayloD. another municipality, is absolutely, apart of the City of Melbourne, so that it is under our own municipal
'
control in every sense of the word—no other municipality lias any control over it iu auy shape or form.
23 Sept, 1S96. ygpg pn -t]lc formation of the adjoining municipalities, these 81 acres were kept attached to the City of
Melbourne? It is an island, but at the same time it has been proclaimed as part of the city. . Ihe
agitation was based on one or two reasons, the soundest being the driving of stock from the railway
siding into the markets. Another, at that date, was alleged offensiveness. One only ground for this was
that a few years previously the offal had to be burned on the site.
1614. Has any agitation taken place since you got rid of that difficulty ? No ; not to speak of. That
was some years ago. The main part of the agitation was because certaiu interested parties had a desire
to have the land cut up and sold. 1 may say that the best way to describe tho state of affairs at the
present time is this :—Those who formerly wanted the abattoirs removed are now our strongest sup
porters for their retention.
. .
1615. So that at the present time there is not, and for some time past thoro has not been, any agitation
on the part of the inhabitants surrounding these places, or from ihe residents of Cleminglon, in iavour
of removing the present abattoirs ? No; on the contrary, when a proposition was made about two
months ago for an outside municipality to establish central markets and abattoirs within its boundaries,
the residents in the neighbourhood of our abattoirs were, as tbey are now, strong supporters for the
retention of the abattoirs where they are now. All nuisance has been removed by the establishment of
the desiccating plant, by which everything of a character in the slightest offensive, is treated immediately
after it is brought from the beast. It is not allowed to remain, so as to become offensive in any shape or
form. It is taken straight from the slaughtering pens into trucks ; and thence into the desiccating plant,
probably with only the lapse of an hour or two.
•
1616. Well, within a few hours, at the verv ouiside ? Xes ; a tew hours will cover all the time from tho
moment that the stuff is taken from the inside of the beast and put into the desiccator. With regard to
the liquid refuse, I may say that all the blood, or at any rate as much of it as possible, is saved as being
a verv valuable bi-prod^uct, and is utilised in the manufacture of blood manure. Ihe drains are so con
structed with silt pits that everything solid is caught, and nothing is allowed to go except what may be
termed stained water—tbe washings down.
_
j
•
1617. So that nothing whatever escapes through the drains into the Saltwater Elver that could possibly
be injurious to tbe health of the surrounding districts? Nothing at all.
_
1618. And although the waler has the appearance of blood, still, if it is taken up in a small vessel, it is
found to be simply discoloured water ? Thai is so, and 1 do not suppose that it w’ould be noticeable in ,
the river a short distance from the mouth of the drain. The market and abattoir sites are built in on two
sides. The cattle market absolutely faces the centre of population, on the north end, and is within 100
yards of the Town Hall of Flemington and Kensington, and is separated from the railway station only by
a 99-foot road. Portion of the east side is faced by private residences.
_
_
1619. And no agitation has taken place, but rather the opposite, from the surrounding residents ? That
is so. Wc have, in addition, a market iu the Sydney Eoad where the milch cattle are dealt with. So
far as cattle are concerned, that market is restricted almost entirely to milch cattle. But it is also a pig
_
market. It is under our owu control.
1629. And your inspectors view all animals sold there? Xes; the markets are inspected by Mr.
Kobertson, who is our Chief Inspector. Every animal is inspected, aud anything ox a suspicions character
is seized for slaughter under supervision, is taken to the abattoirs, and kept for forty-eight hours, in
compliance with the Health Act, and during those forty-eight hours the owner has an opportunity ot
appealing to Justices against onr seizure if he likes.
1621. Do you often have appeals ? We have never had an appeal, yet, nor have w'e had what you may
term an unsuccessful seizure. The inspector has sometimes seized cattle which, on being slaughtered,
have been found to be in a condition which, whilst justifying his action, lias enabled him to pass the meat
for consumption, the affection being so localised that the carcass ot the animal was absolutely fit for food.
I have here a return of the stock slaughtered at the abattoirs, and also of tbe stock condemned. {Appendix
B 2.) The abattoirs are managed under regulations, which I now put in. {Appendix B 8 ) These
provide for the registration of slaughtermen, for the hours of slaughtering, for the registration of all
stock received, for the supply of food to cattle there, for proper cleansing, and for preventing anything
from leaving the premises e.xcept such as is fit for food. I mean that, even from healthy beasts, nothing
but what is good for food is allowed to go out, and the rest is treated at the works We have a special
regulation providing against the manipulation of a carcass so as to remove any signs of disease—what we
teehnicallv term “ stripping.” I put in a copy of these regulations {Appendix ~R 4). We have also two
separate by-laws of the city to meet the difficulty which some of your members noticed in connection with
the carting of meat through the streets. I now put in a by-law which provides that no person shaH
convey through the streets of the city any meat, except in a cart or vehicle so constructed that the rays ot
the sun. and the rain and dust cannot possible reach the meat {Appendix B 5). T also put in a further
regulation which was found to be necessary, providing that no meat shall be carried in any vehicle except
such as has proper protection, and is provicled with proper sitting accommodation {Appendix B 6). We
found that persona were in the habit of putting a piece of canvas on the meat sometimes, aud then sitting
on tbe top of the carcass itself. Under these by-laws we have instituted a good many prosecutions in
regard to meat killed at other places but taken through the city. As to the system of supervision, Mr.
Eobertson's evidence will probably have given you sufficient information ; but I have noted shortly that
our staff consists of throe inspectors, and that, at least, one of those inspectors is on duty at any time when
slaughtering is going on—frequently two, and sometimes three.
1622. Have' tho two inspectors under Mr. Robertson power to condemn cattle as being unfit for food,
without appealing to the chief inspector, Mr. Robertson? They do not do so. They hold back cattle,
and send for hsmlf there be any difficulty. In regard to anything that is very clear, of course, tbey have
power to seize m tbe meantime.
1623. They have not power to condemn meat finally until Mr. Robinson inspebts it? As a matter of
internal management, it is Mr. Robertson who always formally condemns, that is tho better way to put
it. The slaughter-men are not our employees; they are employed by the master-butchers^ or masterslaughtermen. But no man is allowed to work in the abattoirs except he be approved of by the superin
tendent. and put on our register—holding a licniso, so to speak, from the City Council.
1624.
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1624. No fee is charged for the license ? No fee—it is simply a matter of approval.
J- Clayton.
162o. And he only holds that during good behaviour ? Tes, and compliance with the regulations. Under
our Health Act -we have power to seize anything that appears to he unwholesome or unfit for food, at any 39Sept. 1896stage, either in our cattle-markets or our Abattoirs, or in shops or the markets, or in fact anywhere else,
■and we act upon it. If the circumstances are of such a character as to show that the owner had reasonable
means of knowing of the existence of tho disease wo prosecute in every such case. .1 f the circumstances
be otherwise, probably the seizure is all that occurs. Under the Health Act anything once seized belongs
to the local authority absolutely; tho owner ceases to have any further ownership in it; but m order to
lessen the loss to the owner, we give him whatever it will produce at the boiling-down works, after
deducting any expenses. Of course, he gets the benefit of the hide and the proceeds of the boiling-down,
and that lightens his loss a little.
1626. So that if a bullock costs a butcher at the sale-yards £7, and it was afterwards condemned by your
officers, you would send it to the boiling-down establishment, aud if it realised £1 you would give that £1
to the butcher? Yes; and he gets the hide, which he takes away and sells to the best advantage else
where, there being no danger from the hide going out, I may also say that anything siezed is always
taken to one pen. We keep one pen in the abattoirs exclusively as a quarantine pen, to which all con
demned stock is taken. Anything siezed alive is slaughtered in that pen, and anything detected post
mortem is taken to that pen, so that, as far as possible, there shall be no risk of contamination from the
bad meat of any good carcasses adjoining. We have by our system of supervision a double check. We
inspect the animals iu life, and wc have the further check of inspection after slaughtering. The present
site has the advantage of a water frontage, it being a necessity that there must be some outlet for the
drainage, whatever it maybe. The present cost of Yan Yean water is a very heavy item. We have to
pay the same as any other consumer, namely, Is. per ],000 gallons, for all the Yan Yean water
which wc use for any purpose in the abattoirs. It has become such a heavy item that on one or two
■occasions the City Surveyor has reported recommending the expediency of putting up a pumping plant
and pumping water from the river, although that water, being salt, would, of course, be used ouly for
washing-down purposes. The adoption of the City Surveyor's recommendations would result in a great
saving to us in the cost of water for cleansing. With regard to our dcsiccating-plant, I may say that it
has been established for the purpose of treating all the refuse and offal from the abattoirs. 1 will put in
reports from the City Surveyor with regard thereto. These reports are a report prepared in Way, 1894,
and the annual report for last year, dated February, 1896. The latter shows that during the year 1895
3,035 tons of blood and offal were passed through, producing 75S tons of manure, at a cost of £1,896.
[Appendix B 7 and 8.]
1627. What do you get per ton for that ? The blood-manure wo are selling at the present time at £3 5s.
per ton, or £3 per ton for larger lots. It is also sold in bags, and we have agents all through the colonies.
1628. Mr. Wilks.] Have you any legislation, regulating the sale of manures ? No. There is a Bill
before the House at the present time called the Sales of Manures Bill.
1629. Chairman.] What does it provide for ? It provides for dealing with all manufactured manures.
But the introducer of the Bill thinks that the manure produced at the abattoirs will not come under it.
If we find that it would come under it we shall take steps to endeavour to prevent its being brought under
it, for tho Bill contains certain stringent provisions, which, although necessary in the case of manufactured
manures, are unnecessary in the case of a corporate body which is simply drying up a bi-product without
any adulteration or manipulation whatever, but for the purposes of sanitation. We do not profess to
give anything heyond what the desiccators turn out. I suppose that I need hardly express my opinion as
to the necessity for stringent supervision in regard to meat supply, and I am of opinion that that can be
obtained only by, in some degree, a concentration of all slaughtering-places.
1630. You think that the present private slaughtering-places just outside the boundaries of the city, and
which at present supply the city of Melbourne and its suburbs with a large proportion of the meat con
sumed, ought to be brought under the same strict supervision as is practised at the Corporation Abattoirs?
Certainly, nothing less. 1 do not say that they should be brought to our abattoirs—as to that we do not
care—but they should be so concentrated as to enable proper supervision to be carried out. Ar the
present moment with private slaughter-houses in such largo numbers, such supervision is absolutely
impossible.
1631. You think that while those private slaughter-houses are allowed to exist in isolated spots outride
the city boundaries, the health of the people of Melbourne and its suburbs is always liable tn danger
through want of proper inspection ? Yes, a serious danger.
1632. That danger would be got rid of if those slaughtering-places were under such suporwsion as exists
at the Corporation Abattoirs ? Similar supervision in any abattoirs would be a very safe protection
1633. And you are of opinion that while those private slaughter-houses are allowed to exist an invitation
is held out to buyers of cattle to take them to the private slaughtering-houses to be killed rather than to
your Corporation Abattoirs, for fear of the strict supervision, resulting in the condemnation of cattle that
would otherwise be allowed to pass and go into consumption from the private abattoirs ? The temptation
afforded by a lack of supervision is too strong to be resisted.
1634. Mr. Wilks.] Our experience at Williamstown this morning would strengthen that opinion, would
it not? If it needed strengthening. I may say that in visiting a certain, private slaughter-house oimide
the city I saw eight bullocks hanging ready to be sent to the market; two out of tbe eight had been
stripped, and I saw the organs which, no doubt, eamc from those beasts, and which were badly diseased;
but they bad been removed, and the heasts had been stripped. There Was no doubt as to the beasts
having been diseased, but in the absence of immediate proof, those beasts went into consumption.
1635. Chairman.] That would have been an impossibility at the Corporation Abattoira? Yes; because
even the stripping, as I have said, would not be allowed.
1636. 1 suppose you have found difficulty in conducting the Corporation Abattoirs, owing 1o tbe fact
that the strict supervision there almost induces men who have been engaged in slaughtering at your
abattoirs to go elsewhere ? Yes. A number of the master butchers—I suppose I may say eight or ten —
have, during the past few years, had to leave us, or have left us, because they could not stand tho hisses
which were entailed by condemnation ; that is their own statement.
1637. So that these men have admitted that for their own sake—that is, in order to avoid the great
pecuniary loss entailed upon them by the condemnation of cattle at your abattoirs, owing to the strict
supervision
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J. Clayton, supervision;—tley have tried to get rid of the possibility of such loss by having their cattle killed at
private slaughter-houses ? That is so.
39Sept.,l896. ifjgg. You think that, generally speaking, the carcass butchers of Melbourne and suburbs would rather
have'the whole of the slaughtering-places in and around Melbourne placed under one uniform system of
provision? No doubt. They do not object to it at all, provided they are all placed on the same footing.
1639. So that they might he able, by combination, to obtain a rebate from tbe people from whom they
buy cattle which are afterwards condemned ? Personally I do not approve of that being legislated for,
because directly it is legislated for, tbe Legislature has to manufacture the necessary machinery to carry
out the law. If they know that the loss falls on the immediate owner the butchers will take care to buy
under such conditions as will.protect them against their vendors, in. the event of seizure and condemna
tion, and I think that that is infinitely the best way;—it leads to fairness of trade between vendor and
purchaser. I am unhesitatingly of opinion that the abattoirs should be under municipal control, in tbe
same way that I think both lighting and water supply should be entirely under municipal control. The
articles in question are consumed by every citizen, and, therefore, any profits derived from those industries
should go to the citizens themselves, in addition to their having a voice in the management of those
undertakings, and seeing that they are carried on, in their opinion, to the best advantage.
1640. Mr. Wilks,'] How does the Board of Health co-operate with the City Council ? The Board of
Health is what you may call a superior or governing body, appointed by the Government for the whole
Colony. It is composed of seven municipal representatives and two Government representatives, one of
whom is its chairman.
1641. "What about the scientific portion? The Chairman, Dr. Gresswell, is the chief medical officer.
1642. Does he ever assist the inspector at the abattoirs, or call his services; into requisition ? We work
together to the extent that if any case of special interest arose, I would bring it under the notice of the
Board’s officers, and the Board’s officers work in harmony with the officers of the Council. We also of
course employ outside veterinary assistance if wo want corroboration of our own officers’ statements in any
prosecutions.
1643. Have the Board of Health auy officers who pay visits of inspection to the shops of retail butchers ?
The Board has a number of inspectors, and during the past few months the Government has appointed a
special veterinary inspector, whose duty it is to supervise the whole of the dairy herds, and also the meat
supply of the Colony.
1644. Do you favour a closer relationship than now exists between the Board of Health and the local
councils ? I do not like the idea of having an interfering body, but a body working in harmony with the,
local councils for the general good, and that is the relationship which the City Council endeavour to main
tain with the Board.
1645. And that would be of great advantage to the large body of consumers ? Of great advantage ;
because outside places could then have a superior officer to whom they could refer in cases of difficulty.
I am now referring to some municipalities outside, who hare not an opportunity of having a permanent
staff of their own.
1646. In regard to the present private slaughter-houses, how would yon look upon legislation prescribing
tbe area that you had to operate upon ? I think that the legislation should be in the direction of providing
for probably three abattoirs for the whole of the metropolitan area—one each at three differents points of
the compass. Within a radius of 10 miles from tbe post-office there should be two or three abattoirs, in
different centres, so as not to have too muck inconvenience from carting long distances,
1647. So you would not concentrate all your efforts on one site? I think that would be a mistake. I do
not tbink that the work could then be carried out with satisfaction.
1648. Your present site would be large enough for one ? We have room to extend over a great deal
more than we are now doing. I am of opinion that there is sufficient power under onr Health Act now
to require some of those defective places outside to be brought into a proper condition, if the law were
enforced.
1649. The council having control of the abattoirs. Judging from your experience, you would say that
there is no patronage exercised by members of the council in regard to tbe appointment of employees ?
None whatever.
1650. Chairman.] How do you manage about water-borne cattle—cattle coming from abroad by steamer,
how do you manage to get them to the present sale-yards ? I question if there are any worth talking of.
I do not think that we have any to speak of. They would certainly be very few.
1651. You cannot call to mind any consignments of cattle coming by sea to your port? No.
1652. They mostly come by rail? Trom different parts of this colony or from tbe other colonies.
1653. So really yon have not taken into serious consideration the cattle coming by steamer, simply
because, if any, they are so few ? If any came they would have to be driven, in accordance with our
regulations controlling the travelling of stock through onr streets, and limiting it to certain hours.
1654. Mr. Batislcr.] In your statement, did you give consideration to the questions which I submitted
to you in writing last night ? I think I have answered them all.
1655. Mr. Laic.] Can you tell me whether the desiccating portion of the works alone is paying its way ?
At the present time the desiccating works are just about paying their way—if anything, they are giving
a slight profit.
1656. You say that in 1839 £12,000 was expended in constructing the desiccating plant? Yes.
1657. Do you think that the desiccating plant is fully up to date? I know of nothing better. If we
had a bone-mill in connection with it, for the treatment of the bones from the abattoirs, we should have
an ideal manure, by putting the pure bone-dust with the blood-manure. I may say, that in connection
with the cattle sale-yards and tbe abattoirs, but mainly in tbe cattle yards, there are about 24 acres of
pitching.
1658. Mr. Wilks.] Do you approve of the cattle-slaughtering pens being on the same principle as theplaces for slaughtering sheep and pigs ? Yes, on an improved plan; but not being an engineer, I do not
know what tho latest improved plan is. In their present form they are so constructed as to save labour
as much as possible. The sheep and the pigs walk up to the higher levei, and we get practically a gravi
tation scheme for the treatment of the carcasses and all the offal, and by that means we save labour. No
doubt our new buildings for cattle will be somewhat on the same lines. I submit a description of the
big slaughter-houses recently erected, which may be of interest to the Committee. ]Appendix B 9.]
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[The Committee met at the Australian Chilling and Freezing 'Works, Aberdeen.‘

.Jlrrsmt:—
Mb. BATISTES,

[

Mb. EAT,

, “Mr, WILKS.
J. S. .HAWTHORNE, Esq., ix the Chair.
Willinm Anthony Benn, sworn and examined :—
1659. Chairmani] What are your works known, as? 'The Australian .Chilling and Breezing Company’s W. A. Benn.
' Works.
------'—x
1660. Ton are the general manager? No ; the general manager is in London.
® ^ct->
1661. Y ou are the manager for the company in New South Wales ? Yes.
1661j. The Company is an English one ? Yes.
1662. Hare you a local directorate? No; the Board of'Directors are entirely in England. In this
Colony Mr. E. M. Pitt (of Pitt, Son, and Badgery), Sydney, and "Mr. Jesse Gregson, the manager of the
A.A. Company, Newcastle, constitute what is called the Local Board of Advice.
1663. The whole management of the works is entirely in your.hands? Yes.
160L Did you come out from the old country to manage these works ? No ; I was thirty years in .New
Zealand.
1665. You had previously had a large amount of Colonial experience? Yes.
1666. Where were you employed previous to taking charge of these works ? I was never previously
employed. I was always working on my own account.
1667. Had you a large experience in the meat trade previous to coming here ? Not much in.tbe meat trade,
but with large stock generally. I was a sheep farmer, and I had also a large experience in live stock and
station business in New Zealand.
*
16GS. Were you the first manager appointed here ? Yes.
1669. And you have been here ever since the establishment of the works ? Yes.
1670. What number of sheep do you generally kill here ? At present we are killing about 1,000 “freezers”
a day, and about; 500 or 600 sheep for tinning and boiling besides. That is about the average number
that we kill each day now.
1671. What number of cattle do you generally kill ? We generally kill about 75 head of cattle a day.
1672. What lias been the largest number that you have killed in any one day ? A little over 3,000 sheep.
1673. And the largest number of cattle ? About 130 head.
1674. Do you buy your sheep principally in this Colony? They come chiefly-from tho Liverpool Plains,
‘in the Narrabri district.
’
"
'
1675. How are they conveyed to you? Chiefly by rail. The “ freezers” come in by rail,'and the sheep
for boiling and tinning generally by road. '
1676. And the cattle ? They generally come from tho Hunter on foot. We have never had any cattle
sent to these works by rail.
1677. In regard to sheep and cattle, which do you think turn out the better meat, those that come by rail
•or those that travel along the road ? There is no doubt that sheep travelled along tho road, so long as
you can rest them afterwards, turn out much better meat than trucked sheep. Trucked sheep get very
badly treated whilst in the trucks, and they waut a long time to recover.
1678. When you get sheep brought in by rail, how much time do you generally allow to elapse before you
kill them ? It depends on tbe conditions under which they are trucked. If the weather is wet, and the
sheep are trucked wet, and they have a good deal of wool on them, they want a week's rest. If, on the
other hand, they are shorn sheep, and they have not come a very long distance, and they have not very
heavy fleeces on them, aud if they have been trucked dry, you can reasonably kill them within three or
four days after their arrival out of the trucks.
1679. And the cattle ? Well, cattle, even if they walk only 3 miles in weather like this, want forty-eight
hours’ rest before they are killed, or the meat is more or less fiery.
I6S0. You uever ou any occasion start killing cattle just after they have been driven into the yards ?
Never. We always allow them at least forty-eight hours’ rest before killing.
1681. And you find the meat is all the better the longer they are kept in the paddocks ? Yes ; within a
reasonable time.
1682. You do not keep the cattle alongside the slaughter-house previous to killing? We yard twice a
day, so cattle are never more than three hours in the yard before they are killed.
1683. You do not, then, require to resort to artificial feeding ? No.
1631. You have sufficient srass paddocks to accommodate all tho cattle you kill ? Yes.
1685. Wbat do tmu do with the offal from the sheep and cattle that you kill ? Put it all through the
desiccator and turn it into manure.
1686. Do you find that there is much demand for the manure ? We sell it as fast as we cau make it.
1637. Is it for export trade or is it used by the farmers round about? Both. There is a very strong
demand for it on tho part of orchardists. I am sorry that I sold a good deal for export a little while ago,
'
for people about G-osford have been sending for a lot that I have been unable to supply.
1688. So that now vou really find the local demand quite equal to, if not greater, than the supply ? No ;
.
the local demaud is not nearly up to supply, but still it is growing fast.
‘
1689. You find an increasing demand on the part of orchardists and farmers for the manure ? Yes ; the
Ohinamen began the use of it, aud now the European is following in the steps of “ John.”
1690. What is your average price for the manure? According to quantities—about 45s. per ton on the
works, new bags given in.
1691. Which manure is that ? The manure from the offal—what is generally called “ fertiliser.”
1692. Does manure produced from blood realise a higher price than that? Yes,
11693. What price do you generally get for it ? About £4 a ton.
1694. What is the quantity of manure that you are able to manufacture per month ? Our output for
the last twelve days is *21 tons. Wo often get a great deal more than that which was only from
“freezers.” There were no “boilers.” When we kill11 boilers,” we get a great deal more. You may
sfty that we make 1,000 tons a year.
1695.
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Benn. X695, J)0 y0(j obtain a profit from your desiccating works ? Certainly. It used to cost us about £500
or £G00 a year to cart the stuff away, and this became such an intolerable nuisance that I had to bury it.
’
'■ 1596. When you first started, you were accustomed to cart the offal away ? Yes.
1C97. It is only recently that you have resorted to desiccating the whole of the rubbish ? I was always
wanting to do it, but my people did not care for it; aflast, however, I persuaded them to go in for it.
The desiccating plant was rather expensive. It cost about £1,200 or £1,300.
1698. But you have found that in resorting, as you have done, to desiccating all the offal and other
excrement from the beasts you kill, it is a profitable concern, in addition to getting rid of all possible
nuisance ? Certainly,
1699. "What did you used to do with the offal previously ? The refuse from the vats was all boiled in the
pots, and then carried away to the rocky side of the hill, where it was left lying in the sun till it was
dried up, it being meanwhile raked about; it was then taken to the bone-mill and ground up, and sub
sequently sold as bone manure.
1700. Have you ever heard any complaints from residents in the district as to smells ? Oh dear, yes.
1701. Any number of complaints? Yes; at that time. 1 had to put my head under the sheet at night
when the wind came from that direction.
1702. But since you started desiccating ? There is absolutely no smell. At least, there is a slight smell
to a stranger, but I should never notice there was any smell at all.
1703. And you have had no complaint from the townspeople since the desiccating was started ? iNdnfr
at all.
1704- How many men do you generally employ here? Between 200 and 250 men.
1705. Do the men work on piece-work ? A large number of them.
1706. How do you manage in regard to the cleansing of the work ;—is that done by the men in your
employ on day-work ? £es ; by the hour. Each gang of men have to clean up their own place.
1707. Were the works designed by a local architect ? They were designed by Coxon and Grreenstreet,
'
engineers, of Sydney—I mean the original works were.
1708. You have added considerably to them since you became tbe manager? Yes; the additions have
been done by ourselves, with Air. T. H. Houghton, also an engineer in Sydney, as our consulting
engineer.
1709. Were the brick buildings which we have just gone through erected at the commencement of your
operations ? Yes.
1710. In which year? In 1891.
1711. So that you have been established here about five years ? We shall have had a five years’ run on
the 19th December next,
1712. Is your trade entirely export,‘or do you supply the colonial market with meat? I have been
sending lately a good deal to the dead-meat market m Sydney—a couple of hundred head of cattle, and a
few truck loads of sheep a week generally.
1713. Do you find in the hot weather, when meat is sent that distance, it in anyway becomes tainted ?
Hot under proper conditions for chilling, and having the cars sufficiently cooled with ice or snow, hut it
would not do unless you took very careful precautions.
1714. Do you have much trouble in the slaughter-house to keep the meat from becoming tainted or
blown? Ho.
1715. You have had no complaints that when your meat has arrived in Sydney it has been in a blown or
tainted condition? I cannot say that we have bad no complaints. In one of the cars there were a few
quarters, once, or perhaps twice, which were reported as being slightly tainted, but that occurred when
we were not chilling, at the beginning of the hot weather. Wc saw that not chilling would not do any
longer, and we therefore went on dulling before sending any more. In the winter you can send it with
out chilling.
1716. In the summer, what period elapses between the time of killing sheep or cattle and tho time the meat
is placed in the refrigerating chamber ? That entirely depends on what sort of day it is.
1717. Supposing it were a day like the present ? An average of about eight hours—that is, for mutton.
1718. What was the temperature to-day ? About eighty m the slaughter-house. In regard to a beast
killed in this weather I would not approve of its being keep out of the refrigerator more than three hours.
1719. Do you suffer much from the blow-fly nuisance m the slaughter-house ? Ho, very little. Blow
flies begin to come in October, or the early part of Hovember, but they disappear directly the small flies
come,
.1720. Mr. Wilks.') Have you'ever visited the Abattoirs at Glebe Island? Yes.
1721. Did you take particular notice of the desiccating works there ? I did.
1722. How did you find them to he—up to date or out of date ? Bight out of date.
1723. Would you mind giving me a description of the expensive treatment there ? Ican hardly do that.
I just went there and saw the character of the revolving hurdy-gurdies and otherthings there. I saw
that the men were very fully employed with what they had to do, and I asked them if they put through
the whole of the offal, and they professed to do so. I then asked to be kind enough to let me see their
delivery book in reference to offal, and I found from the delivery book that the tons or bags of stuff
delivered was nothing like approximate to the quantity of offal that I knew must come from the number
of animals they said were being killed at Glebe Island, f then perceived at once that the desiccators were
not doing the work they professed to be doing, because I could see wbat the outcome of the desiccators
was in the bags-of stuff taken away, and I say that those desiccators would be utterly unable to cope with,
what we do here, which is much less than what is done at Glebe Island.
1724. New desiccators are essential for the Abattoirs at Glebe Island? Absolutely.
1725. Did you notice the unnecessarily large quantity of water treated there with tho offal ? Yes. I
should Kfl3r that better desiccators than ours can be obtained.
1726. What improved desiccators would yon recommend ? The best makers of desiccators are Anderson
& Company, of Cleveland, Ohio.
1727. AVhat is the distinctive name of the machine itself ? They simply call it a three-cylinder drier.
The stuff goes in at one end, and is passed through, and then comes back again.
1728. The new machine that you have suggested would save a considerable amount of expense in
connection with the Abattoirs at Glebe Island? Certainly it would, and it would also be a source of great
profit.
'
1729.
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1720. Are you acquainted with the difEeulty experienced at the Grlebe Island Abattoirs in. connection with W. A. Benn.
the sale of the manure? "Well, they ought to experience none, if they had a good article, hut they have
not a good article—they have not an article that would stand analysis. They put in the contents of 9 cl,,
■
tho paunches and other stuff, and reduce the analytical value of the manure to such an extent that you
might just as well distribute so much dust about a place.
_
1730. So their article is rendered unprofitable through want of proper treatment ? Certainly, because it
will not stand analysis. I have not seen an analysis of it, but I know it must be a very poor one.
_
1731. What other weak spot did you notice there ? Well, it was full of weak spots. The whole place is
so cramped that it is impossible for any inspector to see everything that is being killed there. _A diseased
beast could be killed in the absence of the inspector, and all the diseased portions put out of sight before
ho had a chance of seeing them. Plenty of space is required. Our percentage of condemned cattle here
is three or four times greater than the percentage at Glebe Island.
1732. What system of inspection have you here ? Our inspector attends every morning, and stops here
and sees every animal killed.
1733. What is the percentage of animals condemned here ? Of cattle, between 3 and 4 per cent.
1734. And of sheep ? Very few sheep arc condemned for disease, but the percentage condemned is very
large when we are on “freezers,” because we reject so many for want of condition. Sometimes you may
see in a newspaper report that during a month we have condemned 1,800 or 2,000 sheep, but wc always
condemn sheep that are out of condition.
1735. What is your private opinion in regard to tho various diseases of animals;—do you tbink that they
affect the healthiness of the meat supply, or is the matter merely a sentimental one ? That entirely
depends on the nature of the disease, and also on what is done with the meat before it is submitted for
human consumption. Vou may take meat from a diseased animal and cook it in the form of a sirloin of
beef, and if it be a little bit out of condition it may be poisonous; but you might put it in a tin and cook
it for several hours at a certain temperature, and it might then be perfectly harmless. Therefore you
can hardly say right off what is safe and what is not safe; but, as a broad rule, no diseased meat ought to
go into human consumption.
1730. What is your opinion in regard to Glebe Island—do you Ihink that is a good site for central
abattoirs ? No; I do not. There is the trouble of getting stock to the Island.
1737. You mean the cattle-droving ? Yes ; 1 think it is prohibitory—I do not think it is worth secondary
consideration—if you have to drove cattle through small streets. I have my cattle driven round through
out-of-the-way roads and through private gates, so that they shall not go through tho streets of oven a
private township like Aberdeen. Not one beast out of 100 killed at Glebe Island is really fit to be killed
when it is killed, because it is in a heated condition.
1738. Bo yon think that they .rest at Glebe Island a sufficient time for the inflamed state to he reduced ?
‘
I am sure they do not.
1739. The meat supply of the city suffers considerably from that? Undoubtedly.
1740. Are you acquainted with the modern pens for slaughtering pigs aud sheep, the same as there aro
at blemington, near Melbourne ? 1 have seen some of them.
1741. What is your opinion in regard to them ? Tbey are very good indeed.
1742. In connection with the establishment of new abattoirs, would you recommend the erection of pens
similar to those ? I think so.
1743. Not only for sheep and pigs, hut also for cattle ? For everything.
1744. In connection with the establiahment of new abattoirs, would you also recommend that there should
be near at hand places for boiling-down purposes, aud the dealing with all the by-products? Certainly.
1745. That would necessitate the removal of the present Abaftoirs from Glebe Island, aud the erection of
abattoirs at a greater distance from the city ? 1 think they ought to be as near the saleyards as possible.
1746. And all the so-called noxious trades should surround the Abattoirs? ifes. As a matter of fact, a
proper up-to-date modern abattoir should be one of the most innocuous things extant—there should be
less nuisance from it than from an ordinary butcher’s'shop in the city, because the butcher is obliged to
keep meat for a long time hanging up m his shop, whereas the abattoir man is not, but has all the
necessary appliances to get the meat away as soon as possible, -whilst tho butcher has sometimes to keep
in his shop meat that smells.
1747. Therefore, not only is the design of the Glebe Island Abattoirs inadequate, but the system of
inspection there is weak? I do not say that the system of inspection is weak, but the inspector cannot
see everything that is done there. No inspector could possibly check all that is being killed there, on
account of the structure of the building.
1748. Do you know how many inspectors there arc at Glebe Island ? Vo, I do not.
1749. Do you consider seven inspectors sufficient to do the work of inspection at Glebe Island? I do
not know sufficient of the working of the place to express an opinion about that.
1750. Do you consider that the present number of inspectors—seven—is sufficient, in view of tbe present
construction of tho abattoirs? I should think seven inspectors ought to be sufficient.
1761. And with tho improvement you speak of in regard to architecture fewer inspectors could do the
work ? Certainly.
1752. Mr. LawJ] Can you tell me what is the total cost of the works here altogether, as they stand now?
They represent about £59,000, including tho land.
1753. Cau you tell me whether there has been a fair return on the capital invested, in the shape of
interest ? There has not.
1754. Have you any objection to tell me what the return is ? There has been one dividend declared of
5 per cent, in three years.
1755. Can you tell me wfiat has been the total value of the output from all sources in any given year?
No ; I can hardly do that. Roughly speaking, it would average about £100,000 a year.
1756. In reference to the Glebe Island Abattoirs, your chief objection to them is on account of tbo waut
of space, architectural defects, and tho inadequate machinery there at the present lime ? Yes ; and the
situation.
1757. But your objection to-the situation is, 1 believe, only on account of one fact, and that is, tbe
absence of proper moans to enable cattle to get to Glebe Island ? Yes; otherwise J maintain that a
properly-conducted abattoir could bo carried on in George-strect without vour knowing it was there.
362—1
‘
1758.
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W. A. Senn. 1758. Of course you know that only a small portion of Glebe Island—about oue-fifth of it—is utilised
* for abattoirs at the present time P Yes.
9 Oct., 1896. 1759. Mr. Banister.] You said, in reply to Mr. Law, that tho total cost of the works was £59,000—what
area of land is included in that expenditure ? Freehold land, about 1,050 acres.
1760. Is the railway siding included in that expenditure, or docs it belong to tho Railway Commissioners ?
Tho railway siding from this side of the gates is included in the expenditure, and cost us £800.
1761. It has boon stated by previous witnesses, without, of course, any special reference to your place,
that tho meat killed in the country does not arrive in Sydney at certain seasons of the year in a fit state
for consumption, but I suppose there is nothing to prevent the meat arriving there in a fit state if proper
appliances are used? Certainly not. There are the works at Narrabri, Gunncdab, and IVerris Creek
sending down carcasses of meat to Sydney every day past here in perfect order. If dead meat arrives in
Sydney in bad order it is owing to culpable negligence on the part of somebody.
17C2. Might not an improper eoudilion of the meat be brought about in consequence of improper treat
ment of it before cooking and after its leaving the butcher’s establishment;—is it necessary to take special
precautions to avoid that fault? Sometimes the meat that is sent down to the dead-moat market has not
been frozen. Unless you freeze meat that is sent down from the country it is not fit for the dead-meat
market.
1763. Then the matter is principally one of prejudice ? I should imagine so, I suppose I have sent
down over 2,000 head of cattle to the Sydney meat market within the last three months.
1764. You stated, in reply to Mr. IVilks, that you have condemned as many as 1,800 or 2,000 sheep in a
week when you wore killing “ freezers ” ;—was that meat absolutely lost? No.
1765. Was it not possible to utilise that meat for canning purposes ? Yes.
1766. And such course is adopted? Yes, with a great many of them. Of course, if the sheep has a
lump or any cyst it goes into the desiccator at once.
1767. Chairman.] When you spoke of sheep being condemned yon did not mean that those sheep were
diseased in any way ? The number I. mentioned- included diseased sheep. Sometimes there aro sheep
suffering from cysts aud swellings, very rarely you will get a cancerous sheep; and you may get a sheep
that has tuberculosis, but tbe limbs of which are absolutely harmless.
176S. The skilled experts you have met with have given you sufficient information to justify you in using
what many people would call diseased sheep ? No, certainly not what many people would call diseased
sheep.
1769. Then, what are we to understand that the 1,S00 sheep were condemned for ? For want of condition—
not being fit for freezing.
'
.
1770, That they were not presentable sheep ? Yes.
1771. Your company, as far as possible, kill and freeze ouly sheep that are. of a presentable character, aud
of the highest class procurable? Yes.
1772. I suppose the object of that is, first of all, to obtain a readier sale, aud, secondly, at the same time
to keep up the reputation of the works ? It just depends where wc are shipping to. If I got a Continental
order, I have to send to that order sheep which I dare not send to the .London market. On the Continent
the lean, poor-looking sheep sell bettor than fat ones.
1773. But that does not apply to the English market ? No. To the Malta market we have to send a
particular kind of sheep.
1774. Where are your principal markets for export ? London.
1775. Do you send any to Africa ? Wo have sent a few, and hope to send more.
1776. You have also sent to Malta ? Yes, and to Port Said.
1777. Do you send much to the Continent ? No. We have had only one or two Continental orders, and
they have been second-hand—we have no direct relations with the Continent.
■ 1778. So you really kill for freezing purposes with the idea of exporting mutton and beef, and you also
kill for canning purposes ? Yes.
.
1779. A.ud also for curiug ? Yes—tierce beef.
1780. How loug is it since you visited Glebe Island? Nearly three years.
1781. The opinion you formed generally of Glebe Island was not of afavourablo character ? Certainly not.
1782. Have you visited the Flemington Abattoirs, outside Melbourne? A very long time ago. 1 have
been there, but not for five or six years.
1783. What did you think of the Flemington Abattoirs ? Well, they have boon altered so much since
then that I could hardly say what they are like now.
1784. You remember distinctly your visit to Glebe Island? Yes, distinctly.
1785. Do you think that the Glebe Island Abattoirs are suitable for the supply of a large meat market,
such as that of Sydney and its suburbs ? No, not as they are now; but abattoirs could be put up on
Glebe Island which would do everything necessary.
1786. Yon think that the position of Glebe Island is in every way suitable ? No, not the situation; but
I think that you could put up an abattoir in George-strect or Pitt-street and not cause a nuisance if
tbe abattoir were properly conducted. The difficulty is in regard to getting stock to it.
.1787. Your idea is that an abattoir, if properly conducted, could be placed in tho most thickly populated
place without being objectionable ? Certainly,
1788. Yon have heard from people who have visited the Chicago Abattoirs that they are right in the most
densely-populated portion of the city, and are found to be entirely unobjectionable ? Yos. They have
large yards at their abattoirs iu Chicago, and they rest the cattle for a long time after they come out of
the cars before they kill them.
1789. Have you visited the sale-yards at Homebush, near Sydney ? Yes.
1790. You know that cattle have to be driven from the sale-yards at Homebush to Glebe Island before
being slaughtered? Yes.
1791. What would your opinion be as to the character of tlie meat after the cattle have been driven for
such a distance over hard macadamised roads ? I would not care to have a pound of it for export.
1792. You think that the meat is injured to such an extent that no private company would care about
having anything lie do with it? T cannot say what any private company might care about doing, but if,
1 were told to handle that class of meat I should chuck up my billet.
1793. You think that the method of driving cattle from the Homebush cattle sale-yards to Glebe Island
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is ^bout tho best possible method to cause serious injury to the quality of the meat ? It makes it heated W. A. Benn.
aud. fiery. You cannot get tho blood-veins back, and the meat must be suffused with blood, audit stands to
9 Oct., 1896.
reason that tho more meat is charged with blood tho worse it is, aud tlie quicker it will go bad.
1/94*. Would you think it would be a much more advisable thing for the metropolitan abattoirs, instead of
being at blebe Island, to bo as close as possible to the present saleyards at Homehush? Certainly I
would—as near to the sale-yards as possible.
1/95. Do you thiuk it would be possible to have abattoirs constructed close to tbe present sale-yards at
■niii 1,71
their proving objectionable to the surrounding neighbourhood if they were conducted
irr 11no°el’tl appliances in the way of cleanliness ? Nobody should know they were there.
179b. Would you also think it possible for the abattoirs to bo so constructed close' to the sale-yards at
Homebush, and also iu close proximity to the Parramatta Kivcr, without their proving in any way
injurious to the public health, or destructive of the present appearance and beauty of the Parramatta
Kivcr itself . Certainly; they need not let a drop) of anything go into the Parramatta lliver if they
work properly. There arc two things which we do not do here which should be done in order to work n
meat ractory properly in a populous neighbourhood, and with an area of land upon which to work such
as we have here. The whole of the soup from tho digesters should be turned into tankage and evaporated,
and the residue would then form a marketable fertilizer, which would pay for the work: vou could get
£4 a ton for it readily.
"
179/. The whole of the useless liquid that comes from your slaughter-house is pumped over tho hill at
the back of your slaughter-house ? Yes.
‘
1/98. And nothing in the way of objectionable smell comes from the liquid after it has been deposited on
tlio ploughed land ? The ploughed land does smell a little, but it is a long way off—right over the hill
m the bush—and directly the ground begins to smell I put the plough iu again, and turn it over, and get
rid ot the smell. There is one other thing that may cause a smell, and that is the blowing off of the
sfeam from the digesters when yon aro cooking ; but that could be got rid of by applying your system in
a tunnel connected with a main chimney stack.
1/99. "What is the reason why you do not convey the soup down to the rivor ? "We should poison people ■
wo dare not do it.
111
] 800. The Government would object to anything like that ? Of course they would. You would taste it
down ihe river for miles.
1801. And I suppose that the water of the river is used for drinking purposes? Certainly.
1802. Going back to the machinery at Glebe Island, you are of opinion that the desiccating machinery is
quite out of date ? Absolutely out of date.
1803. If machinery something like what you have bore wenfat Gfebe Island, do you think that the whole
ot the refuse taken from the beasts at the island would prove far more profitable to the Government than
it docs at the present time ? Certainly.
1804. Have you a Government inspector of the slaughter-house here ? Not a G-overnment inspector, but
we have an inspector here, in whom the Board of Health have every confidence, and when I have any
animals killed, I get certificates from him, and hand them to the Board of Health, and the Board of
Health give me their certificate to accompany tho shipment, and I send that certificate with the shipment.
180o. In whose employ is the resident inspector? The Municipal Council of Aberdeen.
1S0G._ Has this inspector, to your knowledge, had any practical experience in the cattle business previous
to being appointed inspector here? He was for nearly forty years a practical butcher,
1807. So ho is thoroughly able to judge whether an animal is or is not diseased ? Yes.
1808. How frequently does he visit you? He comes on dutv when the whistle sounds in the morning
and he goes away after the last beast 1ms been killed in the evening.
1809. So, practically speaking, he is bore all day ? Yos ; all day.
1810. Do tho Municipal Council of Aberdeen pay his salary? Yesj andwepaythcmfcesforslaughteringour siaughter-house fees help to pay his salary.
ISll. May I ask you what arc the fees you are charged for killing cattle and sheep ? Three-pence a head
tor cattle, but nothing for sheep.
1812. You do not slaughter any pigs? No.
1813. Practically speaking, you have an inspector in the establishment all day long while tho killing is
going on ? Always.
jo
1814. And it would not be possible, for you, even if you felt desirous of doing so, to pass diseased
meat into consumption. I should think not. 1 insisted on an inspector being appointed, because I
want to export meat, and I cannot get meat into foreign countries unless I have a Board of Health
certificate. Ihe only way in which I could get meat into foreign countries was by insisting on having
an inspector hero whoso certificate would bo sufficient for tho Board of Health to give me a certificate to
accompany my shipment. It was at my request that an inspector was located here.
1815. So, as a matter of fact, so far from your being against, inspection, it is strictly in accordance with
your wishes that there should be the most rigid inspection of all meat killed here ? Yes. Before the
mumcipably was formed I offered to pay the Board of Health £250 a year if they would send a competent
inspector here.
*
1
1810. How long has the municipality been in existence ? A little over a year.
181/. Previous to that, what inspection took place here ? None. Wc did not kill any cattle then—only
sheep,
J
1818. But since you started killing cattle, you have had inspection by this inspector ? Yos; ever since
we killed tho first head of catlle.
r
1819. Have you visited any other abattoirs besides those at Glebe Island? No.
1820. Have you visited any other large meat cooling establishments in the Colony ? No.
1821. W hat was the idea in selecting this particular spot at Aberdeen for starting these works ? This
site was selected before I knew anything about it. But one of the reasons that induced its selection was
that it was within a reasonable distance of a shipping port. It was then an unascertained fact how
far you could caiTy meat in cars, and the people connected with this company thought that they reached
about the limit of safe carriage in coming thus far otherwise, perhaps, they would have gone nearer the
pastures—the Liverpool Plains—instead of coming here.
*
1822. Those were the only ideas that actuated them ? Yes, 1 think so. You must have a good water
supply also, and bo close to the railway.
l-<23
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1823. At Aberdeen you have a good water supply from the Hunter Elver, and are also alongside the main
line of railway, and are within reasonable distance of a shipping port ? Yes.
_
9 Oct., 1S96. ]_§24, j suppose that we are safe in saying that within an hour after tbo slaughtering is done your slaughter
houses are perfectly clean and free from objectionable smells ? Yes.
1825. Mr. Bavister.'] We have noticed that you are making extensions ;—what will be tbe full capability
of your works after you have completed your present extensions? About 3,000 sheep a day, or 1,500
sheep and 100 head of cattle.
^
1826. Okairmani] What becomes of the animals that are condemned by your local inspector ? Ihey are
boiled down.
,
.
1827. Does be do anything that would prevent tbe possibility of tbe Heah from being used for any other
purpose ? Yes; he jags it about with a sharp knife.
1828. He does not put carbolic or kerosene on it ? Ho.
_
1829. It is boiled down under his supervision ? Yes; it goes straight into the pots.
_
1830. It would not be possible for you, after the inspector left, to make use of it ? .Ho; it goes away at
once. All the healthy bodies are put on the rails. When a beast is condemned it is condemned on the
ground, and is never lifted on to the rails, and it has to be got out of the way at once to make room for
the next animal
.
1831. What is the average amount which you pay to the municipal council in fees for cattle killing r it
varies very much.
1832. Taking it on an average, do you think that you pay enough in fees to compensate for the salary
which the local council pay the inspector? Yes, just about enough.
§ #
1833. Does he do anything about the township of Aberdeen besides watching the killing of stock here.
Hothing whatever.
. .
.
1834. So he is practically an officer continually in this establishment? Yes, continually in this
establishment.
A. Benn.

SATURDAY,

10 OCTOBER, 1890.

[The Committee met in ihe train hetteeen Glen Innes and Tenterji-eld.]

Mk. BAVISTEK,
Me. LAW,
J. S.

frrsent:—
j
.
1

HAWTHOENE,

Esq.,

Mu. O’SUDDIYAN,
Me. WILKS.
in the

Ciiaih.

Arthur Kichmond Morton, sworn and examined:—
A. K. Morton. 1835. Chairman.] You are the manager of a large meat works at Tenterficld ? Yes.
------------ 1830. AVhat is its name ? The Tenterficld Meat Works.
10 Oct,, 1896. 1837. How long have you been managing it? About eight months.
1838. How long have the meat works been in existence ? I think about five years.
1839. AVere you engaged iu tbe establishment previous to becoming manager ? Hot at Tenterficld.
184*0, Had you any previous experience? About two years' experience in Geddes, Birt, & Co. s meat

freezing works, Darling Harbour.
m i k no w
1841. On au average, bow many cattle do you kill in a week in the establishment at lenternefil. Wc
have put through as many as 300 a week.
.
1842. Do you confine yourself entirely to the killing of cattle ? Ho ; we also kill sheep.
1843. On an average, how many sheep do you kill a week ? We can kill about 3,000 a week.
1844. AVhat is your average killing? 2,500.
1845. Have you seen tlie meat works at Aberdeen ? Ho.
184.6. Your buildings are, comparatively speaking, new ? Yes.
1847. Built on modern lines? Yes, pretty well.
1848. One or two storey establishment? One.
1849.
_
You kill on the ground floor ? Yes.
,
m i
tj
1850. From where do you principally get your cattle and sheep? From the Darling Downs, Tenterficld
Station, the Richmond River and the Clarence River.
1851. Is your stock principally conveyed to you by rail ? All by road.
.
1852. Wbat is your opinion with regard to droving and trucking ;—do yon think the meat is superior
when the catttle are travelled by road, or is it superior when the cattle are conveyed by rail. Superior
when driven along the road.
,
1853. Do you not think that driving cattle along a road would have a tendency to make the cattle tired
and worn out? Hot if you drove them properly. You should never drive fat bullocks and fat cows
together, because if you do the bullocks jump the cows and the cows jump the bullocks, and they bruise
each other. You should drive fat cows together and fat bullocks together, _
1854. Is your establishment under rigid inspection by any Government official ? By Mr. St, Clair, the
Government Inspector at Glen Innes and Tenterficld, and also by tbe senior-sergeant of Police, who
attends the works every morning and inspects the cattle alive.
_
_
1855. Has the senior-sergeant had any previous experience in the matter of cattle inspection? I do not
think so.
.
1856. Do you think that he is a man fit to detect disease if disease existed ? Ho, he is not.
1857. Is the other Government official a man of large experience ? Yes.
1858. He would be able to detect disease ? Yes; Mr. St, Clair would.
1859. How often does he visit your establishment? He perhaps comes only once a week.
1860. So it would be quite possible for you, as manager of the company, if yon desired to do so, to kill
diseased cattle and to put it on the market without the fact being known to any of the officials here ? Yes.
1861. What is the percentage of cattle condemned at your establishment? We have only had twelve
condemned out of 4,800.
1802. That seems rather a small percentage ? Yes,
1863.
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1863. Do you think that, if the inspection were more rigid, a larger percentage would he condemned? A.E,.Morton.
iN’o ; some of those cattle were condemned by ourselves without the inspector being there.
i/wT^Tom'
1861. What do you do with the condemned cattle? Boil them down.
10Oct., 1896.
1865. Is your trade confined to export ? No ; we kill and chill for sale in Sydney and also for export.
1866. Which do you do most for—export or sale in Sydney ? Sale in Sydney; in fact, wo have exported
no cattle this year, hut have sold all ours in Sydney.
1867. You send your meat principally to the Government Meat Market at Darling Harbour, Sydney? Yes.
1868. You send it down in refrigerating cars? Yes.
1869. Do you find, as a rule, that meat suffers much through becoming tainted before its arrival in
Sydney ? Not at all. We have not had a loss of any meat this year.
1870. Have you, at any time, visited Glebe Island ? Yes.
1871. Have yofi made a close inspection, of Glebe Island as to its adaptability for slaughtering purposes?
Yes, I have been through the establishment.
1872. What is your opinion, generally speaking, of Glebe Island as a slaughtering place? The slaughter
houses themselves are good.
1873. How do the slaughter-houses at Glebe Island compare with yours ? They are smaller, and we have
all concrete fioors.
1874. And you have inclined troughs for the conveyance of blood? Yes.
1875. Have you made an inspection of the abattoirs in, any of the other colonies ? No.
1876. You have not seen any of them? No.
1877. What is your opinion in 1‘egard to the droving of cattle from the sale-yards at Homebush to the
Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? I myself have seen cattle leaving Homebush. They go by road to i’ive
Dock, and stop there, about 200 or 300 at a time. They are put into paddocks there with not a blade of
grass upon them, and arc afterwards driven to the island between 3 and 4 o’clock in the morning, and the
killing of them is begun straight away.
1878. What is your opinion in regard to the quality of the meat slaughtered under such conditions ? I
do not think that the cattle are fit to kill at all.
1879. You think that if cattle are driven for some distance, and then put into yards, and killed almost
immediately afterwards, the quality of the meat is deteriorated ? I am positive of it.
1880. What would yon suggest as a better method than that now adopted in cattle-killing at the Abattoirs
at Glebe Island ? Something similar to our chilling works. I think you ought to have one depot in
Sydney, and that all the bullocks and sheep required for the markets should be killed in different
country towns.
1881. Your opinion is that it is unnecessary to have a slaughtering-place so near the city as Glebe Island?
I am positive of that.
1882. But how would you manage about the slaughtering of pigs and calves ? I send lots of pigs from
Tenterfiold.
1883. And you would be quite capable of killing pigs and calves, and sending them to the metropolis with
the same amount of confidence as cattle ? I have done it. I have not had any loss this year. We kill
pigs, calves, and poultry.
1884. Do you think that the Glebe Island Abattoirs are too far away from the cattle sale-yards at Homehush ? Yes; I think so.
1885. You think that the quality of the meat would be considerably improved if the abattoirs were in
closer proximity to the present sale-yards at Homebush ? I think the cattle get more harm done to them
before they get to Homehush, by the way in which they are rushed into the trucks, and afterwards
knocked about and shunted on the railways. They are sometimes shunted, and left for a whole day in a
hot, boiling sun.
”
'
1886. Do you think that the present method of trucking cattle to the sale-yards at Homebush is as injurious
to the cattle as is the droving of cattle from the sale-yards at Homebush to the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ?
Yes.
1887. Yonr experience, then, is that the trucking of cattle alive is not beneficial ? I am certain of it.
1888. Do you think it would bo possible to conduct abattoirs in close proximity to the present sale-yards
at Homebush without their proving a nuisance to the surrounding districts ? I do not think you could
conduct abattoirs close to the sale-yards without their being a trouble to the suburbs. I do not think you
could get enough drainage there.
1889. Do you think that it is not possible to conduct an abattoirs iu such a cleanly manner as for them to
be completely free from any smells which would bo objectionable to the surrounding neighbourhood ?
No ; not about there,
1890. Could they be conducted in any other locality without being likely to cause a nuisance ? I do not
think you could conduct abattoirs anywhere about the city and suburbs without causing a nuisance.
1891. Not with proper desiccating works ? No, I do not think so ; because you cannot desiccate a lot of
the guts and other things. The offal from inside a bullock you cannot desiccate, and that has to be carted
away,
1892. Would you be surprised to know that the whole of the guts and oftal matter coming from the cattle
and sheep and other animals killed at the abattoirs in Melbourne are put into the desiccating works, and
converted into a marketable manure ? In our works we empty the contents out of the guts, which we boil
down for the ewnor. They make a lot of fat, and he gets the tallow, and we use the manure for our
cultivation land.
1893. Have you desiccating works at your establishment ? No.
1894. What do you do principally with the offal ? We cart it away every day, and sell it to different
farmers round about.
1895. To what use do the farmers put it? They use it for manuring their land. They bury the offal in
the ground, and keep it for two weeks or so, and then spread it over their land.
1896. Does that not prove very offensive to the surrounding neighbourhood ? No. I keep the paunches
and boil them for the pigs.
1897. But you do not feed the pigs with the guts? No; we kept them for the owners. Suppose we
put a diseased animal into the digesters to boil it down for the owner; that is called hashmagundy.
When that comes out of the digesters we sell it to the farmers ; it is one of the best manures for crops.
1898. What price do you get for that? As high a price as £2 a ton.
1899.
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A. R. Morton. 1899. Is that ground previous to sale ? No, it is sold just as it coince out of the digesters.
1900. Arc there any inhabitants round about your works ? Yes.
10 Oct., 1896.19Q1, Have you ever had any complaints ? Never a word.
1902. Have you any idea as to why the company started these slaughtering works at Tenterfield ? They
thought they would get a better price for their cattle. They started these works when there was so much
talk about the trucking of bullocks to Homebush.
1903. So these slaughter-houses practically belong to a co-operative company of squatters? Yes. Wo
have leased them for seven years.
1904. So you do not buy the cattle ? No, we kill them on owners’ account; we do not buy at all.
1905. Your revenue, then, is derived by charging so much for the cattle lulled ? Yes, so much per lb.
1906. How far do you reckon your slaughter-houses are from the main line? They are close to the main
line.
1907. Have you a siding ? Yes.
1908. Mr. O’Suttivcm.] I gather from your evidence that you think there would be no occasion for
abattoirs in Sydney, because the meat could he supplied from chilling works in country districts ? Yea.
1909. But, still, do you not think it would be necessary to have abattoirs in or about Sydney for the stock
that comes by steamer from the coastal districts, or from places in the vicinity of Sydney ? I do not think
there is any necessity to have abattoirs either in or about Sydney.
1910. But if we did not have abattoirs in a central place like Sydney, there would he a necessity for a
number of chilling works in smaller localities ? Quite so.
_
1911. Under these circumstances, do you not think it would be necessary to retain the abattoirs in
Sydney for the purpose of dealing with cattle coming by steamer Irom other parts ? I think it would be
necessary, under those circumstances, to havp abattoirs near Sydney ; but I think that they should be
either at Marrickville or at some place like that.
1912. You would prefer to have the abattoirs at some site other than Glebe Island? Yes.
1913., But if you were to remove the Abattoirs from Glebe Island you would not be able to land cattle
immediately into the works as they can be now, hut yon would have to travel them to Marrickville? Yes.
1914. Would it not, then, he more costly and disadvantageous to have the site for the abattoirs at some
place other than Glebe Island ? I do not think so. It would not be far to drive the cattle. I think that
Glebe Island is suitable for something better than Abattoirs.
1915. But, recognising the necessity for an abattoir in Sydney to treat the stock coming by steamer to
Sydney, and the present Abattoirs being alongside the water near the wdiarfs, would it not bo wiser to
retain the Abattoirs where they are for the purpose of treating that stock without transhipment ? I
think that those Abattoirs would be altogether too large if chilling came into vogue.
1916. Supposing the Abattoirs were retained at Glebe Island, do you think it would he possible to render
them not harmful to the public health ? Yes. I do not think that they harm the public health very
much now.
1917. Complaint is sometimes made about the noxious smell? Yes; because it goes to the Glebe at
night.
1918. That could be prevented ? Yes.
1919. As a matter of fact, in large cities like Glasgow and Chicago it is prevented? Yes; and it could
ho prevented at Glebe Island also.
1920. Beferring to the chilling works in the country districts, you contend that the meat from those
works would be more suitable for human food than meat obtained by killing cattle driven to Homebush,
or taken in trucks on the railway to Homebush ? I am positive of it. .1 am sure that meat coming from
the country will make id. per lb. more than the meat killed in Sydney.
1921. That meat would all go by rail ? Yes, go by rail—dead.
1922. And the receipts from the railway traffic would be considerably increased if most of the meat used
in Sydney came by rail instead of much of it coming by road ? Quite so.
1923. So there might he an advantage to the State in that respect ? Yes.
1924. You spoke of Marrickville as a possible site ? Yes.
1925. What made you think of that place as a possible site? I have been there a number of times, and
I saw a lot of good resting paddocks for cattle, and you could construct a railway siding to that place.
1926. How long should cattle rest ? I always r’cst my cattle two clear days and two nights, and then
they come into the slaughter-houses as they should he—they are not heated at all.
1927. I gather from what you have said that you disapprove of having slaughter-yards near the sale-yards
at Homebush ? I disapprove of that altogether.
1928. Ho you know the Newington Estate, on the Parramatta Biver ? Yes.
1029. Bo you think that that would be a suitable site? I do not like the idea of trucking at all. I
think that trucking the cattle to Homebush injures them more than driving them from Homebush to the
abattoirs, wherever these might be, would do.
1930. That is the reason that inclines you to disapprove of the idea of having abattoirs either at Homebusli or Newington ? Quite so.
1931. Have you any evidence of tick in this neighbourhood ? No ; T have not seen a tick since I have
been here. I have had a lot of cattle from Queensland, hut have not got a tick with them.
1932. The cattle yon get from Darling Downs and other parts of Queensland show no sign of tick? No.
1933. Mr. Willett.1 I understand that your strongest objection to a city abattoirs is the slaughtering of
meat in an inflamed state ? Yes; the trucking of cattle makes them more or less bruised.
1934. Your objection is not so much to the present site of the Abattoirs as to what you have pointed
out ? Yes.
1935. Your objection would apply in the ease of any central abattoirs? Quite so.
1936. Have jrou any acquaintance with the inspection of meat? Yes.
1937. Do you consider that it is at all rigid in the city ? I think it is now.
1938. There has been weakness in the past ? Yes ; a very great Weakness.
1939. Do you think that the number or diseased cattle going into the market is on the increase ? I have
seen the returns lately, and they are about the same as they were previously.
1940. Do you think that the inspection in the country killing establishments is what it should be ? No ;
they are not inspected as they should be.
1941. The inspection therefore is a faulty one ? Yes.
1942.
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1042. What system would you suggest to get over that difficulty ? You would have to have an inspector A. H. Morton,
present all the time from the time started until tho time they finished killing.
/—
10-43. That is, under the direct supervision of the Board of Health ? Yes.
10
1944. Ho you supply certificates with meat ? Yes.
1945. What is required is, practically, systematic inspection? Yes.
1946. That is one of the most serious points in regard to the whole of the slaughtering done in the
Colony P Quite so. You may say that we have not had severe inspection at all.
1947. Ho you think that there is any danger of going to extremes in the matter of supervision? Ho.
1948. B othing like running to seed iu the matter of supervision ? Ho ; I do not think that any man has
a right to cat diseased meat.
1949. Then, from your experience in tho meat business, you consider that an inquiry of tho character of
that now being held by this Committee is a very essential one ? Yes.
■
1950. Mr. Bavister.'] Have you done any canning? Ho,
1951. What is the largest number of sheep you have killed in one day? 450 or 500.
1952. Have you had any experience of the working of a desiccating plant constructed on up-to-date lines ?
Ho ; I have only seen the Glebe Island desiccating plant.
1953. If you heard it stated that largo works of the description of those at Glebe Island could ho
earned ou, in a centre of population, without causing a nuisance or annoyance, you would find it difiicult;
to believe that statement ? I should, certainly. I do not think you could do that.
MONO/IT, 12 OCTOBER, 1896.
[The Committee met at the Crazier)! Meat Export Oompamfs Works, Queensport, near Brisbane.]
19 resent:—

Mb. BAVISTER,
Mr. HAW,

'
]

J. S. HAWTHORNE, Esq.,

Mr. O’SULLIVAH,
Mr. WILKS.
in the

Ohajr.

John Tigers Francis, Esq., examined:—
'
1954. Chairman.] You are the manager of the Graziers Meat Export Company's Works, Queensport ? j. y. EriinriB.
Yes.
______ _
1955. How long have you been manager ? I have been more directly connected with the works the last 12 Oct., I89t>.
five months, Mr. Harry Baynes was the manager before I took charge, when he went to London.
1956. You are a member of the firm ? Yes, the firm consisting of four individuals.
1957. And tho late manager was also a member of the firm ? Yes.
‘
1958. Is your company an English one? It is a private firm—a sort of family affair.
1959. Were you a resident of this Colony before you were connected with these works? Yes; I have
been here twenty-one years, I am a native of South Australia.
1960. Your partners iu the firm are also natives ? Yes. They have been here twenty-one years.
1961. Your trade is principally export? Hine-tenths of it is export.
1962. You confine yourself principally to mutton and. beef? Ho, we trade in mutton, beef, veal, pork
and lamb.
1963. Do you supply the Brisbane butchers with meat ? Yes.
1964. In addition to your canning business, you also do a large wholesale business with local butchers ?
Yes, we supply twenty carcass butchers,
.
'
1965. And those carcass butchers, in turn, supply the butchers of Brisbane and its suburbs ? Yes.
1966. .1. suppose your canning is done principally for export ? Yes.
1967. You have a colonial trade as well ? Yes; a very large colonial trade. For Queensland alone we
do about 100 eases a week; 72 lb. in the case.
1968. Do you do much in the other Australian colonies? About 1,000 cases a week for Western
Australia, about 500 cases a week for Hew South Wales, about 2,500 cases a week for Victoria, about the
same for Tasmania, and about 200 cases a week for Hew Zealand.
"
1969. How many hands do you employ in connection with your business at these works ? 622 hands last
Friday.
1970. Have you any bauds employed elsewhere ? Yea; we have 1,100 hands employed altogether.
1971. Your establishment is kept going night and day? Yes ; we start about 6 o’clock on Sunday after
noon, and we stop about 4 o’clock on Saturday afternoon.
1972. Where are the other men employed? We have a cooperage in South Brisbane, where about
seventy-five hands are employed, and we have a fellmongery at Belmont, where wo employ 120 hands.
Belmont is about 3 miles from those works, and we have a large farm there, and grow all the fodder for
the piggery.
_
1973. From where do you generally draw' your supplies of cattle ? Chiefly from tho north and the west
of Queensland,
3.074. They come to you by rail ? Yes. From stations 200 miles from Brisbane wc bring them in byroad.
1975. Have you any paddocks attached to the works here ? Yes ; 6,000 acres just behind the works.
1976. Have you railway communication to your works ? Within a quarter of a mile of them.
1977. When the cattle have been taken from the trains you allow thorn to remain in these paddocks, for
how long? Two or three days. It depends on the season. When the weather is very dry we allow them
to remain there only two days, but in a good season they arc fed about a fortnight in the paddocks.
1978. The longer the cattle are kept in the paddocks the better the meat ? Yes ; the fiesh is not inflated.
1979. Mr. O'Sullivan.] What population is ihere living (say) within half a mile of yonr works? About
500, and 1,000 within 2 miles.
.
1980. Do the surrounding population complain of any nuisance or had smells arising from the works ? I
have never had a complaint since I have been here.
1981. Do yonr desiccators and other appliances prevent, to a large extent, smells that would otherwise
arise? Yes ; you smelt, to-day, the only smell that exists, and that is caused by vapour. When the men
open the digesters, the vaporous heat causes that smell; otherwise there is no smell at all.
1982.
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J. T. Francis. 1982, Wlieii we got to what you call the hashuiagundy soup department, that was the most ofEensive
portion of the works ? Tes.
12 Oct., 1896,1933. Do the men who work there complain of any evil consequences ? JTone whatever; as a matter of
fact they are the most healthy. 1 have never known a case of sickness.
_
1984. To what do you attribute that ? There arc thirty-two men employed round about the digesters, ^ X
have never had a case of sickness amongst them, and they have always the best of appetites. I think
that the smells destroy germs that would otherwise cause illness. The same remark applies to our fell
mongery, where wo have never had a ease of typhoid fever, or any other disease. Tho men there are very
strong, and there is more smell there than there is at these works.
1985. So on tho whole, although these smells may he offensive for the moment, the consequences are not
detrimental to the health of the population ? No ; I think, just the reverse.
_
198t>. So if we were to establish an abattoirs iu Sydney, by adopting the same appliances you have here,
we could prevent any offensive consequences that might otherwise result from the ordinary working of
such an establishment ? Tes.
. _
1987. You indirectly supply all the retail butchers in Brisbane ? 'Well, the majority of them. .
1988. And no complaint is made by the population there about the quality of the meat they receive from
you ? No ; they always consider it is the host meat they receive, and the carcass butchers with whom
they deal give that as a reason for asking higher prices for the meat.
1989. You spoke of employing 1,100 hands in connection with your establishment? Yes.
1990. How are those 1,100 persons employed? There are 622 at the works at Queensport, 125 at the
scouring works at Belmont, 3 miles to the east of these works, and there are seventy-five at the cooperage:
and then we have our own establishment for plumbing, coach-building, &c., employing about twenty-five
hands. We have also about fifty private shops where we retail the meat in Brisbane and suburbs, as far
as Southport, averaging from four to sis men in each of the shops. Then we have about sixty drovers,
and about sixty men employed at the head shop, where our chilling and salting rooms are. We also have
selections for onr cattle where about thirty men are employed, and we also employ about thirty carpen
ters. "We are always building, taking down, and putting up shops, and wc keep "thirty carpenters con
.
stantly employed.
1991. So I understand that the 1,100 men to whom you referred include the 022 men you have at the
works at Queensport, and also the men employed in the retail shops, cooperage and plumbing works, and
other places outside, but all connected with you directly ? Yes; and in no way connected with any
other firm.
1992. Your establishment seems to be supplied with all the modern appliances to prevent stench and all
other objectionable things ? Yes ; being in a thickly-populated neighbourhood we have to be very careful
in that respect.
_
1993. Do you think that if the same appliances were used at an abattoirs within the hounds of a large city
‘
like Sydney, they would be as unobjectionable as they are at Queeaspoct ? Yes; if used in Pitt-street, I
think they would be not at all objectionable.
,
,
1994. Your opinion, as a man of experience, is that it is quite possible to work a slaughtering establish
ment like yours without detriment to the health of the population ? Quite so. If anything, 1 think it is
the other way about, and assists the health of the population. My experience is that we have less sick
ness than there is in a boot or any other factory.
_
_
1995. As a matter of fact, it is a somewhat peculiar thing that men employed in the slaughtering or the
selling of meat generally appear to be very healthy ? They not only generally appear to be, hut they are
healthy. They are a healthier lot of men than other men, as you can see from their complexions. We
have had men come from the southern colonies for the sake of their health, and in every case during the
first six months of their being here they have' gained from 4 to G stone in weight. Even very delicate men
become big strong fellows iu six or nine months.
_
.
1996. Then it follows from what yon say, as a man of experience, that working in a slaughtering establish
ment, or living near one, is not injurious to the health of those who work in or live near such an establish
ment? No ; the contrary. I say this from my experience of twenty-one years. The healthiest portion
of tho community live near us,
1997. Do you know anything about the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? Yes ; 1 have been all through them.
1998. Do you think that the existence of Abattoirs at Glebe Island, near a population situated at Balmain
on tho one side and at the Glebe on the other, would be likely to injure the health of the inhabitants of
■
those places ? No. There is nothing there to injure health. But, in iny opinion, the appliances there
for dealing with manure were obsolete. I think that the Abattoirs authorities could deal with the
manure more profitably than they are now doing—they could make a profit out of them,
1999. What suggestions would you make to bring up-to-date the machinery at Glebe Island for the
treatment of manures and all refuse from the Abattoirs ? I should recommend the Abattoirs authorities
to write to the Americans, who have splendid machinery; they ought to write to the authorities at
Chicago and elsewhere, in order to get a desiccating plant to treat the refuse well and at once.
2000. You think that that if the large city of Chicago, with over 1,000,000 inhabitants, can maintain the
health of its population side by side witli large slaughtering establishments, it is quite possible for the
city of Sydney, with only about one-third of that population, to do the same ? I am sure it is.
_
2001. Provided they have the same modern appliances for destroying the offal and other offensive
matter? STes. You want to treat it at once. You must treat it before it decomposes. The fault of
some'Lnannres is that they are not treated before they decompose. Within twenty hours from the time
a bullock is alive our manures are treated. The great fault of many meat works is that they do not
treat their manures before they decompose. Once decomposition sets in you cannot hope to do any good
with your manure. You must treat it instantly. Our manure is fresh, and not decomposed at all. In
our stores, where you saw the hags of manures, they might have been bags of flour for any odour that
escapes from them. If I had told you that they were hags of flour you would have accepted the state
ment, and yet those are all hags of our special fertiliser.
,
2002. Then are we to understand that, putting aside the temporary offensive odours that arise irom
hashmagundy, your establishment is not a permanently offensive place to the inhabitants of the district
in wlu'eli you carry on business ? No. Any offence that arises is only from the vapour from the hot
water. There is no offence from the material itself. You could take that away from the heat, and there
would he no offensive smell whatever.
2003.
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2003. From wliafc we hare seen to-dajr at your establishment at Queensport it is evident that within sis J- V. Francis,
hours irom the killing of a bullock or sheep the product would appear in the final form of manufactured
food ready for the table ? Yes.
12 Oct., 1S96.
2004. And during that time there is nothing offensive or dangerous to human health ? ]STo, there is not
Ihe^only offensive result would be if it were not treated at once.
2005. Ihen uhat I understand you to say is that, provided the refuse is treated promptly, there is no
danger whatever to human health, hut if it be allowed to decompose there is a danger? Of course there
would be, naturally.
2000. And therefore, if tho Abattoirs at Glebe Island, uear Sydney, were earned on in a prompt manner,
j might be possible to get rid of all the offensive and injurious matter in a short time, and thus to avoid
douif? any injury at all to the health of the inhabitants around that place ? You would not have to get
rid of it, because it would not exist. It only arises from decomposing matter.
2U07. Mr. W/lks.'] Bo I understand that you supply a largo quantity of meat to butchers in the city ?
1 es ; 1 suppose we supply two-thirds of the moat consumed in Brisbane.
2008. Hon many cattle do you put through at one time both for your meat-preserving trade and for the
onLBUR?iy' AVe !laIe a7CrilKC(1 fOT tlle laa* W months 230 bullocks a day, and about 750 sheep.
i-OUJ. What sjrstcm of inspection have you for the detection of diseased animals ? Br. Quinnell inspects
every beast.
1
?r 1u
18 fcheL®ole inspector ? Yes ; he appoints our head slaughterman to pass a beast in his absence. ’
tic has thoroughly posted him up, and he has learnt all that could bo learnt under the inspector, and if
there is the slightest doubt about a beast he puts it on one side if the inspector is absent; but if he is of
opinion Inal: there is no danger he passes it on.
2011. I understand that there is one inspector appointed by the Government, and also an assistant
oo,PoCari Vh° 13 a sku"1^ormrln 511 y°ur employ ? Yes ; in my employ, but appointed bv Br. Quinnoll.
i 1n ISf1,1101?eatasc ot a™maia are condemned ? Last month we had 175 bullocks condemned out of
about 0,000 head.
2013. What were the principal diseases ? Tuberculosis was the principal disease—114 were condemned
tor tuberculosis, and some for actinomycosis, and some for abscesses.
omr’
's *he process adopted when they are condemned? They are taken to the digesters.
-Ulo. Ihey are not saturated with kerosene, as is done in some works ? lSTo ; they are cut up into pieces
and put into the digestors.
17
11
2016. You consider the inspection of meat a very important matter? Yes, very important, and very
necessary to the health of the public.
>
j
r
J
201;. Bo you find that the percentage of diseased animals is on the increase ? I find that the percentage
ot diseased animals is according to the stations. Some stations have neglected the culture of their cattle
and have allowed disease to spread. From some of the stations we have a far larger percentage of
diseased cattle than from others—up to 3 per cent, from one station.
2018. From what you have told mo, I should imagine that you would consider an inquiry of the character
now being held by tins Committee an essential one ? A very essential one.
2019. You consider that up to date the Colonies have neglected this matter of meat supply? Yes ■ almost
criminally neglected the inspection of meat.
2020. And the inquiry new being held by this Committee is one that should have been taken in hand
some time ago ? Yes—twenty years ago.
2021 Jfot only by Flew South Wales ? No ; by all the Colonies. I think it is criminal on the part of
oooo verUme i t0 a °W ^
C beas('1:0 "° ilUo consumption without previous inspection.
2022. lour sole trade of an export character is that of preserved meats?
No, not our sole tradethere are tallow and hides.
.
’
2023. Well, by-products and preserved meat ? Yes, and wool-seourinn'.
2024. You do not freeze meat ? No ; we chill meat.
0
2025. That is not so profitable? No, our experience is a loss.
2026. Are you called upon for any certificate ? Yes ; in all onr contracts we have to furnish a certificate
lor every tin or meat pot up iu our works.
2027. I understand that there is a Ifcat Export Act in force in this country ? Yes ; not a single tin of
meat can be sent out without a certificate,
°
2028. There is not a Board of Health, but regulations under the Export of Meat Act? Yes • itis criminal
.tor us to send away a single tin of meat without its being inspected. We are liable to a fine of £50 or
imprisonment.
i,1I.r:dcrS!;ind .tbflta lot ,of ™ur tracle is ^ contract? Yes ■ I suppose about one-third of it.
2030. Jrtncipally with Java, the Butch Settlements, and the French colonies? Yes.
2031. Your trade directly with London is not so great?
irreat? Our
Our trade
trade with
with T.nndnr,
London n
is very large—10,000
cases a month, and it is increasing.
2032. Now, coming to the matter of desiccation, you consider that a high-cV.ss desiccating plant is one of
the greatest efisenhafs or a ■well-appointed abattoirs ? Yes ; it is absolutely necessary.
ono?'
y°U C0ils!(]r'r tIiat y°:ir desiccating plant is a high-class one ? No ; ours is not a high-class one.
rA y,0U fonsider
,fc 18 better tllan tl,e desiccating plant at the Glebe Island Abattoirs P I cononodesiccating plant there is obsolete. There is unnecessary expense attaching to the work of it.
. .IT
18 al1 improvement upon that ? Yes ; our plant is a labour-saving plant altogether
203b. AV hen inspecting the Abattoirs at Glebe Island, did you notice that the desiccators there had to
treat an enormous quantity of water, which you avoid doing'? Yes ; we treat no water. 1 consider that
the desiccating plant at Globe Island is obsolete, because the expense is something terrible. Our expense
is not 5 per cent, of the value received ; but the expense at Glebe Island was 105 per cent, because the
desiccators there were worked at a loss.
Glebe Island ’^ y°Ur Flant ^ ^ 1Make 0 FOfit ? Wc make a I,Tofit of 95 Per ccnt' aa compared with
2038. Have you a ready sale for your manure? Yes. Wc put up CO tons a week, and tho only stock
accumulated is about 200 tons.
j
^
203A And this is owing to the tick scare in New Zealand ? Yes. We had a contract there for 300 tons
ior three months, but the Grovermnent there will not allow our manure to come into New Zealand
3(52-K
‘2040.
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J. V. Francis. 2040. They are so afraid of the tick that they have stopped your trade with New Zealand as regards
manures ? Yes ; it is, of course, most absurd.

X

•%****.

^

*•*

nected with the concern ? Yes. When we first started our works wc found
^
prohibitory, through the cost of the casks. We preserve very largely salt beef. One ot our
tracts with the Outch Government is for salt beef. We found that the cost ^JJ16
of our competition against the Americans. I got special machinery at the cooperage,
n?w ” “S?hnt
the expense of labour we can put up five casks where we could put up only one betorc-that m a cask that
cost us 9s. before costs us oul} 2s. to-day. Therefore, we are in a Poslh®“ £
the Americans in sending meat to Canada. We have a very large salt-beef trade with the ^outh be.
isiiod“tto“gI.S,a»,y>ddso.rith J»™,»»d
md about JOO 300.1b. tierce, to Loadon every
SfyTu

Srswttm.racture evorythiug H.qu.red, We time eScct a great raving.

Wc could not possibly successfully compete against America if ire did not
“^1 °,“r
and solder I may mention that the Government of Queensland have thought fit to put a duty ot 2o per
cent, on ingot tin.y This has caused us to take out of our own pocket and to pay to another smcltang-works
hero at thc§rate of £1,000 per annum. The Government do not benefit Yf-th°^l®VbotuS of £10 M a
bonus to that company. The Government, instead of paying those smeltmg-works a bonus of £1 000 a
year make us pay it There is only one tin-smelting works, and the Government compel us to hu} from
those works; otherwise, wo could land tin from Tasmania at £8 a ton
C“ £ Go^T
Queensland. But we should have to pay £15 a ton duty to the Q'^j^and Govei mmik The Goie™
meut compel us to pay this bonus to that company, because some of the members
has done a lot for mining. But why the meat-preserving works should compensate that companj for
what tbev have done for inininn I do not know. It has been a great drawback to us.
2044. Imregard to your desiccating plant, do yon not think that there is more modern and be.ter machinery
than you have in your establishment at the present time.

Yes.

i

2045
believe that you have contracts with various Governments can you name all the places ? We
have three different contracts with the Trench Government, according to the different colonies Haiphong
(a China port), New Caledonia, and New Hebrides. We have also contracts with Batavia, which amounts
°At^our wool-^c^uriny works'llavc you a good water supply ? Tes. In wool-scouring, in order to
make the works pay, it is necessary, after taking the skin off an animal, to treat it immediately, before
the skin dries and cracks. If you delay the treatment the basil is not worth witlim 2o per cent, what it
would be if you treated it at once.
2047. There are only four members of your firm . Yes.
2048. Has it grown from a small concern to a big one ? Tes. When we first started busineea in 1859
we were killing only twenty-five bullocks a week, and it has gradually grown from that to its present
2040

2049h W"1ill"you explain the process of making oleomargarine? It is necessary that you should have no
dirt whatever. Oleomargarine is analysed, and the slightest percentage of dirt would cause the article to
2050

.^Would you name the different articles made at your establishment? There are about eighty

Ssi^Canyou tell me approximately tho total cost of yonr works ? About £75,000, including the area
2052° What is the total value of all sorts of products at your establishment m one year ? £300,000.
2053. Have you any objection to telling me whether your business is a paying concern ? U ell, ue would
2054aYou work your establishment night and day ? Yes; I suppose we have the best electric-lightmg
plant in Brisbane.

, ,,

, o

-w

2055. You have the electric light right through the establishment ? Yes.
2056. Mr. Bavuter.] You stated in reply to questions that your manure was selling at £3 a ton locally
for large orders ? Yes ; we deal only wholesale in manures
,
9 ,,
,
n ,Ti
2057. What is the cost involved in treating the material resulting in 1ton of manure? About 3s. a ton.
2058. Do you mean 3s. per ton of material treated, or 3s. per ton of manure produced. About 3s. per
ton of manure as we sell it.
.
■ , 11 ^
vr
2059. You stated that the inspector recognised by the Government is appointed by the Government. les.
2060. And he appoints as sub-inspector a person in your employ ? Yes.
2061. And who is in your pay ? Yes,
,
„
T av i -a ■
-a
2062. Do you consider that that is conducive to satisfactory inspection . Yes. I think it is most
2063SSIt7may he necessary, but should not an inspector occupy an independent position ? The Chief
Inspector should. And considering that the Chief Inspector is there day and night at all times, if lie found a
bullock run down the race which had not been laid aside tor him he would easily detect at any moment it
the man he trusted had not done his duty.
, c v
• u.
j j
a
2064 You say that the Chief Inspector is continuously on the works? les, night and day. We do
not know whim ho is coming, and whether he is or is not there; the slaughter-man puts on one side any
thing questionable until he has inspected it.
2065. How far from the works does your Chief Inspector reside ? A bout 2 miles.
2066. On the opposite side of the river ? Yes. Ho has a boat
2067. Has he stated times for visiting? No.
20CS. But if occasion requires he is specially summoned ? Yes.
a o -w
2069. Are you called upon to contribute anything towards the payment of the inspector. 1 es.
2070. What form does that payment take? So much per head on the catflo slaughtered.
2071 Would you mind stating the amount ? Threepence per head for bullocks, and, I think, 3d. for
every ten sheen, which I think is iniquitous, for it amounts in our business to £1,200 a year, and the
inspector gets only £300 a year. Therefore the Government are making £900 a year at our expense, and
we have to suffer the loss of the rejected cattle, which at the present time amounts to over £o,000 a year.
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2072. Have you no arrangement as between the persons from whom the cattle arc purchased and your J- V, trancis.
firm as to sharing the loss on condemned cattle? No; we have to make our deals twelve months ahead, r—N
and up to the time when the Act was brought into force five months ago we had no idea of. the Act 12 Oct,, 3896.
coming into force, and therefore wc did not protect ourselves, and this has caused us a loss of £2,000 up
to the present time. In future deals I intend to make that condition ; but we find it is difficult to make
a deal, because the stock-owners object to that condition.
.
2073. In reference to the speed at which meat can be prepared, I think you stated that five hours was the
shortest time ? Yes.
2074. That is owing to the temperature of this locality ? Yes.
_
t
207o. If the climate allowed you to do so, you would prefer to give a much longer time? Yes, at least
twelve or fourteen hours.
2076. Bo you think that the health of the persons who consume your meat would be better served by
that meat being slaughtered and put up in a cooler climate ? 1 do not think it makes the slightest.
difference. In our retail business the meat is not given to the public until fourteen days after it is killed ;
but in the tinning it does not make the slightest difference.
_
2077. Is there any private slaughtering, or any slaughtering done hy small butchers? Yes ; one-third of
the Brishane trade is done by private slaughtermen.
'
2078. And they are people in a small way of business P Yes.
_
.
2079. For instance, a butcher whose business required him to kill only one beast twice a week could do
so ? Yes ; none of the private places arc under Q-overnment inspection.
2080. Is any restriction imposed as to where and when cattle may be killed ? No ; outside the meat
exporters of Queensland there is no Government inspection, or any Government control at all—that is,
all butchers who arc not meat exporters have not their premises under any inspection whatever, and they
can kill anything they like, and sell it. The Act is only an exporters act. There may be tuberculosis or
anything else, and as a matter of fact tuberculous meat goes into consumption in Brisbane every day.
2081. In connection with what yon last stated, is it possible for a carcass or a portion of a carcass, after
having been condemned for export purposes, to be broken up and to go into local consumption ? No, it
is not possible, because the Government inspector sees it is destroyed.
2082. But for local consumption there is no inspection of any kind? None whatever.
David Traill, examined;—
„ „ ...
OPruill*
2083. Chairman^] What are you? I am manager for the Queensland Meat Export and Agency Coy., _
Eagle Farm Works, Brisbane Biver.
12 Oet., 1896^
2081. How long have you been in that position ? Three and a half years.
2085. Mad you a knowledge of the meat-chilling business previous to taking charge of those works ? No.
2086. Your works at the present time are at a stand-still ? Yes.
2087. But you have done a very large trade in the past r Yes.
_
2088. What is the largest number of cattle that you have killed at your works in any given week or
month since you took the management? 320 head per day ; that is the most we have done.
2089. The cattle, I suppose, come to you by rail ? Some by rail, and some by road.
2090. From where do you generally get your stock ? We get all our stock from Queensland.
2091. You have also done a large meat-killing trade in mutton ? Yes.
2092. At any time during the progress of your works has any complaint been made against them of being
a nuisance to the surrounding district ? Never.
_
2093. What do you do with all the offal and other refuse that comes from the animals that arc killed?
The offal is treated first for tallow, and then for manure.
2094. Is your trade entirely one of export? Entirely.
2095. You do not cater at all for the Brisbane butchers ? No.
2096. Is it with the other Australian colonies or with the English and continental markets yon have to
deal ? Entirely Eoglish and continental markets.
2097. Have you a rigid inspection of the meat killed in your establishment ? Yes; a very rigid inspection.
2098. By whom ? By the Government Veterinarian.
2099. 1 low frequent are his visits when you are killing ? Every day.
2100. Does lie inspect every animal brought in for killing ? Yes.
2101. Before or after death? Both before and after death.
2102. And it would be impossible for you, even if you desired it, to slaughter a diseased animal without
his knowing it ? It would not be impossible for us to slaughter a diseased animal, but it would be
impossible for us to treat it after death without his knowledge.
2103. What was the percentage of animals condemned when you were killing (say) 350 a day? The
average number condemned is about 2‘2 per cent.
2104. That loss is entirely borne by yonr Company? No; it is not. Our Company do not make a
business of buying stock. We have bought stock, but we mostly treat for clients.
2105. You kill stock for your own clients? Yes.
2106. And charge them so much per head for killing them and keeping them in the refrigerating chambers?
Yes.
21.07, Your clients are principally the pastoralists of Queensland P Yes.
2103. Is your Company a colonial-formed one, or representative of English capital ? Colonial.
2109. Principally got uj) by the pastoralists themselves ? Yes.
2110. Mr. Wilks,'] Would yon mind stating the main reason for the closing of your works ? The principal
reasons are the dearth of fat stock and the low prices in the London market.
2111. You do not find it sufficiently profitable to treat mutton to warrant your going into it to any extent?
Of course, my answer to that question is contained in the answer I have already given. We merely make
a certain charge upon meat put through our works.
2112. Then the inference to be drawn from that answer is that owners of that kind of stock do not con
sider it profitable ? Not at the present moment.
2113. This is not a mutton-producing country? I would not say that, but our works principally deal
with beef.
2114.
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D. Traill. 2114. This is not a mutton-producing country, compared with Victoria or the southern portion of Xew
c—-a—South Wales? No; it is not.
12 Oct, 1S96. 2115. Has the tick fever been detrimental to meat ? NTot at our particular works.
2116. Only to the owners of stock? Yes.
2117. And many of the owners who use your works are within the infested area ? Most of tho pastor
alists who put their stock through our ■works are south of the infested districts.

,

2118. In the matter of inspection, could you suggest anything to make it more rigid ? I could suggest
nothing more.
2119. You do not think that anything more is essential ? NTo.
2120. Bo you think there is a danger of two much G-overnmcnt iuspectiou? Yes
2121. You think it is a matter that may he allowed to run to seed, aud become a fad? Yes,
2122. You are not acquainted with any diseases of the human family which arc traceable to the con
sumption of diseased meat P No.
2123. As regards an inquiry, such as we are holding, in reference to the supply of meat in New South
Wales, do you consider that the question is of sufficient importance to warrant the attention that is being
given to it? Yes; I think it absolutely necessary that there should bo Government inspection.
2124. Bo you consider that tho city of Brisbane has sufficient inspection in regard to the home supply of
meat? We have no inspection in Brisbane as regards the home supply of moat, with the exception of
one firm (the Graziers' Meat Company), and the inspection is apparently optional on their part.
2125. You think the same regulations as are applied to the export trade should be applied to the home
trade ? Yes.
2126. Chairman.^ Bo you think it is necessary that well-conducted abattoirs should he connected with
the raihvay system, for the imppose of having stock brought to them hy rail and for the conveyance of
meat required for the supply of a city ? Not necessarily.
2127. Bo you think it is advantageous ? Yes, advantageous, but not necessary.
2128. Your establishment is not at present connected with the railway? .No; our works are not at
present connected with the railway, but they will bo in about three months’ time.
2129. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] What wo want to know', amongst other things, is whether works like yours can
be carried on without prejudice to the public health ;—you have a fairly large population round about
your works when they are in full going order;—does the operation of your works in any way injure the
health of the inhabitants around you ? No.
2130. 1 presume that is the case, because you are pretty well supplied with modern appliances for dealing
with all the refuse connected with a slaughtering establishment F Yes.
2131. And what you do iu a small locality like yours it would be possible to achieve in a crowded locality
like that of Sydney ? 1 am of opinion that it wmuld not be injurious to the public health, but, at the
same time, I do not think it would be advantageous to the public health.
2132. But do vou think that the carrying on of slaughtering operations, if properly safeguarded as thev
are in large cities like Glasgow' and Chicago, aud other large centres of population, is really injurious to
the public health ? I do not think so.
2133. I gather from your evidence that, as a rule, throughout the year you are very busy at your
works ? Yes,
’
2131. And are carrying on a large meat export trade abroad ? Yes.
2135. Then, by the same rule, it would be possible for us in Sydney with our abattoirs, not only to deal
with the meat trade required for the city, but if necessary to establish there also a meat export trade, by
working on the same lines as you do ? Yea.
2136. Bo you think that it wmuld be better for the public health in a largo city for it to bo supplied with
meat from killing works carried on in country districts rattier than from abattoirs near the city where
meat wmuld be freshly killed? If the cattle w'ere carefully driven and got sufficient food on the wav to
the works, I do not think there would be any material, difference.
■
’
213/. How do you get your cattle down to your wrorks at Eagle Barm ? A very large number of them
come by rail, and at certain times of the year a very large number are driven to the works.
2L3S. Mhere are they driven from? Prom stations as far away as twenty days’ journey. I daresay
that the average travelling time to our w'orks wmuld lie about eight days,
2139. After tiie cattle have arrived near your wrorks do you rest them for any period ? Yes ; for not less
than two days.
*
"
2140. Bo you consider that two days’ rest is sufficient for them before they aro killed ? Yes ; provided
they get sufficient quiet and the necessary water.
2141. But can you assure them of that iu a country like yours ? Yes.
2U2. Then you have plenty of grass and water? Near the works we have no grass. "We do not want to
feed (he cattle for a couple of days prior to death, but wTe wrant to give them plenty of water. The cattle
should be thoroughly rested for not less than two days in a locality whore they will not bo disturbed
either by people on foot or by passing vehicles ; in fact, they should be kept entirely secluded,
2143. They ought to be kept away from all disturbance or interference for at least two days before death ?
Yes.
2144. In your works, you utilise modem appliances for getting rid of tho refuse ? Yes.
2145. Bo you think that yon have the latest appliances for that purpose? Yes; we have the latest
appliances for treating everything in our works, which are the most modern in Australia.
2146. Ihcn if we had in a large city the same kind of machinery as you have, and under equally skilled
men, we could utilise the refuse from the cattle that were slaughtered, iu the same wav as von do, without
any injury io the public health ? Yes.
,
2147. Mr. Bmtster.] Previous to the outbreak of the tide disease and the restrictions imposed in con
sequence of it, your establishment was being carried on to i(s full capacity—at a profit or a loss? As I
have already said, we kill only for the owners of the stock.
2148. Mr. Law] AVhat is your opinion in regard to the outbreak of the tick disease—has it had any
injurious effects It has had an injurious effect on the meat export trade of the Colony.
2149. Has it had an injurious effect on your company? Yes.
2150. Have you suffered any considerable loss by it ? I may say that the stock does not .belong to our
company. We only treat the stock on behalf of the pastoralists. Our works deal with the pastoralist’s
stock, and we charge them a certain price—l^d. per lb. The effect it has had ou our works is that at
the present time our works are idle.
2151.
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2151. Wliat has been the total cost of tho whole of the machinery and plant in connection with yonr
works ? Our works at Eagle Earm have cost us about £75,000, X consider that our works, so far as the
abattoirs portion of them is concerned, are the most perfect in Australasia.
2152. Is it a fact that you do the largest meat export business in Australasia? Yos ; tho Queensland
Meat Export and Agency Company has the largest export trade in Australasia in regard to bullocks—■
that is, wc export the largest number of tons.
TUESDAY, 13 OCTODER, 1800.

[Y/m Committee met at J. II. Gcddcs, Dirt, fy Co.'s Brisbane Markets, Mtisgrase Wharf, Brisbane.']
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John Cenge Andrews Peddle, examined :—
2153. Chairman.] You are the manager of this company? I am the outside manager of their business
in Queensland.
"
2154. Eor what purpose has the business been started ? Chilling and freezing moat for export.
2155. Were you ever connected with any of the firm’s establishments elsewhere? Yes ; the Charleville
Meat Works on the Warrego, 483 miles from Brisbane.
2]50. Have you had any previous experience in tho meat trade ? No ; only in squatting.
2157. Have you ever visited the Abattoirs in any of the other Colonics ? Yes.
2158. Have you visited the Glebe Island Abattoirs ? Yes ; about a fortnight ago.
2159. Bid you make a fairly minute inspection of them? I did. I went round with Mr. Me Adam, the
manager of the Darling Harbour works.
2100. lie is the manager at Barling Harbour for the firm you represent here ? Yes.
2161. What was your general impression of the Abattoirs—was it a favourable one ? No. I thought the
place was fairly well regulated, but there was not sufiicient room.
2102. Bid that apply to the slaughter-houses for the smaller as well as for the larger animals ? The best
place I saw was where they were killing sheep for export.
2103. That is the place which is known as Elliott's slaughter-house, and which was originally intended for
a refrigerating house ? Yes.
2LG4. What was there about that more striking than the others? There was more space. But still I
considered that that was a poor place.
2105. Bo you think that, so far as space is concerned, the Abattoirs at Glebe Island could be so altered
and added to that, with modern appliances, they could be made suitable for, and would meet the require
ments of, first-class abattoirs ? 1 do not think so. You would have to commence da novo.
2100, Bo yon think, then, that, to make complete and satisfactory abattoirs, it would be necessary to pull
down the present buildings ? 1 should do so, certainly.
2167. Would it be possible so to improve tbe present slaughter-houses at Glebe Island as to make them
up to date ? No.
2168. No matter how much money was expended upon them. No. You could only build them afresh on
the same ground.
2169. Bo you know the cattle sale-yards at Homebush ? Tes.
2170. Have you any idea of the distance between tho sale-yards and the Abattoirs? I heard you say it
was 6 or 7 miles, but I should have thought it was 10. I know that tho sale-yards are on the other side
of Strath field.
2171-2. You have visited the sale-yards as well as the Abattoirs ? Yes.
2173. Do you think that the present Abattoirs can be managed satisfactorily whilst tho sale-yards are so
far away Irom them as they are at Ihe present time? No ; the Abattoirs ought to be near the sale-yards.
2174. Ju connection with well-conducted abattoirs, you think tho closer the sale-yards are to them tho
better it is for the meat after the animals have been slaughtered ? Yos.
2175. Do you think it in any way interferes with the quality of the meat after the animals have been
killed if the cattle and sheep are driven for such a distance to be slaughtered as aro the cattle and sheep
which are now driven from the sale-yards at Homebush to the Abattoirs at Glebe Island? That, on the
lop of the previous knocking about, must add to the fever.
2176. So you are of opinion that a bullock might start from the pasturage ground m a healthy condition,
and after being sent by rail for some hundreds of miles, and then being put inio the sale-yards, and after
sale being driven to Glebe Island for slaughtering, might in many cases become so affected in health that
it would practically develop some kind of disease? I know it is very much better without the knocking
about. I cannot say whether it would or would not develop any disease.
2177. It would to a certain extent be likely to injure the quality of the meat ? Yes. Cattle are actually
trucked from Charleville to Sydney. I have seen hundreds of cattle trucked in that way.
2178. Have you visited the abattoirs in any of the other Colonies? J was at the Melbourne Abattoirs
twenty-five years ago.
2179. You have not seen them lately? Not for twenty-five years,
2180. Bo you think it would be better for the cattle to be slaughtered in the country and taken in
refrigerating cars to some central dep&t? That is what I and my firm believe in, and we do eo from a
business point of view.
2181. Bo yon think that the tendency of the commercial world is to so alter the method of killing beasts
for consumption in large cities that in the future they will be killed in the country districts near to the
pasturage ground, and taken afterwards in refrigerating cars along the different railways to the centres of
population ? AH people who are interested in having good meat believe iu that. But people who have
vested interests, like Pitt, Son, and Badgery, at Sydney, Brisbane, and Adelaide, are dead against it—
that is where the trouble comes in, You are fighting the vested interests.
2182.
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2182. Mr. O'Sullivan-] Tour establishment here is for the purpose of freezing for the export trade as well as
for the local meat-market for Brisbane ? ’Well, that has been contemplated at one time it was talked

13 Oct., 1896. 2183. One part of your building was designed for that ? Tes; but as a matter of fact, they are not going
on now with the internal fittings for that.
,
„ ,
...
2184. Where is it supposed that your meat will be killed ? Well, in the country we hare feeders like
CharloTille Wo hope to have another place later on at Koma, and stock fattened on tho pastures near the
coast will be killed witbin 5 or 6 miles of Brisbane. They will be fattened in large paddocks near Brisbane.
2185 The cattle will be brought down by train? No; they travel as stores down to tbe fattening
paddocks, and then walk in. I suppose that 20,000 cattle are fattened within 100 miles of Brisbane every
year—on the Logan.
„ w. , .
2186. Tt is in contemplation to erect slaughtering establishments on the Logan Kiver ? Within a
reasonable distance of Brisbane, or we may work here with some of the existing slaughter-houses.
2187. With those at Queensport and Eagle Farm ? No, not Eagle Farm ; but we may make arrange
ments with some of the people now slaughtering near Brisbane.
2188. Collins & Co. do slaughtering within a short distance of Brisbane ? Tes ; about o miles from here—
that is the Pastoralists Butchering Company.
2189. Do people about there complain of ofEensive odor or nuisance? I do not think so.
2190. From your long experience, in various capacities, of cattle, do you think it is possible to work
abattoirs near a large city without giving offence to the public? Well, you would have to desiccate the
manure, and that sort of thing, to do it.
_
2191. Provided that the abattoirs were fitted with the latest appliances, and were lined with white
tiles, and had proper drains to keep them clean ? Tes ; with good drainage, I believe it would be possible
2192. I suppose you know that in some large cities abattoirs are carried on without offence ? I have read
so, but I have never seen a place where there was not some smell. _
_
,
„
2193. Mr. Lam.] Have you bad any particular experience in connection with abattoirs ? No.
2194. Have you any knowledge of the necessary machinery to carry on extensive works? X haveonly a
general idea.
.^
r ,_T
*
2195. Can you state, approximately, what the cost of machinery would be ? iS o.
2196. Tou stated in regard to tbe Abattoirs at Glebe Island that they were altogether out ofdate, and
that, in your opinion, if the Abattoirs were retained there, new buildings should be put up do you think
that if the 30 acres now outside the buildings there were utilised, that that would afford, sufiicient space
to deal properly with an output of 100,000 bullocks and 1,000,000 sheep a year ? 1 think that, if there
were no other objections, on that area you could, put up a place that would deal with the meat satisfactorily.
2197. Mr. Wilks.] The trend of your evidence is in the direction of killing and chilling meat in the
country ? That is what I believe in.
_
.
,
,
2198. Ton consider that the public healtli is better served by that system than by any other? i es; tho
people then get tender meat with all the juice in it.
2199. Do they get purer meat ? I think so.
_
i
i
i i
2200. That is, if you provide for regular and proper iuspection ? It should be, but I do not know whether
it is enforced.
.
. .
,
j.
2201. Do you not consider that central abattoirs would provide a safeguard m the matter ot inspection ot
meat? No doubt. Tou would have the one inspector, aud officers under his eye there.
2202. Do you think that the inspection of meat in Australia is sufficiently rigid as regards meat for home
consumption ? 1 cannot say, but I think not. I have seen some stuff I would not like to eat. _
_
2203. Then you are of opinion that in various parts of Australia meat is sent into consumption which
should not be ? X Have not the slightest doubt about it.
2304. And one of tbe most serious things that could be taken into consideration is how to prevent that ?
Yes.
2205. Do you think that diseased stock in the Colonies is on tbe increase ? In travelling in New South
"Wales for a few months a little while ago I saw more diseases amongst sheep than I ever heard of before.
1 lived sixteen years in New South Wales, and I have been thirty years amongst stock. Wherever I
lived the country was healthy ; hut it seemed to me that in the part of the country I saw last year the
sheep had worms and fluke, and lice, and every thing under the sun—things I had never heard of previously.
2206. Then I understand that mutton which is placed on the market wants rigid inspection, because
there is greater chance of disease in sheep than in cattle? The sheep I am referring to would never get
fat enough to eat—they would never go into tbe market.
2207. Did you observe*the system of inspection at the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? No.
2208. Ton did not go into that matter at all? No.
Bussell Sinclair, examined:—
K. Sinclair. 2209. Chairman.! Tou are an engineer ? Tes. I belong to tbe firm of Wilblridge and Sinclair,
consulting engineers, of Sydney and Brisbane.
_
_
.
,
.
13 Oct., 1896. 2210. Tour firm has had a largo experience in the construction of freezing works in diflerent parts or
Australia? Tes.
,1 c a
2211. "Where are the principal works with the erection of which you have had to do ? In North Sydney,
Pastoral Finance Association, Kirribilli Point; Geddcs, Birt, & Co.’s place, Pynnont, Darling Harbour ;
the Young Chilling Works; the Dubbo Chilling Works; the Narrabri Mcat-chilling Works; the
Gunnedab Meat-chilling Works—all in New South Wales. In Queensland, the Bowen Meat-freezing
Works ; the extensions to the Townsville Meat Works ; the extensions to the works at Eagle Farm ; and
we are now busy with the Charleville Meat Works and the present South Brisbane Works here, and wc
arc putting up a complete establishment at Lake’s Creek, close to Kockhampton.
. .
2212. Have yon made a study of all the necessary appliances for the preservation of meat when it is lulled
up country, and also for its conveyance to the sea-coast ? Tes.
_
2213. That has been your firm’s special study ? Tes ; we have had to do with all the largest works.
2214. -Judging from your past experience, do you think that the tendency of men engaged in pastoral
•pursuits now is to have their cattle and sheep killed as dose to tbe pasturage ground as possible, and then
r
sent
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sent to the seaboard by means of refrigerating chambers? That is undoubtedly the tendency, except it-Sinclair,,
■where a person has a station close to the seaboard. The tendency is to reduce the trucking aud travelling
77'.
of the stock to as little as possible.
2215. Judging by that statement, you seem to anticipate that in the near future large abattoirs close to
any city would he unnecessary ? 1 would not go so far as that, because there is always a large quantity
of cattle to be drawn from the surrounding district; but I would put the matter in this way : that the
wwe of the abattoirs near any city will be very much less in future than it has been.
221C. Mr. O' Sullivan.] As an expert in machinery for abattoirs and meat-freezing works, do you think it
would be possible for the Abattoirs at Glebe Island to be fitted up with modern appliances in such a way
as to render it impossible for bad odours or nuisance to arise? Quite possible to put up machinery of
such a character that you would not know that there was anything going on at all.
2217. What machinery would you suggest for the purpose of working a slaughtering establishment free
from all offensive odours ? b'or working an abattoir I should suggest that you should go in for chilling
machinery to deal with the meat as soon as it was killed, and that for getting rid of tho blood you should
have machinery which would treat it and work it up into manure, and you should have machinery for
treating the offal. The half-chewed grass and tho paunches should be worked up. All the paunches, guts,
aud offal, and everything that cannot be utilised for butchers’ requirements should bo desiccated, dried
and turned into manure.
221S. As rapidly as possible? Yes; at once. Each day’s killing should be finished right off. All the
offal, &c., should be treated immediately.
2219. As a matter of tact they do that at Queensland now, do they not? They do it, but they could go
further than they do now. There are no works in the whole of Australia which do it so perfectly as I
think they should.
2220. Mr. WilJcs.'] Have you any acquaintance with the desiccating plant at Glebe Island ? 1 have seen
it several times.
2221. Ho you consider if is very defective ? I saw it twelve months ago, and I then considered it was
very poor.
2222. Would you recommend new machinery, or an improvement of that plant? Complete new
machinery.
2223. What would be the approximate cost of it? That would depend on the number of cattle killed;
hut, roughly speaking, machinery to treat the offal from 100 head of cattle all at once would cost you
about £2,000.
2224. Am I to understand that well-appointed abattoirs of the character you are thinking of, near a
city, must have a refrigerating works ? Yes; not freezing works, because freezing is only necessary for
export.
2225. You consider it essential that chilling works should accompany abattoirs ? Yes, 1 do.
2226. And that tho bulk of the meat going into consumption should bo slaughtered in the country? Yes.
•
Where it is any appreciable distance from a town it should bo slaughtered in the country.
2227. What is yonr opinion of Glebe Island as the site for abattoirs to meet the requirements you have
described ? It is quite suitable.
2228. It would also make a good shipping depbt for meat? I do not know about that. You could not
get big ships up there without removing that permanent bridge.
2229. Did you go into the matter of the architecture of tbe Abattoirs while you were there ? I know
what it is.
2230. Do you consider it is faulty ? I do not consider it is well-arranged at all.
2231. Mr. Bavister.] As proof of the possibility of carrying on abattoirs on an extensive scale without
nuisance or offence to the public, you have seen such in England—at Birkenhead and Deptford—on a
larger scale than anything you have seen in the colonics ? Yes, much larger. At both of those places
they deal with imported cattle, which has to be slaughtered without going outside the gates.
2232. And as a proof of the effectiveness of their desiccating plant, it is customary for them to treat the
refuse from the fish markets ? Yes. '
2233. And that is done without offence ? Yes; at Birkenhead, and without offence.
2234. And that is done in consequence of the machinery necessary for such work having been obtained ?
Yes.
2235. There is no obstacle in the way of the same thing being done in Sydney ? No ; none at all.
Patrick Eobertson Gordon, examined:—
2236. ChairmanWhat is your position in the Queensland Public Service? Chief Inspector of Stock. P. E. Gordon.
2237. You have been a great number of years in your present position? Since 1868.
2238. Your position has brought you in contact with the cattle and sheep business of tho Colony ? Yes. 13 Oct., 1S96.
I have been on two occasions despatched hy my Government to Melbourne and Sydney to study the meat
question.
2239. Did you visit both the abattoirs ? Yes, in Sydney and Melbourne; but I visited the meat market
principally.
2240. Did you go to the abattoirs at Plemington, near Melbourne? Yes; but a number of years ago
that was.
'
2241. How long ago? In 1886.
2242. Did you find them, then, up to date? My business was principally in connection with the distri
buting marlcet.
2243. Did you not investigate theabattoirs ? Yos, I did.
2244. Did you find them cleanly? They were hardly so cleanly as the Abattoirs at Sydney.
2215. You think Ihe Sydney Abattoirs had the advantage? Yes ; but my principal object was to ascer
tain whether we could or could not get some means of distributing the meat, and do away with the
wholesale butchers, as our trade here was principally iu the hands of the wholesale butchers.
2246. Has tho result of those visits of yours to the other colonies brought about anychange in yourmeat
supply up to the present time ?No. I wrote a report, which the Government
haudodover to the
municipal council.
'
2247.
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P. R. Gordon, 2247. And it is really nottlie fault of tbe Government so much as the munieipal authorities that you have
z
^ not had tlie public abattoirs before now ? Quite so,
.
,
,
13 Oct., 1896. 2248. In your position of stock inspector you have long since recognised the necessity of having suitable
abattoirs close to the city ? Tes, particularly so in relation to inspection. Jfor instance, Dr. Quinnell
last month, at Queensport, condemned 111 animals, and when you consider that he does not condemn
animals except when the disease is diffused, that is a large number. If the disease is localised, he
condemns only the partin which the disease is localised, and lets the other go.
_ _
2249. Dr. Quinnell has been appointed only since your Legislature passed an Act providing for the
iuspection of all meat killed for export? Tes.
_
2250. So that, so far as the authorities aro concerned, great care is exercised in regard to all meat killed
for export, whilst the meat for home consumption, practically speaking, goes without the slightest
inspection? The only inspection is under the 1834 Act, which was passed when there were only two
towns in Australia, and that Act, practically speaking, applies only to eattlc-stoaling.
2251. So your experience leads you to believe that, at present, diseased cattle can readily bo pushed on
to the Erisbane market without the public having any knowledge of its being diseased? Quite so.
2252. Tou are also of opinion that the only means of preventing diseased meat from finding its way into
the Brisbane market is by the establishment of central abattoirs, under either municipal or Government
control ? Quite so. As it is now, no man with a small capital can start butchering, whereas, if we had
abattoirs, and reserved so many stalls for ordinary use, a man with enough capital to run a small place
could start business.
_
...
.
.
.
2253. The way things are at the present time, practically speaking, a ring is formed in private circles,
which can prevent a poor man from starting a butcher’s shop in the city? Quite so. There is quite a
monopoly here.
_ ,
2254. Tou think it would be just as well for abattoirs at all times to be in close proximity to the saleyards ? Tes. We must have meat sent down here. Although I was a strong advocate for country
killing and chilling, that would refer only to a certain part of the Colony. But the Brisbane meat supply
is gathered from north and south, and the more you conceutrate the killing the more chance there is of
proper inspection.
2255. So you think that the meat supply for a largo centre of population, such as Brisbane, Sydney, or
Melbourne, must be under some recognised supervision to prevent disease? Tes; I am very firm in that
belief.
2256. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Do you find that any cattle afflicted with tick make their appearance down tins
way ? No ; not for 600 miles from here. The nearest tick-infested place is Bockhampton, and that is
ouly an isolated spot.
2257. The latest information about the tick is that it is abating considerably ? Tea. .
_ _
2258. And on the western plains, where there is lots of sunshine, it is almost extinguished ? Tes ; itwill
never gain headway there.
_
2259. The tick appears to plant itself where there is plenty of vegetation and scrub ? Tes. _
2260. Mr. Wilks.] Do you hold the opinion that diseased meat goes much into consumption? It has
been here.
2261. Have you had any negotiations with the adjoining colonies on that matter ? No.
2262. Have you ever paid a visit the Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? Tes. There was good inspection when
I was there the last time—that was in 1891.
_
• i
.
2263. Tou found the inspection there all that is required ? Tos, I. did. The visit in 1891 was an unofficial
visit.
2264. They were unprepared for your visit ? Quite so.
_
...
2265. With yonr knowledge of stock, you consider that the most rigid thing we should have is inspection?
Tes. I think you have really good inspection under Mr. Stanley.
2266. What is your opinion of Glebe Island as a site for abattoirs to supply the City of Sydney ? I
think that Glebe Island is a good site.
2267. I should like to know whether you consider that droving cattle from the sale-yards at Homebush
to Glebe Island is detrimental to the. meat supply ? Decidedly. They are killed when in a fevered state,
and meat is never good while in that condition.
2268. Tou discovered that the cattle were slaughtered when in a fevered state ? Tes: they are bound to
be in such a state.
_ _
,
2269. And to avoid this would necessitate the abattoirs being in close proximity to the sale-yards? Tes; or
connected with them by rail. But even then you would have to re-truck the cattle, and that would
knock them about.
_
2270. Tou think that the re-trucking of cattle from the sale-yards would be detrimental r Tes.
2271. Then the only alternative would be to remove the Abattoirs to a place near to the sale-yards ? I
think that would be tbe best. It would be rather expensive for butchers to go out there to get their meat.
2272. Would you give me your opinion with regard to outside abattoirs ? I have none myself, but I saw
Mr. Gilruth, the Goverjiment Engineer of New Zealand, and ho told me that in Glasgow the abattoirs
had been put up in the centre of the city, and there is no smell from them.
'
2273. And they deal with all the bi-products there ? Tes.
_
_
...
2274. Mr. Law!] Have you any knowledge in regard to machinery used in connection with abattoirs?
No.
2275. Tou do not know anything about the cost of machinery ? No.
2276. Tou have no idea what it would cost to fit up a plant to carry on the work at Glebe Island? No ;
I have not.
2277. Mr. Wilks.] In the matter of slaughtering, do you know of any system that is an improvement on
pithing ? No ; that is universally adopted here.
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J. S. HAWTHORNE, Esq., in tee Chair.
John Ashburton Thompson, called in, sworn, and examined:—■
2278. Chairman.'] What is your official position ? Chief Medical Officer of tho Government, and Presi**"■ Adent of the Board of Health.
_
Thompson.
2279. How long have you been in your present position? Two months as President of the Board 2l"oct'-1896
Health.
'
2280. How long in your position as Health Officer ? Ten years.
2231. I suppose that you have had frequent opportunities of visiting tho Government Abattoirs at Globe
Island ? Many of them.
2282. What is your general opinion of Glebe Island as a site for the Abattoirs? I think the site is
inconvenient, in its irregularity; too small, in not affording sufficient acreage; and an unsuitable place as
regards the access to it of cattle. As to the buildings upon it, I reported upon them four years ago, and
I then pbinted out, first of all, that they were too small, the business to bo done having increased since
they were first erected, and that there was not room to extend them ; secondly, that they were dilapidated,
and so much so that to put them in order would practically amount to reconstruction,
2283. Then your opinion is that the Abattoirs would be better if erected somewhere else—in closer
proximity to the present sale-yards ? I think it is necessary to erect new Abattoirs, that they should not
any longer be placed on Glebe Island, and that a site which I liave, by direction of the Treasurer, inspected,
adjoining the sale-yards, is a very good one.
228'Ji. May I ask you what site that is—as we have had several communications sent to us, not only by
the Premier, but also by people engaged in tho trafficing of land ? It is known as the Wentworth Estate.
2285. The ground called the Wentworth Estate is, I think, on the opposite side of the Parramatta Bond,
as regards the present sale-yards ? Yes. It is bounded by the Parramatta Hoad ou the south ; by
Powell’s Creek on the east; hy Haslem’s Creek, I believe, on the wrest; and by the Parramatta Biver ou
the north.
2286. Have you visited any other estates in close proximity to the Wentworth Estate? Ho.
2287. Supposing the Abattoirs were erected on the site you have just named—the Wentworth Estate—do
you think the could be conducted in such a cleanly manner as to make them acceptable to the people
Jiving round about there? I think there is absolutely no doubt about that. It is a sheer matter of
regulation; of arrangement; of proper business management. The only thing that would be necessary
there, or that would be extremly desirable, because I do not think that it is absolutely necessary, would
he to effect a junction with the sewers. That would not be a very expensive work, in my opinion. I
think that a 15-inch glazed pipe, laid down to the nearest intercepting sewer at Strathfiold would be quite
sufficient,
22SS. Supposing yonr ideas were carried out, and that any offensive liquid coming from the Abattoirs was
conveyed by 15-inch glazed pipes to the nearest sower, do you think that thatwould prevent objectionable
smells, aud also entirely prevent the pollution of the Parramatta Kiver, by the Abattoirs ? Yes ; I think
if would prevent the pollution of the river entirely.
22S0. Do you think it would be possible, with modern appliances, to conduct a large abattoir on the site
which lias been named by you, without their proving offensive or objectionable to Ihe inhabitants of
Strathfiold and Homebush ? Yes ; I am entirely of that opinion.
2290. Supposing that the present abattoir site at Glebe Island could be enlarged by the cutting down of
the Island, on the opposite side of the road as regards the spot upon which the present abattoir stands, do
you think that it would be possible to conduct well-appointed abattoirs there ? I think it would bo very
difficult. One must remember that the Abattoirs as they stand are not big enough for the work that is
done. If yon destroyed those buildings, and erected other buildings, and if you enlarged your available
building site by cutting down the Island, you would want a great deal more room. You would have to
occupy for yonr buildings very much more space than is now occupied.
229L Your principal objection, I think, to tbe Abattoirs remaining in their present position is the
difficulty in getting cattle from the sale-yards to the Abattoirs ? That is one point.
2292. Is that the strongest point to your mind against the continuance of the Abattoirs in their present
position ? There is an entire want of accommodation for cattle when they get there. They are there for
thir1y-six hours sometimes. Even at present they are very much crowded, and as time goes on there will
be a still larger number going there.
2298. So you think that under any circumstances, if the Abattoirs were retained in their present position,
cattle would of necessity have to be kept there in tolerably large numbers for a considerable period before
being killed? Yes.
2291. Supposing that Abattoirs were erected on the "Wentworth Estate, would not the same difficulty
apply to ocean-borne cattle, in regard to getting them from the steamers to the abattoirs, as now applies
to those going by rail to the sale-yards at Homebush ? Well, they could go by water all the way. That
is one of the advantages of that site. There is deep water there.
2295. How would the steamers manage to get under the railway bridge at Hyde ? I imagine that they
would transship the cattle, and punt them up.
2296. Erom the steamers ? Tes. I do not see why they should not. But supposing they did not do
that, but bad to bring them from the steamers by road—in tbe first place, that would apply to only a
small proportion of tho cattle, and, in the second place, they have now to go by road, or do go by road, to
Glebe Island. It seems to be about as broad as it is long.
2297. You are generally of opinion that the Abattoirs, as at present present situated, are not at all
suitable for the requirements of the present day, nor are they likely to ho suitable for tbe demand in
years to come ? I am strongly of that opinion. I think they will become more unsuitable as time goes on.
2298. Have you inspected abattoirs in any of the other Colonies ? Mo.
^
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2299. Have you inspected abattoirs in any other part of the world ? Tes; very often. I have seen
^hem in various places.
_
2300. "What abattoirs have you principally inspected previous to coming hero ? Abattoirs in London,
Paris, Leeds, Hull, and many other places. For many years past, whenever I have been near an abattoir,
I have visited it.
_
2301, In connection with the abattoirs to which you allude, are there any improvements that could well
be introduced at the Glebe Island Abattoirs, or any new abattoirs that might bo erected, which improve
ments would add botli to the quality of the meat and the comfort of those engaged in the killing of the
animals ? I cannot speak of any particular detail. The erection of a good abattoir depends mainly cm
two things—one is tho convenient arrangement of it, and the other is the materials that are used. Outside
of that, I do not know that there is any particular appliance that is specially of use in abattoirs.
2302, Talking of the materials that are used, are those that are in use at tho present time at the Glebe
Island Abattoirs altogether unsuitable to a modern style of architecture for well-appointed abattoirs ?
We liave a desiccating and manure-making plant, and we have disused that since the 1st July last, just
because it was obsolete.
2303, So you are really doing no desiccating work at the Island ? None.
_
2301. What becomes of all tho offensive matter taken from the animals that are killed ? It is taken
three times a week to sea, 7 miles outside the Heads.
_
2305. Did you ever, in the course of you experience, find that tbe refuse or offal, when desiccated, proved
to be a marketable and profitable commodity ? Tes, it is so ; and it is made at a great many slaughtering
and freezing works up country, and as far as I know it is successfully sold. We did for a long time sell
small quantities, and the price we put upon it was £5 per ton, which was the market value, but it cost us
£7 a ton to make it with the old and obsolete plant, and therefore we gave up the business.
_
2306. Would it not have been better to have recommended the Government to purchase anew desiccating
plant, and to have converted all the offensive matter into manure, rather than adopt your present system
of taking that out three times a week to sea and depositing it outside the Heads r1 That is a point I
would rather you put to the business members of the Abattoirs Committee of the Board of Health. They
thought not.
,
_
2307. Tho Board of Health, I suppose, is divided into sections? It is, for that purpose.
■ 2308. And the Abattoirs are under a kind of sectional committee ? Tes.
.
2309. Of whom does it consist ? The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade (Mr. Kirkpatrick), Mr.
E. W. Knox, and Dr. Manning.
_
2310. Those gentlemen have the exclusive management of all matters affecting the Abattoirs ? All the
business management.
_
_
2311. Does a discussion ever take place at meetings of the Board of Health in reference to the Abattoir
matters ? Tes ; they are a sub-committee,
2312. As regards the improvement of the desiccating machinery or improvements at tho Island, this
sectional committee would, as a matter of course, bring such a subject before the Board of Health as a
body ? Every decision comes before the Board of Health as a body.
2313. So their decisions on matters affecting the Abattoirs have no finality until dealt with by the larger
committee ? Quite so.
_
2314. Would you be surprised to know that desiccating works attached to the Melbourne abattoirs, as
well as to some of the private slaughtering-places in Queensland, are conducted on such lines as to bring
about a profit, and render the establishments perfectly inoffensive to the surrounding neighbourhood, as
well as at the same time providing a most useful manure for the farmers and fruit-growers in the different
parts where those abattoirs exist ? Not at all. In my official capacity I have insisted upon certain works
in this Colony providing themselves with a desiccating plant, partly in order to prevent nuisance, and
they Have always been willing to do it, because they know very well that the product is a marketable
commodity. I think it is only a week since I decided that if certain meat works on the Clarence did
not do that, they should not be licensed to slaughter, because you cannot conduct them properly, without
nuisance, unless there is a desiccating plant. We do conduct the Glebe Island Abattoirs without nuisance,
without a desiccating plant, because they happen to be on the water’s edge, and we are able to get rid of
the stuff; hut if the works were situated inland, and on a river or anything of that kind, that could not
be done. I should like your Committee to understand that the desiccating plant at Glebe Island has been
given up, not because it is not a useful or an essential adjunct, but because the machinery is worn out,
aud is obsolete, and every ton of stuff made with it, worth £5 in the market, costs £7 to produce, on
account of those faults, and considering the state of the whole establishment it did not seem to the com
mittee worth while to purchase a new desiccating plant, or to re-establish it.
_
2315. So that, practically speaking, the committee have been reckoning on the Abattoirs being shifted
from their present quarters, and that almost induced them to abstain from incurring the expense attending
the erection of a new desiccating plant ? Not exactly in that way. They have not been reckoning on
the Abattoirs being removed, hut before making any very heavy expenditure, they have been waiting until
the Government should arrive at a decision as to what should he done. If the Government decided to
keep the Abattoirs there, the committee, of course, would spend the money. They arc quite aware that
they ought to have a desiccating plant.
_ _
2316. Have you any idea what is the cost of removing the offal from the Abattoirs and conveying it out
to sea? No ; I would rather that you asked the sectional committee.
2317. Mr. Lam.'] Tou said that the business had increased since the Abattoirs were first erected, and that
now there was no room to extend them ? Not room enough, iu my opinion.
_
2318. Do you know what area is at present occupied ? No ; 1 know by sight the whole area available,
and I also know by sight what proportion is occupied, but I do not know tbe measurement.
2319. Do you know that only 8 acres are occupied, and that on the other side of the road there are
28 acres unoccupied—nearly four times the area at present used ? Tes ; I do know there is some such
large piece.
2320. And there is an additional 12 acres of reclaimed land adjoining that, and belonging to the Govern
ment—White Bay ? Tes.
2321. That is 40 acres, independent of the site that is at present utilised ? I had uot taken into considera
tion the reclamation. The other part of the Island I know, and I am not surprised to hear that it
measures
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measures aa much aa that, although I did not know esactly what it did measure ; but it is very rough; it
J- A.
ia not altogether useful land, on account of its steepness and roughness ;—it ia a little hill with very steep Thompson,
sides ; and then there is a road running through the middle of it, which, in my opinion, is an exceedingly 2;foct*~1896
objectionable thing, as tending to dust, and so on.
’*
'
2322. But do you not think that there is ample room there for the erection of yards for cattle, and the
carrying on of a business ten times as large as that carried on at present—that is, if the Island were
levelled down? That would make about 50 acres, as far as one could reckon,
2323. In conjunction with what is there already, do you not think that would be ample ? Tt would make
about 50 acres altogether, according to your reckoning. Supposing that were 60 acres of reasonably
level land, there is no doubt that there would be plenty of room for all that.
2324. You said that cattle had remained at the Abattoirs as long as thirty-six hours ? That was a slip of
the tongue. They were not there so long as that.
2325. "What is the longest time you have known them to be there before they were killed P Less than
twenty-four hours. Sometimes they come in on Saturday and Sunday, and in the winter they are not
begun upon until Monday morning early. In the summer they would be begun upon at 12 o’clock on
Sunday night, and they,might come in twenty-four hours before.
232(5. They would be that length of time at the Island ? Yes.
232V. But that is very unusual? Certainly.
2328. That is the exception, and not the rule ? Yes, that is the exception.
•
2329. Yon also said that you thought it was necessary to erect new abattoirs, and that they should not be
placed on Glebe Island ? Yes.
2330. You think that they should not be placed on Glebe Island ? Yes, I do think that.
2331. But your only objection seems to be in reference to the means of access to the Abattoirs for the
cattle? That is one objection. The other objection is that they arc driven into the Abattoirs from their
resting paddocks, and are liable to be killed %vbile they arc heated. The resting paddocks, the sale-yards,
and the abattoirs ought all to be near together,
.
2332. Do you not think that this difficulty could be overcome by having a branch railway from Petersham,
or elsewhere, on the main suburban line ? That is a question which I think many others could answer
hotter than I, but I do not sec how the difficulty could be got over in that way, because you would have
no resting paddocks at Glebe Island. We have lately gone very carefully into the fate of cattle
transmitted by rail from the west. The last lot we followed came from Bourke. They were three days—
seventy-two hours—on the journey. They were taken to resting paddocks where there was no grass. The
last of them was killed on the ninth day after leaving Bourke, and some of those animals were practically
starved the whole of that time. After a railway journey, and when on it, it appears to be thought neces
sary to starve them. They must have time to rest and recover and get a little food before they are
slaughtered, and having taken the trouble to give them an opportunity of getting that rest, you do not
want to discount it by driving them from their resting paddocks, 6 or 7 miles from the abattoirs. It
would be much better to have the abattoirs close at band.
2333. But supposing you were to tako them to the Wentworth Estate, adjacent to the Parramatta Elver,
they would have to be driven just the same ? That is only across tho road—the sale-yards are on one side of
the Parramatta Road and the Wentworth Estate begins on the other side of that road. The sale-yards and
the abattoirs would really be one establishment. You would have to drive the cattle only across a paddock
or two.
2334. In regard to water-carriage, is there as deep a water frontage to the site at the Wentworth Estate
which you have mentioned as there is at Glebe Island ? I have been told that there is deep water, but I
cannot compare the depth. There is deep water available for small craft.
2335. You cannot state that from your own knowledge ? Yo.
233(1. But from your own knowledge you can state that there is deep-water frontage at Glebe Island ? Yes.
2337. You said that the cost of producing the manure was £7 per ton, and that you got only £5 a ton for
it ;—could not the difference be made up if the most modern machinery were brought into requisition at
Globe Island ? Certainly.
2338. Do you not think that it is essential that there should be a central abattoir somewhere in the vicinity
of the city ? I do.
2339. Mr. Wilks.] Am I to understand that you have made a series of inspections of proposed sites, as
well as the present site ? Yes.
2340. And your conclusions are that the present site, owing to its irregularity, the smallness of its acreage,
and the dilapidated state of its buildings, is unsuitable for the trade ? Yes.
2311. And of the proposed sites you have visited, the Wentworth Estate offers the strongest inducements ?
I have seen another site, which was a very good one, but it was 30 miles from Sydney, and in making a report
upon it I specifically guarded myself against taking its position into consideration, becanse I consider that
the advantages or disadvantages of position could be best spoken of by people who are actually engaged
in the trade, and know what is wanted so far as position for the incoming of stock goes; but looking upon
that site by itself as a site for this particular purpose, I thought it was just as good as the Wentworth Estate.
2342. The strongest objection you had in connection with the present Abattoirs was the obsolete nature of
the desiccating plant ? Not at all.
2343. I mean your strongest objection as regards the treatment of the offal, which, 1 presume, you think
should be treated by desiccation ? Yes; which I make other people treat in that way.
2344. Are you aware that not only is the desiccating plant obsolete, but that the treatment of an inordi
nate quantity of water has made the process very expensive ? Yes.
2345. The evaporation of the water has added to the cost of tbe manure ? Yes.
2340. That is owing to tho defective architectural construction of the Abattoirs ? It is.
2347. That could be obviated only by the construction of entirely now buildings ? Yes.
2348. Upon an improved plan ? Yes.
2349. In the construction of abattoirs, would you recommend buildings similar to those used for the
slaughtering of pigs and sheep at Elemington, near Melbourne ? I have not seen them.
2350. In Melbourne the sheep and pigs are driven into elevated pens, and are killed over gratings, and
tho blood is conveyed by reticulation to a vat for the purpose of desiccation, and that prevents the mixing
of the blood with water used for sluicing, instead of their being allowed to mix, as is the ease at Glebe
Island ?
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Island ? Of course the main part of the blood oimbt to he caught and carried away separately, and not
aUowed to mil with water used in sluicing.
21 Oet 189G
^ou woul(i advise that to be done also in connection with the slaughtering of cattle ? Undoubtedly,
''
' Tlie main, part of the blood ought to be caught, and carried away separately, by whatever means you adopt
to do it. All that goes down with the water used in sluicing should 'be a mere smearing of blood, which
you could not use for manufacturing purposes,
2352. That would minimise the cost of working the desiccating plant P Certainly.
2353. Do you consider that the inspection at the Abattoirs is sufficiently rigid P Kb, I do not.
2354. "What system of inspection would you suggest P .11 is merely a question of the number ot inspectors.
The inspection that is done is efficiently done, but owing to the number and arrangement of the houses,
and also to there being only five inspectors and one superintendent inspector, itis next door to impossible
for them to be quite responsible for every carcass that is killed.
2355. Do you hold the opinion that diseased carcasses go from the Abattoirs into tho market for consump
tion in any appreciable numbers ? Ko ; I cannot admit that.
2356. Do you admit that there is a danger of some going into consumption ? There would not be any
danger at all if wc had ten inspectors instead of five.
2357. But, through tho want of a sufficient number of inspectors, it is reasonable to believe that a certain
amount of diseased meat may go into consumption ? Of course, if a carcass is overlooked it is not
inspected.
235S. Tou believe that there is a great danger of its being overlooked at the present time owing to tho
laxity of administration ? Ko ; that is just what I cannot admit. But, owing to the arrangement of the
houses, and also owing to the very moderate staif of inspectors that we liave, it is very likely that they
arc not able to inspect as carefully as they ought to inspect every carcass that is killed. 1 can explain
what I mean by telling you that there are twelve beef-houses, and that in each beef-house three beeves
can be knocked down and dressed in half an hour. There might, therefore, in any half-hour he thirty-six
beeves knocked down and dressed and sent away from those twelve beef-houses.
2350. Through the architectural defects of the Abattoirs, and the smallness of the number of inspectors,
there is a probability of diseased meat going into consumption ? There is a possibility.
2360. Are you aware whether the proportion of diseased cattle in this country is becoming larger? No
ansiver can be given to that question by anybody ; we have not sufficient information.
2361. In the matter of the consumption of diseased cuttle suffering from tbe ordinary diseases, are the
objections tangible ones, or merely sentimental ? Very tangible.
2362. You are acquainted with diseases in human beings which are traceable to the consumption of
diseased meat ? Demonstrably, it has been shown over aud over again.
2363. Then, in our ordinary economies, there is nothing more useful than a rigid inspection at our
.
abattoirs ? Certainly ; especially in regard to consumption.
2364. This rigid inspection can only be obtained at centrally-situated abattoirs ? Undoubtedly.
2365. I take that to be one of your strongest reasons for supporting central abattoirs? Undoubtedly it
would be.
2360. Then, inferentially, the probability is that with chilled meat coming from numerous slaughteringplaces in the country the danger of diseased meat going into consumption would be increased? Tes.
Wo have our inspectors all over the country, and such inspection as is possible is done at the freezing
works, but, necessarily, it is even less effectual than that which is done at the Grlebe Island Abattoirs. In
point of fact, every large freezing works is as big as many a public abattoir, and it ought to have attached
to it its own inspector, responsible to tbe central authorities, and not under the control of the owners of
the freezing works. He should inspect as our deputy, and you will never get really efficient inspection
until something of that kind is done. I know that some of the big companies do take very great care to
weed out not merely diseased animals, but also animals which are not in very good condition for market.
I do not think they all do that, but some of them do.
2367. Then the dangers to the general public through eating diseased meat are a long way more than
visionary ?. Tes; consumption is not the only disease which is communicable to man hy way of milk and
meat, but it is perhaps the most important. It is so important that it is beginning to be a question
whether a large proportion of the consumption that is met with in man in every civilised country in tho
world is not perhaps mainly due to tho meat and the milk derived from animals which are suffering from
tuberculosis. 1 have, no doubt at all that one of tho most important things which any health authority
in any country can do is to strictly supervise the meat which is used for food, and also the milk which is
supplied from cows.^ In this country, leaving the Glebe Island Abattoirs aside for one moment, thu
inspection of meat is imperfect, because tho universal custom is to slaughter in private establishments.
Of these, there are a great many in any district. So that, although we have men who are competent to
act as inspectors under the Diseased Animals and Meat Act, and under the Cattle Slaughtering Act, and
others who act generally as medical officers of health in some sense or other—usually at least three such
people in any district—it is impossible for them to inspect more than a small number of the cattle that
are slaughtered there, because the slaughter-houses are situated, perhaps, one 3 miles in the bush on one
side of the town, and another 3 miles in the bush on the other side of the town, and so forth, up to' the
number of four, live, or six, and they all have their different days for slaughtering. They all give notice,
but the inspector cannot always get to them in time. The remedy for that is precisely what we are talking
of—-that is, the erection of central public abattoirs to which should bo attached an instructed inspector. In
the Newcastle district, after talking about it for four or live years, during which I have very often dis
cussed the matter with municipal bodies, and helped them to’the best of my ability, they are now trying
to establish a public abattoir. There, within a radius of a few miles—15 perhaps, or 20—there arc about
100,000 people. I suggested to the Hon. the Treasurer that he should introduce an amendment of the
Cattle Slaughtering Act into the Public Health Bill, whereby as soon as Newcastle or any adjoining
municipalities which would combine have combined, and have established an abattoir, we sliould have
power to prohibit meat-slaughtering anywhere within a radius of that abattoir which was found to be
practically convenient. This has now been done. By confining to that central abattoir the slaughtering
of the whole, or nearly the whole, of the meat consumed by those 100,000 people, a profit might
be realised, and there could be attached to the abattoir an inspector, or as many inspectors"^
were wanted, and then the people there would have an opportunity of having a "really efficient
inspection
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inspection of the meat. As regards Sydney, a very large proportion of the meat consumed in
Sydney is slaughtered here, and, notwithstanding the presence of G-icbe Island, it is equally necessary Thompson.
that central slaughter-houses should he erected. In a memorandum drawn up by the Abattoirs Committec of the Board of Health, after being at work for a couple of years, you will see it mentioned that “ Oct, 8
the tendency of the trade is to revert to slaughtering in private slaughter-houses scattered about in the
neighbourhood of Sydney. I believe, as a matter of fact, that that statement is correct. I travel about
in the suburbs, and I know what the people themselves say, and the fact is, thal they revert to those
private slaughter-houses, not at all, perhaps, on account of the inspection, or for any other reason than
that Glebe Island is a very inconvenient place, and does not suit them. It is not conveniently situated
for them, and is not in a proper position.
_
_
2368. Tou do not think that they avail themselves of the private slaughter-houses in order to avoid
inspection? 1 do not think they do so to any important extent; some of them do, but not to any
important extent.
2301). Have you within your recollection the percentage of meat condemned at the Glebe Island
Abattoirs por annum, or in any given time? Ho ; tbe fact is, I got your notice only this morning, and
I already had appointments, and I have been exceedingly busy with the Public Health Bill, and not able
to prepare my evidence in any way.
...
'
2370. You can supply that information ns an appendix ? Tes. We have tho information, but! cannot
remember it off-hand ; 1 may. however, tell you this off-hand—that the proportion of cattle condemned at
the Globe Island Abattoirs, whicli we must take to be something very near the proportion of actually
diseased cattle met with there, is infinitely higher than the proportion condemned at places outside ; and
that arises partly from the difficulty I ineulioned just now of private slaughter-houses being scatlerod
about, and uot accessible to the inspector, who is usually a municipal inspector, sometimes a police officer
with other things to attend to, and, therefore, unable to get to the slaughter-houses always in time.
That is one reason. Another reason is that these inspectors are not, iu reality, educated men. One of
the main advantages, from this point of view, of having public slaughter-houses where you can, is that you
can then afford to pay an educated man, who knows disease when he sees it.
2371. Tou would have trained inspectors? Yes; veterinary inspectors.
2372. Prom the seriousness of some of the information which you have given in reply to previous
questions, am I to understand that you consider this inquiry of the highest possible concern? I think
it is decidedly one of the most important inquiries, in view of the public health, whicli could be held. I
think that in these deliberations the immense importance of careful inspection should be constantly kept
in mind.
2373. In reply to a question just now, you said that a certain time should be allowed for the resting of
cattle—would you suggest any regulation fixing tho length of time for the resting of animals ;—we have
been told bv practical men that they consider forty-eight hours for resting sufficient ? I was going to
say flint three days would he the minimum. I think they require a little longer than forty-eight hours.
The cattle 1 mentioned just now got out of their trucks at the end of the third day from the time they
started, and they had not had any viator for twenty-four hours before that, and bad been on the journey
all tbe time. .1 do not tbink that forty-eight hours would have been long enough to rest those cattle.
2374. Why do practical butchers object to the feeding of cattle for some time before they are slaughtered ?
Because of the inconvenience that would otherwise arise from having the paunches and entrails overloaded
with half-digested food.
_
237.,5. It is not that the animals would not avail themselves of the pasturage during the time of resting,
but, simply as a matter of business, the butchers prefer to keep the animals without food for the reason
you have mentioned ? It is quite right to starve them for a little while. Tou do not want to kill an
animal while the process of digestion is going on very actively, but forty-eight hours’ rest is necessary.
Nobody ever proposed to feed the cattle when they got to Glebe Island. They get there, as a rule, eight,
twelve, or fewer hours before they arc killed.
■
.
2376. Then, assuming that the Glebe Island site was determined upon for future use, there would be no
necessity to have pasturage-paddocks there—simply resting-paddocks would be all that was requisite?
But you would not have room for that at Glebe Island.
2377' Not with tho reclaimed land ? I do not think it is at all a suitable place for such a business.
That reclaimed iand is surrounded by' houses, and all tho people there would be annoyed by the noises at
night, and I think that would be a very unsuitable place. Glebe Island one pictures to oneself by means
of tbe buildings upon it—that is, one thinks first of the water side of the Island, away from the houses in
Balmain—but directly you begin to speak of using the reclaimed laud in White Bay one has to remember
the ridges opposite, which are covered with houses, and you would destroy tbe value of that property.
There would he the bellowing of yarded and driven cattle all night if yon used that reclaimed land for
Testing-paddocks. I think there aro many objections to that.
2378. Have you considered, in connection with the Abattoirs at Glebe Island, tbe erection of a suitable
cold storage department ? Tes ; that is an essential adjunct.
2379. Would the Wentworth Estate provide facilities for that ? It would, in my opinion, be best to have
tbe main cold storage in connection with the cold storage that is contemplated by the Government Board
for Exports. They arc thinking of putting up cold storage buildings at Darling Island, and the main cold
storage in connection with our meat supply should be there, but if the Abattoirs happened to be situated
near tbe sale-yards, as soon as they were erected the Board of Health would, under an amendment of the
Noxious Trades and Cattle Slaughtering Act, proclaim an extensive radius from them to be a. radius with
in which no slaughtering should take place except at those Abattoirs, and it would be necessary to have a
smaller cold storage there for the convenience of butchers who lived 7 or 8 miles away, and not in the
direction of Sydney ; but that would be a subsidiary, and not a very big storage. The main storage should
be at Darling Island, and tho meat would, or could, roach Darling Island by means of punts ; but meat
required by ibc butchers in the neighbourhood of the Abattoirs could be cooled at the cold storage there,
aud be fetched daily from that place by the butchers themselves.
2380. Well-appointed abattoirs could be so conducted as to be innoxious to the general public ? I have
no doubt at all about that, and I speak partly from experience gained'in administering the Act managing
the noxious trades.
2381. There is not the slightest danger to be apprehended by the public from centrally-situated abattoirs?
Not the least.
2382.

.
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2382. Mr. O'Sullivan.'} I understand from your evidence that while yon •would favour the establishment
ompson. 0£ abattoirs in ci-owded centres like Sydney and Newcastle, you think that a better site than Glebe Island
21 Oct 1896 coul,i k0 cl10sen ? Y0S' 2383. I understand that you prefer the proposed site on the "Wentworth Estate, at Homebush, to Glebe
Island ? Tes.
2384. Tou have admitted that the Abattoirs would not be dangerous to public health ? Tes.
238-5. Then where is the necessity for removing the Abattoirs from Glebe Island ? I think that there is
every possible objection that could be named to Glebe Island. In the first plate you would have to raze
to the ground all the buildings at present existing on Glebe Island. They are not capable of being used
much longer, and aro not in tbe least worth repairing—everybody is agreed about that.
2386. Supposing that new abattoirs were built on the other portion of tho Island—on this side of
Johnson’s Bay bridge—and were fitted up with the most modern appliances for preventing nuisances,
would not tho Abattoirs then be perfectly safe as regards the public health ? I think they might be safe
at G lebe Island as regards tlie public health. If it is merely a question of putting np Abattoirs on Glebe
Island, and if money is no object, I do not think that the public health would suffer at all.
2387. Tou have spoken about a good deal of slaughtering being carried on in private premises, because of
the inconvenient distance of Glebe Island F Tes.
2388. Would it not be still worse if the butchers had to go out, a greater distance, to Homebush ? Well,
in as far as Homehush is just about where those private slaughter-houses are, I do not suppose that it
would be inconvenient for those people to go there.
2389. Are not private slaughter-houses to be found all round the city ? They are to be found all round
city, but still that is the direction in which they mostly lie—Canterbury and Enfield and so on.
2390. illr. Wilks.'] There is a largo growing population at North Shore? Tes. It might be considered
whether there should not be another public abattoir at North Shore. I may take this opportunity of
pointing out that a public abattoir is always a paying concern, and I have taken care that it shall have
every advantage in this Colony by the amendment that I mentioned just now. Supposing that the North
Shore Municipal Council decided to establish an abattoir at North Shore, as soon as that abattoir was estab
lished we should proclaim the whole district, aud would say that there should not be any private slaughtering
done witlim it. That abattoir would have the monopoly of the slaughtering, and the Council would know
exactly what the return on the money invested in the abattoir would be, and it would be a paying concern,
2391. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Tou say that abattoirs are always worked at a profit ? Tes.
2392. But, as a matter of fact, our Abattoirs at Glebe Island have resulted in a loss to the State for
some time past p Certainly.
2393. Owing to the obsolete machinery and tbe backward condition of affairs there ? Tes,
2394. Would it not be possible to so reorganise the Abattoirs at Glebe Island and fit them up in such a
way as to make them a source of profit to the State, without, as you admit, any detriment to the public
health ; and, if that be so, where is the necessity for the removal of the Abatloirs further out, except as
regards the one idea which you have mentioned, namely, that there ought to be greater accommodation
for pasturage purposes ? I do not think that, do whatever you might with that site, you would have in
the first place all the room that wmuld be required, due regard being had to necessary extension in the
future and the much increased area you would have to cover with your new buildings, and the accommo
dation that you would want, not for resting paddocks, but for killing-pens and all that sort of thing.
Then you would have to have a branch railway to take your cattle there, and you would also have to get
rid of tho sale-yards at Homebush—they would no longer be of any use. Or if you kept the sale-yards
at Homebush, some one wmuld have to provide resting paddocks near by. But you wmuld have to transfer
your cattle from the sale-yards to Glebe Island, and you would have to do that by means of a railway.
2395. But where is tlie necessity for transferring the sale-yards to Glebe Island when they are already
in existence at Homebush and are working apparently to the satisfaction of the public ? I do not want
anyone to do that. What I have in mind is that the sale-yards and the abattoirs are two establishments
which work together, and that they ought to be close together—they ought to be one establishment. Tho
cattle should be taken from the sale-yards right into tho abattoirs—that is what everybody wants to do.
2396. But docs it not strike you that it might he wiser to keep the sale-yards separate from the abattoirs
for several reasons —for example, the cattle themselves, if in sale-yards near the abattoirs, might smell
tho blood ? I do not think they wmuld. I do not mean that the sale-yards should be close up against tho
abattoirs. Speaking of Wentworth Estate merely for the sake of illustration—for I am not assuming that
that is where the abattoirs would be if they were put on some site other than Glebe Island—the slaughter
houses would he 1 of a mile from the sale-yards. The Wentworth Estate is a large piece of land.
2397. There appears to be ample room at tbe present time for the sale-yards at Homebush, and more room
could be obtained by taking in some of the land mentioned by you as a possible site for the abattoirs ? Tes.
2398. Supposing the two establishments were still kept separate—the sale-yards at Homebush and the
Abattoirs at Glebe Island—and a railway were constructed to Glebe Island, branching off at some point
near Petersham, there would then be no necessity for pasturage ground at Glebe Island, because the cattle
would go straight from the sale-yards to the slaughter-houses ? Instead of being driven t of a mile they
wmuld ride half a dozen miles—that is ail the difference.
2399. It wmuld get rid of tho dangerous nuisance of driving cattle through the streets ? Tes, it would
get rid of that.
2400. If that were so, the objection that you have, that there is no land for pasturage purposes at Glebe
Island, would not hold good, because tho pasturage land would be required near the sale-yards? Tes;
that is quite true.
2401. There can be no doubt that the major portion of the supply of meat to large cities like Newcastle
and Sydney in the future will come from country districts ? It does not do so at present.
2402. But judging from the rapid way in which chilling and refrigerating works are being constructed, I
think it is probable that the major portion, at all events, of the meat supplied to Sydney and Newcastle
will come from establishments in the country districts ? It may.
2403. If that should be the case, we shall nor require very large abattoirs in the city, hut we shall require
something in the shape of a central slaughtering establishment where rigid inspection could be carried
out? The inspection must be carried out where tho animals are slaughtered. Tou cannot properly
inspect carcases of animals after the inside has been taken away—after they have been dressed.
2404.
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country districts, as we seem likely to be, then all that would be required about Sydney would be a central i_01^P30n‘
slaughtering1 establishment, where rigid inspection could be carried out in regard to the stock that were ^ ^ 18gg
slaughtered there ? But if tbe meat is chiefly going to be slaughtered in the country, why should there
’
be a slaughter-house in Sydney ?
2405. Because I think we shall always have a proportion of the meat slaughtered in Sydney—for example,
the stock that comes by coastal steamers; a large number of pigs come from coastal districts, and they would
be slaughtered in Sydney, and it is possible that in future cattle will be brought from Twofold Bay as well
as from the Xtichmond by steamer, as they have been in tbe past, and those cattle would be slaughtered at
the central establishment, and for this purpose we should always require to maintain an abattoir? Yes.
2106. Even though the greater portion of our meat might come from the refrigerating works in the
country districts ? Yes ; no doubt there will always be some slaughtering done in Sydney.
2407. That being so, all we have to decide upon is a site for the central abattoir? Yes.
2408. And I gather from your evidence that while you admit that abattoirs can be carried on without
prejudice to the public health iu a crowded population, still you think that a better site than Grlebe Island
for them would be on the Wentworth Estate at Homebush ? Vos. Any neighbourhood where there is
a larger area of land available so as to practically remove the business from the immediate neighbourhood
of houses. If you have a very large area of land you can put your slaughter-houses in tlie middle of it,
and dwelling-houses need not be near them.
2409. Do you know the area available on the Wentworth Estate? If I remember rightly, there are 1,200
acres, and 600 more than that might be acquired. The Wentworth Estate is a very large piece of land.
2410. Have you heard anything of a proposal to establish the abattoirs between Parramatta and Penrith—
atBlacktown? Yes.
2411. What do you think of that position ? As a site, I think it is a very good one. As to its position,
that is a matter on which I would rather not express any opinion, because 1 think that people engaged in
the trade can speak much better as to its convenience and suitability. But regarding it as a site, it is a
very suitable aud good one. I lilted it very much.
2412. Do you know the site proposed some years ago at Kurnel, south of Botany Bay ? Yes.
2413. What is your opinion of that ? I do not think anything would he gained hy having the abattoirs
there. It is out of the way except for the suburbs immediately on tbe South Coast Line.
2414. A.t one time there were some very strong arguments advanced in favour of the abattoirs being
established there? Yes, I know ; but who advanced the arguments ? J do not think that arguments are
always based on the merits of the case.
2415. Have you heard anything of a site near Marrickville? Yo.
241G. Do you think that that would be in any way suitable as a site for abattoirs ? There is a site which
would be a very good one at Canterbury, on tho Marrickville railway. I have heard about that, and I
know the land more or less. That would not ho a bad place, but 1 tbink Homebusli is better. It is on
the main line.
Thomas Harry Houghton, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E., called in, sworn, and examined:—

2417. Chairman,] You are in business in this city? Yes; as a consulting civil engineer.
2118. Where is your office? 12, Spring-street.

T. H.
Houghton.

2419. Have you been long in business in this city? Eor tlie last five or six years.
s---2420. Has your business brought you in any way into contact with abattoir construction or management ? 21 0ct'>1S96*
Yery largely.
2421. Mr. O’Sullivan.'] What establishments have you been connected with ? I am engineer to a number
of them, I am engineer to the Aberdeen Company, the Gladstone Meat Company, Queensland, and the
Graziers’ Meat Export Company, Duck River, Granville. I havo also been the engineer to the Board of
Health since they took over Glebe Island Abattoirs.
2422. You have, therefore, an intimate knowledge of the machinery in use at the Glebe Island Abattoirs ?
Yes.
*
2423. Do you consider those up to date or obsolete? Yery obsolete.
2424. At tbe present time, is there much nuisance arising from the use of that obsolete machinery ? The
desiccating works are shut up. They have been shut up for the last three months.
2425. Why were they shut up ? Because they did not pay under the system in vogue there.
2426. What do you mean by sayiug “under the system in vogue there ” ? Obsolete machinery requires
a great deal of handling. The abattoirs are badly designed and worn out.
2127. Do you think it would be possible to design aud erect on Glebe Island modern abattoirs fitted with
all the latest improved machinery for desiccating and other purposes which would be able to carry on
their operations without detriment to the public health? Of course it could be done, hut with difficulty.
At tbe abattoirs, I do not know how many lessees there are, but there are twenty-four main slaughter
houses, and each of the men stops and sluices down at whatever time pleases him. Tho result is that a
man may be killing in one house, and the butchers on each side of him may be sluiciug down their places,
and you get a very large quantity of tho water in tlie blood. That is expensive to remove. Whereas, at tbe
abattoirs connected with the meat-works in the country districts, when they are killing for export, they
stop killing at the same time all the way through, and begin to wash down after the blood has been
removed. 'Ihe result is that you can treat it profitably, but, where you have a great deal of water with
the blood, it is expensive to treat.
2428. I understand from your answer that it would be possible to lay out modern abattoirs at 'Glebe
Island and work them without detriment to tbe public health ? I think that at present no detriment to
the public health arises from Glebe Island.
2429. Even with the obsolete appliances ? Even with the obsolete appliances. I have never noticed any
appearances of ill-health amongst the people there. I have never suffered myself from it.
2430. Do you think that Glebe Island is a fairly good position for an establishment of that sort? Yo.
2431. Wliat are your objections to the position? The distance from the cattle-yards is one objection.
2432. Supposing that that were got over by the construction of a railway from Petersham to the abat
toirs ? The same objection would still exist. You would have to retruck the cattle and sheep, and that
is a very serious objection.
2433.
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2438. 'Where would you prefer fo see the new abattoirs erected ? I think tho most suitable site is
Houghton, adjoining: tho sale-yards—if you continue the sale-yards in their present position, somewhere within a
reasonable distance of that: or, if you remove the sale-yards, within a reasonable distance of the place to
e ’’
'which you remove them. Glebe .Island itself would be a splendid site for anything like that if it were
not for the inconvenience of having to drive the cattle a distance from the sale-yards, and tho absence of
any paddocks adjoining the slaughter-houses.
2434. .But the retrucking of stock need not be a very serious aSair if proper appliances are provided ?
Cattle are frightened, and aro as nervous as they can be when once taken out of the trucks. After doing
a journey from, say, the Upper Hunter to Sydney, they do not care about being put back into tho trucks.
The best thing, when once they are out of the trucks, is not to put them in again until they are dead.
2435. How would you provide for stock coming from the coastal districts—for example, pigs and calves
coming from the coastal districts? The small number coming from the coastal districts would come up
by train, would they not ?
_
2436. They come up in steamers ? Well, if you bad a site near the present sale-yards, you could easily
barge them up there.
...
2437. That would cause a transhipment? Tes; it is not so awkward with pigs and calves as it is with
cattle. Cattle get very much bruised.
_
_
2438. 1 daresay yon have heard that cattle have been landed here from the Kichmoiul Biver, and perhaps
in the future they may be loaded here from Twofold Bay ;—how would you deal with those ? Tou have
to travel them round to Glebe Island as at present arranged, and I do not tbink that with the few likely
to come up from Twofold Bay, it would hurt landing them at some point on the Barramatta Itiver and
travelling them up. I have never looked into the matter of cattle coming by water to Sydney.
2439. Do you hold, then, that it is essential to have central abattoirs for a large population like that of
Sydney ? ‘Certainly; I think it is the best thing you can have. Tou can have proper iuspection then.
2440. Although in the future a large proportion of the meat to be consumed in the city will probably come
from chilling works in the country districts ? Of course that depends on whether you can convince the
butchers that that is the best thing to do.
_
2441. But judging from the rate at which those establishments are going up and arc extending, is it not
probable that that will he the ease ? It is hard to say, because there is such a very strong vested interest
in the Homebush sale-yards, on the part of the agents selling there, and I think, that for many years they
will maintain Homebush as cattle sale-yards.
2442. What would be the cost of fitting up new abattoirs, constructed either at Glebe Island or elsewhere,
with all the modern appliances necessary to bring the establishment up to date ? I have not looked into
that matter at all. Holding the position of consulting engineer to the Board of Health, it would not bo
wise for me, to answer that question without consideration.
2443. Would it be a very expensive item ? Tes ; the erection of new abattoirs of tho capacity of those
at Glebe Island would be expensive.
2444. I am talking now in regard to machinery only ? Tho machinery is a small item compared to the
main part.
2445. I am putting out of sight tho cost of the buildings and the adjuncts, and I want to know whether
the item of machinery would be a very expensive one ? About £4,000.
.
2446. Mr. 7'Fil/cs.] Tour acquaintance with abattoirs is mainly as an engineer and expert? Tes, entirely.
2447. The conclusion you have drawn in reference to Glebe Island is that the desiccating plant is obsolete ?
ft is worn out.
2448. Are you also aware that for a long time the treatment there of the offal has been made more costly
hy the evaporation of an inordinate amount of water—water used in sluicing? ft always has been so, ou
account of only one drain being used to carry everything away. Tou cannot stop a man sluicing in one
house after hc'haa finished killing, because somebody below him is still killing.
2449. Thou it is an architectural fault? The place is badly laid out, because there is so little fall in the
drain—I iu 500, or something like that—aud you cannot get tho blood along without water.
2450. What other weaknesses have you detected there in regard to machinery ? The whole place is
worn out.
2151. It would practically require rebuilding? Certainly. When I reported on it before, I tbink I said
that £10,000 or £12,000 would put it in a proper state of repair only.
2452. Supposing that in connection with the abattoirs we entertained the idea of erecting on Glebe Island
cold storage works for supplying butchers and for export, how would you view the site then? Well, it is
inconvenient; ships will not come up to there at present. If the meat were for export you would have
to barge it to the ships.
2453. Tou mean on account of the depth of water there? Tes. Tou would have to build new wharfs
there, and under present circumstances you would have to barge all your frozen meat. Besides, as tho
works are now, on the top of the hill, you would have to make arrangements for delivering jdie frozen
carcasses to the barge.
2454. If this matter were put before you in your professional capacity you would not entertain the idea
of building cold storage there ? I think there are more suitable places in Sydney than Glebe Island for
cold storage. Viewing the present surroundings, especially in regard to the water. I think you could get
a better place than Glebe Island.
2455. More economically worked ? Tes. Por instance, Darling Island would make a far superior position
for cold stores.
2456. Am I to uudorstand that the chilling-works mainly direct their attention to export trade now?
Almost entirely. A great deal of chilled meat is sold in Sydney at the Government meat-markets, but I
think that that is only a small quantity compared with what is exported. I havo no statistics as to
how much does come down.
2457. Then it is not the retail butchers who appreciate those chilling-works, hut they are chiefly
established for export purposes—at least, that it the inference? I think the best guide you can have is
.
the number of sheep sold at Homebush. I believe that about 60,000 sheep are sold at Homebush each
week, aud I think that not 10,000 sheep that come in frozen from the country are sold at the meatmarkets. I cannot give you any definite figures, but they could easily be obtained. In connection with
any abattoirs established outside Sydney, I think it would bo desirable to provide cold storage, because if
you
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you had to bring the meat in by train from Blacktown, or any of the places named by different people as
T. H.
sites for the abattoirs, you would not want to be running au odd truck a dozen, times a day, but you H°uglltonwould want to bring your meat iu by one or two trains, and consequently you would want stores here
where tho smaller butchers could obtain their supplies.
.
■’
245S. You favour central abattoirs ? Certainly.
2459. Am I to understand that by favouring central abattoirs you mean one site or a number of sites
surrounding the city ? 1 think that for a. city the size we now have one site would be ample. You have
only one sale-yards.
24G0. You have not entertained the idea of establishing several abattoirs about the city ? No; that
would be very costly. I havo not considered that. In Loudon the slaughter-houses are north and
.
south. In Melbourne there is only one public slaughtering establishment—at Flcmington.
2-161. You have visited Ylemington ? Yes. At Adelaide there is only ono public slaughtering establishment.
2462. Have you visited the Adelaide Abattoir ? Yes. I reported to tlie Board of Health about that a
little while ago.
2463. What is your opinion of the Adelaide slaughter-houses ? Por a small town they are very satisfactory.
2461. How do they compare with the Melbourne slaughter-houses? They are much smaller. Only
cattle aro slaughtered there. Sheep, pigs, and calves are slaughtered at private slaughter-houses in
Adelaide, No appliances at all are used at the Adelaide public abattoirs except tho ordinary winches.
All the Mood is discharged into a drain, and goes on to a sewage farm. It has been most satisfactory.
They have never had any coagulation in the sewer, although I thought that the blood might coagulate in
such a way as to block the sewer.
2465. Chairman] I think you have furnished a report to the Board of Health on the Glebe Island
Abattoirs ? Yes.
2466. 1 think tbe tendency of your report is in favour of the removal of the present abattoirs to some
other locality ? I do not think that 1 have ever reported on that point, but 1 am not certain. I may
have done so, but I do not remember it.
2467. Your report was more particularly in regard to the machinery at Glebe Island? Tt was made in
view of tbe very large annual expenditure for such a very small return in treating the blood and offal there.
That was the first report which I made to the Board.
2468. So the information which you rendered to ihe Board quile recently had reference only to the
desiccating machinery at Glebe Island ? To the gcueral drainage. It had nothing to do with tho manage
ment as regards the supervision of the slaughter-houses.
2469. I think you complained that the treatment of blood and other offensive matter coming from the
animals killed there was rendered very expensive on account of tbe large quantity of water that was
allowed to mix with tho blood ? Yes ; and the want of automatic machinery. There is too much handling
in connection with the machinery.
2170. Do you tliink that that dillicnlty might be got over by tbe Abattoirs being placed under the control
of the G overnment, and the carcass butchers being allowed to slaughter there, as at Melbourne, on paying
so much per head for each animal killed, and the cleansing of the buildings being doue by officers under
tbe direct control of the Government? I hardly know if that would result iu the production ofblcodmanure at a profit.
2471. "Would you be surprised to know that in the other colonies wchave have had evidence already given
to us that the offal and blood coining from the animals killed there are treated at a profit? In Melbourne
1 believe it is so. Mr. Mountain lias told me that there it is done at a profit, but you will doubtless have
noticed that in the sheep abattoirs in Mel bourne the blood is caught quite free from water.
2472. Supposing at our Abattoirs an order were issued that none of tho men were to cleanse the Abattoirs
at all until after the whole of the blood bad been captured and transmitted to the desiccating house, and
if the blood, therefore, were treated in the same way as it is in Melbourne, do you think that, with our
present machinery, that treatment would result in a profit to the Government? No; the present
machinery is utterly worn out. I have reported to the Board of Health time after time about it. In
fact, I could only just keep it going by constantly having it repaired. It is very much eaten awav.
2473. Tlie present machinery at Glebe Island is, practically speaking, useless ? You can use it, but you
never know what day something may give way.
2474. A s an engineer of large experience, you could have no other recommendation to make to the Board
of Health, who have the control of the Glebe Island Abattoirs, than to do away with all the desiccating
work ? Tes ; or spend a lot of money upon repairs.
2475. Do you not think that it would be more economical for the Government to spend £1,000 or £1,200
in the erection of new desiccating works rather than resort to the present system of carrying all offensive
matter oul side the B cads three or four times a week by means of a steamer ? Not with the present system
of drainage.
2476. So you tliink tho Abattoirs would have to be entirely rearranged or rebuilt before you could hope
to make any profit, even though improved desiccating machinery were introduced in connection with the
working of tho Abattoirs ? Yes. I could save money in the case of manure manufactured by improved
machinery, but you could never make a satisfactory job of it. Speaking from memory, I think that my
estimate of the cost of new drainage for the present Abattoirs was £3,009.
2477. So you are generally of opinion that instead of spending a large sum of money in improving tho
■
desiccating machinery, as well as in improving the drainage, it would bo better for tbe Government to
erect now abattoirs on some other site, in closer proximity to the present sale-yards ? That is so. At
1 .
tho present Abattoirs tbe stones are all crumbling away, and the woodwork is all eaten away, and we are
'
constantly spending money in patching it up.
”
2478. So, in the ordinary course of events, tlie present Abattoirs would have to be dispensed with, and
new buildings erected, either in Glehe Island or some other locality? That is so.
2479. Do you think it would be possible to erect new abattoirs ou the Wentworth Estate, adjoining the
sale-yards at Homebush, without their proving offensive or objectionable to the large number of people
living at Strathfield and Homebush, and in the surrounding districts ? I think so. You would not carry
on any noxious trades there. Of course, there is always a certain amount of effluvia where you have a
largo number of sheep or cattle ; you could not avoid that; but otherwise 1 think you could carry on the
abattoirs without giving any offence. I do not know the size of the Wentworth Estate, but I think it is
a couple of thousand acres, and, if so, you could put the abattoirs'far enough away from any residences.
362—M
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2480. Bo you- think that abattoirs could be conducted on that particular site without in any way injuring
Houghton, the Parramatta Kiver ? Yes. You have the main sewer within about a mile of that site.
24:81. You think it would be possible, with the aid of pipes connecting the abattoirs with the main sewer
c ’’
^'terminating close by, to convey all objectionable and offensive liquid from the abattoirs into that sewer,
and thus prevent any offensive smell? With plenty of water we could do that, and we have any quantity
• of water in the Parramatta River.
2482. Have you looked at any other site that struck you as being a suitable one upon which to erect
abattoirs ? No ; 1 have never been instructed by the Board of Health to investigate any site. I looked
at the Wentworth Estate, not for tlie Board of Health, but for otber meat-works, and I approved of it for
that purpose.
2483. Supposing that you had a. house at Strathfield or close to the Homebush railway station, would you
look upon the establishment of abattoirs on the Wentworth Estate, right opposite the present sale-yards,
and just on the other side of the Parramatta Road, as being likely to injure the value of your property?
It is altogether a matter of sentiment.
2484. You think it would bo only a matter of sentiment ? Entirely a matter of sentiment.
2485. Regarding property situated at Strathfield and Homebush to-day, would you consider that it would
be as valuable six months hence if abattoirs were erected in the meantime ou the Wentworth Estate, and
wore carried on there with the most modern appliances ? As a matter of fact, the property would be just
as valuable, but you cannot say how far sentiment would enter into the matter, and depreciate the value.
248C3. So you think that so far as objectionable smell or objectionable sight, or anything of that sort is
concerned, no property need depreciate in value except from a sentimental standpoint ? That is so. I
know that at some of the country works with which 1 am connected, you could not tell, within a quarter
of a mile of them, from any smell; that you were near them.
2487. Do you think that in designing new slaughter-houses on the proposed site you would follow some
thing like the lines followed in designing the A.berdeon meat-works ? Something like them. It all
depends on the site and the quantity of buildings.
2488. Bid you inspect the machinery at the Elemington slaughter-houses ? Yos.
2489. What was your opinion about the desiccating machinery erected by the Corporation of Melbourne
' at their abattoirs ? Very efficient, but very costly.
2490. Does not the efficiency and the costliness of the machinery add materially to the profit they are
supposed to be making ? No ; I do not think the costliness of the machinery does. I think we got
more nitrogen in the manure in the machines which desiccate more quickly.
2491. You think that machinery could be erected much more cheaply than that which exists now at
the Elemington Abattoirs, and produce quite as satisfactory results ? J! think more so. The machine at
■
Aberdeen gives more nitrogen in percentage than the machines at Elemington do. I designed the one at
Aberdeen, and put it up there.
2492. I think it is proposed to substitute new machinery at Aberdeen of a more modern style even than
you have erected there ? That is not for desiccation, it is for freentng.
_
2493. You do not think you could make any great improvement on the desiccating plant at Aberdeen?
Yes ; I could. It has been up two years, and I think I could improve it now ; in fact, there is a machine
which is being built for one of the companies by Hudson Bros., which is, I think, an improvement on the
•
one at Aberdeen.
2494. Is it the intention of the Board of Health, if the present Abattoirs were allowed to remain at
Glebe Island much longer, to continue taking tlie blood and offal out to sea ? It must be done, or they
must face a large expenditure, which the G overnment will not allow.
2495. A.t what would you estimate the cost of suitable desiccating machinery to be erected at Glebe Island ?
I think it would cost a couple of thousand pounds.
2496. Mr. O’Sullivan^ That is in the old establishment;—when you spoke of £4,000, you meant for the
new establishment? Yes; £2,000 would be sufficient to do as much as you could do with tlie present
establishment.
2497. Mr. Wilhs.] Would your estimate of £4,000 cover drainage ? No.
2498. Chairman.} You say you have visited the Adelaide Abattoirs ? Yes.
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Erancis Kirkpatrick, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined :—
j.
2499. Chairman.] You are Under Secretary fer Einance and Trade ? Yes.
_
_
Kirkpatrick, 2500. I believe you are also a member of tbe sub-committee of the Board of Health having Specially to
Esq.
do with the Abattoirs ? Yes.
,

-—2501. Havo you taken any practical interest in the work, by attendance at meetings of the sub-committee
Oct., 1896. or jjy visiting the Abattoirs ? I could not possibly attend the meetings of the sub-committee, because I
could not get away from my business at the Treasury. 1 have been to the Abattoirs once or twice, but I
have not sufficient expert knowledge to enter fully into the matter of the management.
2502. So your practical knowledge of tbe working of the Abattoirs is confined principally to returns
furnished? Yes ; I may say altogether.
_
2503. You have really had no practical experience in connection with the working of the Abattoirs?
None whatever.
, ,
2504. Your colleagues on the sub-committee would probably be better informed on matters of detail in
connection with the working of the Abattoirs ? Much better, because they attended all the meetings.
2505. I suppose you would know whether the Abattoirs have been working at a profit or at a loss for
some time past ? ' Yes, The desiccating works have been worked at a very considerable loss—£3,000, .1.
believe, in 1895. That was the cause of the change of tho system.
.
2506.
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2506. ]’ suppose you are informed, by reports from some of your officers, that the principal cause of this
_
great loss was the old-fashioned machinery used in connection with the desiccating works? That is stated Klr"jPt™ ’’
to be partly the cause.
2507. Is it within your knowledge that the abattoirs at Flemington, near Melbourne, are worked at & 22 oCt., 1896.
profit, and that the manure turned out by tbe desiccating works more than compensates for any labour
expended in making it, whilst at the same time that gets rid of all objectionable matter coming from the
animals that are killed at the Abattoirs ? 1 have heard so, but I do not know it of my own knowledge.
2508. Tou have numerous complaints, I suppose, from time to time about the proposed removal of the
Abattoirs? There are a great number of papers hearing on the question of tbe removal or the retention
at Glebe Island of the Abattoirs—some in favour of the removal, aud some contending that the Abattoirs
should remain where they are. The majority are in favour of the removal.
2509. The general concensus of opinion seems to be in favour of the removal of the Abattoirs from their
present position ? Undoubtedly.
2510. You have papers bearing on tbe question of tbe Abattoir’s management generally? .Yes, I have
the Treasury inspectors’ reports and other papers.
2511. These you are prepared to furnish to the Committee ? Yes, at once.
_
2512. So that they may attach them as appendices to their report ? Yes. I shall have great pleasure in
furnishing all tlie information I can,
2518. Mr. Wilks.'] Although you are nominally a member of tlie sub-committee of the Board of Health
dealing with the Abattoirs, through press of other busmess, you practically have no knowledge of the
Abattoirs ? Hone whatever, except from the papers.
2514;. And any evidence which we could obtain from you would, in your opinion, be of very little import
ance ? That is so.
2515. Do you remember the large amount of correspondence that passed in regard to tho Abattoirs at the
time Mr. McMillan was Treasurer? Correspondence has been going on for years.
2516. But there was some outlined scheme in reference to the Abattoirs at that time ? Yes, there was.
2517. I suppose you liave no recollection at all of the outlined scheme? No.
2518. But it included either the removal of tho Abattoirs or their retention at Glebe Island ? I would
not be sure.
2519. You have those papers iu your possession ? If I have I will have great pleasure in forwarding
them to the Committee.
2520. Mr. Law.] You stated that there were a certain number of people in favour of the retention of the
Abattoirs at Glebe Island and others in favour of their removal, and that the majority were in favour of
their removal ? Undoubtedly—that is, the majority of papers we have received. I could not say as Lo
majority of people, because Balmain is a large place.
2521. You mean just the communications received by the department? Yes, so far as I remember.
2522. But not representing large bodies of people ? I could not tell.
Edmund Compton Batt, called in, sworn, and examined:—
E. C. liatt
2523. ChairmanP\ You aro a member of the firm of Batt, Kodd, and Purves ? T am.
2524 Have you had any experience in connection with the abattoir movement or cattle-killing ? A good
22 Oct., 1896.
deal.
2525. Where did you gain your experience? Tho first two years of my life in Australia at Ramoraio
Meat-works. I had the entire management of those works.
2526. Where are they situated ? At Clarence River.
2527. Had you any previous experience iu connection with the management of similar works ? None
whatever.
2528. That was your first experience of management in connection with cattle-killing? On anything like
a large scale it was.
2529. Had you previously had any other experience, small or large, in connection with abattoirs? No ;
practically speaking, that was my first experience of tho matter.
2530. Since you undertook the management of the Ramornie Meat-works, have yon had any experience,
by visiting or otherwise, of the management of abattoirs either in this or in the adjoining colonies, or in the
United Kingdom or in America ? In the management, no ; but I have always taken a great interest in
tlie question, and at times I have, for my own satisfaction, visited our Abattoirs, and, in the same way,
the sale-yards. Twelve or fourteen years ago I drew up a scheme under which, if it had been adopted,
the sale-yards would not have been where they are now.
2531. Wliat was your idea in regard to the position that the sale-yards ought to occupy? At that time I
may fairly say tlie question about tbe change of the abattoirs site was never mooted ; it was simply when
tiie old Homebush yards were worn out. 1 had land at Liberty Plains surveyed, and I consulted with Sir
Henry Parkes, and brought before him a scheme to take 1,000 acres of land on the loop between Rookwood and where it meels the Southern lino towards Liberty Plains, and I offered him 1.000 acres of land
at £25 an acre, and within a few months the land at Homebush was bought for about £250 an aero.
2532. In your letter to Sir Henry Parkes did you state why you thought the land at Liberty Plains was
the most suitable for tbe erection of abattoirs ? It is a good many years ago; but 1 am inclined to think
that I had a personal interview with Sir Henry Parkes, and that I took the plan myself to his office, and
that wliat took place between us was entirely conversational.
2533. Did you at that time contemplate the early removal of the abattoirs from Glebe Island ? No. That
was simply 111 connection with the sale-yards only.
2534i. Had you then an idea that the cattle sold at the proposed sale-yards at Liberty Plains should be
driven from there to Glebe Island ? No. At that time the question of the removal of the abattoirs from
Glebe Island was not ripe. I always saw from the first that driving the cattle from the Homebusli saleyards to Globe Island was an awful mistake, because during my two years’ experience at the Ramornie
Meat-works, we wore killing, perhaps, eighty head a day, and 1 knew how much the meat was affected if
tlie cattle were killed after being driven a distance like that. Por five years I was living at Ashfield, and
Mr. Rodd and I drove to and from Sydney every day, and I saw not only injury to tbe cattle, but also the
dangei-j
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E. C. Batt. danger to the public from from the catlle driving. I tliink I wrote some letters about it; but it is so
many years ago that it has passed out of my memory.
* ck’
2535. As a business man, do you consider that it is advisable to have the sale-yards, as at present, so far
away from the slaughter-houses P No. 1 think that it is entirely behind the times. To my mind there
is ouly one proper course, and that is that, wherever the sale-yards are situated, the area of laud available
should be sufficiently large to have the abattoirs there also ; a site near by being set apart for all cognate
trades closely related to the abattoirs. I would not make this a site for all noiious trades, but I would
have it for all other cognate trades. I would not only do away with the cattle-driving nuisance by having
the sale-yards and the abattoirs close together ; but, at a convenient distance away from the abattoirs, I
would have works where hides, bones, blood, aud other bi-products could be treated.
253'J. Judging from what you have just stated, I should say that you are of opinion that if the sale-yards
cannot possibly be put closer to the present abattoirs at Glebe Island, then the abattoirs ought to be
brought closer to the sale-yards ? Tes.
■
2537. Do you know the Wentworth Estate at Homebush ? I do.
2538. The old Homebush racecourse ? Yes.
2539. Do you think that that would be a suitable site for tbe abattoirs, seeing that it is only separated from
the present sale-yards by the Parramatta Road ? 1 do not. My reasons for saying that I do not are two.
One is that the site is not large enough to embrace my ideas. It might do for a year or two, but this is
a big question, and should be settled for the next 100 years or so.
2540. But supposing the area could be considerably increased by tbe purchase of land adjoining tlie
Wentworth Estate, do you then think that that would be a suitable site for abattoirs? 1 think it might
be a suitable site, but not the most suitable. The reason is that it is too near the present population area.
] think you would have all the boroughs, such as Homebush, strathfield, and Concord up in arms about it.
2541. But supposing you learnt, as we have done in taking evidence, that abattoirs could be conducted
there quite as extensively as, or even more extensively than is the case at Glebe Island, without causing
the slightest offence in the way of smells, do you think then that that would be likely to injure the value
of property surrounding tho Wentworth Estate P 1 must ask you before I answer that question to give
me the area of land you propose to have.
2542. Well, supposing we could get the Wentworth Estate, which consists of 250 or 300 acres, and also
an additional 1,000 acres adjoining it? If you mean that 1,250 acres would be the aggregate area, I do
not tbink that that would be sufficient, and I will give the reasons why I do not think so. That site
adjoins municipalities, but I think that wherever the sale-yards and the abattoirs are established, you
should bo able to get at a reasonable figure resting paddocks. There is one paddock at Wentworth which
Hill, Clark, & Co. have—a cattle paddock—but that is only big enough for one largo stock and station
agent. One of the great advantages of whatever place was selected should be that in the vicinity there
was land which could be rented at a reasonably cheap rate for resting-places for cattle and sheep.
2543. 1 take it from your statement that you consider the present sale-yards, as well as the suggested
site at the Wentworth Estate, is far too valuable for that purpose ? I do.
2544. Tou think it would be better to go a little further away, and secure land of a largor area at a much
cheaper rate than could possibly be the case in regard to the land in ciuestion ? I should say that that
would be so, provided that the price of the Wentworth laud is assessed at something like what I imagine
it might be.
2545. Have you in your mind’s eye any site that, as a business man of largo experience, you would bn
able to suggest as a more suitable site for tbe successful carrying on, not only of sale-yards, but also of
abattoirs ? I have.
2546. May I ask you to name it to the Committee ? Certainly. 1 have brought a little sketch to show
you. I have been at this thing some months. My business as“ a land-seller was to try and find out tlie
most suitable site. I may premise hy saying that I do not own an acre of land at the place in question,
nor have I anything to do with it, except that I am acting as agent for the land.
2547. Are you prepared to put in this sketch of the proposed site to accompany your evidence? Tes.
[See Appendix C 1.]
2548. What is the area of this land at Blacktown, which you have suggested as a suitable site ? About
3,250 acres.
2549. And at what price do you think, roughly stating, it would be possible for the Government to
purchase this land ? I think, under £12 an acre ; but I caunot say exactly. There is no blood money
or high rate asked for the land.
2550. Tou think that, takiug it all round, the whole of the area you have just mentioned could ho got on
an a\crage for £12 an acre? Yes, or less.
2551. Is the land low lying or elevated ? The highest land between tins and the Blue Mountains on the
western line. Of course it is undulating.
2552. .And a portion of this laud would abut on to the main western line ? Tbe whole of one boundary has
a frontage to the main western line—about
or 2 miles.
2553. And your suggestion is that a short loop-line might he constructed to run right into the abattoirs ?
Yes, connecting Doonside and Blacktown. Thatwould be, practically speaking, 11- to 2 miles of railway—
of course, only a loop connecting the two stations. [See Appendix, C. 2.)
2554. What would he your idea in having this 11 of railway constructed? I take it the cattle ought to
he landed the same as they are at the present Homebush yards. If they are brought by train for
immediate sale, it is of no use knocking them about with yarious changes. If they come straight from the
trucks to the sale-yards, and if when they are taken from the sale-yards they are not to be killed at once,
they must be driven somewhere, and there are thousands of acres of laud available near this land—just
outside the boundary—and people would be glad to sell or lease it.
2555. Tou think that the people surrounding the proposed site would have no objection to the establish
ment of abattoirs there ? We have their consent in writing.
2556. As a land auctioneer, and au agent ot large experience, do you think it would be likely to affect the
value of land at Strathfield and Homebush if the abattoirs were erected on the Wentworth Estate, as has
been suggested? .Tes, to a large extent, as the prejudice would still remain however properly they were
conducted. The Strathfield Council has, both in its meetings and by letters, opposed the scheme, and
would, I think, still oppose it.
.
2557.
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ioo'/. Tou knovr pretty well the district of Strathfield and Homebush—although in one municipality I E. C, Batt.
name them both, because they arc distinct portions of the one borough —do you think that tho land there,
and the buildings upon it, would bo looked upon as being more valuable now than they would be after the
■
erection of abattoirs on a site so close to them as the Wentworth' Estate? 1 certainly think that the
erection of abattoirs on tlie Wentworth Estate would create a great fall in the value of the bettor class of
house property in that borough.
2.">oS. You think it would have a tendency to cause people to look for other suburbs to reside in rather
than go there, as is the case now, and that that would reduce it from being one of the most favourite of
suburbs to being one to be avoided by people who could secure homesteads elsewhere? Tes; but I
think that applies more particularly to the better class of houses for residences only.
SooO, 1 meant to apply it to people in wre]l-to-do circumstances, who would occupy a class of houses sucli
as are at Stralhiield at tho present time? They would object to it, and it would lessen the value of the
property.
2560. Ho you think that, notwithstanding all the precautions taken in the desiccation, there would still bo
a certain amount of smell arising from the abattoirs on the Wentworth Estate which would necessarily
prove offensive and objectionable io people living within half a mile or three-quarters of a mile of it ? I
do; especially when tho wind blew from that particular direction, and if they could not always smell
something offensive they would fancy they did.
2561. You tbiuk there is a good deal of sentimentality about it, perhaps more than actual injury arising
from the smell ? 1 think there is a great deal of sentiment attached to it.
2562. Would the use. for abattoirs and sale-yards purposes, of the land which you have suggested as a
suitable site at Blacktown, in any way interfere with the catchment area of our present water supply ?
B'o ; wc are on the other side of the fall.
2563. So it docs not come within the catchment area ? Kot at all. I may add that one great advantage
of having tlie sale-yards and abattoirs on the land in question would be that an ample supply of water for
them could be obtained without any trouble, it being simply a question of laying on water from the
Prospect Bam.
2561. The proposed silo is so close to the Prospect water supply that a large supply of fresh water could
be secured at a very littie cost? Tes; 1 think as cheaply as you could get it from a river.
2565. This land, I presume, is not a very great distance from the present Eiversloue works? As the
crow flies, I think it would be about 8 miles.
2566. The general run of the people io that locality would rather hail with delight the advent of abattoirs
there than take exception to their establishment there? J think so, for this reason: The people there
live on their land, and they would hail the carrying out of this project, as it would not only afford them a
market for their fruit, but would also supply them with cheap manure. There are hundreds of acres
furiher back, of which I have sold some as low as from £5 to £6 an acre.
256/. Ten think that the establishment of abattoirs there, instead of being looked upon as a nuisance,
would be regarded as doing a great amount of good, especially in the providing of manure, which would bo
within easy reach of the farmers and settlers round about there, and would tend to enrfch wliat is at the
present time somewhat barren land ? No : 1 cannot admit that it is barren land. It is not barren land ;
it is an orchard district.
2568. As a matter of fact, is it not looked upon as being unsuitable for any agricultural purpose exeept
fruit-growing ? Tes ; it is used for fruit-growing. It is not rich agricultural land, but it is good strong
land, and will bear favourable comparison with most of the county of Cumberland soil,
2569. The land about there is looked upon generally as being unfit for ordinary agriculture? It is fit for
fruit-growing ; it is not rich land.
2570. So that tho presence of an establishment manufacturing manure would probably be a great boon to
the people round about there in supplying them with a rich manure at probably a small price ? Of course,
they would save the carriage, which is a material item. They get their manure from Riverstone, and even
as far as from Bubbo now.2571. As regards the plans you have put in, I presume you propose to send copies to tho clerk, so that
they may be attached to our report ? 1 will do so with pleasure.
2572. Tbe rough plan you have shown us, as well as this sketch ? Tes. My only object is that if you
thini; this is the best site you should take it.
2573. Tour object in appearing as a witness is not to give evidence from a business standpoint, but rather
as a citizen, desirous of rendering service to the country in connection with the proposed establishment of
new abattoirs ? 1 took it up entirely in that light in the first instance.
257-1, It is not a new matter with you;—you discussed this matter with Sir Henry Parkes some years
ago ? About fifteen years ago, I think. 1 paid for tbe whole survey of a site at Liberty Plains ont of
my own pocket.
2575. So you have really in the past been at considerable expense in tho preparation of plans, and in
suggesting a method for tlie creation of sale-yards and the erection of abattoirs ? I think I have taken
more pains in the matter than, perhaps, anybody else.
2576. Tou can scarcely call to your mind any other citizen who has taken a more lively interest in the
matter which this Committee has been appointed to inquire into than yourself ? Unknown to mo there
may have been others.
,
2577. Has it ever strucl; you that in establishing abattoirs ou the site at Blacktown which you havs
liave suggested, the retail butchers of the city would have to go a long distance to purchase their supplies
unless a central market were established, and the meat were brought in in refrigeranng chambers in the
summer? I am quite with you; that is part of my plan; that is why I want a loop line, so that tbe
carcases might go off the baulks directly into the cars, and be carried to a central meat market, which
■would give the small and the large men the same chance.
2578. Tour idea is that wc should have some great central meat market, to which the meat from the
Government abattoirs at Blacktown should be sent, so that the retail butchers would have all the facilities
of buying and selecting llieir meat in the freest possible mauuer r' Where they could go and get half a
side or a quarter as they do at the present time, It would be unreasonable to expect them to go out all
the way to Blacktown.
2579. Has it ever struck yon that a large number of ocean-borne cattle arrive here continually, and it
'
would
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E. C. Bate, would be necessary to have a hilling establishment somewhere within reasonable distance of tbe water
2^0^t^89G “S*
^ar^our f1 One cannot know everything, I have not gone sufficiently into that question
cbr to know the proportion of cattle that are ocean-borne, but I think it is comparatively very small. Ido
not suppose it would be 5 per cent, of the total number. When preparing myself on this question I
wrote to Mr. M’Lachlan, tbe Secretary for Railways, because I wished to have reliable data, and very
courteously he gave me the following information
Sir,

Office oE the Railway Commissioners, Sydney, H August, 1S9G.
Referring 1-o your letter of the 7th instant, asking to he informed of the number of cattle and sheep carried by.
rail to the Flemington Sale-yards during the year 1895, 1 am directed to inform you that the following arc the numbers of
live stock, received by rail at Flemington.
.
Prom—

f------------■ ',l

----------------- —----------------- ------1-"—^

Southern Line.

Horses
Cattle..
Calves
Sheep,.
Pigs ..
Total
E. C. Batt, Esq., SS, Pitt-strcet, Sydney.

Western Line.

N

Northern Line.

2,462
41,499
74
549,651
194

2,494
30,892
35D
1,417,327
287

1,596
34,817
164
1,057,469
299

1,451,355

’
593,880
1,094,345
I have,, &c..
H. McLACHIiAN,
Secretary.

2580. Mv. 0'.SW/ie<7??.] That makes no allowance for cattle and other animals that come in by steamers?
No ; that is by rail only.
2581. I understand that you are opposed to tbe continuance of tbe Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? I am.
2582. For what reasons—I should like you to reiterate them? I take two objections. In the first place
I think that the present Abattoirs are absolutely out of date, and very much too small for the trade that
is being done there. My other objection is on account of the Abattoirs being separated from tbe saleyards by such a long distance. I think that one of Ihc crying evils for tbe last twelve or fifteen years has
been the driving of cattle through the suburbs to the Abattoirs. It is a cruelty to the cattle, and an
abominable nuisance to tbe people wbo live in the various suburbs between the sale-yards and the Abattoirs,
I think there is also very great danger to the health of the citizens of Sydney from the way in which cattle
are killed in a heated condition.
2583. But supposing that the objection about driving the cattle through the streets could be got rid of by
the construction of a line of railway to Glebe Island from a point near Petersham, and by tbe cattle being
brought from the sale-yards along the present line to Petersham, and thence being conveyed right into the
Abattoirs at Glebe Island ? That would minimise the evil, but would not do away with it.
2584. We have it in evidence that abattoirs in tbe centre of tbe city need not be dangerous to public
health—that by using proper appliances, and taking sufficient care, there need not be any nuisance what
ever—I am speaking more particularly in regard to the in jurious effects of abattoirs on tbo public health ?
I have said plainly that I think a great deal of that is sentiment. If abattoirs are properly conducted, 1
do not think that they should necessarily be a very offensive place. But when experts give evidence on
that point they seem to forget one thing, i have noticed the omission in more than one instance. They
seem to forget that if the bi-products arc not utilised in the neighbourhood where the abattoirs themselves
are, and if you havo to remove them through the city or suburbs it may well be taken as an objection that
that is not desirable.
25S5. But cannot even those bi-produets be treated in such a way as to render them inoffensive ? f have
no doubt they could be. But it should be remembered that in some cases you would destroy their value
for any after use. No doubt if they were treated sufficiently with disinfectants and lime they might he so
conveyed innoxionsly through any borough, but I do not think that they are ever treated in that way.
2586. But most of the bi-products would be saleable, and very likely be exported to coastal districts, or
taken away to the other colonics ? But they are not, so far as I know.
2587. Well, they could be ? Of course, I am simply putting it in tbe way it is. I have seen them carted
away. Wo know where they go.
2588. As a matter of fact, these bi-products are being exported from tbe meat works at Bourke to New
Zealand and the other colonies at a profit ? That is possible.
2589. If it can be done from Bourke, it could be done from Sydney ? It is a question of trade. Any
body who goes to Glebe Island now can see them being removed in carts.
2590. That is with the present method of treatment? Yes.
2591. But with the latest machinery, and a proper application of it, even those troubles could be got rid
of? It would never smell like roses, however much it were desiccated or otherwise treated.
2592. If these works were established, as you suggest, near Blacktown, the butchers of Sydney would
find it very inconvenient in havingto go such a long distance for their meat, and I suppose you would
require a central depot at the railway terminus, where the butchers could obtain their meat ? I think
that would be almost a necessity, and 1 also think that thereby you would get’better meat in Sydney.
Yon have doubtless seen the butcher’s carts coming from Glebe Island. There is just one dirty rag
covered with bloodstock over the cart, and you know what the Glebe Road is on a dry, dusty day—some
thing awful.
2593. But having the abattoirs such a long distance from tbe city as Blacktown would lead to a good deal
of private slaughtering, such as goes on at the present to some extent ? I may be wrong, but I think it
would have the effect of doing away with, at any rate, some of the outside establishments, and I fake it
that if you arc going to make it a sort of national thing, part of tho scheme, which the Board of Health
would have a voice in, would be proper supervision for the protection of the public. For the benefit of
the grower, there must be a central market somewhere near Sydney. I do not believe in the plan, advo
cated by some people, of having cattle-killing centres all over the country. If you multiply your centres
you must multiply your inspectors. In such places as Orange, Bathurst, and Newcastle, you might have
a central market, and on a small scale the same kind of thing might obtain there, but 1 think you would
find, if that idea were carried out, that tho effect would be tbo doing away with private slaughter-houses.
You could not help shutting them up. There would be a by-law to the effect that no private slaughter
houses should be allowed to be carried on there.
2594.
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2594. But Dr. Ashburton Thompson tells us that now there is a good deal of private slaughtering in E. C. Batt.
boroughs? There is ; but it is only carried on on sufferance. The men there keep the matter as quiet
22 Oct., 1896.
as they can; but all those places are not half looked after as they should be.
2595. Do you think that in future the meat supply of centres of population like Sydney and Newcastle
will largely come from the chilling works in the country districts? There seems to bo a great prejudice
at the present time against chilled meat, but I think that it will bo overcome in time. But if you have a
metropolitan cattle market for the relief of the grower—and that is the only place where you can get
any chance of competition—you must have central abattoirs at the same place, and I think that the better
they are conducted, and the better tSie quality of the meat that comes from there, so gradually will you
do away with the chilled meat trade to a great extent, because people do not like chilled meat if they can
get fresh.
'
2596. Is it not a fact that at the present time the meat trade is largely in the hands of a limited number
of men in Sydney ? Undoubtedly.
2597. A very close monopoly? A pretty close monopoly.
2598. And the public have to pay rathor dearly for their meat ? I think they have to pay more than
they ought to pay. My evidence tends that way. A large meat market, instead of creating monopoly,
gives tho smaller men a better chance.
.
2599. Mr. Wilks ~\ I understand that you consider that tho present site of the abattoirs inadequate ?
Totally inadequate for tbe trade,
2600. I also understand that, in your opinion, in connection with a properly-appointed abattoirs, the area
should be so large as to provide (1) for sale-yards and (2) for the carrying on of cognate trades? I do
think so.
2601. I also understand from your evidence that you think that the best site is Doonsiie. near Blacktown ?
Tes; the estate between Blacktown and Doonside.
2602. Ton stated that Dr. Ashburton Thompson has visited that site ? He has.
2603. Are you aware of his opinion about it ? I have not seen his opinion.
2604. Are you aware that he has visited other sites ? He told me so himself; but, he being a Gfovernment official, though I was in the train with him, I never pressed him for an opinion upon it. All he said
to me was that he saw no difficulty in regard to the drainage question.
2605. The Wentworth Estate, you consider, is not large enough ? I do not think it is big enough. That
is one objection I have to it.
2606. In answer to Mr. O’Sullivan you said that you think the prejudice against chilled meat will be
broken down in a short time ? It is possibly one of those things that will outgrow itself. I may say
that at Newcastle the people are continually complaining of the want of supervision and the dangers of
diseased meat.
■
2607. There would he a large central abattoirs ? Tes.
2608. You would require an acreage of about how much ? The larger you make it the bettor, because I
am lookiug to the future. At Blacktown you will be outside tbo objections you would be bound to have
in most cases from the municipalities. We havo no municipality there. If you leave the question
unsettled for many years, you will have to go further afield. The population at Blacktown is not likely
to increase very rapidly, because all the laud is used for orchard and grazing purposes.
2609. Owing to the difficulty of supervision, you recognise the fact that it is not desirable to have other
abattoirs erected around the city? I am one of those who believe in the fairness of not killing a man
who has spent money in developing any industry, as he had a right to do under tho existing law, and
therefore, if I tvere a legislator, 1 wmuld not do anything to compulsorily make a man close his works—at
all events, I would give him a certain time. In the end, you would, I think, have powers under the Act
to confine the slaughtering to licensed places.
2610. You favour the principle of centralisation in regard to abattoirs ? I do. I may say that the land at
Blacktown is bounded by roads, and there is no objection by the people to the establishment of abattoirs
there. The western line would deliver stock directly into the yards. The northern line comes round by
a loop to Homebush, and, of course, the southern line comes in not many miles away at Granville. No
new line of railway, with the exception of the small loop I mentioned, would have to be constructed, and
tbe position is about as central a one as could be obtained.
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A 2.
[To Evidence of Hr. Alfred Allen.
Chester-streeL, Ciimpcrdoun, Sydney, 24 August,
I havr had considerable experience in sanitary matters, extending over a period o£ thirty years in this Colony and in hurope,
of which twenty years in Australia. I was associated with sewerage matters of the city of London and many large provincial
towns and cities, besides hinge establishments—hospitals, gaols, work-houses, factories, &c. I havo been employed
on various occasions in the city of Sydney, under the municipal authorities, filling at various times the position of surveyor
for condemned buildings. Reported upon the condition of the Chinese quarters throughout the city of Sydney; making
plans and reports upon the condition of all the dairies within the city boundary, I was also engaged with Hr. Richard
Seymour, the then City Inspector of Nuisances, to report for a Koyul Commission upon noxious trades within a radius of
10 miles from the Sydney Town Hall. This brought me directly in contact with slaughter-houses, both public and private,
and other industries bearing upon and affecting the question at issue—boiling-down, salting of hides, tripe dressing and
cleansing, bone-miils and other like establishments which actually derive their origin and support from the utilisation of
matter derived from such an establishment as proposed, M'e carefully inquired into their sanitary condition, suitability of
locality, buildings, drainage, ventilation, machinery—how worked, with what effect : making plans and sketches where
necessary. Most of the slaughter-houses were isolated, but very primitive in construction and appliances, and, so far as I
remember, extremely deficient in system of drainage, ventilation, cleanliness. These are the most essential requirements in
conducting this class of business, and, if not carefully obseried, would prove most detrimental to the public health, which
should certainly require most careful consideration and cannot be guarded with too much caution, and efficient, mid even
strenuous, means and measures of supervision, and through such contiol enforce severe measures for the strict observance
of the law. For of necessity such places must he in a constant state of dam]), if even fairly drained, so that there exists a
certain amount of evaporation, sonic of which necessarily adheres to the meat, and then, of course, tho cleaner so much the
safer, for germs of disease will lioat m the atmosphere from an unclean surface. Another matter, only second in impor
tance to my preceding statement, is as to the handling of the meat—the less the better. Coolness, in summer, by through
current!) of air. Thorough system in ventilation—especially top ventilation, to take off all rising vapours and noxious gases.
Use of material that will not absorb and retain for future germination offensive substances, even from the atmosphere. In
order to arrive at somewhere near perfection in laying down so gigantic a scheme as public abattoirs, the proper
bunching and grouping of the various blocks of buildings is of vast importance; it facilitates tho general
working; concentrates within a limited space u, system of drainage and ventilation; eases the supervision ;
therefore, the most careful inquiry and thought should he brought to benr'upmi e\ciy point. 1 have not the slightest
doubt, and am even convinced from actual experience, that the Government have a combination of talent in their various
departments of works, equal in every way with any emergency, and could find sufficient data to produce something near
perfection, or, at least, to meet the requirements ; hut, even with such advantages, information m reference to these and
other matters should he obtained from the various other somecs open for fair consideration. I mean the study of mode™
establishments of this class—the various scientific and mechanical adaptations to meet emergencies ami general require
ments, the expense of construction, general arrangenmnt. cost and ease of working, disposal and utilisation of oilal,
sewerage, and other matter. Much of this information could he obtained from other cities. Plans must he in existence,
and I have no doubt that every facility would be graciously a’fforded to assist the concentration ami perfecting a plan,
wherever the site may he The defects could be seen and avoided, and the improvements adopted or modified bo far as
locality will allow. I maintain that, by following some such course, invaluable information would he obtained at a icry
nominal cost, which cannot be overrated, and I have not the slightest doubt would save thousands of pounds, preserve
public health, and materially assist in producing all that could he desired, I am of opinion, which is held out by many
eminent men, that there should he no waste. If proper precautions he taken, and judicious care and appliances he brought
into requisition, every paiticleof an animal Can he turned to use, and in the process of conversion all vapours, gases,
smoko, smells, &c , can he destroyed. Wherever an ahaitoirs be erected, a population must of necessity follow, Glebe
Island is somewhat isolated, and must retain advantages in tint respect, for, from its close proximity to Sydney, the
working population scatters itself throughout Balmain, Pynnont, Ultimo, and the city. It would be very satisfactory to
havo accurate statistics of epidemic disease and death in the immediate surrounding neighbourhood, and what effect the
working of the abattoirs would havo in their production, and a comparison with oilier districts.
The present slaughter-houses and necessary appurtenances arc much too scattered, and certainly behind the age,
having been added to from time to time—no doubt meeting the requirements for the time being, but yet scattering and
deviating from system in this manner, it. is impossible to conserve a proper system of drainage. -Many of the additions arc
of wood. This would have a most disastrous effect in case of fire. The main buildings are built of local stone, and in a
sad stale of decay, although so recently erected as 1 HOD. This is attributable to being built from the top cap of the quarry,
geologically speaking, which is always coarse and soft—being tho most recent formation, has not formed under the same
pressure. The salt atmosphere, with wind, assists to disintegrate the particles of silica, rounding off all sharp edges, and
in many cases eating into the face of the stone 2 or d inches ; but now the quarries on the Island have been further
worked, the stone now obtained is of a much superior quality, and could, I have not the slightest doubt, be used for many
purposes, especially where not exposed, although 1 could not advise it for general use. Internally it would absorb much
of tho objectionable matter, and externally perhaps he subject to the same influences, although not to such an extent, _ I
would, in preference, certainly advise brick as a general material, and some of the best stone where solidity is essential,
and an inside lining of glazed bricks or tiles and slate where I could—in fact, very similar to those used in modern butchers’
shops—or a good cement face, easily washed, soon dry, very clean, no adhesion or absorption, and looks well. All the
finer external ornamentations terra-cotta. The roofs formed with iron as far as practicable, and covered with plain tiles.
Flooring of cessal asphalt. Tins should he laid on n good concrete bed of hioben stone and hluo-meta!. This would avoid
any chances of percolation,
I found the present, accommodation to consist of—first, ji large tank, with a capacity of about 1,000,000 gallons.
This is excavated in the solid rock, and supplies an abundance of salt-water, and could be used for another establishment
of a like character. It is filled from the hay with a 6-inch service. The pumping establishment is situated near the foot
of the bridge fiom the Pynnont side and the Glebe side of the Island. The supply pipe runs out about GO yards into the
bay, and the pumps throw 40.000 gallons per hour. There are two pumps, and a 6-inch service throughout. The engineshed, pump-room, and other necessary buildings are of a very temporary character. The tank itscif measured about 00
yards in length by about 20 feet in width, by about 2H feet deep. It is situated upon a very elevated position, and is
admirably adapted for the purpose for which it is used.
’
The man who works these pumps is not required to devote the whole of his time to this work, hut can also attend
to the pumping of hot water for scalding piga, &e,, which is delivered fiom the old desiccating establishment. These
desiccating rooms are not in use now, and machinery lies idle. At any rate, it is quite inadequate to the work. Much of
tho offal was forced to he sent to sea even when in full working order. Now all is destioycd, diverting a channel of clean
liness and profit if propeily applied.
The comparatively recently erected cooling block of buildings, with engine-house, is now used as slaughter-houses
for sheep. This was erected at a great cost, with all modern appliance', for its intended purpose ; and a very substantial
building it is, and could still be used for that purpose. 1 speak from actual experience, having worked upon the drawings.
The shaft will hear comparison with any in the Colony.
This
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This building to be made to wort in with a new abattoirs, either used as originally intended or as at present, Its
poRition ts good, Jind would well work in with the laud uud proposed new roads.
By aide of this building the foundations have been laid for a meat-market. This was afterwards erected on Darling
Harbour, and now used as a produce store, 1 can also vouch for these foundations being put hi substantially in Milestone,
i hc position also warrants this being brought to use. A new building could be erected on these foundations. It is in
close proximity with the cooling block, and was originally intended to work together. Upon this site, ami over the
iounrtationfl, arc sheep-pens.
At present men are employed quarrying a roadway near this site into the Balmain side of the Island.
I he mam building of the old abattoirs consists of two long parallel bloeks, and contains twenty-four slaughter
houses, six of which arc used for mutton, six for pork, anil the remainder for beef. This is very ■inadeumte & the
vctpuremcuts,
v
^
r ,
rtma do;v|1 the centre, which is cramped, and should be at least twice the width, or even more. At the
far end of this range of buildings, and immediately facing the avenue, a court is formed, and in the centre of -which is
a large blood-tank, and around the court W.C.’s and urinals. This is Hanked on either side by veal-houses, ono to six, and
then on tho end of muni tier. There are three pig-pens on the extreme end of the other tier, and pens for cattle, sheep,
and pigs. Behind all slaughter-houses of main buildings arc sheep and pig pens. At rear of main buildings, nearest the
bridge, and far side of the June at rear, there are other sheep and nig pens. There is also, on this side of the Island, u
time-keeper s cottage.
.
the Balmain side of buildings, and same side of road as present abattoirs, there is a stone structure, containing
dining-room ior butchers, lavatory, and bath-room, tool-alied and fuel-shed. This extends to a six-stall stable, with
lodclcr-room, luel-shed, cart-shed, and spacious yard for the express use of the Government. There is also a yard and
stable for butchers.
*
At the extreme end of veal-houees, and nearest Balmain, a shed for cleaning paunches and entrails, and on far
corner pens. On the low' foreshore, at the extreme end of Island, and near main road, are also a number of shccp-pcns,
and a hove these, on a level with slaughter-houses, arc a number of cattle-pens. The avenues and lanes throughout arc
much too narrow.
There are also residences for the General Manager, Inspector, and Sub-Inspector. Bost-ofRcc, carpenter’s office and
shop, lime-shed, and constable’s cottage. These are on the other side of the Island.
4.1 ij
re<?e,d; years a large area has been reclaimed from White Bay. This skirts the main road through the Island
on the Balmain side, and extends back to Balmain, and contains about
acres. On the near side comes up to within a
shnit distance of the cooling block of buildings already spoken of, and other extreme point meets near the *' Win to Bay
,
tho manure from the entrails could be filtered through trenches of land and animal charcoal on an inclined plane,
leaving, the solid matter on top, and the liquid portion could be safely discharged even into the harbour.
1 wa!
foi’tll™te enough in my recent visits to meet the Chief Inspector, or I should have much liked to append a
Ruminary of killing, I have no doubt this could be obtained, and that by reducing to a uniform scale, all buildings could
jc placed in position on a plan of the Island, wljich should be in existence. I located them once, as also all noxious trades,
but am unable t-n trace them to their source after my use of them.
A. ALLEN,
-----------Architect and Surveyor.
Questions re Abattoirs, Glwiie Island.
Ah connection and general knowledge of the Island; how obtained; period ; when last there; your observation as to
improvements during that pci'iod ; theeffectof discontinuing desiccating ; system of water supply; the drainage ; natural
tormation oi surface of land; upon site of existing buildings; general sanitary condition ; buildings in existence; accom
modation ; general distribution and grouping of present structure ; material; atmospheric effect; cause of decay ; effect of
nv V!*! miei^ ri?i appliances ; what portion of existing buildings could be utilised in erecting a new establishment; what
e cot tho proposed bridge would have upon working both old and new; its connection with roads ; buildings other than
i'v*
^ 10SP suggested to be retained ; surroundings on Glelie shore, as also on Balmain side ; the adapt
ability or present site, and that of the other side of the Island ; engineering and architectural difficulties and advantages :
s&mfcuy effect; grouping new buildings, and'why ; water-tank; its supply ; how worked ; its efficiency in its present
use ; its position ; from whence the water is obtained; how placed in reference to future new buildings ; the Islands ; fore
s loic on both sides; us to reclaimed land, and where; filtration of extraneous matter; desiccating; state of'recently*
erected structures ; their present use ^ facilities for future purposes ; where placed ; their adaptability in relation to either
presenter future buildings, and relation with existing aud proposed roads; the material of which they are constructed;
officers quarters ; their general distribution, state, and effect with new bridge-roads, and in the event of new slaughter
houses; disposal of offal; present and future stabling accommodation ; administrative portion o£ present and future
accommodation for workmen; water-closet accommodation; how to dispose of excrescence; blood-tanks ; water-tanks';
the adaptability of the Island as a site ; my experience of private slaughter-houses in this Colony, in England, and on tho
continent of Pjurope ; their detrimental effect; their supervision ; general sanitary condition ; effect on public health ; how
to reduce to a mere minimum any nuisance to surrounding locality; what other suggested sites have I visited ; their advan
tages and disadvantages; as to a growing population in the vicinity, wherever it may be; as to the advantages of tho
island over what I have seen ; why other establishments in the sister colonies should be seen ; what class of information
should be secured from experience,_ and why; the effect in preparing a perfect plan, whether for this or any other site ; the
line of conduct to pursue in obtaining such a high class of sound information ; the effect such information would have in
perfecting a scheme, wherever the site maybe; system of ventilation; grouping; drainage; water supply; system of
cleansing ; drainage ; disposal of blood and sewerage matter ; disposal of offal; material; how to obtain this accumulative
Knowledge, and my spedal reuflons for such a suggestion; as to provision for future Additions ; how to reserve for future
additions ; the effect it would have in forming a scheme of water supply, drainage, and general working of the establiriiment; enlarge upon the general question as to the suitability of the Island as a depot; its water-frontage, and how to
utilise it, and for what general purposes ; how other proposed alterations, independent of the slaughter-houses, would
latmonizo with a general scheme; the nature of structure as proposed; its material, general disposition, adaptability to
the purpose for which required,
Yours &.c.
^
r
^
0. .
^ lonG
A/ALLEN, M.I.B.A.,
24 August, 1896.
_________________________________
Architect and Surveyor

B2,
[To Evidence of John Clayton, Esg^]
Stock slaughtered at City Abattoirs.

ISilft.

Cattle ......................................
Calves ...........................

rigs.....................................
Sheep.......................

Stock condemned.
1895.

Cattle.

At cattle-market, Doutta Calla
,,
Sydney I’oad
At City Abattoirs ......................

Eight months of 1896.
At cattlo-markot, Dontta Galla ..............
t
Sydney Road ............
At City Abattoirs ...................... ..............
362—N

Eight nionilss of 1SM1.

88,283
5,163
1,591
4+3,941

Cattlu.
22
60
101

1,123
332,036

I’iffs.

Sheep.

11

1,073

rip*.

Sheep.

1
7

1,736

.
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B3.

[To Evidence of John Chtyion,
CITY OF MELBOURNE.

By-Law No, 90.
A By-law to make better regulations for the management of the Abattoirs of the City of Melbourne, and for the dues to
be charged thereat.
P.y luu'B Nos. 41 1. By virtue of section S, of Act No. 356, of the Parliament of Victoria, intituled “ An Act to amend the laws relating to
mid 4U repealed. Abattoirs and the Slaughtering of Cattle,” it is enacted by the Council of the City of Melbourne, hereinafter called “the
Council,” that from aud after the date of this By-law coming into operation, By-law No. 41, intituled “ A. By-law for the
regulation of the public Abattoirs, and for fixing the rates of dues for slaughtering to he charged therein,” and By-law
numbered 46, intituled “ A By-law to repeal By-law No. 43 of the Council of the City of Melbourne, and to proscribe a
decreased scale of rates of dues for Slaughtering to be charged in the public Abattoirs of the City,” which were made and
passed by the Council, the former thereof on the 1st day of October, I860, and the latter thereof on the 24th day of
February, JS62, shall he and the same are hereby repealed. And in lieu of the provisions of the said by-laws, the public
abattoirs erected and established by the Council, and situate in that portion of the parish of Dontta Galla, which is within
aud parcel of the City of Melbourne shall be regulated, managed, and made use of, subject to, and in accordance with the
regulations following—that is to say.

A.s to Sn-perMendencB.

Superinten
dence.
Inspector's
duties.

Assistant
Inspector.

2.

The land of the Council held for Abattoir purposes aud all buildings and structures thereon, and appurtenances
thereto (and which land, buildings, structures, and appurtenances, are meant by and included in the word “ establish
ment,” where occurring in this by-law) shall be under the charge, care, management, and direction of an inspector, with
such one or more assistants as the Council have appointed, or shall appoint for that purpose.
3. Along with such other duties as the Council shall assign to the inspector, it shall ho especially his duty to carry
out and enforce the regulations of the Council for tho management of the establishment as to cleanliness and otherwise.
To examine all animals slaughtered at the establishment, and take action as prescribed by law with regard to any which
he may find to be unfit for human food. To see that all animals awaiting slaughter be duly supplied with food and water,
and that no ill-treatment or unnecessary treatment he iullicled upon any such animal. To take care that good order and
propriety in conduct ami speech he observed throughout the establishment. To keep the register of names of slaughter
men permitted to work at the establishment. To report weekly through the Town Clerk ns to the condition of the
establishment, tho work done thereat and any breach of the regulations by any person employed or working there.
4. During absence of the Inspector, his duties shall devolve upon and be performed by the Assistant or other person
in the service of the Council then in charge of the establishment, and such assistant or person shall for the time being have
all the power, authority, and duty of the Inspector.

At to Slaughtermen.
Slaughlcnnen.

Itesponsiblc
slaughtermen.

5. No person shall be pennitted to commence or continue to work for any other person at the establishment as a
slaughterman, unless his name shall be entered in the Register of Slaughtermen kept by the Inspector, and he shall have
signed an undertaking to observe, comply with, and obey each and every of the rules of the establishment under pain
{apart from any other penalty) of having his name expunged from the Register of Slaughtermen.
6. In every7 compartment of the abattoirs in which slaughtering shall be carried on, one of the slaughtermen shall
be especially responsible for the observance of the regulations of the establishment in such compartment. If the master
butcher or employer be working in the compartment, he shall be the responsible person, and if not, lie must nominate and
appoint one of the slaughtermen who is to be responsible, and must notify such appointment to the Inspector. Such
appointment, however, shall not absolve any other slaughterman from the consequences of wilful disregard or breach of the
regulations.

As Co Use and 3fanagvmcnt,

Use and
management,

7. The establishment shall ho open .mil slaughtering shall bo permitted therein on every day (Sunday excepted) from
5 o’clock in the morning until 10 o’clock at night, and at no other time, unless upon special occasions, and except upon such
special conditions as may he prescribed in writing under the hand of the Town Clerk.
_
8. Every person -who shall pay to the Inspector the dues for slaughtering as hereinafter fixed, shall be entitled to
Use on payment
of dues.
the use for a reasonable time of sneh portion of the establishment as shall be available and assigned to him for the purpose
by the Inspector.
_
Repair of
9. Every person using the establish merit, who shall do any breakage, injury, damage, or destruction thereto, shall
drainage.
make good the same, and if he shall have so acted wantonly or maliciously, he shall also upon conviction thereof forfeit and
pay a penalty not exceeding £10.
Cattle to be
10. Every person who shall bring cattle to the establishment shall inform the Inspector of the description and
reported.
number thereof, and the Inspector shall enter such information in a book to be kept by him for that purpose, and shall
direct and indicate the portion of the establishment in which sucli cattle shall be placed, and such person shall place such
cattle in no oilier part of the establishment than that so directed and indicated, and shall himself be responsible for the
safety aud proper sustenance thereof. He must also give notice to the Inspector of his intention to commence slaughtering
stock before he shall commence to slaughter same.
*
Animals not be
11. No person shall ill-treat any animal, or resort to unnecessary cruelty in slaughtering any animal at the estab
511-trcated.
lishment.
Food and water
12. Every person who shall bring cattle to the establishment, and keep the same therefor more than one day, shall
for cattle.
provide the same with sufficient food and water.
Compartments
13. Every person who shall have assigned to him for his special use any compartment of the establishment shall at
to be kept dean, all times, wSiile he shall use such compartment, keep the same with the yards and appurtenances thereof clean and free
&c.
from offence, whether by accumulation of blood, filth, or otherwise, and shall as, and whenever required by the Inspector,
cleanse, scrape, limewash, or otherwise purify in .such manner as shall he necessary, and as tho Inspector shall direct the
walls, doors, floors, or other portion of such compartment and the appurtenances thereof which he shall he so accustomed
and entitled to use, and he shall in all respects comply with the regulations for the management o£ the establishment.
rtthing-pens to
14. In every compartment of the establishment, upon one or more head of large cattle, which shall have been
be cleansed.
enclosed in the pithing-pen being killed, and before any other beast is driven into such pen, the responsible slaughterman
must sweep or cause tol>e swept cleanly all the blood from such cattle into the blood-pit constructed to receive the same,
and must put or cause to be put any refuse which shall have resulted from such slaughtering into the separate bin or
receptacle provided for it.
Sheep, &c.t to be
15. In any such compartment no small cattle, that is to say, no sheep, lamb, pig, or goat, shall be slaughtered,
killed on
except with a knife, and upon the frame provided for that purpose, and with a trough beneath such frame for reception of
frames.
the blood of the animals slaughtered. And when such trough shall have become full, but not to overflowing, the respon
sible slaughterman shall call upon the labourer employed under the Inspector to empty and replace the Raid trough,
Compartments
16. After completion of slaughtering, and before leaving the compartment, the responsible slaughterman shall care
to be cleansed fully cleanse or cause to be cleansed the portion of the establishment which he shall have been at work in, and shall leave
after use.
the same in a state of cleanliness and order to the satisfaction of tho Inspector.
Offal must be
17. No offal which can be hung up shall bo allowed to remain upon the floor of any pithing-pen or hanging-room ;
hung up.
but all such offal, when produced, must be bung up upon the hooks provided for that purpose in the hanging-room or other
portion of the compartment.
Itefusc not to be
IS, No refuse or offal, other than such as shall lie capable of being without sanitary objection used as or converted
removed by
into human food, shall be removed from the premises by any slaughterman or person permitted to use any portion of the
users of the
■
establishment. premises.
19. No dog shall be brought upon or allowed to remain upon the premises.
•
Dogs excluded.
20. No person unless registered as a slaughterman or having lawful business to transact at the establishment, shall
Trespassers not
to Intrudo.
intrude into it or remain therein.
21.
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21. Any person who in any portion of the establishment shall be drunk, or shall be guilty of profane swearing, or of Penalty tor
foul or abusive language, or of obscenity or indecency, or who shall conduct himself riotously, or create disturbance, or who “iseouduct
shall obstruct in the execution of his duty the inspector, his assistant, or other officer, or person appointed by the Council
to conduct or aid in the good management of the establishment, or who shall neglect or refuse to comply with any lawful
request of any such inspector, assistant, officer, or person made in accordance with the provisions of this by-law, or of such
regulations as shall for the time being be lawfully in force at the establishment, or shall deposit any blood, offal, filth, or
refuse-matter upon any portion of tho establishment, or on any land or road abutting thereon, save in the pits, bins, or
receptacles provided and appointed for reception of the same, shall, for every such offence, upon conviction thereof, forfeit
and pay any sum not exceeding £10.
■
22, The slaughtering dues which shall be demanded, received, and taken at the establishment by the inspector or Dues (or
other officer or person appointed for that purpose by the Council shall bo as follows—that is to say :—
slaughtering.

d.
For every ox, cow, bull, heifer, steer, or calf............................................................................ 1 0
For every sheep or lamb or goat................................................................................................... 0 1
For every head of swine ................................................................... ■,......................................... I 0
23. For every ofFence against any of the provisions hereof for which no fixed penalty is hereinbefore prescribed, the Penalties,
offender shall, upon conviction thereof before any one or more Justices of the Peace for the said city, forfeit and pay a
jjenalty not exceeding £10,
Made and passed by the Council of the City of Melbourne, on the 9th day of May, 1SS9,—
(l.s.)
15. BENJAMIN,
Mayor.
E. G. FITZ GIBBON,
Town Clerk.

B 4.
[To Evidence of John Clayton, Esy.'\
CITY OF MELBOURNE.

SrEdAT, Rdlds to be strictly observed by all Slaughtermen engaged at the City Abattoirs.
That immediately any animal slaughtered is discovered to be diseased, the slaughtermen in charge of the pen shall imme
diately atop the work of dressing such animal for iood, and report the fact to tho inspector on duty at the abattoirs, and
shall not proceed further with such dressing until authorised by the inspector.
That no carcass shall be “ stripped,” whether for bodying or otherwise, until the sanction therefor of the inspector
on duty has been obtained.
22nd January, 1S94.
JOHN CLAYTON,
Town Clerk.
B 5.

[To Evidence of John Clayton,
CITY OF MELBOURNE.
By-law No. 75.
.
A By-law for regulating the Carriage of Meat through the Streets of the City,
Bv virtue of the Act f> Victoria No. 7, intituled “ An Act to Incorporate the Inhabitants of the Town of Melbourne,” it is
enacted by the Council of the City of Melbourne, that from and after the date of this by-law coming into operation, no Camoee of meat
person shall bring, or cause to be brought, into the city of Melbourne, or carry, or cause to be carried, through the streets
thereof, in any cart or other vehicle, any butchers’ meat or carcass of meat, unless such cart or other vehicle be so con1J'
structed as that the rays of the suu and the rain aud dust are not allowed to fall on or be capable of reaching such meat or
carcass of meat, and that proper sitting accommodation be provided for the driver thereof, and every person acting in
contravention of this by-law shall forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding £10.
Made and passed by the Council of the City of Melbourne, the 2lth day of April, 1S7G,—
(l.3.)
ALEX. KENNEDY SMITfl,
Mayor.
SAME. MASTERS,
Acting Town Clerk.

B 6.
[To Evidence of John Clayton, Esry!\
CITY OF MELBOURNE.
By-law No. 93.
A By-law to provide that the covering over Butchers’ Meat in course of carriage shall be clean.
By virtue of the Act 6 Victoria No. 7, intituled “ An Act to Incorporate the Inhabitants of the Town of Melbourne,” it is
enacted by the Council of the City of Melbourne that, from and after the date of this by-law coming into operation, any
pei'soii who shall bring, or cause to be brought, or carry, or cause to l>e carried, through any street of the said city, in any
cart or other vehicle, any butchers’ meat or carcass of meat, the covering or screen for protection whereof from sun, rain,
and dust shall be in a foul or uncleanly state, shall for every such offence forfeit and pay a penalty not exceeding £10.
Made and passed by the Council of the City of Melbourne, on the 11th day of March, 1889,—
(i„M
B. BENJAMIN,
Mayor.
E. G. FITZ GIBBON,
Town Clerk.
B 7.

City

ok

[To Evidence of John Clayton,
Mkluournk,—Desiccating Works, City Abattoirs.

The Chairman, Health Committee, 12/5/90,—
Sir,
City Surveyor’s Office, Melbourne, 10 May, 1890.
I have the honor to submit certain particulars with reference to "the results attendant on the introduction of the
establishment erected for the purpose of treating the blood, offal, and other refuse from the slaughter-houses at the City
Abattoirs. The works referred to have now'been in use for a sufficient length of time to enable some reliable data to be
obtained, which 1 have embodied in the form of a statement accompanying this report, which shows :—
The first cost of the works;
The annual working expenses ;
Quantity of work done ; and
Revenue reeived by sale of manure.
With reference to the first item, I have embraced in that the entire cost—not only of tho desiccating establishment
itself, but also necessary alterations to the abattoirs, and the costof blood-trucks, paving, roadway, Ac.—the whole of which
is within the original estimate of £12,000, and has licen paid for out of current revenue.
The higli price of coal, and the large quantity of water used for oondensing purposes, have been together more than
double the cost for labour in the item of working expenses ; but, by careful supervision, a gradual reduction in tho quantity
of
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of coal used as compared with the manure manufactured, has beesi effected, ■which, 1 trust, will continue. As regards
water I have already reported more than onee on the ultimate economy of spending money in electing our own pumping
plant for the purpose of obtaining from tho Saltwater River what water is required both for condensing and for witshingdown purposes at the Abattoirs. Until this is done, the charge for Yan Yean water will remain a Urge item in the cost, of
woiking, although I have caused that to be considerably reduced in amount to what it was during the first months of
Working.
The labour-sheet has been carefully supervised, and is now kept as low as possible.
_
_
Notwithstanding the cost of wot king the machines (from above-named causes), it is gratifying to find that during
the period of the first contract for the sale of the blood fertiliser, the receipts therefrom have actually exceeded the cost of
working.
.
A new contract entered into on the 1st of April, ISflO, and extending until the 31st March, 1891, at an adi anoe on
the former contract price of 2s, Od. per ton, gives promise of a more Bubstimtial suiplus for the coining year, especially as
the business is growing to such an extent that your Committee hns enabled mo to prepare for the enlargement of the
building and the erection of a tliiid desiccator, which I hope to complete dming the present year.
.
...
As regards the practical working of tho desiccating establishment, it may he said that any impartial visitor to She
works must admit the absolutely unobjectionable and inoffensive way in which the pi-ocess is carried on, and the great
change which its presence has effected at the Abattoirs, not only in dealing effectively with what befoiehad been termed tho
offence of the place, but also in pointing the way to its being retained in its present site, which is so admirably placed,
and on which there is no reason why new buildings should not he erected so designed as to render the place a model
Abattoir.
,
,
,
In this connection T cannot refrain from reminding your Committee that plans and specifications for a port,on of
this much-needed work have been approved by Council, and the money voted for that purpose some ten months smeo.
Although the work did not proceed then ■ - the Council staying its hand out of courtesy to the Government, it is imperatively
necessary that the present slaughtering accommodation be increased, more especially if tbe sbeep-slauglitoring on tho hank
of tho Saltwater River is to he abolished, as is the expressed determination of your Committee, which, of itself, would
constitute a very great and much-needed improvement. It is, indeed, desirable that the low-lying portion of the Abattoir
land lie raised and drained, and that new buildings on approved principles be erected in the place of the present slaughter
houses, as proposed bv vour Committee some tunc since.
At present, with every good wish to effect these changes, so as to render this otherwise admirable site an unobjec
tionable establishment, your Committee has been prevented from effecting these improvements, and is at the same. 1 ime
blamed for the present condition of the Abattoirs by the very men who are instrumental in influencing the Ministry to
object to further expenditure on tliis aile. The fact that those improvements have not been earned out has been even
noted in the final report of the Into Royal Sanitary Commission in such a manner as to lead those miinforiiicil as to the facts’of the mailer to imagine that the city authorities were blameable in the matter.
I attacli the particulais as to the desiccating plant already alluded to.
City

Mkluoukxi; Aiiattoiks.—Desiccatino Works.
(1.) Capital rosi, 'ivorhhuj rapeuse,-, ,{•<•.
Total expenditure on works (including sundry alterations at Abattoirs, blood-trucks, roadways, paving,
*
Y
s. d.
Buildings..............................................................................................................
8,717d 8
Machinery andconnections ...............................................................................
(l.Sd.'t 8 4
Labour in erecting,supervision, &C....................................................................
1,100 0 7
nv

&c.):—

11,771 3 7
During March, April, and May, 1889, the machinery was at work producing blood fertiliser, which was gratuitously
distributed amongst farmers and otheis interested, in order to make the product known ; and also to enable experiments to
be made as to its value. The results of some of theso tests is given in the printed lists of testimonials which are supplied
to parties tendering for the manure.
_ _
The working expenses during these three months amounted to £1.076 5s, 4d., or at the rate of £353 los. Id. per
month. For this there was no return, as explained above.
A contract was entered into, however, commencing on tho 1st June, 1SS9, and termination on tho 3lst March, 1890,
by which the “blood fertiliser” was sold, ready bagged, at £5 Ins. per ton. During this period of ten months the total coat
ut working expenses amounted to £4,307 Os. 9d., whilst the proceeds from the sale of the manure realised £4,330 0s. 2d., thus
showing that the establishment is capable of paying the cost of its working. The following table will show the detailed
statement of expenditure and receipts for each month during the term of this contract, as also the quantity of blood
fertiliser produced, and the proportion of coal used in manufacturing that quantity :—

Expenditure for leu months.
Water.

Coals.

Labour.

Lubricants
ironmcm-rcry,

timber,

s.

Totals

ami sumlucs.

1889.
Juno..................
July ...................
August..............
September ......
October..............
November ......
December...........
1890.
January ..........
February..........
March ..............

•

£
185
190
104
92
93
91
144

17 10
14 11
9 11
12 3
19 5
14 2
9 7

4

159

5 8
5 o

]49

S

15 2

18SS.

Biood
treated.

t,
June.................. 107
July.................. 254
August* ......... 243
September ...... 227
October .......... 259
November ...... 259

c.
6
7
0
12
4
12

9.

178 17
£1,673

(3.)
Quantity o
Offal and

d.

350
209
171
157
102
100
106

119 7
99 1*>
103 is
£1,220

£

a. d.
10 9
19 8
4 6
16 10
1 C
19 o
IS 4

0

300

0

49 2
24 16

t. e. q.
0-24

2-n
1-89
1-93

15
6
3
10
0
10

2
1

s. d. ,

£

B. d.

17 10 2
13 15 0
13 0 10
o 19 (1
u 6 4
17 1 8

377 o I
450 9 0
5SS 15 3
305 10 9
292 o 4
275 14 10

0

0

33 19 10

3L

7

2

702 14 11

191

1

0

30 15

0

6

!>

1S7

3 0

30 11

2

7 15
30 13
20 4

508 5
279 11
520 14

0
2
5

2

£1,007

4 0

6

£173 13 11

0

9

£226

1

2

£4,307

Receiptn and Ufonthbj A rerages.

ooiil per Quantity of
Manure
tou
Manure produced.

70
92
71
70
CS
73

0

*

Tons of

1‘96
2‘52

£

£ s. d.
22 17 4
30 19 f)

d.

329

Value.

malic.

q.
0
0
0
0
0
0

9.

£

0
2
2
0
0
0

£
400
530
409
405
391
422

s. d,
16 3
7 4
5 1
7 6
0 0
12 6

1995.

of
Quantity of Tons
pur | Quantity of
Offni and ooal
ton
Manure
Blood
produced,
treated. Manure
made,
1
I|d
O'
0
0
O'

DSl
1 61
T58
1 '50

Totals ... £ 2,522 13 oj

.......

t.
December___ 280
January.... . 294
February . ... 293
M arch ......... 303

C.
16
16
0
0

1

t. C. q.
73
75
79
81

10
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Value.

£
422
431
454
465

a.
12
5
5
15

d.
6
0
0
0

754 15 0 4,339 6 2
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Blood and offal treated ...............................................................................................
2.')2| tons.
Manure itisiioscd of....................................................................................................... 75 Urns 9 Cwt. 2 qra.
Quantity of coal per ton of manure manufactured .............................................
1-815 tons
Monthly receipts by sale of manure..........................................................................
£4S3 18s. 7<I.
Monthly working expenses .......................................................................................
£430 14s,
It will bo seen from the foregoing figures that the manure sold amounts to about 30 per cent, of quantity of offal and
blood put through the machines. The present working expenses 1 amstmmgto keep below £400 per month, whilst I
trust tho receipts (under the new contract) will be, at least. £450. The machines are in first-class order, and have worked
satisfactorily from the start, notwithstanding the extremely bad foundation on which they have been built, and which has
increased the original cost of the works.
1 have, &c.,
A. 6! MOUNTAIN,
______________________________________ City Surveyor.

B8.
[To Evidence of John Clayton,

-Esj.]

CITY OP MELBOURNE.
_
DuprecArinr. Wouks, 1S95.
The Chairman, Health Committee,—
Sir,
Cily Surveyor’s Office, Melbourne, 3 Pebruary, 18i)0.
I have tho honor to report, that, dining the past twelve months (ending 31st December, 1895) the machinery at
above establishment has been kept in first-class order ; also that—notwithstanding the reduction on tho output as compared
with some preceding yeais—the cost of production lias been kept very low, and the receipts move than cover the working
expenses. There is reason to believe that an increase of business will take place at the abattoirs during the year 189G, now
tliat supervision lias been decided on for the neighbouring slaughter-houses, in which ease ] trust to be able to present a
still more favourable statement at the dote of the present year.
During 1S95 3,035 tons 12 cwt. of blood and offal were passed thiough the desiccators, producing 758 tons IS cwt. of
blood manure, at a cost—for working expenses—of £1.89(1 (Is,
„
'-i-'h? receipts from sale of manure, &c., amount to £2.123 5s. Kid., showing a surplus of £22G 19s, 10d. ; but, in addi
tion to this, quite 215 tons of manure were lying in stock ut the close of the year. This will find ready sale directly the
dry season ends, and the much-needed rain permits fanning operations to he resumed. 1’or tho Committee's information,
and as an illustration of the falling off of business at the abattoirs during the last two yeurs, I may state that, whilst in
1892 co less than 1,127 tons of blood manure was produced, in 1894 this was reduced to 742 tons,
Tho relative figures for last year as compared with 1S94 are as under

For the Your-1894.

|

IBilfi.

tons. cwt. qr.
tons, cwt. qr,
Quantity of manure produced ..........................................................
742 8
0
758 IS
0
Cost of manufacture................................................ .
£2,089 0s. Od.
£1,898 6s. Od.
Cost of producing 1 ton .......................................................
£2 16s. Od.
£2 10s.
Fuel consumed per ton of manure ............................ . .. ..
.
1-G4 ton.
1 ’55 ton.
Receipts from sales ..................................................................
£2,524 Is. lOd.
£2,123 5s. 1 Od. '
Receipts in excess of expenditure....................................
£455 Is. 10d.
£226 19s. lOd,
. X.. .
It will lie seen from tho alrove figures that whilst the working expenses have been kept down, the resultant profit is
not so large as it was in 1894. This, of course, is due to tho smaller demand for the blond manure during 1895, in conse
quence of the long drought,; and is explained by the fact that, whilst we had only about 80 tons of blood immure in stock
at the end of 3S94, wo had no less than 215 tons (as previously stated) as at 3ist December, 1895, Tliis represents an
additional value of about £330, which should properly he added to the £22G 19s. JOd. already received in cash m excess of
the working expenses.
1 have, &c.
'
A.’ C.’MOUNTAIN,
_________________________________ _____

B’9.

Cily Surveyor.

'

[To Evidence of J. H. Clayton, itsf.]

■

Pm SLiUrainER-itousE.—City Ahattoiiis,
is to facilitate the killing, dressing, ami handling of pigs in a cleanly and expeditions manner.
The pigs are received (either froin the cai-ts, for which a special landing and “ ramp'’ is provided, or from the back stock
road leading from the sale-yards) into a lane, and thence driven into lairs, of which there are four large and seven small.
These lairs, or pens, are snugly covered over portion of their area with a shed, and the back of same is sheltered from the
weather by corrugated iron lining to the fencing. They are paved with brick set in cement grout, fitted with water aud
feed troughs, properly drained, and will accommodate trom 500 to COO pigs comfortably.
,
As the pigs are wanted for killing they are driven from'their pens up an inclined plane into the crash-pen, thence
Diey go to the killing-place, which is raised some 3 ft. 9 in. above the fionv-level of the dressing-room to enable the blood
to be collected by means of receiving trucks, whence it goes to the desiccators.
The killing-place is floored with shite sloping to a central grating (which is connected with a drain-pipe lending to
trucks), and the walls are of asphaltum. The pigs may either be slaughtered here in the usual local manner, or they may be
killed in the Chicago method, should that be preferred, as tackle has been provided for hoisting and hanging the animal
when alive.
From the “place of execution” tho carcass is allowed to slide into the scalding tub (where it is freed of bristles),
thence into the coki-rvater tub, after which it is lifted on to the “runner,’' disembowelled, dressed, and carried along on
the running bar to the hanging-room. Slate slabs are provided in the dressing-room for the “ small goods.” rl he scalding
water is obtained from a vertical boiler housed in an outer shed, the steam from which heats the water in the tubs.
Sucb is the general arrangement for tbe killing and dressing of the pigs ; there are four sets of killing-places, crushpens, tubs, hanging-rails, &c., in the building, so that four bulcbcrs can be carrying on tbeir work independently of one
another at the tame time. At each tub, however, fom men can work, to that 'the facilities of the present building will
permit of 500 pigs being passed through per day. Tho floor of the dressing-room is paved of brick set m cement, and white
enamelled tiles line the brick walls for a height of 4 ft. (S in.
t
The hanging-room in which the carcasses remain to cool until removal from tho budding is a brick apartment
bO x 30, built with hollow walls, paved with asphaltum, lined’fas the dressing-room) with enamelled tiles, ami covered with
a concrete ceiling. Ihc windows are double, and the doois (which are iron, amt slide on rails) are packed with charcoal.
Ventilation above the coiling is provided by largo louvres at each gable end of tho building. A network of hanging-bars
depends (by menus of light iron rods) from the ceiling ; these are all ingeniously connected by means of sw-itchcs with the
main rnimers from the dressing-room. ^ About 500 jfiga can be accommodated in this hanging-room. Whilst it has been
kept as dark as possible, and wrill he isolated so far as may be from the external air, the necessary ventilation of the room
has not been omitted, as six 12-inch torpedo cowls have been provided through ceiliug and roof.
Two lavatories for tho use of the workmen form part of the design of the building, the plans of which were prepared
by tiie City Surveyor, and the work earned out under his supervision at a cost of about £3,000.

The design of this building

[4 Plans.]
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Sydney: William Apiiicvalt; Gullick, Gevenuiu'nt Printer,—1SDG.
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The President of the Board of Health to The Under Secretary for Einance and Trade.
_
Sydney, 29 February, 1896.
I nave the honour to report that, in anticipation of the Act coming into force, the Chief
Medical Inspector of the Board of Health made an inspection of all the premises used in connection with
the carrying on of trades in the county of Cumberland which conld be found, and which might he con
sidered either to be at the time or thereafter to become nosious—that is, offensive or injurious in some
way or other, either to the workmen engaged in the trade or to the inhabitants of the neighbourhood
of the place in which the trade was carried on. This preliminary inspection was not always an easy
matter to accomplish, because there was at that time an impression that the Board would prove some
what esacting in its administration, and the traders themselves were, in some cases, not altogether desirous
that any change whatever should take place, fearing that it would result in a considerable outlay of
money in putting their premises in a condition satisfactory to the Board, and in procuring the necessary
apparatus and appliances to carry on their calling in accordance with modern methods. For the most
part, the trades with which this Act has to deal are those concerned in the working up of animal
substances, from which the most offensive effluvia are given off.
As is well known, the question of dealing with these nosious trades has been a prominent one in
tins Colony for very many years, and a plan which was generally advocated was the setting apart of some
particular area of land in an out-of-the-way place, to which all these trades might be relegated, in the
belief that, being^ so far away, they might carry out their operations without offence to any considerable
population. Against this, however, many considerations were urged.' For instance:—The cost of
transmission of materials; the great likelihood of decomposition of animal matters, especially in summer
time and during transmission ; the fact that where many factories were, settlement of population would
occur; although such factories might bo isolated at present, they would be tho centre of a populous
neighbourhood^ in the near future. This mode of dealing with these trades might be called that of
isolation. Acting upon these considerations, and from my experience in other countries, I strongly urged
the abandonment of this scheme in favour of the system of regulation, the trades being controlled so
that the various processes are carried on in such manner as to prevent the escape of offensive effluvia into
the atmosphere, the possibility of which is proved by the fact that these trades are, and for mauy years
have been, carried on in the midst of populous places in many parts of the densely-populated districts of
Europe without creating any nuisance.- The Bill to enact this system took effect on the 1st July, 1894.
It provided that it should at first nppty only to the county of Cumberland, and it has not been extended
to any other district of the Colony, which the Act provides may be done when necessity arises.
As the result of the preliminary inspection before referred to, the trades of fat-mcHcr, fatextractor, bone-boiler, hone-grinder, blood-boiler, blood-dryer, glucmaker, follmonger, tanner, leatherdresser, and wqol-scouror have been found to be the chief causes of nuisance, and those which most
urgently required regulation. Since that time likewise the trade of poultry-farmer would appear to be
oftentimes the source of much annoyance to neighbours. The first-mentioned trades were gazetted as
noxious trades within the meaning ot the Act on the 2nd August, 1894, and, at the same time, by-laws
for their regulation, which had been prepared by the Board of Health, based upon tbe models of by-laws
in force for similar objects in England, were gazetted. Proclamations, dated 2Gth September and 30th
October, -withdrew the trades of fellmonger, leather-dresser, wool-scourer, and tanner from the list of
noxious trades, but subsequent experience has abundantly proved that there is an urgent necessity for at
least the trade of wool-scouring being again proclaimed as a noxious trade, because of the very numerous
reports which have reached the Board, showing that the rivers, particularly in some districts, have been,
and are still being, grossly polluted by the operations of wool-scours.
The
*17—
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The number of traders actually carrying on during the year was thirty-five, but two of these
ceased, so that at the end of the year there were thirty-three actually at work. These were distributed in
the following districts, viz.:—
.
1 Auburn (Municipal).
1 Kandwick (Municipal).
1 Liverpool (Police).
2 Botany (Municipal).
1 Liverpool (Municipal).
5 North Botany (Municipal).
1 "Windsor (Police).
8 Alexandria (Municipal).
J. Jtyde (Police).
1 Marrickville (Municipal).
T Byde (Municipal).
1 Enfield (Municipal).
'
1 Rockdale (Municipal),
1 Strathfield (Municipal).
1 Willoughby (Municipal).
1 Granville (Municipal).
2 Parramatla (Police).
1 Rookwood (Municipal).
2 Lane Cove (Municipal).
At the inception of the operations of the Act the Board were anxious to give every possible
latitude to the traders who had been allowed for so many years to go on with their work pretty much as
they liked, and who had come to think, in many cases, at all events, that their trade was necessarily a
dirty ono, and, therefore, might, without blame to themselves, be carried on in a dirty place aud in a
dirty manner. This, however, is not the case, and the Board tried, and it believes successfully, to
induce tbe traders to take another view' of things, and to see that to carry on their trades in a decent,
orderly, cleanly manner would not only diminish the offence to their neighbours, but would actually be a
source" of profit to themselves. The Board is, therefore, pleased to report that in very many cases the
traders showed a most commendable willingness to comply with the Board’s regulations. Some of these,
indeed, said that they would have done so of their oivn motion long ago, only, of course, h meant an
expenditure of money, and so long as other traders were not required to and did not incur this additional
expenditure, they would have been placed at a disadvantage in trade competition.
Eive traders who occupied exceedingly filthy premises, where they followed the offensive method
of rendering putrid butchers’ wastes in open pots, were stopped altogether. One of these was compelled
to erect proper apparatus on his old site. The other four elected to remove to more suitable sites and to
new and well-arranged premises.
_
Seven traders who had been carrying on tbeir trades in dilapidated old premises removed to wellbuilt premises on tho southern outfall line of sewer, with which their premises are now connected ; and
five traders also, who were either already there, or began business there during the year, were connected
with the sewer.
_
Every one of the thirty-three premises has been altered and improved. Eor instance, all floors are
now' constructed of concrete or other impervious material, and are graded to gutters, so that it is possible
now to keep the floors clean.
_
While giving such assistance as it reasonably can in advising the traders as to the best methods in
which the Board’s requirements may be met, the Board has been careful not to commit itself to particular
methods or processes by which a given result may he attained, because a method which is suitable for ono
trader might not be so good for another, and because an apparatus which works well in the hands of one
trader might not work so well in the hands of another. I am now referring chiefly to the means for
disposing of offensive vapours and gases. Seven traders have adopted chambers in which the offensive
fumes are destroyed, so that they no longer escape to the air. Other traders pass their vapours into tanks
containing various chemical substances in solution, while others again use other means. The one point
upon which the Board insists is that these vapours shall not escape into the atmosphere. .
There has been no unusual difficulty in initiating the operations of the local authorities, which have
Usually effectually supervised the premises in their districts, ft is only fair to say that in the Borough of
Alexandria, which has by far the largest number of such traders, the local authority, through its Inspector
of Nuisances, has performed its duties with unusual intelligence and energy.
_
In only one ease has there been obstinate .refusal to comply with the regulations, and only after
every effort has been used, without success, to persuade the trader to comply with the regulations and
.place his premises in decent order and condition, has it been decided to institute legal proeeedingo to
compel him .to do so.*
*The result was
I have, &e.,
tbe coimtttign o£
tho tnuler.
A. STUART, M.D.,
President of the Board of HesRh.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer,—ISHG.
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Printed under No. 21 Report from Printing Qommittee, 8 October, 1806.

To the Honorable the Secretary for Public Works,—
Sir,
4 September, 1896.
■
Tbe Board of Water Supply and Sewerage have tbe honor to submit to
you tbeir Eighth Bcport, embracing tbe period from 1st January, 1895, to 30th
June, 1896.
Hitherto it has been customary to furnish these Reports annually, from 1st
January to 31st December, but no Report was submitted for the year 1895, as it was
deemed advisable to alter the year of the Board to correspond until the financial year
of the Government, and instead of presenting two Reports this one has been extended
so as to cover the eighteen months.
WATER.
2. The average daily consumption of water per head of estimated population
supplied was 40,76 gallons, as against 34’23 gallons during the year 1894. The
average daily supply was 16,645,014 gallons, and the estimated population supplied
408,282.
3. During the eighteen months 1,433 houses were connected to the Water
Supply, making a total at present supplied of 85,059 houses.
4. The work of laying reticulation mains has been pushed on with expedition,
the demand for extensions having increased to an enormous extent in consequence
of the abnormal heat and dryness of last summer. Over 99 miles of new mains were
laid and 1,853 hydrants fixed; of these latter, 157 were screw-down and 1,696 of the
ball pattern. The total length of water-mains, exclusive of trunk mains, now under
the control of the Board in the city and suburbs and country districts is '891'2G
miles, with 1,608 screw-down hydrants and 16,904 ball hydrants.
5. During last summer advantage was taken of the lowness of water in the
rivers forming the source of the supply to clear out the Nepean tunnel, and execute
certain other very necessary improvements there, which have had the effect of
*453—A
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preventing silting-up in the tunnel, and considerably increasing the volume of water
capable of being drawn though the same. The utility of this work was manifested
when it was required to' quickly fill the storage reservoir, the level of which had
fallen some 8 or 9 feet during the progress of repairs to the canal above the reservoir.
The Engineer reports that he was able to augment the supply from tho Cataract
River, whicli was 40,000,000 gallons per day, by a further quantity of 70,000,000
gallons per day from the Nepean River.
Improvements have also been made at the entrance of the Cataract tunnel.
The work of relining and strengthening the banks of the canal on No. 8
section, near Kenny Hill, a portion of which was done during 1894, has been con
tinued with very satisfactory results, a further length of 2,725 feet having been so
treated, making a total length completed of 3,358 feet.
On 26th February, 1896, a slip took place in the canal bank at 38J miles,
while a very large quantity of: water, viz., 117,000,000 gallons per day, was being
sent down to the reservoir; the supply was shut off, repairs promptly effected, and
water turned on again on the following day.
In the Board’s Report for 1894 reference was made to the fact that, in order
to release the water impounded in the Prospect Reservoir embankment and prevent
any possible movement of the upper surface, several tunnels bad been driven in
along the base and filled with rubble, so as to form permanent drains. These have
proved so eminently satisfactory that it was deemed advisable to continue the’work;
four more headings have therefore been driven, making eleven in all. Since the
completion of this work no movement of the outer slope is perceptible.
The planting of ornamental trees has been continued at Prospect, the old
Veteran Hall lias been renovated and otherwise improved, and three workmen’s
cottages erected, so that the men may he always within call in the event of any
contingency arising.
In May, 1895, the control and management of the Trout Ponds constructed
by the Board, near the point of discharge of the canal into the Prospect Reservoir,
for the propagation of fry intended to he liberated in tbe reservoir, were offered to
and gladly accepted by the Department of Fisheries, together with a piece of land,
in area about 6 acres, near the Outlet Tower, as a site for the construction of a fishhatchery. Buildings and other accessories have been erected by the latter Depart
ment, and hatching operations are now in full swing. The wisdom of this step has
been amply proved by the success which has been since aebieved.
Tbe fence on both sides of tbe canal between Prospect and the Pipe Head
Basin lias been made dog-proof by the addition of wire netting to the existing post
and rail fence.
Tbe work, commenced in 1894, of sirengthening the slopes of the bank of
the Potts’ Hill Reservoir at tbe back of the pitching witli dry rubble wall was
continued by contract and completed in October, 1895, the whole of the eastern
slope of the reservoir having been so dealt with.
6. Only one fracture of a trunk main is reported. Tills took place on tbe
Liverpool Road, at Enfield, and was promptly repaired without any inconvenience
to consumers.
7.
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T]ie heavy draught on the mains during last summer demonstrated the
existence of certain weak spots, and these were taken in hand and improvements
ordered to he carried out. The districts particularly referred to are Pyrmont,
Waverley, Eandwick, Woollahra, Balmain, Strathfield, North Sydney, and the
Illawarra suburbs. Most of the work is well advanced, and will, be available before
next summer, and no time will be lost in completing the remainder.
I•

8. The Engineer in his report points out the necessity for a trunk main
being laid the whole distance from Prospect to Potts’ Hill reservoir. This con
viction has been forced upon bun as a result of the difficulties lie had to contend
against during last summer, when it was found that to keep up a. sufficient head in
the screening-tank at Potts’ Hill to give the quantity required at Crown-street
reduced the head between Potts’ Hill and Prospect, and thus prevented the canal
between these places being availed of to its fullest capacity. The cost of this work
is estimated at over £100,000, and the Board have already asked that provision may
be made for this sum to be voted on the next Loan Estimates.
9. Since last Report the village of Smith field has been included within the
sphere of the Board’s operations. A circular concrete tank, of a capacity of
100,000 gallons, has been constructed alongside the canal about 3 miles below
Prospect; thence a 4-inch supply main is laid to the township, which is reticulated
with about 3-1- miles of mains, supplying a population of 300.
10. The supply to the new districts along the railway line from Chats wood
to Hornsby has also been completed, and has proved a great boon to tbe residents;
wdiilc intending residents are daily importuning the Board to execute fresh exten
sions to localities lately subdivided, in order that they may lose no time in starting
building operations. Tbe reservoir for supplying these districts is situated at
Wahroonga, alongside the Lane Cove Road, at a height of over 700 feet above sealevel, and consists of tanks of a capacity of 40,000 gallons, whicli were formerly used
in connection with tbe North Shore supply. The water is pumped to these tanks
trom Chatswood through a 10-inch steel main, the distance between the two points
being 7-} miles, and the head which the pumps have to work against is 390 feet.
The engines used are those formerly employed for raising water from Woollahra
reservoir to Waverley reservoir, hut a new pump has been fitted suitable for the
extra duty required. The 10-inch main already alluded to (which also acts as a
distributing main) has been extended from the tanks to Hornsby township. Erom
this trunk main about 9 miles of reticulation mains have been laid in various
thoroughfares.
It is intended to still further improve this supply by providing duplicate
pumping-plant, and erecting additional storage tanks at different levels, as the
districts develop,
11. In October last the Board were appealed to by the Borough Council of
Parramatta, to supply the residents with 'water, as the supply in the local reservoir
was nearly exhausted, and what remained was unfit for use. The necessary
assistance was at once afforded by permitting two connections to he made—one at
Harris-street, and the other at the Sydney Road—between the Parramatta Council’s
mains and those of the Board., The Board continued to supply the town until the
beginning of July, when the connections were shut off, the local reservoir having
been replenished by copious rains.
12.
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12. The system ot liirine; out meters to consumers at a low rental finds
increased favour daily. Since last Report a contract for a three-years supply of
meters was let to Messrs. Davis, Shepherd, & Co., of Melbourne, but one of the
conditions of the contract was that the meters were to be manufactured within this
Colony. The contractors, therefore, lost no time in beginning operations here, the
result being that they were able to commence delivery before the stipulated time.
The work turned out by tins firm has been executed in a. prompt and highly satis
factory manner.
The number of new meters fixed during the eighteen months is 1,266. Of
these, 1,175 are rented from the Board. 213 were removed, tbe net increase for the
period being 1,053.
■
The total number of meters now fixed to the Board’s mains is 6,134, of wliich
1,575 are rented from the Board.
13. Every day, and more especially during the hot weather, when the storage
capacity of the high-level reservoirs is taxed to its utmost extent, the necessity for
the Centennial Park reservoir becomes more and more apparent. The Board note
with satisfaction the work which has already been carried out in connection with the
contract for excavation, but regret the delay which is now talcing place in calling for
tenders for the second contract, wliich it is understood is unavoidable on account of
the necessity for certain tests being carried out; but the Board desire to respectfully
impress upon the Minister the importance of the work, with the hope tliat the utmost
expedition may be exercised in carrying it to a speedy and successful conclusion.
14. The question of the free supply of water to public hospitals, charitable
institutions, &c., has for some time past been engaging the serious attention of the
Board, as it was found that the consumption of water for these purposes was annually
increasing to a very large extent. During the year 1894 the quantity supplied free
was 40,000,000 gallons, representing a value of £2,000, but in 1895 the consumption
increased to 47,000,000 gallons, valued at £2,350. The figures for 1895 represented
an average consumption by persons supplied of 44‘36 gallons per head per day, and
as tho average consumption throughout the whole of the city and suburbs for all
purposes was only 34 gallons per head per day, it was apparent that considerable
waste was taking place, and the Board foresaw tliat, unless some restriction was
placed upon the consumption by the institutions concerned, the misuse of water was
likely to increase and become a serious question, and one that would very materially
affect the Board’s revenue, as most of the water supplied was from the high-level
reservoirs, and was, therefore, costly on account of the pumping required to raise it.
After mature consideration the Board decided to limit the free supply to 50
gallons per head per day for persons resident in hospitals and 30 gallons per head
per day for persons resident in charitable institutions ; all water consumed in excess
of this quantity to be charged for by meter at tbe usual rate. The allowance fixed
upon is considered an abundant supply for all purposes. In Melbourne the free
supply to public hospitals is only 30 gallons per bead per day.
It might be mentioned in passing tliat the Board solicitor has advised tliat
section 63 of the Principal Act is so framed that its legal construction is, that only
hospitals and charitable institutions which arc supported out oC municipal rates are
entitled to be supplied free, on such terms and in such quantities as may be agreed
upon between the Board and tbe Council of the city or borough in which the water
is to be supplied. As no hospitals or charitable institutions in this Colony are
supported
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supported, out ot municipal rates, the provisions of the section arc nugatory.

In the

Bill now before the Legislature provision has been made to overcome this difficulty
and to supply free, on the 50 and 30 gallons per head basis.
While recognising the value of the work done by the public hospitals and
charitable institutions, the Board fail to see why the ratepayers of the city and
suburbs should be taxed so as to contribute to such an undue extent to the main
tenance of institutions in which are housed persons from all parts of the Colony. It
is therefore proposed to submit for your approval a recommendation for permission
for the Board, from 1st duly, 1896, to take credit annually in their revenue account
for the value of all rates forgiven, and water supplied free, by statute.
The water supply to public parks has also been placed on a satisfactory footing,
a charge at the usual rate being now made for all water consumed in excess of the
quantity allowed free, which is calculated on an acreage basis.
In addition to tbe above, a considerable quantity of water is daily granted free
for street-watering, washing wood-blocked roadways, and gutter-flushing where no
sewers arc available, of which no record is kept.
15. The cost of pumping 1,000 gallons 100 feet high at the Crown-street
pumping-station, compared with former years, was as follows :—1890, ‘75d.; 1891,
■70d.; 1892, -iSd.; 1893, -32d.; 1894, -35d.; 1895-6, '347d.
At Hyde pumping-station the cost was only *324d., and the Engineer reports
that if the quality of the coal delivered at these stations had been as good in the
earlier "part of 1895 as it was later on the result would have been more favourable.
The quantity of water pumped was 48‘09 per cent, of the whole supply, being
4,3784- million gallons.

16. A further allotment of land, forming portion of the old Botany Water
Reserve, on the east side of the Botany-road, has been leased for wool-scouring and
fcll-mongering purposes to Messrs. Johnson and Vicars, which makes the fourth
establishment of this kind now located on the Board’s property at Botany.
17. The work of properly defining the boundaries of the catchment area of
the Nepean, Cordeaux, and Cataract Rivers, wliich was placed in the hands of Mir.
Trevor Jones, has now been completed, and plans and descriptions prepared. These
arc now with the Department of Jjands, with a view to an amended description of
the boundaries being proclaimed, as at present it is found that large tracts of land
arc included in the proclaimed area which are really situated on the other slopes,
while, on the other hand, land which forms portion of the watershed lias been omitted.
18. In November last a complaint was made by the Borough Council of
Richmond, which town is supplied direct from the Hawkesbury River, that the
waters of tbe river were being fouled by the discharge of effluent from a wool-scouring
establishment at Emu Plains, some 12 miles above the Richmond oif-take, and
the Council were naturally apprehensive as to the effect, upon their water supply,
seeing that the river was then very much below its usual summer level. An inspec
tion was at once made, when it was found that there was ample cause for the
CounciFs fears.

Tho Board were unable to take action themselves, as this supply

is not yet vested iu them, and they are only managing it on behalf of the Minister,
pending the passing of the Amending Bill; hut representations were immediately
made to the Government, and action taken, which resulted in an abatement of the
nuisance and removal of any possible danger.
19.
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19. Complaints were made during last summer by the residents of Camden
and farmers and other settlers along the hanks of the Nepean River tliat the water
had ceased to flow, and that in the waterholes was becoming brackish and unfit for
consumption, whicli misfortune they attributed, to some extent, to the fact that the
river and its tributaries were tapped higher up, and water drawn off for the supply
of the Metropolitan districts, thus depriving them of their riparian rights.

As there

was undoubtedly considerable force in these contentions, the Board decided that on
certain days in each week, while the drought lasted, the scour-valve at the Cataract
Dam was to be opened, and the whole of the water allowed to pass down the river,
instead of being diverted into the tunnel; this practice was continued for many weeks,
and had the desired effect.
20. A monthly analysis of water by Mr. William M.- Hamlet, Government
Analyst, is attached, which shows that “ it maintains the ordinary good character of
the Sydney Water Supply, namely, that of a good water suitable for all drinking
purposes.”
■
SEWERAGE.
21. During the eighteen months 22'63 miles of sewers were laid by the Board,
and 5‘62 miles by the Government, and transferred to the Board, making a total of
230,20 miles of sewers now under the control of tbe Board. 4*60 miles of stormwater
ducts, constructed by the Government, were also handed over, making a total length
of Ik42 miles of stormwater drains now managed bv the Board.
22. The number of houses connected to the sewers ivas 4.497, making a total
of 44,462 houses now connected, and an estimated population served of 213,417.
'

■f

"l-

23. Surveys have been completed for extending the sewerage system to the
western suburbs, Annandale, eastern slopes of Waverley and Eandwick, and southern
portions of North Sydney; and for stormwater relief drains in the City, Paddington,
and Woollahra.
24. Good progress has been made with the work of sewering the low-lying
portions of Erskineville, Alexandria, and Newtown; and the pneumatic ejectors for
raising the sewage into the main outfall are being fixed, and will probably be ready
for work in a few’ months.
25. The northern and southern main outfalls, with brandies thereto, together
with the whole of the reticulating sewers in the city and suburbs, have been maintained
in a satisfactory condition, and are regularly flushed.

Very few cases of flooding of

premises in consequence of surcharging of sewors have occurred, and in these cases
steps were promptly taken to prevent a recurrence.
26. The Board have been confronted with a difficulty in respect of some of
the old City sewers, in consequence of the inaccuracy of the old records ; the exact
position of the drains was therefore unknown, and many were found to run under
house property; these the Board are, in every instance, taking steps either to divert
or strengthen, so as to prevent any possible damage to premises over the same by the
collapse of the work.
27. Total quantity of silt removed from the sewers was 4,351 tons; of tliis,
2,SOI tons was taken from the sewers of the old system, 1,350 tons and 200 tons
respectively from the Bondi and Botany main sewers. This is an increase on former
periods, and is said by the Engineer to he due to the prevailing dry weather and the
extension of reticulation. The most of this silt was conveyed in the Board’s punt
and deposited on Government reclamation works.
About 2,000 cubic yards of
deposit was also taken from the various stormwater drains,
28.
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28. The following branch sewers of the old City system have been thoroughly
renovated and repaired, and consequently the life of same considerably prolonged :—
Brick sewers, Elizabeth-street and Pitt-strcet.
Tiie whole of these old sewers are being dealt with gradually year by year, and the
cost of same provided from revenue, and as each one is completed the annual cost of
maintenance is considerably lessened.
29. The total number of bouses connected to the sewers by the Board under
the compulsory clauses of the Act was 84, all of which are situated in the suburbs,
the average cost per house being £9 10s., which is less than tliis work has been done
for previously.

The number of persons who took advantage of the Board's deferred-

payment system was 136.

Tills system is daily increasing in favour, as persons in

indigent circumstances are enabled to reap the advantages oi: the sewerage system
without suffering the disadvantage of being compelled to pay at once the full cost of
the work.
30. Eor the protection of property-owners tire Board in 1891 decided to issue
certificates when sanitary plumbing and drainage jobs had been satisfactorily carried
out. This has proved a great success—indeed, very few proprietors will now pay for
work done unless the certificate is produced; the number of these certificates issued
during the eighteen months is 879.
31. Numerous instances, of which particulars are given in the Engineer’s
report, continue to come under the notice of the Board’s Inspectors of serious defects
in drainage work carried out prior to the inception of the Board; hut unfortunately
the Board’s hands are tied in cases where the owners neglect or refuse to make
alterations, as, owing to an omission in the Acts, the Board have no power to recover
the cost if they do the work compulsorily. However, provision to meet cases of this
nature has been made in the Bill now before the Legislature.
32. The Engineer reports that very satisfactory results indeed have attended
the erection of ventilating-shafts in the city and suburbs, and the work of erecting
new shafts has been pushed on vigorously.

Since last Report, 419 exhaust and 266

induct shafts have been fixed, as well as 8 induct and 4 exhaust water-sprays, the
work extending over the city and eight boroughs or municipalities. The total length
of sewers now ventilated is 182'50 miles.
SEWAGE BARM.
33. In the last Report it was mentioned that the Board had accepted a tender
for the lease of the Earni for a period of ten years ; but this experiment proved a
failure, as owing to the very unsatisfactory manner in which the Barm was being
worked the Board were compelled to exercise their power of re-entry for breaches of
the conditions of the lease. Possession was therefore taken in October last, since
which date it has been worked by the Board, who found it necessary to expend a
considerable sum of money in repairing hanks and roads, and cleaning, ploughing,
and harrowing the irrigation and filtration beds, wliicb bad been sorely neglected by
the lessee. These beds are now working well, and the sludge is regularly and satis
factorily disposed of, and everything is being got in readiness for planting in the
coming spring.
The area of the Barm has been increased by 22 acres by the construction of
11 acres of filtration banks, and the balance lias been laid out in undulating pastureland, which it is intended to sow with English grasses. The main carrier through
the Barm lias also been extended to this area.
The
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The average daily flow of sewage on to the Farm was 2,095,000 gallons, from
a drainage area of 3,150 acres.

The quantity of silt removed from the screening

chambers and deposited on the Farm was 1,960 cubic yards, and the quantity of lime
used for cleansing the Avails, &c., of the chambers aider removal of sludge was 4-| tons.
34. The question of forcing the sludge hy compressed air through a submarine
pipe on to the Farm is under consideration, and a sum of money sufficient to meet
the cost has been included in the draft Loan Estimates. The completion of this work
will he the moans of saving a considerable sum now spent annually on the mainten
ance of the present bridge across Cook’s River, Avhich is an insecure and unsightly
structure, as well as an obstruction to the navigation of the river.
35. The report of M’r. "W. M. Hamlet, Government Analyst, on the result of an
analysis of effluent water from the Farm will be found attached to the Engineer’s
report, from Avliich it vvill ho seen “ that the high standard of purity hitherto reached
is still maintained.”

FINANCIAL.
Water.

36. The following table shows the working of the Water Branch :—
VeaT.

1 Capital Cost,
Working
excluding item
ReTenuc.
Expenses. Capital Cost, j City Council’s
Water Fund.
£

£

'

Percentage
of Working
Expenses to
IteTenue.

Percentage
Interest on
of AVorking Percentage of Capital Cost
Revenue on
Expenses to
after Faying
Capital Cost. Capital Cost.
Expenses.

£

1888

125,486

19,205*

3,004,557

2,623,837

20-40

0-97

4-78

381

1889

138,923

36,568

3,088,068

2,707,500

26-32

1-35

5-13

3-78

1890

145,990

34,788

3,189,080

2,808,412

23-82

1-23

5-19

3-96

1891

165,831

38,291

3,306,649

2,925,987

2309

1-30

5-66

4-36

1892

155,886

45,078

3,394,581

3,013,919

28-91

1-49

5-17

3-68

1893

157,426

37,141

3,409,731

3,029,059

23-59

1-22

5-19

3-97

1894

161,167

39,274

3,440,6] 4

3,059,957

24-36

1-21

5-26

4-05

1895
for six
months.
1895-6

85,364

19,693

4,078,979

3,698,323

23-06

106

4-60

3-54

174,357

37,495

4,154.261

3,776,879

21-50

0-99

4-61

3-62

* For nine months only.

37, Comparing the results of the year ending June, 1896, with that ending
December, 1894, it will he seen that the revenue has increased to the extent of
£13,190. This is principally due to the very great increase in the quantity of water
consumed hy meter during last summer, which was exceptionally hot and dry; the
increase in the meter revenue alone aauis £10,510.
Although the Avater-ratc was increased Id. in the £ from 1st January, 1895,
this did not result in any material addition to the revenue, the extra rate, allowing
a discount for prompt payment, being intended merely to counter-balance the falling
municipal assessments of both city and suburbs.
38. The working expenses Avere reduced by £1,779, which is very satisfactory,
seeing that since the last Report was published nearly 100 miles of new mains have
been laid, with, the necessary hydrants, valves, &c., as aycII as additional pumpingstations and reservoirs.
39,
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39. The capital debt lias been increased by the sum of £713,64)7, which
includes the cost of the Potts’ Hill Balance Reservoir, the duplicate pipe-line between
Potts’ Hill and Crown-street, and the North Shore Water Supply, all of which were
constructed by the Government and transferred to the Board, and also the expenditure
by the Board in extending the reticulation to new districts.
40. The revenue for the year 1895-6 was £174,357, and the working expenses
amounted to £37,495, or 2T50 per cent, of the gross revenue, leaving a net revenue
of £136,862, or a return of 3‘62 per cent, upon the capital cost.
41. The towns of Campbclltown and Liverpool are supplied direct from the
main canal, and are debited with the actual cost of all the local works, and charged
3d. per 1,000 gallons for the water supplied, calculated at the rate of 32 gallons per
head of population per day.
42. The following are the tables worked out on this basis
Campbelltown Water Supply.
Annual Instab
merit required Maintenance
Lo pay off Cost (including proof Reticulation
jwrtion of
and Interest
Hoad OlRce
thereon in 100
expenses).
years.

Year.

Charge for
Water supplied
from Canal, 32 Total Charges.
gallons per head
per das* at Sd.
per lyOOO gals.

Kevemic.

s. d.
78 13 0

£ i. d.
129 8 0

£

21 0 6

£
s. d.
229 1 6

£
b. d.
128 18 0

HcLicLildtion...................... .
"i
Population supplied with water, 561...... j

157 8 1

222 17 0

81 18 1

462 3 2

346 16 0

1891

Retie illation, £4,433................................ ')
Population supplied with water, 6SG...... j

160 5 11

234 17 0

100 3 1

495 6 O

408 15 O

1892

Reticulation, £4,433...............
'I
Population supplied with water,748.... , J

160 5 11

222 0 6

109 10 1

491 16 6

357 1 1

Reticulation, £4,454 ................... :..........1
Population supplied with water, 820...... J

161 1 1

168 2 9

119 14 4

448 18 2

401 14 7

1S94

Reticulation, £4,457 ............................... "j
Population supplied with water, 844...... J

101 3 3

171 10 4

123 4 5

455 18 0

398 8 4

1895

Reticulation, £4,457..........................
Population supplied with water, 853...... J

80 11 7

79 1 8

62 5 5

221 18 8

191 7 2

Reticulation, £4,502.................... .
Population supplied with water, 877...... J

162 14 4

150 2 3

128 7 10

441 4 5

383 15 0

1SS9

Reticulation, £2,175.................................7
Population supplied with water, 144..... j

1S90

1893

six

months.
1395-6

£

a. a.

Liverpool Water Supply.

Year.

—

Annual Instal
ment required’ Maintenance
to pay off Coat (inalwlitig pro
of RcliculatSon
portion of
and Interest
Hoad OlRce
thereon in 100
Expenses).
years.

Charges for
Water supplied
from Canal, 32 Total Charges.
gallons per head
per day at 3d.
per 1,000 gals.

Revenue.

1891

Cost of Reticulation, £11,835................. I
Population sup])lied with water, 1,244 ... J

£ s. d.
4<2l) 15 2

£ s. d.
134 9 8

1892

Reticulation, £12,773 ............................. ^
Population supplied with water, 1,627 ... j

461 17 5

li 6

1893

Reticulation, £12,997 ............................. 1
Population supplied with water, 1,661 ... )

469 19 5

312 15 0

242 10 1 1,026 4 C

956 15 3

Reticulation, £13,120.............................1
Population supplied with water, 1,867 ... j

474 8 4

332 14 3

271 2 5 1,078 5 O

947 8 0

Reticulation, £13,274 ............................^
Population supplied with water, 1,923 ... j

240 0 1

157 16 1

140 7 7

538 3 9

473 14 3

Reticulation, £13,258 ...... ......................"j
Population supplied with water, 2,035 ... j

479 2 1

3(55 11 5

297 18 4 1,142 11 10

983 10 10

1894
1895

dx
moui-hs.
1895-6

*453—B

£ s. d.
181 12 5

£ B. d.
745 17 3

£ e d
236 18 3

223 11 0 1,538 14 10 1,004 4 4

10

: 43. The following is the table for

.......................

Richmond Water Supply.

(Date of Transfer to Board, 26th May, 1893.)
Year.

Interest at 4 per
cent.

Capital Cost.

£ '

s. d.

£

s.

d.

Maintenance
(including propor
tion of Head
Office Expenses).

£

s.

d.

£

1

808

1893 .....................

12,340

0

0

493 12

0‘

314 1G

i89i!....;..............

12,340

0

0

493 12

0

638

7 10

1895 .....................
(for six months)
1893-G ................

12,352

2

G

247

0 10

178

6

2

12,480

7

0

499

4

529 10

1

3

Total Charges.

S. d.

s. - d.

£

1

399 15

3

1,131 19 10

438 18

G
2

425

8

Revenue.

7

0

337

1,028 14

4

547 11 11

3

44. The Amending Bill, which contains provisions for rating premises not
connected with the mains, not yet having become law, the financial result of this
scheme still continues unsatisfactory.
Sewerage.

45. The following table shows the working of the Sewerage Branch:—
Year,

Capital Cost, Percentage Percentage of
Working
Working
3fcvcmie. Expenses. Capital Cost, exclusive of of Working
items paid
Expenses
Expenses to
from Revenue to Revenue. Capital Cost.

Pcrccntugc
of Revenue
on Capital
Cost.

Interest on
Capital Cost
after paying
Expenses.

1-88

694

506

1-89

6 05

4-16

£

£

£

£

1890 ............

81,800

22,249

1,281,045

1,177,614

2719

1891............

81,302

25,411

1,447,287

1,343,856

31-25

1892’............

87,927

27,305

1,605,948

1,503,517

31-05

1-81

5-84

4-03

1893.............

93,G61

27,092

1,691,462

1,588,031

28'92

1-70

5-89

4'19

1894 ............

93,134

28,053

1,745,120

1,641,689

30-12

1-70

5-67

397

1895 ............
(six months)
1895-G ........

43,110

14,250

1,831,011

1,728,180

33-05

1-64

4-98

3-34

85,486

30,304

1,892,256

1,788,825

35-44

1-69

4-78

309

’

46. The revenue has decreased £7,648. This is accounted for by the reduc
tion in the municipal assessments and the discount allowance for prompt payment.
47. The working expenses have increased £2,251, due to the extra
maintenance on account of the 33 miles of new sewers and stormwater drains
constructed.
'
48. The capital debt has been increased by £147,136, being the cost of main
se.wers and stormwater drains constructed by the Government and transferred to the
Board, and also the reticulation sewers carried out by the Board.
49. The revenue was £85,486, and the working expenses £30,304, or 35'44
per cent, on the gross revenue, leaving a net revenue of £55,182, or a return of 3 09
per cent upon the capital cost.
Water
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and

Sewerage.

50. The following table shows the working of the two Branches taken
together:—

Year.

Working
Expenses.

Revenue.

£

£

Capital Cost.

Capital Cost, Percentage Percentage
exclusive of of Working of Working
Items on Tvhich Expenses
Expenses
Interest has not ’ to
' to Capital
to be paid.
Revenue,
Cost.

Percentage Interest on
Capital
of
Revenue Cost after
on Capital paying
Expenses.
‘ Cost.

£

1890

227,790

57,037

4,470,125

3,986,026

25-03

1'43

5-71

4'28

1891

247,133

63,702

4,783,936

4,269,843

25-77

1-49

5-78

4-29

1892

243,813

72,383

5,001,529

4,517,436

29-68

T60

5-39

3-79

1893

251,087

64,233

5,101,183

4.617,090

25'58

1-39

5-43

4-04

1894

254,301

67,327

5,185,734

4,701,64G

20-47

1-43

5-40

397

189a
(G months).
1895-6

128,474

33,943

5,910,590

5,426,503

26-42

1-24

4'72

3-48

259,843

67,799

6,046,517

5,565,704

26-09

1-21

4-67

3-46

51. The capital cost of the water and sewerage schemes on 30th June, 1896,
amounted to £6,046,517, but this sum includes two large items on which interest
has not to he paid, tIz., £377,382, value of assets taken over from the City Council
in 1888, which assets were paid for from rates collected from the citizens; and
£103,431, paid out of Consolidated Bevenue for Sewerage Works, leaving £5,565,704
as the amount upon which interest has to he paid.
52. The total revenue was £259,842, and the working expenses of both1
branches £67,799, representing 26'09 per cent, of the gross revenue, leaving a net
revenue of £192,043, or a return of 3*46 per cent, upon the capital cost of worksunder the control of the Board.
53. The amount required to pay interest, calculated at rates varying from 6 per
cent, to 4 per cent, on the municipal debentures taken over by the Board, and 3‘7S9
per cent, on moneys provided out of Government Loans raised for general purposes,
is £208,527 Is. Id., to which must be added £4,497 19s. 5d. for depreciation in the
value of machinery, working plant, buildings, &c., and £67,799 6s. working expenses,
making the total expenses of the Board £280,824 6s. 6d., whilst the revenue was
£269,843 8s. 9d.; there was, therefore, a net deficiency on the year’s transactions of
£20,980 17s. 9d.
Water.

£

Maintenance
Management
depreciation
Interest ...
Total Expense!
Revenue
.
Deficiency

,

Sewerage.

s. d.

£

b.

d..

23,714 6 4
13,780 19 10
3,481 16 5
141,098 5 2

20,037 14 11
10,266 4 11
1,016 3 0
67,428 16 11

182,075 7
.174,357 14

9
4

98,748 18
85,485 14

9
5

7,717 13

5

13,263

4

4
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54. There was also a debit balance of £9,983 Os. 9d. in the transactions of the
half-year ending 30th June, 1895.
Skweeage.

Watsu.
£

Maintenance ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Management ...
...
.....................................
...
..
Depreciation
...
..............
...
..............
...
..
Interest..............................................................................................

12,506
7,187
775
71,383

s.
9
0
16
2

d.
10
5
5
9

£

8,626
5,624
230
32,124

s.
6
7
15
0

d.
2
0
8
3

Total Expenses
Revenue
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

£
£

91,852 9 5
85,364 16 0

46,605 9 1
43,110 1 9

Deficiency

...

...

...

...

...

£

6,487 13 5

3,495 7 4

...

55. The total debit balance for the eighteen months on both water and
sewerage was therefore £30,963 18s. 6d.
The cause of this deficiency is the large shrinkage in the Municipal assess
ments on which the water and sewerage rates are based, the alterations in the city
assessments alone being responsible for a reduction in the Board’s revenue of nearly
£10,000 per annum, while the suburban revenue was lowered from the same cause
by a like amount.
Another reason for the shortage is the increase in fhe capital debt, particulars
of which have already been given, which rendered it necessary for the Board to
debit themselves with an additional sum of about £28,000 in order to meet interest
charges.
56. Up to the end of 1894 the accumulated credit balance amounted to
£84,500 6s. Deducting therefrom the deficiency for the eighteen months ending
30th June, 1896, there will still remain £53,536 7s. Od. The Board do not propose
to make any alteration in the rates at present charged, but, it may be found neces
sary before the end of the present year to consider the advisability of abolishing the
concession now granted of 5 per cent, for prompt payment.
57. The stormwater ducts constructed by the Government, and transferred to
the Board in terms of the “ Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension
Act of 1894,” in order that revenue may be collected in connection with the same,
are a constant source of loss. The capital cost of these works is debited to the
Board, although many of them cannot be considered in any way adjuncts to the
main sewerage system, and the Board are precluded by the Act from striking a rate
of more than 3 per cent, of the assessed annual value of the premises wdtliin the area
draining into the ducts.
The Act further provides that when the sewerage system is extended to any
district or drainage area within which a stormwater drain has been constructed, the
stormwater drainage rate is no longer to be charged. The value of the ducts con
structed within sewered districts is £37,944, for the payment of interest and
expenses upon which no revenue can be collected.
The cost of the stormwater drains constructed in districts not at present liable
for sewerage rates is £90,598; but in these cases the rates that can be collected fall
far short of the sum required for interest and other expenses. The total cost of the
stormwater drains transferred to the Board is therefore £128,542, the sum required
to meet interest and working expenses is £6,371, but the rates collected only amount
to £4,223, or a deficiency of £2,148 per annum.
In
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In order to arrive at even this unsatisfactory result it lias been necessary to
charge premises within some of the areas the maximum rate allowed by the Act,
viz., 7d. in the £, which is the same as that charged for the benefits of a complete
sewerage system in the reticulated districts.
The Board consider this a very great hardship on the owners of the properties
concerned, as in many instances their dwellings are situated on the top of the ridge
forming the watershed, aud long distances from the drains; they consequently
derive little or no benefit whatever from the work, yet have to contribute a sum
equal to a full sewerage rate.
The Board feel so strongly on this point that they intend, in view of the pros
pective transfer of other drains now nearing completion, to address the Minister
specially on the subject before imposing a rate on any additional areas.
58. The amount of revenue outstanding on 30th June was £43,97015s. lid.,
of which the following are the principal items :—Government rates, £1,18213s. 8d.;
municipal rates, £285 19s. 6d.; domestic rates—houses, £8,950 2s. 8d.; land,
£G,618 6s. Id; meters, £13,814 8s. 2d.; churches and charitable institutions,
£6,681 16s. Id; compulsory drainage, £4,258 14s. 6d.; plumbers and drainers,
£1,156 5s. 9d.; and Bichmond Water Supply, £99 15s. lid.
59. The gross receipts paid into the Treasury during the eighteen months,
exclusive of Bichmond rates, amounted to £374,333 2s. H. Legal proceedings were
taken for the recovery of £8,29112s. Id.
60. The number of premises which became liable for water rates was 7,423,
and sewerage rates, 2,373, making the total number now rated—water, 115,990;
sewerage, 45,542.

Bate notices to the number of 337,278 were delivered.

61. Pour hundred and eighty-three notices were served by the Waste-water
Inspectors in reference to infringements of the Board’s by-laws; and 197 leaky taps
were repaired by them in the course of their inspections without charge to the
consumers.
62. The report of the Medical Adviser to the Board as to the health of the
stall and employees is very satisfactory. Two deaths occurred—one from cancer, and
the other from phthisis—both the victims being elderly men. One case of typhoid
fever is reported, the patient being an officer of the clerical staff. No case of disease
occurred which could be traced to defective ventilation, or attributed in any way to
the Board’s sewers, and the health of the sewer maintenance-men, notwithstanding
the severe heat of last January and Pebruary, and the virulent epidemic of typhoid
fever, was extremely good.
63. A most excellent report by the Medical Adviser is attached hereto showing
-the very admirable results which have been achieved by reason of the extension
Cf the water and sewerage systems to the outlying suburbs.

Dr. Kendall has

furnished many interesting tables, from which it will be seen that the general health
of the community, as shown by the death-rate, has greatly improved, and the mortality
from such diseases as typhoid fever, diphtheria, and phthisis decreased. It is
interesting to note that from personal inquiry it has been demonstrated that not a
single case of typhoid fever originated on premises the sanitary arrangements of
which wore in accordance with the by-law's of the Board.
Prom the statistics quoted by the Medical Adviser, it wall be noticed that by
comparison of the death-rate from enteric fever in various cities of the world the
City of Sydney holds a very enviable position, which result is no doubt fairly
attributable to the Board’s operations.
64.
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64. The Comptroller of Stores reports that the value of the goods received by
him was £43,298, and issued £54,083, leaving a balance of stock on hand of the
value of £19,235.
65. The personnel of the Board has been considerably altered, the following
changes having taken place :—
On 1st April, 1895, Mr. R. R. P. Hickson, M. Inst. C.E., and Mr. W. L.
Vernon, F.R.I.B.A., resigned their appointments as official members, their places
being filled by tire appointment, on 10th April, 1895, of Colonel T. Rowe, P.R.I.B.A.,
and Mr. Gr. A. Mansfield, TYR.I.B.A., respectively.
On 10th March, 1896, Mr. C. W. Harley, M. Inst. C.E., resigned his appoint
ments as President and official member’, on taking over the duties of Engineer-in
Chief for Public Works; and, on the 12th March, Colonel Rowe was appointed
President, and Mr. J. Macpberson an official member.
On 23rd March, 1896, Alderman J. Aheam was elected a suburban member
in lieu of Alderman Gr. W. Lander, who retired by effluxion of time.
Alderman J. Taylor was re-elected unopposed as a City member, and after
wards to the position of Vice-President.
66. In addition to visiting and personally inspecting all the principal works
under their charge, the Board held eighty-nine meetings at their offices, the attend
ance at which is set forth in the following table:—
Mottisgs

op

Board

rhoae

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apl. May June July.

1st January, 1895,

to

30th Junr, 1890.

lAug.lsept
Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apl. May. June.
1

5

5

4

4

8

5

G

4

6

6

4

4

3* ...*
6
4

1*
5

4
6

4
4

4
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7
7

5
5

G
5

4
4

5
4

2
6

4

4
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6
6
0
5
5

4
5
6
5
4

0
5
5
5
6

4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4

6
8
V
G

4
6

5
5
G
5
6
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4
4
4
4
4

4
5
4
4
4

’*■

...

...

4
G
C
G
6
3
2

4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4

Meetinga held,..

5

4

5

6

C. W. Darler (■)........
J. Taylor.......................
B. R. P. Hickson (2)
W. L. Vernon (a) ...
Q. W. Lander (*) ...
F. Buckle ..................
T). navis.......................
G. A. Mansfield(*)...
X. Rowe (») (°) ........
J, Macphcrson (°) ...
J. Aheam (7).............

4
5
5
6
5
5
0

4
4
4
4
3
4
4

5
0
5
5
5
6
5

.A*

4

4
4
4
4
4

7

2

B
6
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8f> meetings.
Present. Absent
58
34.
s
86
3
14
...
14
67
7
4
87
2
5
84
5
5
70
4
5
71
3
5
1G
...
5
IB
...

(1) Resigned, 10 March, ISW.
{=) Resigned, 1 Aiiril, 1S95.
(3) .Appointed, 10 April, 1S03.
Retired, 22 }t!irch, 1S9C
President, 12 March, IKK.
O) Appointed, 22 March, 1806.
C) Elected, 23 March, 189C.
* Absent from Colony on leave

Appointed
”

67. The Board have also to record the retirement, on 30th June, 1895, of
Mr. Reginald Bloxsome from the office of Secretary, a position which that gentleman
had held since the inception of the Board.
This change was rendered necessary on account of Mr. Harley giving bis
whole time to the position of President, in conjunction with that of Engineer-in
Chief for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction.
The positions of Secretary and Chief Clerk were then amalgamated, and
Mr. W. Holmes, the occupant of the latter post, appointed to the new office.
68. Enclosed are the Reports of the Engineer, Mr. J. M. Smail, M.Inst. C.E.,
and other heads of branches, together with the Balance-sheet.

William Holmes,
Secretary.

THOMAS ROWE, Col., E.R.I.B.A.,
President.
DESCRIPTION
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Description of Sydney Waterworks at end of June,

1896.

Tee source of supply is from the Nepean Hirer, and two of its tributaries, the Cordeaux and
Cataract Rivers. The catchment area is about 354 square miles. Across the Nepean River is built a
concrete dam 10 feet high, which is designed to divert a portion of the stream only into the tunnel, and
lift it to level of crown of the same. The water is then taken by a tunnel
miles in length to the
Cataract River. Another concrete dam, similar to that on the Nepean, is thrown across this river just
below the outlet of the tunnel from the Nepean, aud the water is thence conveyed by a tunnel for about
If miles, and then by a series of open canals and tunnels, making a total distance from the source of
about 40^- miles to Prospect Reservoir, There are 111 miles of tunnels and about 281- miles of open
canal from the off-take to the Prospect Reservoir. Several gorges are crossed—some by inverted siphons,
others by pipe aqueducts.

Prospect Reservoir.
This reservoir covers an area, when full, of 1,201 acres, and hag a capacity of 10,812,313,000 gallons.
The dam is earth with a clay-puddle core, and is 7,300 feet long, maximum height 84 feet, with
slopes of 3 to 1 on the water side, aud 21 to 1, with two 15-foot berms, on the outer side, and is 30 feet
wide on the top; the water-face is covered with heavy bluestone pitching. ‘When quite full there is
0,744,343,000 gallons available by gravitation.
_
The water is drawn oil from the reservoir through a valve-tower into pipes placed in a brick
tunnel, carried outside and round the northern end of embankment, and is discharged through controlling
valves into a basin (at the end of tliis basin is placed a gauge-weir, from which can he read the quantity
passing over daily), from which it then proceeds by an open canal for 5 miles to the Pipe Head Basin,
situated IGi miles from Sydney, and is then convoyed by a wronght-iron pipe, 0 feet in diameter, to
Potts’ Hill, a distance of 5 miles.

Potts’ Hill Balance Reservoir.
The water is delivered here into a 100,000,000-gallon tank, built partly in excavation, partly in
bank, the bottom of wliicb is lined with hydraulic lime concrete, and the sides, which arc laid to slopes of
1 to 1, are lined with dry-coursed rubble. This work is designed to tide the city over any interruption of
supply from Prospect, as well as to prevent fluctuation of head of pressure.

Screening Tank and Trunk Mains.
This screening-tank is of brick, built in two concentric rings. The water is delivered into the outer
ring, and passes through a series of coppor-gauze screens of 840 meshes to the inch. These screens are
arranged so that the orifice which they fill can bo closed, and the screen taken out and scoured. Prom
these tanks the water passes into two 48-inch cast-iron mains.
.
The 48-inch main first laid continues with same diameter to Lewisham, whence it bifurcates, one
branch (48-inch) leading to Petersham Reservoir, the other (42-inch) to Crown-street Reservoir. The
new 48-ineh main was completed in 1893, and is worked alternately with the old. The two trunk mains
are connected at Now Canterbury Road, Petersham.

Crown-street Reservoir and Pumping-station.
Crown-street Reservoir is built of brick, and contains 3,250,000 gallons. The top-water level is
141 feet above high-water mark. At this place is situated the main pumping-plant, consisting of three
compound high-duty pumping-engines. No. 1 'Worthington pumping-engines are capable of raising
500,000 gallons per hour to the Paddington Reservoir, a height of 70 feet above the pumps ; No. 2
Worthington pumping-engines arc capable of raising 210,000 gallons per hour to Woollahra Reservoir,
a height of 140 feet above the pumps, and also of raising 200,000 gallons per hour to Wavcrley, a height
of 220 feet above pumps. Owing to the small storage capacity at Paddington and Woollahra these engines
are not being worked to their greatest advantage, as they have to start and stop at short intervals. No. 3
pumping-engines, of the horizontal compound condensing rotative direct-acting type, designed and erected
by Mort’s Hock and Engineering Company, are capable of raising 100,000 gallons per hour to a height of
219 feet.
Pour 142-h.p. Babcock and Wilcox boilers generate the requisite steam.
Paddington Reservoir.
'
Paddington Reservoir, top-water level of which is 2.14 feet above high-water marie, or 73 feet
above Crown-street, is built of brick, and contains 2,000,000 gallons, and is supplied by a 36-inch cast-iron
main from Crown-street pumps, and distributes the water through a 24-inch cast-iron main vvl
Begg-street, and a 3G-ineh via Park Road.
Woollahra Reservoir.
Woollahra Reservoir, top-water level of which is 282 feet above high-water mark, or 141 feet above
Crown-street, is built of brick, and contains 1,000,000 gallons, and is supplied by a 24f-inch wronght-iron
main from Crown-street, and distributes the water through a 20-inch main.

Waverlev Reservoir.
"Waverlev Reservoir top-water level is 360 feet above high-water mark, and 78 feet above WoolJtthra, is built of brickwork, and contains 1,087,000 gallons. It distributes the water through a 15-inch
main. Supplemental tanks in Waverley Park, erected at an elevation of 20 feet above the present
reservoir, now supply the upper zones of the district.
Petersham
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Petersham Reservoir.
This reservoir is built of brick, and contains 2,157,000 gallons. The top-water level is 166 feet
above high-water mark, and receives its supply by gravitation from Potts’ Hill through a 48-inch cast-iron
main, which branches off the 48-inch main at Lewisham, and distributes the water through two 18-inch
and one 20-inch outlets, the latter about being utilised.

North Sydney Supply—Ryde Pumping-station, Ryde Hill Tank, and
Chatswood Tanks.
North Sydney, which was supplied from Paddington hy a submarine pipe up to the end of 180.1,
has since received its supply from Potts’ Hill, the water being delivered through a cast-iron pipe partly
24-inch and partly 20-inch diameter into a balance reservoir, near the Ryde Railway Station. Here a
pair of powerful pumps raise the water through a 24jf-inch wrought-iron rising main into a 1,000,000gallon wrought-iron tank to Ryde Village, at a level of 234 feet above high-water mark, and by a continua
tion of the same main into a pair of each 1,500,000-gallon wrought-iron tanks at Chatswood, at an elevation
of 370 feet above high-water mark.
Prom the first-named tank the whole of Ryde, Gladesville, and Hunter’s Hill get their supplies,
and a 9-inch branch was eslended over the Parramatta River and Iron Cove Bridges for the supply of
the heights of Balmain.
The pair of iron tanks at Chatswood afford a liberal supply to “Willoughby, North Sydney, and
Mosman, and the newly-reticulated district of Gordon and Hornsby.
Gordon, Waliroongah, and Hornsby.
This popular residential district, extending from Chatswood to Hornsby, and adjacent to the
Milson’s Point Railway, is now supplied with water from the Board's works. A small pumping-plant has
been erected at Chatswood, from whence water is pumped to Waliroongah into a 40,000-gallon elevated
tank, at a height of 720 feet above sea-level. The pumping main, which is also used as a main distrihutory,
is 10 in, in diameter, and is 7£ miles in length; a further extension, also of same diameter, was laid to
Hornsby. About 9 miles of reticulation mains of 6-inch and 4-inch diameters have been laid along such
streets in the various centres of population as are sufficiently built upon to warrant the outlay. Burfher
extensions of this scheme are intended, in the immediate future, to meet the growing wants of residents.

Campbell town.

■

Campbelltown is supplied direct from the main canal by gravitation, a 6-inch pipe from the canal
at 16 miles 40 chains being laid to the town, a distance of 2^ miles, aud the reticulation consisting chiefiy
of 4-inch mains.

Liverpool.

.

Liverpool receives its supply by a 9-inch pipe from the main canal at Cecil Hills, which is extended
as far as Mount Young, aud thence by a 6-inch main to the town. In order to tide over any possible
interruption to the flow in the canal a 4,000,000-gallon earthen reservoir has been constructed close to
the canal, and is filled from the canal.

Smitbfield.
The Smitbfield water-works, completed in July, 1895, were designed to supply the township of
Smitbfield, which is situated on the Prospect Creek, about 3 miles south-east of the reservoir. The
works included may be briefly summarised as under:—
An off-take on the main Canal, about 3 miles below Prospect Reservoir; a circular concrete tank on
the bank of said canal, having a capacity of 100,000 gallons; a 4-inch main to the township ;
and mains totalling about 3-j miles of the same diameter laid in all streets occupied by dwellings.
The works cost about £2,900, and supply a population of 309.

Granville, Aubum, and Rook wood.
Granville is supplied by gravitation through a 15-inch branch from the 72-inch wrought-iron trunk
main laid along Woodville Road for a distance of 2| miles
Rookwood and Auburn receive their supply from a 12-inch main along .Tosepb-street from Potts’

Asbfield.
A part of Asbfield is too elevated to receive a supply by gravitation from Potts’ Hill level; there
fore the loftier parts arc supplied from the Woollahra Reservoir by the Petersham trunk main, which
.conveys the water to a 100,000-gallon wrought-iron tank, erected on a brick circular support, at an
elevation of 223 feet above high-water mark.

Hurstville, Kogarah.
The bulk of the supply to Kogarah is given by gravitation from 12-inch mains connected with the
Petersham Reservoir system. The higher portions of this district are supplied with water from Penshurst, where is erected a 20,000-gallon cast-iron tank, built on brick piers. The water is pumped from
Carlton Station by the small steam pumping-plant (Blake’s duplex), which was formerly erected at North
Sydney to supply that district, prior to the completion of the Ryde pumps. The gas-engine is still
occasionally used.
_

Richmond.
In July, 1893, the Board assumed the temporary management of the Richmond water-works,
which were completed in 1892, and had since then been worked locally by the Richmond Municipal
Council. The scheme, which is entirely unconnected with the Sydney supply system, consists of a small
pumping-plant—two horizontal 6-horse-power engines, coupled and geared, working two brass-lined single
barrel deep-well pumps (Tangyes), fixed 61 ft. 6 in. below floor of engine-room—erected on the left bank
of the Hawkesbury River, just below the confluence of the Grose and Nepean; a circular brick service
tank, 60 ft. in diameter, having a capacity of 225,000 gallons ; a 6-in. supply main to Richmond, 4 miles
in length; and 5i miles of reticulation mains, 3 in. and 4 in. diameter, within the town.

DESCRIPTION
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Description of the Metropolitan Sewerage System.
The Metropolitan Sewerage System, under the control of the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
comprises the old and new systems, the former having been initiated by the old City Commissioners in
1853, and was carried out by their successors, the present City Council, which was incorporated in 1857.
The City Council had control of the water and sewerage works within the city until the year 1888, when
the waterworks were transferred to the Board. The transfer of the esisting sewerage-works followed
in 1889.
, yhe old system comprised four main outfalls, with subsidiary sewers along the principal streets,
which in turn received the reticulation sewers of the minor thoroughfares. The four main outfalls dis
charged the sewage of the city into the various parts of the harbour at Blackwattle Bay, Darling Harbour,
Sydney Cove, and Wooiloomooloo Bay, respectively. This system was designed on the principles of what
is termed the 11 combined system.” The pollution of the freshness of the harbour, hy the discharge of the
sewage of the city, and consequent danger to public health, led to the appointment of a Commission to
inquire into the best means of diverting the sewage from the harbour and otherwise disposing of same.
The new intercepting system was the outcome of the labours of the Commission. The main works were
carried out by the Government, and on completion were transferred, with all other esisting works, to the
control of the Board by Act of Parliament. The system, which is on the lines of the partially “separate
system,’’ intercepts all sewage, which heretofore was discharged into the harbour, at a level of 40 feet
above high-water mark. This is termed the gravitation zone. The sewage from the low-level area, i.e.,
between high-water mark and 40 feet contour, will eventually he pumper! into the gravitation sewers, and
discharged into the ocean or into the sewage farm.
The system consists of two mom outfalls, named the northern and southern respectively, the former
discharging into the Pacific Ocean, at a point named “ Ben Buckler,” at Bondi, and the latter discharging
into a sewage farm at “ Webb’s Grant,” on the shores of Botany Bay. These works are of considerable
magnitude, and have not been constructed without considerable difficulty and outlay.

Northern Outfall.
The northern system commences at “Ben Buckler,” where a large chamberwms constructed in
the sandstone rock. Prom this chamber two channels bifurcate, so as to ensure a free discharge during the
prevalence ot either northerly, easterly, or southerly gales. Prom the chamber a shaft extends to the
surface for ventilation and escape of air when the sea breaks into the discharge channels. The dimen
sions of main outfall at chamber is 8 ft. x 7 ft, 6 in., and decreases by decrements to 6 ft, lOin, x 5 ft. 10 in.
at Oxford and Liverpool Streets junction. At this point is a large chamber into which three different
branches discharge, viz.:—The northern branch, which passes under Hyde Park to Castlereagh-street,
where it bifurcates, one submain intercepting the sewage from main outfall at Macquarie Point, and the
other intercepting the sewers discharging at Queen’s Wharf. 2nd. The western branch, which extends
along Liverpool-street to and along Kent-strcet to Miller’s Point, intercepting the sewage which dis
charged into Darling Harbour. 3rd. The south-western branch, which passes under Belmore Gardens,
Benevolent Asylum, and along Goorge-street West to Carlton-street, where it bifurcates into two submains, one passing through Darlington, University Grounds, to Camperdown, Newtown, aud Petersham,
intercepting old city sewers and draining new, areas; the other submain passing along George-street
AVest by a long siphon, on account of a depression. Connected with this siphon is a scour chamber and
valves for periodic cleansing. This branch extends to the Glebe and boroughs of Balmain aud Leichhardt.
The whole of the sewage above the 40-foot contour line, which formerly flowed into Blackwattle Bay, is
intercepted by this branch and discharged into the ocean. 4th. The Potts Point branch, commencing at
Bourke-strect, near rear of Darlinghurst Goal, and extending along same for some distance, then passing
along Victoria-street, and terminating at Challis Estate. This sewer intercepts a considerable quantity of
sewage formerly discharging at Wooiloomooloo Bay. 5th. Elizabeth Bay branch, which extends along
western bank of Lacrozia Creek and Bushcutler’s Bay, intercepting sewage formerly discharging into
them. 6th. The Woollahra and Waverley branch, extending along east side of Double Bay valley, passing
under Edgecliff Bead, and terminating at present at Dcnison-streot, Waverley; this sewer drains the
northern watershed of Woollahra and Waverley.
The work was carried through varying formations—in some instances the stratum was indurated
sandstone; in others shale, clay, and water-charged drift-sand. Concrete enters largely into the construc
tion of the works, the lining of rock tunnels being principally bluestone concrete rendered with cement
mortar. Wherever the outfall sewer crossed natural creeks or watercourses offlet and scour valves were
provided. An overflow sewer discharging into Bushcutter's Bay is connected with the main outfall to
take surplus water during heavy rain-storms. This sewer was carried across low-lying swampy land on
arches and circular piers ; the latter were constructed on the same priueiple as carried out in India,

Southern Outfall.

.

The southern main outfall commences at the inlet chamber, which is constructed on the north
bank of Cook’s liiver, near its junction with Botany Bay. The sewer is 5 ft. 6 in. in diameter, constructed
ot concrete, with brick lining rendered with Portland cement. In places the sewer is above the level of
the adjoining laud, and in others it passes through low sand-hills and swampy ground. Where natural
watercourses are passed over, concrete culverts and overflow chambers and valves are provided. The out
fall sewer extends to Botany Boad, where the size is decreased for a short distance, to 4 ft. Gin. x 3 ft. 6 in.
Hawksley Section : Prom Botany Boad the sewer extends along Bourke-street, through the boroughs of
Waterloo, Bodforn, and the City of Sydney to Nobbs-strecc, where the, suhmams from different districts
join. This outfall drains the southern watershed of thp city and boroughs of Bedfern, Waterloo,
Alexandria, Macdoualdtown, and Newtown
* 453—C
Inlet
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Inlet House.
The sewage passes from the main outfall into the straining-chamhersof inlet house. The chambers
are in duplicate and controlled hy inlet valves, so that when one series is in use the other is being cleaned
out. The sewage is strained by means of ihree circular screens; the mesh varies from 3 inches to 1 inch.
The screens are worked by one central shaft, with gearing fired on the platform at one end, and intercept
all extraneous matter before the sewage passes into the siphon-well. From the siphon-well the sewage
passes under, the bed of Cook’s Htvcr by a cast-iron siphon 3 ft. 9 in. in diameter laid in a trench and
surrounded with concrete. The siphon is connected with a well in outlet house on south side of river,
from which the sewage flows along a main carrier, and is distributed over the irrigation-hods and settlingtanks by valves. The valves are of simple construction, and the distribution of the sewage is easily con
trolled by the farm manager.

Sewage Farm.
The Sewage Farm is situated on a neck of land called Webb’s G-rant, the formation of which is
raw drift-sand, originally covered with low dense scrub. For agricultural purposes, to be worked at a
profit, the soil is useless, but as a filter for crude sewage—this being the state in which the sewage is
distributed over it—it cannot he surpassed. The farm is laid out on one side in irrigation-bods, at different
levels, so as to enable the manager to command the whole area. On this area the sludge, which is dredged
from the inlet house, is conveyed in trucks by a small locomotive to the various beds, and is used as
manure. On the other or southern side the ground is laid out in a series of filtering-tanks, the number
admitting of the sewage being dealt with intermittently. At times, when circumstances admit, these tanks
are cultivated, which assists in keeping the ground clean and improves the soil as a filter. Cattle and
pigs are reared and fattened on the surplus products of the farm. The styes are built in concrete, and
kept clean by daily washing. Cattle and horses are also taken for agistment. The daily discharge on to
the farm is 2,059,200 gallons this is disjmsed of over Oia£ acres of land prepared to receive same, the
irrigation and filtration beds being specially formed and subdrained, the effluent water discharging above
high-water mark at Botany Bay.
The farm is now being worked by the Board ; the experience of leasing same was not successful.

Western Suburbs.
Tbo sewerage system for this district is now being carried out by the Government Sewerage
Department under a special vote as regards the main ducts. Tho outfall works are nearly completed,
and the eastern branch sower is now in progress. This sewer drains portions of Marrickville, Petersham,
and Leichhardt, and will also receive the sewage from low-level system which will he pumped into it at
Meeks’ lioad pumping-station. Tho system will also discharge on a portion of tho towage Farm area
upon the western side, further resumption of land having been made for that purpose.
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Rates and Charges for Water, Sewerage, and Stormwater
Drainage.
WATER RATES.
1. The following rates and charges are those which the owners and occupiers of houses, tenements,
and lands shall pay in respect of water supplied by the Board, that is to say:—
■
Tor Water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than hy Measure.

2, (t.) In respect of lands and tenements of which the assessed annual value is £17 or under, 10s,
per annum.
(it.) In respect of lands and tenements of which tho assessed annual value is over £17, a rate of 7d.
for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed annual value up to £300 inclusive; 6d.
for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed annual value in excess of £300 up to
£700 inclusive; 4d, for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed annual value in
excess of £700 up to £1,000 inclusive; 3d. for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed
annual value in excess of £1,000 up to £4.,000 inclusive ; and 2d. for each pound sterling on
the amount of the assessed annual value in excess of £4,000.
3. The following rates shall be paid in each year in respect of lands and tenements which are not
supplied ndth water for domestic purposes, and which are not more than 60 yards distant from a main
constructed by or vested in the Board, that is to say :—
(t.) In respect of lands and tenements of which the assessed annual value is £10 or under, a rate of
Is. in the pound.
(n.) In respect of lands and tenements of which the assessed annual value is over £10, a rate of 10s.
per annum up to the assessed annual value of £17 inclusive.
(rn.) In respect of lands and tenements of which the assessed annual value is over £17, a rate of 7d.
for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed annual value.
(it.) In respect of lands on which no building is erected for human habitation, a rate of 4d, in the
pound of the assessed value.
(v.) The like rates as those above-mentioned shall be charged on all lands and tenements not included
in any valuation by the Municipal Council of the City of Sydney or Redfcrn, or of any Borough
or Municipal District, and on all lands for the time being valued by tbe said Municipal Council
of the City of Sydney or Rcdfern, or by such Borough or Municipal 'District, at a sum less than
the true value thereof.
(vi.) When any lands or tenements become liable to a rate, or to an increased rate, during the
currency of any half-year by reason of the extension of a main or for any other reason whatsoever,
then a part of such rate or increased rate, as the case may he, proportionate to the unexpired
period of the current half-year, shall become due and be paid forthwith.
Supply of water hy meter.—Charges for water supplied hy meter.

4. The charge for water supplied by meter shall bo Is. per 1,000 gallons for all water consumed
up to 20,000,000 gallons per annum, and 9d. per 1,000 gallons for all water consumed in excess of
20,000,000 gallons per annum ; Provided that the minimum quantity of water to be charged for, where
water is so supplied, shall be 10,000 gallons per annum. Her Majesty’s ships will be supplied free of
charge.
5. All charges for water supplied by meter shall, unless otherwise provided by a contract made
between the Board and the person to bo supplied, be paid within one month after service by the Board
upon the person liable to pay such charge of a notice in writing setting forth the amount due for water
so supplied, and demanding payment thereof within the period of one month aforesaid. Service of any
such notice may bo effected by serving the same personally on the person named therein, or by sending
such notice through tho post to the person named therein at his last known place of abode or business ;
and where the place of abode and the place of business of such person are unknown to the Board, by
sending it through the post addressed to him at the lands and tenements to or in respect of which the
water is supplied, or by leaving it on such lands and tenements.
6. A discount of £5 per cent, will be allowed by the Board on all rates imposed upon lands and
tenements of the assessed annual value of over £17, and on all lands and tenements not supplied
with water on which no building is erected for human habitation of the assessed value of over £30:
Provided that such rates are paid within thirty days from the date of service of the rate-notice in each
half-year. A like discount of £5 per cent, will be allowed by the Board on all charges for water supplied
by meter where such charges shall be paid within one month of the delivery of the meter account:
Provided that such discount as aforesaid will not be allowed in any case in which its allowance would have
the effect of reducing the amount of the rate or meter charge respectively payable below the sum of 10s.
Tor water for other than domestic purposes otherwise than hy measure.
•

(ri.) The charge for water supplied to gas-engines or oil-engines shall be 5s. per annum for each
engine of two horse-power and under, and for every additional horse-power beyond two horse
power an additional charge of 2s.- 6d. per annum for each horse-power,
(yii.) The charge for water supplied to steam-boilers shall be £1 per annum for each steam-boiler
up to three horse-power. And for every additional horse-power beyond three horse-power an
additional charge of 5s. per annum for eacli horse-power.
(vm.)
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(mi.) The charge for water supplied for actuating ventilators or refrigerators shall be by special
fee, according to the following scale, namely:—
Class A.—Passing GO gals, per hour at 651b. pressure—
1 nozzle, £6 per annum.
. •
2 ,.
£4 ICs, per annum each.
3 „ £3 10s.
„
4 „ aud upwards, £3 per annum each.
Class B.—Passing 40 gals, per hour at 65 lb pressure—
1 nozzle, £3 15s. per annum.
.
2 „ £3 per annum each.
.
3 „ £2 10s. per annum each.
4 „ and upwards, £2 per annum each.
Supply for ttcelvc hours only in each day.

Provided, however, that the supply of water under this By-law shall be for twelve hours only in
each day, and no person having such supply shall continue to use the same for more than twelve hours
in any one day.
"
Water for trade purposes, dfc.

(ix.) The charge for water supplied for purposes of the undermentioned or other trades shall be at
such rates upon such terms and subject to such conditions as may be agreed upon by the Board
and the person requiring to be supplied, provided, however, that for any year or part thereof,
the minimum charge for water supplied for the undermentioned trades shall be that in each
hereunder case sot opposite the trade, viz.:—
Photography, aud any like process...
...
...
5s. per annum
Tripe-cleaning
.....................................
... 5s.
Tyring purposes .....................................
...
5s.
>j
Laundries ...
.....................................
...
5s.
*)
Dyers
................................................
... 10s.
}}
Condiment-makiug ...
...
...
...
... 5s.
ji
Bottle-washing
...
...
...
...
...
5s.
Small goods (sweets)
...
...
... 5s.
1j
Waterfalls and fountains ...
...
...
...
Os.
Shop-fronts, by hose
...
...
...
... 5s.
j>
Organ motors and such like mechanisms...
... 20s.
Washing Vehicles.

(x.) The Board may supply water for the washing of vehicles with a hose, without meter, at tho rate
of os, per annum for each vehicle.
In all cases where special fees are charged the Board reserve to themselves the right of insisting
upon a meter being fixed at any time, notwithstanding the fact that the special fee may have beon paid.
All special fees are in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises on which such fees are charged,
and are payable in advance. All promises on which water is used for other than domestic purposes, and
upon which special fees are paid, shall be open for inspection by the inspectors of the Board at any
reasonable hour.
2. Assessed rates shall be paid half-yearly in advance, whether a meter is used or not. In the case
when a meter is used the meter account will be rendered only when it is in excess of the assessment.
Cheques and Post-office orders will be received in payment of rates ; but if the cheque tendered by any
person as payment for rates due is dishonoured, the Board may cut off his service, and proceed for the
recovery of the amount by warrant for distress or otherwise. Cheques and Post-office orders must be
crossed in favour of tbe Board.
3. The minimum charge for water, whether supplied through meter or otherwise, for domestic
purposes and for purposes other than domestic, is the assessed annual rate, If the water is supplied by
meter, and the meter account exceeds the assessment (calculated at the rate of Is. per 1,000 gallons),
then such excess shall be charged in addition to the assessment.
4. One meter may be allowed to supply several tenements when such tenements are occupied by
one person or firm as a place of business or abode, and the meter account will be credited with the assess
ments of all such tenements. One service only will be allowed under these conditions, upon which the
meter will be fixed, aud all the water for such tenements must pass through such meter. Where peculiar
circumstances entail a departure from the above, and two services are absolutely necessary, then there
shall be a meter on each service pipe.
Building Charges, ffc.

(xi.) The charge for water supplied for building and plastering purposes, for buildings to he used
either wholly or partly as dwelling-houses, shall be at the rate of one half-penny per cubic yard
on the cubical contents of each building. The Board will supply water for all other buildings
either by meter or at the rate above-mentioned per cubic yard on the cubical contents of each
building as the Board shall determine : Provided that before any water shall he need through
meter for buildiug purposes such meter shall be submitted to the Board in each case for
examination, and must pass the sensitive test; and the minimum charge in each case for water
so supplied through meter shall be 10s.
(1.) The charge for water supplied for plastering rooms only shall be 2s. 6d. for ea,ch room, and
for tho building of wash-houses, water-closets, coppers, and chimneys only, 2s. fid. each. •
(2.) The charge for water supplied for making and mixing of concrete for foundations of
wooden blocks, stone cubes, or other form of permanent roadway or pavement, shall ho at
the rate of £1 Is. per 1,000 square yards by superficial measurement of road surface,
and for all other concrete, brickwork, or masonry, at the rate of three half-pence per
cubic yard, as measured on the work.
(XII.)
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‘Any person who maintains liorsos or cows may be supplied with water, without meter, from
the domestic service for the sum of 5s. per annum for each animal, in addition to the assessed
annual rate of the premises on which such animal is maintained or supplied with water.
(xni.) All lands or premises actually supplied with water by the Board, on which any one or more
head of horses or cattle shall be kept or maintained, shall be liable to an extra rate or charge
(beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises) of 5s. per head for each
head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands or premises. And where such lands
or premises are not actually supplied with water by the Board they shall bo liable to an extra
rate or charge (beyond and in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises) of 2s. Gd.
per head for each head of horses or cattle kept or maintained on such lands or premises.
(xrv.) The Board may supply water for gardens (and for such purpose may permit a hose and stand
pipe to bo used) "without meter, at the rate of 10s. per annum per 1,000 square feet superficial
area, or part thereof, and 2s. 6d. for every additional 250 square feet superficial area, or part
thereof, in addition to the assessed annual rate of the premises to which such garden belongs or
is attached,

(xii.)

SEWERAGE RATES.
1. The following rates and charges are those which the owners and occupiers of houses, tenements,
or lands shall pay for or in respect of sewerage, or for or in respect of the liability of such houses,
tenements, or lands to rates and charges for sewerage, that is to say:—
(c.) Where the premises are of the assessed annual value of £17 or under, 10s. per annum.
(n.) Where the premises are above the assessed annual value of £17, a rate of 7d. for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation.
2. The following rates shall he paid in each year in respect of vacant and unoccupied lands and
tenements, on which no building is erected for human habitation, and wliicb are not connected with any
sewer or drain under the control of the Board, and which are situated within 150 feet from a sewer or
drain belonging to the Board, that is to say—■
■
(r.) A rate of 4d. for each pound sterling on the amount of the assessed value.
3. A discount of £5 per cent, will be allowed by the Board on all rates imposed upon lands and
tenements of the assessed annual value of over £17, and on all vacant and unoccupied land unconnected
with any sewer under the control of the Board, and on which no building is erected for human
habitation of the assessed value of over £30: Provided that such rates are paid within thirty days from
the date of service of rate-notice in each half-year : Provided that such discount as aforesaid will not be
allowed io any case in which its allowance would have the effect of reducing the amount of the rate
payable below the sum oi: 10s.
METROPOLITAN DRAINAGE BY-LAWS.
Whereas by the 11 Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1804,” the Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage is authorised and empowered to make, alter, and repeal By-laws : Now', the
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, under and by virtue of the powers contained in the abovementioned Act, do hereby make the By-laws following, that is to say
*
1. For the purposes of those By-laws the value of lands and tenements in each year shall he the
value (if any) at which the same are for the time being assessed for rating purposes by the Municipal
Council of the City of Sydney or tho Borough or Municipal District respectively in which such lands or
tenements are situated, on the 1st day of January and the 1st day of July respectively, as the case may
be, in each year; and such value shall continue to be the value of such lands or tenements for the
purposes aforesaid during such year.
_
_
2. The rates which are respectively set opposite to the descriptions of stormwater drains hereunder
mentioned are those which shall be paid* by the owners or occupiers of the lands or tenements situated
within the boundaries of the drainage areas respectively proclaimed in respect of such stormwater drains,
and for the purpose of assessing such rates, the valuation of such lands and tenements by the Municipal
Council of the City of Sydney or the Borough or Municipal District respectively within wliicb the same
respectively are situated, shall be taken as the valuation thereof hy the Board under the said Act. The
minimum rate payable under these By-laws shall be in each case Is. per annum :—
Rushcutter's Creek Drain.—A rate of 7d. for each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation of
tho lands or tenements.
Willoughby Falls Creek and Careening Cove Drain.—A rate of Gd, for each pound sterling on the
amount of the valuation of the lands or tenements.
Blackwattle, Glebe, and Denison Ward Drain.—A rate of 7d. for each pound sterling on the amount
of the valuation of the lands or tenements.
.
Beattic-street, Balmain, Drain.—The rate to be paid by the owners or occupiers of the lands or
tenements situated within the boundaries of the drainage area proclaimed in respect of the
Beattie-street, Balmain, Drain, shall ho 2d. for each pound sterling on the amount of the
valuation of such lands or tenements.
Iron Cove Creek, Asbfield, Burwood, Enfield, and Canterbury, Drain.—A rate of 3d. for each pound
sterling on the amount of the valuation of all lands or tenements situated within the drainage
area described in tho Schedule hereto as applicable to the said drain, and a rate of 2d. for each
pound sterling on the amount of the valuation of all lands or tenements situated outside of the
area described in the Schedule hereto and within the drainage area proclaimed in respect of tho
said drain.
Long
Assessment and Bates.
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I/ong Cove Creek, Leiehlmrdt, Aslifield, and Petersham Drain.—A rate of 2d. for each pound sterling
on the amount of the valuation of all lands or tenements situated within the drainage area
described in the Schedule hereto as applicable to tho said drain, and a rate of Id. for each
pound sterling on the amount of the valuation of all lands or tenements situated outside of
the
d f‘Cri^e^ m 110 Module hereto and within the drainage area proclaimed in respect of
Erskineyille and Mumii-strect, Newtown, Alexandria, and Erskineville Drain.—A rate of 7d. for
each pound sterling on the amount of the valuation of the lands or tenements.
3. All such rates as before-mentioned shall bo paid in advance by equal payments on the first day
ot January and the first day of July in each year, aud the first payment shall be made at the time when
an owner or occupier becomes liable to pay such rates.
4*. A discount of£5 per cent, will be allowed by the Board on all rates imposed upon houses,
tenements, or lands of the assessed annual value of over £17, and on all lands not supplied with water
on which no building is erected for human habitation, of the assessed annual value of over £30: Provided
that such rates are paid within thirty days of the date of service of rate-notice in each half-year. A like
discount of £o per cent will be allowed by the Board on all charges for wator supplied by measure
where such charges shall be paid within one month of the delivery of the meter account f Provided
that such discount as aforesaid will not he allowed in any case in which its allowance would have the
ettect of reducing the amount of the rate or meter charge respectively payable below tbe sum of 10s.
FOE COUNTBY DISTEICTS IN COUNTY OF CUMBERLAND.
For water supplied for domestic purposes otherwise than by measure :_
(t.) On every bouse, tenement, or land of £10 assessed annual value and under, IDs. per annum.
Or.) Un every house, tenement, or land above the assessed annual value of £10, a rate of Is. for each
pound sterling on the amount of the valuation.
'
^TfT ^of^th^]:^rP1'°Ved
are Sllll'^ct to a ratc
f°r cach pound sterling on tho amount
(tv.) The hkc rates as those abovementioned shall bo charged on all lands, tenements, and heredita
ments not included m any valuation by any Borough or Municipal District, and on all lands for
tho time being valued by any such Borough or Municipal District at a sum less than the true
value thereof.
For water supplied by measure :—
(v.) The charge for water supplied by measure shall he Is. per 1,000 gallons for all water consumed
7onnob0nnn 00ir °nR pcr ™m’ and 9d- lJer ]^A) S^ons for all water consumed in excess
ot 20,000,000 gallons per annum.
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Analyses.
WATER SUPPLY TABLE.
Average Dally
Supply.

Year.

188S..................................
1839..................................
1890..................................
1891.................................
1892..................................
1393..................................
1894..................................
1 Jan., 1895, to 30 June, 189G ..

gallons.
S,144,169
S,S20,nM
8,430,034
9,540,102
12,129,15-2
12,633,052
13,738,874
10,045,014

Total Supply
for Year.

Number
of Houses
supplied.

Estimated
Population
supplied.

61,718
07,924
71,501
70,093
78,926
S1,23S
33,021
S5,0o9

^ 290,246
820,085
343,204
305,240
378,585
300,152
401,330
405,232

gallons.
2,072,021,623
3,219,244,159
3,097,402,486
3,482,237,534
4,430,273,890'
4,574,782,333
5,014,080,009
9,194,922,372

Average Daily Supply
during year.
Per Head
Per
Estimated
House. ofPopulation,
gallons.
132
329
11B
325
103
158
104
190

Mains.

gallons.
27-49
27-05
24*70
20-11
82 12
32-12
34 2H
40‘76

Mains laid.

Mains cleaned.

miles yds.
53 893
86 1,468
75 806
102 950
SB 915
15 1,711
46 1,262
93 1,563

miles yds.
4 890
10 DOT
7 278
26 1,500
20 741
20 450
4 295
3 1,028

Water Eatks.

S*

Summary of Credits.
Rates
Discounts.
cancelled.

Year.

1888 ...............................................
1889 ..............................................
1890 ................................................
1891 .............................................
1892 .........................................
1S03 ............................................
1894 ..................................
To June, 1S9j (6 months)..................
„ im (12 months)....................

A ». 0.
276 4 O
2,607 4 9
3,325 10 10
5,614 16 0
4,43S no 9
3,537 0 7
019 1!) 1
484 4 2
1,301 14 f.

£

Less
Gross Receipts Refunds, Ac.*
by Treasuij,

s. d.

5,902 16 10
0,523 14 4

£
a. d.
90.089 0 11
147,045 0 1
158,940 17 0
165,264 17 7
163,014 16 S
IBS,MO 1 11
159,109 15 O
30,931 19 5
165,642 G 3

£ E. cl.
957 14 0
1,105 6 9
60 n I
327 16 8
204 13 4
222 1C 10
642 7 6
348 0 7
333 0 2

Maintenance.

Year.

Maintenance Wages and
of Mains, &e Expenses.
£ s.
7,070 13
13,850 5
13,630 9
14,165 C
15,255 2
11,107 9
10,70-1 12
6,806 0
9,767 12

d.
3
10
4
3
3
7
0
6
2

£ s. d.
901 14 5
1,489 13 10
2,272 11 11
2,008 ti 3
1,729 17 5
1,635 13 2
2,0-24 6 6
871 7 G
1,936 3 3

Rents.
£ s.
707 0
1,750 10
900 HI
1,107 9

d.
8
0
0
4

o

d.
2
2
1
7
5
5
8
4
1

|

£ a 0.
89,131 15 5
145,939 13 4
153,889 0 11
165,137 0 11
162,820 it i
153,283 5 1
168,827 ii 0
80,630 IS 10
165,203 17 1

£ s.
40,791 2
34,672 3
24,001 7
2G.02S 4
19,163 9
18,042 15
19,051 17
24,149 19
30,377 13

d.
C
2
0
2
1
0
4
fl
5

£ s.
943 10
707 11
2,0G7 S
771 3
3,120 9
910 2
2,203 10
GS5 5
CIS 10

d.
0
0
0
0
3
1
5
4
2

Management.

s

£ a.
1888.......... • 677 17
1889.......... 3,289 3
1890........... 3,070 3
1891........... 5,630 2
1802........... 13,005 S
1893........... 0,493 14
1804........... 11,302 12
To June, 1895 5,100 t>
(0 months).
To June, 1S9G 10,667 0
(12 months).

Coals.

Outstanding Accounts.
Plumbers
Ratos.
and Others.

Net Receipts.

1,101 15
1,131 4
722 J2
1,293 10

10
8
«
6

Total
Maintenance.

President
and
Hoard 1‘Ycs.

Salaries.

10,023 11 6 1
20,835 12 10 J
20,540 1 1 I
23,571 4 ft
31,090 12 1 !)
23,343 13 0 |
25,22210 6
12,600 0 10
23,714 0 4 j

£ H.
1,253 10
1,703 12
1,242 10
1,242 10
1,041 IS
859 3
817 10
437 10
1,015 0

£ a. d.
6,099 18 10
12,340 16 S
10,912 0 2
11,204 3 1
10,747 17 G
10,097 IS 11
11,060 3 S
6,620 1 6
10,851 8 6

d.
3
6
0

0
8
4
0
0
0

Stationery
and
Printing.

Advertising
and
Incidental.

Total
Management.

■C S. li,
1,303 7 1
933 9 11
ncs 6 9
048 0 9
041 14 4
660 5 3
799 4 1
mH S
«22 17 3

£ s. d.
625 0 4
1,193 13 7
1,122 12 0
1,200 2 1
1,650 3 10
1,300 12 8
1,344 5 0
GG5 8 3
1,291 7 8

£ s. d
9,182 2 C
16,182 11 8
14,242 8 11
14,034 15 11
13,987 14 4
13,798 0 7
14,061 3 3

Total
Interest.

Depreciation.

Total
Expenses.

7,is:

0

6

13,780 19 10

General Summary.

Year

18SS............................
im...........................

1800 ............................
1891 ..........................
1892 ............................
1893 ............................
1S94 ............................
To June, 1805 (0 months) .
„ 1396 (12months)..,

Total
Total
Total
Maintenance
Maintenance. Management,
and
Management.

Revenue.
£ p.
125,485 19
133,923 18
145,990 9
165,831 0
155,880 7
157,420 11
161,107 1
85,364 10
174,357 14

d.
0
3
4
11
0
8
3
0
4

£ 3.
10,023 11
20,385 12
20,646 I
23,571 4
31,090 12
23,343 13
25,222 16
12,500 9
■23,714 0

d
£ s. d.
6 9,182 2 0
10 16,182 11 8
1 14,242 8 11
5 14,GS4 1ft 11
18,937 14 4
0 13,798 O 7
6 14,051 3 S
10 7,187 0 f>
4 13,780 19 10

£ a.
10,206 14
30,668 4
34,788 10
38,256 0
45,078 G
37,141 13
30,273 10
19TC0.i 10
37,495 G

d.
0
6
0
4
5
7
9
:i
2

Into rest.
On Loan
On
Debentures.
Capital.
£ e. a.
59,976 7 3
101,477 5 5
105,099 19 9
107,981 11 8
111,869 S 2
115,187 0 10
115,6(10 f> ft
09,383 2 9
137,008 5 2

£
4,300
4,150
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
2,000
4,000

£1.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
ft 0

£ s.
G4,27G 7
105,627 ft
109,099 19
111,981 11
115,809 8
119,187 0
llft.GGO 6
73,383 2
141,098 5

d.
3
5
9
S
2
10
r,

ft

2

£ s. d.
2,446 S
3.421 15
3,910 IS
877 12
2,511 15
1,771 IS
776 16
3,481 10

S
2
0
3
2
G

5
5

r

e A

83,432 1 3
144.6*11 18 ■7
147,310 4 11
154,154 10 0
161,825 G 10
lfiS,S40 9 7
160,706 3 s
M,S52 9 5
182,675 7 ft
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SEWERAGE TABLE.
New Sewers Laid
Number Estimated During: the Year.
of Houses Population
Drained.
served. By Board Ej Covt.

Year.

1890...................
1891...................
1S02...................
1803 ...................
JSIW...................
3895-90 ..............

22,765
20,831
31,403
30,002
30,903
44,402

miles.
9-33
21-53
22'50
4'35
18-35
22-63

109,272
129,043
150,729
173,097
191,832
213,417

Existing
Sewers.

miles.
13-08
4 40
2-42
5-05
1-27
ft'C2

miles.
99*02
122 03
148-02
172-94
182-34
201*95

Storm-water Drains Laid.
Total
Length
Of
Sewers. By Board. By Govt. Existing. Total.
miles.
122*03
148 02
172-94
1S2-34
201-05
230-20

miies.
Nil.
1*23
-77
2 3S
*00
4-00

miles.
i

■77

Nil,
-47
■10
*00
-oo

miles.
2'38
3*15
433
6-02
9-10
9-82

miles.
STD
4-3S
0-62
9-10
O'SS
14*42

Ventilating Sewers
Shafts
Erected. Ventilated.
foci
12,039
47,023
49,039
50,239
54,405
87,505

miles.
14*5
70-74
79*25
Sl-43
92-50
182-50

Sewekage Bates.
Summary of Credits.
Year.

1890..........................
1S91...........................
1892...........................
1593 .......................
1594 ........................
To Juncj 1895 (6 months).
To June, 1890 (12 months)

Itatcn Cancelled.
£ A
3,491 18
2,428 12
1,104 19
8-13 12
5S7 4
213 7
2G0 0

Refund
Gross Receipts. Las'?
by Treasury.

Discounts.

d.
7
7
G
3
4
2
5

£

s. d.

3,300 7 7
5,337 1 0

£ s.
74,189 C
80,555 1C
3C(GOO 1
95,519 0
93,715 10
43,431 13
84,453 2

d.
7
8
7
2
0
9
6

£
43
50
110
143
245
194
235

s. d.
5 10
1 7
0 1
7 0
3 1
10 7
10 10

Maintenance.

.Year.

Maintenance
Of Severs Wage? ami Sewage Farm
and S W.
Ex]>cn&cs Maintenance.
Drains.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
1890........... 427 16 0 9,062 15 3
1891........... 1,109 19 7 12,084 S 9
1892........... 90S 1 5 13,584 17 4
1893........... 611 14 e 15,055 14 6
1894........... 416 11 11 15,704 16 11
To June, 1895 342 13 7 7,000 3 7
(6 months.)
To June, 1895 2,011 16 10 16,173 5 7
(12 months.)

£ b. d.
918 2 10
829 IS 7
SS7 17 1
9GB 8 2
SDO IS 9
*64 5 (j
625 2 1

Net Receipts.

£ s. d.
74,132 0 9
80,505 15 1
86,570 15 G
95,375 10 2
93,470 G 11
43,237 3 2
84,150 11 7

Amount On is land ins*.
Compulsory
Kates,
Drainage,
and Others.
£ a. d.
7,GIG 4 o
8,320 2 10
9,597 7 4
8,021 0 0
7,043 1 3 0
7,227 19 0
8,178 2 3

£ 8. (1.
3,224 14
3,5G0 D
2,705 19
3,700 10
4,800 11
4,798 1

3
2
10
11
7
1

Management.

Rents.

£ s.
1,041 13
1,000 0
1,002
1,009 13
1,116 3
559 2
1,227 10

d.
4
0
0
G
0
6
5

Stationery and | Advertising and
Total
Printing. j Incidentals. Management.

Total
President and
Maintenance. Board Fees.

Salaries,

£ s. d.
11,450 a 6
15,024 6 11
1G,3S2 ID 10
17,666 10 8
IS,IBS 10 7
8,020 0 2
20,037 14 11

£ fl. d.
7,796 IT 0
7,ISO 7 G
8,533 IS 5
7,270 14 11
7,423 3 3
3,927
2
7,792 3 0

£ s.
1,427 2
1,242 10
1,041 IS
869 3
347 10
437 10
1,015 G

d.
0
0
S
4
6
0
5

£ s. d.
1,116 C 3
ES9 7 a
GU 18 6
550 4 1
058 I 9
410 2 10
711 0 G

£ B.
404 10
475 2
735 2
S06 H
930 15
649 16
747 11

d.
7
9
4

Total
Interest.

Depreciation.

3

2
0
9

£ 8. d.
10,799 5 4
9,787 7 11
10,622 12 11
9,486 16 7
9,864 11 a
5,024 7 0
10,266 4 11

* Farm leased during tliis period.
GrENEHAL SuiIMAltY.
Year.

Revenue.

1899 .............................
1891 .............................
1892 .............................
1893 .............................
1891 .............................
To June, 1895 (6 months) ....
To June, 1805(12 months)__

£ s. d.
81,700 11 0
81,302 18 4
87,926 18 10
93,651 2 10
93,134 8 8
43,110 1 9
85,486 14 5

Total
Total
Total
Maintenance
Maintenance. Management.
and
Management,

Interest,
On Loan
On
Capita).
Debentures.

£ s. d.
£ s. d.
£ e. d.
£ a. d.
11,450 S fi 10,799 5 4 22,249 13 9 30,141 10 1
15,024 G 11 9,757 7 11 25,411 14 10 39,074 17 4
16,832 15 10 16,622 12 11 27,305 8 9 45,100 10 0
17,605 10 8 9,486 10 7 27,092 7 3 50,S63 12 4
18,183 10 7 9,354 11 2 28,053 1 0 53,821 12 7
8,625 0 2 D,624 7 0 14,259 13 2 23,SG4 0 3
20,037 14 11 10,206 4 11 30,303 10 10 60,453 15 11

£
3,635
fl,820
0,820
6,820
6,820
3,jG0
0,970

s.

0
0
6
0
0
0
0

d.
0
6
0
0
0
0
0

■ £ 3. d.
£ s. d.
44,776 10 1
46,494 17 4
D 2,016 19 0 220 12 10
57,GS3 12 4 6S6 15 11
00,041 12 7 541 19 10
32,124 0 3 230 15 S
57,428 ID 11 1,016 3 0

Total
Expenses.
£
07,020
73,906
79,543
£5,362
89,236
40,605
98,743

h.

d.
3 io
12 2
0 7
ID 0
14 2
9 L
18 9
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Analysis of Approximate Cost of Water Main Reticulation
in the City of Sydney and Suburbs, and the Percentage
of Revenue on Cost.
1894.
District.

Mileage Properties
of
Liable. Annual Revenue.
Mains.
s< d.
0 0
0 0
0 0

Annual
Revenue per
Mile.
£
205
103
24

s.
6
11
12

d.
0

Alexandria............................................
Aslifield................................................
Auburn..... .................. ......................

8-70
33-73
C 74

2,508
4,013
547

£
1,786
3,GG1
1G5

Balmain.............................. *................
Botany................................................

32-22
5-02
22-GO

7,115
504
1,852

G,238 0 0
672 0 0
2,280 0 0

Campbelltown .....................................
Camperdown ......................................
Canterbury...........................................
City of Svdney................................
Concord ................................................

5-21
10-00
0-8 G
147'2G
12-50

238
1,084
718
23,133
73G

390 0 0
1,502 0 0
237 0 0
69,593 0 0
637 0 0

Darlington............................................
Drummoyne.........................................

320
7-35

752
990

833 0 0
510 0 0

260 6 3
70 4 1

Enfield...... ...........................................

7-50

625

403 0 0

Five Dock............................................

7-53

291

Glebe...................................................
Granville...................... .......................

22-13
17-32

Hunter’s Hill........................................
llurstvillc ............................................

BurwOod............................ ....... .

7
7

Annual
Revenue per
Property.
£
0
0
0

9. d.
13 9
18 3
6 0

193 12 0
153 15 7
100 18 0

0 17 G
1 G 8
1 4 7

76
■150
37
472
50

1
0
0
3
0

Per
Cent, on
Cost.

Approximate
Cost.
£
6,755
31,173
3,UC

s.
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0

26-4
11-7
5-3

33,828 ' 0 0
4,080 0 0
20,311 18 0

18-4
16-5
11-2

0
0
0
0
0

91
16-6
5*4
47-8
6-4

1 2 2
0 10 5

1,887 0 0
5,694 0 0

44-1
9-0

53 12 0

0 12 10

4,931 0 0

8-1

310 0 0

41 3 4

1 1 4

9,268 0 0

3-3

4,058
1,784

4,685 0 0
1,288 0 0

211 14 O
74 7 3

1 3 1
0 14 4

16,883 0 0
17,473 0 0

27-7
7-3

9-7G
1G-S8

025
1,541

1,215 0 0
600 0 0

124 9 9
40 17 G

] 18 10
0 9 0

8,185 0 0
10,566 0 0

13-6
6-5

Tho Islands .........................................

1-10

23

G

3,000 0 0

23-9

Kogarah...............................................

f) GO

Leichhardt and Aunandale .................
Liverpool............. ...............................

0
0
3
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

1,001

490 0 0

51 0 10

0 9 0

7,034 0 0

6-9

42-05
13-11

G,285
534

4,090 0 0
042 0 0

3
0

0 13 0
1 12 5

35,753 0 0
10,413 0 0

11-4
9-0

Uacdonaldtown (now Ersfcmcrillc) ..
Marrickville .........................................
Mosman.............*.................................

5-41
32-33
io-o

1,424
4,270
862

973 0 0
3,766 0 0
567 0 0

180 3 0
116 11 10
56 14 0

0 13 8
0 17 7
0 13 2

4,263 0 0
29,230 0 0
8,107 0 0

22-8
12-8
7'0

Newtown.......... .......... ........................
North Botany........................... .
North Sydney......................................

2G 23
8 55
31-00

4,050
881
4,872

4,770 0 0
335 0 0
5,473 0 0

18 2 8
39 O 0
176 11 0

1 0 6
0 7 7
1 2 G

27,111 0 -o
3,514 0 0
31,020 0 0

175
9-5
17-6

Paddington..........................................
Petersham............................................
Prospect and Sherwood.......................
Parramatta ........................................

28-20
24 28
1-44
■50

4,310
B,20G
129
20

5,272
3,344
84
8

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

18G
137
58
16

19
14
6
0

0
c
8
0

1
1
0
0

4
0
13
8

5
10
0
0

27,277 0 0
20,854 0 0
1,650 0 0
850 0 0

19-0
16-0
50
•9

Hand wick............................................
Pedfern................................................
Kockdale .............................................
Pool wood and Silver Water ..............
Pyde....................................................
Richmond...........................................

30-03
24-40
24 00
4 65
6-G1
10-57

1,947
4,808
2,543
418
430
177

2,716
9,461
1,283
604
528
431

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

90
387
63
121
80
40

1G
15
9
6
O
15

0
0
0
0
0
G

1
1
0
1
1
2

7
19
10
13
4
8

10
4
1
2
0
8

20,787
22,777
18,286
4,173
5,070
6,400

St. Peters .............................................
Stratlifield and Flown ngton .............

1014
12-Go

1,057
1,137

930 0 0
1,266 0 0

91 14 3
100 1 G

Waterloo...............................................
Waicrley .............................................
Willoughby..................................... .
Woollahra........................ -..................

12 40
20-48
15 04
27-24

2,362
2,032
1,060
2,797

2,281
3,144
826
4,293

183
153
55
157

814-52 108,717
i

*453-D

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

155,720 0 0

19
9
1
12

0
9
4
0

191 3 8

3

4,320
3
G
9,047
3
4,731
2 145,311
6
9,861

G51 16 4

97 5
71 18

31

3
16
7
0
17

0 0

Totals .........................

717

0
4
9
12
19

0
0
0
0
0
0

130
41-5
7-0
13-5
10-4

0 11 2
1 2 3

9,207 0 0
11,636 0 0

10-1
10-8

0 19 4
1 1 5
0 15 7
1 10 8

11,108
16,352
9,705
19,640

0
0
0
0

20-5
19-2
8-5
21-8

8 7 711,702 8 0

21-8

1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
10

6-7
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A'N'aia'sis of Approximate Coat of Water Main lietieulation in the City of Sydney and Suburbs and the
Percentage of Kcvonuo on Cost,
■
30th June, 1896District.
Mile&ffe
of
Mains.

Properties
Liable

Annual R sven UC.

£
2,153
1,650
4,200
319

S.
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0

11-34
9-5
35-2
9-5

2,695
2,255
3,960
819

Balmain...............................................
Botany.................................................
Burn-ood..............................................

32 3
5-4

7,263
059

23-1

1,901

Campbclltown......................................
Camperdown........................................
Canterbury ........................... *...............
City of Sydney......................................
Concord ..............................................

53
10'03
10-7
155-04
12'9

241
1,712
919
23,796
926

J)arlington .....................*..................
DmrniiLOync.... .............. .................

3-5
8-5

757
1,132

879 0 0
636 0 0

Enfield....................
.......... .
Erskineville ........................................

8-G
57

717
1,459

Five Doolr.......................................... .

9-6

Globe....................................................
Granville............................................
Hunter’s Hill.......................................
Hursfcville....................................... .

Alexandria...........................................
Annimdulc ............................................
Aslifield. .. .............
.
...
Auburn......................................................................

The Islands..........................................

6,626 0 0
850 0 0
3,201 0 0
389
1,828
421
74,752
1,175

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Annual
Revenue per
Mile.

£
189
173
121
33

ft d.
0
8
6
G

17
13
17
11

205 15 6
159 5 2
138 ii 5
713
182
40
482
91

8
5
0
2
1

O
O
0
n
s

Approximate
Cost.

Per
Cent, on
Cost

7
8
9

£
s. d.
11,455 0 0
6,700 0 0
32,000 0 0
4,050 0 0

18-7
24-3
13-4

0 18 3
1 6 O
1 13 8

35,500 0 0
4,300 0 0
20,570 0 0

1S-6C
20-00
15-5

Annual
ItcNemie per
Property.

S.
0 15
0 14
1 1
0 7

£

1
1
0
3
1

12
1
9
2
5

d.
2

4,394 0
3
9,069 0
4
7,300 0
1
9 153,300 0
4 10,000 0

0
0
0
0
0

6-8

8-6
20-1
5-76
48-76
11-75

2 >1

3 2
74 16 6

1 3 2
0 11 3

2,200 0 0
0,400 0 0

39-0
99

559 0 0
1,108 0 0

63 16 9
205 0 0

0 15 7
0 16 0

2,500 0 0
4,390 0 0

22 36
26-6

469

367 0 0

38 4 7

10,450 0 0

3-5

22-4
19 3

4,121
1,305

,5,123 0 0
1,422 0 0

228 14 1
73 13 6

1 4 10
0 lo 9

17,050 0 0
30 00
18,810 0 0 , 7-5

10-5
24'3

684
2,102

1,478 0 0
960 0 0

140 15 3
39 10 1

2 3
0 9

i

8,780 0 0
15,060 0 0

16-8
G-3

23

0 0

804 10 10

38 9 7

3,000 0 0

29-5

1-10

0 15

8

2

Kogarah...............................................

13-7

1,006

723 0 0

52 15 5

0

14 4

12,000 0 0

6-0

Lone Cove............................................
Leichhardt ........................ ................
Liverpool........ .....................................

8-85
32-75
13-J2

496
4,703
664

366 0 0
3,058 0 0
977 0 0

41 7 1
93 8 1
74 9 3

0 IS 0
0 13 0
1 9 4

5,000 0 0
29,000 0 0
10,500 0 0

73
10-5
9-3

Marrickville......................................
Mosman...............................................

34-8
12-4

4,517
1,202

4,594 0 0
930 0 0

132 0 2
75 14 6

1 0 7
0 15 8

32,100 0 0
9,GOO 0 0

14-3

1 0
0 9
1 5

2
6

27.170 0 0
3,560 0 0
32,790 0 0

19 5
13-5
20-3

97

Nciifcoivn..............................................
Horth Botany.......................................
2vorth Sydney ...................................

25 38
8-6
34-8

5,239
915
5,226

5,299 0 0
481 0 0
6,669 0 0

200 17 5
65 18 7
191 12 9

Paddington .......................................
Petersham...........................................
Prospect and Sherwood......................
Parramatta ........................................

2S-39
2S-9
1-8
■5

4,500
3,351
157
22

6,884
3,928
177
13

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

207
146
98
2

5 1
0 5
6 8
12 0

1
1
1
0

6
3
2
11

2
5
0
9

27,000
25,000
1,850
850

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

21-79
15-7
9-5
15

Band wick...........................................
Rgdforn.................................. ...........
Bichmond ............................................
Rockdale...............................................
Rookwood and SilvorwafiCf.................
Ryde ...................................................

29-4
25'4
10-8
25-0
7-7
7-5

2,011
4,847
198
2,569
593
436

3,061
9,899
552
1,689
943
813

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

124
39
51
67
122
103

10
0
2
11
9
S

1
2
2
0
1
1

16
0
15
13
11
17

5
10
9

23,500
24,000
6,500
20,000
4,700
6,900

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

] 5'5
41-24
8-49
8-4
20-0
11-8

St. Peters..............................................
Strdt-hficld and Plemington.................
Smithfield and Fairfield . .
..........

10-4
14-3
36

1,741
1,288
101

1,045 0 0
1,879 0 0
83 0 0

100 9 7
131 S 0
23 1 1

0 12 0
1 9 2
0 16 5

9,350 0 0
12,600 0 0
2,100 0 0

11-17
14 9
4-0

Waterloo.............................................
Waverley.............................................
Willoughby.........................................
Woollahra and Vaueluse.....................

13-5
21 7
15-78
26-88

2,424
3,075
1,186
3,156

2,460
3.605
1,089
5,248

0
0
0
0

182
160
60
195

7
0
9

1
1
0
1

0
3
18
13

13,400
18,600
9,560
20,400

18-1
193
11 38
25 7

888-66 116,043 177,205 0 0

199

8 1

1

1

Total....... ......................

0
0
0
0

4
2
18
4

5
0
2
2
4
0

5

i

■r>

a

6
0

3
D
4
3

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6 776,038 0 0

22-8
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Approximate Mileage of the various sized Mains, City of
Sydney and Suburbs, &c.
5"

S"

0"

1 8V

0*

10"

12"

... 1 1-0
Alrxanrltia .........................
Anmiidolo .........................
Aslifield .........................
Auburn ............................
JJuliunin .............................
Botany .........................
Burwood ..........................
Campbelltown.....................
Camperdown ...................
Canterbury .........................
City o£ Sydney .................
Concord .............................
Carlington .........................
Drummoyno .....................
Enfield................................
Erakincville.........................
Fire Bock .........................................
Glebe ..............................
Gordon........... ...............
Granville...,..... ..................
Hunter's Hill.....................
Hnrstville .........................
The Islands.......... .............
Kogarab .............................
Lane Cove ..........................
Leichhardt .........................
Liverpool............................
Marrickville .....................
Mosman .............................
Newtown.................................................
North Botany........
North Sydney.....................
Paddington.......................
Petersham ........................
Prospcctand Sherwood... ,
Parramatta ........................
Ramlwick ....................
RedCcm .................................................
Richmond ......................................
Rockdale................................................
Rookwood and Silverwater
Rydo.............................................................
St. Peters.................................................
Stratlifield and Flemington.
Smithfield and Fairfield .
Vnucluse ................................................
Waterloo...........................................
Waverlev.................................................
Willoughby...........................................
Woollahra .........................

J 0tails

5-6

V2

■017
■5
GO
■2
1

30

■3

•3

■3

3-2
■75
12-0
3-1
7-0

7-1
17-9
6-1
22-6

1-2 j ...

30
13 2
2-2
e-73
6-2
26-9
7-14
2-7
4-8
6-7

6'4 | ..
31
..
1-2
...
44 j...
2-0
■4

11-71
5-67
14-9

55
...
3 20 ' ...
4-4
. .

5-3
18-0
'2
7-67
8-16

1-9
6 25
■6
4-87
•60

251
49
22-0
7'5
17-5

3-3
8-1
4-4

...

14

-2

4-5
JO-4
14-0
7-0

1-3
2-4
_

1-8

ro
7'Od

■10

...

4-3
4-3
0-65
71
3-5

2-14
1-6
1*5
7'5

-25

1-8
8-3
14 35
9-22
1174

............................. 21'267

463-44

•05

*7
1-3

■8

26

1-5

■6

-8
4,-9
1-4
■5
2-0

■25

•5
■]

2-85

1-4

34-05
9-4
34-325

...

5'u
23-05
5-317
1003
10-6

!

16-3

. .
75 4-0
2-0

1-75 120-30
!3-04
3-6
...

...
■9

|

..

1-6 1

...

.4.

■6

...

*o
4».

...

...

...

1-3
03

‘7
■2

. I

... |
...
LO

1

.

...

121
24-25
11
14-64
8-76

i-i

*4

2-2

1-5
■9

2-74

2-7

..

.4

1-2
■6
1-0
■3

...

...

‘5
1-25

•25 1

..,

•3

‘

...

-4.

|

•7

33-00
13-2
34-5
12-4
20-8

•2

8-G
33-4
28-20
27-00
1 83

'5
■i

-5
30-7
25-8
10 81
24-93

.

■3

...

■5

7-64
7-45
10-40
14-9
3-5

...

2-8
3-25
4 87
4-86
7-3
235-38

4'G

.4.

-75
2-4

3-225

8-C
8-33

.4. '

...

1-5

(

5'5
9-6
22-01
1S-53
2L9

...

2-6

1-5
•1
2-3

■2
■5
■25
1-6

Miles.

■ ...

■25

9-7

1-2
■7
-8
-6
.. ! -5

2

24"

113
9-05

-1

...

...

...

20"

05

*5
10-9
6-2
-8
5-15

1-5 1

...

‘2

10-6
130
2 OG
14-24

15-0

IS"

...

5-8

■3

1-25

L4 100
.,
1
■1
■1
...
2-0
...
1-7
1-23 < ...
•25
■o 1 ...
LO ! ...

15

1-3
22

34-4
3-8

42
4*5

2-7
19-8
11-3
16-8
■6

■5
2-7

*7
1-2
'2
•125 2-0

16"

■42
■25

•6

•os

■18

■8
•5

.4.

.44

54-99 13*20 35-53 33-13

I'kc above doca not include Trunk or Pumping Mains,

LO
515 C'3

...

12-40
21-49
14-33
22-95

1-95 876-712
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Appendix.
EescjjT o£ Analysis of the Sydney 'Water Supply; by Wilitam M. Haiilet, Government Analyst, Government Laboratory, Sydney.
Expressed in Grains per
Gallon.
Date of Analysis.

Description.

U .5
o
3 g-g

1SD5.
16 January ___

Crown-sbrcct Reservoir .T...........
Belmore-road, Randwick
...........
prospect Resen oir, near Inlet .
JJasm at head of canal ...............

11
$
tfiix

£ rt .ti
gS

2,.ri5
2 5S
2-55
2 55

•oo
•OO
•oo
'00

?. rf
^
S '“v
— ■— ■*.
! i s

■=.*1 c
0 .S
.
s c « ^ c « - a.
ix. ■= j 3 1 1 g
^ 1
Ss 'O f s o| =
<
'rt
.d

j

Appearance
in
standard
2-foot Tube.

General obscrvAlions on character of v>ater.

O

(u

•oo
•oo
■(■o
•CO

■05
■CO
*C0
■co

*12
'00
•05
•05

■20
*24
•24

*52
■52
'50
•4S

Clour and bright..
do
do
.
do
..

■P2
■07
*CG
■07

•35
■35
*42
•42

*72
*72
■0!)
00

(lo ...........................
do ...........................
do................... ......

do
do
do
do

j- Maintains Us usual standard of excellence.
]*These anahscs disclose a water uf undoubted organic puriti, and fit for all domestic purpose

do
do

do

Uelmorc rond* Kandwick
___
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet .
liaaiu at head of canal .................

0 72
O'OO
(J*70

2*55
2 50
2 50

do
do
do

do
do
do

•04
•00
*01
•00

llelmoreuoudr Hardwick ..............
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet .
IJasin at head of canal .................

(i-02
(110
0 16
0 53

2 50
2 50
2-45
2 4a

do
do
do
do

do
do
do

•03
•50
•00
*00

’05
•03
■08
■C8

*50
*30
■36
*30

7.5
'75
■75
*75

do .........................
do...................
do .........................
do .........................

do
do
do
do

O 02

2

do
do
do

•(0
-0J

■co
•co

6 16
0 72

2‘4
- *
‘i
2-4

*C0

oo

■CO
•to
•07
•00

■32
■32
■32
•32

•64
■64
•64
■C4

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

lielmoro-road, Ramiwick.............
Prospect Rosenoir, near Inlet .

C3
63
G 02

2‘4
2 4
2*i

do
do

None
do
do

‘C4
00
00

■00
•Hi
•06

*32
■32
•32

*72
*70
■72

do .........................
do.........................
do.........................

do
do
do

Crown-street Reservoir.................
liclrnorc-road, Rand wick ...........
Prospect Hoecrvoir, near Inlet ..
Basin at head of canal ...................

5 63
5’00
6 00
G 02

2 35
2-3B
2*35
2*35

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

*00

■05
*06
•07
‘04

*30
*30
•30
■30

■72
•72
72
■r2

Clear and bright..
^nTTH1 BUip^riilnl mutter
Clear and bright.
do
..

do
do
do
do

2‘40
2*40

do

do

-oo

Behuore-rOad, Rand wick..............

si ‘SO
6-30

*00

'10
*08

•21
*21

•40
*40

do
do

*00

*15
*21

■30
*40

Clear...........................
Traces of suspended
matter.
do
..
do
..

*34
*34
*34

■73
*73
•73

Clear and brlgh
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

IS February....

Jlasin at head of cannl ...............
Prospect Reservoir* near Inlet .
Crown-street Reservoir.................
Bclmorc-road, Rand wick.............

25 June...............

C 02
0 30
b 30
G-44

rt *
=1

Expressed in Parts per
Million

Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet .
Basin at head of canal .................
1C August........... Crown-street Reservoir...................
Ilclmoro-road, Randwlck .........
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.. ..
Barin at head of canal ...................

•to

■oo

•oo
■oo
*00

0-00
5’80

2*40
2-40

do
do

do
do

-oo
00

•oc

5’88

2'4
24
2-4
2‘4

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

•06

*10
*10

G'12
5-36
G’44

•oo

•00
*00

■os
■os

*34

■73

...........................
....
___
...........................
........................... i

.
.,
..
.

do
do

The results, with the exception of the w utcr from Crown-street Kewrvoir» arc normal, and call for no special remaikg
Theic is a «race of piecipitatcrl organic matter in suspension, which subsides m standing. This is so fine that it will
has e a tendency to choke up any ordinary domestic Alter.

b£

CO

j-There is nn unusual feature in this month's aimlssig.

1x110 quality of the water during the month of April is quite up to the usual standard of excellence.

f The Indications afforded by a chemical analysis of tho Sydney water supply are those of a good potable watei of a high
j
standard of excellence.

1 The results obtained on samples collected during a time of drought show the constancy of composition of the water, and
f
its freedom from an} serious impurity.

Tho results indicate that the water now being supplied to the City of Sydney is of a high degree of organic purity* and
one fit for all household acd drinking purposes.

* The water in lie canal was shut off to allow of connection with Smithfield

Result of Analysis of the Sydney "Water Supply; by Wjuliam M. Hamlet, G-overnment Analyst, Government Laboratory, Sydney—con/i/iwed.

Ditc of Analysis.

Description

1S95.
17 September .. Crown-street Kcservoir............
Post-office, Randwick . -.......
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet. .
Basin at head cf canal ............
22 October ..
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.,

Expressed in Parts per
Bxpicssed m Grains per
Million.
Gallon.
or-a
"3
§ ^ <3 2 . 8| ^ e 2.2.
= rtO! s
i=
0 3 s1
o‘c
^
i’ll o o ’2 2 •ill p
*3 e ■I'c 4)icS'C
s-e s
£
£
*3
.£ Z <3js
p
U1
<
■8"
“ -c go

Appearance
in
Standard
2-fool Tu be.

s
General obsers’ationa on character of water.
5p
cK
’oOh

ft *fC 2 3ft
O'OO 2-35

do
do

‘CO
-oo
•oo
•Of)
Wrtl.rt
do do
do do

ft 77
ft-77 2-3

do

do

■00

•oo

S2

1C December .. Crow n-street Rcser\oir............
Post-office, Randwick...............
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet...
Rosin at head of canal ............

0-02
G‘30
(. ftS
0 72

2-35
2 35
2-35
2 36

do
do
do
do

do
do
do
du

*02
-00
H0
*00

*08
H7
•10
*8

•32
•32
*35
3ft

*75 Clear and bright . - None,, The chief inUrt\st in chia moiitli s results U the facb tliat the figures indicate the liondilion o the water during a period
do ..
do
.
*76
of severe drought.
do ,.
do
■70
do ..
do
.
■70
■69 Clear.................
•GO do................. do [-Maintains its high standard Of excellence.
*G9 do ................. do ..
do ..
*09
do ..
*70
do .
•70
•un do ................. do ..
*09
-70 Clear and bright .. do . j-SuitaUle foi drinking ami all domestic purposes.
•70
do
, do ,
do
.
do ..
•74
do
.. do .
*74

2S Jauuars ... Crow n-stroet Reservoir............
Randwlck Post office...............
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet..
Easm at head of canal. ............
14 February.. CiOS<> ii*bircet Reservoir...........
Prospect Resenoir, near Inlet,.,.

C’02 2*4
0^02 2*4
o-io 2-4
2'4
0'02 2-45
0 10 2-46

do
do
do
do
do
do

*00
•00
*00
•IX)
None
do

•02
UO
'00
-oo
*03
■00

•08
•01
•03
■03
•10
OS

•35
•35
■35
*35
'34
■35

-76 Clear................
•7G do.................
-75 do .................
’75 do .................
-70 do ................
•77 do .................

do

.00
•CO

’00

•oo

•OS
■00

■40

■80

00

09

14

November ..
Prospect Ueaorsoir, near Inlet...

5-SO
(POO
tP3(J
5’&8

2-4
2-4
24
2*4

11 March . ... Crown-Street Reser\oir........... (J 15 2’4
Randwick Post-office............... O'ftS 2'4
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.... 0 02
Eosm at head of canal ........... fP02
0*10
Servicc-tap, Randwick ....... ft-no
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.... 6-00
Basin at head of canal .........
G-00
ft*RO
Randwick Post-office . - .... r»*io
Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet.... G'OO

Trace. None.
do
do
do
do
do
do

■08
■07
■09
■09

•32
-32
•35
*36

•OG
09

•32
•32

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do .

•40
•40
30
•80
■S0
•so

•00
•90
*00
•fiG
'GO
■06

Clear with minute
traces of snspended matter.
do
.,
do
.
do
.
do
..
do
.
do
..
do
..

v'lhesc results maintain the ordinary good chaiaoter of the Sydney water supply, namely, that of a good wafer, suitabl
do .. I
for dl drinking pmposcs.
1
do ..
do ..

do
do

•00
■00

-oo

•oo

do
do
do

do
do
do

■03
•00
-01
-oi

■08
■03
0G
■07

2*4
2-4

do
do

do
do

*00

05

•08

'06

■32
■32

•70
*70

do .................
do .................

do .
do ♦

Prospect Reservoir, near Inlet,... 0-02 2-4
Basin at head of canal............... (P44 2 4

do
do

do
do

01
*01

•os

■32
*32

•64
‘04
*04
■04

do .................
do .................

do ..
do ..

*10

CD-

.. Tliequaliti of the Sydney water supply is that of a first-class drinking water, and may be used with safety in the
unflUereil condition.' There is, however, a httle oxide of iron and organic vegetable matter which, after standing,
,.
is dujxi^ited on the sides and bottom of the containing icsselj but this may bo very readily removed by filtering
.
through a dean plug of cotton wool.
..
..
.. Maintains its usual standard of excellence.
,.

2'4
24
23
2-3
23
2*3

a-oo

rss

do . rlt maintains well its high standard of excellence.
do .
do ,.
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Metroi’Oittan Board of Water

Suppay

axd

Sewerage—WATEB.

SUPPLY BEVENUE ACCOUNT,

30tu Juke,

For the Period ending
30 June, 1305
(C months).

to
-J
Oi

1S9G.

Tor the Period ending
Tout

30 June, ISOfl
(12 months).

30 June, 1805
(0 month?).

Kevenue.

Total.

SO June, 1890
(12 months).

ExPEStniTURK.

£
To Balance brought forward.................................
Water rates ...................................................
Meter accounts................................................
Buildiug fees ...............................................
Drilling fees .....................................................
Special fees .....................................................
Plumbers’ licenses ......................................................
Plumbers and others ...................................
Bents received .................................................
Stock fees .................. ....................................
Garden foes ...................................................
Meter and tap testing aud repairing account
Hire of meters .................................................
Boyalty ............................................................
Ml=ccllnncous receipts....................................

cl.

£

a.

d.

5
8

9
8

3
4
0
6
8
9
19
13
19
13
7 14
23 9

0
9
0
2
0
3
0
4
2
0
6‘
4

133,020 s s
11,552 4 3
1,994 11 11
591 12 0
77S 12 8
240 10 0
83 9 9
1,153 9 0
2,415 15 0
1,605 4 8
697 10 3
370 4 5
582 8 3
10 5 5
111 19 4

91,849 12

6

185,208

66,670
19,326
1,083
231
329
230
68
519
1,116
591
797
213
134

Agistment...........................................................

s.

IS 7

5

£

s. d.

39,750 12

7

Malnicnanco,.

By General maintenance ..........................................
Pumping expenses ................................................
Prospect and canal maintenance ........................
Rent ............. ......... ........ .
.....................
Meter and tap testing and repairing account.. ..
Meters hired out, without interest .....................

Bates cancelled, discounts, &e., as under

6

10,850 11

3

85,364 16

0

171,357 14

4

484 4 2
5,992 16 10
7 15 6

Bates cancelled
Discounts ...............

Bevenue refunded

6,484 16

6

1,301 14
9,523 14
25 2
10,850

9 10

£

s. d.

10,297 3
C,213 5
5,229 0
1,293 10
550 0
131 6

i
4
S
5
5
5

23,714

6

4

6
5
3
8

Presidents salary aud Board fees ,,.
Salaries ..............................................
Stationery and printing...................
Advertising and incidental expenses

Sydney, 2nd September, 1S96.

s. d.

36,220 16

2

20,968

3

Interest on Debentures
259,722 10

4

Interest on Loan Account

437 10
5,620 7
463 14
6G5 8

0
6
8
3

1,015 6
10,851 8
622 17
1,291 7

7,187

0

5

13,780 19 10

775 16

5

3,481 16

5

4,257 12 10

0

2,000

0

0

4,000

0

0

6,000

69,383

2

9

137,098

5

2

206,481

91,852

9

5

182,075

7

9

273,927 17

0

0

7 11
2

4
6

a 3
Balance

-

£

ManagcmenL

7

6,484 16

a. d.

5,106 9 4
3,001 3 6
2,844 2 10
722 12 0
791 9 7
40 12 1
12,506

Depreciation .....................
Xcss—

£

£

299,473

2 11

25,545

£

299,473

5

9

2 11

MELBOURNE QUEEN,
Accountant.

co

©

Metropolitan Board

Dr.

of

£

Water Supply and Sewerage—BALANCE-SHEET—WATETt, 30tii June, 1896.

s.

d.

£

h.

To Amount advanced by Treasui'y—
2,700,316 17 4
From Loans, Works Department ...............................
Intelctt paid to 25th May, 1S88, as per Legislative Council
423,657 0 0
statement, printed 2Sth June, 1SS3 .....................
Amount advanced to Board by TreasuryFrom loans to 30th June, 1S05 ......
,,
,,
30th June, 1898 .......
,,

,,

494,349 2 0
78,555 17 3

for New Offices, 30th June, 181 Mi—por
tion charged to Water Supply .............

3,123,073 17

4

572,904 IS) 3
32,340 17

H

Amount advanced by Treasury—
From loans for Richmond Water Supply Works—
£

s. d.

Expended by Works Department 12,340 0 0
„
Board ....................
140 7 0
City Council Water Fund .............................................
,,
Delientures ..............................................
Colonial Treasurer—Store Advance Fund ..................
,,
Summons Fees Advance Account
„
Contiaetors'Advance Account
,,
Richmond Cash Account ............
,,
Trust Fund—Compulsory insurance of
officers of the Board .....................
President's Trust Fund Account—Contractors’ deposits . .
Outstanding accounts duo to contiaetors and others.........
Ratos overpaid ........................................................................
Balance as per Re venue Account .........................................
,,
,,
,,
Richmond Water Supply

Cr.

d.

\

12,480
377,382
80,000
18,540
59
37
38

7
I
0
13
7
14
18

0
9
10
0
9

18
5)7
3,513
2,018
25,545
62

19
12
4
8
5
8

7
10
5
7
9
8

s.

d

By Metropolitan Water Rujiply ’Works, constructed by Public Works;
Department and vested in the Boanl ................................................ 2,699,540 0 1
Duplicate pipe line—Potts’ Hill to Crown-street ..................................... ■ 163,480 1 6
Water Supply Works, districts north of Parramatta River, &c.............. ' 159,305 )3 7
Lands ..............................................................................................................
130,797 0 1!
d.
£
Reservoirs- -Crown-street, Paddington, and Woollahra 40,459 9
Aslifield ............................
4,768 10
4,003 12
Kurstvillc ..........................
Waverley
70S 2
Potts’ Hill..................................................... 108,462 13
164,492
Machinery ......................................................................................................
35,605
Buildings........................................................................................................
24,851)
Mains—
£
s. d.
City Council ...........................................
241,453IS8
Board............................................................................. 463,479 5 8
704,933
4
4,502
Campbelltown Water Supply Works
8
Liverpool Water Supply Works .....
13,238
0
Smithfield "Water Supply Worts ,, .
2,641
9
2
Gordon Water Supply Works .........
17,993
9
Richmond Water Supply Works .....
12,480
S u ml i y Works ....................................
10
.4,728
Stores ..................................................
19,295
8
,,
Meter-tester .........................
580 12 11
Samples ..............................................
73 13 0
Working plant and tools....................
2,S74 8 0
3,829
11 0
Meters....................................................
New offices—Water Supply portion.
31,965 11 2
Furniture .........................................
1,884 17 1
Hates outstanding.
Accounts ,,
.

£

Sydney, 2nd September, 1S90.

4,249,432 17 2

09

4,208,121

S 0

30,377 13
618 19
30.996
59
IS
517
25

Summons fees outstanding..................................................................
Compulsory Insurance Account—Officers’ premiums outstanding
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney (contractors' deposits)
Dishonored cheques.............................................................................
Colonial Treasurer- -halance Cash Account.....................
witness fees—Trust Account.........
Trust Account, unclaimed moneys

d.

12
7
19
12
5

7
10
7
10
2

9,693 11

2

4,249,432 17

2

9,566 6 0
113 4 8
14 0 6

MELBOT7K.NE GREEN, Accountant.

ro
<1

of

Water Supply

and

Se^veraok—SEWERAGE

For the period ending—

30th June, 1895.

30th Juno, 1500.

0 months.

12 months.

To Balance brought forward.......................
Sewerage lates ...........................................
Drainage ) afcos ...... .. ...............................
Drainers’ licenses .....................................
: Sale of plans ...............................................
Drainers and others—Accounts .................
Rents receivable..........................................
’Compulsory drainage....................................
Bale of By-Laws .........................................
JLivc stock sales account, sewage farm .....
Agistment, sewage farm ............................
Miscellaneous receipts ...............................

Lew —

s.

d.

Total.

6

4,013 14

9

Total.

SOIh June, 1890.

Hi June,

months.

£

s.

d.

85,107
4,397
133
521
12
465
263
0
0
71
48

12
6
10
15
11
16
10
6
19
2
5

2
8
0
0
3
4
11
6
G
6
0

£

8.

Maintenance.

(1.

41,7-10 13 3

47,123 16

1896

12 months.

Expenditure.

..................
43,817 2 fi
2,300 13 9
153 10 0
353 7 (i
7 0 10
204 5 0
22L 11 11
0 5 0

30th June,

For he period endings

Revenue,

£

REVEKUE ACCOUNT,

l

278

Metropolitan Board

By General maintenance, working expenses.

repairs, &c..........................................................
Maintenance of ventilating sliafts...................
Maintenance of storm-water sewers.................
Wages...................................................................
Eent.......................................................................
Inlet and outlet house expenses, sewage farm ..
Maintenance of sewage farm ...........................
Legal expenses .....................................................

£

s.

<1.

454

9

3

7,312
559
236
64

3
2
4
C

5
6
G
6

8,626

6

2

£

d.

s.

£

a,

d.

853 1 7
242 4 0
1,314 11 10
14,607 16 2
1,227 10 5
446 3 1
625 2 1
721 5 9
20,037 14 11

28,664

I

1

91,082 1 5 1 0
CO

Alanagrment.

Discounts, rates cancelled, &c.. as under ..........

43,110

1

9

5,597

1

5

85,485 14

5

128,505 16 2

President’s salary and Board fees ..............
.Salaries ........................................................
Stationery and printing ............................
Advertising and incidental expenses..........

LO
437 10 0
3,927 4 2
410 2 10
849 10 0
5,624

7

0

1,015 6
7,702 3
711 0
747 14
10,266

,0
0
9
9

4 11

Sttmmartf.

Discounts off rates...............
Rate1* cancelled or removed .
Revenue refunded ..............

3,800 7
213 7

7
2

5,337 1 0
255 3 6
4 16 11

£4,013 14

9

5,597

1

Depreciation .............
Interest on—
Debentures..........
Loan expenditure

0

Balance
£173,345

Sydney, iJud September, 189G,

9

7

15,890 11 11

230 15 8

1,016 3 0

1,246 18 8

3,560
28,564

0 0
0 3

6,970 0 0
60,453 15 11

10,530 0 0
89,022 16 2

46,605

9

98,748 IS 9

145,354 7 10

1

27,991

1

9

£173,345 9

7

MELBOURNE GREEN,
Accountant.

Metropolitan Board

op

Water Supply

est *

Dk.

|

and

Sewerage—BALANCE-SHEET—SEWEliAGE, 30th June, 189G.

s. d.

s. d.

To Amount advanced by Treasury—
From Loans, Works Department, to 30th June, 1895 1,160,095 0 4
10,434 4 1
11
jr
»»
,,
1896
1,170,529 4 5
Revenue, Works Department, to 30th Novem
her, 1889 .......................................................
Revenue, Works Department, to 31st Decem
ber, 1891 .....................................................

101,629 IS C
1,801

1 6
103,431 0 0

,, Loans, Board, to 30th June, 1895 .
,, Loans
1896.

277,434 15 6
50,230 8 4
327,685 3 10

Loan, New Offices, to 30th June, 1890, portion
charged to Sewerage ..................................

Debentures, City Council ....
,,
Rcdfern Council
,,
Balmain Council

32,452 6 11

Cr.

By Government Sewerage Works constructed by Public Works Depart.
meat, and vested in the Board ............................................................. 1,177,391 13
Sydney Municipal Council Works to 31st December, 1SS9 ......................
248,974 13
Rcdfern
,,
,,
,,
£22,712 1] 4
,,
,,
,, New Sewers.............. 7,287 8 8
30,000 0
Randwick Sewerage Works ..........................................................................
Darlington Sewerage Works.........................................................................
Storm-water Sewers (Government) ............................................................
>.
>i
(Board) ........................................................................
New Sewers ....................................................................................................
,,
(North Sydney)........................................................................
Ventilating Shafts............................................................................................
Machinery........................................................................................................
Jjands...............................................................................................................
Buildings ........................................................................................................
New offices (sewerage portion) ...................................................................
Sewage Farm Live Stock .............................................................................
Sundry Works........................................................................ £128 12 9
,,
Sewage Farm ............................................. 7,194 10 8

100,000 0 0

30,000 0 0
2,500 0 0

Flushing Hydrants ........................................................................................
Working Plant and Tools ............................................................................
Furniture .......................................................................................................
158,110
3,572
4,104
969
27,991

5
17
0
8
1

4
8
10
6
9

Rates Outstanding ........................................................................................
Accounts
,,
.............................. ...................................................... .

£1,961,345 9 3

d.

s. d.

5

1

0

19

5

7
3

4

0 0
19 10
12 6
9 0
9

11 6
14 0
17 7
11 3
6 0 0

co
CO

3

5

385 5 9
1,300 18 4
1,456 6 2
8,178
4,796

2 3
1 1

23,307
5

11 1
8 0

1,925,058 6 10

12,974 3 4

Colonial Treasurer—
Balance Cash Account............................................................................
,, Trust Account (Unclaimed money) ....................................

Sydney, 2nd September, 1896.

9,571
5,000
90,597
142
277,561
8,971
28,084
3,153
4S4
2,630
31,965

7,323

132,500 0 0
City Council Debentures and Overdraft paid by Treasury
Contractors’ Advance Account—Trust Fund ..................
Outstanding Accounts due to Contractors.........................
Rates Overpaid......................................................................
Balance as per Revenue Account.........................................

6.

£

23,312 19

1

£1,961,345 9 3

MELBOURNE GREEN,
Accountant,

DO
<1
CD
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The Medical Advisers Report for the year 1895, and the
half-year ending June 30th, 1896.
I hate the honor to inform you that notwithstanding the very severe and sudden extremes of temperature,
and the deficient rainfall, the general health of the community, as shown by the death-rate for the year
1895, greatlv improved, and the mortality from such diseases as typhoid fever, diphtheria, and phthisis
decreased. Tho unparalleled extremes of heat experienced during the first quarter of the year 189G, and
the still more scanty rainfall than during the corresponding quarter of the year 1895, proved potent
factors of evil; and the death-rate for the half-year ending June 30th, 1896, was greater than that for
the corresponding half-year of 1895. The efficiency of the working of the water supply and sewerage
systems is greatly minimised by the absence of an efficient municipal control; and it is to he regretted
that a short-sighted policy of retrenchment is allowed to discount the safety of the public, for the sanitary
arrangements of a dwelling may he in good order while the surroundings are very dirty, and it is useless
to provide houses with efficient sewerage and water systems unless these are supplemented by the general
cleanliness of the dwellings themselves. The relation between filth and disease is not properly appreciated.
The key-note has been given by Pettenkofer. who compares filth to gunpowder, for which disease is the
spark. ^ Proper and efficient municipal control will remove the gunpowder, but our most frantic efforts to
beat off the spark will be vain unless the filth has been removed.
Keeping fowls and animals in close proximity to dwelling-houses is detrimental to health, especially
when it is remembered that fowls suffer from a disease akin to diphtheria.
My investigation of the reported cases of zymotic disease has led me to view with alarm the
extreme prevalence of the disease enteric fever among young children, and as this fever is not readily
transmitted by school attendance, unless the sanitary condition of the school premises is at fault, I asked
that the whole of the public schools might be thoroughly inspected and reported upon. This report is
not yet complete, but has already revealed many existing sources of danger, which make one surprised
that those in authority have for so long a time allowed masses of children to be exposed, quite unneces
sarily. to the risk of drinking water stored in filthy tanks, and to the foul emanations of latrines destitute
of proper sanitary fittings.
,
.
Enforced poverty has also, without doubt, fostered the spread of enteric fever. An msutbeiency
of proper food induces physical weakness, followed by an adynamic condition which predisposes to all
diseases of an infectious nature.
, ,
The population of the metropolis during the year 1895 began to diminish, and the decrease tor the
first half-year of 1896 was considerable.
.
J

1895.

City
.......................
Suburbs...........................................................
Metropolis

...

...

...

...

1896.

103,870
319,730

...
...

100,000
308,000

423,600

...

408,500

Density per acre in city...
...
...
...
4G'G
44‘4
The rainfall for the year 1895 showed a very marked decrease on the past three preceding years,
and the dry season extended through the first quarter of the year 1896 up to the end of May, when
several sSiowers fell, while during the month of June, 1896, the rainfall was phenomenal, as much rain
falling in one week as fell during the whole of the first quarter of the year 1896.
_
_
As the rainfall has a great hearing upon the public health the following table will be interesting:

inches.
Quarter ending March 31st ...
...
Quarter ending June 30th.............
Quarter ending Sept, 30th ...
...
Quarter ending Dec. 31st ..............

days.
...

...

49-36

208

1896.

1895.

1894.

1893.

inches.
17-25
6-63
7-11
6-75

days.
61
38
39
50

inches.
16 20
5'12
4'‘il
6-13

days.
59
4L
3L
42

inches.
997
18"70

37-74

188

3T80

175

28'67

days.
43
34
...
...

77

The temperature during the year 1895 was subject to sudden and severe extremes of heat and
cold, more especially during the third quarter of the year, when 36‘80 K, the lowest temperature for the
year, was registered on July 9th ; 83■8b P. on September 9th; and 43'9° P. on September 23rd ; 49'8° P.
the mean temperature for July, was the lowest known for thirty years, and 57'4° P. the mean tempera
ture for August was the highest known during that month since the year 1864. The highest temperature
registered during the year was 96'8° P. on December 16th, and the greatest range, 31° P., occurred on
November 7th. The heat wave which began in December, 1895, continued through January of the
succeeding year, the highest temperature, 108'5°P., ever known in our city, being registered on January
18th The greatest range for the first half-year of 1896 was 32-2° P., which occurred on January 16th,
when the temperature was 105-20 P., at mid-day, and 73° P. at night. On January 30th the tempera
ture fell to 63° P. and rose again on Pebruary 1st to 98° P. On February 4th 58° F. were registered, on
March 5th 80'6° F., and on March 31st 52-60 P. The heat wave continued during the first part of
the second quarter of the year 1896, 83'9° P. being registered on April 8th, and no really cool weather
prevailed until June, when 42-5° F. were registered on the 22nd of the month.
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The total number of deaths registered for the Metropolis during 1S95 was not so great as for the
preceding year, but the extreme heat and the very dry weather which was experienced during the first
half-year of 1S9G, made a material difference and greatly increased the death-rate.
1894.

1395.

City
................................................
Suburbs................................................
Metropolis
...
...
...
...

1.782
4,177
5,961

......
......
......

1,682
3,867
5,549

Hate per 10,000 of Population...

1407

......

1307

For the half-year ending June 30th :—
City
................................................
Suburbs................................................
Metropolis
.....................................

1S95,

189B.

802
1,887
2,689

838
1,981
2,819

The zymotic death-rate for the city at the end of the year 1S94 was 3'G per 10,000 of the popula
tion. At the end of January, 1895, it fell to 17, at the end of Pebruary to 1 '5, at the end of March to 7.
It rose at the end of April to IT, falling again at the end of May to TO, and at the end of June to '8.
It did not vary again till the end of August, when it rose to TO, falling again at the end of September
to '4. The onset of the warm weather brought it to TO at the end of October, and at the end of
November to T5; the increase of typhoid fever and diarrhoea bringing it at the end of December to 2'4.
The great heat and the virulence of the epidemic of typhoid fever caused this rate to rise at the end of
January, 1896, to 2'5, from which it fell at the end of February to T2, and rose at the end of March to
2'2. It fell at the end of April to '9, and although it rose again at the end of May to T3, it fell at the
end of June to 7. The suburban zymotic death-rate which was 2'3 at the end of December, 1894, rose
to 27 at the end of January, 1895, and fell to 1 3 at the end of Pebruary, T2 at tbe end of March, T1 at the
end of April. It rose to T2 at the end of May, falling to '4 at the end of June, and rising to TO at the
end of July. At the end of August it fell to 7, at the end of September to '6, and at the end of October
to '5. It rose in November to T8, and at the end of December to 2'6. At the end of January, 1896, the
rate fell to 2'3, at the end of Pebruary to T9, and at the end of March to T4. Owing to the prevalence
of diphtheria and enteric fever it rose at the end of April to T6, but fell at the end of May to T5, and
to I'l at the end of June.
The mortality from diarrhoea was somewhat in excess, during the year 1895. of that for the previous
year, and during the first quarter of the year 1896 was very great, but diminished greatly during the
second quarter. The essential cause of diarrhoea lies ordinarily in the superficial layers of the earth,
where it is intimately associated with the life processes of some micro-organism not yet isolated (Ballard).
Experimental observation has shown that the laying of sewers has the effect of materially altering the
earth temperature, and as this temperature bears a strong relation to the disease, it is highly probable
that the extension of the sewerage system will be productive of much good, and help to free our suburbs
from this disease which has proved so disastrous in the past.
Deaths from diarrhoea in the metropolis.

Number of deaths
.....................................
Hate per 10,000 of the population ..............

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

384
10-9

263
7-1

288
7-3

297
73

305
7'4

281

297
70

6-6

Fob the half-year ending June 30th.
1895.

City
................................................
Suburbs ...
...
..
...
...

39
120

189G.

......
......

43
143

Metropolis
.....................................159
.......
186
The increase for 1896 occurred during the phenomenally hot and dry first quarter of the year.
. The peculiarity of the distribution of diphtheria “ suggests,” says Mr. Longstaff, “ That its causes
should not be sought for primarily in any high development of civilization such as sewers, but rather iu
some condition associated with a more primitive form of life.” The disease is very frequently sporadic,
and may occur in dwellings possessing all modern sanitary improvements. The mortality from this
disease has shown a gradual decrease which has been very marked during the year 1895, as only 16
deaths were registered for the city, and 88 for the metropolis:—

Number of deaths
...
...
Bate per 10,000 of the population

...
...

...
...

1888.

1889.

1800.

1591.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895.

138
41

188
5*2

149
462

179
4o

120
2-9

128
31

134
31

88
27

Moetaxitt from diphtheria, half-year ending June 30th.
1895.

1896.

City
.............................................. .
Suburbs ...
...
...
...
...

6
48

......
......

4
49

Metropolis

54

......

53

...

.........................

Phthisis,
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Phthisis, which is now recognised as a micro-parasitic disease, intimately connected with the
dampness of the soil, and of an infectious nature capable of being transmitted by means of a specific
virus or microbe, ba-s proved less and less fatal since tbe installation of the present system of water supply
and sewerage. The following table shows tbe saving of life through tho reduction in the mortality from
phthisis after the establishment of sanitary works. The reduction is per 10,000 of the population l
Salisbury
...
...
...
... from 44T3 to 22’23
from 32'0 to Ifi O
Ely ..............
from 2G'23 to 15‘35
Banbury
...
from 20'f> to 10'5
Sydney, Is .S.W.
from Phthisis.

Deaths

Hate per 10,000 of the Population.

1SS8.
16-8

Year
Rate

1889.

1890.

14-1

14-7

1892.
12-0

1891.
143

Deaths for the half-year ending

1893.
11-6

1895.

13-7

10-5

June 30.

1895.

189G.

City
................................................
95
Suburbs................................................ 180
Metropolis

1894.

......
......

70
117
187

275

The mortality from Enterica or Typhoid Fever was considerably less during the year 1895 than
during the year 1894.
Deaths from Enterica.

1895.

1894.

Quarter ending March 31
„
„
June 30 ...
„
„
September 30
„
„
December 31

. ..
....
. ..
.,..

50
26
14
33

Years' total

. ..

123

...

... ...
... ...
... ...
... ...

1896.

... ...
... ...
...
...

32
19
6
24

57
45

81

**♦

Of the 81 deaths registered in the year 1895 20 were reported from the city itself, and in very
many of these 20 cases the disease originated outside the city boundary.
Deaths in tbe Metropolis from Enterica.

Number of Deaths..............
...
Rate per 10,000 of the Population ...

1888.

1889.

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893,

' 1894.

1895.

148

209
59

143
3-8

109
2-7

80
1-9

74
1-8

123
2'S

81
1-9

Deaths from Enterica—City of Sydney only.
Year.

Population.

No. of Deaths,

Kate per 10,000.

1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1883
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

112,980
118,645
122,175
123,645
122,770
119,590
116,490
113,470
109,090
107,730
106,380
104,880
103,870

77
100
93
62
46
50
59
43
29
19
15
42
20

682
8-43
7'61
5-58
3-75
4-18
5-07
3-79
2-66
1-76
1-41
4-06
1'92

The disastrous and fatal epidemic which became so virulent during the first quarter of the year,
1896, maintained its position during the first portion of the second quarter of the same year.
Deaths from

Enterica,

half-year

1804.

'

City
...
...
............
Suburbs...................................
Metropolis...

70

ending June

30.

1895.

......
.......

8
43
51

1896.

.......
......

31
71
102

The
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The cost of such a virulent epidemic to the community is not lightly to he passed over, and it
would be well if those who would lesson the efficiency of municipal control through a short-sighted policy
of retrenchment, would consider the following table, and appreciate the fact that the typhoid epidemic of
1896 approximately cost the community in valuable lives the sum of fid,000. This calculation does not
in any way take into consideration the loss through sickness only.
DiSTBlBUTioy of Deaths from Enterica for the half-year ending June 30th, 1896, according to age, in the
Metropolis.
Under
O years.

5 to 9
years.

21 to 30
years.

10 to 20
years.

41 to 50
years.

31 to 40
years.

53 years.

64 years.

GG years.

1

1

76 years.

i
3

26

27

24

10

|

7

1'

1

The maintenance of a water supply in a pure state is not of itself enough to eliminate typhoid
fever. The local hygienic conditions must be good as well, otherwise the resisting powers of the human
organism will he lowered and less unable to oppose the invading germs which may come from some other
source. 1 have before now advanced the opinion that this disease is in some way connected with soil, and
although defective drainage tends to promote the spread of enterica, still it is often difficult to dissociate
its influence from that of co-existent hygienic defects, such as a want of personal cleanliness and impurity
•of the soil. I am supported in this opinion by Sir Charles Cameron, of Dublin, who in his last communi
cation to me says:—“Typhoid fever owes its spread not altogether to excessive defects in the drainage
system of houses, or to any impurities of the water supply. I am convinced that it is a soil disease, and
that it resembles in its mode of propagation malarial diseases. A filth-laden soil is a good virus for the
bacilli of typhoid fever, and just in proportion as we preserve our soils from human excreta may we
expect a diminution of tho amount of typhoid fever.
.
Eor the year 1895 381 casos of enterica were reported to the Board as against 542 cases in the
, year 1894.
1894.

1895.

1896.

214
168
27
133

176
87
30
88

253
. 216

March 31st ...
June 30th ...
September 30th
December 31st

542
381
Many of the dwellings have been reported year after year, and as some of them have only recently
been provided with a proper system of sanitation, the vitiated dwelling and soil still remain to be purified
by time, and at present are always ready to regenerate tbeir long time inhabitant, the germ of typhoid
fever. During the year 1895 15 cases were reported independently by various medical practitioners, but
as most of the-cases so reported were sent to the different hospitals they appear under those headings.
This form of notification should bo encouraged by the payment of a small fee by the central health
authority.
<
Duriug the year 1895, 367 cases of typhoid fever were admitted into the various hospitals:—
May.jjunc.

July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Total.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Aprl.

Hospital.

Prince Alfred.....................................
Sydney................................................
Coast
...
..............
...
St. Vincent’s ...
...
..............
Children’s
...
.........................

35
6
19
4
6

36
7
15
1
5

19
6
14
0
4

22
5
6
3
6

11
4
1
2
2

6
2
2
1
2

1
2
0
0
1

2
2
6
0
1

4
6
3
0
2

2
5
6
1
O

13
‘ 4
9
0
0

IS
12
3
1

169
61
92
15
30

70

54

43

42

20

13

4

11

15

14

26

45

367

During the half-year ending June 30th, 1896, 469 cases of typhoid fever were reported to the
Board. Of these, 428 were admitted into the various hospitals, 2 were reported by private practitioners,
and 39 were reported through making application to the Government Statistician for information con
cerning registered deaths:—
Hospital.

Prince Alfred ...
Sydney ..............
Coast ...
...
St. Vincent’s ...
Children’s
...

Fob.

17
17
23
2

21
14
29
2
2

28
17
38
3
5

67

71

91

8
...

...

...

...

May.

June.

Total.

13
23
.38
2
10

23
10
32
7
2

11
5
16
4
3

116
86
176
26
24

86

74

39

428

Match. April.

Jan.

Again it must be repeated that many of the dwellings had been reported during previous years,
and many have only recently been provided with a proper system of sanitation.
An
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An investigation of the reported cases for the year 1895 was very carefully made hy the Board’sInspectors, and it was found that only 09 of the 381 reported cases came from dwellings the sanitary
fittings of which were in accordance with the By-laws of the Board.
Apr. j May.
Jan. Feb. Mar,

No sewers were available
.............. 54
Dwellings were in an insanitary state 7
No fixed abode
......................... 3
Contracted before coming into port... 0
Owners have complied with the regulations of the Board
...
... 6
Total

...

...

... 70

June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct.

35

34

8

9

26
5

5
0

0
0

i

5
3
0

0

0

10

5

10

58

48

42

Nov.

Dee.

Total!

13

0

s

4

1
0

3
0
1

4
3
0
0

8

7

0
2

3
0
2

13
4
0
2

20
15
2
2

220
71
12

12

4

0

4

1

2

7

8

69

20

25

4

11

15

15

26

47

381

9

An analysis of the occupations of tho aforesaid 69 persons shows—School children, 30; servants,
6; housewives, 9; milkseller, 1; bricklayer, 1; clerks, 3; butcher, 1; tobacco-twister, 1; groom, 1;
bootmakers, 3 ; artist, L; painter, 1; greengrocer, 1; tailor, 1; architect, 1; hospital nurses, 2 ; labourers,
8; surveyor, 1; coachman, 1. Six of these cases were removed from one house where the surroundings
were very filthy.
An investigation of the 469 cases reported during the first half-year of 1896 showed that 68 cases
came from dwellings the owners of which had complied with the regulations of the Board, and an analysis
of the occupations of these 68 persons shows—School children, 37 ; horse-trainer, 1; housewives, 2; black
smith, 1; actor, 1; domestic servants, 5 ; bootmaker, 1; ironmonger, 1; cabman, 1; carpenters, 2 ; carter,
1; butcher, 1; clerk, 1; drapers, 2 ; constable, 1; fruiterer, 1; waiters, 2; cooper, 1; nurses, 2 ; painter,
1; labourer, 1; tailoress, 1.

No sewers were available .....................................
Dwellings were in an insanitary state
..............
Owners had complied with the regulations of the

Board

...

Jan.

Feb.

45
16

52
10

65
20

May.

June,

Total.

50
24

40
21

24

9

276
100

March. April,

...

...

...

...

...

,,,

...

...

...

11
4

8
2

11

...

4

15
4

17
6

6
O

68
25

Total................................................

76

72

100

93

84

44

460

No fixed abode

Of the 367 cases admitted into the various hospitals in the year 1895, 28 proved fatal, that is 6'7'
of the total number admitted. In the year 1894 it was 12 per cent.

Jan, Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec, Total.

Hospital.
Prince Alfred ...
...
Sydney.........................
Coast.........................
St. Vincent’s..............
Children’s
..............

4♦►
• *4
...

2
2
0
1
1

1
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
0
0

2
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
2
1
0
0

1
5
0
0
0

6
13
4
1
1

6

1

3

3

0

1

0

1

1

0

3

6

25

An investigation of tho dwellings from which these cases came shows that only 3 came from
dwellings the owners of which had complied with the Board’s regulations.
No sewers were available in
................................................ 13 cases.
Dwellings were in an insanitary state in
...
..........................
9 „
Oamers had complied with the regulations of the Board in
... 3 „

25

Total.

Tho mortality at the various hospitals from typhoid fever during the first half-year of 1896 wasterrible, 63 out of the 428 cases admitted proving fatal, that is 12T4 per cent.
Hospital.

Prince Alfred ..,
Sydney .............
St. Vincent’s ...
Coast .,,
...
Children’s
...

• 44

Jan,

4.4
■■■
.,4

Feb.

March. April.

May.

June.

Total.

2
3
3
1
O

7
3
1
4
0

3
5
1
2
0

5
4
0
1
0

1
2
3
3
0

5
1
0
2
1

23
18
8
13
1

9

15

11

10

9

9

63
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The percentage compared with the number of admissions is:—
Hospital.
Prince Alfred
...
.....................................
Sydney
............................................................
St. Vincent’s............................................................
Coast
...
...
...
...
...
Children's ...
...
...
,,,
...
...

Percentage of deaths.
...
9'5
... 20-9
... 30-7
...
7-8
...
4-1

Altogether, 102 deaths oecurred hi the metropolis from typhoid fever during the first half-year of
^

1896. and an inquiry into tho sanitary surroundings of these cases showed—

No sewers were available
...
...
...
...
Dwellings were in an unsanitary state
...
..
Owners had complied wilh the regulations of the
Board
............................................................
No fixed abode
...............................................

Jan.

Feb.

March.

April,

May.

June,

13
3

15
3

13

12

4

9

12

74

5

5

1

21

0
1

1
1

0
2

O

1
0

0
0

3
4

17

■ 20

20

17

15

18

102

1

Total.

Of the 216 cases of typhoid fever reported during the first half-year of 1896,153 were children
under the age of 16 years.
hrom personal inquiry, I have found that not a single case of typhoid fever originated on premises
the sanitary arrangements of which were in accordance with the By-laws of the Board.
It will be interesting to compare the death-rate from enteric fever in various cities of the world
for the year 1894. Tho rate is per 10,000 of the population.
Edinburgh, 1-5; Glasgow, 2-6; Dublin, 4‘8; Calcutta, ITS; Baris, 2-9; St. Petersburg, 4-9;
Berlin, 0-4; New lork, B6 ; Sydney, 1-9; Melbourne, 3 02; Adelaide, 5'1; Hobart, ■7'6; Perth, 13'3;
Brisbane. 3-05.
From this it will be seen that our city holds a good sanitary position, and that although we may,
owing to the exigencies of climate, be sometimes visited by a disastrous epidemic, the good effect of the
Board’s operations is very apparent.
I have, &c.,
_
THEO. MA3XLEB KENDALL,
To the Secretary, "Water and Sewerage Board,
Medical Adviser.
Sydney, August 14th, 1896.
Distribution of Beported Cases, 1895.

Population.
...
... 103,870
Suburl s,
North-western.. .Balmain..,
...
... 30,000
Leichhardt
.,.
... 13,022
Glebe ..............
...
16,469
West Central . .Newtown
...
Camperdowu ..
...
6,750
McDonaldtmvn,..
...
6,125
St. Peters
...
East Central .. .Bedfern...
...
...
24.776
Darlington
...
...
3,357
Waterloo
...
...
7,508
Alexandria
.,.
...
7,600
Botany ...
...
...
2,700
Eastern...
, .Paddington
...
...
19,000
Bandwick
...
...
6,350
Waverley
...
...
9,645
Woollahra
...
...
12,905
W estern
. .Ashfield..............
... 12,875
Burwoood
...
...
6,250
E'ive Dock
,..
...
1,300
Drummovno ...
Marrickville ...
...
18,000
Petersbam
...
... 12,830
Southern
.. .Canterbury
...
...
2,000
Hurstville
...
Kogarah
.
Boekdale
...
...
4,000
North Shore . .North Sydney and Willoughby.. 20,000
Manly..............
Byde and Hunter’s Hiii
Sydney

Number of CaseS. Bate per
82
7-8
17
33
8
45
13
22
12
13
1
4
11
6
4
2
4
5
8
2
5

’

50
250
4-0
190
35 0
50
30
5-0
14-0
22-0
20
30
40
40
60
30
380

29
13
2

160
100
7-0

i
4
.41
12

2-6
20
■ ■»
Distribution
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of Keporfeed Cases, Typhoid Fever, for first half-year, 1896.
Rate per 10,
Casee reported.
Population*
8A
84
100,060
City of Sydney ...
...
.. .
Suburbs—■
jVorth-western—
8-3
30,000
25
Balmain
...
...
.. .
52-1
13,022
48
Leichhardt........................ .
471
30
3,300
Annandale........................ .
8-5
16,469
14
Glebe................................... .
West Central—
'
7-0
15
21.375
Newtown ...
...
.. .
7-3
5
6,750
Camperdown...
...
.. .
8-0
5
6,125
Brskineville ...
... ' .. .
15-0
6
4,000
St. Peter’s ...
...
.. .
East Central—
12-5
35
24,375
Jtedfern
...
...
.. .
14-0
5
3,357
Darlington ...
...
.. .
25-3
19
7,500
Waterloo ...
...
.. .
80-2
61
7,600
Alexandria ...
...
.. .
40-7
11
2.700
Botany
...
...
.. .
39-3
16
4,068
North Botany
............. .
Eastern—
■
■
6-8
13
19,000
Paddington........................ .
12-6
8
6,350
Bandwick ...
...
.. .
2'9
4
13,505
Woollahra ...
...
.. .
x-o
1
9,645
Waverley ...
...
.. .
Western—
5-4
7
12,875
Ashfield
...
...
....
8
5
6,250
Burwood
...
...
...,
i
Enfield
.........................
0
Concord
.........................
1
Strath field ........................
1
Five Dock ...
...
...
o"
0
Drummoyne...
...
..
3’3
6
18,000
Marrtckville ...
...
.. .
8-5
11
12,830
Petersham ...
...
....
Southern—
/6
2
2,600
Canterbury ...
...
....
3
...
Hurstville ...
...
..
50
2
4,000
Kogarah
......................... ,
10'0
4
4,000
Boekdale
...
...
...,
Northern—
17
17,465
3
North Sydney
...
...
0
Willoughby ...
...
...
0
Mosman
...
...
...
2
Byde....................................
1
Manly
...
.............
, 1
Hunter’s Hill
..............
Beyond the Metropolis —
1
Liverpool ...
...
..
1
Book wood ........................ .
1
Granville
.........................
1
Canley Yale.........................
1
Newcastle ...
...
...
4
Ships in harbour ...
...
Distribution
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The Health of the Board’s Officers and Employees, 1895.
Sydney, 2 January, 1896.
SixTr-NiKE persons'presenied themselves for examination during the year, Fifteen were examined for
certificates of fitness for employment; 1 of these was rejected.
Fifty-four wore examined for side leave—3 of these were ordered back to work, and 1 was reported
as suffering through his own misconduct.
Of the remaining 50,12 suffered from accident and 38 from general sickness.
Accidents caused sick leave to be granted for 118 days, CO days of which were granted to one man
who burnt his foot while at work.
General sickness caused sick leave to be granted for 382 days—100 days being granted to one man
suffering from tbe sequoia of influenza, 38 days to a man who contracted pneumonia, and JO days to a
man suffering from tumour in the abdomen.
*
"
The Board is again to be congratulated that no case of sickness reported can he traced to defective
ventilation or attributed in any way to the sewers. The necessity of having good strong boots for the
men cannot be too strongly emphasised, as in this way much of the rheumatism and catarrh would he
prevented,
THEO. M. KEiS DALE,
The Secretary.
Medical Adviser.

The Health of Officers and Employees, Half-year ending
30th June, 1896.
Sir,

Sydney, 15 August, 1896.
I have the honor to report that the general health of the officers and employees of the Board
for the first half-year of 1896 was good,
“
Twenty-six persons presented themselves to mo for examination. Seven of these for certificates of
health as to their fitness for the Board’s employ. Two were ordered to return to work, and 2 were
reported as having brought about their illness through their own fault.
Two hundred and sixty days’ leave were recommended :—21 days to Inspector Lance, who died of
cancer; 42 days to Inspector Alexander, who died of phthisis; 2 L days to maintenance-man Morrison,
who was in the Sydney Hospital suffering from obscure abdominal trouble; 21 days to cases of sunstroke
which_ occurred at the beginning of the year; 42 days to Mr. Hewlett, of Waverley, who contracted
typhoid fever; 42 days for eases of accident; and 1 days to Mr. Grain, who was operated upon for a
tumour on the knee. The remaining 64 days wore recommended for general ailments.
No case of disease came under my notice arising from any' fault of the Board’s sewers, and the
health of the maintenance men, notwithstanding the severe heat of January and the virulent epidemic of
typhoid fever, was extremely good.
I have, &c.,
THEO. MAJLLER KENDALL,
To the Secretary.
Medical Adviser.
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Report of Assessor’s Branch for the eighteen months
ending 30th June, 1896.
■
Sydney, 9 September, 1896.
I juave the honor to submit a report on the work accomplished in this branch during the period ending
Juno, 1896.
Eeference has again to be made to the depreciation of property value?, and, as a consequence, large
reductions have been made by the City and Suburban Councils in their assessments, which have a corres
ponding effect on the Board’s revenue. This was increased by the City Council making new assessments
of all city properties for the year commencing January, 1896, which resulted in the ratable value within
that area boin^ reduced by a considerable amount. But notwithstanding this, and tho still congested
state of financial affairs, the amount of rates received may be considered a subject for satisfaction.
The following is a summary of tbe work transacted :—

Rate Notices.
397,993 notices were served on ratepayers, including those for new mains, new sewers, and finale
for payment of overdue rates.
■

.
New Mains and New Sewers.
'
'
3,392 properties boeamo liable for rating from new mains, and 1,556 from new sewers, making a
total for the eighteen months 4,918.
New Assessments.
3,235 assessments of new buildings, &c., were made, and building fees amounting to £3,078 3s. 3d.
received.
Summons Work.
35,514 final notices were served, and 5,619 summonses issued at tho various Courts as under:—■
Balmain Court
..............................................
373
Campbelltown Court................................................
15
Central Court
...
...
...
...
...
512
District Court
...
..............
...
...
101
Glebe Court ...
554
Liverpool Court
................................................
74
Newtown Court
...
...
...
...
... 1,596
North Sydney Court...
...
...
...
...
300
Baddington Court ...
...
...
...
526
Parramatta Court
...
...
...
...
...
181
Eedforn Court
...
...
...
...
...
668
Hyde Court ...
...
...
...
...
...
53
■Water Police Court.........................
666
Total................................................

5,619

Properties rated to 30tli June, 1896.
Water.

City and Suburbs ...
...
Campbelltown
...
...
Liverpool ..............
...
llicbmond ...
,,,
...
Smitbfield and Fairfield ...
Parish of Gordon ...
...

Houses.

Vacant land.

Total.

91,867
213
531
198
88
Ill

23,004
28
133

114,871
241
664
198
101
11.1

13
...

Supplied
with Water

84,497
183
208
198
60
111

Sewerage.
Conneoied
to Sewer.

City and Suburbs ...
Tho Secretary.

... 42,275

3,267

45,542

39,540

H. J. BEAUMONT,
Assessor.
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Assessor’s Eeport—continued.
Summary of Properties Liable and Notices Delivered daring 1S95-6.

oE Properties Liable.
cr Q
?c? I? £o
|“S ■
£jgg
3.2-rs
Total No. of
■- « tog s fiw-S
Properties liable to
39?!! I
30th June, 1890.
O' C c- 3 o-Sg£"
Si-HcS
* °z
■a S
d
ii
&
tx
Smflg
t> }? u
rt
£o
"rt V srt
9
Tj
bo
2
!s 32s
Z
Q
w
en

No.

Ward
or
Borough.

No. of Properties
liable on
1st January, 1395.
]
bV
"3■>
i

Bourke Ward.. .
Brisbane Ward ..
Cook Ward......
Denison Ward ..
Kilzroy Ward,.,,
CippsWanl ....
Macquarie Ward..
Phillip Ward__
Alexandria......
Aimaod&lc......
Ashfield .........
Auburn .........
Balmain .........
Botany........
Burwood.........
Campboiltown ..
Camperdown .,..
Canterbury...."
Concord .........
Darlington......
Dnimmoyno ....
Enfield...........
ErskinaviBc ....
Flw Dock ......
Oliibc ............
Cordon............
Granville.........
Guildford .......
Homcbush.......
Hoxton Park .,
Hunter’s Hill ....
Hurstville ......
Islands.........
Kogarah.......
Lane Cove ......
Leichhardt......
Liverpool...... .
JIarrickville ....
Mosman ..............
Newtown.
North Botany .
North Sydney ..
Paddington......
Parramatta......
Petersham ......
Prospect & Shcr
wood.
P.cdfern .........
Rockdale.........
Rookwood ......
Rvdc.............
Silver Water__
SinRhfield and
Fairfield.
St. Peters .......
Stmthfield......
Yunchise......
Waterloo......
Wavorlev........
Willoughby __
Woollahra .......

fj
to
es
V

O04*

&
esc
1
Q

1,174 1,127
24 16
1.33S 1,200 ..
15 0
0,000
00 84
d,S18 3,023
53 39
3,700 3,434
r.r> 53
l,3ft2 1,754
18 13
2,341 2,058
31 17
2,577 2,482
0!) cs
2,017 1,265 530 00 19
2,100
140
3,405 88
3,772
M4
40
7,OSS
1,828 102
0
g
672
53
1,85433
1
210
1,030 813
31 11
74 73
702
' SSO
20
750 73S
7 0
asi>
30
215 1C.
Old
8 4
1,450 440 m
3
231
4.045 1,950 1,025 76 45
lfG9G
£1
300
1
G17
1,600
23
725
40S
930
4,636
050
4,200
70
7S3
5,057 2,3% 544
S73
3
519
4,85(1
4,sr.7 4,023 19
21
3,150 377 3,$10
119
1 850 831
4,783 4,159
2,304
305
420
120

28
7
fl

12
9
100
215
13
34
ft
1
144
20
110
ss
J
185
111
SI
24

20
100

47
390

r.3
IS
105
13
157 o
lift
132 94
41
143
112 101

228
73
12
1
94
300 i

102 39
3
121 39
04 52
72
33
C
19
13

39
1,0G9
1 '*
40
807
1 ■■..
5
250
52
2,371 1*861 ..
GO
2.000 1,1831 ..
130
702
80
2,813 l,87£f .,
1
Totals...... 100,303] 13,109 31,S12j 3,2S;,

19
25
70

1
233
31
1
391
35
40

1,103 1,143
1,353 1,200
0,190 6,034
94 4,371 S,75G
30 3,750 '.3,517
7 1,910 1,774
2,372 2,075
2,64G 2,495
107 2,695 1,451
2,255
3,960
819
7,263
ft
659
1,901
241
447 1,712 1,271
ftl9
926
757 744
1,132
717
..
1,459 444
409
231 4,121 2,326
111
1,895
28
330
••
■■
1| ••
684
2,102
23
1,000
490
4,703
604
72
4,517
1,202
-■
5,239 2,4%
3
915
5,226
ii 4,500 i 4,135
22
110 3,351 632
157
ITS
n

133
50
10

-,

ss 1 ••
S3
21
2
1
79
25 SS
294 .. 11

5

fiSD
3,405
1,S20

74

215
892
1,025

..

..
..

930

544
51ft
19
1,810

2,011 543
4,847 4,213
2,569
459
436
136 1
101
1,741
95S
257
2,424 1,959
3,075 1.29C
1,136
2,399 1,05:

.

No. of Notices delivered during 18 nionfhs ending 3ilth June, 189C.
’ 11
t£
5
1
jjj
bp , iD
C ^ CS 1' Hsi
frj f &G
*<■5
{£>o
<5 y?.
•S3 QJ^ £Iso Oo
V
s o .525 fl>
o 2 •Sa i «rt cO P £ O X £
o
—c oV 1 •™ v K 9 I
o cA
s A A so
J ¥ a® ofP 9 tfs St O« 4)ti KO
A
it
§
*rt v
C-tJ rt £i J I s 33 w if
09 V
■E<e rt$ £□ M
\ CG*i3
t."K Xrt 2 §
—
41
*5
O
Q
Sr CO
a5
ss 1
c/T
’A
o3
fi
tl
<ub
i
“l
i
!
1
.!
3,600 j £4
63 380
so
4,073
51
433 1 4,001
..
83
4,000 15
702 20 j 3ft 1,639 8 21,087
18,630 90
2 14,933
1
159
405
13,178 63
L 35 1,000
m 2 11,674
235 61 21
OS
10,168 6G
G 10 740 7 6,654
51
14
6,793 18
s 03 752 s 7,657
107
6,503 31
0 32 780 5 3,036
283
7,701 GO
8,150 GG 20 234 24 8 814 IS ft 1,000 6 0,902
233 48 | 13 483 1 7,483
6,510 146 10
20ft 150} 22 531 3 13,781
11,980 88 133
4^
£87 1 2,703
25
1,934 40 367
356 129 2C 2,166 c 24,880
21,504 102 17
3
23
20
7 4
06
2,037
no
1,750 53 61
208 100 IS 058 3 0,636
5,601 3S 15
6 1
1,062
119
lf>
720
1
2 SG0
14 27C 10 10 703 3 8,819
5,180 31
5 1 286
2,893
57
2,244 73 £33
S 2 165
2,880
45
2,595 20 45
2 5 US 1 2,600
93
5,274
7
46 17 2 ■ 238 ” 3,613
3,113 30 142
72 11
212 1 2,630
2,090 16 13J
7 10 505
5,253
143
£
7
4,570
2
2 1
27
131 1 1,436
3 205
1,000
445 133 18 1,002 2 16,810
12,112 70
042 250
111
111
9 1 473 1 G.SSS
73
6,112 2S 1%
76
63
0
7
1
931 t 6 2S
12
11
939
3
3
75 10 » 275
2,392
1,922 20 78
120 36 3 398 1 0,973
6,701 100 004
09
69
3,924
3,185 53 Sift
51 12 4 300
5
1,032
SS6 IS 90
22
10
440 90 27 1,590 3 10,273
13,993 105 20
11 16 3 CS5 1 2,500
1,330 13
2
543 £22 56 1,531 10 1G.947
14,276 157 134
15
295 1 8,879
30] «B
3,017 119 349
15,454 182
6 33 020 47 48 1,US 10 , 17,913
110 10 3 122 1 : 2,910
2,022 41
2
1
293 255 21 1,488 4 17,457
14,940 143 313
22 27 s ; 40-2 so 19 IjfiH S 75,352
13,093 112 31
6 j
70
03
1 .
2
0,041 102 00 190 47
207 214 '| 23 1,103 2] 11,700
C
30
498
391
3 03
■! 5
22F 130 9 Mr 13 7,933
0,109 121 61 305 no
14,426 to
4
12 3 436 23 42 1,751! ' 10,773
7,5SO 72 983
IS" 85 3 740 l 8,908
155
7,872
£
1,315 3S 05
GF
2
170 1 1,593
1,346
4"
6 12
12 .
390
356 19
.
f ..
o:
t ..
459
217 13 17.5
|
i
7 ' 441 4 8,000
5,200 30
so:
i 51
2,671
S" 00 1 317 ] 3,154
10 1 2J
3"
630
460
ir 10
3
f>
2 126
8,052
2 IS 334 10 11 lr0G2
7,023 52
344 176 1 10 DSC 4 10,899
0,109 60 SO 164 «5
aw 4 2,517
1,632 130 39(1
' 31 12
S,4O0 SO
' 21
j 31( 102 i "V 80S . ft,fiftft

917 3,392 ; l,55fl 115,990 45,54: ii,si: 337,573 3,235 4,SG3 2,335

002 02 110,161 2,626 j 70(
1

397,033

EEEBEUT J. BEAUMONT,
Assessor,

Assessor’s Report—continued.

Stock, Gakdes's, asd Special Fees.

1804

Ward or Borough.

Boutko Ward .........
Brisbane Ward .........
CcckWard ..............
Denison Ward ,,, ........
Fitzroy Ward ............
Gipps Ward ..............
Macquarie Ward .......
Phillip Ward..............
Alexandria ..............
Annandale.................
Appin..................... .
Abhfleld....................
Auburn ....................
Balmain .................
Bank at own ............. .
Botany ................. .
Burwood .................
Campbelltown............
Camperdown..............
Canterbury ............. .
Concord................. .
Darlington ............ .
Drummoyne..............
Enfield ........ ...........
Erskineville............
Five Dock.................
Glebe ..................... .
Gordon ....................
Granville .................
Guildford .................
Homebueh.................
Iloxton Park ...........
Hunter’s Hill ...........
Hurstville.................
Islands ....................
Kogarah .................
Lane Cove.................
Leichhardt................
Liveiynol ............. .
JIarrickville..............
Mosman ,
Newtown .................
North Botany ............
North Sydney ............
Paddington ..............
Parramatta................
Petersham ..... .......
Prospect and Sherwood..
Rnndwick............. ..
Redfern....................
Rockdale .................
Rookwood.................
Kydc ......................
Silver Water..............
Smithfield and Fairfield
St. Peter's.................
StrathfieLd.................
Vaucluse . ...............
Waterloo ....... ____
Waverley .................
Willoughby ..............
Woollahra.................

Cardens,
1895-G.

3S94

Special Fees.
1S95-C.

1894.
*
1805-9G.
Amount No. Qf Amount of Amount No. of Amount of Amount No. of
No.
of
No. of Amount of Outstanding
Amount
Amount
No.
of
of
6f
of Amount
Gar Fees Paid Outstanding Car Amount
Stock Pees Paid
Special Amount
Special Amount
Stock Fees Paid OutslandmgFees Paid Outstanding
Fees Paid Outstanding
on
Fees paid Oulstanding
on
den:*
on
dens
on
for the
Fees
on
Regis
fees
Regis
for
38
On
for
the
for 18
the
31st Doc., tered. mo nl hs. 30th June, Regis
for 18
31st Dec., Regis months.
tered.
Year.
30th June, Regis for
31 st Dec., Regis months.
30th June,
Year.
Year.
1894.
1S9G.
tered.
1891.
tered.
1890.
tered.
1896,
tered.
1SDG.
£ 9. d.
£ ti.
£ s. d.
£ s. d.
£») s. d. £ 6. <[.
d.
£
£
£
d.
cl«
d.
d
£
a. d,
34
7 6
0 ft 0
30
10 2 0
0 10 0
6
37 6
0o
9
01
59
19 5
0
03
9
6
SS
21
0
1 5 0
89
27 12 0
1
5
0
1
0
0
30
1
0
10
fi7
28
G
2
0
51
41
ie
(520
fy
142 0 0
9 0 0
702
21)9 0 6
24 2 G
12
G
ft 2 G
20
16
3
10
20
1
12
6
39
17
0
06 0 O
405
4 15 0
7
405
128 1 3
14
G
2
0 10 0
0 10 0
4
1 17 G
30
13 18 ft
1 5 o
35
14
25?
4 15 0
58 15 0
23 fi
GS 15 0
13 19 0
41 7 G
GO
1 IS 0
Cl
59 0 0
11
3 10 0
11 17 6
1 15R 0
21
03
10 10 0
0 10 0
51
1G 10 3
fi
2 10 0
0
9
7
G
0
10
G
a
0
a
ft
10
8
1!)
11
16
18
ifi 0
32 10 0
140
2 0 0
107
34 10 0
1 17 6
3
1 0 0
0 10 0
o
3
2
0
68
54 r, G
14 3 G
G3
82
25
G
248
IW
6
1 10 0
233
85 3 9
ft 35 0
3
1
S
0
G
4
12
G
25
9
0
c
0
17
32
*1
5
73 7 0
207
5 5 0
314
94 13 9
8 10 0
5
1 15 0
12
G
n
4
G
3
G
12
ft
IB
3
12
G
200
48 17 0
1 15 0
233
71 10 0
1 10 0
u
n 10 5
43
3 IS 0
S2 1 11
6
9
13
P
1 0
12
12
259
60 18 0
3 12 6
269
82 1 3
5 15 0
320
60 10 3
1 15 0
150
117
14
5
4
9
0
14
3
Ifi
0
0
10
1 12 G
6
22
8 3 ft
ii.?
G 13 ft
1
o
n
K
0
35
ft
0 15 0
94 10 0
406
5 5 0
386
132 12 0
13 10 0
ss
4G 0 10
4 I 3
12ft
2 2 0
15 14 3
07 18 3
30
0 15 "o
14 7 6
26
i 7 G
~
2
■;
67
14 7 6
O 7 G
G9
23 6 3
1
6
9
2
1 0 0
3
18
9
3
0
3
163
34 10 0
2 15 0
208
5S 17 G
4 15 9.
77
43 G 5
0 10 0
1 3 ft
7 6 3
100
3 3 ft
85 1 2
7
13
2 5 0
13
1 0 0
fi
15
3 18 1)
0 10 0
1 10 0
1 0 0
8 10 0
6
2
0 5
0 s O
253
9 0 0
g
58 17 0
276
S3 1 3
7 o 6
G
4 5 0
0
0
10
10
5
G
7
7
e
3 6
10
0
20
5 12 6
0 2 0
~> G
13 10 0
57
2 8 <i
n 0
1
0
S
15
r>o
2 G 3
8 2 6
0 17 6
4ft
12 10 0
7
4 8 0
6
2
2
8
2
Ifi
fi
7
6
fi
2
0
o
3
103
23 10 0
0 35 0
93
ii
29 3 9
3 0 0
2
1 »> c
1 fi 0
fi
10 0
45
7 2 6
1 5 0
45
13 11 3
1 8 9
ft
5 r, 0
17
16 17 c
0 0 G
2
57
10 10 0
1 10 0
72
O
17 3 ft
0 7 G
8
3 3 2
0
11
0
10
6
2
1
0
10
0
6
10
0
1
2 G
0
120
27 7 6
1 ft 0
143
40 IS ft
2 7 G
4
1 1G 3
9
7
1 3
8
1 15 0
O 5 0
0 5 0
10
G
0 IO 0
41
0 7 6
9
27
7 13 ft
0 IS ft
1
0
0
1 19. G
1
5 0
a o
0
494
112 17 0
ii io 0
445
133 19 0
17 7 0
1Q0
40 18 9
133
2
17
0
2
10
12
0
fi
07
IS
4
7
0
15
0
c
IS
10
10
0
JU 0
1
0 7 G
68
13 4 2
1 10 0
73
20 11 3
3 16 3
7
2 12 0
ft
4 15 0
1 7 6
1
0 fi 0
0 7 "c
1
10
0 15 0
0 10 0
12
2 13 9
0 13 9
3 <■)
fi
65
12 15 0
0 5 0
22 11 3
75
2 1 3
is
8 0 I
39
1 10 0
G
8 12 ft
18 11 3
6
f, 6 3
82
12 12 6
o
i 10 (J
121)
29 13 9
13
7 8 10
1 o o
36
0 10 o
29 0 3
57
9 5 0
i ii G
fil
12 ft 0
1 1 3
7
3 12 G
12
1
0 10 0
2 10 0
4 1 3
0
22
4 3 ft
0 13 ft
9
401
2 2 6
93 0 0
445
136 0 0
4 15 0
GO
20 17 0
0
90
3
10
11
8
0
fi
"ft
GO
23
9
1G
6
10
0
*
27
s
”0
27
0 10 0
5 10 0
7
11
0 16 3
3 5 0
3 10 0
Ifi
3
0 79 0
G fi 0
0 10 0
3 18 ft
3
0 2
9 17 U
613
102 7 6
17 7 0
548
155 0 0
141
12 11 3
73
]ft
G
222
12
165
S
4
2
G
88
6
5
0
0
r,c
53
13
9
4
fi 0
40
5 7 6
0 2 6
36
ft 12 G
0 7 C,
1ft
13 3 J
2 6 ft
47 ft G
542
125 2 6
G 7 0
625
7 G
102 17 G
17 5 0
34r.
IS 12 G
1
47
34
34
10
8
1
10
13
7
0
2
15
11
0
0
48
23
8
~
0
2
j
115
22 2 0
36 3 4
115
0 12 G
5
2 10 0
0
10
•2
10 o
3
331
5 5 0
67 10 O
293
S3 8 9
7 3 9
16ft
90
0
3
0
255
S
10
3
15
9
11
G
2
7
IDS
7
4
0
0
G
21
23
12
G
0
IT
0
413
05
0
8 7 0
462
134 0 0
15 10 0
0J
37 3 ft
0 10 0
14
80
62 1 11
4 5 0
6 0 4
2 7 3
19
12 11 0
241
50 16 9
5 2 6
fi 13 0
257
79 14 0
139
03 11 5
2 0 0
Sll
17
1GG S 0
4 iT 'c
G 37 G
0 7 ~
25
11 0 0 “2 6 0
12
2 5 0
0
0
6
1 7 6
0 15 0
167
3 5 0
33 17 6
229
5ft 1ft 0
9
o 'o
10
15
0
106
01
1
111
ft
8
ft
3
ft
10
12
G
130
7
3
13
10
G
y
2
sii 2 (j
511
121 2 0
2 0
435
101 2 G
19 7 0
21
10 10 0
28
30
IS 15 8
O 10 0
18 ft 0
42
3 0 0
152
O 15 0
25 r> 0
187
4ft 16 S
3 11 3
48
27 13 10
4
70
14
11
1
0
15
0
3
0
0
o
10
2 10 n
0 2 G
GD
3 15 0
21 2 G
1
0 10 0
1
0 15 0 61 2 G
0 2 G
107
10 32 c
0 16 0
47
14 7 0
S> 5 0
1 1 3
2
1 5 0
2
13
0 17 6
2 2 c
9
2 2 6
0 19 0
0 7 6
252
1 6 0
303
56 10 0
95 12 0
2 11 ft
G
2 10 0
4
7
0 10 0
' 5 "l7 0 ' o'io' 'o
' 8 IT 'o
2 1ft G
G 7 6
0 12 G
30
37
ft 1 ft
45
33 6 4
n 17 G
7ft Id 8
1
1
GO
2 0 3
0 2 ft
0 2
1ft
2 10 0
O 17 G
10
0
0
2
~ 0 0
306
4g 2 6
9 10 0
73 13 4
334
100 1 3
14 5 0
15
G 12 G
0 5 0
ft
ft
16
10
IS
6
io
0
11
247
ft 0
59 16 3
344
93 11 3
17 7 G
139
1 fl 6
66 5 8
3 2 6
17G
334 0 11
3
3
10
6
122
2 2 G
11 IS 9
18 2 6
39
1 13 9
G
1 39 5
ft
12
280
60 10 0
02 13 9
7 7 G
316
13 5 0
148
95 IS 2
162
11 a 0
3 10 ft
144 4 2
15
0 10 0
7 0 0
7
3 3 9
19 15 0

HERBERT J. BEAUMONT,
Assessor,
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Assessor’s Report—continued

,

Sumuaet of Eatcs, Fees, <fcc., for "Water.
Ward or Hovough.

<Jook Wftwl.......................
1>enison Ward .................
Gipps "Ward ....................
Phillip Ward....................
Alexandria .....................
Annandale.......................
Ashfield .........................
Auburn .......................
Balmain .........................................................
Tlankstown...................................................
Botany...................................................................
Burwood ......................................................
Campbelltown .................
Camperdown ,,, ................
Cantcrburv.......................
Concord .........................
Drumiuoi ne....................
Enfield......... ................
Erskineville ....................
Five Dock.......................
Glebe ..........................
Granville.....................
Hunter's Hill....................
Hiirutvdlto ......................
Kogarah........................
Lane Cove ......................
Leichhardt......................
Liverpool ....................
Marribkvlllc ....................
Kevvtown.........................
North Botany ................
North Svclney .................
Paddington......................
1’ctcrsham .....................
Prospect and Sherwood......
Randwick .......................
Kockdide ......................
Silver Water...............................................
Smithfield and Fairfield . ..
St. Peters ....................
Strafclifield . .. -......................................
Vaucluse .................................................
Waterloo............................................................
Waverlov............................................................
Willoughby
................
Woollahra .......................

New Mains— New Buildings
No. of
—broken
Properties Water Rates. Meier Accounts. broken
periods.
periods.
liable.
£ 8. d.
1,198
19 s
1 10,109 10 0
i),190
11,830 9 4
4.371
10,293 17 1
2
10,473
LOIO
0^205 1 11
2,372
11,838 14 0
C;241 3 8
2}ciie
2,005
2.263 5 3
2,255
1,993 3 11
5,279 0 10
819
382 15 ft
7,263Fy
13 n
9 IS 10
059
524 0 n
1,901
3,382 17 5
241
426 18 4
3,712
2,179 10 0
910
402 IS 1
92G
781 19 8
757
1,127 15 5
1,132
731 11 S
717
612 14 11
1,459
1,375 3 0
459
839 9 7
4,121
6,393 0 4
111
1,803
1,174 14 8
2S
43 1$ 0
370 19 4
330
1
1 *> ti
D34
3,218 13 11
2,102
1,007 16 ft
23
4.15 15 0
3,000
791 S ft
496
294 17 fi
4,703
1,904 0 3
061
J,017 8 0
4,517
5,506 G n
1,202
1,059 8 0
5|239
cions 11 0
915
521 14 i
5,226
7,652 17 6
4,500
7,630
0 3
oo
17 19 11
3,351
5,076 16 4
135 7 G
2,011
4,110 18 8
4,517
2,569
3,802 3 5
651 14 o
2 11
436
139
73 3 L
101
82 14 1
1,741
1,295 1C 3 958
1,566 7 2
257
304 9 11
2,424
2,044 32 9
3,075
4,624 0 7
1,001 0 0
1,186
2,899
5,080 10 8

8. d.
2 .551 2 10
li247 13 6
9,173 12 1
1,227
2i63G 5 G
2,330 11 8
2,511 5 2
771 4 11
197 10 3
7G6 15 a
20 4 0
1,000 7 0
13 3 8
689 1 1
1,165 14 8
147 Ilf 0
407 1 10
88 12 1
013 7 1o
laa
77 10 ti
160 5 4
312 4 4
12S 0 1
sro ig 1
1
SftrS 11y 9
ft
(.
373 4 3
021 3 3
263 127 ft
820 11
193 4 ft
218 9 2
277 11 ti
415 5 n
632 13 i
ft] 14 ii
459 10 0
130 1 ti
1,839 13 4
917 2 ti
2J5!>1 0 ft
306 16 fi
120 5 0
7SG 7 10
0
505 4 2
659 17 3
9
647
1ft 2 6
2G 8 7
303 4 7
311 G 9
12 1 8
801 5 G
398 16 1
392 1ft 3
1,203 6 3

£

e.

d.

li
0
10
30
1
3
1
ti
24

10 0
S 0
11 10
4 3
0 7
in 7
13 1
..
2n
3 0
11 7
12 8 3«>
14 1ft
0 5 10
1ft 7 3
118 l:j
11 15 5
0 11 6
S 4 3
33 1 7
23 10 (>
S 0 8
1 11
9 0 0
12 5 3
IS n 2
0 0 S
2G 2 3
0 18 0
0 2 11
2 IS 2■j
fi 7
1-1 2 o
25 7 1
fl 18
7
5 in Ifi
ft
4 8
4 13 7
4 8 10
ti IS
1
0 5 8
1 6 10
33 7 3
ii

Stock.

£ 5. cl.
£ tv d.
87 5 5
10 17
1S3 15 ft
80 10 0
21 3 11
24S 13 0
34 0 0
140 13 ft
37 15 6
15
53 10 1
1!) 11
49 19 0
0
;:ft
GO 17 10
07 IG :i
IS 19 1
112 10 3
84 3 9
t ^ fi 0
34 10 ft
93 11 3
7 9 9 . G 13 ft
48 4 11
151 10 0
0 10 2
9 15 3
25 3 si
13 17 ft
l«i 7 ti
13 7
4 18 n
5 14 2
101 1 8
2ft 10 8
10 3 9
5 12 2
15 7 ti
1 G 8
IS 0 11
1) 17 G
5 13 S
23 IS ft
0 16 11
45 IG :i
0 13 2
8 16 0
24 15 10
102 10 (1
0 io 2
25 11 3
1 11 S
G 10 ft
;j ■j- G
8 10 9
24 15 0
45 7 9
85 12 G
02 10 0
21 3 1
15 0 8
12 1 0
4 17 G
33 0 ES
145 10 0
5 18 !)
4 3 ft
4f> 4 4
180 7r> 3
IG H 1
10
51 0 7
21C 10 0
7 14 7
41 5 0
56 7 10
ftG 0 0
2ft 10 4
]5{. 17 G
0 14 1
40 4 G
S7 17 0
2 0 ft
0 ti 11
EflEI 2 S
74
G
1!) 15 S
lui
23 0 2
64 1.3 !>
7 4 11
25 0 ok
8 11 11
16 G
3 1'2 4
G
5H 0
0 ? a
11 12 1
100 G 3
20 ti y
12
3
O 15 0
3 12 G
10 1!) m
120 15 0
2fi 12 3
114 G 3
15 18 9
53 1 S
27 1* iJ
11 1ft 0

| Gardens.

£ S cl.
r,
n
10 IG 3
1 17 (i
4n 0 0
4 12 0
(i 15 h
14 10 8
12ftu 17 8
11 s
103 12 0
o
.1 IS
89 10 2
3 10 0
ti 2 0
\i 0 0
10 1 s
17 0 0
7 17 0
r. ti ft
1 12 G
105 IS 2
ti 2
0
20
SO
ti
4
0(5
7
173
37
7
209
GO
177
128
71
(U
G
82
8
12
140
ti
101

10
17
ft
12
13
11
13
10
9
19
14
10
0
17
5
17
14
$
3
ft
4
14

3
1
G
fi
11
ft
5
0
ft
ft
5
3
S
6
G
G
8
G
9
n

G
0

Revenue for is Less Rates can | Net Revenue.
SjKJcial Fee?, Building Fees months? ending
celled or re
30th dune, 1890.
moved.
£ e. d.
20
tiO
i5
2ft
12
10
11
0
■>rj

,i

10
G
14
10
10
ti
1
15
7
7
11
5
IG
17
5

7
0
S
0
0
0 6
0 2
S 6
0 2
12 10
0 7

10
ti
2
ft
0
0
0
3
0
ti
ti

3
0
3
0

ti
0ti
0
0
0
G

ft
n
0
0
b
o
n
ft
0
o
ti
0
% ft 0
1 0 0

4
1
0
17
4
114
27
a
34
14
13

15
2
0
15
13
17
7
11
0
0
7
5

0
f,
ti 30
7 10
10 12
19 3
ft
ft

0
0
0
0
G
9

£

6. d.

115 9 2
65 ft 0
Ift 2 11
24 IS 11
32 11 0
128 0 9
lift 0 S
21 if) 0
ICO 10 o
1ft 13 o2
77 10
0 3 b
32 10 5
G 0 4
30 4 9
31 11
12 0 5
8 10 ft
3 4 3
no ft 4
U 3 4
3 1ft $
11 10 5
32 7 ft
17
24 15 11
5 15 10
SO 14 2
0 2 (i
165 Iti 11
7
1G0 4 9
5 1 ft
1S3 14 10
107 14 1
187 1ft i
2 15 s
110 11 1
60 19 0
1 15 o
ft IG
0 13 7
41 11 n
til
8 8
5 1 6
32 15 8
S4 10 0
125 17 3
97 9 1

cl.
36 0
19,776 11 11
9.001 fi 10
8.970 ft 11
3.229 11 ti
2.475 8 10
0,434 15 ii
478 12 9
9,0:19 1 1
28 12 s
1,274 1 7 u
4,800 1c 0
584 0 r.
2,7-11 14 4
GfU fi 5
1,702 9 f,
954 0 0
B37 12 ft
1,761 14 4
551 i 4
7,684 1ft 9
2,1.1ft 5 7
11
4 17
2,217 1 4
1,439 14 3
1.055 1 9
548 17 ft
4,587 0 0
1,404 10 2
0,590 n ti
0
7,949 7 0
722 7 7
10,003 fi G
8,820 0 7
s
ftiS92 4 3
206 8 7
fi,490 14 S
2i534 ft 1U
1}ftl4 7 3
9ft 10 2
125 2 11
1,507 2 2
2,0fift IS 9
336 11 7
ft.COO S 2
5,400 19 11
1,033 11 8
7,308 12 10
l'A,m

£

s

d.

43 IS 0
5S c s
27 0 10
25 15 0
25 9 8a
Ifi 6
48 11 S
5 9 5
33 17 5
3 11 7
18 17 11
10 12 0
IS 7 0
7 1 3
S 8 4
5 19 7
3 1ft 0
5 S fi
2 7 10
27 6 2
4 1 9
(i
4 17
IG 14
12 ti
0 15
23 4
9 12
110 IS
35 4
22 19
til 7
2ft 10
G7 13
1 IS
74 C
19 1C
24ft 18
4 17
G 11
15 10
0 4
11 ti
19 19
22 14
41 0

4
0
ft
3
1
7
1
0
6
0
11
fi
1
10
S<>
ib
ft
2o
i

5

ti

£

s. d.

13*450 18 0
19,717 5 8
8,974 fi 0
5 *
8,944 R 2
3,204 2 3
2,400 3 5
0,330 4 3
-173 3 4
9,900 3 8
23 12 8
1,271 6 5
4,780 19 1
573 S fi
2,723 0 10
024 4 2
1,754 G 1
948 G 11
833 13 3
1,740 fi 11
543 Lti ti
7,057 13 7
2,129 3 10
64 2 5
722
4 12 G
2,212 4 0
.422 1l> 9
1 3*7
13)72 15 0
548 2 G
4,503 Ifi 11
1.454 17 7
0,770 12 11
1,39 ft 16 9
7,91-1 3 0
0ft9 8 l
9,941 IS 0
y,79ti IS S
2,531 11 2
fi;824 10 9
264 10 G
5,416 7 H)
2,514 7 ft
1,064 ft 1
94 13 0
125 2 11
i,:-ti0 10 4
2,044 S O
335 7 5
3,079 2 0
6,337 O 10
1,610 17 3
7,327 12 1

Arrears from Total WatertoRates
30th
previous year?. receivable
June, 1896,
£

8. d.
n
■‘7.52 5 1
1,807 3 ti
937 19 4
ft
1,179 4 10
10$ 0 «
1-15 14 0
417 fl 0
104 lti 1
670 19 0
4 13 ft
204 3 8
248 Ifi 4
f)4 6 11
144 19 0
67 f> 10
137 13 9
70 19W s4
72
82 19rj 9
fi
02
370 i 2
2.k 4 0
o 4
ft
o
239 3 8
92 0s 2
123 17
305 14 10
lOti 4 11
430 11 3
481 12 2
07 1 $
732 8 0
443 0 4
3S8 10 (i-*
1ft ft
765 15 4
226 0 4
12
4 13 0
1:10 7 1L
S3 5 ft
30f 9 fi
3$5 16 1
287 18 9
432 4 3

£

s. d.

i4;2b:i 3 1
21,524 S S
9^12 4 4
10,123 13 O
3,372 2 ti
2,005 17 11
0,803 10 3
577 10
10,571 2 8
23 ti fi
1,475 9 1
5,035 14 fi
067 15 4
2,803 G 7
Oftl 7 0
1,891 19 10
1,01ft fl 3
91)5 11 11
1,329 fi 8
011 1 11
8,027 14 9
2,363 7 10
2,4 ll 7
1,514 10
1,190 12
54S 2
4.S0D 10
1,021 2
7,266 4
3,395 Ifi
760 9
10,074 6
9,240 fi
(1,213 7
277 0
0,182 3
2^ 739 7
11

8
11
7
ti
9
G
2
2
9
6
(>
8
1
2
G
6
9
11
3
0

J Oft
6
125 2
1,G9G IS
2,142 13
335 7 fi
4,010 11 fi
6,772 10 11
I.SftS IG 0
7,769 16 7

HERBERT J. BEAUMONT,
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G-enkkal Suustaeil of Rates, Rees, &c,

,

Ward or Borough.

Bern rko Ward ,.
Brisbane Ward
Cook Ward ,...
Denison Ward ..
Fitzioy Ward ..
GspiJfi’Wurd ..
Macquarie Ward
I'hdlip Ward
Alexandria ..
Annandale ..
Appin ........
Ashfield ,,.
Auburn ......
Balmain . ..
Bflnkstcyyn ..
Botany
,
Burwood ....
Campbelltown
Camperdown
Canterbury ..
Concord......
Darlington ..
Drummoyne .
Enfield .....
Erskineville ..
Five Dock....
Glebe.........
Gordon.......
Granville ....
Guildford__
Homcbush .
Hoxton Park
Hunter's Hill
Hurstville ..
lelamta .. ..
Kogarah ....
Bane Cove__
Leichhardt ..
Liverpool ....
Mnnickvillo..
Mosman.......
Newtown__
North Botany
North Sydney
Baddington ,,
Parramatta ..
Petersham .....
Prospect and Sherwood
Randwick__
Redfern .....
Rockdale ....
Rookwood__
R> do.........
Silver Water
Smithfield and Fairfie
St. Petore ....
Strathfteld ..
Vaucluse . .,
Waterloo ....
Waverley —
Willoughby ..
Woollahra__

No. of
Proper Sewerage
ties
Rates
liable.
£ E. ±
18.590 12 4
11,112 0 9
11,760 3 3
lOjOOB 16 9
9,412 11 &
10
13'&14 11 4
2,iQ5 7.0-18 19 11
1,090 1,450 17 a

1,143
0.0S4
3,701
8,617

Summary of Sewerage ami Di’ainajfe Rates.
for
rates
Now Revenue
New sewers New build Dminagc drain?
18 months Less
cancelled
(broken ings (broken Rates.
ending
or
(broken
June, removed.
periods).
periods).
periods). 30th18%.
£ s. d. £ 6. d. £ 8. d. £ E. d.
£ E. d. £ 6. 0.
38 6 4
270 19 5
38,361 11 0
11,292 10 4
380 9
13 0 8
11^794 11 0
29 36 C
28 7 9
64 10 s
I0J55 ft 0
<3 10 9
14 10 3
49 1 0«
57 1 8 3S 30 1
29 19 S
9.53S 8 10
6 S
6,414 4 10
39 4 LI
3 7 10
77 5 2
62 9 11
13^677 1 3
60 17 2
74 S 9
7,723 8 S
20 3 S
ft IB 5
19 14 9
11 0 9 359 5 9 2 0 7 1,842 19 3
1,504 8 8
475 9 3

3,406
i,sao

ft 18 11
3 19 3

1,534 7 7
479 8 B

1 7
2 11 C
3

SDtveragi*
Arrears from Total
llrajnn^O
rntesbq(!
Previous
roctisftblc
Years.
lO 30tli Junr, J8W.

Net
Rev eilue.
■£
8. d.
18,823 c 5
31,274 9 8
11,704
6
10,706 7 C
9,532 0 8
5,374 10
13,620 4 1
7,703 5 0
1,833 2 10

1,511 c
476 17

0
0

£ s. d.
430 3 0
037 4 5
<133 0 O
003 10 10
301 0 7
667 4 11
929 13 10
604 8 7
69 1 9

£ S. d.
19.258 9 11
11,011 14 1
12,898 4 0
11,374 18 4
9,803 7 3
5,942 4 10
34,455 17 11
8,307 13 7
3,002 4 7

71 10 0
10 4 1

1,582 10 0
4S7 1 1

’ v
3,859 4
74
"744 1,171 14
215
3,330 537 5
3^51 4,017 8

930
72 177 4
3,034 4,174 15
' s ' 8 11
619
4,364 7,699 &
1.067 S
1,559 18
4,213 7,481 6

...

5

303 15 3

9

155 8 9

0 14 9

107 2 fl

6 13 5

fl 33 4
40 0 0
32 11 9
0 15 11

6 9 7
31 15 IO
24 i c

7 17 6
10 15 7
S3 73 0

o
3
4

95 9 1
0 11
804 11 11
19 1 0 1,154 3 1

2 1
33 19
0 4
00 14
14 9
18 17
22 S

0

's
1
5

31 c 2

1 7 G

0

5

2 13 ii

n

7

e,

2 18 11

0

10
10
10
4
3
5

044
756
17
509

7
7
3
10

6 17 3 6
9 4 35 0
7 0 2 0
11 2 14 0

2,020
' 11
1,373
95
1,392
6,349

13
0
1
14
10
5

■j2
0
10

107
179
4,875
8
760
7,789
1,093
1,011
7,504

15
5
G
16
2
19
3
7
ft

ii

a

2

0

6
1
9
1

11
1
0

5

1 ft

1 4 1
1 1ft ft
2 7 0
32 10

0 8
0 1
24 ft
0 1
4 18
56 10
9 2
11 0
33 8

G
0

7
5
10
10
1
S
0

2.9*0
11
1,171
93
1,390
6,310

1G7
177
4,850
8
755
7,733
J,flS4

n
0
17
15
9
14

10f>
r,
1
8
7

045
1
34
7
32
190

1 4
4 4
17 ft
1ft 11
13 ]
1ft 1

2,605
12
1,206
101
1,423
5,507

13
10
15
15
2
13

16
14
3
8
1

5
10
30
8
11
3
10
6
7

14
10
206
0
28
282
G7
126
379

1
17
7
11
4
11
2
4
14

1S1
1SS
5,057
9
783
8,016
1,751
1,726
7,850

8 10
1 6
4 7
0 G
Z 3
0 0
4 fl
10 11
IG 1

1,000 G
7,471 1

5
7
0
10
4
ft
S

6
C

2
6
2
0
9
8

.

2,190 9
l^SSO 2,013 4
1,953 4,050 8

0
4

2,203 10 0
2,055 16 9
4,103 3 2

4 14 5
3 1ft 3
11 15 8

2,199 1 7
2,051 IG fl
4,000 7 G

114 8 2
108 10 a
ICS 0 2

2,313 ft 0
2,160 G 11
4,264 7 8

General Suinman of Hates, Fees, &c., for Water, Sewerage, and Drainage,
for IS months ending ftQth June, 18QP-.
GrossSewerage,
Totil Water No. of Amount sued Amount paid
to
for during 18
Total paid theArrears
And Dralnngf rates Sum* months
30th Jiitio,
ending without during
1805-0.
rerFivuttfl
for
mouses
Summonses.
me.
30th
June,
IS mtrallifl ending Issued.
189C.
atnli .'nne, :S96.
£ s. d.
£ s. <1.
£ 6. d.
£ s. d.
£
e- d.
604 15 3 AS,754 7 3 30,259 2 0 2,60S 10 0
45
41.807 12 G
1,900 5 9
484 10 11 23,439 0 2 23,923 11
25.913 16 10
7G
1,632 8 0
G98 4 10 24,370 14 0 24,968 19
26,601 7 7
270
379 14 0 £8,806 8 3 2ft,246 17 3 S,65fl 0 9
114
32,899 7 0
21,109
8
1
1,285
9 G
107 3 10 20,912 4 3
22,394 17 7
00
155
500 8 4 13,703 S 3 14,203 11 7 1,590 17 7
16,854 ft 2
2,065
G 11
7
27,776
17
4
059 9 9 27,117 7
102
29,842 4 S
134
413 15 8 10.004 IS 10 16,478 14 G 2,012 12 1
18.491 0 7
401
5 5
5
4,813 1 8
159
152 17 3 4,600 4
6.274 7 1
224 19 11
2.005 17 11
68
38 S 1 2.342 1 4 11 2,3S0 18 0
0
12
6
2
12
2 12 G
C
' 3 5 0
149 G 5 7,234 17 10 7,384 4 3 1,012 2 O*
327
8,306 6 3
S2
10
O
4
495
fl
5
477 14
35
17 ft 1
577 1ft 5
803 15 fl
194 17 2 9,81ft 11 4 10,104 8 <i
370
11,058 3 9
5 6 0
22 19 11
5 6 G
28 6 6
147 18 8
5
3 0 11 1,324 ft 0 1,327 10 5
1,475 ft I
0
420
12 fi
5,035 14 5
04
98 10 fl 4,521 2 ft 4,615 2
110 10 10
537 7 0
557 4 G
19 17 G
G67 16 4
15
1,132
16 (.
4,401
fl
3
93 12 8 4,307 10 7
5,533 1ft ft
07
63G 0 5
107 17 I
514 2 4
21 18 1
23
703 17 6
1,541
1
3
350
IS 7
23 6 3 1,517 10 0
1.801 19 10
27
112 17 fl
2.441 10 10 2,476 10 9
34 1ft 11
2,589 8 0
flG
819 4 7
200 1 8
SOS 5 ft
10 18 10
15
3.019 G 3
818 8 4
1S0 2 7
9 f> 11
809 2 5
18
1,007 10 11
132 12 S
so
95 4 10 3,024 10 11 3,119 16 9
3,252 8 5
154 1ft r>
45G 11 6
450 1 4
0 10
611 1 11
12,834
18
700
10 2
3
220 IS 10 32,G08 4 5
1S3
13,535 S 0
86 8 4
27 2 1 0
8G 8 4
113 11 2
285 10 0
59 4 fl 2,018 7 7 2,077 11 10
96
2,803 7 10
2
SB 14 2
51 17 7
33 17 0
4 17 22
90 11 9
374 10 0
460 16 8
453 0 G
2 16
s'
835 12 8
4 5 0
0 12 G
4 5 0
4 17 6
35G 15 7
2G 19 3 2,067 12 10 2,094 12 1
33
2.431 7 3
255 1 11
15 11 G lr224 G 0 1,259 IS 0
1.514 19 11
30
207 4 8
1,195 4 10 1,195 4 10
1,462 9 6
203 8 8
903 8 11
24 3 1
969 & 10
47
1,106 12
343
5
2
204 17 4
548 3 fl
504 fl 2
14ft 0 1 4,207 10 4 4,486 10 6
274
5,050 19 7
5
1,83ft
fl
231 19 1
05 19 5 1,323 4 0
1,621 2 0
63
700 15 S
175 0 0 0,578 ft 11 0,753 ft 11
7,464 5 7
25S
i,BUr
/
10
196 9 6
43 25 6 1,203 12 5
66
1,503 17 4
70f> ft 0
447 8 4 12,170 10 S 12,053 14 0
13,452 19 9
301
s
672
7
4
CSC
10
SS 19 7
14 9 4
775 10 3
36
240 IS V 10,016 9 3 10,203 7 9 1,194 7 O
201
11,457 14 0
824
10 10
1G,431
8
2
305
427 5 11 10,004 2 3
17,256 5 0
309 17 10
5 4 8 2,lfll 3 2 2,166 7 10
3
2,536 5 8
7,482
19
8
4fll
12 1
7,904 11 9
251
190 11 t 7,2SG 8 1
41 15 3
235 4 )0
230 2 7
6
6 2 3
277 0 1
6,007
1
10
5,770
18
ft
1,841
12
3
225
2% 3 1
7,908 14 1
23,441 14 5
327
602 19 0 21,785 5 8 22,288 4 8 1,153 1U U
2,311
12
7
427
14
11
67 4 7 2,244 8 0
2,7Sft 7 6
103
ftfl4 0 S
295 0 ft
921 0 fl
32
12 14 5
1.229 1 5
147 10 2
21
10 11 1 1,133 13 7 1,160 4 8
1,297 14 10
S3 17 ft
S3 7 6
15 S fl
2
0 10 3
09 C 0
25 14 11
2
9ft
S
0
04 4
n
5 3 10
125 2 11
1G7 Ifi 4
47
21 6 2 1,507 17 2 1,520 2 4
1,096 IS 3
3
325
11 G
28
26 7 C 1,788 14 9 lrSV7 2
2,142 13 9
72 9 2
254 4 7
2G2 18 3
8 13 s
3
335 7 5
491
3 1
5,7GS G S 5,802 18 1
94 ii 6
0,354 1 2
121
742 4 3
100 4 11 8,001 14 S 7,190 19 7
7,933 3 10
I4G
305
(i 11
23
39 8 11 1,654 5 2 1,51)3 9 1
1,806 IG 0
153 19 7 10,636 5 6 10,796 5 1 1,22S 10 2
12,024 4 3
97
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Assessor’s Report

continned

—

Ward

House Properties.

or
Borough,

£ s. d.
1D5 8 3
liourko Ward
Brisbane Ward 230 H 2
Cook Ward .. 378 4 1
Denison Ward 413 3 2
203 8 7
Fitzroj’ Ward
94 10 2
Gipps Ward .,
Macquarie Ward 320 IS 11
210 11 4
Phillip Ward
4ft 10 8
Alexandria ..
SS 14 7,
A Lilian ctolo
Ap]>in ........
Ashfield...... 2ft7"e4 S
24 16 4
Auburn.......
Balmain ..... 103 10 9
C 10 3
Banks to urn ..
8 17 11
Botany .......
82
18 2
Burv.ood ....
Camphclltosvn
44 7 S
07
3 4
Caraperdown
42 11 6
Oanterburj' ..
75
15
9
Concord......
Datlington ..
11 3 5
C5 10 10
Drumnioync. •
48 10 4
BnfieLd ......
10 1 8
Ijfskmei .tic ..
73 3 5
Fire Dock ..
09 2 1
Olebe ........
2 8 2
Cordon.......
43 11 11
Crani’ilto . *
Guildfoid ...
10 15 11
12 2 11
Ilomebush ..
0 7 0
Hoxton Park
Hunter's Hill
G7 7 3
80 14 4
Hurstville ....
islands ......
Kogarah ....
40 1
Lane Cove. ..
21 1
Leichhardt .. 167 13
Liverpool .... 118 10
113 13
Marrickvilte .
Mosman
30 12
Newtown ..,, 154 10
North Botany
13 11
North Sydney 153 14 10
Paddington .. 203 17 8
Parramatta ..
1 18
70 S 0
Pcicrsham ..
Prospect & Slier- 21 IS 0
wood.
Bandwick .
308 16
Kedfcm .
122 4
Bockdalo .
48 1ft
40 8
Bookwood ..
Ryde ......
21 17
Silver Water
4 10 11
Smithfield and 11 11 11.
Fairfield.
40 1 C1
St. Peters .. .
102 0 5
StraLhficld ’
Vaucluse
8 3 10
Waterloo .
50 1 0|
127 10 1
Waverley .
Willoughby
34 10 1
232 14 S
Wooila.li i a

Vacant Land.
Water

£ S. d £ s

215 10
224 3
3S0 6
452 12
220 9
115 14
332 7
252 13
34 fi

5|
2
10
7
10

1 15
63

4

I 5 1$
5 0

10 13 10
123 10 3

fi4 ft 1
37 10 0
127 15 8

1

t
£ S. il
203 8 3
141 0 8
3 9
220 S 0
45 10 0
240 0 f,1
48 19
02 14 D
85 0 5
40 3 11
140 2 8
f 4ft
184 11 0
25 14
92 12
2 16 2
36 17 11
45 11 1U
10 10
3 17 4
84 5 4
0
20 IS r
2ft 6 7
IS 17 10
10ft
3
57 3 a
20 ~ 5
104 S 5
1ST
253
137
43
30
84
307
20
179
23
37S>
0
62

13
0
2
13

2
0
0

Sewerage. Drain
age.
£
235
164
61
107
53
215
04
lOO
44

S.
8
14
14
3
S
13
13
Ifi
O

29 8
3 17
4T
4 IG

2
4
33
0
r*
12 4 22
0
11 5 7

13
11
Jfi
3
5
4

SuiniA-BT

,

Churches and Charities.

£ e. rl
23 12 6
IGft 2 11
180 1ft
154 2 9
147 13 r,1
101 4
835 12 1
224 0 C
15 0 9
40 10 ft
140 12 3
150 10
16 3 S
59 3
33 0 92
0
31 ft
31 S S
14 IS 0
4
6 15 0
7 1 3
0
2 ■5<> 17 2 11 2 ft
3 1C 5
0 13 3 0 144 18
51 2 10
37 7 6
11 12 ft

3
30 10 4 87
35
0 1
127
1C2
12 10 10 5
2
7 4 .
IDS
6
10 5 1 0 0 90
0 11 10 6 n 165

in
60 18 2
19 10
139 IS 1 20 1ft ]
ftG 10 5 23 7 4

75
10ft
20
5
22
3
91
03
75
357

7
0
1
9
IS
10
5
7
13
1
10
11
7
16
15
1fi

0

fi
ft
6
0
5
b
t

ft
ftn
8
10
0

11
3
13 1
10

Abbeahs to SOtli June, 189G

Government.

Water. Sewerage. Drain
age. Water.

d £ a. d.
5
0r,
2
10
16
10
7
20 3 10
.
\G& 14 1
'13 ■> 0
.

4 02 10 ft
9 44 13 6
10
H
0
4

of

Sewer Drain Watei
age,
age.

Municipal.

Meters.

Sewer Drain Water.
age.
age.

Total.
Water

... L

Decrease on Previous Year.

Sewerage. Drain
Water. Sewerage, Drain
age,
age.

ii. £ s. <1. £ e. d. £ s. d. £ e. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ v d. £ S. d £ 9. ch £ 3. d. £ B, d.
c 10 S 15 13 10
__ ;i*505 1*2 8 2,020 12 41 558 10 2
&
. .. 872 2 3 1.413 17 9 5C1 13 9
7
.... j 304 17 8 ftSC ft 5 070 IS 7
4
07 4 9
56 0 11 100 s 9
.. . 1,837 IS 9 2,686 13 7 950 10 8
2
24 14 4
.... I 42ft 16 S' 842 2 S 425 0 2
fi
653 0 1 1.095 19 f> 4ftl 12 2
4
0 6 8
fi38 1 r> 1,238 11 10 790 0 U .
0
718 11 9,1.257 1 1 744 11 0
2 2 ft 2 6 11
11
195 1 0 341 10 16 So 12 11 21 io 2
10
53 1 0 223 ft 11
0 1ft s
17 0 3 15 0
1 12 C 2907 J7 1 850 16 r,
149 S 7
14 S 1 3 0 ft
11 & 82 16 (j
0 13 ft ... 0 2 0 387 ft 2 827 17 0
IS IS 3
1 3 0 0 6 O
1C ft ,s 22 19 11
96 0 5 14C 10 2
170 (i 0 414 13 S
0 IS 4
14 ] 0 10ft Ifi 111
15 1 8
141 1ft 16 277 10 3 817 H D
803 0 4
41 7 36 162 7 3
1 7 fi
4 1 3
200 10 0 341 C 1
53 8 6 74 4 5 35 12 10
20 12 1
40 15 fi 19S 12 11
0 ii 1
19 0 3
0 10 G
5(1 4 7 103 4 10
8 13 (
47 11 9 S9 14 7 9 3 s 30 11 11
3 3 0
7 7 6
3ft 17 9 153 11 S
.
* ...
281 0 8 544 70 ft 03
339 16 2
34 IS & 5 11 2
0 15 0
23 10 8 ■>7 10
0 13 8
75■? 8 7 280 12 3
7 2 51 17 7
■206 O 10
ftS 14 10 374 •i 3
0
G
.... I 21ft 0 2 S5S 4 4
249 15 S
47 fl
124 18 4 267 4ft 8
142 fl 4
6
43 11 202
010 0
fiS 0 11 294 3
20 6 1
ns 2 1 521 1 8
37 6 6
0 17
11 5 fl __
2o C ft 22S 1
178 0 ft 672 4 4 7 12 7
2 0 ft
42 15 1 193 15 ft
105 13 2 500 13 9 IS 2 4 7 S3 12 5
89 1 S ft 14 8
27 15 3 87 D 7 0 17 6
533 U ] l,lo5 0
27 i S
17 io ft
3 11 6 3 17 0
156 ft 0 4SJ 17 11 318 14 11 1 9 O
37 10 0
3G2 10 3 309 17 10
... 1 00 ir, 4 407 S 10 24 0 6 37 S 3
4 19 7 B 15
41 0 3
.... L 13 15
...
030 12 3 20 7 S
5 12 7
19 6 1,039 In 8 127 6 7
27 14 4
...
.... : 610 8 b 877 15 3 252 17 3
84 18 7
n 10 e
__ f 174 7 0 424 :i 8
115 11
212 15 ft
28 '4 11
0 0 o
04 S t) 140 8 11 ..
7 4 f 14 IS 3 '
0 9 0
0 14 8 25 14 11 ■■
.......
31 18 1 164 13 (1 320 3 IV ..
122
fi TO ft
62 5 4
176 0 2! 3C2 3 10 114 14 3
213 5 5 012 17 11 104 12 7
39 17 C
&* 0 0
2 5 1
117 n 1 303 13 2
441 13 1 92S Ifi 7 | 209 3 7
0 0 10 0 4 5
117 10 2
1
£ s.
01 17
175 10
222 17
200 12
142 1
300 5
351 IS
OSS 15
7 C

Increase on Previous Year.

£ s. d.
793 1ft J
34U to Si
244 10 10
S3C 0 7
375 111 7
160 5 I
‘>30 4 2
so 3 9
17S 15 7
79 10
439 7 11
166 10 4
IS 0 2
1G9 n 4
18 18 n
142 10 6
95 6 11
200 12 4
3 0 ft
128 IS 7
93 9 2
S 4 10
91 0 3
1S9 0 1
47 18 ftft
Ifi B
26 L 10 2
114
s
150 5 fi
131 1ft 0
S2 12 4
221 9 4
67 0 8
21D IS 1
39 16 8
Sft 11 7
20 7 11
43ft 1 1
52 16 4
365 n 4
26 2 4
23 13 2
930 17 10
101) 7 11
194 IS 4
5 11
05 14 4
11 2 ?
9C|
Sifi
5
233
17
S07

Water.

£ s. d. £ s. o. £ 5.
123 6 8
..
37 ft
., .
11 1
03 13 7

Sewerage. Drain
age,
£

5

d. £ B. d.

72*10* 8

11 0

13 0

SO 2 9
31 18 3 0 12 1
77 IS 2
22 0
8 14 2
57 O
262

2

r,

O 15 1
11 O 4
14 ft 3
7 i 10

C5

..
23

6 6 s
40 10 11

5

1

1ft IS 3

1 2
2 IS
U 7 0

**
1 2 1

■■
in fl * •
in (
11 ll' 0 0 1
ft 4
16 11
18 10, 102 7 0

HERBERT J. BEAUMONT,
Assessor.
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Annual Report of Stores Branch.
Sir,

Stores Braucti, 12 August, 1S96.
] have to report on tlie work of the past eighteen months as under: —
A special re-organization of this Branch led to a considerable reduction in the duties performed,
with a consequent economy of wages. The form of book-keeping instituted by the Government Auditors
on the formation of the Board in 1888 has been abolished, and books of tbe simplest possible form
substituted. The duty of Comptroller has been merged with that of Paymaster, and the Store stafi now
consists of one clerk, a storeman, and a labourer, together with working caretakers at two of the suburban
depbts. All stores supplied to the Board not being in contract are now bought by the particular officer
requiring tho same, and such purchases are not recorded by this Branch, Appended are two statements
showing value and source of material passed through this Branch during the eighteen months under
review:—
GrjTEEAn Contracts from 1st January, 1895, to 30th June, 189G,
Contractor.

Article.

Building nmtcml
do
.
G-enoral stores __
do
....

W. Wales ....................

10 % orer schedule..

J. Power ........................

7 i % below schedule
Zl'i0/
do
.,
2CJ%
do
..

J. Keep and Son............
Briscoe, DrysdiUe, & Co.
Hatfield Bros.................
Hordern Bros.................
Q-ihson, Battle, it Co......
Briscoe, Drysdale, it Co..

Uniforms ............
do

Rate

................

Pig lead................
do ................

Manufactures

' BIO 15s. Od. per ton ..............
I £11 19s. 6d. per ton ..............

do

£
219
76
1,190
481
154
185
1,085
902

s.
11
17
15
1
11
18
11
0

d.
7

5
9
6
9
7
1
1

within the Colony

Article.

C.L pipes

Value.

Contraol-or.

and upwards, and special castings.....................

0. and C. Hoskins .............................
do
............................

.................................................. ...........................

Sfcop'Talres ........... ........................................................ ......... .

Value.
£
22,249
11 £63
17,908
646
960
948
512
91

s.'d.
14 7
14 8
0 6
0 8
0 O
4 1
5 9
1 11

£54,979 2 2

Stock-taking.
To lessen the cost of an annual counting and valuation of stock it was decided that only such
goods of value as were kept under lock and key should bo checked annually, while the heavy iron pipes
and water-fittings should be checked every other year only. Under tins rule the stock-taking of the
smaller goods was effected in September, 1895, with the net result of a small surplus, and the satisfactory
report of the lixamincr of Accounts thereon was adopted by the Board.

Material recovered from ground.
Several large schemes devised by the Engineer for improving the water supply to the suburbs
required new mains of a larger size in replacement of'eiisting mains, which were carted into the outlying
depot?, and, after survey, the good material was thoroughly fettled, repaired, and recoated. Several
hundred tons were thus treated by an experienced gang of men, at an average cost of 18s. per ton for
material and labour. Under ordinary conditions the mains taken outot ground, and found to be worth it,
are fettled, &e., by tho depot caretakers as part of their daily work.

Stock Balance.
£

Stoat m hand, 31st December, 1894
Receipts
..............
...

s.

d.

30,020 18 6
43,297 15 3
£73,318 13 9

■The Secretary.

Issues...
...
..
.,
...
Stock in band on tbe 30th .Time, 1896

£ s. d.
54,083 7 1
19,235 G 8
£73,318 13 9

A. ELLICE FLINT,
Paymaster and Comptroller of Stores.

ENGINEEK’S
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Engineer’s Report.
Sir,

'
Engineer’s Office, 9th August, 1896.
I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Board, the Annual Eeport on the
working of tho Engineer’s Department for the period ending 30th June, 1896.

1. WATER SUPPLY BRANCH.
Canal and Prospect Reservoir.
A considerable amount of work has been done at Kenny Hill in strengthening and relining of
canal and dressing of slopes; tbe length dealt with was 2,725 lineal feet, making, with length previously
treated in 1894, a total length of 3,358 feet.
The slopes of several deep cuttings have been flattened and soiled.
It has been decided, in order to economize in maintenance, to cover in canal at some of the deep
cuttings at entrance of tunnels; this, with works of strengthening sides and bottom of canal, will be
carried out by contract when funds are available. IS"ew drains and flumes have been carried out at
25-mile peg to prevent slips in cutting.
A new line of fencing, 1 mile in length, has also been erected, and thirty wrought-iron gates have
been provided and fixed in lieu of slip rails.
•
The face of cliff at entrance, to Cataract Tunnel lias been underpinned, and the last shaft has been
domed over and carried to surface.
Tho entrance to .Nepean Tunnel has been cleaned out, and inlet extended 32 feet into tbe river.
This work will prevent future silting up, and admit of a free scour in flood-time. Since the work was
completed heavy floods have occurred, during which the waters passed over crest of dam to depth of 9 feet,
the entrance to tunnel beina quite free of silt or obstruction. The advantage of a clear inlet enabled the
Superintendent to pass 110,000,000 gallons per day into the Prospect. Beservoir, to make up for depletion
whilo the repairs to No. 8 section were in progress, during which time the supply from canal was cut off.
On 26th Pebruary, 1S9G, a slip occurred at 38-1-mile peg, when water at rate of 117,000,000
gallons per day was being sent down to the reservoir; steps were immediately taken to repair same, and
wator was turned on again on 27th.
The intake race at reservoir has bc.cn backed and strengthened with rubble, on account of the
earth at back being scoured.
The reservoir embankment has been attended to during the last eighteen months since last report,
and movements carefully tested by instrument.
Pour additional headings were made into the outer slope, making a total of eleven headings and
ten drains. The effect of the headings appears to have arrested any movement of outer slope, and
consolidated the material by removing the impounded water. During heavy rains the water is quickly
removed, instead of being pent up, as heretofore. There is every appearance that this portion of the
embankment is now perfectly stable.
The intake-tower and valve-house are in good order, and valves regularly attended to, A new
gauge has been fixed in valve-house, which enables the attendant to see the height of water in reservoir
without the necessity of going to the intake-tower.
The new' cottages which have been erected, and the removal of old buildings around the Veteran
Hall, has considerably enhanced the appearance of the place, and admits of Superintendent having men
at hand in the event of any contingency occurring.
The Pishcrics Department has erected a new7 hatchery, in connection with breeding of trout, in
tho ground allotted to thorn by the Board, an inspection of which is one of the points of interest to
visitors.
•
The planting of trees along the avenue leading from "Western Boad has been extended, and
formation of new paddocks contributes to the bandy working of the place for agistment purposes. The
revenue from agistment for the period of eighteen months was £505 4s. Sd., the past six months
contributing £204 8s. 6d. of the amount.

Supply from Prospect Reservoir.
The quantity of water supplied from the reservoir during the eighteen mouths ending 30tb June
was 9,104,822,372 gallons, or an average of 16,645,014 gallons per day, or 40‘7G gallons per head of
population supplied.
'
Works below Prospect Reservoir,'
The canal below Prospect has been attended to, and puddle backing to No. 9 embankment has
been extended, which has further contributed to prevention of leakage.
The 72-inch main has been recoated with cement wash. This appears to be the best material for
the purpose, after trial of several others.
Tho fence between Pipe-head Basin and Prospect has been enclosed with a dog-proof fence. This
work was found to bo absolutely necessary to preserve the purity of water in canal, as it was found
impossible otherwise to keep dogs out of the reserve.
Owing to the heavy- consumption during last summer, it was decided to increase the discharging
capacity of the lower canal, and with this view the walls of aqueduct and byewasb at Boothtown were
raised and additional water sent down to Potts’ Hill Beservoir.
*453—G
Potts'
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Engineer's Report—contmmd.
Potts’ Hill Reservoir.
Owing to slips which occurred on the eastern side of the reservoir when water was let out in
May, 1S95, it was found necessary to strengthen the whole of the pitching on that side, a short
length of 321 feet having been previously dealt with by the department. A contract was let for recon
structing and strengthening the pitching by rubble backing and facing with existing pitching. This work
was satisfactorily carried out, and water turned into reservoir on 21st October, 1895. Tn order to
expedite the work the Board decided to grant a bonus to contractor, equal to the tine for demurrage, for
every week he completed the work under contract time. This concession was availed of, and the reservoir
was available for use considerably under the contract limit. The whole of the valves and inlet and outlet
chambers were attended to while reservoir was empty.

Trunk Mains.
I have only to record one burst on the trunk mains duriug past eighteen months. This occurred
on the Liverpool Eoad at Enfield. Repairs were effected without any appreciable interference with
supply to the metropolis.

Quality of Water.
The water has been analysed every month by the Government Analyst, Mr, Hamlet, and retains
its high character for purity.
General Reticulation.
The reticulation mains generally are in good condition. During tho past eighteen months 99 miles
of mains have been laid, of which 70 miles are of 6 inches diameter and under, the balance ranging from
8 inches to 20 inches diameter, of east-iron and steel. The number of leaks reported was 100. This is a
very satisfactory record with a system aggregating 900 miles of mains.
During last summer the general system was taxed to the utmost to maintain a supply, tho main
branches iu some instances being too small to meet the supply of districts which they supplied ; the
districts particularly affected, being Waverley, Randwick, Woollahra, Pyrmont, Balmain, and tjtrathficld.
The Board having approved of schemes for improving the supply to these places, the necessary funds
were obtained from the Minister and orders were placed with the contractor for supply of the necessary
pipes, and where same were not included in existing contract, fresh contracts were prepared and let for
supply of materials and laying of pipes. The works for improving supply to Waverley, Randwick,
Pyrmont, Woollahra, North Sydney, and Illawarra suburbs are well advanced and will be available for
next summer. Other schemes have been prepared and will be carried out during following year.
The great draught on the reservoirs during the past summer showed that the water did not come in
from Potts’ Hill fast enough to keep reservoirs at a proper level to ensure sufficient pressure at the higher
zones. It was found that to maintain a sufficient head in the screening-tank at Potts’ Hill to give the
quantity required at Crown-street reduced the head between Potts’ Hill and Prospect. Under these
conditions the full capacity of the canal could not be availed of. With the view of improving the supply
between Prospect and Potts’ Hill, surveys and sections have been taken for a trunk-main which will
admit of the whole available head being utilised ; the main will also act as a duplicate to the 72-inch pipe
line and admit of the latter being examined and cleaned when necessary. Eunds for this work will be
provided for in next Loan Estimates. The lengths of mains cleaned and renewed is shown in report of
Chief Inspector.
House Services.
During the period of eighteen months, 16,124 permits were issued for connections to Board’s
mains, and 770 inspections were made by tbe plumbing staff. A large percentage of the complaints re
defective supply were found to be due to bouse services being either corroded or too small for the purpose.
In many of the city tenements a :’-inch service has been found to be provided for the supply of a terrace
of houses. In many instances when the terrace was originally owned by one person, tbe houses have been
subsequently disposed of to various owners with a common right to the service. Under these conditions,
when the service becomes defective, the onus of repair becomes a fruitful source oHrouble. Tho Board
having power under a late A.ct to connect premises to the mains under a deferred system of payments,
have carried out several contracts'on these lines and the system is very much appreciated by small
property owners who under other conditions could not avail themselves of a constant supply of water.
Meter Branch.
The result of the working of this sub-branch for tbe period of eighteen months is satisfactory. On
the completion of the first contract for supply of meters of Board’s pattern, a now contract was entered
into with Messrs. Davies, Shepherd, & Co., of Sydney and Melbourne for three years’ supply. The
contract was commenced in April. 1895, and the first delivery was made in duly of same year, since which
the contractors have delivered 770 y-inch, filty 1-iucb, and twenty-five 11-ineh, a total of 815 meters. The
manufacture has been highly satisfactory, and refleers great credit on the firm.
During past eighteen months 1,179 meters have been issued on the hiring system, and 182 sold to
consumers. The increase of meters under the above system is considerable, indicating that same is
appreciated by the public. "Where the use of Board’s meters shows an increase that of meters by other
makers shows a decrease. The number of new meters examined and tested was 151, and number
explained, 610.
A. considerable amount of work is done for country towns water supply in connection with meters,
tho number of new meters examined and tested being 307, and number repaired, 109, the majority of
meters dealt with being of Board’s pattern; tbe number is an increase on former years. Tbe Board’s
shops practically deal with the wator fittings and meters of the water supply of the Colony as well as the
metropolis.
_
The number of water fittings which have been tested aggregate 95,969 ; of this number 93,113
were approved and stamped, 2,532 returned for alterations, and 324 condemned.
There
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There is a marked improvement in two directions, viz., in the number forwarded for approval and
the number condemned. It speaks well for the manufacturers, as wmll as for the supervision exercised,
that out of such a large number of fittings only <324 should necessitate being rejected.
The bulk of the goods is manufactured locally, and it would appear as if the supply could be kept
up from local firms.
In the latter end of 1895 it was found that Board’s stamp was being used by unauthorised persons,
and on same being investigated the offending parties were proceeded against in the Law Courts, and dealt
with.
■
Tho various electrical instruments—recorders, gauges, &c.—connected with the service are in good
working order.
The report of the Meter Clerk shows a satisfactory record for period of eighteen months. Tbe
number of meters fixed was 1,266, tbe number disconnected 213, leaving a balance of 1,053. Of tbo
number fixed 1,175 ivere on the rental system.
'
The number of meters issued since the inception of the Board is, viz.:—
City, Suburbs, and G-overnment buildings............................................................ 8,406
Disconnected
...................................................................................2,362
In operation
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
... 6,134
The number of meters fixed on rental system since April, 1894, is 1,575, showing the system finds
considerable favour with the public. As against the above number ninety-one meters of other makers
were purchased by owners and fixed.
The number of meters which became inoperative was 526. These were either promptly repaired
at Board’s repairing shop or replaced by new ones on purchase or hire.
.In March the water supply was extended to Gordon-Bornsby district, and since then no less than
sixty motors have been applied for and fixed.
The gross revenue from meters, which is in excess of assessment, is £61,632 3s. Of this amount
the earnings of Board’s meters is £723 16s. 3d. for hire and revenue above assessment of £3,903 18s;
total, £4,627 1 4s. 3d. The increase of revenue during past six months as compared with corresponding
period in previous year, viz.:—
£ s. d.
January to June, 1896
........................................................................ 26,639 12 3
Do
1895
........................................................................ 20,067 10 8
6,572 1 7
Eree Supplies of Water.
The quantity of water supplied free to the different charitable institutions and public gardens
is, viz.:—
Gallons.

January to June, 1895—Charitable Institutions ...
...
...
... 21,215,000
Public Parks
...
...
...
...
...
6,175,000
July to December, 1895—Charitable Institutions ...
...
...
... 23,512,000
Public Parks
...
...
...
...
...
9,457,000
January to June, 1896—Charitable Institutions ...
...
...
... 26,455,000
Public Parks
................................................
7,520,000
or a total of 94,334,000 gallons, the value of same, at Is. per 1,000 gallons, being £4,716 14s.

Eires.
The number of fires that occurred in the city and suburbs for period of eighteen months is 511,
Of this number only forty-five were reported by turncocks as requiring any mention.
It is very satisfactory to note that an ample supply of water was available in each case.

Pumping Plant.
No. 1 Worthington engine was laid up for general overhaul and renewals from June 6th to
July 20th, 1895, the details of which will be found in the Chief Mechanical Engineer’s report.
No. 2 Worthington engine has been working satisfactorily without any repairs, except those
incidental to ordinary wear and tear. This engine is due for general overhaul, which will be made during
the ensuing year.
■
No. 3 Mort’s Dock Company engine had to he stopped for a few days in. August, 1895, for
purpose of remaking slide valve casing and steam jacket-joints, and removal of some defective valves.
With these exceptions and repairs incidental to ordinary wear and tear, the engine has been running
daily.
_
_
...
.
The boilers and connections have been periodically examined, flue spaces cleaned, and defective
steam-joints made good.
The fire service of the establishment has been tested monthly, and kept in efficient order ready for
emergency.
The Board having decided to dispense with gas, and substitute electric lighting, a contract was
entered into with Messrs, Edge and Edge for installing same. This has made sufficient progress that on
the arrival of the engine and dynamo the installation will he complete. It is also proposed to provide
electric motive power for the repairing and carpenter’s shops.
The telephone communication between the Chief Inspector of Water Service and turncocks has
proved of tbe utmost service in case of breaks or other contingencies. The system is now as complete as
it is possible to make it. The head works are in direct communication with the central station, and the
lines of communication ramify to all the outlying suburbs.
The
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Ttie liyde pumping-engines—"Watt & Co., vertical—continue to give satisfaction. No repairs,
except those incidental to ordinary wear and tear, were needed. The cngineer-in-chargc lias effected some
improvements in the engines and boilers.
Carlton Pumping Station.—Tho Blake pumps have been working continuously for past eighteen
months, with exception of a slight break during the usual sludging-out of boilers and other maintenance
work, during which tbe gas-engine was brought into requisition. It is intended to replace the gas-engine with
a new set capable of raising 30,000 gallons per hour. When this installation is complete, which will be
in time for summer period, and the completion of the new steel storage tank, the demands of this district
will be met for some years to come. When the district develops sufficiently to necessitate further
increased power, the existing Blake pumps can be replaced by ones of larger capacity, thus following tho
rule of increasing the pumping power iu proportion to the development of tbo district.

Richmond Ramping Station at North Richmond.
The engines have been running four days per week regularly, and beyond re-keying of fly-wheel
and re-packing of glands, &c., no repairs have been made since last overhaul in 1894.

Quantity of Water Pumped.
The quantity of water pumped to the various reservoirs and tanks during the period of eighteen
months was, viz.:—
...
2,768,150,300 gallons.
(«) Prom Crown-street to Paddington Beservoir . ...
...
056,661,200 „
„
,,
Woollahra
„
...
...
360,313,200 „
„
„
Waverley
„
...
3,791,154,700

Total

146.592,000
372,000,000

(£) Eyde Pumping-station Tank at Ryde Village
„
„
Tanks at Chatswood

518,592,000

Total
(cl Carlton Pumping Station to Penshurst Tank
(d) North Richmond to Richmond ...
...

...
...

...
■ ...

55,210,000
13,800,000

,,

The gross quantity pumped bciug 4,378,756,700 gallons. This shows a considerable increase in tbe
quantity which had to be pumped to meet tbe demands of the high-level zones. Eliminating the returns
from January to June, 1896, and taking those of January to December, 1S95, for comparison with previous
year—1894—the iucrease iu gallons in water pumped to Paddington Reservoir was 133'54 millions.
The quantity to Woollahra Reservoir shows a decrease of 3 millions. This is accounted for by a
rearrangement of supply to the districts of Redfern and Darlington, which in former years were supplied
from this source, but wore altered to Paddington supply.
The quantitv to Waverley Reservoir shows an iucrease of 32'46 millions. As the higher portions
of Waverley and Randwick become populated the draught from this reservoir must necessarily increase,
and it will become a question in the near future of enlarging the existing reservoir to save intermittent
pumping.
When the new Centennial. Park Service Reservoir is completed intermittent service can be obviated
as far as tbe said level supply is concerned, and I cannot consider the system satisfactory until the highlevel service is placed on the same footing.
The returns from Ryde Pumping Station show an increase as compared with 1S94 of 37‘5 millions
of gallons. The increase iu demand was sufficient to justify the increase of the staff at this place.
The returns from Carlton Pumping Station show an increase of H'35 million gallons over 1894,
The increase in this district is, however, being provided for by now pumping plant and ample storage tank,
which wilTbe available by next summer season.

Coals Consumed.
■ The coal consumed at the different pumping stations was—
Crown-street...........................................................
Ryde ...
..............
...
...
...
...
Carlton
...........................................................
Richmond
...
...
.........................
...
Total

Tons

cwt.

3,922
1,437
428
63

1
12
14
13

qra. lb.

0
2
2
0

7
0
O
0

5,852 1 0 7

Cost of Ramping,
The cost of pumping at Crown-street and Ryde Stations is about the same for 1894. The cost at
Crown-street for raising 1,000,000 gallons 10!) feet high was £L Ss. lid., or about '317d. per 1,000
gallons ; at Ryde the cost was £L 7s. per 1,060,000, or about ■324d. per 1,000 gallons 100 feet high. If
the quality of coal delivered at these statious iu the earlier part of 1895 had been as good as delivered
later on, the result would have been more favourable.
At the other stations, viz.:—Carlton—the cost of raising water per million gallons is £4 7s., and
per 1,000 gallons 100 feet high l'064d. Richmond water supply—the cost of raising water as above is
£6 17s. lid. per million, or l'65d. per 1,000 gallons 100 feet high. The engines at these places not being
of high-duty type, a much better result cannot be looked for.
Duty
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Duty of Engines.
The work performed by the several engines, as indicated by the returns, is, viz.:—
Crown-street to Paddington
...
... 02,600,000 ft.-lb, per cwt. of coal.
'
63,400,000 „
„
„
\V oollahra
vV n vpt*1 p v
54.800.000
55.500.000
Hyde to Ryde Village
...
,,
Chatswood
...
67.300.000
Carlton to Penshurst
...
22.800.000
22,400,000
North Richmond to Richmond

Length of Mains under the control of the Board.
The total length of mains, exclusive of trunk mains, under the control of the Board is 891'26
miles. The total number of screw-down hydrants fixed is 1,608, and hall hydrants, 16,904. The length
of mains lowered on account of alterations to level of road is 2’31 miles ; the length of mains cleaned is
3'92 miles; and length removed, 8'5 miles.

New Districts.
During the past eighteen months two districts have been added to the area supplied by water, viz.,
Smithfield and Gordon-Hornsby districts.
The former is provided with a storage tank constructed of concrete, having a capacity of 100,000
gallons, and situate alongside canal, about 3 miles below Prospect. Prom the tank a 4-inch main is laid
to the township, and from which the various streets are reticulated, the length of mains aggregating Si
miles. The tank provides an ample supply of water, with good pressure when supply to canal is cut off.
Hornsby-Gordon Supply.—The system comprises a pumping plant with engine-house at Chatswood
tank reserve, a rising main made of steel, 10 inches in diameter,
miles long, to Wahroongah, the highest
point, at which tanks, having a capacity of 40,000 gallons, have been erected. This section also acts as a
reticulating main between abovenamed places. Prom 'W’ahroongah the 10-inch steel main extends to
Hornsby township. From tho trunk main about 9 miles of reticulating mains, of 6-inch and 4-inch
diameter, have been laid, the necessary revenue being guaranteed in each case before reticulating mains
are laid.
The engine and tanks were used in other places, the former at Woollahra, and was fitted with a
new pump for its present service; the latter formed part of the original North Shore stipply. The head
which pumps have to work against is 390 feet. This is the greatest nead, so far, that the Board’s pumping
1)1 ant has to work against.
•
The main being of steel, special connections were provided in each length, and the two-way cocks,
for house service on each side, are fixed under pressure by a special fitting by the turncock.
It is contemplated to provide duplicate plant as a stand-by, and to take up the work during summer
months as district develops ; also, to erect storage reservoirs at Wahroongah, Hornsby, and Pymble.
Extending the water supply to this district has given a considerable impetus to building, and there
is every prospect of the system returning tho best results of any under the Board. The contract for
manufacture and supply of steel riveted pipes, altering and fixing pumping plant, &c., was carried out
by Messrs. G. and O. Hoskins, and erection of tanks by Messrs. Eaton Bros.

Country Towns Supply under Board’s control.
Liverpool.—Beyond a small extension of G-ineh main, of 21.7 yards, no works of importance have
been carried out. The improvement carried out at Liverpool dam in the previous year has been effective
in obviating complaints as to quality of water in the township. The works are in good order.
Campbelltown.—The only work carried out here was 223 yards of 4-inch main. The mains, &c.,
are in good condition.
Richmond,—During past eighteen months 464 lineal yards of mains have been laid, and eighteen
new connections made. There is an improvement in the consumption, but the system can never be worked
satisfactorily (financially) until tbe Board has tbe same rating powers ns in the metropolitan area and other
country towns in the county of Cumberland. The front boundary fence lias been renewed, and new
entrance gate fixed.

Botany Reserve.
In order to conserve as much water as possible for Board's tenants, several of the existing dams
have been repaired and made available for storage purposes. During tbe end of last summer, an abnor
mally dry one, tbe water in engine-pond, from which lessees draw their supply for wool-scouring purposes,
got so low that fears were entertained that the supply would he seriously curtailed ; with the improve
ments now effected up stream a shortage need not be feared. There are now four large wool-scouring
establishments located on the old reserve, and as a large number of hands are employed during tho
season, the reserve presents a busy scene.
The four lessees, when in full work, use an immense quantity of water—about 554,000,000 gallons
in eighteen months—the value of which would equal about £2,310.
The old pumping plant which was erected in 1857, and is now of no use, has been placed for sale,
and it is expected that same will be cleared, leaving tbe building, which is a substantial one, for lease for
other purposes.

Contracts let.
In addition to annual pipe-laying contract, fifty-fire contracts for various works have been carried
out. The manufacture aud supply of cast-iron pipes from 4-inch up to 20-inch diameter, and of inverted
steel pipes, 8, 10, and 20 inch diameter, have been carried out with vigour by the contractors for same.
The placing of orders for large-sized mains with Messrs. G. and C. Hoskins necessitated them laying
'
down
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dowa new plant, and considering that the men were not accustomed to the work, and stoppages incidental
to ne w plant, the contractors have met the requisitions of the Board very well. A large number of men
found constant employment in coimection with fulfilling Board’s requirements. Every pipe, steel or
cast-iron, is made and tested under the immediate supervision of the Board’s inspector, who is con
stantly on the premises.
The old flooring of ’Crown-street was removed, and a neat tile ono substituted. Painting of
storage tanks at Chatswood, Byde, and Ashfield, and suspension bridge, Lane Cove, Crown-street enginehouse: erection of cottages, stables, and alteration to Veteran Hall, Prospect; erecting engine-house at
Chatswood; constructing effluent drain at Botany; strengthening pitching, eastern slope, Pott’s Hill
iteservoir; alterations and painting at head office, Ac., and also numerous small works carried out by tbe

Expenditure on Loan Vote.
. , ■^^lc expenditure iu connection with works chargeable to Loan Vote for period of eighteen months
is, viz.:—
r
o
£
s. d.
Hew mains, including trunk and reticulating mains
32,040 19 0
...
Buildings, machinery, and other works ...
7,G37 13 8
£90,278 12 8

Expenditure on Maintenance Vote.
The expenditure on maintenance of works for period of eighteen months was £35,882 17s. 5d.,
being an increase of about £2,000 per annum over previous year.

Report of Chief Mechanical Engineer.
bir’

•
The "Waterworks Beservoir, Crown-street, 10 July, 1896.
I have the honor to submit the following report upon the working of pumping engines, &c.,
and water supply for the year ending 30th June, 1896.
r x D o
>
>
No. .1. engine was laid up for general overhaul, renewals, Ac., from Gth June to 20th July, 1895,—
and which overhaul consisted m fitting new piston rings throughout; low-pressure B cylinder was dis
connected pom Jngh-pressure cylinder, defective broken studs were drilled out, and new ones fitted ; lowpressure piston rod glands cut in halves and fitted together with steel plates: new' piston rod end and nut
iiUed; exhaust pipe and valve casing joints remade; Corless valves drawn and adjusted ; all connecting gear
stripped and adjusted ; air-pump buckets drawn ; new Mimtz-metal guard studs fitted throughout, in the
place of defective iron ones ; air-pump valves renewed throughout; water channels opened ; all brasses of
connections Jet together ; compensators dismantled, buckets and glands rebushed; gudgeons trued up and
bushes bedded thereto; all valve gear brasses let together: jacketing drain pipes renewed throughout;
feed-pump plungers turned up ; new neck and gland bushes fitted ; new gudgeon pins fitted to plungers and
connecting rods; all bushes trued out and new driving studs fitted where found necessary; a new feed
valve chest (gun metal) fitted complete ; parallel cross-head guides readjusted ; main pumps dismantled,
cJeaned, and coated throughout; valve studs refastened with feathers; 200 defective iron nuts replaced
with gun metal nuts ^renewed 1 dozen springs, 2 valves and plates, 200 gun metal spring-caps replacing
detective iron ones. Since completion oi overhaul this machinery has been working uninterruptedly.
.
No. 2 engine Las been working satisfactorily throughout the year, the only casualty of any note
being the brass bushes of compensator becoming disarranged; they were replaced by new ones, fitted
internally (tor the time being) with shoulder bushes to prevent the packing passing through; otherwise*
the renewals and repairs were nominal, incidental only to ordinary wear. This engine is now due for
general overhaul
‘
&
No. 3 engine was laid up for a few days in August, 1895, for the purpose of remaking several slide
valve casing and steam jacketing joints; lincd-up some bearing brasses; drew air-pump buckets; renewed
several valves thereon -where found defective. These pumps have since been running daily ; only slight
renewals wanted incidental to ordinary wear.
b
J
J &
. • . ®oilors 1and ejections have been periodically examined; flue spaces, &c, cleaned; steam-pipe
joints, Ac., made good when defective.
1
F1
The connections for protection of buildings in case of fire have been tested monthly throughout
the year in order to their being kept in efficient working order and condition,
*
The water pumped during the year and a half, as shown in tabulated form herewith, attached.
Water pumped by Crown-street pumps during the year to Paddington Beservoir was 1,909,364,800
f
s
™ ^crease of 238'56 million gallons on tbe previous year, and for the quarter an increase
of 66 o million gallons on the corresponding quarter of tbe previous year.
.
T1le quantity of water pumped to Woollahra Beservoir during the year-was 443,229,440 gallons,
being an increase of 1'04 million gallons on the previous year, and for the last quarter 9-74 thousand
gallons increase on the corresponding quarter of the previous year.
The quantity of wafer pumped to Waverley Beservoir during the year was 254 -o°G 650 gallons
bems » increase o 38-1 million Ballons on tb. pro™™ jear, and an incleas. for fl.o i.ai'rtar ffTlb
million gallons on the corresponding quarter of the previous year.
1
By do
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, Ryde pumping works are in efficient working order. The quantity of water pumped at Eyde
during the year io Eyde Hill was IOSjBS^OOO gallons, being 30T2 million gallons increase on the previous
year, and to Chatswood, 265,0(18,000 gallons, being an increase of 55■Si million gallons on the previous
year, and for the last quarter of the year an increase in the total pumping of 3 k55 million gallons on tho
corresponding quarter of the year previous.
Qarlton pumps.—These pumps have been working uninterruptedly for the year, excepting short
stoppage for necessary boiler sludging, &c. The quantity of wator pumped at Carlton for the year was
40,343,800 gallons, being 14'01 million gallons more than the previous year, and for the last quarter 4‘04
million gallons more than the corresponding quarter of the year previous.
.
.
, ,
J. FYEE,
The Engineer-in-Chief.
Chief Mechanical Engineer.

Superintendent’s Report.
Prospect Reservoir, G July, 1806.
the honor to report on the state of the main line of conduit, and reservoir embankment at Prospect.
Tlie whole line has been kept in good order, and the following works have been carried out, to
improve and strengthen, and otherwise;—
Potts’ Hill Pesoreoir.—The whole of the eastern slope of this reservoir has been completed, in the
same manner as the first 321 feet in 1864, by strengthening tho slopes at hack of pitching with a dry
rubble wall. The necessity of this was seen immediately after water was let out of reservoir on the 7th
of May, 1805, by the slopes slipping for nearly the whole length of the old work, Tho work was completed
and water turned into reservoir on 21st October, 1895.
H. Davidson’s Length.—The 72'' main has been rewashed with cement wash.
Puddle lias been extended to Embankment No. 9 on loiver canal; this has further stopped some of
the loaliing.
Owing to the heavy consumption of water last summer it was decided to raise tbe water iu lower
caual so as to give'a better supply. To carry this out it was necessary to raise tbe walls of aqueduct and
byowasb at Boothtown ; this was quickly executed, and the extra water put in.
The fence from Pipe Head Basin to Prospect has been made dog-proof ; this was found necessary
on account of the difficulty of keeping dogs from going into canal.
.
Prospect Reservoir Embankment.—A further number of four headings have been put in at scat of
this embankment, making a total of eleven headings and ten drains. This completes the lot intended for
the present, and since its completion no movement of outer slope appears to be taking place. It is readily
seen in heavy rains how quickly the water is carried off, instead of being pent up iu embankment as
heretofore. . I have no doubt but this part of embankment is now perfectly safe.
The intake race to reservoir has been backed up with rubble stone ; this was found necessary as the
water from race meeting the water in reservoir caused a heavy scour at hack of concreto,
A further lot of trees and shrubs have been planted on each side of the road leading to the
Western road. ^ This road has been fenced on each side, thus giving greater facilities for grazing stock
taken in for agistment.
'
,
The old buildings have been pulled down around Veteran Ball, and new slables erected, together
with three new cottages, for the maintenance men at Prospect. This has added very much to the
appearance of the place.
Two concrete walls have been put in at Eyewash, to prevent scour.
Ganger Whalan’s Length.—A short embankment at 38]- miles carried away on 2GUi Pebruary, 1896,
when 117 million gallons of water wore being sent down. Water was cutoff at the Cataract on the evening
of the 25th, and the scour valve opened above, and water lowered some 2 feet before the bank carried
away. This was repaired, and water turned on again on the 27th.
A further mile of fencing has been erected with top rail and four wires.
A further length of 2,725 feet of relining and strengthening of canal pitching on No. 8 Section
has been treated similar to the 633 feet carried out in 1.894, thus making a total of 3.358 feet completed,
in addition to slopes of cuttings, on the lengths being flattened and soiled, together with rc-makmg berm
drains.
Several cuttings on Harris and Harvey’s lengths. The slopes have also been flattened and soiled.
A new WI. SU-inph flume has been put in at near 25 miles, to take water from high side of cutting,
and putting in a sub-drain 5 feet deep in drain on high side to cut off soakage, and thus prevent slips in
cutting.
30 new IV J. gates have been supplied to take the place of slip-rails to bridge crossings.
Wonson’s Length.—The last shaft to the Cataract tunnel has had a dome put in, also the cliff at
entrance to tunnel has been underpenned for a distance of 35 feet. Another IS feet will be done this
year to complete it.
Nepean Tunnel entrance has again been cleaned out, aud advantage taken of water being low to
extend the tunnel some 32 feet, and clearing large boulders and stores away to give the current of water
a free course. This has answered the purpose intended, no silting up having taken place since it was
completed, the late heavy rains taking flood-waters some 9 feet over dam, still the entrance was clear, and
I was able to pass water on through after closing repairs to pitching on No. 8 Section. This was a great
advantage, as I only had some 40 million gallons in Cataract, which I increased to 110 millions required,
so as to quickly fill reservoir at Prospect.
’
_ The agistment fees for the eighteen months amount to tlie sum of £505 4s. Sd. £204 8s. Cd. of
this is for tho last six months ending 30th June, 1896.
I

have

■

W. WAKE PORN,
Superintendent.
Meter
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Meter Department, Head Office.

Report of progress in tliis department from January, 1895, to June, 1896.
Sydney, 21 July, 1896.
The number of meters fixed during this period is 1,266—of these, 1,175 are rented from the Board—
213 cut off, leaving a net increase of 1,053.
Number of meters issued from commencement—City, Suburbs, and Government, 8,496; discon
nected, 2,362; in operation, 6,134. The increase is largely in excess of previous years, and is very
satisfactory.
.
_
The number of meters rented since April, 1894, is 1,575, showing conclusively the favour with
which this system is received by the public generally, as out of a total of 1,266 issued between January,
1895, and June, 1896, 1,175 are rented, the balance, 91, representing meters purchased of the Board or
elsewhere.
The number of meters which became inoperative during this period was 526. These were in nearly
all cases promptly repaired or replaced by rented or purchased meters.
The water was extended to the district of Gordon in March, and already 60 meters have been
applied for.
The gross revenue from meters is £61,632 3s. (this amount is in excess of assessment). Of this
tbo portion earned from Board meters is—rents, £723 16s. 3d.; excesses over and above assessment
£3,907 18s.; total, £4,027 14s. 3d.
_
During tbe latter part of 1895 and the early part of 1896 the weather was remarkably dry and hot.
This will partly account for advance on previous years in the amount of revenue earned and the number
of meters issued.
In October, 1895, it was found necessary to appoint an additional reader, but beyond that the
expenses in working this department have not been increased, although tbe additional work involved in
issuing rented meters, filling in agreements, &c., &c., is considerable.
•
E. E. ABSELL,
Engineer.
Meter Clerk.
The increase during the last six months as compared with the same period in previous year is
noteworthy, viz.:—
'
January to June, 1896............................................................£26,639 12 3
January to June, 1895...........................................................
20,067 10 8
£0,572

1

7

The quantity of water granted free from January, 1895, to June, 1896, is—
G-ailtms.
£
s. d.
Jauuarv to June, 1895—
Charitable Institutions
... 21,215,000
1,060 15 0
@1/Public Parks..............
... 0,175,000
308 15 0
27,390,000
July to December, 1895—
Charitable Institutions
Public Parks ...
...

... 23,512,000
...
9,457,000

1,369 10 0

?>

32,909,000
January to Juno, 1896—
Charitable Institutions
Public Parks ...
...

Totals..............

... 26,455,000
... 7,520,000

1,175 12 0
472 17 0
1,648 9 0

1)

1,322 15 0
376 0 0

33,975,000

1,698 15

94,334,000

4,710 14 0

0
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II.—SEWERAGE BRANCH.
Dl'kesg tlio past eighteen montlis the followinp sowers and storm-water drains constructed by the
Government Sewerage Department have been transferred to the Board under the provisions of the
Amending Sewerage Act of 18S9 :—
(a) Sewers—
Portion of North Sydney Reticulation Sewers.
(i) Storm-water Drains—
Long Cove Creek, 2nd Section.
Iron Cove Creek, Extension.
Baptist-street.
Homebush Creek, 1st Division.
Iron Cove Creek (Croydon Branch), Lower Section.
Iron Cove Creek (Croydon Branch), Upper Section.
Maedonaldtown Bark, Extension.
Total length of sewers and storm-water drains aggregate 10'22 miles, and are shown in Appendix A.

Surveys—New Work, &c.
Surveys have Ijeen made for extending the sewerage system to western suburbs, Annandale,
eastern slopes of TVaverley and Randwick, and southern portion of North Sydney, and for relief drains
in city, Paddington, and TVoollahra.

New Sewers.
'I’lie length of sewers constructed during the last eighteen months aggregated 22*03 miles, shown
in Appendix B.
The total length of sewers and storm-water drains under the jurisdiction of the Board is 244'G2
miles.
'
The construction of reticulating sewers has been pushed on with vigour, in order that the public
may have the benefit of improved sanitation without delay when main sewers are completed, and the
Board he in a position to collect revenue on the whole to obviate having to pay interest on dead capital.
The lowdying portions of Erskineville, Alexandria, and Newtown will shortly be reticulated, and
property owners be placed in the same position as those on higher levels, which arc served by the gravita
tion system, by having improved sanitation, and thus abolish the anomalous state of things in connection
with drainage rate.
The low-lying areas referred to were considered by the health authorities as the unhcalthiest
portious of the several boroughs; and to improve the sanitary condition it was necessary for the Board to
anticipate the more complete low-level system by constructing a temporary pumping station to which the
sewage of the abovementioned areas will gravitate, and will be lifted from thence to the Erskineville
branch of the southern outfall sewer by an installation of shone-ejectors and air-compressors.
The necessary plant, including ejectors, engine and compressors, and connections, was imported
from the manufacturers, Messrs. Hughes and Lancaster, the boiler and air-receiver being manufactured
locally by Messrs. G. and C. Hoskins. It is anticipated that the whole of the plant will be in working
order in a few months, when the efficiency of the system for dealing with low-lying districts will be tested.
The number of persons provided for is 8,000.

Contracts in Progress. •
_
There are twenty-seven contracts in progress, embracing 101,000 lineal feet of foul-water and
relief sewers; also for manufacture of sludge-trucks, pumping plant, and repairs to buildings.

Storm-water Sewers.
The several districts served by the storm-water sewers transferred to the Board have been divided
into drainage areas, and rates levied on same, as provided in the Act, the differential rating system being
adopted.
The provision of revenue for interest on capital and working expenses, as limited by the Act, does
not cover the annual expense. The present result, shown by returns from the accountant, results in a
loss of £800 per annum. This shows the advisability of the greatest care being exercised in constructing
these ducts, as in the western suburbs the cost of those already constructed will form an appreciable
addition to the capital account, and must eventually' bo met by the revenue on sewerage account; and it
is within the hounds of possibility that the rate for the western suburbs will be higher than in the other
districts rated by the Board.
'

Outfall Sewers.
_
The northern and southern outfall sewers, with branches thereto, have been inspected and found
in good working order. The various penstock valves have been regularly tested and kept in working
condition. The automatic flow-recorders continue to give satisfaction.

Reticulating Sewers—Sydney and Suburban.
The whole of the reticulating sewers are in good working condition ; they are kept regularly
flushed by the maintenance staff. A few cases of flooding during heavy storms occurred, and measures
were taken to prevent a recurrence of same Considering the mileage of sowers under the Board, the
cases of floodings are very few. Owing to an adverse verdict in a case of flooding of premises through a
* 453—H
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defective sower passing under premises which had been erected over the sewers, and the correct position
not being known, the Board were cast in damages. To avoid further actions at law, it was decided to
reconstruct such sewers which were found to pass under dwellings on different lines, or, where same was
not possible, to so strengthen the sewer that either flooding or crashing of sewer would he prevented.
On these lines the Board has altered two lines of drains, and others will be gradually taken in hand.
Arrangements have been made to take over such portions of drainage systems carried out by tbe
Boroughs of North Sydney and Glebe as can be worked in with the new system, under provisions of the
Amending Sewerage Act.
_
The Band wick section has been improved and enlarged, and the majority of the property owners
have altered the house system to conform with Board’s by-laws.
■

Removal of Silt from Sewers.
The quantity of silt removed from the sewers of old system during the past eighteen months was
2,801 tons, of which 2.315 tons were disposed of on Government reclamation works. The quantity from
the main outfalls, new system, was—Bondi main sewer 1,350 tons, and Botany main sewer 200 tons.

This is an increase on former years, due in a measure to the prevailing dry weather and extension of the
reticulating system. The removal of silt from the storm-water sewers, which totalled 2,000 cubic yards,
requires considerable labour during dry spells, as. on account of the width and small fall, there is not
sufficient scour to carry away the detritus from roads and streets discharging into same.
Gibe abolishing of largo pit at Darling Harbour, and carrying main sewer through .to harbour, has
saved considerable labour in removing silt, as it is more economical to remove by dredge than by hand and
cartage to punt.
_
The Board’s silt punt has been thoroughly overhauled and painted.
_

Repairs to Sewers.
The following branch sewers, old system, have been thoroughly repaired, and the life of same has
been considerably prolonged, viz.:—Elizabeth-stroet, Pitt-street (in progress).
The repairs effected since the work was taken in hand are as under:—
Jan.

June.

1895-1896...
1894
...
.1893
...
1891-2-3 ...

...
...
...
...

Arch repaired.
Feet lineal.

Invert repaired.
Feet super.

Pointing.
Feet super.

5,660
4,591
10.212
15,354

30,914
2,352
33.072
143,013

1,690
59

35,817

209,351

1,817
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The cost of this work is provided out of revenue, and when the whole of the brick sewers, old
system, have been dealt with the charge upon revenue will become lighter.
The bricklayers have also carried out work on requisition from the AY ater Branch of such works
as could not well be done by contract.

Outlet Works.
The buildings, valves, screens, Ac., are in good working order. Xo stoppage has occurred during
the past eighteen months. The quantity of silt removed from screening chambers was 1,960 cubic yards,
showing an increase of 265 cubic yards 'over 189-1. This is satisfactory, considering the extension of the
reticulating sewers discharging into the outfall. The quantity of lime used was
tons. This is used
for washing walls, Ac., after cleaning out of sludge.
^
The oil engine for working lifting grab continues to give satisfaction, the cost per cubic yard of
sludge being Jd. as against -|d. in .1894.
_
The buildings are being re-coloured and tuck-pointed, this being the first expenditure on this head
since Board assumed charge in 1889.
_ ,
The workmen’s cottages are in good repair and all occupied, and trees appear to be thriving.
The locomotive has been fitted with new boiler, and been generally overhauled, and is in first-class
running order. The sludge trucks have been repaired, but it was found necessary tp have a new set
supplied, which can be worked easier by the men in tipping. The temporary bridge is in fair condition,
but requires close attention to prevent accident. A scheme is being worked out to dispose of the sludge
on the farm by means of a submarine pipe, and obviate the necessity for a bridge.

Sewage Farm.

’

The Board have foreclosed on tbe late lessee, and entered into possession of the farm again. Steps
were taken to put it into something like the condition prior to being leased. A contract was let for
cleaning up farm, repairing banks and roads, which was satisfactorily carried out. An annual contract
was also let for ploughing and harrowing the irrigation and filtration berls, the whole of which had
become practically inoperative as filtering media through neglect of lessee. The cow-shed and styes were
also cleaned out and lime-washed. "When the public were aware that Board had resumed charge, the
manager had more applications for agistment than he could comply' with, as he had instructions to take
no more than he had feed for. New flumes were made, and various other minor improvements carried
out. Tree planting has been carried out to a considerable extent on the foreshores lo replace the natural
scrub, which is gradually disappearing.
_
_
The Board’s property is now securely fenced in, so that agistment stock can be worked within
bounds.
_
The late staff were re-employed on work being commenced, and it would conduce to the appearance
of the place and efficient working if workmen’s cottages were erected on the farm, as it would not be
advisable for the Board to permit the working of the farm to pass into other hands in the light of past
experiences.
.
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The results from stoelc and pig raising under the Board show that same will be profitable, and
< stoek of approved breed will be placed on same for breeding and sale.
The irrigation and filtration areas are working very well, and the sludge regularly and properly
disposed of. The efiluent water is regularly analysed by Mr. Hamlet, Government Analytical Chemist,
and the working of farm by manager is guided by his reports. The efiluent generally boars an uniform
character. Report of analysis shown in appendix.
The filtration area has been extended since last report, and main carrier extended in connection
with same. The extension comprises 22 acres—11 acres of filtering tanks, which were formed on, nearly
as possible, the same lines as the natural tanks, with a (16-feet bank between. One tank is lower than
the other and connected by a weir to prevent overflowing of the upper one.
Both tanks are underdratned with subsoil pipes, specially made for the purpose, which have given
great satisfaction. The outlet of drain is carried to low-water mark in Botany Bay. There is also
provided a high-water discharge in the junction chamber, so that at all tides there is an outlet for subsoil
water.
The hank between tanks is planted with two rows of trees; and surface sown with grass. The
fringe of the tanks will ho planted with willows, which are large absorbers of water. Tree planting is
being made a feature on the farm, and I am indebted to Mr. Charles Moore, the late, and Mr. Maiden,
the present, Curator of Botanical Gardens, for advice on this matter.
The other section of extension is 11 acres, laid out in undulating pasture land. This will ho sown
with English grasses, and will eventually form splendid resting paddocks for cattle, and should be a source
of profit in the future.
The sandy soil in hanks on each side of main carrier has been covered with sludge to prevent the
sand being shifted by the wind—the surfaces are gradually being covered with grass and banks becoming
set. The railway has been extended to end of main carrier for more efficient working of tho Farm. The
manager was not able to plant any crops owing to the bad state the ground was left in, but in the coming
spring he iniends sowing all beds which can be spared.
A return is kept of the flooding of each bed with dates of ploughing and harrowing. A return
showing the working of one old and one new bed is shown in Appendix,
The daily flow of sewage on to the farm is 2,059,200 gallons—the late wet weather required tho
whole of available area to deal with same—a largo proportion of which could he turned into the river
without detriment or danger to health.

House Connections.
The number of houses connected with the Metropolitan and Suburban Sewers under the supervision
of the Board is:—
City
...
Suburban

...
...

1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895-6.

Total.

961
3,804

541
3,578

1,070
3,448

1,223
3,437

1,050
2,853

1,384
3,113

6,229
20,233

...

26,462
18,000

■
Connected to City Sewers prior to Board’s control ...

44,462
An analysis of the drainages during past IS months gives the following results:—City, 1,384;
Alexandria, 115; Camperdown, 328; Glebe, 990; Erskineville, 46; Marrickville, 36; Newtown, 169;
Petersham, 268; Paddington, 118; Eedfern, 145; Randwiek, 270; Waterloo, 64; "Waverley, 244;
Woollakra, 104; North Sydney, 216.
The above returns include those properties which were connected under the compulsory section of
the Act, and those for which applications wero received to have work done under the deferred system of
payments, the different numbers being:—

Compulsory Drainage.
Erskineville, 27 ; Newtown, 13; Alexandria, 14 ; Eedfern, 3 ; Waterloo, 11; Camperdown, 2;
Paddington, 14. Total, 84.
Deferred payment system :—City, 21; Glebe, 39 ; Paddington, 11: Randwiek. 19; Waverley, 6;
Woollahra, 4; Camperdown, 7; Newtown, 7 ; Waterloo, 2 ; Alexandria, 10; Eedfern, 7 ; Petersham, 1;
North Sydney, 2. Total, 136.
The total number of houses connected under the compulsory powers of the Board and average cost
per house is shown under:—
1891.

City
Suburbs

...............
...............

19
245
£1414s.

1892.

6
240
£1210s.

1893.

1894.

1S95-6.

4
32
£1814s.

.......
91
£9 14s.

.......
84
£9 10s.

The number of estimates prepared for work, or applications for work to be done under deferred
payment system, was 191.

House drainage plans.
The fees received for house-drainage plans, and number of plans prepared, was, viz.—
1890.

1891.

1892.

1893.

1894.

1895-6.

loinl,

Plans... 2,213
2,303
2,485
2,669
2,119
2,624
14,512
Eces ... £1,033 £1,088 15s. £1,087 13s. Gd. £1,106 7s. 6d. £818 los. £869 5s. £6,003 16s.
The number of houses surveyed and plotted in record plans was 1864, and the number of building
plans lodged for approval was 257.
The reduction in the number of houses dealt with under the compulsory section of the Act is
principally due to the provision made whereby property owners, who have not the necessary funds but
all the desire to have improved sanitation, can avail themselves of same by the Board doing the work on
the deferred payment system.
House-drainage
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House-drainage Certificates.
The number of official certificates issued to owners in connection with house-drainage since *
inception of the Board is, viz,—
City
Suburbs

1891.

3892.

J89S.

ISO 4

1S95-0.

251
l.UO

272
843

2G5
1,148

294
500

335
544

Defective Drainage.
The examination of premises ivitli defective drainage hy the Board’s inspectors has been carried
out with fair results aa to reconstruction of same. 442 first notices and 113 final notices to alter or
repair defective drains were served on properties; of the number, 183 bouses were attended to by the
owners.
_
Forty-five house-drains were smoke-tested, and in each ease found defective.
The Board ia precluded from taking such action as the interests of public health would indicate
owing to absence of necessary power to make a charge on property in cases of recalcitrant owners of
property connected with the ofd city system, although such powers are given in connection with the new
system. It is in connection with old drainage and obsolete sanitary fittings that the greatest danger lies ;
and it is impossible to think that the Legislature intended, within certain limits, to withhold on one hand
that which they freely granted on tbe other. The reports received from the Medical Adviser arc dealt
with by inspections by the inspectors, and notices are served setting out the requirements to place the
premises in a sanitary condition.

Sanitary Plumbing.
This branch, in addition to the ordinary routine of inspection of plumbers’ work, makes inspections
in connection with returns from Medical Adviser and on request of architects and others.
During the past eighteen months 3,050 jobs have been inspected and passed, for which 1,0-11
certificates were issued on application of owners ; 279 notices to alter defective fittings, out of which 113
were attended to ; ten systems were smoko-tested, and 312 soil-pipes tested hydrostatically.
Tile application of the water test was not one viewed with much favour by plumbers when first
introduced; but as it lias been tbe means of detecting faults not visible to the eye or covered up with
fittings it has been insisted upon with favourable results to occupiers of tbe premises.
In one case a east-iron soil-pipe was found with a cracked socket and an imperfect connection
'between same and water-closet.
In another instance where three (3) soil-pipes existed the owner objected to tbe test, but after
consideration the test was applied, with the result that tbe whole three were found defective.
In a third case a soil-pipe was found inside a dwelling with open joints—the bend at top was found
to be eaten through with sewer-gas—the joints of waste-pipes in walls found imperfect, and in other cases
joints of pipes wrapped with cloth and twine.
■
...
The foregoing descriptions arc a few of the many cases of defects found in the sanitary fittings of
city property, and in similar cases the Board should have power within certain limits of rectifying same in
the interests of the health of tbe city where owners will not take action.
_
_
_
I have to report that a considerable improvement has taken place in the manner in which plumbing
jobs arc carried out, notwithstanding the keen competition there exists in the trade.
The plumbing class at the Technical College still attracts a large number of young men qualifying
themselves for plumbers and the higher branches of the trade.

Ventilation of Sewers.
The various shafts erected in the city and suburbs have been tested during the year with satisfactory
results. The returns are shown in tables at end of report.
_
i
_
Very few complaints were received as to smells from tbe shafts ; these were found on investigation
to be unfounded, as far as the shafts wero coucemcd. That many of the complaints originated from
sentiment is illustrated by tbe steps taken by the inspector to close down the shaft unknown to the
complainant, who still complained, and on being shown the shaft fitted with an expansion plug, which
prevented any sewer-air passing out of shaft, efi'cctually settled the questiou.
The maintenance stall has been busily engaged in painting existing shafts, which totalled up 1,000
square yards, removing shafts and re-crecting same m other positions on account of alteration to buildings
to which they were fixed, repairing cowls, and refastening bonds.
In addition to above, general plumbing work to offices, stores, and pumping-stations has been
carried out. During the eighteen montlis only two shafts were broken by strong gales of wind which
prevailed.

Special Shafts.
Connections to Factory Chimneys, Ac.
Cubic feefc per hour.
1891.

1892.

1893.

189-1.

1895-6!

40.2SG
5.369
4,523

29,348
7,068
7,265

42,064
5,971
5,971

39,072
3,927
5,183

31,556
6,579
6,891

7.030
6,857
4.444

7,418
7,456
1,507

7,147
1,610
3,124
8,154

6,341

12,723

3,608
8.750
0,336

*30,890
28,500
19,184

'

Tooth’s Brewery ...
...
... 9" connection
Cameron’s Tobacco Factory
... 6
»
Cornwell’s Brewery
...
... C''
Now York and Brooklyn Tobacco
„
Factory...............
...
... 6"
Old Pumping-station, Crown-street
Yew Pumping-station, Crown-street
Hordern’s Factory ...
...
...
Darling Harbour ...
...
...
”

„

through casing.

.......

"Water-sprays
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Water-sprays Inducts.
Cubic foot per hour.
IS92.

^Busty’s Bore ...
Obelisk, Hyde Park
Purves-lane, Glebe
Toxtetli-road, Glebe
Macquarie-street, City
St. James Road, City
Bathurst-streot, City

1S93.

... 10(5,077
...
97,811
.................
.................
.................
.................
.................

11.284
101,461
......
......
......
.......
......

IfiDJMi.

im,

......
89,007
......
......
......
.......
......

208,613
205,597 .
41,959 IS* induct.
83,762 ,,
35,340 ,, „
69,973 „ ,,
52.129 „ ,,

* No water arailable in bore in 3S94.

Tlie total quantity of air delivered by induct sprays into the sewers now connected with Obelisk,
Hyde Park, is 229,720 cubic feet per hour, and the work done by tbe Obelisk is 205,597 cubic feet per
hour, the loss being about 11 per cent.
i
'

New Works.
The erection of Tontilating-shafts and arrangement for inducing air into sewers by means of
■watersprays, and connecting up old and new systems, for ventilating purposes, has been vigorously
pushed on during the past eighteen months. The effect of the ventilating work has had a marked effect
on sewers which have been operated upon ; but there is much yet to be done in the outfall seWers and
some of the main branches before the system can be considered satisfactory. The greatest trouble has
been experienced in locating some of the existing sewers in the city, and in order to reduce the number
of shafts the dead ends have been connected up to other sewers which are ventilated, thus ensuring
circulation of the air currents.
The amount of work performed during the eighteen months is considerable, representing tbe
erection of 419 exhaust and 26G induct shafts, and fixing 8 induct and 4 exhaust sprays with chambers and
automatic fittings. The work extends over the city and eight boroughs, with no loss than 1,500 openings
in the various streets. Only two complaints were received, which were found not to be due to the
contractor. This speaks very highly of the manner in which the contractor falls in with the views of the
city and suburban authorities as to restoring streets, notices, <fec.
Several of the shafts attached to high buildings vary from 100 to 3 50 feet in height, several of
which arc 9 inches in diameter. The average cost of shafts, including watersprays, is about £1.1 each.
The following boroughs have beeu dealt with:—17ewtown, Camperdown, Glebe, Petersham,
Stanmore, Erskineville, Alexandria.
Several shafts have also been erected at request of Borough Councils, viz.: 4 at Balmain and 5 in
Strathfield, iu connection with stormwater sewers.
A return of the work of the sprays, induct and exhausts, is shown in the appendices, which may be
considered satisfactory.
The quantity of material used in contract in progress totals 33,012 feet of ventilating-pipes of
9" and 6'' diameter, and 25,186 feet of stoneware eonnecting-pipes, the average height of shafts being
48 feet.

Drawings, &c.
During past eighteen months the Chief Draftsman reports that 117 sheets of drawings and 408
tracings have been prepared, and in the Heliotyping Boom 1,240 heliotypes wero made and 826 plans
mounted.

Expenditure on Loan Yote.
£
39,235
10,614
16,373
692

General Tote
...
Maedonaldtown Yote
Western Suburbs Vote
Waterloo Yote
...
Total

s.
11
3
16
12

d1.1
10
O
10

... £66.916 4

Expenditure on Revenue Yote, viz., for Maintenance, &e.
£

January 1st to June 30th. 1895
July 1st to June 30th, 1896

.....................................
.....................................

s. d.

9,188 13 11
20,690 2 0

Diagrams.
Sewerage reticulation.
Sewage-discharge diagram.
Zymotic death-rate.
Silt removed.
Death-rate, cily and suburbs.
Pilter-beds and efiluent drains.
Death-map.
Waterspray ventilator.
Temperature in sewers.
The information furnished by the Government Astronomer and Statistician has been of great
value, and I have to thank these gentlemen for their courtesy.
The Assistant Engineers and other officers of both Brandies have rendered good service, and T have
to record my thanks for tkeir assistance in carrying cut the work of the department for past eighteenmonths.
1 have, &e.,
J. M. SMAIL.
The Secretary.
Chief Engineer.
APPENDIX.
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APPENDIX.
liECOKB oii- Tesis made at Department’s Testing-room, Crown-street Depdt.
Portland cement....................... Tested37 parcel?;
Hydraulic lime .....................
9
Stoneware pipes ........................
,, S7
Porous dram-pipes......................
,, 7
Concrete pipes .........................
,, 3
Bricks .......................................
„ 13
Sandstone .................................
,, 7
Sands (various kinds) ..........
39
Roofing tiles .............................
„ 4
Nepeomc paving ................,
,,
2
M ortar........................................
„ 2

of winch 24 pissed and 13 were rejected.
passed and used in main carrier, Sewage Farm, Botany.
30 passed and 57 rejected,
2 samples used as effluent drains, Sewage Farm, Botany,
rejected.
for Metropolitan Sewerage Construction Branch.
a

si

i>

i>

ii

>r

ff

.

for use as lining in portions of storm-water sewers,

T. GRTPRl.XffS,
Assistant Engineer.

O. H. ‘Windsor, Tester.

APPENDIX A.
Table
Skivers

No. I.

constructed by the Government Sewerage Department and transferred to Board.
Pipes.

Size of Sewer.

24"

21"

10"

IS"

1893 to 30 June, 189G ......

j

12"

......

Total Length.
6"

9"

29,672 lin. ft. = 5'62 miles.

29,672

Totals

... 313,380 lin. ft. = 59'35 miles.

T. GRIFFITHS,
_
Assistant Engineer.
Table-No. 1a.

Storm-water Ducts

constructed by Government Sewerage Department and transferred to Board.
Open.

Elliptical.

Sire of Duct,

ICO

tOx I rt> *o
. oK G-5 ~W
S 5? ^1-1

»O o
1-1

ISHS to SO June, 1S9G.

752 423]l,01S 273

489 190 694 412 193 270 347 630 226

370 549 095 810 1,4.03 469 631 304 101 72,619

Pipes.

Circular.

Size* of Duct.

6°
o*

Total Length.

12

” I
2895 to 30 June, 1S9G.... 1,730 213

O II 1/- -J
y.

573 272 330 108 319 1,066 2.233

45

323 939 424 455 24,313 lin. ft = 4'CO mile*.

Totals

.

03,464 lin. ft. = 12'02 miles.

T. GRIFFITHS,
Assistant Engineer.

AEPENDIS R.
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and Slorm-water Drains eonsfcrucied by the Board,

Sewees

Sewers.

4’
10' x S’

i
|

X

2r

X

4r

a’

X

X

rtr'

2'

1

Alexandria........

ripos.

Circular.

U shaded.

Elliptical.

.

5'G" j 4'
1

3'6"

3'

3' 3"
X
'T

2

2‘ 0" 2' 4"

City Deep Sewers
City......................
Darlington .........
Erskineville , .
Glebe ..... ..........
Mamck\illc ......
Newtown
..
North Sydney .
Paddington . . .
Petersham .. .
Handwick ....
Rcdfcrn ... .
Waterloo ..
Waverley ...
Woollahra ....

24"

21"

IS"

1G*

1,360

005

540

794

"42

Too
1,594

12"

0"

G"

10"
i

1

.

!

Camperdown.....

iron. Total lon^th in feel.

3x2

...

384
* i *
j -

17,350
5,765

263
247

"84

4,651

SS

277

1,475
562
57

2,033

19,197
4,157
895
6.450
17,214
481
4,958
11,905

161
1,589

3,208
7,109

4,509

103,490

365

181
069

... ^...

1,284

49
304

190

20,886
6,012
5,413

148

22,543' '

...
. .
...

1
1

4,719
1,761
6,450
17,263
662
4,958
15,271
1,474
3,459
8,698

os
Co

- •

1895—Jim. to
SO June.. Total!
1890.............
do
1894...............
do
1893...............
do
1892 ..............
do
1891................
do
1890...............

2,053

755
651

75

i

... !. ...

1,220

660

724
2,776
1,227

088
302

703

4,141
2^922

7,003
720
1,678 3,974
449 7,345
309
1,024 1,559 2,359
660

3,050

81,685 3,957
17,944 4,248
107.885 4,532
954
101,157
-39,890
961

148 = 319,500 lin. ft.

90,887
^ 22,987
= 118,793
=■ 113,678
= 49,202

Pipe sewers, or

22’03 miles.

„
,,
18-35
.,
4-35
„
„
„
22-50
,,
21-53
„
„ { Concrete sewers, 1,880 ft. = 0-38
Pipe
„
47,322 ft. = 8'97

Stob*r-TVATim DeAMS.
......
...

84 250
38 528

429
298 696 822

.. i
478 841 310 400

1,162
782

924

41

363
158
515 1,168

577

260

239

47

1,300

334 lin. ft.
621 , y
G/S7
jj ^
4,008

„|

Composite & concrete sewers, or '063 mile.
■10
Pipe sewers, or
3,024 ft. concrete sewers, or
-57
a
•90
4,763 ft. pipe
,,
i
Nil.
2,*740 ft. concrete sewers, or •52
)>
•25
1,328 ft. pipe
,,
ti

■

THOS. GRIFFITHS,
Assistant Engineer.
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1895—Jan.
30 June.. t Totals51896..............
1894...............
1893...............
1892............... . do
1891 .............. . do
1890................

310
64
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APPENDIX C.
VENTILATION OP SEWEBS.
Disteicx op Sydney.
Kxhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour.
1891
500
1892
515
1893
538
1394
013
1895-G 1,020

Cubic
Feet per
Hour

5,074,061
090,292
5,031,370 1,105,719
5,014,550 1,102,410
0,159,430 1,209,404
14,892,875 3,003,935

Induct Shafts.
Cubic
Avenge Average
1 Number Lineal
Veut per
Time of wITv" Year, of Shafts Feet pur
Week, j Test. ,J
Tested.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

107,377,056 1
23.911,105
20,537,250 135,700,792
185,205,888!
29,025,091s 203,170,872
72,215,040 505,500,483

14 mm.
10 „
30 „
10 „
11 „

9-02
13-95
8 "72
7-SO
1072

1S91
18$2

im ,

1S94 .

lass-d

3,493,572

249
241

3,803*300
3,844,153
4,18it740

251

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet i>er
Wccfc,

<jb5t903

16,4(13,112
18,207,703
18.115,224!
19,739,010
4S,8S9,29G

115,241.784
127,454,370
120,300,503
133.173.112
342,225,072

7GS.G5“

754.801
822,459
10,233,505 2.037,051

2S9
520

Average Work of One Evhaust Shaft,

Average Average
Time of Wind in
Miles per
Test.
Hour.
14 min.
10

,,

30 ,*
10

„

W >.

&'G2

13 95

8-72
7'S0
10'72

A\eragc Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Miles Average Percent- lb. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet jx-r pee
Wind | Age of sure per lear. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Hour. Hour.
Dav.
Week. Hour. Velocity.! Wind
sq. foot.
Hour. Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour.
“
1391
1892
1893
1894
1S95-6

10,148
10,934
10,430
10,048
14,515

1,092
2,147
2,049
1,972
2,932

334,050 1 1-S7
369.000 2'07
314,232 1 ‘97
331,290 1'9Q
492.000 ' 274

47,903
51,528
49,170
47,323
70,385

fl'6S
13 Ha
S-73
7-80
10-72

10 .V2 1
1 14 S3
22A9 |
24 35
' 25 55
I

'0710
-0314
■6104
-OISO
-0375

1891 '
1392
139J
1894 j
1S93-6|

2,85a
3,148

14.505
10,032
15,315
14,194
19,785

03,592
75,552
72,158
03,280
94.017

3,007
2,345
3,917

Total number of shaft-s tested, 1,546 ; total number of exhausts tested, 1.020, total number of Inducts tested, 520.

District

op

Pykyiont,

Exhauit Shafts.
Number Li n cal
Y ear. of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour.

Cubic
Cubic
Feet per Feet per
Hour. | Day.

------1891..
1892..
1693 .
1894
ISOo-t

517,484 | 101,COS 2,438,592
359,825 j 70,532 148:16,703
418,300
82,133 1,971,192
440,920 | 83,341 2,120,134
713,350
140,066 3.301,589

37
30
40
43
45

Induct Shafts.
Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average
Number Lineal
Cubic
Timctf A,1
"
-iv, * Miles psi Year. of Shafts Feet per Feet per
Tested.
|
Hour.
,
Hour,
ICil
Hour

Cubic j Cubic
Feet per
Feet per
Day. | Week.

17,070,144
12,857,370
13,703,344
14 841,288
23,531,122

9 min.
15 „
30 M
15 „
7 „

2,047,632
1,230.336
1,0#,624
965,508
2,235,892

12TO 1S0I
10S3 1302
075 1S93
0'45 1804
11'S5 1305-6

22
21
21
19
IS

433,501
262,300
1 217,222
| 204.91-0
474,470

Average Work of One Evhaust Shaft.

85,116
51,514
42,651
40,232
93,1U2

14,333,424
8,654,352
7,103,303
0,758,976
15,051,247

Average
Average Wind in
Time of Miles pe i
Test
Hour,

9 min.

15
20
15
11

„
„
„
„

12-10
10-83
G’75
B*4f>
11-S.5

Average Work of One Induct Snaft.

Lineal Cubic Cubic
Cubic 1 Miles Average Percent- Ih. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent* Jh. pres
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per1 per
Wind
age of sure pei Year. Feet per iFeeb per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
ago of sure per
Hour. Hour.
Dav.
Week. Hour. Velocity Wind. sq. foot
Hour.
Hour.
Day. | Week. Hour. Velocity, Wind. sq. foot.
l
1
1891..
1592..
1893 .
1894
1S95-C

13,985
2,740
10,735 1 2,1GS
10,457 • 2,053
10,463
2,1)54
15,852
3,118

05,004 | 401,328
50,592 354,144
49.272 341,904
49,290 345,072
74,702 522,014

2 04
2-03
Lffel
\ 98
3-00

12 TO
10 83
0*75
0-45
11 35

21,71
13 74
29 55
30-GO
25*42

■0343 1391
020(1 1892
■019(1 180.1
01% 1394
■0460 1895-6

District

of

10,750
1-2,517
12,953
10,784
26,350

3,STS
2,457
2,543
2,117
5,170

93,072 051,504
03,068 412,770
61,032 ! 427,224
50,805 1 ;ihf>,0%
124,210 ‘ 809,613

1S9I .
1S92 .
1893
1694.
1S95-0

12

14
14
16
37

\

i

184,502
69,120
201,000
102,C00
487,6S5

Cubic
Foot t>cr
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

36,227
809,448
11,608
273,592
39,400
947,184
20,145
483,480
95,737 2,207,095

1£18
jo ss
o vs
O'lft
11 Sft

Sfl-TE
is-;j1
3o-;.o
31-02
12'TO

-0009
-0280
*0300
*0208
‘1245

Alexandria.

Exhaust Shafts.
1 Number Lineal
Year, of Shafts Feet per
| Tested.
Hour.

3 74
2*37
2*45
2-04
4-03

Induct Shafts.
Cubic
Feet per
Week.
0,036,136
1,050,144
0,630,288
3,384,360
10,083,807

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft,

Average Average
Number Lineal
Wind in
Time of Miles
per Year. of Shaft* Feet per
Test.
Tested.
Hour.
Hour.
10 min.
S ..
f
27 „
1
32 „

10-39
5*04
12-40
13-20
0*30
8-S3

1891
1692
1803
1S94
1895-6

;
6
6
6
25

162,347
25,440
155,800
06,000
453,571

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

31,877
765,048
4,995
119*830
30,591
731,184
13,077
313,348
04,948 2,278,770

Cubic
Feet per
Week.
5,355,330

sss.uio

5,139,288
2,196,936
15,051,459

A\ ernge
Average Wind io
Time of Miles per
Tost.
Hour.
10 min.
8 „
27 „
7 r,
20 „

10-3!>
5*04
< 12-40
{ 13-20
0*30
8-83

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal
Cubic Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent Jb. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent' tt>. pres*
Year, Feet per Fact pcr'Feiet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per Year Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wmd
age of sure per
Hour. Hour. | Da).
Week. Hour Velocity. Wind, mi. foot.
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour, j Velocity. Wind, sq. foot.
i
>
1801.. 15,375
3,019
72,450 507*102
2*91
10-39
28-00
*0423 1S01
23,193 4,554 100,296 765.072
4 ■39 (
10-39
42 25
-0903
1802 .
4,223
329
10,890 139,272
0*80
5*04
15-87
•0982 1892
4,240
832
19,903 139,776
0'KQ
6*04
-0032
35*87
1808.. 14,357
2,818
67,632 473,424
2*71
12-SO
2117
'03G7 1593 | 25,966 5,09$ 122,352 856,464
4-fll
12*80
*1205
38*36
1804.
0,412
1,259
80,210 211*512
1*21
6*30
19*20
*0073 1694 j11,100 , 2,179
52,296
366.072
2*10
0-30
33*33
*0220
1SB5-6 13.17S
62,090 434*090
2,587
2*49
8 83
23'20
*031 1895-0, 19,342 3,794
91,101 038,058
3-66
8-83
41-45
*0069
1
1

311
65
Engineer’s Report—continued.
Distbict or Blackfeiahs.
K'chaust Shafts.
Number

Lineal

Cubic

Tested. I

Hour.

Hour

490,190
49.%,380
0324,708
321,080
4f>8,40fl

97,487
97,207
124,493
(i3,7£>0
90,007

Induct Shafts,

Cubic

Average A\ crage
1 Number Lineal
Time of Wind iu Year, of Shafts Feet per
r'Ci
Test. Miles
Tested.
Hour.
Hour.

Cubic

Year. of Shafts! Ei-iet per Feet per j Feet per | Feet per

1

1S91

1892
1893
1891

lS9i>-6

47
fjl
49
4S
48

1

Du>..

.

2,339,088
2.334,103)
2,980,530 1
1,830,000 |
,100,102

2

W cck.

10.377,81(1
10,840,350
20,{)Uo,752
10,710,000
15,121,14''

2015 min.
„
35 „
10 ,,
5

„

7-80
12-28

8‘20
5‘20

10'7o

1891
1892
isos
1S04
1895-0

80
25
25
27
29

484,145
SSS,670
420,710
229,020
363,100

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft

Year.
1891 1
1892 <

1893 I

1894 i

1B9:-G

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.
91,135
00,497
88,785
45,035
70,201

Cubic
Feet i>er
Da),

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

2,187,240
1,595,928 |
2,010,840
1,082,00* 1
1,900,S24 j

15,310,030
11^171,490
14,075,830
7,574,448
18,305,708

Average
Average Wind in
Time of Miles per
Test.
Hour.
20

10S-r>
10
7

min. 1
..
„
„

7 80
12-28

8'20
6-20

lO'TG

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal 1 Cubic j Cubic
Lineal Cubic Cubic
Cubic Milos Average Percent lb. pres
Cubic Miles Average Percent tb. pres
'eet per Feet perl Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per Year. Feet per [Feet perl Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure \KT
Hour, Hour, j 1>R).
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.
sq. foot.
Hour,
Hour, j Day.
Week. Hour. \ clocity. Wind.
1
i
10,662
10,200
12.93*
6,761
9,550

2,074
2,003
2,539
1,828
1,875

49,776
48,072
00,1)30
81,372
46,003

348,432
836,504
420,552
223,104
315,003

2-00
1-93
2-44
1-28
ISO

7*30
12*28
S'20
5-20
10-75

20-6*
15-71
29 75
24*61
1U-8-2

•0200 1S01
■0136 1392
*0297 1S63
-OflSl 1894
'0102 1895-0

3,037 ^ 72,8SS
2,878
09,072
3,351
80,424
1,009 1 40,050
2,731 j 66,546

15,467
14.002
17,068
8,504
12,531

2*92
2-77
3-23
1*60
2-37

610,2X6
483,504
502,908
230,392
458,S19

7 *S0
12-23
8-20
6*20
10*75

37-43
22-33
39-39
30-70
22*14

*0426
mss
*0521
*0128
-0280

Distbict of Waterioo.
Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year, of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour.
ISM
1892
1803
1894
ISHM,

43
43
43
41

42

540,651
562,060
624,432
370,130
291,600

Induct Shafts.

Cubio
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day

Cubic
Feet per
Week,

Average Average
Number Lineal
Time of Wind in Year. r>f Shafts Feet per
per
Test, Miles
Tested.
Hour.
Hour,

106,157
110,361) &
122,603
72,07ft
5(]25d

2,547,768
2,048,652
2,042,472
1,744,200
1,374,134

17,334,370
IS, 540,564
20.597,304
32,209,400
9,018,911

12 min.
12 „
30 „
21 „
6 ;i

10-0.3
13-56
12*50
7-GO
10 SO

3S91
im

1S93
1804
1805-6

15
14
1C
17
17

329,722
Sll. 200
435,360
2(B,S(iO
809,000

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.
Lineal Cubic | CnliU*.
Year. i Feet per Feet pci Fact par
j I Four.
Hour, | llu).
1891
12.509
1892 13,071
1393 14,c.2l
lSi)l
0.027
1895-0 (1,043

2,4(18 |
2,557*3 .
2,831 1
3,772 '
1,363 |

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Hay.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average
Average Wind in
Time ol Miles pei
Tost.
Hour.

04,741
01,110
95,300
52,103
00,072

1,553,734
1.406,784
2,287,200
1,250,472
1,450,130

10,876,488
10,267,483
10,010,400
8,758,304
10,10*2,912

12 min.
12 „
30 „
21 „
6 ”

10-03
is-ki
12 fin
10*20

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lmeal | Cubic [ Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent lb, pres
Cubic Milas Ai erago Percent lb. pres
Fort per per
age of sure per Year, Feet per j Feet ]mjt Feet per Feet per per
Wind
Wind
age of sure per
Week, Hour. Velocity, Wind. sq. foot.
Hour. Hour, j Day.
Week. Hour. Velocliy. W ind. sq. foot.

50,232
01,615

414,624
431,365
478,903
2fi7,:;swi
229,022

68,424
42,528
32,71"

2*3S
2-47
2-75
1-70
1*31

10 03
13-56
12-50

7*60
10*30

22*73
18*21
2*2-00
22-06
12-71

•0353
•0305
*0373
•0144
-0085

1891
1891893
1894
1895-6

21,981
22,263
30,33ft
15,699
18,176

4,316
4,365-4
5,956
3,0114
3,560

103,534 725,088
104,770 733,390
142,914 1,000,603
73,536 514,752
85,6.15 599,583

4 10
1*21
5-74
2-95
fl-Tl

10-03
18*56
12 50
7*30
io-so

43-47
31 -0.5
45-92
30 83
33-30

•0SC5
•0336
-1616
•0435
•0591

District of Lacrozia Creek.
Exhaust Shafts.
Numlwr Lineal
Year. of Shafts Fi ct prr
Tested.
Hour.
ISflt
lb'12
1303
1394
3S95-6

so

fjO
r>2
03

47

425,153
011,120
338,870
553,700
728,300

Cubic
Feet per
Hour,
83,474
100,353 4
06,537
108,7 18
143,001

Ind net Shafts.

Cubic
Cubic 1 Average Average
1 Number
Luteal
V md m
Feet per
Feet pa* Time of Mih-s
Year, of Shah 3 Feet pe r
per
f)ay. 1 Week. |
Tost.
| Tested.
Hour.
Hour.
i
2,<Ki.V)7iJ 14,023, (iSit
12 min.
IS'il
35
342,826
7*22
2,403,661*6] 1C,860.211*2| 10 „
21i,43C
12-13
1802 I
I«
l.raM.SSSl 11,178,2101 22 „
4-73
3SU3 1
35
*149,359
2,0119,2321 ]8,264,624 s „
0*00
1894 j
17
292120(
3,432,041 24,024,235 10 „
10 00 1801-0
HI
482,900

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

r

Cubic
Feet per
Hom\

Cubic 1 Cubic
Ecct per i F (set per
.»>■. | Week,

Average Average
Wind io
Time of Mi]oR
j>cr
Test.
Hour.

25,944
45.834
29,0*24
57,078
85,000

673,056 1 4.711.892
1,190,036 7 700.112
703,77(1 4,920,432
1,376,952 9,688,064
2,040,009 14,230,000

16 „
22 „
8
9 „

Averasro Work of One Induct Shaft.

| Linas!
Cubic 1 Cubic Milas Average
Lineal
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent’ 1t> presCubic
Cubic
Year. Feet per beet per Feet per Feet per per
Wiml
age of sure pei Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per] Feet per l>cr
Wind
age of
Hour,
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity, Wind. sq. foot
| Hour.
Hour,
Day.
Wank. Hour. Velocity. Wind.
1891
8.500
i.wn
40,056 290,392 I-GO
1H92 9,854 *,33 1,932*3 46,442*33 825,000 CO 1-80
1893
0.516
30,006 214,872 1*23
1,271)
1894 10,417
2,051
49,224 344,668 1 97
1895-6 15,496
3,<U8
73,022 511,155 2*93

7*22
12 13
4-73
9 00
10-90

7*22
12*18
4*78
9-00
10 90

22 TO
15 34
20 00
21-88
20 bS

-0128
*0176
0075
-0194
•0257

1891 | 9,ms
1,800
1892 ! Ifl.SaaTi 3,014-5
1S93
9,956
1,9ft*
3,374
1894 { 17,188
5,313
1899-0 27,1)50

44,850 ! 313,092
72,848 560,430
40,896 323,272
80,976 . 566,832
127,000 | 892,500

1*80
1*00
1*68
3*25
GTS

7‘22
12*33
4*73
9-0U
10*00

24-92
24-07
39*74
3GT1
40-97

Sq. foot.
•C1C2
•043*
*0176
-6523
*1310

District of Newtown,
Exhaust Shafts.

71

1,252,930

-

254.055

.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

0,097,320 42,681,240

19 min.

13'Gfl

1395-6

r>7

1,305,130 1 273,934

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.
Year.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average Average
Wind in
Tune of Miles
per
Teat.
Hour.

I

ISSIj-0

1

Cubic
Feet per
Hour
1

Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour.

X* c

I

Induct Shafts.
Aicrage Average
Cubic
Number Lineal
Wind in
Time of Miles
per Year of Shafts Fret per i Feet per
Test
Tested.
Hour.
Hour.
•
Hour.

6,574,433

46,021,072

2t min.

13*60

Average Work o: One Induct Shaft.

Cubit; | Cubic
Lineal
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles l Average Percent hi. pres
Lineal
Cubic Milos Average Percent lb. pres
Poet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per I Wind
age of sure per Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wintf
age of sure per
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. | Velocity Wind. sq. foot.
Hour.
Day
Hour,
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.

1895-0 17-047

3t57S

8.7,877

001,144

*153—1

3-34

j 13-GG

24‘4G

-0557

1395-6 24,470

4,S05

115,341

807,387

4-63
»

13*66

33-16

*1074

312
66
Engineer’s Eeport—
]Jisx[tier of SritAWju'.itiii' Hills.
Induct Shafts.

Kxhaust Shafts.
crage
Number Lineal
Average A\
iVitid in Year. of Shafts Feet per
Time of Miles
pci
Tested.
Horn.
Test.
Hour.

Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Drv\.

Cubic
Feet per
Week

1S91
1892
1393
1394
1S95-6

179,mn
178,39X*S
188,728
151,228
2M.73S

4.310,646
4,101,449
4,5*29,472
3,029,472
(j,35:f,JI2

30.174,480- 8 min.
29,139,143 17 ,4
31,709,394 39
25,400,394
7 ,,
44,475,934
0 .

83
84
87
93
99

9H.744
883,085
MljlSfi
779,200
1,S1S,700

9*97
15*9
9-4C
G-82
7 .IS

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895-fl

575,024
044,220
714,688
584,000
878,200

43
50
aU
•17
42

Average Average
Cuhic
Feet j>er
Time of Wind in
Week. | Tost. Miles per
Hour.

Cubic
Cubic
Feet per Feet per
Hour.
Day.

2,700,744 ] 19,998,208
3,035,827 21,200,790
:i,S67,S72 ; 23,575,104
2,754,804 1 19,2B4,04S
4,360,000 39,492,090

112,900'
12M92E
149,328
114,780
181,590

8 min.
’7 „
30 ,,
7 „
12 ,,

ft'BT
lfi'9
9 46
6-82
7'53

t

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Average Work of One Kxhaust Shaft.

i Lineal Cubic i Cubic
Cubic
Miles Avci'agc Percent fli pres
Cubic Miles Average Percent- lb. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
age of sure per
Wind
age of 1 sure per Year. ' Feet per [Feet perl Feet per Fcot per per
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
Week. * Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.
| Hour. Hour. | Day.
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind, 1 sq. font.
1891
1892
1S93
1894
3895-0

11,921
19,421'IG
11,948
8,281
13,320

2,104
2,0371 *63
2,109
1,6-29
2,074

51,930 !3G3,652
48,668*38 34,2084*33
52,050 364,392
39,024 273,103
61,178 449,252

2*03
1*90
2 09
1-50
2*52

•0216 1591
■0204 1592
•021S 1893
•0121 1894
•0317 1395-6

20*30
14 94
22*09
22*S7
;J3’24

9*97
15 9
9*40
0*82
7 58

2,020 63,024
2,535*3 00.030*33
2,098 04,752
2,442 1 53,098
4,321 1103,714
1 ,

13,374
12,S0ti-33
13,744
12,438
20,909

2jsI
fl'O? 1
2-43 .
,
2-00 |
9 46
“■ari
6-S2
3-80 |
7-68

441,168
424,426-00
463,264
410,250
726,000

.

2ft-37
IT’S"
2J-4S
S4-45
62-24

1122/)
•U3f>7

•oats
•027C
■0784

Disthict of Surry Hills,
Induct Shafts.

Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year. iof Shafts Feet per
1 Tested.
Hour.
1391
1392
1893
1S94
1835-0

71
07
07
OS
72

514,31C
844J20
670,700
859,500

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.
100,930
105,SGI
132,870
164.089
168,702

Cubic
Feet per
Day,

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average
Number Lineal
Average i IVind m
Time of Miles per Year, .of Shafts Feet per
Hour,
1 Tested.
Test.
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

476,GS9
649,550
508,700
742,400
036.700

93,598
127,539
93,883
145,779
131,343

2.246,352
3,000,936
2,897,192
3,493.489
3,236,241

15,724,464
21,426,562
16,730,344
24,489,360
22,053,634

10 min.
10 „
32 „
6 ,*
7 i)

2,423,604 | 10,965,648
3,9S0t064 27^304,048
s;i83,8$0 22,322.100
s,!m,i3« 27,560,952
4,050,308 23,552,155

6'0G
13-37
9-75
8 59
SI

18.91
1S9S
1893
189-1
1S95-C

39
32
32
37
34

1,422
2,41*2*50
1,983
2.413
2,344

34,128
57.900*25
47,692
57,912
56,254

235.396
405.801*75
333,144
405,354
393.759

F37
2*32
1*91
2 32
2-07

C-00
13*37
0*75
8*59
SL

*0093 1391
*0271 1892
*0182 1393
*02G'> 1394
■0214 1895-0

22'G0
17-35
19-5S
27*00
25-55

District

of

2,399
12,21“
19,445*75 3fS17’97
15,S97
3,121
3,939
ao.oiH
29,193
9.9,183
13,960

1403,032 ,
! 041,420*5
524,328 |
| liM ,7fi2 ,
601,235

2-31
3'67
33)1 |
3-80 .
3-S2

696
13-37
9 75
8*59
S 1

33T1
23*31
HO-87
44-23
47-10

*0266
*0901
*0453
*0722
.0720

Induct Shafts.

Number Lineal
Year* of Shafts Feet per
Tested*
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average
Number Lmeal
Average Wmd iu
Time of Miles pci Year. of Shaft*? Feet per
Hour.
Tested.
Tost.
Hour,

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

1891
1S92
1803
1394
1S95-6

120,020
187.333
127,374
122,020
107,108

2,SS0,624
3,297,312
3,056,976
*2,942,880
2,572,027

20.164,303
23,081,181
21,398,832
20,000,100
18,004,190

10 min.
22 „
23 „
10 „
V „

632,599
591,000
421,950
323,300
432,900

194,676
110,161
82,849
63,479
85,000

2,700,824
2t7S7,S(H
1,038,376
1,523,4%
2,040,000

15,668,708
10,515,043
13,918,632
10,064,472
14,289,000

611,285*9
G99j710
648,710
024,500
645,800

S1

Padhinch'on'.

Exhaust Shafts

66
CO
GO
66
Cl

fi-oe
13-37
9 7-7

Average, Percent’ Jb. pres*
Wind J age of Bure per
Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.

Cubic
Cubic | Cubic
Lineal
Lineal Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent- lb. presCubic
age of sure per Year, Feet per Feet per Fuet per Feet per
Wmd
Year. Feet per Feet i)er Feet per Feet per per
Hour,
|
Day. i Week.
Hour.
Hour.
Hour.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind, sq. foot.
Dav.
'
7,242
12,28675
10,109
12,289
11,937

10 miu.
16 „
32 „
G H
H »»

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

1391
1892
1893
1894
1393-0

Average
Average Wind in
Time of Miles per
Test.
Hour,

860
17 00
10*10)
8*50
S\Y>

1891
1892
1S03
1S94
1895-6

30
29
28
27

Average
Average Wind in
Time of Miles per
Test.
Hour.
10 min.
22 „
28 „
10 »

s „

S*G0
17-00
1(1-00
8 50
S*50

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Lineal Cubic Cubic - Cubic Miles Average Percent lb. pres
Cubic Miles Average Percent Hi. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
sure i>er
age of
Wind
Wind
age of
sure ixir Year. Feet per Feet pier Feet per Feet per per
Year. Feet per (Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Week, Hour. Velocity. Wind, sq. foot.
Hour.
Day.
Hour.
Week. 1 Hour. Velocity. Wmd. sq. foot
Hour, 1 Hour.
Day.
1
1391 9,253
1892 11,73*
1S03 10,811*88
1894 9,007 |
1S05-G 8,048

1,313
2,304
2,022
1,336
1,757

G-93
17*51
10*10
8-60
8*50

305,424 1-75
387,072 2*21
339,096 | 2*04
316,848 1*81
295,151 I'09

43,632
55,290
43,523
45,264
42,164

25*25
14*24
26-19
21-29
19SS

■0153 1301
*0254 1392
•0203 1893
■0163 1394
‘0112 1S95-0

17,754
10,069
11,974
16,033

3,480
4,086*00
2,958
2,351
3,148

S3.G64
(18,980
70,992
56,424
75,655

535,648
680,569
405,044
394,968
62S,S33

3-36
6-93
3-94
19*00
2*85 I 10*10
2*20
8 74)
2*93
S-fiO

48*48
2*2*99
28-21
20*68
35*64

*0504
*9788
•0406
•0255
•0459

District of Korth Sydskt.
Exhaust Shafli.
Number Lineal
Year, ot Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour
1395-0

14

133,200

1 "duct Shafia.

Cubic
Cubic
Feet per ! Feet per
Hour.
Day.
26,154

(Bi.OOl

Cubic
Feet per
Week.
4,393,842

Number Lineal
Average Average
Wind in Year. of
Shafts Feet per
Time
pci
Horn.
Tested.
of Test. Miles
Hour
5 min.

:■%

1895-6

10

109,100

Average Work ot One Exhaust Shaft,

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

21,422

514,123

Cubic
Feet ]«r
Week.

Average
Average Wind
in
Time Miles per
of Test.
Hour.

3,5DS,B00 ' 7*5 min.

7 ■06

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Average 1 Percent| Lineal
lb, pres
Cubic Miles
Cubic Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent tb. presLineal 1 Cubic
Cubic
Wind j age of sure per
Wmd
age of su re per Year. 1 Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per petYear, Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet !>€T per
Hour.
Week. Hour. Velocity. | Wind. sq. toot.
Day.
Hour.
Hour, j Hour,
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot
189S-C

9,514

1,SGS

44,835

313,845

3*3

7*90

22-61

■0102

1S95-C 10,910

2,142

51,412

359,836

2-00

7-90

25SS

■0212

313
07

.

Engineer's Eeport—continued.
Distmct of Kedfees-.

Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
’Year. J of Shafts Feet per
Tested.
Hour.
1SJI ^

74

1892
1893 1
189*
ISOS-Gj
l

73
GS
74
75

723,SOS
757,480
(ffil.JMO
78G.700
77K,GOO

Induct Shafts.

Cubic
1'Vct per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

f Number
Average
Average Wind
Lineal
in
Tune of Miles p6i
Year, iof Shafts Feet per
Test.
Tested.
Hour.
hour.

143,021
149.731
321.998
34*2,US7
302,281)

3,432,501
3,509,544
2,027,952
3,424,488
3,054,936

24,027,528
24,flSfl,S03
20,493,004
23,971,416
25,584,552

17 min.
13 „
25 „
17 n
<5 *i

7 57
11'5C
7’40
7’SO
7-22

1S91
1892
1893
1894

297,412
489,750
395,030
425,900
534,509

28
23
2S
27
20

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

9,839
ll),097,25
9,137
9.820
10,341

1,832
1,9S275
1,794
1,928
2,030

40,258
47,580
43,050
40,272
48,732

1 so

323,876
333,102
301,392
323,904
341,127

7’57
irso
7-40
7'80
7-22

1'90
1'73
1'80
1 9S

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
FeotiRjr
Week.

53,397
90,10-2
77,573
*3,037
104,949

1,401,52$
2,307,888
1,801,752
2,007.288
2,51b, 778

9,310,090
10,155,210
13,032,204
14,051,010
17,031,445

Average
Average Wind
iu
Time of Miles per
Test.
hour.
7*57
11*50
7*10
7'SO
7*22

17 min.
13
ro „
17 „
9 „

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

24‘57
17*80
23*37
23-84
27'7S

■0172
‘01S6
*0149
*0172
0190

1891
1892
1893
1891
1895-0

Cubic
Cubic Miles Average! Percent- lb. pres
Feet jx2r Feet per per
Wind
a?e of sure per
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity.j Wind. sq. foot.

£*5;

Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Allies Average Percent tb. pres
Lineal
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per Year, Feet per
Hour,
Hour.
Day
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.
Hour
1S01
1892
1893
1S91
1895-0

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

2,085
10,618
1S,931'5 3*727*5
2,770
14,110
3,097
15,770
4,936
20,557

i
350,280
026,220
465,300
520,296
078,132

50,040
89,400
66,480
74,328
011,870

2‘01
3*59
2*67
2*9S
:J‘89

7*57
11*56
7*40
7*80
7*22

2G'55
32'37
36*08
3S‘20
53-87

’0202
-0710
'0356
*0444
*0756

Distmct of Baku wick.
Exhaust Shafts.

Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Foot per
Tested,
Hour.
1894
1805-C

13
13

274,800
SS,2Q0

Cubic
Fuet ]H>r
Hour.

Induct Shafts.

Cubic
Feet per
,»oy.

Cubic
Feet per
IVcck.

63,057 1,291,96$
17,318
415,032

9,001,776
2,909,424

Average
Number Lineal
Time of Miles pci Year. of Shafts Feet pur
Test.
Tested.
Hour.
Hour.
5 min.
5 „

10*0
9*5

1394
1395-6

3
3

53,800
45,600

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average
Average Wind
in
Time of Miles per
Test.
1 Jour.

11,545
3,953

277,080
214,372

1,039,660
1,504,104

5 min.
5 f,

10*0
9*5

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent* Ih. pres
Lineal
Cubic
Cubic
Cubic .Miles , Average Percent 1b. pres
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
M md 1 age of sure per Year, Feet per Feet per Feet pur Feet per per 1 Wind
age of sure per
Hour.
Day.
Hoii],
Week. Hour, Vclocity.j Wind
sq. foot.
Hour.
Day
Hour.
Week. Hour. Velocity, Wind. sq. foot.
i
1
1894
1395-C

21,138
6,785

4,150
1,332

00,000
31,072

41*28no

637,200
223,802

10*0
40*00
9-5 j 13*47

*0800 1394
19,600
*0081 IS95-GJ 15,200

3,848
2,054

92,352
71,024

640,404
50],808 |

3 71
2*87

109500

37*1
30*21

'0083
*{1411

Distkict of ‘Woollaiika,

Exhaust Shafts,

17
IS
20
3S
41

141,054
172,320
95,2*20
425,700
497,100

27,000
664,704
312,040
aj.sas
18,696
448,704
53,586 2,006,064
97,005 2,342,532

Cilbiu
Feet !>cr
Week.
4,652,923
5,684,280
3,140,923
14,042,443
16,397,724

15 min.
20 „
is „
10 „
8 „

7 G2
18*00
6*00
7*42
0*50

1S91
1892
1893
IS 94
L395-C

11
10
11
26
27

78,283
134,320
81,103
440,100
J74,S00

Awjmge Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.
15,371
•2C,:174
15,924
80,413
73,592

Cubic
Feet per
l)a\.
338,904
632,976
382,170
2,073,01*2
1,766,200

Cubic
Feet }>er
Week.
2,5S2,S3S
4,430,832
2,675,232
14,517,384
12,303,450

15 min.
20 „
12 ,,
10 ,,
10 ,,

1

Cubic
Feet per
Daj.

2

ISftt
1392
1393
1894
1895-6

Cubic
Feet pur
Hour.

f*33

Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Feet pur
Tested.
Hour.

Induct Shafts.

Aveiage Average
Lineal
Wind in Year. ofNumber
Time of Miles
Shafts Feet per
per
Tost.
Tested.
Hour,
Hour.

Average
Wind in
Miles per
Hour.
7-92
18*00
6*00
7'42
0*60

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent Ih. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles A verage Percent lb. pres
Year. Feci per Feet, per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per Year. Feet per Feet pei Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure ]>cr
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind, sq. foot.
Hour,
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.
1S91
8,200
1892
9,573
1S!«
4,.til
1894 11,203
1895-6 12,124

1,629
1,879
934
2,109
2,330

39,096
46,096
22,416
62,776
57,135

273,072
315,072
156,912
300,432
399,944

1*57
1-81
*93
2T2
229

7*02
18*00
0*00
7*42
0*50

20*6
10*55
15-0
23*57
35 23

•0123
*0169
*0041}
*0224
*0262

District

of

1891
1892
1893
1894
815-5

7,116
18,432
7,373
16,927
13,831

1,397
2,037
1,447
3,323
2,726

33,528
63,25$
34,728
70,752
05,415

1894
1895-0.

10
19

107,SOI
301,400

1-34
2*54
1*39
3*20
2*02

7*02
is-oo
6*00
7*12
0*5U

17*58
14*11
23-16
43*12
40*30

OOSii
■0322
*0096
-0612
*0343

"Wayehlev.

Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Feet per
Dosted.
Hour.

234,096
443,010
243,090
558,204
457,900

Induct Shafts.
Average

Cubic
Foot per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

Cubic
Feet per
Week'.

Time of
Teat.

Hour.

Number Lineal
Year of Shafts Feet per
Teated
Hour.

38,839
69,180

932,112
1,420,320

0,524,784
9,942,240

6 min.
5 ,,

7*32
12 95

189J
1395-6

17
15

307,000
324,800

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Daj.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average Average
Wind in
Time of M
iIuh per
Test.
Hour.

00,397
03,774

1,449,523
1,530,588

10,146,606
10,714,116

fl min,
7 „

7*32
12 95

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal
Cubic Cubic
Cubic
Miles Average Percent Ih pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent Ih pres
Year. Feet per Feut ]>er Feut i«r Feefc |>ur per
Wind
age of sure per Year. ‘ Feet per Feet jwi Feet per Feet pur per
Wind
age of sure per
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq, foot.
Hour.
Hour.
Day,
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. feet.
1894
1395-6

12.362
15.363

2,427
3,115

53,248
74,764

407,736
623,276

2*34
3fl0

7*32
12-05

.*51*93
23*25

*0274
*0450

1304
1895-6

18,004
21,05$

3,552
4,252

85,2*8
102,039

596,736
714,274

3*44
4T9

7*32
12 05

46 90
31*78

■0591
•O&iO

314

68
Enginejck’s Hepout—continued.
DlSTJtlC'L' OF StANMOBK,
Kxliausfc Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year. of Shafts Feet per
Tested,
Hour
1SB&-G

0

ISG.SOO j

Induct Shafts.

Cubic
Feet jier
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Da)*.

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average Average
Number Lineal
Wind in Year, of
Time of Miles
Shafts Feet per
per
Test.
Hour,
1
Tested.
Hour.

SG.fl/a

880,210

(Uflf ,1)3-1

32 min.

IT'3

1S95-0

172,300

0

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Day.

83,831

SlbfHT

Average
Average Wind
in
Time of Miles per
Test.
Hour.

Cubic
Fccfc per
Week.

5,63:1,020 | 17 min,

17-3

1

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.
■

I.incnl Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Miles Average Percent lb pres
Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent Ih pres
Iiineal Cubic
Year, Feet pci Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
Wind
age of sure per
age of sure per Year. Feot per Feefc per Vert per Feet per per
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. mi. foot.
Hour.
Week. Hour. Velocity, Wind. sq. foot.
Hour.
Horn.
Day.
1SD5-0

20,755

4,075

97,838

984,059

3 93

17-3

22-71

■0772 1S95-G

Distiuct

of

5,U3S

&S.7I0

135,324

1893-9

4

18,200

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feefc per
Da).

3,573

8fi,7GC

Cubic
Feet per
Week.
009,300

23 mm.

G5

189.5-6

39,810

5

21,441

150,000

•Ki

Cubic
Feet per
Thiy

7,816

137,000

r. 5

15-G3

District

■0037

1895-fi

Gi/ete

of

7,902

and

1,003

m

SfKJ

Cubic
Feet ]>cr
Hour,

1,514,403

303,1

1,313,204

24 min.

5*5

202,041

]Ti

5'5

27-97

■0112

Balmain.
Induct Shafts.

Cubic
Number Lineal ^ Cubic
Year. ofbliafis^ Feet per i Feet per l Feet ]ier
Horn. | II DmDay.
Tesled.

Aveiagc A^era^e
Nil m her Lineal
Time of Wind in Year. of Shafts Feet per
Miles per
Test.
Tested.
Hour
Horn

Cubic
Fret per
Week.

73 | 7,390,192

51,773,064
1
Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

10T4

1S95-C

1,422,336

57

Cubio
Feet per
Week

Average Average
Wmd m
Time of Milos
per
Test.
Hour.

46,018,312

15 min.

Cubic
Cubic
Feet per j Feet pci
Hour.
Da).
279,275 6,702,616

16-14

Average Work of One Induct Shaft.
Ih pres
Cubic Miles Average Fcrueut- th pres'
Lmeal Cubic Cubic
sure per Year. Feet per 1 Feet per Feet per Feet per par
Wind
ngc- of sure per
sq. foot
Day. i Week. Hour. Vulaeit) Wind. sq. foot.
Hour
Hour,
i

i

Liural
Cubic Cubic
Cubic Miles A\ernge
Year Feti \K;r Feet per Feet per Foot per per
Wind
Hour,
Hour.
Dai.
Week Hour. Velocity

14 min.

^

82

Average Average
Wind in
Time o( Miles
per
Test.
Hour,

Cubic Miles Average Percent ]b pres
Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.

37,520

Exhaust Shafts.

1895-C

Cubic
Feet per
Week.

At ernge Work of One Induct Shaft.

Lineal
Cubic Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent 1b pres
Lineal Cubic
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of sure per Year. Feet per Feet per
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. mi. foot.
Hour.
Hour.
4,550

■1474

31-38

Induct Shafts.
Average Average
Number Lineal
Time of Wind in Year. of Shafts Feet pur
Miles per
Test.
Hour.
Tested.
Hour.

Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft,

1S95-C

17-3

Ehskes'eyili.e.

K\haueb Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year. of .Shafts Feefc per
Hour.
Tested.

5*43

947,271

]S&5-0

13,469

3,753

90,197

031, STS

3*49

10-14 i

-'1-02

■GODS

L805-G

24,1)53

4,809

117,539

823,123

4 72

IC‘14

29-24

District

of

Camperdown.

Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Year. of Shaft* Feet per
Hour.
Tested
1895-0

31

750,924

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

J

Induct Shafts.

Cubic
Feet per
Day,

161,178 3,023,162

TltS
/

J

Cubic
Feet per
Week.
20,397,004

Average
A\*erage W
Number Lineal
hid in
Time of Mites
Shafts Feet per
pei Year. of
Tested.
Tesfc.
Hour.
Hour.
16 min. J 15*4

1895-6

21

376,350

Avernge Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Ciiliic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic '
Cubic
Feet per . Fccfc per
Day.
Week.

78,8% 1,773,512 | 12,414,532

Average Average
Wind in
Time of Miles
per
Test.
Hour.
12 min.

15-4

Average Work of One Induct Shaft,

Lineal
Cubic Cubic
Cubic Miles Average Percent- Ih pres
Lmeal Cubic Cubic
Cubic Milos Average Percent Hi pres
Year Feefc per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind
age of s,uro per Year. Feel per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
age of sure ixn*
Wind
Hour,
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. Bij. loot
Week. Hour. Velocity. Wind. sq. foot.
Hour.
Hour.
Day139ij41

24,355

4,876

117,037

S19.2D0

4-Cl

lo'4

29*93

T002 1395-0

District

of

] 7,921

J

3,51S

1S95-6

23

560,102

Cubic
Feet pci*
Daj.

109,076 2,630,425

591,171

8 89

15-4

22-01

'0574

Petersham.

Exhaust Shafts.
Number Lineal
Cubic
Year. of Shafts Feet per Feet per
Horn.
Tested,
Hour

34,453

Induct Shnfts.
Cubic
Feet per
Week.

Average Average
Number Lineal
Wind in Year. of
Tune id Miles
Shafts Feet per
per
Test.
Hour.
Tested.
Hour

18,478,973

19 mm.

14-39

1895-0

13

450,732

Cubic
Feet per
Hour.

Cubic
Feet per
Da).

Cubic
Feet ]>er
Week.

Average Average
Wind in
Time of Miles
|>er
Test.
Hour.

83,501

2,124,020

14,893,200

27 min.

14*35

1
Average Work of One Exhaust Shaft.

Average Work for One Induct Shaft.

Lineal
Cubio Cubic
Cubic Miles Avcroge Percent tb. pres
Lineal Cubic
Cubic
Cubic
Miles Average Pcrcenl- lb. pres
Year. Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet tier per
Wind age of sure per Year Feet per Feet per Feet per Feet per per
Wind 1 age of sure per
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity Wind. sq. foot.
Hour.
Hour.
Day.
Week. Hour. Velocity.f Wind. sq. foot
i
1S9.A41 24,352
4,731 114,757 803,303
4 91
14 35
32-12
*1062 ISfl.'i-G 31,671
G,S0S 103,387 jl.143,708
0*50
•2151
14-35
45-7

69

continued.

Engineer's

Steam Shafts, Water Sprays, and Slacks, 1895 and G.
■

Anemometer.
Date.

ti
s

Time.

2
c

Start.

1895.
h. m,
29 Oct,.. fi 0 15
29 „ ... 10 168 0

Finish,

51,200
69,300
18,100 72,400
544,500 4,533,500 3,999,000 23,744

8 Nov... 9 0 15 1,291,900 1,302,800
15 „ ... 10 48 0 4,587,600 5,604,700
11 Dec...
il ,» ...
-11 ,, ...

0 20
0 15

Difference.

Lineal
Cubic Feet JlileS Pressure
Feet per per Hour.
per
Hour.
Hour. per Square
Foot.

31,856 13'71
41,959 4-49

10,900 43,600
917,100 19,106

19,184
33,762

8-23
361
6'64.
8-63
7-72

8
8
9

O 15

455,300
466,700
1,630,300

11,700 35,100
11,400 45,000
10,200 40,8U0

6,891
21,500
25,500

„ ...

2
2

O 15 6,304,200 6,312,600
0 10 6,312,600 6,323,400

8,400 33,600
10,800 64,800

6,597 6-36
12,723 12-27

21 „ ...
20 Mar...
20 ......

2
7
7

5

26
...
15 Apl....
15 „ ...
28 May...
28 „ ...
28 „ ...

7

29 „ ..
1 Juno...

1R9(»

8 Jan..,,
8

0

1 30
0 5
0 15
0 12
0 12
0 20

443,600
455,300
1,620,100

6,339,100 6,690,200
828,900
894,600
896,200
899,500

351,100 70,220 30,896
65,700 43,800 205,597
3,300 39,600 69,973

■9398 Exliaust 9-ia. pipe, Tooth’s Brewery (Stack).
■1008 Induct 18-in, pipe, Purves-lane, Glebe (Water
spray).
■3403 Exhaust. 4)-in. pipe, Darling Harbour (Stack).
'0G51 Ind net 18-in. pipe, Toxteth Road, Glebe (Water
spray).
■2203 Exhaust fi in. pipe, Cornwell’s Brewery (Steam).
•3723
,, 9-in. x 10-in„ Hordern’s (Stack).
•2979
?f
>1
)]
•2022
-7527

13-3
8-29
7-5

■8844
■3436
■2S12

O 10

902,300
857,200
863,100
116,000
131,600
140,800

907,300
863,100
873,700
131.600
135,300
141,500

5,000
5,900
10,600
15,600
3,700
2,700

20,000
29,500
53,000
46,800
22,200
16,200

85,340 3-78
52,129 6-58
93,656 1003
36,756 8-86
39,229 4-2
28,627 3-06

•0714
-1556
■503
■3925
■0882
■04G8

5

1 0

143,700

161,500

17,800

17,800

81,454 ; 3-37

9

3 30

11

1 16

2,140,0(10 2,219,800
0,827,800 6,847,500
1,362,800 1,418,400

79,800
19,700
55,600

22,800
4,476 4-31
78,800 268,613 : 14-92
44,480 78,GOO 842

‘0557
■0928 1
1113 '
'3545 |

3 July... 11

3 0

1,418,400

99,000

33,000

SO

„ ...

30 „

S

8
5
5
5

0 10

2 0 15

1,517,400

58,314

6-24

Locality.

■1916 |

„
„

C-in. pipe, Cameron's Eactory (Steam).
„
New York and Brooklyn
Factory.
*
„
9-in. pipe, Crown-street (New stack).
„
2fi-in. x SG-in., Obelisk (Water spray).
„
18-in. pipe, St. James’ Road (Water
spray).
Induct 18-in. pipe, Maequaric-st. (Water spray).
Exhaust 18-in. pipe, Bat.hurst-st. (Water spray).
Exhaust 18-in. pipe, Elizabeth-st. (Waterspray).
Induct 12-iu. pipe, Erakine-st. (Water spray).
,. 18-in. pipe, Rent-street (Water spray).
,, 18-Ln. pipe, Harrington-st. (Water
spray).
_
„ 18-in. pipe, Lnftus and Bridge Streets
(Water spray).
Exhaust fi-in. pipe, Crown-street (Old stack).
Induct Busby bore, 25-in. diameter.
Exhaust IS-in. pipe, Liverpool and Elizabeth
Sts. (Water spray).
Induct 18-in. pipe, Pitt-street (Water spray).

Eynzi'ST Work.—1,003 fi-in, shafts, 18 0-in. shafts, and 14 stacks, steam shaft-., and water sprays
Exhaust per hour, 3,075,5B3 cubic feet of air ; per day, 38,213,512 cubic feet: per week, BIT Wsst
Imjuct Si I arts.—514 fi-in. shafts, G l)-in. shafts, fi water sprays.
’ i,5S4
’ cubic feet.
Induct per hour, 2,fill,108 cubic feet of air ; per day,
cubic feet; per week, 438,000,144 huhle feet.

O. H. WINDSOR,
Tester. .

*453 —K
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APPENDIX D.
.

Government Laboratory, Sydney, 24 June, 1S9C.

AxALYrfki of a Sample of Water received from efiluent from Sewage Pam.

Results expressed in—
CiAins per gallon. rafts jicr lno,uOH.

Bj
Appearance in 2-ft. tube .............................. ■1( Well
„
fi'S

..
Chlorine as chlorides .................................... 'I „ A.
B...
A ..
Nitrogen existing as free ammonia ................ ■1
B...
A.,,
Organic nitrogen, or “ Albuminoid Ammonia -!
B..
Oxygcu absorbed in 15 inmutes at 80° Fall. .. •! :: A...
B ..
Total solid residue dried nt 2'20’ Fah............... ■1 :: A...
K...
A...
Phosphates Irom animal impurity.................... •! :: B.
.,

7'4
3 ‘3
1'5

G'U

7-0

100
14-0
35 "0
40-5

2.V0
40'0

General observations on the character of the water.—Hay be allowed to pass into tidal waters and estuaries without
WILLIAM H. HAMLET,
Government Analyst,

APPENDIX E.
Sewaue Farm Filter Tanka,
Sewerage.

Tank.

Time ot
Depth. Kiltration.

Area.
Letter.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H

On
a.
G
U
6
6
0
G
6
0
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

r. p.
2 0
2 11
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 0
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27
2 27

Off.

14 Jau. 20 Jau.
1 Feb. 6 Feb.
11 „ 10 „
is „ 22 .,
24 Mar. 30 Mar.
5 May 10 May
5 June 9 June
16 „ 20 „
17 Jau.. 10 Jan.
3 Feb. 4 Feb
10 „ 21 „
30 „
29
17 Mar, 20 Mar.
2 April 4 April
17 „ 19 „
20 May 23 Mav
23 June' 25 June

ft.
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

in.
6
0
3
0
6
0
0
0
G
G
5
3
6
4
4
G
9

4 davs..
4 „ ■
f> „ ...
5 „ ...
6 „ .
G „ ...
7 „ ...
fi „ 3 „ . .
3 „ ...
4 „ ...
2 „ ...
4 „ ...
3 „ ...
2 „ ...
o- J1 •'
o ,, ...

Flooding, and Filtration.

Last i TeviOUb—

Filtrate
Remarks.

Ploughing.

Harrowing:.

Color.

Ncwlj formed ............ Broivn ...
j, ...
j
..........*
>1
•>
Improving
24 Mar..,, .Not harrowed
11 " ■
24 „ ... 25 April ..... Straw.....
,, ....
24
... 25 „ .....
24 „ .. 25 ............ if ......
1S95....... 1895 ........... Clear .....
........... ” .....
it ** ■ •*
J J * * i •1 * 1»
it ......
M ....... ■
if
t)
it ......
30’Mar.”! Jj .... **
■> .....
30 „ .. J1 .........
». .....
30 „ ... — April .....
.....
10 June ...
U ....
” .....

Smell.
Bait .....
It ••
! > ......
Improving
If ...
71 ••
15 -*‘

This tank has only
newly been formed,
and is subdrained
with porous pipes
The tank is tapable
of filtering a fjreaL
deal more FCfl'afrfc
than ain of the old
tanks, butthcofHuent
is not nearly so pure.

Very little
This tank has been hi
it
constant u^e for three
ft **’
or four years, and is
partly drained \uLh
!J *
glaizcd pipes and
3* 1•
l>orotis joints. The
9 9 * **
Hltmtion off it is
49 •*
rather slow, but tlio
None.....
cfliuent is very pood.
” .....
tv. ISTlOOTiS,
Mfinager.

|8 jjlans.]

Sj ducy : William Applegate Gullick, Govenunent Printer —1SS0.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE. SYDNEY.
PUN SHOWING THE GENERAL SCHEME OF WATERWORKS UNDER THE CONTROL OF THE BOARD
AREA SUPPLIED WITH WATER
PREVIOUS TO THE BOARD’S CONTROL^
SHOWN THUS
94
99
EXTENSION OF AREA BY BOARD TO END OF IS94.
99
AREA ADDED FROM 1894 TO END OF JUNE 1896.
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Levels—

The heights marked on the
Line ofConduit denote the Level
of Water Surface when running
full, andare above High Water
Mark Sydney Harbour

Box
Csci/ DH/s

400

■08

t

Crown Street

141.00

15'.6"

3,250,000

42

/06W

240

2

Paddington

214.00

16.6”

2,000,000

36”

950

■18

245.00

20.0

18,500,000

42”

282.00

18.0

1,000,000

20”

20”

360.00

20:0"

1,087,000

18’

/- i$K\

2,157,000

D/reewent Classes

1230
■23
650
■72
\6/586 nee
of

Conduit
II% miles

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE.
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.

3.
4.
5.

Woollahra
Waverley

M

6.

Petersham

166.00

27'.0

7.

Ryde HiH

234.00

22'.0

1,000,000

42'
rf
24

1,500,000

y

2-2d\
/-24" 3

/ -30

t -24 J
TP"

/-/5‘i
/■2d\
18

33/4

n

8.

Chafswood N?/

370.00

32:6”

IM

n

9.

Chatswood Ne2

370.00

JTX

1,500,000

h

v

to.

Wahroongah

717.00

5.'0"

40,000

5'.0

22,800

6"

6”

1,000,000

15"

15“

100,000

12"

6

Wrought Iron Pipes 6P

47s

n

n.

Penshursi NeI

27200

Cast Iron Pipes 4P

7%

*

12.

%?S
JrC£enX2

27000

32.5

Cost Iron Pipes 3P6m.

3%

»

13.

Smifhfield

■ 175.00

77'.0'

205.00

I3:o’

Total

(*4-53-)

in Gallons

Diameter Diameter
ofInlet ofOuHef
Pipe
Pipe

■72

Wrought Iron C/urnes 8P, 7P 6/n

- Water

Capacity

■13

Cornells

of Chains
400
500

Reservoir

Reduced Top
Water level
Depth
above H.W.M.
Sydney Harbour

700

Across Prospect Reservoir 30"Pipe

Scale
300

Name of
ti?

^

3780

Tunnels

Jiepean and Cordeaux Rivers
284 square miles

— Service Reservoirs —

■M

\

Area of Watershed Cafaract River
70 square miles

Capacito of Works above Prospect /50.0PO, 000.6i//ons deity
Quantity of Water which Conduits wi//de/fvee(average since/g S) 95,000,000 daily

Mollesmain

Trafalgar

bsn,Vrtrt,

„1P

.//

Devine’s N-2

Devi/s Back
Calmsley

Length

/?/•« of Combined Wafersbeds of\

185

600
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rw-7

H

9724

Devine’s Np/

J)3

7

1
bjfj
\The E^ Swamp^ff^^-f I j ?,J R
V—xli
'xfr

easantsNest j?
Pass

23507 4.45

Cataract

\

—

Dimensions at Top Water Level
Top Wafer Level /7S. 00 f/ Length //HR Width 894ft
Area 24iacres. Avai/ab/c. depth /SR6m.

Leng th
in Feet inMUn

Nepean

t “T/ DARK-ES rt
% i forest/s
t<7
A,

Name
of Tunnel

Mount Anna

:aay»

- Potts Hill Reservoir

—Tunnels -

63M miles

14.

Richmond

225,000

9”

6"

2- 20 j

9”

6"

DIAGRAMS
w thz Total MihafSe

of lYmJtPumpi

imZ'1896also of Maim Removed & Clesru

S^RdbajlaijmMaxm laidloendof
duringeaxhlfear fr-omlSSSfo

94-6-5

696-5

577/

499.9

4/2.0

Removed

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE

Cleaned

WATER MAIN RETICULATION

DIAGRAM
Shewing ^Mileage of Water MainsHeticulatwn of the City of Sydney &. Suburbs, etc.
JWains laid/ Prior to the. Control of the Board sh^MoiruBlach
Bo.

Since,

Bo.

Bo

Bo

Blue

SHslrict
./huiandiale
tflsh field.
Stubum
JBcdmaiTT
Botany
Burrvood
Gtmperdotm/
Ca/iferbunj
Gly ofSydney
Concord
Barlingiort,
Brummoyne
Krvfield/
£rskineifill&
Biro Bode
Glebe

(-*■4-53-)

KB The, above does notmdode. Trunk. orPunyiny Mams orRepairs etc.
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES.

SEWERAG E

RETICULATION

DIAGRAM
Shewing Mileage

of Subsidiary Sewers in the City of Sydney and Suburbs
Sewers laid Prior to the Control of the Board shewn in Black
do
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
BOARD.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under No. 10 Report from Printing Committee, 23 July, 189G.

RETURN to an Order of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, dated the 9th July, 1896, That there be laid upon the Table of this
House,—
“ Copies of all papers in connection with the recent election for a member
“ to sit upon the Hunter River Water Board for the suburban muni“ cipalitics; also copies of all correspondence that passed between Mr. H.
“ Rushton, one of the candidates, and the Honorable Secretary for Public
“ Works; also between Mr. A. Brown, cx-Presidcnt of the Board, and the
“ Honorable the Secretary for Public Works.”
{Mr. WatJcim.)

'

SCHEDULE.
ro' •
r
J. Mimitoof Under SecroterT for Public "Works suggesting appointment of Returning Officer.................. ........ .............
2. Under Secretary of Public Works to Mnyor of Hamilton asking whether bo is witling to art as Returning Officer.....
3. Council Clerk, Hamilton, to Under Secretary for Public Works, stating that tbe Mayor is willing to net os Returning
Officer ......................................................................
.a
b
4. Minute by tbcTixccutivc Council approving of Regulations for the Third EWion* of :ivr™Wrs,'Hunter'hiFtrict
Water Supply and Sewerage Board, and appointing Irvine Keddio, Esq., Mayor of Hamilton, os Returning Officer
5. Regulations for the conduct of the election............................................................. ................
(). Under Secretary for Public Works to Mayor of Hamilton, intimating appointment as Returning Officer, and for
warding notice for insertion in newspapers, Ac............................................................................
7. Irvine Redd ie, Esq., to Undersecretary for Public Works stating that Joseph Brown Barciay has been duly elected
as Member of the Board, without opposition .........................................................................................
_
8. Irvine Kcddie, Esq., to Under Secretary for Public Works forwarding letter froin Mr! H. Rushton ' claiming"the
nght to go to the ballot ...............................................................................................................................
*’
9. H. Rushton, Esq., to Irvine Keddie, Esq., respecting bis nomination for tho position of Member of the Hunter
District V ater and Sewerage Board, and stating that ho claims the right to go to the ballot ........................
10. Telegram from tho Honorable Alexander Brown, President of the Hunter District Water and Sewerage Boaidi to the
Under Secretary for Public V’orfcs, pointing out that, if there is to be a contest between Barclay and Rushton,
notice nuisfc be itigertcd in lociil papers ...............................................................................
4
11. Minute of the Minister for Public Works respecting the reply to be sent to Mr. Brown
12. The Honorable Alexander Brown to the Secretary for Public Works respecting the repiy sent'to his teiegram............
13. Certificates of Returning Officer, addressed to His Excellency the Governor, that Joseph Brown Barclay h^ been
duly elected as Member of tbe Hunter District Water and Sewerage Board..............................................
14. Under Secretary for Public Works to the Secretary to tlio Hunter District Water nndSeweroiic Board,'intimating
that a certificate has been received from the Returning Officer to tho effect that Joseph Brown Barclay has been
duly elected ns Member to represent the Boroughs of Plattsburg, New Lambton, and Wallsend, and tbe Municipal
Districts of Adnmsl.own, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Lambton, Merewcther, and Waratah, on the Hunter
3)]gt-riefc Wat.ur Supply ami Sewerage Board ............................................... ............
k
444
15. J. B. Barclay, Esq., to the Under Secretary for Public Works stating that, having been elected, iic intends to take
ms scat on l he Board.......................................................................... .........................
1G. The Crow'n Solicitor to tbe Under Secretary for Public Works returning papers respecting the refusai"of"the
Returning Officer to accept Mr. Rusbton’s nomination, and stating that the Attorney-General considered the
matter to be one for the private solicitor of tho parties concerned..................................................................
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HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE BOARD.
No. 1.
Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Hunter District "Water and Sewerage Board Elections.
Department of Public "Works, Sydney, 9 May, 1S9G.
Foe the purposes of the Hunter District "Water and Sewerage Board Elections, which take place on the
30th proximo, it will be necessary to appoint two Keturning Officers, one for the City of JNewcastle, and
one for the Suburban Municipalities. On the previous occasion the Mayor of Newcastle and the Mayor
of Hamilton were asked to act in this capacity.
•nmjU'PT
Submitted for instructions.
ROBERT HICKSOiNj ^
’
Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner tor Roads.
Same officials may be asked to undertake the duty.—11/5/96.
Write, 11/3/96.
Mayor of Newcastle, the Mayor of Hamilton, the Mayor of Wallsend informed, 12/5/96.

The

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to Tbe Mayor of Hamilton.
gir
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 12 May, 1896.
’ i am directed by the Secretary for Public Works to ask whether you are willing to act as
Eetuminc Officer for tbe purposes of the election on the 30th proximo of a Municipal Member of the
Hunter District Water and Sewerage Board, and also whether you will kindly allow the Council Chambers
to be used as a polling place as in the case of previous elections.
1 am to ask that you will be so good as to favor me with an early reply.
X have, &e.,
'*
li, Xi. P. HICKSON,
Under Secretary and Commissioner for Eoads.
■
No. 3.
.
Tbe Council Clerk, Hamilton, to Tho Under Secretary for Public Works.
gjr
Municipal Council Chambers, Hamilton, 14 May, 1896.
’ I have the honor, instructed bv His Worship the Mayor of Hamilton to respectfully
acknowledge receipt of your letter of date 12th March, re acting as Eeturning Officer for the purposes
of the election on tho 3Utli proximo of a Municipal Member of the Hunter District Water and Sewora0e
Board, and also for use of Council Chamhers-as a polling-place, as on previous elections, and m reply 1
am instructed to state that the Mayor will act as Eeturning Officer, and that the C0'111®11 Chambers will
he granted as a polling-place, as on previous elections. 1
I
RAT
__A:i

■ ■ geen—E.R.P.H., 18/5/96.
herewith.—19/5/96.

Wilt,

Mr. Holliman to note,—Jso. P.,18/5/96.

Executive Minute

Telegram from the Mayor of Hamilton to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Hamilton Station.
act as Eeturning Officer Water and Sewerage Board election. Letter was^oriwirdcd.^p^j^
'

Mayor.

No. 4
Minute for the Executive Council.
-Eegulations for the conduct of the Third Election of Members of the Hunter District Water
Subject
.
Supply and Sewerage Board.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 19 May, 1896.
I have the honor to submit for the approval of His Excellency the Governor and Executive Council the
enclosed draft regulations for the conduct of the third election of members, of the Hunter District Tl ater
and Sewerage Board, which have been prepared in pursuance of the provisions of the Hunter District
Water Supply aod Sewerage Act of 1892.
,
,
,
,
I have also to recommend that Irvine Keddie, Esq., Mayor of Hamilton, be appointed to act as
Eeturning Officer in connection with the said election.
^ you;NG
The Executive Council approve of tho Eegulations referred to.—Alex. C. Budge, Clerk of the
Council. Min. 96-20, 19/5/96. Confirmed, 26/5/96.
Approved.—Hampi)EH,_19/;»/90._
Seen.—
E.E.P.H., 23/5/90. ■ Mr. .Holliman to note—.'Iso. P., 28/5/96. Inserted in Gazette of 2Gth May
copy enclosed.—J.W.H.
________
No.
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No, 6.
Regulations for the conduct of the Election.
Government Gazette, Tuesday, 26th May, 1896.]
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 26 May, 1806.
It is hereby notified that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the appointment of
Ibyhte Kedhie, Esquire, Hamilton,
to act as Returning Officer for the purposes of the election, on the 30th proximo, of one member to
represent the boroughs of Plattshurg, New Lambton, and Wallsend, and the Municipal Districts of
Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Lambton, Merewcther, and Waratah, on tho Hunter
District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, in accordance with the provisions of the “Hunter District
Water Supply and Sewerage Act of 1892.”
'
-----------------J. H. YOUNG.
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 26 May, 1896.
It is hereby notified that His Excellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been
pleased to approve of the following Regulations, which have been prepared in accordance with the
“ Hunter District Water Supply ami Sewerage Act of 1892,” for tho conduct of the third election, on the
30th proximo, of members of’ the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, under the
provisions of the before-mentioned Act.
-------J. H. YOUNG.
The following Regulations for the conduct of the third election of members of the Hunter District Water
Supply and Sewerage Board, have been prepared in pursuance of the provisions of section 42 of the Act
55 Vic. No. 27 :—
1. In the event of there being a contested election for any of tbe members of the Board, the
polling shall take place as follows:—
Eor the election of one member to represent the Municipal Council of the City of Newcastle, at the
Town Hall, Newcastle, between the hours of 11 o’clock in the morning and 1 o’clock in the
afternoon of the 30th day of June, 1896.
For the election of one member to represent the boroughs of Plattshurg, New Lambton, and
'
Wnllscnd,. and the Municipal Districts of Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton,
Lambton, Mercwether, and Waratah. At the Council Chambers, Wnllscnd, for the boroughs of
Plattshurg and Wallsend and the Municipal District of Lambton, and at the Council Chambers,
Hamilton, for the borough of New Lambton, and the Municipal Districts of Adamstown,
Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Mercwether, and Waratah, between the hours of 8 o’clock in
the morning and 4 o’clock in the afternoon of the 30th day of June, 1896.
2. For tho convenient and proper conduct of such elections, a roll shall be prepared, showing the
names and addresses of the persons entitled by the provisions of tbe Hunter District Water Supply and
Sewerage Act to vote thereat; and such roll shall be duly certified by the respective Returning Officers,
and used by them for the purposes of such election : Provided, however, that in the event of any
alderman being elected to any of the Municipal Councils, the members of which are entitled by the said
Act to vote at the election of members of the said Board, subsequent to the preparation of the said roll,
hut prior to the date of the said election being held, be shall be entitled to vote thereat upon the
production of the Gazette notice of his election as alderman, or other satisfactory evidence that he has
been duly elected: Provided further, that if the name of any person legally entitled to vote shall have
been accidentally omitted from such roll, such omission shall not preclude his voting at such election
upon his satisfying the Returning Officer that he is entitled so to vote.
3. Before, and in time for such election, the Returning Officers shall cause to be printed, or to be
written, ballot-papers, according to the following form:—
Third Election for Members of “ The Hunter District Water Supply and Smoerage Board."
Ballot Paper.
'
Member for
(as the case may be).
Polling day, the 30th day of June, 1896.
(Names of Candidates.)
And shall provide as many of such ballot-papers as shall be fully equal to the number of electors entitled
to vote.
_
4. At each polling-place there shall be one or more compartments or ballot rooms, provided with
all necessary materials, for the purpose of enabling the electors to marie the ballot-papers, as hereinafter
provided; and in each such polling-place no person shall be entitled to bo present, other than the
Returning Officer, poll clerks, and scrutineers of the several candidates (if any) appointed as hereinafter
provided, and the elector who shall at that time be voting.
5. The Returning Officers shall each provide a locked box, of which they shall keep tho keys, with
a cleft or opening in such box capable of receiving tbe ballot-papers folded as hereinafter provided, which
box shall be open to inspection by such poll clerks and scrutineers on its being locked for receiving the
ballot-papers, and such box shall be placed upon the table at which tho Returning Officers and scrutineers
preside and are placed; and each elector, having previously satisfied the Returning Officer that he is
entitled to vote at such election, shall then receive from the Returning Officer or poll clerk one of the
ballot-papers initialled by the Returning Officer. At the time of the delivery of such ballot-paper to any
elector, the Returning Officer shall, upon a copy of the roll certified by such Returning Officer as before
provided, make a mark against the name of such elector, which mark shall primfi facie evidence of the
identity of such elector with the person whose name shall be so marked upon the roll, and of the fact of
his having voted at such election.
6. Every sucli elector shall, in one of the compartments or ballot rooms provided for the purpose,
strike out from the ballot-paper the names of such candidates as he does not intend to vote for, and shall
forthwith fold up the same in such manner as will conceal the names of the candidates, and shall deposit
it
[Published as a Supplement to tho

4
it in the ballot-box in the presence of the Returning Officer: Provided that while an elector is in the
compartment or ballot room, preparing his ballot-paper, no other person shall be allowed in sueti
Compaq « ^ elector may vote for any number of candidates not exceeding the number of members then
to be chosen, 'and any ballot-paper containing a greater number of names of candidates, or without the
initials of the Returning Officer, shall he rejected at the close of the poll.
8 Each candidate may appoint one person to be a scrutineer at the polling-place.
9. No inquiry shall be permitted at the time of polling as to the right of any person to vote (unless
under the circumstances mentioned in Regulation No. 2) except only as follows that is to say, the
Returning Officer may, if he think fit, or shall, if required by any scrutineer put to any elector betore he
shall have voted, and not afterwards, the following question, and no other-—that is to say:
Are you the same person whose name appears as (A,B., No. ) on this roll ?
And any person so required to answer the said question shall not be permitted to vote until lie shall
have satisfactorily answered the same.
.
, .
.
10. Each Returning Officer at the close of the poll, in the presence of his poll clerk and oi such
scrutineers as may attend, shall examine and count the numbers of votes for each candidate at his own
polling-place, and shall make and sign a statement of such numbers, which statement shall be counter
signed by tbe poll clerks and scrutineers. The Returning Officers shall thereupon seal up the ballot-papers
and transmit them to the Under Secretary for Public Works, who shall safely keep the same for one year
after the receipt thereof.
t j t
4.
11. As soon as it shall have been ascertained who have been duly elected, the oflicial declaration
of the state of the poll shall be openly made by the Returning Officers at the respective polling-places..
12. The Returning Officers may appoint such poll clerks as they may deem necessary tor carrying
out the duties imposed upon them by these Regulations.
,
13. The Returning Officer for the election of a member to represent the boroughs ot.ilattsburg
and Walieend, and tho Municipal Districts of Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton lSew
Lambton, Lambton, Mcrewether,-and Waratah, shall appoint a Deputy Returning Officer to preside at
the polling-place at the Council Chambers, Wallsend.

No. 6.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Mayor of Hamilton.
Sirj
Department of Public Works, Sydney, 29 May, 1896.
’ I have the honor to forward, herewith, a copy of the Government Garefte.containing the
notification of your appointment as Returning Officer in connection with the forthcoming Water and
Sewerage Board election, and also copy of the Regulations for the conduct of the election..
I also forward copy of the Hunter District Water and Sewerage Act, and four copies ol the dratt
notice to be issued by you, as required by section 17 of tbe Act. I shall be glad if you will sign one copy
and return it to me at once, in order that it may be inserted in the Government Gazette of Tuesday next.
Will you also be so good as to lake stops to insert tbe notice, not later , than luesday, in one or more
newspapers circulating in the Newcastle district, as required by the section referred to.
1 shall also be dad if you will forward me a list of nominations received by you.
I hare, &c.,
R.R.P. HICKSON,
Under Secretary and Commissioner for Roads.
[Enclosure.']

'

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE ACT OF 1892.
Notice respecting the Third Election of one Member to represent the Boronghs of Plattshurg, New Lambton, and Walls
end, and the Municipal Districts of Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Lambton, Mercwether, and
Waratah, upon the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board.
,
,
NOTICE is hereby given that the Christian and surnames of candidates for the position of Member to represent the above
Boroughs and Municipal Districts upon the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board must be given in writing
and signed by a nominator (who must be duly qualified as an elector under the abqvenamed Act), and delivered to me at
the Council Chambers, Hamilton, within seven days from the date hereof ; and in the event of more than one candidate
being proposed, the polling will take place as follows At the Council Chambers, Wallsend, for the Boroughs of Eiattsburg and Wallsend and the Municipal District of Lambton ; and at the Council Chambers, Hamilton, for the Borough of
New Lambton and the Municipal Districts of Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Mercwether, and Waratah,
between the hours of S o'clock in the morning and 4 o’clock in the afternoon of the 30th day of June, 189b. .
Any person is eligible for election as Member to represent the said Boroughs and Mumcipal Districts upon the
Board, who, at tho time of holding of such election shall possess, in and for the said Boroughs and Municipal Districts, the
qualification, and not be within any disqualification respectively prescribed and imposed in respect of the oihee 01 Alderman
by the “Municipalities Act of 1807,” or any Act amending the same.
IRVINE KEDDIE
Hamilton,

June, 1896.__________________ _

No. 7.

Returning Officer.

■

Tho Returning Officer, Hamilton, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir
Municipal Council Chambers, Hamilton, 9 June^ 1896.
I have the honor to inform yon that .Joseph Brown Barclay, of Clyde-street, Newtown,
Hamilton, has been nominated as a candidate for the vacancy of a member to represent the Boroughs of
Plattshurg, New Lambton, and ’Wallsend, and tbe Municipal Districts of Adamstown, Carrington,
Wickham, Hamilton, Lambton, Mcrewether, and Waratah, on the Hunter District Water Supply and
Sewerage Board, Also that Henry Rushton, of Wallsend, was also nominated, but received too late, on
9th June, at 12 o’clock noon, therefore Joseph Brown Barclay is duly elected without opposition. I
enclose letter and certificate addressed to the Governor certifying that Joseph Brown Barclay has been
duly elected to the position of piember of the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board without
opposition,
Ihave, &c..
IRVINE KEDDIE,
--------,
Returning Officer.
.
'
'
Mr.
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Mr. Holliman.—Jbo. P., 11/6/96.
'
Certificate bas been forwarded to tbe Governor. I would, however, draw tbe attention of tbe
Under Secretary to the fact that, tbe Beturning Officer appears to have acted wrongly in refusing to
receive tbe nomination 'of Mr. Kushton. The notice (copy attached) which was published on tbe 2nd of
June required tbe nominations to bo delivered to tbe Beturning Officer witbin seven days from that date,
which would seem to include the whole of the 9th. The Beturning Officer, however, appears to have
considered the nomination out of time because it was delivered at 12 o’clock noon on that day.—J. W.
Holliman.

Bor the information of the Minister, This is a matter between Mr. Bushton and tho Beturning
Officer.—B.B.P.H., 12/6/96, Under Secretary for Bublic Works and Commissioner for Eoads.

No. 8.
The Returning Officer, Hamilton, to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,
Municipal Council Chambers, Hamilton, 11 June, 1896.
I have the honor herewith to forward you letter received from Mr. Henry Bushton, of
Wallsend, one of tho candidates for a representative of the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage
Board, claiming that his nomination was handed in in ample time, and claiming the right to go to the ballot.
I may state the reason that I ruled that Mr. Henry Bushton’s nomination was received too late is
according to section 17 of tho Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act of 1892, wherein it states
that the names of all candidates must he forwarded to the Beturning Officer within seven days of the
giving of such notice, Tho notice calling for nominations was dated 1st June, and appeared in tho
jVaccastle Herald newspaper on the 2nd June, therefore all nominations according to tho Act were due on
Monday, the 8th June, 1896, at 12 o’clock p.m.
Awaiting any further instructions in regard to the matter,—will forward nomination papers on if
required,
I have, &c.,
IBVINE KEDDIE,
Beturning Officer.
No. 9.
Mr. H. Rushton to The Returning Officer, Hamilton.
Sir,
Wallsend, 11 June, 1896.
Beferring to my nomination for the position of member to represent the Suburban Council on
the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, and to your conversation with me this morning
when you informed me that you bad sent on my nomination with another to the Under Secretary for
Works, but that you are of the opinion that my nomination paper was lodged too late, I beg respectfully
to repeat my contention that such is not the ease, and further that I claim the right to go to the ballot. .
I beg to refer you to the provisions of section 11 of the Acts Shortening Act, 22° Victoria No. 12,
Will you be good enough to transmit this letter or a copy of tbe same to tbe Under Secretary at
once, so that he may consider it with the papers now before him.
Touts, &c,,

'

‘

HENBY BUSHTON.

According to my reading of the Act the Beturning Officer was wrong, but I see nothing in tbe Act
to warrant the Department interfering in the matter. It might perhaps be as well to refer the matter to
the Crown Solicitor.—B.E.B.H., 12/6/96.

No. 10.
Telegram from Mr. A. Brown to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Newcastle Station.
Ip there is to be contest for suburban municipal seat, between Rushton and Barclay, advertisements must
appear, in accordance with 17th section, in local papers here not later than to-morrow’s issue.
ALEX. BROWN,
President, H.D.W.S. & S.
No. 11.
Minute by The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sat the matter is not now in our hands. We only appointed tho Beturning Officer.
J.H.T., 22/6/96.
Telegraph.—22/6/96.

Wire sent.—22/6/96.

No. 12.
Mr. A. Brown to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Newcastle, 23 June, 1896.
Dear Sir,
All I can say in response to your telegram that the matter is now out of your hands, and all
your Department had to do was to make the appointment, is that it is one of the most flimsy answers
ever made to an important commuiiication. Tho Beturning Officer was your appointment, and you are
as much responsible for his actions as you would be for the deficiencies of any officer in your Depart
ment ; and when you can repair his errors by the exercise of a little intelligence I take it that it is your
business to do it. As the matter stands now you are doing a grave injustice to a candidate, who in a
contest
261—B
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contest for the seat would, I think, he returned ; but your officer having sent iu a certificate, in defiauco
of all law, declaring a certain person elected, you propose to let the matter stand at this, and compel his
opponent to seek redress in the law courts, which the exercise of a little judgment would avoid. X shall
certainly have the matter ventilated in Parliament, and chance tho Minister’s patronage for the
Presidency.
Yours, <&c.,
"

ALEXANDER BROWN.

Submitted.—R.R.P.H., 24/6/96.

Need not be replied to.—J.H.T., 24/6/96.
No. 13.

The Eeturning Officer, Hamilton, to His Excellency the Governor.
Municipal Council Chambers, Hamilton, 9 June, 1896.
Tniun election, Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act of 1892, of one member to represent
the Boroughs Plattshurg, New Lambton, and Wallsend, and the municipal districts of Adamstown,
Carrington, Wickham, Hamilton, Lambton, Mcrewether, and Waratah.
I hereby certify that Joseph Brown Barclay has been duly elected as a member for the abovenamed
boroughs and municipal districts, Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act, 1892, without
opposition.
'
IRVINE KEDDIE,
------Returning Officer.
The Chief Secretary.—Hampden, 15/6/96.
The Under Secretary for Public Works and Com
missioner for Roads.—C.W., 19/6/96. B.C.
G-azette and inform Board,—R.R.P.H., 2/7/96.
Done,
2/7/96. Put with papers. Mr. Holliman.—Jno. P,, 20/6/96.
No. 14.
The Under Secretary for Public Works to The Secretary, Hunter District Water
Supply and Sewerage Board.
Sir,
2 July, 1896.
I am directed to inform you that a certificate has been received from Irvine Keddie, Esq., the
Returning Officer appointed to conduct the election of a member to represent the boroughs of Plattshurg,
New Lambton, and Wallsend, and the municipal districts of Adamstown, Carrington, Wickham,
Hamilton, Lambton, Mercwether, and Waratah, on the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage
Board, under the provisions of the Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act, 1892, to the effect
that Joseph Brown Barclay has been duly elected without opposition.
I have, <&c.,
S. R. P. HICKSON,
tinder Secretary and Commissioner for Roads.
No. 15.
Mr. J. B. Barclay to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Dear Sir,
Hamilton, Clyde-street, 12 June, 1890.
Having been informed to-day that a protest has been lodged by II. Rushton against my election
by Returning Officer, as the only nomination received by Returning Officer in accordance with tho Act,
and acting under legal advice I intend taking my seat as a member of the Hunter District Water and
Sewerage Board, therefore, having been elected as member by Returning Officer. Mr. H. Rushton if not
satisfied has his remedy at law, and as pointed out by my legal adviser, the Act is clear and conclusive on
the course adopted by Returning Officer, and I am now very pleased that Returning Officer had his duty
so clearly pointed out by yourself and Mr. Norrie on the 4th instant.
I have, &c.,

J. B. BARCLAY.
No. 16.

90/2-103.

The Crown Solicitor to The Under Secretary for Public Works.
Sir,
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 17 June, 1896.
'
I have the honor to return herewith the papers numbered as in margin, referring to the refusal
of the Returning Officer to accept Mr. Henry Rushton’s nomination as a candidate for .election on the
Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Board, and to inform yon that the Attorney-General con
siders this is a matter for the private solicitor of the parties and is not a subject for the Crown Solicitor.
I have, Ac.,
GEO. COLQUHOUN,
.
------Crown Solicitor.
Seen. Eile.—R.B.P.H., 19/6/96.
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18!»D.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
PETITION FJROM CERTAIN PROPERTY-OWNERS AND RESIDENTS OF LOUTH PARK, OAKHAMPTON,
BOLWAKRA, MIDLORN, GLENARVON, LIDDESDALE, AND ADJACENT FARMING LOCALITIES NEAR
MAITLAND, AGAINST CLAUSE SIX OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

8 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of tbe property-owners and residents of Louth Park, Oakhampton, Bolwarra,
Midlorn, G-lenarvon, Liddesdalo, and adjacent farming localities near Maitland,—
ShOWETU AS FOLLOWS : —

1. That a Bill to amend the “ Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act of 1892, the
Country Towns and Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Acts Amendment Act of 1894, and for
other purposes,” is now under consideration by your Honorable House.
2. That your Petitioners will be most seriously affected by tho clause in the said Bill which extends
the distance in respect of which property may be rated for the purposes of the said water supply to four
hundred and forty yards from the water-pipes of the Board.
3. That your Petitioners consider the present limit of distance from such pipes, viz., sixty yards,
quite sufficient for all necessary purposes.
_ d. That your Petitioners arc compelled at a very great outlay to maintain embankments to protect
their farms from inundation by flood-waters, and tbe imposition of a tax for water supply purposes would
entail great hardship upon them, as they are already suppUed with water for all necessary purposes.
5. That your Petitioners never asked for tbe extension of the water supply to their farms, and
never for a moment anticipated that they would be liable to taxation for water supply purposes, otherwise
they would have strenuously opposed the passing of tbe said Acts.
_
6. That having regard to the great losses which they have sustained by reason of floods, necessitating
in many cases appeals to the Government for assistance, your Petitioners feel very strongly that they
should not be harassed by taxation of this nature.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that the above-mentioned clause may be omittedfrom the
said Bill, or if inserted therein, that your Petitioners may be exempted from the operation of the same.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray, Ac.
[Herefollow

77

signatures.']

A similar Petition was received,—
On 8th July, from certain property-owners and residents of the same localities; 68 signatures.226

[3i]
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

HUNTER DISTRICT WATER SUPPLY AND SEWERAGE
ACT AMENDMENT BILL.
(PETITION FEOM THE MAYOR AND ALDERMEN OF THE BOROUGH OF MORPETH IN FAVOUR OF
AN AMENDMENT OF.)

deceived by ike Legislative Assembly,

29 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The Petition of tbe Mayor and Aldermen of the Borough of Morpeth,—
Humbly Sboweth :—

1. That the provisions contained in clause 6 of the proposed Hunter District Water Supply
and Sewerage Act Amendment Act, whereby the distance of 60 yards in the Principal Act is made to
extend to 140 yards, are calculated to work great injury to and hardships upon the agricultural portions of
the Borough, and on such lands therein as are used for grazing purposes only, and would enable the
Board to lay unnecessary mains simply as a means of largely increasing their revenue. And your
Petitioners therefore suggest that as far as such lands are eoncerued the distance should he limited to
110 yards.
2. That the minimum rate of 10s., as provided by clause 15, sub-section (a), has an unequal effect
upon the taxpayers of the Borough, and makes the holders of small and comparatively useless areas pay
in proportion a much larger sum in the way of tax than those whoso holdings may fairly be rated at that
amount, and your Petitioners, in order to equalise the taxation, would ask that the section should be
amended by reducing the minimum to 2s. 6d.
3. That the provisions contained in clause 33 of the said amending Act, whereby a mortgagor is
bound to disclose the name of his mortgagee, are inquisitorial in the extreme. A mortgage upon a taxable
area does not change the ownership thereof, and whilst for purposes of ownership or occupancy the names
of the purchasers and lessees may fairly be asked for, that of mortgagees, can, without any benefit to the
Board, disclose only the financial position of the taxpayer.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that all references to mortgages may be omitted.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever humbly pray.
[Here follow

[3<Z]

289—

1

9 signatures.^
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

Parliamentary Standing Committee

on

Public Works.

REPORT
TOGETHEE WITH

MINUTES OP EVIDENCE, APPENDICES, AND PLAN,
RELATING TO THE

PROPOSED WATER SUPPLY
FOR 1 HE

TOWN OF TAMWOETH.

$resenteti to parliament in acccroanre toitij tije prcbisions of tlje Public SIKorbs Set,
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
WATER SUPPLY FOR THE TOWN OF TAMWORTH.

REPORT.
The Parliamentary Standing Committee

on

Public Works, appointed during

the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of 1888,
51 Yic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic. No.
26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Yic.
No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of constructing Works of Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth}
in lieu of the scheme already approved by the said Committee and authorised
by Parliament, have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is expedient the pro
posed works should be constructed, but that the capacity of tbe storage reservoir
should be increased from 35,000,000 to 50,000,000 gallons ; and, in accordance
with the provision of subsection IY, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act,
report their resolution to the .Legislative Assembly:—■
1- The proposed work as placed before tho Committee is a gravitation scheme, official
It is proposed to construct a concrete dam, 360 feet in length, with a maximum ,1Lacr'I>t'on of
height of 32 feet, across Moore Creek, near the head, which vrill impound about woCrk.rop08ed
35,000,000 gallons of water at a height of about 1,000 feet above the town. The
catchment above the dam is about 22 square miles in area. It ivas intended
to convey tho "water a distance of about 11| miles by steel pipes, 6 inches in
diameter, to a concrete service reservoir holding 500,000 gallons, situated about If
of a mile from tbe centre of the town, and at a "height of about 250 feet above the
mam street. The present population of Tamworth is estimated at 5,100; the
proposed works will be capable of supplying a population of 10,000, as provided for
in the pumping scheme. The fall in the main pipe-line (63‘6 feet per mile) is so
great that it will be possible, by using a 7-inch pipe, to utilise the surplus head for
generating electricity for lighting or other purposes should the Council desire to
do so. In designing the "works the Department therefore propose to make
provision accordingly. The reticulation pipes provided for the pumping scheme
previously before the Committee will be used, "with some slight alterations
necessitated by the change of the service reservoir site and additions to reach
some recently-built houses. Thirty-three acres of land wrill have to he resumed
for the storage reservoir, and the main pipe-line will pass through about 6 miles
of private land.
2, It is estimated that the scheme will cost £32,824<, the estimate comprising E»Uniatcd
the following items :—
COlt.
Storage reservoir, 35,000,000 gallons .
£5,311 19 O
Main pipe-line, 6-inch........................
8,628 5 0
Service reservoir
...
...
1,665 7 6
Service main and reticulation ...
14,151 14 6
Engineering and contingencies
..
2,976 14 0
Land
...
...
90 0 0
Add

,
. .
Total
..........................
tor providing a 7-iiieh pipe instead of 6-inch for the
purposes of electric power
..............
...

£32,824 0 0

Grand Total

£35,374 0 0

2,550 0 0
3,
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3. The proposal for construe!.works of water supply for this town was
under the consideration of a previous Committee during the months of October,
November, and December, 18y^. 'flic scheme then submitted by the Department
was a pumping scheme, it being proposed to obtain the water from a well sunk in tbe
river-drift immediately above the confluence of the Peel and Cockburn Rivers. Tbe
question as to wbet her a gravitation supply could not be obtained was considered by
the Committee upon that occasion, and inquiry was made as to the merits of the
gravitation scheme proposed by Jlr, P. B. Gipps, C.E. It was found, however, that
there were serious ob jections to that scheme, which precluded its adoption, and the
then Engineer-in-Chief for Harbours and Rivers stated to tbe Committee that a
proper gravitation scheme could not be obtained at a less cost than £50,000, as against
£22,000, the cost of the pumping scheme then proposed. The local Borough Council
admitted the soundness of the objections raised to Mr. Gipps’ scheme, and, though
they were in favour of a gravitation supply, they accepted the proposal of the Depart
ment, as it appeared that a better scheme could not, without going to much greater
expense, be obtained. As the result of their inquiry, the Committee then came
to the conclusion that the pumping scheme should be carried out, but they
recommended that before any of the permanent works were undertaken a
thorough test witli temporary pumping machinery should be made to prove the
quantity of water in the drift whence it was proposed to take the supply. This
recommendation of the Committee, together with the difficulties which had in
the meantime arisen in regard to the works at Cootamundra and Parkes, which were
similar to those proposed for Tamworth, led to the further consideration of the whole
matter by the Department of Public Works, and it was decided that before taking
further steps in regard to the pumping scheme a careful exploration should he made
of the mountain ranges in the neighbourhood, in order to ascertain beyond doubt the
possibility of obtaining a gravitation scheme at a reasonable cost. Mr, E. B. Price
was the officer selected to carry out the investigation, and his inquiries resulted in
the present scheme being placed before the Committee.

The Commit-

4, After obtaining from the Under Secretary for Public Works a general-

tee#inquiry,

cjrcumst£nces
the reconsideration of the matter, and
examining Mr. Hickson, the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Mr. E. B. Price,
M.I.C.E., and Mr. J. Davis, M.I.C.E., the officers intimately concerned with the
designing of the new scheme, and also Mr. E. B. Gipps, who submitted a modifica
tion of his previous scheme, a Sectional Committee was appointed to visit Tamworth
for the purpose of inspecting and to take evidence. They devoted considerable time .
to inspecting the pipe-line service and storage reservoirs and catchment area of the
proposed water supply and the main features of the modified scheme proposed by
Mr. Gipps. They examined the Mayor, two of the aldermen, and the District
Surveyor, and received such evidence from ratepayers as was forthcoming.

The evidence.

5. The evidence received by the Committee is, on the whole, very favourable ^
to the scheme. The Mayor and one of the aldermen who were examined by the
Sectional Committee expressed the opinion that the Departmental scheme was by
far the best of the several proposals which had been from time to time under the
notice of the local authorities; and referring to the sentiment of the ratepayers, the
Mayor doubted whether more than two persons in the town would be found opposed
to the proposed works, and these persons, he pointed out, would probably.be found
opposed to any scheme of water supply. He, however, thought the capacity of the
proposed storage reservoir was insufficient, and should ho increased to at least
50,000,000 gallons, and also that the service reservoir should he.enlarged to provide
for a week’s instead of a three days’ supply. Mr. Poate, the District Surveyor, was
also of opinion that the capacity of the storage reservoir should he not less than
50,000,000 gallons. The municipal authorities stated that the town was in a good
financial position and well able to hear the cost of the scheme. It was estimated
that the revenue from the works, including a general rate of Is. in the £, would he,
approximately, £2,300. The power generated by the scheme could, it was stated,
be readily utilised in the town for various purposes. Hr. Poate recommended that
the Crown land within the catchment area should he at once resumed, and that such
power as the Government had upon the conversion of the conditional lease land into
conditional purchase land should he exercised in order to provide for any probable
extension of the storage reservoirs.
6-

■
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6. The witnesses were agreed as to the purity of the water in the creek from Purity of the
whence it was proposed to take the supply. The Under Secretary for Public Works81ipply'
submitted to the Committee an analysis from Mr. Hamlet, the G-ovcrnment Analyst,
in which the water was described as being exceptionally good. The Mayor also
handed in an analysis made at his brewery, by Mr. Daniel!, a chemist, which con
firmed this.

7. There can he little doubt, in the opinion of the Committee, as to
of
sufficiency of the supply. Though it is admitted that Moore Creek may, in excep- °euppj'
tional seasons, become dry, the supply provided by the catchment area will be more
than ample. Taking a minimum annual rainfall of 18 inches, the average being
from 29 to 30 inches, and .assuming that only 4 inches, or less than 25 per cent.,
would reach the drainage centre, the District Surveyor calculates this would amount
’to 1,120,000,000 gallons, or sufficient to fill the storage reservoir thirty times over.
The Chief Engineer for Water Conservation and the officers of the Public Works
Department confirm this evidence. The local witnesses examined are also satisfied
on the point.
.
'
8. The estimate of the probable revenue furnished by the Department, and *'inaru:ifti
aspect of the
the accuracy of which was confirmed by the Mayor, is as follows;—
scheme.
General rate of la. in the £ ...
...
...
...
... £1,490 0 0
Public buildings and departmenta
...
...
...
...
240 O 0
Meter accounts—excess over rates
...
...
...
...
•215 O 0
Irrigation (gardens, &c.), 60 at £2 10s.
..........................
150 0 0
Live stock, horses—at 5s. per head
...
...
...
...
50 O 0
Cows—at 6s,
...
...
..............
...
...
...
25 0 0
Contribution from lighting rate, on account of motive power
supplied
...........................................................
150 O O
.

Total revenue

..........................

£2,320 0 0

The estimated annual expenses are as follows:—
Amount required to meet the annual payments on account
of interest and sinking fund
..................................... £1,280 0 0
Working expenses
............................................................
200 0 0
£1,480 0 0

showing an estimated annual surplus of £840. In addition to this, it appears that
a saving of £70 per annum will he effected by using the power for the working of
the present electric light plant, thus increasing the surplus to £910 per annum.
9. Mr. Gipps appeared before the Committee to give evidence in regard to Scheme
certain modifications lie proposed in his original scheme which was the subject of ^p^ff, |,y
inquiry when the question was before the previous Committee. Erom the evidence
taken it would seem that the objections already raised to this scheme in the main
still hold good. Although the catchment area of, and therefore the flow of water in,
the Cockburn River, whence Mr. Gipps proposed to obtain the supply, is larger than
that of Moore Creek, the scheme is undesirable for various reasons, the most
important of which is that it does not provide sufficient head to .supply the reason
ably accessible higher land within the municipality, and if it were adopted a pumping
service would eventually have to he incorporated with it. The distance of the service
reservoir from the centre of the town, viz., 5 miles, and the greater cost of the scheme,
also constitute serious objections.
10. The site for the storage reservoir appears to have been wisely chosen, but Storage
great care should, the Committee think, be exercised by the Department to ensure■Iescr'0ir'
that on the southern side the dam finds its resting-place upon the solid rock, as
boulders might possibly he mistaken for it at this point. At a distance of about a
mile above this site is another excellent site, where, if the storage proposed were
found to he insufficient, an equal supply could he impounded, which could he
delivered, without an additional pipe-line, from the upper to the lower reservoir.
With regard to the quantity of water to be stored, the Committee are of opinion that
this should not be less than 50,000,000 gallons, which is more than a year’s supply,
at the ordinary rate of consumption, for a town larger than Tamworth. The extra
cost involved by this will be £2,148, and will increase the amount of annual repay
ment by £77 12s.; hut the Committee think this additional expenditure is well
warranted.
11.
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11. The Committee had under consideration the question of increasing the
capacity of the service reservoir, and the matter was inquired into at some length.
The scheme provides for a three days’ supply, which the engineers consider to be
amply sufficient, as any accident to the pipe-line could he repaired within twenty-four
hours. It is pointed out that the Sydney water supply service reservoirs at present
scarcely hold one day’s supply, and that when the additional service reservoirs now
being constructed are completed the provision will be only about equal to two days'
supply. A majority of the Committee, therefore, came to the conclusion that the
capacity of the reservoir as proposed is sufficient for the present needs of the town.
12. It is proposed in the Departmental scheme that an area of 33 acres should
be resumed at tbe site of the storage reservoir, hut the Committee consider that at
least 50 acres should be resumed. In the opinion of the Committee the land is of
nominal value only.
13. The Committee recommend that the amended scheme proposed by the
Department should he carried out with the following provisos:—
(1.) That the capacity of the storage reservoir should be increased to 50,000,000
gallons.
(2.) That the present Crown lands within the catchment area of the proposed
supply should be at once reserved, and that the Department of Lands, in
measuring lands held under conditional lease, should exercise their power
under the law to excise those portions required for the present or probable
future storage.
.
(3.) That the first impounding dam should be constructed, in view of the con
tingency of the construction of a second dam at some future period, and
that in connection with the dam at present proposed, ample provision should
he made to obviate any reduction of its capacity by the accumulation of
sand.
(4.) That an area of not less than 50 acres be resumed at the site of the proposed
storage reservoir.
14. The resolution passed by the Committee is shown by the following extract
from the Minutes of Proceedings of 24th January, 1896 :—
“ The adjourned debate upon Mr. Humphery’s motion,—
1 That the Committee consider it expedient that the proposed Water Supply for the Town of
Tamworth, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out, but
they recommend that the capacity of tho storage reservoir be increased from 35,000,000 to
50,000,000 gallons.'
Upon which Mr. Lee had moved as an amendment,—■
“ That the motion be amended by the addition of the words ‘ and the capacity of the service
reservoir to 1,000,000 gallons,’”—
'
was resumed.
_
Upon the question,—“ That the motion be amended by the addition of the words 1 and the capacity
of the service reservoir to 1,000,000 gallons,’”—the Committee divided as follows:—
Ayes, 4.
Noes, 5.
Mr. Davies,
, Mr, Ewing,
Mr. Hoskins,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Clarke,
Mr. Fegan,
Mr, Lee.
Mr. Black,
Mr. Wright.
The motion was then passed.”
'
THOS. EWING,
Chairman,
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 30th January, 1896.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PDBLIC
WORKS.
MINUTES OE EVIDENCE,
WATER SUPPLY FOR THE TOWN OP TAMWORTH.

TUESDAY, 17 DECEMBER, 1893.

llrcscnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chatman).
The lion.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.

lOtEDEittCK Thomas HuMPiiEiir.
John Davies. C.M.G.

James Hoskins.
Chahlks James Roberts, C.M.G.
William Joseph Thickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Aj.ereh Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eeoax, Esq.
Angus Cameron, Esq.
Thomas Hpnry Hassat.l, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Erascis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Under Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and examined;—
I, Chairman!] I suppose you would like to make a statement to the Committee? Before I give a descrip J. Barling,
l£eq.
tion of the proposal which I desire to put before you, perhaps it would be desirable that I should ghe
you a short account of the circumstances winch led up to the change in the scheme which we propose to
carry out at Tamworth. You are aware that some six months ago we effected a reorganisation of the 11 Dec., 1895.
Public Works .Department, and one of the changes which took plaee in connection with the reorganisation
was that Mr. Darley took charge of the Water and Sewerage Board, and also of matters in connection
with the construction of the sewerage of the city, which previously had been in the hands of Mr. Hickson,
Mr Hickson, on the other hand, taking up a great deal of the work which Mr. Darley had been accustomed
to supervise. On Mr. Hickson taking charge of the combined work, this question of carrying out the
supply of water to Tamworth came under Ids consideration, and, in looking at the report of the Committee,
which was dated December, 1892, he specially noted the 12th section which reads as follows:—
The Committee arc of opinion that the scheme as proposed by the Department should he carried out; hut they
recommend before any of the permanent works are commenced, a thorough test witli temporary pumping machinery bo
made to prove the quantity of water in the diift, and that, should this be found satisfactory, sufficient land surrounding tho
well he resumed as an additional safeguard against any contamination of tho water.

Air. Hickson found that this well had not been sunk, and no temporary pumping machinery had been
erected. As a matter of fact, 1 understand that borings were taken around the site of the well, which
proved the continuous existence of the drift, hut it brought very forcibly to Mr. Hickson’s mind the
question as to whether a gravitation scheme could not still be found, and after having a conversation with
Sir. Price on the subject, Mr. Price and Mr. Davis wrote this joint minute :—
In accordance with your instructions wo have visited Tamworth, and made an examination of the proposed water
supply scheme, anil of the surrounding country.
e are of opinion that before any further steps are taken in regard to the pumping scheme, a careful exploration
should be made of the mountains in the neighbourhood of the town, in order to put beyond doubt the possibility of
obtaining a gravitation scheme at a reasonable cost. yYc would strongly recommend that an officer should he sent to make
this examination at once.
Failing a gravitation supply, we recommend that a further examination of the river flats should bo made by boring,
before the site of the pumping-well is fixed, and that when the position of the well has been decided on, that a temporary
shaft should be sunk through the drift, and the quantity of water available, tested with a centrifugal pump. The further
examination of the pumping scheme is provided for in the report of the Public yVbrks Committee.

Upon which Mr. Hickson wrote: “ Without committing myself so far as to say that a gravitation scheme
for Tamworth is an assured fact there is sufficient evidence before me to warrant my recommending that
no further steps be taken with the authorised scheme for the present, and that a careful examination he
3/5—A
immediately
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J, Barling, immediately made in order to ascertain if tbe gravitation scheme, at a reasonable cost, can be secured.’
Esq.
1 submitted that to the Minister for approval, which lie accordingly gave. Then on tho 28th of June
17

Dec., 1896.

last, this further minute was written by Mr. Hickson:—
Referring io my minute 22/4/95 re the possibility of obtaining a gravitation scheme for the water supply for
Tamworth, and the Minister's approval thereon that a careful examination should be made with this end in view, 1
instructed Mr. Price to visit and report.
Mr. Price has made a very careful examination of the country around Tamworth, and has selected what 1 think u ill
prove a very successful gravitation scheme, the cost of which will amount to about £30,000.
The Public Works Committee approved of a pumping scheme estimated to cost £22,500, and an annual expenditure
of £500. Capitalising this latter amount at 4 per cent, would bring the cost of the pumping scheme up to £36, jOO, thus
showing a saving on the gravitation scheme of about £6,500,
In addition to this, as Mr. Price points out, it will be quite possible to use this grar itation scheme for working the
electric lighting of the town, and so save the large expenditure now involved iu this work. I recommend that a complete
survey be now put in hand with a view to bringing the matter before the Public Works Committee.
ROBT. HICKSON,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

I submiUed that to the Minister for approval to carry out the necessary survey, and wrote, “ Mr. Pnce,
I think, deserves great credit for the way in which he has dealt with this matter, and this is not the first
time that he has distinguished himself in a similar way.” With regard to this Mr. Young wrote, “ I
quite agree that Mr. Price deserves much credit. It is unfortunate that either he, or an equally able
officer, was not sent to investigate the matter at first.” Now, with regard to the question as to why this
scheme was not discovered at first, I cannot of course thoroughly explain it, but I can give the Committee
some idea, 1 think, as to how it came about that it was not put forward at first. ] can only say this,
speaking of the Minister, dliat the sentiment in his mind is one of satisfaction that whether discovered
early or late it has been discovered in time to prevent the other scheme from being carried out. I may
mention for the information of the Committee that Mr. P. B. Gipps, who was once an officer of the Public
Works Department, was commissioned by the Tamworth Council to examine the country around and
propose a water scheme. You are aware that he submitted a longreportonthc subject, and he eventually
recommended a gravitation scheme from the Cockburn Biver, sometimes called the Swamp Oak Creek,
1 think that the Department put very substantial reasons before this Committee why this scheme should
not be carried out, and one groat reason was that it would not have a sufficient head. 1 think the only head
that that scheme would give was 127 feed above the railway station. It was not sufficient head to cover
the town. There were a number of other objections against this scheme, which I think T placed before
the Committee in giving my evidence in 1892.
2. Is there a plan of Mr. Gipps’ scheme ? I have a plan here.
i
_
3. But that plan does not show the Swamp Oak Creek F I have a plan which shows it, but that scheme
not being before the Committee F did not bring it down. It was, however, very carefully examined by
the Sectional Committee at the time. But to proceed. You are aware that Mr. Gipps made a report to
the Tamworth Council, and in his report to the Council he made the following statement—or rather, I
should say (as I have not his original report) from a letter of his, dated 7th September, 1895, which I
believe must have appeared in one of the Tamworth papers, He says :—
in my report to the Municipal Council of July, 1890, J wrote thus
“ The sources of water supply for Tamworth
are as follows—tbe Peel Pijvcr, the Cockburn River, Moore Crook, Moonbi Creek, and Goonoo Creek.”
Again, in waiting on the merits of these different sources, I said of Moonbi Creek and Moore Creek, “lliatthey
offer exceptional watersheds at a sufficient elevation to command the highest part of tbe town by gravitation, but that they
have boon known to hu quite dry for many months at a time, and after a careful examination of both valleys, under the
guidance of Mr. W, ,T. Smith, the Mayor, I was unable to discover any favourable site for a storage reservoir. ... It
shows that I did examine Moore Creek, and condemned it on account of its incapability to supply tho most essential want
of any water supply scheme. ”

I have ascertained that tho Mayor drove Mr. Gipps over the route to this Moore Creek to a point about S
miles by road from Tamworth. Now, I think I am right in saying that neither the Mayor nor any other
person in the town was aware of the possibility of the country to supply a gravitation scheme, simply
because the examination did not extend far enough up the creek. It is not to be wondered at, therefore,
that Mr. Gipps, under these circumstances, did not discover the capabilities of Moore Creek, Mr. Price
and Mr. Davis too will show you that it is only after you proceed to about 6 miles further on the road
that you have any idea as to the capacities of the scheme. When you arrive at 14-mile point going from
Tamworth yon would find even then that you have no idea of the existence of the fall from above which
the proposed dam is to be built. It looks there as if the gully had come to an end, in fact that it had
pinched out, but proceeding further you discover that the creek runs through precipitous rocks, its
course being hidden until yon come to what appears to be tho head of the gully. About a mile further
still you reach a fall of 700 feet, down which the creek plunges, forming a picturesque cascade. It is
here that it is proposed to construct the dam. The greatest difficulty was experienced in reaching this
fall. I think I am correct in saying that these features ivere unknown to Mr. Britten and to Mr. Gipps,
and to most of tho people in Tamworth, if not all.
4. How far is that from Tamworth ? About 10 miles by road. There was another reason that led
Mr. Hickson to look carefully into the matter. The waicr supplies \vhieh we have carried out
in Parkes and Cootamundra have been by no means successes. The deep drifts there, which were supposed
to carry a large amount of water, have been found to a very large extent to have given out, and although
the case at Tamworth is not altogether parallel with that of Parkes and Cootamundra, still there is a
sufficient similarity between the two places to make an engineer, having had experience in these works,
hesitate before embarking on it. In Tamworth the drift would not be likely to- give out. At Parkes
there was a creek which has disappeared, and at Cootamundra there is a very small stream. We have
had another case at Dubbo. There we have a water supply which is also drawn irom the drift, which
is found near a largo flowing river—the Macquarie—and there it has been an eminent success. Notwith
standing tbe dry weather wc have bad, it was impossible to reduce the water in the well by more than
about a foot. The well is now 60 feet deep, and the water is found at 45 feet, so that there is about 15
feet of water in it, and with all the pumping they have not been able to reduce it more than about a foot.
I think now, Mr. Chairman, that without further preliminaries T might read you a brief description of
this scheme:—It is proposed to construct a concrete dam, 350 feet in length, with a maximum height of
32 feet across Moore Creek, near its head, which will impound about 35,000,000 gallons of water, at a
height
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height of about 1,000 foot above the town. The catchment above the dam is about 22 square miles in area. J. Barling,
Tbe water will be conveyed by about 1.14 miles of steel pipes, 6 inches in diameter, to a concrete service
®s4reservoir holding 500,000 gallons, situated about It- of a mile from the centre of the town, and at a height
.
of about 250 feet above the main street. The present population of Tamworth is estimated at 5,100 ; ' ®ec', 18 “
the proposed works will be capable of supplying a population of 10,000, as provided for in tbe pumping
scheme.. Tbe fall in the main pipe-line (G3’0 feet per mile) is so great that it will bo possible, with a
0-inch pipe, which is the smallest advisable size to utilise the surplus bead for generating electricity for
lighting or other purposes should tho Council desire to do so. In designing the works provision will
be made for this being done. The reticulation pipes provided for the pumping scheme will be used with
some slight alterations necessitated by the change of the service reservoir site, and additions to reach
some recently built houses. Thirty-three acres of land will have to he resumed for the storage reservoir,
and the main pipe-line will only pass through about 5 miles of private land. Tho estimated cost of the
scheme is £32,824, as follows:—
Storage reservoir, 35,000,000 gallons
£5,311 19 O
Main pipe-line, 6-inch . ,
..
8,628 5 0
Service reservoir ...
...
...
1,605 7 6
Service main and reticulation ...
14,151 14 6
Engineering and contingencies...
2,970 14 O
Land
...
...
...
90 0 O
_

Total...

... _

.....................................£32,824 0 0

Add for providing a 7-inch pipe instead of 6-inch for the

purposes of electric power

.....................................

2,550 0 0

Grand total................................................£35,374 0 0
The site of the old reservoir was at the juuetion of Murray-street and Eaglan-street. The site of the
reservoir which we now propose, and which will be about 250 feet above Peel-street, will be on tbe
common at tbe back of the hospital, We have gained very considerable advantage by the site now
proposed compared with former one. The old reservoir has a height of about 187 feet about Peelstreet ; tho present reservoir is 250 feet above Peel-street. I may mention here, also, that the
highest ground to be served by this scheme is 238 feet, while we have a reservoir site of 250 feet, as
against the old site of 187 feet. As far as 1 can make out, the population to ho served by the reticulation
will be something like 4,300 people. The balance of the population will not come in at present. The
cost, as you will see from the estimate which 1 shall give, will be £35,374, or £2,550 iu addition to the
cost which will be required for merely supplying tbe town with tbe water scheme. This extra sum is
required in order to supply a 7-inch pipe instead of a G-ineli, which will give the necessary power to work
the electric lighting plant. In other words, it will give an electric power equal to 100 horse-power. At
present their power gave them only 20 horse-power, and this, in giving them 100 horse-power, will enable
them, not only to light the streets, but the bouses.
5. It is an electric service, then, as well as a waiter supply ? Yes; it will develop power to enable
them to work the electric lighting plant. The old scheme provided for 22 miles of reticulation, hut it was
considered that 19 miles of reticulation would be quite sufficient for tbe town, and even that is a liberal
supply. "With regard to the quality of water from this source, there can be no possible doubt about it.
I have here a report from Sir. Hamlet, tbe Government Analyst, which is as follows :—
Government Laboratory, Sydney.
Results

of Analysis of Potable and Polluted Waters.
Expressed in eprains per gallon.

Total
Description,

1

eolid J Chlorine
residue,
an
dried at chlorides.
220.

[

Appear
ance in
i
Nitrogen
the
Phos*
as
jihates i
Altmstandard
Oxygen 1 Oxygen
Nitrates
froni
minotd
absorbed absorbed
2-foot
animal .1,111110,111 ammonia in L,'« min. jin 3 hours.
and
tube.
Nitrites. impurilv.!
j

‘

prom Works Department—
Supplied to Tamworth from Mooru
Creek.

Expressed in jmrts per million.

1

'

Trace. J None.
15-00

1-5

■03

•00

•45

•90

dear.

General observation on the character of the above water .—An exceptionally good water. The absence of albuminoid
ammonia will he remarked.
\y,
DOHERTY, F.G.8.
8th October, 1895.
(Pro Government Analyst).

Speaking of the financial aspect of tbe case, I may mention that one of the accountants of the office was
sent to Tamworth to report. He only returned last week, after having gone into the subject with the
Council most fully. The result of his investigation is as follows:—
Tamworth "Water Supply.

Estimated Annual Ecvenue from all sources.
General rate of Is. in the £...
...
...
...
...
...
... £1,490 0 O
Public buildings and departments ...
...
...
...
...
...
240 0 0
Meter accounts—excess over rates ,
...
...
...
...
...
215 O 0
Irrigation (gardens, &e.)—60 at £2 10s. ...
...
...
...
...
150 0 0
Live stock, horses—200, at 5s, per head ...
...
...
...
...
50 0 0
Cows—100, at 6s. ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
25 0 0
* Contribution from lighting rate, on account of motive power supplied...
150 0 0

Total estimated revenue.............. £2,320 0 0
* Does not apply to pumping scheme.

I
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J. Barling, I have prepared a statement comparing the pumping scheme passed hy the Committee and the gravitation

scheme now under consideration, which is as follows :—
17 Dec., 1895.

Comparison between Pumping and Gracitation Schemes.

Pumping scheme—
Estimated cost, £22,500—Annual repayment ...
Working expenses ..
Total annual cost
.......................
Revenue as per statement annexed
...
.

..

Annual surplus (say £800)

...

...

1,374
2,170
...

■■■

...

£790

...

Gravitation scheme —
Estimated cost, £35,374—Annual repayment.....................................
Working expenses ...
...
...
...
Total annual cost
................................................
■■
Eeveuuc as per statement annexed ...
...
...
...
Saving in the working of the present electric light, i.e.—
Cost of working
...
...
Pess payment to water account
...

£814
SCO

£1,280
200

1.480
2,320

£220
loO
70
2,300

Animal surplus
Pumping scheme—Annual surplus ..............
Gravitation scheme—Annual surplus
...

£010

£800
010

£110
In favour of gravitation
or, a capital value of about £3,000.
I have urged that there are advantages to be gained in using this scheme for electrical purposes, and
I put that down at over £150. The gravitation scheme is estimated to cost, as I have given before.
with the electric lighting power £35,374 ; this means an annual charge towards interoit and repayment
of £1,280. The working expenses we have put down at £200, as against £560 under the pumping scheme.
I may mention that Mr. Hickson and the engineers have put down £100 for tho working expenses, but
I am of opinion that they cannot be carried out for less than £200 a year. I shall be glad if tho Committee
will make a note of this and examine Mr. Hickson on this point. The working expenses and the annual
repayment will come to £l,4S0.
0. Mr. Zee.] What is the total revenue ? £2,320,
, .
7. Mr. Soberfs.] I thought you said it was £1,480 ? £1.480 represents the expenses. The saving in the
working expenses of the electric lighting plant will be £70. At present it is costing the Municipality
£220 per annum for work which will be done by water power under the proposed scheme, and for which
the Municipality propose to credit the revenue with £150. If the £/0 saved be added to revenue, £2,320,
it will give a total annual revenue of £2,390, showing an annual surplus of £910, as against £79G under
the old scheme. In other words, it shows £110 in favour of the gravitation scheme—that is, not taking
into account tho other many advantages to bo gained from the gravitation scheme. This £110, calculated
at 3 010 per cent., will show an annual saving in the capital value of £3,000.
8. How long is it since Mr. Hickson took charge of the Department? He took charge from the 1st
dulv of this year.
.
-n , o v
9. Previous to that this Tamworth Water Supply had been under the consideration ol Mr. Darley t _ les,
and even before Mr. Barley’s time. If I remember rightly it was !en or eleven years ago when it was
first introduced. The first record we have was in February, 1880.
_
_
.
10. The result of Mr. Barley’s consideration of it was that a scheme was submitted to this Committee ?
11. And the Public Works Committee recommended that Mr. Barley's scheme he carried out?

Yes. _
12. What was the cause of the delay in the recommendation of the Public Works Committee not being
carried out ? I think, if I remember rightly, there wore two causes. I am speaking now at a moment’s
notice, and from memory, but I think that the first cause was that the Tamworth people were not satisfied,
and they kept on urging the Department to reconsider the matter. The second reason why it was not
received was that at the time the Tamworth water supply, along with many other public works which were
to be paid for out of loan, were held in abeyance on account of the financial difficulties of the country.
13. No doubt the principal reason was the opposition of the people of Tamworth to the scheme, ihey
were in favour of a gravitation scheme, were they not? I do not think that they were in favour of Air.
Gipps’ gravitation scheme, but they wanted a gravitation scheme.
^
14. Then I presume that the work was allowed to stand aside for a while ? Yes. ^
15. Then Mr. Hickson came into office, and the question came under his notice ? Yes.
10. Was Air. Hickson moved by the Tamworth people asking that the work should be carried out ? I
do not know that; I have no written correspondence upon the subject, but] know that Sir George Bibbs,
when he was Alemher for the district, brought the Mayor to fhe office several times, and a good deal of
verbal correspondence took place.
17. Bo yon know, as a matter of fact, that it is really necessary that some scheme of water supply should
be given to the people of Tamworth ? Well, as they have done so long without a water supply, it might
be
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"be possible for tbem to do without it for a while longer, but I do not think it would be desirable when it J- Barling,
is shown they are so able to pay for it, Tamworth stands iu tho centre of a very large and fertile district.
®3<b
There is every probability, T should think, of its making rapid progress.
•
ii;
IS. With regard to the recommendation of a former Committee that a thorough test with a pumping
cc‘’
'
machine be made to prove the quantity of water in the drift,—was that test made as recommended ? The
necessary bores were made, and I suppose that satisfied the Enginecr-in-Chief.
19. Was that test made at the instance of Mr. Hickson ? 1 think if was made before he took charge. I
have not the exact dates, but my impression is that it was made before.
20. Was it satisfactory or otherwise ? Satisfactory as to the quantity of water. The quality of water
has already been shown to be very good by a report from Mr. Hamlet.
21. But when you spoke of that water you referred to the old scheme, did you not ? Tes ; hut what I
have been giving in evidence refers to the new scheme.
’
22. Hid you draw any coin[)arison as to which water was bettor? I do not think any comparison was
drawn, but both were very good. Ho exception could be taken to cither.
,
23; Mr. Hickson having sent Mr. Price and Mr. Bavia to report, ho felt justified in recommending the
Minister to submit this matter to the Public Works Committee for an expenditure of £30,000 for this
new gravitation scheme ? Ho felt justified in recommending it to the Minister at that particular stage
that a survey should be made.
24. And Ibis really may be termed an improvement on tbe gravitation scheme submitted by Mr. Gipps ?
No ; it is another gravitation scheme altogether, from another source. Mr. Gipps’ scheme was from the
Cockburn lliver or Swamp Oak Creek. This is from Moore Creek.
25. Would you kindly point out Mr, Gipps’ scheme as originally submitted? It is iu exactly the opposite
direction.
^
26. What distance is Moore Creek ? From the site of the dam,
miles from the Town of Tamworth.
You must add on 1| mile from tho service reservoir to the town.
27. Is there a large fall of water there ? There is a considerable fall of wafer there. I think it has been
known to cease running. I may mention that tbe dam will impound about 35,000,000 gallons of water,
and^supposing the creek were to cease running, which it seldom does, I believe there is sufficient to supply
the Town of Tamworth with 300,000 gallons a day for 116 days at a time without any water running into
the reservoir.
28. Can you toll llie Committee what is the extent of the catchment area ? .About 22 square miles.
20. What knowledge have the Department that it will supply Tamworth ? The calculation I have given
proves it. It will hold 35,000,000 gallons'of water, and when once filled there will be LL6 days’ supply
for Tamworth at 300,000 gallons per day, or about double the quantity the present population will in all
probability require.
30. What will be about tbe fall ? About 750 feet to the service reservoir, and 1,001 to the town.
31. Is it lair to assume that it would be continuous, except m very dry weather ? 1 do not say that the
fall of water will be continuous, but if jou get the dam full you can do without the fall of water.
32. Chairman?^ Hoes the 1!G days mean a fair supply, or is it an excessive supply? An excessive
supply. This would supply over 10,000 persons at 30 gallons per day. The population of Tamworth is
about 5,000, and flic actual number to be served is about 4,300.
33. Keally it would be a sufficient supply for 250 days? On that we can safely reckon.
34. Mr. Roberts.'] What would be fhe sine of the dam ? 3(!0 feet iu length, with Ihc maximum height of
32 feet across Moore Creek at its head.
35. What quantity would it contain ? 35,000,000 gallons.
36. What is the estimated total cost? £35,374—that is, allowing for a T-inch pipe to generate electric
power. It is proposed that there will he a 7-inch pipe. It would be a pipe with a valve or cock turned
on so as to give the necessary power. It will have to drive the turbine wheel, which will generate the
power for electric purposes.
37. Will any land be resumed ? T am glad you mentioned that point. In our estimate we have allowed
only £90 for a resumption of land. My own impression is—although Mr Hickson does not think so—
that when the Committee see the locality they vvili recommend the resumption of a little larger area ; so
that 1 think the estimate will very likely be increased in amount, but that is a question which tho Com
mittee will have to judge of.
38. What area exactly is to be resumed ? We should have to resume about 33 acres for the reservoir,
but it is condilionally-purchased land, and is not verv valuable.
3fh Where tho pipes traverse a person s property would they be entitled to compensation for severance ?
It is really a legal point. We have before paid for the resumption of pipe-lines, but it is a question
whether we cannot refuse to do so under tho Act. W e do not. of course, propose to fence the pipe-line.
The pipes will be buried. They will pass through about 5 miles of private laud, but it is not to tbe
interest of property-holders themselves that we should fence. By fenciug them in you only create a
harbour for weeds.
'
40. Is there not any precedent for that ? The prccodenfs are in favour of our resuming the land.

WEDNESDAY,
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fktsxnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Ckaieman).
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Tiro has Htfmpiiery,
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
Angus Cameron, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon, Charles James Egberts, C.M.G.
George Black. Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Thickett.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Joseph Barling, Esq., Hnder Secretary for Public Works, sworn, and further examined:—■
Es(fn^' 41. Mr. Roberts.} I think that when the Committee rose yesterday afternoon I asked you what would he
a
' the area of land resumed if this scheme were carried out? We shall have to take 33 acres about the
IS Dec., 1895. reservoir. I may mention that it struck me as very possible that when the Committee came to see the
ground that they would advise the resumption of more land around the reservoir. The Committee did
this in the case of Junee, for instance. Then comes the question of putting the pipes through 5 miles
of private land, and if we had to resume that, wc should only resume a strip of 15 feet along the pipe
line—this amount would he very small—equal to, I think, about 10 acres. Supposing we say 45 acres
as the total area to be resumed.
■
42. Can you tell the Committee what has been done in other similar cases ? In nearly every ease we
have resumed the land. In the earlier work we had not the power to take temporary possession of land
to run pipes through, but it is a question as to whether we have not that power under the Public Works
Act.
43. Would it not be well to ascertain as to whether you have that power beyond a doubt ? I think there
is no doubtabout it. I will read the clause, 27th section Public Works Act, subsection (m):—

(in) To make or construct in, upon, across, under or over any lands, streets, roads, rivers, streams or other waters,
within tho lands described in the plans or mentioned in the books o£ reference of any authorised work, or any
correction thereof, such temporary or permanent inclined planes, tunnels, embankments, aqueducts, bridges, roads,
ways, passages, conduits, drains, piers, arches, cuttings, fences, as shall be considered necessary.

Iu connection with the sewerage works in Sydney, under these powers, we have run a largo number of
small sewers through private land, and except in very few cases there has been no claim at all made for
compensation.
44. And if one were made in this particular instance, it would be of very small moment? Tes ; I should
just like to read in connection with the 27th section the 34th section.
34. In the exercise of the powers granted by this Act the Constructing Authority and all other persons shall do as
little damage as possible ; and, if required, full satisfaction shall be made in manner herein provided, to all persons inter
ested in any lands or hereditaments whicli shall have been taken, used, injured, or prejudicially affected, for all damages
. sustained by them by reason of the exercise of such powers.

If owners can prove that we have damaged the land in any way they can claim for the damage.
45. Has the Government any knowledge as to whether the Tamworth Council approve of this scheme ?
I have no official knowledge, but I know, as a matter of fact that they will thoroughly approve. There
has been no time to get their formal approval, but as the Committee are going there themselves they will,
of course, find out from the Council direct whether they approve of it or not.
40. The Council was always in favour of the gravitation scheme, was it not ? Tes ; I may say here that
the Chairman asked me yesterday to get some authoritative statement if possible as to the taking of the
land for the pipe lines, and I sent to Mr. "Watkins, Parliamentary Draftsman, and he wrote the following
minute:—
The Minister may, under section 27 of the Public Works Act of 1888, enter any private land, and lay pipes there,
and construct drains, Ac. But before that section is applicable, the work must he “authorised,” i.e., authorised by
sanctioning Bill passed in pursuance of section 1G (i), of the Public Works Act.
If the land used is “ prejudicially affected ” by the construction of the work, compensation must be paid for damages
sustained (if any).
I cannot see anything in the Country Towns Water and Sewerage Acts to authorise the Minister to lay pipes through
private lands, although that powsr is by section 16 (5) given to the Council constructing works, subject to the liability
imposed in the latter part of the section to make full compensation for all damage sustained.
No power to enter and use private land can be implied ; it must be expressly given ; and when given, the require
ments of the statute must he complied witli.
'
Section 124. enables the Governor by tho hand of the Minister to construct and complete works for water and
sewerage, and impliedly he has the powers necessary for carrying the intention of the section into effect, e.p., he may make
contracts, employ men, Ac. ; hut I do not think that the section authorises him to interfere with any private rights of
property, e.y., by entering private land or using private land for the purpose of laying pipes, &c,—J.L.W., 18/12/95.

47. Chairman.} Tou will see it is a remarkable thing if a municipality has any right of interference
12 or 14 miles out from the municipality ? Well, I cannot say as to that; 1 think there is no doubt that
if we resume the land they would certainly be under tho control of the municipality, but of course there
may be difficulties in the way.
48. Mr. Cameron.} Tou tell us this track will Jiass through about 5 miles of private land about 15 feet
wide—can you give the Committee any idea as to the amount that may be chargeable for compensation ?
I cannot exactly say.
49. What number of people will be affected by this proposed water supply ? The population of Tamworth
is now about 5,100, but the population affected by this will he a little over 4,000.
50. And the total expenditure will be how much ? The total expenditure would be £35,374, including
the 7-in, pipe.
51. And what advantages will the Government receive in respect of the expenditure of this Inoney ? The
Country Towns and Hunter District Water Supply and Sewerage Act Amendment Act of 1894 gives
the Government power to extend the payments over 100 years, and provides for interest to be charged
at 85 per cent, and that means that they pay for principal and interest in 100 years at 3-616 per cent.
62.
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52. "VVhat is the capacity of your reservoir P Thirty-five million gallons.
J- Barling,
53. Mr. Wright.'] What is the extent of the catchment area ? Twenty-two square miles.
■^9^'
51. Have tho Municipal Council been consulted about this last scheme? Yes; but I have no formal
acknowledgment that they have accepted it.
18 ■Uec'’1896'
55. Would it be necessary that they should notify their acceptance before the work is entered upon?
The Act does not imply that.
'
56. Is there anything in the Act which renders it obligatory on them to accept the work when it is
completed ? The Minister, on completion of the work, reports tho fact to tho Cfovernor and the cost of it,
and then by notification in the Gazette it is handed over to them and becomes vested in them.
57. Do I understand that whether the Council approve or disapprove of the work, they aro compelled
to take it ? As a matter of fact, I think it is so.
58. I think you will find in the Act that you will have to have the concurrence of the Council ? Ho ; I
think it is as I have stated. I will read from tho fifth part of the Country Towns Water and Sewerage
Act of 1880, section 125:—
125. Upon the completion of any such work the said Minister shall report that fact to the Governor. And tho
Governor shall notify such completion in the Gazette, and thereupon the Council of the Borough or Municipal District
within, and for tho purpose of which the said works shall have been constructed shall take over the same, and the
administration and management thereof upon the terms and conditions hereinafter prescribed, and upon any further terms
or conditions which the Governor may in any case appoint, viz. :—
(1.) Iho whole amount [subject to such partial remission as the Governor may think just under any special circum
stances] expended upon any such works as certified under the hand of the Minister for Public Works, shall be a
debt chargeable upon the general revenues from whatever sources derived of such Borougli or Municipal District
until defrayed as hereinafter provided,
(2.) Such debt shall bo liquidated by periodical payments to the Colonial Treasurer to be by him carried to the
Consolidated Kevenue Fund. And the first payment shall be made within one year from the date of the Gazette
notification of transfer, and shall be for an amount equal to six pounds per centum of the debt so certified as afore
said. And before the end of each succeeding municipal year thereafter, a payment shall in like manner bo made
until the aggregate amounts paid shall equal tbe amount so certified as aforesaid, together with interest added at
the rate of four per centum on the balance remaining unpaid in each year. So soon as the sums so paid shall
equal such amount together with interest added as aforesaid, all further payments shall cease, and the rates
and income arising from such works shall be discharged from any further payments in respect thereof.
59. That being so it is obligatory on the borough to accept this responsibility, hut I would like to know
i£ the municipality of Tamworth has been consulted about this new scheme? We have sent the reports
1.o them, and an officer has been there the last week goiug through the municipal books, and ] understand
from him, and from other sources, that they are quite willing to have this scheme.
60. With regard to the pipe line of some 5 miles through some private property, you say you may possibly
resume a strip 15 feet wide have you made any calculation for severance to the properties ? I do not
think so, because the pipes will be buried, and they will have the use of their paddocks all the same.
61. Hut at the different levels they may be on the surface sometimes ? In this case the pipes will be
always under tbe surface.
62. Mr. Black.] What did you say was the catchment area ? Twenty-two square miles.
63. I see that Mr. Gipps’ catchment area would be 300 square miles ? He takes in the Cockburn Hirer.
64. Is this creek any great length about the point where you think to construct the dam ? It will be
pretty well at the head of the creek, but we have calculated the catchment area. I may say that we have,
as it were, a roof of 22 square miles to fill this reservoir, which contains 35,000,000 gallons,
’
65. Would it be possible, if it were proved by experience, that that dam did not contain sufficient water
for the requirements of the town, to construct another dam nearer to tho town ? It would be possible, but
not desirable. There is about 7 miles of the creek above the dam which we propose to construct, and it
would be possible to put another one above it. Tho engineer would be able to give you any information
on that point.
66. What advantage would there be in that—would not the water which you dam up there be prevented
from reaching the other dam ? When the upper reservoir became full it would overflow, and the water
would run into the other dam.
67. Would it not get there in any case? This dam would retain it to its level and then the surplus would
How away.
68. What is the estimated pressure ? We have got a head of 1,000 feet to the town.
69. What pressure did Mr. Gipps’ scheme give? Mr. Gipps’ scheme would not have a head of more
than 170 feet above the railway station. Weshould have a head from our service reservoir of 250 feet. One
of tho greatest objections to Mr. Gipps' scheme was that the head was not sufficient to enable the higher
parts of the town to be supplied.
70. Then this scheme would not only reach higher parts of the town, but would be adapted to tbe purpose
of giving general water power ? Yes ; such as would be used for electrical purposes.
71. You get that great head on the service reservoir, and by having this 7-inch pipe ? We should be able
to shut off the water so as to develop 100 horse-power.
72. I suppose there is no settlement above there ? Ho; it is entirely cattle and sheep runs.
73. Do you propose to resume tho whole of that? Ho; it is quite unnecessary. We only propose to
resume 33 acres around the reservoir.
74. Is.that piece part of the station ? That 33 acres would compose part of the station, but I think it is
conditional purchase land.
75. Then there is no danger of pollution ? I do not think so at all; in fact, 1 think it presents all the
features of an ideal water supply.
76. You have seen those photographs;—did it not strike you that it would have been better to have taken
a ^photograph of the waterfall,_ giving us some idea of it—of the volume of water ? That might be so.
77. The photographs are admirable as scenic effects, but they give us very little idea of the amount of
water that falls over ? The officer who went up took the photographs himself. They are useful as showing
the kind of country which show's the very best walershed,
78. What quantity of water would be dammed ? 35,000,000 gallons.
79. What is the usual estimate of household consumption ? About 30 gallons per head per dav.
80. Chairman] Your reply yesterday was that the present population of Tamworth would find a
sufficiency of water for about 250 days ? Yes.
81.
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J. Barfing, 81. Mr. Humphery.'] Are all 1.1>e opinions expressed by you derived from officers of your Department
Es<lwhose direct evidence will be available for this Committee ? Tes.
_
82. Too have no information other than that obtained from the officers ? To, Of course 1 have been to
18 Dec., 1895. Xamwortb, but I have not. been there for that purpose.
_
„
83. Have you a list of the country towns having their water supply provided by the G-ovemment. les.
"We have spent about £l!M',2SS in water supplies—i.e., outside of the .Hunter lfivcr_ana feydney.
84. In how many cases are you receiving repayment ? The amount of tho existing debts comes to
£302,283. There are other water supplies which'we are either carrying out or have completed, hut have
not yet gazetted the debt which amounts to £132,005, making a total of £404,288 now. The instalments
due at the present time we can compel to be paid on the 31st December. We have brought the debts up
to December of last year, and a year bas been allowed in which to make the payment; so that, on the
31st December this year, we can compel the payment of £4,732 7s. 5d. I am saying this subject to
correction, because it has been estimated roughly. At the present moment ive have received £3,183 8s.
Gd. In fact, ive aro compelling all the municipalities to pay up, and we, on 31st December, intend to
put the Crown Solicitor in motion to compel those who have not paid, up to do so.
85. Will the £4,732 represent the total instalment payable ? Yes ; it will.
_
SG. Can you furnish a return showing the total expenditure by tbe Government m providing water
supply for the country towns and of tbe cost under whicli the amount payable has been gazetted. Tes;
I will have a statement prepared showing this.
87. And all other cases where the expenditure has not been completed and the wrater supply has not been
handed over? If the Committee wish I will show the actual cost. 1 will show tbe amounts due as
gazetted, and then I will show what instalments are due, and what have been paid. We have received
£9,183 8s. Gd. as against £13,915 IGs. Id,
.
, . .
88. Aro there many instances in whicli country towns have been unable to pay instalments for whicli
they are responsible? A number of them have expressed unwillingness and inability to pay. In the case
of Goulburn, where the amount due on the 31st December of last year was £1,988 16s., they wore given
a twelvemonth to pay it in, but of course wTe asked for the payment at the beginning of the year,
although we cannot legally press for the amount until this year. They have paid £1,450 of that £1,988
16s., and they have represented lo us that £1,450 is as much as they cun pay per annum. At the same
time they can show a cash balance of £4,000 odd. I have written to them to the effect that if the money
is not paid on the date due, the Crown Solicitor will he put in motion to compel it to be paid. J hen there
is the case of Wagga Wagga. There they have paid £1,25110s. 3d., when they should have paid £1,.j92
3s. They will also be compelled to pay the balance. There are several other cases of the same sort, such
as Wentworth and Balranald. I am speaking now more from memory ; but I think it has been conclu
sively proved to us that in the case of Wentworth, at the present time it is absolutely impossible for them
to pay tbe instalment. Since the works have been constructed at Wentworth, the town has decreased
in importance, and the question now is if, under the Amending Act wffiich will he brought before
Parliament, wre should not give tbem power to go to a higlier rate of taxation.
89. What is the present rate ? A shilling iu the pound.
_
_
. . .
90. Are you quite satisfied now yourself that in tho case under consideration the district is well able to
pay ? Undoubtedly. 1 think they will bo able to pay the full instalment.
_
91. What is the present estimate of tbe amount that will he available for tbe repayment of instalments
in connection with this water supply ? We expect a revenue of £2,390, which will leave an annual surplus
of £910.
_
92. When you were under examination in 1892, you estimated it at £1,632 ? Tes.
_
93. What gives rise to the difference?
I think, if 1 remember rightly, the Committee drew attention to
f he fact that we had under-estimated it then.
94. What have you now estimated the’ratnble property within the reticulation area ? The general rate,
at a shilling in the pound, will come fo £1,490. 1 have statistics which will support what T am saying.
What the general rate of one shilling in the pound would be is all shown in the statement I handed in
yesterday.
95. Do you wish to add anything to your statement with regard to the matter about which J have asked
you some questions ?
There is one thing which I think in fairness I should say. In making a comparison
between the pumping scheme and the gravitation scheme, it is fair to point out that in the pumping
scheme there are 22 miles of reticulation, and that in the gravitation scheme there are only 19^ miles.
Therefore, I made out an amount of £110 in favour of the gravitation scheme, and I take it these 3 miles
of reticulation would account for the apparent difference in amount between the two schemes. I have
not taken into account the full amount which will he gained by the supply of electric power at the
present time. Electricity is only supplied for lighting four arc lamps and ninety incandescent lamps.
The scheme we propose will enable private residences to be lighted.
^
9G. I suppose the Department has now formally rejected the former pumping scheme ? Tes.
97. Although that was strongly recommended at the time by tbe Department ? Yes, at the time.
98. And the Department is now* of opinion that a gravitation scheme would be suitable r Yes, a
gravation scheme is always superior to a pumping scheme.
99. Mr. Hoskins.] With regard to your answer in reply to Mr. Humphery's question ns to the Goulburn
Water Supply, do not the Kailway Commissioners use the water at the Kailway Station ? I forget for
the moment;, but it is probable that they do.
100. I ask you for this reason—because if they have, is not a large proportion of the rates paid by the
Government? They cannot have paid very much.
_
.
101. Was Mr. Hickson in any way influenced by the evidence that was given before the last Public
Works Committee on tbe subject ? Everybody is so fully satisfied that a gravitation scheme is so much
better than a pumping scheme (other things being equal) that I have not the smallest doubt that Mr.
Hickson thought that if he could possibly got a gravitation scheme it would be better to try again.
102. Have you read tbe evidence of the last Committee on the inquiry into this subject ? Portions of it
103. Mr. Darley’a evidence ? 1 just looked tbrougb it,
.
104. Mr. Pridlmm’s evidence ? Ho.
105. Mr. Price’s evidence ? No ; but I know pretty well wbat it is.
_
10G. Do you know’ that Mr. Price stated most positively in his evidence that the gravitation scheme would
be undesirable? 1 do not tbink he could have said that. What he said was that he preferred the pumping
scheme to Mr. Gipps’ gravitation scheme,
1W■
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107. At question 954 of the evidence he was ashed “ You would recornniend a pumping scheme in preference J* Barling
to gravitation, and he answered “ Yes,” What do you make of that ? The only gravitation scheme that
hlsq.
was hetore the Committee then was Mr. Gripps’ scheme, and that would have a head of only 127 feet, ./'"T—"''V
a;nd. then further there was no possibility of that scheme developing power for the generation of electric "cc,>
Ilf'lit*
108. Are you aware that Mr. Darley gave his evidence before that of Mr. Gipps? Yes; but Mr. Darley
knew what Mr. Gipps’ scheme was when he gave tho evidence.
109. Can you give the Committee any idea of how much public money has been expended, and in making
inquiries and exploration with a view of ascertaining what would be the cost of a pumping scheme ? We
have really spent on this Tamworth Water Supply about £14.000 at the present time, but a larger part of
this amount has been spent in pipes which were sent up to Tamworth some time ago, and of course they
are still available for use.
110. And would these pipes he as well adapted for a gravitation scheme with a heavy pressure as for a
pumping scheme ? Yes; there would not be the 1,000 feet fall that I spoke of but the 250 feet fall from
the reservoir.
111. Are you aware that in addition to the expense that is incurred by Government in sinking wells, and
in testing drifts there is the expense of the Public Works Committee inquiry ? Yes: but I did not include
112. Are we to infer that any portion of the original scheme will be availed of? Yes; we have the
service reservoir and the pipes for reticulation, but the pipes from the reservoir to the impounding dam
will be fresh altogether.
re
-’-Jp- ^rH°'v
you arrive at so large a revenue under this scheme in comparison with tho
old scheme . The revenue to be derived has been got out more carefully for this scheme.
114. In your estimate of revenue, with how much do you credit the railway buildings? I have included
i61" ™ie heading of public buildings, £240, and we have put down the railways at a lump sum of
£lo0 ; they were willing before to go to £180, but we thought it was fair, considering that the water
would be really cheaper, to put it down at a smaller sum.
^ou P1‘ovi<le in your estimate for street-watering ? Iso, I have not allowed for that.
116. lou are aware that in the former report £167 was set down for that purpose ? Yes; I am inclined
to tmnk the Committee, when they go into this, will see that we have still under-estimated it.
11/, From the data supplied by the officers of the Department you think that the income will be fully
realised m the estimates submitted to the Committee P Yes.
i in' r
seh apart £200 as the annual cost of the control and management of this supply ? Yes.
119. Is that independent of the Council, or is it included in the annual cost to be deducted ? I take it
that it is a part of the working expenses that the Council will have to pay.
120. What officers will be employed under this £200 a year? There would have to be a turncock, and a
man would have to see to any repairs that may he necessary. Mr. Hickson thinks that this amount is
over-estimated.
121. What wages would a turncock get ? I suppose about £2 per week,
122. And the engineer? We should not waut an engineer, but I have allowed £100 per year for
repairs.
1 J
123. Do you not think that the sum set down is a very small one to provide for repairs and for a turn
cock . ISo; Mr, Hickson put it down to a smaller sum, and it was only after conversation with him that
1 got it increased.
124. You think that one turncock would be sufficient ? Yes; the maintenance men of the Council would
be available to assist.
.
12 i. What provision have you made in your scheme for renewals and repairs outside this £200? The
surplus will be so large that we shall have ample to meet charges of that kind.
120, The estimated surplus under the former scheme was about £400, was it not? Yes.
127. You stated, I think, that the pipes were to be 7-ineh steel pipes ? Yes; that is. between the service
reservoir and the impounding reservoir.
Iou
118 any
°f the probable life of a 7-ineh steel pipe? I would rather you would ask
that of the engineer.
J
129 Simply as a matter of common sense, what would you say it would last—sixty years ? I should
think it would; but I say again that X would rather you asked the engineer about it. My opinion on the
subject is of no value.
130, I want to ascertain what pro vision has been made by the Department for renewals under this scheme—
the whole scheme might be dead and buried in 100 years’ time ? In the estimate of expense I have given,
an ample amount is allowed for anything of that sort.
i!!10 caPacit>' of t5lo reservoir is such as to supplv Tamworth for 116 days ? Yes.
132. Chairman.} Supposing Tamworth to be twice aslarge ? Yes.
Have you any calculation that you can put before the Committee as to the annual
rainfall for the last twenty years in this locality ? I have not particulars now; but, of course, I could
easily get them.
’
information* t0
^ ^ ^ wil1 toke to £11 tko tank ? 1 am not in a Position to g*™ that
135. How far will the embankment of your catchment reservoir be from tho cascade that you told us of
yesterday P About J of a mile,
Th?idfiptl< °f [t Ithlnk y°u described yesterday as about 30 feet? Yes; the greatest depth.
I
^s t‘iero. any provision made for weirs ? All tho necessary provisions are made, and will be explained
to the Committee by the engineer.
138. You say you remember that when the former scheme was submitted to the Committee the officers of
vour Department wore very strongly in favour of the pumping scheme on Peel River, and I think Mr.
Iriee was one of the officers who gave very strong evidence in that respect ;—he, at that time, appeared
o be io only officer of that Department who had any experience in carrying out a pumping scheme from
a shingle or drift, so far as this Colony was concerned ? I should not like to say so for certain, hut it is
possible it is so.
139. Cootamundra was the first scheme carried out on the principle of the former scheme for supplv in Tamworth? Yes.
1
J
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St Barling, 140. Ton hare had several complaints as to the defective character of that scheme ?

Esq.

JfiT)
ec’’

Yes.
141. What has been done to increase the supply of water for the people of Cootamundra ? We have
^one nothing, except trying to liberate some more of the water in the drift; but it is something like a
‘ sucked sponge.
_
142. Still the municipality of Cootamundra is to be saddled with this great cost of supplying them with
Works that do not supply water? I think, most undoubtedly, that wo shall have to come to the assist
ance of both Cootamundra and Parkes. It is not as if the schemes are altogether worthless, because
the retieulatiou plant is still there, and the pumps that we have used there will be of considerable value,
and can be used elsewhere.
143. 'And the same will apply to Q1amworth, as far as reticulation is concerned ? Yes. _
144. If the former scheme had been carried out the fall from the distributing reservoir would not have
been sufficient to serve the whole town ? It was proposed in that case to add a small reservoir to that, to
supply the higher parts of the town.
145. It would have left,a certain portion of the town unsupplied ? Yes.
146. This scheme would be something like 1,000 feet above the level of Peel-street ? The pressure to
supply the town is 250 feet, as against 187 feet in the former scheme.
147.
that it would reach the highest point of the Town of Tamworth ? Yes,
148. Chairman^) With regard to the engineering aspect of the case, that is left to your officers? Yes.
149. Then you have nothing further to state ? I do not think so. I should, however, just like to draw
the attention of the Committee to the financial position of Tamworth, as stated in the Committee’s report,
page 7, section 5, which I will now read:—■
5. The position of Tamworth in relation to its ability to meet the financial obligations in connection with the
scheme referred to the Committee appears to be satisfactory. According to a statement produced by the Under Secretary
for Public Works, the figures are as follows :—
The annual value of the ratable property within the reticulated area is £32,348 3s. 7d., which, less 10 per cent., gives
a sum of £29,114.
A rate of Is. in the £ on this amount would give..........................
£1,450 0 0
Water supply to Railway Department, say .................................................................
182 0 0
Total revenue ......................................................... £1,632 0

Amount required to provide for interest on capital sum, viz. (£22,500) and sinking
fund, at 4 per cent........................................................
Estimated working expenses.......................................................................................

£900
560

0

0 0
0 0

Total ..................................................................... £1,460 0 0
This statement shows an annual surplus of revenue over expenditure of £172, and nothing has been allowed, it is pointed
out, for water which will doubtless be supplied to factories and other places by meter, or for any increase in the future.
The Sectional Committee, in an estimate which appears in their report, place the revenue at £2,260, and show the surplus
to be £800. They say also that “ the Borough Council is in an exceptionally sound financial position, its total indebtedness
being £5,000, while its assets, consisting of freehold property, electric lighting plant, and credit balance at the bank, is
over £7,000.”

150. Mr. Humphery^ There is no doubt that statement was home out by the evidence which the Sec
tional Committee took at the Town of Tamworth ? Yes.
151. I think, in answer to a question by Mr. Wright, you said that there would be no formal approval, as
far as the local Council is concerned, but you are well aware that they favour a^gravitation scheme as
against the pumping scheme ? Yes.
152. Even if it cost £35,000 ? Yes.
_
153. Mr. Trickett.~\ Look at question 15 in the prior evidence, and you will see that it distinctly states
there that the Council did not care to involve itself in more cost-than £30,000? The cases are quite
different now. In that £30,000, which may have been expended under Mr. Gipps’ scheme, there was no
provision made for the electric light. This is a cardinal feature of this scheme, and completely alters its
character.
154. Is it not rather “ putting the cart before the horse,” to go to the expense of this Committee, after
wards to find that the Council will not subscribe to this scheme? I will get a resolution passed by the
Council formally approving of it.
.
155. In the amending Act of 1895, it is provided thattho cost of any water supply for a country town with
interest added would be spread over a term not exceeding 100 years—have you worked out what amount
would have to be provided by this Council ? Yes, 3'616 per cent, will pay for capital and interest in 100
.
years.
156. What amount would that come to per annum? £1,280.
‘
157. It is estimated by the Government that the annual repayment over a term of 100 years, in conformity
with the Country Towns Amendment Act of 1894, will involve an annual charge for 100 years on the
Tamworth indnicipality of £1,280 ? Yes.
158. Will you put that feature before the Council ? Yes.
159. Looking at the question of gravitation as against pumping, the present scheme seems rather to find
favour with the Tamworth people does it not? Most undoubtedly.
160. Mr. Clarice.] Is the Tamworth Municipality in favour of this particular scheme of gravitation? Yes.
101. I notice that in the case of some municipalities which have had the works carried out before this
are in default ? Yes.
162. What steps do you take to make them pay up ? If they do not pay up all their liabilities directly the
period expires the Crown Solicitor will be put in motion to compel them to do so.
163. What have you to levy on? We can put a receiver in and take the whole of their rates from any
source.
164. Would not it be harsh treatment? It would not be harsh to councils wTho could and yet would
not pay.
165. Mr. Cameron.] You consider this should be a primary charge upon all rates ? Yes.
166. Mr, Zee.] As a matter of fact, have you not already received the sanction of the Municipal Council
to fix up water-works ? We have not in a formal way.
167.
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167, I refer you to your evidence before the Committee in October, 1892, page 2, where you quoted the J. Barling,
Esq.'
following resolution, which had been passed by the Tamworth Council:—
That tho Council of the Municipal Borough of Tamworth, having taken into their consideration the question of water
mippjy for the town of Tamworth, do hereby request His ISxcellency the Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, 18 Doe., 1895.
to take all auch stops and cause such works to be executed as may be necessary to provide a water supply for tho town of
Tamworth, and the said Council, on behalf of the Municipality of Tamworth, hereby agree to do and undertake all tho
liabilities and obligations mentioned in Section 125 of tho Act 44 Victoria, No, 14, and it is hereby expressly agreed that such
liability is accepted for the total amount to be expended on such works, provided that such amount does not exceed twenty
thousand pounds.

—? Tes, but we would not accept that.
168. That was in December, 1891 ? Tes.
169. And the Minister would not accept that proposal with that stipulation? No.
170. But in January, 1892, was it not a fact that the Minister received communication from the Tamworth
Council agreeing not to insist on that stipulation ? Tes.
171. And in reply to a question asked you as to whether the Council were in favour of the gravitation
scheme, you said yes ? Tes, I think so.
172. Without any stipulation as to the amount? I do not think so.
173. That, at all events, shows that the Council had taken action in the first place—and not the Department?
Tes.
174. Since that resolution has passed has there been any communication from the Council desiring to
withdraw that resolution ? Not that I am aware of.
175. So far as the Department is concerned, is there any reason to think otherwise than that the Council
is equally desirous now to have the gravitation scheme? No reason.
176. The only question that can be submitted to the Council now is a formal one ? Tes.
177. As a matter of fact, has not the Municipal Council assisted you to get out your statement of revenue;
therefore, they know all about it? Tes; an officer of the Department was for some days engaged with
the Finance Committoo of the Council.
178. And received a great deal of information and assistance, and got supplied with the data from which
he made his calculations ? Tes.
179. And they are, therefore, well aware of the probable cost of this work ? Tes; I know they are.
180. Mr. Wright.] The cost of this scheme is nearly double to that of the old scheme? I have pointed
out that Mr, Gipps’ scheme could not be carried out at this estimate.
181. Mr. Sassall] The additional advantages of this scheme, you consider, would counterbalance the extra
expense ? Tes.
■
182. Have you any knowledge as to whether the objection to the pumping scheme was that it would cause
probable contamination of the water? I can only draw attention to Mr. Hamlet’s report; you will find
all about it there,
188. Have you any knowledge of the locality from which it is proposed to draw this water supply ? I have
been to Tamworth, hut never to this particular place. Mr. Brice and Mr. Davis have both been there,
and when they come before you they will give full details,
184. Tou are not aware that Moore Creek is a permanently-running stream P I could not say that it is
a permanently-running stream; but there is sufficient water for our purposes, even at the driest time of
the year.
185. Mr. Fegan] Did it not strike you that your officers did not go a great deal further than they did in
connection with the first scheme—that they did not make a better inspection ? It is to be regretted that
it was not done.
186. Tou think that it will be cheaper to have a 7-inch pipe than a 6-inch pipe ? Tes; because it will
supply power for the electric lighting as well.
187. The extra expense of the 7-inch pipe over the 6-inch pipe will be howmuch ? £2,550.
188. Tou say that your revenue will total £2,590—on what water rate do you base that upon ?A shilling
in the pound.
189. And if the Tamworth people will not pay that—have the Tamworth people agreed to that shilling
in the pound rate ? There is no doubt they will agree to it.
190. Do you know of any work that cost twice as much as the estimated cost ? The Hunter River supply
was increased about double, I think.
191. Have the residents of that district made any complaints about the high water rates ? They complain
of a shilling in the pound, undoubtedly; but from our views of the case a shilling in the pound is not a
high rate.
■
192. Then you base your income on the supposition that one shilling in the pound will be paid ? Tes.
193. Tou stated yesterday that the population at present is about 5,000 ? 5,100.
194. And that with this scheme you would be able to supply a population of 10,000, at the rate of 30
gallons a day ? Tes.
195. Do you not think that the question Mr. Black asked with reference to a second reservoir would help
considerably to provide against a drought ? Tes; but it is quite unnecessary.
196. Are there no great droughts up there ? Tes; but there is quite sufficient rainfall to supply the
town, notwithstanding.
197. And, therefore, you think that, in the interests of the health of the people of Tamworth, this scheme
is necessary ? Tes.
198. Have you got any medical officer’s opinion upon this scheme? Well, we have Mr. Hamlet’s report
as to the purity of the water.
r
199. Mr. Black.] What is the water rate in Goulburn ? A shilling in the pound.
200. Mr. Cameron.] Do you anticipate that if this scheme is carried out that the maximum amount will
have to be levied from the people? It would be wise to do so at first; they will soon find out what
amount is necessary.
201. In your opinion it may be reduced when the thing gets into working order ? Tes.
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The Committee further considered tho proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Robert R. P. Hickson, Esq., M. Inst., C.E., Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, sworn, and csamincd
R. R. P. 202. Chairman."} Would you like to make a statement in regard to the works now under consideration ?
Hickson,E;q., £ think Mr. Barling has pretty well explained them.
r
M.I.C.E. 208. jlfr. Wright.] Are you perfectly familiar with the plans of the proposed works ? Yes.
_
204. Will you kindly explain the plan to the Committee ? Tes. The red line, as shown on the plan, is
ec'’
‘ the line on which we propose to take the pipes from the reservoir into Tamworth. We follow Moore
Creek Valley along the road, until we get to the bottom of the waterfall, and from the turn, which is
about 10 miles from the reservoir, wc como to tho falls, and there is a rise there of 700 feet in about a
quarter of a mile, and it is on top of that flat that we propose to put the concrete dam.
_
205. About the catchment area—has that country been examined by yourself ? I have been over some of it.
200. Are you quite satisfied as to the holding qualities of tho ground? It is excellent gathering ground
both for pure water and for holding it.
,
207. Has the flow of water from Moore Creek been gauged for any length of time? No.
208. Would it not be desirable in a work like this to gauge the supply of water there for about three
months, say ? I do not think it is necessary when you have a catchment area of 22 square miles. _
209. Would you think it advisable to gauge tbo fall of running water there for a certain period of time?
I hardly think so for the reason I give.
210. The Peel River is sometimes almost dry, and at Moore Creek, which is only a tributary of tbe Peel
River, is it not likely that it may become dry also ? It is quite possible. From tbe information that I
have been able to gather I believe it has never actually run dry, but there is no doubt that at times there
is very little water in it.
_
211. When your catchment dam is erected what quantity of water do you expect to impound there?
35,000,000 gallons.
.
212. And how long will that last supposing that this creek wore run dry ? For the present population
it would last for about 250 days.
_
,
.
213. Over such a large catchment area would not the evaporation be very great in summer-time? Tea, it
'
would.
214. Have you ever made any calculation as to what the evaporation would be there—say for three
months in summer-time? It would be considerable, but I have never made any exact calculation. ^
215. You feci quite satisfied that this scheme would give Tamworth a permanent water supply ? Ycb.
216. There is no likelihood of it ever failing ? Not the slightest.
217. Tou have got a reservoir in Tamworth, have you not ? Tes.
_
218. May I ask if you do not sacrifieo a considerable fall by the construction of a service reservoir at such
a low elevation ? It is not desirable that it should be any higher, as it would put too great a strain on the
taps. The site that we have selected is a very suitable one, and is just about the right height above the
town for the supply of water.
_
219. I understand that since you assumed your present position you advised that the old scheme for a
supply to Tamworth of water be abandoned ;—what led you to take that course of action? When I
assumed my present position, tenders were in for the pumping engines for Tamworth, and looking through
them, I asked the question as to whether one of the conditions of the Public Works Committee had been
fulfilled, as given in page 9 of the report:—
The Committee nrc of opinion that the scheme as proposed hy the Department should be carried out; but they
recommend that before any of the permanent works are commenced a thorough test with temporary pumping machinery be
made to prove the quantity of water in the drift, and that should this bo found satisfactory sullicicnt land surrounding the well
be resumed as an additional safeguard against any contamination of the water.

I nuked if that had been done, and I was told it had not, and then I sent for Mr. Price, who told me
that he felt satisfied that a gravitation scheme could he obtained. From what be said to me, I recom
mended to the Minister that he should have au examination made. Mr. Price made the examination, and
it led to the scheme that we are recommending now.
220. Do yon know if any proper test was taken as to whether tho drift would give sufficient water ? Not
to my knowledge.
...
. .
221. Have you, or any of your officers, been in communication with tbo municipal officers at Tamworth ?
I saw the late Mayor, Mr. Smith, and the present Mayor, and they wore both very favourable to tbe
scheme.
_
_
222. Did yon give them any idea of the cost of this scheme ? I gave them an approximate idea of the cost.
223. And still they approved of it ? Yes,
224. Do you think any difficulty will arise in this case, as has risen in the case of Goulburn and Wagga
Wagga, and several towns where they expressed their inability to pay to the Government? All I know
is that the works will certainly be constructed for the estimate.
_
225. Do you not think that in all these cases some official communication should be made to the munici
pality, asking them whether or not they are in favour of the scheme, and whether they arc prepared to take
it up at the estimated cost? I think that is generally done, but whether it has been done in this case, I
cannot say.
J
22G.
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226. Mr. Black.'] I would like to know what proportion tho cost of this work will hear towards the B-B. B.
revenue derived from ratable property as compared with Goulburn? I am not prepared to give that ’
answer—you will get that reply from the accountant.
227. Mr. Humphery.'] Have you satisfied yourself as to the details of tho proposed scheme and the cost? lg Dcc 189g
Yes.
‘
.
.
'
228. What sized pipe do you propose to use for conveying the water from the dam to the 10-mile point ?
A 7-inch pipe, if we provide for tho working of the electric lighting—if not, a 6-inch. _
229. There is a fall, I understand, of some 700 feet between the dam and the 10-mile point ? Yes.
230. Ho you intend using the same sized pipe between the fall and tbo 10-mile point as you will use from
the 10-milo point to Tamworth ? It is a 7-incli pipe right through to the service reservoir.

231. Do you remember tbe size that was mentioned as being necessary in the gravitation scheme proposed
by Mr. Gipps ? No.
232. What would ho the cost per mile of the pipe line? The pipe line is £S,628.
233. That is for the whole distance ? Yes.
,
234. How would you divide that up—that is to say what cost per mile between the dam and the 10-mile
point, and between the 10-mile point, and the reservoir ? I cannot give you that information now.
23o. What fall would there be from the dam to the 10-mile point? About 750 feet.
236. What is the difference in height between the 10-mile point and the reservoir ? About 100 feet,
237. What fall will you hare per mile ? The hydraulic grade is 1 in 83 or G3'6 feet in the mile.
238. Ho you intend having a continuous line from the dam to tbe reservoir with a uniform fall of 1 in 63—■
is that it? No, not exactly. The hydraulic grade from the dam to the service reservoir is 63‘6 feet
to the mile, but the way the pipes will como depends upon the irregularities of the ground..
.
239. What quantity of water will a 7-inch pipe deliver into the reservoir? A 7-inch pipe will deliver
547,200 gallons in 24 hours with that fall.
_
_
_
240. Yon are aware that under the gravitation scheme that was before the Committee when this question
was being considered previously there was a fall of 3 feet per mile, and Mr. Harley’s evidence was to the
effect that tho delivery from a 10-inch pipe would be 300,000 gallons daily. I suppose that owing to the
greater pressure in your scheme, there would be half a million gallons at least in the twenty-four hours?
Yes.
_

241. So that there is no question that there will be a sufficient quantity of water delivered through a 7-inch
pipe? Not the slightest.
■
242. That would be an advantage in favour of this scheme in the ease of the pipe line? Yes.
.
243. What is the difference that you estimate in the cost of a 10-inch pipe line and a 7-inch pipe line
per mile ? It would be very great. A 10-inch steei pipe would, I daresay, cost double what a 7-incli
would.
244. In round figures what would he the saving iu that item alone, that is, between the 7-inch and the
10-inch pipe? To speak approximately, I should say, tho saving would be about £8,600 as agaiust
£16,000—there is no occasion for the 10-inch pipe at all.
245. As to tho reservoir, I suppose there will practically be no diticrence between the cost now pro
posed and the one that would have been necessary for the other gravitation scheme? Practically no
difference.
_
246. Ho you know anything about the figures that Mr. Barling supplied yesterday, showing the amount
of annual instalment that would be payable by the Tauiworth Council? No.
247. I suppose you have read tho evidence supplied with tbe report of tbe Public Works Committee on
the abandoned scheme ? I read most of it.
248. You are aware that it was not contemplated by the Public Works Committee previous to com
mencing tbe permanent works with a view to ascertaining if the proposed supply would be a satisfactory
one ? Yes.
249. Was it that evidence alone which led you to make this investigation of the different sources of
supply, or had you any other information before you ? I had no information before me at that time,
except what Mr. Price told me, which was that he thought the gravitation scheme could be obtained—and
I may say too, that knowing the formation of tbe country, I found it hard to imagine that a gravitation
scheme could not be carried out there.
250. Are you aware that Mr. Price strongly recommended this pumping scheme in opposition to any
gravitation scheme ? No, I am not.
_
251. You do not gather that from the evidence then ? I get quite a contrary impression.
252. It strikes me as somewhat singular that the pumping machine should have been so suddenly aban
doned ? Mr, Price will explain that fully.
253. Mr. Hoskins.] Have the Department any pipes in store for tbe supply of Tamworth with water as
the result of tbe recommendation of the last Committee on the subject? There are a lot pipes at
Tamworth.
254. Is there a sufficient number of pipes to carry out your proposed scheme? No; but we would
utilise what are there.
255. What is the size of these pipes? There is a short length 9-inch—the rest are, of course,

7-inch.
256. Ho you think that the pipes which are there are sufficiently strong to carry off the water where
there is a pressure of 700 feet ? Yes.
257. Then you intend to use larger pipes up near the dam? No; smaller pipes, and consequently
stronger ones.
■
258. The dam is only £ mile from the fall, is it not? Yes; about that.
259. Ho you think it wise to have the dam so near to the fall ? You might-put it on the very edge ot
the fall if you have a granite foundation.
.
260. With respect to the catchment area of which you were speaking—most of the country; I understand,
consisting of sand and granite boulders—do you not think that in dry weather a great deal of the water
would sink away? I do not think so ; there is very little sand above tbe fall, and it is all granite rock
country which, I think, will hold every drop of water that falls on it.
261. Would you not require, in addition, to make a concrete bottom for the dam, that is to hold the water
so that it would not escape ? The dam rests on a granite bottom,
.
202,
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^ is not solid granite—you would still have the joints ? We propose to cut down into it
' Ja i>oiir;9^’, UI1til wc get a good bottom; it will be a similar foundation to that of the Armidale and Junee dams, and
they are as good as can he wished for.
•19 Dso., 1695.263. Do I gather from you that this new scheme was evolved in consequence of the evidence given before
the last Committee F Partly; and from what Mr. Price told me.

264. I suppose you are aware that Mr, Darley, Mr. Pridhain, Mr. Price—notably Mr. Price—all expressed
the opinion before tbe last Committee on the subject, that a scheme for pumping water from a drift was
preferable to a gravitation scheme? I do not gather (hat from Mr. Price’s evidence. What he said was
■that he preferred the pumping scheme to the gravitation scheme then before the Committee.
265. He was asked (Q. 954) : “You would recommend a pumping scheme in preference to gravitation,
even if it cost yon £50,000 for the latter ? Yes.”? That is quite right.
.
266. Mr. Trichett^] Since the report of the last Committee, has anything occurred with regard to the
possible impurity of the water to be obtained by the pumping scheme, which induced the Department to
change their views? Nothing of the kind; I think the water is pure.
■
267. It is simply that the Department think a gravitation scheme would he preferable to a pumping
scheme ? Yes; cheaper and better.
268. I notice that on page 3 of a former Committee’s report these words occur: “ All the other witnesses
examined were in favour of a gravitation scheme, if it could bo had at a reasonable cost,”—that is your
view at the present time ? Certainly.
269. You were asked with regard to the pipes, if you thought those at Tamworth would he suitable for
the requirements of the proposed scheme ? Everyone of them will he used.
270. For what part ? For the reticulation,—the 9-in. pumping main will be used as tho supplying pipe
from the storage reservoir down to the town,
271. You think it will be sufficiently strong for that purpose?. Yes.
272. Are you fully satisfied that the height of this service reservoir will be sufficient for the purpose of
supplying all parts of East and West Tamworth ? Yes ; it is 250 feet above the main street, and the
highest ground to be served is 238 feet;—there are no houses there at present, and it is very unlikely
there ever will be.
273. But if it were, you would still have a head of water of about 12 feet? Yes;—if it were at all
necessary to supply this point, it would he very easy to take a small pipe from the high pressure line of
supply to the top of the hill.
274. Yesterday, Mr. Barling told ns that you estimated that the extreme cost of carrying the working
expenses in connection with this scheme, if once established, would be £200 per year;—are you quite
satisfied about that P I think it is too high.
.
275. Would you give us your opinion as to the amount that would be incurred ? You require very little
under a gravitation scheme. Orange now, for instance, has had a gravitation scheme for over ten years,
and I do not think they have spent a £5 note on it.
276. Are not some permanent hands employed ? I believe myself that the present corporation labourers
will bo able to do all that is necessary, hut in case that moro might possibly bo required to be done I
have allowed £50 for additional clerical work, and £150 for a man. I think, however, that if they get
this scheme, they will be able to do it without extra assistance. Tbe Mayor, however; is the one to give
you information on that point.
277. But with regard to the whole length of the pipe from the dam to the town—will not some permanent
labour be employed in connection with looking after that ? No ; once the pipes are laid, there is no more
trouble with them.

278. Therefore, you think that £200 a year is more than sufficient ? Yes.
279, Will you tell us how much a mile you have allowed in your estimate for the reticulation service?
The principal assistant engineer will bo able to give you that as he has all tbe details at his fingers’ ends.
2SO. I was going to ask yon to describe in detail the dam that is to be erected? It is simply‘a repetition
of Junee to all intents and purposes—a concrete dam.
281. In constructing a dam of this kind in the turn where tho water lies there will be beds of sand here
and there—that, I suppose, will be cleared out until you get down to the granite bottom ? There is
hardly any sand at all above the creek for 3 or 4 miles.
282. Have you checked the proposed expenditure which is supposed to be £35,374 ? No; I have not
gone into the quantities, hut they can all be certified to.
283. Has that amount been checked by anyone except Mr. Price ? The quantities were taken out by-the
officers of the Department, and checked by Mr. Davis, the Principal Assistant Engineer.
284. Is it based upon the price of labour at the present time ? Yes, upon fair prices.
285. Can yon tell us at what you estimate the cost of the service reservoir which is to contain, I under
stand, 500,000 gallons ? £1,666.
286. Mr. Q-ipps when he had his scheme under consideration, estimated the cost of a similar dam, to
contain the same quantity of water, at £2,000—has labour gone down, or what? Well I cannot say
altogether.
287. I suppose the dam is to he located on an expensive site ? The site would be inexpensive, and I cannot •
imagine a much better one.
288. Mr. Dailies.] What is the width of the base of your chief reservoir ? It is 24 foet.
289. What would be about the height of it? About 36 feet from the very bottom of the excavation—from tho
surface it would be about 32 feet.
290. I want now to ascertain from you what would be about tbe pressure or weight of water against the
wall supposing the reservoir was filled P I would have to work that out—you can get the information
from the officer who designed the wall.
291. But yon think it will be strong enough to hold 85,000,000 gallons of water ? Yes.
292. In your judgment would it be possible for a breaka way or a washaway to take place by reason of tbe
want of strength in some part of the wall? No, because we have provided strength enough in the wall
to allow a large margin for safety.
293. I understand you to say that the foundation will be built upon the boulders? No, on the rock.
294. So you cut down into tho rock P Yes.
295. Will there he any possibility of percolation or escape ? We would make it absolutely water-tight.
296
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296. Tou would use no puddle nor anything of that kind ? Wo, it would be a concrete wall.
E. E. V.
297. And the price of that wall you have separately estimated? Yes, at £6,312.
Hickson, Esq.’,
M.I.C.E.
298. I think you have said that you propose to use steel pipes from the dam to the service reservoir p
299. What is the difference between the head of your reservoir at the catchment area, and the service19 Dec., 1896,
reservoir ? About 750 feet.

qm'
j^there is practically a fall from tho storage reservoir to the service reservoir of 750 feet ? Tes.
301. Will the 250 feet from the service reservoir give you sufficient head to supply the whole town of
Tamworth ? Yes.

•^0U rePre8eni'
difference between the level of the sendee reservoir of this scheme and that
of the pumping scheme ? The old reservoir was only 187 feet high, and this is 250 feet.
303. So that it will give you a much better head for a town delivery than the proposed pumpine scheme ?
Tes, 03 feet more.
r r »
304. At what per ton do you estimate the cost of your 7-in. steel pipe P I have not got the figures here
just now.
ob
305. Do you base your estimate on what the pipes can be got for in the cheapest market, or in what they
can be got for in the Colonial market where you might have to pay 15 or 20 per cent, more ? I estimated
on the cheapest price that I knew them to be obtainable for. If the people here can supply them for the
price, well and good.
r J
306. Are they imported pipes or Colonial made pipes ? Imported pipes.
307. You are aware that in the previous inquiry it was proposed to get a supply of pipes to cost a large
sum ot money—£23,000, I think—and it was estimated that the pipes could be got in a local market
lf r0y migl1 ■ ,C09t 16 or 20 per cent' more- 1 do D0t know how the estimate was worked out.
308. Did you base your idea on getting your pipes in the cheapest market ? Yes.
309. Mr Lee.] You told the Committee that the distance from the 10-mile point to the dam, would be—
how far ? Less than half a mile,
310. With a fall of 700 feet ? Tes.
311. As a matter of fact, the real pressure under that gravitation scheme would be in that 1 mile ? The
greatest pressure would be at the lowest point of the pipe.,
312. But for the first i mile, where you would have a fall of 700 feet, do you estimate that the 7-inch
pipe would be sufficient to resist that pressure ? That is not where the heaviest pressure is. The heaviest
pressure is at the lowest point of the pipes, about 5 miles further down.
313. In this instance the real fall is in the first £ mile ? Yes, practically.
314. Still it is at the lowest point the greatest pressure would be ? Yes; and wc have made our calcu
lations accordingly, 1 may say that in regard to these pipes we calculate what pressure would break them,
and then we design the pipes to stand four times that amount,
Notwithstanding all these precautions, accidents do happen to the service pipes, do they not? I
think L am correct in saying that we have only had one steel pipe that has broken, and then that only
gave way because of a bruise in the caulking. We have had no steel pipe break yet under the pressure
that we have put on it in any water supply.
316. You absolutely rely on steel pipes for safety ? Yes, beyond all question.
'
317. The service reservoir is estimated to contain 500,000 gallons ? Yes.
318. The population estimated to be served is 4,300, at a daily use of 30 gallons ? Yes.
319. That would be equal to a little over three days’ supply? Yes, about that.
320. Supposing that you met with an accident to your supply pipe from tho dam, what position would
your townspeople be placed in then ? They would not be in a worse position than they are now If you
propose to load all water-supply schemes with such contingencies as that, you put out of the queston the
carrying out of them at all. The probability of a steel pipe bursting, is so remote that it would be very
bad engineering to meet it by constructing large reservoirs.
J
321 Do you think a three days’ supply sufficient to leave the people to depend upon P Yes • in New
castle, with a population of 00,009 people, they have only 1,000,000 to depend upon, and I have never
known them to be short.

,322. The Hunter Elver water supply did not meet the requirements under tho first expenditure? That
was because there was only one pumping main.
*
323. But leave to supplement it was got from Parliament quite recently? Only a new pumping main
from West Maitland to Buttai.
r i &
324. In theevent of heavy rain, what is to prevent the water stored in your dam from becoming unfit
for use ? Why should it be with such a catchment area ?
a^r heayy ra‘UB the ^ater must become muddy ? That applies to every water sunnlv
326. AVhat about filter-dams? They are perfectly useless.
y*
327. Why ? Except to take up impurities, they are no use in clearing the water. They have had
experience of that in Newcastle.
J
™fc thfy would extract the mud and filth from the water ? They would extract the impure matter
329 The coiour would be given to it by the influx of mud, would it not? Yes, slightly; but the dam
would act as a largo settling tank.
*
> & vi
«
830. What would be tbe cost of a large settling tank ? Such a thing is not used.
331. But might it not be used for the dual purpose of a settling tank and a reservoir for additional
supply. You could put a few loads of sand m the bottom of a service reservoir, for that matter • it
would not cost very much, but it would be utterly useless.
’
332. You think it would be quite unnecessary ? I know it would be.
333. And do you find that people are satisfied with muddy water ? I can only ask you what you think of
Ike Sydney water supply ? It is just dealt with in the very same way; in fact, with the Sydney sunnlv
it is worse, because the water is brought down from Prospect in an open drain into which dirt can get
on the way. Still I do not think you would call the water you get muddy.
b
334 That wouid be in the section between tho Nepean and the reservoir-is there not a provision forshutting off the water when Iho Nepean is flooded? No, none that I know of; I have seen the water
going down the drain quite thick. Y hat takes place at Prospect is on a very much larger scale than what
would take place in this high-water level dam.
&
335.
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K- R. P. 335. Take the Hunter River;—are there not large settlement tanks or reservoirs there ? There are ; hut
^'mSt c rf'1'1 they were never used during my time.
33G. But are there not specially constructed reservoirs at the Hunter River for the purpose of settling
19 Dec 1895 dewater? There are ; but as I say, they are useless.
' 337. But they must take out a large quantity of sediment by allowing the water to settle, do they not?
Tes ; you take out the sediment and any impurities, but you do not alter the colour of the water.
338. Mr. Clarke^] Tou say that the dam will hold 35,000,000 gallons of water; you also say that it will
supply Tamworth for 250 days ? Tes.
339. There must be some mistake here, because Mr. Barling said in his evidence yesterday that it would
contain only 116 days supply ? Two hundred and lifty is for the present population ; 110 for double that
amount.
340. Tou think that on the whole the present scheme is preferable to the one reported on by tbe Public
Works Committee some years ago ? I do.
341. Some of your officers, I think, said they preferred the pumping scheme? Very likely.
342. Mr. Feqan,'] Following up the question put to you by Mr. Lee, you have got passed through Par
liament a Bill providing for the expenditure of another £35,000 for emergencies in connection with tho
Hunter River District Water Supply;—that was for a double line, was it not ? For a double pumping
scheme.
343. It was, as Mr. Lee pointed out, to provide against the emergency of one of these pipes breaking ?
Hot exactly. The same state of affairs does not exist here as at Tamworth. There you have to pump
the water at a very severe pressure, and you subject the pipes to continual hydraulic rams the force of
which it is difficult to estimate ; but here you can calculate to a pound what a pipe has got to do.
344. Do not hydraulic engineers recommend filtering beds in connection with water supply ? I do not
think so.
345. Have they not been extensively used recently in the various water supplies of Great Britain ? They
have been used in some cases where the water was not as pure as one could wish.
340. Tou think this water is perfectly pure ? Tes.
347. Much better than the Hunter River water ? Infinitely better—the whole catchment area here is
virgin ground.
,
348. Have any complaints been made to you as to the abandonment of the original scheme of supplying
the Town of Tamworth? On the contrary, the Mayor and the late Mayor are decidedly in favour of this,
as against tho pumping scheme.
349. Have there been any deputations to your Department asking about tbe delay in carrying out this
service ? The only deputation I know of was one to the Minister, asking for tbe work to be postponed
until the gravitation scheme was considered,
350. Mr. Gipps1 scheme was a pumping scheme, was it not? Ho ; a gravitation scheme.
35L. How do the inhabitants of Tamworth regard this scheme, as regards Mr. Gipps’scheme? Hot
being connected with either the pumping scheme or the former gravitation scheme, I cannot say.
852. I think you were President of the Water Supply in Sydney at that time? I was one of the
members.
353. Was not your advice asked for as to tbe desirability of Mr. Gipps’ scheme ? Ho ; it did not come
under my jurisdiction at that time.
354. What would be the difference in the cost of land resumption under this scheme, as against the
former scheme ? Tou mean the quantity to be resumed ?
355. Tes, and the price ? There would be very little resumption under this scheme at all, because most
of the way the pipes follow the main road; we would, of course, have to resume the area for the
reservoir.
350. Have you any idea what was the cost of resumption of the old scheme recommended by the Com
mittee ? I cannot tell you.
357. Do you think there is any necessity for a second storage dam ? I think not—a tenth of an inch
rainfall running into the reservoir would fill it.
358. Do you know what the rainfall is up there ? It averages about 28 inches a year.
359. That dispenses with the idea of the second dam ? Tes.
360. Tou will not be using any machinery in connection with this scheme, will you? We propose to
work the electric lighting plant with it.
361. I mean to say that there will be no machinery in connection with this water scheme ? Ho.
362. Mr. Hassall.-] Have you calculated the difference between the cost of Mr. Gipps’ scheme and this
one ? Ho ; Mr. Gipps' scheme was given at £17,000, and then revised and made £24,000 by Mr. Darley;
but the cost of carrying it out as it should be done would be £40,000.
363. What was the cost of the pumping scheme ? The cost of the pumping scheme was £22,500.
364. Would that have been increased in any way ? They would have to spend £560 per year on working
expenses,
365. This scheme is estimated at how much ? £35,374.
366. Is it your opinion that the present scheme would be much cheaper than the pumping scheme, and
entail less charge on the residents of Tamworth ? Te's.
367. In view of that pipe passing through first-class agricultural land, could the storage capacity of that
dam he increased at a reasonable cost, so as to allow of some of the water being used for irrigation
purposes? It would be very difficult to do that after the dam was built, because you could not increase
the height without increasing it at the base.
368. But in building a dam could it be done ? That could be dohe easily enough, because you could have
a broader base to build upon.
'
369. What would it cost to carry that dam 10 feet higher ? It would run into a good deal of money.
370. YVRat 1 wish to arrive at is this—would tlie additional expense be justified in view of the fact that
irrigation might take place along the line of that pipe ? Before you speak of irrigating that country you
had better see it, it is most barren country. To do what you say would increase the cost of the dam
enormously—the base of a dam 40 feet high would bo much greater than the base of one 30 feet high.
371. But could you increase the storage capacity if 35,000,000 gallons were not found sufficient? If it
were found necessary afterwards to increase the storage capacity, it would be better to put one or two
smaller dams higher up.
372.
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Which would not interfere with the present seheme at nil ? Xot nt all.
R. R. P.
In the construction of this proposed reservoir, what are the materials you would use? Sand, gravel, Hickson,Esq.,
and cement, and big blocks of stone.
M.I.C.E.
374. No brick ? No brick.
Mention has been made about utilising this water supply for the supply of Tamworth ^
1SLt3,
TTectrlj 1<’-V ’ ’8 not Tamworth already lighted with electricity? To a certain extent.
d/O, How do you get the power for tho electric.lighting at the present time ? They have two 20-horse
power engines working one ntatime, but they supply a very small portion of the town. They have asked
^ ^r0T1<: e 100-horse power in this scheme, and L have done that with a 7-inch pipe.
3/7. It would be a great advantage to Tamworth to have this increased power ? Yes, they can save £250
a year hy it.
If it were not for being able to supply this power to Tamworth you would have used the 6-ineh pipe ?
■M-1'- Qameron-~\

non

tIlC difEereDCC in co:it between the 6-inch and the 7-inch pipe ? £2,500.
■
J re-Cmie Tou
you estimate will more than pay for the increased outlay ? Yes.
1 would like to ask where you propose to make the electric power attachment—:from
the pipes at the service reservoir or from the pipes above ? The pipes above.
382. So ^ have a greater pressure? Yes ; you would not get the head from the service reservoir—you
understand that that water is not wasted; it goes through the pipe, works the engine, and goes into the
reservoir,
do
383. Chairman.'] You have stated that your catchment area is some 20 square miles—the only information
betore the Committee in regard to that is shown on tho plan. You must have something to base your
calculation of the area on ? It was taken from the parish map.
3S4. You will notice on the plan that in places there are some sharp bends in the line ;—will you tell us as
an engineer, whether at any serious bend in the pipe friction would take away the head. Why do you
nor m-iai-i° ^ straign* across the bend ? We are trying to follow the road wherever possible.
380.. \Vliy keep on the road ? Jt is always better whenever possible to have the pipe on tbe road. It is
possible that you may have to pay for resumption, and if von take the road von avoid that.
386. With regard to the statement you made that a tenth of an inch falling over 22 square miles would
hll^yoiir reservoir—is that so ? J said a tenth of an inch going iu.
387. What is the rainfall at Tamworth ? About 28 inches. °
388. In your opinion how much of the water falling on that water-shed gets into your dam ? Half an
inch falling over it would fill the dam.
389. The red line on the plan shows the hydraulic grade, and in going down you will see that yon have
several nigh places to go over;—what is the effect when a pipe is taken over the hydraulic mean ? It will
reduce the flow.
390. At once ? Yes.
391. When it goes over the hydraulic mean the flow is at once reduced? Yes.
392. Have you taken measures so that you will not be above the hydraulic mean ? Yes: we will sink
the pipe deeper into the ground at those particular places.
"
3J3. Ihe Committee can sec those places if they go up I suppose ? Yes : one is on the road and the other
is a short distance from it.
394.. Your officer would be able to tell us any detail in connection with it ? Yes.
395. ilZr. Hoskins] In your evidence you have stated that a dam proposed to be constructed here was
somewhat similar to a water supply authorised to bo constructed at Junee ? Very much the same.
396. Is that dam finished ? Very nearly.
397. Is there any water impounded in it? We are letting the water go through it—it is similar in
construction to the Orange dam, which is full.
398. The Committee which reported on the Junee works were very dubious about tho dam's holding
capacity, and I would have liked to have known if it succeeded in impounding as much water as you
expected r We are letting what water comes in go through.
399_ Mr. Cameron.] Can you give the Committee any information as to how long Tamworth works arc
likely to take? About eighteen months, I should think.
tv
employmeiit to a number of men? Yes ; we could start the work at once.
401 Do I understand that the Department will carry out the work itself, or call for tenders? Call for
tenders. We can start the reticulation worss at once.
^‘7 T°U
there will be no difficulty in obtaining in the district everything required for goinr* on
with the work? Everything but cement,
o
i
b 0
403. What is cement running at now? 10s. 6d. per cask.
401’. Mr. HassaU] Was it possible to take any other route following down the bend down the valley of
Moqro Creek. Wc did try one route, following up the cattle reserve and going across Levy Springs
but it was too high.
o o
j i
& >
40o. J/r, Bavics.] Would it be possible to modify your plan and take out tlint sharp angle at the crest of
tho ridge r Wo have gone as far west as it is possible to go at that point.
406. Chairman.] Is that point shown on the plan right up against your hydraulic mean ? Yes.
407. Mr. Davies.] Would not those angles very much reduce the head of water ? All that was taken
into account when making our calculation.
408. Mr. .giac/f.] What size of pipe will be used for the supply of electric power ? Seven-inch pipe.
44)9. But is not that the same size as the pipe that will supply the service reservoir ? That is the pipe
that works the electric-lighting plant. On that 7-inch pipe there is au engine erected to work tho electric
lighting.
■
410. You do not actually withdraw the water into another pipe ? No ; it is throttled there. There was
a question asked yesterday as to the life of tho steel pipes—I would like just to read an extract from a
standard work on hydraulics bearing upon the question. It is from Burton’s, “Tbe Water Sunnlv of
Towns, ’ published in 1894. He says:—
,
J
ar

7

Experience in the United States goes to prove that there is no danger in using stool or wrought-iron pipes instead
of east-iron, and they have in some cases been used for thirty-three or more years. Our bituminous coating is a perfect
provision agmnst corrosion, and the only care that has to be observed is in seeing that the pipes are properly coated before
tncy are laid m the track.
it*
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R. K. P. T would like to read a further extract from a pamphlet read before the Victorian Institulc of
Hickson, Esq., Unfianeers—
t,',’

The larger «rouglit-iron pipes are much cheaper and secure against bursting, and if properly coated will last
AS long as the cast-iron pipes with the ordinary coating. Mr.. Schussler’s experience of wrought-iron pipeq laid tor
' city water supplies extends over twenty years ; his recent remark that the first of them, although put into the ground
twenty years ago, “ arc as good as when laid,” is a fair credential. He refers to 200 miles of pipe ranging up to 3/^ Indies
in diameter as, although being from eight to seventeen years in operation, are perfectly sound to-day.

411. Mr. Davies^ The longest period of life ia thirty-three years? That ia the longest period that has
been observed.
, . , .
.
412. You are aware when the Government construct works for country towns or municipalities, they give
them 100 years iu which to pay off the capital cost ? Yes. ,
418. Then how many times in that period would it he necessary to renew the whole of the pipe service;
taking thirty-three years as the average life of a steel pipe it would have to be renewed three times, J.
suppose ? In the extract that I read, it was stated that at the end of thirty-three years they were as good
as when put into the ground.
•114. Taking the payment of the capital cost of the construction of these water-works at 100 years, do
yon believe that the steel pipes that will be put down to serve the Town of Tamworth will last 100 years ?
Yes; I see no reason why they should not if they are properly coated. _
'415. What is the thickness of these steel pipes ? One-eighth and three sixteenths.
_
416. Is it possible that a one-eighth and three-sixteenth steel pipe will last for 100 years ? If the
bituminous coating is put on properly, I see no reason why they should not last 100 years.
4L7. Are they coated internally? They are coated internally and externally.
418. In your estimates do you provide for coating? Yes.
...
T
410. Has it not been the practice in this Colony for sixty years to do the same thing with pipes ? Yo ;
they were only tarred.
.
420. Are you aware that it was really the practice of the Sydney Council to do that for years ? It was
not the same sort of thing—hy the now method we place them in a. hath, and coat them inside and outside.
421. Air. Wright.~\ By what name is this coating known ? It is bituminous coaling.
.
422. Mr. Davies.} Would there be no wear from the pressure of/the water ? No,
423. Have you any other authorities yon would like to quote from? No, it is not necessary; tbe
quotation I have given is from a standard work on hydraulics.
_
424. You have seen the enamelling on baths and things of that kind—now would that last lifty years ?
No, I do not think it would ; it is subject to what we might call wind and water. In the case of the
pipes, they are only subject to water. If a pipe is sometimes empty and sometimes full, it makes a great
difference. When tbe air gets in, oxidization takes place.
_
425. In the catchment area, will not a certain amount of acid and other mineral quality impregnate the
water, and thus have an action upon tho pipes ? We have had that water tested, and the result is before
the Committee in Mr. Hamlet’s report.
42G. If the pipes are properly coated over in the way yon speak of, you do not hesitate to express the
opinion that they would last 100 years ? I do not know what is to wear them out.
_
427. Mr. Black.} Is not the wear on the pipe more from the inside than from the outside ? That will
depend upon which side the coating comes off.
_
_
428. Is there not more danger of the coating coming off inside than outside, owing to the continual flowing
through of the. water ? I do not think so; I think there is very little difference.
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■Present:—

THOMAS THOMSON EI WING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.

FitEDERicK Thomas Homphery.
John Davies, C.M.G.
James Hoskins.
Charles James Roberts, C.M.G.
William Joseph Thickett.

Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Angus Cameron, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Edward Bellingham Price, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and examined:—
E. B. Price, 429. Chairman.} Wbat position do you hold ? I am Assistant Engineer for Public Works.
Esq.jMJ.C.E. 430. You are the pioneer in connection with this work, are you not? ^ cs- ^
,
^ 1 431. The main principles of the scheme yon are therefore responsible for? Yes, entirely.
20 Dec., 1S05, 432. Has it been handed over to another officer to carry out the details? Yes.
^
433. Then your examination had better be limited to the general principles of the scheme ? Yes.
434. Mr. Black.'] May I ask you if you arrive at your decision regarding the suitability of the scheme
now under notice as a means of securing a water supply for tho Town of Tamworth by reason of f ho
quantity of water that falls from that precipice, or because of the latent possibilities of the catchment
area ? I think, perhaps, it would simplify matters it I were allowed to hand in or read my preliminary
report on the subject.
435.
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19

E. B. Price.
Esq., M.I.C.E.
The Enghicer-in-Chief for Public tYorks,—
Sir,
Public Works Department, 1 June, IS05.
I have the honor to submit my preliminary report on an entirely new scheme for the water supply of Tamworth. 20 Dec, 1805.
Having been sent to Tamworth during the course of tho Public Works inquiry into tile authorised pumping scheme,
in order to clear out the old trial shaft, and take samples of water for analysis, I became more or less familiar with the
proposed pumping scheme, which, as far as pumping schemes go, would have been an excellent one, provided the proper
site had been selected for the well. It, however, struck mo from reading the evidence, and from the questions which were
jjut to me during my own examination, that no single person had examined all the country within reasonable distance of
Fain worth, with the view of finding a source for a gravitation supply. All engineers, whether Government or private, had
followed in the same groove, first trying the gullies at the back of the town, and then having resort to the rivers, whore
tho want of fall entailed very long mains of a comparatively large diameter.
No one seems to have thought of examining the country beyond the ranges to the north of the town, where it was
possible some large creek might be found, having its source in the Moonbi Mountains, on which a storage reservoir could
be constructed of sufficient capacity to supply the town during drought.
Probably the difficulty of obtaining sufficient head to gravitate over the ranges near the town was considered insur
mountable, more especially in the days when wrought steel mains were unknown.
Not being personally connected with the authorised scheme, and being practically unacquainted with the mountains,
my opinions could hardly be expected to carry weight. Having, however, of late frequently to cross the Moonbi Itange
on the way to the Armidale water supply, my opinions as to the possibility of obtaining a gravitation supply became so
strong that I thought it my duty to bring the matter under your notice, with the result that you stopped the acceptance
of a tender for the pumping-engines, and instructed me to point out to Mr. Davis (in whose hands had boon placed the
country towns water supplies) the locality from which I thought a water supply might be obtained hy gravitation.
This was done last month, when we stopped for a day on our way hack from Armidale and drove across the ranges
and for a short distance up Moore Creek.
On onr return we reported, recommending an officer should be sent to investigate. This was approved of, and I had
the honor to receive your instructions to make tho investigations myself,
I have now much pleasure in reporting the success of m'y explorations.
1 arrived in Tamworth on Tuesday morning last, and started on horseback to examine the head of Moore Creek.
Owing, however, to the difficulty of the country and the impossibility of obtaining a guide, and the misdirection of those
who thought they knew tlie tracks, I spent the whole day in the mountains without striking the real creek. On Wednesday
1 followed up the creek as far as possible in a buggy, and then walked. Hy this means there is no difficulty (except for the
heavy climb) in reaching the head of the creek. On the following day, though well satisfied with tho result obtained, I
examined all tho creeks on the other side of Tamworth, in the direction of Moonbi and Nundle, but found nothing to
compare with Moore Creek as a source for the gravitation supply.
On Friday I investigated the pipe-track through the ranges at the hack of Tamworth and to the storage reservoir,
re-checking my aneroid levels. 1 also took rough cross-sections of Moore Creek at the dam site sufficient to prepare a
reliable estimate of the cost of the dam and holding capacity of the reservoir.
On Saturday, before leaving, I had a long interview with the Mayor (Alderman Britten) and explained the proposed
scheme. I also called upon Mr. Boate, .District Surveyor, who kindly fixed the limits of the catchment area from the
original plans, and supplied other valuable information,
Moore Creek, the proposed source of supply, rises in the Moonbi Itange, near Bendemeor, and after flowing for about
fl miles through poor grazing and extremely wild country, enters a narrow gorge, where it flows over hare granite and
diorite bars, till it reaches the edge of a scries of falls, in all about 700 feet in height.
Some idea of the character of the country is given by the accompanying photographs, -which I was fortunately able to
take. Most of the loose bouhlers appear to have been swept oft' tho top, leaving the intrusive bars of granite bare, and
carried down to the bottom of the falls, where they form a heap several hundred feet high, as shown in one of tho photo
graphs, which was taken from the opposite side of tho valley.
Just at the head of the falls is an admirable site for a concrete dam ; in fact, one of the best 1 have seen yet in tho
Colony. The rock is perfectly bare and sound on each side of the valley, and very little excavation will be necessary to
prepare the foundation for a dam fk> feet in height.
r
Di the centre of tlie creek arc a few large rocks which have fallen from the top, and are now resting on solid rock.
The removal of these, and some sand which has accumulated round them, is practically all the excavation which will have to
be done before starting the ooncretc.
Just above the dam site, as is generally the case where there has been a granite upheaval, tho bed of the creek is
fairly level, and admirably suited for a storage reservoir.
The catchment area of Moore Creek above tho proposed site for the dam is 23s square miles (fully four times as large
as necessary), the greater part consisting of wild rocky mountains. The present flow in the creek, after one of the driest
seasons known, is about 70,000 gallons per day, and I doubt if tho creek lias ever been lower, aa it appears to be fed by
springs and soakages.
Under the authorised pumping system it was proposed to provide engine-power sufficient to supply 30 gallons per
head per diem to a population of 10,000, or moro than twice tho present inhabitants. I have, therefore, provided for a
supply of not less than 300,000 gallons per day, although I consider a much less quantity would supply Tamworth for very
many years to come. Still, as the site for the storage reservoir is such an economical one, and as the surplus water is
always available for supply of power to the electric lighting plant, the full supply may as well he provided for in the first
instance.
The following table gives approximately tho comparative contents, cost, and storage capacity of a reservoir, with
dam of different heights on the site selected :—

Height.

Cubic yards concrete.

Cost,

________
30 feet.
35 „
40 „

Storage Capacity in gallons.

£

1,030
1,530
2,300

1,860
2,700
3,850

16,500,000
28,000,000
39,000,000

As previously stated, the present flow in the creek amounts to about 70,000 gallons per day. It is possible that in
even drier years than the present the flow for a time may be less. Taking it, therefore, at 50,000 per day, a 30foot dam would provide for a period of sixty-six days without rain ; a 40-foot dam for 156 days, while the 35-foot dam
would provide for 112 days.
The average rainfall at Tamworth is about 23 inches per annum, and is probably heavier on the mountains where
Moore Creek rises. I think, therefore, that with a 35-foot dam, Tamworth misht rely on a permanent supply of 300 000
gallons per day.
“
'
’
The catchment area is a very large one—nearly three times as great as that of the Armidale supply. One inch
flowing off it would yield the enormous quantity of 341 million gallons.
The elevation of Moore Creek at the site of the proposed dam is about 1,000 feet above the railway station in
*i._ i
i
i.t„
**i.--c
^
-' '
There is, therefore, a very
f have marked for the pipc.
ii
- *
-------ructed at this poiuta6-meh
pipe would supply it at the rate of 380,000 gallons per day (some authorities give higher discharges, up to 420,000).
It might, however, he better to construct a service reservoir nearer tho town, as the distance from the gap to the railway
station is 21 miles.
'
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A fairly good site can be found on a bill in the recreation reserve, near the rifle range. The length of pipe line to
Esq., M.I.C.E. roach this spot would bo nearly J2A miles, anil the distance from the railway station 1 mile. This is, however, a matter
for the surveyor to decide in consultation with the Municipal Council. For tile purpose of estimate, 1 have taken that the
20 Dec. 18tfo, 3erv‘ce reservo‘1'^ 011
’

t
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On the map that accompanies this report I have marked the general course of the pipe-line in red. This track is
fairly easy, and follows Crown lands and public roads where possible. About fi miles, however, would be through private
land (provision for the resumption of a narrow strip being made in the estimate).
It is possible that a shorter pipe-line may he found by survey, and in order to assist whoever is sent to do this work
I have hud the features put on to the map. I am inclined to think, however, that the pipe-line as shown in red will be
found the cheapest m the end. It would not pay to shorten the pipe-line at the expense of so much loss of head as would
entail a larger pipe being used.
_
_
_
A very great saving has resulted from being able to use so small a main as 0 inches in diameter, winch will actually
discharge 80,000 gallons more than what the consumption is estimated to lie for double the present population.
This excess will go to compensate for loss through friction of rivet-heads.
On actual surveys being made it may bo found that my aneroid levels arc not very correct. I do not, however,
think the fall will he found much less than what I have stated, as my levels were checked up and down on two different
days, on the latter of which the barometric pressure was wonderfully steady. With the same instrument in the ease of
Junee Water Supply the maximum error was only 25 feet.
The general course of the pipe-line is through easy country. The get-away from the dam for a few hundred yards
is difficult, the pipe having to pass under the boulder shown m one of the photos. Owing, however, to the sudden fall of
the laud the pipe soon reaches the top of the spur, where the ground is sandy and free from rocks for half a mile. Ine
curve across the end of the spur and the drop into the creek will be more difficult, but from thence onward the course is
easy till the limestone quarries arc reached, lieyond the second crossing of Moore Creek. Here the surveyor must select
the route most free from rock, shortening the pipe-line as much as possible without interfering with the hydraulic grade.
The remainder of the pipe-line to Tam worth is through easy red-soil country.
.
After the first crossing of Moore Creek the statical head on the pipes will he about 650 feet, and will remain pretty
constant for the next 4 miles, as the line follows the base of the mountains. At the second crossing of the creek the head
will be about i)50 feet, and from thence it decreases to 700 feet at the service reservon.
Owing to the great pressure to be resisted, it is important that the pipe should not be larger tlian necessary.
The pipe I would propose would be C inches in diameter (side to side, and not from rivet-head to rivet-head) of J-inch
steel double rivetted, spigot and socket similar to those supplied for Junee Water Supply, only 1J inches smaller. I
would, however, recommend that a recess should he given to keep the lead-joint from blowing, and that the pipes should
be dipped into asphaltum composition of a tougher nature.
The bursting head of a6-inch steel pipe J-iuch thick may be taken as over 3,000 feet.
The safe working head in England would be taken as about 833 feet, while in America 1,500 feet would be allowed.
I do not think, therefore, that the pipe need lie any thicker than J inch, even where it crosses the croek tho second
time under a head of 950 feet.
_
As to the quality of the water above the falls in Moore Creek there can he no question. The gathering ground is
generally granite and too poor ever to be used for anything but grazing purposes.
The waterappears to be very soft and is beautifully clear. I had no bottle with me or I would have taken a sample
for analysis, but really it is not necessary.
Should a sample he taken at any future time care should be exercised that it is taken from above the falls, as a
sample taken low down in Moore Creek would contain lime, as well as other minerals, from Back Creek.
_
There is one important advantage which this gravitation supply will possess, viz., that it will be available for the
production of power.
_
The streets of Tamworth are lit by electricity, which is generated by steam power. The plant is owned and worked
by the Municipal Council, and there is no reason why an auxiliary generating station should not be established at the
proposed service reservoir.
As previously stated, the proposed G-inch main will discharge 80,000 gallons in excess of what the requirements of
Tamworth will amount to for many years to come. It will, therctorc, cause no inconvenience if the discharge is cheeked
back (for, say, five hours a day), sufficiently to raise the pressure in the main.
Allowing a difference of 700 feet in level between the storage and serviec reservoirs and a length of 10^ miles of
6-inch pipe the full discharge wifi be at the rate of about 265 gallons per minute, and the pressure at the outlet zero. By
contracting the outlet till the discharge is reduced to 150 gallons per minute tho pressure will be raised to about 205 lb. to
the square inch. Theoretically this should produce 21 horse power. IVith a well-constructed “ Pelton wheel ” an efficiency
of 85 per cent, will he obtained, or an actual horse power of IS. Mo loss of water will result, as, alter driving the
“ Pelton wheel’'the water will fall into the service reservoir, tho only difference being a reduction of 6,900 gallons per
hour in the rate of supply to the service reservoir, which would not he missed, as the power would only lie required for a
few hours a day.
Though IS horse power would not be sufficient to light the whole town it would materially assist.
Moreover in wet seasons when the creek is running strongly and not so much water being used for domestic purposes,
an additional 19 horse power could be obtained by allowing 17,400 gallons per hour to run to waste in the river through the
reticulation pipes. By having, therefore, two power stations, one at the service reservoir, and the other near the present
generating station, a total of 37 actual horse power would he available at a cost of 17,400 gallons per hour to run to
waste.
Unless a 9-inch pipe is laid from the service reservoir, the power will be considerably reduced I think, therefore the
9J-inch steel pipe which was sent to Tamworth for the pumping main should be utilised, the remainder of the town con
nection being made up of the 6-itirh cast-iron pipes which will be to spare from the eastern end of the town, 1 need hardly
point out that this additional 19 horsepower would only be available for a poition of the day, as otherwise the service
reservoir would lose more than it gained—as, however, the electric light is only needed for, say, five hours a day, this
would not matter as the loss would only amount to 87,000 gallons, leaving about 258,000 gallons for domestic and other
requirements,
As the estimated consumption is based on a population of 10,000 it would he quite safe for Tamworth to count on
having 90,000 gallons per day to spare for many years to come, oven in the driest seasons.
.
By the time the population of Tamworth reaches 10,000 so much electric lighting will be required that the 37 horse
power will not be of so much value—but at present it should be sufficient to light the whole of the streets.
This question of electric lighting should be carefully considered when the plans are being prepared, and tho work
designed so that no additional work or alterations will be required in case the council decide to utilise the water power.
I have prepared the scheme and estimate so as to include all the pipes at present lying at Tamworth,
Owing to the service main coming into the town at the western end, it ■will he possible to do away with about 1A
miles of unproductive G-inch reticulation pipes at the eastern end, and utilise them, together with the wrought-stee 1
pumping main, for the connection between the service reservoir and the town.
The estimated cost of the works is as follows
Ertimatc.

Storage reservoir (capacity 28,000,000 gallons)................................................................................
Pipe main (G-inoh steel—10.V miles) ................................................................. ................................
Service reservoir (500,000 gallons) ...................................................................................................
Beticnlation and service main (pines already provided) ................................................................
Land....................................... . . ............. .. ...................................................................................
Surveys, engineering and contingencies ............................................................................................

£2,700
8,610
1,360
14,260
310
2,723

£29,953
Total
(Say) £30,000.
The cost of the pumping scheme was estimated at £22,500, and this amount was approved of by the Public Work
Committee,
Subsequently
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SuVisetjueiitly the amount of reticulation was considerabty reduced, and the price of labour having fallen, the work
would probably have been carried for somewhat less, even making allowance for compliance with the conditions as to tosting of drift imposed by the Committee.
The estimated working expenses of the pumping scheme were£560, which, capitalised at 4% and added to the cost of
the scheme, will bring it above that of the proposed gravitation supply.

43(5. Is this as regards the scheme now before the Committee ? No ; it only deals with the amounts and
quantities iu a general way. The site of the dam under consideration of the Committee is placed higher
up the creek.
437. Do I understand from your remarks that the difficulty in regard to the gravitation for Tamworth
hitherto has been the absence of sufficient force to carry the water over the range ? Yes.
438. Can I further infer that that difficulty would still csist, were it not that by the uso of steel pipes
you have a conveying power sufficiently strong to stand the extra force made necessary by these ranges?
Yes; if wc had to use cast-iron pipes to stand a 1,000-feet head, tho cost would be so much that it would
simply put the scheme out of tho range of possibility.
439. You say there is a fall of 700 feet from the proposed catchment area to the foot of the cliff ? Yes.
440. What is the height of the highest intervening range between the bottom of the dam and the town
of Tamworth ? 700 feet.
441. You mean to say that the water has again to rise 700 feet ? No; the height of the range at the
back of Tamworth is about 320 feet over the railway station—that is the highest intervening point on
this line.
442. What is the height on the crest of the ridge? Approximately about 540 feet.
443. And tho next in height to that is the one you pointed out on the permanent common ; —as a matter
of fact at the point where the service reservoir will he is viewed hydraulically as the highest point? Yes;
that is the point nearest the town,
”
444. That is to say that the one which is physically the lowest point is hydraulically the highest? Yes;
because it is furthest away from the storage reservoir. It is the ruling point in the whole scheme.
445. AVe were led yesterday to imagine that tho other was ? Yrou can lower the other as much as you
wish by altering tho course of the line.
.
44(5. Wc had evidence yesterday which, to iny mind, was directly in opposition to that;—wo wore led to
understand that the crest of the range was the highest point ? The crest of the range is the first obstacle
to bo met with. It is possible to lower that as I said, but it is not possible to lower the second. In the
ease of the first obstacle you can take a different route, but it would not be advantageous to do so,
because you would then get the pressure on the pipes where you do not want it, besides lengthening the
line.
447. How far is the reservoir from the second obstacle ? I put tho service reservoir at the second
obstacle in my preliminary sketch. The present position of it is nearer the town.
448. How far is that from tho 320-feet obstacle ? It is not quite 1 mile nearer the town.
449. You proposed originally to have tho service reservoir on the top of that 320-feet range ? I left it
to the Municipal Council. They could either have it there or where it is at present.
450. What is tho height at which it is now proposed to be placed? About 240 feet over the railway
station.
454. Then there will be a lessening in the head oE about 80 feet ? Yes.
4!)'2. I have been looking at the photographs handed in to see if there was any view of tho cataract ? I
think it is shown in one of them. ■
453. Just now you said that Mr. Ponte supplied you with the plan of tho catchment area from the original
plans? He did not exactly supply me with a plan, but ho spent some time with me iu going over the
original plans in which the water-sheds arc marked, which wc transferred to this plan.
454. Are the original plans that you refer to the original plans made by the surveyor of the district?
Yes.
'
455. Tho pipe you recommend for this work is a (5-inch one, is it not? Yes.
456. But tho size of the pipe fo be used in carrying out the scheme is a 7-iuch ? Y'os; the reason for
the change is that tho Council asked us to givo them power enough for the generation of more electric light.
457. A ou think that with the increased size of pipe, providing that with the increase of the size of pipe the
strength of the pipe is proportionately increased, that there is an increase of water power up to a certain
point P 1 worked that out some time ago. J hand into the Committee statements giving particulars of
discharges of (5-incli and 7-inch pipes, with a fall of 64 foet per mile ; and showing the horse power to ho
derived from the water supply by using electric accumulators. They are as follows:—
TAMwoirnr Water Srm.v.
Tahoe

(Mooro Creek Gravitation Scheme.)
giving particulars of discharges of G-iuch and 7-ineh pipes with a fall nf tit feet per mile, calculated with Follit's
Slide Kulc (based on Box’s formula).

Diameter of ri|H’s.

Discharge £n frallons with fall of
Full pur mile Surplus
U4 feet per n ile.
Surplus supply required to
head
l>er
tfivu
available for
- 24
hours.
300,000
ifals.
power,
Day of
l^cr min. Hour*
per day.
per mile.
24 hours.

Total head derived from
miles of main available
for power.

11$

6 inches

270

16,200

388,800

88, S00 gals. 40 feet ... 24 feet .,. 276 ft. =118 lb. aq. in.

7 inches

095

23,700

5GS,8G0

268,000 gals. 20 feet ... 44 feet ... 506 ft. v- 217 lb. sq, in.

i
l
Consumption provided for ...

20St

12,500

300,000

21
E. B. Price,
Kaq^M.I.C.K.
20 Dec., 1895.
'
'
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E. B. Price,
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(Moore Creek Gravitation Scheme.)
Taele showing horse power to be derived from Water Supply by using Electric Accumulators.

20 Dec., 1895.

Horse power.

Gallons
per minute
disebanred.

Effective
head.

6 inches

20S

7 inches

215

Diameter of Pi])*!*?,
in inches.

Generator

Total h. p. hours
stored in
accumulators

Effective electric
output of
accuimiifitors per
hour for tl\c hourh.

50 h.p.

Theoretical.

Pelton wheel.

276 feet

17

144

12*

294

506 feet

33

28

23J

570

f
97 h.p.

Note.—These powers are calculated by using Box’s formula, and allowing an efficiency of 35 per emit, to “Pelton
wheel,-1 “ generator,and electric accumulators, respectively.

458. Whiit is the proposed capacity of tho service reservoir ? 500,000 gallons. __
450. Do I understand you to say tlmt if it is proposed to light the town by electricity the capacity of the
service reservoir is so limited that it would be necessary to dissipate a large quantity of water—as far as
I can see from your figures somewhere about 87,000—through the reticulation pipes over that which is
necessary for the generation of the electric light P I think your question refers to my first proposal,
which was to light the town direct without the aid of storage batteries.
,
400. I understand you to say that it would not be possible to use sufficient water power to generate elec
tricity for the supply of the whole town unless a large quantity of water were allowed to run to waste
through the reticulation pipes? No; the steel main will discharge into this reservoir on the top of the
hill, and instead of letting it discharge at full bore, you close it by means of a jot—you put a nozzle on
to the end of it,
•
4(51. That would increase the pressure ou the pipe, would it not? Yes, that is what you want.
462. And would that be dangerous ? No.
463. I think you told us what quantity of wafer would he necessary to generate sufficient electricity fo
light the whole town? 300,000 in twenty-four hours is what is required.
'
404. That is what is supplied? Yes ; you do not waste any water. If you wish to generate 97 h.p., and
you have 7-inch pipes, you must run 300,000 gallons through into the reservoir in twenty-four hours.
465. The reservoir has a holding capacity of 500,000 gallons ? Yes.
406. Did I understand you to say that there were some subsidiary reservoirs to be constructed in connec
tion with tho electric-lighting ? I think not.
467. Mr. Jtmuphery.'l Have you provided for an ample water supply and sufficient power for olcctriclighting purposes, and complied with the requirements of the Council In regard to their electric-lighting
scheme ? The scheme before the Committee provides sufficient water for the town, and sufficient power
to not only light the streets but all the important buildings in the town.
468. When you say that you have a reservoir to contain half-a-million gallons, and the consumption will
not exceed 300,000 gallons, are you speaking of the present consumption or of the probable consumption,
in the future, with tho population of the town double ? Of the probable consumption of the future.
409. The present consumption is about 130,000 gallons, is it not? Yes.
470. That being the case, will it be necessary to run through your pipe for providing an electric power
300,000 gallons daily ? Yes ; that provides for the increase of the town.
471. But dealing wnth the town as it is at present—will 130,000 gallons give you 20-horse power ? Yes.
472. As a matter of fact, at the present time it would not be necessary that any water should go to waste,
because the supply is more than would be required, and tho passage of 130,000 gallons through the pipe
would supply all the electric-lighting needed ? Yes. 1
473. With regard to the cost, you told the Committee that you had already stored a supply of pipes
ready for use iu connection with this reticulation ;—how did you estimate them ? I did not estimate
them. I look the actual cost, but allowed so much for layiug them.
474. Can you speak of any scheme similar to tho one under consideration;—do you know of any similar
scheme that has been carried out ? Yes; the one at Junee.
475. Has the Junee dam been completed ? All hut plastering the top of the dam.
476. What distance have you brought the water in that case ? Twenty-one and a-half miles.
477. What is the daily delivery ? 304,000 gallons.
478. Are the pipes used steel pipes ? Tes.
479. What head have you there ? Tho maximum head there is 630 feet. The maximum head of this
scheme is close on 1,000 feet.
480. In preparing these figures for the consideration of the Committee, have you been guided by the
actual cost at .1 mice? Yes; I took the cost at Lithgow, Armidalo, and Junee. The price allowed for
concrete here is a good deal higher than any of them.
481. Then the estimate supplied to this Committee will exceed, if anything, the actual cost ? The
estimate of £35,000 supplied to the Committee will more than do the work.
482. You arc satisfied that if the scheme is carried out it will be a success? Yes.
483. How much have you provided for the dam at Tamworth ? You had better let Mr. Davis give you
those details.
4S4. As to the qualify of the water—have you taken any steps to test its purity ? 1 did not myself, but
the Mayor of Tamworth had an analysis made of it, and it fumed out to be splendid wafer. I think M r.
Davis also got a report on it from Mr. Hamlet, who says that it is especially good water,
485. What data had jou for the estimate for the area of the water-shed;—did you make a personal
examination of the whole place? I was over some of it on horseback, but I got the original plans from
the District Surveyor, Mr. Poatc. They show every creek, and we marked the water-shed from that on
to this.
486. Mr. Wright.'] Ts the catchment area alienated ? A great part of it is. One side of tho river is an
annual lease; it is wretchedly poor country.
4S7. "Mr. Humpher)/.] Did you make any test as to the volume of water falling over tho cliff ? When I
gauged it, it was about 70,000 gallons per day.
4SS.
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4SS. Can you conserve the whole of the water fallinir over the clifl? We can only conBorve a hnndreth H. B. PricL-,
part of it.
Esq., JO.C.E.
480. jVfy question is on the assumption that there is not sufficient fall in the dry season ? You cannot rw(Y
impound anything like what falls.
.
ec'’
400. My meaning is this—supposing that in a very dry season you have only 50,000 gallons per day
falling, what proportion of that can you impound in your reservoir? The whole of it.
401. In answer to a question put yesterday, it was stated that if there should he no rainfall for 11G days
there would be sufficient in the dam io supply the town during that period ? Yes.
402. So that if the worst came to the worst you would always have at least 50,000 gallons a day ? Yes.
I may mention that I do not think it is likely that the storage reservoir will he required more than one
year in every three.
.
403. Jiff. Soaking,'] Mr. Humphery asked you respecting the Junee Water Supply;—is the dam there
completed ? It is completed all but the plastering of the top.
404. Have they succeeded in impounding as much water as they expected ? They have not closed tho
valve yet.
405. Would there he as much water caught there as at Moore Creek? The catchment is just exactly
four times as great as at Junee.
496. Have you been over Ibe whole extent of this proposed water scheme from the waterfall right down
to Tamworth? Yes.
497. Have you been over it yourself ? Yes.
408. And you prefer this scheme to a pumping scheme? Yes. It depends on what would be the cost
of the pumping scheme, though.
409. In your evidence before the last Committee, you said that you preferred a pumping scheme ? If
this gravitation scheme was to cost £50.000, or oven £45,000,1 would prefer a pumping scheme; but if
it cost anything below £40.000 I would prefer a gravitation scheme.
■
500. With respect to the dam, will you not have to make a cement bottom for it, seeing that the granite
there is very jointy, and there are very large crevices between the boulders? The granite round the
immediate site of the reservoir is rather solid.
501. 1 ou would have a large body of water impounded above tbe dam besides that immediately against
the wall—is not that composed of jointed granite rock with large crevices ? It is wonderfully close
granite—in fact, it is like one flat rock, every piece of stone having been swept down over the falls with
the rush of water.
502. Over the extent of 23 acres? All the way np the creek for a mile I could not see a boulder of any size.
503. Moore Creek is a tributary of the Cockburn River, is it not? It runs into the Attunga, 14 miles
below Tamworth.
504. Mr, Olarke,] Hid you not, on a former occasion, recommend a pumping scheme in preference to a
gravitation supply from the Cockburn River, as recommended by Mr. Gripps ? That is a very different
scheme to this.
1
•
505. I suppose you were responsible for the scheme recommended by the Public Works Committee not
being carried out? I was instrumental in stopping it.
506. Then you say that this scheme is preferable to any other? Yery much.
507. What quantity of rain at the present time would fill the dam that you say would contain 35,000,000
gallons ? A. thunderstorm of 2 inches would fill it ten times over.
503. Are the pipes through which it is proposed to carry the water from the reservoir into Tamworth to
he steel pipes? Yes, riveted or welded; it is not decided which.
509. Do you consider them preferable to cast-iron? They are very much preferable when there is heavy
pressure. A steel pipe has a certain amount of elasticity; a eastoron pipe has not.
510. Will they last much longer than the other pipes ? It is very hard to say how long a steel pipe will
last; they have not been in uso long enough to say; it all depends on the coating. If the ashphaltuin is
knocked off, or is badly put on, they will corrode quicker. If it is well put on there is no saying how
long they will last. I have seen ashphaltum over 1,000 years old, and it appeared to be as good as ever.
511. I suppose there is no danger of contamination at the catchment area, is there ? Ho ; there is only
one person living on the watershed, and he is a shepherd, I think.
512. Is there any country fit for farming purposes between the proposed reservoir and Tamworth? Yes ;
there is some farming land at the summit of-the range, between the creek and the town. There is some
very good red soil country there.
513. Mr. Trickfiit.] Would you mind giving us a little more detail as to what caused you to go from tho
old to the new in regard to this question of water supply? I always had my doubts about the pumping
scheme, because I never thought that the country was properly explored. 1 went so far as to say so to
Mr. Harley, but he thought that as so many officers had been there from the Department, and so many
private engineers had been over the country, that it must be well explored. When Mr. Hickson came into
office, and the questions of the pumping engines came before him, I suggested to him that before he
accepted them he should let me make another exploration of the country, as I said that I had an idea that
something might be found, 1 thought that in such a mountainous region the site for a gravitation scheme
could surely be got. Mr. Hickson told me to go and examine tbe country, which I did, with the result
as stated in my report.
514. Then all through you desired to obtain a gravitation scheme in preference to a pumping scheme?
Yes; I would always give a gravitation scheme the preference over a pumping scheme, provided it
could be constructed at a reasonable cost.
■
515. Had you any reason to change your view as to the purity of the water to be obtained under the
pumping scheme ? Ho; my opinion was borne out by Mr. Hamlet.
616. As far as you are concerned, you arc still of opinion that first-class water could have been got at the
drift? Yes.
517. Have you got the quantities for the expense of the catchment dam ? Ho; Mr. Davis would have them.
518. You have given us the minimum flow of water at the fall in the dry season as 40,000 gallons per
day. Have you been able to ascertain what would bo the maximum flow of water? I have seen proofs
that the water has gone over there.10 feet deep.
519. Was that in consequence of continuous rain, or after a heavy shower ? A thunderstorm of 2 inches
would make it 10 feet deep in that gorge.
620.
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E. B. Price,^ 520. I want to know particularly whether you think the ground that will be covered by these 35 acres of
Esq.,MJ.Ch. atorago water is of a good holding character? You cannot have any better holding ground. It is
20^^1895 suPer’or 4:0 Prospect °r the Junee reservoir.
’ 521. Therefore you think the scheme is sound in every way ? Yon would lose no water from that reser
voir, except by evaporation.
522. Some questions were asked by Mr. Hickson yesterday with regard to the life of those steel pipes.
What has been your experience in that respect ? My experience on steel pipes extends over only about
ten. years. I have, however, read a great deal about them. At the time of the Junee inquiry I went
into the question thoroughly, and I looked into every book on the question that I could find. The
longest life that I could find any mention of was forty years, and they were wrought iron pipes. In
America there are some wrought-iron pipes thirty years old. Itwasat the time the country was engaged in
the war and the price of cast-iron pipes went up enormously and they made pipes out of sheet-iron,
which they dipped in Portland cement. In France they found that asphaltum was bettor, and they
dipped wrought-iron pipes in it, and now steel pipes are dipped in it.
523. Then you consider that tho life of these pipes is almost indefinite ? Providing the coating is put on
well. This is so important that I would feel almost inclined to have a chemist watch them being dipped.
524. Is the cost of dipping included in the present instance? Yes.
525. Is it a heavy item ? The Junee pipes cost £2i ]9s, per ton delivered at the railway ready dipped.
526. Is that the most modern way of treating these pipes ? Yes.
527. Does the creek water affect these pipes in a very marked degree? No water will affect the
asphaltum, but if the asphaltum gets knocked off then the softer the water the more they are affected;
hard water does not affect them so much.
'
523. Yon remember that in the Junee scheme when the supply became very low the water became of
a very brackish character; docs that prevail here ? No; when there was simply a little trickling in the
creek tho water was perfectly pure.
529. How long do you estimate it would take to have these works carried out? About two years. The
pipes are yet to be made, and you must import the steel.
530. You say the steel pipes must bo imported? Yes; import the plates. They could'have the work
completed and the water turned on in two years.
531. The pipe main from the catchment dam to the service reservoir takes a very tortuous course?
It does.
532. Is that absolutely necessary for the purpose of having the pipe on the ground all the way there?
Yes ; the bends are necessary to avoid rough ground. There is nothing so expensive as laying a pipe in
ground where you have to cut through boulders. It is far cheaper to got smooth ground, even if you
have to go round a bit.
533. One part of the line runs through private land, does it not ? Yes.
534. Would they not have to be compensated ? Yes, T think so.
535. The question of compensation for putting a pipe through is not very large, is it ? No ; I think it is
about £2 per acre, which is about £4 per mile.
536. What width do you lake in along the line? About 10 feet.
537. Do you resume that portion ? We resume it, but we do not fence it.
,
53S. Would there be any cost for severance ? Wc have paid no severance at Junee.
539._ Mr. Lee.) Regarding the life of these pipes, do you think they would last 100 years ? I would not
put it so high as that unless extreme care is taken with the coating.
540. You are aware that if this scheme is earned out it will be under the Country Towns Water Supply
and Sewerage Act, under loan from the Government, to be repaid in 100 years. "l wish to ask in what
position the project will stand ? The way I have always looked at it is that in (say) fifty years the town
would have to increase its supply by laying an additional pipe-main.
“
511. But under the primary working provision for repayment of interest, and so much for repayment of
capital, there is no provision made in that for the maintenance of the water supply? I think I have
provided for maintenance. I know I allowed £200 per year for expenses in the case of Junee.
51-2. Who is supposed to pay the cost of maintenance? The Council.
543. Independent of the charge levied by fhe Government? Yes.
544. Then your proposal is on the assumption that in fifty years time the population will bo doubled, or
at any rate increased largely ;—what provision have you made for increase in the supply? You could
put three or four more dams, if necessary, on that creek higher up, holding 30,000,000 or 40,000,000
gallons, and could save 100,000,000 gallons if you wished quite easily.
545. But suppose in that time that portion of the creek lias been settled upon, and become liable to
contamination ? I hardly think that you will ever see settlement on that creek—it is too poor,
546. That is the way you suggest provision may be made for additional supply ? ' Yes.
547. The experience is that as population increases the consumption will be very much larger;—then the
revenue derived by the Council will be proportionately increased to meet the demands of the Govern
ment? Yes.
548. And to provide for an increased supply they would have to put in additional pipes ? Yes ; it would
cost them £1,000 a mile to put iu a little larger piping.
549. What provision have you made for the outlet of surplus water ? It flows over the top of the dam.
550. Do you estimate a concrete dam will be of sufficient strength for that purpose? Yes; we always
allow- concrete dams to be overshot dams. We have had an overshot concrete dam at Goulburn seven
years, and it is as good now as when it wrns put up.
551. Is the wall of this dam to consist entirely of concrete? We intend to build it the same as the
Goulburn and Junee dams. We put a layer of concrete in first and then wo put in big stones bedded in
concrete, and then with a layer of very rich concrete about 18 inches thick on the inner face.
552. Would it require very careful working in putting it down ? Yes; it requires to be very carefully
done.
'
553. Have you engineers in your Department who have carried out this work satisfactorily in other places ?
Yes, Mr. Harold Blomficld. I do not think you w-ould get a more careful man than he is.
554. Supposing the dam were to give way, would it endanger the town of Tamworth? No; it would
flow about 15 miles below Tamworth into the river.
555.
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555. I would like to know how it is proposed to hold this catchment area—is it to be specially reserved _&•
for water purposes? 1 do not think it is proposed to specially reserve the whole area, but I presume that
any Crown lands there would be gazetted as water reserves. That is what has been done at .lunee.
2o"Dec~*1895
555. Supposing that in the course of a few years a mineral field broke out there, particularly an alluvial
’
field, in which the water would have to be used—in that case how are you to keep your water free from
contamination ? You cannot preserve it from contamination in that case, unless you put a small reservoir
higher up to act as a settling dam.
557. That would mean an additional cost ? It would, but not very much. It might be done with rough
stones and logs for about £500. Wo did that in the case of the new scheme for Armidale. We built
some log dams higher up to catch tho sand, and they worked well.
558. I notice you have made no provision for filter dams ? Ho ; we have filter dams in other places, and
they are never used.
559. Yon have some at West Maitland, have you not? Yes; but the water there is very different
from this.
'
550. But might not this be the same under some circumstances ? Ho.
561. You know that if water suddenly rushes over tbe country and goes into this reservoir it will ho in
a dirty state? It might be a little dirty, but along the course of the creek it flows through sand and
over little water falls, and by the time it would get to the dam it would be pretty well purided.
562. From the Engincer-in-Chief, it would appear that you have entirely discarded these filter dams as
quite unnecessar}'? Quite unnecessary.
563. Do you not think it would he very much better to put up an additional service reservoir? I do not
think it would be necessary ; we have no use for it. The only time that an additional reservoir might bn
required is when a pipe bursts, and I have never heard of a steel pipe bursting yet.
564.. Are pipes not likely to freeze in the winter season ? Ho ; not in this country,
505. But as a matter of fact they do ; I have known them to ? They might at Kiandra,
5G6. I have known them to iu this very locality ? Hot if they were underground ; the ground is a great
protection. It is very rarely, even in England, for an underground pipe to freeze. The fact of the water
flowing through them prevents that.
557. AVhat do you consider would be a wise supply of water to keep in the reservoir ? It would always
he full, except in the middle of the day perhaps, wheu there was a draw upon it.
.
558. It is supposed to hold 500,000 gallons, is it not? Yes.
560. And that, according to the present population to be served, will equal a three days’ supply ? Yes,
570. Supposing a pipe were to burst, and there was some difficulty and consequent delay in discovering
tho fracture, what position would the people be in then? There would never be any difficulty in dis
covering fractures.
571. But what would be the result if the water ran out ? Well, the people would be in just the same
condition as they are at present. They would still have their present tanks.
572. Do you not think it is drawing the thing pretty fine to leave the people to this limited supply? I
do not think so.
.
573. You will admit that a severe accident to a pipe would put the people in a very precarious position?
Ho ; if the pipe were to burst it could be put in again in one day.
574. But supposing that the reservoir should bo empty for only one day, would that not take away the
hydrant power for all the houses in the town, and consequently leave the insurance offices without the
assistance of water to extinguish any fires? Yes ; I presume that if any accident like that occurred the
Council would put the people on a limited supply (say) 100,000 gallons a day, and then the water would
last five days.
575. Mr. JIassall.'] Were you right through that country round the catchment area where you propose
to build your dam up to the head of the creek ? I have been a good way up. I came in from Moonbi side,
576. That is from the road running up through Moonbi? Yes; I also came through Back Creek way,
]. may say that I do not know anything about the catchment area up at the extreme end of it, I have
never been up there.
577. You could not say whether the creek is fed by springs, or whether it is fed by the rains from the
hills ? Ho; I saw springs lower down though.
578. Then you know as a fact the creek is fed by springs ? Yes.
579. You say you made a pretty exhaustive examination of the country up towards Handle;—I suppose
you also examined the Cockburn River site ? Yes ; there was a splendid supply of water there, hut no
head. I also examined some springs which 1 have since heard called the Moonbi springs. I gauged
them, but I found that the supply from there was not sufficient for present requirements.
580. In all the country you examined you could not find as good a water supply with the same facilities
for impounding and qatchment as you discovered at the head of Moore Creek? I could not.
581. The pipe you propose to use in this scheme is a 6-inch one is it not ? Ho. 7.
582. Could you bring as much water in a 6-inch pipe by having a larger pressure than could be brought
in an 11-inch pipe as proposed by Mr. Gapps’ scheme ? Yes.
■
583. With regard to the question of cost the pumping scheme was estimated to cost £20,500, was it not?
Yes, it was.
584. The present scheme is estimated to cost £35,731 ? Yes, with a 7-inch pipe.
585. Have you any idea what reduction would result from a 6-inch pipe being used in place of a 7-inch
pipe ? Something over £2,000,
586. You agree that it would be belter to have a gravitation scheme to cost £33,000 than a pumping scheme
to cost £22,500? Yes.
587. For what reason ? If you take out the cost of working the pumps, engine-drivers’ wages, wear and
tear of engines, &c., and capitalise it, it would bring the cost of the pumping scheme up to more than the ■
■
gravitation scheme.
588. Then the tax on the people would be greater under the pumping scheme than under the gravitation
scheme? Yes.
589. And for that reason you now advance the present scheme in preference to the pumping scheme ? Yos.
500. With regard to the site for the dam, you say it is one of the host in the Colony? It is one of the
, best I have ever seen, being on solid rock.
375—D
591.
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inking a site for the dam, were you guided by surface indications ? Yes, for the preliminary
, >-report; but for the detailed report trenches would be cut to test the ground.
20 Dee., 1895. ^92. From your^examination of tbe locality, you say that the bed of fhe creek where you propose to erect
the dam was solid rock ? Yes ; the site I chose was solid rock ; but I may mention that the site at the
present time is some 900 feet further up the creek.
■
593. With regard to the surplus water, you propose to have an overshot dam ? Yes.
594. And being built on solid granite, you do not think the force of water would have any effect on it ?
No.
595. Do you put boulders at the back to break the force of the water ? We do at G-oulbnrn, but wo do
not require to do so here.
596. You estimate that the service reservoir will have a capacity of half a million gallons, and that it
will cost £1,350? That was my estimate. I do not know what the new estimate is. 1 may say that
that was the actual cost of the Junee reservoir.
o97. Is the reservoir at Junee the same size as the proposed one under consideration ? Yes.
598. A question has been asked with regard to what would happen to the Town of Tamworth supposing
there should bo any intermission in the supply and a consequent exhaustion of the service reservoir,—
what in your opinion would it cost to double the service? Jt would cost about one-third more.
599. For (say) £2,000 you could put down a service reservoir that would hold 1,000,000 gallons ? Yes ;
I think, though, that 500,000 gallons is sufficient to ]ast during the period of repairs. It does not take
long to put a pipe in, because there are always pipes left along the line of route.
600. Taking into consideration that you would use (say) 300,000 a dayfrom your service reservoir, and
that it would only last you two days at the outside, do you think that therepairs would be effected in two
days ? Yes; the repairs can tie done in one day. It would take another day to fill the pipe gradually.
601. You do not think it advisable to go to tbe extra expense of constructing a larger reservoir?
;
.
if they were cast-iron pipes I would go for a bigger reservoir.
’
.
602, "With steel pipes you do not think it necessary ? Ido not.
003. M?\ Fegan.] Being the pioneer of the scheme, I suppose you have been complimented by the
Minister for originating it ? Well, yes.
604. How long have you been in the Department ? Ten years.
605. From an answer to a question by Mr. Black in reference to electric lighting, I gather that there is
no necessity for any waste of water in giving sufficient power to light the town ? No ; if there are
storage batteries there is no necessity to waste any water.
606. Can you give us any reason why this country was not explored sooner when tbe Department was
thinking over a scheme for the water supply of Tamworth ? It is very hard to say. It is partly owing
to the way tho scheme was got up. About fifteen years ago it was first started. At that time tbe Council
wanted a reservoir to impound some water at the back of the town, but when trial shafts were sunk at
the site of the dam they found no bottom. An officer was sent up from the Department and he was
there some months, hut he never inspected a great deal of the countiy, and instead of looking further
out for a suitable site they went to the river and pumped. I may say that at that time there were no such
things as steel pipes known, and this scheme would be out of the question without steel pipes.
60/, Would not cast-iron pipes do? No j cast-iron pipes have to he about three-quarters of an inch
thick to resist the pressure, and then they would cost £1,800 instead of £800 per mile.
608. But the stress in a gravitation scheme is not nearly so high as in a pumping scheme ? No.
609. Therefore, being a gravitation scheme, it would require three-quarter inch cast-iron pipes ? Yes ;
I calculate it takes three-quarter inch iron pipes to be safe.
’
610. What lengths of pipes have you to lay ? Eleven and a half miles.
.
611. Can you tell me how much you think it would he possible for the Council to place to a sinking fund
under this new scheme—something like £700, would it not ? I think about £500 a year.
612. In an emergency such as the bursting of one of these pipes, they could put down a double line of
to replace them if necessary ? Yon can duplicate the present pipe for £10,000. The Council should
le to save enough money to provide for duplication in about twenty years.
613. Mr. Roberts.] I understand that since Air. Hickson was appointed Engincer-in-Chief for Public
Works, you suggested to him that you should be allowed to visit Tamworth with a view to investigating
this water supply ? Yes ; I think it was on the 10th April last.
614. It would be interesting to know what caused you to make that application wore you dissatisfied
with tbe previous scheme which had been adopted by the Parliamentary Public Works Committee ? I
was not dissatisfied altogether, but I began to think there might be something better. I had been
frequently travelling to Armidale in connection with the new water supply there, and passing by tbe
Moonbi Bnnges, and when I saw those great mountains out there I began to think that surely there must
be a possibility of getting a good site for a gravitation scheme.
615. You looked upon the cost of Mr. Gripps’ scheme as far too high, did you not ? No ; far too low
616. I understood you to say that it was estimated at £50,000 ? That is tbe cost of making a proper
scheme. It provides for a pipe instead of a ditch.
1
617. Have you heard if Mr. G-ipps has expressed any opinion on the present suggestion ? I saw several
letters in the Tamworth paper that was sent to me by some friend, in which Mr. Gripps still protests that
there is no sight for a dam at the head of Moore Creek. Of course, the Committee can settle that matter
when they go up there themselves.
618. You think that the present scheme is pretty well all that can be desired ? It is an exceptionally
good scheme.
r
J
619. Mr. Wright.] In speaking just now of a possible fracture to these pipes, have you made any arrange
ments for turning off the water ? 'Wc have retension valves put in every 1 or 2 miles.
• 620. How long will it take to empty the pipes ? A very short time.
'
621 How long would it take to refill? If the pipe burst it would probably empty the pipe-lino for
4 miles, and the refilling would have to be done very gradually. It would take, perhaps, twelve hours
622. Chairman.] Tbe retension valves are automatic ? Yes.
623. Mr. Wright] In your statement I think you spoke about tho possible electric lighting of Tamworth
and you spoke of the number of tons of power you would require—what was the number you said ? It
is reckoned in foot pounds. The number of horse-power hours would be 570.
624
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624. Do you think that ninety-five horse-power is sufficient to drive the dynamos? It would require a E.B.Price,
Pelton wheel of twenty-eight-horse power, and that would be working twenty-four hours a day.
Ef[j.llt.T.C.E.
623. Did you ever go into the question as to what it would cost for a Pelton wheel and electric
dynamos, &c. The Pelton wheel would cost about £100, and there are twcugenerators which would cost ^ Bee., 1895,
about £250 apiece.
626. Do you think the Pelton wheel and dynamos can be put np for £400 ? Yes.
627. Under your scheme you are perfectly satisfied that you will have not only abundance of water for
all possible contingencies, but also abundance of generating power to light the town ? Yes.
625. You advocated tho pumping scheme for Tamworth ? Yes, in preference to Mr. Gipps’ gravitation
scheme,
62!). Have you had any experience of pumping from river drifts ? Yes; Dubbo is a case in point.
630. Would you be surprised if I said that 15 miles this side of Dubbo I saw the bed of the river drained
witli a galvanised hand-pump ? That could not have been in the old bed.
631. Have you never known the river to be dry at Dubbo ? No.
632. That is the only experience you have had ? Yes, of river drifts.
633. Of course you are aware that the catchment of the Macquarie is very much Larger than the catchment
urea of the Peel ? It is very much larger.
•
634. 1 have taken the trouble to check your figures, and I find that an area of 22a- square miles gives you
350,000,000 gallons of water with a rainfall of an inch ; so there seems to be no possibility of a failure ?
Hardly.
635. Chairman.] Will you prepare a brief statement of the four different water-supply schemes for
Tamworth, giving the reasons why you rejected the pumping scheme, the Cockburn River, the Moonbi
Spring, and Goonoo Goonoo schemes, for the information of the Committee at a later stage ? Yes.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Edward Bellingham Price, Esq,, M. Inst. C.E., Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works, sworn,
and further examined :—
636. Chairman.] The Committee asked you at their last meeting to state definitely the reasons why you
rejected the water-supply schemes to which I then referred? Yes ; my reasons are as follows :—
Damping Scheme.—The annual cost of working, if capitalised and added to cost of construction,
renders the scheme more expensive than the proposed Moore Creek gravitation scheme. It also provides
no power for electric lighting.
QocMmrn Mirer.—The fall in the river is so slight that it would he necessary to go at least 17 miles
to obtain sufficient head to supply the town, and a pipe fully 11 inches in diameter would be required to
deliver 300,000 gallons per day. Even then the higher portions of the town would not be supplied. The
cost of the scheme would be fully £15,000 greater than that from Moore Creek.
Moonbi Springs.-—Yea elevation of the springs and of the creeks in the neighbourhood is not
sufficient to supply the higher portions of the town, even by using a large pipe. The supply from the
springs is quite insufficient, and cannot be increased, while that from the creeks would require to be
impounded, and there is no site for a reservoir, Tho pipe-line would be longer than that from Moore
Creek.
’
Goonoo Goonoo and NundJe.—Sufficient elevation cannot be obtained on any suitable stream in this
direction without going an unreasonable distance.
637. Mr. Dames.] How did you come to make this discovery of a scheme at Moore Creek ? I had an idea
that Moore Creek, as it rises in the Moonbies, might come from a very high tableland. I noticed that
there was granite formation obtruding through slate formation, and the experience 1 had gained at Junee
was tlmt where that occurred you might expect to find a waterfall.
638. Did Mr. Poatc, the district surveyor, give you any information as to Moore Creek ? None, until
three days after I had been to the place. I then called upon him and asked him to define the watershed,
and he did so.
639. He did not suggest to yon that the probabilities were that a gravitation scheme would he discovered
by making an inspection at tho head of Moore Creek ? No. I never met Mr. Poate until three days
after J had found this scheme was possible. When I informed the Mayor of it, he said, ''We will call
and see Mr. Poate"; and he afterwards gave me information about the watershed.
640. You were strongly in favour of the scheme originally proposed by the Department? I never wrns
very strongly in favour of it. ^ 1 thought it was a good pumping scheme—that was all I knew of it.
fiG. Was not your former evidence in favour of the scheme of the Department? 1 recommended the
pumping scheme in preference to Mr. Gipps’ gravitation scheme.
642. At that time, had you not a strong feeling in favour of pumping from the shingle or the bed of the
river ? Not in preference to a good gravitation scheme, if it could be obtained. The Junee Water Supply
was to have been a pumping scheme, but 1 turned it into a gravitation scheme.
643. Mr. Hoskins.] Do you think the new scheme at Junee will answer ? 1 think so, if we get a shower
of rain.
644. Mr. Dames.] Tho scheme originally proposed for supplying Tamworth permanently with water was a
pumping scheme ? Yes.
645. And you gave strong evidence in favour of it ? It was a good pumping scheme.
646.

E. B. Price,
E?q.,M:XC.E.
7 Jon., 1896.
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646. I believe you also advocated tbe scheme for the supply of water to Cootamundra i1 That was not
my scheme.
647. But you supported it? Yes; I thought it was worth trying.
'
7 Jan., 1896.
648. Also the scheme at Partes ? Yes.
649. Have not those schemes failed? Both have practically failed, and the wonder is that other schemes
have not failed considering the dry year we have had.
_
.
650. One of your strongest reasons for advocating a gravitation scheme is probably the tailure ot the
schemes to which you have referred ? The pumping schemes referred to had not failed at the time of niy
first advocacy of a gravitation scheme. It is over a year ago since I first spoke of seeking for a gravitation
scheme at Tamworth.
,
,
i r
j j,
651. How does your Department propose to adjust the expenditure incurred in tho supply of water to
country towns in cases where the schemes have proved absolute failures ? It is not right to say that the
schemes have absolutely failed. They are still getting water from them, although perhaps not as much
as is required, and when the rain comes the deficiency will cease.
652. Is there not a telegram in to-day's papers to the effect that one of these schemes has given out
absolutely? I would not be surprised to hear it, the weather has been so dry. In my original report
with reference to one of the works you refer to I said that the scheme was worth trying because it could
be so easily turned into a gravitation scheme.
653. Would yon obtain a sufficient head of water by the construction of a dam, to supply the people of
Cootamundra ? Yes. It would be an expensive dam, and that is why the pumping scheme was proceeded
E. B. Price,
EBq.,MJ.C.E.

With.

nil

■

654. Prom your experience at Cootamundra and Parkcs, and one or two other places where pumping
schemes have been adopted, you would not recommend the construction of any similar work for supplying
country towns with water? I would not recommend any such scheme unless I had put down the trial
shafts myself. It is no use mincing the matter, hut the officers who put down the trial shafts gave
unreliable returns. For instance, one shaft was made to show 24 feet of shingle. A shaft was after
wards put dowu there and it was found that there was no shingle.
655. Is the officer who did that work still in the employ of the Government? Ho; he has been gone
for along while.
,■ , ,
•
,
656. What were the trial shafts put down in the case of Tamworth ? I do not think the trial bores which
have been put down are to be doubted iu auy way as they were done by one of our most reliable officers.
657. I see you estimate a larger revenue under the new ]>roposal than under the old one ? 1. cannot
speak definitely as to that, but I think there will be a larger revenue taking into account the value of the
scheme for electric-lighting plant.
_
...
658. You are not in a position to say definitely whether the income will he larger than was estimated m
the case of the previous scheme ? 1 am sure it will be larger by the amount contributed for the electric
lighting power.
,
659. The expenses of the scheme now proposed will beless than those of the pumping schemes.
Jhcy
will be less by the cost of all the fuel used, repairs to the engine, drivers’ wages, and possibly anextra
shift in summer-time.
660. And the new scheme will enable you to supply water at a higher level ? Yes.
661. Under this gravitation scheme you would be able to supply at the highest levels ? To any height
700 feet above the railway-station by an additional service reservoir.
662. You believe it is the best and the most economical scheme which can be procured for supplying
Tamworth with water ? Yes.
663. Have you made an investigation into Mr. Gipps' gravitation scheme? I have been along the
Cockburn River. I have not seen the site of his dam, but I have gone along the river and havetaken
levels, and I found that I had to go 7 or 8 miles further along it than along Moore Creek to obtain an
elevation sufficient to supply the town.
664. You think that Mr. Gipps’ scheme would not supply the higher levels m the town? ISo. 1 think
that Mr. Gipps has agreed that his scheme would not supply the higher parts of the town.
665. With regard to the cost of fhe proposed scheme you saw Mr. Gipps’ evidence 1 suppose;—do you
think the work could be carried out for the sum mentioned ? At the time of the last inquiry I made a
rough estimate as to the cost of two schemes. The cost of Mr.,Gipps’ scheme was £46,760 if carried out
with a pipe instead of a ditch.
,
666. Mr. Gipps’ estimate being £17,000?
Yes; Mr. Gipps only provided £5,000 for reticulation, while
the Departmental scheme provides £14,000.
667. You are clearly of opinion that Mr. Gipps’ scheme could not have been carried out for the amount
he estimates ? I think not. If I had found that a scheme could he obtained at Cockburn River I would
have recommended it.
/-v . ^ i T t r
o
668. Mr. Hoskins.] Mr. Gipps proposes to bring his supply from the Swam]) Oak Croek, 1 oeiievo r
Yes; but that is 17 miles from Tamworth.
_
_ #
,
669. Mr. Davies.] You propose to deliver from the main reservoir to your receiving reservoir by means
of a 7-inch pipe?. Yes ; 6 inches was proposed in the first instance, but it was altered to 7 inchos. The
pipes used will be one-eighth of an inch of steel, exclusive of the coating. There will be a coating
inside and outside of asphaltum, supposed to be £ inch in thickness.
670. What will be tho life of the pipes ? They would last over fifty years if properly coated. Only an
odd pipe here and there would go, perhaps one in twenty or thirty.
671. Mr. Oameron.] Is not this treatment of the pipes largely in the nature of an experiment? No.
Similar pipes made of wrought iron instead of steel were laid'in America thirty years ago, and are good
to this day.
_
....
672. Mr. Humphery.] You say that the difference between Mr. Gipps’estimate of the cost of reticulation
and the Departmental estimate is £9,000? Yes.
673. For how many miles of reticulation did Mr. Gipps provide ? From 5 to 6 miles.
674. For how many miles have yon provided in your estimate ? For 19 miles, I think.
675. Mr. 'Fcgan.] I believe that a steel pipe of & inch is equal to a {-inch cast-iron pipe ? Yes. Castiron pipes for this scheme would require to be {■ inch thick.
676. They would be equal to steel pipes | inch in thickness? The steel pipes would still be stronger.
'
677.
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was h. B. Price,
077. Mr. Zee.] Wten you wore last examined I asked you whether you thought a three days’ supply
11 J
Esq.jM.I.C.E.
sufficient to provide in the service reservoir ? Tea; I think it is quite sufficient.
678. In view of the possibility of the population of Tamworth largely increasing, do you think 7our 7
service reservoir will be sufficiently large to place the people of the town beyond all doubt as regards the
'
supply ? I think the service reservoir of 500,000 gallons capacity will be large enough for present require
ments and for requirements ten years hence unless the town goes ahead very quickly, If that is the case
a second reservoir can be added.
.
679. The present proposal is to afford a three-days’ supply for the present population? Yes.
680. Supposing there were an increase of 50 per cent, in the population. ? Then we could construct
another service reservoir. If there were an increase of 50 per cent in the popnlation they could construct
an additional reservoir out of revenue.
681. But you think the reservoir now proposed will do for the next ten years ? Yes. •
682. 'Would the supply from the dam be sufficient to serve two reservoirs ? Yes.
683. Through the pipes you propose to put down ? Yes; tho pipes we have provided will bo large
enough to supply double the present population of Tamworth.
Joseph Davie, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply and
_
Sewerage, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined:—
681. Chairman.] You are Principal Assistant Engineer for tho Country Towns Water Supply and J. Bavis, Esq.,
M.I.C.E.
Sewerage ? Yes.
685. If this work is carried out it will be done under your supervision ? Yes.
686. Therefore, you are prepared to give us details as to the scheme?
Yes.
_
_ 7 Jan., 1896.
687. How did you come to decide upon the exact position of your pipe-line? We had two things in
view: first the shortest route, and then a uniform hydraulic grade. We have secured, I believe, the
shortest route consistent with that.
688. Consistent with a satisfactory hydraulic grade ?
Yes.
689. Your pipe-line follows the road ? In some places: in other places it leaves the road.
690. Why did you follow the road? Because it happened to come near the line we adopted. At the
same time it would save any trouble with private owners.
_
691. The liability of the Department to pay compensation for the laying of pipes is a moot question ? I
am of opinion that we have full power to lay the pipes provided that if we do any damage we compensate
the owner or occupier concerned.
692. Having that power,why did you follow the road ? It saves a great deal of trouble, and at tbe
same time it might save a little compensation. We might have to compensate persons to some extent.
693. Does not the line you have chosen increase the friction ? Not materially.
_
694. Does not following the road materially reduce the head by increasing the friction? No, not
materially. The water will flow' round a bend of 120 degrees with friction equal to only the fraction of
foothead.
695. But it takes a greater length of pipe ? Slightly.
_
_
69G. Supposing there had been no road there, how would you have taken the pipe-line ? The only alternative
would have been to follow the dotted line between 71- miles and 5£ miles shown upon the plan. That is
the only alteration which could possibly be made in the route.
697. If you had not been confronted by the question of compensation you would have followed the dotted
line from the point A to B on the plan ? Yes.
698. And if your Department comes to the conclusion that no compensation is necessary, that you have
the power to put down these pipes on private land without paying any, you will follow the dotted line
from A to B ? When damage is done compensation must be paid.
699. How much do you lose by friction before you get to the reservoir? It depends upon the quantity
of water discharged at the reservoir. I have prepared a table in connection with the electric power
question showing this.
_
_
700. What I want to get at is the loss of head by friction between the dam and the service reservoir?
There will be a minimum loss of 68 feet and a maximum to a discharge of 300,000 gallons of 204 feet.
701. Therefore, you will have a surplus head of 600 feet ? In the first ease of 670 feet and in tho second
case of 534 feet.
•
_
702. What is the reason for the difference between the reticulation in the scheme previously submitted to
tbe Committee and that in the present scheme ? Provision wrns made in tho pumping scheme for 22,jmiles. It was estimated to cost £17,415. We have provided in the present scheme for £14,151. That
includes £1,000 of extra reticulation which will probably have to be carried out before tbe scheme is
completed. If £1,000 is deducted from £14,151 it leaves a not provision for reticulation of a little over
19 miles.
703. What portions of the town of Tamworth have been omitted from the present scheme, and why are
they omitted? Since the previous inquiry, in accordance with the desire of the Committee then expressed,
a plan has been submitted to the local Council by the Department, and they have approved of the plan.
I have it with me to-day. There have been some slight modifications, hut the alterations have been made
at the instance of the Council.
704. It is shown upon the map before tbe Committee? Yes.
705. Among your papers have you any documents showing that the Tamworth Council approve of tho
work ? No.
_
706. But they have approved of it, have they not ? No formal approval has been given, but we have had
verbal communications with them which render it clear that they will approve.
■
707. Do they fully understand what the proposal is ? Tho Mayor and one or two of the loading aldermen
and tho Council, as a whole, do, I believe.
'
.
708. Are they aware of the expense of the whole scheme ? Yes.
_
709. And their liability under it? I think they are aware of that too. They know what they will have
to pay to the Gov eminent.
710. Mir. Price in one of his reports recommended the use of 6-inch pipes; you have adopted 7-inch
pipes;—will you explain the reason why ? Mr. Price simply provided for 20-horse power to generate
enough
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enough electricity to light the streets. Since Mr. Price made his report I have received a communication
from the Mayor, and he therein requests that provision should be made for 100-horse power. With a view
7 Jan 1696
°ut how this could ho done I have had three methods under consideration.
■’
‘ 711. 1 gather from what you say that the 7-inch pipe has been adopted to give increased power ? Yes.
I might read you an extract from a report which 1 submitted at the time the scheme was brought before
the Engincer-in-Chief. I said in my report:—
There are three ways by which this might be done, viz. : (a) With the storage reservoir as proposed, by increasing
the site of the main pipes from 0 to 7 inches, and passing the daily quantity of 300,000 gallons through a suitable water-wheel
working continuously at the service reservoir, sufficient electrical energy could, by the use of accumulators, be stored
during the twenty-four hours to light the town for five hours nightly ; (b) and leaving the proposed storage capacity
unaltered, by increasing the size of the main pipe from 6 inches to 12i inches in diameter, the necessary power could be
obtained at the service reservoir by delivering the daily supply of 300,900 gallons in five hours through a water-wheel
without the use of accumulators at an estimated cost of £o0,255 ; (c) by doubling the capacity of the storage reservoir and
laying 12-inch pipes to a point on the pipe-line 82 chains from the dam, where there Would he a head of about 700 feet,
the necessary power could be obtained by means of a water-wheel, with the expenditure of 240,000 gallons of water in five
hours. As this short 12-inch pipe, in combination with the proposed 6-inch main to the service reservoir, will deliver
more than the required daily quantity of 300,000 gallons in nineteen hours, the whole available head could be used- for
generating electricity for five hours nightly. The current would be brought to the town, a distance of about i 1A miles,
by an overhead conductor in the usual manner, no accumulators being required. The estimated cost of this method is
£39,717 18s., without including line and extra for generator. Of the three methods described above, the first is recommended
as being by far the most economical. As the Council could obtain the requisite power for lighting their town in the
manner described at a less expense per annum than by an extension of their present machinery, there does not seem to
be any reason why the proposed main pipe should not be increased in size to 7 inches, should the additional expenditure
involved be financially feasible, and the following figures go to show that such would be the case."

Some figures follow showing the cost of increasing the main pipe to 7 inches to furnish power for electric
lighting to be £2,550. I have had a sketch made showing how it would bo possible to work a Pelton wheel
automatically so that the water supply would be regulated. I will hand it in. There will be no loss of water
whatever. Sufficient power can he supplied without any loss of water by means of this wheel. I might,
perhaps, refer to some correspondence with the Mayor, because according to his own showing it will be
of greater advantage to the Town of Tamworth to have this power than he appears to think now.
712. I believe the Council offered £150 yearly for the use of the power ? Yes.
7L3. Is that a fair amount? I. think it is very much under the mark, as their own letters will show. In
a letter written by the Mayor, and dated 28th August, 1895, he shows the probable saving, even supposing
they have the 20-horse power, to bo £222. He show's in the same letter that if they had 100-horse power
their revenue would be increased to £1,460, while their expenditure would be only £810, a difference of
£650.
714. And for that £650 they propose to pay £150? Yes.
i
715. Can yon compare the steel and cast-iron pipes in regard to cost ? I have made an estimate in the
case of both the steel and cast-iron pipes. For 6-inch cast-iron pipes tho cost will be £15,004; steel
pipes, £8,604 ; for 7-inch cast-iron pipes, £16,867; and for steel pipes, £11,178.
.
716. A difference of £5,700 with regard to 7-inch pipes ? Yes.
717. "What is the difference in the weight? That will be tremendous. The steel pipes would not he
more than 20 per cent, of the weight of the cast-iron pipes.
718. Your estimate of the pipes is for pipes laid, including carriage and everything? Yes.
719. With regard to the wrought-iron pipes? They are not made now. Since soft steel came
into use wrought-iron pipes have been to a great extent discarded. Steel is considered to be the better
material.
,
720. What do you calculate the life of the pipes to he? It is fair to suppose that a steel pipe, if
properly coated, will last as long as a cast-iron pipe. The Water and Sewrerage Board at the preset)!
time in their accounts allow' a life of thirty years for a cast-iron pipe; but all agreed that the life
would he considerably more than that, and that it would be fair to take it at fifty years. Of course if
there were acid in the water or in the ground it might affect the pipe. If a little of the coating
were chipped off the pipe the acid would get at tho steel, and that would reduce the length of life
considerably.
721. Is this bath you give the pipes an experimental thing, or has it got beyond that stage? I do not
think it can be regarded as being in its experimental stage. As the result of some recent experiments, we
have decided to put on a mixture composed wholly of Trinidad refined asphalt. Formerly about one-half
qf tar and one-half of asphalt was used. The reason tar has not proved a success is, I think, owing to tbe
fact that when it is boiled it loses its oil, and is reduced to pitch, which very much reduces the durability
of the coating. Everything in connection with the life of these steel pipes depends on the coating put
on, and it is of the utmost importance in laying the pipes if a little of the coating be chipped off that
more should be put on.
722. Have you had any experience of the newr bath? None, except in the experiments to which I have
referred. We are so satisfied that it is the proper and indeed the only thing to do to get a good durable
coating that we have now' specified that it should be put on the Walcha pumping main. The chief
objection to the coating previously used was that it became very brittle and chipped off. This newr
coating is rather soft. We propose to put lime on to solidify it.
723. What has been the nature of the tests you have made ? Putting iron into the mixture, raised
to a temperature of 300 degrees Fahrenheit. The iron has been subjected to the bath in just the same
way as tho pipes would he. In the case of the old coating you could peel it off with a knife; in the
case of the new it adheres to such an extent that you could not do that. Tho coating is supposed to
penetrate into the pores of the iron to some extent.
,
724. Mr Writ/ht,] Have you made any tests with acids or anything of that kind? No.
725. Chairman.] 4 take it that the coating you have finally adopted is more adhesive than those formerly
used? Yes. I produce a sample of a O-iiich steel riveted pipe, which burst at a pressure of 1,568 Hi.
to tbe square inch. The maximum working pressure of this pipe would be 392 lb. The 7-inch piping
I also produce stood a similar pressure.
■
726. What pressure will the pipes used in connection with tbe Tamwrorth water supply be called upon
to stand ? The pipes I produce burst at 3,612 feet. The maximum pressure in the case of the Tamworth
pipes will he 900 feet.
727.
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?2/. Mr. Baskins '] Do you know whether there has been much work done in the vicinity of Tamworth J. Davis, Esq.,
in connection with the original scheme ? Pipes were supplied for the reticulation, and also for the M.I.C.E.
pumping mam.
*
Too” ^TS f.n-v^lj,JS ^ur^er been done? Not since the Committee were there I believe.
^ ^an'’ 18®6‘
729. Mr. Rumpheru.] Ila.vti you esamined Mr. G-ipps gravitation scheme from Swamp Oak Creek ? 1
vun'v' ”Ut ^ s'10u^ prefer not to give evidence in regard to it, because I have not looked into it.
/JU. lou are not able to make any comparison between the two schemes? Only from information
obtained m tbe office.
J
731. With regard to the details of the scheme before the Committee have you worked them out carefully
so as to be able to fix the cost definitely ? Tea.
732. The sum of £35,000 will cover the whole cost ? It will.
733. It will cover the inclusion of 7-in. instead of 6-in. pipes? Yes. It is intended to use 7-in. pipes
trom the storage reservoir to the service reservoir. The water supply itself did not require more than
-in. pipes, but when the Council asked for 100 horse-power, tho question arose as to what pine was
necessary m order to give it to them, and a 7-in. pipe was decided upon,
7,3d. Do you confirm Mr. Price’s evidence as to the quantity of water necessary fo pass through the pipe
point ^ t:ie I11'esent ],0Pulat>on a’n|i alac> tbe electrical power? I do not quite agree with him on that
735. In what respect do you differ from him ? I do not think it is necessarv to pass 300,000 gallons
iroug ■ e pipe to secure lUO horse-power.. The quantity could be automatically regulated so as to give the
exact supply necessary, and at the same time the desired horse-power. The minimum quantity of water
that will.be required is about 170,000 gallons. If that quantity is discharged info the service reservoir
it wilt give a theoretical horse-power of 115 or an efficiency of 92. If 216,000 gallons are discharged it
powerVe ^ e™R1011C"
^ 300,000 gallons are passed through it will give an efficiency of 126 horxe736 The supply of electrical power as well as the water supply itself
whatever? Yes.
737. Have you examined the catchment area ? A good portion of it.
it. i have not been over the upper portion of it. There has been no
sufficient ldei'ed t0 bS S° <am])le tllat the .information supplied by

will be obtained without any waste
J
•
I have not been over tbe whole of
survey made of tbe catchment. Jt
tbe district surveyor was thought

733. Were you employed in connection with the Coonamble water supply works ? I completed tbe works
the water m that case is obtained from a bore, and the bore is in the town itself. Tile water flows into
an elevated tanK and gravitates from it into reticulation pipes.
739. Is electrical power obtained ? They are speaking of it; but nothing has been done in tbe matter

-

7'M). Will this be tbe first water supply combining electrical power ? Yes,
741. Mr. Tnekett] I see that a sum of £200 a year is estimated to be the annual expense in connection
with this scheme; do you think that is sufficient ? J consider it is quite sufficient, even supposing that the
office 8 m°n
not'lln^ towari:ls maintenance, and supposing they have to employ a clerk in the
742. Comparing the scheme with anv existing scheme do you think that is a sufficient amount to allow?
tt (Arimg<it K;y eml>loJr slnW one man. There have been the office expenses in addition.
l
A8 j e, tiee” any completed scheme in connection with which there has been a large dam, and
whcmtbe dam has shown any tendency to break away ? The Junee Scheme is finished, but the dam has
not had a great quantity of water in it up to now. However, there is not the slightest danger Tbe dam
itself is so constructed as to be stable.
6
wty^VeT ^ 80 C0U!itrUcted t0 render [t improbable tllat there will be any washing or breaking
745. Has not the length of piping m tbe proposed scheme been very much reduced as compared with tbe
previous scheme m tho matter of reticulation ? By about 3 miles.
746. In the course of our enquiry into the last scheme we discovered that there were a great many nines
m connection with vacant blocks of land; I suppose they have all been cut out? They have ail been
cut out. I here has been very little increase to the town, and therefore little necessity of increased
reticulation on that account since tbe last proposal was before the committee.
J0U made
ljrovisiou fo1'tbe Possible growth of the town ? We have allowed an amount
OT SbiUUU.
748. The pipes wifi be laid down I suppose in those portions of the town which are most likely to be
quickly built over. J he pipes will only be laid down as population increases, under circurhstances
which will permit of their paying interest on the expenditure.
749. There will be no latent expenditure as it were ? No.
1uouuci! objected to tbe unnecessary laying of reticulation pipes? I do not know
that they formally objected, but it is usual in all such cases fo consult the council, and to putin the
reticination provided they ask what is reasonable in tbe places where they require it
;ol. You have not personally examined the catchment area? I have been over portions of it several
nmes ■
752. Wlmt do you think of the holding character of tbe soil? It is granite country excellently situated
i or a gathering ground for a water supply.
J
753. There will not be-much absorption ? No, not a very great deal. At the same time tbe catchment
is so large that absorption has not to be taken into consideration.
754. Is the catchment area so situated that it is not likely to be subject to pollution to any great extent ?
I do not think there will be any pollution to affect the quality of the water.
'
755. Settlement is not likely to go on to such an extent as to constitute a source of pollution ? It is almost
^/heep country. There is a little cultivation here and there, but none of any consequence.
''ere you consulted as to the abandoning of the pumping scheme? When I first took charge of
the water supply Mr. Price said to me privately that be considered there was some prospect of obtaining a
gravitahon scheme. \\ e comulted with Mr. Hickson about the matter and lie finally instructed us to go
to J.amu orth to see what could be found. Mr. Price showed me what was in his mind at Moore Creek
and we reported that we thought there was every possibility of a good gravitation scheme being found.
757.

■
'
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757. Did the possible impurity of the water induce you to change from a pumping to a gravitation
scheme ? 1 was not sure about the quantity of water; the quality I felt would be all right.
_
758. As far as you know that was not one" of the considerations which influenced the Department in
making the change? That point was not considered. It was regarded as having been absolutely
settled by analysis.
.
,
y* ui i
759. Mr. Davies] Will any portion of your pipe service be exposed ? No, it will be buried. It will lie
18 inches below the surface of the ground.
_
7ti0, So that the heat of the sun will not affect the asphaltum on the pipes ? No.
761. I believe it is proposed to make a change from riveted to welded pipes ? Tes.
. ,
762. Have you had any tests made of'the welded pipes. Pipes are now ou their way out with which it is
proposed to make exhaustive tests before finally adopting them.
763. Have you in any of these schemes used ivelded pipes ? No.
_
_
. .
7Gd. So that you had no experience as regards the superiority of welded over riveted pipes ? ft o ; it is a
question whether tho welded pipes are as strong as the riveted pipes. When they are procured alternative
tenders will be invited for the supply of these pipes, and the cheapest will be taken. We shall speciiy
the tests which will have to be applied beforts we take delivery.
_
7G5. Why is tbe departure from riveted pipes proposed ? We thought the welded pipes would be cheaper.
7GG. Have you had any prices quoted to you showing that there would be a reduction in the cost ? The
riveted pipes are quoted at £25 per ton, and the welded pipes at £22 12s. per ton. There would be a
difference of £2 Ss. upon the 7-inch pipes.
_
7G7, You propose to subject tbe welded pipes to the same test as the riveted pipes before they are used .
"iTos*
7G8. Do you invite tenders in the Colony as well as in London ? We do not invite tenders in London.
We invite tenders in the Colony. Importers can put in tenders if they wish to.
769. Have you based your estimates on the lowest charges for welded pipes ? Yes.
770. So that if you have to revert to riveted pipes, your estimate will be exceeded by a considerable sum ?
If we have to pay £25 a ton for tho pipes, the cost will be slightly above our estimate.
771. About how much ? I cannot give this just now. Welded pipes are not sold by the ton, but by
tbe lineal foot.
772. The extent of tbe catchment area is about 22 square miles, I believe ? Yes.
773. Do you know what the rainfall there has been during the last eleven years ? I have areturn
showing an average of 28 inches for the last thirteen years.
_
_
774. What was the smallest fall during that period ? In 1888 there was 13'67 inches.
_
775. What rainfall will he necessary to fill your storage reservoir over an area of 22 miles? If onotenth of an inch actually reached the dam it would be sufficient to fill it.
776. It would take a fall of about H to 2 inches to fill tho dam ? Yes; ifthe ground were dry and tho
rain steady.
777. Do you, as a professional man, regard the wall in front of the catchment dam as sufficiently durable
to stand the pressure in the event of the dam being full ? It must be so. Tbe pressure behind the wall
is less than the weight of the wall.
_
_
778. Would not the wind add to the pressure? It might create a little wash, but it would not afreet tbe
pressure.
_
_
.
779. The Department has made provision for all emergencies of that kind;—for instance, there is not
likely to be a greasy wheel to the dam ? We shall take care in building tbe dam to get to the bed-rock.
780. Mr. Lee] Have you bad anything to do with tbe financial aspect of this matter ? When I submitted
tins scheme I prepared an estimate of tbe revenue, but it has since been set aside by a more reliable
return prepared by an officer of tbe Department. _
781. Is that tbe return put before us by Mr. Barling ? Yes.
782. The rate proposed to be struck within the reticulated area is the estimate ol the Department, not of
the Tamworth Council ? Yee. But the material for making out the estimate has been obtained from
the Council's books.
...
.
.
,
783. Had you anything to do with tbe preparation of the financial estimates in connection with tbe
previous scheme ? No.
_
_
784. You will see that there is a great discrepancy between the revenue estimated in 1892 and 1895 ? I
take it that in connection with the former scheme there was simply an estimate. The figures now put
before the Committee are facts.
_
785. According to the evidence given by Mr. Barling on the 12th October, 1892, there was an estimated
revenue of £1,632 from the water supply scheme—the estimated revenue now is £2,320 how does that
great difference arise ? I expect the circumstances of Tamworth have greatly changed since the former
information was supplied. The ratable value of property has probably changed materially. At tbe
same time tbe town has increased in size within given areas.
_
_
786. Considering that the former estimate was made such a short time ago and that in the meantime so
few properties have changed hands—considering also that property has fallen in value to the extent of
50 per cent, how do you account for the estimated revenue being so -largely increased? I can give no
explanation beyond that I have already given.
_
787. This is a Departmental estimate, it is not the Council’s estimate ? It is a Departmental estimate, but
if is based on material supplied by tbe Council and obtained from their books.
_
788. At what distance are you calculating the reticulated area from the reticulating pipe ? One hundred
and fifty foot.
.
789. Will your proposal embrace tbe whole of tho settled portions of Tamworth and West Tamworth ?
Yes. There may be a few isolated bouses to which it would not pay to lay pipes at the present time, but
there arc very few of them.
_ _ , ’
790. Is it not proposed to strike a general rate of Is. in the pound upon the whole of tbe municipality ?
We have no power under the Act to rate the whole of the municipality. Wo have no power to rate any
property which is not within 150 feet of the reticulating pipe.
791. You said just now that the whole of the pipe would be covered ; bow do you propose to cross the
river from Tamworth and to West Tamworth ? We cross the bridge. 3 had forgotten that there the
piping would be exposed. Composition about 1-inch thick to protect the piping from the sun will be
probably put on. It has been done at Armidale, and it has answered very well.
792.
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/92. Did you not furnish an estimate for a 6»inch service ? Tes.
Davis, Esq.
793. What caused you to alter your opinion, and recommend a 7-inch service? It was in consequence M.I.C.E,
vot r?JqllCSJ: *rom
Council for 100-horse power for electrical purposes.
794. now long after you had made your estimate for a 6-inch pipe did you arrive at the conclusion that a ^ Ja^,, 1896:
7-mcn pipe would he desirable ? The estimates were made simultaneously. The 6-inch piping was for
e water supply pure and simple. It was a question whether the Department should give the extrasi zed pipe, and in that way provide the horse power the Council asked for.
795. If the thing was practically decided in the first instance, why was not an estimate made at that time
tor 7-mcn pipes. Mr, Barling read only a portion of my report. He discontinued reading iust as ho
reached the portion referring to the estimate for the 7-inch pipe.

Tes

v^^a-d quoted your report in full it would have saved any misapprehension on the point ? Tes.
^ou 8a^
*hc Departmental estimate of revenue is based upon the Council’s books ?

^

798. Eeally the estimate depends upon the Council’s own estimate of their own property ? Tou may
nut it m that way.
r
J
99. Tou altered your decision as far as the pipes were concerned, believing that you would get a better
return from a service which would afford a water supply, and at the same time provide electric power ?
xes; I regard that as most desirable.
r

80°. Ton think there would be a better prospect of the Government getting its money returned?
cm mx b1e*terJ,oth for
Government and for the Council. It would be economical all round.

It

801. The alteration was made at the wish of the Council ? Tes.
SiT0 lme any information as to the cost of the scheme suggested by Mr.
tnpps. I have looked into the scheme, and it seems to me that it could not be carried out with 17 miles
ot steel pipes for less than £45,000.

803. What is Mr. Gipps’ estimate ? £17,500 with an open drain.
PeP®;rtmentalestilnat6been niade upon the same lines ? An estimate made when the Tam
worth Water Supply was previously before the Committee amounted to £24,000.
Darley upon Mr. Gipps plans.

That was made by Mr.
J

If tbe height of tho service reservoir in connection with Mr. Gipps’ scheme? It is 118 ft
above the railway station.
>L
'
8^6'i^Uin
18che?e
a11 Parts of the t0W11 b7 gravitation ? No. The service reservoir
would be about 60 ft. below the highest ground which has to be served.
Department^ m^orina^,on Sphered from Mr. Gipps’ own plans?

No survey was made by the

coo’
the C08t of the pipe8 inelude3 the cost of delivery ? Tes.
809. What charge do the Railway Commissioners make on pipes to Tamworth. £3 15s. per ton.
that charge1? TheymighT ^ ■pr°per rePre3entations were made to them they might make a reduction on
81L It appears that a very large factor in the costs of tho work consists of the railway charges on the
Jjl|308 v
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oio' •vSm*' '8
sl,Perhcial area of your main reservoir? Eleven acres,
aid. W hat is the mean depth ? Sixteen feet.
814. Have you gone into the question of evaporation P Tes.
JriL ?Rat wouldbf.evaporation in the months of December, January, and February ? It would bo
difficult to say. _ Taking the twelve months I have estimated it at 40 inches. That is a liberal allowance
the year°ratl0Q ,D a P ^
Tainworth- On this basis it would be eight and a half million gallons in
816. It would mean a loss of 25 per cent, by evaporation ? Tes.
i1^°f
°Ithre® recessive years short of rain^ what would become of your permanent
supply f Wo estimate that we should have enough stored there for 250 days’ supply without any water
whatever running in, except sufficient to compensate for evaporation.
818. Has any inquiry been made as to the permanency of the water in Moore Creek? Tes; it is quite
90 nmforiifc t0-b! dry;
rDuri°g the time the survey was being made its discharge was
never Jess than 20,000 gallons in twenty-four hours.
819. Tou have exhausted every means of information to satisfy yourself of the permanenev of this supply?
res; the season this year is exceptionally dry, and the flow has not been less than that given.
n J
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8
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Uwstntr—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chaieman).
Tho Hon. Fbedebick Thomas Humphekt,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Tho Hon. WretiAM Joseph Trickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Angus Cameron, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Frederick Dowdier Gipps, Esq., civil engineer, sworn, and examined:—

820. Chairman] Tou are a civil engineer ? Tes.
^t;,1 believo y°u dosire t° make a statement to the Committee ? Tes; I should like, with the indulgenco F. B. Gipps,
v it tjomm'tte®! to read a statement in regard to certain proposed modifications in my original scheme
Esq.
tor the Tamworth Water Supply:—
.

8 Jam,~1896.

IKSX1 w
PrVMe<1~u-- F°- a^?ge of ^00,736,000 gallons, in an area of 38-6 acres, with a dnm 26 feet high,
hi n^pn ^
t
ElT,er’ Jllst bclow 198 miles mark on the Great North railway line ; 2nd. For the delivery,
9 arvfom i n Ult'' ^.T4’000’000 KallD1,B.a day lato a service reservoir 4J miles from Tamworth; 3rd. For the storage of
rlt00’^ fhi™0
Bternle? rC3er'r0lr 1 4th- For a supply main of 12-inch and H-inch pipes to the reticulation pipes ;
5th. h or the provision of as-hprse power for electric lighting and a large supply for irrigation. The mean level of the
service reservoir was 118 feet above tho railway station and 15 feet below the highest point in the town measured by mo,
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When I gave my evidence on this scheme before the Public Works Committee in December, 1892, I had only landed
F. B. Gipps;
from England the day before ; I knew nothing of the evidence that had been given before it; nor was I even prepared
Esq.

with notes and data which might have assisted the Committee in judging on its true merits.
^
t_ * v* * oo * ±
The modification of my scheme embraces :~1. The raising of the dam 6 feet to a maximum height of di teet;
2. The substitution of a 16-inch steel pipe for the open conduit objected to by the Borough Council, which will deliver
942,000 gallons to the service reservoir; 3. A service reservoir of 500,000 gallons capacity 9^ miles from the storage
reservoir, and 4J miles from Tamworth ; 4, A delivery-main of G-iuclj diameter steel pipes from the service reservoir to
the reticulation pipes; 5. The application of an accumulated 9(J-horse power in Tamworth for electric lighting; b. Ino
application of a minimum supply of 400,000 gallons per diem for irrigation. The cost of this modified scheme is
or
£35,000 if connected with tlie Moonbi Springs.
.
j t •« j.
i
t
The effectiveness
1 would now draw your attention to a few points in connection with the effectiveness, durability, and economy ol
of tbe scheme. this modified scheme to provide for the present and future requirements of the town.
, ,
,
I would first consider the effectiveness of the scheme under five heads :—1. In regard to the area ana character ol
its watershed, ensuring an ample supply of pure ^atcr to the storage reservoir ; 2. In regard to the capacity of the storage
reservoir to provide the required supply of water to the town in the emergency of the most severe drought; 6* J.n
to the capacity of the pipe-line to deliver the required supply at a sufficient elevation to command the highest point ot the
town ; 4. In regard to the provision of a service reservoir of sufficient capacity to ensure such supply from any danger or
interruption; 5. In regard to the capability of the scheme for expansion to meet the growing wants or an increasing
8 Jan.) 1396,

^ ^ The character of the watershed cannot well be excelled. It rises in the rugged peaks and spurs of the main dividing
range of mountains, and preserves its broken features throughout to the site of the storage reservoir dam. The prevailing
country rock is granite, ensuring clear and pure water. Its area is close on 313 square miles, or 200,000 acres. According
to the report of the Government Meteorologist, Mr, Russell, the driest year (1385) recorded for Tamworth in seventeen
years1 observation had a rainfall of 13‘G7 inches. Judging from actual observations taken for eight consecutive months on
the Cordcanx River, the proportion actually available for supply would be 4 per cent., which would represent 3,885,oO(l,OUU
gallons in the whole year. This is equivalent to a supply of 10,000,000 gallons daily. There can, therefore be no aoubt
that the capacity of the watershed is sufficient to meet the emergency of the longest drought, provided that its discharge
can be stored, as the bed of the Cockburn River has been known to be dry for two or three consecutive months at a time.
I propose to add 6 feet to the storage reservoir. This would give a dam 32 feet high, commanding an area of 0%er
Storage
re sen. oir.
40 acres, and would throw the river back for over 7,530 feet, and impound over 163,000,000 gallons of water. It follows,
therefore, that most of the watershed supply would run to waste. Mr. Hawksley^ the eminent English hydraulic
engineer, has laid down a law for storage reserve which is now generally adopted. This law establishes that the storage
reserve of water should vary inversely, as the square root of the rainfall of the mean of three consecutive dry years divided
into the constant number of 1,000, the result being the number of days for which storage will he required. J he three
driest consecutive years recorded so far at Tamworth were 1880, 1SS1, 1832, and their mean rainfall is 19*69 inches, _ Ibis,
treated by Hawksley formula, would give 225 days as the period for which the storage reservoir might bcreqmred to
provide the supply. Therefore a supply of 300,000 gallons a day would require a storage capacity of 6/,500,000 gallons in
the reservoir. As my proposed storage reservoir would impound 165,000,000 gallons, it would provide for double the
flt0raoVhe Borough Council having objected to tbe open conduit in my original proposal, I have modified my scheme by
Capacity of
pipe-line.
substituting 16-inch diameter steel pipes. The surface level of my storage reservoir would be 177 feet above the railway
station, atm 44 feet above the junction of Brisbane and Raglan streets, the highest part of Tamworth measured by me.
From this level the 16-inch pipe would deliver 942,000 gallons per diem into a service reservoir on a spur close to the site
of my old service reservoir, 44 miles from Tamworth, having a surface level of 200 feet above Peel-street, and 153 feet
above the railway station, and 21 feet above the junction of the above streets. As the pipe-line would deliver the required
supply of 300,000 gallons m eight hours, I propose to apply the surplus of 049,000 gallons for sixteen hours to motive power
and irrigation, as proposed in my original scheme. With au effective head of 200 feet from the storage reservoir, 642,000
callous would give 40-horse power, allowing of an accumulated horse power for electric lighting in Tamworth.
The service reservoir would impound 500,000 gallons, and being of the same dimensions as that proposed by the
Service reser
voir
Works Bepartment needs no further comment.
... T
, ,,
The supply main to Tamworth would consist of 44 miles of 9-inch steel pipes, half a mile of which I am Iqq to
Supply main to
Tamworthhelieve is available from the intended pumping main pipe included in the reticulation pipes, owing to the abandonment ol
thC ^ mis^a^cmSatelthe^e'ctiveness of my proposed works, not only to provide for present requirements,
Effectiveness of
Behome proved. hut also for very valuable collateral advantages in its provision for horse power and irrigation, whilst I .,avc shown its
capability to meet the growing wants of the town, which, on mg to its situation as commanding a large ami excellent area
of agricultural land, must be considerable in the near future.
. ,
,
. ,
,
, ,
,,
The next point to he considered is the durability of the scheme. Exception has been taken to my proposed dam ol
Durability of the
combined rock and timber, because of its assumed temporary character ; hut considering that works of similar character
scheme.
and of much larger dimensions have been constructed in the United States for over a century without the record ot any
The storage
significant failure, this objection seems groundless. Though masonry dams may seem positively to ensure permanence
reservoir.
and stability, yet their failure during this century in Spain, California, and quite recently in i ranee, has proved that
they are not entitled to such absolute confidence. Thu Bousey masonry dam in France was constructed with great care,
its foundations were taken down 30 feet to what was considered a solid base, and yet without any other apparent reason
except the failure of the cement joints, it burst on tho 27th April last year, releasing a huge wave of water, which devas
tated one of the fertile valleys of the Vosges, carrying away towns and villages in its seething torrents, and drowning
many of the inhabitants. As a notable instance of timber and rock structures, the Holyoke dam stands prominent.
It was constructed in 1S49 across the Connecticut River, at South Hadley falls, 8 miles north of Springfield,
Massachusetts. Its length is 1,017 feet and its height 32 feet. It was built on rock bottom. The volume of the water
passing over its crest may be best imagined from the fact that the roar of the fall has been heard for 40 miles.
It supplies power to a large number of cotton, paper, and flour mills, to ironworks and different factories "dnch employ
thousands. Now, considering that Springfield is an important town of over 40,000 people, it is hardly probable that a
work of so great importance to its industries, and at the same time menacing the lives of so many people, would bo allowed
to he constructed except on the most solid and secure conditions. Again, the dams on the north fork of the American
River and at the head of the Poudre Canal, in California, both 30 feet high, and the Arizona Canal weir, are constructed on
tins principle, and are all of too great importance to be considered as only temporary stmetures. In \ ictoria, again, it
appears by the report of 1891 that out of fifty-four weirs and dams inspected forty-eight were of timber and only six ol
masonry The Uooen dam, except in its foundations, resembles the proposed dam at Cockburn, its dimensions being
nearly similar. Its length at top is 19!) ft. 4 in., and its height 26 feet. Its cost was £I,,0/. My proposed dam,
therefore, as it has been calculated to resist many times the pressure it will ever bu taxed with, may be relied on bo.h as
to strength and durabihty^^ tl,averBe the rigilt bank 0f the Cockburn River for the first 2 miles, when it would strike the

Watershed.

The pipe-line.

Estimate

Works

Great North Railway line, which it would follow for the remaining 74 miles almost to the site of the service reservoir
situated on a bold spur on the right of the line. For the first 5 miles the pressure on it would he iiisigmficant, never
exceeding a head of CO feet of water. In the next 44 miles to the service reservoir it would not exceed 102 feet, and
would he only that for a short distance at Tintiuhall Station. The thickness of the proposed pipe-hue is -0S3 inch, or
14 B.G., which will allow of a factor of 16 for safely. The pipe-main which supplies Virginia. City, Nevada, with water is
1U inches in diameter and is of wrought iron. Its thickness for a head of 200 feet aud less is only No. 10 B.G,» ami for a
head varying from 330 to 340 feet, 14B.G. The strength and durahility of themam works proposed by me, can, therefore
be relied ou
„ £n „ lll'
Storage reservoir ............................................. .............................................
J; Jr
94 miles of 16-inch steel pipe, L4 B.G.............................................................. 9'“00 0 0
Sendee reservoir ..........................................................................
J.SOO 0 0
4 miles of 9-inch steel pipe, 14 B.G................................................................. 3,600 0 0
Reticulation ................................................................................................. ]^G0 0 0
Survey and contingencies .............................................................................. a,ovai u o
£34,220 0 0

Tho
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The cost of the storage reservoir dam has been carefully calculated by me, and as it would require little more F. B. Gipps,
material than the Dooen dam which cost £1,707, and has a much liettcr foundation, and as also there ia an abundance of
Esq.
'
available timber in the neighbourhood, whilst the rock-filliug is immediately at hand, it is not likely to be exceeded.
/■—
The pipe-line has been estimated at £22 per ton for pipes, and £4 per ton for railway freight, and as the pipes can $ Jan., 1896.
be taken to their position for most of the distance by the railway trucks, and the laying on their prepared bed will be of.—™
inexpensive, they will probably cost less than £1,000 per mile. In California where steel is £6 or £7 per ton dearer than
in England 6 miles 3,620 feet of a main pressure pipe-line has quite recently been laid from Kavnor Springs to Riverside "‘P6’lne
for irrigation and domestic purposes. It cost $31,500, or £6,300, being somewhat less than £l,000per mile. The contract
and specification provided for the best quality of double-riveted steel-pipe No. 14 B.W.G., weighing 3‘35 lb. per square
foot, and thorough worknianship. The pipe-line consists of 9,000 feet of 16-inch diameter, and 26,300 feet of 14-inch
diameter pipes having a carrying capacity of 4‘3 cubic feet per second, or 2,322,000 gallons in twenty-four hours. From
this it will be observed that though the pipes had to resist greater pressure than the pipes proposed by me, and whilst also
iron was dearer, yet they were laid for less than £1,000 a mile.
\
The Works Department have already, it appears, committed the Borough to an expenditure of £14,260 for reticula- Reticulation,
tion, so that I am in nowise responsible for this heavy charge.
The revenue from my proposed scheme would be twofold. Independent of the Borough water rates, it would realise Revenue,
a certain revenue from the available 40-horse power (which would assist electric lighting) and from the supply then
available for irrigation. At the low price of £4 per annum per horse power, 30 horse-power would realise a sum of £120
per annum, whilst the sale of 400,000 gallons at one penny per 1,000 gallons (instead of one shilling per 1,000 gallons, the
Sydney charge} would realise £60 per annum, giving a combined revenue of £728, independent of rates, which it would
assist to largely reduce.
The storage capacity of the reservoir at Cockhum River could he more than doubled by raising the dam another 10 Capability of
feet, so that when the growing wants of the town require it, the water supply embraced in this scheme could be doubled at c*Pans'on‘
the cost of £12,000. In the event, however, of a pottery being established at Tamworth, the estimate for the pipe-line
could he largely reduced by the substitution of stoneware pipes for steel pipes. By removing the pipe-line a short distance
from the railway line, there would be no appreciable pressure on it for this distance. This would reduce the estimate of
pipes by £3,500, leaving a total of £8,500 for the duplication of the scheme, whilst assisting also in establishing an impor
tant industry. Stoneware pipes of even larger diameter arc used on water supply works of different English towns, whilst
they are practically permanent and indestructible, having, according to description, been unearthed from the ruins of
Pompeii after eighteen centuries of constant use whilst buried in the ground. Finally, the water passing over the dam,
which, in ordinary seasons, would average fully 3,000,000 gallons a day, would offer Tamworth an immense advantage for
the establishment of all kinds of industries by the adoption of the available wi ter power, by running an open ditch to my
first reservoir site. Lastly, the Moonbi Springs, so strongly advocated by Mr. Biely for the water supply of Tamworth,
would undoubtedly be a very valuable auxiliary to the supply of my scheme, at the cost of only half a mile of piping,

822. M.r. Jioikmg.'] You were employed by the Municipality of Tamworth to make a survey, and to pre
pare plans for the supply of Tamworth with water ? Yes.
823. What has brought about the modifications in the scheme which you have laid before the Committee
this afternoon ? The scheme has been modified because the Borough Council did not seem inclined to
carry out the open conduit line. The scheme I now put forward does away with the open conduit line
and slightly increases the height of the service reservoir.
824. Is not your scheme very different putting aside the question of the open conduit line ? No. The
supply is from the same spot—the storage reservoir is the same. I have only added G feet to the height of
the dam. You will see that I have not gone further afield for the storage reservoir. I do not alter the
site of that, nor do I actually alter the position of the conduit very much.
825. Then how comes it that you estimate the cost of your second scheme to be £34,220, whereas your
estimate for the original scheme was £17,650? In the first instance I provided for an open conduit and
that could be cut at a price very much cheaper than that at which a line of pipes could be laid, I
estimated 13^ miles of conduit costing £5,600, a storage dam at £1,750, and my reticulation cost only
£5,000.
826. Did your original scheme propose that all water should be conducted to the storage reservoir by
open conduit? Yes; although the idea of a conduit has been rather ridiculed. I believe one of the
engineers examined called it a ditch. I might mention that open conduits are to be found not larger but
smaller than that which I propose at many places in Prance; for instance, at Lyons, Metz, Versailles,
Montpelier. The conduits in those places are very much smaller than that which I propose. I could
have carried out a much more effective scheme at a much less cost with an open conduit. I see no valid
objection to my proposal, but it having been objected to by the Borough Council I am compelled to adopt
a pipe line.
827. The Borough Council objected to your original scheme mainly on account of the open conduit?
Yes.
828. Will the substitution of a pipe line for an open conduit account for the difference between your two
estimates of £17,650 and £34,220? Certainly not. But I allowed only £5,000 for reticulation, whereas
the Q-overnment put down £14,000.
82!). Have you allowed only £5,000 for reticulation under your amended scheme? No; I put down the
same amount as that in tho Government scheme. That is what makes the difference in the estimates.
830, In your amended scheme you have adopted the view of the Government in regard to the extent and
the expense of reticulation? I am obliged to. The reticulation, as far as I can learn, is either done or is
ready to be carried out.
331. Your original scheme, including only £5,000 for reticulation, would have been insufficient, judging
by your amended scheme? Not in my idea. As a rule we look for a revenue from reticulation. We
never think of supplying reticulation to streets in which there are only one or two houses. I proposed
to supply reticulation pipes to certain streets and for a certain mileage, with which I understood the
Borough Council were satisfied at that lime. It would seem that they afterwards altered their opinion.
832, Then the increase in your estimate for reticulation is brought about by the dissatisfaction of the
Municipal Council of Tamworth with the amount originally allowed by you? I do not think it can be
said to be due to their dissatisfaction. They might have considered that the reticulation I proposed was
sufficient at the time I was there, and they may afterwards have altered their mind. They made no
comment upon my report when 1 handed it in, leaving me to suppose that they were not at all dissatisfied ;
on the contrary, they congratulated me upon it.
833. What is the reason you have brought forward this amended scheme? Mine was a gravitation
scheme in tho first place, and that of the Government a pumping scheme. The Government then
brought forward a gravitation scheme as the only one available at a moderate price, f want to show that
my gravitation scheme can be carried out, and that it is more effectual in every way than that of the
Government, comparing the watersheds, the storage reservoirs, the delivery of water, and the supply for
irrigation. In every respect my scheme is worth more than double the scheme of the Government.
...
.
.
. .
834, :

’
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F. B. Gipps, 834. You were not asked by the Municipal Council to prepare an amended scheme ? No.
■
, '
Hare you ever designed or had charge of a water supply scheme for a town of any size in the
8 Jm 1896. C0^0I1Jr ^
iu the case of a town, but I have carried out some of the largest hydraulic schemes in the
''
‘ colony. Not only that, but I have been the adviser in regard to irrigation schemes for some of tho biggest
financiers in London. I carried out works on the Turon River and for different companies at Kiandra,
and I was also the consulting engineer in the case of the Goulbum and Wagga works.
836. "Were not tho Goulbum works carried out by the Government? Yes; but I was consulted by the
Municipality in regard to certain points in them.
837. Did the Municipality make any deviations from the recommendations of the Government officers?
They objected to take over the service reservoir on account of the condition of the banks.
.
838. But they did take it over? .After it had been refilled.
839. Seeing that you hare been consulted by municipal councils with regard to the stability of their
schemes, did it not occur to you that it might be advisable for you to submit your scheme to the Govern
ment with a view to their adopting it ? I had a lesson in that matter when I submitted my Kenny Hill
high-level scheme to the Government. All the return I got was a couple of lawsuits; I am tired of that
sort of thing.
840. Do you submit this amended proposal to us with the view to induce us to report in its favour, or
with a view of inducing the Government to adopt a portion of it? With a view to induce the
Government to adopt it. I think it is superior to that submitted by tho Works Department. 1 take it
that this Committee is appointed to investigate proposals of this kind upon their merits; and if any member
of the public is able to give the Committee information upon any scheme which is brought before it, it is
his duty to do so.
841. Did you not propose in your original scheme a catchment area of 200,000 acres ? Yes.
842. Have you had any survey made showing this area ? It was given to me by Mr. Poate the District
Surveyor.
843. Your original scheme provided for a dam 32 feet high ? Twenty-six feet.
844. Would that be a secure dam ? Yes: it is on a splendid rock foundation.
845. Would not the granitic formation he full of fissures ? It is not on granite; it is a siliceous schist.
846. Would there not be fissures in the formation to collect a quantity of water ? I do not think there
would be any fissures in it.
847. What would be the area of the dam ? Porty acres.
848. Have you made allowance for absorption ? In the case of every reservoir a certain allowance is
made for evaporation and absorption.
849. Is it not a fact that in the case of the best water supply schemes the bed of rock at the point
where the water is arrested is cemented to prevent absorption? The Holy Oak Darn is one of the most
important in the world for water power, and that is not cemented. It is tied right on to the rock bottom,
850. I believe you expect to collect 163,000,000 gallons of water in the storage reservoir ? Yes.
851. Do you know very much of this locality? I surveyed the whole line, and I was there for some time.
852. Do you think that you will be able to collect at the spot to which you refer 163,000,000 gallons ?
Yes. I think there is very little doubt about my being able to keep it up to that storage,
853. With an average rainfall of 13 inches a year you think you will be able to collect 163,000,000
gallons? I think so, judging from the actual experience therci The oldest residents informed me that they
had only known the river to be dry once for two consecutive months, and that was in 1868. A storm then
followed which brought the river up a banker. I have provided for over a year’s supply at 300,000 gallons
a day.
854. Have you read the evidence given before the Committee by the officers of the Works Department in
regard to the scheme they now propose ? Yes.
•855. You propose to conserve a quantity of water very largely iu excess of that which is to be conserved
by the Government scheme ? Yes.
856. And you have no hesitation in saying that all your estimates can be relied upon in the event of the
scheme being carried out ? I am confident that my estimates will bo realised. I have the Moonbie
Springs to assist mo besides the water-shed 1 have mentioned. Considering the water-shod is very little
short of the water-shed which supplies Sydney, and which is expected to give a supply of 120,000,000
gallons a day, I do not think there is very much doubt about my getting a 1,000,000 gallons a day.
857. The pipes you propose to use are very much larger than the pipes proposed to be used by the
Department? Yes.
858. I suppose the pipes you use would be sufficiently large to supply Tamworth for very many years to
come ? Of course if the water can be supplied for industrial purposes, and can be made to return a
revenue so much the better.
859. Mr. Cameron.] Still the pipes you propose to use are largely in excess of existing requirements ?
Yes; but I have provided for the expansion of the town.
860. Mr. Hoskins.] I suppose you know that the evidence of the officers of the Works Department is to
the effect that your estimate of the cost of your original scheme will not suffice to carry it out ? I am
hardly surprised to hear that. Their estimate for pipes was over £30,000. Their pipe-line was a cast-iron
pipe-line, and they were asked what would be the difference between cast-iron and wrougbt-iron. The
reply was that it would make very little difference. Mr. Price was asked a similar question, and he
replied that cast-iron pipes would cost £18,000 instead of £1,800. If my scheme had been estimated in
that way that would be sufficient of itself to account for the difference in price.
861. What kind of pipes do you propose to use ? Steel. I suppose I have the largest experience of any
engineer in the Colony in wrought-iron pipes. I was the first to introduce them here.
862. And you are prepared to abide by your estimate of £34,000 as being sufficient to carry out the
work ? Yes; I myself would contract to carry out the work at that price,
863. Mr. Jlumphcry.] Are your 16-inch steel pipes of the same thickness as those proposed in the
scheme of the Government? The pipes proposed to be used by the Department are £-inch in thickness.
They give a bursting strain of 1,568 lb., giving a tensile strength of 10,976 lb. per square inch, or 911 lbs.
per sectional inch in my pipes. My pipes would be about ^ of an inch thick; 55 lb. would be the highest
strain, allowing a factor of 16 for safety.
864. What do yon estimate the cost per mile of 16-inch pipes ? £1,000.
865. What would be the cost of the 7-inch pipes? I should have to make a rather long calculation to
discover that, I am not prepared to answer that question at present.
866.
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866. Are you familiar with the Departmental scheme ? Tes ; according to the evidence I have read.
F. B. Gippi,
867. Have you visited the locality from which it is proposed to bring the supply ? I have not been to
the storage reservoir, but I have visited Moore Creek.
868. How far up the creek have you been ? I cannot say; I rode up.
® “an**
869. Can you say how far from the fall ? I never saw the fall.
870. And you would not be prepared to pronounce an opinion upon the relative merits of your scheme
and the Departmental scheme without visiting the locality from which tho Department propose to bring
the water ? I could only pronounce an opinion from comparing the different points. In the first instance
Mr, Hickson proposes to give a supply of 540,000 gallons from his storage reservoir, and as his storage
reservoir will not provide anything like sufficient for 225 days at tho rate of 300,000 gallons per diem it
certainly could not provide for the larger quantity he proposes to draw.
871. In your first service reservoir I think you proposed to make provision for two and a half million
gallons. Why do you in your present scheme suggest a reduction from two and a half millions to half a
million ? I was then delivering 4,000,000 gallons a day, and of course I wanted a much larger storage
to provide for emergencies than I do now when I am delivering less than 1,000,000 gallons a day.
872. Would you not have had sufficient storage for water in the impounding dam ? It might nave been
sufficient, but you generally store from two to three days supply in the service reservoir.
873. Have you made any estimate of the probable cost of carrying out the Departmental scheme ? I have
not. In my idea the weak point in the Departmental scheme is that the provision for storage is nothing
like sufficient. 35,000,000 for a supply of 542,000 gallons a day is nothing like sufficient. It is positively
necessary in the opiuion of the best authorities in England to provide for a period of 225 days.
874. Chairman.} Tour main objection to the Q-overnment scheme consists in the inadequacy of the
storage ? That is one of my objections.
'
875. The catchment area you think is sufficient ? Tes. If the storage reservoir were enlarged, it would
be sufficient for a supply of 300,000 gallons a day, but it would not provide for the expansion of the town.
If you take 300,000 gallons a day for 225 days, you would require 67,500,000 gallons. You will see there
fore, that the storage reservoir would be empty twice over.
876. That 300,000 gallons a day is on the basis of the population being double what it is at the present
time ? Tes.
877. The present requirements being less than 200,000 gallons a day? Tes. But 300,000 gallons a day is
what we should call the duty of the scheme. If you supply 170,000 gallons for power, it means that as
the population grows the value of your scheme would decrease. You will have either to give up that
horse-power or to bring iu fresh pipes to keep up the supply of the town.
878. Upon the basis of an ample storage at the head of the supply is the Government scheme inferior to
that which you propose ? It is inferior iu every way. I take in the first instance the watershed, which ia
fifteen times less in area. Take the storage reservoir—that is less than one-fifth in storage capacity.
Take the pipe-line, that gives very little over one-half of the pipe delivery, and for irrigation purposes
again the Government scheme provides nothing at all. Upon all these points the scheme is distinctly
inferior to that proposed by me.
879. Mr. ITumphert/,} Why are your figures similar in their totals to those contained in the Departmental
estimates, your pipe-line being of 16-inch pipe and of greater length than that in the Government scheme?
Tho great point or difference is to be found in the thickness.
880. What would be the proportionate difference arising from tho difference in thickness ? I should have
to go .into figures to give you that.
881. Would it be 10 per cent., 20 per cent, or 50 per cent. ? I could not say without going into figures.
882. Do you contend that the pipes proposed to be used by the Department are unnecessarily strong?
Undoubtedly no; but the pipes will cost much more to lay, and they will have to be taken further away
from the railway line. In the case of my pipe-line the cars can deliver the pipes along the line.
883. Mr. Hoskins.} But the Government officials have a greater pressure of water ? 700 feet as against
60 feet.
far
&
884. Mr. Himphery.} I think you admitted when you were last before the Committee that a pipe scheme
would be superior to an open conduit scheme ? I did not admit that. I said that if Sydney could do with
an open conduit where there was hardly any fall per mile, and where, therefore, aquatic infusoria of all kinds
calculated to be dangerous to the health of the people would accumulate I did not see why an open conduit
in a ease where there was a velocity of over 1 foot per second could he objectionable. I may have said
that an open conduit would be objectionable in a case where it passed through shale country, and where
the water might collect saline from the shale which would help to decompose the water. In this instance
the water would run through granite country, and the conditions are totally different from those which
exist in the case of the Sydney Supply Canal.
*
885. Mr, Davies.} When you were instructed by tho local council of Tamworth to investigate the water
supply, you were limited to a certain sum ? I was urged to try and keep the amount under £20,000.
886. And your estimate of a gravitation scheme was £17,000 ? Tes.
887. A large proportion of your scheme was an open conduit ? Tes.
888. A part of the metropolitan scheme is an open conduit ? I believe 43 miles to the reservoir is open
conduit, and, as far as I can recollect, 3 or 4 miles on this side of it.
'
889. The municipal body who employed you were opposed to open conduits ? They were after the
Government officers had objected to them, but they were not when I first brought the scheme forward.
They then congratulated me upon the scheme in every way.
890. Did you subsequently propose to substitute flumes for open conduits ? I may have given an estimate,
but not officially.
891. At what additional cost do you remember ? I do not recollect at the present time.
892. What will be tho probable life of a 16-inch double-riveted pipe of thetype you speak of? It is
hard to say. I introduced wrought-iron pipes from America of No. 18 gauge,much thinnerthan the
pipes alluded to, about eighteen or nineteen years ago, and they are in use at the present time.
893. Have you any data showing the life of steel pipes ? It would be, I suppose, slightly longer. They
have been collecting records in America. Only lately I read a record of twenty years, but it is not
sufficiently long.
’
894. You know that the Government have undertaken to supply country towns with water-works,
extending the repayment of the capital cost and interest over a period of, I think, 100 years ? Yes.
895.
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F. 15. Gipps, 395, What portion of that pipe service and reticulation in the case of these particular works would be
likely to be in existence 100 years hence ? It is impossible to say. We do not yet know the life of the
nought-iron and steel pipes.
.....
a ■’
‘ 896. Would it not he necessary to renew the whole pipe service two or three times within the period I
have named? It depends upon tho character of the water. Junee obtains its supply from water
containing saline matter, which would have the effect of corroding the pipes much more quickly than in
the case of the Tamworth supply.
897. In your opinion would the pipe service, either as suggested by you or by the Department, last for a
period of fifty years ? 1 am not prepared to say lhat; we have no data to go upon.
_
898. Do you think it probable that it would last for that time ? TYom what 1 know of the pipes I do
not see why it should not,
_
899. What is the capacity of your storage reservoir ? With the extra G feet it would he over 163,000,000
gallons, as against 35,000,000 proposed by the Department.
900. What would be the height of your dam ? Thirty-two feet.
_
_
901. What is the proportion of thickness from the foot to the top ? I have not the sections. I think
they are with the Tamworth Council. So far as concrete is concerned I may mention that one great
objection to using concrete is that wc have very little data to go upon as to its actual endurance. We
know that lately the concrete blocks used in the breakwater at Cherbourg have given way in several
instances. There are two great objections, so far as cement pipes are concerned. One is the erosion, of
the shell by water containing grit and silt,, and the other is the weakening of the shell by the percolation
of water.
902. Wlat would be the age of the cement blocks at Cherbourg ? The Cherbourg breakwater was
completed, I think, in 1868.
.
■
903. In this ease the water would be purely soft water? That would make no difference to the percolation.
The cement is bound to absorb a certain amount of water.
.
904. In the ease of the Cherbourg breakwater, of course you would have the action of tho salt water and
of the waves to contend with ? The conditions so far as the absorption by the cement is concerned
would be very similar.
,
905. You propose to construct a dam partly of wood and partly of stone. I propose to combine wood
■
and stone. Tnat has been used at Hollyoke. The wood would bo protected inside by clay concrete to
keep it dry at the back and make it impermeable by water.
'
906. Have you adopted this principle in the construction of your reservoir on the ground of economy ?
Yes. All the material is there. The timber can be obtained not far oft, and there is rock on the ground.
If we can get the necessary strength with this material I see no reason why we should use any other. In
the case of wood and stone you get economy combined with efficiency.
_
907. Would such a wall be as stable as a concrete wall ? I think more so. We have not yet had an
opportunity to judge of the life of concrete.
908. What would be the wind and water pressure at the front of your wall ? Those particulars should
bo at Tamworth.
909. You think you have made every provision for safety? Yes. 1 have given ten as tho factor of
safety.
_
,
910. What would be height of tho mean level of your service reservoir to Pool-street in Tamworth? 200
feet.
'
911. What would be the level to Brisbane and Eaglan Streets ? Tweuty-one feet.
‘
_
912. You would be running it very close to get water to the houses there? Tho area affected is very
small and is very little inhabited.
913. It would be the highest part of Tamworth ? Yes ; as far as I know.
_
914. Would you be able if your scheme were adopted to deliver water to the second storey ol bouses in
that locality ? Yes.
_
915. By gravitation? Yes. It would not give very much of a flow but wc could deliver water. As I
have said, however, the area is so small that it would not be of much consequence.
916i I believe the last scheme proposed by the Department was defective in that respect—that the water
would not have reached that point ? I do not know.
917. You are not familiar with the proposal ? Ho.
918. Your estimate of £35,000 includes the pipe line from Moonbie Springs and the reticulation? Yes.
919. Is there anything further you would like to say ? No ; except that it would be hardly advisable to
tax any water supply scheme with the highest point in any place. It would be like taxing Sydney with
the North Shore heights 700 feet above it. The practice is to allow reticulation to wait until it pays t<f
extend it.
920. What is the height of your storage reservoir above Peel-street ? 226 feet.
921. What is the Departmental proposal ? That would give a height of 1,000 feet,
^
922. There is a marked difference? Yes; it gives a tremendous pressure upon the pipes. It compels
the use of strong thick pipes to resist the pressure, whereas in my case you could use earthenware pipes,
and when you wanted to extend the scheme you could have an open conduit for water power, which would
be a great saving.
923. Have you obtained the price of the 16-inch pipes from local manufacturers ? I know that I can get
them at £22 a ton.
‘
924. Would your pipe-line have any sharp angles such as are shown on the Departmental scheme? It
has no .angles at all.
925. You have not your plans with you ? No.
_
926. What is the saving you estimate by the adoption of your pipe-line as against the pipe-line of the
Department ? My pipe-line would bring in nearly double the quantity of water to begiii with.
.
$27.' And there Would be a saving in tho delivery of the pipes from the railway? That would he very
great. "They could be delivered on the spot right along the line.
928. Have you any idea of what the saving in that, respect would be ? I have not.
929. Your proposal of IG-inch pipes would give a much larger supply of water ? Yes; and almost at the
same cost.
_
'
930. Mr., Lce!\ ] notice that you provide 16-inch pipes as against the proposal of the Department of
7-inch pipes ? Yes.
931.
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931. Have you adopted that increased size for the purpose of providing sufficient water, if necessary, for & B. Gipps,
irrigation along the line of route ? It will give an increased revenue at a very slight increase in cost. ^
932. Did I not understand that your chief reason for increasing the size of the pipe was to provide gjftn ^ggg
additional water along the line of route? And to give water-power as well as irrigation supply.
_
’
'
933. Do you think that if you abandoned the idea of water-power and irrigation the use of 7-incli pipes
would answer in the case of your scheme? No.
931. Why ? Because I have much leas fall. I had a fall of only 2{- feet per mile to my service reservoir.
935. How far distant is your service reservoir from the Town of Tamworth ? Four and a half miles.
936. How far is your storage dam beyond the township of Moonbie ? About miles.
937. How far would your pipe line he from the village of Moonbie? About mile,
938. And how far from the settlement at Tintinhall ? It runs through it.
939. Would it not run parallel to the Cockburn river from Ihe dam to the service reservoir ? It would
follow the railway line.
940. "Would it not he close to the Cockburn river for nearly the whole distance ? Tes.
941. Is not tho land in the vicinity of the Cockburn river on both-sides very good? Tes.
942. And that is the land you have in Hew as fitted for irrigation ? ' Tes.
943. The river flats near Tamworth are at present under cultivation ? Tes.
944. And you think that area will in future require water for irrigation purposes? Tes.
945. Tou think that irrigation ought to be provided for in every scheme of water supply in such a
district? Tes; it adds considerably to the revenue to provide for irrigation as well as for domestic
purposes,
'
946. Have you seen the Cockburn Diver in a state of flood ? Tes.
947. Do you think your dam would he sufficient to withstand it ? Tes ; I have provided for the flood
discharge.
. .
948. How do you propose to dispose of the surplus water in the storage dam ? I have no proposal, •
although it would be very valuable both for irrigation and for water power.
949. It will flow over the top of the dam ? Tes ; it is an overshot dam.
950. Have you seen Moore Creek in a state of flood ? I have not. Judging from observations already
made in the watersheds of this country the water going into the dam would depend very largely upon
tho season of the year at which it fell, and also upon the period of dry weather preceding the fall.
Observations seem to show that not more than 4 per cent, can be relied upon to go to catchment areas
into creeks during a prolonged drought.
951. What is the chief Water course in that district ? The Peel River.
■
1 ’ :
952. But in the mountains ? The Cockburn and Swamp Oak Creeks.
■■
953. From which you propose to take your supply ? Yes.
954. Dave you had any comparison made as regards Ihe purity of water from the Cockburn and in Moore
Creek ? I do not see that there can be any more objection to tbe watershed iu the ease of the Cockburn
than there could be in the case of the Sydney supply.
955. Is there not mining on the banks of the Cockburn ? Yes, but it is some 20 miles further up. ■
956. Is there not some much closer than that ? I do not know; there was not when I was there in 1890?
957. If there were alluvial mining going on there, and if it were likely to largely increase in the future
how would that effect your storage water ? Not much, because we could provide for it, as they have
done in California, by making the miners run their water into lateral valleys.
■ 958. Supposing there were no vallej's into whicli to run it ? There are plenty of valleys. It is all rough
country.
,
969. There is no law compelling them to do it? If it were necessary in the interests of the health of the
people, J suppose a law could be passed as in the case of California.
■
960. If the minors ran their sludge into the water, would it not bo contaminated? Of course, if it were
allowed to run into tbe dam ; but that could he stopped.
961. Mr. Clarke.'] I notice that in 1892 you proposed a gravitation scheme, to cost £17,650 ? Tes.
962. What will your present scheme cost. ? £35,000, including a pipe line from the Moonbie Springs.
963. What is the chief reason for the difference in the two estimates? It is chiefly" due to reticulation.
I put down £5,000 in the first instance, and in this case £14,000 is provided.
964. Would the 10-inch pipes you propose to use bear the same pressure as the 7-inch pipes proposed by
tbe Government ? They would not be exposed to the same pressure. One would have seven times the
extreme pressure of the other.
■
•
965. I understood you to say that in the case of some breakwaters concrete had not lasted well ? Tes;
and cement pipes in California had been proved to deteriorate very rapidly.
‘
966. To what do you ascribe that ? To the absorption of water, and to the deterioration of the material
which constitutes the adhesiveness of the cement.
.
■
967. Tou think the scheme you propose would be more economical than that proposed by tho Depart
ment? I think it would be of far greater advantage. It has fifty" times the area of watershed and it is
largely in excess of the other scheme in the matter of storage and delivery.
■
968. Mr. Fegan,] Tou say that you do not know the scheme proposed by the Government? Only from
the evidence, but I may mention that what led me to give up Moore Creek was the information I got from
the farmers. They had known the creek to be dry for months at a time. It is now only giving according
to the evidence 20,000 gallons a day. From report, this has not been a bad season in that part of the
country. I noticed in the daily papers the other day that in the ranges, near Armidale, they were having
too much rain. If you get only 20,000 gallons in the ease of an ordinary season, I do not know what you
might expect in tbe case of a drought. Whon the Cockburn River with its immense watershed has been
known to be dry for months what can you expect in the case of Moore'Creek.
■
969. You know that the height ol the reservoir in the ease of the Moore Creek scheme would be 1,000 feet,
whereas the height of yours would be only 220 feet? I think the height of 1.000 feet would, if anything,
be an objection. Of course, if you would bring in a large supply of water with that pressure, it could be
used for water jjower; but with a limited supply I think the economy of the proposal is very doubtful.
970. But we arc told that a mere shower of rain is ample to fill the dam ? That would not alter my
opinion. The filling of the dam would depend upon the condition of the country at the time.
'
971. Why did the municipality of Tamworth reject your first scheme ? Chiefly on account of the open
conduit.
1 972.
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BjGipp«i 972. Chairman.'\ I understand you to say that only 4 per cent, of the water falling upon the watershed
of a creek could reasonably be expected to enter it ? Tes, That statement is founded upon Mr. Clarke’s
rePor* ^r0ln ^s observations upon the watershed of the Sydney supply.
■’
* 973, Would you be surprised to hear that I have been informed by the Water Conservation Department
that the percentage of water generally reaching the drainage centre might be estimated at 44 per cent, and
not 4 percent,;—you still adhere to your statement? Tes; and in continuing my examination to-morrow,
I will give you the observations brought by Mr. Bateman before the Koval Commission in London on this
point.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
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Frederick Bowdler Gipps, Esq., civil engineer, sworn, and further examined:—

Chairman.] I believe you were at one time employed by the Works Department ? Tes,
975. W-hat were your duties ? I assisted in laying out the Sydney Water Supply Works. The alternative
1896. lines I laid out were adopted by the Department, although they refused the high-level reservoir which
I proposed. I also surveyed and laid out water supply works for Forbes, Hill End, Gulgong, and Mudgee.
Previous to my employment upon the Sydney Water Supply Scheme, I was engaged by Mr. Manning to
aurvey and report upon his high-level gravitation scheme from the Loddon and Wingecarribee Lakes to
Sydney. I was obliged to report against that scheme on account of the insufficiency of the storage. It
was open to the same objection as is the Government scheme of water supply from Moore Creek.976. Tou informed the Committee yesterday that of the rainfall falling upon an ordinary catchment area
about 4 per cent, would be all that would reach the river ? Tes, during a long drought.
977. What is your authority for that statement? It is taken form the report by a! r, Clarke upon the
Sydney Water Supply. It will be remembered that he was specially brought out from England by the
Government of New South Wales to report -upon the different schemes proposed for the supply of water
to the city. He says, on page 6, “ From the commencement of June, 1871, the Cordeaux observations
were taken as more nearly representing the average rainfall for such an area, and will be more nearly
applicable to the various projects which have to come under consideration. During the dry period alluded
to from August, 1875, to March, 1876, when 9'94 inches lell at Sydney, 16,92 inches were recorded at
Cordeaux, and the table as constructed calculates the ratio of discharge from rainfall as observed at
Cordeaux.” Further on he gives the rainfall on the Cordeaux watershed as 16'92, and the discharge
at 042.
978. Is that statement not qualified in any way ? No. He says, “Past experience of droughts, some of them
extending over more than one year, and the certainty of their recurrence, makes it necessary to adopt tho
minimum rainfall as the safe unit for calculation when considering the source of a future supply * * *
It would appear, however, that even smaller quantities of rain have fallen, as, in 1824, it is stated that 19
inches only fell, but no authentic record of this seems to exist, audit cannot, therefore, be taken into con
sideration.” Thus Mr. Clarke, in all his reports upon the different water supply schemes for Sydney,
adopted a flow of only 4 per cent, of the rainfall as the basis of his calculations for necessary storage, and
on that calculation the storage for the Sydney Water Supply is equal to 230 days.
979. Can you give us any other authority upon this point ? Tes. Mr. Bateman, the eminent hydraulic
engineer in England, in giving evidence before the Itoyal Commission upon water supply in London,
in 1869, referred to the drought of 1868 in Liverpool and Blackburn. In Liverpool, from the 28th
April to the 16th October, a period of 161 days, there was a rainfall of 12 20 inches, while the amount
collected was 12*5 per cent., the mean average rainfall being 49 inches. In the case of Blackburn the
mean average rainfall was 44 inches, and from the 27th March to the 25th September, a period of 182
days, the rainfall was 12‘8 inches, the amount collected being 6 per cent. He, however, expressed.doubt
as to this record. It is estimated that in the West of England, where the mean rainfall averages over 40
inches per annum, there should be a storage of from 100 to 120 days, and in the East of England, where
the mean rainfall averages under 30 inches per annum, a storage of from 240 to 260 days. The Hawkeley
rule is that storage capacity should vary inversely as the square root of rainfall of the mean of three
consecutive dry years, which gives 225 days for Tamworth.
980. Supposing we have it on record that on the Cataract Bi ver in the greatest drought, when there would
be the smallest return of water to the stream, with an estimated rainfall of 10& inches, 10 per cent, went
down the river ? That would depend upon the conditions of the rainfall. If it fell at the rate of an
inch in two or three days a large proportion would go down, hut if it were distributed over six or seven
days a very small percentage would flow down. Mr. Clarke’s evidence, I take it, must be correct, because
it was based on the observations of Government officers at the heads of the rivers, and this gave for the
eight months to which I have referred a percentage of 4 per cent.
981. Do you regard Fanning as an authority upon water supply ? I should not regard him as an
authority in comparison with Bateman. He has collected very valuable data, but I could not accept him
as a practical hydraulic engineer. Humber has also written a valuable engineering work, but I can
hardly accept him as an authority upon this question.
981£. I find that Fanning, on page 77 of his treatise on hydraulics and water supply engineering,
says: “ When monthly data of the flow of any given stream is not obtainable it may ordinarily be
taken upon average drainage areas for an annual flow as equal to 50 per cent, of the annual
rainfall; or for different surfaces its ratio of the annual rain, including floods and flow of springs, is
more, approximately as follows ;—From mountain slopes or steep rocky hills, 80 to 90 per cent. ;■
wooded swampy lands, 60 to 80 per cent.; undulating pasture and wood lands, 50 per cent.; flat
cultivated lands and prairie, 45 to 60 per cent. ?” I should not consider that of any value at all. It
would
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would depend entirely upon tlic conditions of the rainfall. Mr. Clarke was an eminent hydraulic engineer, F. B. tiipp;,
Esq.
and he was specially engaged to report upon the Sydney Water Supply Works. I should prefer to'take his
4 per cent, as being the result of actual observation.
_
!) Jan., 1896.
052. From the information before you, do you believe that only 4 per cent, of the water falling on the
catchment area at the head of Moore Creek would reach the dam as designed by the Government? I
think that would be so under certain conditions. Under the conditions of a long drought, for instance.
053. You adhere to that statement, notwithstanding what Fanning says, and notwithstanding that the
country is precipitous, and that the water might naturally be expected to flow- rapidly to the creek? I
should not reel disposed to credit Fanning’s statement in comparison with Mr. Clarke's in this particular
instance.
,
!1S4. Apart from drought, and under ordinary conditions, what quantity of water might be expected to go
into Moore Creek ? It would depend upon the conditions. In the winter time, when the ground would be
well soaked, perhaps more than 50 per cent, might How off, •
985. How much would run off in an average season ? I could not say.
986. Hut in a dry season you think that it would not amount to more than 4, per cent. ? That is so.
987. You give us that evidence in view of the catchment area under consideration? Yes,
98S. In your opinion there will not be sufficient water from the catchment area proposed by the Depart
ment to supply a suitable quantity of water for Tamworth ? No.
989. You flunk that an area of 22 square miles is not suffieient in that country under the conditions ?
No ; 22 square miles at the rate of 4 per cent, for the lowest rainfall of
would only give 182,441,000
gallons a year. Mr. Dickson’s pipe supply is given as 547,000 gallons a day. That would amount to
199,555,000 gallons, consequently there would be a shortage of 17,000,000 gallons from the water-shed.
990. How far is it from your storage reservoir to the service reservoir r* Nine and a half miles.
991. And howr far from the service reservoir to Tamworth ? Four and a half miles.
992. Do you know the absolute distance? The absolute distance from Tamworth to the storage reservoir
is 14 miles by measurement along the railway line.
993. You propose to lay your pipes along the railway line? Yes; with the cseoption of the first
2 miles.
994. What is the height of your storage reservoir from the railway station at Tamworth ? 177 feet.
905. And what would be the height of your service reservoir ? 153 feet.
99(5. Is that sufficiently high to reach all parts of Tamworth ? I think so. It would give 21 feet above
tbe junction of linglan and Brisbane Streets which was the highest point measured by me.
997. The Department to meet the wants of Tamworth and various outlying areas have thought it
necessary to make a reservoir to reach hind 100 feet higher than would be reached by your scheme ;—do
you* think it necessary? 1 do not, ami there w'ould be a heavy expense in obtainiug reticulation ])ipes
sufficiently thick to withstand the pressure.
998. Do you desire to make any further statements to the Committee? I have previously shown that
225 days storage was positively necessary. We find from Mr. Clarke’s report that in the ease of Sydney
Water Supply there is a storage of 230 days’ supply. I have allowed 225 days, taking the Hawksley
formula. That would give at the rate of only 300,000 gallons a day OT-j million gallons in the storago
reservoir, instead of wdtat the Government provide, only 35,000,000 gallons, so that it W'ould not even
provide for 300,000 gallons per day, to say nothing of 547,000 gallons. Upon the basis of a 225 days’
supply there would require to be in the reservoir, in order to give 547,000 daily, 123,120,000 gallons.
There is, therefore, a shortage of 88,120,000 gallons in the storage reservoir proposed by tho Government.
In the report of tho Commission upon the Sydney Water Supply, it will he found that 48 gallons per
diom per capita is allowed, and it is further stipulated that any scheme should be capable of expansion.
Mr. Clarke says, “ The Commission also define what they consider to be the capacity for expansion that
any scheme for the metropolis should have, viz., double the above amount, or 24,00u,000 gallons a day.”
It will bo seen, therefore, that there should be provision for 90 gallons per capita. Mr. Clarke also said
“The Sewage and Health Board at their mceiing on the 2Sth March, 1870, resolved ‘ that no supply would
be considered adequate unless it would ensure a daily supply of at least 30,000,000 gallons.’ ” Actually
over 100 gallons per capita should therefore be provided for the city of Sydney. Fanning gives the
average daily supply per capita in Boston, Brooklyn, and twelve other places, and 1 find that none of
them are under 40, most of them arc over 50. The larger per capita allowance here can be understood
when we' come to consider the different climate. The intense heat necessitates the use of a greater
quantity of water for baths and domestic purposes, also for watering the streets. I think, therefore, the
allowance of 30 gallons per capita is much too small, having regard to the importance of the town to be
supplied with water.
999. What does Sydney use at present ? Thirty-four gallons per head, I am informed, but this does not
include watering the streets.
1000. And yon think that 100 gallons should be provided for Tamworth ? In the case of a big town like
that we should give sufficient for expansion.
1001. Is there anything further you wish to state ? In drawing comparison of the relative values of the
two schemes from a financial point of view, the storage capacity of my storage reservoir, taking it at so
much per thousand gallons, would cost 4d. per thousand gallons, whereas the cost of Moore Creek storage
would be Is. Od. per thousand gallons. My scheme would he more valuable by tho difference between
those figures. If the water delivered by me was nearly double that delivered by the scheme proposed by
the Department, my supply would be worth nearly twice the Moore Ctcek Supply. Then, again, I propose
to allow 400,000 gallons a day for irrigation, whicli would give £500 a year above what would be given by
the Government scheme. Tbe revenue from my scheme I estimate as follows:—General rate at Is. in
the £,£1,490; Government offices, £240 ; meters, £215; livestock, £50 ; irrigation, £008 ; horse-power
for electric lighting, £150; giving a total of £2,753. The Government estimate a revenue of £2,295.
There would thus be a difference in favour of my scheme of £458, which would be 4 per cent, on £11,000.
That would be the actual value of my scheme over and above the Government scheme, while for expansion
my work would also be cheaper than the Government proposal.
1002. You think the brineing of your supply some 14 miles in such thin pipes is likely to be a
satisfactory process ? Much thinner pipes have been used with a much greater pressure.
1003. Do engineers generally use pipes of that thickness ? They have been used in Victoria.
375—F"
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1004. "Where have they been used there ? At Mildura, for irrigation and also water supply. My factor
of safety using these pipes would be 10, and that is an enormous factor. The water supply pipes in
"Virginia City. California, were thinner than those I propose. For a pressure of over 200 feet, the
water supply pipes arc No. 10 wrought-iron instead of No. 14, steel.
1005. Mr. I)ai;ie$.~\ Yon are quite satisfied as to the strength and durability of your pipes ? Yes. They
have been actually laid for water supplv works in different parts of the world, and especially in California.
I could, if necessary, give you esaet information as to the nso of pipes in Victoria.
'
1000. "Would a pipe l-12th inch in thickness be sufficient to resist the pressure you propose ? According
to the information given to the Committee as to "bursting pressure of other pipes my pipes ought to si and
a pressure of 091 lb. per sectional inch, that is giving a factor of safety of 1G. As a safety of 4 is con- ’
sidored sufficient I am giving four times the necessary factor of safety.
1007. Mr. lla$sdll^\ You think the catchment of the G-overmnent scheme is not fitted to secure a per
manent supply of water for Tamworth ? I -think it is fit for a limited supply only.
1008. X understood you to say just now that the supply in dry weather would be about 182,000,000, and
that would not give a supply of 300,000 gallons a dav ? Hut Mr. Hickson says his pipes are to deliver
5X7,000 gallons a day. He proposes, I conclude, to take 247,000 for power purposes, and I state that Ihe
scheme would not supply it.
]000. You think that the scheme would not supply the Town of Tamworth itself ? It would not supply
547,000 gallons a day,
.
1010. Do you not think that by increasing the eapaeity of the storage reservoir an ample supply could he
provided both for domestic and power purposes? If yon increased the storage reservoir to provide for
tfiree times the quantity provided for at the present time I think itwould be sufficient; but 1 do not think
that that would meet the need for expansion. Tamworth is going to ho a big town. The fault of most
of our works in tbe Colony is that ne have not looked sufficiently forward. I think we should look
forward to a population of 30,000 people at Tamworth.
1011. From what source do you anticipate the increased population;—what will attract them to the
place? The increase of agriculture on tho Peel Elver. There is a very large area of good land there.
1012. "What is the total distance from your impounding dam to the town itself? Exactly 11 miles.
1013. You give the cost of 11 or 12-ineh wrought-iron pipes at. £1,000 per mile? Yes.
1014. Can you account for the discrepancy between that estimate and Mr. Darley’s esfimatc of £2.700?
Mr. Parley's estimate was for cast-iron pipes, and mine was for steel pipes. Tho carriage alone would be
an enormous item.
1015. Assuming the highest point in the town to he 200 feet above the railway station, would your supply
serve that spot? J do not think it would. The only portion which would not be commanded by my
scheme would he the town blocks above Bagla-n-street.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Hugh Giffen Iff'Kinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines,
sworn, and examined:—
H. G.
101G, Ohairman^] What are you? Chief Engineer for AYater Conservatiom
M‘Kinney, 1017. Do you know the catchment area of tho Tamworth Water Supply ? Not intimately. I have been
haqin the district, but 1 have not been over the catchment area.
16Jan'~18%
*'>0 70U I'"110'7 fho present proposal to supply Tamworth with water ? 1 do not know the details of it.
an., , . jojjy qq^ catchment area is an abrupt granite country in places, and the graniie rocks are exposed ;—in
country of tiiat kind, whai proportion of water would find its way to the drainage centre ? That is a
matter which depends on several other points besides the catchment area. It depends upon the way in
which the rain falls. If the rain falls in large quantities at one time a great deal more water will flow
oil than will flow off if the raiu is very much distributed throughout the year. But I should fancy that
from a catchment area like that the proportion which would flow off would not be less than from 30" to 40
per cent.
1020. Have you any knowledge of the rainfall at Tamworth? There is a rainfall of about 29 or 30
inches per annum at Tamwortb.
1021. On an area such as I have described with a rainfall of 29 or 30 inches, what quantity might we
reasonably expect would find its way into the drainage centre ? I should say on an average from 30 to
40 per cent, of the rainfall.
1022. Mr. Davies.'] How long is it since you visited Tamworth ? T should think about three years.
1023. Have you been consulted by the Department with reference to this water scheme? I cannot say
that I have. 1 have been asked, for some information in connection with my own experience about tho
flow of catchment areas, but I cannot say that I have been consulted about the scheme.
1024. Do you know the extent of the catchment area? I do not.
1025. So that you have very little knowledge of the proposal before the Committee? I have not gone
into the scheme at all; it lies quite outside my province.
102G. Supposing fliero is a fall of 4 inches all over an area of 22 square miles, what quantity of water
would that give? If that fall of 4 inches took place very rapidly it would very likely give as much as
70 per cent, off the area, but if I inch fell at one time and another inch at another the chances are that
itwould be under 30 per cent.
1027.
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1027. You could not tell liow many million gallons could be expected P That is a matter of calculation,
1U2S. You are aware that tbe dam at the foot of the catchment area is estimated to hold ;35,UQ0,0C)0 '
•”
gallons ? 1 was not aware of the actual quantity that the dam will hold.
---------- 1.02!). Would a fall of 4 inches orer that area fill that dam thirty times over? On a rough guess 1 icjan., 1S9G.
should any that it would. .Four inches over 22 square miles is an enormous quantity of water.
_
1020. W'ould it be too largo an estimate to expect from a rainfall of 4 inches that that dam, with its
capacity of 25,000,000 gallons, would be filled thirty times over?That would depend upon tho way in
which the 4 inches of rain fell. If the 4 inches of rain fell all at once it certainly would fill the dam a
great number of times over.
1021. You could not tell the Committee whether we might expect to have the dam filled thirty times?
No ; I do not consider it is a thing that anybody could sav.
1022. You just sialed that the average rainfall is from 28' to 30 inches ? Yes.
_
1022, Can you state what quantity it would represent if 4 inches of that actually ran off ? Yes. That
is a matter of easy calculation ; it would certainly fill the dam a great number of times.
1004. Do you know what is tho smallest rainfall that they have ever had in the district of Tamworth ?
No.
1025. If the lowest rainfall in Tamworth has been IS inches—never less—would you regard a catchment
area of 22 square miles as sufficient for supplying and refilling a dam which will hold from 35,00^,000 to
50.000,000 gallons ? That is a matter I would rather have some time to go into, but, speaking offhand, I
believe that it would he.
1030. You have not gone into that ? I have not gone into details.
1027. Tou are not familiar with the plans before the Committee? No.
1028. Have you any details in reference to tho flow of water off eaichment areas? 1 have iu some cases.
1 can tell you what proportion of the rainfall flowed off the catchment area of tho Murrumbidgco in
18S4, but I have no particulars about this river.
1029. Mr. Fegan.'] How long would it take you to give us that calculation—as to the number of times
tho reservoir would be Ailed. Supposing the rainfall to he about 30 inches, and that 4 inches of that
goes into the dam, what would the supply he from the 22 square miles ? It would he 201,441,000
cubic feet, and that multiplied by (1;- gives 1,277,760,000 gallons.
1040. Do you think 4 inches is a small percentage to run into the drainage centre out of a rainfall of
28 or 30 inches ? 1 do.
1011. Therefore, you think the Committee is safe in concluding that there will be a sufficient supply for
the people of Tamworth? Yes ; 1 think it will be ample.
1012. Considering the population to bo 10,000, you do not think there is any danger of the town going
short of water with that catchment area ? I have not heard what the storage is to be. There is no
doubt that the catchment area is largo enough.
,
1043. The storage is supposed to be equal to 50,000,000 gallons, and the rainfall being 28 inches, you do
.
not think there is any fear of the people of Tamworth being short of water if that scheme is carried out ?
.1 do not think there is the slightest fear of it.
,
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ho Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.

Joseph Davis, Esq., M. Inst. C.E., Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply and
Sewerage, Department of Public Works, sworn, and further examined :—
10-14. Chairman!] What will it cost to increase the storago capacity of tbe Moore Creek reservoir up to J.|Dayjs,Esq.,
5(1,000,000 gallons? Tho lota! cost will bo £7,460. 'The difference between the cost of impounding M.J.C.E.
"
25,000,000 gallons and the cost for impounding 50,000,000 gallons is £2,148.
17 Jam, 1S9G.
1015. It will involve an extra expenditure of £2.143 ? Yes.
1016. What alterations will have to he made tothe dam which you have already described to tho
Commitloe ? The base of it will bo wider, and the level of the crest will be raised by 4feet 6 inches.
1047. Will there bo any alteration in the width of the base ? The base will be proportionately stronger
to correspond with the difference in height.
1018. "What would a service reservoir, to hold a million gallons, cost? The probable cost would bo
£2,000. The present one cost £1,800, or £1,200, more.
1049. If subsequently another 500,000 gallons had to he put in, what would it cost? About £!,$00.
1050. There would ho a difference between the costof doing it now and postponing it ? Yes.
1051. What would he the interest on ihe £2,148 ?
3‘016 per cent.; that would bo interest and sinking
fund. It would amount to about £77 14s. per annum.
1052. What will if bo on the other £1,200, if it is determined to increase the service reservoir ? About
£H 7s.
1052. The total yearly rate which the Tamworth people will he called upon to pay will be £121 Is.? Yes.
105-1.
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J. Da-vis.Eaq, 1054. Is tlierc anYtliinsc else that you desire to say ? I will read the following slatemcnt, iu answer to
the evidence of Mr. Gipps :—
17 Jan 189G'^01t
information of the Committee, in view ol the evidence given by Mr, Gipps, I bog to submit the following
1
' observations :—
Leveh.

The most serious defect in the modified Cockburn scheme is the limited head, The levels will not admit of tbe
water being supplied by gravitation above tbe broken red line shown on the ■wall plan. Even at this contour line, which
is 73 feet above the railway station, instead of 133 feet as given by Mr. Gipps, the pressure would be so small that m
case of fire it would be useless.
Dam.

Mr. Gipps states (p. 33, Minutes of Evidence), that tho Dooen Dam, in Victoria, resembles—except in its
foundations—bis proposed dam, its dimensions being nearly similar. An inspection of the cross-sections of the two dams,
which are shown on the attached diagram, will show that the designs are totally different in every respect. Tbe Dooen
Dam is founded on clay (not rock), and constructed of timber, clay, and gravel.
It would be impossible to keep Mr. Gipps’ dam watertight for any length of time if constructed as shown, and the
percolation of witter would give such a degree of buoyancy to the materials as to make it unstable in times of flood. The
top width is also insufficient to withstand the momentum of the large body of water and boating timber which would pass
over it after heavy rain storms. 1 have therefore included in the estimate for a concrete dam, the probable cost of which
will be £8,630 15s.
Stu.1 Pipes.
In his original scheme Mr. Gipps proposed to use 12-ineh and 11-inch wrought-iron pipes 1G U.W.G. thick ; he now
increases tho proposed thickness to 14-inch H.W.G. for 16-inch and 0-inch pipes of steel. Altliough it is well known that in
America even thinner pipes have been used, chiefly for mining purposes, yet it is not considered advisable that any steel
pipes above G inches diameter intended for permanent waterworks should have a less thickness than J inch, chiefly because
tlierc is a practical difficulty in caulking the seams of a thinner pipe without injury to the plates. For this reason, in the
estimate I have prepared I have provided for pipes J inch thick, which at £22 per ton will cost £20,185.
My estimate of Cockburn scheme, as modified by Air. Gipps, is as follows :—
£
s. d.
Storage reservoir ...............................................................................
8,030 15 0
ff.t miles of 10-inch diameter steel pipes......................................... 15,640 2 2
Service reservoir................................................................................
1,800 0 0
4$ miles of 0-inch diameter steel pipes .........................................
4,544 IS 0
Kotieulation........................................................................................ 14,260 0 0
Survey and engineering expenses, &u..............................................
4,487 4 4
Total..............£40,363

0

0

Turning now to the Moore Creek scheme and to the evidence given by Mr, Gipps respecting the catchment and the
quantity or water which may be expected to reach the storage reservoir therefrom, the best authorities state that from
mountain slopes such as those in question, SO to 00 per cent, of the rainfall may he expected to run ofl the gathering
ground. Actual observations, extending over several years in connection with the Sydney Water Supply,_ show that the
Cataract Itiver discharged 44 per cent, of tho rainfall. Air. Fitzgciald, in a paper read before the American Society of
Civil Engineers in June, 1892, gives the annual percentages of rainfall collected from the following river watersheds near
Boston, U.S.A., as follows :—
.Sudbury River ; catchment, 75 square miles ; hilly with steep slopes ; mean for 10 years........... 40'5 per cent,
Gochituate River ; catchment, 18 8 square miles ; flat and sandy slopes ; mean fot 29 years.......43’S
,,
The average catchment area for 1,000 persons for thirty-eight water supplies given in the '‘Manual of American
AYatcr Supplies’’ and “Burton,” is equal to 381 aeies, or 1,680 persons to the square mile. Applying this to Moore Creek
watershed, a catchment of 6 square miles would he sufficient.
The average rainfall rccoidcd for Tamworth for the three diiest consecutive years is 10'OO inches, and if it is assumed
that only 20 per cent, of this ran off the catchment, 1,25',j,000,001) gallons per annum would he available.
The drift iu the creek indicates that in times of storm 1,362,500 gallons per minute pass down the creek. To give
this quantity, a quarter of an mull per hour must have reached the creek from the watershed.
Regarding the storage capacity of the reservoir, I have prepared a diagram giving the rainfall from 1880 to 1895, and
the condition of the water during that time m a storage reservoir having a capacity of 35.000,000 gallons at the proposed
site at Moore Creek. Assuming that only 20 per cent, of the rainfall runs off, and that 300,000 gallons are used per day,
the result shows that with the exception of tile year 1888, when 13'17 inches rainfall was registered, tho storage capacity
would not be seriously strained.
Air. Gipps throws some doubt on the adequacy of the proposed provision of 30 gallons per head. The daily average
consumption in Sydney during 1894 was 13,739,000 gallons, equal to 34'23 gallons per head. The average quantity used
in thirteen European cities is given in Fanning as 27 gallons per head. It would therefore appear that a reasonable
provision has been made in the Departmental proposal.
Air. Gipps in his evidence refers to the failure last year of tho Rouzcy masonry dam m support of his contention in
favour of combined stone and timber iu preference to concrete, and remarks that this dam “ was constructed with great
care, its foundations were taken down 30 feet to what was considered a solid base, and yet without any other apparent
reason except the failure of the cement joints it burst on the 27th of April last year.” A reference to the description of
this French dam in ISniimeeriag, of 3id May, 1895, will show that this is entirely incorrect, and that on the contrary the
design was very faulty according to the best English practice, the line of resistance with the reservoir full falling consider
ably outside the middle third of the section, thus causing tension on the inner face ; that the materials used were soft
sandstone of very low tensile strength, set in lime mortar ; that the foundations were not carried down to solid rock, so
that on attempting to fill the reservoir the dam “ slid down the valley several inches,” and had to he strengthened before
it could he nsed.
There is no record of the failure of a properly constructed concrete dam or masonry dam, designed in accordance
with Professor Rankme’s rule (which is adopted by tiie Department) that the line of resistance in straight dams to any
pressure should fall within the middle third of the cross section.
In accordance with the instructions of the Sectional Committee I have prepared an estimate for increasing the
capacity of the storage reservoir to 50,000,000 gallons, which amounts to £7,460, or £2,148 more than the dam for
impounding 35,000,000 gallons. The Engineer-in-Chicf for Public Works thinks, however, notwithstanding that the pipe
line will ho longer, and ill the low$r parts the pipes will have to he increased to 7Vinch thick, that when a survey has
been made it will be cheaper to coustiuct a dam at tho upper site.
. J. DAVIS,
Robt. Hickson,
Principal Assistant Engineer, C.T. Water Supply and Sewerage.
Enginecr-in-Chief for Public Works.

1055. The Engiiieer-in-Chief thinks it would he better, if 50,000,000 gallons is required, 1o have it
impounded on tho oilier site ? He is of that opinion.
1050. It will cost £2.000 more to make the dam hold 50,000,000 gallons ? Tes.
1057. And the piping? There will be 11 mile of piping, which will cost about £050.
1058. Will you require to strengthen your pipes running into the service reservoir? Tos ; a very great
length will require to be strengthened.
1059. What will that cost ? Probably it will cost £2,000 to strengthen the pipes.
1050.
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10G0. Thiit is £2,800, or say £3,000, against £2,000 ? Mr. Ilickson's idea is that the cost of the upper Jdam will bo considerably less than that of tho lower one to impound the same quantity of water, and no ' • • - ■
doubt he is right. The question is, whether, if we have to spend more money on the pipes, wc shall save itT^TsoG
that much iu putting in the upper dam, I should like to correct myself as to tho cost of the pipes.
’’
’
Jlie difference in the cost of the pipe-line between the upper and the lower dam would be £3,100 instead
of £2,000,
11
10G1. Mr. HumpheryWill you explain tbe difference in cost of tbe two schemes—that is to say, the
upper dam and the lower one? It is impossible to give an accurate estimate of the scheme for the upper
dam until a survey has been made, but approximately it will stand thus : Tbe extra length and thickness
of the pipes in the lower portion of tbe pipe-line will cost £3,100 more for the upper site than for the
lower site, but the upper site being a better site for a dam than the lower site, the dam will probably be
constructed for, say, £1,500 less to impound the same quantity of water. So that it would appear from
that that it would be more economical to adopt the lower site.
1002. Was tho proposal to adopt the higher site brought under the notice of the Tamwortb Council ?
Xo ; tbe Tamworth Council have always been led to suppose that wo were to keep that as a reserve.
1063. What would be the additional cost of constructing a second dam, assuming that the storage here
after should bo iusultieient in tho lower dam P A second dam could bo constructed to impound 35,000,000
gallons for slightly over £4,000, or to impound 50,000,000 gallons for about £5,500.
*
.1004. Wlmt would be the cost to make provision for 50,000,000 gallons ? It would be over £37,000.
1005. £37,000 will cover the total cost of the water supply if you carry out a proposal to construct a dam
on the lower site to hold 50,000,000 gallons of water? That is correct.
10GO. And you can double the capacity by an expenditure of an additional £5,000 ? Tes.
10G7. Tou have allowed 30gallons per head fora population of 5,000? Tbe present population is 4,300.
1068. Assuming a consumption of 30 gallons per bead per day, that would be about 150,000 gallons a
day ? Tes.
'
1069. Then, with a storago capacity of 50,000,000 gallons, you would have a reserve supply for about 160
.
or 170 days ? We should have a reserve supply for twelve months.
1070. But doubling the present population, with a storage of 50,000,000 you will have a reserve supply
for about half a year ? Tes.
”
1071. If you have the present consumption of 150,000 gallons a day for a population of 5,000, and assuming
that 10,000 people, in round numbers, would consume 300,000 gallons a day, if you had a storage
reservoir to hold 100,000,000 gallons, would that give you nearly a year’s supply in the reserve? There
would be a year’s supply for double the present population.
"
1072. Mr. Lee."] I believe that taking the additions to the present Departmental proposal for storing tbe
50,000,000 gallons, and doubling tho capacity of the service reservoir, ihe additional cost would be £3,348 ?
Tes. That is correct.
10/3. The annual interest upon which would be £99 4s, ? Tes, including tbe sinking fund.
■
1074. Tou arc aware that there is a general desire on the part of the Tamworth people to have an increased
storage ? Tew.
1075. They did not doubt about the 35,000,000 gallons supplying the present population ? Xo; but they
considered that it would bo safer to have 50,000.000 gallons. ^ '
107G. And also safer to have double the service supply? Tes; but I Ihougbt without any rhyme or
reason.
■’ "
1077. At all events to give the increased capacity in both reservoirs the additional cost wmuld be £3,348?
Tes.
1078. lias your calculation been sufficiently thought out for the Committee to rely upon this estimate?
Tes. The estimate has been made correctly.
1079. The same doubt does not exist there that exists as to tbe probable cost of tbe dam on the upper
site? Xo.
1080. Then, in the event of provision'being made to give this increased storage, does it not follow that
'
the upper dam will be an invaluable reserve to have in hand ? That is my opinion.
1081. Then, if 50,000,000 gallons can be stored under tho present proposal, it will serve every purpose
until the population of Tamworth doubles itself? Tes.
.1082. In the event of the present storage being increased to 50,000,009 gallons, have you any doubt that
the reservoir will be filled ? I have not the slightest doubt. With such a catchment area as we have
there there should certainly be no scarcity of water.
1083. Are there not many indications given by the height of the driftwood in the creek as to the height
of tho flood-water under certain conditions ? Tes, many.
1084. And from them you gather that there must be an enormous body of water passing down? Tes ;
and 1 have made calculations which I read to tbe. Committee showing that if there was such a stream as
has been indicated in the creek it would fill the reservoir in hnlf-an-hour, supposing the reservoir to be
empty.
*
1085. Tou are well acquainted with ihe shifting nature of tbe country there—tbe disintegrated state of
the granite and the liability of the sand to find its way into water-courses? Tes.
■
1080. What provision arc you going to make to keep the dam thorough]}7 scoured ? J propose to put in
two penstocks instead of one. as is usual in such cases, the object being in time of flood to open those pen
stocks and allow tbe dam to flush. My own opinion is that that will cause a current along the present
bcdjif the creek at the bottom of tbe reservoir and tho sand will be discharged below tbe dam.
K)S7. Do you think that that will be suffieient to clear the bed of tbe dam for a considerable distance ?
Tes, I am satisfied that it will. Sand dams might be put in above the reservoir, but they wmuld ho a cause
of continual expense, as it would always require one man there to keep them clean.
1088. I should like to bear you on the question of tbe service reservoir ;—T am aware that there is a con
flict of opinion between yourself and the mayor and aldermen of Tatmvorlh ? Well, if tbe service rcservoir is constructed to contain 500,000 gallons it will be snfticient to last the people of Tamworth under
present, cireumstances for three days, which should be ample. Bui; even supposing that a pipe burst in
the valley of Moore Creek, it could be repaired and tho water turned on again before the water in ihe
service reservoir was exhausted.
1089.
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J. Davis,Esii., 1080. In other words, 3'ou have no doubt about its being ample for the requirements nE tbe city ? 1 am
Ji.I.C.E. satisfied that the provision is ample, and indeed compared with many other places it is more than ample.
ITJarT^lShG
^ want 70U I00*1 {l1' ^ from this point of view : The township has expressed a desire to have an
ft
‘ increased storage there, and they show' that they will have an ample margin within tho estimated reveuno
to pay interest upon the extra cost;—under those conditions do yon offer any objection to it ? 1 should,
because I consider it would be a waste of money, and I do not think they gave any reason for it.
1091. What great objection can there be to granting that increased supply if they are willing to pay for
it? I do not see that itwould be increased accommodation. If the Tamsvorth people have as much
water in the service reservoir as will keep them going I do not see what more they can want,
1092. I think you have already stated that this extra reservoir could be put down for less money now than
it could by-and-bye ? Slightly less.
■
1093. That being the case, is there any objection to tho increased storage ? There would he just as much
sense in making that a million gallons as there would be In making the storage capacity 100,000,000 when
there is a concensus of opinion that 00,000,000 would be sullicicnt.
1091. Laying your engineering calculations aside for a moment, what is the great objection to granting
this increased storage if they are willing to pay for it? You cannot control people when they like to bo
foolish.
1095. We cannot take that view of it. I suppose wo may take this view of it: that if this increased
accommodation were given now it would be part and parcel of tbe total cost of tho work ? Yes.
109G. The redemption of which would take place within 100 years ? That would be so ; but I should
like to slate that in future if will be possible to extend these works on ihe same terms to any extent.
That will be when an amending Bill, which it is proposed to bring into Parliament, has become law.
1097. As the law stands at present tbe original cost is^ that which is charged by the C-overnmcnt to the
Municipality ? That is so.
1098. Any additional service after that has to ho incurred at the cost of tho Municipality ? Municipalities
cannot afford to do it, so that the work has to go undone, and it will be so until tbe Bill to which 1 have
referred has become law.
1099. As the law now stands they would have to do this work at their on n expense ? Yes; if they have
funds.
_
1100. You do not offer any objection to the increased storage of 50,000,000 gallons?
No ; I favour that.
1101. But you take exception to the increased accommodation of the, service reservoir ? ] regard that aa
unnecessary.
1102. If the increased service is omitted the total extra cost will be £2,14-8 ? That is so.
1103. If tbe extra service is given it will increase tbe cost by £1,200 ? Yes.
1104. Mr. Fe./fan.'] In taking the water supply from Moore Creek are you not taking it from a number
of residents along the creek ? AVe impound behind tbe dam sufiicient water to supply Tamworth.
1105. In impounding tbe water you take from a large number of people the water winch they have
hitherto had access to ? There will be sufficient water flowing down after we have taken what we want
for Tamwortb to supply all the residents there. There are two large branch creeks, the Kangaroo Crock
and Back Creek, and if wc use all tbe water which flows from the 22 square miles of catchment area
those two creeks will give a sufficient supplyr for tbe residents to whom you refer.
1106. How much would those residents have now if they depended on those two creeks ;—is it not a fact
that they would be entirely without water ? No; there is water flowing in Back Creek to my knowledge.
I am not so sure as to Kangaroo Crock, but I believe there is water in that creek too.
1107. It would considerably hamper these people for water, would it not? I do not think so. Tho
residents are so few along the creek in the valley that they would have quite enough water after we had
taken all that we required for Tamwortb.
1103. Arc there not as many residents along Moore Creek depending upon the water as there are in the
higher section of 'Tamworth which Mr. G-ipps’ scheme could not reach ? I should say that there is no
comparison between the two.
1109. One of the principal objections to Mr, Gipps’ scheme is as to its inability to get the water to a
certain point ? Yes.
1110. Do you know the number of residents along Mooro Creek ? 1 should think that there are not
more than twelve homesteads at the outside.
1111. Are you going to make any provision in your scheme to give these people water?
If they ask for
it and pay for it they will get a supply from the pipe.
11L2, Have you made any provision in your scheme to provide them with water?
There will bo sufficient
provision to supply them without causing Tamworth to suffer in any way whatever.
1113. You told Mr. Lee that you thought tbe additional service reservoir entirely unnecessary? Yes.
1114. I suppose, as an engineer, you consider it your duty to see that the work is carried out with as little
expense as possible, and in such a way as lo afford the greatest facility to tho people ? AYith as little
expense as possible consistent with efficiency.
1115. That is a point in your profession ? I am supposed to look after that part of the business.
1116. In making provision for a storage of half a million gallons in tbe service reservoir, which will be
as much as ihe inhabitants of Tamwortb can consume in three days, you think that that is quite
sufficient ? Yrcs.
1117. Will there be spare piping along tbe line in case of any accident ? Yes. Pipes are always kept
at certain places along the line for repairing.
1118. Therefore, the people will not suffer as long as they have a three days’supply in the reservoir ?
No.
1119. Mr. Tliimplicnj.'] Do you know of any country town water supply having a service reservoir
containing more than three days’ supply ? Not under similar conditions.
1120. itZr. Cameron.'] And in your opinion that is ample ? Yes; it is infinitely better than Sydnej'.
1121. Mr. Hmtphcry.] AVLat is the supply for the City of Sydney contained in the service reservoir ?
Not more than half a day’s supply.
1122. Mr. Jloskiin.] AVhon the reservoir at the Centennial Park is finished there will he more then,
will there not ? V'os.
1123. AVhat supply is that supposed to hold—will it be a three days’ supply ? Something like lhat.
‘
"
1124.
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11.24. Mr. Black,'] What was the cost of the Groulburn Water Supply P £55,000.
J. Davis, Esq.,
1125. What is the population of G-oulburn P I suppose about 8,000.
M.I.C.E.
1126. And the population of Tamworth is 5,000 P Yes.
1127. Thon tliis Tamworth scheme is not only absolutely cheaper than the Gnulburn scheme, but it is ^ an-j1®1 ■
relatively cheaper as compared with the population? Yes. It compares favourably with the Goulburn
scheme from that point of view.
■
1128. Do you think it wilt be possible to get figures showing the difference to each of the ratepayers
■between the two systems ? I think 1 could get them.
'
1120. Mr. Tlassall,] Have you any knowledge of tho Wanly water supply ?
Xo.
1130. You do not know what the holding capacity of the reservoir is P Xo ; but I could get it.
1131. Will you let us have that? I will.
*
1132. Have you made any estimate as to what will ho the cost of the silt-pit above the storage reservoir?
Xo. I propose to scour the silt out of the reservoir by moans of penstocks which I have described.
That will be a cheaper way.
1133. Is the cost of that contained in your estimate ? Y'es.
‘
1134. Do you think it is necessary to increase the carrying capacity of the storage reservoir to 50,000,000,
as asked for by the Council ? 1 think it will be on the safe side—the droughts are very protracted there.
1135 You do not think it necessary to go one and a quarter mile up the creek to the second site? I
would not express any opinion beyond what 1 have already done.
1130. By using the site first selected, and increasing the storage capacity to 50,000,000 gallons, you will
not require to make any alteration in the pipe-line, and there will bo no additional expense ? The only
additional expense will be £2,148 for tbe extra dam.
113/. And in the event of tho construction of extra storage above, you would not require an extra pipoline? Xo. The water would he allowed to run down the bed of the creek as required from the upper to
the lower dam.
1138. Mr. Cameron 1] Have you, in connection with the Works Department, a system of cement-testing ?
Yes ; I have charge of it.
J
1139. Have you tested the local cements with reference to the various works? Yes. We have had
colonial cements under tests from time to time over since they have been making them.
1140. How docs it compare with the Portland or other imported cements? It is inferior to the home
made cements. It is not so strong.
1141. Is it as good as the German? The German cement from my experience stands first on the list as
to quality, tho English comes second, and the colonial comes third.
1142. Is the eemeiit that is used for public works tested before it is used for each work, or is there a
pertodical examination ? Every parcel of cement before it is used on any public work is tested, and
accepted or rejected without regard to maker or brand or country.
1143. Then, in the event of a local manufacturer wishing to have his cement used in connection with a
proposed^work, would a special examination take place, or would you go by the result of the past examina
tion ? Every parcel would have to stand on its own merits.
114-1'. Then an application would ensure a test being made? We are testing colonial cement now for
works.
114o. Mr. Wright.] I suppose you have a standard ? Yes; and if the cement complies with the standard
in twenty-eight days it is accepted ; if not it is refused.
H46 Does the eol'onial cement work with an equal quantity of sand ? The colonial cement is very fine,
and if not put through the usual test would in all probability be accepted as very superior cement. In
that^respeet it is like the German. The English cement is rather coarse.
1147. Does it harden quickly? It hardens in some instances too quickly.
1148. Does it crack ? Yes, in mam* cases, It contains a certain quantity of free lime, which is slaked
during the process of setting. An internal strain is set up and the cement cracks.
1140, In price I suppose it is about the same ? I think so.
BMWAT,
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ftrcemt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esy. (Craibman).
The Hon. Eredfjuck Thomas Humphehy.’
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Henry Ci.aiike, Esq,

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eeoan, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Ebancis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Joseph Davis, Esq., M, Inst. C.E., Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply and
Sewerage Department of Public Works, sworn, and further examined :—
1150. Chairman.] We wish you to give a sketch showing the height of the reservoir with a supply of j Dang Esq
35,000,000 and also with a supply of 50,000,000 gallons, taking it in the driest year when the estimated jf.I.C.E. *
one-fourth of the rainfall falling on the catchment area would be available for storage purposes ? The /—
quantity estimated was 20 per emit.
24 Jan., 1896.
1151. Twenty per cent, or one-fifth have you got that plan ? 1 have ; the two plotted on the same
sheet, showing 35,000,000 and the 50,000,000 gallons supplv,
1152. You hand in the plan showing the storage for the driest year ? Yes ; for the year 1888. That was
tho driest year; but 1895 was very near to it.
'
”
1153. AYhat rainfall was there in ISSS ? 13'G incites.
1154. And your plan shows by tbe blue line the effect of the supply of 35,000,000 gallons ? Y'es: with
20 per cent, of the rainfall and 300,000 gallons a day consumption.
1155. And you show in red the same supply under similar conditions with a storage of 60,000,000 gallons ?
1150. How much have you increased the height of the dam ? Four feet six inches.
1157.
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J. Duvis, Esq. ,1157. Just describe the effect of 300,000 gallons consumption on a storage of 3.5,000,000 gallons in the
JI.I.C.E. reservoir, and one of 50,000,000? "With 20 per cent, of the rainfall and a consumption of 300,000 gallons
a day equal to the requirements of a population of 10,000, twice the present population, with a supply of
24 Jan,,
gallons t}ic reservoir would have been emptied in tbe month of September, 1SS8. But if the
capacity were increased to 50,000,000 gallons then under the worst conditions whicli existed in the year
1888 there would* probably be a third of the 50,000,000 gallons still left in the reservoir.
1158. You have made no allowance for evaporation ? I have not.
1159. Will you explain why? To begin with, it is very difficult to make an allowance for that in a
diagram like this. Secondly in making that allowance the rainfall itself would have to be taken into considera
tion, Supposing the evaporation to equal 40 inches in the year, against that would have to come tho rain
that actually falls on the surface of the reservoir which would reduce it considerably. In addition to
that the allowance of 20 per cent, of the rainfall on the catchment area is so very small that there will be
ample to compensate for any small quantity that would be lost by evaporation.
I1G0. Therefore 50.000,000 gallons is ample ? 50,000,000 gallons is ample for 10,000 people taking tbe
last fifteen years which is a fair criterion as a basis.
11.01. Is there any other statement which you desire to make?
Yes; I desire also to supplement
my statement made to the Committee on the 17th instant, in regard to the provision Mr. Gipps
makes in his scheme for motive power and irrigation. Jn his statement read before the Public
Works Committee on the 8th instant, Mr. Gipps states that inasmuch as his proposed IG-inch main from
the storage to service reservoir would deliver the required daily supply of 300,000 gallons in 84- hours, it
would be possible to use G42,000 gallons iu 15^ hours for generating electricity and irrigation. It has
already been shown that Mr. Gipps’ proposed 9-inch pipe from theservice reservoir to tho town is not
large enough to give a satisfactory supply to the higher levels for domestic purposes alone ; it willtherc^
fore be evident that in order to furnish sufficient power for electric lighting (as proposed by tbe
Department) a separate pipe will be required, and it will be necessary to increase the capacity of the
service reservoir to at least 1,000,000 gallons. Mr. Gipps’ estimate will therefore have to be increased
as follows :—
12-ineh steel pipe. 5 miles long ...
...
...
...
...
... £G,240 0 0
Additional cost of service reservoir, 1,000,000 gallons...
...
...
1,200 0 0
Total....................................

£7,440 0 0

If this sum be added to tbe estimate of £49,3G3 previously submitted, it will bring the estimated cost
of Mr. Gipps' scheme for the supply of water from the Cockburn River, and motive power for electric
lighting, to £50,803. It must, however, be borne in mind that even with this expenditure no water
would be available for irrigation, inasmuch as the turbine being in Peel-street, would be situated where
there is no land to irrigate, and tho water therefrom, after passing through the turbine, would run to
waste.
11G2, Mr. Moshins^] What would be tbe difference in cost between a service reservoir of 500,000 gallons
and a reservoir that would hold a million gallons? £1,200.
1103. Mr. Black.'] Have you a return of the cost of other water supplies ? I have prepared a statement
of the provision as far as service reservoirs are concerned for Sydney and the suburbs.
1find that when
the two reservoirs which at present are being constructed are finished there will beaprovision of
22.000. 150 gallons. That is equal to about two days’ supply ; at present there is scarcely a day’s supply.
31G4. Mr. Davies^] If the proposed service reservoir provides 500,000 gallons—enough for three days—if
that were duplicated as suggested and provision were made for idle storage of 1,000,000 gallons, that would
be a week’s supply ? Yes ; with an average of 30 gallons per head of the population of 5,000.
1165. In the dry seasons it has been customary with the Sydney Water Supply to place tbe people on half
supply? I think they have recently had to go on short commons in some of the higher parts of the suburbs.
HOG. But even before the water supply was taken over by the Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Board,
was it not the custom in dry seasons to reduce tbe supply to oue-balf ? Yes ; X know that from my own
experience.
11G7. Then if that course were resorted to in this case you can have a fortnight's supply if you have
],000,COO gallons stored ? Yes ; but the question is whether it would be necessary.
1103. You do not contemplate any necessity for anything like that? I do not.
1169. You believe that any breakage in the delivery pipe could bo repaired within 24 hours ? Yes.
1170. So that there would ho ample time, to make the repairs and continue the supply ? Yes.
1171. Without any difficulty at all? Yes.
1172. How will the pipes be connected ? Socketed in tbe usual way with lead joints. *
1173. Then if there was a burst iu one pipe the water could be shut off at the storage reservoir, and
repairs could be made without any great loss of water or much delay ? Temporary repairs could be done
in two or three hours probably.
1174. You do not anticipate any inconvenience from that source ? No.
1175. Prom your knowledge of the character of the locality in which you propose to erect your service
reservoir do yon favour any enlarged storage capacity there ? I think it will be safer to have the
50.000. 000 gallons.
117G. Would it be safer to have 1,000,000 gallons in the service reservoir ? I think we have got an ample
supply with half a million gallons there.
1177. You do not think it necessary to increase the capacity of the service reservoir ? No.
1178. Although it would cost only £1,200 ? It is not much, certainly.
'
1379. But if tho ratepayers of Tamworth arc willing to pay tho additional cost, would it not be an
advantage to store another 500,000 gallons ? 1 do not think it would be money well spent.
1180. Do you approve of provision being made at the storage reservoir for a larger supply ? Yes.

1181. What would it cost ? £2,1G0.

1182. You believe that that would be money well spent? Yes.
1183. It would give a larger supply in case of dry seasons ? It would tide over such a season as the
year 1888 and last year.
1184. Do you propose to provide for that £2.1G0 stronger walls? Yes; the whole of the extra expense
is absorbed in that way.
1185
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1211. Supposing they have a six months’ drought without any fall of rain, and tia^otf “ ^wortK

■J.. Davis, Esq.,
M.I.O.E. in Australia—it has happened-do you consider then that the provismn you have “J® f"

ample ? I am satisfied that the provision we have made, supposing wo have a storage of oO.OOO.OOO gallons,

•Zi Jan., 1896.

12L2.PNotwithstanding that, there might be six months without ram ?_ Tes.

, system of
i oi q You are of oninion that even if they had to water the principal streets, and the system
sewerage were introduced in the populous parts of the town, that the proposed supply would be ample.
SlADoyou think with 20 per cent, of the rainfall running into this larger dam, with a rainfall of 13 6
inches in a dry season, yon would have a sufficient supply r Tes.
t „ rcserTOir to
1215. Can you tell us what would be the pressure per inch upon the pipes
lb
the service reservoir ? The 700-feet head at the service reservoir would give a pressure equal to 28
.
1216. ° Dq1 you ^consider that with that pressure, which is a very large on(!>
thfiolnts
using any other pipes than flange and bolted pipes? From actual expenment I know that the joints
proposed to be used would stand as much pressure as the pipes.
sockets The
1217. Tou think that leaded joints will he sufficient? It will be anchored into the sockets, me
sockets will he shaped so as to anchor the lead.
. .,
niimoino' scheme
1218 Mr. Slack'] I asked you if the scheme would not be less expensive than any pumpmg scliemo
that rniuht be nronosed and I asked for the cost as compared with other gravitation schemes 5 and I am
between the cos(of tfie Tamworth scheme as compared wrfh^e
rate producing capacity of other towns ? I hand in a table showing the cost per head of the P°PU‘™
S tile wSrgsnppliesyof ten country towns, six of which are gravitation ^used bv thePSlwa|
schemes. But L wish to explain that, inasmuch as in those schemes the water used by the Hallway
Commissioners is included, the result is not of a reliable nature.
the Tunee ^ater ?
1219 Mr Hoskins] Are not the Kailway Commissioners paying £1,900 a year lor the Junee water r
They were to dcTso, according to toe
of the Work. Committee, bet theyh.ee only
undertaken to pav £1,500 a year. The matter has not been finally settled.
_
.
1220. Mr. Fegan.] I suppose^ you know there is no regular system of sewerage m Tamwortb . Tes, lo
iS^Andt^ecessarily, there will be a smaller quantity of water used there then there would be if they
TiT,d a tironer avstGin of acw'BrftffG ? Xfis j less, for instfince, than in Sydney.
»
1222. Therefore, they will need a less supply ? Tes, until they carry out a proper system of sewerage;
then, if they adopt the water-carriage system, they will require more water.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.

APPENDIX.

A.
\To Evidence of J. Davis, Esq., M.I.O.E.]
Country Towns Water Supply.
Table showing Estimated Cost per head of Population.

Town.

Orange......

•Nowra
liitbgow ..
Junee*......
Bourke ...

Nature of works.

Gravitation ...
„

...

Pumping ......

Dubbo.....

Albury......
Goulbum..
Armidale .
Tamworth

Gravitation ...
>J

...

Cost of
works.

£
30,942
11,467
12,054
42,241
14,336
13,305
45,186
55,134
35,000
35,000

Estimated
working
oxjienscg.

£
200
200
200
200
700
660
1,094
'200
200

Working expenses
capitalised at 3'GlO
per cent

Total ostimAted
capital cost,
including working
expenses.

£
5,531
5,531
5,531
5,531
19,358
18,252
21,986
30,254
5,531
5,531

£
36,473
16,998
17,585
47,772
33,694
32,057
67,172
85,438
40,531
40,531

Population as
per Census. 1891.

Tbe Railway Commissionera are to contribute £1,600 per annum towards this supply.

Cost of works
per head o
population.

£
3,237
1,705
3,865
1,632
3,149
4,555
5,447
10,916
3,826
4,602

11 15
9 19
4 11

28 8
10 14
7 0

d.
4
5

0
0
0
9

12 6 6
7 16 6
io n 10
8 16

2
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SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

WATER SUPPLY FOR THE TOWN OF TAMWORTH.

REPORT.
The Sectional Committee appointed on the 8th January

irqr

tn

+ i.

^ lnd rePf0lt 1,15011 the ProP°sed water supply for’the town of Tamworth0
Work?6 h°n0r
reP°rt t0 the Parliainentary Standing Committee on Public
Your Committee left Sydney by train at 615 p.m. on Eridav January 10th

Pamvro1rth at 4 a'ra- on t!ie following^morninm11 They opened Ihek

mquny at tlie Court-liouse, Tamworth, at 11 a.m., examining the Mayor and an
Alderman of the Borough, who afforded valuable information as to the sShhtv of
the proposed scheme of water supply, and also in reference to tli
payers m regard to it.
They thought the Departmental scheme by far the best of
;-mtl!Tval ProP°salrs wlllch had been
time to time under the notice of the local
wSh^163’ a^freffmna t0 tIlc sentiment of the ratepayers, the Mayor doubted
hethci moie than ten persons m tire town rvould be found opposed to the nronosed
rhe^ rf wlter Slv8' XT*0111-0"1’ r?"^ I>l'0baWy 1,6 ™und 0W>oso<i to “J

y ^ppy-

Tho Departmental scheme should, the Mayor thou"ht be

alteicd monlytwodmeCons-nomely.hytUe enlargement if the seVyice rffiervolr
to provide for a week’s instead of three days’ supply, to meet the "SiuSney of
a temporary mterruption to the delivery from the storage reservofr anThv
sdenftl’lf pl'actlcal:ile' of » second storage reservoir, at an elevation higher than the
ate of the leservoir now proposed by the Department, to be
meet
future ‘X™“ent
reuuirements
ade^
fnr mot # ! ■ “
’ allowmg fo1' the use of a considerable quantity of water
8d or 9df pmlOOo’Som plridm° “ conld bes'TOlietI at a chalge no/esceeding
iitltiri ■ ?i r000pgallons- The I)0WC1' generated by the scheme could be readily
Ue in
f°r " VariG1ty °f P111'?0565- Jt ^ ertimiited that the rmwe?rom
riii
’ ^ udiaS' a general rate of Is. in the £, would he, approximately £2 300
tbet PHPlat1011 °f tIiet t0W? WaS Said t0 be steadi1^ increasing^the whncsscs
ou0ht the municipal exchequer would defray, without any difficulty tho annual

deS o? Mfr* °f 1,'ltc" P,rinCipal' 111 the abs“ce “f information as toThc
details of Mi. Gipps s modified scheme, the witnesses preferred not to exnress nr
rsmus ^ s°r “ "-I,ethCT the sch™e
following day they examined the mam features of the modified scheme designed by
Mr. Gipps for a supply of water from the Cockburn River.
aesignecl bj
house T^mXdaVnlnnbiaiVy f6^ ^ C°mmi?ce a?ain took evidence at the Courtnouse, laravoith. Yaluahle information was elicited from Mr. Poate the District
Surveyor as to the holding of the land within the catchment area He recom
" ?at mi ClTVn land Wlth.‘1n thc area’ as shown uPon the tracing submitted
by him, should be at once resumed, and that such power as the Government had
upon the conversion of the conditional lease land into conditional purchase land]
should
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should be exercised in order to provide for any probable extension of the storage
reservoir. He believed that 4 inches, or less than one-fourth of thc year’s rainfall,
would enter the reservoir, and that quantity would fill it thirty times over. The site
of the storage reservoir was wisely chosen; but be believed it should be sufficiently
enlarged to admit of the storage of not less than 50,000,000 gallons. In his opinion
the Cockburn River scheme was defective in that the supply would not reach the
higher lands of Tamworth. Alderman Lambert confessed that he had at one time
entertained doubts as to the adequacy of thc proposed Moore Creek scheme, but
these had been dissipated by the information afforded by the District Surveyor, and
by the assurance that the capacity of the impounding dam could be materially
increased without any considerable addition to the cost of construction.
The Mayor was further ex'amined, and stated that after full consideration he
was of opinion that the capacity of the storage reservoir should be increased to
50,000,000 gallons. The estimated revenue from the present reticulated area would
be ample to meet the additional charge in respect of this work and the suggested
enlargement of the service reservoir.
There can, thc Committee think, be no doubt as to thc need for a scheme of
water supply for Tamworth. The present population of the town is 5,100, and there
is every indication of a steady increase. At the present time the town is mainly
supplied from tanks and wells, which are readily exhausted. The supply is then
obtained from the river drift by means of a pump, thc cost being approximately Is.
per 120 gallons. There is no adequate supply of water for municipal purposes. The
want of an adequate supply is fully recognised by thc ratepayers. The Committee
are satisfied that a vast majority of them are prepared to accept the responsibility
involved in thc provision of a suitable supply.
Tbe evidence given by the Municipal authorities confirmed that already
tendered to the main Committee in regard to tbe ability of the town to defray the
annual charge upon the works.
The inspection of the Moore Creek scheme disclosed the following :—■
Catchment Area.—The catchment area lies in abrupt granite country. The
water falling within it will rapidly find its way to its drainage centre, Moore Creek.
The granite lies generally close to the surface; a large proportion of it is exposed;
and the abruptness of the country renders it improbable that there will be any
unusual loss, such as might be expected upon a flatter surface or on more porous soil .
At the time of the Committee’s inspection there was a fair stream of water of
excellent quality flowing in the bed of the creek, and it was apparent from the drift
wood and debris deposited at a considerable height above the centre of the bed that an
enormous body of water would pass down at a period of heavy rain. The Committee
instructed the Principal Assistant Engineer of Country Towns Water Supply and
Sewerage, who accompanied them upon their tour of inspection, to furnish a cross
section showing what would be the probable quantity of water passing down at a
given point a short distance above tbe storage reservoir. The Committee are
satisfied that the catchment area is sufficient to provide the water likely to he
required for the present and immediate future requirements of Tamwortb.
The soil of tho watershed being generally unfitted for cultivation will be devoted
entirely to pastoral pursuits. The nature of the country will prohibit any heavy
stocking operations ; and there is, therefore, no probability of any pollution of tho '
water from such a source. It is, however, shown by a plan furnished by the
District. Surveyor that a large proportion of the land within the catchment area has
been alienated.
Storage Mesertoir.—The site of the storage reservoir appears to have been
wisely chosen. Great care, however, should be exercised by thc Department to
ensure that on the southern side the dam finds its resting place upon the solid rock
and not upon boulders, which might possibly be mistaken for it at this point. At a
distance of about a mile above this site is another excellent site where, if thc storage
proposed in connection with the present scheme were found insufficient, an equal
supply could readily be impounded, which could be delivered without an additional
pipe-line from the upper to the lower reservoir.
Pipe-line
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Pipe-line.—Thc

pipe-line appears to be properly situated.
Service Reservoir.'—The service reservoir is situated about one mile and a
half from the business centre of Tamworth. It is on an elevation 300 feet above
thc lowest part of Peel-street, and 250 feet above thc railway station. Thc
formation may be described as decomposed trap known locally as ridge gravel.
Thc Committee do not desire to dwell upon thc question of the elevation being
sufficient to command the town; it is enough to say that the information given to
the Main Committee upon this point is correct.
Resumption of land.—The Committee are of opinion that an area of 50 acres
of land should be resumed at thc site of the proposed storage reservoir. The fencing
of this area will be sufficient to prevent local pollution. The land is third-class
grazing country, its extreme value being £1 per acre.
In regard to Mr. Gipps’s scheme, it may be said that the catchment area of,
and therefore the flow of water in the Cockburn Itiver is larger than that of Moore
Creek but its utilisation for the supply of Tamworth is impracticable for various
reasons. The surface level of the storage reservoir proposed by Mr. Gipps is but
177 feet above the raihvay station. Therefore the bottom of his dam will be but
147 feet above that place which must be reduced again by 24 feet of loss of level
between thc storage and service reservoirs, bringing the surface level of the latter
reservoir to 123 feet above and the bottom of it about 105 feet above thc railway
station. But, without entering minutely into the merits of the scheme, and accepting
Mr. Gipps’s levels as correct, it is apparent that it must fall very far short indeed of
supplying the reasonably accessible Mgher land within the municipality, and that if
it were adopted a pumping service would eventually have to be incorporated with it.
The greater distance over -which the water would have to he conveyed would neces
sarily largely enhance the cost of the scheme, and the distance of the service reservoir
from thc business centre of Tamworth, 5 miles, constitutes a further, although
minor, objection to the wrork in comparison with the Departmental proposal.
The Committee are of opinion—
(1.) That a wrater supply should be provided for the town of Tamworth from
Moore Creek.
(2.) That the quantity of water stored for the use of the town should be not
less than 50,000.000 gallons.
(3.) That the present Crown lands within the catchment area of the proposed'
supply should be at once reserved, and that the Department of Lands, in
measuring lands at present held under conditional lease, should exercise
their power under thc law to excise those portions required for the present
or probable future storage.
(4.) That the first impounding dam should be constructed in viewr of the
contingency of the conslruction of a second dam at some future period, and
that in connection with the dam at present proposed ample provision should
be made to obviate any reduction of its capacity by the accumulation of
sand.
.
(5.) That an area of not less than 5d acres be resumed at the site of the
proposed storasre reservoir.
"
THOS. EWING,
16th January, 1896.
Chairman.
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
WATER SUPPLY FOR THE TOWN OF TAMWORTH.
[TJCKEIT BEFORE TRIE SECTIOUT-AX. COMIMITTEE.]
SATURDAY, 11 JAYRARY, 1893.
[The Sectional Committee met at thc Court-house, Tamworth, at 11 a.m.]

$rmitt: —
THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (Chairman),
Tlie Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
I
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
The Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Water Supply for the Town of Tamworth.
Charles Jeffries Britten, Esq., Mayor of Tamworth, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman.] Tou are the Mayor of Tamworth ? Tes.
C T B 'ft
2. How long have you occupied the position of Mayor ? Two years.
' Esq’ ^
‘i. Tou are aware of the scheme proposed by the Public Works Department for thc supply of Tamworth
with water? Tes.
1 J
II Jan., 189c..
4. Do you approve of the scheme ? Tes.
5. Speaking in your representative eapaeity, do you believe that the people of Tamworth approve of the
scheme ? Yea.
rr
3. Mr. Lee.] Some few years ago a proposal was brought forward for the supplv of Tamworth with
water by means ot a pumping scheme ? Tes.
*
7. I believe that did not altogether meet with tbe approval of the townspeople ? The proposal was not
invourafcny received by a majority of them.
1
8. You understand that the present proposal is to supply the town with water by means of a- gravitation
scheme, the water being taken from Moore Creek? Yes.
6
9. I suppose you know that locality ? Yes.
10. Ton have examined the plans, and you are aware of the situation of the storage reservoir? Tes
11. ion know its height above the town ? Tes.
‘
^' YlV1 relerfi!1C0 t0 tI'e mte ltseIf> fronl ™ur loc,aI knowledge, do you think sufficient water can be
stored there? les, ample.
13. To supply the present population ? Tes.
14. And in the event of a large increase of population, you think the supply will be sufficient for the next
twenty years ? les; and by putting in a dam a mile or a mile and a half higher up the creek than the
site of the dam now proposed by the Department twice the proposed storage capacity could be obtained
1G. Have you seen Moore Creek in a state of flood? Tes.
=
l
j
.. oo amou.
16. And, 1 suppose, there are times when there is very little water in it ? At times • but I myself have
never seen it dry.
"
.
J
17. Has the Council considered thc question of filtering the water before it is supplied to the reticulation
pipes ? IS o, we have not. As far as I am personally concerned, I think the water is perfectly pure
To -u”U
k , e Is 110 need t0 Provlc)e a filter-bed ? I do not think there is.
L
19. Would not the water coming down the creek in flood time be very thick ? No ; it is never very thick •
disembured61
^
^ Snmitic sand> aud even at a time of heavy flood the water is rarely
20. The Committee may take it for granted that- the Council have considered that point ? Tes • we have
never thought it necessary to consider the question of filtration.
’
21. The Council have raised no objection te. Ihe proposed scheme on that score? No.
1^. Do you think the service reservoir is in a proper position for the reticulation of the town ? Tes ■ I
do not think a better spot could be choRen,
*
23. The townspeople are quite satisfied with it ? Yes ; I have heard no-complaint in regard to it.
24. Do you know the Cockburn Kiver and its watershed? Tes.
tllat tlle P^posal has been made by Mr. Gipps to obtain a supply of water from that
f11/ LI I L-O »

_1_

^

23, I believe Mr. Gipps was at one time employed by the Council ? Tes.
■
27. When was that? About five years ago. "
■
SttS^rec^ently ?PPNo”y fUlth°rity fr°m the MuDioiPal Couileil to
before the Public Works Com-

,2»ii,th i?LT““,r™e P1 T™r 1“'e
375 (a)—A

t0 “,e Com“1'"

le ““

Si™>
30.

'
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C. J. Britten, 30 'What is your opinion of the Cochhurn Kiver scheme P I was always in favour of the Cochburn
9<1Biver scheme until the Moore Creelc sclieme was pointed out to me as being far more advantageous than
JlJnn^l896
PumP*no Bcheme proposed some time ago. I think the Moore Creek scheme will be of immense
■’
' advantage to the town, and that it is also preferable on the score of cheapness. Had we adopted the
Cockburn Itiver scheme it would have been necessary to use filter-beds, but in the case of the Moore Creek
scheme I do not think that is necessary.
"
31. AYky do you think it would be. necessary to have filler-beds in the case of the Cockburn Itiver
scheme ? If it comes down in flood the water is very muddy. The nature of thc soil at the head of it
is a great objection to it.
”
32. Are you aware of the difference in the fall comparing the Cockburn Biver scheme with the Moore
Creek scheme ? Tes.
33. You are aware of the site selected by Mr. Gipps for the service reservoir? Tes.
34. "Would it be a convenient site for the purpose ? It would be a convenient site for his scheme; it is
the only site he could get. I think.
35. Would you get the same fall for purposes of reticulation? Ho; we get a greater fall from the
Moore Creek scheme.
.
3G. Comparing the two sites for a storage reservoir, you are strongly of opinion that the one proposed in
connection with the Moore Creek scheme is the best ? Tes; it has a greater head by 150 feot, and will
reticulate the whole town.
37. The extra head of water is a great consideration in a town like this, particularly in connection with
insurance ? Tes.
3S. Do you know how far the diggings on thc Cockburn Biver would be above the proposed dam site?
About 15 miles or more.
39. Is there any mining upon Moore Creek ? Ho ; nowhere near the catchment area at all events.
40. Is it known to he mineral country? I do not think there is any mineral there at all.
41. Tou think there is no probability of a discovery of minerals there in the future, and of the conse
quent aggregation there of a number of persons? Ho ; I do not think there is any danger of that.
. 42. Ton know of no likely source of pollution so far as the Moore Creek scheme is concerned ? I do not
know of any.
43. You are bearing in mind that thc scheme would be one for all time ? I know that.
44. Being satisfied with the position of the proposed works, and the supply to he afforded by them, are
you prepared to offer to tlie Committee any suggestions for improvement ? As far as I am concerned, I
would rather see a larger dam than they are giving us, that is the only thing.
45. Do you know the quantity of water proposed to be 'impounded by the dam ? 35,000,000 gallons.
40. Why would you prefer a larger dam ? Well, thc greater the supply of water we get the better for us.
47. The Department propose to store 250 days’ supply, would not that be ample? I think we should
have plenty of water so that it may be used for electric lighting and things of that kind.
48. Tou know that the Department have substituted a 7-inch for a 6-inch pipe ? Tes,
4fl. Tou propose to take your electric power from the storage reservoir? Yes.
50. Considering the ordinary rainfall of the district, and seeing that you would have a supply for 250 days,
even if there were no rain, do you not think yon would have a sufficient margin for electric purposes ?
We might; hut if there is plenty of water we can always find a way to use it—of course, the more water
there is the more cheaply we should be able to sell it to the townspeople. I myself would put in a little
Belton wheel, which would do a great many things at my brewery. "Water-power is the cheapest power
you can have, and its use would bring in a revenue which would pay for any extra cost whicli might be
incurred in providing the greater supply.
51. How would you increase the storage capacity—by raising the dam now proposed, or by putting in a
■ second one? I leave that to the engineers. One great recommendation of tho Departmental proposal is
that it would give us an ample supply for immediate requirements, while a second dam could be put up
at any future time without interfering with the supply of the town.
52. ATould the supply bo sufficient in the future in the event of a sewerage system being established here ?
As far as I understand the matter if we had a sewage farm we should want more water. It would be
necessary then to have a second dam. The two dams together would give us am ample supply for almost
any purpose for many years to come.
53. The second dam could be put iu at any future time? Tes.
1
54. AYhether the works now proposed are enlarged or not there would be an ample supply for all purposes
for the next fifteen or twenty years? Tes.
50. Tou know the quantity of water which is proposed to be stored in the service reservoir? Tes;
■500,000 gallons.
•50. About how many days’ supply would that be ? About.threc or four days, I should say. So far as I
am concerned, I should prefer to see a service reservoir containing a week's supply. In the event of a pipe
breaking, or anything of that kind occurring, we might have fo depend upon the service reservoir only.
57. You think three days storage hardly sufficient? It is not sufficient, I think. In certain circumstances.'
we should have to cut the ratepayers down to a short allowance as was done at one time in Sydney.
58. Tou know thc increased cost of construction means increased interest, and it is a question as to
whether your ratable property can supply it? I think there is no doubt at all as to our being able to
stand it.
59. You understand that any increased supply afforded after tbe works now proposed have been carried
out will have to he afforded at the cost of the municipality ? I understand that.
60. In the event of there being a large increase in population in the future, and larger service-pipes being
required, the municipality would have to bear the cost of it? Tes.
61. You seem to be pretty well in touch with this scheme, and your opinion, I suppose, may be taken to
be fairly representative of that of the ratepayers? I have never heard anyone object to it; in fact, I do
not believe you would find more than ten persons in the whole municipality opposed to it. 1 am quite
safe iu saying that a very large majority of the people of Tamworth are in favour of the scheme.
02. Is there any weak spot in the proposal upon which you would like to comment? Ho; I have care
fully considered tho scheme, and I have been over tlie locality on several occasions. I have tallied the
matter over with the Engineer of the Department, and I am perfectly satisfied with the proposal.
63.
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63. Ton think there can bo no doubt as to the efficacy of the scheme even if carried out as now proposed?
There is no doubt but that it would be a good scheme.
64. I suppose your Council have assisted the Department in framing its estimate of revenue ?
65. Tou are aware of the area proposed to be reticulated ? Tes.
66. And of the cost? Tes. If the Government had allowed us to get our own pipes we could have
saved £2,000 or £3,000.
67. Are not some of the pipes already stored here ? All the pipes are stored here.
68. Are they steel pipes ? No ; cast-iron.—all sizes.
69. Are any of the 7-inch sieel pipes here? Some of the pipes which were intended for the pumping
scheme are here. I believe they are 9-inch pipes.
70. How would you have saved the £2,000 or £3,000 to which you refer ? We could have had them
landed in New South Wales from England more cheaply than they could have been supplied in Sydney.
We should have saved nearly £1,000 in railway carriage alone.
71. But you say the pipes are here now ? I am sorry to say they arc.
72. And you will bave to bear tho increased cost? 1 suppose so. It is a swindle all the same.
73. You think they conld now he obtained for less money ? At tbe time they were delivered here they
could have been bought a great deal cheaper,
74. Mr. WrightI suppose the Municipal Council has gone into the question of cost ? Tes.
75. Tou know that the estimated cost of the proposed works is about £36,000 ? Tes.
76. Have you estimated the revenue likely to be derived? Tes; very carefully.
77. And you feel satisfied that the Council can bear the burden of the work? Tes.
,
78. Tou do not think the Council will presently come to the Government and say that they cannot make
their annual payment, and ask to be relieved of it ? I am sure they will not.
79. Tou know that in other districts of tho Colony the municipal councils who have had these works
constructed have after the lapse of a year or two asked to be relieved of the annual charge ? Tes; I
know that.
80. What is your estimate of revenue from the proposed works ? Within thc reticulation area there will
be a general rate of Is. in the £, giving £1,490. -The public buildings, such as the Lands Office, Public
School, Police Barracks, and the Court-house, we put down at £240, a very low sum. Then the water
which would be supplied to breweries, mills, and factories we estimate at £215. We have put down 5s. a
head for horses and cattle, and I estimate that if we use the water for motive power it will save us from
£150 to £200, which we now have to pay for the lighting of the streets. There will be a total of about
_
£2,300.

81. Tour general rate is Is, in tbe £ ? Tes.
82. Have you any special lighting rate ? Tes ; 5d
83. Are there any other rates ? There is a watering rate for a part of Peel-street; it is borne only by
the storekeepers in the street, and it is 3|d. in the £.
84. Tou propose an additional rate of Is. in connection with this supply? Tes.
85. Do you not think that people will complain when they have to pay a rate of 2s. 5d. in the £ ? I do
not think they will. There are plenty of persons in Tamworth paying the present rates who have to buy
water at the rate of Is. for 120 gallons.
86. Then you do not think those persons will object to pay the additional rate of Is. ? No ; if yon took
a vote in the borough to-morrow it would he found in favour of the water supply.
87. Do yon think there is any likelihood of your selling water for irrigation purposes along thc pipe-line ?
It might possibly be done ; in fact, the pipe-line would come through districts where the selectors have to
cart water from here to their farms.
88. The selectors might buy the water for domestic use, but would it pay them to buy it for irrigation
purposes P 1 do not think we would have enough to give them any for irrigation purposes.
89. Tou do not think there would be suffieient water for that ? No.
90. Are there any orchards along the pipe-line? There are a few which have just started, but they are
not of any size.
91. Do you think this scheme is likely to encourage the growth of fruit in the district ? I think so.
Some special areas have lately been occupied in 40 and 60 aero blocks—it is very good land.
92. Tou said in answer to Mr. Lee you would prefer a larger impounding dam, and a larger service
reservoir,—would not that entail a considerable additional cost ? I do not think it would he very costly.
93. Tou are sure the Municipality would be able to bear the additional expense ? I think it would.
94. And you would recommend a larger impounding dam and service reservoir? Tes.
95. Of course, that would moan the raising of further revenue to meet the expenditure? Tes ; we have
revenue at the present time far above wbat is necessary to pay the annual charge, and you must allow for
the increase of tho town.
J
96. But supposing tbe cost were very much increased? We do not want to increase the cost very much.
97. Tou think the proposed service reservoir should be at least doubled iu size ? Tes.
98. And I understand you to be perfectly satisfied with the scheme as far as its financial aspect is con
cerned ? Tes.
99. An officer of the Public Works Department was asked by the Committee in Sydney whether the
Department had any official evidence or tho Council’s acquiescence in the scheme;—have you written to
them informing them that the Council approved of the scheme? We have not yet done so.
100. Do you not think it would be wise to do so ? Tes ; I will have the matter laid before the Council, and
I will have the Department notified that we approve of the scheme, and are prepared to incur the
liability attaching to it.
101. Mr. $1egan.~] Tou are thoroughly acquainted with the scheme proposed by Mr. G-ipps ? Ycs.
102. I refer to his modified scheme ? Tes ; I have seen plans of it.
103. Haie you seen those plans for the first time to day? I am also acquainted with the scheme, to
some extent, from what I have seen in the newspapers.
104. Mr. Gipps has not been employed by the Council since the rejection of his first proposal? He has
written to the Council pointing out that his scheme was the best put forward, but he has not since been
employed by us.
105. _What has the Council done with the proposals Mr. Gipps has since made? We have received them,
that is all.
106.
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C. J. Britton, 108. Ton have not recognised his amended proposal officially ?
Esq.

No.
107. Too are aware that Mr. Gipps proposes iu his modified scheme, instead of having an open conduit,
to have a pipe-line following the line of railway ? Tes.
' 108. That would be cheaper as far as the laying of the pipes is concerned ? Tes,
109. Do you know that he proposes a storage reservoir holding 180,000,000 gallons ? Tes.
110. And a service reservoir holding over a million gallons ? Tes.
111. That would be a good water supply, would it not ? Tes.
112. But you do not think it would efficiently serve the town ? I do not think it could be done for the
money—I think we should want stronger pipes to begin with.
113. Tou think stronger pipes would be required ? Yes ; you would require to bave a good deal larger
pipe to bring tbe water in, and the larger the pipe the greater the cost.
114. Do you think that under Mr. Gipps’ modified proposals there are any portions of the town which
could not be supplied with water P I think there are some parts of the town which could not be supplied.
115. Have you any guarantee that the higher portions of the town to which you refer would be supplied?
None whatever. It seems to me that if you adopted Mr. Gipps’scheme you would require to have a
pumping scheme to pump the water from one reservoir to another.
116. Tou would therefore require to have practically two schemes? Tea,
117. Tou are aware that with other towns in the Colony where water supply works have been carried out
there has been a complaint in connection with the excessive annual charge ? Tes.
118. Is it nob the fact that in some instances the estimated cost has been actually doubled ? I believe
it has,
119. Tou think that in those eases the persons concerned have a right to complain ? I think they have.
120. Especially when you consider that they have had no voice in the expenditure, and that they have
not participated in the supervision of the work ? Tes.
121. Speaking in your representative capacity, you think a rate of Is. in the £ would not be too much in
connection with this water supply ? I am certain that the townspeople on the whole would be quite
content to pay a rate of Is. in the £ in consideration of the advantages of a water supply.
.122. How many gallons do they obtain at the present time for a shilling ? From 100 to 120.
123. And they do not grumble at paying the shilling ? They cannot help paying it.
124. Even with the proposed rate of Is. in the £ the people would be obtaining their supply of water
much more cheaply than they are obtaining it at "the present time ? Tes.
125. Tou think the capacity of the proposed service reservoir should be doubled? Tes.
126. "What do you suppose would be the additional cost? About £1,000, 1 think.
127. Tou think the townspeople would be satisfied if the capacity of the service reservoir could be
doubled at that cost? Tes; I think it would be a very good business outlay.
128. Tou are also of opinion that there should be a larger impounding dam? Tes.
129. Tou have been to the catchment area ? Tos.
130. Tou never heard anything about it when the other schemes were under consideration ? Never.
131. How long have you been a resident of the town? About twenty.five years.
132. And during that period you have never been impressed with the possibility of obtaining a supply
from this source ? I was over the ground many years ago.
133. Is it not rather surprising that when the, other scheme wraa before you this particular locality was
not thoroughly explored ? I believe this was the very place to which Mr. Alderman Smith first took
Mr. Gipps. In those days Mr, Gipps thought it impossible to bring the water in from this source for the
money we were prepared to pay,
134. This place has been spoken of before, then, as a good site for a storage reservoir? Yes ; it has been
known, but it has never been considered in connection with the other schemes.
135. Is it not singular that it should not have been reported upon ? I perhaps ought to explain that
when Mr. Gipps first made the survey the Council bound him down to an expenditure of £20,000.
136. And 1 suppose that being bound down to that figure he thought it would be impossible to bring tho
water from this spot ? I suppose so.
137. ISo provision has been made for irrigation in connection with the Moore Creek scheme? No.
13S. But Mr. Gipps’ scheme does make provision for it? Y'es.
139. Do you think there would be much irrigation under Mr. Gipps’ scheme? Eor my own part, I do
not think the scheme could be carried out for the money.
140. But you think the scheme is practicable so far as irrigation is concerned ? It could be done, but I
do not think you would find persons energetic enough to go in for irrigation to an extent which would
make that part of the scheme pay.
141. You know that the cost of Mr. Gipps’ modified scheme is about £35,000 ? Tes.
142. And you think thc scheme could not as readily be carried out fur that money as could the Moore
Creek scheme ? I feel confident it could not be.
143. Would you get as good and pure a supply of water from the Cockburn Itiver ? Tou would have a
pure supply, but I do not think it would be as pure as the supply from Moore Creek. I do not think you
could get a purer supply of water anywhere than could bo obtained from Moore Creek.
144. Tou propose to utilise the Moore Creek scheme for electric power? Tes.
145. Could that jiouer be obtained without waste of water? Tea.
146. The supply of electric power would involve no danger to the ordinary water supply ? Not in the
least.
147. Mr. Davies.'] I believe that the resolution originally passed by the Council, and upon which Mr.
Gipps acted, limited him to an expenditure of £20,090? Tes.
148. Mr. Gipps sought to obtain a supply for the town from Moore Creek as well as from the Cockburn
Biver ? No; I think he only went into the Cockburn Biver scheme.
149. Did your Council favour the proposal which emanated from Mr. Gipps ? Tes.
150. Tou are not now m favour of the modified proposal which he has put forward? No.
15L. Assuming Mr. Gipps proposed to deliver from a service reservoir 1,OIX>,OUO gallons daily, as against
a proposal to deliver 300,000 gallons daily, which scheme do you think would serve the district best ? If
the work could be carried out at the same price by all means give us the one million gallons.
152. With reference to the municipalities in which the estimated cost of the water supply has been
doubled, I suppose that if the works now proposed cost £60,000 instead of £35,000 you would consider
yourselves responsible for tho expenditure of only the £35,000 ? Of course.
153.

I
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]53. Xo municipal council would make itself responsible for an expenditure greater than that to which C.J. Britten,
it had agreed by resolution? Well, Mr. Lyne, when Minister for Works, told us that the G-overmnent
would not bind themselves to any specific sum.
154. You consider that in approving of this scheme you bind the ratepayers to an expenditure of only ^ ^an'’
£35,000 P Yes. "
.
■
155. Is it intended to call a meeting of the Council to deal with the amended reticulation plans submitted
by tbe Department ? I do not think it is necessary to call a special meeting. Our next meeting is on
Tuesday, and I will then give notice for the consideration of the question on Tuesday week.
156. Did not the Council pass a resolution approving of the pumping scheme previously submitted by
the Department? .1 do not remember it.
157. Individually, you were strongly opposed to thc scheme ? Yes.
158. TV here do you now get your supply for the town? It is chiefly stored in tanks ; of course, we use
the old well.
I5f). Is there any quantity of water in it? Xot any quantity, but there is plenty for present use.
160. Have you the same amount of sickness in the district that you had at the time of the visit of the
Sectional Committee to inquire into the former scheme ? There is not much sickness in Tamworth at the
present time.
161. The public health officer said there was at one time a large amount of typhoid ;—is there any at the
present time? A little.
“
162. Do you attribute it to the impure water? I do, to a great extent.
163. You were strongly opposed to the pumping scheme ? Yes.
161, On more than one ground ? Yes.
165. I suppose there is no one in the district who knows the watersheds better than you do ? I daresay
there are some who know them better, but I know them pretty well.
166. You have been over the catchment area of the Departmental scheme as well as over the catchment
area of the scheme put forward by Mr. Gipps ? Yes.
167. And which of the two schemes do you favour now ? T favour the Moore Creek scheme now.
IGS. Supposing Mr. Gipps proposed a storage reservoir at a higher level than his original proposal, would
you still hold to the opinion that the Moore Creek scheme was the best? If Mr. Gipps can give us a
million gallons a day for the same price at which the Government are offering to give us 300,000 then let
us most decidedly have a million gallons.
16£). You know that in connection with the pumping scheme there would be a considerable annual
expenditure ? £600 a year.
170. And even then it would not serve the whole town ? Yes, I think so, because the position of the
reservoir was changed.
171. After the inquiry by tbe Committee ? Yes.
172. To what site uas the reservoir changed ? It was changed further up the mountain.
173. The capacity of the reservoir was 500,000 gallons ? Yes.
174. The same as that proposed in this case ? Yes.
175. _ You have some misgiving as to 500.000 gallons in the service reservoir being sufficient in view of a
possible accident to the pipe service? Yes ; or in the case of a big fire. I believe in having as large a
supply as possible on hand.
176. TVhat do you propose to charge per 1,000 gallons to those who use water by meter? That will
have to be decided by tbe Council. If they give the water cheaply I suppose I myself would bo paying
them £50 a year. I can get the water for Sd. or 9d. per 1,000 gallons, and unless the Council sell it
to me at that price I shall stick to my old plan. If I find I can pump water cheaper than the price at
which the Council agree to sell it T shall certainly pump.
177. What does it cost you to pump your present supply ? I do not know exactly.
378, Would it he much less than Sd. per 1,000 gallons ? It might be 8d. or 9d. per 1,000 gallons.
179. What sort of a pump do you use ? A Tangve.
180. Have you to raise your water a good height? Hot very high.
1S1. It would not pay persons following the pursuits of agriculture to pay Sd. a 1,000 gallons for irrigation
purposes ? Xo ; they could not give anything like that,
182. So that the revenue derived from the scheme in that direction would not he very considerable? We
do not estimate any revenue from irrigation, except from the owners of private gardens.
183. What would be a fair price per 1,000 gallons for irrigation purposes ? ] could not say.
184. Chairman,'] You said it cost you, perhaps, Sd, or 9d. per 1,000 gallons of water;—in making that
estimate do you take into consideration the cost of your well and your pipe? It ia down there already.
I am reckoning only tho working expenses and wear and tear,
*
185. Mr. Danes.] Would you be prepared to take water at Sd. per 1,000 gallons for manufacturing
purposes ? Yes.'
186. You know the Departmental scheme curtails vour reticulation to the extent of 3 miles? Yes.
187. And with that curtailment do you expect to obtain tbe same amount of revenue ns from the reticula
tion formerly proposed? We went through tho hooks, house by house, taking them at the general rate,
and the amount came to £1,490.
188. What was the estimate under the proposed pumping scheme ? I cannot say from memory, but I
believe £1,450.
189. How do yon como to estimate more revenue now than under the former scheme whon yon had 3
more miles of reticulation? More houses have been built within the area proposed to be reticulated.
190. You know that wherever tho pipe service passes in front of a property that property is liable to be
taxed ? Yes ; we should get more revenue, of course, from the occupied than from the unoccupied land.
There are 900 buildings and public offices in the reticulated area. I may mention that we did not go into
matters so carefully on the former occasion as we have done this time.
191. From inquiries made by your officer do you think the estimated revenue would he realised ? Yes.
192. You think tbe revenue is likely to increase? Yes.
‘
1_93. Chairman.] You estimate the amount in connection with the electric lighting power at £150 a year ?
Y es.
J
194. Upon what horse-power do you make that estimate? We are using about 40 horse-power now ;
that is only for the lighting of the streets.
'
195.
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for
4Q horse-power you offer £150 a year ?
Yes.
Supposing the Grovernment scheme gave you 100 horse-power, would it not be possible to make the
extra 00 horse-power recoup the cost of the supply ? I hope so. It is one of my expectations from the
1896.
scheme. If we did not utilise the extra power we should be very bad business men indeed. There would
be a great waste.
.
197. You believe you could dispose of the other 60 horse-power ? Yes.
198. Under the Government scheme you would have to pay 1-^d. per 100 gallons, or Is. 4d. per 1,000
for your water supply;—at the present time you say you are paying Is. for 120 gallons P Yes, about that.
199. That being so, you think the people will be quite prepared to pay 1-J-d, per 100 gallons ? Yes.
200. They would be very glad to get the water at that price ? Yes.
201. You have already informed members of the Committee that your first objection to Mr. Gipps’
scheme is that the elevation does not seem to be sufficient? Yes.
202. Another ground is that you regard the catchment area as likely to be polluted by the diggings
higher up ? Yes.
203. Mr. Gipps’ scheme requires a greater length of piping ? Yes, it would require larger pipes.
204. And you think the cost -would be altogether greater than the Government scheme? Yes ; it must
cost a great deal more to put down 16-ineh than to put 7-inch pipes. The piping would also have to be
taken a greater distance. Then, again, it would cost a great deal more to throw a dam across the
Coekburn River than across Moore Creek,
205. In general terms, you believe Mr. Gipps’ scheme is a more expensive one than he has estimated ?
Yes; if the estimates for the Moore Creek supply are correct, I should say that the cost of Mr. Gipps’
scheme must have been under-estimated.
206. Mr. Davies!\ Should the Council approve of the Departmental scheme you will forward their
resolution to the Secretary for Public Works ? Yes.
207. Did the Secretary for Public Works say he would accept no limitation in the matter of cost ? Yes.
When the Borough Council resolved that £20,000 should be expended upon a water supply, Mr. Lyne
distinctly told a deputation which waited upon him—and I was one of them—that the Government would
not bind itself to any cost at all,
208. Do you not think it fair that in submitting the resolution in favour of the Departmental scheme at
the next Council meeting you should limit the cost ? We will certainly do that.
209. There have been cases where the estimated cost has been doubled ? Yes.
210. And in view of those cases you think you are justified in limiting your responsibility for the expendi
ture to the amount now estimated? Yes; if the Department cannot carry out the work for the amount
estimated, it will be their lookout.
211. Have you ever taken into consideration the probable expenditure for renewals and repairs? Yes,
212. And you think the anticipated revenue will meet all fair charges in that respect?
Yes, We esti
mate a surplus after paying the Government what is due to them of something like £600 a year.
213. Mr. Lee.] You also estimate that there will be an increase in the number of houses, and that the
revenue will be enhanced from that source ? Yes. Tamworth is not standing still; it is increasing fast,
and we expect that it will continue to increase.
214. Is your estimate of revenue based on calculations within the reticulation area proposed under this
scheme? The estimate I gave you is an estimate in respect of every house within the reticulation
boundary proposed by this scheme.
215. The proposed reticulation area does not embrace the whole of the Municipality ? Ho.
216. It leaves plenty of room for extension in the future? Yes ; Tamworth is a very scattered town.
217. Mr. Leg an ^ How many times have you made application to the Government for a water supply?
"We have been talking about a scheme of water supply for the last eighteen years.
218. I believe that some time since you lost a valuable block of property through having no water supply ?
We might have lost it if we bad had the best water supply in the world.
219. You think there has been no material loss resulting from your being without a good water supply ?
There have been a number of small fires in Tamworth which might have been saved if we had had a good
water supply.
■
220. And even from that point of view you think it is necessary that this scheme should be carried out ?
Yes.
295

’
Mr. William Joseph Smith, alderman, Tamworth, sworn, and examined >■—
Mr,
221. Mr. Davies^] You are a tanner and an alderman of the Borough of Tamworth? Yes.
W. J. Smith. 222. You were a strong advocate for a pumping scheme when a Sectional Committee last visited your
town? Yes, I was opposed to the scheme proposed hy Mr. Gipps.
11 Jan., 1896. 223. You were most enthusiastic in your advocacy of a pumping scheme?
Yes ; I always advocated it.
224. You had some doubt as to whether Mr. Gipps would be able to carry out a gravitation scheme for
the sum of £17,000 ? Yes ; that was one of my reasons.
225. There wras a strong division of opinion as to the quality and quantity of the water then proposed to
be supplied by the Departmental scheme ? Yes.
226. You know that very little examination has been made by the Department of the site of the pump in
the shingle of the Peel River ? The examination was not made then, it was made afterwards.
227. An officer of the Department put down a trial shaft beside a Chinese garden ? Yes.
228. You were not afraid of the pollution of the water, nor were you afraid that it would give out? Ho.
229. Are you aware that several pumping schemes have been carried out by the Government in different
municipalities of a character similar to that which was proposed here—that is, drawing water from the
shingle—and that they have given out? I have read that that is so.
230. Cootamundra, for instance, is almost in a state of water famine ? I believe so. The circumstances are
not quite the same; their river is not like ours.
231. You think your river is more permanent, and that it is likely to give a larger supply? There is a
larger deposit of gravel.
232. There was no test by the Department; there was only a shaft of a few feet put down by one of the
Council officers? Yes, only 11 feet.
233. Did your Council feel rather indignant with the Department for abandoning the scheme which was
so heartily supported by yourself and others? Ho, We thought the proposal now made was a great
improvement upon it.
234.
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234. Tou are aware that I myself and anolher member of the Committee were the only two members who
Mr.
opposed the scheme ? Yes.
.
W. J. Smith.
23o. If you now get a good supply by gravitation from Moore Creek you will not regret the delay
consequent upon the abandonment of the proposed pumping scheme ? iNot at all; I think it is a very ' ail‘1
fortunate thing.
236. Do you think that if the scheme uere carried out as proposed by the Department the Council would
be able to supply water at a rate cheaper than that at which they could have supplied it under a pumping
ij
we BhouJd be able to give the ratepayers a great deal more water.
237. \\ould you not be able to supply Ihe town more cheaply? I believe the two proposals would
involve much the same annual cost.
238. If the scheme now proposed will give an abundant supply, and vou find that you have a surplus, it
will enable you and your brother aldermen to strike a rate of 9d. or lOd. in the £ so long as the rate will
or>nel'vr
j 50S*:
provide for interest and renewals, I presume the Council will be satisfied ? Yes.
”
*011 heard tne estimate given by the Mayor of the probable revenue ;—do you think those figures
will be realised ? Yes.
240. If for the purposes of the industry in which you arc engaged you could obtain water from the
Council at 8d. or 9d, a 1,000 gallons you would become a consumer ? I should be very glad to get it ■
1 have been wanting it for a long time.
oilo- T°j ^aVe F'pf Present a sufficiently good supply of water for the purposes of your industry ? No.
4JK " UU .mk Iou
become a consumer if the water were brought from Moore Creek ? Yes.
*.43. Have you m your estimate of revenue taken into account the number of industries which would
avail themselves of a permanent supply of water of good quality at a cheap rate ? I,believe so.
244. lJurmg the time you were Mayor was not a resolution passed by the Council approving of the
pumping scheme . I think no resolution was passed after the formal resolution asking the Government
to carry out a scheme of water supply at a cost not to exceed £20,000.
245. Was there not a subsequent resolution approving of the pumping scheme? I think not. The
reticulation has been approved of.
* j. o
246. That reticulation covered a larger area than the area proposed m connection with tlsis scheme?
Yes ; I believe over 2 miles have been taken off.
247. And your offiiers estimated that you would receive a larger sum under the reticulation now proposed
than under the reticulation proposed formerly ? Yes.
w°U liave SiTen ^ £00(! <feaf °f consideration to the question of a water supply to Tamworth ? Yes.
^ i 0in ave J?.0*1 confiJied yourself to the pumping scheme, but you have explored the Moore Creek
and Coekburn Eiver schemes ? Yes.
250. Which of the two schemes, the Moore Creek or Coekburn Diver scheme, will, in your iudgment,
give the best and purest supply of water ? The Coekburn Eiver scheme will give the largest supplv, but
so tar as purity is concerned the Moore Creek scheme is infinitely the better one. There is no doubt
about that.
•
-And the elevation at which it is proposed to locate the storage reservoir would give a much better
head for delivery into the service reservoir than you would get under the Coekburn Creek scheme ? Yes.
252 Has there of latebeen any analysis of the well-water supplying the town ? Not since the last inquiry
by the Committee.
1
J
253. Tou are notin a position to say much with reference to the quality of that water, then ? I have
heard typhoid attributed to the town well.
254. Do you remember evidence given by Dr. Harris, to the effect that a great deal of the sickness of
his patients was due lo bad water ? Tes, I remember that.
,
25o.,Do jou think, from your general knowledge, that there is any reason for alarm in connection with the
quality of the well-water at the present time ? No, I do not.
256. You thoroughly approve of the Moore Creek scheme? Yes.
257. I believe there is some mining going on on the Coekburn Eiver? Yes.
•
man}r men are engaged there in mining ? I could not say how many hands, hut I could obtain
tiic mtormation for vou.
’
259. Mr. Lee.] There are a good many fossickers there ? Yes, and there are established diggings there
I here is some quartz-crushing machinery, I believe.
260. Is Swamp Oak a tributary of the Coekburn Eiver ? Yes.
261. You heard the Mayor’s replies to the questions asked him as to the suitability of the sites chosen for
the proposed storage and service reservoirdo you corroborate the statements? I do not agree with
the uncle or tnom, but generally J do corroborate them.
262. You think his view of the position is the correct one ? Yes.
263. Arc 3 on in accord .with his opinion that the service reservoir should he increased in size ? That is a
matter for the Engineering Department, based upon their experience in other places!
264. 1 ou know how much water the service reservoir will hold it is a question for the inhabitants of the
town rather than the engineers to determine whether they will have the increased capacity ? Providing
the pipe does not burst, I do not think we want more than 500,000 gallons.
'
265. Do you think that a three days’supply is ample to meet any contingency? I leave that matter
entiieij for the engineers, I could not offer an opinion upon it. In some circumstances a week’s supnly
would not do.
, .
i^ ^
266. If there is any doubt, I suppose you think it would be well to err on the right side, and increase the
accommodation ? Yes.
267. Mr. Fegan.] Has the town well ever given out? No.
2GS. How many gallons a day do you think it could supplv the people of Tamworth with ? It can uumn
about 30.000 gallons a day.
n 1
269. That is far short of the quantity given by tbe proposed water supply ? You could not pump enough
for the town supply; it is only a small well.
1
r
&
07?’ 13^ ^estion of a water supply is an important one to the people of the town ?
Yes.
271. Being an alderman, when you go before your constituents 1 suppose you arc asked your opinion on
tne question ? Yes. Last year when 1 had to stand for re-election 1 made a special point of saying that
0US as I
an alderman I would advocate the bringing of the water into the town, and I said that if
they aid not like it they could vote against me.
272. Bor how long have you been an alderman? Ten years.
273.
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■ 273. I see that you gave evidence against Mr. G-ipps’ scheme on a former occasion, and that you were an
W. J. Smith. ent,j1UHiastic supporter of the pumping scheme;—the people of Tamworth have not censured you in any
IKTan^lsge 8^aPe or ^orm ^or your disagreement with Mr. Gipps’ scheme? Some have done so. I think that alto
"
‘ gether I have lost votes by advocating a scheme of water supply.
274. It would seem from that that the people of Tamworth do not want a water supply ? Only some of
them.
_
275. '"What percentage do you think ? A very small percentage. Since the election at which I was
returned by a narrow majority there has been a dry season, and that has turned the opinion of many
persons,
276. I believe you were the first to discover the site of the impounding dam now proposed ?
; Mr.
Price found it out. I was the first to take Mr. Gipps to Moore Creek. We went 10 or 12 miles up the
creek, but he has not seen, tho higher part. He said, 11 We will not go any further ; the money will not
cover it.” We were tlien bound down to an espenditure of £13,500, under the old Municipalities Act
of 1867.
277. Has there been any public meeting in Tamworth asking the Government to construct water supply
»
works ? No,
278. The proposal has emanated from the Council ? Yes.
279. Has any public meeting been held in the town against the proposed scheme ? No.
280. Mr. Wright.'] X suppose a great many of the residents have underground and ordinary tanks? Yes.
281. Probably some of those who are opposing this scheme of water supply have a liberal supply provided
by the rainfall on their roofs ? Yes.
282. Is there perfect unanimity in the Council as to the advisableness of this scheme of water supply ?
No, I think not; I think there may be one or two who have some doubts about it.
283. A certain section of tho townspeople are also opposed to it ? Very few,
_
234, Is the opposition from the Council against a water supply generally or against any particular
scheme ? I think you might perhaps find one or two in the Council who are altogether opposed to a water
supply, but that is only a matter of opinion ; I cannot speak from any vote which has been taken,
285. Mr. Davies.] In what year did you take Mr. Gipps up Moore Creek ? It was in 1891, the second
time I was Mayor.
286. You did not go up to the site of the proposed storage reservoir? No.
287. Have you yourself seen the waterfall ? Yes.
288. You have been there since ? Yes.
289. What is the largest flow of water you have seen coming over the fall ? I have never seen a great
quantity coming over; there would be what you would call a good stream of water.,
290. Would it fill a 6-inch pipe? If it were running level.
291. That is the largest quantity you have seen falling over? Yes.
_
292. How far is it from the point to which you went with Mr. Gipps to the waterfall? There is no
regular waterfall; there is a series of cataracts spread over a mile and a half. I took Mr. Gipps to
within 1-S- mile of the site of the proposed impounding dam.
293. Mr. Price went further and made a discovery of tho site ? Yes.
_ _
294. Although you had previously seen the site it never occurred to you that it would be a good site for
■
a reservoir? That is so ; it has been a surprise to me that 1 could have passed over it.
295. The country is all granite rocks and sand ? Yes.
_
296. Has the water been tested ? Yes ; Mr. "Daniell, the chemist at Mr. Britten’s brewery, tested it.
297. Judging from Ins analysis, you think it would be a good pure supply ? Yes.
298. Acceptable to the consumers ? Yes.
Charles Jeffries Britten, Esq., Mayor of Tamworth, sworn, and further examined: —
C. J. Britten, 299. Chairman,] Your estimated revenue does not include any amount from the railway? No.
Esq.
300. Mr. Wright.] The £240 of estimated revenue from public buddings does not include any revenue
—,A-—^ from the railway ? No.
_
11 Jan., 1896, gQp_ Chairman*] Will you hand in to the Committee, or forward to Sydney, a list of buildings showing
how the £240 is made up? Yes.
_
302, You now hand in an analysis of water from Moore Creek made by Mr. Daniel], a chemist at your
brewery? Yea. [Vide Appendix]

WEDNESDAY, 15 JANUARY, 1896.

-

[T/te Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Tamworth, at 9 a.m.]
$rmnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.,
j
Charles Alehed Lee, Esq.,
j

Esq. (Chairman).
John Lionel Pfgan, Esq.,
Francis Augustus Wright,

Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Water Supply for tho Town of Tamworth,
Frederick Poate, Esq., District Surveyor, Tamworth, sworn, and examined : —
F.--Poate, Esq. 303. Chairman.] You have inspected the catchment area of the Moore Creek scheme of water supply ?
- ---Yea.
15 Jan., 1896. go4. Do you think sufficient water falls within the area to supply the Town of Tamworth?
Yes. I have
had prepared a tracing showing the catchment area and the different classes of land comprised in it. 1
find that it contains 21 square miles,
305. You think that is sufficient? Yes ; I have made a rough calculation in regard to it, and taking 18
inches as the minimum rainfall, I find that 195,000,000 cubic feet will be discharged by the creek in
the course of twelve months.
306.
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30G. What proportion of water falling upon the catchment area do you. calculate would go into the creek ? ^ Poate, Esq.
Of the 18 inches 10 inches would be of no use for water conservation, that leaves 8 inches, and of that
quantity again I take only 50 per cent,—the remainder is lost by evaporation, by permanent soakage in the'*“ ^an,> 1896.
ground and by trees and plants and things of that sort; that reduces the quantity to 4 inches or a
discharge of about 195,000,000 cubic feet.
307. Tou think you are justified in expecting that quantity ? Tes, in the worst year we can have.
308. How many gallons would there be ? About 1,120,000,000 gallons with 4 inches of available rainfall.
That is the rainfall which remains to be stored after allowing for all losses.
309. In your opinion, then, a dam providing a storage of 35,000,000 gallons would be filled thirty times
over in the course of the year ? Tes, that quantity will pass over the dam.
310. Tou have virtually allowed for a loss of 75 per cent, of the rainfall ? Tes.
311. With regard to the catchment area itself, how is it held ? I hand in a sketch showing 738 acres of
freehold land and 4,4354- acres of conditionally-purchased land and 4,2534 acres of conditionally-leased
land ; of annually-leased land, 1,754 acres, and of vacant Crown land, 2,259 acres.
312. As to the pollution of the area, do you think there is much likelihood of that ? It is not a class of
country on which there is ever likely to be close settlement. The general description of the country is rough
barren country, hugh granite boulders in places, timbered with box, apple, peppermint, stringybark, and
,
gum, with sandy soil.
313. As to the storage reservoir do you know the position of it? Tes.
314. Do you think it has been wisely selected ? Tes I think it is a good site.
315. Did you see the site of the second dam which it might be necessary to utilise at some future time?
Tes.
316. Do you think that a good site ? Tes.
317. Tou believe in both the sites? Tes.
318. As to the quantity of water stored, do you think 35,000,000 gallons is sufficient? Not in a climate
like this. I should prefer to see a full year’s supply stored, say 50,000,000 gallons.
■
319. Do you offer any suggestion us to the best way in winch that could be done ? By increasing No. 1
reservoir—the present Government proposal,
320. Tour idea is to increase the storage capacity of the first reservoir to 50,000,000 gallons leaving the
other storage reservoir for expansion ? Tes.
321. Have you any suggestion to make with regard to the catchment area? Tes, I think all the Crown
land there ought to be at once reserved and that any conditional purchase or lease falling in should also
be reserved.
322. What are your powers provided these persons exercise their right to convert their conditional leases
into conditional purchases ? The 25th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, deals with the conversion
of conditional leases into conditional purchases. It says it may be done subject to all provisions of the'
Principal Act and that Act as to the making of applications, available land, atea, deposits, measurement,
and all other conditions applicable to ordinary conditional purchases. The 60th section of the Act of
1884, among other conditions, provides that necessary roadways, trigonometrical stations, and sites for, and
sources of water supply may he excluded from any measurements.
323. Have you any knowledge of the location of the pipe-line ? Tes a general knowledge.
324. Do you regard it as wisely situated ? Tes.
.
325. Do you know where the service reservoir is? Tes.
326. Do you regard it as being in a suitable place? Tes.
327. Do you think 500,000 gallons or a three days’ supply is sufficient to store there ? I should prefer to
see a week’s supply. I think the quantity should be doubled in case of accident.
328. Is there anything further you desire to sfty in reference to the Departmental scheme? No.
329. Tou have a fairly full knowledge of the scheme Mr. Gipps has recently put forward? Only from
what I have seen in the papers,
330. The supply coming down by the Coekburn Valley would be greater than that coming down Moor
Creek ? Tes.
331. How far is Mr. Gipps’ service reservoir from the centre of Tamworth? It is about 6 miles out.
332. Is it wise to have a service reservoir so far from the town ? No.
333. Tou regard that as a defect in the scheme ? Tes.
334. Do you know where Mr. Gipps proposes to put his dam across the Coekburn? Tes.
335. Is it a good site ? Tes.
336. Do you know the elevation there ? I understand it is about 175 feet above the railway station.
337. Is that a sufficient height to command all those portions of the Tamworth Municipality which require
water ? It would not command the whole of it.
338. Do you think a head of 170 feet on the Coekburn Creek is sufficient to control the reasonably
accessible land within the municipal boundary of Tamworth ? If the levels are correct the difference
between the site of the dam and the railway is 175 feet; that would give a head for houses within 100
feet of the level of the railway station.
339. Mr. Gipps would lose 70 feet by the water coming in ? He could bring the water in at a loss of
about 3 feet a mile.
340. He would therefore lose 45 feet ? Tes.
341. And what about the other 32 feet ? I allow for the depth of the dam and giving a little head of
water for houses that are near to the 100 feet limit.
342. Do you think 100 feet above the railway station is a sufficient head for Tamworth ? No ; because
the town is extending up the hill. Under Mr. Gipps’ scheme it would be necessary to have pumping as
m Sydney; that would eventually have to be done.
343. What distance is it from tho storage reservoir ur '.er Mr. Gtpps’ scheme to the business centre of
Tamworth ? About 15 miles.
344. Do you think the Coekburn Valley catchment area is more likely to be polluted than is the Moore
Creek catchment area ? I do not think bo j it is simply grazing countiy*
345. The mining would not have that effect ? It would affect it very little.
316. Tou do not pay much attention to that aspect of the case? No.
375 (<?)—B

Mr
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Mr. James Lambert, alderman, Tamwortb, sworn, and examined;—

.
Mr;
347. Mr. Davies,] You are an alderman for tbe Town of Tamworth ? Yes.
'
J. Lambert. 348. Are you in favour of or against the proposed scheme ? I do not think I can be said to be against
tbe scheme.

■
Some considerable time ago a number of
us went up and inspected certain portions of the catchment area and the reservoir site.

15 Jan., 1896. 349. What knowledge have you of the Moore Creek scheme?

350. Do you disapprove of the scheme? To some extent.
351. Dor what reason do you disapprove of it ? I do not think the catchment area is sufficient.
352. Supposing a competent professional man stated there would be ample water from a catchment area
of 21 square miles to afford an abundant supply of water to Tamworth for the next twenty years? If
that opinion has been expressed hy a professional man X should ho inclined to give way. I would not
venture to set up my opinion against that of a professional man.
353. All you are anxious for as an alderman is to see a permanent supply for the people of the borough?
Yes.
_
354. Your desire is that it should be procured as cheaply and as abundantly as possible? Yes.
355. In what other particulars do you disapprove of the Departmental scheme ? I have no objection to
it except that I think the catchment area is not large enough. That was my first impression.
^
,
356. You have no other doubt as to the catchment area? No; and if Mr. roato thinks it sufficient I am
willing to yield on that point.
.
357. If Mr. Poate has said the rainfall within the catchment area would be sufficient to fill the darn thirty
times over in the course of the year supposing only 4 inches went into the creek would you he satisfied
with that expression of opinion ? I should be quite satisfied.
_
•
358. It would remove any doubt in your mind so far as the catchment area is concerned? Yes.
,
359. Is there anything further you wish to state ? Yes. I have been informed that in certain years the
creek runs dry.
.
360. Do you not know that it is proposed not to depend upon the creek alone, but upon the rainfall spread
over the 21 miles—the rainfall would be intercepted and caught in a reservoir estimated to contain some
35,000,000 gallons ? Supposing the creek runs dry.
■
.
361. That would make no difference ? I thought it would.
_
■
362. If you stored 35,000,000 gallons in the reservoir at the foot of the catchment area what difference
would it make if the creek went dry below. It is proposed to store sufficient water for the supply of
Tamworth for aperiod of 250 days. These facts being brought under your notice do you still object to
the scheme ? You must fill your dam in the first instance, and if tho creek is not running in hot weather
like the present how are you going to fill it?
363. The rainfall upon the area of 22 square miles, there being only one storm upon it, would more than
fill your dam? If we only had that storm.
_
364. Is the weather ever so dry that there is no storm ? It is dry enough for anything now.
365. How long is it since you had rain in the district ? "We have not had any for a month or two,
366. What is the average rainfall, say, for a period of five years? I do not know.
367. Have you any further statements to make ? To my mind a question of this kind ought to depend
upon a vote of the ratepayers.
368. That is a matter for the Municipality, not for the Committee.

Is there any large number of rate

payers in the borough who arc sceptical as to the proposed supply ? Yes.
369. How many would there be approximately ? I should say there would be a few score,
.
370. Do you think there would bo 100 persons ? I should say more. ,
371. You think there are over 100 persons in the Town of Tamworth who do not want a water supply?
I believe there is a number of ratepayers, and the proper thing to do w6uld be to give them a chance of
saying “ Yes” or “ No ” to the scheme, as they will be responsible for the repayment of the cost.
372. Is it because they catch water in their own tanks that they do not want a water supply ? A good
many have their own tanks.
373. Is there any other point in connection with the Moore Creek scheme oil which you would like to
make any comment ■ do you know of any pther point in the scheme? I cannot think of any just now,
374. ilfr, Lee.] Your difficulty appears to be that the proposed catchment area would not afford a supply
sufficient to meet the requirements of tho people of Tamworth ? That was my difficulty.
_
375. You are aware that the proposal is to store 35,000,000 gallons; do you think it would bo desirable
to provide for a larger storage than that? I think 33,000,000 gallons would be ample for the present. It
would he from seven to eight months’ supply,
376. Supposing the storage could be increased to 50,000,000 gallons, which would of course mean a much
more abundant supply, and supposing that the rate proposed to be struck within the reticulation area would
still pay the interest upon the additional cost of construction, would you under those circumstances
suggest that the increased quantity be provided ? Certainly, if it would keep us within the limit of the
shilling rate, and prove satisfactory to tho ratepayers.
'
377. If the revenue derivable from the rate would pay the interest on the increased cost of construction,
you think it would be advisable to afford increased storage ? Yes, in time to come.
378. You still have some doubt as to whether the rainfall would ■ be sufficient to fill the reservoir ; are
you aware that in December last 7 inches of rain fell in the district? I know there was a great quantity
of rain, but I cannot exactly say how much.
379. Had the dam been constructed it could have been filled by any storm at that period? I suppose so.
380. There is more or less rain here every year ? Quite so.
.
381. Therefore, any danger which might arise from the absence of rain would he to a great extent removed
if the storage were increased? - Yes; I feel satisfied upon that point now.
.
382. Mr. JPeyare.] If I am not mistaken, another reason you are opposed to the scheme is that it has never
been properly before tbe ratepayers ? Quite so; that is my main reason.
,
.383. You believe it ought to be put before them ? I do.
384. "What method would you adopt—of course you are aware that the Committee cannot assist you in
that direction ? Quite so; I made a suggestion at last night’s meeting of the Council, but I was ruled out
of order.
386, Have there been any petitions to the Council for or against the scheme ? Not to my knowledge.
386. Have there been any public meetings held against the scheme? I do not think so.
387.
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387. Therefore, while there may be a number of persons who are not against the scheme, they have not
Mr.
'
taken any decided step in opposition to it ? Quite so.
J- timbert.
388. They knew from the announcements in the press that the Committee were about to visit Tamworth
to take evidence upon the question ? Exactly so, only the local newspaper notice was too short.
0 att‘’
'
389. But none of those opposed to the scheme have put in an appearance? I believe some are present
now.
.
390. If you waited until everyone was favourable to the proposal do you think you would ever get a
scheme of water supply ? I do not suppose we should; hut to my mind the majority of ratepayers should
vote on such a big expenditure.
’
391. You yourself think it is necessary to adopt this scheme? I believe it is. Individually, I have
always been in favour of a water supply,
'
392. You are entirely in favour of some scheme of water supply for Tamworth ? I have been all the
way through so far as I am personally concerned.
393. The scheme of tho Department is one which you can fairly stand behind ? Yes, so far as I have
seen into it.
394. You think it would bo a blessing to Tamworth if properly carried out? Yes, so far as I can see at
present.
Mr. Edward Cooper, Tamworth, sworn, and examined :—
395. Chairman.] Have you been long resident in Tamworth ? Twenty-two years.
' Mr.E.Cooper.
396. Do you know tho scheme at present under consideration ? I know nothing at all about it.
397. You desire to limit yourself to general principles ? 1 am totally against the scheme of water supply
*^an > *896.
to Tamworth.
*
398. Why ? Because the present supply in the tanks and in tho town well is an ample ono.
399. Have any people in the town authorised you to speak for them ? Ho.
400. In your opinion the present supply from the drift is ample for all requirements ? Yes. .
401. Do you water your streets in Tamworth ? Only one street.
.
402. Do you think it an advantage to water the streets and flush the drains ? I do not think it is
necessary at present.
403. Mr. i'eyan.] What is your objection to the proposed scheme of water supply?
That it is not
required.
404. How mauy gallons do you use daily? I could not say. Eight inches would supply me for a year.
Assuming the rainfall to be 28 inches, 1 should have 20 inches in excess of what I require.
405. But there are a number of other persons living in Tamworth, and they have asked for a water supply ?
A few of them.
406. How many do you think ? 1 could not say, perhaps onc-third or a little over,
407. Is not the expense the chief obstacle in your way ? It is no obstacle whatever.
408. If a water supply could be given you for nothing you would not have it? No.
409. Mr. Davies.} You arc a property owner? Yes.
dlO. You find the rate of Is. 5d. in the £ pretty stiff at the present time ? It is quito enough.
411. You do not want to pay another rate of Is. in the £? I object to a scheme of water supply because
it is not required.
■
412. Do you know how much water is lifted from the town well every day ? I do not; but in any case T
consider the provision now made quite sufficient.
413-4. Would not an abundant supply of water be a great convenience to the residents of the district;—
would it not promote their health and happiness? We have a sufficient supply already.
415. What quantity of-water have you stored at your house? Something like 2,000 gallons. That is
for my own residence. There is also a well averaging 50 feet of water all the year round.
416. Has the supply in your tanks ever run short ? Never.
417. Have you a provision for a plunge and shower bath at your residence ? Yes.
418. And you say you are entirely opposed to a scheme of water supply ? Yes.
' ,
419. You would have to pay 5 per cent, on the assessed value of your property if you had a scheme ol:
water supply ? Yes, and something besides, 1 fancy; but I do not object to the scheme on that ground. '
420. Chairman.] You are dependent personally upon your well, and that is a good standby ? The rain-'
fall supplies me ; I scarcely over use the well.
"
421. Is it a porous soil here ? Yes; there is plenty of drainage.
422. Water would easily get through the soil r Yes.
423. Are there any cesspits about Tamworth ? Yes.
424 And you have your source of water supply and your cesspits in the same porous soil? I use my
well-water for irrigation.
’
425. I suppose some of the townspeople have to use well-water? Yes.
'
426. And you think that does not matter ? I do not think so, because tho cesspits are cemented.

Charles Jeffries Britten, Esq., Mayor of Tamworth, sworn, and further examined:—

.

427. Mr. Zee.] Since you gave evidence the other day you have had an opportunity to inspect the site of C. J. Britten,
tbe proposed dam at Moore Creek with the Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water
Eaq.
Supply and Sewerage and the Committee ? Tee,
428. You clearly understand that the proposed storage would be about 35,000,000 gallons ? Yes.
15 Jtvib>189e429. The Committee wish to know definitely from you whether you think that storage would afford a
'
sufficient supply ? I do not.
430. To what extent do you think it should be increased ? I think a storage of 15,000,000 or 20,000 OOO
gallons might be added to it.
.................. _
431. Giving a total of 50,000,000 gallons ? Yes ; I think wo should be safe then.
432. Have you estimated the cost of the additional construction required to afford that storage ? I have
not made a calculation, but I should say it could be done for £1,500.
433. Supposing it cost £2,000 ? I should vote for it being carried out.
434. Tho interest charge being £80 a year ? Yes.
435
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C. 3. Britten, 435. That would still leave you well within the revenue for the water rate? _ Tes.
.
. . , ■
436. If the additional supply can he afforded at an expenditure of an additional £2,000, your opinion is
isT'wA-ia(Mi fchat the work ought to be carried out ? Yes.
"
a an.,
437_ it would be immeusely cheaper, you
y think, to make this extra provision in the original construction
of the work than to add it afterwards ? Tes.
438. Tou have seen the site suggested for an additional reservoir about

<
mile above the site of the

reservoir now proposed ? Tes,
.
439. Tou do not think the additional storage could be provided for there at some future time as cheaply
as it could be provided now ? iNb; I think the best course is to increase the size of the dam now
proposed. The additional supply could be afforded much more cheaply in that way.
440. Coming now to the service reservoir, have you thought over your suggestion that that should be
increased in size? Tes; I am still of opinion that it would he better to have 1,000,000 gallons there
instead of 500,000.
441. At a cost of, say, another £1,000? Tes.
442. Or £40 a year more in interest ? Tes.
443. Making a total increase to the interest charge for the additions you now propose of £120 ? Yes..
444. You think the ratepayers would be satisfied to have the expenditure increased to that exteut in
order to afford a larger supply ? Tes.
445. It will make a lot of difference to your storekeepers as to whether you have an ample supply of
water for your streets or not? Tes. I look at the matter in this way: that we should do better to
obtain a full supply now, and have 100 years in which to pay off the money, than to have to increase
the works at some future time and find the money ourselves. I cannot see what security wo should
have to offer at any future time for the money we require.
The Government would have all our
securities on account of the existing water supply. Three and a half years ago the then Mayor and
Alderman Smith both said in their evidence that they would support a gravitation scheme up to £40,000,
and that the town could pay for it. If we could do so then, I am sure wo could do so now.
446. Mr jDdiuei.] Do you think the Councilwould he prepared to endorse the additional expenditure in
order to obtain the additional supply ?
I think so. I think that if the matter were laid before them in
a businesslike manner they would see that as business men they would have to agree to it.
447. Do you think the provision of the additional supply would increase your income ? I cannot say
definitely, but I should think that if we had an abundant supply of water we should receive a ccrtaiu
amount of revenue for its uso for hydraulic purposes.
448. Do you, as Mayor of the borough, think that the additional income would he sufficient to pay tho
cost of the extra provision? I cannot exactly say that. Speaking for myself, I can ouly say that if we
had an ample water supply I would do ono or two things with water-power at my brewery.
449. Tou yourself would become a large consumer at a reasonable rate? Tes.
_
450. Have you any outstanding rates at the present time ? Very few indeed. The principal amount is
on account of unimproved blocks—unoccupied land—the owners of which cannot be found; the total
amount of our arrears for 20 years is £383 11s. 8d.
451. Tou think that, as Mayor of the borough, you voice the opinion of the ratepayers in this matter?
Tes, for the last ten years there has been an agitation in the borough for a water supply. During the
whole of that time there has not been a single public meeting held in opposition to the proposal.
452. For how long have you held the position of Mayor ? 1'or two years. I have been in the Council six
years.
453. Have you had any representations made to you officially as to the shortness of the present supply ?
A number of persons have complained to me that they have had no water. The greatest opponents ot the
scheme have been those who did not know to what exteut they would have to be rated, blow that they
understand the matter better, they all see that the supply will be to their advantage rather than to their

disadvantage.
454. What provision beyond the one which has been spoken of was made to supply the town ? None
whatever.
_
,
,
.
455. Has the number of houses within the borough increased since the last inquiry here hy a Sectional
Committee ? Tes.
,
456. Your income is fast increasing ? Tes.
457. The Council has a system of lighting by electricity ? Tes.
458. Tou have not calculated the income you would derive from that source for public and private supply ?
No; we have had applications in connection with new buildings in Tamworth to supply tho electric light.
Six years ago, when we went in for the electric light, there was a strong feeling in Tamworth that the Council
had done wrong. That feeling was expressed through the public press very strongly indeed. It was
said that instead of going in for an electric light wc should have gone in for a water supply. I have
never known public feeling here condemnatory of a water supply; it has always been in favour of it.
459. Mr. Feyan.] You think the construction of a bigger storage reservoir would give greater security so
far as the supply is concerned ? Tes.
_
460. And you think that security is worth the additional price you would he paying for it ? Yes.
461. Mr. Zee.] How does the Town of Tamworth rank in the list of country towns ? I think it is about
the sixth.
_
462. Were many new buildings erected last year? I think about forty-five.
463. There is an annual increase in the number of buildings in the town ? Tes.
464. Tou are not aware of any circumstances which would lead one to suppose that the towu was likely
to go backwards ? No ; I think it is bound to go ahead.
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APPENDIX.

A.
{To Evidence of C. J. Briiien, -E«y.]
Analysis of Water from Moore Greek.

1)car gjr

„r l n

#

,oor

Tamworth, 25 July, J895.

In accordance with your suggestion, I took a sample of water from Moore Creek, at the proposed site of the
dam, on 15th July. The water was clear and bright, and its temperature 45 degrees Fahrenheit.
’ On analysis, the following results were obtained

Gmins pcr gall0T]i

Silica ...................................................

Carbonate of lime...........................................................................
Carbonate of magnesia...... ...............................................................
Carbonate of soda............................................................................
Sulphate of magnesia ......................................................................
Chloride of sodium .........................................................................

n'fifi

“

"ft

Total solids........................................... ............ 1176
Free ammonia ............................................................................................................

Tri

Albuminoid ammonia ..................................................................................................

oboo

The water contains more mineral matter than one would expect to find in granite country, but considerably less
than the waters in the various town wells analysed by Mr. Hamlet in 1892. See below.
Analyst.

Total Solids—grains per gallon,

............... 17'92
Tamworth well, A, new .............................. Hamlet
................. 24-08
,,
B, Chinamen......................
................. 30-66
„
C, old, Chinamen ..............
„
................. 30'24
„
D, town well,tap ...............
,,
................. 30-01
„
E, town well, bucket................
................. 65-38
„
Brewery...... ...................... Daniell
................. 1176
Moore Creek ....................... ........................
,,
.........
6-53
Sydney Supply ............................................. Hamlet
I am of opinion that, as a rule, the water will bo much softer, ou account of the large percentage of rain-water that
will always be in the dam ; for after the present long-continued drought tbe water running in the creek must be at its
hardest ^

(.)f ^(juj^ioid ammonia is somewhat large for a first-class drinking-water ; but that, too, should be

much diminisbed when diluted with rain-water.
.
,
.
*i,,n .u-,
In conclusion, I am of opinion that this water is far more suitable, for domestic and industrial purposes, than that
obtainable from any wells in the Tamworth valley.
Yours truly,
vl.
T ™ i-. e.

[1 Flan.]

fcijdnej : Charles rotter, Government Printer.—ISM.
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

■ NEW SOUTH WALES.

TAMWORTH WATER SUPPLY.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RATEPAYERS OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF TAMWORTH, AGAINST.)

Received ly ihe Legislative Assembly,

13

May,

1896,

To the Honorable the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament
assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Ratepayers of the Municipality of Tamworth,—
RnsrjicTiTLLY Showeth

That your Petitioners are strongly opposed to the scheme for supplying the town with water,
now before the public, and indeed to any other project at present which will involve large expenditure of
money and consequent taxation.
The Municipal Council have already incurred heavy debts, which, so far from being reduced, will
be largely increased this year by work of a non-productive nature, now in course of construction.
That the town has now a very fair supply of wholesome water in the town pump, in wells, and in
tanks, which never entirely fails, and which is sufficient for present purposes, which is more than can be
said of some towns which have expensive waterworks.
That business is in a very depressed condition, and as property has greatly depreciated in value
within the last few years, in many cases to the extent of 50 per cent., an additional tax of 5 per cent, on
rent, which a general water scheme is likely to involve, would be very severely felt by the residents, and
would tend to deter strangers from coming to settle in the town.

Tour Petitioners, therefore, pray that your Honorable House will take the premises into your
lavourable consideration, and stop all further proceedings in this expensive project.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
'

[Srf.]

m—

[Here follow

523

signatures

]
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1896.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC LOCAL OPTION BILL.
(PETITION FROM HIS LORDSHIP THE BISHOP OF SYDNEY, CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING HELD
IN SYDNEY ON 26th INSTANT, IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 27 October, 1896.

To tho Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Residents of Sydney,—
Hcmbli Showeth:—

That at a duly-convened Public Meeting held in Sydney on the 26th instant, of which your
Petitioner was appointed Chairman, the following resolution was passed by an overwhelming majority:—
“That this Public Meeting of Citizens expresses its satisfaction at the introduction of the
Liquor Traffic Local Option Bill in the Legislative Assembly, and in view of the manifold
evils arising from the prevalence of intemperance in the community, urges upon Parliament
the importance of immediately passing the measure,” and “ that the Chairman he requested
to sign and present this-Petition to the Assembly.”
Tour Petitioner therefore respectfully prays your Honorable House to consider the foregoing
resolution.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Wm. Sz. SYDNEY,
Bishop of Sydney, Chairman of the Meeting.

[3*3
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1896.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, PRAYING FOR THE EARLY
PASSING OF A BILL THAT WILL CONCEDE TO THE ELECTORS, IN EVERY ELECTORATE, FULL
LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.}

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 27 May, 1896.

To the Honorable tbe Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of New South "Wales,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Were follow 45 signatures^149

[3d-]

149—
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION PROM CERTAIN OFFICERS OF ST. JOHN’S LARLINGHURST BRANCH OF THE CHURCH OF
ENGLAND TEMPERANCE SOCIETY, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

2

June,

1896.

lo tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Hew South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned officers of St. John’s Darlinghurst branch of the Church of
England Temperance Society,—
HuMBnr Showeth;

•

That, in view of tbe manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for tbe
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow

3

signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On dth June, from residents of the City and Suburbs of Sydney (92 signatures).

[3d.]

)>

t>

members of the Church of England Temperance Society, Eveleigh-street,
Redfern (2 signatures).

„

3,

certain inhabitants of New South Wales (17 signatures).160

160—
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409

1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOB TRAFFIC.
(PETITION 'FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF SYDNEY AND MEMBERS OF ST. PAUL’S, SYDNEY,
BRANCH OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND TEMPERANCE SOCIETY, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL
OPTION MYTH OUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

10

June,

1890.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of Sydney and members of St. Paul’s, Sydney,
Branch of the Church of England Temperance Society,—
'
Humbly Showeth:—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\JSere follow

(5

signatures.]

1

J

E**]

JM—
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

XEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
{PETITION FROM ALEX. REEKS, CHIEF RULER, “CRYSTAL SPRING TENT, NO. 2,” INDEPENDENT
ORDER OF RBCHABITES, IN THE BALMAIN NORTH CONSTITUENCY, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL
OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

30 June, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the members of the “ Crystal Spring Tent, No. 2," Independent Order of Recbabites,
in the Balmain North constituency,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include*
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for tho
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full Local Option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray,
ALEX. REEKS,
Chief Ruler.

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 30th June, from Alex. Reeks, Chief Ruler, “ Crystal Spring Tent, No, 2,” Independent Order of
Rechabites, in the Balmain South constituency.
On 30th June, from certain inhabitants of Tumbulgum, Tweed River; 21 signatures.
On 1st July, from certain inhabitants of Toxteth and The Glebe; 21 signatures.
On 1st July, from the executive officers of Prince Alfred Division, Sons and Daughters of Temperance,
Parramatta ; 4 signatures.
On 1st July, from certain inhabitants of Jones’ Island; 24 signatures.
On 1st July, from certain inhabitants of Berry; 10 signatures.
On 1st July, from certain inhabitants of Waterloo electorate; 134 signatures.
On 2nd July, from certain inhabitants of Manly ; 50 signatures.
On 2nd July, from certain inhabitants of Ecclestdn, Salisbury, and Upper Chichester River; 106
signatures.
On 2nd July, from certain inhabitants of Waratah, Sons and Daughters of Temperance ; 2 signa
tures.
.
On 2nd July, from Alfred Watt, Chief Ruler, and Fred. W. Collins, Secretary, on behalf of the
“ Captain Cook Tent, No. 1,” Independent Order of Rechabites.

[M-3
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH 'WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF THE GLEBE, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
'
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by tbe Legislative Assembly, 7 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned inhabitants of the Glebe,—
Showeth :—

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full Local Option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, ns in duty bound, will ever pray.
*

[Sere, follow 120 signatures.]

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 8th July, from certain inhabitants of North Sydney; o4 signatures.
On Sth duly, from certain inhabitants of Camperdown and The Glebe; 44 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain attendants of the Waverley Congregational Church; 31 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain inhabitants of Rockdale and Arncliffe; 5 signatures.
On 9th July, from certain inhabitants of Hay; 16 signatures.
On 9th July, from William Crispin, on behalf of certain members of “Morning Star” Division, Sons
and Daughters of Temperance; 4 signatures.

£3rf.]
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF GLADSTONE, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Jssemlly, 14 July, 1896.

lo the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of certain Inhabitants of Gladstone,—
Humbly Showeth :—

That in view of the manifold evils throhgh intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Rill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 31 signatures,']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of Orange; 102 signatures.
, On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of Murwillumbah and District; 2 signatures.
On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of the Municipal District of Mulgoa; 19 signatures.
On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of Borenore ; 44 signatures.
On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of Dubbo ; 54 signatures.
On 14th July, from certain Members of the Emancipation Division of the Sons and Daughters of
Temperance, Murwillumbah ; 8 signatures.
On 14th July, from certain Inhabitants of Beechwood; 45 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Members of the “Star of Hope” Tent, No. 81, LO. Rechabites,
Waverley; 2 signatures.
On loth July, from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales ; 23 signatures.
On 15th July, from certain Sons and Daughters of Temperance and Friends, of Tamworth; 40
signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Inhabitants of Lithgow; 62 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Inhabitants of Temora and District; 20 signatures.
On 10th July, from certain Inhabitants of Temora and District; 21 signatures.

[3J-]
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF PARKES, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received iy the Legislative Assembly, 21 July, 1896.

To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition, of certain Inhabitants of Partes,—
Humbly Showe-th :—

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drint, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Sere follow 4B signatures^]

'

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 21st -Inly, from certain Inhabitants of Currajong, near Parkcs; 32 signatures.
On 21st July, from certain Inhabitants of Flagstone, near Parkes ; 16 signatures.
On 21st July, from certain Inhabitants of West Wyalong; 109 signatures.
On 21st July, from certain Inhabitants of Marulan'and surrounding District; GI signatures.
On 22nd July, from certain Residents of Quirindi; 20 signatures.
On 22nd July, from certain Residents of Moruya ; 22 signatures.
On 22nd July, from certain Residents of Spring Ridge and vicinity; 48 signatures.
On 23rd July, from certain Inhabitants of West Maitland ; IG signatures.
On 23rd July, from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales ; 42 signatures.
On 23rd July, from certain Inhabitants of New South "Wales; 20 signatures.
On 23rd July, from certain Inhabitants of West Goulburn; 36 signatures.

[3A]
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1896.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN MEMBERS OF CARRINGTON TENT, No. 18,1.0. RECHABITES, PARRAMATTA,
IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 28 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned members of the Carrington Tent, No. 18, Independent Order of
Rechabites, Parramatta,—
Humbly Showeth :—

■

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, hut much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 18 signatures^

Similar Petitions were received,—

.

On 28th July, from certain Inhabitants of Leet’s Vale and Lower Portland, Hawkesbury River29 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Sackville Reach; 17 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of IVIaybole, Ben Lomond; 58 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of Yass; 52 signatures.
,,
„ from certain Inhabitantsof Young ; 33.-signatures.
,
,,
„ from certain Members of the Hope of Petersham Division, No. 87, Sons and
Daughters of Temperance ; 2 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Wallsend ; 125 signatures.
On 29th July, from certain Members of the Day Daivn Division, No. 5, Sons and Daughters of
Temperance, Newcastle; 2 signatures.
,,
„ from certain Inhabitants of Leichhardt; 86 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Mulgoa and District; 19 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Kogarah; 57 signatures.
„
,, from certain Inhabitants of Drummoyne; 52 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of West Maitland; 76 signatures.
_
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of St. Albans and Central McDonald Districts; 44 signa
tures.
_
On 30th July, from certain Inhabitants of Hunter's Hill; 71 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Murrurundi and District; 35 signatures.
_
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Lower Hawkesbury and surrounding District; 24 signa
tures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Oberon ; 48 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Duckmaloi; 21 signatures.
,,
„ from certain Inhabitants of Gannon’s Creek, Hastings River; 42 signatures,
,,
„ from Charles E. Wigzell, Chairman of a Public Meeting heldat Surry Hills on 28th
July, 1896.
,,
,, from certain Inhabitants af Peakhurst; 46 signatures.
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Hurstvillc; 41 signatures.
,,
„ from certain Inhabitants of Gunnedah ; 8 signatures.
[3i.]
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1896.

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF KIMBEIKI, MANNING RIVER, IN FAVOUR OF FULL
LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 4 August, 1896.

To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of tho undersigned Inhabitants of Kimbriki, Manning River,—
Humbt.v Seoweth :—

That in view of the masiifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, lull local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[JSTere follow 12 signatures^

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 4th August, from William Henson, Chairman of a Public Meeting held at Ashfield on 23rd .July,
IS90.
_
On 5th August, from certain Inhabitants of Rye Park ; 51 signatures,
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of North Sydney and Willoughby : 35 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of North Sydney; 43 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Mudgee; 62 signatures.
_ _
„
from certain Inhabitants of Collingwood and McDonald’s Creek ; 53 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Burrundulla and Broombee, in Ike Mudgee District; 32
signatures.
_
_
.
„
„
from certain Members of the Baptist Congregation, Balmain ; 61 signatures.
On 6th August, from certain Members of the Morning Star Division, Sons and Daughters of
Temperance.
'
p
}J
„
from certain Inhabitants of Nanama Creek and Mundoonan ; 25 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Blacktown and Seven Hills ; 20 signatures.
f1
„
from certain Members of the Blacktown Branch of tho Church of England Tem
perance Society ; 22 signatures.
_
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of St. Peters; 137 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Wollongong ; 78 signatures. _
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Dapto and surrounding District; 49 signatures.
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Marshall Mount; 17 signatures.
„ '
„
from certain Residents of Mundoonan; S signatures.^
^
from certain Residents in the Electoral District of Woronora ; 32 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Residents in the Electoral District of Wagga Wagga ; 60 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Residents in the Electoral District of The Murrumbidgee; 120 signa
tures.
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NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF FROGMOOR AND DISTRICT, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL'
OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 11 August, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of certain Inhabitants of Frogmoor and District,—
Humdlt SnowETH:—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, hut much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[.Here follow 36 signatures,']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 11th August, from certain Members of the Wesleyan Church, William-street, Sydney ; 40
signatures.
_
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Glen Innes ; 16 signatures._
_
„
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Camden and suiTounding District; 59 signatures.
On 12th August, from certain Members of the .Balmain Congregational Church ; 2 signatures.
,,
from certain Residents in the-Electoral District of The Hume ; 77 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Members of the Scots Church, Sydney ; 35 signatures,
,,
,,
from certain Residents in the Electoral District of Wavcrley ; 88 signatures.
On LStli August, from certain Members of the Glebe Presbyterian Church; 55 signatures,
,,
,,
from certain Members of Rand wick Presbyterian Church; 39 signatures.
„
„
from J. W. Withers, Chairman of a Public Meeting, Parramatta.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Botany ; 26 signatures,
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Mudgee ; 47 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Wentworth ; 28 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales ; 2] 6 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of Wentworth; 19 signatures.
'
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Wentworth ; 19 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Wentworth; 15 signatures.
i
_
„
„
from certain Members of No. 9 Tent, Independent Order of Rechabites, Paddington.
,,
„
from certain Inbabitants of Kangaroo Valley ; 44 signatures.
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAUFIC.
(PETITION FKOM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NOWRA, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 August, 1896.

To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly of New South 'Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Nowra,—
Humbly Showeth :—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, lull local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will over pray,
\_llere follow Go signatures.']
Similar Petitions were received,—
On 18th August, from certain Inhabitants of Cook’s Myalls; 18 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Bindogundra, near Parkes ; 26 signatures. ■
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Bingara ; 57 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Newtown; 160 signatures.
On 10th August, from certain Inhabitants of Manly and Pittwater; 45 signatures.
»
„
from Thomas Estill, Colonel, Salvation Army.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Grafton, Clarence River ; 13 signatures.
„
„
from No. 9 Grand Division of the Order of the Sons and Daughters of Temperance,
Balmain; 1 signature.
„
„
from certain Residents of Carinda and District; 53 signatures.
On 20th August, from certain Inhabitants of Bathurst; 138 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Casino and District; 36 signatures.
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Helensburgh ; 113 signatures,
i)
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Forest Lodge and other Suburbs ; 123 signatures,
i,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Queanbeyau ; 32 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Lithgow; 77 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Minmi; 278 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Rockdale ; 39 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of the Manning River District; 39 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Bingara ; 55 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Barraba ; 107 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inbabitants of Cobargo, Bormagui, TiLba, Murrali, and Wapengo ; 33
signatures,
,,
,,
from certain Residents in the Clarence River District; 74 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Maclean; 26 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Narrandera; 61 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Junee; 59 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Tcmora ; 21 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Young; 90 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Hargraves : 95 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Walcha; 17 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Uralla; 55 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Balmain, Pyrmont, and Annandale ; 61 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Albury; 5S signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Hay; 11 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Tnvereil; 54 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitant of Sofala; 10 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of New Smilh Wales ; 43 signatures,
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Orange; 38 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Petersham ■ 83 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Peak Hill; 3G signatures.
„
„
from certain Residents in the Electorate of Sydney—Lang Division ; 73 signatures,
[3d.]
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NEW

SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION EROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NOWRA, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 25 August, 1890.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Nowra,—
Humbly Showktii :—

That, iu view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drinlc, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here folloio 48 signatures.]
Similar Petitions were received,—
On 25th August, from certain Inhabitants of Berry and District; 23 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Wallsend; 62 signatures.
t
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Coonamble ; 33 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Tenterfield; 86 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Summer Hill; 54 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales ; 37 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Goulburn; 45 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of North Sydney ; 34 signatures. '
„
„
from cerlaiu Inhabitants of Dulwich Hill; 53 signatures.
.,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Marrickville; 35 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Liverpool and District; 44 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Yass ; 40 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Quipolly Creek ; 16 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Quirindi; 14 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Cowra; 30 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Auburn and Rookwood ; 62 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Granville ; 42 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Glebeland, near Newcastle ; 153 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of The Glebe ; 55 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Lambton; 453 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of St. Peters ; 104 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Pieton; 78 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Hill End and Tambaroora; 38 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Stockton ; 136 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Singleton; 74 signatures.
,,
„
from James Matthews, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Residents of Dulwich
Hill, held on the 24th August, 1896.
On 20th August, from certain Inhabitants of Newcastle ; 101 signatures.
,,
„
fromcertain Inhabitants of Tigbe’s Hill, Islington, and Hamilton ; 175 signatures,
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Ryde; 183 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Burwood ;].] 3 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inbabitants of Tumut; 116 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Adelong; 20 signatures.
„
.,
from certain Inhabitants of West; Maitland ; 61 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inbabitants of New South Wales; 438 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Sydney; 69 signatures.
,,
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Alexandria; 25 signatures.
,,
„
from J. W. Hedges, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Residents ofWoollahra,
held on 17th August, 1S9G.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Pyrmont; 14 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Kiama and District; 24 signatures.
On 27th August, from certain Inhabitants, Crookwell; 41 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Bowral Electorate; 29 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Moss Vale ; 18 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inbabitants of Grafton; 71 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Grafton; 83 signatures.
„
„
from George Toyer, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Residents of Marrickville,
held on 25th August, 1896.368
[3*.]
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(I"I'.’TITIOU FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF MARRICKVILLE, EN FAVOUR OF

FULL LOCAL OPTION

WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 1 September, 1890.

lu the Honorable the Legislative Assembly o£ New South "Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Mamekville,_
Humbly Showeth :—

Ttat, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty-, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, iu every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
1
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[llere follow 175 signatures^

tbmilar Petitions were received,—
On 1st September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Balmain ; 61 signatures.
”
r
>’ from certain Inbabitants of Balmain and Petersham ; 55 signatures.
’>
»
j* jU™ CCTt;iin fn^Abitants of ISydney and Suburbs ; 23 signatures.
”
”
from certain Inhabitants of Pimlico and G-erman Creek; 47 signatures.
”
>>
” from certain Inhabitants of Tamwortb ; 19 signatures.
”
”
”
ji from certain Inhabitants of Richmond ; 151 signatures.
)’
5!
I. from certain Inhabitants ot Sutton Forest, Moss Vale, and the neigh
bourhood ; 104 signatures.
D
»
»
i! fr<B>i certain Inhabitants of Barber’s Creek ; 4 signatures.
On 2nu September, 1896, from certain Inbabitants of Sydney and Suburbs ; 20 signatures.
ii
i! from certain Inhabitants of Dungog; 15 signatures.
”
"
” from certain members of the Central Methodist Mission, and others in
attendance at the Centenary Hall, Sydney; 763 signatures,
si
it
11 from certain Inhabitants of Balmain; 66 signatures,
si
is
ss from certain members of the Baptist Congregation in the Electoral District
of Goulburn ; 39 signatures.
”
>i
si fr°m certain members of the Baptist Congregation at Spring Hill, in the
Electoral District of Orange ; 22 signatures.
0
„
„
„ from certainmembers of the Baptist Congregation at Orange ; 21 signatures.

13^
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF HARDEN AND MURRUMBHRRAH, IN FAVOUR OF
FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

8

September,

1896.

1 o the Honorable the Legislative Assembly o£ New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Ihe Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Harden and Murrumhurrah,—
lluMBty Siiowktu :—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
.
,
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
{Sere follow

65

signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 8th September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Lismorc; 86 signatures.
On 9th September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Paddington; 68 signatures.
ii
j)
ii froui certain Attendants of the AVesleyan Church, Waverlcy; 48 signatures.
On 10th September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Kiama; 74 signatures,
ii
ii
,, from certain Inhabitants of Blayney ; 22 signatures,
ii
ii
ii from certain Inhabitants of Blayney and Neville ; 57 signatures,
ii
ii
ii
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales ; 10 signatures,
it
ii
>,
from certain Inhabitants of Blayney ; 6 signatures.402

[Srf.]
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF PARKES, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

15

September,

1S96.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South “Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Partes,—
Humbly Showeth :—

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\IIcre follow

10

siynaiures.'\

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 15th September, 1800, from certain Inhabitants of Mount 'Victoria; 40 signatures.
„
„
,, from William Crispin, Chairman of a Public Meeting of Residents of The
Glebe, on tho 11th instant.
„
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Willoughby ; 10 signatures.
„
,,
,, from certain, Inbabitants of Bowral; G9 signatures.
On IGth September, 1890, from certain Inhabitants of Granville.
„
,,
„ from certain Inhabitants of Paddington and Woollabra; 21 signatures.
„
„
„ from certain Members ofthe Baptist Congregation at IIarris-street; 180
signatures.413

[3d.]
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF COOTAMUNDRA AND DISTRICT
, IN FAVOUR OF
FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by Ike Legislative Assembly,

22

September,

189G.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of Hew South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Cootamundra and District,—
Humbly Showeth:—

'

ThiatI “ V,ie"r °f llle- mallifoId evi]8 through intoxicating drinlc, which not onlv include
iXn™HobfaBillhHPOtVerB’
alld crime. Jour Petitioners humbly pray for the
without compeilLon
V
°,1C
e,eCtora
iu every electorate, full local option
And your Petitioners, as iu duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 45

signatures ]

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 23rd September, 1890, from certain inhabitants of Newtown ; 37 signatures.
»
:>
from certain inbabitants of Newtown ; 59 signatures.
”
”
from certain members of the Baptist Congregation at Rooty Hill - OS
signatures.
’

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF GUNNING, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION
WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

29

September,

1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Gunning,—
Humbly Showeth :—

.

That, in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include
drunkenness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the
early passing of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option
without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will over pray,
[.Here follow lo

signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 29tb September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Rous Mill; 2G signatures.
On 30th September, 1896, from certain Inbabitants of New South Wales; 309 signatures.447

P</.]
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES IN FAVOUR OF-FULL LOCAL
OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)
“

Received iy the Legislative Assembly,

15 October, 1896.

To tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South ‘Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned, Inhabitants of New South Wales,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That in view of the manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include drunken
ness, hut much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the early passing
of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full 'local option without
compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
\JIcre follow

{3d.}
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
PETITION PROM CLERGYMEN AND-MINISTERS OF EAST SYDNEY IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL
OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

21 October, 189G,

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of How South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Clergymen and Ministers of East Sydney,—
Humbly Showeth:—

.

That in view of the manifold evils through intosicating drink, which not only include drunken
ness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the early passing
of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option without
compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Sere follow

22

signatures.']

A. iSimilar Petition was received,—
On 21st October, 1896, from P. J. Stephen, President, and Q-eorge Gray, Secretary, in the name of
the Executive Committee of the New South Wales Christian Endeavour Union.486

IM-1
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL
OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 27 October, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of New South Wales,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That in view of tho manifold evils through intoxicating drink, which not only include drunken
ness, but much poverty, immorality, lunacy, and crime, your Petitioners humbly pray for the early passing
of a Bill that will concede to the electors themselves, in every electorate, full local option without
compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Mere follow 85 signatures.1

A Similar Petition was received,—
On 27th October, from certain Residents of New South Wales; 81 signatures.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM JAMES McCALLUM, CHAIRMAN OF A PUBLIC MEETING HELL IN THE PEOPLES'
HALL, SYDNEY, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly. 8 October, 1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly in Parliament
assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned,—
RESPECTFOXTiT SHOWETH :—

That, at a Public Meeting held in the Peoples’Hall, Sussed-street, Sydney, on September 30tb,
1896, the following resolution was passed :—
“ That, in the opinion of this meeting, the legalised traffic in intoxicating drink is the direct
cause of a terrible amount of poverty, vice, and crime, with all Ihe resulting cost and
suffering which have to be borne by the people. It therefore affirms the principle that the
residents of every electorate should have the power to effectively deal with this demoralising
traffic, and this hy means of a full Local Option Bill without compensation."
Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray your Honorable House to take these presents into
favourable consideration, and to speedily pass such a Bill into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
JAS. McCALLUM,
Chairman of the Public Meeting.

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.

.

(PETITION FROM CERTAIN MEMBERS OF THE BAPTIST CONGREGATION AT BURTON-STREET
CHURCH, IN FAVOUR OF FULL LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received ly the Legislative Assembly, 27 October, 1S96.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned Members of tho Baptist Congregation at Burton-street Church, in
the Electoral District of Bligh,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That, seeing the liquor traffic assumedly exists for the convenience of the people, and that the
people have to hear the loss and suffering resulting therefrom, your Petitioners think that the people
should have the legal power of effectively dealing therewith.
Your Petitioners therefore pray your Honorable House to pass, this Session, a Bill embodying the
principle of full local option without compensation.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 36 signatures.']

[«■]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN THE DISTRICT OF LIVERPOOL, IN FAVOUR OF FULL
.

LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 18 June, 189(3.

To the Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of tbc undersigned, being residents in the District of Liverpool,—
Humbly Showeth:—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, a Bill embodying the principle of full local option
without compensation is urgently needed for dealing with the liquor traffic in this Colony.
'J hat your Petitioners, therefore, pray that you will, during the Session of 1896, be pleased to pass
a Bill embodying this principle.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
\_Uere follmo 205 signatures^

[3ct.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQTJOE TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS IN THE WOOLLAHRA ELECTORATE IN FAVOUR OF FULL
LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 28 July, 1896,

To the Members of the Legislative Assembly, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned, being Residents in the Electoral District of Woollahra,—
Humbly Showeth:—

.

That in the opinion of your Petitioners a Rill embodying the principle of full local option
without compensation is urgently needed for dealing with the liquor traffic in this Colony.
That your Petitioners therefore pray that you will during the Session of 1896 be pleased to pass
a Bill embodying this principle.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 214i signatures.']

A similar Petition was received on 28th July, from certain Members of St. John’s Presbyterian
Church, Paddington, 45 signatures.

[a*]
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM JOHN KENT, CHAIRMAN OF A MEETING OF THE UNITED CHRISTIAN CHURCHES IN
THE PROTESTANT HALE, SYDNEY, IN FAVOUR OF LOCAL OPTION WITHOUT COMPENSATION.)

Received % the Legislative Assembly, 23 July, 189G.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 'Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the United Christian Churches of New South Wales, represented by at least oOO
adherents, assembled in the Protestant Hall, Sydney, July 20th, 189(5,—
HuMur.x Showeth:—

That, in consequence of the numerous an£ serious evils connected with the sale of intoxicating
liquors, this meeting is of opinion that a Pill should he passed hy the Parliament conceding to the electors
in every constituency full local option.
That it is the opinion of this meeting that a demand for‘compensation, made chiefly on hehalf of
the brewers, for the non-renewal of a yearly permit to sell liquor, is unreasonable, and should not be
permitted to block the progress of reform.
'
That, inasmuch as tho four successive previous Parliaments have affirmed tho principal of full
option, this meeting, believing the present House to be also favourable, is of opinion that any further
delay in passing a Bill would be unjustifiable and contrary to the best interests of the people, and
therefore pray that your Honorable House may speedily pass the Bill into law.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will over pray.
JOHN KENT,
Chairman of the meeting held July 20fch, 1S96

[3i.]
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WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF JUNES AND DISTRICT REPRESENTING THAT NO SYSTEM
OF LOCAL OPTION CAN BE COMPLETE WITHOUT COMPENSATION FOR THE CONFISCATION OF
LICENSES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

7

July,

189G.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
"Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of tho residents of Junee and District,—
Showeth :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, no system of local option can be complete or equitable
without the incorporation of a well-defined plan of compensation for the confiscation of licenses.
Your Petitioners, therefore, pray your Honorable House to take the foregoing into serious consideration,
with the view to the incorporation of a plan of compensation, as aforesaid, in any Bill which 'may be
introduced for the purpose of extending the existing system of local option.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow

177

signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 7th July,‘from certain residents of Lass and District: 2o signatures
On 7th July, from certain residents of Groulburn and District; 5S signatures.
On 7th July, from certain residents of Wagga Wagga and District; 70 signatures.
On 7th July, from certain residents of Bourke and District; 20 signatures.
On 7th July, from certain residents of Katoomba and District; 68 signatures.
On 8th July, from certain residents of Hillgrove and District; 88 signatures.
On 8th July, from certain residents of Sutherland and District; 23 signatures.
On 8th July, from certain residents of Nyngan and District; 36 signatures.
On 8th July, from certain residents of Narrabri and District; 72 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Glundagat and District; 21 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Bingara and District; 17 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Harden and District; 45 signatures.
On 8lh July, from certain residents of Coonamble and District; 49 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Mudgee and District; 173 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of "Wellington and District; 56 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Parkes and District; 209 signatures.
On 8th July, from certain residents of Nevertire and District; 49 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Merrindee and District; 26 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Forbos and District; 87 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Temora and District; 21 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Warren and District; 71 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Lincoln and District; 21 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Uralla and District; 33 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Singleton and District; 47 signatures.
On Sth July, from certain residents of Morpeth and District; 31 signatures.
On 9th July, from certain residents of Tamworth and District; 43 signatures.
On 9th July, from certain residents of Inverell and District; 25 signatures.
Oji 9th July, from certain residents of Kelso and District; 30 signatures.
On 9th July, from certain residents of Orange and District; 185 signatures.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

LIQUOR TRAFFIC.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF KIAMA AND DISTRICT REPRESENTING TEAT NO SYSTEM
OF LOCAL OPTION CAN BE COMPLETE WITHOUT COMPENSATION FOR THE CONFISCATION OF
LICENSES.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

14

July,

1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Residents of Kiama and District,—

■

Showeth :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, no system of local option can be complete or equitable
without the incorporation of a well-defined plan of compensation for the confiscation of licenses.
Your Petitioners therefore pray yonr Honorable House to take the foregoing into serious consideration,
with a view to the incorporation of a plan of compensation, as aforesaid, in any Bill which may be
introduced for the purpose of extending the existing system of local option.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow

61

signatures.^

'

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 14th July, from certain Residents of Bulli and District; 94 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Residents of Wingen and District; 20 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Residents of Muswellbrook and District; 25 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Residents of Scone and District; 42 signatures.
On 16th July, from the United Licensed Victuallers’ Association of New South Wales ; 18
signatures.
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Question.
(2.) Money toted roit HAitnoun Islpbovejient Work a:—Mr. Abchibald Campbell
Colonial Treasurer,—

asked

The

The total amouut of money recently yoted by this House on the Estimates, including Loan Estimates,
for harbour and river improvement works on the coast northward of Sydney, specifying the respective
sums making up such total and the different works for which they were voted ?
The amount voted on the same Estimates for similar works on the coast southward of Sydney, with
like particulars in every respect ?

Answer.
Return showing the total amount of money recently voted on the Estimates, including Loan Estimates,

for Harbour and River Improvement Works on the coast northward and southward of Sydney.
Northward of Sydney.

Loan Votes.

Richmond River improvements ...
...
...
...
...
Nambueca „
,
„
.................................................
Bellinger
„
„
................................................
Tweed
„
„
................................................
Towards harbour works, and improved shipping facilities, Port
of Newcastle ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Trial Bay harbour improvements ...
...
...
...
Towards improving entrance to Camden Haven ...
...
...
Towards straightening course of Styx and Throsby Creeks, to
facilitate the discharge of flood waters
...
...
...
New lighter for Newcastle Harbour
...
..........................
Improvements to entrance, Cape Hawke...
..........................
Rock, Richmond River ...
...
...
...
...
...

£50,000
5,000
5,000
6,600
140,000
12,000
5.000
9.000
1,500
1.000
1,500
---------- £236,600

Revenue Votes.

Improving Richmond River and tributaries
...
Snagging tributaries of Tweed River
...
...
Maintenance, Newcastle harbour works..............
Removal of rocks, South Arm, Clarence River ...
Wharf at Tea Gardens, Myall River
...
...
Wharf at Wauchope, Hastings River ...
...

2,000
300
5,000
600
200
300
------

8,400
£245,000

Southward of Sydney.

Doan Votes.

New steam ferry punt, George’s River....................................................
495—

3,800
Return
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Retubjt

showing the expenditure on Harbours of the coast north and south of Sydney, Hew South
Wales, from 1855 to 1895, inclusive.
Nobtii oe SmifEy.

Tweed River
...
,
Brunswick River ...
,
Richmond River
...
.
Clarence River
...
..
Bellinger River
...
..
Coff’s Harbour
.............
Woolgoolga Bay .............
Nambueca River ............
Macleay River (Trial Bay)
Port Macquarie
...
..
Manning River
...
Camden Haven
...
,.
Cape Hawke
...
..
Byron Bay........................
Port Stephens
.............
Newcastle ...
...
..
Lake Macquarie
...
..

£

38,670
1,147
206,832
347,088
24,857
13,521
13,848
8,273
143,257
3,367
15,710
3,061
4,226
17,573
1,116
1,101,310
137,149

16
12
5
16
6
17
10
1
4
13
11
5
2
13
10
13
3

s. d.
2
3
6
10
7
2
8
6
11
8
4
1
11
10
7
8
4
■ £2,081,013 G 0

South of.Stdnex.

Sbellharbour
Port Hacking
Wollongong...
Kiama
...
Shoalhaven River
Jervis Bay ...
TJlladulla ...
Bateman’s Bay
Moray a
...
Bega...
...
Gerringong ...
Wagonga River
Eden...
...

15,682 11 0
1,455 14 5
116,090 9 5
92,588 6 11
981 5 0
3,757 IS 3
18,588 0 10
1,559 12 5
73,833 8 1
5,567 7 7
1,380 12 6
583 18 G
8,815 12 11
------------------- 340,874 17 10
£2,421,888 3 10

... Note.—These figures do not include the port of Sydney, or the cost of dredging works other than those connected
with the immediate entrances to the rivers, except in the case of Newcastle, where the cost of harbour dredging is included.

pw.]
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
IMPROVEMENT OP COOK’S RIVER.

REPORT.
The Parliamentary Starling Committee or Public "Works, appointed during
the first Session of tho present Parliament, under the Public 'Works Act of 1888,
51 Vie. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic. No. 26,
and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53 Vic. No.
11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon “ the
expediency of carrying out certain works for the Improvement of Cook’s River,
near Tempe, with the object of providing for the better discharge of flood-waters,
have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not expedient the proposed improve
ment of Cook’s River, at a cost of £36,400, as referred to the Committee by the
Legislative Assembly, nor the alternative Departmental scheme, at a cost of
£25,000, he carried out; but they recommend that a portion of such wmrk be
undertaken by the Government, viz.:—(1) Lowering the sills at the southern end
of Cook’s River Dam and extending the sluice-gates to the necessary width; (2)
Dredging Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ; (3) Constructing an embankment,
with proper escape for storm-waters, across the entrance to Marrickville Creek.
The total cost not to exceed £15,000.

The storm-water channel down the

centre of Marrickville Creek should he carried out under the provisions of the
Metropolitan Water and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1894;—and, in
accordance with the provision of subsection (rv), of clause 13, of the Public
Works Act, report their resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
1. The question of improving Cook’s River and dealing with the flood-waters Departmental
and the low-lying lands in its vicinity has engaged much attention for some years a
past. The necessity for action has been admitted, but there has been a difference
of opinion as to the best means for dealing effectively with the insanitary condition
of the river and the flats adjacent thereto. Property-owners on the low-lying
portions of Marrickville have urged the adoption of remedial measures, on the
ground that “ their properties were submerged during every rainstorm with upland
water which, owing to defective outlets, remained on this land a considerable
time, ultimately, when drying off, leaving a deposit of sewage matter which became
offensive and prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants.” About ]00 acres of the
land are below high-water mark, and this accentuates the difficulty of dealing with
the question. Complaints have been numerous from residents in the neighbourhood
of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek, who assert the district is becoming unhealthy
from the foul state of those water-courses.
2. The original scheme proposed by the Department contemplated the Outline of the
removal of 300 feet of the Cook’s River dam and the construction of a bridge °cr^"ae
across the opening; also the building of a dam having low and ample sluice-gates
across the Marrickville drainage outlet, the top being high enough to prevent floods
passing
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passing down Cook’s River from entering upon the low lauds. Concrete overshot dams
were to he constructed across Cook’s River, near Undercliffe Bridge, and across Wolli
Creek, a short distance up from its junction with Cook’s River. In addition, fascine
hanks or training walls were to be formed for the purpose of preventing tidal and
flood-waters from submerging some low-lying lands. It was also intended to
resume certain river frontages near Tempo, and to make reclamations in front.
Estimate rl
cost of the
original
Departmental
scheme.

The original
Dep irttwntnl
scheme—its
objects.

AUcrnatire
scheme—l)e-

partnientah

Estimated
cost of
alternative
Departmental
scheme.

3. The estimated cost—£36,400—of the original Departmental scheme is
made up as follows :—
Removing Coot’s River Dam, altering level of portion of road, remaking same, and
providing side fences
... ...
...
... ...
.......................................
£800
INew limber bridge, 300 feet long and 40 feet wide
• ...
.....................................
5,500
Temporary bridge, required during progress of works ...
.........................................
1,000
Training-walls and fascine banks on both sides ...
...
.........................................
10,200
Dam and sluices across Marriekvilie flats ...
...
...
........................................
4.300
Dam and sluices across Cook’s River at Undercliffe
...
.........................................
3.100
Dam and sluices across Wolli Creek
,,,
...
...
.............._
................
2,000
Dredging full width of channel 5 feet deep up Cook's Rive r to Undercliffe and up to
Wolli Creek Dam
... ...
...
...
........................................
5,000
Contingencies (say) ...
... ...
...
... ...
........................................
3,300
iotal
.................................................................................. £30,400
4. The objects to he gained by the proposed work were stated to ho :—(1) To
keep the Cook’s River waters wholly out of Marrickville. (2) To allow the floodwaters to pass freely down and escape far more rapidly than is possible under
existing conditions. (3) To lower the low-water level of Cook’s River above the
present dam by fully 2 feet, and thus provide a better escape for the drainage.

5. Tlie_Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works states that much of the flooding of
the low lands in the past has been due not so much to the rainfall ou the Marrickville
basin as to the flood-waters of Cook’s River entering and passing up the Marrickville
Valley; an alternative proposal was therefore submitted by the Department providing
an outlet for the Marrickville surface drainage less under the influence of the Cook’s
River floods. This, it was said, could he done by constructing an outlet partly by
open channel, then by tunnel, and again by open channel, starting from the centre
of the valley a little below the Marrickville to Burwood Road railway junction,
under the Cook’s River Road, near the Bay View Asylum, to the junction of Shea’s
Creek with Cook’s River. The invert would he at about the level of low-water
mark spring tides, the fall 1 in 3,200 feet, and the dimensions of the tunnel would
he 15 feet by 6 feet. It would he necessary to construct self-acting sluice-gates to
keep out tidal water and allow flood-water to escape during falling tides. Prom the
outlet of the tunnel to Shea’s Creek would be an open canal 50 feet wide and 2 feet
deep at low water.
.
Tlie estimated cost of the alternative proposal was stated to be £25,000,
and included the following
O items :—
Tunnel and drain to Shea's Creek, with flood-gates, <£:c . complete
£15,000
Dam across Marrickville valley
...
...
...
...
2,000
Dredging in Cook’s River and Wolli Creek
.........................
4.000
Lowering sills. Cook’s River dam ...
...
,,,
...
...
2.000
Contingencies (say).........................
.....................................
2,000
Total

Land
resumption.

The Commit
tee’s inquiry.

£25,000

7. No estimate was placed before the Committee regarding the probable
cost of land resumption; it was stated the amount required would not he heavy.
8. I ho Committee have, by visiting the site of the proposed improvements
and examining those qualified to give evidence in relation thereto, made themselves
thoroughly acquainted with every feature of the scheme. A lar^e number of
witnesses have been examined. These include Mr. C. W. Darley, Engiueer-in-Chief
for Public Works; Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson, Chief Medical Inspector to the
Board of Health; Mr. J. M. Smail, Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Board of
Water Supply and Sewerage; Mr. R. W. W. McCoy, Mayor of Marrickville;
Aldermen W. R. Benson and G. A. Morehouse, Marrickville; Mr. C. Moyes,
Marrickville; Mr. J. P. Webster, Borough Engineer, Marrickville; Mr. E. Campbell
M.A., solicitor, Richmond; Mr. T. Stanley, Marrickville; Mr. J. P. Sharkey, civil
and
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and hydraulic engineer; Mr. !F. Gannon, solicitor; Dr. A. E. Perkins, Marrickville;
Mr. S. R. Lorking, Mayor of Canterbury; Aldermen J. Denniss, J. Quigg, and J.
McKean, Canterbury; Mr. J. Wren, Canterbury; Mr. E. Davis, Canterbury; Miss
M. L. Campbell, Wanstead, near Tempe; Mr. J. P. Josephson, civil and consulting
engineer; Mr. J. H. Clayton, Mayor of Rockdale; Aldermen W. G. Judd, E.
Godfrey, H. Cooke, and J. Curtis, Rockdale; Mr. J. Bowmer, Rockdale; Mr. J.
Goode, Rockdale; Mr. D’A. TL. Bueknell, Tempe; and Messrs. J. W. Watkin and
Benjamin Lee, Directors of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building Co.,
Limited.
*
9. Description of the various watersheds which discharge at the Cook S Ywioui
watersheds
River Dam:—
discharging at
Hivcr
Cook’s River, immediately above the dam, receives the water of Wolli Creek "
from the south, and that from the valley of Marrickville Flat on the north.
The main river continues its westerly trend.
The watershed of Wolli Creek is about 5,000 acres in extent. This creek is
tire storm-water discharge for portions of the municipalities of Rockdale,
Canterbury, Kogarah, and Hurstville.
The area of the watershed draining into Marrickville Creek is about 1,700
acres. This valley forms the storm-water discharge for portions of the
municipalities of St. Peter’s, Newtown, Petersham, and Marrickville.
The catchment area of Cook’s River above the dam, not including the area
described, is about 8,000 acres; this part of Cook’s River receives the
storm-water from portions of the municipalities of Enfield, Ash field,
Marrickville, and Canterbury. Thus Cook’s River at the dam is the
outlet for storm-water from an area of about Id, 700 acres.
Portions of these areas carry dense populations, and since a sewerage system is
not complete, nor likely to be for years to come, it is apparent that a
quantity of objectionable matter must be borne by the storm-waters t.o
Cook’s River, and, if intercepted,'must gradually create a nuisance which
will become intolerable.
10. Evidence has been given as to the insanitary condition of Cook’s River rnsamtary
above the dam, and of Marrickville Flat. These localities are doubtless a menace Ma^iekTi!!©
to public health, and with the increase of population the nuisance will, unless mat,
immediate steps be' taken, certainly be augmented.
11, Having decided that Cook’s River, near Tempe, and Marrickville Flat are Matters for
in an insanitary condition, the matters requiring special consideration are:—
^d^ion""
(1) How far the cost of the necessary improvements should he made a State
obligation ?
(2) What proportion of the cost the municipalities occupying the watershed
should be called upon to defray ?
(3) The wisest method of abating the nuisances.
]2. The powers of the various municipalities adjacent to Cook’s River are
limited by the banks of the river, which in its lower reaches form, their boundaries. ot,lieiltlon'
Cook’s River being a tidal water over which the State bolds control, any
expenditure on its channel not only would be an illegal outlay of municipal
funds, but would not be permitted by the State unless under Departmental super
vision. The cost of such works could only be defrayed from a fund levied upon the
various areas, which fund the municipalities are not legally entitled to create.
Further, if there has been any interference with the interest of these municipalities
by the erection of works by the State which have increased any nuisance adjacent to
the municipal boundaries, on areas under State control, it is the duty of the State to
remedy the evil as far as possible.
13. The Committee are of opinion:—
vie™ 0f the
(1) That the lower reaches of Cook’s River, being naturally tidal waters, are cook’s jaw
under State control.
under
state
control;
(2) That the existence of the dam, with a sluicing discharge less than theset,aBte .....
natural discharging area of the river impedes the ready escape of the &«., &e,' 1 ’
storm-waters.
(3)
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‘

(3) That the railway embankment may have somewhat contracted the original
discharging area of the river, the current from Wolli Creek being thereby
forced from its original bed and thrust further north into a less direct and
shallower channel.
t
The erection of the dam, with inferior sluicing power, and the construction
of the Illawarra Railway embankment, may have prejudicially affected the discharge
of Cook’s River, and probably have been the means (a) of augmenting the floods
which periodically visit the lower country; (b) of increasing the tendency for
objectionable matter to deposit near Tempe.
The Committee are, therefore, of opinion that there is a certain amount of
State responsibility with regard to the present insanitary condition of Cook’s River,
and it should he discharged by the carrying out of dredging operations, to provide a
channel in the lower reaches of Wolli Creek and Cook’s River, sufficient to furnish
a reasonable outlet for these waters, and by providing sufficiently large sluice-gates
in the dam to deal with such discharge.
Submergence
14. Marrickville Yallcy is liable to submergence either from the rain falling
of M wrickville Yallcy. upon its own catchment area or by the overflow from the flood-waters from Cook’s
River. In the valley 109 acres 2 roods and 37 perches are at an elevation of not
more than high-water mark, of which 48 acres arc 1 foot, 14 acres 2 feet, and
H acre 3 feet under high-water mark. It is therefore clear that no gravitation
scheme for draining this flat can more than alleviate the floods which occur. The
only method by which flood-waters could he thoroughly dealt with would he by the
construction of a hank across the entrance of the valley to Iceep out the overflow
from Cook’s River, and the erection of a powerful pumping plant capable of dealing
promptly with a portion of the waters which reach the Marrickville flat from its own
catchment area; and by intercepting some of the waters on either side of the valley
at a sufficient elevation to admit of their discharge into Cook’s River above floodlevel. Rut the importance of the interests involved does not justify at present the
necessarily heavy expenditure.
* 15. The Committee recommend that a bank be erected across the entrance to
Treatment of
flood-waters Marrickville Valley, and that- a storm-water channel be constructed down the drainage
in Marrickrille V^ullej', centre, discharging through the hank by a sluice-gate which can be closed when
the flood in Cook’s River is higher than in Marrickville Valley. This channel
must he sufficiently wide to drain the flat in ordinary weather and to provide for
the speedy clearing of the lower lands as the flood-level in the river falls. The
work should be carried out iu accordance with the terms and conditions which
obtain in other works of the kind. The storm-waters which flood Marrickville Valley
arc collected over a water-shed of 1,700 acres, embracing various municipalities, and
this work should he a joint charge upon them. The annual cost will be very small
indeed, and should be defrayed in a manner similar to that obtaining in the case of
storm-water discharges constructed in the interest of other municipalities.
16. The scheme, as submitted to the Committee, contemplated an expenditure
Bciieme, as
submitted to
of
£36,400,
and embraced items for the erection of dams on Cook’s River, near
the Com
mittee.
Undercliffe Bridge, and on Wolli Creek, and the erection of fascine banks practically
from the dam to these places, which would be rendered necessary by the inflow
of salt water consequent upon the proposed removal of the dam. If the contention
he correct that the present dam has aided in creating the nuisance at Tempo, as the
population increases it is clear that the evil would simply be transferred a short
distance up each creek to the px'oposod new dam sites. If it be contended that such
darns can he erected without creating an insanitary state of things, the sluice-gates
at the present dam can be so constructed. The erection of the fascine hanks in
front of private properties may lead to litigation.
Alternative
17. The alternative scheme, at a cost of £25,000, has two salient defects—
Scheme sub
mitted to tho
(1) The lowering of the sills of the present gates at the Tempe Dam will not
Committee.
furnish a sufficient discharge for the flood waters of Cook’s River.
(2) A storm-water discharge from an area of 1,700 acres, through a tunnel of
15 feet by 6 feet, with a fall of 1 foot in 3,200 feet, and an intermittent
discharge controlled by both tide and flood, will be ineffective. The floodvraters awaiting discharge will submerge the lower lands and hang there
until they creep slowly through the intermittently discharging tunnel.
11
The

\
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The velocity of the water in the tunnel would he not more than If miles
per hour; there would therefore certainly he a deposit from storm-water
(which would lie aggravated hy the fact that when the tide was up, the
water would lie dead in the tunnel). unless it were intercepted at the intake,
which would necessarily he a difficult operation.
18. Many witnesses, amongst whom were several municipal representatives, Proposal to j
were of opinion that the removal of the dam at Cooks River, and the consequent£ivcj.s
ebh and how of the tide, would be the best means of purifying both Cook’s River
and Wolli Creek, hut they do not appear to have considered the damage that
would thereby he caused hy the submergence with salt water of the low-lying lands.
,
Owners of land so situated gave evidence that they would suffer great loss, and the
Department recognise the possible claims for damage that might arise if salt water
were let into the river.
19 The Committee recommend the following^ works should he undertaken hy undovtnK
Works to be
en
the State :—
by the State,
(1) Lowering the sills at the southern end of Cook’s River Dam, and extending
the sluice-a:ates
to a -width of not less than 200 feet.
O

(2) Dredging Cook’s River and Wolli Creek.
(3) Constructing an embankment (with proper escape for storm-water) across
the entrance to Marrickville Creek.
The present sluice-gates at the northern end of the dam to he left for flood
discharge.
*
20. The necessary outlay in connection with the storm-water channel should
he a charge on the municipalities on the catchment area of Marrickville Creek.
21. The Committee are of opinion that these proposals will deal with the Effect of >
nuisance in Cook’s River satisfactorily, mitigate the floods in the Marrickville Yalley,
and much improve its sanitary condition. It will be understood that the certain
increase of settlement on the watershed of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek will
create further pollution, but if these waterways continue to he the flood-water
discharge of the municipalities particularised they should he treated as such, and
the municipalities rated to construct and maintain them for that purpose. Marrickville Yallcy can only he kept free from floods hy a pumping and intercepting scheme,
and the interests involved therein are limited to the localities and municipalities
from which the flood-waters are collected.
22. In carrying out any works the result of which will only alleviate Temporary
insanitary conditions, care should be exercised that the temporary measures, as far formBpart of
as possible, should form part eventually of a complete scheme. It is clear that permanent
were the dams erected in Cook’s River and Wolli Creek, as proposed hy the "c cmli,
Department, their removal would he the first step necessary in a thorough scheme
to deal with the localities on these drainage areas, and therefore the expenditure
of nearly £6,000,—to which must he added the cost of such removal—would have
been expended on doubtful work of a purely temporary character. In the future,
as interests become sufficiently great to justify the total prevention of floods
in Marrickville Valley, a pumping scheme will he necessary, and then the floodwater discharge channel, recommended hy the Committee down the drainage centre,
will form a portion of the permanent work necessary to attain that object. It will
he well, when constructing this storm-water channel, to extend it beyond the proposed
intake of the alternative scheme, to intercept the flood-waters further up Marrickville
Yallev.
23. The following extract from the Minutes of Proceedings of 22nd July, Resolution
1896, shows the resolution arrived at hy the Committee :—
om"
Mr. C. J. Roberts moved—
“That the Committee are of opinion it is not expedient the proposed Improvement of
Cook’s River, at a cost of .-£30,400, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative
Assembly, nor the alternative Departmental scheme, at a cost of £25,000, be carried out;
but they’ recommend that a portion of such work be undertaken by the G overnment. viz.:—
(1) Lowering the sills at the southern end of Cook's River Dam and extending the sluice
gates to the necessary width : (2) Dredging Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ; (3) Constructing
“
"
an
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.in embankment (with proper escape for storm.waters') across tbe entrance to Marrickville
Creek. The total cost not to exceed £15,000. The storm-water channel down the centre
of Marrickville Creek should be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the
Metropolitan Mater and Sewerage Act Extension Act of 1894.”
Mr. Fegan seconded the motion.
Mr. Hassall moved,—
“That the motion he amended by tbe omission of all the words after the words ‘‘Wolli
Creek.’ ”
The amendment was seconded by Mr. M right, and negatived on the following division, upon the
question, “ That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the motion ” :—
Ayes, G.
Ivoes, 2.
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Hassall,
Mr. Humphery,.
Mr. Wright.
Mr. Eoberts,
Mr. Clarke,
Mr. Lee.
Mr. Eegan.
The motion was then passed on
Ayes, 6.
Mr. Ewing,
Mr. Humphery,
Mr. Eoberts,
Mr. Clarke,
Mr. Lee,
Mr. Eegan.

following division:—

-

Xocs, 2,
Mr. Hassall,
Mr. Wright.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman,
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 24 July, 1896.
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present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon, Frederick Tiiomas Humphery.
The Hon. Charles James Eouerts, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Georoe Black, Esq,
Francis Augustus Wriqiit, Esq.

1 he Committee proceeded to consider tho proposed Improvement of Cook’s Hivcr.
ttacil West Darley, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Works, sworn, and
examined:—
I. Chairman.} Has the scheme before the Committee been prepared under vour supervision ? It has.
J. Have you a Departmental statement to make in respect of it ? Yes ; it is'as fol lows This matter has
occupied the attention of many engineers during tho last ten or eleven years, and while all seem to admit
the necessity tor something being done, there has been some diversity of opinion as to the romedv. On
mam points, however, all agree also, that to do anything effectively, the work must involve a considerable
expenditure. Tor many years the call for some remedial measures came from property-owners on the lowlyuig portions of Marrickville, tbe complaints being that their property was submerged during every rain
storm with upland water, which, owing to defective outlets, remained on this land a considerable time ;
ultimately, when drying off leaving a deposit of sewage matter over their land which became offensive,
and prejudicial to the health of the inhabitants. That this was not without grounds for complaint, mnv
+ fi°a !r n: f u” ^j ^ t uit .ov®1’10? acres ot’tlie 3and is below high-water mark, and this at once points
to the difficulty of dealing with the whole question. Of late, the complaints have been more numerous
from residents in the neighbourhood of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek, who state that the district is
becoming unhealthy from the foul stale of those water-courses. This is no doubt largely due to the long
continuance of dry weather, and the absence of rainfall to scour out the channels ; there is no doubt but
that tne evil is intensified also from the addition of drainage matter from suburbs surrounding Marrick
ville Hats. I1 or the information of the Committee, I hand in the following papers
1. A precis of the papers on this subject from 1885 to date, and the following reports in full, which
show some of the schemes proposed for dealing with the matter, also an early history of Cook’s
luver Dam, collected from old records.
2. Dr. Ashburton Thompson’s report on the sanitary condition of creek through Marrickville Valley
3. iteport by Mr. Stayton on drainage of Marrickville Valiev.
4.
A
Mr. Price
„
"
5.
Mr. Bagge
,,
’’
6.
Mr. Hickson
■’
7.
Mr. Williams
,,
’’
.
8.
Mr. Darley
„
9.
“ Digna Sequamur ”
;
10, Report of Mr. Price on last proposal.
The main difficulty in the way of proper drainage of this district is the obstruction offered by tbe cause
way carrying l ook s Eiver Road across the river, known as Cook’s River Dam. This dam was constructed
m the early days of the Cdony—as nearly as I can ascertain it was erected in 1839-41 by prison muies
during Sir George Gippa governorship, the object being to shut out salt water from the low-lying land
and retain fresh water up the creeks for various business purposes; sluice-gates were provided at the same
f0riP?o-,ng °Ut
riVCr waler> but tllese were evidently found insufficient, for between the years
I8bl and 18/6 several sums were voted and expended in providing a greater number of sluices' and
enlarging those originally constructed. Altogether the sum of about £7,314 was expended during tho
years named m improvements to the dam ; this probably included a sum spent in widening the roadway. The
improvements in the river below the Cook’s River Dam, viz., forming fascine banks and dredging, have so
unproved the channel that the tidal range at the dam has been largely increased,.low water being now
about 2 leet below what it formerly fell to at that point; this at once points to the possibility of
A
improving

'
C. W. Darley,
Esq.
---------- ■
16June,1806.

.

.
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C. W. Darley, improving the drainage outlet by lowering the sills. In one of the earliest reports, viz., that by Mr.
:Es(lStayton, dated 19th July, 18S8. he deals with the state of the then drain or creek between Ken wick-street
and Cook’s Eiver; this has, however, been subsequently greatly improved by the Marrickville Council con16 June, 1896. gtructiDg a f]ranl iined with sheet-iron the whole way down the valley, from near St. Peter s station, which
provides a free discharge to Cook’s Eiver; he also suggests the opening of tho flaps m Cook sluver JJaui,
or the total abolition of tbe dam. On this report Mr. Bennett, the Engiueer-in-Chief for Sewerage and
Commissioner for Eoads, writes a minute as follows:—“ Now that the river below the dam has been improved
by the Harbours and Elvers Department and made susceptible of further improvement by deepening,
there is no doubt that the proper course is to make a clear deep opening in Cook s Eiver Dam, remove
the sluices, if required, higher up the river, reclaim the surplus land along river by embanlung
and filling in to above junction of the Marrickville Creek, straightening and deepening that creek-~so as
to bring the level of low water at Botany right up, by widening the creek ; also the discharge ot floods
could be provided for, some material obtained to raise the level of the adjoining low-iymg land, and by
having, at reasonable intervals, simple flushing-gates, the high water could be retained until ebb allowed
*
a good cleansing flush being let go. The removal of the dam, now that a definite channel is made below
would most likely have the effect of reducing high flood level in Cook’s Eiver.” This minute is quoted in .
full as it embraces most of the main features of all the more recent proposals. About this time a number
of residents and others interested formed themselves into wbat was termed the “Marrickville bamtary
Trust”—and drafted a Bill to submit to Parliament—seeking power to resume all low-lying land, improve
it by drainage works, and re-sell, Ac. On this draft Bill or scheme, Mr. B. B Price was asked to report.
His report is among the papers already handed in. Mr. Price points out that the capital or tbe irusywas
limited to £.100,000, which excludes the purchase of land and compensation, but according to Mr. Price s
estimate, the works proposed would most probably cost £158,000, exclusive of purchase of land, and ho
arrived at the conclusion that it would he impracticable to raise the whole valley above nood-levc-, as
proposed. Mr. Price then goes on to recommend a scheme embracing the following principal features:
1.—A dam across Marrickville Flats, near Tempe.
,
2 and 3.—North and south intercepting drains, the former 84 feet wide, and tbe latter Z0 reel
wide.
4 and 5—A low-level drain up centre of valley, and raise the ground on either side.
(j,—To erect a pair of low-lift centrifugal pumps to deal with low-level drains.
Estimated cost, exclusive of the purchase of land, houses, and compensation, £51,817.
,
As many streets have since been formed and built upon along the site where it was proposed to construct the
intercepting drains,’ it is very probable that the cost of resuming the land required to form the drains now
would amount to nearly £100,000, so this scheme would seem to he out of the question, on account of
the probable cost. Mr. Bagge, Assistant Engineer for Sewerage Construction, next reported. [J'lde,
Appendix]. He compares Mr. Stavton’s and Mr. Price’s suggestions, preferring the former, and gives fresh
estimates for various schemes, varying from £11,000 to £141,400. Mr. Hickson covers this with a
minute recommendingMr. Price’s scheme. [Vide Appendix], Mr. W illiams next re ported, [kwfe Appendix.]
He recommends additional dredging in Cook’s Eiver below tbe dam—the lowering of the snis m the dam,
construction of ten additional sluice-gates, and deepening and widening the channel above the dam,
estimated cost, £14,000. Tho matter is then referred to Mr. Darley for report. In lus report \ YuIe
Appendix] the scheme now submitted to the Public Works Committee is sketched out; no estmiatcjs
'
attached, this scheme being fully dealt with later on. The next stage is reached when the Blarrickville
Council offer a premium for the best scheme for dealing with the whole subject So far as can be gathered
from the papers, the award was given to an author signing his paper “ Digna Sequamur,’ winch was sub
mitted by the Council for the consideration of the Department. The scheme proposes the formation ot
■
a navigable canal from Cook’s Eiver up through the centre of Marrickville flats, requiring
’
1. Kemoval of a portion of Cook’s Eiver Dam, and erection of five bridges, uz., four ot 30 feet
span and one of 50 feet span, with 1.4 feet headway.
2. Dredging Cook’s Eiver above railway bridge to a depth of 9 feet.
•
3. Kaising the railway bridge 6 feet, and an additional opening for Wolli Creek.
4. Dam across Blarrickville flat.
5. Navigable canal, 95 feet wide, up flat, alongside the railway, with an entrance lock and upper
basin,
6. Filling up low ground to high-water mark.
'
7. Two lift bridges and three fixed bridges over canal.
'
_
8. Three miles of new roads along canal banks—Cost estimates at £41.263.
A foot-note states : “ This estimate does not include the raising of Tempe railway bridge, nor compensa
tion for filling up low lands, for it is considered that the Eailway Commissioners should do the first, and
that the latter is an improvement to property.” This scheme was referred to Mr. Price for report.
[Fide Appendix]. After dealing fully with the scheme, Mr. Price points out that it is altogether uuder■ estimated, and sums up by saying, “ The conclusion I have arrived at as to the merits of the scheme pre
pared by ‘ Duma Sequamur’ is that it would be very costly, and would not prevent the periodical
flooding of Marrickville.” 1 n August, 1892, Mr. ,T. B. Webster, Borough Surveyor, supplied fbe Marrick
ville Council with a lengthy report on the subject, but the recommendations are very similar 1o those
,
proposed in 1890 bv Mr. Darley. He suggests that certain temporary works be carried out, at an estimated
*
cost of £6,887, this is chiefly to lower the sills of the flood gates. Tbe precis shows that subsequent action
taken mostly during 1895. had reference to the insanitary condition of Cook’s Eiver and Wolli Creek,
due, no doubt, to tbe very dry season. The Minister having previously instructed Mr. Darley to prepare
plans and estimates for tbe scheme, on the lines suggested bv him, this was done, and on 12th February,
1895, Mr. Darley submitted the following report and estimate—“Numerous reports have been prepared
dealiim with this matter. In November, 1889, Mr. E. B. Price made a careful investigation, and sent m
a report and estimate (M.P. 89/7,903). In April, 1890, Mr. Williams prepared a report (M.P. 90/2,764) .
On this I wrote a minute, pointing out the direction in which the improvemenls should be commenced
(M.P. 90/3,202). About the same time Mr. Hickson wrote a report, and submitted several alternalive
estimates for dealing with the drainage (M.P. 90/498 sewerage). Tho Council subsequently offered a
premium for the best scheme, and, I believe, awarded the prize to one marked “ Digna Sequamur (M.l.
92/3,201). Mr. Price reported on the proposal made therein (M.F 92/8,741), tho conclusions Mr. Price
1
arrived
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arrived at being “that it would bo very costly, and that it would not prevent the periodical flooding of C.W. Darley,
Marrickville.” Mr. Price’s report deals chiefly with the question of providing intercepting channels for
dealing witli the upland drainage, and a pumping station and channel to deal with the low levels. I consider ]qjllne igog
it unnecessary to open this part of the subject again, as it seems to me to he a matter which should be dealt
’
'
with by the councilor a local trust on the betterment principle, but as pointed out in my previous reports I
think tho Government might take iu hand the outfall or Cook’s River improvements to provide a better escape
for flood-waters and prevent the backwater flooding, which now takes place when Cook’s River is in flood.
Many years ago the Government constructed Cook’s River Bam, and provided flood-gates therein, but
these arc insnllieient to let off flood-waters, and at any time not low enough to obtain any benefit from
low-tide drainage. It would be a very simple matter to remove a portion of this dam, and provide a
bridge across the opening, and then construct a dam with low sluicc-gatea across tbe outlet from the
Marrickville flats, hilt the question of admitting salt water up Cook's Kiver, and submerging a large area
of land with salt water at high tide would soon crop up, and lead to much trouble, as I assume all those
who own lands have a vested interest in the fresh-water frontage. This I pointed out in iny previous
report, and the surveys that have since been made have further confirmed me in this opinion. I, therefore,
*
see no reason whatever for departing in the least from the scheme I originally proposed, namely, to
remove 300 feet of Cook’s River Bam, and construct aroad-bridgo across the opening, and to construct a dam
with low and ample sluice-gates across the Marrickville drainage outlet, keeping the top high enough to
prevent floods passing down Cook’s River from entering the lowlands. Construct concrete overshot dams
across Cook’s River, near Underclifie Bridge, and across Wolli Creek, a short distance up from its junc
tion with Cook’s River. Then to construct fascine banks or training-walls to keep tidal and flood waters
from entering the low portion of Unwin’s Hill Estate. To resume some frontages near Tempe and make
reclamations in front. I have had soundings and borings taken, and detail plans have been prepared for
all these works, and estimates have now been prepared. I estimate the coat as follows; —
£
s. d.
Removing Cook’s River Bam, altering level of portion of road, re-making same,
and providing side fences
.........................
...
800 0 0
l^ew timber bridge, 300 feet long and 40 feet wide
...
5,500 0 0
Temporary bridge, required during progress of works
...
1,600 O 0
Training-walls and fascine banks on both sides ...
... 10,200 0 0
Bam and sluices across Marrickville flats..............
...
4,300 0 0
Bam and sluices across Cook’s River at Undercliffe
...
3,100 0 0
Bam and sluices across Wolli Creek
...
...
...
2,600 0 0
Bredging full width of channel 5 feet deep up Cook’s
and
up to AV oil i Creek-dam
•"
...
...
...
5,000 0 0
Contingencies (say) ...
...
...
...
...
3,300 0 0
Total
.........................
... £36,400 0 0
In this estimate I have not put down any sum for land resumption—some questions of title are likely to
crop up, so I have avoided tho subject—but I doubt if tho item can possibly be a heavy one under any
ciremnstanees. The objects to be gained by this scheme will be to keep the Cook’s River waters wholly
out of Marrickville,’to let the flood-waters pass freely down and escape much more rapidly than is
possible at present, to lower the low-water level of Cook’s River above the present dam by fully 2 feet,
and thus provide a better and lower escape for the drainage. .1 think that if the owners of property in
Marrickville carried out the drainage of tho lowlands, as sketched out by Mr. Price, at their own cost, that
the Government might undertake the outlet works as set forth in my estimate. J. have put down the
sum of £5,000 for dredging. Perhaps this item might be omitted, as the work would be carried out by
qur dredges, and paid for from the annual dredge vote, as in the case of all other river dredging. This
is the scheme which has been submitted for the consideration of tbe Public Works Committee. Bering
tbe debate onfhis matter in Parliament tbe sum of £56,000was named as the probable cost of Mr. Barley's
scheme. This was the first estimate prepared, but it included sums for an iron bridge in Cook’s River
Bam instead of a wooden bridge subsequently adopted; also sums for lengthening the railway bridge and
Unwin Road Bridge. Mr. Barley decided not to provide for these works, as it was very doubtful if they
would be necessary for the scheme, and, as they involved a sum of £20,000, they were omitted and the
estimate reduced to £36,000, which sum appears in Mr, Barley’s report.
Alternative Proposal.

. When further investigating this matter, it occurred to Mr. Barley that the object sought, viz., to
drain Marrickville lowlands, might be accomplished in a manner different from any scheme previously
proposed. Mr. Barley’s report is as follows :—
Alternative Design for Dra in age of MarrivkviUe Dials and fmproving Cook's Hirer,

Eiigineer-in-CUief for Enblic Works to Under Secretary.
_
Department of Puldic Works* Engineer-m-ChiefJs Office, Sydney, 11 June, 1S9G,'
subjeGt preparatory to dealing with it before the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
runlic Works, it occurred to me that all the schemes hitherto proposed were more or less liable to be ineffective during
heavy floods in Cook’s River.
There is no doubt but that much of the flooding of the lowlands which has taken place in
the past was due, not so much to rainfall in the Marrickville basin as to the flood-waters of Cook’s River entering and
passing up the Marrickville valley,
’
■
The dam at mouth of valley proposed in the scheme submitted would, of course, confine the flooded river to
its own channels, but so long as a flood lasted there would be little or no get-away for the rain waters collected on the
Marrickville drainage area, and even if the Cook's River Dam were removed and other improvements carried out, Cook’s
River, when in flood, must always maintain a level up to—if not above—mean high level. It is therefore obvious that
if an outlet could be provided for the Marrickville surface drainage away from the influence of Cook’s River floods, it would
be most desirable to bring this about.
I find this can be done by constructing a drain through a tunnel, passing from the centre of the valley a little below
the Marrickville to Rurwood branch railway junction to Shea’s Creek, passing under the Cook’s River Road, near the Ray
view Asylum.
_ The invert of this drain to start at about L.W.M.S.T. with a fall of 1 in 3,200 through the tunnel, which I propose
making 15 feet wide and 0 feet high. Being through sound sandstone rock, very little lining will be required; but at the
ends of the tunnel there might be a length of covered way to a^ oid land severance.
At
r

.

.

,

_
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C. W. Darley,
At the outlet of tunnel it will be necessary to construct a. set of self-acting sluice-gates to shut out tidal waters and
Esq.
allow the inland water to escape during falling tides down to low-water level. From the outlet end of tunnel to Shea s
Creek I propose to construct an open canal 50 feet wide and 2 feet deep at low water, free from any disturbing influence
1C June, 1896. such as must exist in Cook’s River, to within 3,200 feet of the centre of the Marrickville basin.
_
It will still be necessary to construct tbe dam across the outlet of tho valley, as in original scheme, but without any
sluice-gates, and to lower the sills of the sluice-gates in the Cook’s River Dam, and to carry out some dredging for the
sanitary improvement of both Cook's Kiver and Wolli Creek, but otherwise to leave things as they are. This will save the
cost of expensive bridges, levees, two dams, and sluice-gates.
I estimate the cost of this alternative scheme as follows :—
Tunnel and drain to Shea’s Creek, with flood-gates, &c., complete.................... £15,000
Dam across Marrickville valley .................................................................................
2,000
Dredging in Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ..............................................................
4,000
Lowering sills, Cook’s River Dam ....................................................................................... 2,000
Contingencies (say)...........................................................................................................
2,000
Total ..................................................................................

£25,000

In this scheme sluice-gates in the Marrickville dam are unnecessary, thus making that work much less costly, for
even in the event of an abnormally heavy rainfall taking place and submerging the tunnel for a time during high water,
this can but cause a very temporary flooding, and such would still occur were sluice-gates provided, as they would be
inoperative through the flood-waters in Cook’s River.
In a short time the sewerage reticulation of the district surrounding Marrickville flats, as well as a low-level system
for the more densely populated part of the lowland, will be carried into effect. This will remove all cause of pollution
which makes the drainage from this valley so offensive, and causes much of the fouling of Cook’s River.
Within the last year or so, many complaints have been made of the polluted state of Wolli Creek, The reports on
the subject indicate this to be more or less due to water discharged from a tannery and obstruction in the creek caused by
the growth of weeds, &c. This might be removed by some dredging for which provision is made in the estimates, but
lowering the sills of Cook’s River Dam, and occasionally sluicing out with salt water, may do much to improve the condition
of the water inside tbe dam.
_
,
I have made no provision for drain through the valley approaching the tunnel. These drains should he cut wide and
as straight as possible to give a free discharge towards the tunnel.
.
This work is not included in either scheme, as I consider the local drainage should be carried out by the Council.
It should not, however, be a costly matter.
■
C. W. DARLEY.

3. Why do you propose to extend the fascine bank beyond the dam in Wolli Creek? To prevent tho
water from running on to the land crossed by the Unwin’s Bridge Road,
4. Is that private land ? Well, the Government paid for the'piece which was taken for the Western
Suburbs sewerage main, but there is a legal question involved. It is open to question whether all the
land originally below high-water mark does not belong to the Government,
_
5. Have you a map showing the drainage area of Cook’s River ? Yes: tjie map of Sydney and its
environs before the Committee, show's, enclosed by red lines, the Marrickville w'aler-shed, 1,700 acres ; the
Cook’s River water-shed, 8,000 acres; and the Wolli Creek water-shed, 5,000 acres—a total area of
14,700 acres. I also submit a plan showing my alternative scheme, and a longitudinal section.
_
6. Have you a sketch showing the nature of the improvements which have been made in the Marrickville
Creek basin ? I think the plan before the Committee shows most of the houses erected within that area.
7. Have you any information with reference to the value of that land and of the improvements upon it ?
Ho, I have not. The Marrickville Municipal Council would give you that information.
'
8. What is the rise and fall of the tide in Cook’s River below the present dam ? _ Six feet.
_
9. Therefore, it follows that any portion of the Marrickville Creek basin, which is G feet below highwatermark, cannot bo drained except by pumping? Yes; but none of the land is quite so low as that.
There are, however, 100 acres which are below high-water mark.
10. Mr. Wright^] How much would the lowest of that land be above low-water mark? About 3 feet.
H, Chairman.'] If there were a flood in Cook’s River, you could not drain the water from the Marrick
ville basin ? When Cook’s River is in flood no water can escape from the Marrickville basin.
12. Cook’s River would be in flood at any time when the Marrickville valley was likely to be submerged
by local rains, so that even if your works were carried out the valley would still be submerged at certain
times? There may be times, after a very heavy fall of rain, when the tunnel will not carry off the water
as quickly as it comes to it.
13. I am referring to the first scheme, not to the alternative scheme ? There may be periods when the
water will accumulate in the valley in the way you mention.
14. How high does Cook's River rise in flood time? We have had the flood-water about 2 feet over
the dam.
15. Under the altered condition of things which you propose to bring about, must not Cook’s River occa
sionally rise sufficiently high to prevent the water from flowing off the Marrickville valley ? That is so.
1G. Can you tell us how often that is likely to happen? Whenever the river is in flood. Wc have had
several floods in some years, but there has been no flood for the last two years.
17. Is this then a flood relief scheme which will be ineffective in flood time ? It will be ineffective while
the flood in Cook’s River lasts.
18. What area of land drains into Cook’s River in addition to the area shown upon the plan ? 8,000 acres.
19. What municipalities drain into it ? ----20. Will Cook’s River become a sewer for the reception of the drainage of those municipalities? All
their storm-water drains will find an outlet in the river.
21. Therefore the proposed improvement to the river will be of benefit to other municipalities besides
those immediately affected by the existing nuisance ? That is so.
22. The substitution of an open bridge for the present Cook’s River Dam will necessitate the construction
of a long fascine bank on the south side of the river, and the making of a dam across Wolli Creek and
across a higher part of Cook’s River, together with a dam across the outlet of the Marrickville valley ?
Yes.
23. If sluices were made in the present dam, would not that do away with the necessity for all these
works which are intended to prevent the sea-water from running on to the adjacent lands ? Yes ; but
whenever Cook's River was in flood its waters would flow up the Marrickville valley, and we want to
stop that. The residents in the Marrickville valley suffer most from the flood-water of Cook’s River
running up into the valley. The valley might be flooded in consequence of heavy rainfall upon the
southern slopes of Ashfield, Petersham, and Canterbury, although there might be no rain locally.
24.
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24. But if you have sluice-gates in the present dam the sea-water would be kept out of the river ?

Tlie 0- W. Barley,
sea-water is kept out now.
Eeq.
25 The flooding of Marrickville valley by local rain-water would probably occur when Cook’s River was
00 mu n J•s’
^0r18!'
oceur in that wa7; but you may have a flood from one cause alone.
16<rune’18ae2b. Jhe flooding of Cook s River is caused hy heavy rainfall above the dam ? Yes.
f' . ave
e^en tbe Committee any detailed information as to the cost of resumption, the cost of tho
raseme work, and so on ? I will supply that information.
28. What is the total cost of the alternative scheme ? £25,000.
29 Does that include the cost of land resumption ? There will be so little land resumption that I have
-ng dmVQ W that account. It will not he necessary to resume the land through which the
ViJ™?3' ■*; ^ink the only land that will have to be resumed will be a piece lying between the
mouth ot the tunnel and Swamp Road.
30. Mr. Wright.] That is not very valuable land ? No.
Rickets-street ^
di8laDCe arc tlie banks of Shea’s Creek fascined ? Ror nearly 'a mile above

floods

A,2' Toe,1ilie-ffS,'U1,G biVlks t'1)ere ?reTeut the tide fr°m flowing on to the adjacent land ? Yes; the tide
is confined within the channel of the creek.
33. The alternative scheme is simply a scheme for draining Marrickville .Flats ? Yes : to drain the Marrickville valley, and to prevent it from being flooded by tbe water of Cook’s River
IV.
schem?> besides benefiting tbe people in tbe Marrickville Yallev, be advantageous
frnm
Sf Y
? ^ou would not get as good a result from the first scheme as
from the afteruatn c scheme. Cook s River itself will he suflicieutlv improved by lowering tbe sills of the
floodgates m the dam 2 feet, and thus allowing a better discharge.
v i thc.lllte™tlre “b«">e bring about a better result ? Because the proposed drain will disrS
■ 6r eVe,1 th™ coa,ld b° got it the water were taken to the outlet of the blarrickville Yalley.
the height of the°water tborc'6" "
^13 ,m]50Ssible for “J flood to make al'y ^eat difference iu
wbVre^

t'^'r 7U naV0 a better fail ?
Yes, it will have a constant fall at extreme low water,
tn fa mt0 C-0°^ S J?1VCr above the dam 'voukl be uncertain. Tho fall there would depend upon
whether yie river was in flood or not, and the chances are that in flood-time the water would not he able
to get out ot the valley.
“h®?1® jv6re carried out the water would have to travel about a mile and a half to reach
the mouth ot fahea s Creek while if the alternative scheme were carried out it would only have to travel
of Shea’s CreSekbUtI d° n0t thlUk that ani b00d Cook a ■Rive1’ W0llld materially affect the water-level

■

Vl7f0lied

‘

I8'.,?/?eiCn°k,S ?iver I)iam rre ,removed> and
river rose 6 feet at the mouth of Marrickville Creek,
would it be down to sea-level at the mouth of ishca’s Creek ? If the dam wereremoved I do not think
the mer would rise more than 3 or 4 feet at the mouth of Marrickville Creek.
Shea’s Creek P
^ m°Uth °f Ma'rrickville Crcck’
k be down to sea-level at the mouth of
4a That would mean a fall of 3 feet in a mile and a half ? Yes; but immediately below the present dam
the rner spreads out into a very wide channel.
"
1
JL ^ :aVbe da™ 01,igina% constructed ? I was speaking to-day to an old resident who saw the
flrst man walk oyer the aam after its completion in 1841, and he told me that it was constructed merely
as a causeway ; but it is evident, from the fact that sluice-gates were put into it, that there was also an
intention to keep the water above the dam fresh. There were some manufactories there, I believe, which
required iresn water.
+f ’ ^0t| Tecoinmend tbyt the scheme before us should be carried out at tbe expense of the State, and that

t

££3^*%!* "hr i“thc Ma"“krillc ™leJto
•h™M«»«»«»■“ b/
J‘ou make a similar proposal in regard to the alternative scheme ? Yes.
t-n nlw ™aai!Tf
Sme Eunply ?r®?d“ a Bt°™-W»ter channel ? Yes. The object of that scheme is
to present one district from being flooded hy water coming from other districts.
w 1 18 ■ • Sr!,rm'w;lt,t;r ch‘ulIlel at Croydon constructed at the expense of tho State ? Yes ; hut tho
local municipalities are taxed to pay something towards its cost.
r + •a, sim!iar caac ?. ■:Srot A™*6 i because tho water flowing into the Marrickville valley comes from
^ l
,T® preT®nt. watcr fl;om entering that valley it is necessary to block up thenatural outlet,
and tho proposed channel gives another outlet.
1
4/ If the Cook’s River Bam were removed the locality would he as nature left it ? Yes; and then tlie
salt-water would cover 100 acres of land there.
Fe-jnn:i YT pr?pOSe,LO draiQ PriAatc la,ld at tke
of the public? Tbe same thing has
been done in a number of similar cases. On tbe Hunter, for instance, tbe Government have constructed
fT fl0Wlllg Up0n ad-iaeent lallds' Of course, if wc put a dam across tbe
“ of the Mar,'lckvillc valley any water draining into the valley would be impounded there, and,
theretorO’ we propose to construct a channel draining towards the mouth of Shea’s Creek.
\ Toljl
.^at if ihc Cook’s River Bam were removed, you would have to protect a largo
area of land above the railway bridge from being overflowed hy salt-water? Yes ; I think the Govcrnbe b°und f° prevent that land from being covered with salt-water.
WlK!d w.*¥ 0^ect of tke scbcme ? The object of the scheme is to drain the Marrickyille flats, and to prevent the flood-water of Cook’s River from flowing over that land
ol. It is a scheme to dram the low-lying parts of Marrickville ? Yes.
52. What area of land would be inclosed by the fascine banks on the south side of tho river ? About 20
acres, j. lidiiIc.
%
ffirar D™ IaDd n°W fl0°ded ^ iigl1 Watei'? N°; beCflU8e tbe sea-water is Bhut off by tho Cook’s
r V ™ * Jow-1yjug Jand ? Tes. The sea-water is only held off it by the dam.
oo What are the fascine banks for? To keep the ‘water off the land after tho dam has been removed.
to
““ to FOlect fl,e 1“d’tI,c
wouUl
b™ “

’
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C. W. Darley,
..
une’

jf
danl is not remoYed that land will remain in its present condition ? Tes ; the ownei’s of that
land make no complaints at present, except about thc unsanitary condition of Cook s Kiver and of Wolli
Creek. Wolli Creek is full of weeds, and there is a tannery discharging into it.
' 57. I suppose this land is not of much value at the present time ? 1 think it is fairly good grazing land.
58. A fascine bank constructed around it would improve it materially ? If the dam were removed such
a hank would keep the salt-water off the land ; otherwise thc land would not be improved.
59. If the dam were removed, it would be necessary to construct this fascine bank and to make two other
dams—one higher up Cook’s Kiver and thc other across Wolli Creek ? Yes. .
60. Is there any person there who would have a claim upon the Government if salt-water were allowed
to run upon that land P 1 think the Crown would be liable for claims for compensation for loss of fresh
water.
..
61. Chairman.'] What objection is there to making more sluice-gates in tlie present dam r You could
not in that way give the flood-water so free a vent as it would have if there were an open bridge. H lie
object of removing the dam is to reduce the height of the water iu Cook’s Kiver, and to enable the water
to be drained off Marrickville Yallcy. The earthwork dam shown on thc map is common to both schemes,
but it would be cheaper to construct if the alternative scheme were carried out, because then no sluice
gates would be required.
_
_
j
q r i ■ i ■
62. How much would tho water back up if there were large sluice-gates in the present dam. J think it
would be more costly to put large sluice-gates in the Cook's Kiver Dam, Originally there was only one
sluice-gate in that dam, but that was found insuflicient, and therefore, in 1861, a second was made along
side it; that cost £2,637. In 1876 extra sluice-gates were made at thc southern end of tho dam ; they
' cost £4,600, Altogether, £7,344 have been spent in putting extra sluice-gates into^the dam.
63. Mr. Hawaii.] You estimate that if thc water is kept out of the Marrickville \ alley it will only be
necessary to lower the sills of the present flood-gates 2 feet? Yes..
i
64. To whom does the land on the north side of the river belong which you propose to reclaim? I think
that it is part of the Warren estate. It was cut up into small allotments, but I do not think it was sold.
There is a small piece of land between a road and the water which we propose to resume in order to get
rid of any frontage rights. That resumption will increase the value of the reclaimed land, which will have
a long frontage to the Cook’s .River Koad.
65. Do you think that that land will repay the cost of reclamation ? I think so.
66. Why not reclaim the land on the opposite side of the dam ? That place has only lately been dredged
out as a sort of basin for ships.
_
_ _
67. The Government will sell the reclaimed land ? It will be quite within the power of the Government
to do so.
68. How will the Marrickville Council meet the Government in regard to the expenditure upon this
scheme ? I think that the Marrickville Council should make whatever drains are necessary to convey thc
water to the outflow channel.
_
69. Does this land drain into Cook’s River now ? Yes ; it is drained by a channel passing through thc
middle of the valley, and following Carrington Koad.
4
70. Is there an open drain? An open drain constructed with temporary water-pipes. It is 4 feet across,
and 2 feet deep.
.
71. What provision do you make for draining the southern part of the valley ? The valley is almost
level. Water will run almost as easily from the end at which it is proposed to place an earthwork dam
to the mouth of the tunnel as it will run from the other end of the valley.
72. Will the Marrickville Council assist in the construction of the proposed tunnel and channel? That
is a matter for arrangement. I think that they might fairly bo asked to pay in some degree towards it,
though, as an engineer, I have not much to do with the matter. I have made no provision for the con
struction of drains leading towards the channel, because I think that those drains should be made by the
Municipal Council. If the Government shut the water out of thc Marrickville valley, and give an
outlet for water falling into that valley, they will have done the most that can be expected of them, ^
73. The Government are not responsible for the water which flows into the valley ? Well, the Govern
ment has accepted a similar responsibility in other parts of the Colony. On the Clarence, at Maitland,
and in other places, large sums hare been spent upon similar works.
^
74. But this expenditure will not benefit the public estate ;—there is no Crown land here ? Yo.
75. Do you think the alternative scheme is the better of the two? Yes; it is the better and the cheaper
of tho tw'o.
■
_
,
.
76. If you drained into Cook’s Kiver the fall would depend upon the height of the water in the river, whereas
if yon drained towards Shea’s Creek there would be a constant fall, without any danger of thc water
backing up? That is so.
_
•
i
'i
77. If you commence to interfere with the works at present in existence, yon begin to interfere with
vested rights, and claims for compensation will follow' ? Complication will arise.
78. No complication can arise if the proposed scheme is carried out ? No.
79. Mr. Roberts!] What will be the cost of your proposed tunnel? £15,000 will be the cost of the open
channel, the tunnel, and the outlet works. Sluice-gates will be necessary to keep the salt-water from
coming up the channel.
80. What area of land rvill it drain ? 1,700 acres.
81. Hoiv much of that area is within the Municipality of Marrickville? ----82. What other work is there in connection with the alternative scheme ? The dam across the entrance
to the Marrickville valley, which is necessary to keep ihe flood-wTater of Cook's Kiver out of the valley.
jCook’s Kiver will flood the Marrickville valley as far as tho Sydenham Road. ■
83. But if the proposed channel were made, would the flood-water pass it ? Yes; I think it would. It
would be necessary to prevent the water of Cook’s Kiver from flowing into the valley.
84. How do you propose to expend the £10,600 balance? £2,000 will gain constructing new sluice
gates in the existing dam, and £4,000 in dredging and cleaning out the channel of Cook’s Kiver and
Wolli Creek. Then there will be the earthwork dam to construct, and about £2,000 for contingencies.
85. What area of land will be reclaimed ? There will be no reclamation under the alternative scheme.
86. Are there any wharfs to be constructed ? Not necessarily.
87. Will the railway bridge have to be lengthened? No; I do not propose to touch it.
88.
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88. Mr. Wright.] The fascine bank is only designed to protect the property it surrounds from sea-water? O* W. Darley
Tes.
Esq,
89. I gather from your remarks that the alternative scheme will effect the object of draining the Marrick-1
'
ville valley with more certainty than the original scheme ? Yes ; and it will be cheaper.
18 June,1896.
90. If the. alternative scheme is carried out will thc pollution of the river cease ? Yes ; so far as that
pollution is caused by the drainage coming from the Marrickville valley. I propose to guard further ’
against pollution by lowering the sills of the sluice-gates in the present dam, and by spending £4,000
upon dredging and cleaning the river.
■
91. Will that effectually destroy the nuisance P I think it will.
92. A freer flow will scour-the river? There will be a better scour, and it will be possible to admit the
salt-water occasionally, and thus create an artificial scour with the help of the tide. That has been done
lately with good results. "VVe propose to lower the sills of the sluice-gates to low-water level.
93. You feel confident that this alteration will effectually destroy the nuisance ? Yes.
94. Has the Metropolitan Water aud Sewerage Board constructed any sewers in thc neighbourhood of
Cook s Elver? One main sewer has been constructed there, and the north-west slopes of Marrickville
will drain into it. The reticulation works are now going forward. Contracts are also being prepared for
the carrying out of what is known as the low-level system. That part of the district lying around
Sydenham Station will be drained to a central place, and the drainage will then be pumped into the main
sewer, which runs on tbe western side of the basin.
95. Does the bulk of that sewage now flow into Cook’s Eiver ? Yes.
.
96. Principally bouse slops, I suppose ;—the night-soil is dealt with differently ? Yes.
97. When the sewerage works are completed a great deal of the present contamination will cease ? Yes.
98. Your proposed channel is only a storm-water sewer ? Yes.
99. It could not be made to drain on to AY ebb’s farm ? No; the sewage of the district will be conveyed
by other sewers on to AVebb’s farm.
J
100. If the alternative scheme is carried out, what do you propose to do with Wolli Creek ? AVe propose
to clean it out.
101. AArhat applies to Cook’s Eiver, so far as the scour is concerned, will apply also to AVblli Creek ? Yes.

THURSDAY, IS JUSE, 1896.

Jjrrscnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING-.
Tlie Hon. Phedeiuck Thomas Humphery.
The Hon. Charles James HonEim, C.M.G.
The Hon. AVjeliam. Joseph Tkickett.
Hjsnjiy Clarke, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq,
'

Esq. (Chairman).

John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
Thomas Henri' Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
.

Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
Frank Parnell, Esq.

Ihe Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook's Biver.
Cecil West Darley, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Pubic AYorks, sworn.
aud further esamined :—
102. Chairman.] There are one or two matters upon which I think you have some further evidence to C. W. Darley,
give the Committeo . Yes. I was asked yesterday to make a statement as to the separate cost of the
Esqdifferent parts of the fascine work and so on. The cost of that work would be divided up as follows —\
Estimated cost of fascine bank along tbe right bank of Cook’s Bivor from near Undercliffe Bridge to 18 June, 1896.
Unwin s Bridge, thence up left bank of Wolli Creek, including sluices, £3,930. Estimated cost of fascine
bank along the right bank of Wolli Creek from the proposed dam to western boundary of Sparke-street,
£800 Estimated cost of stone bank along thc left bank of Cook's Kiver from Unwin’s Bridge to Cook’s
Biver Dam, £5,440. I do not propose to spand any money upon the private lands on the south bank of
the rner near the existing dam. I think the owners of that property will be verv glad to improve it
themselves. If any expenditure is required there, it will be very slight. The cost" of the Marrickville
Dam in the original scheme is £4,300, and in the alternative scheme, £2,000; but in the latter case no
provision is made lor sluice-gates.
,
103. Have you any definite scheme with regard to the completion of the work at Shea’s Creek? No
dohmte scheme _ We are pushing on with the construction of the canal, and are improving the banks on ' .
cfl-ch side, tlie ultimate design being to give wharfage accommodation.
104. Are the fascine banks there standing ?, Some of the fascine work is docayinir, and is being renaired
irom time to time. It does not last.
b r cu
105. Notwithstanding that it does not last, you intend to use it in Cook’s Kiver ? AYell although tbe
fascine work itself decays the clay behind it is left, and that is generally quite sufficient. At Shea’s Creek
1 have recommended that tbe fascine work should bo faced with stone pitching and we are doing some of
that work now.
*
1
D
b
^^
106. Mr. TL'umphcri/.] The estimated cost of the alternative scheme—£25,000 -does not, I presume, include
the cost ot land resumption ? The land resumption can only bo a very small item.
107. Can yon say approximately how many acres will have to bo resumed ? I should say, at the outside
we shall not require more than 1 or 2 acres.
’
wn,that laJld iB H‘luilted the lGast valuable part of the district? Yes, it is low-lying land
10,). \\ ill your channel enable tbe Municipal Council of Marrickville to drain thc Marrickville A7allev if
the^y ronnect with it? Tes, it will allow them to drain off tlie surface water.
110. It will make sufficient provision to deal with floods ? Quite sufficient <
1.11 Assisted by the dam at the mourii of the valley? Yes; the object of that dam being to keep the
water ot Cook a Eiver out of thc valley. Tlie natural watercourse down the valley was very ill-defined
and became choked with weeds. Then, m the dry season, all the sewage of the neighbourhood accumulated
in it, and when a fresh came tins sewage was swept out and distributed over thc surface of ihe land. The
local
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P. W. Dnrlcy, local municipality then obtained from tho "Water and Sewerage Board a number of thc temporary
■k3{l'
water supply pipes, which they split open and used to make a drain similar to that shown on the diagram
i^e^ore the Committee. This diagram shows the section of the present drain and of thc proposed channel,
unc'
with their relative levels. At the present time they can only drain the valley to about !3 feet above lowwater mark, but the proposed channel will drain it right down to low-water marl!:. Last week, when there
was a fall of 5| inches of rain within twelve or thirteen hours, there were 10 inches of watcr lying on the
surface of the ground at the site of the inlet of the proposed drain; but by the afternoon all the watcr
was running down the present small drain. Of course it would take a very large channel to drain away
the whole of the water falling on 1,700 acres, if it came direct to the channel, but we find from experience
that rain-water does not reach such a channel all at once. Some of it soaks into the ground, and it is
retarded in other ways.
_
112. Chairman.'] What is the level of the surface at tho entrance of your proposed channel into Shea’s
Creek at the site of the Marrickville dam, and at the inlet of the proposed drain in the Marrickville
Talley? If we call tho low-water level at the mouth of Shea’s Creek 10 feet, which is the level given on
our plan, the average surface level at the site of the Marrickville Dam will be about 13 feet, aud at tho
site of the tunnel inlet, from 14 to 15 feet.
113. Mr. Humphery.'] What would be the fall of the channel? Drom 4 feet 4 inches to low-water.
114. And what fall is there from the Marrickville Dam towards the inlet of the proposed tunnel ? The
natural fall of the surface of the ground is slightly towards Cook’s Kiver; but the difference in level is
not much more than a foot, so that by making any drain a little deeper at the tunnel end, you would get
the water to flow into the tunnel.
115. What is the distance from the inlet of your channel to the Marrickville Dam ? 2,650 feet. From
the Marrickville Dam to the Cook’s Kiver Dam is 3,150 feet, and the whole distance from the intake of
the channel to its point of discharge at Shea’s Creek, going by way of the Marrickville Dam and along
Cook’s Kiver, is 11,208 feet, while the actual length of thc channel is 5,400 feet.
116. So that the discharge from the channel provided for in the alternative scheme will beat a point more
than a mile from the Cook’s Eiver Dam ? Tes.
_
117. That channel will drain off all the stormwater that would otherwise accumulate in the Marrickville
basin ? Tes.
118. If tbe alternative scheme is carried out, it will not be necessary to make the fascine banks shown on
the plan before the Committee ? No.
_
110. The only expense besides the cost of tbe channel will be in connection with the Marrickville Creek
Dam, and the dredgingoE Cook’s Kiver and Wolli Creek? Tes, together with the lowering of tho sills
in the Cook’s River Dam, for which I have put down £2,000.
120. But the expenditure in connection with thc dredging of Cook’s Kiver, and the lowering of the sills
in the Cook’s Kiver Dam maybe looked upon as something altogether apart from your alternative scheme?
Tes, it is a different expenditure.
_
121. Mr. Trickett.] Will you explain the working of the sluice-gates which you propose to place at the
mouth of your channel ? They will be ordinary flap valves, hung from the top, aud will be so arranged
that when the water in the channel is at a higher level than the water in the creek they will open ; but
when the tide in tho creek rises they close automatically. These gates will he somewhat similar to thc
gates iu the existing dam.
_ _
122. If you lower the sills of the gates in the first dam will not there be a risk of the salt water getting in ?
No; because the sluice-gates will bo lengthened so as to keep it out.
123. Are you prepared now with the information asked for by question 81? Tes; tbe area of
Marrickville watershed is about 1,700 acres. Of that the portion in Newtown is about 170 acres, tbe
'
portion in St. Peters about 230 acres, end the portion in Marrickville about 1,300 acres.
.
124. lias tbe desirability of bringing this district under thc operation of the betterment principle been
considered by the Department? That is a matter of policy for the Minister to deal with. A1 cry large
drainage works have been carried out in the Newcastle district, but I am not aware that the betterment
principle has been applied there.
_
125. In carrying out the alternative scheme, do you propose to improve any large area of land by filling
in ? No; ail we do is to give an outlet for the stormwater in the Marrickville Valley.
.
_
126. Looking at the character of that part of Cook’s Biver just above the dam, one would think that it
would always remain pestilential unless some very definite channel were made;—is it proposed to do
that? Everything will remain practically as it is ; but if the Marrickville Dam is constructed it will be
possible to keep tbe Marrickville Valley quite dry. Of course it will be necessary for the local municipal
council to make drains through the valley to connect with our channel.
_
127. But in a stream like Cook’s Kiver, where there is so slow a current, if any at all, it would seem
necessary to improve tbe channel;—I understand that there is a wool-washing establishment in "Wolli
Creek ? A wool-washing and fellmongering establishment, I believe.
_
128. Will it not be desirable, if these works are carried out, to lake steps to keep tbe stream clean in the
future ? I think that that would be desirable. In many parts of England manufacturers are required
to filler any polluted water coming from their works before it is allowed to enter a river. A great deal of
solid matter goes now into Cook’s Kiver besides the polluted water.
120. Is there much Government land along the banks of Wolli Creek ? Not that I am aware of.
130. The land there has most of it been alienated ? It has practically all been alienated, though some of
the frontages belong to the Government. The land upon which it is proposed to erect tbe Marrickville
Dam belongs to the Government, and the Government also owns some land between Unwin's Bridge
Koad and the main outfall sewer.
_
131. Will not the Marrickville Dam be likely to throw the water back ou to the surrounding land ? Not
if proper provision is made for drainage.
132. At the present time that land drains into the river ? Tes.
133. Tou propose to reverse the existing order of things? Tes.
_
134. And you think that there will then be no risk of Hooding ? There will be nothing like what occurs
now. Whenever there is a fresh in Cook’s Biver all fhat property is under water as now.
135. I presume that the land between the proposed dam and thc inlet of the proposed channel is almost
level P It is practically a dead level.
136. What is it used for now ? There are some hoqses upon it; but it is chiefly waste land.
137
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137. Tou strongly recomtnend the adoption of the alternative scheme ? Tes.’
13S. Bo you think the local municipality will be able to bear the expense of constructing the necessary
drains to connect with your channel P Yes ; because I think the cost ivill be under £1,000. The muni
cipality will be able to make these drains very cheaply, and they could use the material excavated to raise
thc level of various parts of the surface.
130. It is not likely that tho people there would raise any objection to the undertaking? No ; I should
think they would be only too glad to have the land drained.
140. Mr. Clarke.'] Who will benefit by this work—tho public or the local proprietors P The local
proprietors.
141. Do you think that they will be willing to bear part of tbe expense? I cannot say what the'people
of Marrickville think ; but if 1 wrere a landowner there I should be willing to contribute.
142. Ton stated on Tuesday that in other parts of the Colony works of this kind were carried out
entirely at the cost of thc G-overnment ? At Maitland a great deal has been done on the principle of
giving £ for £, though a great many works there have been carried out wholly at the expense of the
G-overnment. "With regard to some works on the Richmond, I believe that the people benefited have
agreed to pay part of the cost eventually, but iu tbe meantime the G-overnment is bearing the whole
expense.
113. Bo you think there will be any claims for compensation in connection with the making of the pro
posed channel? There will be no room for such claims, except in regard to the smaller drains, which I
recommend should he left to the municipality. A municipality can always deal with people better than
the Government can.
144. If the proposed fascine banks were made, would some of the low-lying laud in the district still be
liable to flooding ? In times of very heavy rainfall the watcr might not rnn off the land as fast as it fell,
but it would only lie on ihe land for about a day.
145. Tou do not propose to pump the water off the land ? No. If a very heavy fall of rain occurred
during a high tide the water might back up in the channel for a short time.
*
14(i, Have you proved these fascine banks to be a success ? In certain cases they have answered very
well; but I prefer to face a permanent work with stone. The fascines, however, are better than a clay
bank, because they prevent a scour.
,
147. Tou use ti-tree in their construction ? Tes.
148. Will that be easily obtained in the locality ? There will be no difficulty iu getting it,
'
149. How long do these fascine banks last? The outer portion decays away in about five years ; but a
good solid hank is left behind. Under some circumstances we might dispense with the fascines altogether.
150. Are you aware that at. Moruya a large amount was expended upon fascine dykes which did not prove
a success ? Tes ; but Mr. Moriarty, the then engineer, was quite opposed to the use of fascines at that
place.
15!. Tho first heavy flood swept the fascine work away ? Tes, because it was built on sand, which the floodwater undermined. The Minister ordered the work to be done in spite of the protest of Mr, Moriarty.
152. Mr. Lee."] I think that a double object was sought to be gained by this work—first, the draining of
the Marrickville Flats, and, secondly, the rapid removal of water in Cook’s River? In tho original scheme
the two things had to bo combined ; but the second object is not essential in the alternative scheme.
153. The dam across tho entrance to the Marrickville Flats is te be put there solely to prevent the inflow
of water from Cook’s River ? Tes.
154. In the original scheme sluice-gates were provided in that dam ? Tes ; to let the water from ihe
Marrickville Valley drain into the river.
155. In dealing with this matter, it is essential to prevent the inflow of water from Cook’s River ? Tes.
15fi. If ihere were a phenomenal fall of rain upon the Marrickville Valley, and a heavy flood in Cook’s
River, the water would be impounded at the dam under the first scheme? Ves.
157. I understand that the water which now spreads over Marrickville Flats carries with it a great deal of
insanitary matter, which, being deposited, causes a great nuisance ? Tes.
'
15S. This insanitary matter is deposited not only on the surface of the ground but also in the buildings
which are flooded ? Tes.
L59. You think that the alternative scheme will best keep this district from being flooded? Tes.
160. Either that scheme must be carried out or some system of pumping must be adopted? Yes ; but I
think that this scheme will bo found sufficient.
16L. The alternative scheme has this advantage: that it will enable tho water falling into Marrickville
Valley to immediately discharge itself into Shea’s Crock ? Tes ; without the disturbing influence of any .
flood in Cook’s River.
L62. It tbe alternative scheme be carried out will it be still possible for water to accumulate in tbe
valley ? If a very heavy rainfall occurred during a high tide the drains leading to the channel might
overflow".
IG3. How long would a high tide last? Say, for three hours.
164. A high tide would obstruct the free discharge of the water ? Tes ; wc cannot shut our eyes to the
fact that the surface of the ground in the Marrickville Valley is 2 feet below high-water level, and, there
fore, at high tide there is no outlet for the drainage of the valley.
165. There is no other point at which you could arrange for a better fall ? No.
166. Therefore, under the most extreme conditions tho flooding of the valley will not last for more than
a few hours? No.
167. Now it lasts for days ? Tes.
168. The drain which was constructed by the Marrickville Council has, to a certain extent, failed in its
object? It is as effective as it can be expected to be. It drains tbe water into Cook’s River pretty
rapidly when Cook's River is not in flood.
■
169. b rom an economical point of view-, it would seem eminently more practical to prevent flood-water
from getting into tbe valley than to make provision for taking it out of the valley after it has got in ? Yes.
170. Do you think that the lowering of tho sills in the Cook’s River Dam, and the dredging of the river
above, will keep tlie watcr there free from pollution ? The proposed work will allow the water to run off
more rapidly. Complaints about the state of the river occur principally in very dry seasons, and at such
times it would bo possible to occasionally flush out the basin with salt-water.
181—B
171
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C. W. Darley, 17L. What is the object of dredging Wolli Creek. We propose rather to clean out the water-way.
Esq.
some parts you can hardly see the water-course, because of the rends.
IS June, 1896-

In

172. If these works wore carried out, you think tho condition of the river would he very greatly improved ?
Tes ; a great deal of the drainage that now finds its way into the river will be shut off by tbe'Marrickville
dam, and in the course of a year or two thc slop-water from the whole district, which now goes into the
river, will he drained into the metropolitan sewers.
173. If we adhere strictly to the object of preventing tbe pollution of Cook’s River, we must adopt sebeme
No. 1 ? I think that by lowering the sills in the Cook's River Ram the alternative scheme will be equally
effective. No, 1 scheme would be more ciptmsive ; but I do not think that it would improve the condition
of the river more than thc alternative scheme.
174. Tou can give almost as much relief by the alternative scheme as by tbe original scheme ? Tes.
175. 1. presume that neither scheme would involve interference with the railway line ? No.
17(5. Will either scheme mean thc closing of any roads ? No.
177. With regard to tho route of the proposed channel, I notice that for a long way it goes down Waystreet ? It follows the line of the street; but it will not affect tbe traffic, because it will be underneath.
178. Has the Government power to enter upon and tunnel uuder these roads without compensating the
municipality ? Tes; the Government has power to tunnel under any land for drainage work without
paying compensation.
179. Mr. t'rgan.l Roes the Burwood Road railway prevent the water from getting out of the Marrickville
Yalley ? No, because very large openings have been left in the embankments.
180. Wkat is tbe depth of Cook’s River at tbe site of the proposed Marrickville dam ? Two ot 3 feet at
low water.
181. What is tho bed of tbe river? Mud, on sand.
182. Is there any rock there ? Not for some depth.
183. Then dredging will be easy enough ? Tes.
184. 1 suppose you will use one of the small sand-pumps ? No, a small grab-dredge.
185. Wbat is tbe thickne** of tbe sandstone along tbe line of channel ? It crops out on thc surface all
the way. There will be fiOfeet of cover under Cook's River Road. All across the hill tho stone crops
■out on the surface. On the Shea’s Creek side, however, the rock drops very suddenly.
186. What is not tunnel will be open drain ? Yes.
.
187. Wbat would be the cost of covering that draio ? To cover it would be a costly matter, and nothing
would be gained by doing so.
188. lias any offer been made by tbe municipality or tbe landowners of the district (o convey to the
Government free of cost any land required for the carrying out of the proposed works ? N'o ; we have
not been in treaty with anyone about it. If the alternative scheme were adopted, tbe only land that
would have to be resumed would be a small piece between tbe outlet of the channel and Swamp Road.
About an acre of land would be required there.
189. Is that all tho land that would have to be resumed ? That, and a little bit at the site of tbe proposed
dam.
190. When was this nuisance first complained of to tbe Department? Tbe Departmeut has been
reporting upon it since 1885.
191. And a great deal of expense has been incurred in trying to get rid of it? No; the Government
have not spent very much, except in maintaining the sluice-gates at tho Cook’s River Dam. Thc munici
pality, however, has incurred a good deal of expense.
192. Will not the alternative scheme, if carried out, ultimately form part of the sewerage system? It
will help the sewerage system by taking off the surplus water which would otherwise drain into the lowlevel system, and have to be pumped into the outfall sewer.
193. That being so, do you not think that half the expense of the scheme might be put as part of tbe
expenditure on the general sewerage scheme ? The sewerage system will certainly benefit by tbe con
struction of this channel.
194. Therefore, part of the expense should be borne by that Department ? All tbe storm-water drains in
Sydney have been transferred to tbe Water and Sewerage Board, and that Board collects rates upon
them. This drain might be dealt with in the same way.
195. Chairman.'] How far does the Marrickville Yalley extend ? The flooded district extends close up to
tbe St. Peters station.
196. Does tho flood-water go up as far as the clay-pit marked on the map? Tes. A heavy flood in
Cook's River will cover all that land, even if there has been no local rainfall.
197. Have you a statement as to tbe area of this valley ? The following table shows flooded areas and
quantity of watcr at various levels:—
Contoui*-

ILL.
13 00
14'00
1 o'OO

ICflO

1

Area.

Area.

Contour.

|j

a.

3 feet below high water .................
2 feet below high water .................
1 foot below high water ............

■l
I1

1
14
48
High water........................................... 109

r. p. 1
2
3
0
2

15
351. '
14
37 1

R.L.

17'00
1S '00
19'00
‘)0'09

1 foot above'high water
1 2 feet above high watcr
3 feet above high water
I 4 feet above high water

................
.................
.................
................

a..
138
159
176

r.

p.

3 0
0 9
2 16

...........

198. The difference between the original scheme and the alternative scheme is that the alternative scheme
gives a fall which will enable the flats to be thoroughly drained, while thc original scheme would leave 4
feet of water upon it at times ? Yes; the fall given by tbe alternative scheme will allow all tbe water to
drain off the valley.
199. Mr. Humphery.] What is the amount fairly chargeable under tbe alternative scheme to the draining
of the Marrickville Talley ;—is it about £18,000? Yes.
200. Mr. Wright.] The balance of the £25,000 will be expended with the object of purifying Cook’s
River ? Tes, and of giving a better discharge to the water there.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s Eiver.
John Ashburton Thompson, Esq., M.D., D.P.H., Chief Medical Inspector to the Board of Health, sworn,
and examined:—
J. A.
201. Chairman.'] What is your official position ? I am Chief Medical Inspector to the Board of Health.
Thompson,
202. Have you a knowledge, of the submerged area in Marrickville known as Tram Vale ? Tes.
Eeq., M.D.,
203. Some years ago you made a report in regard to that place r Yes.
D.P.H.
201. Have you had an opportunity of refreshing your memory in regard to your report ? Tes.
205. You maintain its correctness still p As far as 1 know, certainly.
26 June, 1896.
206. Have you recently seen the country under consideration? Yes, within three months. I have seen
it from time to time pretty continuously for the last eight or nine years ; I know it thoroughly well.
207. You are prepared to express a definite opinion on its sanitary state P Yes.
208. Had you made any report subsequent to the report you made in 1SSS ? There have been from time
to time complaints from persons who have bought land on that flooded area during dry weather, and have
erected houses, and who found themselves in. a- lake when the weather became wet. There have been
several complaints from such people who sought some remedy. My attention has been drawn again and
again to the circumstances, and X have on two or three occasions’ reported concerning the area, but always
with reference to a particular case.
209. The tenor of each report being somewhat similar to tho tenor of the general report ? Entirely to
the same effect.
210. Mr. Earn nil] At whose Instance were you called upon to report in 1888? A gentleman named
Campbell seems to have made a complaint,
211. How many times have you been called upon to make a report? I was never called upon to report
on the matter except in connection with the definite complaint of some inhabitant. I have been called
upon to report under these circumstances perhaps two or three times, but as I had in 1S$8 made a formal
report of rather a general character I never repeated my remarks,
212. Had you made a full report subsequent to 1888 ? Ho.
213. Do you know bow many municipalities are concerned in this matter? Ho. I know the lay of the
land.
214. How many do you think are concerned ? St. Peters, Newtown, perhaps Petersham, and Marrickville.
215. Any improvements which might be carried out would nob be alone for the benefit of the Borough of
Marrickville, but would partake of a national character? That was not exactly what I meant. The
municipalities I mentioned are interested in the matter because they supply the offensive material. In as
far as the area referred to is offensive, that is, of course, the fault of other municipalities than the one
within which the area lies. In as far as the area is flooded I do not know anything about that. I take it
that that would be an engineering matter altogether.
216. In 1888,1 take it, the whole of tbe surroundings were in a primitive condition as regards any arrange
ments for tbe discharge of the flooded waters and sewage ? That was so. The natural watercourse by
which these matters would be carried off appeared to have been interrupted by the embankment, the road
made across the channel.
217. Do you know whether any attempt has been made by the local authorities to remedy this nuisance ?
Their efforts have been confined to straightening and re-forming tho creek referred to, so that the slopwaters coining down from the other municipalities I mentioned might run through their district and not
lodge in it.
218. Has this straight water-course had the desired effect ? Hot altogether. It has been beneficial as far
as it goes during dry weather, but as soon as Cook’s River rises it backs up the slop waters in this channel
w-hich is then insufficient for the purpose.
219. Mould that he the means of distributing the sewage over a broad area ? Yes.
220. AVould it be that until tbe tide receded these waters would remain in these areas ? Yes.
221. Have you subjected the sewage to any analysis ? Ho.
222. Apart from the possibility of infectious diseases arising from these fever beds, can you see the
probability of any danger to public health from these habitations being surrounded by the flooded waters,
that is to say without sewage at all ? Undoubtedly great danger, especially iu conjunction with tbe way
in which houses are usually built, that is without proper precautions to cut them off from the soil,
and also frequently without proper precautions to keep their foundations dry,
223. Do you consider the present condition of affairs a danger to public health ? I do.
224. Have you had an opportunity to consider the original scheme as well as the alternative scheme before
the Committee? Ho; 1 have not interested myself very much in that. It being purely an engineering
matter I do not know anything about it. Thc river backs up and it floods this flat. Flooding the flat is
bad for health, I know, but why it backs up—I do not think I can make any remark about that.
225. I notice that in your report of 1888 you do not coincide with thc views expressed by Mr. Stayton,
who was deputed to make a report there ? Yes; I agreed with Mr. Staytou entirely.
226. Mr. Eegan] I suppose that a number of people have time after time pointed out the necessity of
something being done to preserve the health of the people ? Yes.
227. Hound about that quarter has the health of tlie people improved since Shea’s Creek works have been
started; is it not a fact that Shea’s Creek has materially drained the low land in the vicinity of the creek ?
Shea’s Creek is on the other side of a ridge, and docs not flow into that part of Cook’s Kiver.
228. Prior to that event had you received any complaints as to the insanitary condition of Marrickville
A7alley ? Thc year 1888 got mentioned, because it is the date of -this report, hut I have known this valley
ever since I was engaged in public work in the Colony. It was perhaps one of tbe first places my attention
was specially directed to as a particularly unhealthy place.
229.
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J. A.
229. Has ihe municipal drain made any difference to the drainage ? It has made a difference during fine
Thompson,
feq.. M.D., weather. The channel has been straightened and formed with sheets of iron, and tho stuff now flows past

where before it used to stagnate.
230. Tet it stagnates in another place lower down the valley ? At present it falls into thc river above
”
26 J une, 1396. the dam.
231. I mean down by Sydenham-street ? It does not stagnate at that corner.
232. Do you know that there are 3 or 4 feet of water on that laud at the present lime? It isvery
likely ; but I do not know that there arc.
233. When that valley is flooded it is detrimental to the health of the residents? Undoubtedly.
234. Do many cases of typhoid fever come under your notice from that; locality? Tes, fromiime to
time; hut, until comparatively recently, the number of houses really exposed to these conditions has not
been very great. When I first made acquaintance with it it was open country ; there may have been a
house scattered here and there. It is only within a year or two that people have begun to build much on
this fiat.
"
235. Ton do not know much about the proposal to drain that locality ? I have read about the schemes.
I should not have said just now that I was not interested in ihetn, but I am quite incompetent to discuss
tboir merits.
230. Tou are deeply interested in rhe proposal ? Certainly.
237. Considering the shallowness of thc river, and that at tow tide ihe river overflows its banks and fills
the valley time after time, is it possible to have a proper system of drainage in these circumstances, or is
it possible to so deepen the river that it will not overflow its banks there ? I really do not know; I can
only guess.
23S. With thc river overflowing its banks it is very hard to carry out a system of sewerage? The whole
of that area will, in any case, whatever may bo done with respect to the river, have to he sewered hy
pumping. It is below the possibility of- connection with the designed sewers. It is sometimes a saving
of money to pump instead of making tunnels.
239. Do you know of anyplace where such sewerage schemes are carried out? Tes, that is the recognised
means, I should think, in every big city. There are areas from which the sewage has to he pumped up,
and in which it is either cheaper to have a little pumping station for a low-lying locality, or in which you
are obliged to do it because the locality cannot be connected with sewers of tho grade necessary to serve
the greater part of the people.
'
240. Do you know of any town or city where the pumping system has been adopted? A great part of
the sewage of London is pumped ; all tho sewage of Berlin is pumped. The pumping of sewage is quite
a common thing, and at Southampton there is pumping done on a scale which is likely to be adopted here,
perhaps.
241. In some cases the pumped sewage is made use of for manure ? Tes.
242. 'fhat would help to defray the cost of the scheme ? That is the theory and the prospect; but I do
not think it has ever been realised.
243. "What is the area of thc floode,d valley at Marrickville ? I think it is between 100 and 150 acres.
244. This matter has been before you almost ever since you took the position you now occupy ? Tes; as
a matter very much requiring remedy.
245. Nr. Roberts.] Has the (government frequently asked yon to report on the state of this locality?
The G-overnment have never asked me to report upon it. I have made Departmental reports in the
ordinary course of my day’s work, aud this report of 1838 is one of them.
24G. "\Vhat has been the nature of the request made to you by the Board of Health? Some resident
wrote to the Board of Health and said that his house was flooded, or that he found it standing in a swamp,
and he thought it was tlie duty of the local council to drain the land. He had appealed to the local
council, who would take no notice of his complaint, or said that they could not do anything, and then he
appealed to tho Board of Health under thc impression that that body had power to compel the local
council to do what is necessary. In my early days in Sydney, I used to go and see all these places. Hi
that way I got to know the country.
247. Tou have made several reports to the Board of Health? I made one or two reports. I have on my
table at this moment a complaint similar to that, which 1 believe originates in the same manner, but I Rave
not yet attended to it.
248. Can you tell the Committee what recommendations, if any, you made to thc Board ? My statement
to the Board for their practical guidance was that the matter was one which required considerable public
works to be executed before it could be remedied. A ny one could see that the trouble arose in the flooding
from the river on the one hand and in the slop waters coming down from the slopes of Enmore on the
other.
249. Tou mentioned all these matters in your report? I mentioned as much of them as I thought
necessary to enable the Board to reply.
250. Did you ever find that the people were suffering from illness occasioned by tho insanitary condition
of the land? No; I do not think that any of these complaints ever were made in connection with illness,
although when I have got there the complainants have always alleged that there had been illness in such
and such houses which were not far away. •
251. "When you visited the district did you find much illness prevailing? Unless there is an epidemic
I have not the means of visiting the distinct in the sort of way which I think you have in mind. "Wehave no knowledge of cases of infectious diseases that occur in any district except persons are removed
to a hospital, and then I watch the hospital returns, and if I see that a great many persons are coming
from a particular district I go into the district and make some inquiry and try to find out what has
gone wrong; but on such an occasion as this it would he of no use. I have no source of information
except by going from house to house, which, of course, is impossible.
252. T thought from the fact of your being asked to report there had probably been an outbreak of
illness, perhaps of typhoid fever ? A complaint arose in the fears of the people living on what was
practically a swamp, that it would interfere with their health if it was not altered. The fact is they
bought their property when the weather was dry, and they thought it ought to be dry all the time.
253. T was anxious to ascertain whether the place had been proved to ho almost unfit for human
habitation ? I do not think there are any means of providing that absolutely, for ihe reason 1 gave just
now
D.P.U.
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J. A.
now to Mr. Fegan, which w'as that tbe number of houses on this area was quite small and had only lately ThoiajiiOn,
begun to increase.
_
Ktq., M D.,
B.P.U,
254. Do you regard it as an undesirable locality for anyone to reside in ? Eminently undesirable.
Until the conditions of that locality and other such localities are remedied by execution of the necessary
public works, in my opinion there ought to be a poner vested in some competent authority to prevent 26 June, 1S96.
such land from being sold for building purposes.
255. Have you made a recommendation in that respect to the Board of Health ? Yes, very often.
256. Are you in a position to indicate which part of the district is suffering most from the stagnant
■waters ? The part which suffers most from the flooding is the part from Marrickville Eoad down to
Cook’s River,
_
257. Do you know anything of the part round Wolli Creek ? I have hecn at YTolli Creek ; if I remember
aright, because tho Council complained of it as a source of nuisance, and wished something to be done to
clear it.
.
_
258. It is in a very bad state now ? It is very much overgrown with weeds, and so on.
259. Do you think that if "Wolli Creek and Cook’s River were thoroughly dredged it would have a
beneficial effect? No.
260. 1 mean, in addition to other works, such as works to prevent the flood waters from remaining on
tho land ? In that case, yes.
201. Other desirable steps being taken, you think that tbe drainage of Cook’s River and 'Wolli Creek
must have a good effect? I doubt very much whether it is necessary to do anything worth talking of to
Wolli Creek.
262. Beyond cleaning it out ? No. These are engineering questions. I have never been able to satisfy
myself that Wolli Creek was the source of nuisance which it was alleged to be.
263. As regards Cook’s River, wbat opinion have you formed from a sanitary point of view ? I did not
very often go down as far as Cook’s River, but as far as I have observed Cook's River, chiefly from crossing
Unwin’s Bridge, and occasionally from crossing it at the dam, the river is not a source of nuisance. On
the other hand. 1 know it contains a great deal of foul matter, namely, all that which comes down from'
the southern slopes which have been mentioned. All that slop ivater flows in and is confined by the dam.
There must be a considerable accumulation of deposit from these slop waters. The water is filthy,
but for some reason it happens that I have never smelt anything from that river.
201'. Supposing that Cook’s River and Wolli Creek were flushed with salt wliter every day at high tide,
would it have a beneficial effect ? If by any means these channels could be thoroughly scoured out every
day with water, salt or fresh, it would have a beneficial effect.
265. Will you state what remedies should be carried out, without pointing out how they should be done ?
In the first place intercept tbe sewage which comes down from the southern slopes I mentioned, and in
tbe second place prevent the waters of Cook's River from backing up over this flat.
266. You think that if works to secure these two objects arc constructed, thc sanitary condition ot the
district will be secured? Yes.
267. You think that a scheme to prevent Cook’s River from over-flowing on to these low lands, and to
intercept tlie drainage from Sydenham Road down to a point south of tbe Burwood Road, would be a
scheme worthy of favourable consideration ? Yes ; 1 think it would do all that is necessary to turn that
valley into a site on which healthy houses could be erected.
268. Tou expressed your regret that there is no power to prevent the people from building in such
unhealthy places ? What I intended to express was rather regret that there is no power to prevent the putting
up to auction and sale of such land until provision has been made for draining it and keeping it dry. ] do
not mean sewerage, but land drainage. It is the proprietors one rather wants to get at.
269. I suppose that sometimes these lands are sold iu times of drought, and the purchasers do not discover
tbe unhealthy character of the situation until we have copious rains ? Yes ; until after they have built
upon them.
270. Then they find themselves living in houses altogether unfit for human habitation ? Yes,
271. fl/r. O'Connor.l The carrying out of this scheme would not only be advantageous to Marrickville
but, without becoming a national one, would be equally beneficial to tlie adjoining municipalities ? An
unhealthy inhabited area is a source of danger, more or less, to every adjoining area.
272. Mr. Clarke^ Having seen the plans of the two schemes, can you express an opinion as to which
scheme would be tbe better one for tbe district in thc public interest ? Ido not think 1 could, I think 1
should approve of any scheme which will answer tho intended purpose ; but as to how that scheme is to
be carried out is not for me to speak upon; it is an engineering question.
273. Do you think that if either scheme were carried out in a proper manner it would prevent the sewage
from spreading over the low lands and the flooded waters from submerging those lands in flood time ? I
do.
274. Unless the nuisance of the sewage aud of the flooding of the lands is abated it would be almost
unnecessary to go ou with these works ? The first, thing to be done is to make the area healthy.
275. Is there not a large population in the neighbourhood of Marrickville and all down near the dam?
Yes.
270. It is absolutely necessary in their interests that something should be done to prevent this nuisance ?
Yes.
277. Are you aware that a sewerage scheme is being carried out in Marrickville ? Yes.
278. Until these works are executed that drainage scheme will be of very little use to tbe public to
prevent this nuisance? Flood waters are unhealthy, and ifi.be lands arc flooded with the ordinary water
which comes down the river it is bad enough ; it may be a little worse if they are flooded also with slop
waters.
279. From your experience of this locality you think it is absolutely necessary that either these works or
other works should be completed as soon as possible ? Yes.
280. Chairman.'] Marrickville Yalley in your opinion receives the stormwaters discharged from a number
of municipalities ? Yes.
281. That stormwater discharge requires to be dealt with in some way ? Yes.
282. Cook’s River also receives tbe flood waters from a number of municipalities? Yes,
283. Virtually it is the stormwater discharge for those municipalities ? Yes,
284.
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J. A.
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284. It requires to be dealt with also, but. not being an engineer, you do not say bow ? Yes.
van lYIth reSar<i
regard to
^ tho
44'~ sanitary
—-1,
■‘tit Creek
^ > you are doubtful?
t . i.jf n
-Yes.
it.
tI liave never
condition of Wolli

B.P.IL ' 8atisfied myself that it is a source of nuisance, but other people have said so.

,—^ 280. Is it the stormwater discharge for various muuieipalities or for any area ? T do not quite know how
20 .Tone, 1896. ffir back that creek extends.

287, Can we briefly summarise your evidence in this way with regard to the condition of Marrickville"Valley and the vicinity of Cook’s Kiver—you have no doubt that it is insanitary and that the responsibility
does not rest only on the lands adjacent and that the evil is created by other municipalities in some instances,
far removed ? Yes.
288. Do you desire to add anything to what you have said ? I cannot think of anything.
John Moore Smail, Esq., Engineer-in-Chief, Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage,
sworn, and examined :—
J. IL Smail, 289. Chairman^ W^hat is your official position ? I am Engineer-in-Chief of the Metropolitan Board of
EsqWater Supply and Sewerage.
200. You are in control of the Departments dealing with the sewerage of Svduey? Yes. Under tho
26 June,IS9G. Qovernment and the Board.
'
^
201. Do your operations extend to Marrickville Yalley, and to the lowlands under the consideration of
this Committee ? Tho construction of the sewerage works has not extended that far yet.
202. Have you any stormwater channels in connection with that valley ? Ho.
293. 'this area has not yet received the attention of your Board ? Ho, we are proceeding with thc works
now.
294. What works ? The sewerage works which will intercept the sewage flowing into Cook’s Kiver. We
do not deal with stormwaters.
295. Will you be able to intercept all the sewage which now reaches Cook’s Kiver? Eventually.
296. The stormwaters you will not be able to reach ? It will be a"separate provision.
297. Does sewage reach any portion of Marrickville Valley? Yes.
298. Will you be able to intercept that sewage ? The whole of tho sewage which flows down the valley
into Cook’s Biver, and which is causing the nuisance, will eventually be intercepted nnder the present
scheme.
299. When you say that it will be “ eventually intercepted” wbat do you mean? Within two vears I
should say 40 per cent, of the present contributing Marrickville area will be intercepted, and within five
or six years I should say that the whole of it will be intercepted.
.300. As regards the proposal before the Committee we can dismiss the sewage question ? Yes.
301. Therefore it becomes a stormwater question? Purely.
302. lor all time will certain municipalities discharge into Cook’s River as the best stormwater outlet,
and, if so, what municipalities ? I should say there would be Marrickville, part of Petersham, Hewtown,
and St. Peters.
303. Is Cook’s Kiver naturally a stormwater discharge for these municipalities ? It is.
304. And will remain so ? Yes, for tbe Marrickville side. A portion of St. Peters will go into Shea’s Creek.
305. What municipalities will Cook’s River remain a stormwater discharge for for all time above the
dam? Wolli Creek watershed wrill take portion of Canterbury and Hurstville; Cook’s Kiver watershed
will take part of Marrickville, part of Hewtown, portion of St. Peters, and a very small portion of
Petersham,
306. Supposing sewage were dealt with, would the stormwaters coming down the valley and Cook’s Biver
create an insanitary state of things above the dam ? There would be a certain amount of sewage. What
Me call the first shedding of the rain brings from the streets and the yards horse manure, which
cannot possibly go into the sewers. It is bound to set up in the long run a nuisance, but com
paratively speaking at the present time there will be no nuisance. Comparing the river in tho future with
all the real sewage out of it, and the river at the present time, there will be no nuisance when the sewage is
all intercepted.
°
307-8. Would itor would itnot? I mustmakea comparison, because at the present time it receives all the
sewage and everything else. I do not wish to mislead the Committee. If thc river did not get naturally
flushed by rains with even stormwaters going into it, it would cause a nuisance.
309. There will still be a liability to an insanitary state of things with tbe discharge of stormwater only
above the dam ? There is a liability.
310. Are the stormwater channels paid for by tbe municipalities which use them? Yes, in this wray; we
never carry out nay storrmvater ducts unless they can prove adjuncts to the present sewerage system.
Drainage areas are taken out and every one within tbe drainage area is charged a drainage rate, that is a
certain rate fixed by Parliament on the value of the property; blit when tho sewerage system is carried
out the drainage rate merges into the sewerage rate—only one rate is charged. All stormwater channels
wliich are considered adjuncts to the sewerage system form part of the general system.
311. In carrying out any sformwater discharge you see that it fits in with your general scheme ? Yes.
312. Have you considered tbe best way to discharge the stormwater from the Marrickville Valiev? I
dealt with the question in 18S5 aud 1886.
.
'
313. In what way? At that time there were two alternative schemes. "When Mr. Bennett was tlie
Commissioner he recommended something very much on the lines of the scheme which has been referred
to this Committee hy the Legislative Assembly. I found by taking levels that some portion of Marrickville
Talley near tlm Burwood Koad railway was 2 feet below high water. The question was how to, get that water
down into thc river. Wrhcn the river was in flood the dam was the crux of the whole thing. The water could
not get away notwithstanding that provision was made for sluice-gates. I have seen half a dozen boats
floated up against the sluice-gates in flood time. When reports were made, Mr. Beunett wrote a minute—
which is I think in Mr. Darley’s precis—in which he pointed out that it was necessary to make some
provision for widening the sluices and taking this bridge away. It would give Cook’s River a clear flow
out, that is after tho new works were carried out. The conditions of Cook’s River at that time were quite
different from what they were prior to 18S5. It was then proposed to dam across Marrickville Yalley, but
after consideration we found that to get this portion dry we should have to pump it. The whole thing
resolved itself into either a gravitation scheme or a pumping scheme. After looking at these plans, as an
engineer, 1 should say that I prefer the gravitation scheme.
314.
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314. The alternative scheme is to your mind the better scheme in that you get a better flow for the water ?
A better get-away for the water. The object of the dam is to prevent the water in flood-time from getting ^_____ ^
into Marrickville Yalley. It would become necessary to find some outlet for the waters that will come26tTune 1896
down from the uplands into the valley. This outlet would either have to be by pumping or a gravitation
’
.scheme, and of the two, as an engineer, I would prefer the gravitation scheme.
315. Ho you recognise that as most of the lands to be drained are nor more than 2 or 3 feet above low
water, your gravitation scheme must work intermittently? J admit that. The alternative scheme shows
the invert of the outlet to he 1 foot below low water. The invert of thc inlet is at low water, consequently
there is only one foot fall for the whole length. When it is neap tide, the outlet must be partial^ tidelocked, consequently if a heavy rainfall happens to come concurrently with a high tide the water would
not get away so quickly as it would if the tide were low, but that is a condition that you will find in all
seaboard discharges, where you are confined by the tide. In Blackwattle Valley 1 had to deal with a
place, not so large in area as Marrickville Valley, and all the fall there was was between high water and low
water. You can understand that when it comes high tide the mouth of the sewer is partially tide-locked.
But since the larger sewer has been put m we have never had any complaints of flooding,
316. Was the land you were dealing with on a level with high water ? Some of the land was 2 feet below
high water. It was a case almost similar to this one, only that the area was different, and the streets
being paved and metalled, the water used to come down very much faster on to the low land than can
-occur in this case. Here with so much open ground a portion of tho rainfall will naturally be absorbed
in the ground and will not get to the outlet.
317. Does this stormwater proposal differ in any way from other stormwater proposals to which the whole
of the interested municipalities contribute—is there any local reason here which we should take into our
■consideration ? The stormwater proposals we have been accustomed to deal with are generally considered
adjuncts to the sewerage system, consequently there may be two or three municipalities in one drainage
area, and we assess the whole lot of them. But in this case I do not see that it would be a charge upon
the revenues at all, because it cannot be considered an adjunct to the sewerage system. If in the future,
when the levels come to he worked out, it, or any portion of it, can be utilised aS an overflow from the
foul water sewers into Cook’s Biver, then, of course, thc Board will have to pay their quota of the cost.
313. Eventually you will require to deal with the stormwaters in that vicinity ? Yes ; the map shows
where the main sewer passes on its way to Botany sewage farm. -Any stormwater sewer carried out in
■connection with Marrickville Valley, as far as I can see yet, cannot be worked into the western suburban
sewerage system.
313. AVhy should it not still form a portion of that system ? Any stormwater sewers which cannot he
worked as adjuncts to the sewerage system the Government; or the Board throw upon the municipal body
to carry out. Unless it could be worked with the sewerage system it would be illegal to pay for the
work : under the Act we could not strike a rate.
320. Under thc Act is it a fact that unless a stormwater channel may become eventually an overflow
chiinnel it cannot he charged upon the rates gathered for such purposes ? It cannot be charged' to the
sewerage rate.
_
_
_
321. Could such a stormwater channel as is now proposed become an over channel? I do not think it
would be of any use whatever to the western suburbs sewerage system; every day we are refusing
applications to carry out stormwater channels, simply because we cannot work them in with stormwater
ducts. Since my eiamination began I have received some information for which I telephoned to the
office. Out of the 1,800 acres that comprise Marrickville Valley, the Board are now dealing or have
dealt with the reticulation of 1.000 acres. Witli in twelve months 1,000 acres will be reticulated, and the
sewage will bo intercepted from Cook's Eiver, so that I was quite within the mark when I said that it
would be done within two years.
,
322. Mr. llobc.rtsJ] Will you indicate which portion of the land you refer to ? The southern portion of
^Newtown, the upper portion of Marrickville. that is in connection with thc eastern branch of the western
suburbs sewerage system.
323. Will that work he carried out within twelve months ? To be cn the safe side I will say eighteen
months.
324. When will thc remaining 800 acres be dealt with ? A good deal of that comes from the low level
■system, which will he a pumping scheme. I will say sis years for the rest of tlie scheme.
325. The whole of that valley will ho dealt with within sis years ? I believe it will be done sooner.
326. Have you made yourself thoroughly acquainted with the two schemes before the Committee ? Yes;
BTo. 1 scheme is an old scheme which I have known since 1830.
327. Winch scheme do you prefer? Eeally to make Cook’s River a sanitary river the dam ought to be
taken away to tho extent shown on the map and having a good outlet. Whether you construct the
alternative scheme or not a certain amount of work must be done at Cook’s River to prevent the water
getting back.
328. Will Marrickville dam prevent the water from getting hack? Assuming that it is built it will
prevent the flood-waters of the river from getting into tho valley.
329. That is a portion of the alternative scheme ? 1 take it to he so.
330. Do yon think the alternative scheme as submitted at a cost of £25,000 will prove thoroughly
effectual? It will prove as effectual as you can possibly get it in the circumstances. I do not say that
the water will run off as it will off a paved street. I’rom my experience of thc place, where thc water now
lies for months I may say that if you carry out that system it will lie'there for only hours.
331. Can you suggest any improvement in the alternative scheme ? Ko: I think they have adopted the
best line they could possibly adopt. 1 have not gone into the calculations as to the size of it and so on,
hut as regards the general line and the general principles, I think it is tho correct thing. They have got
down to the lowest level, and they have got the best discharge, and 1 do not see that any engineer can
improve upon that.
332. You think that something further ought to be done with the dam ? Yes.
*
333. It is contemplated to lower the sills ; do you think anything more should be done? 1 think they _
ought to widen thc sluice as well.
334. You favour tho dredging operations which are contemplated in Wolli Creek and Cook’s River? It
is very hard to find Wolli Creek.
335.
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J. M. Smail, 335. Is it in a very "bad state ? Ton could not see it; b ut for the few piers whict carry the sewer across you
5(3'
would not know "Wolli Creek from thc surrounding ground. It is full of rushes and other things. It is
2Mw"nwfi
8^iie^ UP to iust a little dribble, ■ It used to be a fine creek years ago,
’
' 336. Chairman] What silted up this creek ? I think, the dam had a lot to do with it. It is in a great
measure'answerable for all this nuisance.
337. Mr. lioberts] Do you favour thc construction of that tunnel as suggested by Mr. Darley 15 feet
wide and 6 feet high ? I certainly favour the idea of constructing a tunnel, but as to whether its
dimensions are correct, I should not like to give an opinion. There is no doubt that the principle is
correct. With the tunnel it will gravitate from the Marrickville Dam back to the inlet, and also intercept
all the water from the up lands, provided the borough councils will make inlets to the tunnel.
338. There is no doubt in your opinion that the water will gravitate from the Marrickville Dam to the
tunnel ? Certainly not. it will gravitate with the very slight fall it has now.
339. The ground falls that way? It is practically level. There maybe a difference of a few inches.
The part tinted red on the map is absolutely lower than a portion near the dam.
340. Ton think there will always be some trouble there ? There will not be any trouble, because the
tunnel will be at low water, and that is 2 feet below high water. That will give a 4-feet fall down to the
inlet.
341. You think the tunnel will effectually carry off the waters coming from the direction you indicate ?
I think so. In my answers I am always keeping in view that the principal question is gravitation verms
pumping.
342. Have you read Mr. Barley’s explanation of his proposal ? I have glanced over it. From my
knowledge of the district I think he has very happily hit upon the solution of the difficulty.
343. Assuming that the alternative scheme is carried out, what work would be required to be done by thc
local council to make tbe place as perfect as possible? The local council, I think, would have to reverse
the fall of the drain from Marrickville Dam—that is the drain made out of Hudson Brothers’ pipes—right
back to the inlet for the tunnel. I do not believe there is more than a 3-feet fall from one point to the
other. The expense of lowering that would not be very much.
.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s Hirer.
Eichard Watson Walker McCoy, Esq., Mayor of Marrickville, sworn, and examined :—
It. W. W. 344 Chairman.'] Are you aware of the scheme that was submitted bv Parliament to this Committee ?
McCoy, Esq. j am<
“

30Jmie~1896
^le a^ernative scheme ? I am.
■
une,
• 34g- Do you desire to make a statement with regard to the matter ? Yes; I desire to say that I have
taken the voice of the whole Council, and they have unanimously expressed their opinion that Mr.
Dailey's original scheme is the one they would like to see carried out.
347. Are you prepared to inform the Committee the reasons for that? There were no reasons expressed.
The matter had been considered from time to time.
348. You desire to see tbe drain brought right down Marrickville Yalley rather than taken by a tunnel
and channel to the mouth of Shea’s Creek ? Yes.
349. Mr. Clarke.'] Would you be kind enough to state under what disability your municipality labours
under the present system of the low lands being flooded ? By reason of the dam which now exists thc
river has from time to time become silted up, and now, near tbe dam, there is scarcely a channel left, and
■at times tbe result is certainly dangerous to health, and the river, which was once a pleasant resort, is now
a place to be avoided. This has been occasioned hy the silt from time to time, coming from the various
municipalities, and down Wolli Creek. The deposit is there, and the river, as can be seen at any
moment, is almost silted up.
350. What was the cause of that silting-up? I think that if the dam bad not been placed where it is
thc silting-up would not have taken place,
351. But has not the dam been there for many years ? Tthas ; but the siltinghas been of gradual growth.
352. I think 1 remember the dam being there fifty years ago ;—is there any nuisance caused besides the
overflow of the waters over the low lands, through drainage or sewage, or any other offensive matter
remaining there ? Yes ; at times there is certainly a very great nuisance. Thc smell, in summer-time
particularly, we have found is very troublesome, and probably likely to cause a great danger to public
health.
353. I suppose you havo been from time to time asking the various Governments in power to remedy all
those defects ? From time to time we have.
.
354. But this is the first occasion. I suppose, when anything has been proposed to be done to obviate the
difficulty ? The first time anything definite has been proposed ; but on several occasions the Minister has
told us that something ought to be done, and that if he could do it for a reasonable sum of money ho
would see it was carried out. But the thing would then be delayed, and we would go again and find it
was not carried out. Nothing has been done, but finally a scheme has been propounded and sent to this
Committee. We have had promises from time to time that something would be done, if it could be done
with a small outlay.
'355. You think that this is.a matter that ought to be done entirely at the expense of the public? I do.
Cook’s Elver is a natural watercourse.
356. Can you give us any instances of where similar work has been done in other municipalities ? Ido
not know that alike work has been done in other municipalities; hut there has certainly been similar
work
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work on some rivers. I Uimk that the work at White Bay, Balmain, aud at Darling Harbour, was done
without a betterment tax being applied, I think that a similar work has been carried out at Bozelle Bay,
Balmain ; aud as far as my memory serves me, there has been no betterment tax levied on those districts. 30 june jgg^
357. Then you think that the Municipality of Marrickville, or those interested in this scheme, should not
’
‘
contribute anything towards its cost? I do not think they should.
358. You havo stated already that you approve of the original scheme submitted by Mr, Darley, which
would cost £30,400? Y'es.
359. Can you give any reason why that scheme should bo adopted in preference to the alternative scheme
which he now submits ? I believe that is a matter more for engineering evidence. 1 have my own ideas
on the matter, hut they are based only on what I have gathered from engineering evidence. My opinion
with regard to the alternative scheme, from what I have been informed as to the tides, is that at high
tide the flood-gates would of course have to he closed. In flood-time the water would then have no means
of escape, and would flood a certain portion of Marrickville which at present is very rarely flooded.
360. But I think we have it in evidence that it would only bo for a short time ? For a few hours
probably, until the tide went down, hut still that water is 2 or 3 feet deep, and it would be sent over
ground which is comparatively free from it at present, and a certain amount of danger would also ensue
to the people living in that locality. Moreover, Cook’s Biver, of course, is a natural outlet.
361. The flooding of thc low lauds was not such a cause of nuisance w'hen the population in the
neighbourhood was small ? It was not felt to so great an extent then of course, The general increase
of population throughout the whole district has probably made it felt more not only in Marrickville, but
in tlie surrounding districts.
362. From what I have seen of the low lands, I think that houses should never have been built there ?
Many of us think the same.
■
363. But people have gone there, and cannot be prevented from doing so ? Unfortunately, I believe,
that happened in a very severe drought.
364. It happened, I suppose, in the boom times ? There were a number of years when rain was very
scarce, and 1 believe that low land then was very dry, and people were foolish enough to build there,
365. Well, those people who were foolish enough to build there in those times, do you not think thatthey
should contribute something towards thc expense of this work, they having gone there of their own
accord ? If the low-lying lands are perfectly drained, and those properties immediately in the vicinity
are benefited thereby, I do not think that anybody could reasonably object to those properties being
taxed for that purpose, but the actual cleansing of Cook’s Kiver is a different matter. The work on the
river is, I think, a national work, and I do not think that those people should be taxed for that. I do not
think that the people getting a benefit from the draining of thc low-lying ground would complain of
being called upon to pay a small tax for that, but the question should be divided into two parts, one
affecting tho river and tho other the low lands. The work on thc river would be a national w'ork,
366. The alternative scheme would cost only £25,000, as compared with the original scheme to cost
£36,400? Yes, hut it would still leave the nuisance coming from Wolli Creek, which is a very great
nuisance.
367. Would not the dredging in Wolli Creek obviate that difficulty ? It would remove it temporarily.
368. I suppose that the obstruction of Wolli Creek is caused by rushes and similar things? Yes, it is ;
and it is pretty well silted up at the mouth.
369. The difference between the cost of the two schemes is £11,000? Yes.
370. But on the whole, you consider that it is absolutely necessary to havo the drainage as proposed in
.
the original scheme ? i do.
371. You also think it is absolutely necessary for Marrickville and the neighbourhood that this work
should be carried out ? I do.
372. Entirely at the cost of the public? Yes, so far as the actual dredging of Cook’s Kiver is con
cerned ; hut if there could he a division of the question, I think it might probably be fair that a small
proportion of the people should he taxed in connection with the drainage of the low-lying land. How
ever. as to the cost of work on the river, and in connection with the river, 1 certainly think that the
people should not be asked to contribute anything towards the cost.
373. You hare mentioned several places where you believe that works of a similar character have been
carried out at the expense of the country ? Yes.
374. I suppose you arc aware that flood embankments have been made at West Maitland, on the Hunter
Kiver, and you think you are as much entitled to have such works near Marrickville as the people near
_
West Maitland are ? Yes ; I think we are equally entitled.
375. You are contending for uniform treatment ? Exactly.
376. jlfr. Fez/aii.] What is tho population of your municipality? About 20,000.
377. T understood you to say that a great deal of the flooding is caused by the dam which the Government
have constructed ? Yes.
378. If that dam were removed, what would be the consequence to thc municipality? If the dam were
simply removed, and nothing else were done, the probability is that the result would he disastrous, for the
.
water would rush in and probably flood lands not now flooded.
«
379. Tbe objection that you raise as far as the dam is concerned is that the nuisance would be a great deal
*
worse if the dam were taken away? If the dam were taken away, I believe it would be worse if nothing
further were done.
3SO. Part of the flooded area is a portion of the old Warren Estate, is it not? Yes.
381. Howr many acres of the Warren Estate do you think are liable to be flooded? I could not say how
much of the Warren Estate, hut I suppose there are a couple of hundred acres altogether which suffer
from flooding. Our engineer will be able to furnish a more accurate statement than 1 can on that point.
382. I suppose you know that the Government have recognised their responsibility so far as Cook’s Kiver
is concerned P Yes ; they have promised to do work from time to time.
383. I understood you to say that your Council came to n decision that Mr. Darley’s alternative scheme
was useless to you, and, therefore, you preferred the first scheme ? I did not say that. What I said was
that they unanimously agreed that the carrying out of the original scheme should be obtained if possible.
I was then asked a question inregard to my opinion concerning the alternative scheme, but there were no
reasons given hy the Council,
181-0
384.
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. B. W. W. 384. No reasons given? No ; but the matter has been under the consideration of all the alderlnen for
McCoy, Eeq, years past.
885, But, as a business man, do you not think that it would he well to give reasons why you are against
30 3unc, 1896,
the alternative scheme ? I gave one reason personally.
■
886. But I mean as representing the Council;—if a body of men representing the interests of the rate
payers come to a decision, it is only natural that this Committee should want to know why they came to
that decision ? We have to a great extent come to the decision on the advice of our engineer. lie is
here, and will be able probably to deal with that question better than any of the aldermen.
387. But the aldermen, and not tho engineer, are responsible for the conduct of business in your munici
pality? Tes; but we call for reports, which he makes for our consideration.
388. But you have the right to adopt or reject them ? Quite so.
389. I ask you the reasons given for adopting his report—that is, preferring Mr. Barley’s original scheme
to the alternative scheme ? We thought that the larger scheme would he more effectual—that it would
do away with the Wolli Creek nuisance entirely, which, we understand, causes a great deal of the nuisance
now existing in the river between the Illawarra Road and the dam. Moreover, the alternative scheme would,
I believe, flood lands at certain times and do a certain amount of damage to property which at present
would not be affected by a heavy rainfall.
390. And considering the two costs—£25,000 and £36,000—you think that taking the small difference,
£11,000, into consideration the original scheme is the preferable one ? I do.
391. It would give a better sweep for the water ? Certainly, and would also widen the channel.
392. And he the means, I suppose, of taking the silt with it as well ? Yes. The bridge which is proposed
would, of course, allow thc water to come in and probably act as a scour up to the dam now proposed to
be erected at Unwin’s Bridge. If the present dam is removed there will he a scour up to that point.
393. Are there times when that water comes over the embankment ? Tes, there arc times, but they are
very rare.
■
394. Bering the last rains did water come over ? I think not.
‘
.395. Have you much sickness about this flooded part of the district? I cannot say that we have; it is
not closely built upon.
396. Your municipality would not have any objection to have the cost of whichever scheme was carried
out added to the general sewerage scheme ? I do not know that the matter of Cook’s Biver could be
added to that.
397. 1 mean apart from that;—the dredging expense the Government are willing to undertake at once. I
understand, but I mean the draining of tlie flats? "Well, so far as that is concerned. I think it would he
fair to tax in some way the people whose pockets were actually benefited ; but that is, of course, only to the
Tram Vale flats. That was a matter entirely outside the original Cook’s Biver dredging movement.
398. But do you not think that the higher portion of your municipality is to a certain extent responsible
to the lower portion so far as the drainage is concerned ;—yon have no complete system of drainage yet?
No, not complete.
399. Therefore, the higher portion of your municipality is responsible to a certain extent to the lower
portion—I mean as far as the drainage is concerned ? Of course, tho drainage must come from the higher
to the lower portion. But it is not thc drainage that causes any nuisance immediately.
400. But you say that at the present time you have not a perfect system of drainage ? It is not a perfect
ay stem.
401. Therefore, when you have heavy rains the water will naturally flow from the higher to the lower
portions of your municipality ? Yes.
402. If you had a proper system of drainage a great deal of that water would go into the regular system
of drainage, would it not? Yes.
_
_
403. Therefore, is it not fair to ask that the other portion, with the exception of the dredging of the river,
should be added to tho general drainage system ? When you speak of dredging of the river, what do
you really mean.
404. I mean the deepening of the river as proposed—“ dredging full width of channel, 5 ft. deep up Cook’s
Biver to Undercliffe. and up to Wolli Creek Bam, £5,000 "? But the removing of the dam is also river
work, and the new' timber bridge is river work, also the temporary bridge, the training walls, and the
fascine banks.
405. If the Government see the necessity of doing part of thc work it is only fair to ask the general sewerage
system to bear its share ;—L think you arc in favour of that, are you not? If it is a matter of draining
Tram Vale, I think there should he affair distribution of tbe tax upon those whose properties are improved,
but if it is a matter of the improvement of Cook’s Biver—and I take this to bo a matter almost entirely
of tho improvement of Cook’s Biver—1 do not think that the property-owners should he asked to
contribute.
_
406. But you admit that a great portion of the surface waters from tlie heights of Marrickville finds its
way down to the flats of Marrickville ? Yes.
407. Therefore, you must be responsible for that; you cannot expect the Government to prevent that, can
you? Of course, so far as the high ground of Marrickville is eoneerned, it also affects adjoining munici
palities. It comes across from Petersham, Newtown, and all round.
408. Therefore, I ask should not part of this expenditure he added to the general sewerage system ;—you
get a great deal of surface water from Petersham and St. Peters and Newtown, and if part of this expen
diture were added to the general sewerage system, that would lighten the burden on the people of
Marrickville as well as the proposal that is before us ? Certainly.
409. You have no objection to that, have yon ? I take it that thc expenditure of this £36,000 will not by
any means relieve merely Tram Vale, and is really for the purpose of pul ting the river in a proper state,
and keeping it clear. Therefore, I think that to charge the people for what really would not be done for
them would certainly be imposing an unfair tax upon them.
410. How much has your municipality spent in trying to get rid of the water in the lower portion by
drainage? AVe have spent a large amount of money. AVe have an open drain there now.
411. AVhafc was the cost of that? 1 cannot say ; it has been there many years.
412. I suppose that is fairly silted up now? There is a certain amount of silt in it, and the drain will
probably require renewing very shortly if something else is not done.
"
413. Renewing and making deeper ? Yes.
414.
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4il4. Do you not think that tho general sewerage system should bear portion of this expenditure ? I cannot
W. W.
see which portion could bo fairly applied to it.
' McC^'Eeq415. Tou havo a certain amount of private property there, have you not—the "Warren and other estates— grj j"ul^ iggg
which couid afEord to bear a share of the expense ? 1 havo not entered into the matter of who could
'
’
afford to pay. The question is whether it is a fair and reasonable charge to make, not a question of
whether the people have or have not reasonable means. "Wo do not think it is a fair charge to make
upon them,
.
416. If this -work is carried out as proposed—either the first or the second scheme—will it enhance the
value of those people’s properties to any extent ? I certainly think that if Cook’s Kiver is putin the
state in wliich we arc anxious to see it, the whole of the surrounding district, and consequently those
properties, would ho improved.
'
417. And do I understand that you are asking the Government to bear the cost of making other people's
property better without those property-owners coming to the assistance of the Government ? I am asking
that, because we are only asking that Cook’s Kiver should be placed in the position it should occupy as a
natural water-course of the Colonv.
’
418. Mr. Farnell.'] Are any other municipalities besides Marrickville concerned? Tes, ten or a dozen—
Hurstville, Arncliffe, Kockdale, St. Peters, Kowtown, Petersham, Canterbury, Ashfield, and Enfield.
419. Would all those districts, forming as it were a water-shed, be responsible for the accumulation of
these flood-waters ? Tes.
420. In regard to the discharge of sewage, which municipality's sewage matter passes through
Marrickville ? That of Petersham and Hewtown.
421. Are you aware of any proposal having been made by the Water and Sewerage authorities to relieve
the different municipalities of the grievance they have as to the accumulation and discharge of sewage
matter from thc different localities ? There is a scheme now being carried out which, when completed,
will be of great service to the municipalities. That is the only scheme I know of.
422. When thc sewage nuisance is combated I take it that your complaint then would he as regards
the damage done and the danger to health likely to arise from the accumulation of flood-waters ? Yes, if
the sewerage system is completed ; but we have to look forward to a very long time. That which was to
have been done in three years has taken six or seven years already, and wo have to base our calculations
for the future on the same ratio.
423. And you ask that some temporary relief may be given in conjunction with the scheme for dealing
with tlie flood-waters ? Tes.
'
421. Tou consider, then, that independent of the accumulation and distribution of the sewage matter
wliich may contain germs of disease, there would be danger to the public health from allowing the storm
waters to remain and inundate that land ? Certainly. Even with storm-waters there is always a certain
amount of matter which, if it stands for any length of time, becomes dangerous to health.
425. And while you think that some advantage would be gained by the people who own those areas of
laud that become inundated owing to the accumulation of flood-waters, a national benefit would also arise
by removing a nuisance, and having properly discharged the flood-waters from those municipalties which
form tho water-shed and run their water through that area ? Certainly.
426. Has this matter received much consideration at the hands of your Council ? Yes ; it has been under
thc consideration of aldermen for years past,
427. And I understand that the municipal council did make an attempt to cope with this difficulty, but it
has not proved sufficient to combat with the nuisance ? Ho ; it has given relief to a great extent, but
nothing short of a comprehensive scheme will really he effectual.
42S. It lias improved the condition of affairs which existed some years ago ? Tes, the condition of affairs
is better than it was.
429. You have some defined channel, whereas years ago there was simply a chain of marshes and
quagmires ? Quito so.
*
439. In connection with the alternative scheme, if Shea’s Creek is dredged and deepened, and in
connection with thc original scheme, if Cook’s Kiver is dredged, and the Departmental proposal is carried
out so far as Cook s Kiver is concerned, do you think that will meet the difficulty ? Certainly.
431. I think you stated that you do not know of any eases that had actually come under your notice
where disease had been contracted through the accumulation of this sewage matter ? Personally, I know
of no cases which could be directly attributed to it.
432. But there can be no doubt there has been sickness in the district ? There has been a certain amount
of sickness there, and thc wonder is it has not been greater. It is a sort of surprise to us, because when
we go there we are always glad to get away from tho place. It must do a great deal of harm, although
the iudividual cases do not come nnder our notice. "Ure are anxious to prevent what may be a very
serious danger.
433. Do you think that any advantage would accrue to the Government other than relieving the muni
cipalities concerned if Cook’s Kiver and Shea s Creek were dredged sufficiently to make them navigable
at all tides ? I think it would. It is very noticeable the difference in the number of travellers to and
from, Cook’s Kiver, Ten years ago at holiday times and on Saturdays and Sundays you would see
Cook’s Kiver alive with boats. I admit that is a very small question compared with the necessity of
giving us a good healthful resort aud waterway, hut I liave seen tho river crowded with boats, whereas you
scarcely ever find a boat on it, though there are boat-sheds there,
434. Do these flood-waters generally do much damage to adjoining municipalities ? I have no knowledge
of the extent of the damage to adjoining municipalities.
435. It would not be likely that the adjoining municipalities would join in paying any portion of the
expense supposing they were asked ? I can speak for eight or ten of the municipalities. I know that in
■
conference they have said that they thought it was unfair they should be charged with any tax for the
improvement of Cook’s Kiver.
'
436. Mr. Fobcrts-I How long have you been Mayor of Marrickville? Only this year.
437. And an alderman for how many years ? This is my third year; but I "had resided there for fifteen
years.
'
'
438. And consequently you have an intimate knowledge of the district under consideration ? Tes.
439. When you joined the Council was this question one of prominence in debate amongst the members of
the municipal body? It has, ever since I have been in the Council, been a matter for constant reference.
440.
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90U^ y°u deseribo the insanitary condition of the municipalities;—I want you to explain ou what
ground you are asking the G-overnment to take up this work? I am not here to-day to say that our
30 June, 1896. j)°roug‘1 i® in an insanitary condition. I should be very sorry to do the district that much damage.
On
the contrary, I can say that, as a municipality, it is a very healthy one, and 1 wish to say that with
emphasis ; but I do say that there is a great nuisance caused on Cook’s It-iver, which is very dangerous,
and I fear that if something is not douo a very serious outbreak may be the result.
441. "What I wanted to know was whether the municipality was asking the Government to carry out this
work, or something which would have a similar object in view, on account of the danger which exists to
public health by reason of the insanitary condition of those areas? We realise that it must be a
menace to the public health, and it is our duty to try to prevent distress and disease rather than to move
after the damage has been done.
411. But up to the present time no sickness of any magnitude has exhibited itself in the municipality?
IN o ; I do not think there has been any extraordinary amount of sickness. In fact, I think we have a
healthy municipality ; but we are anxious to keep it so.
443. Would you explain what nuisance it is that exists which you want remedied ? Certainly. Tho river
Preseill'i® a danger to anybody in the vicinity. It is silted up, and I have been informed
that there are certain evidences there of the very worst kind to be found in the worst stagnant waters. I
cannot speak from my own knowledge. It is only what I have been informed by those who know about
these things, and who say that it is really little better now than a cesspit between the Illawarra Koad and
the present dam.
444. Can you tell the Committee how many people arc affected by this nuisance ? It is very hard to say.
I have heard complaints made by daily travellers on tho Hurstville railway line. As they pass in the
tram, they are greatly inconvenienced by tbe smell. I have had numerous complaints. 1 have had the
Mayor of an adjoining municipality speaking to mo about it, and numbers of other people, who say that
in summer-time tho smell rising as they pass through is unbearable. So it is very hard to say where the
thing may end. there are so many travellers on that line. Then there are other travellers through our
borough from Canterbury and Belmore crossing the river. Of course there are not manv houses built
on the banks of the river or near the water,
^
^0U
necessary to be done in order to abate the nuisance that at present exists ?
That m a difficult engineering question, but first of all we are anxious to see the river dredged.
446. Tou want to see the waters of Cook’s Kiver prevented from flooding the Marrickville Valley ? Yes ;
we want the river dredged and a proper channel made, but how these things should be done is a matter
for^your engineers to decide, and I understand that it has given them considerable trouble to work it out.
44''. I think you told the Chairman that you had made yourself acquainted with both schemes submitted
by Mr. Barley ? Yes.
448. And if you look carefully at the alternative scheme will you not admit that it carries out most of
these suggestions that you have just mentioned ? It would certainly relieve the low lands to a very great
449. There would be a tunnel and drain to Shea’s Creek? Yes.
450 Do you not think that would have the effect of draining the whole of thc Marrickville Valley ? I
could not very well say the extent of ground a certain tunnel would drain, but in mv opinion it would
'
'
not drain the whole of the valley.
'3 0116
objects you have in view ? Yes; it is one of the objects.
conriTpction of that tunnel and drain to Shea’s Creek will have the effect of draining the
whole ot the Marrickville Valley, that is one of the objects you havo in view ? If it will have the effect
of draining it without putting us to any extra inconvenience or risk, and if we can get the river put in a
proper condition, then, of course, we would be satisfied ; but our anxiety is about the river, because the
other is not causing us any more inconvenience, but the condition of the river is. we think, a menace to
health.
453. Then it is contemplated to put a dam across tho Marrickville Valley the object of which is to prevent
tho waters of Cook s Kiver from flooding the valley—that would meet your approval ? Yes.
454. Then there is an item of £4,000 for dredging Cook’s Kiver and Wolli Creek—that is a necessary
work ? Yes.
■
455. Then there is the lowering of the sills at the Cook’s Kiver Dam—that must be done P That must
be done if the original scheme is not carried out,
+
^have mentioned those four items ;—can you tell the Committee what other work you think ought
™ l-li0116/ V°u want to continually dredge unless the dam is removed; but if the dam is removed
probably the tide will act as a scour.
1,Tas endeavouring to got you to see that I thought that if those four works, the carrying out of
which means the adoption of the alternative scheme, were carried out they seem to do all tho work wliich
you yourself as representative of the Council, ask for, and, if they do, I wanted you to show me what advan
tage it v, ould be to spend another £11.000 ? I think I mentioned that it docs not provide for putting the
river m the state it was formerly in. It only provides for dredging, but according to the big scheme we
are to nave certam resumptions which will give the river its full width, and will place it in the position in
Yeo V*
it is silted up to such an extent that it is quite a narrow little stream.
.
458. But does it not strike you that if that scheme were adopted the salt water would be allowed to flood
certam portions of private land there which are entitled to a fresh-water frontage ? I do not know that
they are entitled to it.
459. I understand that you look upon this more as a national work—a work for the Government of the
country—instead of being a municipal work ? I do. It is truly not a municipal work, for the simple
reason that it is outside the municipal area. Our boundary is the hank of the river, and we cannot
expend one shilling outside of the municipality. The river is a national waterway, aud the Government
are the only people who can control or who are entitled to spend money upon it. "
4fiO. But supposing that the waters of Cook’s Kiver were prevented from going on to the Marrickville
Valley, you would he able to deal with any drains that might be necessary then ? I would not like to
say that we could.
461. I mean necessitated by a heavy rainfall ? "We might cope with a heavy rainfall perhaps if we had a
* complete sewerage system, but we do not know when we may have that.
462,
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4G2. TVell, we have Iiad it in evidence here that a [jortion of it would be in operation within eighteen
months, and 1 think the balance in about 6 years; you base your claim that the Government should carry
Esq.
out this work on the ground that it is similar to the carrying away the flooded waters in connection with aoJune^Ifigfi
the Hunter Eiver where money has been spent to get rid of flood-waters ? Quite so.
une’
'
463. Can you mention any works of an exactly similar character that have been carried out in the Colony
in regard to which no special taxation has been imposed P Xot of exactly a similar character; but 1
think there have been works on the various rivers from time to time which had undoubtedly the effect of
benefiting surrounding property, and no such thing as a betterment tax has ever been heard of. Here,
where people have formed themselves into a municipality, and taxed themselves for municipal purposes,
why should they be placed in a worse position than people in the country where the rivers have been
attended to and they have got the benefit of it ?
•
464. In other words, you ask for this work to be done on national grounds, with the view of preserving
the healtli of the people living in the neighbourhood and surrounding districts ? I do. Of course there
are a number of works around the city, with which I suppose you are more conversant than I am, to
whicli the principle of betterment tax has not been applied, and I ask that what is fair should be done in
connection with our river.
465. Mr. O'Connor] Buring the time you have lived at Marrickville, with the advantages of being the
Mayor, you could have known very little more than you would know as an ordinary resident? X have
known the river twenty-five years.
466. Chairman] Tou regard Cook’s Eiver as a State waterway under the control of the State? Yes.
467. Before the municipal council was in existence that water-way was obstructed by the dam at Cook’s
Eiver, and since the erection of that dam certain vested interests have grown up ; therefore, it becomes
only fair to those vested interests to allow' Cook’s Eiver to flow unimpeded to where it originally went ?
Yes.
46S. You find on the borders of your municipality, consequent upon the construction of that dam, a
nuisance with ■which you are powerless to deal, it being outside your municipality? Yes.
469. This nuisance is created partly by the presence of the dam and partly by the fact that stormwater
and sewage from outside your municipality find a resting-place there? Yes.
4/0. Therefore, you contend that although adjacent to the Borough of Marrickville, it is not the business
of the Borough of Marrickville to deal with that sewage and stormwater? Quite so.
471. With regard to the drainage of Marrickville Flats, you helieve that a reasonable rate might perhaps
be levied on those primarily benefited so long as it is limited to that expense which might be legitimately
incurred in bringing about that benefit ? Yes.
472. Any rate that might be levied for the draining of Marrickville Flats, and the property in the fiats
should be absolutely limited to the cost of the works m doing that draining;—in other words, you
contend that, as regards dealing with stormwater and sewage, and the pollution of Cook’s Eiver,
charges for work of that kind have no right to be put on any vicinity that might be benefited by the
draining of Marrickville Flats ? Yes. I should like to qualify that by saying, so far as the trouble
was effectually removed.
t
v v o
473. And you contend that no benefit should be paid for unless it were perfectly clear that a benefit had
been conferred ? Quite so.
‘
474..If it be not a State matter to deal with the stormwaters, you say it is not the business of the
municipality into which those stormwaters find their way to dispose of them; in other words, if it he not
a State matter it is clearly not a matter for the municipality in w'hich those stormwaters discharge, but
for all the municipalities where they collect to deal with ? Yes ; that is my contention.
475. The present state of Cook’s Eiver and the valley leading to it is a continual menace to the health of
the community ? Yes.
.
476. It is also an annoyance to the municipal authorities, and to the residents in the submerged area? Yes.
477. And unsightly to a considerable portion of the municipality? Yes.
478. As Mayor at Marrickville, your opinion is that Marrickville is a very healthy place ? Yes. It is a
fact that our municipality, taking it throughout, is a healthy municipality, and we" are anxious to keep it
so, but will not be able to do so unless these works at Cook s Eiver are carried out.
479. You do not approve of the alternative scheme ;—you express no engineering opinion with regard to
any schemes ;—you limit your expression of opinion to the evil and the need for the removal of that
evil ? Yes.
480. You state that one objection to the alternative scheme is that there is a probability that it would
cause uniter to collect at the intake in a portion of the flats not generally liable to submergence ? Yes,
at certain tides.
481. Inasmuch as the height of the land is so little above low water, there is a probability that at certain
tides, in that it will not be able to get away into Cook’s Eiver, it may flood land at the north-eastern
portion of the valley w'hich otherwise might escape ? Yes,
482. Mr. Fagan] Bo you not think that legislation is necessary to prevent people from building on those
swamps and fiats in the future ? I certainly do think it is necessary,
483. Seeing that Government money has to be spent in getting them out of those swamps, prevention is
better than cure? I think something should be done to prevent such a state of things existing, and
nothing can be done except by Act of Parliament.
"William Eobson Benson, Esq., Alderman of tho Borough of Marrickville, sworn, and examined:—
484. Chairman] Have you heard the evidence given by the Mayor ? I have/
W. R.
485. In general principles, do you agree with him? J do.
Bcnaon, Esq.
486. Is there any serious difference between your views and his ? I have represented several public
meetings in Marrickville, and as honorary secretary of those meetings, I am expressing their opinion when I 30 June, 1830.
say that all they are asking for is the dredging of Cook’s Eiver to remove the existing evil. The conferences
represented about eleven municipalities—Hurstvilfe, Eockdale, Kogarah, St. Peters, Erskineville, Eewtown, Camperdown, Marrickville, Canterbury, Enfield, and AshfieM. The result of those conferences was
that they agreed that the river in its existing condition is a menace to public health, and the river being
a national water-course, and the evil being in a great measure caused by tho Government erecting the
Cook’s
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^00^>s River Dam, therefore it is the duty of the Government to remove the evil and prevent the spread
^nsoii^ ag. Qj disease which would be likely to result from the present condition of the river. I may also mention that
30 June 1896
eighteen months ago a deputation, the result of one of these conferences, had the honor of waiting
’
on the Minister for Public Works who then almost promised that if the dredging of tho river did not
mean a serious sum of money to be expended he would undertake the work for the people. However, an
answer was received by me on behalf of the conference to the effect that it would be loo costly—that it
would run into a sum of about £36,000, and necessitate the building of an expensive dredge on the river at
an unreasonable cost, and pther incidental expenses. The conference took exception to the cost of building
tho dredge, and I presume you will have evidence brought forward proving that the building of a dredge
for the purpose of removing the mud and wilt from the river would not necessitate a great expenditure.
Afterwards a second conference was held, representing from 88,000 to 91,000 people*—that is the whole of
the residents of those municipalities which J have enumerated—and the result was that it was determined
to petition the Minister for Public Works to remove this evil. But before the petition had been in circula
tion for any length of time the matter was remitted to this Committee, by Parliament, on the motion of
the Minister for Public Works, and therefore those petitions have not been completed. But I recognise
the fact that we should haie very little difficulty in procuring the signatures of 30,000 or'40,000 people
praying the Government to abate the evil from which we are now suffering, that is the insanitary condition
of the river. The river, as you arc perhaps aware, has been dammed up for nearly sixty years; it has no
outlet at all. As population has surrounded tho river, naturally decomposed organic matter has drifted
into it, and the sills of the flood-gates being 2 feet above low-water level, the whole of the decomposed
matter is in the river itself, and in the summer the fact is recognisable very easily. I had the Secretary of tho
Fisheries Commission (Mr. Smithers) on the riverwithmeonedny, and the smell was so foul that it caused
him to vomit. I have also seen fish absolutely poisoned there through tho insanitary condition of the
river, and floating on the surface of the water. Duringthe ordinary level of the river in summer-time if
you were to stir some parts of it with a stick, you would be very glad to run away from the banks of the
river. I recollect the river 25 years ago, and X used to bathe in several portions of it—one in particular
at the Arncliffe Bridge, where there were 8, 9, or 10 feet of water. At the bottom of the river then there
was crystal sand, and the water was almost absolutely pure in appearance ; but now I do not think that
anyone could venture to bathe in the river and visit another person afterwards without fumigatiou.
The petitions referred to have been suppressed for the reason that the matter is now under reference to
this Committee, and therefore no further action has been taken pending the result of this inquiry. Mr.
Harley’s original scheme is, I think, to remove about 300 feci of the existing dam, so as to give free access
to the waters of Botany Bay. The expression of the wish of the conferences was, that the river should be
made free and navigable; and being a national waterway, and purely under the control of the Government,
and not under that of any municipality, it was the duty of the Government, having created the evil in a
great measure by the construction of the dam, to remove the evil complained of.
487. Mr. O’Cannor.] Which ward do yon represent in the Borough Municipality ? The south ward,
immediately bordering on the river.
George Alfred Morehouse, Esq., Alderman of the Borough of Marrickville, sworn, and examined:—
488. Chairman^ Ton have heard the statement of the Mayor and also the statement of Alderman Benson,
Morehouse, setting forth iu detail the insanitary condition of the river ? Yes.
Esq.
489. Arc you prepared to corroborate those statements ? Hot entirelv.
490. Will you please state any point of difference? The main point*of difference 1 take is ns regards
0 une, b. £|lc ]yjay0r's statement, inasmuch as the Borough of Marrickville have not naked the Government to deal
with the fiats. J am of opinion that we can deal with 1 he flood-waters that fall on our own area ourselves,
if the river is properly dealt with by the Government.
491. But, unfortunately, a considerable quantity of water which drains down the valley of the creek comes
into Marrickville ? In a very short time, when the sewerage works are completed, very little of that will
come,
492. Do you mean us to understand that tho question of the drainage of Marrickville Valley itself is a
matter which can stand over until the main scheme is decided? 1 believe the local authorities could deal
with the flats themselves if oilier water were kept off the flats by the Government, and the river dredged.
493. What water makes it way down the valley of Marrickville Creek which does not fall within the
boundaries of Marrickville? A small amount from Petersham, Xewtown, and St. Peters.
494. The stormwaters from those three municipalities come down the valley ? Not the whole of those
municipalities, but a portion of them,
495. How then is it possible to deal with the drainage of the valley without taking into consideration the
stormwaters. I ilffnk it is, if we have an outfall at Cook’s Eiver to drain to.
496. If a dam be erected across the mouth of Cook's Eiver, and Cook’s Eiver be up 3 feet, the Marrick
ville "Valley will be flooded from the municipalities enumerated? I do not think so. I do not think
there will he sufficient water to flood it,
497. You are not prepared to tell us the exact catchment area, or the amount of the waterfall ? No ;
hut our engineer, ! think, could.
498. You might just as well be flooded by Cook's Eiver as by the waters which come down from the other
municipalities ? Yes, if sufficient came to flood us.
*
499. You recognise that danger? I certainly do.
500. Therefore the draining of this valley for the stormwater coming down the valley is a matter for more
municipalities than Marrickville ? Yes : but of course my contention is that when all tho places are con
nected with the sewerage system there should not be any great quantity coming down there.
501. But tho sewerage will not deal with the stormwater ? No, but it will deal with all the filth of the
sewage matter,
502. Mr. FarnelL'] You really approve of the original Departmental scheme? I do, certainly.
Charles
G. A.

* Note (on revision}:—88,000 to 91,000 people ,ik under (say) Hurstvilie, 0,000; Rockdale, 6,200 ; Kogarah, 2,500 ;
St. Peters, 6,000; Krskmevillc, 0,000; Newtown, 22,000; Camperdown, 7,000; ilarriekville, 17,000; Canterbury, .6,000;
Enfield, 2,500; Ashfield, 13,000; total, 91,800.
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Charles Moves, Esq., Marrickville, sworn, and examined
C.MoyeBjEeq.
603. Chawman,] Tou are an old resident of Marrickville? Tes.
504. How long have you been there ? About thirty-five years.
30 Juno, 1896.
505. Have you heard the evidence given by the Mayor, Mr. Benson, and Mr. Morehouse ? Tos.
506. Do you agree, generally speaking, with the evidence we have heard ? Tes, generally speaking.
507. Do you differ from them in any way on any essential point ? There may be some minor point on
which I would differ from them.
508. But, generally speaking, you would allow their statements to go for yours ? Yes.
509. There is nothing you desire to particularise in which you differ seriously from them ? There is
nothing on which I differ seriously from them. I look at everything from a practical standpoint, not
from an engineering standpoint. 1 have known Cook’s Kiver for forty-one years.
510. Do you know how high the tide used to go ,up before the dam was erected ? It used to make up
Cook’s River to very near Canterbury. There was a breakwater at the old sugar-works to keep the tide
back in order to get fresh water for the engines.
511. And how far up Wolli Creek ? About a mile.
512. What was AVolli Creek like when you first knew it ? There was a creek, but it was silted up greatly.
513. Is there much difference in Wolli Creek in the last thirty years ? Tes, a great difference.
514. What is the difference? It is now\ you may say, merely a flat, There is scarcely any watercourse
there, whereas at that time there was a clear stream running through it tho same as Cook’s River,
515. W olli Creek has gradully silted up until now it is not much more than a reed-bed ? Tes, that is so
516. Has there been much difference iu Cook’s River in the last thirty years ? Tes ; a great difference.
At that time it was a beautifully clear stream of water, and now it is nothing but a mud-hole. If a dog
goes into it to swim he comes out covered with mud. If you are rowing in a boat every paddle you strike
in the water you stir up the black mud which is on the bottom. It is something like the Tarra at
Melbourne, When steamers go up the Tarra you can see the black mud that is stirred up behind them.
T may say that 1 have seen people fishing with nets above the dam,
517. Can you tell us in what consists your difference of opinion as regards the evidence given by tbe
Mayor? In the main what they have stated is right, but as to the expense, I do not believe the work
would cost half the money.
'
518. Tour difference of opinion is limited to the question of cost, and not being an engineer you are not
prepared to definitely state that ? Ho, I am not,
519. But it appears to you to be more than it ought to he? Yes. In reference to Mr, Darley’s scheme,
[ see that there is to bo a road bridge across the dam 300 feet, and looking at the matter from my practical
point of view, I think it would be a waste of money to build a 300-feet bridge there. Tou could take
the waters of the Nepean through it and it would not do as much good to the river as a narrower bridge.
It would not clean the river out so well as a bridge of 100 or 120 feet.
520. How often have you seen the flood over tbe top of the dam ? I have not seen it since the last
opening was put in on the south side, hut I have seen it when it was 3 feet over the dam from one side
to the other. That was about forty years ago, and the Government has from time to time raised the
road. The usual level of the road, was where you see the flags laid along the side of the road, and I have
seen the tide washing over that, but the Government has added to it and added to it and made the thing
worse behind it. Another obstruction to tbe river was made when the railway was constructed. What
was done in connection with the sinking of the cylinders made the river narrower there.
521. Supposing the dam were removed and a bridge were erected to allow the flood-waters to get clear
away, how high then, at the present bridge site, would the highest flood you have ever seen iu the river
rise ? Ido not think it Would rise more than 3 feet higher.
522. Then ouly for the dam, in your opinion, Cook’s River would never got out of its banks ? That is my
opinion.
523. Any floods in Cook’s River would be inconsiderable only they are obstructed by the damj? That is
my view.
524. Mr, GlarJee.\ Tou think that a bridge of 300 feet would be expensive, and not be so useful as a
narrower bridge ? Tes.
525. By that, I presume, you mean that a narrower space would give more of a current to take the waters
away? Yes; it would clean the river more.
526. But if the dam were taken away, and a bridge were erected, would not the low-lying lands be
flooded ? They would have to prevent that by banks. I am sure the Marrickville Council would bo only
too willing to protect themselves if there were an outlet for the river,
527. Tou mean to prevent floods going on the low lands, either fascine or other embankments would have
to be formed ? I believe that. I do not think it would require more than 3 or 4 feet at the outside.
528. It would be inexpensive ? Tes ; I cannot see why a large sum of money should be expended. All
that is asked for is the opening of the river to take away the flood-waters, and I think the Marrickville
Council would protect themselves, and I am sure the people interested in the low lands would be glad to
assist iu opening up drains, and throwing up an embankment, so as to protect that land from being flooded.
Edward Campbell, Esq., M.A., Solicitor, Richmond, sworn, and examined:—
529. Chairman^] "Where do you reside? At Richmond; but my people have lived at the junction of E.Campbell,
Cook’s River and Wolli Creek forty years, and I was born shortly after they settled there.
Es4-> N-A530. Do you desire to make a statement ? Yes. The Cook’s River Dam was originally erected to prevent T
floods in Cook’s River. The area of arable land in the Colony was limited to the county of Cumberland 30 “une’
principally. In order to keep arable lands from being flooded the dam was erected, previous to 1840. My
father, seeing that the dam did not answer tbe purpose for which it was erected, for over 20 years besought
the Government to put in a second opening on the southern end of the dam. That was done in 1876.
After that the floods were very much lessened above the Cook’s River Dam. In 1884 the Government
engineers, contrary to the advice of local residents, put embankments on the southern channel of Cook’s
River above the dam, right at the mouth of Wolli Creek. The waters of Wolli Creek drained from Hurstvilie
through Rockdale and Arncliffe, and when they debouched into Cook’s River their former outlet was blocked
by this railway embankment and they were thrown back up Marrickville. Previous to that embankment
being erected in 1883, it took a week’s rain to cause such a flood as would now he caused iu the same
area
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ftrea ^ twTenty-four hours rain. The Government engineers, contrary to the advice of local residents
railway bridge on what was a mud island. The silt from the cylinders was thrown on to the
aOJune 1896. ^an^’ ani^
the back-waters from Itookwood on the one side and Hurstvilie and Tenshurst .Park on
’
the other, together with the drainage of the basin south of St. Stephen’s Church, Tsewtown, were kept
back; they had to rise to get over the island where tho bridge was, and the water was thrown hack. The
natural current of Cook's River follows the southern bank. The only useful opening in the Cook’s River
Ham to let out the flood^water I find is now recommended to he closed, and the very natural outlet of the
trend of the stream is recommended to be closed under this scheme. The scheme proposed, I consider,
■ and say advisedly, is preposterously expensive. There is no necessity for improving private lands at the
expense of the State, and I speak as an interested person, for that would bo to my personal pocket
interest. If nature may be followed in an engineering undertaking,—that is if, not as proposed now', hut
as proposed twenty-five or thirty years ago, the proper outlet for Marrickville be alloivod into the river, the
natural flow of the water from Marrickville would go fairly wrell iu a direct line from the present site of
the railway bridge to the embankment. I have said that the "Wolli Creek is blocked by the railway
embankment; but Wolli Creek now has to carry off that part of the Arncliffe valley drainage winch
formerly had its outlet on the West Botany side of the Cook’s River Ham. If instead of falling in at the
north-eastern corner beyond the dam, and instead of closing present openings, or in any way interfering
with the dam as it at present exists, more openings towards the southern side were put in and properly
worked, that would prevent a flooding of the area w'hich is now subject to floods. But tbe flood-gates
have never been properly attended to. If a man happens to be there they are attended to ; but when
flood-w'ater comes down, and meets the high tide, very often the Marrickville Hats and the Cook’s River
flats receive the benefit both of the flood-water and the high tide simply through want of attention to tho
flood-gates now. To prevent the flooding of Marrickville, steps should be taken to prevent the Wolli
Creek from backing up. The tendency of Wolli Creek is to make north instead of turning down Cook’s
River, on account of the obstruction at the railway embankmout. That I have proved by noticing after a
flood that on the Unwin’s Bridge Road the sand is washed to the north rather than to the soufh. The
proposed concrete dam at Undercliffe Bridge is not at all recommendable—that is the most charitable
word I can use.
531. Tou think it would force tho nuisance up the river ? Exactly. There is no necessity for any largo
expense to begone to. When I read in the papers that a sum of something like £3(5,500 was proposed
to bo spent on improving Cook’s River, I thought it very large, because if the dam bo widened and tbe high
tide water kept out and prevented from joining with the flood-waters, the question of flood is largely and
'perhaps absolutely done away with, but not if the southern flood-gates are closed. The area between tho
railway and tho present dam is silted up on account of their being no scour. The waters from the river
and the waters from the creek are both blocked at the railway bridge, instead of being allowed to flow
where they used to flow previously. In 1882,1 know there were 10 or 12 or perhaps 15 feet of water
where the southern railway embankment is, right close to the shore. There is no scour there, and tbe
consequence, as Mr. McCoy said, is there is no channel between the railway and the dam. It is simply a
mud flat.
532. What would be the difference in the rising of the tide between the mouth of Shea’s Creek and the
lower side of the dam ? Ido not know. All the grants lying up Cook’s River and Wolli Creek were made
by the Crown to the individuals who first owned them, after tlio erection of the dam.
533. Tou are sure of that ? I am certain of that. I know that in our own case—Unwin s grant—there were
vested interests created by the dam, and the dam was made to prevent the flooding of the area with salt
water, and the removal of the dam would flood land granted by the Crown since the dam was made, unless
this expensive fascine bankwork were carried out,
534i. Supposing the Cook’s River Dam were not in existence, would there ever be serious floods in Cook’s
River ? There would be a larger flood in Cook's River than I think has ever been known within memory.
535. If there were no dam there the flood would be higher? Very much higher.
536. How do you como to that conclusion ? Because the present flood-waters when separated from high
tide waters rise 4 or 5 feet over the lowest part of the flats, and if they were allowed to mix with the tide
waters and another 5 feet were added, it would just double the height of the flood. In my opinion if the
waters of Wolli Creek were let out to tho sea quickly, and moans were taken to prevent them from running
up Marrickville Elats, and if the flood-waters of Cook’s River were taken out quickly ivithout being allowed
to run over Marrickville Elats, or to block back the waters from there, the same could bo done at a very
much less expense than that proposed. J know that in the Western Suburbs Out-fall Sewerage Scheme
what is called the lowdevel system would take away a lot of the sewage which now ruos into Cook’s River.
What has caused the floods to rise so quickly iu Cook's River is, that the water from the high levels,
owing to curbing and guttering in different municipalities, gets away more quickly into the river than it
formerly did, and rushes down more quickly. The flood comes more quickly now than it did before, but
the flood does not get away as quickly now as it did before, and the two things combined cause tho trouble
r
complained of by the Marrickville people.
537. Mr. 'Fe(jan'\ Have you given any considoral ion to the alternative scheme? Tes. As an engineering
scheme to display engineering knowledge, and hang the expense, you could not beat it. It is elaborate.
538. Mr. lloberis?\ Would you consider an expense of £25,000 un extravagant oue with the view of
remedying the evils complained of ? Well, for tlie benefit of health it is hard to say what the value
would be, but I know it might be done more cheaply—that is, if the scheme were carried out in a
practical way, and not on a theoretically grand scale. If the course pointed out by nature were followed
rather than that suggested by man, I think £25,000 would ho ample to do tho ■whole work.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement o£ Cook’s Rircr.
Jauies Phillip "Webster, Esq,, A.M.I.C.E., Engineer and Overseer to the Borough of Marrickville,
sworn, and examined :—
J.P. Webster,
539. Chairman.'] What are you F I. am a civil engineer.
_
Eeq.,
540. What is your present employment? My appointment at tho present time is that of engineer and A.M.I.C.E.
overseer to the Borough of Marrickville.
•
541. Have you been there long? I have been in the position nearly five years.
1 July, 1896.
542. You have therefore an intimate knowledge of Cook’s River, and of tho vicinity of tho river—Marrick
ville Valley, and so forth ? I have.
543. Are you aware of the Departmental proposals—the scheme first submitted to the Committee, and also
the alternative scheme? I had the privilege of seeing both schemes .with the Marrickville Council
last week.
544. You have had an opportunity of forming an opinion with regard to them on general principles ? I
have.
.
545. You know Cook’s River ? I do.
'
546, You are aware of the insanitary state of Cook’s River above the dam ? I am,
547, How is that caused ? That is caused by various reasons.
548. Will you state them? The first reason is the amount of debris brought down by Wolli Creek
principally in the shape of sand ; the second is the amount of light matter held in suspension by the Hoodwaters coming from the Marrickville Valley ; those are the two principal reasons.
519. With regard to Cook’s River itself, is that a polluting agent? Cook’s River is a polluting agent,
by reason of the amount of country that it drains, the Canterbury district in particular.
550. Therefore we have three agencies at work, first, Wolli Creek, second, Marrickville Valley, third,
Cook’s River ? Quite so.
_
_
551. Will you describe the catchment area of Wolli Creek, and the reasons why it is a polluting agent?
The catchment area at Wolli Creek extends from the dam towards II urstville, and the watershed then lies
to tho west of Hurstvilie, and runs northerly to Cook’s River again. It is a basin lying on the southern
bank of tho river.
"
552. A. large basin ? Tbe extent of that basin is S square miles, or 5,120 acres.
553. Is that basin much occupied by settlement ? It is much occupied by settlement from tbe fact that
the lllawarra settlements are within the basin.
>
554. "When you speak of tbe lllawarra settlements, what do you mean ? Part of Kogarah and of Hurst
vilie, and a district lying between and to the west of those portions with which 1 am not very well
acquainted. There is a considerable amount of settlement; in fact, a largo population resides within that
drainage area.
555. In addition to the ordinary pollution that may naturally be expected from settlement, arc you aware
of any special pollution that takes place on Wolli Creek? I am not personally aware of any special
pollution, hut from what I have gathered from the reports in the papers from time to time, I believe that
causes of pollution do exist in the shape of manufactories.
556. Up Wolli Creek ? Yes.
557. Tanneries ? Something of that kind.
558. But you arc not prepared to express a definite opinion on that point ? No, I am not.
559. But that Wolli Creek is a polluting agent you have no doubt ? I have no doubt of that.
560. ’Will Wolli Creek, for all time, be the discharge for fiood-water over the 8 square miles you par
ticularise? It will.
.
561. Now, turning to the question of Cook’s River, will you describe the catchment area of Cook’s River,
and, as far as you can, the cause of the pollution of its waters ? That is the main catchment area under
consideration. The total catchment area at Cook’s River above the dam is 301- square miles. Tho area
of that portion of the river under consideration now—above the dam, aud above AVolli Creek basin also—■
is 22^ square miles. That would be 14,400 acres.
562. What is the settlement upon that ? The settlement within that basin is also considerable. The town
ship of Canterbury is situated therein, and a portion of Enfield, whilst a porfion of Ashfield, and the
western portion of Marrickville also drain into it.
563. Will Cook’s River be for all time the discharge for fiood-waters for that district ? It is the natural
outlet for the whole of that district.
564. And is likely to bo tlio Hood-water discharge for it for all time? Yes.
565. What causes tho pollution of Cook’s River;—do you know of any special cause of pollution in eon.
ncction with it ? It is caused by general settlement.
566. Are there any manufactories upon Cook’s River? Not a great many ; the pollution is from resi
dential settlement.
567. You prefer to limit your statement in regard to the pollution of the water of Cook’s River to tho
general term of 11 general settlement” ? Quite so.
56S. What flood-water comes down Marrickville Valley ? The total watershed of Marrickville Valley is,
in round numbers, 1,700 acres.
■
569. From where does the flood-water come ? From St. Peters, Newtown, Petersham, and Marrickville.
570. Are all these municipalities interested in having a suitable discharge down Marrickville Valley?
More or less.
571. For all time will the area you last particularised find its outlet for storm-water down Marrickville
Valley? Yes ; for all time.
572. Or bv some scheme that takes the place of Marrickville ? Quite so.
'
1S1—D
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J- P. Webster, gVS. With regard to the pollution of those waicrs, do you again describe it as a matter of “general
A.MTo E se^^emen^” 011
catchment area ? Yes, 1 do; more so than any of the other basins. The settlement
‘ is denser on the Marriehville basin.
1 July 1896
therefore the pollution is greater ? Quite so.
’
575. Are you aware of the system of sewerage that is being carried out in connection with the city and
suburbs ? I am.
576. Are you aware that the sewage of the area last described by you will, in. the course of a few years,
be intercepted by the system of sewerage which is now being carried out ? I am aware that the Mar
rickville basin sewage will be intercepted within a few years, hut not that of the other areas—that is the
Wolli Creek basin and the upper waters of Cook’s Kiver. Tho total drainage area of Cook’s Kiver is
19,520 acres—that of Wolli Creek is 5,120 acres, aud that of Cook's River proper is 14,400 acres.
577. The sewage that at present finds its way into Cook’s Kiver and also into Wolli Creek will not be
intercepted by any sewerage system at present being carried out for some considerable time ? That
portion of Cook’s Kiver above Marrickville will not be—at least not to my knowledge.
578. And therefore Wolli Creek and Cook’s Kiver will be, for all time, the storm-water discharge for the
drainage centres of the areas described, and also carry the sewage for some considerable time? Quite so.
579. Marrickville Valley will be the storm-water discharge for all lime, or some alternative scheme that
takes the place of Marrickville Valley will be : but in the course of a short time the sewage will be
intercepted ? I am not in a position to say in a short time. Judging from the progress that the western
suburbs sewerage system has made during the last few years I should say it would be a very long time
before the whole of that were intercepted.
580. But it appears to he terminable? Yes.
581. You have seen the Departmental scheme that was first submitted to the Committee? Yes; I have
seen the original scheme.
582. And the alternative scheme? Yes.
583. You understand them? Yes.
'
584, Have you any levels from the junction of Shea’s Creek to the present dam across Cook’s Kiver ? 1
have no levels along that portion of the river.
.
585. Have you ever taken the rise and fall of tho tide at the dam on Cook’s Kiver ? Yes ; I have given
attention to that matter.
586. What does it rise between spring-tide and neap-tide ? Between neap-tide and spring-tide—highwater mark—there is a difference of 2 feet at the dam.
587. On the lower side of the dam ? Yes.
5SS, Brora dead low water to spring tide—highest water—is how many feet? Six feet.
539. Ho you know what is the rise and fall of the tide in Bolahy Bay ? I have not had opportunities to
take observations in Botany Bay.
_
_
590. Is it reasonable to suppose it will be much more than that? I am opinion that would he about the
same,
591. There is no material difference ? I7o.
592. Is Shea’s Creek about one-third of the way to Botany Bay ? I should say it is, approximately,
593. Are you of opinion that there would he any great difference in the rise and fall of the tide at the
mouth of Shea’s Creek compared with Botany Bay? No appreciable difference,
591, Therefore no appreciable difference between that and the dam? None whatever.
595. Therefore, there would be, in your opinion, as great a difference on the lower side of the dam in the
rise and fall of the tide as there would he at the month of Shea’s Creek ? Yes ; that is so.
596. Have you any levels for the dam up the entrance of Marrickville Valley ? I have levels. The
water is, with the exception of heavy gales, level.
597. Can we regard it as being approximately level ? It can be regarded as being approximately level.
598. Therefore, do you believe that it is practically level from the entrance of Marrickville Valley to the
mouth of Shea’s Creek ? Not so, because at the present time there is a drop of 2 ft. 6 in. from the western
to the eastern side of the dam—that is, the waters at Cook’s Kiver, west of the main dam are close on 3 ft
higher than low tide to the east of the dam.
599. You attribute that to the effect of tho dam and not to the contour of the country ? It is decidedly
the dam that hacks the water up to that extent.
'
600. Supposing the Cook’s River Ham were so constructed that there was no impediment to the water in
getting away, would tho water then he approximately level—say within a few inches— from the mouth of
Shea’s Creek to the mouth of Marrickville Creek ? In my opinion it would he for all practical purposes
level.
601. Bo you helieve the discharge of the alternative scheme would have a 2 ft, or 3 ft. better fall than a
discharge into Cook’s River at the end of Marrickville Valley ? That is if the dam is cleared away and
Cook’s Kiver is so that the waters can get away ivithout impediment of any kind.
602. If arrangements are made so that Cook’s Kiver Ham does not materially affect the free running of
the water, would there he 3 feet difference of head between tbe mouth of Shea’s Creek and Marrickville
Valley ? I decidedly say no to that question.
603. There would not ? Not in my opinion.
'
604. Therefore if a Bepartmental scheme is placed before us, one of the main reasons for which is a
better discharge at the mouth of Shea’s Creek than at the mouth ol Marrickville Creek, you believe it is
based on a wrong contention ? I do.
’605. You candidly believe so ? 1 do, candidly.
606. If there be not 2 feet or 3 feet better head at tho mouth of Shea’s Creek than at the mouth of
Marrickville Creek, can yon urge any other .reason for the alternative scheme being proposed ? I can
urge no reason whatever for the alternative scheme.
607. If the mouth of Shea’s Creek and the month of Marrickville Creek be practically the same level,
which, iu your opinion, will be tbe best place at whicli to discharge the flood-waters from Marrickville
Valley ? Into Cook’s Kiver, at the bottom of the valley.
608. Using the old valley bed as it were, for tbe drainage centre ? Quite so.
■
609. You "have already stated the area drained by Marrickville Valley;—can you give us any idea what
amount of water would fall on that area, with a given number of inches, and how long it would take lo
go through a tunnel 15 feet by 6? I calculate that taking a rainfall of 8 inches in twenty-four hours—that
•
is
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is an excessive rainfall, but it lias happened in Marrickville, and 25 per cent of that water being absorbed
by tbe ground, leaving 75 per cent, or G inches to run off in the twenty-four hours, that tunnel would ^ jj j qj;
take fifty hours to discharge that quantity of water. Those figures are given on the assumption that the
jV —
tunnel in tho alternative scheme has a maximum grade at low water of 1 in 3,200.
1 juiy( 1396.
610, Bo you mean that, supposing the tunnel were working all the while, and carrying continuously, it
would take fifty hours to carry it off then ? Yes.
.
Gil. And if wo halve the rainfall and make it 4 inches, which would be not an unreasonable quantity, the
tunnel would take twenty-five hours to carry it off ? Quite so.
612. “With an uninterrupted flow, if 75 per cent reached the drainage centre and sought the intake of the
alternative scheme, it would take twenty-four hours to drain away if it ran free all the time? Quite so.
613. If the tunnel were worked only one-third of its time—worked intermittently because of the tide
it would take three days ? It would take three times the twenty-four hours.
614. What would be the condition of the valley then? The result would be that tbe valley would be
under water.
615. ^Flooded from end to end ? Yes.
.
616. Are you aware how much the outlet of the open channel is, in relation to high water ? I take it
from tbe section, that the outlet of the tunnel is at dead low-water mark.
617. Does the section show that ? There are no levels on this section.
618. We will discuss the alternative scheme,—presuming the discharge to he at dead low-water, how much
would that then be below the intake—in other words—how much is tho mouth of Shea’s Creek, in your
opinion, below the intake of the open channel to the west? Well, the grade of the tunnel at 1 in 3,200,
is little better than 18 inches to tho mile.
_
619. We turn now to the original scheme : have you auy information as to what the cost will be of con
structing a suitable storm-water channel from tho mouth of the intake of the alternative scheme to Cook’s
River—what width would the storm-water channel require to be ? In 1892 I prepared a report for the
Marrickville Borough Council, in which I gave an estimate for improvements of Cook’s River similar to
those proposed by Mr. Darloy. My proposal was to lower the sills of the flood openings on the main
dams, to construct a V-shaped training-wall, or two training-walls, at the entrance to the railway bridge,
to deepen the channel from the main dam to the lower portion of Marrickville Rlats, and other smaller
items, which I estimated would cost altogether £6,887.
620. And your storm-water discharge at tho Valley ? I did not touch the Valley, I looked upon that as
a secondary consideration.
621. JIow wide would it require to be to carry the flood-water ? Under that scheme I recommended
300 feet.
622. You are talking of Cook’s River ? Yes.
623. How wide would the storm-water channel require to be to carry the flood-water that comes down
Marrickville Valley ? My estimate of that is—north of Sydenham Road, 20feet wide. At the Sydenham
Road crossing, the north-western drain joins the main drain, aud 40 feet wide is my estimate from that
point south to tbe railway bridge, Tbe railway bridge crosses the Marrickville Valley opposite the park.
]i'rom the railway bridge to Cook’s River, my estimate is 60 feet wide.
624. Taking that part from the railway bridge to Cook's River, what length would that be ? About 50
chains. Of course, these measurements are only approximate.
625. You therefore consider it is necessary to have a 60 ft. storm-water channel to do the same work that
the alternative scheme proposes lo do in 15 ft. ? Yes.
626. You have four times the width ? Yes.
627. Prom an estimate of the catchment area, do you believe that width is required ? I believe that width
is fully required to take off the storm-water.
628. AVe will divide the cost of that iuto two—the cost of land resumption or severance, and the cost of
construction. Is it possible that any extensive land resumption would have to take place to get the storm
water channel down Marrickville Valley ? In my opinion it is not.
629. You would require to pay for some land ? Yes.
630. Can you give us any estimate of what it would cost ? That is a question I have not gone into.
631. ‘Would the cost be serious ? No, it would not be serious ; because the land at the lowest portion of
the valley is of very little value.
632. Is it not a fact that any lands lying so low that they would he contiguous to this storm-water drain
or channel, would be very much benefited, and, therefore, the owners, for purposes of that kind, ought to
he prepared to sell the land at a very low rate ? It would appear reasonable that they should dispose of
their ground for such a purpose at a low rate.
633. It is clear that it must do them a great deal of good ? Quite so.
634. Except in flood-time, it would keep Marrickville Valley perfectly dry ? It would minimise the
danger of flooding considerably.
■
635. Can yon give us any opinion as to the cost of such a drain? I have not gone into that question,
•
because I am not an advocate of draining the whole of Marrickville through a central drain. Since I
have been in the employment of the Marrickville Council, I have never advocated a system of that kind.
636. What do yon propose to do with the storm-water that comes down ? My proposition would be to
intercept the high-level water on a certain contour-line, so that it would gravitate into the river at all
tides. Then that would separate the high-level water from tho low-lovel water.
637. But your resumptions under a scheme of that kind would ho very heavy ? In carrying out the
proposal that T should make in that ease the resumptions would bo very light indeed, because Marrickville
is so situated that advantage could be taken of two ridges for channelling purposes, and you could
intercept at two points in the Borough of Marrickville, so as to intercept the upland water at such a
level that it would gravitate into the river at all tides, and by doing that, you would get rid of the highlevel water for all time It has been a great source of complaint.
638. Which would bo the cheaper thing to do ? I do not look so much to the cost as to the effectiveness
of the two schemes.
,
639. What was your estimate for intercepting the water of the higher levels ? I liave never been asked
to give an estimate; and I have not gone into that question. I went only into the question as to which
was the best system to adopt in dealing with the storm-waters of Marrickville.
640.
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r^rd ^
QResiion before tlie Committee, is it your opinion that it can be divided into
A.M.I.C.E. ^wo one ^1C (Pesti°n of remedying the pollution of a tidal river—Cook’s Hirer—and tbe other the
proper dealing with the discharge of flood-waters from the areas which naturally discharge into Marriek1 July, 1896. V1”e ^alle^ ? That is my decided opinion.
641. And if Cook’s Elver be dealt by tbe State, it then should be reasonable for tbe municipalities
interested to find a suitable discharge into that ? Quite reasonable and just.
642. The opening shown between tbe fascine banks of Cook’s Eiver and tbe position of tbe iron bridge is
apparently 300 ft. ? Yes,
643. Would it be possible to have sluice-gates that discharge at tbe Cook’s Eiver Dam in such a way that
immediately the water below the dam fell the water of tbe river should commence to fall equally above the
dam; in other words would it be possible to preserve a continuous level through the dam ? In my opinion
it is not possible to preserve a continuous level.
644. IS ot through the sluice-gates ? lSTo ; because there is tbe friction of the sluices to overcome, and the
power required to work those sluices, and that must necessarily take a certain head of water. At the present
time the sluices in the Cook’s Eiver Dam take a head'of 15 inches of water to work them.
645. What would bo the least amount of rise it would lie reasonable to expect, must of necessity be over
come in any system of sluicing ? In my opinion, about 4 inches.
646. Therefore, the erection of suitable sluice-gates in a properly constructed work across the present
position of the dam would not necessitate the rise above the dam being more than 4 inches higher than tho
water below it ? I may say from 4 to 6 inches.
64i. Therefore, with sluice-gates largo enough to deal properly with tbe discharge of Wolli Creek into
Cook s Eiver, you would not lose more than 4 inches head ? That is so.
648, Then it follows if you brought the cutting round the toe of the ridge, and under the railway station,
discharging into the square basin running along by the dam, you would have a 4-inch better discharge than
if you discharged out of the mouth of Marrickville Valley ? Any discharge into Cook’s Eiver, below tbe dam,
would be4 inches better than the discharge above the dam, provided in the first case no gates were used.
649. Supposing it were regarded as a wise thing to gain that 4 inches, do you see any objection to dis
charging into the sort of dock that is cut running past the dam? I am of opinion it is not possible to
discharge with less than that, because unless you have some mechanical means of staying the rising tide,
the whole of the flats will he inundated.
G50. But I take it for granted you would discharge intermittently—I mean, you would have a gate or
door of sonic kind ? Then you would lose so many inches by the working of that gate or door.
651. TAu think that by discharging into the corner of the dock, vou would lose as much as you would in
going through the sluice-gates in the dam ? I think so. If you discharge at dead low-water mark, with
the action of the sluice-gates yon lose 4 inches, that is, your discharge into the river to the west of the
main dam, would he 4 inches higher than that. You have practically a fall of 4 inches bv the action of
the gates on the sills in the dam.
'
652. By bringing a canal round the point of the ridge, and discharging into a corner of the dock vou do
not think it is possible to save those 4 inches ? I do not think so.
653. Is 4 inches very material ? Yes ; 4 inches is material, but at the present time, with the dam holding
up 2 feet 6 inches, in comparison to that, it is immaterial.
654. You approve of the dam across the mouth of the Marrickville Yalley ? Yes, I do.
655. With the exception that there should he an opening there to let the water out iu that direction ?
Quite so.
656. Wolli Creek, as we have it shown on the plan before us, would have a tendency to hug the bank and
make up towards Marrickville Valley as it is at presenthave you a proposal to obviate that ? My pro
posal to obviate that is to construct a proper training-hank, so that tho waters of Wolli Creek should be
drained m a line parallel to that of Cook’s River, so that the two currents should go through the railway
bridge side by side.. The action of Wolli Creek at tho present time, is, to run right athwart the waters of
Cook s River, and in consequence.of that action they choke one another. To get over that difficulty the
proposition was to construct a training-bank opposite the railway bridge in the shape of the letter V.
657. That is to throw the Cook’s Eiver water through the bridge ? To catch the Cook's Eiver water, and
throw it through tho bridge in a line parallel to the AVolli Creek water.
658. And the dyke would throw the Wolli Creek water through the bridge ? Yes; it would throw the
VVoIli Creek water through the bridge, whilst the other would throw the Cook’s Eiver water through in a
parallel Ime, and thus the two currents would assist each other.
659. Have you any knowledge of what effect the railway bridge has had on that portion of Cook’s Eiver ? I
have not been in Marrickville sufficiently long to be able to express an opinion on that question ; hut I
1'/^® t^ken levels, and I have also taken cross-sections of the river; and from my figures I have proved
that there is ample room under the railway bridge; in fact there is a greater area through the railway bridge
than is requisite to take the combined waters of AVolli Creek and Cook’s Eiver.
660. Have you ever seen a flood in Cook’s Eiver below the dam, submerging the surrounding country ?
IS o; I have never seen that.
661. Is it possible that any flood could rise over the fascine hanks at present in existence ? In my
opinion, no.
.
662. The flood, according to your contention, is intercepted at the dam ; well, supposing we remove the
dam, what would be the difference in the flood, then, at the mouth of Marrickville Aralley in other
words, how much is the flood held up at the dam ? Tlio 1SS9 flood was held up 18 inches over the centre
of the dam, and fell in a cascade on the eastern side. The flood-level in tho Marrickville Valley, if 1
bring to mind the figures properly, was held up 4 feet by the action of the dam.
663. You speak of tho cascade how far was it above low water in Cook’s Eiver at that time ;—how much
was the fall ? T hat was high water—that is, the waters in Marrickville A’alley were held up 4 feet above
ordinary high-water spring tides.
664. They were held up 4 feet by the dam ? Quite so.
665. And if the dam had not been there, the water would have been 4 feet lower at the mouth of Marrick
ville Aralley ? Yes, that is so.
666. .Have you any estimate with regard to the amount it would cost to put proper sluices in tho dam ?
1 estimated that erecting new flood-gates, and lowering the sills of the present flood-cates to low-water
mask, would cost £2,012.
G67
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067. Wou]!! that leave ample discharge ? AVIien I wrote this report and furnished it to the Council, it was J. P.Webutcr,
Esq.,
my opinion that it would leave ample discharge for the flood waters.
A.M.I.C.E.
668. Do you consider that the only expense necessary at the dam is £2,012 ? Tes.
GG9. What would be the cost of your fascine work inside ? The fascine work with this scheme would be 1 July, 1806.
unnecessary.
.
670. Tou propose to close the north-eastern sluice-gates, and to put all your discharging power down at
the south-western corner of the dam ? No, not under that scheme. The scheme that I furnished to the
Council, was on economical lines. Tt was to take advantage of the existing openings, and to make just
suflicient new ones to give the increased water room necessary. Under that scheme, I did not intend to
do away with the northern flood-gates. Then there would be tbe dredging of the river, which would he
necessary before tho sills were lowered.
671. What do yon consider should be the total width of the sluice-gates necessary now ? Three hundred
feet, that is, for a complete scheme under the system of sluice-gates.
672. Tou see the fascine bank running from the north-eastern end of the proposed Government bridge ; if a
fascine bank were placed there, there would require to he a sluice-gate right across the termination of that
fascine bank to the southern shore, as shown—it would require to be all sluices ? Tes ; this would require
to be all sluices.
■
673. Do you approve of reclaiming the Y-shaped piece opposite the north-eastern sluices coming down to
where it shows on tho plan the commencement of the bridge, marked in red, and then making sluice-gates
right across from there to tho south-western side of Cook’s Eiver ? Tes, in preference to a scheme which
necessitated the erection of sluice-gates id Wolli Creek and on Cook’s Eiver, and at the mouth of Mar
rickville Valley.
674. What, in your opinion, will be the effect of the Government scheme of erecting fascine work round
Campbell’s property, and dams across Wolli Creek and immediately above on Cook’s Eiver, as shown?
The effect would be similar to the effect of making the main opening through Cook’s Eiver Dam and making
the sluice-gates there.
675. Would there bo any chance of the insanitary state of things being transferred from Cook’s Eiver
Dam to above these dams ? In my opinion, no, if properly constructed sluice-gates were put in ; but if
sluice-gates such as exist in the present dam were put in, then there would be.
676. Supposing that water brought from Marrickville Talley were taken down to the intake of the alter
native scheme, in fairly heavy rainfalls, would it be able to get away down through the alternative scheme
with such levels as we have? It would get away slowly,
677. What would the result ho at the end of the intake? The result would be that water at present
impounded on the southern portion of the flat would be removed to the centre of the flat.
678. Ton would have a lake there, you think ? Quite so ; until such time as the tides would permit of
its being drawn off.
■
679. Have you any figures to show what catchment area drains into Marrickville Yalley between the
open channel intake of the alternative scheme and Cook’s Eiver? That is the water-shed between Cook’s
Eiver and the intake of the alternative scheme. It would be, approximately, 180 acres, ISO acres would
drain northerly into the intake of the tunnel.
680. Is tho intake of the tunnel practically on the same level as the Cook’s Eiver and of Marrickville
Plat ? The ground-level at the outlet of the Marrickville Plats, and the ground-level at the centre of the
Marrickville Plats, about the position of the entrance to the tunnel, is very much about the same, but I
gather from the section that the intake of the tunnel is, I should say, between 3 and 4 feet lower than
the ground-level.
'
GSL In general principles, then, is the best flood discharge a covered drain such as would be in a tunnel,
or an open channel ? Unhesitatingly I say an open channel.
682. Simply because you can get at it? Tes ; at the present time, I may state, it costs the Marrickville
Council £120 a year to keep the present drain free from road debris and matter brought down in
suspension by the waters, and that is only a small drain, but it gives us an idea of what a tunnel, such as
that proposed, with a flat bottom would cost to clean if it were covered in for half a mile.
683. What is tbe fall ? I in 3,200.
684. What velocity would that give ? Something under 150 feet per minule.
685. Tou mean that it would give something under 2 miles an hour? About a mile and three-quarters
an hour.
686. ,In your opinion what should ihc fall bo? Nothing less than 4 feet per mile.
687. With such a fall as we should have in the proposed tunnel, you think there would bo a choke by the
tide or by flood, and that the debris would settle, and tho force of tho current would not shift it? It
ivould be a nuisance,
Tom Stanley, Esq., late Overseer, Excelsior Land Company, Marrickville, sworn, and examined : —
T. Stanley,
688. Chairman.'] What are you? I am at present an overseer.
Esq.
689. In charge of an estate? I have been for tbe last four vears ; but I have just left the Excelsior
Company.
”
1 Jiily^l896.
690. Mr. FeganIs that company what is known as the Warren Estate Company ? Tes.
691. I think you went over part of the ground with the Committee the other day ? Tes.
092. How long has this agitation to have something done in this matter been going on ? I think close on
ten years.
693. Have you been long a resident of Marrickville? I have resided on the Warren Estate for
over ten years.
694. Have you looked at both tho schemes that are before the Committee? Tes.
695. What is your opinion with reference to the alternative scheme? I have taken an interest in tho
matter during my residence in Marrickville, and I may say that about ten years ago we had what was
called a progress committee there, in connection with municipal matters, and this question was considered
on various occasions for some two or three years, whilst the committee lasted ; and it was then, as it is
now, the opinion of the older residents, that the scheme propounded by Mr. Webster is the most
practical, and most suitable for the locality and the circumstances of the case.
696. Do you think that the proposed Marrickville Dam would be any detriment to the vallev ? Tes.
'
697.
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T. Stanley, 697. In wliat way ? I may point out that that is the position where you stood with the other gentleman
when you were there—on the wooden bridge. IE tbe dam were constructed there, I am of opinion that
I Jiiiv 1896 ^lere wou^ be a lake there when there was a heavy rainfall, because tbe alternative scheme would not
I’
'be sufficient to take tho water off in anything like a reasonable time. This being part of the company’s
property, of course I have had special opportunities for observing that—it was part of my duty—and I
found that the whole trouble seemed to he that the outlet was not large enough to drain that flat in any
thing like a reasonable time.
698. Tou say thatyou have been representing tbe Excelsior Company for about four years;—has there been
any difference in the flooding of that valley during those four years ? Ho. Tor the last four years, in
fact since the 1889 flood, we have not had anything like high floods, wo have had ordinary floods. You
have seen the effect of the last one by tbe debris deposited on tbe street. That was an ordinary flood.
That did not block us from getting to Tempe station, but I noticed that with the same amount of rain now,
as fell, say, six or seven years ago, the water remains a longer time on the flat.
- 699. What is the reason for that ? I attribute it to the silting up of the river, and the position of the dam.
700. Which makes it more difficult for the water to get away ? Quite so.
701. Do you think that dredging the river would be of any service for the drainage of that area? Hot
unless the dam is removed.
.
702. Which dam are you speaking of now ? Tho Cook’s Elver Dam.
703. That is where the bridge and the sluice-gates are at present? Tes.
704. What would be the consequence if they were taken away ? The water would get away more quickly.
705. And a high-tide would go down the valley ? A spring-tide would, I daresay, but T do not think a
neap-tide would.
706. You do not think the usual tide would ? Hot if those fascine banks were made.
707. And in your opinion, the taking away of these sluice-gates would not be any detriment to the
valley or low ground there? Ho ; I think it would be a benefit, that is, providing a canal were cut up
the flat.
708. Would that he G-ovemmenfc or municipal work? I think the cleansing of the river—it being
a tidal river—is work for the Government to do.
709. And the draining of the flat ? Well, as that affects some five or six municipalities, I certainly think
they should have something to say in the matter, and should bear part of the cost either directly or
indirectly.
710. Do I understand you to mean that the dredging and deepening of the river is purely Government
work, and the expense therefore should be defrayed by the Government? Yes.
711. But the cost of constructing a drain in the flat should be defrayed out of the general sewerage
scheme of expenditure ? Well, as the municipalities affected are not in a financial position to do it
themselves, ] take it it should be done on the betterment principle. I think that those municipalities that
would be benefited by the construction of the canal should at least contribute towards the interest on
the cost.
712. Do you think that the residents in the near vicinity of the flat would object to contribute their share
towards the draining of that flat by the municipalities P If it were put upon them as an extra rate, I am
of opinion they would. The principal part of the land is owned by large landowners—the Excelsior
Land Company, the Haymarket Land Company, and others ; there is a lot of it unsold.
713. Is a portion of it Government land? Only a small reserve, which has been dedicated to tbe people
of Marrickville for a park. It is 150 yards from where you stood.
714. Can you tell me the reason why the ratepayers should object to pay for a storm-water sewer going
through that flat ? I cannot give you any reason why they should.
'
715. Can you give us any reason why the Government should pay for a storm-water sewer going through
that flat? Well, the only reason I can offer is that the municipalities are not in a financial position to
do it themselves at the present time.
716. But, rightly speaking, if the municipalties were in a fair position, it is really their work ? I am of
opinion it is.
717. And, therefore, that does not take away from the municipalties the responsibility of constructing
this storm-water sewer ? If they were able to do it, I think it fairly comes within their duty.
718. As one of the ratepayers, do you not think it is reasonable that if the storm-water sewer is con
structed the cost of its construction should be a, charge on tbe general sewerage-system expenditure? I
am of opinion that the cost should be shared by the municipalities that help to cause the trouble.
' 719. What would your reason be for constructing this channel;—to get rid of the stagnant waters there ?
Yes.
_
720. Would you not call that part of the sewerage system in a small way ? The storm-water is the source
of the trouble, and it comes from the higher ground. You vvould have to intercept it at about a dozen
places if you wanted to make use of the sewer to relieve the flat.
721. It comes from the high lands of the municipalities of Marrickville, Hewtown, St. Peters and
Petersham ? Yes.
722. This drain if constructed, would answer for this flat, as the sewerage will answer for the higher ground ?
Quite so.
723. Therefore, the cost should be charged to the general sewerage account? I suppose so,
724. You believe that ? Yes.
725. You do not think it is fair that tho Government should carry out this scheme without being
remunerated by those who would benefit by it ? I am certainly of opinion that they should not.
720. You are of opinion that if tho Government bear the expense of dredging the river and making oilier
improvements necessary, the municipalities nn thoir part should bear tho other expense ? Quite so.
727. What companies do you say hold land there? The Excelsior Company, and the Haymarket Company,
and I think also the Intercolonial Investment Company, but I am not quite sure as to the third company.
728. Three large land companies? Yes.
729. And there is a certain amount of property there not yet sold, in private hands ? Yes, in the hands
of those companies.
THURSDAY,
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The Hon. Charies James Roberts, C.M.G.,
The Hon. Daniel O'Connor,

Hf.net Clarke, Esq.,.
John Lionel Eeqan, Esq.,

Fr ank Earn ell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s River.

John Phillip Sharkey, Esq,. Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, sworn, and examined :—
I am a civil and hydraulic engineer, a licensed surveyor, and a ,T.P.Sharkey,
sanitary engineer.
Esq.
731. Are you aware of the Departmental proposal tliat was placed before tho Committee, and also tho s**-*-*^
alternative scheme ? Tes.
2 July, 1896.
732. Do you desire to make a statement in regard to matters proposed to he dealt with under those
schemes r Partly. I do not come here to combat those schemes in any shape or form; hut, as I
formulated a scheme some years ago which was accepted as being complete in every respect 1 thought it
my duty, and I have been told that it would become my duty, to lay that scheme before this Committee
as it would completely remedy the evil of the flooding of Tram Vale without involving any expenditure on
behalf of the Government. I have the whole of the evidence in i he form of a prospectus that was issued to
tho landowners on the flooded area, and the shortest way would bo for me to read this prospectus as it,
outlines in the most concise form with the whole of the design and mode of operation under my proposal,
733. Tou consider it properly sets forth your views in connection with the matter ? Quite so.
734. If you consider that is the best way to give us the information the Committee will have no objection ?
I vyould preface my remarks by reading a copy of the letter I wrote to tho Minister for Public Works,
which shows the reason why I appear before you to-day:—

730.

Chairman.'] What are you?

Mercantile Chambers, 187 Castlereagh-street, Sydney, 14 September, 1894.
The Honorable the Minister for Works, Sydney,—
Sir,
’
Observing that a deputation from the Marrickville Council is about to wait on you in reference to the drainage
and reclamation of Tram Vale, situated at Marrickville, by which the Government :s likely to be asked to undertake the
cost of such works as may be considered necessary by your engineers for that purpose, J do myself the honor to bring
under your notice the following facts
Competitive designs for the drainage and reclamation of the above area were called for by the local Council in
October 1891, in conformity with whicli I formulated a complete scheme, with plans (the subject of this communication)
which were submitted, but not dealt with on account of some slight informality as to the time of lodgment.
In September, 1S93, a strong and influential promoters’ syndicate was formed with the view of floating a company
to carry out the scheme formulated by me, and for the following objects :—
(a) To acquire by purchase at tlio then low value all that area situated at Marrickville, known as Tram Vale, or more
generally known as the flooded area of Marrickville.
(b) By means of an efficient and complete drainage system to erect the same into a “model township” where the most
perfect sanitary arrangements shall prevail.
(c) To light the model township, together with a portion of Marrickville, with electricity.
(d) To subdivide the lands thus acquired to a uniform design, and to sell the same at their enhanced value.
(e) To secure by legislation the necessary powers ix) to light portion of the borough with electricity (y) to close and
divert streets (not main streets) to enable tho laud to be laid out with uniformity to suit the conditions of
drainage to be established, and (z) to apply the betterment system to those lands which the company are unable to
purchase.
So as to thoroughly advertise the movement, the prospectus, including details of the works proposed to he carried
out, was published in the local newspaper, and lectures were delivered before the borough council when a large assemblage
of ratepayers was present, mid before the Ratepayers’ Association.
This company had every prospect of being a success financially and otherwise, had it been possible to purchase the
lands so situated within the flooded area at anything like their fair value, but on treating with the owners it was found that
the prices demanded had risen threefold on the intentions of the, company becoming known, and therefore the project
became impossible for that reason alone,
‘
. Besides, considerable opposition was shown to the formation of the company purely on socialistic grounds. At a
meeting of the Ratepayers Association, held on the 2nd November, 1893, resolutions were carried unanimously affirming
that the scheme was a huge monopoly and that the work should be carried out by the Governmcut.
■
1’or the two reasons above enumerated it was decided by the promoters to merge their cempany into a co-operative
proprietary company, by which means the grounds of socialistic objection would be at once removed and the difficulty
attending the purchase of land obviated.
With this object in view a new prospectus was prepared (copy herewith) and published in cztenso in the local news
paper. Amongst the first to accord their support by offering to surrender their lands under the provisions provided by the
cooperative proprietary company were the Excelsior Land Investment aud Building Company and Bank, Limited, and the
Mutual Lite Association of Australasia, while the Joint Stock Bank, Limited, intimated its intention of falling in with tho
movement when further developed, and the small landowners had shown a disposition toco-opcratc. These institutions own
a large proportion of the .area to be reclaimed.
On approaching the smaller owners difficulty was at once met with, as a movement was on foot, headed by the
local council, to induce the government to carry out the work of reclamation. At this period a deputation to the Hon. W.

J. Lyne, Minister for Public Works, was so far successful in that he directed his engineers to make an inspection of the
locality and prepare a report showing the best means of drainage and reclamation. Under these circumstances it was con
sidered useless by the promoters of the Co-operative Proprietary Company to continue treating with the landowners who
expected a work of such magnitude to be carried out without cost to them at the public expeuse. So, further action in the
interests of the company has been suspended pending developments.
I understand a report is now being prepared for presentation to you by your engineers and I am sufficiently confident
to helieve this will take no other shape than that of confirming the scheme formulated by me as the only one possible or
natural to tho locality. I submit the scheme in book form, formulated by me with plan for the inspection and report of
your engineers, which scheme is that on which the Co-operative Proprietary Company is being formed aud which was sub
mitted to the Marrickville Council on the 2nd November, IS91.
1 would most respectfully submit that a work of this kind would possess nothing of a national character, while the
public policy invoived in the question is of the greatest importance, as should State funds be extended in affording relief in
this case similar action will he claimed for other localities standing in the same position.
For the following reasons it will appear that interference with private enterprise by the government in this case
cannot be advocated on national grounds :—
[a) That not one foot of land within the flooded area of Tram Vale is owned by the State ;
(ii) that the expenditure by the State of tiic large sum of money necessary for the complete drainage and reclamation
of Tram Vale, will exclusively benefit tho private individuals and companies whose holdings would be increased in
value at the expense of the public exchequer;
(ci

,
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J. P. Sharkey,

(c) that it is within the power and therefore the duty of the landowners themselves, at their own cost, to carry out
such vs orks as may lie considered necessary, on the co-operative principle, following the example of the reclamation,
drainage, and irrigation colonies of America and elsewhere, they being the only persons to be benefited thereby
and they receiving the entire profits arising therefrom, in proportion to the assessed value of their holdings ;
2 July, 189G.
(/) that a complete scheme for co-oiieratxon and combination lias been placed within the roach of the parties interested
which injures no man and reduces no man’s rights, and which in the opinion of financial authorities of the
highest standing, will enable sufficient funds to be raised by loan for carrying out the whole scheme of drainage,
reclamation, aud lighting, when ell'cct has been given to its provisions by the combination of tho landowner and
their registration as a Co-opeiative Proprietary Company. A glance at the capital value of the holdings affected
as they appear iu the municipal rate register will prove this ;
(f/J tiiat it is difficult to contemplate the Public Works Committee or tho Parliament of tlio Colony would be likely to
.approve of work of this nature being carried out by the State under the circumstances enumerated ;
(/i) In the majority of eases these lands were purchased at very low prices, for the express reason that they wore lowlying and known to be subject to periodical flooding. It would suit tho owners w ell should public moneys be spent
on them to raise their value to that of the adjacent high lands free of cost to themselves.
'
The only obstacle so far to the floating of the Co-operative Proprietary Company has been the action of the Govern
ment in authorising the formulation of a scheme of reclamation by their engineers, which has led the landowners to believe
they have inserted the thin end of the wedge and will be ultimately successful in inducing the Government to carry out
the works at the public expense.
When their minds arc disabused on this f|uestion, as I hope they will be, on the occasion of a deputation which is
about to w-ait oo you, steps wall be taken to continue the umolmcnt of landowners with the object of completing the
formation of the Co-operative Proprietary Company which already lias mot with considerable success, as instanced by tbe
larger proprietors aud companies surrendering their lands iu the terms of the Company’s prospectus.
I have, &c.,
JOHN P. SHARKEY,
Civil and Hydraulic Engineer, &c.
Esq.

In consequence of the action of the Government in taking the matter up, it was useless for me to
continue the enrolment of the landowners. Therefore it was stopped, pending the result of that action,
aud it is for that reason 1 have come before this Committee to lay before you, first of all, the position the
Company stood in, and secondly the scheme.
_
_
, .
735. Tou have now come to the scheme P Tes. I will continue by reading this prospectus, as it will lay
before you exactly what the scheme was
Capital, £75,000, to be raised by loan or the sale of debentures as required, on the security of the estate to be
acquired by the Company.
This sum or as much as may be necessary will be expended on tbe reclamation works, electric lighting, and the
construction of a light line of tramway, all of which are hereafter described.
The debentures wall be retired as the sale of lands will allow', and the profits in tho form of dividends will be
distributed amongst the shareholders half yearly, when the financial position of the Company permits.
All owners of laud within the Hooded area as defined by the flood-level of ISSQvill be asked lo surrender their
holdings to the Company without reservation, and to accept iu lieu thereof shares representing the assessed value of such
lauds.
These lands, together with improvements (if any), will be valued by competent valuators, but where the value thus
arrived at is not accepted by the owner he v ill have the ojition to nominate a valuator of public capacity to act in conjunction
with the Company's valuator, an umpire being selected before deliberation,
After the deed of association has been executed and the shares allotted, each share representing £10 fully paid up, a
board of nine directors will be elected by ballot by the shareholders from amongst themselves to carry out the objects of
the Company, three directors retiring each year by rotation, but who will be eligible for re-election.
A Bill will be submitted to Parliament, having for its objects the granting of the necessary powers to the Company
to enable streets to be altered, for the application of the betterment principle to all lands w ithin the flooded area not
acquired and those outside which have been improved by the drainage and reclamation works, and for other purposes.
In ordering tho pumping plant from England piovisiou will bo made for tbe supply of two dynamos, each capable of
running 1,000 elcctnd lights oi 10-candle power each. No exclusive rights in this respect will ho required from the local
council, as the Company will be in a position to compete against all comers.

733. That completes the introductory portion ? Yes, it does. f. may say that this company is not dead
yet. "VTe should he willing to go on to-morrow if tho Government wore to decide not to carry out this
work at the public expense, and the large landowners 1 have mentioned are quite willing to co-oporato
in the matter.
■
*********
The land to be reclaimed and dealt with comprises about 250 acres, all of which at present is unfit for human
habitation. A considerable portion is subject to inundation by spring tides, while moderate rams cause the lodgment of
more or less water in the various depressions throughout its extent, natural drainage of any kind being impossible, as
practically there is but little or no fall to the outlet at Cook's River. Crains have been formed along the centre, of the
area, but their utility is limited owing to the slight gradient procurable, and the waters but sluggishly and slowly wond
their way to their estuary at Cook's River, affording but little relief.
Cause o/?niitf bein'/ flooded.
The name Tram Yale denotes the land to be low-lying in comparison to the surroundings, and thus it becomes subject
to inundation by the flood-waters of Cook's River, by the storm-waters falling on the high lauds of Mainckvillc, aud by
the rainfall within its own area,
•
Projected worl s.

It is intended to for ever got rid of the flood-waters of Cook’s River by constructing an embankment S feet fi inches
high, which will be 3 feet above the highest flood-mark, with a puddle wall m the centre, and faced with stone on the river
side, to extend from Unwin’s Bridge Road embankment to the foot of the Warren Hill, a distance of about S00 feet. Hie
material for the embankment will be taken from the drainage canal hereafter to be described, and the stone for facing same
from the excavation for engine foundations winch are to bo fixed at the foot of Warren Hill. A loadway CG feet wide will
be fonned on the top of the embankment.
Catch-irater drains.

Bor the purpose of dealing with the waters falling on the high lands of ‘Marrickville, having their natural fall towards
'Tram Vale, catch-water drams, one on each side of the Yale, will be constructed along the slopes, at a sufficient elevation to
permit of their being discharged over the crest level of the embankment. These drains will he provided with sufficient fall
to ensure rapid flow', and will be of sufficient capacity to carry off the heaviest rainfalls.
,

Jhaina/jc eamL

In order to effectually drain Tram Yale projior and provide the first most necessary requisite, perfect sanitary
conditions foi the “ model township,'’ a drainage canal will be constructed of concrete topped with brick iu cement mortar
from Ediuburgli-road to the embankment at Cook's River, a distance of about 112 chains. It will be G feet deep and 6 feet
wide
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wide at Edinburgh-read end, and 17 feet deep and 30 feet wide at the embankment, thus giving a fall iu its entire length of JSharkey,
. 11 feet, the coping of the walls being nearly level throughout, following the surface of the ground. It will provide a large
storage capacity and permit of the most rapid bouse anil street drainage from every portion of Tram Yale, ensuring the r-"—
most perfect sanitary arrangements, so that, the healthfulness of the locality and its surroundings will he assured—this blot 2 July, 1890,
on tho map of Marrickville being for ever removed.
’

737. ‘At the intake of the alternative scheme, how wide do you propose vour channel shall be ? I think
it would be 20 or 22 feet wide there.
“
738. 1.ou broaden it, then, gradually ? Yes; it goes from 6 feet at Edinburgh-road to 30 feet at the
embankment.
739. You believe that is ample to carry the drainage F Yes ; I will prove that to you.
740. Stormwater aud everything else ? Yes; everything. I have already said that I should have catchwater drains to catch the water on the slope. Now, I am merely dealing with the rainfall that falls
within the area flooded.
741. Therefore, this channel which you are describing is not intended to deal with tho whole of the
stormwaters that now find their way into the Marrickville Valley ? Quite so. Now, I. want to show you
that this canal which 1 propose to construct along this valley will have a greater capacity than is actually
necessary for the purpose of carrying off the rainfall from that valley. The capacity of this canal will be
equal to all possible strain that could be put upon it. The land is almost a dead-level right through, and,
therefore, the top of the canal will be practically a dead-level right through. The holding capacity of the
canal will be 1,530,144 cubic feet, or 9,563,400 gallons, or 42,844 tons of water ; pumps at 500 tons per
minute would clear the canal in 1 hour 26 minutes ; 1 inch of rainfall on 250 acres equals 907,500 cubic
feet, or 25,410 tons equal to 51 minutes’ pumping by one engine at 500 tons per minute.
Pumping-planl.

The drainage water finding its May into the canal will be disposed of by means of compound condensing centrifugal
pumpmg-engmes in duplicate, capable of discharging at least 500 tons per minute over the embankment into Cook’s Eiver.
J ho pumps will be connected with a chamber forming tbe terminal of the canal, the inlet to such chamber being provided
with screens so that no solid matter of any kind can find its way through the pumps and consequently into Cook’s River.
A tray, to be worked by crane, will be placed in a chamber in front of the screen sills to receive all solid matter, which will
be lifted out into carts for removal to a sewage farm or depot. The canal will be Hushed out frequently every day,
W'hich becomes possible owing to its steep gradient, by the inflow at its bead of 50,000 gallons of wrater. For this purpose
a receiving or storage chamber will be provided, forming the extreme end of the canal, which will be filled with water as
occasion requires by means of a small direct acting pump to be worked in connection with the larger machinery, with little
or no extra expense, the sluice-gate being opened and closed automatically. One engine will be always under steam, and
will have the capacity of performing more duty than tlio greatest rainfall recorded at the Sydney Observatory during a
period of 40 years would impose for the area to be drained. Each engine will be w'orked alternately for a week at
pumping, while the second during the same period, if necessary, will drive a dynamo forming a part of each plant with which
it is intended to light tho model township and a portion of Marrickville with electricity. There wdll be two distinct
plants, each comprising engine, pumps (2), and dynamo, to be worked alternately, no tliat every reasonable security is
provided Agamsi; a breakdown of any kind, "while the cost of fuel and working expenses are reduced to a minimum. During
dry periods, when the pumping duty is but light, one engine will work the dynamo and pumps; and as the diy periods
extend over more than two-thirds of the year, so in proportion will economy be effected.

**********

742. How muck would your channel he below low water on the land wayside of the dam ? It would be
about II or 12 feet below low water.
”
Coet of Works.

,

„r.A" eatim,3te ,l;is 1-icen carefully prepared which shows the cost of reclamation M-orks, providing for every detail, to
11 .c UP .in ^ ie lowing way :—‘Canal, £16,500; Cook's River embankment, £4,500: catchwater drains,
±.a,000; pumping engines aud dynamo in duplicate, with engine-shed, &c., £19,000 ; tramway line, with cars, &c., £5,000 ;
bridges over canal, £600 ; road and drain diversions, £770 ; electric lighting installations, £3,100. Total, £57,470,
*******#■*#

T may say. that in making out the estimate for the catchwater drains it was intended and expected'that
tho municipalities affected, whose lands drain into that valley, would contribute about £4,000 towards the
cost of construction of those catchwater drains, and, therefore, the estimate is rather less than the actual
expenditure on those catchwater drains would be.
743. ^ Mr. Roberts.^ Where would your catchwater drain be on the eastern side of tbe valley? About a
section east from tbe railway line and crossing it approximately where the alternative scheme is shown
to pass ou the Committee s map; thence, following down on tbe u'estern side of the railway, it would
discharge some distance below the eastern side of Tempe railway station.
/44. On the western side where does your contour line run ? Approximately parallel with the Marrick
ville Creek, starting at au elevation of 30 feet, and following the contour until it discharges into Cook’s
Kiver at a height of about 8 ft, 6 in. above high water mark. I may say, in reference to the figures I have
just given, that some of those estimates are much too high for the present time. They are the original
estimates:—
y
&
****#***##
The pumping-plant to be provided (over 500 tons per minute, in duplicate) will not be considered exceptionally
large when compared with other plants of similar character in use for similar purposes m various parts of Europe and
America. Y\ hen quotations were supplied for tbe pumping-plant by the manufacturers in England the capacity given
was based on a lift, of 2o feet, but as the pumps will be performing their greatest duty after, or during a heavy lainfall,
when water would stand in the pump-chamber of the canal at, say, 8 feet, thus allowing 17 ft, 0 in. for lift, so in
proportion would the capacity of the pumping-plants be increased, or two of less cost be sufficient for the duty required.

I should kke to show you that 500 tons per minute is not a large capacity for this particular description
of pumps. There are kinds of centrifugal pumps where enormous poiver is exercised for the purpose of
throwing water over lifts SO feet highland in recent times Messrs. J. and H. Gwynne, of Hammersmith,
near IjondoDj have supplied the following power pumps :—
Ferrara, Italy...................................................................................
Morozzo, Italy ................................................................................
Eose Hill, Dcmarara...................
_
'
.................................................
Aieraey Docks, Liverpool,........ ............ .................. ................

2,100 tons per minute.
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Therefore, you will see that the capacity of these proposed pumps—500 tons per minute—is not much
m comparison wuth what is done in other places. The principle I now put before you is not a new
principle at‘all, but exists all over tbe world, and has been used where large areas of land—particularly
m-E
in
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• P-^harkey, Jj, England and America—have been completely drained by means of embankments, catchwater drains,
' an^ pumps. There is nothing new to me in this design, only in its application to Marrickville. I have
2 July, 1896.
large experience in drainage of a similar character—of areas reclaimed from the sea : —
Arras drained and reclaimed by embanking and pumping.
Drained by
Localit;.

Deeping Fen, near Spalding, Lincolnshire................
Marsh West Fen, Cambridgeshire ... ..........................
Misserton Moss, with Everton and Graiugcly Carrs .
Littieport Fen, near Ely .............................................
Middle Fen, Cambridgeshire..........................................
W aterbeach Level, between Ely and Cambridgeshire
Magdalen Fen, near Lynn, ^Norfolk..............................
March Fen, Cambridgeshire..........................................
Feltwcll Fen, near Brandon..........................................
Soham Mere, Cambridgeshire (formerly a lake) ........

Area

drained,

acres.
25,000
3, coo

6,000
28,000
7,000
5,000
4,000
2,700
2,400

1,000

Engines.

2
1
1
0
it
1
1
1
1
1

Horse-power.

80 aud 60
40
40
30 and 40
GO
60
40
30

20

40

I want also to point out to you that the system of drainage I propose is in existence in many places in
the world, and I want to mention something in regard to Mr. llarley’s alternative scheme. I will, first
of all, speak of the last-mentioned. Mr. Darley’s scheme is one to which objection could not be taken
for arable lands by any engineer who has any knowledge of such works. The principle of it can be
mentioned in a few words. He intends to make use of the fail in the tide of ti feet—which is the difference
between the level of the high-water mark and of the low-water mark—for the purpose of draining this
area of Marrickville. The difierence in tide levels has been used in many places for draining areas and
reclaiming them from tbe sea for arable land ; but! would point out to you, as gentlemen of common sense
and large knowledge and experience, that 6 feet for draining this valley is nothing and could not properly
drain it, or put it in a sanitary state for town settlement. On the Mediterranean, where tlio fall of the
tide is 16 feet, there are large areas, both in Egypt and other countries, reclaimed in a similar manner.
"When the tide comes in the whole of the drainage is stopped, and tho sea is also held back by means of
flood-gates. The waters behind the flood-gates arc banked up to a height of 16 feet by the flood-tide.
When the tide is fully out, and then only, of course, for a short period—when it is at its lowest—the
waters accumulated on the embanked area are let off, and that acts as a scour and cleanses tho "water
courses in that period. That is land where there is a fall of 16 feet, but here you have a fall of only
6 feet, and, as Mr. Darley properly says, all this 6 feet of fail is available only when the tide is at its lowest,
which is for only three minutes. Jt is stationary only for three minutes, and, therefore, the 6 feet fall is
available for only three mintuos and then the tide comes iu. Hear the turn of the tide, of course, it runs
out very fast, as you are doubtless aware.
745. Supposing that the present dam were removed, would there he much difference between the rise and
fall of the tide at the mouth of Shea’s Creek and the rise and fall of the tide at the mouth of Marrickville
Creek ? Of course the fall at Shea’s Creek would be much greater than at Marrickville; the stream is
wider there, and consequently there would be much more get-away for the water. I should think there
would be over 2 feet in favour of Shea’s Creek.
746. Therefore, the discharge into low water, as shown by the alternative scheme, would probably be 2 feet
lower at the mouth of Shea’s Creek than at the mouth of Marrickville Creek ? Yes ; but I would qualify
m3r statement by saying that the tide at the mouth of the Marriekvdle Creek, either now or at any other
time, does not rise and fall 6 feet.
747. We are taking a problematical case, that of the dam being removed ? Yes.
74S. You told tho Committee that in order to fake away only the water that falls on the 250 acres of
Marrickville Yalley you require a canal varying from about 26 feet at the mouth of the intake to about
30 feet at the pumping-station ? Yes.
749. If a channel of that width be necessary simply to take the water of Marrickville Yalley alone, you
would require a considerably wider channel to deal with the whole of the waters that at present fiud their
way in the shape of stormwaters to Marrickville Yalley P I think so. In calculating the capacity of
that canal it was also intended to act as a storage, and to hold one hour’s rainfall. That canal, merely to
carry off the waters that would come iuto it. need not be so wide or so large, but we want, as it is usual
to do in such cases, to store one hour's rainfall, and we calculated that at 1 mch to the hour.
750. Do wc understand, therefore, that we must regard it also as a storage channel, and not merely as a
carrying channel ? Both.
751. But^do you think that a tunnel 15 feet x 6 feet would carry the whole of the stormwaters from
Marrickville Yalley and the adjoining municipalities which at present find their way there ? I should
think it would if it had a sufficient fall. It is all dependent on ihe fall.
752. The fall is 1 in 3,200 P 1 give you a greater fall than that—1 in 600 and odd.
753. You see that is a very small fall to carry mud through a tunnel ? Yes, ic is.
754. In general terms, speaking without levels, but from your general knowledge, you think it is probable
there would be a better discharge at Shea’s Crock than at the mouth of Marrickville Yalley ? Yes ; any
person with any experience at all must know that there would he a difierence of at least 2 feet. If the
waters confined in Cook’s Eiver open out to five or six times their area they must fall and give the
advantage of their increased breadth.
*
755. In your opinion is it possib!e_, by any gravitation scheme, to get rid of the water that at present finds
its way into Marrickville Valley ?' None, except by lowering the Pacific Ocean—that is the only possible
way. I have thought the matter out myself nights and days.
756. You think it is not possible for any gravitation scheme to deal with it P It could not, unless the
falls were in favour of Marrickville "Valley. Although I admit there is a difference of 6 feet between the
drain here and the outfall at Shea’s Crock, the levels of a portion of this flooded area are actually, on an
average over 100 acres, 2 feet below high-water mark. Therefore, in reality, Mr. Darley’s scheme gives
you only 4 feet to deal with.
^
757,
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75/. Do you believe it would be wiser to intercept the flood waters on tho higher levels, or to make one *!• Sharkey,
work to deal with the local drainage of the vaUey and the storm waters from tho heights down the
drainage centre of the valley P To let all the waters from the high lands get into the valley and then _ '7“.A TT'
deal with them at the drainage centre would be less effectual and would over-charge the canal.
u y>
‘
15S. Have you any great objection to that ? 1 have not, but I may tell you that the area is very extensive,
and if you go into a calculation of the cubic feet that would fall on that area to see how you are going to
deal with d, you will find that you would reouire to have almost the most powerful machinery in the world
to effectually drain the area by pumping. The rainfall here is phenomenal in short periods. Jn England
it extends over long periods. The general rainfall in England is forty-six and up to 100 inches iu sonic
places, but the rain falls here in a short time really more heavily than it does in England. It is very
exceptional to have a rainfall of 1 inch an hour m England, whereas wo have it here often.
759. xour objection,^ then, to using the drainage centre of the Marrickville Valley is simply that the
amount of water falling on the watershed would render it very expensive to deal with it? Yes, and that
the catchwater drains act as ordinary municipal drains in carrying off the rain water from the streets and
so iorth. I he water could be directed to these drains, which are the best drains you could have for
carrying off the surface or min water that falls on the heights. There is nothing unusual in that, and
■
there is not much expense attaching to that, if carried out on the system I propose in connection with
this scheme. This^ system is not a new system. Jt is in operation nearly all over the world, and I
propose to put it into practice here as a system that is universally admitted to he applicable in such a
case. W hcreyer land is too low for ordinary gravitation drainage, you must pump—vou must embank
and you must intercept the water from the higher land, and that is exactly what I have done here. I may
mention what is in existence, as you may know, in England. There is what is called the Erith pumping
station on the Thames, near London, a place I am well acquainted with. The Thames at Erith was so low
tliat the spring tides inundated the land all about there. The land there is much more valuable than the
land at Ihara Vale, Marrickville. Steps were taken, but not as early us might have been expected, to
remedy the evil from which that portion of England was suffering, and they constructed a system of
drainage there, pumping in the same manner as I speak of here. The pumps are centrifugal It is
possible for a man almost to pass through them and bo unhurt. Anything that gets into the throes of the
pump and the smnpli from which it takes its feediug is carried through it without any trouble. The bore
is so great that even sheep and dogs and all kinds of offal mid things like that are swept into its throes
and carried through the pipes to Erith. At Erith there is what is called a sewage dep5t, and all filth that
passes through the pumps and pipes is strained and treated as manure, and sold in large quantities. Tho
sale of it has been so immense that I see from reports of late years that the sewage system is nearly self
supporting. I will give you another instance which I have had experience of in connection with largo cities
drained in the same way. It will be, perhaps, within the memory of some of the members of this Com
mittee that New Orleans, in America, was at one time a hotbed of fever, so much so that people would
not attempt to go near the place. I remember well, reading about the plagues of yellow fever in New
Orleans. That state of things ivas continued for years, unlil the place was decimated. Engineers were
brought from New York and they found out the whole cause of it. The water in the Eiver M ississsippi was
/vn* a\sPr*n^ *ides be actually 3 or feet higher than tlie main street of JS’ew Orleans, near the Tost
Ofhce, when the tide was in, and it was found that the percolation of water from the Mississippi rendered
the houses so damp as to cause tho paper to fall off the ivalls. Immediately steps were taken by the
engineers in selecting localities where they could fix sumpbs, and they directed four systems of sewerage
to these sumphs. They erected pumps, tlie same as I propose for Marrickville, with great capacity, and
^'■e
into tanks, which it diverted by means of large pipes to the Mississippi Eiver,
and discharged it below a point in the river from which it was impossible to return to the town. In that
way they have rendered Now Orleans one of the healthiest towns in America. I was reading a report the
other day which shows that the sanitary condition of New Orleans at the present time is as good as that
of any other part of America. The same system was adopted at Erith, but at Erith they are not so close
to the river mouth as they were at New Orleans, aud they store the water that is pumped at Erith until
the tide is going out, and the water after being filtered is discharged as the tide is passing out, so that it
does not return except in^ a purified form. If the Government scheme noiv under your consideration
he cast aside, I have suflicient ability to carry out my project, and am backed by men of undoubted
standing here who offer to find all the necessarv money to carry out my scheme. All I require is to getthe
consent of the owners of some of the land. IVlien 1 first went there I could have bought the allotments for
10s. a foot with frontages of 25 feet, and even 30 feet, but the price of some of the lands I have been
speaking of in the course of a fortnight went up to £3 or £4 a foot, and I could not purchase them at all.
T am sure that if this Government proposal ivere not persisted in I should be in a position to deal with the
owners of those lands and go ou with the scheme I have laid before you.
Frederick Gannon, Esq., Solicitor, sworn, and examined :—
760. Chairman.'] Are you a resident of Tempe ? Yes.
„
Mr Roberts.] How long have you resided at Cook’s Eiver? I have a 50 years’ knowledge of it.
’ Bsm00’
702. So that you aro thoroughly acquainted with every inch of the district under consideration ? I am. /----- 763. Are you personally aware that something is required to be done to relieve the Marrickville Yalley 2 July. 1896.
froin flood and storm waters? I am, and not only Marrickville. It appears to me that the mistake that
Inis been made is that they have been considering Marrickville and no other part. I have heard a lot of
evidence, and it appears to me that it only points to Marrickville Yalley, but there is more to consider
than that, namely, from Cook’s Eiver Dam right up to the Canterbury Dam.
761. TV hat do you regard as the great source of the trouble ? The pollution of the river, commencing at
Canterbury. There is a tannery there and slaughter-houses, and the river is being continually polluted
'
by dead sheep and dead animals of all descriptions, which are allowed to remain in it. Then there is the
drainage from the manufactory at Marrickville. At times when out shooting 1 have gone up the
Marrickville Valley Creek and have seen it as black as ink, and so nauseous that'! have had to hold my
nostrils with my fingers.
J
765. Whereabouts xvaa that? At the junction of the Canterbury railway and the lllawarra railway. It
is near Mr. Angus property, and where tho Chinese garden is. 1 have been there many times with my
gun,'
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Gannon, gun, and tho place was so bad that I had to leave it.

That was in consequence of the drainage from the
tweed factory. The only means of drainage is a small pipe, and at times the drainage spreads over the
land and remains there in a stagnant pool. At the mouth of this particular drain when it reaches the
July, 1S96. river it forms a sort of bar which interferes with what I may call the navigation of the river, and you have
only to put a stick into the hanks of the river to be overwhelmed by the stench, which is something
frightful.
.
766’. Do you remember Cook’s River when it was in a healthy state F I do. 1 remember Cook s Kiver
when I have taken a boat many a time and rowed from where the dam is proposed to he built, and have
followed the natural course of the creek up the valley towards Enmore to famidmore s property near tho
tweed factory—in fact right up to the Hfewtown municipal boundary. I knew it when there were salt
pans there, and they obtained salt from the water in the river.
_
767. How long ago was that ? Forty-five years ; that creek was an arm of the river.
768. How long has the river been in a polluted state ? Since the land boom I may say, when people
began to build all round it and to divert the channel. People were gulled into buying what I call a swamp.
769. I suppose they houghtthelandintimesof drought? In times of boom, and without having a knowledge
of what the country was like in times of flood. Afterwards when they found out what it was like, some
of them deserted their houses ; not many were built there, and some have been washed away.
770. Do you know Wolli Creek ? I do, well.
771. In what state is it now' ? It is full of rushes.
_
772. Is there any difficulty in finding water in it? I could find water in it but other people might not,
X have rowed up Wolli Creek in a boat for at least !■£ mile when there was beautiful water there. My
father used to live where Angus’ place is now, near the Tempe station, and he had a gardener named
Farrell who lived up Wolli Creek and who used to row down the creek H mile to come to his work. It
is now simply overgrown with rushes. It would cost very little to clear it, and it could bo made navigable
for II mile, nearly up to what is called Broad Arrow Hoad. It was a beautiful creek until they put
the tanneries there. The water was perfectly pure and sweet at Mrs. Campbells property, but
recently M'Namara’s tannery has been there and some boiling-down establishments. I hey put their
refuse on the land and it gets into the creek from which there is no outlet into ilie riter. I was very
much surprised to hear yesterday the evidence of a gentleman who said that Wolli Creek polluted the
river now. It cannot do that because there is no outlet for it into the river,and it is perpeetty grown
over with rushes and other things. Recently I walked across it with mytrousers tucked up to my knees.
773. If Wolli Creek were thoroughly well cleaned out and dredged,_ and Cook’s River were thoroughly
weil cleaned out and dredged, you think there would be a great improvement? That would meet all
requirements. We do not want large schemes costing £56,000, and elaborate engineering proposals.
Let nature have its course. Open the creeks and let there be proper contributories to the river. Let the
Government resume the whole of the land in question and give us a 100-fect channel the same depth as
the river, and you may snap your fingers at all the engineering difficulties, W e do not want the present
dam to be removed; that would be an absurdity. The cure would be worse than the disease. If you
have a flood-tide with the ocean at the hack of it, you know with what force the tide will come up and
what it will carry with it. When tbe tide recedes, it leaves there whatever the force of the water lias
carried up. We had experience of that at the end of the dam before they made tho embankment
opposite the hotel, near the dam. The flood waters used to bring the drainage from Shea’s Creek and all
the tanneries, and used to deposit it at the end of the dam in a sort of half-moon shape, and when the
tide receded it left it there, and the stench was abominable. Since the Shea’s Creek reclamation work
has been done we have a good channel, and we have nothing of that kind now, but that is what we should
have if you opened the dam and let the tide leave the stuff there.
77L Chairman.] Is there as much rise aud fall of the tide at the lower side of the dam, or ucarly as much
rise and fall there as there is at the mouth of Shea’s Creek? There cannot be the same amount, for the
simple reason the dam stops it. If the dam were taken away, and the tide had its natural flow, there is no
doubt there would be exactly the same.
.
, »
775. Do you believe there is a difference of 2 or 3 feet between the rise and fall at the mouth or
Shea’s Creek and at the mouth of Marrickville Valley ? Not the slightest difference, except for the dam.
If the dam were not there all the lands which have been reclaimed and are now cultivated gardens would
he flooded.
,
,
f j ■ •
776. Mr. Roberts.'] What are your views on the alternative scheme ? It is simply a scheme tor draining
Marrickville Valley, and does not relieve the pollution of the river, It simply means a large expenditure
of money to relieve land which could be more cheaply reclaimed by the Government._ I have no doubt
that the" cost of resumption at the present time would be next to nothing. What is required could be
done by making a canal 100 feet wide, and using the material taken out in making the canal to build tho
embankment. I suggest that the Government should resume the w'holc area at once.
777. Do you look upon the draining of Marrickville \ alley as a work that should be done by the Govern
ment or the municipality ? No municipality could do it. The draining of the valley simply means
draining it for the benefit of those interested in that particular part. The real matter is the pollution of
the river, and Marrickville alone pollutes tho river with the exception of the dead animals thrown iuto it
between Undercliffe Bridge and Canterbury. The tweed factory at Marrickville causes more nuisance
than any other contributory to the river.
778. Do you know whore it is contemplated to construct a dam called the Marrickville Dam r Xes.
779'. Six feet above high water F The most absurd thing in the world. My experience is that the flood
waters from Marrickville are much stronger than those they get from the river. There is a large area, and
vou will find that Mamckville is flooded before the river has increased 1 foot.
.
.
780. Do tho waters of the river in flood time run up Marrickville \ alley ? No; Marrickville Valley^is flooded
before the river is. There is such a large catchment from Newtown, Eumore, The Warren, St, Peters,
aud all round, that a heavy shower, two hours rain in the morning, will cause Marrickville Flats to be
flooded.
_
_
_
781. There is a lot of water up the valley before the river rises? Tes.
782. Water coming from St. Peters and other places ? That is so, and the river cannot carry away the
flood water of Marrickville except when the water is low on the other side of the dam. It is not the flood
waters
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waters iu the river which flood Marrickville. Marrickville is flooded when there is no perceptible difference * • Gannon,
in Cook’s Eiver, because the only get-away from Marrickville is tho little drain they have got. I have
known Marrickville to be flooded for days when there has been no perceptible difference in the river, g jujv
I believe that some portions of Marrickville are much lower than tlio river is at the present time, and I
'1
think that is the cause of the trouble. What I would suggest is that you should have a channel,
not a straight channel, hut a channel following the present water-course, and then there will be no
expense for bridges because there are some built across the streets already, and the land in a great
many eases is of no value. X have no personal interest to serve; I am merely dealing with this matter
from a sanitary point of view. In the first place I do not believe that the Marrickville Elats are at all
habitable. They never would have been taken up, except that the people brought the land at the time of
tho land boom, without any knowledge of it. I know that some people paid £50 deposit and then left
their buildings on tho hands of the building society. They did not know before what they were doing.
All this agitation comes from Marrickville. They are doing what they can in their own interests. The
people of Marrickville are causing the pollution, and the onus of getting rid of the difficulty is thrown on
the council, and they are doing the best they can. I will assist them as far as I can, hut my object is to
have the Work done without any outrageous expense to the country, and, if it can be done apart from
engineering propositions, to take a common sense view of it, In addition to' constructing a canal 100 feet
wide, I suggest that a short Act of Parliament should be passed, giving each municipality—Canterbury,
Marrickville, and St. Peters—the control over the river within its boundaries, and power to prosecute any
body throwing animals into it or allowing dead animals to remain in it. The municipal limits are bounded
by the hank of Cook's Eiver, and therefore tho municipalities have no control over it. I helieve it is
jyroposed to construct a dam somewhere near the Undercliffe Bridge. To put a dam there would spoil
the navigation of the river at that place at once, and simply flood the land on the other side. I helieve
that is proposed on the understanding that the dam which now prevents the tides from coming up is to be
removed. In that case the cure would he as bad as tlie disease, because the land would be flooded with
salt water instead of fresh. Why should the navigation of the river be obstructed ? The river is the
resort of picnic parties on holidays, there being a boat-shed a Tempo with 100 boats, every one of which
is let out on holidays—the rivor being navigable up to Canterbury. If you carry out tho proposed
excavations, and cut the suggested channel up the valley, that is all that is necessary.
Alfred Edward Perkins, Esq., M.D., Marrickville, sworn, and examined:—
783. Chairman^] Where do you live ? Marrickville.
A. E. Perkins,
7S4. Do you know Cook’s Eiver ? Yes, I have known it 20 years.
785. Do you believe it is in an insanitary condition ? lam sure it is.
786. Is it a menace to the health of the people ? Yes, I am certain that it is absolutely injurious and a
UU
*
menace to the health and lives of the individuals living around there at the present time.
787. Do the same remarks apply to Marrickville Valley ? Yes.
788. The long resting body of stagnant water is injurious to the health of the whole municipality? Yes.
789. And you, as a medical man, regard the condition of that part of the municipality as serious? Yes.
Hot only is that so, but during the last couple of years I have taken considerable pains to point out to
tlie municipal councillors of.Marrickville and the surrounding municipalities that this portion of Cook’s
Kiver, from Canterbury, say, to Shea’s Creek, carries away the whole of the excreta or the solution of
excreta, if I may term it so, of tho whole of these municipalities—Canterbury, Tempe, St. Peters, Stanmore, and Marrickville. The whole of these places practically drain into it, and some of them at least, I
know, tip their human excreta—that is to say their night soil—not very far from the hanks of the river,
and you can easily understand that, when a good fall of rain comes, it must wash the whole of this organic
matter into Cook’s Elver. Hence it is that we have it silted up in places, and the water of it rendered
extremely impure. Twenty years ago, I remember the water of Cook’s River was quite clear, there
was no stench whatever arising from it, and the places surrounding it were quite healthy aud pleasant
places of resort for holiday malcers and others. But during the last few years, I am sorry to say, the
condition has much altered.
790. How it is more like a sewer than a river? It is indeed. The factories that are in the vicinity of
these municipalities no doubt do drain into the area under consideration, and the products from these
factories must, to a certain extent, still further render the water of Cook’s Eiver noxious to the people
about there.
791. You are speaking of Wolli Creek, Cook’s Eiver, and Marrickville Valley ? Yes. I have been over
the place hundreds and thousands of times in the Last three or four years, and I have every possible know
ledge of it. It has been my lot during the past week to go into houses to visit patients where I had
almost to walk on stilts or swim.
792. That generally describes your view of the case, I suppose ? Yes.
793. Is it possible to directly trace any cases of sickness to the pollution of tlie river? I believe it is
possible in very many cases to trace illness to nothing else but the stagnated, polluted water lying about
the domiciles of the patients. The whole of tho low-lying area during wet weather is covered with a
dense miasmatic fog.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s Eiver.
Sydney Eobert Lorking, Esq., Mayor of Canterbury, sworn, and examined:—
S. R.Lorking, 794. Chairman^ Tou come here in your official capacity as Mayor of Canterbury ? I do,
Esq.
795. Are you aware of the Departmental scheme first submitted to this Committee, and also of the
^ alternative scheme ? Tes.
7 July, 1896. ycjg y011 ^egire t0 make a statement P I do. After viewing the plans of the proposed works submitted
by Mr. Darley for your consideration, T may say, that in the first place, I am greatiy disappointed to find
that the scheme, as shown on the plans, does not affect tlie district of Canterbury. To my mind it
appears to be a scheme dealing entirely with Marrickville. In the district of Canterbury we are suffering
from tho insanitary state of the river, which is certainly very offensive, and we were in hopes that any
scheme which was submitted through your Committee to the Government to carry out, would be one that
would give us some relief in this respect. The principal things that we require are, first of all that the
insanitary condition of the river should be removed, and that the river should be made navigable. Look
ing at the scheme prepared by Mr. Darley, we find that he proposes to remove the dam at Tempe,
and to carry out certain works along the banks of, and to deepen the river ; but he proposes to erect
another dam higer up the river near Undercliffe Bridge. We consider that by a dam being erected there,
the nuisance from whicli we are suffering would simply be perpetuated. It would be removed from
Tempe and thrown back to Canterbury, Cook’s Eiver we look upon as being a national or a state water
way, which is beyond the control of the local authorities, and we consider that it is therefore the duty of
the Government to put it in proper order. In my opinion the nuisance from which wc are suffering—not
only the offensivencss of the rivor, but also tbe flooding from the river—is caused by the silting up of the
bed of the river, owing to the erection of the dam at 'Tempe, also by the growth of reeds, and by fallen
timber along the banks, which accumulate all floating refuse matter. This matter is collected along the
banks, and during the long term of dry hot weather, it remains there festering in the sun, and that is a
very great nuisance, and is a menace to the health of the population.
797. Do you mean this insanitary state of things applies to Wolli Creek and Cook’s Eiver, contiguous to
the dam at Tempe, or does it apply to the higher reaches of the creek and river? I am alluding to the
portion of the river which is within our own boundry.
798. Do you mean us to understand that Cook’s Eiver, from the dam at Tempe, right up to where the
Canterbury municipality is on both sides of tlie river is in an insanitary state all the way ? Tes,
799. And with regard to Wolli Creek, how far up do you consider that that is in an unsatisfactory state?
I could not undertake to say, because my knowledge of Wolli Creek is not suflicient to allow me to make
a statement in regard to it. We also consider that the water of the river being dammed back at tho old
sugar-house in Canterbury, keeping tho fresh water in a stagnant condition, is also another source of danger
to the health of the inhabitants, because I think it is a well known fact that fresh water when allowed to
remain in a stagnant condition must become very offensive. We think that if the dam at Tempo be
removed, and the sea-water be allowed to ebb and flow, causing a current, that would remove the whole
of the difficulty. During flood times the water that comes down Wolli Creek, which meets the flood-water
from Cook’s Eiver at an angle, causes the water in Cook’s Eiver to be thrown hack up towards Canterbury,
thus causing the lowlands in the vicinity to become flooded. There is no doubt in my mind, that con sequent
on the depth of the river bed being lessened by the silt, it does not allow the water to flow in its natural
state, but if the dam at Tempe were removed and the water were allowed to flow out in the same manner
as it did before that dam was erected, the silting up would not occur, and, therefore, the flooding would
not take place. To put the matter in a few words, I think the main thing we want, is, that the river be
opened out, so that it would be what we might term a navigable river—that, as a matter of fact, it should
be allowed to revert to a state of nature. My acquaintance with the river does not extend over a great
number of years, but there are gentlemen present who have known it for a great number of years, in fact
almost from the time when the dam at Tempe was erected, and they will be able to tell you what
condition the river was then in ; and it is that condition which we think the river should be allowed now
to revert to.
800. Ton used the term “navigable —what do you mean by that? So that an ordinary boat or small
steam-launch could travel up and down the river.
801. Supposing the dam at Tempe were taken away, have you sufficient local knowledge to tell us how far
the tide would then reach up Cook’s Eiver? I should imagine that it would reach up to Enfield.
802. Then you would have salt water running to that part of the eastern portion of your municipality? Tes.
803. Have you any idea what effect that would have with regard to the submergence of tho adjoining
land ? I do not think that that would submerge adjoining land to any extent, more especially if the river
bed were deepened by dredging, to allow it to carry the volume of water that would come in. I may
mention that some gentlemen here present knew the river when the tide did flow up.
804. Tou will see from tlie plan before you that permitting the tide to reach even as far as Undercliffe
Bridge, would necessitate a long reclamation, extending almost all round Campbell’s property ; and the same
sort of thing would obtain to a greater or lesser extent as you passed up the valley of the river ? But I
think the banks of the river within our own district are not flat, as they are in that portion of the river.
805. It would be less, no doubt, in some instances ? It would be considerably less.
806. Tou do not then approve of Mr. Darley’s scheme of placing sluice-gates on ‘Wolli Creek, and near
Undercliffe Bridge? No.
‘
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807. Do you approve of the scheme otherwise P Tes, as far as I am able to judge,
8. It. Lorking,
808. That is your objection to it? That is the principal objection. Of course we would also like to see
the work continued all up the river ; and the banks of the river in our opinion require defining.
tVT^ibqc
80!). "Where is the dam near the sugar-house ? The sugar-house dam is about 2 miles up Cook’s River, ' u L
*
from a portion of the eastern boundary where we join the municipality of Marrickville.
810. Do you know when that dam was built ? I do not; but I should imagine that it was huilt about
fifty-five years ago.
811. Tou have no knowledge of the time of its erection, hut you believe from the best evidence you can
get that it was built between fifty and sixty years ago ? Tes.
812. Do you regard Cook’s Rivor as the storm water discharge for your municipality ? Tes.
813. Does any of the water from any portion of your municipality reach Marrickville Flats? No.
814. Therefore you are not interested in the alternative scheme? No.
815. It is of no value to you F Not the slightest.
816. Do you regard Wolli Creek as a storm water discharge for any portion of your municipality ? Tes.
817. Can you offer us any opinion with regard to whether Wolli Creek will continue to be a storm water
discharge ? I decidedly think the storm water discharge will continue.
818. Into Cook’s River from Wolli Creek for all time ? Tes,
819. How do you deal with your sewage at Canterbury? It is allowed to flow into the gutters.
820. And from there it finds its way into the river ? Tes.
821. Is that above or below the sugar-house dam ? Both above and below it.
822. How do you deal with your night-soil ? It is removed.
823. By the pan system ? Tes.
824. Is there a proposal to connect Canterbury with the metropolitan sewerage system? Tes, I believe
there is.
825. Where do you remove the night-soil to ? To a place within the municipality.
826. Is it on the watershed at Cook’s River? Tes, it is.
827. How far is it from tho river where you deposit your night-soil ? I think, T a mile or more. I may
state that the greater portion of it is taken away, and used as a fertiliser in the gardens.
828. Do you sell it ? No; it is removed and used for cultivation purposes.
829. Also on the watershed of the river ? No.
•Teffrey Denniss, Esq., Alderman of the Borough of Canterbury, sworn, and examined:—
830. Chairman.] What are you ? I am a tanner.
J. Dannies,
831. Mr, Clarke,] Where do you reside ? Canterbury.
Esq.
832. How long have you been residing in Canterbury ? Eleven vears.
833. Are you aware of the two schemes now before the Committee ? Tes.
7 Jul:r’ 1896,
834. What is your opinion about the alternative scheme;—would it benefit your municipality at all in any
way ? It does not affect our municipality at all.
835. It affects'only Marrickville, St. Peters, and some other places ? Tes, Tram Vale.
836. Do you approve of Mr. Darlcy’s other scheme as shown on that plan ? Tes, with the exception of
tbe proposed dam.
837. Tou do not approve of tho proposed dam ? I do not.
838. Do you think it would ho injurious to the good working of the scheme to have dams at Wolli Creek
and further up ? It certainly would in Cook’s River.
'
839. I suppose that ultimately Canterbury will be connected with the metropolitan sewerage system?
Not the low levels, so far as I know.
840. A portion of Canterbury will be connected with that sewerage system ? Tes, I think so.
841. What do you think is the best thing to he done in the public interest ? Make Cook’s River a tidal river.
842. Do you mean by that to remove the old dam at Tempe altogether ? Tes.
843. What would you substitute in its place ? A bridge.
844. But with the removal of the dam and the erection of a bridge at or near the site of the present dam,
how would you prevent tho high tides or tbe storm water from overflowing the lowlands in the neighbour
hood of Wolli Creek and the lower parts of Marrickville? At present the floods at high-tide must rise *
over the dam or sluices before they can get away. The river is about balf-tide.
845. But what could prevent the lowlands from being flooded ? They are flooded now. There would be
nothing to prevent that unless some banks were built to prevent it,
846. One thing they intend to do under the present scheme is to prevent tho lowlands from being
flooded ? I do not object to that. My main objection is the construction of a dam at a site in the
Canterbury municipality.*
847. Then so far as Canterbury is concerned, it might answer very well, but you think that if the dam at
Tempo were removed the G-overnment shonld construct embankments to prevent the fiood-waters and high
tide from overflowing the lowlands ? I always understood that all lands under high tide belong to the
G-overnment; tlie contrary is a revelation to me.
848. But at Marrickville a groat deal of the lowlands are huilt upon ? Tes.
'
849. The people who built those houses may have gone there in dry seasons without due thought, and
imagined that it was a good site for building ; but they being there, do you not think it would be a fair
think to have some means of preventing them from being flooded out ? In reference to that matter, I
think that new-comers certainly should be warned of the flood-mark.
850. But what about those who are there already ? Well, theirs is a very unfortunate position to be in.
851. Still, as they are there, and have built their houses there, would it not be necessary for something to
be done to prevent their being flooded either with salt-water or with stormwaters? Well, they are
already flooded regularly, and my opinion is that it would be bettor for them to be flooded with saltwater
than with sewage.
852. Do you think it would be better for the Government to resume those lands altogether? I think so.
I have no interest in that particular part other than the public health, which is, I think, greatly menaced
at that particular place.
85^ 1
* Note {orersuissort) :
* I wish to mention that I also said : Most people were guided by their experience in
this matter, The present dam is acknowledged to he the cause of the trouble, still it is proposed to perpetuate the evil by
building another, 1 think the eqat of the proposed new dam would go a long way towards remedying any trouble that
may be caused by allowing tho tide to rise as far as the sugar-house dam.
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J. Denniss, 853. Do yon think, in the event of this or any other scheme being carried out at considerable cost, the
Esq.
various municipalities, such as Canterbury, St. Peters, and Marrickville, should contribute something

7 Jhl ’ iggg l:owai'^s
cosl* Well, Cook’s Eiver is a national river. It is beyond our control. "W e dare not spend
' any money on it. The Government will not give us any control of it.
_
851. Tou think, then, it is the duty of the Government to do that at the public expense? Tes, certainly,
as it is wholly a national river.
855. Are there many manufactories on the banks of Cook’s Eiver at Canterbury? Only one, I think,
working at present.
856. A tannery? Yes.
857. A ny wool-washing establishment ? No.
858. Is that tannery at Canterbury ? Yes. There is also a tannery on Wolli Creek.
_
859. Tou thiuk, then, that in the public interest, and to prevent the probable spread of disease, something
should be done to remedy the defects you now complain of ? Yes.
860. Chairman.] How far up is Cook’s Eiver running now—is it running at the sugar-house dam ? The
river is not running, but there is a little by-wash at that dam.
861. Above that, I suppose, it peters out altogether? It is still water. It is practically still water from
Tempo to the second dam, and then beyond that again,
862. Does Cook’s River run freely, not at flood-time, at the sugar-house dam ? There is a wash there
now of about 6 inches by 12 wide running freely, but if the dry weather continues that will cease. It
diminishes almost daily, and it would cease to run in the course of five or six weeks.
863. And the quantity of fresh water which will come down Cook’s Eiver will not be sufficient to flush
it ? In flood-time it would be abundant.
‘
864. But not after three months’ dry weather ? No.
865. Very soon after the rain has ceased and the flood has gone down, the river sinks away ? Yes,
866. Mr. Clarke.] You would only depend, then, on the wash of the tide? Yes,
867. Would that be sufficient ? Better than the plan proposed.
868. But it would not be sufficient ? I think it would for many years, because our population is not very
thick. You, Mr. Chairman, were asking the Mayor about private property along the banks. I have
during the last few days been interesting myself in that question. I fancy tliat Mr. Darley anticipates
trouble with those private property-owners, but I thiuk if you were to call them here as witnesses you
would find them almost unanimously in favour of tidal waters coming in.
869. Chairman.] Without fascine hanks to keep the tidal waters off their property ? Yes ; the banks
are comparatively high from where Mr. Darlcy’s scheme terminates to Canterbury.
870. Do you believe that there would bo any objection on the part of owners of property from the sugarhouse dam down to the boundary of Campbell’s property, were tbe Government to remove Cook’s Eiver
Dam at Tempe to enable Cook’s Eiver to make its way, as it did originally, up the valley of tho river,
with out erecting any fascine-banks to keep tbe water off the adjacent properties? Generally,Ibelieve, they
would be favourable to the tidal water rising.
871. Can you suggest any way in which we could got a definite expression of opinion in regard to that?
By calling as witnesses the people interested. Two people would cover very nearly the whole distance.
One would nearly cover it on one side, and two very nearly the whole of the distance on the other aide.
John Quigg, Esq,, Alderman of the Borough of Canterbury, sworn, and examined :—■
872. Chairman.] What are you ? I am a landowner at Canterbury; I have been living there more than
forty-eight years.
873. Do you know Cook’s Eiver ? Yes, well.
7 July, 1896.874. Have you heard the evidence of the Mayor, and Mr. Alderman Denniss ? Yes.
875. Do you agree with that evidence ? Yea, I do ; the whole of it.
876. Do you think they were wrong in any way ? They were slightly wrong as to the date of the erection
of the dams. It is rather misleading to say that the sugar-house dam was erected fifty-five years ago.
The dam at Tempe has been erected about fifty-five years; but I remember tho river within the last fortyeight years when the tide flowed up to Hilly’s Crossing, and even above it; that is on the boundary
between Canterbury aud Enfield, and between 4 and 5 miles from the dam which Mr. Darloy proposes to
put in at Undercliffe Bridge. I have seen the tide rise 10 inches at Hilly’s Crossing. The crossing I
refer to is the one that runs straight to the Burwood station. Tbe banks of the river in several places
were nice little sandy beaches. Fresh water causes reeds and other plants to grow, but salt water
has a tendency to remove all vegetation. Of course when the river gets choked with these plants it runs
much more dead. When it became known that this Committee was inquiring into the proposed improve
ment at Cook’s Eiver, I considered that the most important thing would be to have the salt water coming
up the river. We get rain there pretty often, and there is a very big volume of water running down the
river at times ; and if it could come down the river there, and without the obstruction of reeds and dams,
it would be better. A dam 10 feet high stops the water, and it runs more sluggishly along its whole
course, and reeds grow on the banks. I know a place where I used to swim, and where the water was so
deep that it was over my head; but that is a Chinaman’s garden now. If the salt water were allowed to
come up, wc believe that it would prevent reeds from growing on the banks, and that when there was a
flood the flood-water would scour out the river. It always has done so. The Cup and Saucer Greek is
not a very large creek, but it runs pretty well seven or eight months in the year into Cook’s Eiver.
There is nothing to obstruct the running of that creek, and it keeps the place clear. No sewage
stops there. The hanks of the river are principally good hanks; there is stone in many places,
From Canterbury up, the river has good solid clay banks, not at all likely to be injured by the influx
of the tide. Cook’s Eiver is not like the Clarence or the Hunter Eiver, where the laud is chiefly
composed of debris from the mountains. The banks of Cook’s Eiver seem to be good solid clay and shale,
and most of the banks are above high-water mark. I know that in the case of one grant, 100 feet above
high-water mark was reserved ; and I think there would be no difficulty about the land question. As far
as any land which I have adjoining the river is concerned, I shonld be pleased to sign any agreement with
tbe Government. I should be pleased to have the salt water coming up ; it might injure vegetation, but
the advantage would be much more than the loss. Less than thirty years ago you could bathe in Cook’s
J. Quigg,
Ksq-

Eiver,
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River, but not many people would care to bathe in it now. I have caught sea mullet right up at Hilly’s
Crossing. .Any person who can remember Cook’s River forty-eight or forty-nine years ago, as I can,
must know that it was very different then from what it is now. The village of Canterbury was able to ^ jul 18g6i
support four hotels forty-five years ago, aud it was a very brisk place ; there was more population there
*
then than is now about Marrickville. It has begun to get thickly peopled again, and it would he very
quickly peopled again if Cook’s River was in the same state as it was then. If a man had 50 acres on
the hanks of the river, even if 25 acres had salt water alongside, he would be better oft’ than having the
river as it is now.
877. Ho you know why the dam at Tempe was built ? Not from personal knowledge ; hut from what X
have been told I think it is about fifty-live years since that dam was built.
S7S. Who built it? I do not know,
870. Who huilt tho dam at the sugar-house works ? One of the Lucas’. I do not know whether it was
the Hon. John Lucas or his brother William—I think it was William.
880. Why was it built? Because the Sugar Company wanted to get the river water made fresh. The salt
water used to corrode their boilers, and the dam.was put in to stop the salt water coming up.
881. That was after tho Tempe dam was erected ? Yes, ten years after.
882. Do you kuow why the Tempe dam was built ? Only from hearsay.
883. What is the hearsay ? The hearsay is that it was built for a roadway. When tho sugar-works dam
was built the people were all pleased to see it, because we were sure of getting fresh water then, and it
has been used for domestic purposes.
881. The building of the dam at Tempo evidently did not prevent the salt water from coming up, or there
would he no need to build the sugar-works dam ? Certainly not, because the salt water will come up if
it is allowed to do so.
"
8S5. What is to prevent the salt water from coming up ? There are flood-gates!
88G. There have always been flood-gates in the dam at Tempe? Yes.
887. Of course if you lift up the flood-gates when the tide is up, the salt water will run up ? lTes. ■
Mr. Joseph Wren, Canterbury, sworn, and examined:—
888. 07irtiV«Hrn.] What are you ? j\ carpenter and joiner.
Mr. J. Wren.
8S£). You have heard the evidence that had been given ? I have.
8n0. Ho you agree with it in general principles ? In general principles I do.
7 July, 1806.
8D1. What point of difference is there ? 1 do not know that there is actually any difference.
892. Do you think any of the witnesses were wrong in what they said ? No ; but f think they mighthaye
said more to strengthen their argument, because, judging from my experience of the river, I do not think
that fascine work would he necessary above the lllawarra Road. I think that the hanks are sufficiently
high from the lllawarra Road to tho source of the river to contain the tidal waters that are likely to flow,
unless something over and above the common should happen.
893. You are speaking from a general knowledge of the locality ? I am.
891. You have not taken any levels ? No, I have not.
893. Therefore, you make a statement only in accordance with what you believe to he the case? From
.observation of the river. I helieve that if the obstructions to the stormwaters were removed, the whole
cause of complaint would also be removed. Timber growing on the banks of (lie river has been allowed
to fall into the river, and that, of course, causes the silt to accumulate there, and prevents the wash of the
fiood-waters when there is a flood in the river from carrying it out to sea, and I have noticed during the
last few years the trouble appears to he aggravated, simply by reason of that fact, and more so ou account
of population beginning to congregate all round the entrance to Hook’s River, and the making of roads.
The snags and the accumulation of weeds growing in the river prevent the flood-w-aters from carrying the
silt out to sea as they originally did. There is a vast difference in the appearance of the river now from
what it was when I first knew it.
89G. You agree with what has been said by the other witnesses, hut yon desire to emphasise the fact that
the flood-water is not likely to do much serious damage above the Undercliffe Bridge ? No ; there is no
possible way in which it can, 1 think that the intention of constructing a dam at Tempo in tho first instance
was to supply the city of Sydney with water. It was erected by tho Government,
897. You think that was the intention ? .1 am almost certain from hearsay that it was originally intended
to supply tlie city of Sydney with water; hut it was a failure.
898. It may have been built in order to form a portion of tho road to 1 llawarra ? Of course, they had
that in view, hut I believe, from what I have heard old hands say, that the supplying of tho city of Sydney
with water was also an object in the first instance. Of course, after the Sugar Company removed their
works from Canterbury, the sugar-works dam got into a stale of disrepair, and now it is simply a track for
foot passengers.
James McBean. Alderman of tlie Borough of Canterbury, sworn, and examined:—
.
899, Chairman^] You have heard the evidence that has been given ? Yres.
>7. McBcan.
900, Do you agree with it? Yes.
901, You believe that is right in general principles ? Yes, 1 do.
7 July, 1S9G.
902, Do you desire to add anything to what has been said ? I do not know that I can add very much to
it. I have been living at Canterbury for about forty-four years, and I can endorse every word that has
been said. So far as the silting up of the river is concerned, that has been increasing from year to year.
I remember swimming in the river when I was a boy, when the bottom of the river was sand, but now if
you dive you come up covered with black slime and mud.
903, Are you referring to the river above or below the sugar-works dam ? From the Tempe dam right
up to the head of the river. On tho boundary of Canterbury and Enfield, there is only just a drop of
water where you could at one time row a boat.
90-1. Is there much pollution of the river from factories or tanneries or anything of that kind in the vicinity ?
There is only one tannery at Canterbury, and one at Wolli Creek.
"
905. Are there anv other manufactories ? No.
*181—F
906,
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J. McBean. 900,. Is there much pollution at Cook’s River from tho tannery on it ? K"o ; I think they pump all the
„
sa'n(^
Pa<ldock, and it percolates through the sand and cannot pollute the river much,
'ay'
■ 907. Ton think there is not much pollution of Cook's River from any manufactory or taunery ? lS7o(
there is not.
90S. Tou think the insanitary condition of the river is consequent on surrounding population ? Tes.
909. Do yon know anything of Wolli Creek? Tes.
.
910. Do you know the buildings on Wolli Creek ? I know that there is a tannery there, and also there
are some poultry-farms and piggeries on the bank of the creek. During some portions of the year there
is no water iu the creek, and when a storm comes the refuse of those places is washed into the creek and
down into the river.
911. Ton believe that the tannery there does affect the river ? Tes.
Mr. Frederick Davis, Inspector of Nuisances, Borough of Canterbury, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. P. Davis. 912. Chairman.] What are you? I am Inspector of Nuisances for the Borough of Canterbury.
913, Mr. Fegan.] 1’ou have heard the statemeut of the mayor and aldermen ? Tes.
7 July, 1896. 914-, Have you anything to add to it? I know very little about the engineering matters in connection
with this proposed improvement. All I am prepared to-say is about the insanitary condition of the river,
and the health of the inhabitants adjoining it. I have been Inspector of Nuisances for the Borough of
Canterbury for a little more than twelve years, I have seen a wonderful change in the river in that time,
caused by the flow of sewage matter from the various streets.
915. Tou are speaking of your own municipality ? That is all. I know the river extends a long way
through the Borough of Canterbury.
916. I understand you to say that sewage matter from the streets finds its way into the river ? It does,
directly.
■
9.17; Is there any fever or other sickness traced to the condition of the river? We have a good deal of
sickness. Last summer in particular, we had an outbreak of typhoid fever at Eosedale, which is a
portion of* our borough, adjoining the river. It was principally confined to children, who, in my opinion,
■
contracted it by bathing iu the river. They drank good city uratcr, and the house premises where they
, lived were perfectly clean, and I could come to no other conclusion than that they contracted the fever by
bathing in The river.
918. Have you had any medical evidence on it ? The doctors have complained greatly about tho state of
the river.
919. Have you looked at either or both of the schemes now before us ? No, I have not.
•
920. Tou know nothing about the schemes? I would not like to give any opinion upon them. My own
impression is that if the tide came up and washed all the obstructions away, and cleaned the river out, it
would he much better than it is at the present time,
921. Tou have nothing whatever to say against either of the proposed schemes ? I would not like to say
anything either iu favour of or against it. I am not ivelt up in engineering matters—I do not study them
at all.
922. Tou are not giving an opinion as an ongmeerjbut as a citizen? As a citizen, I shonld like to see
the river cleaned out, and the dams taken away.
'
923. Is there any point of this scheme to which you object ? I am not prepared to express an opinion
upon it. I should like to see the dams removed, and the tide come up and go down. According to people
who have lived there longer than 1 have, the tide used to flow up a considerable distance, and then tho
river used to be pure. The river within our boundary is filled up, and has become a stagnant pool, or, at
any rate in summer time it is a stagnant pool, filled with filthy matter. Dairy cows come from Enfield,
Ashfield, and our own borough to drink there, and according to medical evidence that has been one very
great'source of the spread of typhoid fever. I am sure that the milk of any cows drinking water there
cannot he pure, and they do drink it because they have nowhere else to go.
924. How far from the river are the nightsoil pans emptied? So far as the nightsoil collected in
Canterbury is concerned, it is used for manure in market gardens, and tbe nearest garden to the river
which takes it is nearly 2 miles away from the river, and the others are farther away from it.
925. And it is impossible for it to find its way to the river? I think so. As they use it, puttiug it in
the ground, I think it is impossible for any portion of it to find its way into the river.
926. Have you any regulations as to where it shall he deposited ? Tes j it is under my control.
927. Is it taken by a contractor? Tes ; and he puts it in certain places where I tell him to put it,
928. Tou have au opportunity of seeing that those regulations are complied with ? Tes, I do; I would
not permit of anything in the shape of a nuisance.
929. Tou have not had to direct attention to those regulations being broken ? Tes, I have, in one or two
eases, some years ago; but that was a considerable distance from the river. A man erected a kind of
dam, and put a considerable quantity of the stuff in it. It was in tho bush, and I did not see it; hut
v when it was discovered we had it removed. But it would not have reached the river.
. 930. Notwithstanding the breach of regulations iu that case, it could not do any harm to the river? No,
it could not; it was too far away.
931. Do you think that the tannery has auy effect on the river ? The owners of the tannery carry out
the regulations strictly; they let nothing flow into the river which would contaminate it. But where
anything from the tannery reaches tlie river, the water is salt, and not water the cows drink.
932. Is there any possibility of refuse from the tannery getting into tho river? The refuse from the
pits is pumped into dams, and finds its way by percolation some 209 yards before it readies the river.
933. But ultimately it goes into the river P Tes.
934. There is no mistake about that? It finds its way into the river ultimately.
935. I suqjpose you have not heard complaints about nuisances caused by woolseouring ? There is no woolscouring on tho river, and has not been for a considerable time.
936. Is there not oue such establishment on AVolli Creek? There used to ho one, but I think it has been
removed to Alexandria. There was considerable trouble in Rockdale about it, and law proceedings took
place. Mr. M‘Namara was tho owner of it.
937. Tou have not heard of any complaints against the tanneries ? No ; nothing I could interfere with
at all events.
938.
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(338. Eut there (ire many things you hear of which you cannot interfere with? There are many things 1 ^r- Davis.
hear about of which I take no notice, for I find that people are very apt to complain when there is very
little to complain about.
u
' '
SKIS). Is there much stir in your municipality with regard to this scheme ? Yes; most people I speak to
about it wish to see the salt water coming up.
_
_
040. Why ? Because the fresh water is very offensive in the summer, and oven the action of oars in
rowing boats causes a terrible stink.
_
941. Eo you think that if it were possible to make Cook’s Eiver a tidal river that would get rid of the
nuisance ? No doubt it would.
942. Has it been a tidal river ? Not in my time. I believe the flood-gates were opened a few months ago,
and I was told that tho river flowed a foot over the sugar-house dam, and if it did it would reach con
siderably higher up than that.
1
943. H ow long has this agitation been on foot to make the river tidal as far as Canterbury ? Of course
it has risen more since this matter has been referred to this Committee, but it has been spoken of for a
considerable time past.
914. Have yon lived long in the district? About twenty years.
_
945. And during all that time there has been no movement to approach the Government with a view of
making the river a tidal one until this scheme was submitted to the Committee ? I do not think there
was any agitation. It was merely a matter of general talk.
946. But if there is anything that affects the welfare of the municipality the aldermen aro generally so .
much on tho alert that they bring the matter before the G-overnment ? What is generally done takes the
form of public meetings.
947. Therefore, we may come to the conclusion that until Ibis scheme was submitted to the Committee
this matter has not affected tbe minds of the aldermen or tho people o‘£ Canterbury ? I will not go so
far as to say that. Within the last five years there has been a little agitation, but it has not reached
tho G-overnment. A number of years ago there were a number of G-overnment surveyors employed
surveying on the river for some months, and that allayed the agitation. Wo were in hope that some
thing was going to be done. Wc were given to understand that the banks were to be straightened, and
the Cook’s River Bam to be removed, and that tho tide would como up. At that time the agitation was
growing.
948. Were there any public meetings ? I do not remember any public meetings.
949. In what way did the agitation show itself ? I heard it in talking.
930. Merely in talking ? Yes. They are a quiet, rather retiring people in Canterbury, and it takes a lot
to stir them up. They bear evils remarkably well.
951. And as far as this scheme is concerned, you can express no opinion, and your evidence is that, so
far as your municipality is concerned, they wish to see Cook’s River made a tidal river up to Canterbury
for the purpose of getting rid of the sewage in the river more than anything else ? We should like to
see it beyond Canterbury, but for that purpose only.
952, But you are only speaking for your own municipality ? Yes.
933. That is really your evidence ? Yes ; I can only speak as to the insanitary condition of tho river,
and consequent sickness. We have a great deal of sickness in dry seasons in consequence of the bad
state of the river.
954. That evidence has been confirmed by the medical opinion you have received from time to time?
Yes, it has. All the sewage matter from districts round about finds its way through Canterbury into the
river.
•
955. Mr. Trickett.~\ You, as Inspector of Nuisances, can tell us if Canterbury comes within the metro
politan and suburban sewerage scheme? Only one portion of it—the upper end of it, towards Ashfield
and Betersliam.
956. Supposing that that portion of the scheme were adopted, would that relieve you from the
trouble you now seek to be relieved from by means of this river ? It would, to a certain extent; but
there is a considerable portion of Canterbury on the other side of the river, for instance, which that
scheme would not affect at all.
957. I suppose that the greater portion of Canterbury comes within that sewerage scheme, does it not ?
No, only a very small fringe of it—the upper end of it. The greater portion of our borough extends 5
miles beyond it.
958. But does not tbe drainage of the greater portion of the populated area of Canterbury find its way
into Cook’s River ? The whole of the drainage of Canterbury finds its way into the river.
959. Is that not a source of pollution ? Yes.
960. Why do not the Canterbury people agitate to have that portion of their area which is within the
metropolitan sewerage area brought under that scheme ? I remember the scheme being submitted to
the Council some years ago, and it only served the top end of Canterbury. I do not sec how yon aro
to got tho lower portion of Canterbury connected with that sewer at all.
961. But do you not think that if this river continues to he the outlet for all your sewage it will always
remain a nuisance, whether the salt water comes up or not ? I think that if ihc salt water came up it
would take it away,
962. It would help, hut it would not he a perfect cure ? It might not be, hut we are thankful for small
mercies.

Sydney Robert Lorking, Esq., Mayor of Canterbury, sworn, and further examined :—
963. Chairman.] Bo you desire to say anything further ? I desire to say that Mr. Began put a question S. E. Lotting,
to Mr. Bavis to which he was unable lo reply, and I should like to reply that, to my own personal knowEsqledge, about twm and a half or three years ago, my Council joined with that of Marrickville to commence '
'
an agitation on this very question. We had a conference, and the result of it was a deputation to the ^ Juty, 4&MMinister for "Works, Mr. Young, and he promised to give the matter consideration. I think he also
promised to do something, but that something has not been done. On the 18th May last, wc bad a public
meeting in Canterbury to deal with tins question. ’That was previous Lo this matter being referred to
this
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That the residents of Canterbury view with alarm the insanitary condition of Cook’s liivcr and its tributaries.
That Cook’s Elver being under the entire control of the Government, they be requested to take immediate steps to
abate the nuisance, and preserve the health of the inhabitants of this district.
That in the opinion of this meeting the proposed application of tho betterment principle to one of the national rivers
would he unjust, and this meeting respectfully protests against the same.
That the foregoing resolutions be forwarded to the member for the electorate, for presentation to the Hon. the
Minister for Works.

061. Mr. Fegan^] Who was the member for the electorate ? Mr. Varney Parkes. The whole of those
resolutions were carried iiuaniinously at a fairly representative mecf.iu£ held at Canterbury, aud I may
stale that a week or two previous to that I was present at a meeting, having the same object in view, at
Marrickville, at which similar resolutions were carried,

WEDNESDAY,

8

JULY,

1806. *

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Es<j.
Tlie Hon.
Tho Hon.
Tho Hon.
The Hon.

Eredeeick Thomas Humpjtert.
Charles James ItoBEirrs, C.M.G.
William Joseph Trickett.
Daniel O’Connor.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
*
Frank Farnell,

(Chairman).

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fed an, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Geo roe Black. Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s liivcr.
Miss Mary Louisa Campbell, Wanstead, near Tempe, sworn, and examined:—
Mias M. L, 065. C'/m/rman.] Where do you live ? At Wanstead, near Tempe.
Campbell, flee, Near the junction of Cook’s River and AVolli Creek P Yes.
How long have you lived there ? My family have been living there a considerable number of years,
July, 1896. 003, And you have lived there nearly all your life P All my life.
960. Are you aware of the proposal placed by Parliament before the Committee ? I have some idea of it.
I am not absolutely seized of the whole thing.
970. You have an interest in property lying at the junction of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ? Certainly.
971. Have you any interest with regard to the proposed works beyond that on the eastern side of Wolli
Creek? No.
972. Of what extent is your family’s property there? It is supposed to be 121 acres, exclusive of roads.
973. Can you inform us why the dam was put across Cook's River at Tempe in the first instance ? I
believe it was to conserve the waters of Wolli Creek, which were fresh, and to prevent the entrance, I
suppose, of the sea-water.
974. To keep the water of Cook's River fresh ? To keep the water of 'Wolli Creek, which has always
been a fresh stream, fresh, and to prevent tho entrance of the sea-water in any way into the river.
975. Originally Cook’s River went far up beyond where it is at present intercepted by the dam ? Natu
rally I should suppose so.
976. Before the dam at Tempe was erected, would Cook's River have overflowed some of the property
which your family own at the junction of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ? I think that that is a question
better suited to an engineer than to me.
977. In point of fact, the dam was built before you had any knowledge of the place ? Yes ; I have on] v
knowm it with the dam as it stands at present.
"
978. Supposing Cook’s Rivor Dam at Tempe wore taken aumy, and a free passage were permitted to the
river at all times, would that be satisfactory to the people above the dam P Certainly not.
979. Would it be satisfactory to you, who arc the owner of property there, if a fascine bank were erected
around your property ? I do not think fascino banks are very much good, because they fret away in time.
9S0. Supposing a fascine bank were so constructed that it wras a permanent block to any inundation of
your property by salt water, do you consider it would have any detrimental effect on your iand ? It might
be au advantage.
981. Supposing that a satisfactory fascino bank were placed round your property to prevent it from
being inundated, and the Tempe Dam were taken away, thus allowing Cook’s River to run unimpeded
along its original course, would it be a benefit to your property or not? No, I think it would be a
disadvantage.
982. Why ivould it be a disadvantage ? Because there is no provision made for keeping the water of
the creek fresh.
983. You believe that it is more advantageous to your property to have fresh water in Cook's River than
salt water ? I should think so.
934. That is your first point of objection to Mr. Darley’s scheme, is it r I think that if the dam -were
taken aumy, and no provision made to prevent the sea-water from entering Wolli Creek, wc shonld find
the want of fresh water a very great disadvantage.
985. Wliy do you require fresh water there ? Well, in times of drought we have had occasion to use it
for household purposes, but the Government, by the erection of the railway bridge and embankments at
Tempe, has rendered the stream unfit for use. Last year we should have had occasion to use it if tho
drought had lasted a week longer, and wc shonld have been unable to use it.
986. Are you aware that there is a wool-scouring establishment, or tannery, further up "Wolli Creek? I
am not personally aware, but I have been told there is one.
987. Might not that affect Wolli Creek, and make it unfit for use, irrespective of what the Government
may have done ? I do not think it ever affected it very seriously—at any rate, not so much as the
entrance of the salt wafer into the creek has done. This has prevented our letting our property on tho
Creek,
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Creek, because fresh water was necessary for ivool-scouring. We should have let our property for wool- Miss M.L,
scouring or fellmongery purposes, I think, but tho water being rendered salt by the dam not acting as it Cainphcll.
should act, has prevented our letting that land, and it has damaged us in that wav, besides making the
water unfit for use for household purposes.
"
6 J“ov ■‘■S301
988. You are speaking ouly of fresh water in Wolli Creek P Yes.
9S9, 9. ho presence of saltwater there would prevent your utilising your property for fellmongery and
other purposes ? Jt has prevented us. The waters of the creek have been rendered salt by the blocking
o! the channel of the river by the southern railway embankment, and the northern embankment has also
affected the Hood-waters, or the great surplus of waters that come when there are heavy rains, and impede
the water and send it back. Jn 1861 additional flood-gates were erected to carry off the water. They were
found to be not efficient, and, on the representations of my father, in 1876, ^lr. Moriarty put in other
flood-gates, on the southern side where the channel of the river is. These were effective, and the land
was scarcely, even in very bad w'eather, flooded at all—1 mean any of the lowlands, I am not speaking of
our property alone. Subsequently the Government built the lllawarra Hallway, and whilst it was iu course
of construction my mother pointed out to the engineers in charge tho damage that would probably result.
J hey laughed at the idea ; but as years have gone on they have proved that she was correct in her view
that the construction of tlie embankments—of the southern embankment particularly—would spoil the
effect of those new flood-gates, because the waters could not get a free flow out as they had been accustomed
to do. Previous to the erection of the lllawarra Hallway embankments at Tempe, the flood-waters would
go off the land in six hours, and the land was not then subject to such floods as it has been subject to since
tlie building of that railway. I believe that 00 miles of country is drained by Wolli Creek, and
that Cook s Eiver drains very much more. The flood-waters run up to the embankments, and when they
get there only a certain proportion of them can get out, owing to the very narrow entrance to the space
left under the railway bridge. The outlet is not at all deep ; indeed, it is very shallow there. Before tho
Hood-waters get in suflicient volume to the flood-gates, especially the southern flood-gates, the tide changes,
and the waters come back again. The land on the northern end of the dam is high land, and therefore,
the waters cannot go over that as they do over tho lowlands, and they must comeback and How over
the lowlands. I may also mention that the Government have raised tlie road near the Tempe rail wav station,
and there have been reclamations on the northern side of the river, to the left of what is known as
Unwiu s Bridge Eoad. There has been au extensive raising of the land there ; and all that helps to flood
the lands ou the southern side.
990. Bo you know what was done with the material that was taken from where tho cylinders of the bridge
were erected ? It was put on the mud flat, across which the railway bridge is carried.
991. Cylinders were erected in the middle of the stream at Cook’s Eiver ?
Yes.
'
992. Bo you think there was any shallowing of the bed of tlie river by the construction of the railway
"
works? The railway works blocked up the river. The river across from side to side would 1 should say,
be over 200 ft.
.)93. You say that in the construction of Unwin s Bridge Eoad, and the bridge on that road, some works
wqro carried out which delayed the disappearance of the flood; did tbe embankment or approach to tho
bridge there affect the flooding? I do not think it affected it so much as the railway. It is the fact of
the waters not being able to get away through the railway opening which causes the extensive flooding.
1 do not think tho erection of the bridge on Unwin’s Bridge Eoad has had very much to do with it, because
when the water gets through that, there is a largo Held on our land on to which the water comes. It flows
right back and rests there. It forms a sort of pool and remains there until it gets through under the
opening.
1
994. Ilave the floods been worse in the valley of Marrickville Creek since the construction of tlio
Marrickville Hallway? I do not think that to auy great extent Marrickville has been very much worse.
It is the lands immediately about the river that suffer so much—not Marrickville.
995. If it affected your land on one side of Cook’s Eiver, it is reasonable to suppose that it would affect
Marrickville 1’lats on the other side of tho river? Jn a measure; but I think that tho flooding of
Marrickville is in a great measure duo to waters coming from Enmore, Stanmore, and other places being
brought down by formed drains and channels and other means into the Marrickville Vallev.
996. The floods from another watershed ? Yes. During the recent rains I particularly noticed that the
Marrickville Yalley was flooded before the lands immediately about f he river were flooded. Tho water
came down from the watershed at Stanmore and other places into tho river, and flooded Marriekvillo
Valley before the lands near Tempe were flooded.
997. You mentioned a period when on the southern side of the dam sluice-gates were put in—that was
prior to the construction of the lllawarra Eailway ? Yes ; in 1870, 1 think.
998. Bid you feel the effect on your property of those sluice-gates at once ? Certainly—they were a
very great advantage.
999. Bid you have any heavy falls of rain between the time those sluice-gates were erected and the time
tlie lllawarra Eailway was constructed ? Yes ; 1 think we had heavy rains. \Ye have rain very heavy
locally at times when it does not touch other places.
1000. Can you tell us how long Cook’s Eiver took to fall, passing through those sluice-gates, before the
railway bridge was erected how long it was before the river was hack in its bed, and off your land?
About six hours,
1001. How long would it take for the same amount of rainfall to clear away now ? It would take weeks
and months before the final effects were gone.
,
1002. But Jiow long before Cook s Eiver sank back into its channel again, aud left your land free of
water? Hot the whole of the water ; but it takes quite a week, T think, for the river to get back on to
the surface which it now occupies, because it was not always so high. Before the railway was put there,
and dammed the waters back, there were at times 18 inches in parts, and 4 feet in the channel of the river,
and scarcely ever more than that.
1003. Bo you contend that land that was cleared of water in six hours prior to the construction of the
lllawarra Eailway, now takes as many days to clear? Quite as many days, before all the water is drained
off.
” '
1004. Dt> you approve of the proposed dams with sluice-gates at Wolli Creek aud Cook’s Eiver, near
Undercliffe Bridge? INo, I do not think that is at all a good scheme. I do not see the advantage of it.
1005. It lets the salt water up to those two points, which you object to, as vou have already told us ?
Yes. I object to tho salt water.
‘
“
1006.
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100G. Will you tell us what you would approve of ? Well, 1 think that as so much money is to he spent
ou
improvement of Cook’s River, the southern railway embankment should be altogether removed,
and replaced by open archways the same as the sewer across onr' property. Of course, it would have
been a much greater advantage if the river bad been bridged from shore to shore, instead of the Jllawarra
railway being constructed there with embankments on the northern and southern shores while the bridge
is over a mud flat.
_
_
1007. Do you mean that sluice-gates should be put right across ? Xo ; but to put an open bridge right
across from bank to bank, or open archways the same as the sewer which crosses another portion of our
property.
,
100S. You believe it would be unwise to allow the salt water to pass beyond the present Cook’s River
dam? STes.
_
_
1009. How do you propose to carry out works at the Tempe dam to intercept the tide ? I should leave
the dam as it is now, with perhaps extra flood-gates in it of an improved pattern, and I should lower the
sill or floor of the flood-gates. If the flood-gates act properly the salt water cannot get in.
1010. Do you think there should be sluice-gates in the Tempe dam or bridge, whichever happens to
remain there eventually;—do you think the salt water ought to be allowed to come past Tempe dam at all ?
I do not think so.
1011. Neither into Cook's River nor into Wolli Creek? No,
1012. Therefore you propose to intercept it there ? Yes.
1013. You would intercept it there by means of sluice-gates? I would not allow the salt w'ator to enter the
river there in any way, because it does damage—it destroys all the pasture lands when the floods come. As
it is, the waters of "Wolli Creek cannot getaway, because they are blocked hack by (hat southern embankment.
1014. Above that, what do you propose to carry out? The pollution of Cook’s River has been mainly
caused by the drainage from Marrickville.
1015. You propose to clean the river out, I suppose ? Yes; I would dredge the river.
1016. And 1 suppose you would put something at the mouth of ’Wolli Creek to direct the current straight
down to the dam instead of making its way partly into M’arriekvillo Valley—we have been informed that
Wolli Creek has a tendency to make its way up the YTarrickville Valley ? Yres; it goes back; it is
blocked by the railway—that is the surplus water m flood-time.
1017. You propose to direct that down straight towards the Tempe dam ? Yes. _
_
101S. What would you do with Marrickville Plats? I should have those iron drains taken away
altogether. As Marrickville Plats drain such a considerable area, I should intercept the water that comes
from Enmore and other places before it could get down so low, and'would take it across country, instead
of draining all that watershed into Cook’s River, which is already blocked by the railway embankments. 1
should not bring that water into the river at all, but provide some other way of getting rid of the water
before it could get into the river, because after the flood-waters have gone down, all the backwater from
Marrickville comes into the river, and it is certainly not pleasant. It has made the river very unpleasant.
Instead of being a clear stream in which you could see the sandy bottom, it has become a most dreadfully
offensive pool. Drainage of all kinds—solid substances, and house rubbish—comes down into the river.
At present it is daily and hourly flowing into the river. That causes all the trouble there. It has
polluted the river, and rendered it unpleasant for any one going on or passing it.
_
1019. You are aware of large populations settling on various portions of Wolli Creek and Cook’s River ?
Yes.
,
1020. That has not resulted from the pollution of the stream ? As far as I can recollect it, the upper
part of Marrickville, before that drain was constructed, was always very offensive, and the river was then
clear. Although there was a large population about Enmore and Stanmore, the drainage did not come
into Cook’s River then. The stream was clear, and people did not suffer any unpleasantness from it. Jn
the olden days a flood was looked upon as an advantage, because it brought enrichment to the land. In
days gone by I suppose we were years without a flood, and especially when the southern flood-gates were
erected, the advantage was very noticeable. Rut after the railway was made there, even the smallest
quantity of water seemed to be thrown back over the’ land however small the quantity of rain that fell.
Since the railway has been constructed 1 have of late years known the river to overflow its banks three
times within a fortnight.
_
_
1021. Mr. Blumphcrij.'] Do you know the whole of the watershed for which Cook’s River, above Tempe,
is the outlet ? Cook’s River drains a considerable area of country.
_
1022. Would not the whole of that country contribute to the pollution of the waters of Cook’s River ?
Occasionally the river was not clean, owing to the wool-washings at Canterbury, but not in the terrible
way it is now. The flood-waters coming down would clear the river, and perhaps for some years there
would not be anything like that again, Rut the drainage from Marrickville causes a daily—hourly—
pollution of the river. ’The pollution of the river is chiefly about Tempe, especially at the outlet of the
drain from Marrickville. Above Dndercliffe Bridge the river is not at all unpleasant, even where, the
sewer crosses it is not so unpleasant.
1023. Ybnr property commences about the TTnderclifEe Bridge, does it not ? Yes,
1024. Mr. TriolceUi] To what extent is your property affected in flood time—out of your total acreage
how many acres are submerged ? I could not tell you how many acres are actually submerged; but since
the railway has been there we have had one very bad flood. I do not remember, and none of our servants
who have lived there before ] was born remember, the flood having ever been so high before. Though
they have had what Ihey call high floods, still the flood never reached such a height, or was of such extent
as that flood which occurred since the railway has been constructed. The land is subject to flooding now
after almost every rainfall since the railway has been constructed,
1025. A large proportion of your property ? The lower flats about the river.
. _
1026. If the Tempe dam were removed, and the salt water were allowed to flow up and mix with the fresh
water, and submerge your property, would you consider that a benefit or otherwise ? I should consider
that a verv great damage. Our lauds are all agricultural, almost up to the bank of the river—in fact 1
may say up to the bank of the river they were lit for agriculture until the railway was built.
1027. If the salt water were let in, it would render that land absolutely useless for pastoral purposes ? Yes.
1028. I ask the question, because that is a scheme which has been suggested by people higher up the river,
and I want to ascertain from you whether you would not consider that a substantial injury to your
property ? Certainly it would bo a most grievous injury—an actionable thing.
1029.
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1029, Mr. 0 larks,'] Do I understand you to say that you tv Quid like to have the Tempo dam removed ^,8S L*
?ntQAe v ? ^°t Vi1 Bh°uld considcr the removal of the Tempe dam a very serious injury.
Campbell.
lUdO, J-OU would like the present Tempe dam to remain as it is with some improvements?
Tes, with „
improvements ; hut I do not think that those improvements would ho of any great service, because the U
*
railway embankment keeps the river always fuller than it used to be prior to the construction of the
railway besides blocking the free discharge of the flood-waters from the river and creek,
1031. But I understood you to say that you would prefer to have tho river water near your property
Iresh ? Yes—not to have the salt water let in.
^
j x
^
1032. But how would you keep the salt, water from coming into that portion near Wolli Creek, except it
were closed up altogether ? The salt water had no entrance from the outside. The river may have been
il +1? xt*xi-i d r 110t ^no'v
condition the stream was in originally, because it is so many years
ago that 1 think very few people, even the oldest amongst us, would remember it. The flood-gates open
from the river side into the other side, and of course when the tide is down, they open automatically.
warer dm not enter the creek. Bach seemed to flow out independently of the other, in a measure.
.1033. lou think, then, that the proposed fascine hanks would not be beneficial ? They would not he of
the least bencht, because they would wear away, Of course, if the river wore often in flood, the constant
flooding of tho land would wear away the soil. The soil has been washed oS our land by the con
tinuous flooding since the railway was built.
103d). 1 think, if I understood you correctly, you said that since the formation of (he railway embankments
the flood-waters from Wolli Creek do not get away so freely as they did formerly ? Mo, they do not.
■* bev go up to the opening under the railway bridge which is narrow, and they cannot get out before tho
me changes,,and they flow back again on to our land. Instead of going oil in one sweep and in a few
irvif-8’
il^ dl( m dfl^S Sone by, they flow back again and remain for many days.
IO.Jj. And that, to a certain extent, causes an obstruction of Wolli Creek with rushes and other material ?
J.t has caused \\ olli Creek, of course, to be filled up witli rubbish, in a measure. It cannot get an outlet
tor the rubbish coming down after every rainfall; and as the weather gets calmer, and the rain ceases, the
iot>r rniCre -?8 110 lmPe^us as before, and this stuff is deposited at the entrance. ■
1036. The railway embankment does not give such a free discharge to the flood-waters nsthere was before ?
Yertamly not; it is the cause of the whole trouble. Since the erection of the flood-gates in 1876, there
was very little flooding m the river, and that, perhaps, only after ten days’ rain ; but now the river never
gets to its normal leyel, and therefore the flood-waters flow hack in consequence of the obstruction caused
by the lllawarra Hallway embankments, especially the southern one.
103/. jlfr. ifoierfe] You come before the Committee as an opponent of the scheme at present under
consideration . Yes ; I am opposed to taking away the dam ; I think it would he a serious injury ; and X
do not sec that any good coubl be gained by putting a dam at Undercliffe Bridge, nor at Wolli Creek.
J hey did not need those things before a railway was constructed. The creek was not at all brackish. We
constantly used the creek water in very hot seasons for household purposes, and for watering tho cattle ;
in act ive relied on it m a great measure ; and if the railway had not been constructed, there would have
beenyio necessity to put a dam or anything like that at the mouth of Wolli Creek, because the water
lemamed iresh of itself. The drainage from tho watershed was of course always fresh water, without
any salt water coming m at all.
103!y Are you not aware that under what is known ns the alternative scheme it is not proposed to remove
the Look s Kivcr Dam atTempe ? 1 know there is a second scheme proposed : but I do not know whether
that includes the removal of the dam or not.
1039. YV hat you wish the Committee to understand is, that you have a strong objection to the admission
or the salt water into Cook s Diver ? Certainly.
‘
'
KMO. Is there any other fact in connection with the scheme that you wish to make known to the Com
mittee f I think that the reclamations outside of the dam prevent the river from being as low as it used
to be outside tho dam. Land has been reclaimed over which the river used to flow. At the change of
the tide betore the reclamation works were begun there, that land which is now reclaimed by tho
jovernment, was, I think, subject to flood twice a day ; it was a mangrove swamp. Tho tidal waters used
o come on it t'™c a day; hut the Government reclaimed that land, and narrowed the channel, and when
mw i
16 'vat®r ij1 the narrowed channel rose considerably higher than it used to do before.
J hat also, I think, retards the free flowing away of the waters of Cook’s Diver, because if the floor of tho
dam were lowered now the water from outside might enter Ihe river. In regard to Marrickville Valley I
may say that I should intercept any water from the high lands beyond Marrickville Valiev, and I would
not let it come into the Marrickvilic Valley Creek at all. The water falling on the Marrickville Valiev
Lreek itself, 1 should bring down into Cook’s Diver by a deeper channel. The old channel has been filled
m to a great extent by people who bought land there. That was a great mistake.
Broderick Gannon, Esq., Solicitor, sworn, and further examined:—
l.Ol'l. CViaijwirm,] I understand that you wish to add something to the statement you made the other day ? F. Gannon
J. nave tistencd to the evidence given by Miss Campbell. I agree with a great deal she has said. I think
Esq.
ii x\T§ 1Tly
adva,nced yea™. 1 can
to the information which she has given. There is no ------- doubt that to a certain extent the railway enbankment is a great cause of complaint. Where the opening Ju,y- 1S96*
m the railway embankment is at the present time, there used to he a mud flat. It was not the channel of
the river there Miss Campbell has said that in consequence of the embankment being there, the waters
ia\e owed back on to her family^ land. The bridge should have been erected where the natural channel
r'0t 01 ei’116 lmld flat- Tll° brid"e ought to have been further south.
10 '.j.^ You say the natural channel of Cook’s Diver was further south from where the bridge was erected?
Yes, in an exact line with the month of Wolli Creek. An opening should have been made where the one
is now, and there should have been another opening over the channel.
1013. Was the embankment thrown over the main channel ? Yes/ The channel is blocked up at one side
and open at the other. The channel runs on the western side of the river, and not on the southern side
at all
Wo Ji Creek and the channel formed one, in fact the channel ran up Wolli Creek. When they
built the rai way they blocked the natural channel and put in the opening on the mud flat, farther
north or farther east.
°
’
1011. In other words they forced the water further nortli than it used previously to go ? Yes; and, as
Miss Lamp bell has said, that has caused the flood-waters to go back. There are flood-gates at one extreme
.
end
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F,Gunnon, end oi tlie dam, and. flood-gates at tho other extreme cud. There was a sort of channel going to the north
^
side of the dam, and there was a channel going where the Tempe .Refuge is. There were twTo channels,
and the result of putting the embankment where they did put it, and of putting the bridge w'hcrc it is, was
u
' to spoil the flow of water that used to go to the farther flood-gates, and consequently the water could not
supply both flood-gates with the same amount as it did before. The opening in the railway enbankment
wTas made only equal to the opening of either of ihe flood-gates, and, therefore, if there had been another
opening made on the farther side of the river from Sydney, as well as the other opening, then the flood
gates would have been able to do their work, just as "they did before the embankment was made; in other
words, there is not that get-away for the water that there was before tho embankment was made. Tho
mistake was in putting the opening in a wrong place. I suppose that was done for the sake of economy
in connection with tho construction of the railway ; but they have blocked the channel.
_
lOfo, You state that whore tho railway embankment now stands was, prior to the construction of the
railway, the main waterway for Cook’s Hirer ? The natural channel. The embankment has been put on
the deepest part, and the opening made on the shallowest part.
1016. The cnaiiuel ran originally, as it were, to the mouth of Wolli Creek, and then hugged round to the
southern side of Cook’s liiver ? Yes.
1047. Your contention is that the bridge ought to have had another span or two ? 1 here ought to have
been another opening where the channel is, because having only one opening spoilt the effect of two
flood-gates. The same quantity of water cannot go through the one opening as used to go through tho
flood-gates. There ought to have been another opening on what is called the southern embankment.
There is one thing 1. should like to mention which has jmobably not occurred to a great many people. I
daresay the Committee are aware that Unwin’s Bridge is much shorter now than the original bridge there
was. I knew Unwin’s Bridge when it extended from the northern side to where the white railings arc
on the other side. It was the full width. You can now see the piles that were cut off when the Govern
ment made the new bridge, and where the roadway was illled in there. That was the natural width of
the river, and the narrowing of it has caused the silting up of the river where it is now proposed to
excavate and give the river its original width. If that is done, I believe it will have a very beneficial
effect;. Unwin’s Bridge, when J knew it first, was over 200 yards long.
_
_
104S. Mr. Frgan.'] How deep is the wafer under that bridge now? Where the stone piers are, I think,
the deepest part is from 0 to S feet.
_
_
1019. jlZr. Kumpkery.} Do you say that the old Unwin’s Bridge was neverunder water in flood-time ? I
know it has been.
_
1050. Do you not know that it has been under water! or 5 feet ? Yes ; but I have known that occur since
the erection of the dam. In former years I have rowed in a boat up to Wanstead.
_
1051. Therefore, floods in Cook's Kiver are not a novelty ? But they have never had anything like that
sineo the new flood-gates were put on the southern end of the dam.
s
_
1052. Chairman^, Supposing there were ample sluice-gates in the dam—say, increased four or five times
what they arc at present—do you think you would have heavy floods in Cook's Hirer again ? They will
have floods in Cook’s Kiver unless there is an opening made in the railway embankment, Uo matter how
many openings you make in the dam, the water cannot get away there unless you have another opening
in the railway embankment. 1 am certain from my knowledge of the river, 1 having lived on it for many
years, that if the floor of tho flood-gates were lowered a foot or two the floods would get away much
faster, and would not remain on the lands above the dam so long as they do at the present time.
1053. But how much difference have you seen between high water on tho lower side of the dam and a
a flood on the upper side of the dam ? I have seen the water flowing from the upper side right over
the dam.
*
1054. How much fall would that be ? Two feet at least.
1055. Therefore, it is dear that the dam held the flood waters up 2 feet anyhow ? Yes.
1056. If the rise and fall of the tide on the lower side of the dam is some feet more, then you would have
the dam holding up the fioodwaters at least 5 or C feet ? It is bet a eon low-water and high-water where
the damage is caused, that is to say, the fioodwaters cannot get away while the tide is making ; but, from
the moment it goes out, for about six hours, tho fioodwaters can get away.
_
1057. Mr. Humph cry.] What you say is that, unless there were an additional opening in the embank
ment, it would be useless to provide a greater discharge in the dam itself than at present exists? Yes; I
am quite certain of that.
105S. Chairman.'] If a larger discharge area were provided at the lllawarra Hailway embankment, would
the sluice-gates at the present dam be useful ? I think so ; since the flood-gates were put on the southern
end, near the Tempe Kefugc, 1 have never known the water to be on tho dam, and we have had heavy
floods too. I have never known it on the dams since the railway was constructed either, but the water is
a little slower in getting off tho flats, and as Miss Campbell has said, it will perhaps remain a week instead
of only a few days.
1059. Mr. Fcgan.^ Have you considered the alternative scheme ? Yes. J have.
_
1060. Do you thinlr that that will give the relief which the people of Marrickville are asking for ? It will
give relief to the people of Marrickville, but you want to relieve other people besides those at Marrickville.
My idea is to open the natural creek that was originally in the Marrickville Valley, and make it a branch
of the river. They will never have any cause to complain then, because as the river recedes the floodwaters will come from Marrickville.
1061. You think that that will get over the difficulty ? Yes; Marrickville will always be flooded until
the river is- lower than Marrickville.
1062. You think that that is tho general opinion of the people about there? I think so. If there were
a good channel there, there would be a good outlet for the stormwaters and surface drainage, which are
now kept back as there is not sufficient space to permit of their going into the river,
_
1063. Do you think that a law should ho passed to prevent people from building on these lowlands which
are not drained? I think it would be a good thing to pass such a law, because people do not seem able
to protect themselves. They squat down on a place and erect dwellings there, and it is not until a storm
comes that they know what they are doing. I think 1 said before that I thought it would be a good thing
if the Government were to reclaim all that land.
1064. Mr. HasmlM] Prom your knowledge of that locality, do you think that if sufficient openings were
“
*
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made m the railway embankment to carry oft’ the'flood-w,iters, that would practically answer all require- E- Garmon,
ments ? Tes, and if the excavations were also made as proposed iu the Government scheme. I do not
think that the people would then have any cause for complaint.
'
1065. You think that all the land above the railway bridge would not then be subject to inundation in ® u *v’
the same degree as it is now ? I am sure it would not.
'
■
’
10GG. Were there not floods there in days gone by before that railway bridge was erected P Yes.
10S7. I)id they do any particular damage P They put deposits on tho flats all round, the same as every
other river in the country would.
'
10GS, What has been the effect of building the bridge there? It baa retarded the getting away of the
stormwaters, that is all. dhey do not get away as they used to do.
10G9. And the water remains longer on the land than it otherwise would do ? Yes; we had the full
scope of the river before the railway embankment was put there.
1070. How many additional arches would you suggest should be put in the embankment? I think it
would require only an opening of about Gu feet—about the width of the channel—and I do not think it is
wider than that.
1071. That is the original main channel P Yes.
1072. Which you say has been blocked up by the embankment? Yes. If there were that openinn'
there the flood-gates would he able to do their work properly.
D
1073. Mr. Roberts^ Do you desire the removal of the old Cook's River Dam ? Certainly not. I consider
that there would be no end of actions against the Government, unless n special Act were passed to save
them from actions for damage done to the lands which have been reclaimed, and which are now used for
pastoral or agricultural purposes and which would be spoilt bv salt water.
1074. I suppose that if the salt water were admitted a large area of land would be flooded? There is no
doubt that; it would bo destroyed.
1075. And consequently it would make it a very expensive job, whatever scheme were adopted ? Yerv
expensive. I suppose Mrs. Campbell would be the largest sufferer. Her land extends from Wolli Creek
on one side up to Dnderchffe Bridge on the other. The whole of the flats which she lets for grazing
purposes would be destroyed, and that is a very considerable area. I can remember the time when I have
walked over that land and have been able to scratch the natural salt off the surface of the land, but you
see nothing of that sort now.
107G. Would many landowners, who have rights to a fresh-water river, be able to make a claim against
the Government? I think so, all the way up to Canterburv, I believe it is proposed to build a dam at
Undercliffe Bridge, and if the Government do that I think it would flood all the lands above it, and the
landowners would claim damage on account of the flood-waters being thrown back upon their lands.
Joshua 1 ercy Joscpbson, l.sq., A.M.I.C.E., Civil and Consulting Engineer, sworn, and examined :—
1077. Chairman!] What are you ? A civil and consulting engineer.
107S. Have yon a knowledge of the two schemes at present before the Committee ? I have,
10/9. Do you desire to make a statement in regard to them ? More especially with regard to the main
Departmental scheme—not the alfernalivo scheme. I know these schemes very well.° The alternative
scheme will no doubt relieve the Marrickville Flats, but only to a certain extent.'’ 'It will not do all that
is required. We want the whole thing dealt with under what 1 may call a natural scheme.
10SQ, Do you approve of the main Departmental scheme P Yes. ”
1081. And the reasons that have been given by the Government officers are the reasons that would sustain
■
yon in your approval of it? Yes.
1052. 1 will ask you then about the alternative scheme ;—do you know anything about the storm-water
discharges in various suburbs ? I do.
_
1053. Do you know what fall the storm-water discharges have ? They vary. For instance, if you want
a storm-water discharge to the alternative scheme the fall should be a'bout'l in DUO—that is 4 feet ner
mile.
’
1
1084. What is the plan ? About 1 in 3,200.
1085. What is that ? About If ft. per mile.
10SG. You state that it ought to be twice that? Yes, at least.
1087. If the drain discharged intermittently, and there were a fall of If- ft. per mile, what would be the
result ? That would not drain the flat.
.
1088. But supposing the storm-water entered it what would be Die result? When it got to a certain
height it would be choked. The velocity of that would be 143 ft. per minute.
1089. "With an intermittently discharging drain the storm-wacer would stand for a considerable time in it?
Acs, when it got to a certain height.
1090. And what would become of the matter in solution while it was standing in the channel, it would
smk, would it not ? It would sink certainly.
'
1091. And when it had sunk would a velocity of 143 ft. per minute clear the sewer of the stuff there would
be in it r It certainly would not.
1092. What would be the result ? It would be partly choked ; the sediment would remain in the channel.
1093* Do you know anything about the storm-wator discharges in connection with tho city? I did.
1094. Has any difficulty been experienced with regard to the deposit of sediment in them>' I should not
like to say anything as to that.
1095. Supposing that silt were deposiled in the tunnel, how would they get it out if the velocity of Ihe
current were not sufficient to shift it ? It would have to be cleaned. ^
I09G. How would they clean Die tunnel ? By going inside id and cleaning it. There would not be a
sufficient force of current to clear it out. To shift sand requires a velocity of about 4 ft. per mile.
1097. Do you know tho amount of catchment area of the water that is at present discharmim into tho
drainage centre m Marrickville Talley ? Marrickville Talley itself is about 1,700 acres.
° ^
1098. Have you an y information to show the amount of water that would seek tho intake of the alterna
tive scheme and the discharging capacity of the tunnel in relation to the amount of water that would
require to use it from such an area? Eight inches fell in twentv-four hours in May, in the flood year
and, allowing an absorption of 20 per cent., it would take about fiftv-onc hours to discharge
’
1099.

J. P.
Josenlison,
Esq.,
A.M.I.C.E.
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J- P1099. Hunning full time 4 inches would take twenty-five hours, and 2 inches would take twelve and a half
Josephson, ]j0urs ? About that.
AII I^C E
But inasmuch as it is not running full time, it being choked by the rise of the tide, 2 inches of rain
fall on that watershed would take thirty-seven and a half hours to get through ; is that so ? About that.
8 July, 189G. ^ wiH> °f course, vary a little.
1101. If 2 inches fell on that watershed in twenty-four hours, and had to find its way out through that
tunnel, it would take thirtv-seven and a half hours to clear the flat ? About that. From statistics I
have obtained, I find that the heaviest rainfall we had was 2'2 inches in one hour. That was on the 25th
February, 1873. In the great rainfall of May, 1889, there fell 16'78 inches in four days. I mean on the
area near Cook’s Fiver.
1102. What are wo to understand is your attitude with regard to the alternative schemefrom an
engineering standpoint is it likely, in your opinion, to he effective? I do not think the alternative scheme
will do at all.
1103. You think it has not enough discharging capacity ? It will not relieve the flat “by 2 to 3 feet.
There will always be from 2 to 3 feet of water there. The in-take of the tunnel is, I think, 2 feet above
low-water mark to start with, and it comes within low-water mark at Shea's Creek.
1104. What area of the valley is there lower than 2 feet? From the dam to the in-take is 180 acres.
1105. Do you know anything about the levels of Cook’s Fiver? Yes.
1103. What is the rise and fall of the water in Cook's Fiver, spring tides ? From 5 feet 8 inches to 6
feet above low ■water mark.
■
1107. Would there be any difference between the rise and fall at Shea's Creek and at the Tempe Dam ?
Nothing to speak of.
1108. Is it practically a level ? Yes.
1109. Would the discharge at Tempe Dam practically find the tide as low as it would at the mouth of
Shea’s Creek ? About the same. There might be a few minutes’ difference.
1110. In your opinion, would the discharge at Tempe Dam, above Marrickville Flats, have as good a head
behind it as one would at Shea's Creek ? I think so.
1111. Therefore, in your opinion, if the alternative scheme he based ou the assumption that it will find
some 2 or 3 feet lower water at Shea’s Creek than it would at the mouth of Marrickville Creek, the present
dam being removed, it is based on a wrong contention ? Quite so.
1112. If the present Tempe Dam were removed, and Cook’s Fiver were allowed to flow out unimpeded,
or if there were sluice-gates which were equal to the carrying capacity of the river, would the discharge
from the mouth of Marrickville Creek be pretty well as low as the discharge at Shea’s Creek ? Yes;
1 think it would.
1118. Not much difference ? Not much difference.
lilt. The difference in the levels of the river at the mouth of Marrickville Flats and at the mouth of
Shea’s Creek is accounted for by the presence of the dam, and by no other reason ? That is right.
_
1115. How far is it from Marrickville Creek to Shea’s Creek? I should think that :t would be quite
a mile, going round the fascine hanks.
'
1116. You believe that that distance in an estuary, such as Cook’s Fiver would he if tho dam were not
there, would not account for much difference in the level ? No, it would not.
1117. You are aware that Cook’s Fiver narrows as it goes up; but you do not think that that will
materially alter the level ? Quite so.
1118. TVo take it for granted that in giving these replies you are well acquainted with tho surroundings
of the place ? ] know the whole district.
1119. Do you desire to make any further statement with regard to the main Departmental scheme ? The
alternative scheme will not relieve the flat from flood-waters, except only partially. The main thing is the
river. On the southern end of the present dam at Tempe, if there were a new opening of 300 feet, with gates
2 feet 6 inches lower than they are at present, that would relieve the fiat better than the alternative
scheme would. The gates are about 2 feet 2 inches above low water at the present time, and I think that
they should ho 3 inches below it. It takes from 12 to 16 inches head to work the present gates.
1120. How much head ought to work a gate ? From 4i to 6 inches ought to work a proper gate.
1121. Mr. Wright.'] I understand that your objection to the alternative scheme is that it has not got fall
enough ; and secondly, that by reason of the high waters coming into it, it would he blocked from running
during high tide ? Quite so.
1122. Can you tell us what is the fall of the great outlet sewer to Ben Buckley ? About 4 feet per mile.
1123. Are you sure of that ? 1 think so. It was so when I drew the plans for tho late Mr. Clark,
hydraulic engineer to the New South Males Government. I was with him when he designed the sewerage
for the city of Sydney. I do not think the plans were altered.
1124. "What is the distance for that outlet ? About C miles.
1125. And yet that takes sewage within 10 feet of high-water mark in Sydney ? I think it is 40; it was
30. It takes all sewers above a 40-feet contour.
_
1126. ] think Mr. Darley said lately that the fall of the outlet sewer to Bondi was 10 inches to the mile ?
Then they have altered it.
_
1127. You arc quite sure that, under no circumstances, the alternative scheme would clear the Marrickville
Flats ? I am sure it would he of no use to it.
1128. From the in-take to the proposed site of Ihe dam is it not a dead level? No ; it is higher along the
hank of the river than at the in-take.
1129. How much lower than the in-take do you think would be the lowest part, going from the in-tako to
Cook’s Fiver ? I do not think it is worth talking about.
1130. You say the in-takc would not take away the water from the lower part of the valley ? Certainly.
1131. How much lower is the lowest part of the valley than the in-take ? About 2 feet.
1132. How do you propose to clear that valley; even if you lower the sills of the Cook’s Fiver Dam 2 feet
C inches, how could you clear that valley at "high tide in heavy rains? The lowering of the sills 2 feet
6 inches would lower tho water 2 feet on that flat.
1133. At high tide ? Not exactly, hut when it is on the move again.
1134. Do you see any possibility of permanently draining that valley at all times ? The only possible way
is by a pumping scheme.
1136,
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1135 .Chairman.] Is there anything further you would like to say? In, the main Departmental scheme
J-Pthere is provision for a dam on the lllawarra lioad, and another* dam on Wolli Creek. If that scheme Jo6cphsoDt
were carried out, and the southern end of the present dam jhad an open waterway, and the water were A M I*C E.
allowed to go up the river, it would be a miniature of the present scheme.
.
', V _
1130. Mr. Roberts.] Have you looked into both these schemes put before the Committee by Mr. Darley? 8 July, 1896.
I have.
1137. Do you approve of them ? Hot in their entirety.
1133. Mr. Darley provides for lowering the sills of the Cook’s River Dam at a cost of £2,000 do you
approve of that being done? Tes,
1139, And then Wolli Creek and Cook's River are to be thoroughly dredged and cleaned ? I think that
would have the desired effect, and is about all that need be done.
IDLO. Are you prepared to make any other suggestions with a view of improving the scheme? One
thing I thought of suggesting was Ibis : supposing that the Government remove the present Tempo Dam,
they could take a contour lino of the whole of the land on both sides of the river up to Canterbury, and
see what land would be covered at high tide, consequent on the removal of the dam, and then that
■
land could ho reclaimed up to a certain mark—say, 6 feet—and be subdivided and sold.
THURSDAY, 9 JULY, 1896.

■

present: —
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chaikman).
The Hon. Ekedeiuck Thomas Humihteut. 1
Charles Alfued Lee, Esq.
The Hon. Chakles James Rohehxs, C.M.G. ]
John Lionel Regan, Esq,
The Hon. William Joseph Thickett.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. Daniel O’Connor.
Georoe Black, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.
. Frank Earnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s River.
John Horatio Clayton, Esq., Mayor of Rockdale, sworn, and esummed :—
1141. Mr. Triokctt.] Will you inform the Committee in what way your borough is affected by the proj, yj.
posal now before us
So far as our borough is concerned, the part of Cook’s River which interests us Clayton, Esq.
is the part above the Tempe Dam, commencing at the dam, extending up to WoHi Creek, and then going
along Wolli Creek. Those are tho parts which skirt our boundary,
!9 July, 1890.
1142. Will yon tell us how your borough is affected by the present state of affairs ? There are gentle
men here who have known the river longer than I have. I have known it ten years, frequently passing
over it. It is a thorough nuisance. Passing over the railway dam, as we do dailv, you can see an
accumulation of green stuff, the smell from which is very bad ; worse in summer time, of course. You
see it under the beet of circumstances now. In summer time the river is lower, and I have seen the fore
shores covered with this green accumulation. Wolli Creek is very bad indeed. It is a constant cause of
complaint. The river has been so pretty well ever since I have been there, and it is growing worse
from year to year.
"
11411 Does the drainage of any part of the Rockdale Municipality go into any part of Wolli Creek and
Cook’s River ? Yes ; the drainage of a large portion of our municipality goes into Wolli Creek and
Cook’s River.
"
1141. So that, in a measure, you are contributors to the nuisance yourselves? Of course we are, in a
measure, if there is any nuisance, the same as the city of Sydney contributes to the harbour nuisance.
1145. Is there any scheme of drainage provided for Rockdale under the Metropolitan and Suburban
Water and Sewerage Act ? ' I am not aware whether it in provided for, hut 1 should say that it is. The
western outfall sewer goes to the sewage farm through our district—crosses Wolli Creek, and makes its
way to the sewage farm. ] take it that we shall be connected with that by-and-bye. It may be some
years lienee. No start has been made yet.
”
1146, But I suppose that the sewago that at present goes into Wolli Creek and Cook’s River from Rock
dale does so inevitably at the present time ? Yes.
114/. J hen you are interested in this project? Solely with regard to tho improvement of Cook’s River;
not in any way as regards the drainage of Marrickville.
'
1148. That does not affect you and your aldermen ?
Not in any way. We look upon it as merelylocal.
11.49. Has this subject bad consideration at the hands of vour council? It has.
1150. Can you inform tho Committee whether you agree with that part of the Government proposal
which affects Rockdale ? Yes. so far as the council are concerned ; 1 may say they have considered this
matter as being a nuisance to the public. They have seen the river dammed, and they could not perceive
that it was other than a good sewage-pit. If they desired a sewage-pit they could not do better than dam
the river as it is dammed. That is the grievance, but some of us have stood off from the consideration of
any scheme, because wo thought that we were not competent to deal with one. Schemes have been sug
gested, but we thought that it was a matter for skilled men to deal with.
1151. Do you and your council think that the mode suggested, of cleaning out the river, and also
lowering tlie sills of tlie dam at Cook’s River will help to improve things? 1 do, personally, and I
think that the majority of my council also do. If future interests may be considered, why not make the
river, as far as possible, navigable, looking to what may lake place in the future, such ns the use of tho
river by coal barges, or anything of that kind.
*
1152. But if that were provided for would that not let the salt water into Wolli Creek ? I donot know
what the effect of that would be. It is a matter 1 should not like to enter into.
1153. But to make the river navigable you would have to let in the salt water? Yes.
1154. And wo have had evidence that to do that would cause very great damage to the low-lying lands
higher up the river—do you think it would he desirable that, besides dredging and cleaning out the
river, its hanks should bo made permanently good by fasciuc work, or anything of that kind;—is that
necessary ? 1 think it would be.
'
’
°
1155.
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1155. Can you tell us what frontage your borough has to Wolli Greek and Cook's HiverP I camiot
Clayton, Esq. gjve j.ou a))y jdeaos ^ that. It may extend a mile and a half or a couple of miles, or perhaps more,
o/T*'TA”Tsnr 1156. You know tho railway bridge near the junction of Wolli Creek and Cook’s Itiver f Yes.
u
‘ 1157. Have you considered whether that does or does not interfere with the free scour of the river ? J.
should say it does, and that it adds to the nuisance.
1158. Owing to the embankment being put in part of the river channel? Yes.
_
1159. Is there any rapid how of the river after heavy rain? 1 have not noticed particularly. It gets
low very quickly, and it risesvery quickly, I have seen it in flood about iVIarriekville, and it apparently
goes down in the course of a day or two, but I have not jiarticularly noticed the flow.
1160. The state of Wolli Crock is attributed by the Department in a great measure to the tannery that
exists on Wolli Creek;—do you think that has much to do with it? Iso; I do not. It may have
assisted at one time. The pollution has been greatly helped by reeds growing up in the creek not
allowing the free flow that otherwise there would naturally be. Ho far as the tannery is concerned, I
may say it is within our municipality, and I And the manager very willing to assist the local governing
body by clarifying the water betore it gets into the creek. If there is any pollution it is for the Depart
ment to deal with it. Tho creek is outside our boundary, and we have no power to stop or prevent its
pollution bv prosecuting people. It is for the Department itself to prevent the pollutiou. Our boundary7
merely goes up to the edge of Wolli Creek.
.
...
1161. Therefore, Wolli Creek is not actually within your boundary ? Yo ; Wolli Creek is a tributary of
1
Cook’s llivcr.
,
1162. And you say that at the tannery the effluent is treated, in a measure, so as to prevent pollution of
the creek? Yes; in every possible way. Whenever I have heard a complaint 1 have sout to the
manager, and he has certainly done all a man could do.
i
_
1163. I suppose that the water now gets away tardily from Cook’s liiver through the flood-gates in the
Cook’s Hiver Dam ? Yes.
'
1164. It is proposed by the Department to lower the sills of those flood-gates about 2 feet;—do you
think that will facilitate the outflow? I should say it would; but whether that would be sufficient or
not I am not competent to judge. I have always taken the view that wo are not competent to deal with
the matter. Every second alderman appeared to me to have a remedy, but I preferred to leave the
matter to experienced bands.
'
_
1165. I understand, then, that the object which you gentlemen have in coining here to-day is chiefly to
accentuate the great nuisance that exists at this part of the river ? Yes.
_
H6G. You have not come here to suggest remedies, but only to endorse all that has been said as to tho
urgent necessity for something to be done ? Yes.
1167. But you appear to agree that one great necessity is that the river should be cleared of these weeds
and other things ? Yes.
'
1168. And that there should be some dredging to facilitate the ready flow of the river ? Yes.
1169. Yon think that would be a very strong factor in keeping it clear? Yes.
1170. Comparing those parts of the river where the weeds are much grown with those parts where they
are not so bad, is the state of the river worse in those parts which are very reedy ? I cannot say. They
all seem to me to be much alike. YTot only do we come here with regard to the nuisance—without suggesting
a remedy—but we also wish to say that we think that this is not a matter in connection with which the
betterment principle can be applied. Tho Cook’s Elver Dam was put there by tbc Government, and of
course we had no power to remove it. The Government by putting the dam there have caused a nuisance,
and by neglecting to dredge the river, and treat it as they have treated oilier rivers, dotcrioration has
been caused. jNow, after a lapse of some years, the G overnment come along and say they will dredge the
river, and do other necessary works. "Under the circumstances, we cannot see how the principle of better
ment can be applied. "We say that adjacent properties have been deteriorated in value, and that if possible
the principle of compensation for deterioration should be applied.
1171. I suppose you also urge that you are not the greatest offenders in regard to the pollution of this
stream ? We are not offenders. "We try to do what we can. A great deal of our drainage is treated by
the householders themselves, who are very glad to utilise it as far as they can.
1172. "What system have you in regard to closets ? The pan system.
1173. "Where is the night-soil deposited ? On the sewage farm by the contractor.
1174. It is taken right away to the sewage farm ? Yes.
1175. Therefore, it does not contribute to the nuisance ? Ho.
1176. So all that runs into the river is house-slops ? Yes ; and not a great deal of that from Boekdale.
Drainage also comes into it from Hurstville, and from a very largo area besides Eockdale.
1177. 1 suppose that if a proper system of sewerage were adopted, connecting Eockdale with tho sewago
farm, the Municipality of Eockdale would willingly fall in with the Government scheme;—it would be glad
to have a system of water-carriage, if it could get it? Very glad.
*
1178. Are you prepared to offer any opinion as to the scheme in any other respects ? Ho ; except that!
should like to see a good scheme, making provision for future requirements, so as to rid us of all nuisance.
"We can give data with regard to the nuisance, and then I think it is for skilled men to provide an
adequate scheme for remedying it.
'
1179. You are able, I suppose, to state that the nuisance has gone on increasing as population has
increased ? ATes.
...
1180. Is Wolli Creek the outlet for the storm waters of your municipality ? Bor a largo portion it is.
1181. Where do the storm waters from the other portion go? They make iheir way towards Cook's
Eiver—below the dam and Botany Bay,
1182. Below the dam—that is, to the south-east? Yes.
_
1183. Is there anything else you would like to say ? Ho. There are some very old residents here who
recollect the river in early days—Alderman .Judd, who was once member for West Botany, and others,
who can, perhaps, add a little with regard to their own experience of thirty or forty years.
1184. They will be able to state that the nuisance has been an increasing one ? Yes.
1185. Mr. Clarke.'] Do you think the present scheme would be of any benefit to Eockdale in removing
the nuisance that at present exists ? I think it would be, judging from the opinion expressed by such an
officer as Mr- Darley. I think it would relieve us of the nuisance.
1186.
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1186. As regards tlie alternative scheme, what do you think of that? That does not interest us at all—
Cluylun, Esq.
it is merely local.
1187. You think that the railway embankment has prevented the usual flow of the water from IVolli fl'TuhvlSSe.
Creek;—do you think that has been tho cause of the waters not getting away so easily as they should
have done ? I think it has added to it,
1188. Wolli Creek formerly discharged into Cook’s Kiver at the end of tho Eoutheru railway embankment,
did it not? I do not recollect that. That is going back a little before my time.
1189. It lias been stated here in evidence by some of: the. witnesses that tlie railway embankment, not
having an opening on the southern side, where Wolli Creek formerly discharged into Cook’s Kiver, has
been the means of preventing the water from getting awav as readily as it formerly did ? I should say
that that is the case.
1190. It has also been stated that the reeds and other obstruciions growing in Wolli Creek have been
caused chiefly by Ihe railway embankment ? I cannot say whether it is so or not.
1191. You think that if this scheme were carried out it would he a benefit, not only to other munici
palities, but also to the Municipality of Koekdale ? Yes ; 1 do.
1192. Do you think that it should be carried out entirely at the public expense? J do, Cook’s Kiver
being a national waterway.
1193. And you think that no municipality in the neighbourhood should contribute towards its cost? I do.
1194. Mr. PVrif[ht'\ I suppose you look upon this matter principally from a sanitary standpoint? I look
upon it from a sanitary standpoint, not only as touching our own district, but also as touching the
metropolis, because it is a growing danger. Year by year we become more impressed with tlie danger.
1195. The insanitary condition of a liver you look upon as a danger, not only to that immediate neighbour
hood, but also to the surrounding country ? j. do.
1196. What arrangements have you for sewage in your municipality ? So far as the treatment of nightsoil is concerned, we have the contract pan system. The contractor removes the night-soil to the sewage
farm. With regard to household slops, most of the people utilise them about their own places, others may,
it is possible, drain into the street; but the population of Koekdale is very scattered, and that would be
really next to nothing. The principal drainage into the creek are the waters that fall from tlie heavens.
1197. But the waters that fall from the heavens are not polluted ? I know that. But 1 do not altogether
admit pollution, or, rather, 1 admit it in this way : Cook's River is dammed, and if you wanted to construct
a sewage pit, you could not do hotter than dam up the river, and let it receive all the drainage from the
adjoining areas.
1198. That makes it a stagnant pool ? Yes ; a stagnant pool.
1199. Is your night-soil buried within the bounds of your own municipality, or carried outside it? It is
buried in the municipality. Unfortunately wc have the sewage farm in our area ; it is the outfall for tho
western suburbs.
'
1200. There is nothing insanilary about that, is there ? Wo urge that at times an offence has arisen, but
the sewage authorities say that there is no offence, that they treat it without offence.
1201. Tliey profess to deodorise the stuff at once? Uo; they separate tho solids from the liquid, and
put tho solid into the sand.
1202. Where do your slops drain to? Some of the slops are utilised by a number of the householders ou their
premises, other house-slops may drain into tho street, but in such small quantities that you would never
see a running gutter in our municipality, or, at any rate, very seldom. Ttie household drainage dries up,
and I daresay that sometimes the rain-water may carry some of it into Cook’s River.
12()3, Does it gravitate naturally into Cook’s Kiver? Yes, eventually. We arc ou a ridge, and the
drainage of one side goes towards Wolli Creek, and that of the other side towards Botany Bay.
'
1204. 8o a portion of your borough must necessarily drain into Cook’s Kiver through Wolli Crook ? Yes;
but only a little.
1205. Would, not Ihe alternative scheme interest yon in this respect—if any portion of the surrounding
district were insanitary, would you not suffer from it ? Jt touches us in that way.
1206. So the insanitary condition of that district would affect you more or less ? It would if it were
insanitary.
1207. Do you not admit that both Cook’s Kiver and Wolli Creek arc insanitary ? Yes ; but where you
saw tho flood the other day, if you saw the place in the summer-time you would see that it was a green
spot sometimes. Those poor people have been allowed to buy' land there in dry weather, and afterwards
have found out to their cost that the property is flooded every now and again. The legislature has
allowed tho law to be such that people can come along and buy up land in such places.
.
1203. Have you ever considered the Departmental proposal in reference to the present dam? No.
1209. One proposal is to lower tlie sills of the present dam 2 feet, that is a little below low-water mark,
and tbe Department declare that if that is done and the flood-gates are occasionally opened, Cook's Kiver
will be scoured out, and they propose to dredge it above the dam—do you think that that would fairly
abate the present nuisance ? J think, from a common-sense point of view, it would help.
1210. Do you think the purification of tho stream would be assisted by occasional flooding by salt water
also ? I think so.
1211. Mr. Lee.'] You do not desire to offer any opinion as to tlie scheme proposed by tho Government
for the drainage of Marrickville? No, I do not.
1212. You wish to impress on the Committee the fact that no matter what may be done for the relief of
Marrickville there is a necessity to do something for the relief of Cook’s Kiver ? I do.
1213. That is your object? Yes ; and 1 should like to see something done for Marrickville as well.
1214. But you offer no opinion as to how that should be done ? No,
1215. If the alternative scheme for draining Marrickville were adopted, in your opinion that would give
no relief to Koekdale and the adjoining municipalities abutting on Cook's Kiver? Ido not think that
as a matter of drainage it would assist us at all.
*
4216. Is it not a fact ihat during the last twenty or twenty-five years, since the population lias increased
so largely in those suburbs, tbe pollution of Cook’s Kiver has been largely intensified ? My knowledge
extends only over ten years back, but I should, of course, say that increased population has no doubt
added to tbe nuisance.
1217. I presume it is clear that population must still further increase very fast there? It is increasing
very quickly.
1218,
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1218. There is much room for ii to settle there ? Yes.
Clayton, Esq. join, And the inference is, that iu the course of a few years the pollution of Cook’s Rirer would be very
much greater than it is at the present time ? Yes.
0 Ju y,
S. 2220. Do you bold that opinion ? I do.
1221. And, without eipreasiug an opinion as to what should be done for the Marrickville people, jou, on
behalf of your people, have no doubt as to what should be done for Cook s River that is, that some
thing should be done to enable tho water to have an uninterrupted flow ? Yes.
1222. Without admitting the full flow of salt water at high lide ? I think so.
1223. Mr, Fegaji.] You say you are conversant with the alternative scheme ? Yes.
1224. I suppose you know that in connection with that scheme it is proposed to dredge Cook’s River? Yes.
1225. Do yon think that if the river is properly dredged it will give you all you require at Rockdale ?
Yes; as far as we are concerned we have only troubled ourselves about the river, leaving Marrickville to
attend to its own local requirements.
122G. If the river is properly dredged from point to point it will give you all you want? Yes ; I think so.
1227. In his alternative scheme Mr. Darley proposes to dredge the river, to lower the sills at the Cook’s
River Dam, at a cost of ±‘2,0fl0—the alternative scheme is really a local one so far as the Marrickville
tunnel is concerned, but the dredging of the river, and the lowering of the sills, of course, will affect
not only Marrickville, but also your municipality ? Yes.
_
_
1228. Have you thought out any other scheme which would be preferable to make your municipality
healthier than this scheme would? No; I have not. On tho contrary, I have avoided thinking out a
scheme, because I heard so many expressions of opinion with regard to schemes, and some of them were
so foolish, that I thought it best for aldermen to leave schemes alone, and to leave the matter to the
engineers. My idea was that whatever Mr. Darley or any other good engineer proposed, would he
worthy of very great consideration.
• 1229. You think that a man holding the high position of Mr. Darley is more competent to think out a
scheme than a person who knows nothing about engineering ? I think so.
^
_
_
1230, And under these circumstances you are willing to be led by the opinion of Mr. Darley in this
matter? Yes ; wc supplying him with all the necessary data. That is all we can give him. I do not
know that any one of us is capable of propounding a scheme to meet the requirements in such a case as this, ’
.1231, In connection with the alternative scheme, Mr. Darley also proposes a dam across Marrickville
Valley at a cost of £2,000—of course that is really local, and does not touch you in any way ? No ; it
does not.
1232. Therefore, the chief point of your evidence is that you believe that the river should be thoroughly
dredged? Yes.
1233. i!fr. Hawaii.'] In what way would this scheme affect your municipality ? The scheme would
relieve the river from the almost intolerable nuisance now existing, and which is increasing—at least we
take it that it will. There is the nuisance, and we leave it to the officers to devise a scheme for its
removal.
1234. The alternative scheme proposed by Mr. Darley for draining Marrickville Plats would not be of any
benefit to your municipality ? No, except, as Mr. Wright put it, from a sanitary point of view. There
is no doubt that the Marrickville Flats are insanitary, ami add to the pollution of the river. That flooded
area requires to be drained, but we are not capable of saying whether tho system of drainage proposed
for it is a competent one.
,
.
1235. Where is the outfall for your drainage ? Part of the watershed, being one side of a ridge, drains
into Wolli Creek, and another part drains into Cook’s River above tbe dam, and another parr, on the
other side of tho ridge, makes towards Botany7 Bay and the lower part of Cook’s liiver below the dam.
123G. How long has your municipality been established ? Since 1871, under the name of West Botany.
We are one of the oldest municipalities in tbc Colony.
1237. Was the dam across Cook’s River built before your municipality was formed ? Along time before,
according to report.
1238. It is a very old road, is it not? A very old road, and outside tbe boundaries of our municipality,
of course.
,
1239. That dam was built a considerable time, at any rate, before your municipality was established ? Yes.
1240. Therefore, the municipality has grown up with the existing conditions ? Yes.
1241. And whatever obstruction may have occurred through the building of tho dam has not occurred
merely since your municipality was formed? No ; it 1ms not occurred merely since then. Of course, tho
railway was built later on, and caused a second damming of the river, and increased the nuisance.
1242 Then your opinion, J, presume, ifom the evidence given by you, is that that scheme which would be
beneficial to the largest number of residents in that locality, including Rockdale and Marrickville, would
be one providing for tbe deepening of the river, and for the outlet of flood-waters in a more comprehensive
manner than has been adopted up to the present time ? Yes.
_
1243. Mr. Boberts.] Do your council employ a civil engineer ? No; we employ an overseer.
1244. Has he ever furnished the council with any report on the state oi Wolli Creek, or offered any
suggestions aa to its improvement ? Yes, he has. Our inspector of nuisances has done that from time
to time.
.
1245. What was the nature of the report ? We have written to the G-overnmcnt asking them to have
those reeds cleared away—asking that the creek may be cleared out.—but unfortunately the Government
could not undertake the work, and wo had no power to touch Wolli Creek. It is outside our boundary.
We come up to the shore.
1246. And that was the recommendation of your inspector of nuisances? Yes; we have applied time
after time. We called attention to the state of tho river and Wolli Creek. Wo have wailed on the
Government, but without result.
^
1247. Do vou regard it as a menace to tbc public health ; is it as bad as that ? I do, not only locally but
to the whole metropolis ; it is growing year by year.
1248. Can you trace any cases of sickness to "the state of the creek ? Wc cannot do that. We can only
say that it is probably a factor with regard to disease. Wc camiot trace any actual disease to it. Itis
in such a state that if it were round our own homes wc could not tolerate it.
1249. Does the creek ever overflow ? 1 think it has done so in flood-times, but of course the water
generally in it does not get away. 1 have never been up the creek, but, in crossing over the dam, I have
seen tho river very high at times.
125U.
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1250. Is there much population around'Wolli Creek? No: hut in Jiockdale itself the population has
increased wonderfully since the railway was made. Our last return showed that we had something like C5ayton* E9<1|
0,000 people in Eockdale. Our area is about S square miles. Taking out about a square milo for the qCT^ 189G.
sewage farm leaves about 7 square miles of territory on which there is a population of 0,000 people.
u
1251. The borough contains a scattered population? Yes.
1252. Do you think that if the rashes were removed from Wolli Creek, and the place were thoroughly
dredged and cleaned out a great improvement would take place ? I do.
1253. Can you suggest anything else that ought to be done? I cannot. I know tbe nuisance is there.
I should like to see it got rid of, but I do not know how 1o suggest any remedy.
1251. So far as you are able to judge, you regard the dredging and thorough cleansing of Wolli Creek ■
and Cook’s River as a desirable work ? Yes, very desirable,
regards the Cook’s River Dam,I should
like to point out that although that dam has been there for so many years, of course, it has not been
there with our consent. AVe have agitated against it, we have asked for its removal, and for the erection
of a bridge, but the Government have not complied with our request. We saw the nuisance arising
from it, and we agitated against it. Wo have not lain quietly hy. We could not, of course, forcibly
remove it, and it has been kept there. As regards the sewerage rate, I would point out that in paying
our contractor for the removal of the pans, we now pay what is equivalent to a sewerage rate. Wo
should not pay more for a proper system of sewerage. As regards having dams higher up the river, 1
should like to say, in justice to those municipalities above us, that if our argument is good in regard to
the Tempo Dam, a nuisance must in course of time be created by the erection of dams higher up. We
desire to act for the benefit of the public generally and not selfishly, merely for our own benefit, and
that a good job should be made of whatever is done. '
'
"William George Judd, Esq., Alderman of the Borongh of Rockdale, sworn and examined :—
125u. Mr. Glarlee.\ Hare you been long a resident in the neighbourhood of Eockdale? Yes; for nearly w. G. Judd,
forty years.
Esq.
125b‘. Do you wish to make a statement to the Committee as to the necessity or otherwise of the works
proposed to bo carried out in order to abate the existing nuisance ? There is no doubt that Cook’s River ® Jalji 189Ghas for many years been an intolerable nuisance. As gentlemen sitting in the room know, the first part
of the river, that is, from Botany Bay up to tho dam, was so intolerable that people on ihe southern
slopes of the city felt the effects of it until the Government carried out those reclamation works. Now
the same thing is occurring on Cook’s River between the dam and Canterbury. It is becoming just tlie
same as those flats were between the dam and Botany Bay. An offensive greasy matter gets on the
surface of the water, particularly in the summer-time, and if we have not had much rain, the wind from
tlie north-east carries the smell, which is intolerable, over Rockdale. No doubt that arises from sewage
matter. . Tho dam seems to make a nice little cesspool between the railway bridge and the dam. If you
are passing over the river in a train on a summer’s evening, and the wind is coming from the north-east,
you get a nice smell. I have seen ladies and gentlemen rush to put the windows down, when they reached
Tempe station, in order to shut out the smell.
1257. You believe that something is absolutely necessary to be done to prevent this nuisance ? Yes.
1258. Have you seen the present plans? Only a few minutes ago. I have not examined them, but I
have some idea of them from reading in the newspapers what Mr. Darley proposes.
1259. Can you express an opinion on the alternative scheme, or on the main departmental scheme ? The
alternative scheme will not do any good for the district of St. George. I have known that place for
nearly forty years, and I have seen the tide go up the Marrickville Valley higher than where the tunnel
is proposed to be made. I have caught bream weighing 1-J- lb. each at the site of the proposed intake of
the alternative scheme. The alternative scheme will not affect the state of Cook’s River from a sanitary
point of view. It will only deal with flood-water that comes down from the higher laud of Newtown. St.
Retcrs, and Petersham.
,
12G0. Prom what you sec of the plans now you think that the main Departmental scheme would be of the
greatest benefit to the various municipalities and the public at large? Yes, it would.
.! 201 Can you suggest anything that should be done ? Ido not think that, unless something were done to
AV olli Creek, any work that is carried out would be of great benefit to the river. I have watched the
river in floodtime and in dry seasons. The water from AV olli Creek comes down with a great rush, and
since the railway crossing has been made the waters of AYolli Creek seem to strike in its original channel
against the earthworks of the railway. That sends the water as a kind of whirlpool up the river again,
and consequently blocks, to a great extent, tbe water from Marrickville Plats, and 1 thinkthat whatever is
done will not be successful unless something is done to Wolli Creek in tho way of dredging it and
making up some of the lower banks. AVolli Creek was at one time a beautiful clear stream, but to-day
you can walk over parts of it.
12G2. Can you say when the present dam at Tempe was built ? I cannot say how long ago; it was erected
before my time. Of course, there have been alterations to it since.
12G3. Tho original dam was small compared with what the dam is now ? It has been raised a good deal.
1 can remember that.
12Gd. Several witnesses say that it was originally built about fifty-five years ago ? I cannot say.
1205. The dam having been originally built, I presume, by the Government of tbe day, and the nuisance
having increased since through thedam being erected there, and thus preventing the flood-waters from getting
away, you think it would be tbe duty of the Government to remedy the defects in the system at the
public expense? I certainly think so. If you were to put a dam across George’s River at Como, at the
end of ten years you would have pretty much the same sort of thing as we have at Cook’s River. The
foetid water seems to accumulate more near the convent, where the still water is, than at places higher
up the river.
12GG. Do you consider that the railway embankment, by diverting the waters of AVolli Creek from their
natural outlet, has increased the nuisance ? I would not say that it has increased the nuisance, but it has
interfered with the free flow of tbc water. Tlie flow of water from AVolli Creek is right against the
buttress of the railway bridge, and since the railway has been built the road has been raised and extended
to that new bridge at tbe Tempo Station put in by the Government, and the waters that used to go that way
strike
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^T" Esq11'^ stT,*ke that bridge and the higher part of the road, and then the AVolli Creek waters curl round and
block tho water of the river. It has naturally made a whirlpool there.
9 Julv 1896. 1^67. In other words, before that railwav embankment was made, did the water get away more freely
■'
than it does at the present time ? It did from the low-lying lands on the AVolli Creek side and Miss
Campbell’s property.
1268. Mr. Zee.J Ton have been connected with tbe Municipal Council of Koekdale for a number of
years ? Tes.
_
1269. Do you remember the council making any previous representation to tho Government respecting
this matter ? Kepeatediy. St. Peter’s Council and Koekdale Council have both been making representa
tions to the Government fur years.
1270. It has been a cause of complaint then for many years ? Tes.
_
1271. It is not a matter that has cropped up since this reference was made to the Committee ? IVo.
1272. So far as your council are concerned they have always been placing it before the Government ? Tes.
1273. Ton are acquainted with the scheme originally'referred to this Committee? I have not looked
through it.
1274. Have you ever looked at the estimate of it ? ]Vo ; I have not.
1275. Mr. Darley proposes to remove the Cook’s Kiver Dam, to alter the level of the road, to erect a new
■
bridge 300 feet long and 45 feet wide, to put in training walls and fascine hanks on both sides as shown
on the plan, to have a dam and sluice-gates across Marrickulle Flats, a dam and sluice-gates at Cook’s
Kiver at Undercliffe Bridge, and a dam and sluice-gates across AVolli Creek, to dredge the full width of
the channel 5 feet deep to Undercliffe Bridge, and to dean out Wolli Creek ; —if that work were carried
out, would that give the relief you think is necessary r 1 think it would.
1276. Tou see that the object of that fascine work is to prevent the influx of salt water on to that land
and to create a scour in the channel ? Tes,
1277. The object of the dam across Marrickville Plats is to prevent tlie inflow of flood and tidal waters?
There is no doubt that would be a great improvement.
.1278. I will now direct your attention to the alternative scheme. It is proposed, under that scheme, to
tunnel and drain to Shea's Creek, to have flood-gates and a dam across Marrickville Amlley, to dredge
Cook's Kiver and AVolli Creek, and to lower the sills at the Cook’s River Dam. Arou see, even under
that proposal there is work to be done at Cook’s Kiver—to give an easier outlet for the foul water there;—
do you think that would be effective ? I would not care to offer an opinion about that open channel and
lunnel.
1279. Tou see, there are two things sought to be done—one is to give relief to Marrickville, which is
flooded by surface water, and the other is to give relief to Cook’s Kiver in your opinion, which of those
schemes would he the more effective? In my opinion tlie original proposal would. It only seems reason
able that the river should have a proper scour.
1280. You have seen the Marrickville Amlley in wet weather ? Tes.
1281. Things are very bad there ? Frightful.
1282. I believe it also drains the watershed of adjoining municipalities ? I suppose that four or five
municipalities drain into it.
12S3. You admit that there is a necessity for something io be done there? There can be no doubt as to
the necessity.
'
1284. AVithout expressing an emphatic opinion as to the proposal, arc you prepared to admit that if the
proposal under the original scheme will give relief to Marrickville, you are of opinion that it will also
give the relief sought in regard to Cook's Kiver? It will assist in relieving flood waters, but whether it
would be a success, I would not like (o give an opinion.
1285. But if it would be effective in draining the Marrickville Amlley, in your opinion would it be
eulKeient to give effect to what you require to he done in Cook’s Kiver? I consider that if it wore
constructed, and it relieved the flood-waters, it must of necessity relieve Cook’s Kiver—that is, if it were
effective.
1286. The output of waters from Marrickville Aralley will assist in keeping up the scour of Cook’s
Kiver? A’es.
1287. Mr. Wright.'] If a system of underground drains were carried out in your and the adjacent
municipalities, would that largely effect your object—I mean, if the AVatev and Sewerage Board carried
out the ordinary sewerage there ? ATell, in 1 he Municipality of Koekdale I do not think it would cause any
alteration if we had underground sewerage there. I do not think it would make any difference to Cook’s
Kiver. All the slopes to Wolli Creek and Cook's Kiver arc of a sandy, porous nature, and I do not think
that within a mile of Cook’s Kiver or AVolli Creek you could see any household soapsuds or water running
from any of the houses. I have not seen it myself, and I live amongst them. Most of the people, on
account of the land there being so porous, dig a pit, and fill it up with rubble, 5 or 6 yards square, and
cover it with bushes, and use it for years for refuse uater. I have one that has been in operation for
seven years.
1288. But if St. Peters, Marrickville, and Koekdale, anl other municipalities were sewered, would that
not, to a large extent, get rid of the nuisance ? It would at St, Peters and M arrickville and the southern
slopes of Newtown, because they all drain into the Marrickville Aralley, but Arncliffe AVnrd, which is the
portion of Koekdale that abuts on Cook’s Kiver and AVolli Creek, is so sparsely populated, and tho
ground is so friable, that you cannot see any drainage.
1289. In the event of this work being carried out, do you think it would be fair for the Government to
ask the local municipalites to pay for a portion of that work ? Ko ; I do not think so. The Government
dammed the river up, and then the railway people made it worse.
1290. Tou think that, as they have destroyed the natural flow of water, they ought to make it good again ?
Tes ; lot the river scour itself.
1291. If the sills of the dam are lowered, and the river is dredged ns the Government propose, do you
think that in a few years, with the present population and the large increase of population that will
naturally take place, it is only a question of a very short time when the river will he as foul as ever ? No.
Marrickville is now becoming connected with a sewer, tlie outfall into the sewage farm, and the popula
tion there will not affect the river in future years as they do at present,
1292. According to your own statement, the river below the dam was very foul before the Shea’s Creek
work was undertaken ? Tes.
"
1293.
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W. Q-. Judd,
1203. Was that caused by the accumulation, principally, of sewage matter ? Yes.
Esq.
1294. "Was that brought down there by gravitation, or lodged there by the tide ? It was brought there
during flood-times and spring tides, and it hung about the mangroves and other weeds, and lay festering 9 July, 1896.
there in the sun, and gave oft an awful stench.
1295. There you had the uninterrupted natural scour? Yes.
1296. Aud yet it did not abolish the nuisance ? The work that has been done there has abolished the
whole of the nuisance.
1297. Yes, by clearing it out; but if that state of affairs existed below tbe dam, would not tho same state
of affairs exist above the dam, oven if tbe river were cleared out ? Not if the river got a scour. 1" will tell
you why: tho river is confined to a channel, but below the dam it was not confined to a channel, but
spread over hundreds of acres of land, and was only knee-deep under water.
129S. You think, that an occasional flooding of tbe river will assist to clear it out? Yes; if there is a
'proper get-away.
1299. Mr. Hassall.'] The erection of fascine banks at Tempe and on Bonnie Boon property has made a
well-defined channel, and been a great improvement there ? Yes ; a splendid improvement.
1300. Aud so a great deal of what was complained of before that work was undertaken has now been
removed? Yes; 1 think the whole of it.
1301. You admit that Boekdale has practically heeu established since that dam was erected across Cook’s
Eiver ? Yes.
1302. Well, the Government are not to be blamed for erecting that dam, are they? They are to bo
blamed for blocking the river, and then, of later years, for making the railway crossing in tbe way
they did.
1303. But they did not erect tbe dam across the river or the railway for the benefit of any private
individual, did they ? The erection of the dam was before my time. 1
1304. But have not those works been carried out for the benefit of the general public? There is no
doubt that the erection of the dam was for the benefit of tho travelling public, who in those days went
that way to Wollongong and other places in tho South Coast district.
1305. It was tho means of their going backwards and forwards ? It was a Government highway.
1306. Practically, Eockdale has grown up since that dam was constructed, and the people knew what
they were facing ? Yes.
1307. With regard to the original scheme of Mr. Darley. would tho expenditure of money in the direction
indicated in Mr. Barley’s scheme, the particulars of which have been given to you during this examination,
have the effect of improving private property at the expense of the State ? There are some low-lying
properties abutting on the river which might be improved, but [ will stale my own case. What improve
ment would it bo to me a milo or a milo and a quarter away. It would be uo improvement to me at all,
except the getting rid of the intolerable smell.
130b. Your land is not liable to inundation? No ; 1 tbink that if low-lying land is made marketable
that is a different thing.
1309. But in reply to a question put by Mr. Wright, you admitted that the river in its present condition
was offensive ? Yes.
“
1310. \\ hat is that offensiveness caused by; is it not caused by settlement in tbe locality, aud drainape
coming into this natural watercourse ? Yes.
^
'
1311. Therefore, are not tho people who cause it more to blame than the Government? Yes, they are
to some extent; but what are they to do where they have no sewerage scheme.
1312. Do you think that the Municipality of Rockdale would be willing to bear a share of the expense of
carrying out this work to benefit their own particular municipality? No; they will not be any party
to that.
J
1313. Do you think tho Government ought to go to the expense oi putting this river into shape after it
has been polluted by the municipalities which arc on its banks ? We ennuot do anything. It is a
natural waterway—it is beyond our control.
1311. Will you not admit that the residents in that locality have been, to a certain extent, responsible for
the pollution of this natural water-course ? Yes; for several miles from it. All the southern slopes of
Newtown, Petersham, St, Peters, and part of Macdonaldtown—all for miles around. It is the natural
outfall. The drainage could not very well go anywhere else.
1315. Well, if this is to he looked upon as a work calculated to improve the sanitary conditions of the ■
various municipalities affected, do you not think that it would be a fair thing for the Government to make
a charge on those municipalities to cover tho interest on tho cost of construction ? No, I do not; because
1 think that if we had a proper sewerage system, which we are prepared to pay a sewerage rate for, wo
should not contribute any nuisance to that.
1310. But would not this have tho same effect? No. It would never have the same effect as an under
ground sewerage system would.
1317. If this work were carried out, would there ho any necessity for an underground sewerage system to
bo carried out also? There would be in time, as the population increased. A.t present,as tho Mayor has
said, wo have a contractor who takes all the night-soil away to the sewage farm, where it is dug in.
1318. Practically, then, the carrying out of this proposal will mean the expenditure of £30,000 or
£40,000 for the purpose of tiding over a period of a few years until a better scheme is brought into
operation ? This will get rid of a serious in jury to the inhabitants within some miles of Cook’s Eiver,
which it will always be if it is not remedied as proposed. But an underground sewerage scheme must
come along sooner or later.
1319. To embrace tbc municipalities of Eockdale, Marrickville, and certain other surrounding munici
palities ? They must have it later on, and they will have to pay a rate for it,
1320. But you would not expect them to pay any rate for this, which would practically have tbe same
efieet for a certain time ? It will not have the same effect, because wo could not use the river for an open
sewer.
1321. Then you object to pay for it because it would not benefit you ? Yes.
1322. Then why would you advocate that the work should be carried out at all ? I am not a medical man ;
but there is no doubt that serious results are traceable to the condition of tho river. I think you could
get a medical man in tho district to pretty well locate it.
isi—ir
‘
1323.
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W. G. Judd 1323. That is caused by local pollution, is it nni5 Tes.
.. .
Esq.
1324. And if it is caused by local pollution, d> you not think that those responsible tor _ that pollution
9 jul^isoe. have some right to pay for the removal of what is objectionable to the bulk of tbe inhabitants r1 Jso, 1
think not, for the barrier has been placed there by other people before they came there.
1325. It is admitted in evidence that the barrier was there before your municipality was formed f 1 es.
1326. Tour municipality has grown up in spite of that barrier being there? Tes.
1327. Therefore, the G-overnmout cannot be blamed for having put the barrier there to the detriment
of a large population which settled in that particular neighbourhood after the harrier was erected . T es.
Blackwattle Swamp was in the same condition, and the Government had to come to the rescue to save the
lives of people, as they will have to do here, through Parliament.
_
. ,
1328. Instead of the G-overnment going to the great expense of reclaiming land and erecting fascine
banks,if tliey were willing to carry out such works as the lowering of the sills of the present dam and
enlarging the openin'’' through which the water could make its escape, do you think that that would carry
out, practically, all that is necessary at tho present time ? I think that would be a great improvement.
1329. Making the natural flow of the river available for keeping it clear as far as possible. 1 think it
Lm Do you think the eovernmeni would be justified in going to an expenditure of between £30,000
and £40,000 in carrving out extensive works which would have the effect of improving private property,
tho Government getting nothing back in return ? ATell, the private property which it would improve, or
at any rate give it a marketable value, w-ould be very smalt.
_
,
.
1331. Then who would benefit by it? The people at a distance of a mile or 2 miles away from the river,
because the air would not be polluted with vapours arising from the river.
.
1332. Do you not think that people who will be benefited through the work being earned out will have a
right to pay some portion of the cost ? No more than the residents of Jiockdale could call on the peop e
of the city and other suburbs for assistance because they empty their night-soil into Part °i the Munici
pality of lioekdale. ATe cannot claim anything from them, and we liave to put up with Cook s Kiver.
1333. Mr. Roberts.] I think you represented this district in the Legislative Assembly? Tes.
1334. How long ago is that ? Eight or nine years.
.
„
„
1335. Did the nuisance exist then at AVolli Greek and Cook’s Kiver ? There was a certain amount of
nuisance there.
1336. ATas your attention directed to it as member for the electorate
\ca.
o ,,
1337. ATas any money granted by the Government for the improvement of AVolli Creek or Cook s Kiver
upon your representations ? Not that portion, but between Botany Bay and the present dam.
1338 Not for the portion under eonsiderathm ? No. Mr. Lyne, who was then Minister tor iublic
Works, said that eventually Cook’s River would have to be dealt with, as it was no use carrying out those
reclamations unless Cook’s River and Wolli Creek were attended to, as the stuff coming from there would
filtrate under and fill up where they put in the fascine banks.
.
1339. Can you recollect what the complaint was at the time you approached the Government on the
subject,—was it of the same character as now, namely, the pollution of Cook’s River and its tributaries .
1340. How long has AVolli Creek been in a polluted state ? AVell, it has been bad for tbe last five or six
1341. And no Government money has been spent upon it with tho object of removing the nuisance ? I
am not sure whether some money was not spent in cutting some reeds out of the bed oh the creek.
1342. Have all the rushes absolutely been taken out, aud has the creek been thoroughly cleansed . No.
1343. Do you think that if that were done the nuisance would cease to exist, at any rate for some years .
Only cutting the rushes out would not stop it now, because AV olli Creek has got mto such a state that
only here and there arc there pot-holes where the water lies,_ and then there are dry parts. In flood-time
so much silt and other stuff is brought down that the creek is almost silted up in places.
1344. Could it not be dredged ? One of those grab-shell dredges could do that very easily.
1345. Is there a tannery upon AVolli Creek ? Tes.
........................
.
1346 Is that regarded as a source of nuisance? My opinion is that tanneries must be a source oi
nuisance, though they try their very best to clarify tlie water before it empties into the creek. I think it
is difficult to work a tannery without creating some nuisance on the watercourse.
1347. What is the great complaint you have at Wolli Creek and Cook’s River ? AVell, at AVolli Creek it
is the growing up of the flags and rushes impeding the water, and when the heavy roan comes it ioms a
block and floods a lot of the land along the banks of the creek, because there is no get-away tor the water.
1348. If the creek were thoroughly cleansed, you think that would remedy it, at any rate tor a consider
able time ? Tes.
£
1349. Jlfr. O'Connor] Tou are a very old resident in that district? Tes; nearly iorty years.
1350. As regards a question put by Mr. Hassall in regard to the barrier that is m existence, it was there
long before the municipalities were formed ? Tes.
1351. Tours is a very old municipality? One of the oldest.
1352. Tou pay your "rates and taxes the same as anybody else ? Tes.
_ _
1353. Tou nave looked into Mr. Darley’s scheme, and in your judgment it is a fair proposal . Erom
whatl have seen of the scheme this afternoon, and this is the first time J have seen the plan, the mam
Departmental scheme seems to me to be a practicable one.
.
^ w
^ i v n
1354. Mr. ttumphery] Tou said it was only during the past fiyc^or six years that Wolli Creek has been
a source of offence to the residents of Rockdale; is that so ? Tes.
,.
1355. Do yon not remember that for thirty year* past the creek has been polluted either by wool-washing
or feltmongering establishments ? Not for thirly years past.
1356. Tes? Not Wolli Creek.
,
1357. Tou do not remember so long back ? Yes, 1 do; but I do not remember its being polluted then.
1358. AVell, twenty years ago was it so? No ; not twenty years ago. I do not recollect anything being
on AVolli Creek twenty years ago.
*
, , , ™ n-« i
-j i. r
1359. Although a portion of the Municipality of Rockdale is bounded by Wolli Creek the residents of
Hockdale do not in any way contribute to the pollution of the creek ; is that so . No ; they are so
scattered along that creek.

1360.
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1360. Bo you think that tho mere dredging of Cook’s Eiver will give the relief that you are seeking? W. ft. Judd,
Not the mere dredging only,
1361. Will it not he necessary to prevent future pollution of the river by some strict regulations as
9
drainage from the different boroughs that at present contribute to its pollution ? Tes.
u y’
4
1302. What scheme do you think is possible in order to afford you tbe relief you are seeking? "Well, I
do not like to venture an opinion upon the alternative scheme, because I. am not an engineer. If you get
drainage from a watershed where there are thousands of souls located, you must, as a natural consequence,
get some sewage in the flood-water, and that is so from Newtown, Petersham, St. Peters, and the sur
rounding _ slopes right up to Stanmore. All the slopes in that direction send flood-water down into
Marrickville Plats. It is the natural outlet for it, and it then comes into Cook’s Kiver.
1363. Is this your view : that if the drainage scheme in connection with Marrickville were carried out
the pollution of the river would cease ? I would hot say that, hut it must relieve it.
1364<. It would be minimised ? Yes.
1365. Assuming that that drainage scheme were carried out, in what way would the river be still polluted?
,
If you keep the dam where the water becomes stagnant some portion of it must become putrid, unless
we have floods now and then to clear it. It looks very well this morning, but if you had seen it before
these last rains set in, you would have noticed that it was offensive to the sight and smell.
1366. Assuming that the drainage scheme in connection with Marrickville be carried out, and removes any
pollution at present existing at Marrickville, will not the river still he polluted by the drainage from other
boroughs ? Yes; it will, unless there is a proper system of sewerage carried out in these localities.
Mr. John Bowmer, Eockdale, sworn, and examined
1367. C'/wirjnare.l What are you? I have been a market gardener.
j£r
1368. Mr. ice.] You are an alderman of Eockdale? I was for twelve years, hut I am not now.
J, Bowmer.
1369. You have had the advantage of hearing the evidence given by ilis Worship the Mayor and Mr.
Alderman Judd? I did not hear much of it, because I. am rather deaf in one ear ; hut I heard some of 9 July, 189C
it, and my experience would corroborate what has been stated.
1370. Do you thiuk that either of those witnesses missed any point which yon would like to emphasise?
They missed one.
1371. Would you be good enough to state it? I will. It is with respect to the causeway, or what is
■
called the dam. The present causeway certainly is the means of beeping back the water on the western
side. Nearly forty years ago I travelled across the old causeway before it was raised, when there were
18 inches of water flowing over it. Since the causeway has been raised, I have never seen the water flowing
over it. Therefore, in my opinion, to a certain extent it dams the water back.
1372. Can you assign any other cause for the recent pollution of the stream? No ; with the exception
of this, that the debris, as a matter of course, has been accumulating for years, as it has come down from
tlie western side. I remember the junction of Wolli Creek with the present causeway when it was in a
better state than it is now in, hut as far as I have observed it has yearly been filling up.
1373-4. We have a lot of evidence to that effect, and your evidence corroborates what has already been
placed before us;—I should like to know whether you think the scheme proposed would have tbe effect of
removing the foul water from Cook’s Eiver? It is my firm opinion that if the scheme is carried out it
will do that, and tl^at it will also drain tlie whole of the Marrickville Flats ? If the river is dredged, and
the scheme is carried out, as I liave read of it, Mr. Darley’s scheme will, in my opinion, answer all the
purposes for which it was designed.
1375. You are now speaking of Mr. Barley's original scheme ? Yes, as far as it has been published.
1376. You know that there has been an alternative or more recent scheme put before us hy which he
proposes to take tbe flood-water from Marrickville into a tunnel, and thence through an open channel
down to the junction of Shea’s Creek? My opinion is that you would block Shea’s Creek again very
quickly, and destroy nearly all you have done if you were to carry out (hat plan.
1377. You see the tunnel located on the map by being marked in red ? Yes.
1378. Supposing that work were carried out, as well as dredging in Cook’s Eiver and Wolli Creek, and if
the sills of the Cook’s Kiver Dam are lowered, do you not think that that would have the effect ol draining
Marrickville and permitting of tho foul waters passing out of Cook’s Eiver ? I do.
1379. That is the alternative scheme ;—now are you thoroughly acquainted with the original scheme ? I
would not say that 1. am.
1380. [Description of main Departmental scheme read ly Mr. Lee.'] Which scheme do you think would be
the best ? In my opinion,. if the original scheme were carried out it would answer the purpose as well as
any other scheme I have heard of.
1381. That is so far as keeping Cook’s Eiver moderately clean ? Yes.
1382. But you are not attaching very much importance to the question of draining Marrickville ; that is
not the object of your visit here to-day ? No ; it is not.
1383. All you wish to give evidence upon is the necessity of, and the best means for cleansing Cook’s
Eiver? Just so.
■
.
Mr. John G-oode, Eockdale, sworn, and examined:—
1384. Mr. Wright.] How long have you lived in Eockdale ? About thirty-seven years.
1335. You have heard the evidence given by His Worship the Mayor ? Yes.
1386. Do you endorse the statement of tbe Mayor? Yes ; in every particular.
1387. ’You thoroughly understand the scheme? Yes.
1388. Would you like to supplement tho mayor’s evidence with anything ? There is only one little
thing I have thought of. It has been asked if certain things were done would ’Wolli Creek he still
polluted. Of course the cause of the pollution of the river, to a great extent, is the natural flow of tho water
from the hills, the area from which it comes being so large, and the debris being accumulated in the reeds
and rushes, and the floods blocking the waters hack, and the decayed matter filling up the bed of the river.
1389. You think if this scheme were carried out, Wolli Creek would still he impure? Not if the river
had a good scour.
1390. Taking away the present dam altogether and putting fascine banks along the shore ? Yes.
1391.

Mr.
J* Goode.
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1391. There is another scheme, for lowering the sills of the dam ? 1 think that would alleviate the
nuisance.
_ _
1392. Thus letting out a large Yolume of water, and occasionally Hooding the river with salt water if it
got impure ;—you think that would do all that is necessary ? Yes.
_
1393. 0hairman.~] Can you add anything else to what we have heard this afternoon ? No ; I do not think
I can add anything more.
139k You can simply corroborate it? Yes.

Edwin Godfrey, Esq., Alderman of the Borongh of Eockdale, sworn, and examined:—
Godfrey, 1395. Mr. Uassalli] You have heard the evidence given before the Committee this afternoon ? Yes. _
Esq.
1396. Have you anything you can add to it ? "Well, 1 think that lowering the sills of the bridge 2 feet is
---------- - altogether absurd. ] have known Cook’s River Dam for thirty-nine years. I have seen 5 feet of water on
9 July, 1896.
j ])ave seen
^ole of the centre of it cut right in two in one night. The Government, I suppose,
when that dam was constructed, had no engineers in the country, hut of late years the Government have
had to put up two separate flood-gates there, through which to let the water away. The original scheme,
in my opinion, is the one that ought to he carried out. 1 think it would prevent any nuisance in the
future, and make the land round the river habitable, and also enable those who are there to stop there.
1397. But which do you call the “ original ” scheme ? The one with the fascine work. But I thiuk that,
stone being so handy, it would be much cheaper to do it with stone, whilst debris would not cling to that
so much as it would to fascine work, The drainage down Wolli Creek has caused a nuisance. Between
the present dam and the railway embankment there are holes 10 feet lower than the sills of the dam, and
by lowering the sills 2 feet you have 8 feet of water in those holes. Decayed vegetable matter accumu
lates there in the summer-time, and the stink is abominable. It is absurd to talk about lowering the sills
2 feet. All the drainage of Bankstown, Ashfield, and back as far as Homebush and Belmore comes into
Cook’s Eiver; in fact, from as far as Salt Pan Creek the drainage comes into Cook’s River ; and to ask
the people in a little place like Rockdale to pay for the drainage of those people miles back is absurd.
1398. It is not proposed to ask the people of Eockdalo to pay for all that;—do you not think that tlie
whole of the municipalities which would benefit by the proposed scheme being carried out have a right to
pay something towards the interest on the cost of construction? Well, I do not think that the people
of Eockdale have aright to do so. Tho Government have already deprived us of a square mile of our
municipality, for which we can get no rates, and now they ask us to pay for the improvement to Cook’s
Eiver.
1399. You think that the dam across Cook’s River is the means of creating a nuisance, not only to the
municipality yon represent, but also to many others? Yes.
1400. And yet you expect the Government to come to the rescue and clear away all obstructions, and
benefit every private property-owner throughout the whole of those municipalities, whilstthe Government
are to get no return for doing that, is that it? Yes ; we expect that.
HOI. Mr. Wright.'] You said that if the sills of the dam are lowered that will not clear the river, because
holes in the bed of the river above the dam are 10 feet deeper? Yes; between the railway and the Cook’s
River Dam.
14'02. But it is proposed to lower the sills 3 inches below low-water mark ;—supposing you swept tho dam
away altogether, those holes uould still remain full, and if they are 8 feet below low-water mark the water
could not get away? Having the dam removed altogether will allow that water to get away.
1403. If they are 10 feet below low-water mark, how will the water get away ? AV ell, I suppose they will
silt up in time.
1404. You evidence amounts to this, that the dam should be removed and the river dredged, and that
would do all that is required ? Yes; if the channel were narrowed by fascine hanks.
E.

Henry Cooke, Esq., Alderman of the Borough of Rockdale, sworn, and examined:—
1405. Mr. Roberts.] How long have you been a resident of Rockdale ? About thirty-five years.
Then you are thoroughly familiar with the district under consideration ? Yes.
A —\ 1407 Have you been appointed by resolution of the Council to come here this afternoon ? Yes.
9 July, 1896.
AVhat is the object of your desiring to give evidence ? Simply because of the annoyance and
nuisance we have suffered from, owing to the pollution of Cook’s River, in consequence of which the
Council have received complaints from different people.
1409. And, I suppose, the pollution of AVolli Creek ? Yes.
1410. Have you heard the whole of the evidence that has been given here this afternoon by His AVorship
the Mayor, members of the Council, and residents of the borough ? I have.
1411. Do you endorse all that has been said by those gentlemen ? I do.
1412. Is there anything you would like to add ? Only as regards Cook’s River. Thirty years ago we
had to cross it for food for our families, and I have waded the river near thedam. At one time, before we
had police protection, we could sec twenty or thirty people bathing there. 1 do not think any one dare go
into it to-day.
1413. The state of the water is so polluted compared with what it was some years ago? It is.
1414. Have you formed any opinion what work it is necessary to do to remove tho cause of tho complaints
which you make ? Cook’s Eiver Dam should be removed entirely, and AVolli Creek thoroughly cleaned
out.
^
1415. Is there anything else you would suggest? No.
H, Cooke,
Esq.

John Curtis, Esq., Alderman of the Borough of Eockdale, sworn, and examined:—
141G. Chairman.] You arc a resident of Eockdale? Yes.
1417. You have heard the evidence given to-day ? Yes.
1418. Do you agree with it? Yes, I do, entirely,
9 July, 1896.
j)0 y0U deB}ro to make any further statement on any point which you think the witnesses have
left out? Nothing more than to advocate the removal of the dam and the cleansing of AVolli Creek.
1420. That is virtually the same as the others say ? Yes.
1421,
J. Curtis,
•Ks(l‘
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1421. You have a thorough knowledge of tlie diatriot ? Yes; I am a native of tho district, and have been 2-Curtis,
there all my life—forty-four years. The is no doubt that AVolli Creek is very much filled up, compared
with what it was twenty-five or thirty years ago. At that time an old resident living next to my place 9'j^tyisge.
used to go in his boat down the creek, but at the present time 1 could walk across YVolIi Creek in many
*
places, even after rain. It is almost entirely filled up.
1422. You attribute that partly to settlement on tho watershed and partly to the dam ? Yes. If Wolli
Creek were cleaned out aud there were a bigger opening through the dam it would allow the flood-water
to get away more quickly, and Marrickville would not flood so high.
1423. Do you approve of allowing the salt water to come above the dam ? Yes, I do. I think it ought
to be allowed to ebb and flow.
1424. You approve of the dam which it is proposed to construct near Undercliffe Bridge—the Govern
ment propose to put a dam to intersect the tidal water there;—do you approve of that ? I do not
approve of any dams.
1425. No dam anywhere ? No,
1426. AVhat is to happen to all the low-lying lands if you let the salt water in ? By cleaning out the
debris you would raise the hanks, and I do not believe chat the salt water would then, come in at all.
1427. Your idea is that an embankment should bo put anywhere where the bank is low, so as to prevent
the salt water from submerging the adjoining lands ? That is my idea.
1428. Can you give us any idea of the cost of that? No.
"
1429. Mr. Kumpltery.'] In what manner is AVolli Creek polluted at the present time ? By flooding
particularly.
1430. But flooding would not pollute it ? Hoods wash down leaves of trees, cattle, manure and other
things; the creek is blocked up, and when the flood goes down it leaves the debris there.
1431. Is that the only cause of the pollution ? There is a tannery, and also one wool-washing establish,
ment. I will not say that they may not help to pollute it a little, but I know of my own knowledge, from
visiting tho tannery, that they have many filter-beds through which the water runs, and, I believe, they
do all they can to send the water to the creek as pure as possible.
1432. How long has the wool-washing establishment been in operation ? The one there now has been at
work perhaps twrelve months. Previous to that there was no wTool-washing on the creek for some years.
During the last twenty years, wool-washing may have employed sometimes two or three men, and some
times a dozen, perhaps, for five years, or four years, out of the twenty.
1433. At the present time the only cause of pollution is the flooding ? That is my opinion.
miDAT,

10
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THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq. (CHAmtAir).
The Hon. Eueueuick Thomas IIuahhehy.
The Hon. Chakles James EoiiEms, C.M.G.
The Hon. AVtlltam Josf.pu Triceett.
The Hon. Daktel O’Conhor.
Henjiy Clarke, Esq.
Er:ark Earnell,

Charles Aleeeb, Lee, Esq.
John Lionel “
Eeciae, “
Esq.
Thomas IIexrt Hassall, Esq.
G-eoeoe Black, Esq.
Ekaxcik Augustus AVriout, Esq.

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s Eiver.
Cecil AVest Darley, Esq., Engincer-in-Chief for Public AVorks,Department of Public AVorks, sworn, and
further examined: —
1434. Chairman.] The general impression seems to be that the flooding of Marrickville in no way results C. W. Darley,
from the floods in Cook’s Eiver ? One or two have mentioned that the floods are due to the local rainfall,
Eaq.
1435. Js it not this way—although Cook’s Eiver holds the w’ater up, the catchment area in the Marrickville Valley is so great that the Hood conies from the watershed into the Marrickville Aralley, and the ^Jaly, 1896,
water is held up by Cook’s Eivor ? It depends upon the rainfall. AVc may get a local rainfall, that will
flood tbc valley without a flood in tho river,
1436. It amounts to a comparison between the amount of the rainfall upon either watershed, and the
amount of the discharge? There is no very serious diflerence of opinion except on that point. I hold
that, as long as you arc trying to discharge tho water into Cook’s Eiver, you will always have a difficulty
'
in dealing with floods. You cannot get a fall whilst the river is in fresh, therefore, it is desirable to
remove tho discharge from Marrickville, if possible, away from the influence of flood disturbances. As
long as you attempt to drain into Cook’s Eiver there must be times when Cook’s Eiver will be above its
normal level, therefore you will have a complication arising from the different flood-waters.
1437. The engineer for the Marrickville Council had run a level from the mouth of Marrickville Creek
round to where Shea’s Creek enters Cook’s Eiver, and he makes the statement that the land from both
sides is practically level—that any alteration will come from the contraction of Cook’s Eiver in its high
reaches, therefore all that you would lose would be lost by the contraction of the water, not by a rise
in the flood of Cook’s Eiver. Do you agree with him ? I understand what you say, hut 1 difter from
the conclusion drawn. If the river were m the normal state of low water when the levels were run, I do
not think he would get a serious difference in the levels. In taking levels it is not easy to run a lino to
the level of the water unless you adopt proper precautions and put in a tide-gauge, having some person
to observe the reading. Unless this is done, it may be very deceiving. AVhen you speak of running a
line of levels it does not indicate that the usual course lias been taken of establishing tide-gauges. ‘When
tho river is in flood we get disturbing elements of various kinds. The AVblli Creek coming in at right
angles will make a difference. The engineer says:—
In my opinion this action has a great deal to do with the hacking np of the waters. It could be rectified in a simple
manner by forming a training bank for the waters of both streams, this bank to form a curve so as to train the water in such
a, manner that tliey will be united just to tho west of the bridge, and taking through it in nearly parallel lines.

After passing tlie railway bridge the water spreads out over a wide surface, part going to the northern
flood-gates and part to the southern. If the water is backed up towards the source you will have a certain
amount
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^ ^Esq11^ ’ a,moim^ flr^ificial lioad during the freshes in the creek and the river. If you attempt to drain into the
river you cannot get as low as if you went down into low water at once.
10 July, 1896.
^>e question is how much head would do—on that you are not prepared to express a definite
’
opinion ? It must he problematical. It is not during flood. From my experience of rivers and the
grades they fall at, I expect there would he a difference of quite 2 feet between the flood-level and low
water at Marrickville drain and Shea’s Creek,
1439. That is to say, tlie flood would he 2 feet higher at the outlet of Marrickville drain? I should
expect it to he 2 feet higher at that point than low water at Shea’s Creek, but could not say definitely.
No man could estimate it. You have to get the grade of the river, and it is comparatively irregular
till it gets past Cook’s liiver Dam. After that the channel opens out very wide, therefore the water
cannot rise so high. ■
1440. I understand that the 2 feet is lost in the slope between the entrance and Shea’s Creek ? I antici
pate that there would he that much loss during a flood in Cook’s Elver,
1441. According to the engineer, it does not appear that there is much difference between the flood-level
at the lower side of the bridge and the mouth of Shea’s Creek ; therefore, the water above the bridge
would be discharging at pretty well the same level as about Shea's Creek ? You cannot base anything
on that, because the water can only get through it at a certain rate. It cannot get through fast enough
to raise it at that point. His statement show's that the ■water rose 2 feet over the dam, That shows that
the water was not discharging at any greater rate, therefore it could not raise it on the lower side of the
dam.
1442. You discharge it at the lower level, but how much that is you are not prepared to say ? I am not
prepared to say. 1 do not think anyone could say. 1 can only surmise what the result would be.
1443. Your tunnel is 15 ft. x 6 ft. ? Yes.
1444. You have seen the statement that a tunnel of that kind would take twenty-four or tu'enty-five hours
to discharge 4 inches of rainfall over a catchment area 75 per cent, of which reaches the intake ? Yes.
1445. Is that so ? I do not agree with that at all. Some three weeks ago 5 inches of rain fell there in
one night, and the next morning the whole of the water was passing through a little iron drain with a
sectional area of only 5 square feet. I sent an officer to get the information. A 5|-inch fall took place
in one night, and of course there was a rush of water in the morning, but in tbe afternoon, although
delivering into Cook’s Eiver at a higher level than wc propose to deliver, it was not over the top of tho
drain that was carrying it. I pointed out to the Committee before that it was quite possible, during a
heavy and continuous rainfall in a wet season, that therd would be flooding; that the water would rise up
over the land as it does now for a short time during high water, but that it would get away certainly in
two tides. There would be a temporary flooding. It all depends how the rain falls—whether after a dry
season or when the ground is soaked and the pools are filled. In the latter case another rainfall would
cause a flood to rise with great rapidity, causing a temporary flood,
1446. Your drain or tunnel discharging into tidal water will be discharging about onc-third of its lime?
It depends upon tlie level of the water.
1447. I am talking of the discharge into Cook’s Eiver as controlled by the rise and fall of tho tide in the
Eiver ? Yes,
1448. Previously you told us that it would discharge during about one-third of its time ? If inland it
was dry it would he discharging during the whole period, and there would be an effective discharge taking
place for one-third of its time.
■
1449. Have you seen the calculations upon which that statement I mentioned just now in regard to the
2-inch rainfall was based? No ; I have not. In matters of this kind you can prove anything by figures.
1450. The catchment area, the amount of water falling on it, and the amount of water reaching the
intake, and the discharging power of the drain are all facts, are they not, and a fair comparison can be
formed between them ? It is really a very complex question, because the tide is rising and falling all the
time. You are discharging into water that is always at least 2 feet lower than the valley, and you are
tapping the valley in the centre instead of the water having to run another 3,000 feet to Cook’s Eiver, so
that the water could have come both ways to the drain.
1451. I ask you whether the amount of water available in a certain area, and a certain portion getting
down to tho intake, could not be fairly estimated, also the discharging capacity of the tunnel, and would
not the division one by the other give you fairly correctly tho time that tho accumulated body of water
would require to get through that discharging channel;—does a comparison of that kind seem to he based
on any surmise ? The tunnel discharge upon the whole area will be one-eighth or one-tenth of an inch
per hour of rainfall.
1452. Over the whole area it will take one-eighth of an inch per hour ? Yes.
1453. In eight hours it will take off 1 inch ? Yes.
1454. You are taking its full discharging power ? Yes.
1455. Then 2 inches would take sixteen hours to go off ; but still, it is an intermittent discharge;—how
much that would lengthen the time you are not prepared to say ? The water does not come down into
the valley as fast as it falls. "We had a 5-inch fall the other night, and it was running away in the
channel one-thirteenth the area of the tunnel.
1456. That is your statement with regard to discharging power. It could discharge 2 inches in sixteen
hours, but that sixteen hours must be increased somewhat—you cannot say how much, owing to the
intermittent discharge of the drains ? Yes ; that would be the mean discharge.
1457. The fall of your drain is about 1 foot in 3,400 feet? Yes.
1458. What is the fall in your usual storm-water discharges ? They vary very much ; from 1 in 2,000 to
1 in 3,000 is the usual thing. It would vary according to our gradient. That is a very fair gradient.
1459. The storm-water discharge is from 1 in 2,000 feet to 1 in 3,000 feet, aud is regarded as sufficient ?
Yes.
1460. Is there any trouble being experienced with the storm-water discharge in any part of the suburban
area at present, from sediment. Have you to employ men to throw the stuff out of them? Yes; in
many cases.
■
1461. With as good a flow as this, is it necessary to send men with shovels to throw the stuff out ? Yes ;
but many have not got that gradient.
1462-3. What is the fall that you require for the sewage as a rule? About 1 foot in 2,500 feet in some
of the larger sewers.
1464.
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1464. The clear water flowing into the Sydney water supply has about the same fall as the storm-water ^
Darley,
discharge ? The same as the proposed tunnel.
A3q'
1465. l)o you think there is any probability, with this intermittent discharge, of any sediment settling in 1(j jnl jg^g
the drain? I do not think there is much risk of a deposit in the drain. I know there is a good deal of
’
‘
deposit in portions of the Marrickville drain, hut that is in the portion near to tho slope; but this dis
charge commences a good distance from the foot of the hili. A large amount of sediment is brought
down the streets, and that will come down into the main channel, but the current will be so slow from
the foot of the different hills between that point and the month of the tunnel that the sand will all be
deposited before it readies the tunnel,
1466. The velocity at 1 in 3,000 would be how much ? If of a mile per hour.
14G7. At what velocity would water require to travel to move ordinary sand ? A great deal would depend
upon the nature of the bottom.
1468. Would 1 mile an hour move ordinary sand in a pipe? Hardly.
1469. If the outlet were choked, there is a great probability, certainly a possibility, of sand depositing in
the tunnel ? My answer to that is, that there will be three channels approaching it, each of which should
be larger than the tunnel, therefore tbe velocity in the channel will possibly be one-third or one-fourth of
that through the tunnel, so that tbe sand will be deposited in the channels, not in the tunnel.
1470. The efficiency of the scheme, therefore, depends upon the sand not getting into the tunnel? If
the sand reaches the tunnel it will go through, because the velocity that brings it to tlie tunnel will carry
it on. Tbe velocity will be greater in the tunnel than in the channel.
'
1471. It is necessary to intercept the sand before the water gets to tlie tunnel ? Yes.
147*2. Therefore if the intercepting canals he not widely constructed aud kept clean the sand will get
into the tunnel ? There is uo evidence that there is any great quantity of sand there. There is no great
bank of sand at the discharge of the Marrickville drain into Cook’s Eiver.
1473. All storm waters carry a large quantity of sand? It all depends upon the nature of the streets.
In all storm water there is a certain quantity of sand running off tlie streets, but in this case the sand
will be deposited at the foot of the hill; it will not reach the tunuel.
.1474, You think it undesirable that it should reach the tunnel? Certainly; itis better that it should
not. Tho water in tbe channels will be running at a much smaller velocity than the water in the tunnel,
therefore, there will be nothing to bring the sand along.
1475. Do you think that the railway embankment has contributed to hold floods up in Cook’s Eiver? Ho
doubt it has diverted the course of Wolli Creek. The creek is thrown right against the course of
Cook’s Eiver.
1476. It has contributed to it then to some extent ? I think it must tend to keep up the water.
1477. Marrickville Flats being 3 feet below high-water tlie only way to keep them absolutely clear would bo
by a pumping scheme ? Yes; any drainage system into Cook’s Eiver will only grant a certain amount
of relief. Ho doubt tho tunuel will dry up the lower levels, but to make sure of keeping the water oft’
the surface nothing short of pumping will do.
1478. These are at the best a means of mitigating it? Yes.
1479. You view the scheme as a storm-water discharge ? Yes ; either scheme.
1480. From various municipalities certain drainage finds its way to the centre of Marrickville Valley ?
That is the present storm water discharge for it.
1481. Is that to be tbe storm water discharge for those municipalities for all time, or, in your opinion,
will the storm water be intercepted upon a higher level? A portion of it will be intercepted, but only a
small portion, by the sewerage works. A certain portion of the water from the roofs and the yards will
find its way into the sewer.
1482. But speaking of the main fiood waters? At present there is no proposal to be carried out to inter
cept it at a higher level.
1483. Will tbe storm water seek the Marrickville Valley as a discharge, or will there be some scheme
which will take the place of tho Marrickville Valley? It will always have to go by the Marrickville
Valley.
1484. For all time? Yes.
.
1485. In your opinion we need not take into consideration the question of intercepting tho storm water
from those municipalities on the higher land ? I have heard of no scheme for the purpose at all. I do
uot knowhow it could be done.
1486. Could it not be done by going round the foot of the hills, aud intercepting it sufficiently high above
the high-water in Cook’s Eiver for discharge by pumping ? There was a proposal to do that, but it
worked out very costly.
1487. Can we dismiss that for the present ? Yes ; it would cost an immense sum of money.
1488. Therefore, for some considerable time to come, either the alternative scheme or the drainage centre
of Marrickville Valley will discharge tbe storm waters ? Yes.
1489. Do you regard Cook’s Eiver as likely for all time to be the storm-water discharge for the munici
palities lying on its watershed ? Unquestionably it must be.
1490. Will Wolli Creek be tbe storm-water discharge for the municipalities lying on its watershed?
Yes.
1491. Therefore Marrickville Creek, Cook’s Eiver, and "Wolli Creek are the natural outlets ? Yes.
1492. Tbe only point doubtful is whether the water should be permitted to go down Marrickville Creek,
or to find an outlet by Shea’s Creek ? Yes.
1493. Are storm-water discharges as a rule regarded as a liability of the State, or of tbe municipalities
interested ? Where they are improved by artificial means tlie storm-water discharges through munici
palities liave been charged to the Water Board,
1494. Therefore it is a reasonable thing that the alternative scheme or tlie discharge down the centre of
Marrickville Flats is a legitimate charge to those municipalities that furnish the storm waters? I think
so. It would be necessary to tax tbe district to pay for it.
1495. But Cook’s Eiver and Wolli Creek being tidal waters, you do not regard them as a legitimate charge ?
Ho : there is no work done on them.
1496. But if works were carried out on Cook’s Eiver and Wolli Creek, would it be a legitimate charge to
the municipalities ? I do not think eo.
1497.
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c- W. Barley, 1497. Your discharging area will be about 350 fecfc wide, just below tbc railway bridge in Cook’s River?
fcs<1'
Tes.
lo"juiv"'l89G
That appears to be enough to carry any water coming down Cook's liiver, Wolli Creek, and
‘ Marrickville Creek ? It is quite sufficient.
1490. Supposing that tbe sluices were taking the places of tbe present dam, how much would it cost if it
were left 350 feet wide ? Do you moan to cut out 300 feet and put in sluices.
1500. Yes? The sluices constructed in 1876 at the south end, UO feet, cost £4,600. Cutting out tho
bank aud putting them and a bridge over tbc top cost £4,600.
1501. What would it cost now ? It would cost £4,000 to do the work now, but you would have to go
2 feet lower. They are not low enough.
1502. Can you tell us approximately what would bo Ihe cost of the dredging necessary in Wolli Crcok
ami Cook’s liiver, above the dam, to put them in a fair condition;—your estimate hero is £4,000? I put
down £4,000, thinking that that would do all that was wanted. Wo should have to build a pontoon
inside the dam and move one of our existing dredges into it temporarily.
1503. If Cook’s Kiver and Wolli Creek were cleaned up aud sluice gates 300 feet across were erected,
the river would be placed in fairly good order ? It would.
*
1504. ]t would be sufficient to allow tlie accumulation of water to go out? I think so. It would let the
llood-ivaters go out and prevent any great accumulation of sediment. I read in the evidence that
Wolli Creek brought down a great deal of sand, but there is no indication of sand in it, there is nothing
but mud. The presence of rushes indicates that there is no sand moving. Tou never find sand moving
through a reed bed.
1505. Sou have in your original scheme made provision for a dam for a short distance up Wolli Creek
and near the bridge ? Tes.
1506. Arc we to infer from that that if the Hood-water went; higher up beyond the fascine bank which
you propose to construct, it would damage the property higher up AVolli Creek or Cook’s Kiver? If
you did not put these dams dowm, the salt-water would go right up and cover all the flats on AVolli
Creek.
1507. Is there much flat land up Cook’s Kiver ? There is a considerable area towards Canterbury.
1508. You regard it as imjmacticable to allow the salt-water to flush this creek right out? Tou cannot
do it without flooding a great deal of country.
1509. The original scheme shows a bank round tbe Campbell property? Tes : but it would be no improve
ment to a property to have to live inside a big bank.
1510. Mr. Ts«.] l)o you wish the Committee to understand that if the other scheme is adopted it will not
entirely relieve Marrickville of flood-water? It will not.
1511. To make that a complete success there would liave to be a pumping scheme? Either intercepting
drains 011 a high level, or a pumping scheme.
1512. In the former case it would belong especially to the province of the municipalities ? Tes.
1513. As far as the Departmental schemes arc concerned, neither of them will completely remove the
nuisance? Ko; they will not. ■
1514. The alternative scheme would prevent the inundation that goes on? There might be a temporary
inundation, but it would be very rapidly relieved. At present the water remains on the land for week’s.
If that scheme were carried out, the water would only remain two or three days, and not to the same
depth as now.
.1515. AATouId not temporary inundation mean the flooding of some of the buildings that are there? They
should not build there. It will enable them to use the land for graaing and other purposes.
1516. AA^ould the original scheme prevent that inundation ? Ko ; it would not.
1517. Then these are only provisions to take the storm-waters off a little more quickly than they go at
present ? It will be a little quicker, and also better drainage altogether.
1518. Those small residences in tho lower portion of the area will continue to be inundated? They will
always be liable to be inundated when there is a heavy fall of rain, but after the scheme is carried out, I
do not think it will be so bad as it is now. Kow there may be no local rainfall, yet they will bo inundated
by Hood-waters passing down Cook's Kiver.
■
.1519. Could any scheme be devised by which that could be completely prevented? Certainly,
1520. It would involve a heavy pumping scheme ? Pumping aud high-level drains intercepting the
water. It would cost more than the district is worth.
1521. Mr. Wright.] In the particulars you have given us you give one area as 3 feet above high-water
mark, and soon, in regard to different areas, and you have given an area of 176 acres;—does that embrace
all the other areas ? Yes ; the greater in every case includes the lesser.
1522. Can you tell us how many residents there arc on the lower areas ;—are there any residences on the
areas 3 feet, 2 feet, and 1 foot below high-water level ? There arc several residences in the area 1 foot
below high-water, and some in the area 2 feet below high-water.
1523. I presume that if ihat land were acquired by the Govcrument the difficulty of draining the
remainder of the land would be very much lessened ? Y'es.
•
1524. And an effectual grade would be obtained ? II, would be a very simple thing to deal with all that
above high-water mark, or at the level.
1525. To effectually deal with these low lands Unit 109 acres would have to be acquired ? Tes.
1526. Unless that portion is set apart either fur a recreation ground or as a swamp, you cannot effectually
drain the area? It might he a little less than 109 acres. That means a very large storage. It would
take an excessive rainfall to fill that up to high-water mark.
1527. Supposing that 50 or 60 acres were resumed and set apart as a storage reservoir, could vou deal
effectually with it? If 60 acres were set apart to be occasionally flooded more or less, then the rest could
be easily dealt with.
1528. Could it be drained by gravitation ? Ales.
1529. Supposing that 60 acres could bo acquired at £100 per acre, would that be cheaper than carrying out
the scheme now proposed ? People complain about it being unhealthy on account of the flood-waters
resting on it. They object to the miasma arising from the swamp.
’
1530. If 60 acres were acquired by the Crown would it take many years to raise it afoot or two by tipping
. street sweepings into it ? Ko ; 110 provision is made to compel the inhabitants to contribute towards the
expense
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expense of this undertaking, I thouglit it %yould be dealt with in tbe same way as the storm-water O' 5Y, Darley,
Dsq.
channel.
1531. If tho Government have to undertake the cost of draining this land by any of the schemes
suggested, would it not be cheaper to acquire a certain portion of the land and use that? It would be. 10 July, 1S96.
] 533. Ohairman.'] In your opinion, would it be justifiable to charge tbe draining of the Marrickville Flats
to tho various municipalities that contribute the flood-waters to it and the storm-water channel? I am
doubtful whether it would be a fair thing to charge them under tbe Act as it is now.
1533. Are there any similar cases ? There are some where it is very doubtful whether they are legally a
proper adjunct to the sewerage system.
1531. Do you think the Government ought to carry out the scheme', or is it the work of the municipalities ?
I think the Government should carry it out and tax tlie municipalities.
1535. Tou say that we cannot do it? It could be done under a special Act. The work would require a
Bill to authorise it, and in the same Bill there should be a clause to levy a rate on the district. It is so
essentially a local improvement that I think there ought to he a levy on the district towards the cost.
1530. On the district contributing the flood-waters ? On tlie watershed.
D’Arcy Hubert Bucknell. Esq., Tempe, sworn, and examined :—
1537. Mr. Farnell.'} How long have you been resident in the Cook's Fiver district? We have owned D’A. H.
our residence, which is a frontage to Wolli Creek, upwards of thirty years.
Bucknell,Esq.
1538. What is the area ? We have 20 acres, and it has a frontage to the creek.
'T
1339. Is it affected hy tho stormwaters which accumulate there? Tes.
10July, 1896.
1510. Have yon had under consideration the proposed scheme for doing away with the nuisance? I
have seen Ihe original scheme.
1541. Will you state your views on the matter? I do not know anything about the alternative scheme,
and I do not wish to give evidence as an expert on either scheme, but as a resident of Arncliffe having
20 acres of land with a frontage to Wolli Creek, I thought I could not do any harm hy tendering my
evidence to Ihe Committee, and by pointing out that Wolli Creek and Cook’s Eiver, tho natural outlets
for the watershed around that district, have been very much impaired by reason of (he dam put up by
the railway people, and now, especially in the Wolli Creek, there is practically no current at all, whereas
np to eight or ten years ago we used to be able to bathe there with great comfort, and even drink the
water, but the state of affairs is now so had, not only so that you cannot bathe, and cannot even let cattle
drink tho wider, but dogs cannot swim in the water, it is so stagnant and dirty. This has been brought
about to a great extent by the mouth of Wolli Creek being stopped hy means of the railway embankment,
and also by the pollution that has been allowed to run mto the creek. I qay that if anything is to be
done with the view of improving that district, and allowing Cook’s Eiver and Wolli Creek to be the
natural outlets of the water, then Wolli Creek and Cook’s River should, in my opinion, be clear, and
that quite irrespective of whether the low-lying land of Marrickvillo should be effectually drained. The
difficulty in regard to these low-lying lands of Marrickville should be separately dealt with, and if Mr.
Harley’s scheme, namely, making a darn near Cook’s Eiver or building an embankment a small distance
up Wolli Creek, will have the effect of making our land more liable to flood, or if it has the effect of
letting the salt water come up, then it will he a serious matter for compensation. If the salt water is
allowed to rush right in, there can be no doubt that the laud, which is under ordinary circumstances very
valuable agricultural and grazing land, would be very much damaged ; and if the dam which is intended
to be built by Mr. Darley has the effect of preventing the waters of the creek from running away, andflooding our laud very much, then it is very possible that under both these circumstances the Government
will be rendered liable for a very serious amount as compensation. The nuisance which exists along
Wolli Creek cannot he exaggerated in any respect. To anybody who can afford to leave, it is almost
impossible to live there for any lengthened period. Anybody who is able to do it likes to get away from
the district periodically to recruit. The stench arising from the pollution of the creek and the stoppage of
the current is enormous, and cannot be exaggerated.
1542. What do you think is responsible for the pollution of WolJi Creek ? There is no doubt that the
tannery people are greatly responsible for it and the stagnation that has arisen by reason of tbe railway
embankment.
1543. Was this area, which you say you are interested in. subject to floods years ago, before this complaint
.
in regard to the pollution of the river first arose ? We had slight overflows of water, but they ran off very
quickly.

15-14. Has the present condition of things been brought about since the erection of the old dam? Yes.
15-43. Tou think that the erection of the railway embankment lias aggravated the evil? Tes; very
seriously.
154t>. Js there an extensive area subject to floods owing to the backing up of the water? A very consi
derable area. I should not like to say what the area is.
1547. Tou think that the dredging of Cook’s River and the removal of tho obstacles of which you speak,
and the dredging o[ Wolli Creek would, 1o a great extent, remove the evil ? To a great extent.
134S. What municipality is your land in ? Rockdale.
1341). Has the Eockdale Council taken any steps to mitigate the evils arising from the pollution of tho
river ? Tes; I think it has done a great deal to remove M'Hamara’s boiling-down establishment, but
there is a difficulty with regard to ihe tannery, because Wolli Creek is a boundary between two muni
cipalities. I do not see that they ought to allow the nuisance to continue, hut they say that that is the
difficulty. Of course, it would bo an invidious thing for a private individual to take up a case like that,
and it is very expensive, otherwise we should have done it ourselves.
1550. I understand you arc in favour of the free admission of the tidal waters up Wolli Creek and Cook’s
Eiver as far as they will go ? Ton mean to take the dam away.
1551. Tes, to remove the dam? Ho, I am not in favour of that. I am afraid that that would inundate
so much land with salt-water that it would do an enormous amount of damage.
1352. How would you provide for a freer means of escape for the water—by clearing the creek ? I think
it would almost run itself, if you made a larger opening in the railway bridge.
1553. Does not the present dam hack the water np to a certain extent at the present time ? I believe it
does, hut these flood-gates might be enlarged. I am afraid that letting in the salt-water would do a great *'
18 L—I
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deal of harm, but I do not come to speafc as an expert. I only "wiab to bring before tbe Committee the
-there is a good area of laud there, and that it will be a serious matter not to regard the question
lo7uh~1896 of compensation in anything that is done. I say that irrespective of whether anything is done with the
" very lowdying land at Marrickville.
_
• ^
n tj. ■ av
j. n
155-1. Can you tell me whether much sewage matter finds its way into Wolli Creek., it is the catch
ment for a large district, and there must he a good deal one way and another.
1555. And when the creek becomes swollen, aud owing to the action of the hack waters, do you think that
sowago matter becomes distributed and thus makes the locality offensive ? Yes, there is no doubt about it. 1
think it is possible that in a very dry time you may he confronted with a very serious disaster ot plague in
the district. The stench is something tremendous. It is outrageous iu dry seasons.
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Jjrmnt:—
THOMAS THOMSON WING, Esq. (Chaijwak).
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Hon. Fredemck Thomas Humphrey.
Jons Lionel Eegan, Esq.
The Hon. Charles J ames JIohehts, C.M.G.
Thomas Henry IT assail, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Tmckeit.
Ehancis Augustus Wright, Esq.
The Hon. Basier, O’Cossoit.
Frank Farnell, Esq.
Hesiiy Clarke, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s Eiver.
John Wesley Watkin, Esq., Birector of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building Company
"
(Limited), sworn, and examined :—
TWYUitku, 1550. CJtairmttn.] What arc you? An auctioneer.
^
-r j
j t.
' Esq. * 1557. Mr. Humphery^] Arc you also a director of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Bunding
-----Co. (Limited) ? Yes.
i „„
14 July, 1896. 1558. To what extent is your company interested in the land that will he affected by the proposal now
under the consideration of this Committee? I suppose that the total area ol the estate, winch is known
locally as the Undercliffe Estate, is something over 450 acres. __
_
1559."’Undisposed of r Not been subdivided—not been touched. It is intact.
15G0 Will von point to its locality on that map ? It is in Canterbury, on the southern hank ot Cook s
Eiver, starting from below Undercliffe Bridge, and then going right up the river to Thomson-street, with
the exceptioifof a few blocks on Nobbs’ Flat, which form a portion of Nobbs subdivision. We arc very
largely interested in land on the banks of Cook’s Eiver.
,
i
1561. But the land in which yon are interested would not be affected hy the alternative scheme, ns shown
on the map, for draining hiarrickville Fiats to Shea’s Creek ? No._
, ... i /■ 4.1,
15G2 Are you familiar with all the proposals that have been from time io time submitted for the purpose
of removing the nuisance complained of? Yes ; I have watched them through the papers. 1 have also
seen this plan, and I know Mr. Sharkey’s proposal, because I was consulted hy him at the time he «as
attempting to acquire land in Marrickville Plats.
_
,
,
1563. You have expressed a desire to be examined hy this Committee with regard to the proposals now
under consideration ? Yes.
.
,
,
..
.
.
15G i Bo vou desire to make a statement ? Yes ; I desire to protest against the construction of a concrete
dam iust below Undercliffe Bridge. The reasons why I object are that it would only be removing the
nuisance further up the river. That concrete dam will be just below Undercliffe Bridge, and opposite
portion of our estate.
,
„
,
o -rx
u ux , ii,~
1565. Will you state your reasons for objecting to the construction of that dam ? It would silt up it e
river and oiilv remove the nuisance to a place further np the river. I am more concerned, perhaps, m
the source of Cook’s Eiver than in its mouth. I do not know whether you gentlemen have been along
the banks of Cook’s Eiver, if not, I would certainly recommend that before you close this inquiry you
should lake a tour right up its hanks to its source. I-contend that the first mistake was m making ic
'
Cook’sEiver Bam atTempe—Imean the dam on the Cook’s Eiver Eoad. It seems to me that the
engineers, or the Government officials, in the past, have never recognised m any way the possibilities ot
Cook’s Eiver. By constructing that dam across the river, they have destroyed it as a water highway.
Then the railway people came along and again made the river worse hy reducing the space bv constructing
an embankment. Then, again, the Board of Water Supply and Sewerage came along ami put another
harrier across the river by the construction of that sewer. What I want to impress on the Committee is
that I should like to see Cook’s River restored to its natural tidal condition.
15GC That is the full scope of the evidence you wish to give ? Yes ; I wish to impress on the Committee
that they should look to the future, aud, if possible, take away the obstructions which prevent the tide
having a full ingress into the river, as far as it will go.
^ . n .-i. x •
m
15G7. In your opinion the removal of the Cook’s Eiver Bam at Tempo will effect all that is necessary in
connection with tho abatement of the evils that exist ? Yes; and dredging the river, and taking away
the sugar-works dam.
,
-r
,
x •,
u
1508, Would that prevent the flooding of Marrickville ? No ; I camiot say that if would.
1569. Are you aware that the proposal before us is one for the drainage of Marrickville as well as tor tlie
improvement of Cook’s Kiver ? Yes.
-.x ■ 1,.
1570. You do not desire to give any evidence with regard to the drainage of Marrickville, but simply
wish us to understand that, in your opinion, the proper way to deal with Cook’s Eiver is to remove the
dams and dredge tho river? Yes ; and, if possible, make it navigable for small boats right np to the
Liverpool Eoad.
,
,
.
i i j „
1571
Assuming that the Cook’s Elver Bam at Tempe were removed and the river were dredged as
suggested hy you, do you think that that would prevent the pollution of the river? I consider that the
dam's have tended to increase the pollution of the river.
1572. Has not the settlement that has taken place during the last twenty years between the Cook s Eiver
Bam at Tempe and the Liverpool Eoad, in proximity to the riyer, tended to its pollution . 1 erhaps the
1
1
construction
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construction of roiids has tended to bring down the rfe&m from the roads into the river; hut I do not
know that there lias been much pollutiou in the shape of sewage going into the river. Of course there
. P<b
must be a certain amount. We have no sewerage up there yet.
l/juT^iaotS
1573. But has there not been a drainage into the river from all those surrounding high lands ? Xcs,
’
naturally so. Cook’s liiver drains a large watershed.
1574. "What you propose would simply abate but not remove the existing evils ? I contend that if you
allow tbe salt water full ingress into the river, it must, to a largo extent, abate any nuisance that now
exists. At present the dams merely impound sewage matter. It must be healthier to have the tide
running than to have still water.
1575. You are aware that the dam to which you have referred was constructed more than half a century
ago? It was constructed for the sugar-works in the old days.
1576. More than half a century ago ? Yes.
1577. And certain rights may have been acquired since then ? I am not a lawyer, and I do not under
stand that matter.
1578. They would have to be considered, there being fresh water now where formerly the water was salt?
I should not call it fresh water.
1579. Is there not any fresh water in Cook’s liiver above the dam ? Hot water fit for a dog to drink.
1580. I. am not saying that it is water that might bo used for drinking purposes—the water may be
polluted ? It is polluted water.
1581. But it is not salt-water? I7o; because the dam keeps the salt water from coining up the river.
1582. You arc speaking now of the dam at Canterbury ? Yes ; the sugar-works dam at Canterbury.
1583. Not the Cook’s liiver Bam at Tempe? No. But unless that is dealt with the tide could not get
up 1:o the sugar-works dam.
1584. 1 was under the impression when you offered to give evidence that it would affect the entire scheme,
but apparently you have only one object in view, and that is the improvement of Ihe river? The object
I have in view is, at all events, to render it possible in the future, if not to-day, to improve the river—not
to put any more obstructions in the way of the improvement of the river.
15S5. An I your protest is against any dam that might have the effect of continuing the nuisance ? Yes ; I
protest against the proposed concrete dam near Undercliffe Bridge.
1586. .Are you aware that if the Cook’s River Dam at Tempe were removed the low-lying lands at present
above the dam would be submerged? Well, so much the worse for those low-lying lauds. But I suppose
that the dredgings out of tbe river could eventually be utilised for filling up those low-lying lands. They
have very little value at present. I say, restore Cook’s River to its original condition, as far as possible,
and improve it by dredging and widening where possible.
1587. When did your com|)auy acquire this large property you speak of ? We have had it about twelve
or thirteen years.
1588. Has it been depreciated in value since you purchased it, hy reason of the existence of the Cook’s
River Darn at Tempo ? The fish in Cook’s River died a couple of years ago between the sugar-works dam
and the lower dam, and Cook’s River was what you may call a cesspool tho summer before last, I can
recollect tho time, and I dare say that Mr. Humphery, and some other members of the Committee can
remember when Cook's River was a nice salt-water stream, or when, at all events, salt-water fish could
live in it, and I. certainly consider that the condition of the river would have depreciated tho value of our
estate the summer before last if wo had had it in the market.
1589. Have you considered or estimated the area of land that would be submerged in consequence of the
removal of the dam ? No ; I have not; that would be a matter for a surveyor. I daresay that a portion
of our property on Nobbs’ Flat would be submerged ; we have some low-lying land there. But I consider
that the benefit to bo derived from restoring Cook’s River to the condition of a tidal stream would more
than compensate us for any low-lying land we might have submerged.
1590. Was the river ever navigable past Nobbs’ Flat and up to the Liverpool Road? It is navigable
now for small boats a considerable distance above tbe sugar-works dam.
1591. Up to Liverpool Road ? I recollect when it was navigable up to Hilly’s Ford; but it is not so
now. You could not get within yards of it. But it is capable of being made navigable up to Liverpool Road.
1592. Mr, Triclcclt.~\ A number of witnesses have suggested that the Cook’s River Dam at Tempe should
be left, but that the sill should be lowered so as to let the water flow a little more freely ; and that for
a certain distance up the banks of the river should be cleared of all growth, and tbe corners trimmed off;
and that the river should be dredged, and certain holes filled in ;—do you think that that would have a
beneficial effect ? It would not have such a beneficial effect as I tbink the scheme which 1 suggest, of
making Cook’s River a tidal river. Lowering the sill would only partially remove the difficulty.
1593. Hut docs it not occur to you, as it does to most people, that Cook’s River is a very slow-running
river, and that if tho tide did run right up the river the river would still remain, at any rate, a partial
nuisance, owing to tho growing population all around, and the filth that must inevitably be washed into
tlie river ? I should, think that if the filth ran info a salt-water river the nuisance would not be anything
so great as if tho filth ran into what we may call a semi-salt or fresh-water river. The sea water must
act as a deodorant.
1594. But even in parts of tho Parramatta River, where there is a large scope of water, we have evidence
of pollution of the river near Parramatta, where it is a quarter or half a mile across? Yes ; but look at
the filth that is poured into the Parramatta River from the asylums and other places. Besides, the
Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme will take in all the suburbs along Cook’s River, and Cook’s River
could bo restored to its original condition of a beautiful stream of salt water.
'
.1.595. But we have no evidence that all those suburbs are to be dealt with under the Western Suburbs
Sewerage Scheme ;—all the evidence we have is that Marrickville and one portion of Canterbury will bo so
dealt with ? I am talking about a general sewerage scheme that would embrace all the suburbs up to
Strathfield.
“
1596. So am I, but there is no evidence of it; the Engincer-in-Chief, the other day, could not give any
evidence of it ? Are then all the people about Strathfield, and other places, to be denied the right of
sewerage.
1097. You say it ought to be dealt with ? As a matter of course, it must. We have no sewerage at
Ashfield and Bnrwood, and other places, but there will have to be, and it will stretch to other suburbs,
and will drain all the suburbs that now drain into Cook’s River.
1598.
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"Where are the rights that
^Watkin, 1593. But a great many rights have cropped up, and that is a difficulty
Ss(1'
would be injured.
1599. If you had 100 acres of land which were now valuable pasture and grazing land as evidence has
l^’
‘ been given here concerning another landowner—and if letting the salt water into themeruouh su merge
‘ that land, and make it utterly useless, I think you would object ? That is a bogie. \V hat is the lame
of land that is below high-water mark.
, . .
1600. Mr. Clarke.] Prom your evidence it appears that the only remedy you think suitable would be tne
removal of both the Tempo Dam and tho sugar works dam ? ^ cs.
1601. In that case what wouldhacomo of the low-lying lands? Tbe low-lying lands would have to be
filled up to the high-water mark,
, n
1602. By an embankment or something of that kind ? By an embankment, and by the dredgings out ot
the river. They were low-lying before the river was interfered with. The river has not, in any way,
reduced their level.
. .
1603. Still,tho Committee understand that the drainage of Canterbury and several other municipalities iimv s
into Cook’s Eiver at the present time ? Yes ; hut is not that an argument m favour ot making Cook s Eivor
a tidal stream. Will it not be much healthier if the sewage does How in a tidal stream instead or mto
a lake, which is really only impounded sewage.
c
1604. Kb doubt that would be the ease; hut there are several interests to be looked after, including those ot
the people who bought land there ? I would look after the interests of the future. Do not put obstrucr
tions across the river, and thereby destroy tbe possibilities of it.
.
n v m
1605. But supposing that the Tempe Dam were removed, that would necessitate the erection of a bridge
to enable the people to get across the river there? Yes ; that would not cost much. 1 do not suppose
you would have to remove the whole of the causeway across the river'there.
1606. It would not be possible to remove the railway embankment, because that is a fixture . i\o, it
would not. That was the second mistake that was made.
- ,
- ,
,,
1607 Yon think that that railway embankment has prevented the waters from flowing as freely as they
formerly did? 1 think it has caused a great deal of silting up about there. I travel a good deni, and
from my personal observations in doing so it seems to me that the river-flats have been considerably
raised by that embankment. You can see more shoal-water. I think that the engineers in the past have
looked upon Cook’s Eiver as of no account at all. I wonder they did not propose to fill it up altogether
1603 Still do you not think that those people who have, unfortunately, bought low-lying lands at
Marrickville, and have built upon them—lands which, in my opinion, ought never to have been built
■upon—are entitled to some means, by embankment or otherwise, of preventing those lands from being
flooded? No doubt there are lots of suburbs of Sydney unfit for habitation, and Parliament should
legislate on tho question. Sir .lames Martin tried to do so forty or fifty years ago,
. . , .
1609, Mr. Zee.1 Have you taken the trouble to make yourself acquainted with the exact proposal that is
before the Committee ? I have concerned myself only with the question of the proposed concrete dam.
1610. That is only a very small portion of tho proposal? 1 did not come here to give evidence about
. IfllL^But I'am speaking of Cook’s Eiver. Your object in being here to-day is to show that somctlimg
must be done to purify the river, and also something that should be done to main .am it in the future .
That is the main object of my giving evidence.
,, , ,
,
'
3
-xt i1612. If the proposal before the Committee were carried out, would that meet with your views . iNot at
all. I have told you that I object to dams.
^ w ir p
1613. Your reply is that there should not he a dam either at Undercliffe Bridge or at Worn Creek . X es,
all dams are a nuisance.
,,
„ , ,
^ j j
i
r__
1614. You see that the object of the proposal is to do two things—first, to prevent flood-waters from
entering Marrickvillo Plats, and to drain off flood-waters there, to a certain extent, and then to admit ot
Cook’s Eiver draining iteelf-on the whole you object to it ? I do not object to your improving Marnckville, or Wolli Creek, if you can do it without interfering with the full ingress of tbe tide mto Cook a
1615. You are an advocate for tho admittance of the tide into Cook’s Eiver? Yes; and for dredging it,
and deepening it—if possible right up to Liverpool Eoad.
, „ T
.
1616. There should be no dams to obstruct the tide ? On tho river no dams at all. Improve the hanks
as much as you like by fascines or anything else, but do not interfere with the mam stream.
1617. Your evidence is, seemingly, from a Cook’s Eiver point of view only—you are taking no consider
ation as to the part of the proposal for the draining of Marrickville ? IS 0 ; I did not come here to give
any evidence about Marrickville. Still, I believe that the proposed embankment at the mouth of Mamckville Plats would be a great improvement if vou can arrange to pump the water over it mto the river 1
am conversant with Mr. Sharkey’s scheme. He proposed to pump the water over that embankment mto the

1618. Are you acquainted with the alternative scheme submitted hy the Engineer-in-Chief ? I. know what
itis. It is the construction of a tunnel to Shea’s Creek.
,
j ■ .-l aj-• 1. ;n„
1619 It is proposed to do this: Have a tunnel to Shea’s Creek with flood-gates todrain the Marrickville
Plats put a dam across Marrickville Valley to prevent the inflow of the water from Cook s Eiver, dredge
Cook's Eiver and Wolli Creek for the purpose of giving an outlet for the waters, and lower the sills ot
the Cook’s Eiver Dam at Tempe 2 or 3 feet in order to give a greater falldo you think, caving
Marrickville out of the questiou, that that proposal would bo sufficient to effect the purposes you have in1620 1621 * 1
1620.' Bear in mind that it is not proposed to put dams at Undercliffe Bridge or Wolli Creek, but that
it is proposed to dredge the river, and to lower the sills at the Coot s Itivcr Darn. will lowering the si $
make the river navigable—admit of your getting a boat through
.
1621. No ? Well, that is what I object to. 1 say make Cook’s Eiver navigable.
1622 Por what ? Por a canoe if you like, or for a flat-bottomed punt.
.
1623. You are aware that if the proposal which you suggest were carried out there would be a large
expenditure of public money are you prepared to offer any evidence as towhether it should be earned
out on the betterment principle ? I have not considered that question.
,
,^
.
1624. Can you cite any cases where works of this character have been earned out by the ^0Te|,^^t
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without imposing a betterment tax or a local tax P I do not suppose you will find any stream in England J.W.^Watkin,
or in any other civilised part ot the world which has been dammed as Cook’s Eiver has.
_
1625. Kever mind that; can you cite any case in point? No, I have not looked up the question.
14Jn]j 1896
1626. Mr. Wright..'] You are aware that there is a large settlement at Marrickville? Yes.
’ ‘
.1627. And that under any scheme, except the alternative scheme for draining Marrickville, all the
drainage must come into Cook’s Eiver ? Yes.
1G28. If the river were restored to its normal condition, the dams removed, and the river dredged, would
not the large population which is settled in Marrickville and the surrounding districts soon silt up the
river, even by the washings off the streets ? It surely cannot silt it up as fast as Cook’s Eiver Dam and
the railway embankment,
^
1629. IVby not? Because tbe stream would keep it in motion.
1630. In twenty years the present population will, very probably, be doubled ? All the more reason for
making Cook’s Eiver a great water highway.
1631. Do you not think that with a largo population the mere surface washings would,’iu the eourse of
time, absolutely silt up Cook’s Elver? No; 1 do not thiuk so. I think the municipal councils will require
to have silt-pits, as in Sydney, to prevent sewage from going into Cook’s Eiver.
1632. I am speaking of stormwater. If the population in the district is doubled, aud the whole of the
stormwater goes into Cook’s Eiver, would it not in ton years be absolutely filled up ? If so, that is an
argument in favour of making it a bona-fide salt-water river.
'
1633. You have lived long enough to see the foreshores of portions of Sydney harbour reeking with filth?
Well, it is a disgrace to us, if it is so. We should try to make the people along Cook’s Eiver cleaner
than some people along the foreshores of Port Jackson have been.
1634. You want Cook’s Eiver to be a tidal river, and my contention is, that if yon remove the dams,
and dredge it completely, and clear it as deep as it was when Captain Cook came here, in twenty
years it must be filled up by natural storm-water drainage ? Then you would dredge it out again—keep
it clean.
1635. lfi\ Rgan.] Do I understand you to say that the property you represent is along the south hank
of Cook’s Eiver ? Yes.
1636. Pour hundred and fifty acres? Y'es ; it stretches to Wolli Creek.
1637. You are intimately acquainted with Cook’s Elver ? Yes ; with Cook’s Eiver along the frontage we
are interested.
1633. Do you remember when it was a tidal river? No; Cook’s Eiver Dam was built before I was born,
I expect.
1639. And yet, up to the present time, there has never been a request that this river should be made a
tidal river ? I do not know about that.
_
1640. Dave you ever heard it asked for before ? Yos; I have talked to dozens of people about it.
1641. Has any action been taken by the public in reference to the matter? It has been mentioned by
candidates for Parliament..
1642. That shows the lively interest they take in it. I understand you to say that your proposals are
simply to remove the dams, and allow the river to have a free scope ? Yes ; and to dredge and deepen it.
1643. Do you not think that the Government would be liable for damages for allowung salt water to come
on private property? That is a legal question I would not pretend to answer. But if that property is
below high-water mark, I cannot see where the damage would come in.
_
1644. But people have bought land in the vicinity of Cook’s Eiver since tbe erection of tbe dams, and if
the Government were to remove those dams, and to allow the salt water to come on to their property, would
not the (Government be liable for damages ? That is a legal question, which I would uot be prepared to
answer. I/and that is below high-water mark .can have very little value.
1645. How far is your land from the river ? It stretches along the southern bank of the river. It lias a
water frontage. On one portion of it there is a 100-ft. reserve from high-water mark.
161G. IVhat portion ? On the upper portion, towards Thomson-street. 'There is also another reserve.
1617. A.s a business man, you generally look at the cost of a scheme of this kind, and if you cannot see a
return for the outlay of money, you say it is not worth carrying out ? I should say so.
1643. In the event of those dams being taken away, do you not think that the Government would be
liable for damages on account of salt water going on to private property, because you know that salt
water damages grazing land, or anything like that ? That shows, then, that the Government in the old
times gave grants for land which was below high-water mark,
.1649, But that is not the question here ? It comes in.
1650. If it is a fact that the Government would be liable for damages, do you think it would be wise
for the Government to take those dams away ? I certainly think that in the interests of the whole
district and looking to the future, it would he wise for the Government to do it.
1651. Talcing your own proposal that those dams should he taken away, who should pay the cost? The
Government put the obstructions there, let them take them away.
1652. Your company bought land with all these obstructions erected? The lllawarra railway was not
constructed then, neither was the sewer across Cook’s Eiver.
1653. Has your property there never exceeded 450 acres ? ’Well, it may be an acre or two more.
1654. And in the course of selling those few acres ? We have never sold any of it.
1655. You intend to? Yes.
1656. And I think you will admit that the lllawarra line will be no drawback to your company in selling
land ? The Belmore railway will help us more than the lllawarra railway will.
1657. They will assist you to sell your land, will they uot ? Most certainly they will.
1658 That then, disposes, at once of the idea of the construction of these railways being a barrier in tins
case ? 1 did not say the railways were a barrier, I said that the railway engineers made a mistake in the
way they constructed the bridge over the river. I never mentioned tbe Belmore railway before, until this
moment.
1659. Did you not say, when I said that yon bought that property with all those obstructions, including
the dams, “No, the lllawarra railway was not built then”;—was not that your answer? The Illawai'ra
railway was not built then.
1660. Then, the construction, of that railway has been an accession to your property ? I suppose it has.
1661.
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J \V.Watkin, leg].. "Well, you and private individuals having bouglit property there wiiilst olistruetions such as these
dams existed, do yon not think, if you want the removal of the dams, that it is fair that you should help the
Government to remove them ? So ionn as everybody is put on the same footing, I would not object. Treat
14 July, 1896,
whole country the same.
16(52. Tou think it is only fair, in carrying out a scheme like this, that if the Government are put to an
expense of some thousands of pounds, those directly benefited hy it should pay their proportionate share ?
With reference to the obstructions which the Government have put across the river, I think the Govern
ment should take them away at their own expense. With reference to any other improvements, of
course, let the people of the whole county contribute to the expense, if you can devise an equitable scheme
by which they can do it.
1668. Do you know the history of the building of the sugar-works dam? It was built for a fresh-water
supply for the old Canterbury sugar-works.
1664. By the company? I believe that the gentleman who built it was the Hon. John Lucas, and that
he can tell you all about it.
.
.
1665. Do you not think that under either scheme—whether the scheme that has been submitted to this
Committee, or the proposal that you make—those people who own properties directly benefited should
pay a proportionate share of the cost ? Tes, certainly, if it is done under a betterment scheme. But
you must prove that there is a betterment, and logically, of course, if there is any detriment, the State
should pay for that.
.
1666. Do you not think that it would come under the betterment if you were to push your property in
the market at the present time ? We could not sell it at all now.
_
1667. But if, owing to the dredging of this river, it would sell straightaway, do you not think there would
be a betterment? The proposed concrete dam below Undercliffe Bridge would prevent us from selling
our property.
1668. Have you ever tried to sell it ? No. We are surveying it now,
1669. Mr. Hassall ] Did you become possessed of this land before or after this dam was ereetsd across
Cook’s liiver ? After.
_
1670. Therefore, the objection as to the river being blocked by that dam existed at the time you bought
this land? Tes.
^
.
1671. Mr. Eoberfs,'] Is the whole of your property in the Borough of Canterbury ? Tes, all this estate.
1672. Are you aware of the views of the mayor and aldermen of Canterbury with regard to dealing with
the nuisance at Cook’s Kiver? No ; I cannot say that I am thoroughly aware of them. They are aware
of the nuisance that existed in tho river the summer before last, and that tbe fish died in the river through
the muck that was impounded.
1673. Tou do not know whether they are in favour of the removal of the dam, and have an objection tothe erection of any other dams across the river? I believe the Canterbury aldermen are in favour of
restoring the river to its tidal condition.
_
1674. And, therefore, you coincide with them? I certainly do. I have always held that view.
1675. Do yon advocate the removal of the sugar-house dam ? Tes, most certainly.
1676. Every dam ? I would remove every obstruction across the river.
1677. And you wish Cook’s Kiver to be restored to its natural state? Tes, deepened and dredged ; and
taken right up to the Liverpool Koad—not to do it now, but to leave the possibility of its being done,
and not to destroy it for the future.
_
...
1678. What are the principal reasons why you advocate that course being adopted? I think it will he
better for all the dwellers along the banks of Cook’s Kiver. It will be healthier, and there will be a chance
'
of Cook's Kiver being made a navigable river. We might get blue metal by it up as far as Ashfield, Enfield,
Strathfield. and other suburbs ; in fact, you cannot say what Cook’s Eiver might become under intelligent
management.
_
_
1679. Have you considered the possibility of a large area of land being fiooded by tho river being restored
to its natural condition ? I do not think that any very large area would be flooded.
1689. Mr. Wrii/l/f.J About 109 acres of Marrickville Tints would be submerged, if tho salt-water were let
into Cook’s Kiver, and Cook's Kiver were restored to its natural condition ? But there would be tbe
embankment at the mouth of Marrickvillo Elats.
_
1681. But that embankment would be an artificial embankment, which you protest against ? No ; I do
not protest against stopping the water from going up Marrickville Valley. That embankment would not
be an obstruction of tbe river.
_ _
1682. lint a portion of Marrickville Elats was originally under water, and Marrickville people might say,
We want a tidal river as well as the people of Cook’s Eiver”? Tes; I suppose we are all pretty
selfish.
1683. Can vou give us a rough idea of what that 109 acres would be worth ? I should have to figure it
out on paper.
IGSd, Tou cannot give us an idea of the value of that land? No, I cannot.
1685. Mr. Aoifir/s.] Ho you think that the value of the whole of the property within the Borough of
Canterbury would be larselv increased if the Cook’s Kiver Dam were removed? Tes ; I believe that tbe
whole district would be much improved, and that if any damage did result the gain would he much greater
than the loss.
1686. Not only the property you own? No, the whole district.
1687. Mr. Earnell.] Do you know when the land that is subject to flood-water was sold ? . It has
been subdivided and sold, I should say, during the last twenty years. I mean at Cook's Kiver and
Marrickville.
.
1688. Do you know whether any has been sold during the last six or seven years ? I am sure there have
been attempts to sell, if sales have not been made.
_
^
i
1089. Have any estates, however small, been cut up within five or six years in the Marrickville Plats ? J
do not know that there have been any subdivisions, because you may say that it was all pretty well
subdivided in the boom time.
1690. That was before 1SSS ? Tes.
, ,
1691. I mentioned that because you asked that legislation should he passed to prevent people from building
on such spots? Tes ; certain areas should he declared as being unfit for habitation.
1692.
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1692. Do yon know that there is a Municipal Roads and Streets Bill—a measure I got passed in 1889— J. W^VTipIod,
which makes it incumhcnt on the local body to see that due regard is paid to sanitation, and that the roads
are properly laid out and made before consent to the sale can be given ? 'Well, it is a pity it is not observed Jij1v la96_
then.
‘’
1693. If it is made compulsory on the municipal bodies, a plan should he submitted to them first ? A
most wise measure. I fancy that most of that land was subdivided prior to your legislation. What I
want is a law fixing a minimum area for allotments, and stopping the crowding of buildings on small areas
of land. That is one of the enrses of the suburbs. 1 remember pointing that out when the Width of lioads
Bill was being made law, and so my hands are clean.
Benjamin Bee, Esq., Director of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building Company (Limited),
sworn, and examined :—
169-1. Mr. Triclcctt.-] You also are a director of the Sydney Permanent Freehold Land and Building Co. B. lee, Esq.
(Ltd.) ? I am.
14JidyH896.
1693. You have hoard the evidence of Mr. Watkin? I have.
1696. Do you, or do you not, agree with bis views? In bis evidence bo has largely anticipated what I
purposed saying; but there arc some points which he has not touched upon, on broad general grounds,
which I shall be desirous of dealing with in a short statement, after you have examined me.
1697. Will you make your statement now? I should prefer to make it after my examination.
1698. How long have your company held land affected by Cook’s Kiver ? Bor some years. I cannot
state definitely. I have not been a director more than four years.
1699. Were you a director when it was bought ? Ko, I was not, or T never would have bought it.
1700. It was bought when the tide was shut out from Cook's River ? It was bought when the river was
in the state it is now in, so far as the upper dam is concerned, but much more open to navigation by boats
than it is now. Every year it is getting worse in that respect.
1701. Every year it is getting more silted up ? Yes.
1702. But part of the scheme of the Department is to dredge the river, and improve it in that way—will
not that have a good effect? I think very little of an annual or periodical dredging of the river when
you havelo go through that process frequently. It is much better to prevent any silting up if yon can.
1703. With regard to rivers that are surrounded by sloping lands, and large population, is it not inevitable
that there must always be a considerable quantity of earthy stuff washed into the river? Unquestionably.
That is the experience all over the Colony. As it becomes settled upon, so do the streams become lessened
in their force.
1704. And become polluted ? Not necessarily—only where the population becomes very dense. Then,
in my opinion, that should be met by legislation compelling those people to put their sewage somewhere
else, and uot into what the Almighty intended to be for the use of all—a free, fresh, and open stream.
1703. That is all very well in theory, but cannot be carried out in practice ; for although you may deal
with sewage in that way, you cannot deal with surface water that comes over roads and manured fields,
and make it go into one channel, and be removed away ;—if it goes directly into a river, does it not neces
sarily cause it to be polluted ? Yes, necessarily.
1706. Do l understand that your evidence is merely from an interested point of view, the same as
that of the former witness, or do you take a broader view of the subject ? 1 take a much broader view.
I prefer to leave out altogether the personal view, for my own personal interest in it is uot very large.
1707. That being so, I ask you do you understand the proposals the G-overnment have submitted for the
improvement of Cook’s River? I am not an engineer, but I have carefully read all the proposals, and I
do know from experience, and say advisedly, that money has been absolutely fooled away and wasted by
the G-overnment tinkering to relieve immediate wants, instead of looking a generation ahead. I can give
you several instances of that.
1708. TVhat I want to know is, if you understand the proposal that is before the Committee? Ido.understaurl this last one, and I think it is a most intolerable and abominable one.
1709. Before you come to Ibat sweeping assertion, I would point out to you that there are two proposals—
the one that was submitted by Mr. Darlcy in the first instance, and then the alternative scheme to build a
tunnel and sewer to Shea’s Creek—do you understand that ? 1 do.
1710. Do your remarks apply to both those schemes? Yes.
1711. "Will you tell us, first of all, your ob jections to the scheme to lower the sill at Cook’s River Dam, to
put up a dam near Wolli Creek, and to construct fascine banks, and so on ? My objection is on the main
ground that it is only a temporary expedient after all—that it will uot be effective for the future, but
highly detrimental to the multitude of people who most occupy that area, and that you should look forward
to that period, and not to Ihc present, and that by opening the river as a whole, even if you have to resort
to dredging it, aud compelling owners of property on its banks to contribute towards the expense, I say
that that would be a much more preferable course than to prevent the ingress of salt-water, which is my
main objection to that scheme.
1712. You say that the river should bo made navigable from its entrance, and that people should be called
upon to contribute towards the cost? I do. In the old country there is a net-work of railways, and yet
the canals compete profitably for a certain class of traffic where speed is not necessary, and where the
charge is low, and 1 say that above all other places with which nature has surrounded Sydney, Cook’s River
is the place for manufactories of a certain class, which require a water frontage to enable them to get
their produce down to the port.
1713. Well, seeing that you take that view, have you considered this portion of tho question, that this
dam at Cook’s River has been erected for about half a century, and that people have bought land which
ut tho present time they use for pasturage purposes aud for growing crops ? 1 think you can say very
little about the pasturage.
1714. I can only say what people have sworn here—and that is all that guides us—and the evidence being
that if the salt-water is allowed to como in, one landholder will have 100 acres, now used for pastoral and
agricultural purposes, submerged by salt-water ;—what would you say to that, state of affairs ? 1 would
say it is simply nonsense. I know enough of that river-bank all the way up, from going along it, to
know that a fascine embankment made with a few ti-tree bushes, of which plenty could be got, if used
now, would give you a rise sufficient to keep out most salt-water you could anticipate coming in, unless
there were a tidal wavo.
1
1715.
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B. Lee, Esq. 1715. You admit this proposition then, that the Grovcrnment, if they let the salt water into Cook’s River,
^' should prevent that salt water from going over lands which are now used for pastoral and agricultural
14 July, 1896. pUrp0se3 ? I admit that no man’s private property should be ruined.
_
1716. Tou say, “ Let the tidal waters in,” but will not something bo required besides that;—is not the
river at the present time overgrown with weeds ;—is it not full of shoals, aud holes, and so on P It is
full of shoals, I admit.
1717. And deep places here and there—how would you deal with those;—wc had evidence the other day
that a lot of holes were filled up with slush, and were very objectionable, and how would you propose to
to deal with all these shallow places—1 suppose they ought to he seouped out ? My idea is that the
river should he widened and extended.
1718. Dredged? Xes ; instead of spending perhaps £1,000,000, which they will do on useless railways.
They would have a cheap highway, then, and a clearance of the river.
1719. I presume that you arc only giving an ordinary layman’s opinion on this subject—you have not
gone into it from an engineering point of view ? I do not pretend to do that. I only wish to give you
my experience, and for you to take it for what it is worth.
_
. .
• 1720. How long have you known this river ? Personally, I have known it, though not very intimately,
for fifty years.
_
_
. .
.
,
. ,
1721. But how long is it since you have taken sufficient interest in it to say whether its sanitary condition
has improved or otherwise? Prom visits that 1 have made to the locality—and my visits have been pretty
numerous of late years for various reasons—for the purpose of getting a bridge or two constructed across
it, and in connection with deputations to the municipalities immediately concerned, and, as resulting
therefrom, interviews with the Grovernmeat, and so on—I am pretty intimately acquainted with the
present position of affairs, and also with the state of the river during the last four years.
1722. And those observations have led you to see that it has gradually been becoming more and more
polluted? There can bo no question about that.
1723. Do you not think that has been the result of the increased population around rather than merely
the effect of this dam being at the entrance ? 'Well, everyone knows that the more a stream becomes
lessened, so does its liability to silt up more quickly increase.
.
.
1724. Well, the Government proposal, and the proposal that comes from Mr. Darlcy, the Engineer-in
Chief, being to lower tho sill of Cook's River Dam 2 feet, and thereby accelerate the outflow from the river
and make it pure, what is your view of that ? I say take it away altogether ; it ought never to have been
there.
. .
1725. Do you think that lowering the sill 2 feet and making the rush of water much faster will improve
the river? Jt must tend to improve it. It could not make it worse, but I contend that the dam should
not he there at all. The one scheme is only an expedient, and tho other in my opinion would bo
permanent.
.1726. Then you do not think that Mr. Darley’s scheme would be permanent? I do not. Only temporary—■
only for a few years.
1727. You have talked about experience of other places—have you ever been to Parramatta ? I was not
exactly bom there, but 1 have spent fifty years of my life there.
172S. "Did you ever notice any dams at the river there ? I know that for very many years there was a
rise and fall of tide several feet at the Lennox Bridge, and many times have we, as boys aud young men,
bathed in that river, and from the moment that it was allowed to s;lt up, and they constructed tho
artificial concrete culvert down tho river with the object of expediting the sewerage, they ruined tho
properties abutting on the river—they ruined the freeholds which became almost valueless for years,—
and the result was that, after spending £8,000 or £10,000 on that concrete viaduct or open sewer, it was
ultimately torn up at a further cost of thousands of pounds, and then the Engineer-in-Chicf devised a
flood-gate, forsooth, lower down. That flood-gate made it ten times worse. It lets it out, but would let
nothipg in. That was found to be ineffectual, and now' you kuow from reports that the state of that
splendid town is almost ruinous to health owing to the increased sew'agc from the asylums and other
places having no means of getting away,
1729. You base your arguments on the case at Parramatta? That is one. Por many years steamers
landed their passengers at the old asylum. Howell's dam was a little above that, and there was a mill.
There was a full flow of the tide with a rise and fall of several feet up to Lennox Bridge and the upper
dam at King’s School which separated the salt from the fresh water. That 'has since been made wider,
and turned into a.permanent roadway, and I contend that if that river upwards had had tho stones removed
from it, and the river had been allowed to flow freely up and down, you would never had heard of the
enormous expenditure of public money which has been wasted there and the public health endangered,
as it is in a valuable town like Parramatta.
1730. The position you take up is: Leave things in a state of nature, and make no improvements at all ?
I do not say “ Do nothing at all," but I say do not interfere with nature by tinkering and making things
worse, and although I am not an engineer, I say that in my opinion, valueless though it may be, my firm
conviction from experience and from what I have seen, is that this is a mere temporary expedient, and
will not meet the wants even of Marrickville. If the people there live in a hole they must expect to have
water (here unless it is pumped out, and if you construct public works on streams made by nature they
should certainly be comprehensive, and not merely for the present day. I know it is said that '■ sufficient
for the day is the evil thereof,” hut that is not the view that should be taken in matters of this character.
You should go much further, and if so you would find that it is a great saving in the end.
_
1731. Would you kindly tell us briefly what your remedy for the state of things at Cook’s River would
be ? I know of no other remody, except to leave it open, give it greater access, remove obstructions, and
if necessary make it deeper by artificial means, and make the owners of the land contribute towards the
expense. I think that is a fair and reasonable view to take.
’
1732. 1 understand that you also say that where the tide, if let in, would submerge lands that have been
used for a number of years for agricultural or pastoral purposes, a fascine bank should he put up to
prevent those lands from being submerged ? Yes, most certainly.
1733. Mr. Wright.'] A portion of Marrickville lies very low ? I am aware of that.
_
1734. If wo were to restore Cook’s River to its normal condition, it would inundate a portion of
Marrickville ? If Cook’s River were restored to its original state, it seems to me that Marrickville would
be no worse than it was before it was a town.
1735.
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1735. But what would be the position of the poor men who have purchased land in Marrichville and B. Lee, Esq,
built houses upon it? It seems to be a complete reservoir—tho receiver of water at certain times.
There is no outfall for it, aud therefore it must be pumped out. You cannot drain it.
173G. But if the river were allowed to run into it it would always be a waterhole ; and it is a waterliole
now after heavy rain, until it gets drained at times through natural drainage and evaporation ; but if you
allow the salt water to go into it, it will always be a waterhole, and if people have bought land there, and
in some eases paid good prices for it, and built houses, how would you compensate them—out of the public
exchequer ? If my proposal would necessitate the river being a constant source of injury to private
properties, I have already said that I am not in favour of private property being ruined by any public
works.
_
1737. But you see those people would be ruined ? That is merely a matter of opinion—it may be yours,
it is not mine.
_
1738. But the evidence before us shows that 109 acres would jwactically be under water at high tide?
They had no business to build there then.
1739. But they may have bought that land in ignorance as to its position when the tide was up, and how
would you propose to deal with those unfortunate people? 1 suppose they would be like a good many
others, and look upon it as a loss. They should not have bought marine villa sites so hastily.
1740. In view of the Government determining to open Cook's River by removing the dam, and letting
the tidal water flow in, what would you do to recompense those people ? I think their properties would
be largely enhanced from the proceeds they would receive from works that must necessarily be established
on the river.
1741. 1 do not think you grasp the question. Take the case of a working man who has bought a couple
of allotments and built a cottage, and has no other interest in the neighbourhood—perhaps works miles
away from bis habitation—what compensation would it be to tell him that the neighbourhood of Cook’s
River had benefited by the tidal waters coming in, when at the same time the tidal waters were covering
his land, and to say to him “ You must recognise that the benefiting of other people in the district must
fully compensate you ” ? But is it necessary that should be the result.
1742. It appears to me that it would be the result if you made Cook’s River as it originally was ? I do
not at all think that it is absolutely necessary that such a thing should be the result.
1743. But if such were the result? It should be remedied as far as it could be. If you do an injury by
any work, 1 think that injury should be remedied as far as it is possible to do so.
1744. But who would you propose should compeusate those people—the Crown or the residents of Cook’s
River? I have already said that persons receiving benefit from the improvement of their property should
bear a portion of the expense, and that, therefore, should necessarily come in as a reward to those who
would be injured.
1745. If the river were dredged out, do you not tbiuk that with the existing population, and the possi
bility of a largely increased population, it would only bo a question of time when the river would be
silted up again by ordinary storm-waters ? I do not think so.
1746. Ktorm-water brings down street-sweepings, and other things that are washed into the river, and
soil is also washed into the river? We have an enormous population in Sydney, and that has not been
so extensive as you seem to think.
1747. Mr. lioberts.} Your views in connection with this question are the same as those put forward by
Mr. Watkin? Practically, with the exceptions I have stated from past experience of the result of
artificial works, on the Parramatta River, for instance.
1748. I understood that Mr. Watkin was equally opposed to any dams being erected, or any other
obstruction being built ? I may say, at once, that it was the fact of my seeing this lower dam recom
mended which raised my indignation on general grounds.
1749. Do you mean Bndereliffe Bridge dam, or the dam across Wolli Creek ? Principally, the TJndercliffe dam,
1750. But are you aware that in the alternative scheme submitted to the Committee no erection of a dam at
TJndercliffe Bridge is contemplated, so that that would get rid of one of your objections to the scheme,—
which simply contemplates lowering the sills at Cook's River Dam, and clearing out Wolli Creek and
Cook’s River by dredging; but you would rather see all obstructions removed, and Cook’s River restored
to its natural state ? That is my view.
1751. Are you speaking merely as one having property there, or as to what you consider would be for the
benefit of the whole of the district ? Por the benefit of those who come after us, during the next fifty years.
1752. Mr. 0’Connor.~\ Do you know this place very well ? Yes.
1753. Have you considered the main Departmental scheme of the Engineer-in-Chief—Mr, Darley? It
is that which brought me here, and raised my indignation.
1754. You disapprove of that ? Entirely ; on general public grounds, for the future of the health of the
persons who are to come after us; because of the obstruction of the natural stream—inevitably so, as
exemplified by experience.
1755. Where do you live? At Annandale.
1756. But you know this place well? Yes. I have been over it frequently during the last four years, on
deputations connected with bridges, and being a director of the company has also led me to go there.
1757. The future welfare of that large property m which you are interested depends on this scheme being
properly carried out? It depends to this extent; that tho property must bo largely depreciated if the ■
river were closed. That is enevitable, as it would damage any property.
1758. You are distinctly of opinion that if this scheme were carried out, it would materially damage the
property belonging to the company of which you are one of the directors ? That is not the view with
which I have given my evidence.
1759. No, but that is your opinion ? Yes.
1760. I take your evidence to be given on high grounds? That is my object entirely.
1761. Chairman.] Do yon wish to add anything to what you have already said ? There is one further
illustration to which I wish to draw your attention. 1 have spent a large portion of my life on the Hunter
River, where also a considerable amount of Government money lias been fooled away. "Wallis Creek is a
tributary of tho Hunter River, and within my recollection largo si/.ed vessels could go miles up to a place
called Yarrabong. They used to deliver their cargoes and take in other cargoes, and thou go down the
181—K
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B. Lee, Esq. Hunter River to Newcastle. That was closed by a flood-gate at what is now known as Yictoria Bridge.
1477*^1890
was^e^ away once or twice, and being rebuilt at an enormous cost,
. u
‘ effectually succeeded iu destroying the whole ot‘ that stream which was previously navigable for miles,
and it has become a filthy ditch, destructive of health, and within the last few years the Minister for Public
Works has contributed a large sum of money to people there, to clear out the ditch, the navigation of
which ought never to have been stopped.
1762. M.r. O'Connor.'] You are of opinion that if that had never been interfered with that large expenditure
would have been unnecessary ? Utterly so.
1763. And they would bo better off? Far better off. Then look at all the injury that has arisen from
the artificial works constructed on the Hunter River. They want now to go on to private property on the
other side, and to take away people's property that has been improved—reclaimed as it were by the
artificial works made in the township. What used to be a running stream past a man’s door became a
sandbank and grass-paddock w'here he feeds his cows : and now they have the audacity to demand that
that shall be taken from him, because they say that it throws water on works they have constructed on the
other side. I do not think that impudence could go any further, and that is after spending enormous
sums of money. All this goes to exemplify what 1 have already stated, namely the folly of interfering
with natural water-courses, unless it is to give facilities for the water to get a wav more quickly.
WED2TESDA7, 15 JULY, 1S96.
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William Joseph Trickhtt.
Daniel O’Connor.
Henry- Clarke, Esq.
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Charles Alfred Lee. Esq.
John Lionel Feu an, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassai/l, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
Frank Parnell, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Improvement of Cook’s River.
James Phillip Webster, Esq., A.M.I.C.E., Engineer and Overseer to the Borough of Marrickville, sworn,
.
and further examined r—
J. P. Webster, 1761'. Chairman.] Does the flood affect the lower side of the dam at Cook’s River, and how high may it
Esq.,
reach above high water? 1 have personally inspected Cook’s River at the eastern side of the dam, also
A.MJ.C.E.
at the entrance to Shea’s Creek, have taken levels, and am now in a position to verify my statement that
there is no difference in level of water to be of any practical value.
*
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1765. In other words, the flood-level will be as high on. tho seaward side of Cook’s River Dam as it is at
Shea’s Creek, aud, therefore, you can go up the estuary of Cook's River to where it is intercepted by the
dam and get as good a discharge head as you can into Shea’s Creek ? That is so.
1766. The discharge-level will be the same ? The ordinary high-water mark is the same. I will now deal
with the flood-level. In flood the water rises at the entrance to Shea’s Creek similarly to what it does at
the eastern side of the dam. The greatest difference during the late heavy gales was
inches, which I
consider of no practical value. 1 found the flood-marks at both places, which I make 10 inches over
ordinary high-water mark.
1767. So not only the high-water mark at the eastern side of the dam is on a level with that at the
junction of Shea’s Creek aud Cook’s River, but the flood-mark is tho same also ; therefore, whether it be
affected by the tide or affected by the flood, tho discharge at either place would be at the same level?
Quite so.
1768. How far is it from Cook's River Dam to the mouth of Marrickville Flats? Half a mile, roughly.
1769. Have you taken the levels from the dam to the mouth of Marrickville Plats ? Yes, I have.
1/70. Between the dam and the entrance to Marrickville Flats there is a contraction of the river-banks ?
I do not admit that there is a contraction of the river-hanks. There is a decrease in the size of the river,
but then the drainage area decreases also.
1/71. Can you give us any reliable information as to the difference between water-level opposite the
mouth of Marrickville Flats and at the upper side of the dam ? It is the same.
1772. Are we then justified in inferring that if the dam were removed, the high tide would be practically
level from the mouth of Shea’s Creek to the mouth of Marrickville Creek ? Yes, you are, provided that a
sufficient channel is left for the flood-waters or discharge of the drainage area of Cook’s Kiver.
1773. I was talking of high-tide floods. In flood-time what would be the difference in flood-level,
supposing there were no impediment at the dam between the mouth of Marrickville Flats, in Cook’s
River, and the junction of Shea’s Creek and Cook’s River ? None of any value,
1774. Therefore, in your opinion, the alternative scheme has been based upon a wrong contention ? Yes.
1775. "What, then, is the value of the alternative scheme ? It is of no value whatever.
1776. If you rob it of the fall, can you urge anything else in favour of it? Nothing in favour of it, hut
a great deal against it.
'
1777. "Will you again state what are your objections to the alternative scheme? My great objection to
tho alternative^ scheme is that it does not give a better outfall than the natural outlet at the mouth of
Marrickville "Valley. Another objection to it is that it is an artificial channel and is covered in, and has
a fall that will not render it self-cleansing. The third objection is that the oliuimcl is too small to carry
oft" the waters in a sufficient time to be of any benefit to the district.
* ■
1778. Yon have made a calculation? Yes.
1779. Aud you maintain that your calculation was correct? I do.
1780. JUr, Lee.] I hen, if it were not sufficient to carry off the water from that flat, and if a dam were made
at the mouth of tho Marrickville alley, the inundation of the buddings would continue? Yes, it would
for a longer period than it does at present, and even longer if the river were widened and cleared and the
natural outlet at the mouth of the valley were opened out.
1/81, Chairman.] What do you consider would be a reasonable discharging area for Cook’s River at the
dam—what length of sluice-gate ? 300 feet.
1782.
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1782. The Departmental proposal is to reclaim by means of a fascine bank, and thereby contracting the '•T. P.Wcbgter,
present bed of Cook’s Kiver between the dam and ihe railway bridge; below the railway bridge in the
present dam, there is what you may call a very fair receiving area that would aid in relieving the floods— ............
a sort of collecting area;—is it a wise thing to contract that? Not at the present time, and looking at it
from an economical point of view, it is not.
'
1733, Better clean it out? It would be better to clean it out, owing to tbe fact that reclaiming would be
a costly work to carry out, and if it were carried out the value of tbe land, judging from the surroundings,
would be low. I do not think it would amount to anything that would justify tho expense.
1784. It might be some advantage also as a sort of receiving area for the water from Wolli Creek and
Cook’s River when tbe tide was rising ? Yes, that is so. It would increase the impounding capacity above
the dam, which is of some importance, and another thing that it would do is that it would leave a con
siderable extent of sluice-gates to be used, which, if it were filled up, vvould have to be dosed and
necessitate new ones being constructed on tho southern side.
1785. You mean preserve the sluice-gates on the northern side to do as much as they can? Yes, as much
as possible, thereby saving tbe cost of constructing new gates on tbe southern side.
178G. And you believe that it would be wiser to lake tbe storm-water discharge down the drainage centre?
Yes, the natural discharge.
1787. You understand, of course, that that will not do much more than alleviate the trouble—drain the
flat quickly when the flood-waters come there, but will not prevent floods absolutely ? It will not prevent
floods absolutely, as T explained in my former evidence.
.
1788. It is, you think, the best you can do without pumping? Yes, and intercepting tbe high-level
waters.
1789. Mr. Lee.'] But neither of the present proposals would entirely relieve Marrickville ? No. The
only possible wav to relieve Marrickville properly is by pumping.
1790. Chairman.] And by intercepting ? Yes. By intercepting the waters from as large an area as
possible and pumping a minimum quantity—that is, reducing the low-level area and making it of the
least possible extent. The low-level area is comparatively a small area.
1791. Mr. Lee.] By pumping from w'here? The whole of the area would have to he pumped from the
inside of the proposed dam.
1792. To throw the water over it into the river? Yes.
1793. And by a proper system of drainage the water could be brought down to that point from the low
levels ? The water from the whole of Marrickville, excepting some 400 acres on the west, which drains
directly into Cook’s River, gravitates to that point.
1791. You have had, I suppose, to consider a number of times this question of dealing with the accumulated
waters at Marrickville ? Ever since I have been in Marrickville it has been brought prominently before
me, and I have taken a very great interest in dealing with the storm-waters.
1795. But you found it. a difficult problem to deal with ? \\re]l, as a drainage problem, if is not a difficult
one. It is a matter of expense,
1796. But as drainage by gravitation, it has been a very difficult matter ? Yes ; that is, allowing the whole
of the waters to gravitate on to the flat.
1797. You have taken the precaution to satisfy yourself that if the alternative scheme were carried out it
would be of no earthly use ? I am positive of that.
1798. Therefore, after studying this question from every point of vieur, you have had to come to the
conclusion ibat the only ivay to relieve Marrickville tvould be by putting a dam across tbe mouth of the
valley to prevent the inflow of flood and tidal waters, and to erect sluice-gates sufficient to take away as
much flood-water as the tide would permit, and to pump the balance ? The main point is the lowering of
the water-level at this side, so as to obtain the maximum fall.
_
1799. That is another point altogether; first of all you must prevent the inflow of water ? Quite so.
1800. That would necessitate a dam there ? Yes.
1801. And that, I presume, would deal with both flood and tidal waters ? Yes.
1802. And once having prevented that, the question is how are you going to get out from inside the dam
water which might be termed surface water ? The only way to do that is to let it out at low tide, taking
advantage of tho falling tide to let it out.
1803. So there would not be a discharge for this in flood-time, if the surface water were to accumulate on
Marrickville Elats and Cook’s River were in flood, and therefore the discharging power at that particular
time would be practically nil? It would be very small indeed.
1804. Do you think that flooding by surface water would last only for a short lime ? Yes.
■
ISOo, But still that short time would bo quite sufficient for the inundation of those buildings in the lowlying places ? 3 quite realise the fact that a scheme such as the one under consideration would minimise
the liability to flooding.
.1806. But still, even if that is carried out, some of those buildings would still be inundated? During
excessive storms.
1807. So tho Committee are to consider that no matter what scheme may be carried out, or even if vour
proposal be carried out, there will still be an accumulation of water about Marrickville, but not so much
as there would be under present circumstances ? Yes.
1808. And nothing will remove that speedily except pumping ? That is so.
1809. Mr. Jlumphery.] In reply to Mr, Lee, you spoke of the difficulty of a gravitation scheme; what you
really mean is that a gravitation scheme is impracticable, do you not? A gravitation scheme to relieve
Marrickville Plats at all times from being flooded is impracticable.
1810. Nothing but a pumping scheme would be effective ? Nothing but a pumping scheme, and the
intercepting of tho high-level waters.
1811. So, as a matter of fact, both the original scheme and the alternative scheme, in your opinion, would
not free Marrickville wholly from water lying during flood-time on the lower part? It would not
completely
1812. On that point you are quite clear, are you ? Yes.
1813. Iu your opinion will it be necessary to make any alterations whatever in connection with tbe
railway embankment and the opening in it in carrying out the proposal for drainage ? None whatever.
1814. That is your opinion, notwithstanding anything that may have been said to the contrary by other
witnesses who have been examined ? Quite so.
‘
1815
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J.P. Webster, igl5, jl/j-. JIassall.'] Would a pumping-plant erected at tlie earthwork dam at the end of the Marrickville
, ,¥sTc,p w Valley to keep out the water of Cook’s Hiver be more beneficial as a scheme for draining the valley than
‘
the alternative scheme proposed by Mr. Darley ? To pump the whole of the 1,700 acres of the Marnek15 July 1806. ville watershed would be a work that I would rot advise should be undertaken.
■’
1816. "Would the natural drainage of the valley gravitate to that earth dam put across to prevent the
water of Cook’s Hirer flowing up the river ? it would como to that dam.
_ _
,
1817. 8o that if a pumping-plant were erected there it would be better in that position than it would be
at the point indicated in Mr. Darley’s scheme ? Undoubtedly.
_
.
1818. And it would save the expense of the construction of that channel ? Yes; because the drainage of
180 acres would in that case have to be made to gravitate northerly.
_ n
1819. You would have to make provisions to drain the water back to that point ? You would have to do
that by artificial means.
^
,
1820. Whereas the natural drainage would go to the earthwork dam ? Yes, that is tho natural outfall.
1821. And surface water might be pumped from there into the river ? Quite so.
....
..
1822. Chairman^ The water coming into Marrickville Flats comes from various municipalities, and if a
discharge for flood-waters he constructed along Marrickville Flats, ought the expense of that to be a charge
upon the whole catchment area ? Decidedly so,
^
1823. Not upon Marrickville alone? No; because a considerable area of Newtown must for all time
drain through Marrickville, and I should say, roughly speaking, that half of the Municipality of St. Peters
also drains through,
1824. And for such a storm-water discharge those boroughs should be treated in the same way as the
Grovernment treat other municipalities with regard to their storm-water discharges? In my opinion they
should be treated on precisely tho same lines as the Borough of Marrickville should be treated. The only
difference is that Marrickville has a larger area gravitating to Cook’s liivcr than the other boroughs have.
It is onlv a difference in the area—no difference in the principle.
1825. It is a difference of detail, not a matter of principle ? Not a mailer of principle—only a difference
in tho area.
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APPENDIX.

A.

.

[ To Evidence of 0. W. Darley, Esq!]
Mh. Campbell's

complaint begardinc. the creek running through

Marrickville Valley.

.1 Pcbimry, 1SS8.
I visited this locality in company with Mr. Campljell on 19th January. I visited it again in company with Mr. Stayton
(by arrangement with the Commissioner for Roans and Bridges) this morning.
The creek referred to is the natural course for storm-waters from a large area in the three municipalities mentioned
by Mr. Campbell ; and in addition it carries a, considerable quantity of sewage. Its course is much obstructed by
growths, as well as in other ways ; and towards its mouth where it falls into Cook's River above the dam, it divides into
several channels, all of which are overgrown and inefficient. In its course there are two or three rather extensive swamps.
Tho level of much of the valley is at or scarcely above high-water level; that of the river is usually 2 or 3 feet below
high-water level, hut in heavy rains rises to a foot or more above high-water, and then the valley is flooded, and, as Mr.
Campbell points out, much of the sewage spreads over the flats. Thus nothing that can be done in the way of clearing
and widening the natural channel will do anything towards preventing floods ; and the works which of this kind are now
being done by tho Marrickville Council, consisting in cutting the creek to a uniform width of 14 feet and slightly deepening
it, will aggravate any nuisance at present caused by sewage. The section ordered will ensure the arrest of solid matters
and stagnation of the flow, which will be the more offensive in that it is to be spread out over a wide surface; and the work
is being begun at the wrong end, in as far as the outfall is chocked and nearly useless. In point of fact ratepayers' money
is here being thrown away; and the example shows how necessary it is that such works should uot be allowed to be begun
until they have been submitted to and approved by a competent Board, As to the passage of sewage down this channel,
nothing can be done to prevent it until the sewerage of the suburbs is done. It is very undesirable, as Mr. Campbell
points out, that it should enter the river above tho dam ; but this cannot be helped. All that can he done at present is to
ensure its falling into the river, and to prevent its being backed up along with flood-waters and spread over the lowest
parts of the valley.
^
_
_
In the Report on the Sewerage of the Western .Suburbs whicli has just been completed by Air. Stayton, under the
direction of the Commissioner for Roads and Bridges, and recently presented by the latter to the Minister for Works is a
special section devoted to the prevention of floods in this valley. This Mr. Stayton proposes to do by widening and
embanking the creek, and raising the level of the lowest land from 2 feet at the river cud to 4 feet at Premier-street.
In addition, and as a part of the sewerage scheme, the sewage now complained of is intended to be brought (along with
much besides) to a- spot near the mouth of this creek, where it wiU be raised sufficiently to gravitate to Webb’s Grant.
None hut some such plan as this will remedy the matter complained of. Perhaps the Commissioner would forward to you a
copy of the section in the report referred to, for the Board’s further information, in which the matter is very clearly
explained.
,1. ASHBURTON THOMPSON, M.D.,
The President, Board of Health.
Chief Medical Inspector.

A 1.
Report

by

Mr. Gt. H. Stayton

hfon

Marrickville Drainage.

Condition of Creel:.
Department of Public Works. Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 19 July, 1SSS.
The question referred to in the letter from Mr. G. H. Smith and others, dated the 10th instant, and from Mr. Carruthers,
MIB., of yesterday’s date, has received attention. The locality was viewed yesterday by the Rngineer-in-Chief, accom
panied by Mr. Alderman Graham and myself, and we inspected the creek or watercourse from Edgeware Road to Cook's
River, The condition of the creek between Renwiek-street and Cook's River is extremely foul, and from the abominable
stenches which arc given off by the putrid filth which has been allowed-to accumulate, it cannot be regarded otherwise than
as highly dangerous to public health. ■
In reply to the Minister’s query “ whether the ease is as bad as represented,” I do not hesitate to affirm that it is.
It may also be stated that whilst the proposed sewerage scheme for the western suburbs would provide a permanent remedy,
the present state of things is so bad that immediate action is necessary for tho protection of the health of the inhabitants
of the locality, and of those persons who pass over the creek to and from the railway station at Tempo.
To deal with tho existing dry weather flow in order to temporarily relievo the nuisance forthwith, the following
proposals may he considered, viz. :—
1. To open the tidal flaps at Cook’s Kiver Dam and allow tho tide to flow in. This could lie done occasionally, but
always under inspection, so that overflows might be prevented at high-water. It is obvious that the addition of a
large quantity of water would sweeten the condition of the creek, and, provided the obstruction in the hod of the
creek near Premier-street bridge were removed to a depth of If! inches, the foul water could he drawn off at ebb
tide. The filth would thus be so diluted as to he almost inoffensive in the river. It would, of course, be necessary
to remove the rushes and other obstructions from the water-way, and tho operations would no doubt necessitate
tbe use of fire and disinfectants to minimise the stench created by disturbing the mud. The low places at the
sides of the creek where the filth now overflows (c.p.) near Premier-street bridge, should he at once filled in with
earth to the level of the adjacent banks.
2. To remove the obstructions from the water-course near Premier-street, and to flush the creek south of Edgeware
Road with the greatest available supply of water from the nearest mains, at least once a week during the existing
dry weather.
3. To construct a pipe drain from below Premier-street, so as to discharge below Cook’s River Dam—a distance of
2,600 feet. The levels of the creek are such, however, that it could not be effectually drained during dry seasons,
even at low water ; but apart from this tbe works would be costly to execute, and would take a considerable time
to construct.
i.
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4. The abolition of Cook's River Dam, or rather the entire removal of the tidal flaps, and the construction of a dam or
weir above the creek outlet, would enable the creek to he drained permanently into a tidal way. This scheme
would necessitate considerable embanking and reclamation works at the broadwater part of the river between the
lUawarra railway and tho existing dam, so as to reduce the width of the water to a proper channel. The reclaimed
areas might be utilised as recreative reserves Or otherwise.
On the whole, I am of opinion that it would he the most expeditious plan to remove the beforcmentioned obstruc
tions from the water-course, and to open the flaps at ebb-tide ; at the same tune giving the whole creek a copious flushing
as described on the foregoing page. The tidal waters cobid then bo admitted to th'c regnired level. These operations
would only be necessary during exlreniely dry seasons,
GEO. H. STAYTON,
Assistant Engineer for Suburban Sewerage.

A 2.
RnronT ox Du/Uxaot;

anh i'rkventiox

or Floods

Marrickville Valley.
Sewerage Branch, Sydney, 2 April, 1S90.
1 have perused Mr. Price's report and examined the plan and sections which he has attached ; I have also visited and
carefully examined Cook's River Dam, Cook's River from the Dam to the low-lying land, and the Marrickville Valley.
There can be no doubt that something should he done to carry away the stormwater off the Marrickville water
shed, and prevent the flooding of the lowdymg land on the Marrickville flats, but it is certainly a difficult matter to design
such a scheme as will be both effectual and economical.
Mr. Price slates that the flood-level of May 1SS0, at the Cook's River Dam was 5 ft. 5 in. above high-water mark, and
as this appears to be the worst flood On record, a scheme that would carry away such a flood might be considered effectual.
Before any plan can be devised for effectually preventing this low'-iying ground from being flooded, it will be
necessary to ascertain the several causes that brought about such a high flood-level in 1SS9.
It would appear from the information given by Mr. Price in his report and sections, that the causes were as
follows, viz :—
1. The chief reason was the phenomenal rainfall.
2. The flow of the river was obstructed by the sandbank at tbe railway bridge to the extent of 1 foot,
3. The level of the river was 2 feet higher on the inside of the Cook's River Dam than on the outside, showing clearly,
as Mr, Price points out, that there was a second obstruction at the dam to the extent of 2 feet. It wrould therefore
follow that if there had been no obstruction at the railway bridge, and the Cook's River Dam had been provided
with suflieient openings or sluices, the flood-level at the Marricki illc flats would have been 3 feet lower than was
the ease in 1S89.
Above H-W.M.
Flood level of Marrickville Valley, May, 1SS9 ....................... ......................................
S'‘5"
Deduct for obsti notions that existed in May, 1SS9..........................................................
3,,0"
at

Then flood-level of M ay, 1S89, would have been
...........................
2' ’5"
Mr. Price, in his scheme, provides for removing the obstruction at the railway bridge, and by this means the floodlevel at Premier-street is reduced to 4,5 above high-water mark- There does not appear to be any reason why the 2-ft.
obstruction at tho Cook's River Dam should not ho similarly removed by inserting suitable sluices in the dam, and thus
further reduce the flood-le%'el at Premier-street to 2'0 above high-water mark.
Assuming that the river was deepened, and an adequate water-way' provided at the dam, the large provision whicli
Mr. Price proposes would not Ire necessary, and something less expensive might lie substituted.
Mr. Price lias designed tho channels capable of discharging 2 inches of rainfall per hour, where, it has been found
from experience in Sydney and suburbs, in the construction of storm-water channels under similar conditions, that 1 inch
of rainfall per hour to flow off at once, is a liberal allowance to make, although more than this amount of rain may7 fall in an
hour, the water docs not all reach the channel at a faster rate than 1 inch per hour. Mr. Stayton has provided for £ of an
inch to run off at once, and I am of opinion that this is sufficient. It would therefore appear that the channels in question,
supposing that it was desirable to construct three channels in the positions given, would only require to be half the
capacity proposed.
When only sufficient rain fulls to cause a small flow iu the channels, and the water from any cause becomes stagnant,
I have bo doubt that three channels of such great widths would he found to ho a serious nuisance.
After carefully7 considering Mr. Price’s scheme, and comparing it with Mr. Stayton's proposal contained on page 2G
of his Report on the Sewerage of the Western Suburbs, 1 have come to tbe conclusion that the channel suggested by Mr.
Stayton is tho best and cheapest method to deal with the difficulty, ami would render Marrickville Valley free from Hoods,
provided ;—
1. That instead of the top level of the channel where it joins Cook’s River being 2 feet above high-water mark it
be 3 feet, and the top-level of the channel at Sydenham Road, 5 feet above high-water mark instead of 4 feet.
2. That Cook's River be deepened between the point where the channel joins the river and the dam.
3. That an adequate water-way he provided in the dam to allow the river to flow without interruption at that
place.
By referring to page 2 of this report with diagram attached, it will he seen that by making the level of the channel
proposed by hit. Stayton, 3 feet above high-water mark at the point where it joins the river, even under such a
combination of adverse circumstances as occurred in May last, tbe flood-level would be 6 niches below the top of the channel
at that point, and 2), feet below the top of the channel at .Sydenham Road.
It would ho necessary to convey into tins channel the storm-water from the highlands : this might he done by
laying pipes or constructing gullies, Ac., at the intersection of the several streets and roads. Until theland was filled in, as
proposed by Mr. Stayton, the ground below the level of the channel on the north side of the valley, would be drained by the
present wrought-iron Ruining. A small channel might be excavated for the same purpose on the soutli side of the channel.
Tho cost of constructing the proposed channel, deepening the bed of the river, &c., would be, viz. .—
Excavation for channel, Ac................................ .
3/- £2,664 IS 0
Filling into embankments..............................................cubic yards 13.732
2/1,373 4 0
Sandstone concrete iu channel bottom............... ...........cubic vards 9,522 34/0 16,425 9 0
1/6
Tailing slopes of onbankments............................
1,421 6 0
Raising road levels...............................................
.. 6,000 0 0
Four wooden bridges...........................................
..
960 0 0
Deepening the 11ver at the railway bridge........
, 1,000 0 0
Total estimated cost...............................
.£28,844 17 6
Tills is £8,84+ 17s. Gd. above Mr. Stayton’s original estimate, and is caused—•
1. Chiefly through providing a concrete bottom for the whole width of the channel, as per cross-section annexed,
instead of a narrow strip only7 along centre line of channel. The concrete bottom for the whole width of the
channel will carry tho dry weather flow better, and will he more easy clearing, and prevent silting up and
scouring.
2. Deepening the river at railway bridge.
3. Construction of four wooden bridges.
Compared with Mr. Price’s scheme, Mr. Stayton’s proposals would have the following advantages, viz :—
1. The area of land that wrould have to be resumed would be reduced from 220 to 17G acres.
2. No houses would have to be taken down.
3. No alteration to sewerage scheme for western suburbs.
4. No charge for maintenance, fuel, and general working expenses of pumps,
S- The position of no street would be altered—as m the case of Meeks-street, see Mr. Price’s plan.
G. In order to raise ihe valley above flood-level as proposed by Mr. Stayton (exclusive of centre channel) other filling
of 1,264,000 cubic yards, (j1 2/6 £153,009 would be reduced to 725,227 cubic yards, @ 2/6 £90,653 7s, Od.
But
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But I consider it inevitable that this valley should be filled up, iu order to put it into a good sanitary condition, and
make the laud available for building and recreation purposes.
Mr Price’s scheme would cost in all about £158,<)00, and £51 /SI” = £200,817. Mr. Stayton s scheme would cost in
all about £1)0,653 7s. 6d., and £28,84'! 10s. 6d. = £119,4113 3s. Cd., or £90,318 17s. less than Mr. Price’s scheme.
7, As pointed out previously, these high level drains of such a great width would no doubt work well when there was
sufficient water to cause a good flow, but on the other hand, supposing the rainfall to be small, and this small
amount of water to carry with it a (juantity of sewage matter off the streets and land into the channel, then the
great area of channel would he a serious inconvenience and cause much nuisance. IVhoieaa the channel
proposed by Mr. Stayton would be only 53 feet wide at bottom, aud have a concrete bottom which could he easily
cleaned,
T attach a diagram on which are shown the proposed channel, the flood-level of May, 1880, and what the flood-level
would be in future under similar circumstances if the works proposed iu this report were carried out.
C. II. OJILFSEN BAGGE,
A 3.
Makutcktili.e Pi,nous.

Department of Public Works, Harbours and Rivers Branch. 19 April, 1S90.
I BKfi to report that the"class of work required to remedy the floods which cause so much trouble iu this district is of no
exceptional character.
,
,,
i i- i i 4. n
There are in many countries largo populations living on land similarly situated as to their relative levels to the
tidal waters. It is well known that many are dependent on their dykes, which prevent the sea at high tides from flooding
their country.
,
The chief difficulty in this Marrickville district is the great expenditure necessary to resume all the properties that
arc subject to these floods.
,
,
If this laud were Government property and clear,of buildings, sea-tanks and flood-gates could be constructed, anti
intercepting drains made, that wonld discharge above the tides. A central channel could he cut and turned into an orna
mental lake, aud the low grounds used for park purposes.
But 1 will conclude that it is not practicable for this land to he resumed by the Government, or that any interference
should be made with the buildings on this land, and that the works that 1 have to suggest for your consideration are those
that will at a reasonable cost give the greatest amount of relief to the high floods that interfere very seriously with so much
public property.
, .
The first work is the continuation of the dredging operations from Cook's River Dam to Botany Bay.
i
This work is authorised, and although only partially carried out. has already had the satisfactory effect of causing
the levels of the tides at low water to he 2 feet lower at the dam than they were previous to the starting of these works. _
The lato Commissioner for Roads was aware of this fact, and acknowledged the great importance this would have in
the drainage of this district.
,
The continuation then of this dredging becomes of the first importance, for the deepening of this wide channel that
is now aligned with fascine hanks will not only make it navigable, and of great value for commercial purposes, but it will
also pass the flood-waters off mucb moic lapidly.
The fact that this work in the lower river has already given an increase of fall at low water of „ feet at the dam, and
that this can still be increased by further dredging, suggests the second work that I propose should he carried out.
This is the lowering of the sills of tlm flood-gates in the dam these 2 feet. And inasmuch as the flood-waters arc
greatly impeded at present by the insufficient aiea of the flood-gates, the sills should not only lie lowered, button additional
flood-gates should he built, to hang loose with links from a higher frame, so that the flood-waters may have a peifectly free
vent between the rise aud fall of the tides. At present there is always a fall of from 2 tu S feet through these gates at
flood-time.
.
..
In the highest flood on record, last May, when twenty inches of rain fell in four days, the fall at mgh-water at this
dam was at least 2 feet.
’
.
,
Mr. Brice states in his carefully-studied report, that as the river level below the dam is raised by the tides and flood
waters 2J feet above high-water, no system of sluices, or even clearing away the dam altogether, would pi otect the inundationof all lands less than 3 feet above high-water. This rise in the river only occurred once m twenty years, and that was the last
May flood, and I am satisfied that if the river channel had been dredged to a uniform depth of 10 feet, low-water, and the sills
of the gates lowered the required 2 feet, together with the additional flood-gates that I now refer to, tins flood-water would
not have accumulated in the river to anything like the same extent; and although very exceptional floods may occur once
in twenty years, even then a much smaller area of land would be flooded, and such a flood vvould, when these works are
completed, pass fiom off tho land in much less time. In fact the water would nearly pass off with each tide.
The chief advantage of these new works would bo the total rebel from all ordinary floods that so often occur with
only a moderate rainfall.
.
The works of dredging the lower river and increasing the number of flood-gates in the dam must also be supplemented
by the third and last woik that 1 can suggest as being practicable : that is, the deepening and widening of the river
channel above the dam, as shown within the strong red linos on the accompanying plan. ^ At presontthis channel is full of
mud, and as the drainage of this district enters this pound, it is most necessary to have it dredged out, even on sanitary
grounds.
The hanks should he aligned with fascine work, and a small area of the now useless swamp land should be resumed,
and the whole brought above flood level, the increased value of which would in a great measure recoup the expenditure.
Cook's River is the drain of the district; it is under the jurisdiction of the Government. At present the bed of
the river is full of mud, and it is a legitimate and necessary work to clear this channel, and adjust the flood-gates, and
continue the deepening of the lower channel, so that this river may be made of the greatest benefit to the people, and at
the same time every possible obstruction to the free flow of the flood-waters removed.
1 estimate the work of the flood-gates at £0,000, and dredging and aligning the river above the dam £8,000 = £14,000.
ALFRED WILLIAMS,
Assistant Engineer, Harbours and Rivers Department,
A 4.

IjOW-LVIXG Gkou.vd, Mariuck.vii.le.
Roads and Bridges Branch, Sydney, 25 April, 1890.
Turn place has been so fully described at various times that it is unnecessary for me to dwell on this part of the subject,
suffice it to say these swamps cannot he other than a great nuisance, and injurious to the health of the surrounding
population, more particularly to those vvho may have settled upon it.
_
,
.
The steps necessary to be taken to remedy this state of affairs must he considered from two points of view, engineering
and commercial.
.
,, ,
With regard to the former, there is no great difficulty in dealing with it, it is a matter of money ; given carta btanr/ie
os to funds the engineering difficulties melt nway.
_
.
The commercial aspect is, however, a much more difficult matter to deal with, and before my scheme is decided
upon, I think this part of the question should be very carefully gone into by the Government Valuator.
At first sight it would seem that the proper thing to do would be to Lower Cook’s River Dam, and clean out the
river, probably confining it within banks as has been done in the lower part of the river, hut from a perusal of Mr. Price’s
report, it would appear that this would be of little use, as, during the late heavy rains the level of the water below the
dam was actually raised to such a height as to cover a considerable portion of the swamp.
_
It mav lie said that this happened during exceptional weather; this no doubt is true, hut it may and most likely
will, occur again, and us the useful ness of a chain must he measured by its weakest link, the useful effect of this scheme
must
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must be looked upon in the same light. 1 do not think any scheme is worth considering which does not provide for the
complete reclamation of the swamp, and for that reason 1 am of opinion there are only four ways which present themselves
for remedying this very unsatisfactory state of affairs :—
'
1. Simply making a drain through the centre of the swamp.
2. Making this dram and filling up the swamp to high-water murk.
3. hiaking an embankment along Cook!a River, eatch-watcr drains around the swamp, and filling up to limb-water
mark.
°
4. Filling up to above liood-Icvcl and providing suitable drains.
The cost of these schemes 1 estimate loughly as follows : —1. £11,000 ; 2. £42,000 ; 3. £52,000 ; 4. £140.000.
The first scheme has nothing to recommend it; in fact, it is hardly worth being considered. It would perhaps make
the swamp a little less unsanitary than it is at present, in that it would collect a great part of tho drainage (that finds its
way through the swamp to the creek), into one channel with a smooth surface and consequent ready get-away, hut it would
leave the swamp still liable to being flooded and practically useless.
No. 2 scheme is decidedly butter, but as it would uot make the place of any more commercial value than at present,
I could not recommend the expenditure of £42,000 : it could not be used for anything but a recreation ground, and even
for that_would not be desirable. The choice lies, therefore, between Nos. 3 and 4 schemes.
No. 3 has much to commend it; it would effectually drain tho swamp, make it sanitary, and that for the compara
tively moderate sum of £52,000. I am not sure, however, if it would increase to any great extent the commercial value of
the place. To some extent it no doubt would ; hut I question very much if it would be desirable to allow houses being
erected on that portion which would bo raised to high-water mark ; they would of necessity be damp and unhealthy.
No. _4 scheme is, of course, the complete one ; but 1 fear tbe estimate, £140,000, puts it out of the running.
I think the proper course now' to adopt is to submit schemes Nos. 3 and 4 to the Government Valuator for a report on
the commercial aspect. If by any possible means of purchasing and re-selling this land a fair remuneration could he obtained
for the larger outlay, there can, I think,lie no doubt but that it would be the proper one toadopt. If not (whicli I think
is very probable), 1 would recommend scheme No. 3.
I daresay for the increased value to the surrounding properties, some return might be obtained for this expenditure.
If either of those schemes were carried out, the nuisance which is said to exist in Cook’s River would, toa very great
extent, be done away with.
J b
The Under Secretary, Department of Public Works.
ROBERT HICKSON.

B,
[To Evidence of J. M. Small, Esq.']
IxTEltCEWION OF STORM-WATERS AT MakRICKVIJLE.

Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, Public Works Buildings, Phitlip-strcct.
T,
.
Sydney, 3 July, JS96.
1 have the honor, by direction of the Chairman, to request you to be good enough to inform him if the stormwaters
irs will eventually seek Marrickville Flat as a discharge, or whether they will bo intercepted on tbe higher lands.
I have, &c,,
r
„
r,
„
WALTER D. WHITE,
J. -M. bmail, Esq., Enguioer-in-Chief, Water and bewerage Board.
Secretary.
Sir,

Slr>

Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, 6 July, IS9C.
The whole of the storm-water drainage of Marrickville Valley, viz., parts of Petersham, Newtown, Marrickville,
and part of St. Peters, flows into Cook’s River. It is not intended to intercept any of the water which now flows down on
to tho flats, except that which would fall on roofs and backyards of premises, which will be ultimately connected to the
sewerage system.
The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
^ ^

C.
InFORMATIOX 1’ORWARllED 1IT THE GOVERNMENT ASTRONOMER RESl'ECTING RAINFALL ON THE METROI’OLITAN
Catcjimkxt Area.

Sydney Station,—JtaiwfaMs of 2 imken and oner,
ISSfi—March: 26th, 2‘S9. October: 15th, 4'6S.
1887—May : 20th, 2-83 : 31st, 2'IS.
1S8S—December : 1st, S'TS ; 16th, 2‘64.
1889— February : 8th, 2-26. May : 25th, 2‘23 ; 26th, 4-05; 27th, 4-60 ; 28th, S'36. July : 12th, 2-20; 26th, 2-23.
1890— January : 30th, 2-49. February : 18th, 3-21 ; 20th, 3-25. March : 4th, 2-13 ; 24th, 2'JO ; 2oth, 5-66. May : 2nd,
2-35. June: 28th, 2-57 ; 20th, 4-48.
1891— Tunc : 22nd, 2'95 ; 27th. 2-21,
■
1892— February : 27th, 3-54. March : 5th, 2-51 ; ISth, 3'02 ; 20th, 4-34. September ; 24th, 2-31. October : 17th, 2'0S.
December : 18th, 2'13.
1893— March: 8th, 3•30; 9th, 2'52; 23rd, 2-17.
1894— March : 20th. 3-10.
1895— January : 23rd, 2-14. February: Sth, 2-36.
H. C. RUSSELL,
3rd July, 1896.
Government Astronomer.

D.
Contemplated
1.

[To Evidence of J. P. Webster, Esq., A.M.T,C.E.~\
Improvements to Cook’s River.—Statement by the Borough Engineer, Marrickville.

Does the flood affect the lower side of the dam at Cook’s River ?
(6) How high may it reach above high water ?
(«) Yes.
_
(b) Observations on this point have never been taken by me; but from a record of the flood iu May, 1889, tho waterlevel on lower side of dam was 2 feet above O.H. W.M. An easterly gale was blowing, with exceptional tides, so
that the whole of the 2 feet could not bo attributed to tbe increase of the volume of water by reason of flood in the
upper part of tho river.
2. («) Does tho flood at present affect Cook’s River at the junction of Shea’s Creek!
(()) Are there any flood marks over high tide level ?
(a) The flood water must affect the river at the junction with Shea’s Creek even more so than it does at the lower side
of the dam, from the fact that its course is abruptly changed southward for nearly a mile, thus running in almost
a straight line with the alignment of Shea’s Creek, and exposing the junction of the two to the full force of all
gales blowing from south to cast, usually the heaviest that are experienced. Also, that after changing its course
it contracts in width and liecomes about tbe same as that portion of the river between the dam and Shea’s Creek.
Thus, while the river has not increased in size or velocity, the volume of water has been augmented by the
whole of the Botany watershed through Shea’s Creek and the full force of a south to east gale working directly
against the current.
(b) Not to my knowledge.
3.
[a]
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3, Wlwt wilt be the oost of altering Cook’s River Dam so as to give sluice-gates on proper principles right across the 300
feet?
3. For lowering sills of present gates and replacing same with new ones, £2,012. For leaving sills of present gates at
present level, replacing present gates with new ones, and extending openings to 300 feet wide, £2,500. For new
work all through with sills on an uniform level, £4,210.
4. What authority is there for the statement that n rise of 4 inches of water above will make suitable gates work ?
4: My own opinion. If 1 remember correctly 4 to 6 inches'was mentioned. My reason in tins case is that the
position of the gates is so sheltered by the course the river runs east of the dam that material of the lightest
description can bo used in their construction. The effectiveness of tidal gates hinges on the following, viz.—1st.
Angle at which they' ore placed. 2nd. Weight of material in their construction. 3rd. Amount of friction caused
by the principle of hanging.
5.
5.
6.
6.

The cost of reclaiming 'V-shaped piece of laud on the north-east comer near present Sydney side of the sluice-gates ?
Level of reclaimed laud, 2 feet above O.H. W.M. ; cost, £9,375.
Cost of dredging Cook’s Liver and Wolli Creek ?
Including cost of dredge, £3,000.
1
1

7. Cost of V-shaped fascine bank to direct course of Cook’s River and Wolli Creek ?
7- Cost, £700.
8. Cost of M arrickville Dam ‘i
8. Dam, £534 ; sluices, £410. Total, £044.
9. Cost of drain, 40 feet wide down valley from intake?
9. Sides protected with stone-facing. Cost, £2,403.
10. Cost of sluice-gate in Mnrrickvillc Dam ?
10. £410.
4th July, 1S9B.
---------

J. P. WEBSTER.

Audkn'dum,

Since writing answers to questions marked 2 (ra) and (h) I have personally inspected Cook’s River at eastern side
of dam, also at entrance to Shea’s Creek, have taken levels, and am now in a position to verify my statement that there
is no difference in level of water to he of any practical value. In ilood the water rises at the entrance to Shea’s Creek
similarly to what it docs at the eastern side of the dam. The greatest difference during the late heavy gales was 2J inches.
1 found flood marks at both places which I make 10 inches over O.H.W.M,
J. P. WEBSTER.

Sydney : Charles I'otier, Government Printer,—19515.
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Memo, by The Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for Hoads.
_

_

Department of Public Works, Sydney, 2 September, 1896.

The Minister would like to have Mr. Darley’s report on tbe Public Works Committee’s recommendation

with regard to the Cook’s liivcr improvements.

_

3t.ll.,

Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for lioads.
lleport herewith.—C.W.D., 5/9/98.

Minute by The Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
Department of Public Works, Engineer-in-Chiefa Oflice, Sydney, 5 September, 1896.
Cook’s Kiver Improvements.
The estimate submitted by the Public Works Committee for tbe scheme they proposed was £15,000. I
did not see the details of the estimate before the report was issued, so am in no way answerable for the
figures. The Committee did not fix the width of the openings to be made in Ihe” Cook's Kiver dam—
their recommendation being to make them the necessary width. The least width I consider necessary for
flood-gates is 300 feet. In my original scheme I proposed 300 feet dear opening as necessary, so "it is
obvious that even a 300-foot waterway, more or less obstructed with sluices, is the very least that should
be provided for.
"
"
My estimate for this work is ...
...
...
...
...
...
... £19,500
To which should be added, at least, for training and retaining walls
...
3,500
Cost, exclusive of proposed land resumption
...
...
£23,000
_ The Committee made no provision for disposing of the silt from the dredged channels, I provided
for this in my original scheme, by proposing to resume some frontage above the Cook’s Kiver dam, and
fixing a retaining wall behind which silt could be pumped, Jf this wall were continued up past tbe
railway bridge to tbe Marrickville dam, all tbe silt to be raised from the river could be disposed of
behind it. Unless this is done, tbe full extent of river-bed cannot be cleaned out, as the silt cannot be
disposed of.
I attach a plan, showing the reclamation I refer to, and the land to be resumed, which only
amounts to about 2 acres, aud is but of small value,
*
1 think the land, when reclaimed, would he of considerable value, having a long frontage to Cook’s
Kiver Koad.
C. W. DAKLEY,
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.
_ , J
^ Mr- Darley does not recommend the scheme as passed by tbe Committee.—K.P.H,
5/9/96. Mr, Darley.
No, I cannot recommend tbe scheme as passed without amendment as above.—
C.W.D., f/9/96.
Submitted.—K.P.H., 7/9/96.
I should like details of Mr. Darley’s estimate of
£19,500 on this report.—J.H.Y., 1/10/96.
Mr. Darley for estimate required by Minister.—J>'0. I’.
(Por Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for Koads), 2/10|96.
479—
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I estimate cost of tlie scheme proposed by Public Worts Committee as follows:—
Dam across Marrickville Valley ...
...
...
...
...
...
... £2.300
Sluices in dam
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
1,700
Dredging above Cook’s Diver dam
..............
...
...
...
...
4,t00
Sluices 300 feet long at south end of Cook's Diver dam, including lowering
present cills at south end, cofEer dam, unwatering, Ac. ...
...
...
5,460
Doadway bridge across sluices, with footpaths, Ac.—300 feet long ..............
4.600
Temporary bridge for traffic during progress of works—built to one side ...
1,440
Total............................................................£19,500
C. W. Daelet, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, 6/10/9G.
Submitted.—I have asked the Committee for particulars of the £15,000 estimated by them as the
cost of the work.—D.P.H., Under Secretary for Public Works and Commissioner for Koads, 7/10/96.
Submit again with reply from Committee.—J.H.Y., 7/10/96.
Kesubmit.—The Chairman of the Committee supplied me with the following information to-day:—
Item No. 1. Clause No. 19 of report ...
..............
...
...
... £S,000
„■ 2.
„
„
„
............................................................
4,000
„
3.
„
„
............................................................
2,300
£14,300 ,
These figures, he says, were supplied by tbe department. Before submitting to the Minister
Mr. Darley might like to say something.—Dobt. Hicksoa', Under Secretary for Public Woiks and
Commissioner for Doads, 15/10/96.
As already pointed out, I was not referred to in connection with this estimate, so do not know'
what sized opening was estimated for, and the Committee apparently came to no conclusion on the subject
either, for, see (1) of clause 19, they say “ extending the sluice-gates to a width of not less than 200
feet.1’ Again, see section (1) of clause 23 : Lowering tlie cills, “ and extending the sluice-gates to tlie
necessary width,” thus leaving it quite an open question as to what is necessary. I assert that nothing
less than 300 feet would be the least use; possibly the Committee only made an estimate for a 200-foot
opening, and made no provision for a temporary bridge to carry the road traffic. Item No. 2, £4,000, is
• the same as my estimate. Item No. 3 is evidently my estimate for the dam only, omitting the sluice
gates—if these are omitted, how is the water to get away ? The valley would become a lake.—C. V .
Daiiley, 15/10/96. The Under Secretary for Public Works.

Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S&6.
[3J.]
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PARLIAIENTAEY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WOBKS.

CONSTRUCTION OF LOCKS AND WEIRS ON THE RIVER DARLING.

REPORT.
The Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works, appointed during
the first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of
1888, 51 Vic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Vic.
No. 26, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53
Vic. No. 11, to whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon'
" the expediency of constructing Six Locks and Weirs on the River Darling, from
Stony Point to Brewarrina,” have, after due inquiry, resolved that it is not
expedient the proposed work he carried out; and, in accordance with the
provision of sub-section (rv~) of clause 13 of the Public Works Act, report their
resolution to the Legislative Assembly:—
1. It would appear that the first step taken in the direction of locking the Proposal to
the
Darling was the engagement of Mr. George Gordon, M.I.C.E., to report upon the lock
Darling.—
subject on behalf of a syndicate known as “The River Darling Navigation Company.” Departmental
Mr. Gordon, in June, 1883, reported on the feasibility of constructing locks and weirs Statement, '
between Wilcannia and Wentworth. His report was to tbe effect that it was quite
practicable to make the river permanently navigable from Wilcannia to Wentworth,
but the company took no further action in the matter. About November, 1885, the
Harbours and Rivers Branch of the Department of Public Works took the matter up,
collected information, and prepared plans dealing with the subject, upon which the
Engineer-in-Chief, Mr. Darley, reported in November, 1890. Exceptional rainfall and
high rivers were the features of 1890 and 1891, and the question of constructing locks
and weirs on the Darling was allowed to remain in abeyance until the middle of
1892, when it was referred to the Water Conservation Branch. In August, 1892,
surveys of lock sites between Wilcannia and Menindie were put in hand, but three
months later the work was temporarily abandoned owing to floods.. In October,
1892, the Minister for Works instructed Mr. E. W. Ward, and Mr. H. G. McKinney,
Chief Engineer for Water Conservation, to visit the Darling, and report on the whole
question of the locking of that river and the utilisation of its waters. Their joint
report was ordered to be printed on 18th January, 1893. The survey of sites,
which had to he temporarily abandoned in December, 1892, could not, on account of
the flooded state of tbe river, be resumed during nearly tlie whole of 1893. In
December of that year the surveys were resumed on the Lower Darling, and in the
succeeding month they were continued on the Upper Darling. This work was
again interrupted by a flood in March, 1894, and a month later work had to be
stopped on the lower part of the river also. In December, 1894, instructions were
given for the preparation of plans of an experimental lock and weir at Bourke; on
29th March, 1895, sanction was given for calling for tenders for the same, that of
Messrs. Kerle and Kerle, for £18,868 11s. Sd. being accepted. The contractors
commenced operations on 10th June, 1895, and discontinued in November of that
year, since when the Government have proceeded with the work. The scheme for
locking the Darling between Bourke and Brewarrina was, on 11th December, 1895,
referred by tbe Legislative Assembly to this Committee for inquiry and report.
2.
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Official
description.

Estimated
cost of
original and
alternative
schemes,

2. Under this scheme it was proposed to construct six locks and weirs on the
River Darling, between Bourke and Brewarrina. Owing to the unstable character
of the channel, and the great range of level from low river to high floods, the Chief
Engineer for "Water Conservation was of opinion it would he unsafe to construct weirs
which would interfere with or obstruct the waterway. The proposed weirs would
consist of a series of timber shutters, averaging about 11 feet in length by 3 feet 3 inches
in breadth. Each shutter, when erect, would rest at its bottom edge against a hardwood
beam, set in solid concrete sill, and would be supported by an upright trestle and a
sloping strut, both of wrought-iron. "When the river was at navigation level each
shutter would be pulled forward till the sloping stmt was disengaged from its rest, and
would then fall hack flat on to the sill. In flood-time the whole weir would rest flat on
the river-bed, so that the only part of the work which would in anyway obstruct the flow
would be one lock wall. The presence of this obstruction would, it is said, in every case
be more than compensated for by widening the channel at tlie weir and excavating
the bed to give a level sill. As shutter weirs of this class have not been used for greater
heights than 14 feet, those designed arc all under this height and are a modification
of the Chanoine shutters in use in several rivers in Erance and in the Great Kanawha
River, Virginia, U.S. Adjacent to each weir would be a lock 200 feet long by
37 feet wide; the height from the floor of the lock to the top of the side-walls would
be about 15 feet. The lift through the locks from one water-level to the next waterlevel would he about 6 feet. One of the lock-walls would be built in the bank and
the other a short distance out into the stream. They would be composed entirely of
concrete in the mass. There would he hays, each 6 feet in width, intended to
regulate the flow when the river was low. Rcyond the bays would be situated the weir
proper, consisting of a series of timber shutters. The locks were designed to he
200 feet by 37 feet in the clear, which is considered sufficiently large to take an
average river steamer and an average barge together. The length of river rendered
navigable by the construction of locks and weirs from Stony Point to Brewarrina
would he about 156 miles.
'

3. The total estimated cost of the scheme was £121,100, the details being;—
£
s. d.
Excavation (soft)
........................ .
... 5,301 12 0
„
(rock) .........................
... 1,425 0 0
Concrete
...
...
...
...
... 7G,33L 5 0
Timber in lock gates, &c....................
... 5,140 16 0
i,
sheet piling
...
...
... 3,000 0 0
,,
main piles...
...
...
...
227 10 0
"Wrought iron...
...
...
...
... 5,100 0 0
Cast
„ ...
...
...
...
... 4,500 0 0
Pitching
...
...
...
,,,
... 3,567 17 0
Ashlar,,,
,,
...
...
... 2,032 16 0
Gun metal .....................................
...
241 6 8
Lead in joints of hollow quoins
...
...
18 0 0
Tarring (three coats)..............
...
...
198 0 0
Lock-keepers’ cottages
...
...
... 1,500 0 0
Punts and wire rope ...
...
...
... 1,200 0 0
Coffer dams and pumping ...
...
... 5,000 0 0
•■4

irk

Total
Supervision and contingencies

,,,

...

...

.....................................
Grand Total

...

...

£115,284 2
... 5,815 17

8
4

0

0

£121,100

An alternative scheme, at a cost of £108,000, was submitted by the Department
to the Committee whicli involved a departure from the general design, as in this case,
while the weir would he in the river channel, the lock would lie in the Beemery
Cowal. The length of this cowal is one mile and three-quarters, and the length of
the river between its two ends is 5b miles, so that when the river was low and the
navigation passed through the lock, steamers would he able to shorten their journey
by 3f miles. The Beemery Cowal is occasionally used by steamers during high
floods, hut a considerable amount of excavation would be required to clear out its
channel in places. This excavation has been allowed for in the estimate. The
alternative scheme would substitute one lock and weir, with a 10-fcet lift, for weirs
4 and 5 of the original scheme ; and. it would also involve an increase from 6 feet to
9 feet in the lift at, Vincent’s Rocks, and an increase from 7 feet to 8 feet in the lift
at No. 6.
4.
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4: It was contended by the Engineer in charge of the scheme that the construc Object b and
advantages of
tion of a system of lochs and weirs from Bourke to Brewarrina would conserve a large original
supply of 'water in the Bailing which would be available for irrigation on both sides scheme.
of the river; guarantee an. abundant supply of good water to the town of Bourke;
afford permanent water carriage between Bourke and Brewarrina, and, while providing
cheaper carriage, save the cost of a railway to the latter place; materially enhance
■ tlie value of the Crown land bordering on tho river between those towns; and increase
the traffic on the Great Western Railway.
Views of tho
5. The views of the Railway Commissioners, as expressed by the Goods Railway
ComSuperintendent of the Bepartment of Railways, are to the effect that any improve mistioners.
ment of river communication north of Bourke might be regarded as tending to
develop trade, and would be in tlie general interests of the community; that it
would be an advantage to the Colony if the streams to the north of Bourke w ere
made efficient waterways, as such vvould serve as feeders to the railway ; and, further,
that if public money were spent in the improvement of the river such dues should
be levied as would pay interest on the capital sum expended. If the river were
improved the settlers north of Walgett would, it is thought, send their wool by way
of the Barling to the railway terminus at Bourke, that being tbe cheapest route, and
thence to Sydney. When the Barling has been high, small steamers have proceeded
as far as Mungindi, on the Queensland Border, and brought wool down to Bourke.
Com
G. The Committee examined a number of witnesses in Sydney, and sub- Tlie
mittee's
sequenlly a Sectional Committee visited tbe site of the proposed works, and took inquiry.
the evidence of local witnesses. Tbe fullest opportunity has been afforded to
witnesses or others interested to place before the Committee any information
relevant to the inquiry. In Sydney there were examinedMr. EC. G. McKinney,
Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Bepartment of Mines, who stated the
nature and objects of tlie scheme and explained the details of the Bcpartmcntal plans,
Mr. John Harper, Goods Superintendent, Bepartment of Railways ; Mr. Charles L.
Shainwald, (Messrs. E. Rich & Co., Sydney and Bourke); Mr. R. B. Jones, Metro
politan Inspector of Stock, Bepartment of Mines ; Mr. H. C. Russell, B.A., C.M.G.,
Government Astronomer; M.r. J. W. Boultbee, Superintendent of Public Watering
Places and Artesian Water Supply, Bepartment of Mines ; Mr. T. W. E. Bavid, B.A.,
Professor of Geology, University of Sydney; Mr. George Maiden, Manager,
Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort & Co. (Limited); Mr. E. E. Pittman, A.R.S.M., Govern
ment, Geologist; Mr. J. 0. H. Mingaye, Analyst and Assayer, Bepartment of Mines ;
Mr. F. B. Guthrie, F.C.S., Chemist, Agriculture and Forestry Branch, Bepartment
of Mines ; Mr. P. Scarr, Principal Assistant Engineer, Roads and Bridges Branch,
Bepartment of Public Works; Mr. J. Burt, Braftsman-in-charge, Information
Bureau, Bepartment of Lands; Mr. W. S. Campbell, Chief Clerk, Bepartment of
Agriculture; Mr. C. W. Barley, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works; Mr. G.
Colquhoun, Crown Solicitor; and Mr. Alexander Oliver, M.A., President of tho
Land Appeal Court

7. The Sectional Committee’s report is subjoined hereto. That Committee Sectional
Committee’s
arrived at tlie conclusion, after carefully considering all the circumstances, that the report.
proposed construction of locks and weirs on the River Barling is premature. The
following is a summary of the report in question:—
Summary of Report by the Sectional Committee.
.
1. Conservation of water for irrigation purposes—
(a) Tlie Departmental statement with, regard to tlie suitableness of tbe
land available for irrigation settlement adjacent to the river was
not borne out by investigation, because nearly all the river frontage
is liable to inundation at irregular intervals for a sufficiently long
period to destroy stone-fruit trees and even lucerne.
(i) Tbe paucity of the local demand for the products of intense culture
and the distance from the metropolitan market vvould delay any
'
rapid settlement upon irrigated areas.
_
_ _
(<?) Tho large areas of suitable and more accessible land not yet utilised
creates grave doubt with regard to there being any great demand for
irrigation farms in this district.

.
'
‘

-

(*)
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{d) It is doubtful if conditions are favourable for extensive irrigation

from a series of pumping stations.
(e) It is questionable if pastoral occupation at present can profitably give
way to agricultural settlement.
(/) Irrigation operations are not likely to extend at present beyond
supplying fodder for such animals as arc kept for domestic use, or
for tbe more valuable stock.
■
2. Enhanced value of Grown lands—
(a) It is not probable that the value of Crown lands adjacent to the
river would be materially increased.
3. River navigation—■
(«) The traffic on the Great Western Rail-way would not be materially
augmented by the construction of the proposed works, and any
increase would arise through leakage from other lines.
(b) The traffic on tbe route between Bourke and Brewarrina from
intermediate points is very limited.
(c) The present rates of river freights would not be appreciably reduced,
and the river route could not be utilised for the carriage of stock.
4. Water supply to the town of Bourke—
(a) There is no serious objection to the present supply, and the maximum
improvement contemplated by the Government proposal will be
effected by the weir in course of construction.
5. Other matters considered by the Sectional Committee—■
(a) It is claimed that the shutter or movable weir has obvious ad
vantages over a fixed weir, bat the principle should be tested by the
weir at present in course of construction before extending operations.
(b) The water impounded by tbe Bourke weir should be "sufficient to
test the question of irrigation by pumping under favourable
conditions.
(<?) Irrigation by artesian water at Pera Bore appears promising. A
thorough test should be made to demonstrate the efficiency of this
method of irrigation.
{d) The locking of the River Barling for inland navigation is a matter of
importance to several of the Colonies, which should participate in
the cost, and this question could host be dealt with by a Ecderul
Parliament.

The Area uxder consideration.

undmoonsideitttdon.

- -

'

8. That portion of the Barling River specially under consideration extends
from Brewarrina to Bourke, a distance of about 156 miles. Although the course of
the river is sinuous, it preserves a generally western trend. The waters of tlie
Bokhara, augmented by those of Cato Creek," and tbe Culgoa, are the main feeders
to the Barling from the north within the parts proposed to he locked. The Bogan
is the main tributary from the south. The summer level of the Bailing may he
stated approximately as 40 feet below tbe river banks, which, however, are subject
to submergence at irregular times and for a sufficiently extended period to be
disastrous to plant-life. The water-level is sufficiently high to permit navigation for
about half time, taking one year with another. The unreserved Crown lands
within leasehold areas adjacent to the proposed works are 81,139 acres in extent;
unreserved Crown lands within reserved areas and reserves not held under special
homestead, 451 acres; reserved lands, 131,051 acres; homestead leases, 124,278
acres; alienated lands, 12,487 acres. A return published in 1889 shows that about
£80,111 have been expended on snagging the Barling ; of that amount it is stated
about £4,000 to £5,000 have been expended on the distance under consideration.
The Catchment Area oe the Barling River, above Bourne.

arta'ofer!t
The catclunent area of the Barling River above Bourke, within the
Darhng above Colony of Acw South Wales, may practically he regarded as hounded on the
Bourke.
south-west by the railway from Bourke to Nyngan; thence by the Bogan to its
source;

»
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source; thence to Molong, Orange, and Bathurst; thence following the main range
to the Queensland Border; thence following the Macintyre Kiver and the twentyninth parallel of latitude to the Culgoa Kiver; and thence by the watershed of
that river to the Darling. The area embraced within these boundaries is 73,400
square miles. The catchment area within Queensland is approximately 49,000
square miles; therefore the Darling Kiver at Bourke is the surface outlet for the
rainfall on an area of 122,400 square miles.
Supply op Water por Irrigation and River Navigation.

10. The scheme submitted to the Committee has two main obiects
in viewwater
Supply of
"
for
(1.) The. conservation of water for irrigation purposes.
irrigation and
(2.) The maintenance of uninterrupted river navigation.
navigation.
The first, speaking broadly, means taking water out of the river for use upon
the land; the second, the preservation of water in the river for navigation purposes.
In very dry seasons the Darling may become a series of lagoons only; the
supply reaching it from the catchment area not being suflieient to preserve even a
sluggish current. It therefore follows that,-should irrigation assume considerable
dimensions, it may become antagonistic to navigation, when one or the other must
be suspended.
When proposing to utilise water for a dual purpose it should be made clear that
the supply will he ample. In the opinion of the Committee the volume of water in
the Darling is insufficient, during prolonged droughts, to sustain leakage at the
weirs and locks, loss from evaporation, the withdrawal for extensive irrigation
operations, and still preserve the level necessary for river navigation.
Irrigation by Conservation and Pumping under the Proposed Scheme.

11. Nearly all the land on the hanks of the Darling between Bourke and irrigation by
Brewarrina is subject to inundation at irregular intervals for a sufficiently long period ^pumping
to destroy plant-life, stone-fruit trees, and even lucerne. Adjacent to Bourke is an unde0^™0'me
area of 3,000 acres above flood-level and suitable for irrigation purposes. Tbe weir pose flc omc,
in course of construction should furnish a test of the commercial value of irrigation
by conservation and pumping under tbe most favourable •conditions in respect to
water, soil, contiguity to population, and proximity of railway communication.
Irrigation by river water might well be attempted hero before committing the Colony
to expenditure upon a large scale, for it may disclose difficulties not at present
!
foreseen, in addition to those particularised in the Sectional Committee’s report, as
'
well as those to which reference is made in the clauses dealing with artesian irrigation.
;

Artesian 'Water Supply.

12. It is necessary in expressing an opinion with regard to the extent of the Artesian
subterranean water supply to emphasise the fact that at best the boundaries as atwater’
present laid down can be regarded only as a rough approximation. Kecent
investigations have much altered ideas previously held as to its extent. Professor
David and the Government Geologist, when placing their valuable evidence before
the Committee, emphasised the fact that the information upon which they based
their opinions was fragmentary, and it was probable, with the .knowledge that
exploration in the past had caused previous inferences to he modified, that further
Icnowlcdge would in many ways modify their present views, which were based
upon admittedly scanty information.
To make this clear, two instances may be quoted:—
(1.) Kecent investigations show that the eastern boundary of the intake beds in
Queensland extend from Texas towards Toowoomba instead of from Texas
towards Roma as previously supposed, with the reasonable inference of an
extension further north. The additional area given by the alteration of
boundary is not less than 19,000 square miles.
Three
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Three years ago the Government Geologist of Queensland held ihe opinion
that the intake beds west from Toowoomba had a width of abont -§ of a mile.
Eighteen months ago he expressed the opinion that the width was about 5 miles; and
now the Government Geologist of this Colony states the greatest width to be uot
less than 200 miles.
.
(2.) The Government Geologist of Queensland mapped out the Blythes dale
Braystone (the lowest beds of the Cretaceous formations) as extending in
a south-easterly direction from Boma towards Texas. The Government
Geologist of this Colony is doubtful as to whether the Blythcsdalc Braystone
: outcrops in New South Wales, and expresses the opinion that the formation
referred to near Texas is an extension of the Ipswich sandstone, and states
that beyond all donbt the bores at Moree and Coonamhle are through
rocks of Triassic age, and should he classed as Ipswich sandstone formation.
Therefore the artesian basin is not correctly stated as bemg bounded by
a line crossing from Roma in a south-easterly direction to a point about
40 miles north-west from Texas, and thence west of Coonamblc ; but is
approximately bounded by a line through Murphy’s Creek, near Toowoomba,
in a south-westerly direction through a point about 15 miles west from
Texas, thence through Wallangra, Warialda, and generally in a southsouth-westerly direction to a point west of Gilgandra. Previously it was
supposed that only the Cretaceous beds were water-bearing, but now it is
known that the Triassic beds, which are of the same age as the Sydney
freestone, will furnish artesian water, and may yet provide the chief part
of the supply.
The known extent of the water-bearing strata has, therefore, by recent
exploration, been extended far to the cast and south from previously laid-down
boundaries, and it is probable will be farther extended towards the south-west. To
the north and north-west it is yet undefined in detail, but it is probable that generally
speaking it is determined only by tho northern limits of the continent. This vast
supply of water, readily accessible in a country winch is visited frequently by long
periods of extreme drought, suggests probabilities whicli it is impossible to over
estimate.

Volume of Artesian Water Available tor Irrigation.
Artesian
water
available for
irrigation.

13. Although the quantity of water disappearing from the catchment area of
the Darling into the underlying strata' is so great as to be practically regarded as
inexhaustible, the problem of its interception and utilisation depends upon many
questions with regard to which there is but fragmentary knowledge. Information
with respect to the area of water-bearing strata is doubtful, owing to the incom
pleteness of exploration. The discharge from an artesian bore depends upon hydraulic
pressure, which again depends upon the level of the intake and frictional resistance,
the latter being influenced by the fineness of the strata through which the water
flows. Even the great question of eventual discharge is at present viewed as a
question not yet completely solved. Subterranean water having found its level does
not rest in porous strata, but sluggishly makes its way to the sea, it is believed both
under the Gulf of Carpentaria and under the southern sea-board. Although the
movement of the current is sufficient to keep the water fairly pure, the frictional
resistance experienced in obtaining discharge aids in maintaining tho hydraulic
pressure which forces it to the surface when tapped by boring.
Since the area of the water-hearing strata is doubtful, tho supply
problematical, and the information with respect to the discharge inferential, it is
evident that no statement accurate in detail can ho made regarding the supply
available, still there is no doubt that a vast quantity of water may bo intercepted
and utilised. Professor David states the area of land to which 20 inches per annum
could he supplied for irrigation purposes might be regarded as approximately
1,000,000 acres. The Government Geologist believes it probable that twice that
area might he utilised with the present known supply of artesian water.
Cost
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Cost of obtaining Artesian Water.

14. The cost of obtaining water by boring, in comparison with tbe results of
the operation, naturally varies. The cost generally depends upon the depth of the water*11
bore—and depth does not necessarily decide the question of supply.
Euroha Bore, at a depth of 1,548 feet, costing £2,045, delivers 3,000,000
gallons per day.
Kelly’s Camp Bore, at a depth of 1,577 feet, and a cost of £2,104, delivers
600,000 gallons per day.
Osaca Bore, at a depth of 1,646 feet, and a cost of £2,368, delivers 350,000
gallons per day. It is reasonable to believe that the cost of boring will be much-less
as tho methods become more ingenious and the amount of such work increases.
The capital cost of famishing a suflieient supply of water for irrigation, on the
basis of the cost of the Euroka Bore, would be £1 9s. 5d. per acre; on the basis of
the Pera Bore, £5 4s. 7d.; on the basis of the Clifton, £2 13s. Id.; on the basis of
the Waanaaring, £10 10s. lid.
The cost of water on the lowest of these bases is out of all comparison cheaper
than the cost of water obtained by conserving and pumping. A fuller knowledge of
the limits of the artesian supply should enable sites to be chosen where, with fair
certainty, a supply would be cheaply obtained.
Suitableness of Artesian Water for Irrigation Purposes.
Suitableness
15. Tliis question depends upon three considerations—
of artesian
water for
(1.) The constituents of the soil to which the water is to be applied.
irrigation.
(2.) The quantity of deleterious matter in the water.
(3.) The use to which the land is to be put.
1. The land over large extents of country above water-bearing strata is suitable
for irrigation, much of it being comparatively free from alkali. The conditions
compare favourably with great areas of land which are successfully irrigated in
America. Deleterious matter in the artesian water would, therefore, not be materially
augmented by the presence of plant-destroying substances in the soil itself if the site
be wisely chosen.
2. Artesian waters for irrigation purposes may for practical consideration be
thus classified:—
(a) Those containing less than 35 grains of alkaline matter to the gallon, which
it appears reasonable to infer may be satisfactorily used for irrigation
purposes; and
(b) Those containing a greater quantity of deleterious matter than 35 grains to
the gallon.
Speaking approximately, it appears that two-thirds of the bores supply water
which may with fair success be utilised for the purpose of irrigation ; the remaining
one-third will necessitate the exercise of greater care and a larger expenditure in
tilth, and it will be well to delay experiments with them until success has been
assured with the more promising waters.
3. The evidence is unanimous that water containing, as does almost the whole
of the artesian supply, more or less carbonate of soda should only be used for
irrigation purposes in cultivation in connection with a thorough system of deep
drainage, carefully-prepared soil, and competent management. Any attempt to
apply artesian water, unless under such conditions, will probably gradually charge
the soil with quantities of deleterious matter destructive to plant-life. Therefore
the artesian water in most eases should be used only for intense culture, and not
under a system of broad irrigation to flood grazing areas.
The evidence taken on this question justifies the Committee in expressing
the following opinions :—
•
(1) Tlie amount of artesian water wdiich can be made available is sufficient to
irrigate a vast area of land.
(2) That much of the water may safely be used under proper control, upon
skilfully-tilled suitable soil.
(102)—c
(3)
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(3) That much of it can be delivered on the land more cheaply than by a
conservation and pumping scheme such as submitted to the Committee.
(4) That it will be unwise to apply it for broad irrigation purposes without
suitable drainage.
*
(5) No irrigation settlement should be located at any bore without thorough
investigation with regard to the suitableness of both water and soil.
Irrigation Settlements at Artesian Borins.
Irrigation
Bettlemente at
artesian bores. Pera

16. Notwithstanding the apparently promising results being disclosed at
Bore, there does not appear to he any special demand for the adjacent land
for settlement purposes. The low price charged for a supply of water and for land,
in comparison with such a settlement as Mildura, should enable the State readily to
find tenants, but several of the farms have not yet been applied for. The reasons
for this appear to be:—
’
1. The advantages of irrigation have not yet been realised.
2. The areas being situated in a portion of the Colony almost totally given up to
pastoral settlement; there is therefore no supply of local farmers 'willing to
make the test.
3. The paucity of the local markets for the products from intense culture.
4. The distance from the metropolitan market.
Artesian Bores—Cost and Keturns.

Artesian
bores—cost
and returns.

_ 17. There are in existence in the Colony at present forty-six artesian bores,
which have been constructed at a cost of £119,155. The yearly expenditure upon
them is £2,083, and the annual return £1,282. Thus the G overnment, after an initial
expenditure of £119,155 on artesian -water, finds itself called upon to incur a
yearly outlay of £800 to maintain them. The Committee recognise the advantages
conferred upon the naturally waterless country by this artificial supply, and the great
incidental advantages that thereby accrue to the State, hut are of opinion that the
benefits derived therefrom should be sufficient to render the bores self-supporting.
BjIver Navigation.

River naviga
tion.

18. Bor the past fourteen years the Darling River has been navigable on an
average for half the year, the boats passing np and down stream free from toll
and without serious delay. Various rates of freight are quoted, hut a reasonable
estimate with easy navigation maybe stated at 20s'. per ton. The quantity of freight
is approximately 10,000 to 12,000 tons per annum between Brewarrina and Bourke,
with very little intermediate traffic. With permanent navigation ensured, and
assuming the imposition of: a toll to recoup the outlay for interest, maintenance,
and management of the proposed works, it is doubtful if the tonnage rate would
be appreciably reduced. Most of the traffic of the district readies the railways at
Bourke or Byrock, and any increase in the revenue returns of the Great Western
Line would be the result of leakage from the Northern systems.
The inhabitants of those districts most interested in obtaining the readiest way
to market object to the proposal on the following grounds :—
(1) Because it will only provide for a portion of the produce of the district.
(2) Because stock (one of the great products of this pastoral country) cannot
use it.
'
^
(3) Because the time occupied in transit will be greater and the cost heavier
than by direct railway communication between Brewarrina and Byrock.
Amount of Water falling on Catchment Area of the Darling River, and
‘
■
ITS DISPOSAL.

Water falling
on catchment
area of
Darling, Ac.

19. The average rainfall, extending over a period of 16 years, upon the catch
ment area of the Darling, in New South Wales, is about 24 inches, and on the
Queensland area about 30 inches.
According
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According to the Government Astronomer, the amount of water which the
Darling discharges at Bourke is less than 2 per cent, of that falling on this area,
and is equal to about
of an inch per annum over the whole catchment area.
The residue of 98 per cent, must be accounted for by evaporation, percolation, and
subterranean drainage.
The evaporation from a water surface, such as a dam or river, in this locality
is about 591 inches yearly. Competent witnesses have informed the Committee that
under the conditions obtaining over the watershed of the Barling, evaporation will
account for but a small portion of the 98 per cent, unaccounted for in the discharge
of the river at Bourke, and that a great proportion of it sinks below the surface.
The Darling being the discharging channel for only about 2 per cent, of
the water which falls on the catchment area, and since much of the residue
apparently goes to swell the volume of subterranean water, the importance of this
supply, and the great part it will play in the development of the west, if it can be
intercepted and utilised, becomes evident.
Ripabian Rights.

20. Riparian rights in this Colony may be considered without reference to Biparian
the rights of adjoining provinces. A riparian right may he described as a right of rights.
owners on either side of the stream to use the water for domestic purposes and for
their cattle, and entitles landowners to insist that it shall continue to flow past
their holdings as it would were the river in its natural state. The construction of
weirs would, under certain conditions, have the effect of retaining water which, had
they not been erected, wrould have found its way to the lower reaches, and thus the
riparian rights of occupiers below these weirs may he interfered with prejudicially.
In the absence of further legislation it is clear that the construction of weirs on
i-ivcrs with a discharge as limited as, at intervals, is that of the Darling, would
certainly lead to friction and litigation.
Inland Navigation.

21. Had the proposed works been justified by the local interests involved the Inland
Committee would have recommended their construction immediately the question of navigation.
riparian rights had been comprehensively dealt with, irrespective of the national
question of river navigation throughout the entire length of the Darling, hut
sufficient local justification does not at present exist. At a cost, estimated at
£1,200,000, the Darling may he rendered navigable for a distance of 1,300 miles.
Two results would probably follow such an expenditure:—
(1) The transference of trade to Victoria and South Australia.
(2) Interference with the railway revenue of New South Wales.
It therefore is not reasonable that the total cost of works which will much
benefit the sister colonies, have the result of lessening the railway revenue, and
transfer trade to business centres beyond its confines, should be borne by this Colony
alone. The navigation of the River Darling is a matter which will he more
comprehensively dealt with by a Rederal Parliament, in which all interests would he
fairly represented.
VlEAVS OB THE COMMITTEE.

of the
22. The Committee have endeavoured to make it clear that the great Views
Committee.
questions involved have not been controlled by the commercial aspect alone. The
success of irrigation, notwithstanding its possibilities, may he delayed by extravagant
expenditure which docs not rest on a basis of competent management, for which the
way ha.s not been prepared by careful experiment. After full consideration, the
Committee are reluctantly forced to the conclusion that it would he premature to
recommend the adoption of the scheme referred by the Legislative Assembly to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
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Evolution
of the
Committee.

: 23. The followmg extract from the Minutes of Proceedings of 28th and 29th
July, 1896, indicates the resolution arrived at by the Committee :—
Tvesdat, 28th July.

Mr. "Wright moved,—11 That, in the opinion of the Committee, it is not expedient the proposed
Construction of Locks and ‘Weirs on the Biver Darling, as referred to the Committee by the
Legislative Assembly, be carried out.”
Mr. Humphery seconded the motion.
The debate upon the motion was adjourned.
"Wednesday, 29th July.

The adjourned debate upon Mr. Wright’s motion,—“That, in the opinion of the Committee, it
is not expedient the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Biver Darling, as
referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out,”—was resumed.
The motion, after further discussion, was passed.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
Sydney, 31 July, 1896.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
SECTIONAL COMMITTEE.

CONSTRUCTION OP LOCKS AND WEIRS ON THE RIVER DARLING.

REPORT.
Sectional Committee appointed to inspect, and take evidence in reference to the
proposed construction of locks and weirs in the river Darling heg to report that
they personally inspected the Pera Irrigation Settlement, the lock and w'eir in course
of construction below Bourke, the proposed sites for locks and weirs at Stony Point
and Beemery, the alternative site for a lock in the Beemcry Cowal, and the proposed
site for a lock and weir at the Pisheries, Brewarrina. The Committee also examined
'witnesses, and obtained information generally in regard to the project.
The Committee left Bed fern Railway Station by the 8 p.m. train on Priday,
19th June, and arrived at Bourke at 6-30 p.m. the following day. On Monday, 21st
June, they visited the Pera Bore, and inspected the Government experimental farm
and adjacent homestead selections, examining Mr. Pred. Hersey, one of the settlers.
The following day they inspected the work in progress at the site of the lock and
weir now in course of construction in the Darling, 2 miles below Bourke, and later
in the same day continued their inquiry at the Council Chambers, Bourke, when
P. J. Biddulph, solicitor, Bourke; W. J. Holding, N.S.W. Government Appraiser;
D. W. P. Hattan, K'.S.W. Government Stock Inspector; and J. H. Thomas, manager,
Winbar Station, were examined. The sitting was adjourned at 4‘15 p.m., and
resumed at 8*15 p.m. at the “ Royal Hotel,” when Mr. Ed. MacParlane, District
Surveyor and acting Chairman of the Land Board, was examined. The inquiry
wras continued at the Council Chamber throughout Wednesday, E. C. Milieu, Council
Clerk, Bourke; A. Harders, acting Sub-collector of Customs; Arthur Senior, wToolscourer; and E. D. Millen, M.P., being examined. On Thursday, 2oth dime, the
Committee proceeded to Beemery en route to Brewarrina, passing the night at Beemery,
and inspecting the site of the proposed lock and 'weir No. 4, and the site of the pro
posed alternative lock and weir to be substituted for Nos. 4 and 5. The journey was
resumed the next day, a visit being paid to the homestead lease of Mr. Geo. Woods, at
Yambacuna, wTho, by means of a windmill and a centrifugal pump driven by an 8-horse
power steam-engine, uses the water of an ana-branch of the Darling for irrigation pur
poses. Mr. Woods was examined at some length, and the Committee continuing their
journey arrived at Brewamna at 5'15 p.m. On Saturday, 27th dune, the Committee
met at the Court-house, Brewarrina, at 10 a.m., and examined the following
witnesses:—H. L. Cathie, stock and station agent, Brewarrina; W. d. damieson,
stock and station agent; W. A. MacVean, manager Quantarabone Station; d.
Mannix, homestead lessee, Cato Creek; d. H. Saunders, storekeeper; A. D.
Kerrigan, agent for Messrs. E. Rich & Co.; P. D. M'EUicott, W. C. Colless, hotel
keeper and homestead lessee; and A. Loder, stock and station agent. On Sunday
the Committee were joined by Mr. W. Poole, Assistant Engineer, Water Con
servation Branch, Department of Mines, by whom they -were accompanied on
Monday, 29th dune, in a visit of inspection to the site of the proposed lock
and weir at the Brewarrina Eiskeries. Later, the Committee resumed their
inquiry at the Court-house, and examined R. d. Kelly, chemist and druggist;
W. Coleman, bridge care-taker; T. MacMahon, storekeeper; R. R. Machattie,
pastoralist; and C. Crane, storeman for Messrs. E. Rich & Co. At 1 p.m. the
Committee left Brewarrina, and arrived at Beemery at 4*30 p.m. On Tuesday,
The

30th
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30th. June, the Committee, accompanied by Mr. W. Poole, made a further
inspection of the site of - the proposed lock and weir, at Beemcry, and of the site
of the proposed alternative lock in the Beemery Cowal, and continuing their return
journey arrived in Bourke at 5’15 p.m. Next day the Committee, accompanied
by Mr, Poole, proceeded to Stony Point, and inspected the site of the proposed lock
and weir there, returning to Bourke in the afternoon. On Thursday, 2nd July, the
Committee met at the Council Chambers, Bourke, at 10 a.m.. and examined Mr.
Jefferson, manager, Government farm, Pera Bore, and Mr. Seaver, Engineer-inebarge of works at Bourke lock and weir, concluding their inquiry on Priday with
the examination of Mr. Poole and Mr. Macdougall, Inspector of Public "Watering
Places. Leaving Bourke at 7'50 a.m. on Saturday, the Committee arrived in Sydney
early on Sunday, 5th July.
The advantages sought to be derived from the proposed works were stated by
Mr. MfKinney in his examination before the main Committee in Sydney (Vide
Evidence, p. 1) to be—
1. The conservation of water for the irrigation of land on both sides of the
river.
2. The supply of water to the town of Bourke.
3. Permanent water carriage between Bourke and Brewarrina, thus saving the
cost of constructing a railway to the latter place.
4. Increased value to Crown lands bordering the river.
5. Increased traffic on the Great Western Bailwav.
The Sectional Committee have considered these advantages in what they
deem to be the order of their relative importance, and in this connection is to be
noted Mr. McKinney’s assertion (Questions 12 and 15) that tiie “ dominating
purpose” of the scheme is to provide for irrigation.
The observations and inquiries of the Committee do not justify Mr.
McKinney’s expectation that 15,000 acres of land in immediate proximity to the
river are available for close settlement and irrigation. With the exception of about
3,000 acres at North Bourke, and a similar area near Brewarrina, nearly all the
river frontage between Bourke and Brewarrina is liable to inundation at irregular
intervals. The several streams flowing into the Barling above Bourke drain an
enormous area lying to the north and north-east, and a heavy fall of rain in Southern
Queensland, and upon the western slopes of the New England table-land, is quickly
followed by a rise in the main river and a flooding of the low-lying lands upon its
banks. These areas are thus submerged, as a rule, for a considerable period, and
evidence shows that such floodings destroy stone-fruit trees, and even lucerne.
Where the land is not subject to flood, it is suitable for the growing of most
varieties of fruit, and intense cultivation similar to that at Mildura might be followed.
But the apparent paucity of the local demand, and distance from the metropolitan
market, render it unlikely that any large area would be used in this way for many
years, especially when it is remembered that equally good soil is to be obtained
much nearer to Sydney, and in places where climatic conditions are more
favourable for the operations of the agriculturist and the orchardist. Moreover, the
raising of the river level as proposed would not materially lessen the cost of pumping
water from the channel to the height necessary for its distribution over the
cultivation area.
Mr. McKinney stated in his evidence before the main Committee that, if the
proposed scheme be carried out, a demand will arise for Crown land at present
unsuitable for occupation in small areas; but the opinion of local witnesses seemed
to be that the country between Bourke and Brewarrina is better adapted for pastoral
than for agricultural use. The attempts to settle population more closely by means
of the homestead lease system have proved successful to a limited extent only in
this district, but it does not appear to be necessary to repeat the reasons locally
assigned.
It has been stated in evidence that materially enhanced value would accrue
to the Crown lands bordering the river, by the conservation of" sufficient water to
admit of irrigation and to keep the river permanently navigable, and, therefore, that
a charge should be levied for the right to take water to irrigate agricultural areas
and
*
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and for tlie flooding of the natural pasturage. Upon these points, however, a
large majority of the witnesses were of opinion that the expected henefits would
not follow upon the construction of the works. It was affirmed that Crown
lessees could not profitably put under crop an area much larger than that required
to provide in bad seasons for such animals as arc kept for domestic use and for the
more valuable stock ; and that to irrigate grazing areas is commercially impracticable;
nor is it apparent that the pastoral holdings in the district could then fairly be
appraised at a higher rental than that at which they are assessed under present
conditions, the river water being now available in sufficient quantities for those
prepared to incur the cost of distribution by pumping appliances.
It did not appear to the Committee that the traffic upon the Western line
would be greatly increased by providing a permanently navigable water highway
between Bourke and Brewarrina. Possibly some of the wool which now finds its
way to Narrabri would then come to Bourke, and thus give the Great Western
Bailway the advantage of additional haulage, and a little more traffic also might he
obtained from the district to the north and north-east of Brewarrina, but the
volume would not he appreciably increased, while the evidence taken at Brewarrina
is strongly adverse to the proposal on various grounds, one of which is its failure
to provide a means of transit for stock.
With regard to the local traffic, evidence was given to show that, of approxi
mately 10,000 tons annually passing along the river between Bourke and Brewarrina,
about 300 tons only were handled at intermediate points, while, although the river
has at times been navigable for several consecutive years, the freight has never been
less than 20s. a ton, and it may reasonably he assumed that even with a permanently
navigable river, which might involve the imposition of tonnage dues, there would he
no substantial reduction in the rates of carriage.
As to the necessity of providing an abundant supply of good water for the
town of Bourke, the Committee were unable to ascertain that any serious complaint
had been made by the inhabitants concerning the present supply ; but in any case,
the completion of the Bourke weir should impound a body of water sufficient in all
seasons, and likely, by reason of its large volume, to he always of good quality.
Therefore, the recommendation of the Committee cannot he influenced by this
consideration.
Evidence has been received in support of the alleged superiority of the
shutter, or movable, weir over the fixed weir; but, at tliis stage, any expression of
opinion as to the relative merits of the two systems would he of little or no value,
though the impression made upon the Committee was that movable weirs are less
likely to seriously obstruct the course of the river in flood time, and possess the
advantage of allowing the uninterrupted passage of vessels up and down stream
during the periods when the river by natural flow is at navigable level.
Before any general scheme for locking the Darling is adopted, ample time
should be afforded to test the elfect of the construction of the Bourke weir upon
the river channel, both above and below, and to ascertain if movable shutters
become unworkable after long submersion. It is conjectured that any failure of the
shutter weir could be remedied by the subsequent construction of a fixed weir, as
the lock would be common to both designs. The construction of this weir will
furnish the means of ascertaining the effect of water conservation in accomplishing
that closer settlement of the Western District winch it is anticipated by some witnesses
would follow the completion of the proposed works. A comparison of the results with
those obtained at the Pera settlement may determine the superiority of irrigation
_ with river water over irrigation from artesian supplies.
At the Pera Bore, which the Committee visited, an area of 610 acres has
been set apart by the Government for the establishment of an experimental farm,
and to allow of small holdings being taken up under the perpetual leasing provisions
of the Land Act of 1895. Twenty such blocks, each containing 20 acres, have
been surveyed, and eleven of them have already been allotted, most of the tenants,
at the time of the Committee’s visit, having made considerable progress in the
work of clearing the land and preparing it for cultivation. Some excellent fodder
crops have been already obtained Bom the Government farm, and flourishing crops
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of vegetables were observed on the settlement areas, while the holders appear with
good reason, considering their brief occupancy, to be confident that they will obtain
profitable returns for their industry. The terms offered by the Government—5s. per
acre per annum for the first five years, to be increased to 10s. per acre at the end of
that period, with the right to use sufficient water from the bore for the irrigation of
crops—should be sufficiently attractive to persons of limited means desiring to
settle in the district, should lead to the whole area available being speedily taken up,
and demonstrate if cultivation by means of irrigation can he profitably undertaken.
The Committee sympathise with those who would like to see settlement upon
the Darling liberally though prudently assisted by the expenditure of Government
money in providing adequate pumping machinery for the utilisation of the water of
the river; but a practical opportunity for the discovery of the results likely to follow
closer settlement and the application of t! intense cultivation ” will he furnished
by the completion of the Bourke weir. This will couserve sufficient water for the
irrigation of land adjoining the river for a distance of 25 miles, and will give a
frontage of 50 miles to permanent water. Within this area are embraced about
3,000 acres of red, loamy soil at North Bourke, described by Mr. MacBarlane as
suitable for small holdings. Such an area would he ample to determine the
possibility of closer settlement in the district, and the alleged superiority for irrigation
purposes, which has been insisted upon by some of the witnesses, of river as compared
with artesian water. Persons acquiring irrigation areas here will have the advantage
of the close proximity of the Western Railway when it becomes necessary for them
to seek distant markets for their produce.
If it he the intention eventually to carry out a scheme of inland navigation,
then the whole length of the Darling must be locked, and the proposed work can
only he regarded as the initial step towards rendering the river navigable for
about 1,300 miles, at a cost which the Committee have been informed would
amount to nearly £1,200,000. The henefits resulting from this expenditure would,
however, accrue principally to Victoria and South Australia, while the trade of
New South Wales (the Colony undertaking the expenditure) and the earnings of
her railways would suffer considerably by the increased competition of ber southern,
and western neighbours, which the improvement of the Darling would facilitate.
The Committee are therefore of opbiion that it would he unwise for this Colony to
engage in so lavish and disinterested an outlay until, upon the federation of the
whole of the Colonies, the question can be comprehensively dealt with by a Federal
Parliament, and the expense of the undertaking fairly apportioned.
Finally, the Committee, whilst endeavouring to avoid taking the contracted
view which might arise from a consideration of the proposed work in its commercial
aspect alone, and fully recognising the possibilities of irrigation, are forced to the
conclusion that it would be premature to recommend the adoption of the scheme as
referred by the Legislative Assembly to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on
Public Works.
F. T. HUMPHERY,
Chairman.
7th July, 1896.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
WORKS.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE.
CONSTRUCTION OF LOCKS AND WEIRS ON THE RIVER DARLING.
TUESDAY, 12 MAT, 1896.
present:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chaimiait).
Cjjart.es A.bered Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
George Black, Esq.

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpheht. '
The Hod. Chardes James Roberts, C.M.G.
Henry Clabke, Esq.

The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
River Darling.
Hugh Giffcn McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines,
sworn, and examined:—■
1. Chairman.] Have you a statement to make with reference to the proposal now under the consideration
H. G.
of the Committee ? Yes; it is as followsMcKinney,
’
Esq.
Locking

the

Hived Darlisi

Historical Sketch.

The first action of a definite nature taken in connection with the locking of the river Darling was the engagement of Mr.
George Gordon, M. Inst. C.E., to inquire into and report on the question on behalf of a syndicate termed “The Biver
Darling Navigation Company.” In June, 1883, Mr. Gordon presented to this Company his report on the construction of
locks and weirs in the part of the river Ijetween Wilcannia and Wentworth. The immediate object in view was to
determine whether that portion of the river Darling could he rendered permanently navigable, at such cost that the works
would be remunerative to the Company. In regard to this ifr. Gordon arrived at the conclusion that it was quite prac
ticable to render the river permanently navigable from Wilcannia to Wentworth, but no further action was taken by the
Company ho represented.
The subject seems to have remained in abeyance till alxmt November, 1385, when it was taken up by the Department
of Harbours and Rivers, by direction of the then Minister for Works. A considerable amount of information was collected
and many plans were prepared by that Department, and the conclusions based on these arrived at by the Engineer-in-Chief
were embodied in a Report, dated 27th November, 1890.
^ The years 1890 and 1891 were years of exceptional rainfall and high rivers, and it was doubtless in a large measure
owing to this that the question of constructing locks and weirs on the river Darling was allowed to remain in abeyance till
20th July, 1892. Up till this time the river Darling had been regarded merely as a great highway for the carriage of pro
duce, while its capabilities as an aid to production were either allowed to remain in the background or were omitted
altogether from consideration. It was manifest from the reports of Mr. Gordon and Mr. Darley that the works required to
make the river Darling permanently navigable were not warranted by the amount of traffic which could reasonably be
anticipated. The question had therefore to be treated from a different point of view, and on this account it was referred
to the Water Conservation Branch. In August, 1892, by direction of the then Minister for Works, surveys of lock-sites
between Wilcannia and Menindie were put m hand, but about three months after operations were started the work had to
be temporarily abandoned on account of floods,
_ In the beginning of October, 1802, the Minister for Works instructed Mr. F. W, Ward, and Mr. H. G. McKinney,
Chief Engineer for Water Conservation, to visit the river Darling, and report on the whole question of the locking of that
river and the utilisation of its waters. The result of the investigations thus authorised was the joint report, which was
presented in due course to the Minister, and was ordered to be printed on 18th January, 1893.
The survey of sites, which had to be temporarily abandoned in December, 1892, could not, on account of the flooded
state of the river, be resumed during nearly the whole of 1893. In December of that year the surveys were resumed on the
Lower Darling, and in the succeeding month they were resumed on the Upper Darling. The work on the latter part was
again stopped by a flood in March, 1894, and a month later work had to be stopped on the lower part of the river also.
In December, 1894, instmetions were given for the preparation of plans of an experimental lock and weir at Bourke,
and the necessary surveys and borings were at once put in hand, plans were subsequently prepared, and on 29th March,
1895, sanction was given for calling for tenders. On ISth April, 1895, tenders were opened, and that of Messrs. Kerle
and Kerle for £18,863 Us. Sd. was accepted. Messrs, Kerle and Kerle did not make a start with their contract till 10th
June, and they finally stopped work when a rise in the river occurred early in November.
The following extract from the Votes and Proceedings of Parliament shows the last step taken by the Minister in
regard to the project for the construction of locks and weirs above Bourke :—
Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling :—Mr. Sydney Smith moved, pursuant to notice, “ That it be
referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works to consider and report upon the expediency
of constructing six locks and weirs on the river Darling from Stony Point to Brewarrina.”—Debate ensued.—
Question put and passed.
Objects and advantages of the proposed work's.

The construction of a system of locks and weirs from Bourke to Brewarrina will have the following advantages r—
1st.—It will conserve a large supply of water in the river channel which will be available for irrigation on both sides
of the river.
2nd.—It will guarantee an abundant supply of good water to the town of Bourke, a question of which the importance
was made manifest by the experience of 1SS5, 1888, and 1895.
102—A
3rd.—
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H. G.

3rtt. It will afford permanent water carriage bcfcivcen Bourke and Brewarrina, and, while providing cheaper carriage,
will save the cost of a railway to the latter place.
Esq.
til1* i**
inatcrially enhance the value of the Crown land bordering on the river between those towns. ■
5th,—It will increase the traffic on the Great Western Railway.
12 Mav. ISOf!
rc£aiYl t° the first of these advantages, it is necessary to explain that in the driest seasons, when patches of
irrigation are most valuable, the supply m the river, under existing circumst&nceSj falls so low that the practice of irriga
tion to even a moderate extent would scarcely be allowable. It has also to be home in mind that as a river like the
Barlmg becomes low, the proportion of loss increases. Hence the construction of a scries of weirs and locks has the
double advantage, so far as irrigation is concerned, of conserving a large quantity of water, and at the same time
increasing the available supply by diminishing the loss which otherwise Mould take place. The value of plots of irrigation
on pastoral estates is steadily becoming better understood, and the necessity for irrigation to ensure crops on small homings
m the Western District is generally recognised. Approximately, the quantity of water conserved by the weirs from Stony
1 oint to Brewarrina will be nearly oue thousand millions of cubic feet—about 6,250 millions of gallons. This is equivalent
to a foot in depth over nearly 23,000 acres.

McKinney,

The guarantee of a permanent supply of good water to the town of Bourke is one of the minor advantages of the
project. Considering, however, the growing importance of that town, and the fact that on more than one occasion the
quality of the water when the river was low was far from satisfactory, the improvement which will arise from the proposed
works is well worth bearing in mind.
The provision of permanent water carriage between Bourke and Brewarrina will save the cost of the proposed
P^cc to Byrock* The length of this line would be 554 miles, and the cost might be taken at about
£140,000, but on this subject it will be best to have the evidence of the Chief Kngineer of the Railway Construction
Department Regarding the cost of carrying goods over this length of railway the Traffic Manager of the Railway Depart
ment is the best authority. Regarding cost of traffic it may be stated that the average cost of haulage on the inland
waterways of irancc is slightly less than one fourteenth of a penny per ton per mile. In England the cost of haulage on
the inland waterways vanes from one-seventh of a penny to nne-twentieth of a penny per ton per mile. The record which
gave these figures in the London Engineer added that steam haulage on canals costs half as much as horse haulage, and is
twice as quick. Mr. Bartholomew, an English authority of much experience on this subject, ascertained that the cost of
canal transport in England varies from one-fifth of a penny with horse haulage to one thirty-fourth of a penny for steam
tu^B carrying cargoes. The very small rate of fall in the river Dat hngt namely, about 3 inches per mile, is a most favour
able circumstance so far as traffic is concerned. Comp,uativeiy few locks are required, and high lifts are unnecessary, so
that the outlay issinaU in proportion to the length of river dealt with. As an instance of the effect of the canalisation of
an occasionally navigable river, the case of the river Main, in Germany, may be mentioned. By the construction of works
which gave a minimum depth of 6^ feet of water, or half a. foot more than the minimum depth proposed in the case of the
river Darling* the traffic coming to Frankfort increased from about 11,000 tons in 1SS5 and 1886 to 2.10*000 tons in 1887,
and about 400,000 tons m 1S8S. The river trade here competes to some extent with the railway traffic, but notwith
standing that, the latter increased by 30 per cent., whilst the above-mentioned increase occurred in the former. Whilst in
the case of a sparsely settled country like that bordering on the Darling, such rapid development cannot be looked for, it
has to be home in mind that-in the western district two of the most potent factors in retarding settlement are want of
cheap carriage and want of water, and that the proposed ivories will in an important degree meet these wants,
■ -L- ^ie accoml>any^n6 maPs showing the classes of tenure of the land within 3 miles of that part of the river Darting
within the sphere of influence of the proposed works, gives a clear idea of the direct interest of flic Government in the
construction of these works.
The laud included within the limits mentioned comprises the following areas ;—
it

i i-i

.u-rrs.

Unreserved Grown land within leasehold areas.............................................................
,,
„
within reservud Are.*s ................................................................................
451
Reserves not held under special or homestead lease........................................................................ 131,051
Homestead leases ................................................................................................................................. IS+'siyS
Alienated land ......................................................................................................................................
lil.'tS;
In tho map the ureas effected by the Bourke lock, and weir arc also shown, and they include the following :—

Unreserved Crown land within reserved areas ..........................................................................

81,133

]O00

Reserves not held under S2>eeial or homestead leases .....................................................................
53,f)J‘2
Homestead leases................................................................................................................................
3 0g3
Alienated land ..................................................................................................................................
s'sOtl
The areas affected may all he classed as fertile alluvial land.
\V hilc the fifth advantage arising from the proposed works, namely, the increase of traffic on the Great Western
Railway can be relied on to a certainty, its extent is difficult to estimate even approximately. In a report of the Railway
Commissioners which was issued in 1S93, a comparison was made between the railway revenue obtainable from H),000
acres under wheat cultivation, and that from the same area used as a pastoral holding. Average conditions were assumed
in both cases, and the conclusion arrived at was that the railway revenue derivable from cultivated land is more than thirty
times greater than that from land used for pastoral purposes.
'1 he conditions which will exist 011 the Dai ling when tho works ;ne complete will afford a much greater contrast
than the average conditions assumed by the Railway Commissioners The country in its natural state ranks low for
pastoral jmrposcs, whereas under irrigation tho soil is much above the average in productiveness. The length of river
directly affected by the locks and weiis from Ptouj Boint to Brewarrina will be about 156 miles ; hut as the greatest
obstacle by far to continuous navigation between Walgett and Bourke is the rocky bar at Brewat rina, the project now
before the Committee is much_ farther-reaching in its effects than the locking of any other similar length of the river
Darling, To make this clear it is sufficient to state that steamers from Walgett cannot cross the Brewarrina rocks till the
height of the river on the Barwon gauge near Widgett is about 22 feet, whereas less than half this depth is sufficient for
through navigation, irrespective of the bar at Brewarrina.
The great drawback to river traffic on the Darling, and to settlement on the river, is the iincerluiuty of transit. In
times of flood, or oven dunug any rainy period, tho roads are almost impassable, and in the dry seasons, which generally
prevail, feed is scarce and expensive. These uncertainties render road traffic at all times expensive, and sometimes pre
carious. The river is frequently not navigable for long periods, and this naturally adds materially to tlie cost of river
traffic, and renders it more or less untrustworthy. The elimination of this element of uncertainty in regard to traffic, and
the provision at the same time of a permanent supply of water for irrigation purposes, will necessarily have a most
important effect in inducing settlement and increasing production. It is, I think, well within bounds to expect that in the
near future, there will be 100 acres of irrigation to every mile m length of the river, and this would mean an area of 15,600
acres for tlie part now specially considered. The direct effect of the increased production on the railway and river traffic
arising from this would lie very considerable, oven if it be assumed that this irrigation would he merely an adjunct
to pastoral occupation. Tlie great value of irngation for this purpose is well understood by some of our pastoralists. They
have found by actual experience how important even a moderate aiea of irrigation is. when judiciously used, to assist in
tiding over bad seasons, and to furnish the means for what is commonly known as ■* topping np ” fat stock for the market.
It is scarcely necessary to point out that such piovision as this warrants heavier stocking of tho whole of a pastoral estate,
so that the indirect effect of the irrigation may be even more important than its direct effect.
The known capabilities of the Darling district suggest other directions m which important development may take
place -when a permanent Supply of water and permanent river traffic arc assured The land near the banks of the Darling
produces excellent fruit, and this fruit is ripe seimral weeks before the fruit grown in the neighbourhood of Sydney. Fruit
growing is extensively carried on with success in America in places certainly not more favourably situated than the part of
the river Darling now under consideration will be when the locking is complete. Tlie best fruit-growing districts in
America have a climate similar m several respects to that of the western district of this Colony, and the opinion has been
given by some exports that that district is bettor adapted than any other for producing fruit—especially citrous fruit—for
export. These facts are stated here merely as significantly suggestive of future developments. It is not necessary for the
purposes of the project now recommended to take tlmm into account in any degree, but it is desirable to mention them as
indicating developments which may take place with the aid of the proposed works, ami which cannot take place
without them.
jn
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In ooiinection with this question of the incroasetl tfafiio there is one point more which it may he well to mention. It
H.G.
may he urged that while the proposed works will bring increased traitic to the Great Western Railway, thev form merely McKinney,
a part of a scheme for the complete locking of the whole of the river Darling, the effect of which would ho to lake away
Esq,
trade from this Colony, kyen gmntang that this is correct, it has to ho borne in mind that the construction of locks and
weirs in an uncertain river like the Dat hug is necessarily a slow operation, Unlcssim exceptionally long period of low river
oecurs the completion of the works now' proposed cannot take place for several years. Further up the river the sites as far 12 May, 1S9C.
itS ,,i
actlis% been surveyed. It is iiatuial to anticipate that the works of most importance to this Colony
would >e first taken up, and this would mean that the length from Bourke upwards to Mungindi and from Bourke down
ward to a distance of about .100 miles by river would he dealt with before any works would bo undertaken on the Lower
Darling, ilns shows that the question of permanent through navigation is too distant to have any woHit os against
ptesent needs.
j
o
&
-'Ware and priiiriptex of the. projert.
The conclusion mrived at after a very complete inspection of'the river Darling was that owing to the very unstable
character of the eliaunel and to the great range of level from low river to high floods it would be unsafe to construct weirs
which would interfere with or obstruct the waterway, and that it would he very expensive as well as unsafe to carry the
works to above flood level. It is only light to state that while these conclusions were independently arrived at, and were
published in .Tammy, ISM, m the report of Mr. F. W. Ward and Mr. Ri a. M‘Kinney, already referred to, practically
identical conclusions were arrived at previously by Mr. George Cordon, M. Inst. C.E., on his inspection of the part of the
river iron. \\ cntwmh to \\ ilcanma. I he works now proposed arc in accordance with those principles, and the details
white adapted to the cirenmstaiicus of the case are designed on principles which are found to work successfully in other
countnes and particularly m h ranee and America.
r!lc weirs in every case consist of a scries of timber shutters, which on an average are about 11 feet in length ho
„ „ f ln.<r“cs "J breadth. Each shutter, when erect, will rest at its bottom edge against a hardwood beam, set in solid
concrete sill, and will be supported by an upright trestle and a sloping strut, both of wrought-iron. When the river rises
to navigation level each shutter will he piilled forward till the sloping strut is disengaged from its rest, and will then he
allowed to fall back flat on to the sill. During floods the whole weir will thus rest Hat on the river bed, and the lock
gates will be open, so that the only part of the work which will in any way obstruct the flow will he one lock wall. The
presence of this ohstruction will in every case be more than compensated for by mdening the channel at the weir and
excavating the bed to give a level sill. As shutter weirs of this class have not been used for greater heights than 14 feet,
those designed are all under this height
°
The size adopted for the locks, namely, 20(1 ft. x 37 ft. in the clear, is sufficiently large to take an average steamer and
an average barge together. J here are a few steamers trading on the Darling which cannot enter a lock of this width, but
these are used chief y, if not entirely, from Bourke downward. Even if the whole length of the river were furnished with
locks of tho size and weirs of the description proposed, these steamers would not be in a worse position than they are at
present, as the wens will bo open when the river is uaiigable under existing conditions. In fact, the conditions for such
steamers would lie materially improved, as it would bo possible to open the weirs in succession ami allow them to pass down
whenever tlie flow in the river won d warrant this course. On the whole it did not appear in the first place that the
cncumstanccs justified the further outlay required for wider locks, nor in the second place that the construction of steamers
ot aucli wialli ou the paicdlo'ljoxes should be encouraged.

,

Cost of PrflpoisPtl

Item.

'

Works

Unit.

1

!

Quantltv.
*

t
i

Amount.

Rat«.

i

Excavation (soft)......................
a,
(rock).....................
Concrete ....................................
Timber in look gates. &e. .. .
sheet piling , , . ,
,f mnin piles...............
Wrought iron.....................
Cast

...

..........

Pitching.......................................
Ashlar .......................................
Cun metal......
.............
Load m joints of liolibw quoins
Tarring (three coats) ....
l-iOck-koepers' cottages.............
ihints and wire rope ..............
Coffer dams and pumping.........

Supervision and Contingencies

cubic yard

. . .

J‘

.............

cubic foot.......
foot (lineal).....
cwt..................

..................

square vaul.. .
1'-'........................
cut........................
square yard . . .
So......................
No..........................

..................
Total

............

.........

Grand Total

!
70,(138 t
0,000 ]
32,350
17,13(1 1
10,000 1
700 1
2,530
3.000
10.978 1
3,690 ,
2,89(1 .
13 ;
3,900
(i

..

!
,

£
5,301
1,425
76,831
5,140
3.000
227
5,100
4.500
3,567
2,032
24!
IS
Bis
1,500
'1,200
5,000

1/6
3'47/6
a a/6/6

40/30/tl/ii
11 1/S
30/1 ■£250
£200

S.

12
0
5
16
0
10
0
0
17
10
G
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0

................... £

115,284 2 s
17 4

.................. £

121,100 0 0

The following plans are submitted for the information of the Committee :_
(1.) An outline map of the colony, allowing the sites of the proposed locks and weirs.
(-.) A section, showing m outline the effect of the proposed works, and showing also the flood level of the river and
the ground lost at the sites.
(.3.) A plan showing the tenure of the land to a distance of 3 miles on each side of the Darling Biver throughout the
part directly affected by the proposed works.
(4.) General plan of the Bourke lock and weir, which is the type on which all the other works are being modelled.
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WEDNESDAY, 13 MAY, 1896.

THOMAS THOMSON EWING-,

Esq. (Chairman) .

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphery.
The Hon. Charles James Koderts, C.M.G
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Lochs and Weirs on the River Darling.
Hugh Giffen McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines, sn orn,
and further examined :—
H. Q-.
2. Chairman^] I understand that the construction of the proposed works will throw open the Darling for
McKinner, navigation for 1S1-) miles above Bourke? Yes; with the assistance of the Bourke lock and weir.
3. The contract now being carried out near Bourke opens up about 25i miles ? Yes.
4. That is M'hat is known as Kerle and Kcrle’s contract ? Yes.
.
.
13 May,ISaC. g
you supply the Committee with any information which you may have with regard to the law ot
riparian rights in this colony ? I will procure that information.
_
■ o r 'ii i *
G. Can you tell us what amount has already been spent upon the Darling in snagging? I will let you
know that to-morrow.
_ _
, ,
.
7. What works have been carried out at Wilcannia and Menindie ? The only work earned out at
Menindie was the construction of a dam at the entrance to Menindie Lake. There was nothing done m
connection with the locking of the river there.
.
,
8. The dam was intended to throw water into Menindie Lake ? The water flowed into Menindie Lake
when the Darling was in" flood, and the intention of the dam was to keep it in the lake.
_
9. Was the dam a success ? No; I believe not. I think you will find the matter referred to m the
report presented hy Mr. Ward and myself, and with which [ will furnish the Committee. 1 will also let
you have Mr. Gordon’s report and Air. Darley’s report.
_
.
10. Is not the work at Bourke now suspended? They have started again with a view to carrying it out
partly by day labour and partly by contract,
io t
11. The work undertaken by Kerle and Kerle was exactly similar to lhat which is now proposed .. Yes.
12. The two main reasons for the proposed work are to provide for navigation and to provide for
irrigation? Quite so.
, ,
13. Does it not strike you that these two purposes are to some extent antagonistic, because, while a
certain amount of water is required in the river for navigation, irrigation takes water out of the river.
Yes ; I am aware of that. The same question has cropped up in connection with the Indian canals,
where in some cases canals that might have been made navigable were not made navigable because it was
considered that irrigation should be the main purpose in view, and that navigation would interrcrc with
that object.
.
. .
14. With so small a rainfall as there is in tlie Bourke district, there must come a time when navigation
and irrigation must stand in antagonism there ? Undoubtedly. _
15. Which then is the dominating purpose ? I think that irrigation should be.
16. If you are forced to a conclusion, that is your statement? Quite so.
,
17. But you think that in general the locks will be sufficiently replenished by the water flowing from the
catchment area to enable you to carry .out both schemes ? Quite so. I do not think that any difficulty
is likely to occur within a considerable length of time; but a period may be looked forward to when it
will occur.
.
j • ■ -ui
18. Is it your opinion that the rights of the people who go upon the areas which will be rendered irrigable
should be clearly defined, and that the rights to the water-way should be clearly defined ? It would be
advisable.
„
,
19. Can you furnish the Committee with a statement as to the amount of water that nows irom the
watershed above Bourke ? I will let you have that information.
_
'
20. And how much of the rainfall runs through the river at Bourke ? I will get you tho discharge of the
river at Bourke.
,
21. You propose by this scheme to create six big lagoons; have you the bank levels along each reach ot
the river that you propose to lock; will there be any opportunity for the water to escape ? -jd'ere is no
place where that can occur. In fact an inspection proved very disappointing, because vc could not find
a single place from Walgett to Wentworth where we could let the water escape by a weir of moderate
height.
_
22. Mr. Numphery.\ Is a pumping station necessary for this scheme? It will be necessary to pump
the water required for irrigation in every case.
_ _
.
, .
_
23. Chairman.] What height will it have to lift the water in order to irrigate the various irrigable areas.
I will get you that information. I can make out a statement as to what the lift will be at each weir.
•
24. You consider that you will be able to irrigate any land within 3 miles of the river ? _ Yes, as a
general rule ; but it is not contemplated that under any circumstances the whole area within 3 miles
of the river should bo irrigated.
_
_
. ,
,
* 25. Will you tell us the total area within 3 miles of the river which you could irrigate if you had
sufficient water ? I will furnish the information,
f
26. With such storage arrangements as you propose to make by means of these weirs, how much land
could you expect to irrigate along the 150 miles of river frontage? About 100 acres to every mue or
frontage. That is not making allowance for the constant filling of the weirs from the flow of the river.
27. Knowing the amount of water that will pass into the weirs under ordinary circumstances, how much
land would it be reasonable to put under irrigation there? That is the kind of question which will crop
up one of these days if the contemplated Water Rights Bill is introduced. It will then ho a matter for
consideration, how much water can be allowed for any part of tbe river. The discharge at that point and
the loss further down will have to be taken into account. The question is one to which I could not give
an answer at once.
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2S. How miieli will tlie productiveness of llie district be increased? J consider that the whole of tint
H. Q-,
water stored in the weirs might be used on the adjacent area, but I could not answer straight away as to McKinney,
what area could be irrigated with tbe water constantly flowing along the river. Of course I can talie the
_
discharge or the rirer and make out what area could be irrigated from the ordinary flow, distributing that iftTfT iooc
area along the lengths enclosed by the locks, and some calculation of tho kind will have to be made when
'
the whole matter comes to be considered ; but I am not prepared to give an answer straight away.
29. Can you make a calculation for us ? lest I can give you an approximate estimate.
o?‘ f?r'
)Vi11 tlic lvalcr conBcrvcd the proposed weirs be suilicient to irrigate 15;G00 acres ? Yes.
31, Can the irngahle area he extended ? Yes ; hut it will be necessary first to look into the question of
the river discharge.
Idow will ihe riparian rights of people below fhe sites of tlie proposed locks and weirs be
affected ? It we diminish the quantity of water now going to them, they will, as the law stands, have a
ground of complaint. Some authorities say that tlie ground of complaint is not tenable unless actual
damage is proved.
33. Mr. WrwJit] If your weir caused the river below it to run dry, in what position would the Govern
ment be f Wed, the people below would have to prove that the weir had caused the river to run dry. If
they could not prove that, they would have no grievance. Asa matter of fact the existence of a weir
would cause them to get more water than they got before.
34. Ckairmtrn.'] A riparian right, as you interpret it, entitles tbe bolder of land fronting tbe river to tbe
same quantity ot water, and the same purity of water as he would eniov by the river takin" its natural
course r lhat is so. .
j
»
35. Therefore any works which you carried out which prevented such en joyment might render you liable
to a prosecution for damages ? Yes, and to expense if actual damage could be proved ; but a summary
° it •ja*w °’n xiie 8
prepared by the President of the Land Court shows that some of the highest
“^s™ 1’U EnJf]aild hold dlTers0 opinions in regard to it. The position we take up is that the people
ot Wilcanma will get more water after the weirs are constructed than they get under tho present
circumstances.
1
36. Have you any information with regard to tbe amount of traffic above Bourke, and as to bow it would
be anected by this scheme. I cannot give.you such information at first hand, though J. received a
statement on the .subject from Mr, ShainwaM, of Messrs. Rich & Co., at Bourke. I think it would be
well tor the Committee to examine him themselves. Mr. Harper, the Hailwav G oods Superintendent,has
also been through the district, and could give you information on this point/
3/. If your scheme is carried out some of the boats now trading below Bourke will have to tranship their
cargoes because they will be too large to go through the locks ? Only a very few will be in that case. I
will prepare a statement showing the size of the steamers now trading on tlie Darling.
38 Do you intend to keep the river open for navigation while these weirs are in course of construction ?
We do not intend to interfere with the navigation. We can make our arrangements in such a way aa not
to interfere with the navigation, and that is what we propose to do.
39. Will it be possible to construct these weirs without interfering with the navigation ? The interference
would be very slight,
■
40. Would there bo any interference ? I think tbat on the whole we might fairly say that wo could keep
the navigation open continuous]!*. We can manage so as to make the navigation no worse than it is
under natural circumstances.
41. Is the cost of keeping the river open for navigation included in the estimate of £121100? That
estimate covers everything.
■
'
42. Mr. tVnqhf.] If there is only one steamer a day plying between Bourke and Brewarrina, can rou so
construct your weirs as not to interfere with it ? Yes ; we will stretch wire ropes across the river from
bank to bank and lower the materials from them. I have only the plan in outline, and have not had an
opportunity ot going to Bourke since it has been commenced. These wire ropes can easily he disennatred
1 v-nV^r
.^° such ^ height that they would come in the way of steamers.
°
43. Your weir will he practically a dam across the river ? It will only be a dam up to the level of the bed of
the river.
44. Chairman.] Will you describe tbe type of construction for these locks and weirs? Tho method of
construction is shown on the plan before the Committee. In the first place, there is a lock on tbe right
bank °i the river 200 feet long by 37 feet wide, while from the floor of the lock to the top of the side-walls
will be about 15 feet. _ Hie lift from one water-level to the next water-level will be about G feet. One of
tlie lock-walls is built in tbe bank and tho other is built a short distance out into the stream. They will
be composed entirely of concrete iu the mass. Passing on across the river there follow bays, each 6 feet
m width. These are intended to regulate the flow when the river is low. If there happens to be a very
small quantity of water passing down we will drop boards into grooves, and thus keep it up to the proper
level Beyond the bays comes the weir proper, which falls down into the bed of the stream. The weir
consists of a series of timber shutters, which in time of flood will lie flat on the river bed, but when tbe
river falls below navigation level these shutters will be lifted in succession. The shutters will have a very
strong framework in order to withstand the shocks to which they may be subjected, and there will be a
moderately thick sheathing. There will be a mass of concrete let in from tbe bay to the left bank, risum
up to the level of the river bed, and that will act as a sill for the shutters. The shutters will each be
fastened to a framework m tbe concrete, and, when erected, will stand at an angle of 70 or 75 degrees
with the flow The framework will be made.of timber. At tbe back of each shutter will be an almost
vorucle trestle, with a sloping strut to support the shutter. These will both be hinged, and there wiU be
a large nook at the bottom of the inside of the shutter, "which, being pulled forward, will disen^a^e the
strut and allow tbe shutter to fall.
° D
45. 'What model have you followed in this construction ? We have followed tlie style of what are called
Chanome shutters, with a modification introduced by Pasqueau. A similar arrangement is being used in
the great Kanawha Biver, in Virginia, and in several rivers in France.
46. Have you seen these shutters at work? I have seen something of the kind at work, but not exactly
tbe same tqing,
J
4-7. Mr. Wrir/liL] Will tbe construction be similar to tbat of the weir near Warren ? Yo ■ that is an
ordinary over-shot timber dam. There will not be the slightest resemblance to it.
50W,’S nny P03sIble stoppage of work provided for in tbe estimate ? It is provided for in the item
“ Coffer dams and pumping, £5,000.”
THURSDAY,
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present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chathman).
The Hon. Erederick Thomas Humphejit.
Tho Hon. Charles James Hobehtb, C.M.G.
The Hon. Willi a m Joseph Trickett.
Hknkt Clarke, Esq.

Cjiahles Alfred Lee. Esq.
John Lionel Eeiun, Esq.

Esq.

1 hoaias Henry Hassall,
George Black, Esq.

Francis Augustus Wricht,

Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Hirer Darling.
Hugh Giffen McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines,
sworn, and further examined •—
H. <3-.
49. Chairman.^ You have certain information to give ufl ? Yes: m reply to a number of questions which
McKinney, wore asked yesterday. In the first place. I was asked what amount had been spent in snagging the river
Darling, The host information I can get on this subject is from a return which was called for by Mr.
14 May 1896 ^■os^ns ^
Eegislative Council in May, 1SS9, which shows the amount of expenditure up to that lime
'
’ to have been £30,111 Us. Id. So far as I am aware, there has been no snagging done since, or, if any,
very little.
50. ‘Where was that snagging done? Almost the whole of it between Wentworth and Wilcannia.
51. "Very little has been spent upon snagging above Bourke? Nothing at all, except a small amount
for the taking out of a number of snags last year or tbe year before.
52. How much has been spent upon the length of the river which will be affected by tbe proposed wrork ?
I do not think more than £100 or £500 has been spent there. Yesterday I was asked to get a copy of
the report made by Mr. Ward and myself, dated 18th January. 1893, but I find that your Secretary is
already in possession of copies of that report. I hand in, however, a copy of a report by Mr. Darley on
the locking of the Darling, amt n report on the same subject by Mr. George Gordon, M.LC.E., which
appears on page 12 of the appendices to evidence attached to the Eirst "Report of the Koyal Commission on
the Conservation of Water. 1 was also asked as to the drainage area of the Darling, and the quantity
of rainfall there. The joint report of Mr. Ward and myself contains a map showing that drainage area,
and tlie Committee have already a large map showing the drainage area of the Murray, upon which
appears a tabulated statement of the rainfall on each catchment area. 1 have lately received from Mr.
J. B. Henderson, hydraulic engineer, the most recent returns of the Queensland rainfall, and I will
compare these returns with former returns, and give the Committee the result within a few days. I was
also asked about the capacity of the locks. The total capacity of tho locks, with a 7-ft. lift, will be
100,344 cubic feet, or 004,050 cubic gallons. The quantity of water which will flow out of tlie lock
when the lower gates are open will be 53,900 cubic feet. I have here, too, a statement showing the size
of the river steamers in the western districts :—
The rliniensions of tlie steamers trading on the Darling and Murray Rivers are given in the following tabular statement:—
Widtli, inciildinir paddle,

Lencrth, mclntl’MC milder, in tect

ivhcels, in feet.

No

i

Rimmiim, 1 Maximum.

Not exceeding 67 in length
...
, ,
...
Kxceetling 67, hut not exceeding 77
..
.
..
Exceeding 77, but, not exceeding S8
...
.......................
Exceeding SS, hut not exceeding f)S
..
......................
Exceeding 9S, but not exceeding IPS
...
...
...
.
Exceeding 108, but not exceeding LIS........................
..
Exceeding 118, but not exceeding 12S, which is the maximum

•>
8
10
16
18
14
7

244
24"
26
274
31
30*

'
!
i
,
1
1
!

30
liTr
37
354
384
37

The “Emily Jane” is 38 feet across paddle-boxes, and tlie “ Florence Annie” is wider.

The number of river steamers which would not go through a width of 37 feet is inconsiderable, and not
oue of them, so far as I know, trades above Bourke, though a very broad steamer has come as far as
Bourke.
‘
53. Can you tell us bow many boats are required to carry on the trade of the Darling? Mr. Shenwald
would give you lhat information much more accurately than I can.
ot. "What sued boat would get through your lock? Any boat that was less lhan 37 feet, outside width.
55. And whaf length ? None of them approach the length of the lock. I have here, too, a letter by Mr.
Alexander Oliver, now president of the Land Appeal Court, published in the Herald of 22nd July. 1885,
and dealing with riparian rights. Touching upon the same subject, I have brought a copy of the
Progress Report for 1891 of the Water Conservation Department. At page 24 of this report appears a
paper dealing with the matter. In. regard to two of the other points referred to, namely, the proportion
of rainfall at Bourke, and the amount of rainwater going down the Darling, 1 have not had time to prepare
the information.
5G. Will you find out for us the yearly evaporation at Bourke ? Yes ; we could ascertain that fairly well
from Mr. Russel 1’s evaporation gauges at Bourke. [ Witness here explained a ivorking model of the movable
shutters mtended to be used in connection with the proposed weirs!] Finally, 1 hand in a report of the
liailway Commissioners, making a comparison between the amount of railway traffic that might be
expected to arise from pastoral occupation, and the amount that might bo expected to arise from
agricultural occupation.
57. Mr. Humpheri/.J In arriving at your estimate of £121,000, did you consider the detailed cost of each
lock separately ? Yes.
63. How many locks do you propose to construct ? Six.
59. Exclusive of the one at Bourke? Yes.
GO.
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60. What do you estimate the Bourke lock will cost P We still adhere to our estimate of £19,500’
61. Have you made an estimate of the value of the work already done? When the contractors ceased Mc^“Iley,
work we went into the question as to which was the best way to continue the construction of the weir.
I got Mr. Made to see what materials were on the ground, and what work was required to complete the 14 jiaT iggg,
undertaking, and to give a statement of the position of affairs. Having dealt with the matter in detail,
''
we came to the conclusion that we should bo able to finish the work at our own estimate, or within it.
62. You estimate that £19,500 will be the total expenditure? Yes.
1
63. Hoes that, include the usual percentage for supervision? Yes. We have a very good foundation at
Bourke. It is one of the best places wo have, so far as foundation is concerned.
64. What will he the annual cost of maintaining that lock ? I have not got the figures with me now.
'
I made a general estimate, and averaged the cost for the whole series.
65. Have you made a separate estimate of the cost of maintaining each of the seven locks? We have
made a separate estimate for the Bourko lock, but not for tho others.
G6. Ho you estimate that the cost of maintaining the other locks would he similar to the cost of main
taining the Bourke lock ?. Xo.
67. Which would be the most expensive of tbe seven locks ? I think locks ‘‘ 4 ” and " 5.” There are
good sites at Stony Point and Vincent's Kecks ; but the two sites above that again are inferior.
6S. In arriving at the estimate of £120,000 for tbe whole scheme, I suppose you prepared a detailed
statement showing the cost of each lock ? Yes.
69. ('an you get those statements for the Committee? Yes; 1 wii! have them copied.
70. What would be the distance in a direct line from Bourke to Brewarrina? Prom 70 to SO miles.
71. .And from Byrock 1o Brewarrina? Pifty-iivo and a half miles.
72. The length of river which you propose to render navigable between Bourke and Brewarrina will be
between 150 and 160 miles ? Yes ; from Stony Point upward.
73. How do you propose lhat the Government shall reimburse itself for the cost of tbe annual maintenance
of tins scheme ? J. consider that the indirect advantage which will he gained by the work to be the most
important consideration. A. demand will arise for Crown land there which at present is unsuitable for
occupation in small areas.
'
74. Will you explain the altered conditions which mil cause a demand for the Crown land there? Under
present circumstances the state ot the river is always verv uncertain, and an owner of land in the district
would scarcely be warranted in going to any considerable outlay to provide pumping machinery for an
irrigation scheme ; but if these locks are constructed be would always hare an assured supply of water.
Then, too, under present circumstances, the uncertainties of trailie arc very great. This scheme would
reinovo those uncertainties.
^
75. 'When you speak of the uncertainties of traffic, do you refer to the river navigation ? Yes.
76. Ho not the railway and tho roads afford necessary facilities for traitic? Xo. There are frequently
great difficulties in connection with road-travelling. In a bad season road-carriage is very expensive,
because the roads get bad, and there is neither feed nor water for animals.
77. Bo you think that a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina would give the facilities for traffic which you
propose to give by this scheme ? A railway such as you describe would give fewer advantages than the
proposed scheme, and would cost more,
78. What would such a line cost ? I have been informed that it would cost about £140,000,
79. As against £120,000 for your scheme ? Yes.
80. But would not the Government be reimbursed for their expenditure on a railway by the earnings of
the line ? That is a point upon which Mr. Harper’s evidence would be more serviceable than mine; but
it should be borne in mind that two services would be rendered by a navigable river and only one service
by a railway line.
81. You propose, by a series of locks between Brewarrina and Bourke, to gather tho traffic at Bourke ?
Yes. .
82. You do not propose to charge tolls at tho various locks ? That is a matter which has not yet been
fully considered, I do not know what the policy of the Government would be on that point. I know that
in France navigation is perfectly free, and no doubt the system they have pursued there has been of great
benefit to the country.
'
83. Beyond the indirect benefit to which you have referred, you do not see any way of reimbursing the
interest and annual cost of maintenance? Xo. There is tlie improvement to tlie value of the land to be
considered, and the increase to the railway traffic.
.
84. How will the railway traffic be increased? The carrying out of the proposed scheme will bring more
settlers into the district, and from that cause 1 anticipate a very considerable increase in tlie railway traffic.
85. You spoke yesterday about the possibiliiies of irrigation, supposing the river water were kept to a
certain level. Was it your idea to establish large irrigation farms, or to afford facilities to owners of
adjacent property to irrigate at their own cost? My idea was to afford facilities to adjacent landholders
to irrigate at their own cost.
’
86. Have you taken into consideration the cost of irrigation schemes where the water used has to be
pumped? Yes. I went into that matter in considerable detail when Mr. "Ward and I prepared our
report, though I have not considered it since. At the time we went into it as carefully as we could.
.
87. Ho you know of any pumping scheme iu Australia whu-h lias been a success? i know of several such ’
schemes.
•
.
88. Will you mention them ?
The best I know upon a pastoral estate is that of_Mi\ Mills Allen, on the
Namui. He irrigates from 500 to GOO acres of land.
“
89. Hid you ascertain what the cost of that scheme was? 1 think he spent about £3,000 upon bis
pumping-plant.
90. _ Bo you know what the annual cost of maintenance is ? Xo ; but he informed me that he was perfectly
satisfied with his arrangements. He has had tbe scheme at work for nine or ten years, and ho is increasing
his irrigated area.
“
91. Ho you know of any other such scheme on a large scale ? There are none in this colony on a verylarge scale, The Government are starting irrigation works at‘Wentworth. 'J'hey are the first works of
the kind that we have commenced.
92. How much has been expended there? Tho expenditure is only beginning, but I. expect that; we shall
ultimately
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ht-. ®ultimately expend between £4,000 and £5,000. We intend to pump from the Murray Biver.
McKinney, gg_ \yj]i y0U reticulate by means o£ open cuttings or by pipes? By open cuttings.
^
94. Will £4,000 include the cost of reticulation? Tes.
...
14Mar 189G
H-ow many acres do you expect to be able to irrigate? The plaut will be capable of irrigating about
’’
1,500 acres ; but we only estimate to irrigate 1,000 acres in the .first instance.
96. What height do you lift the water ? The average lift will be 25 or 27 feet.
97. Did you visit the Mildura works? I have been there several times.
‘
98. You arc quite familiar with tbat scheme ? Yes.
_ _
•
99. Has it been a success, financially? Ho; though there is a place near by where a similar scheme
has proved a financial success. At Lord Kanfurly’s place, at old Mildura, there is a scheme which is
managed in the proper way. He has a separate pumpiug-plaut, and separate channels ; ami I have
heard, on the best authority, that his place is very remunerative, and that he is highly satisfied with it.
100. Chairman.'] He grows oranges ? 3Iore lemons than oranges.
101. Have you ever seen the open drains which Messrs. Chaffey constructed at Mildura ? Yes.
102. You know what happened with them? 'J’hey were very badly designed in the first instance, and,
■ when it was found that they did not carry ihe water properly, tho defect was set down to crayfish.
The impression I received at Mildura, however, was that the crayfish were very much maligned,
103. AVhat height were Messrs. Chaffey lifting the water—75 feet, in three lifts ? Some of the water
was lifted higher than that. I think they had what they called a 90-ft. channel. I do not know any
place in this colony where irrigation works which have been undertaken in a practical and business-liko
way have not proved successful.
101. Mr. jfoimpJien/.] We want instances where irrigation by means of a pumping scheme has proved
successful ? Nearly all. tbe irrigation schemes I have seen in this colony have been shockingly
mismanaged.
i _
.
105. It is your opinion that irrigation schemes here have proved failures through the inefficiency of those
,
in charge of them? Quite so. It is exceptional to find a properly managed irrigation scheme in this
colony. I have only seen two such schemes connected with pastoral estates here, the one I just mentioned
and Mr. Gatenby’s on the Lachlan.
106. Mr. Tric.kr.U.'], That is at Forbes ? Hot far below Forbes.
.
_
107. Chairman.1 How is tbe irrigation in the valley of the Kile carried on? Almost entirely by
gravitation.
_
lOS. Wbat about California ? There is a great deal of pumping done there, though there are also a great
many gravitation schemes.
_
109. Are the pumping schemes, where water has to be lifted 30 or 40 feet, able to compete with the
gravitation schemes ? No, they are not, when the general conditions are the same.
110. Would it be possible, with the conditions which we have in this Colony, for the crops produced
under a pumping scheme to compete with those produced under a gravitation scheme ?. Before a pumping
scheme is adopted, care should be taken to sec that the ground it is proposed to irrigate is suitable.
111.- Can you tell us to what heights water would have to be lifted on our western rivers ?
The average
lift would be about 35 feet. At Bourke you will find several people irrigating by pumping from the
river. Mr. AYood is one of them.
*
.
112. Will you get for us a list of irrigation schemes at work in other parts of the world, where water has
to be lifted from 30 to 40 feet ? Yes.
113. Mr. JJ.umphery.'] In your statement you say that all land within 3 miles of the river will bo
benefited by tbe proposed works ; will you explain why they will be so benefited ? Well, on any estate in
the back country, if water can be used to irrigate crops grown to provide fodder, the holding must bo
considered to be improved, even for pastoral purposes. Even in that way .the construction of these works
would benefit the land there.
'
.
114. The statement that all land within 3 miles of the river would be beuefited rests upon the assumption
that the owner of tbat land has a river frontage? Yes ; tbe owner would require to have access to the
river.
115. Should we not deal with this scheme simply as a scheme for improving navigation? I do not think
that is a fair way of regarding it.
’
116. Must we look at it from two points of view : first, as to the direct improvement of the land fronting
the river, by the facilities afforded for irrigation ; and, secondly, as to the improvement of navigation ?
1 think so. With regard to the distance at which land would bo affected by the scheme, I might point
out that it is the opinion of Mr. Wills Allen that the whole of his property, comprising 40,000 acres,
materially benefits by his having 500 acres under irrigation.
117. Mr. Black.] Would we bo justified in recommending tbe proposed expenditure simply to improve
tbe river navigation ? Looking at tbe scheme merely as one for opening up the river to navigation, I
do not think the expenditure would be justifiable.
118. Mr. Hiimpherif.] Have you been over the country between Byrock and Brewarrina? I have been
over some miles at each end, but I have not been over the whole length.
119. Do you know if the soil and climale there are suitable for the production of wheat? About
Brewarrina there is land which would be suitable for wheat, but I think that between the two places
named, a good deal of the land is liable to floods,
120. You say tbat the carriage of the productions of agricultural occupation may be regarded as thirty
times more valuable than tho carriage of the production ot pastoral occupation, so far as the railway
earnings are affected ? J have quoted that opinion from the Bailway Commissioners’ Eeport.
121. Do you think that the land which could be made available for agriculture by an Irrigation scheme
would be suitable for the production of wheat, and that wheat could be grown at a profit? Mr. Ward
made considerable inquiries into that question, and lie came to the conclusion that wheat could be profitably
grown there. 1 do not think', however, that that would be the class of production generally gone iu for.
■
1 think that in tbe first instance lucerne and wheateu hay would most likely be produced.
122. Would not that be for local consumption ? At the outset it would be entirely for local consumption.
123. That would not contribute any traffic to the railway ? Hot from that production ; but the carrying
capacity of the runs in the district would be materially increased, and that again would increase the
railway traffic.
124.
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H. G.
124. For wlmt periods has the Darling been UEnavigable at Bourke ? In 1885 it was not navigable for McKinney,
fifty-two weeks; in 18SG, for twenty-two weeks; in 1887, for fourteen weeks ; in 1888, for forty-one
Esq.
weeks ; in 1889, for twenty-eight weeks ; in 1890, for two weeks ; in 1891, for one week ; in 1892, for
twelve weeks ; in 1893, for one week ; in 1894, for twelve weeks ; and in 1895, for forty-four w'eeks. The 14 May, 1896.
river for tho period commencing with 1890 was at a high level for a longer time than is usual since records
have been kept, and the statement I have just made gives a more favourable idea about it than would
be given by longer records. In a letter which I have had from Mr. Shaimvald he says 11 We have had no
navigation for ten months prior to February, 1890.'’
125. 1 suppose that tlie scheme now under consideration is merely a small instalment of the expenditure
which will be necessary in order to make the whole length of the Darling navigable? Quite so, though it
may be regarded as a scheme complete in itself. It will add a verv extensive area to the district ivhich
contributes traffic to Ihe railway at Bourke. It will make the river navigable to a considerable distance
above Brewarrina, and that will have a material effect in drawing traffic from Queensland.
12C. Ilave you estimated the cost of making tho entire river navigable? Yes ; an estimate is given in
the report prepared by Mr. Ward and myself. "Wo there estimate the cost of rendering the river navigable
from Walgett to Wentworth would be £1,226,000.
127. What is the distance from Bourke to Wentworth ? Practically 900 miles.
12S. That is your estimate of the total cost of rendering that portion of the river navigable ? Yes, from
Walgett to Wentworth ; my estimate was made out at the beginning of 1893, and I have no doubt that
the work could now be done for less.
129. We are to understand that the proposed works will he of a local rather than of a general character ?
Quite so.
130. O/tairman.] What would be the cost of fixed weirs ? Well, my opinion is that fixed weirs would have
a great effect in changing the course of the river. I think that the rocks at Brewarrina are to a great
extent responsible for Cato Creek. The river would make its way across the lowest bend in tbe neighbour
hood. In going down the Darling on one occasion, I had an excellent opportunity of seeing how new
channels were made. In places I saw the river just beginning to flow across the necks of bends; in
other places it had made a cutting 4 or 5 foot deep ; and in other places the steamer went through tho
cuttings which had been made. Jn some places these cuttings were due to so slight a cause as a fallen
tree.
131. Does this appear to you to be reasonable for a storage reservoir? It is tbe best available under the
circumstances.
132. la it likely to prove satisfactory ? I think so. In the first place, it is the best available ; and in the
second place it is the general experience that there is no tendency for alluvium such as that of which the
valley of the Darling is composed to silt up above a weir. One of the most objectionable points about
weirs is that rivers are liable to silt up above them. In this case there is not that danger.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Biver Darling,
John Harper, Esq., Goods Superintendent, Department of Railways, sworn, and examined:—
■
1321, CAairman.] What is your position ? I am Goods Superintendent in the Railway Department.
J. Harper,
133. You are aware of the proposal before the Committee ? Yes.
-Esq.
134. And you are prepared to give some information Disregard to it ? I am prepared to answer any
questions, as far as my knowledge is concerned. I have prepared no special information.
^
135. Mr. Trickett.'] You are aware lhat this is a proposal to construct six locks and weirs on tho Biver
Darling, from Stony Point to Brewarrina, at an estimated cost of £120,100 ; I suppose your evidence is
submitted with regard to tho business aspect of it—ns to what revenue is likely to be derived? No : I
cannot give that evidence. My purpose here is to explain that, as far as the Eailwmy Commissioners whom
I represent in this matter are concerned, they regard any improvements of river communication from the
north of Bourko as tending to the development of trade, and as being iu the general interests of the
community.
136. That being so, you come here from the Commissioners to show that it would be an advantage to the
colony if the streams lying north of Bourke were to bo made efficient waterways, to act as feeders to the
railway line? That is the object.
137. Would you stale to the Committee in what way you think that benefit would accrue if the river were
improved? We find under the .existing natural conditions of tho river that a very large portion of the
produce of the district lying immediately to the north of Brewarrina, and north and east, almost as far as
Coliarendabri, finds its way to the river, and thence to the Bourke railway station. Given a favourable
condition of the river, we know that the rates obtained by that waterway are so low that they must operate
in the interests of producers.
138. What are the rates of carriage now by this route ? "When I happened to make an investigation into
a matter entirely outside of this subject a short time since, I found that the prevailing rate between
Brewarrina and Bourke—150 miles—was 12s. Gd. a ton.
102—B
139.
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J. HaTper, 139. That is bv punt or steamer? By steamer. I also find tbat during tbe season 1894—5 there ■were
3;600 tons of wool, or, roughly speaking, equal to about 20,000 bales, delivered by that route at the Bourke
railway station. We have also found in our experience that when there has been an exceptionally good
3
‘ ' river small steamers have been able to proceed as for as Mungundi. on the Queensland border, and deliver
produce at Mungundi, and bring wool to ’Bourke. We have also found more frequently that steamers were
able to get beyond Walgett to Collarendabri and deliver supplies there. The steamers get the great bulk
of the Walgett traffic, amounting in 1893 or 1894 to 12,000 bales of wool, which was shipped at TVnlgctt.
That wool was brought down to Bourke and sent to Sydney. If this state of things prevails with tbe
difficulties of navigation as the river exists now, we think that if the river were improved the people
north of Walgett would send their wool down tbe river to Bourke, that being the cheapest route, and
thence by railway to Sydney. We are forced to the conclusion that river carriage must bo necessarily
cheaper than either road or railway carriage.
.
140. You state that this traffic would come by river if the river was always navigable; whore does it go
to now ? last year it was carried at a much greater cost by land. A great deal came into Karrabri.
This wool season has been the first for five years when there was no practicable river.
141. Then if the wool still comes to the New South Wales railways, whether the seasons arc dry or wet,
where will the advantage to tbe railways come from ? It must come if the people to the north are able
to utilise tbat stream when it is available, and do not use any other except when it is imt available.
142. It will give increased intermediate railway haulage ? Yes. So long as ibat river is navigable, so
long will the people utilise it. While the rate from Narrabri to tbe seaport is £3 10s., the rate from
Bourke is £4 per ton.
143. Therefore tbe Department gets the increased tonnage? Yes ; but stilHhe users of the railway arc
content, as indicating tbe difference between road carriage and river carriage, to pay the higher rate.
Unfortunately, we know wlmt the effect of upstream navigation is. We know that, as a matter of faci,
traffic has heen delivered at Wilcannia, and has been offered as far as Bourke, tbe charges being
Wilcannia 30s. a ton. Bourke £2 a ton.
,
144. From where? From Goolwa, in South Australia. Yery little traffic from the Upper Darling ever
finds its way to Echuca. The great bulk of it goes to South Australia.
^
.
145. That being so, if the river is made navigable from Bourke to Brewarrina and further north, is there
not a danger that when once the goods get on to the steamer they would he carried away to another
colony ? No; we do not think, that, for tbe reason that during tbe last few years no wool from the north
of Bourko has been shipped from Bourke below, while as far down as Louth the traffic has come up
stream to Bourko. Of course there are conditions controlling the wool traffic. It may be that feydney
is a more favourable market, and advantages in that direction will sometimes induce people to pay higher
rates than they otherwise would.
140. Taking the two moans of transit to the shipping port, you think tbe goods are more likely to be
transhipped at Bourko than taken and sent down the river to another colony ? Tbat is our experience.
In tbe year that I have quoted, of tho 20,000 bales which we sent away not a single bale passed Bourke.
147. Seeing that there is a possibility of advaufages in the way of transit if the navigation of ihe river is
improved, is it not one of tho very first considerations whether the cost of providing that transit should
not in some way be compensated for to. the Government? That is my distnict personal opinion ; but in
this matter I am not authorised to speak for the Commissioners,
14S. Mr. McKinney, in the paper which he read yesterday, quotes ihe case of i ranee, where the charge for
haulage on tho canals is about l-14th of a penny per ton per mile ; iu England from l-7tli of a penny to
1-2Oth of a penny ; in Frankfort he says that 400,00U tons are being carried on tbe canals—400,000 tons at
1-Sth of a penny per mile come to £208 a year;—do you think it is desirable from a monetary point; of
view to go to this huge expense to make these rivers navigable ? I do not know whether that would be
tbe only consideration ; there may be other considerations.
_
149. But looking at it purely as a commercial matter, could you say that it would be desirable. Ido
not know that those rates could be considered applicable here under different eondilions.
150. You mentioned a charge of 12s. Cd. for 150 miles, that is a penny per ton on the present railway ?
This is on deadweight carriage; I do not know whether those other charges are on the same scale.
151. At one penny per ton it would take a tremendous lot of carriage to pay the interest: 1 think that
the boat carriage would certainly stand more than l-8th of a penny.
.
152. Jt has been pretty strongly affirmed on several occasions tbat this project would not be justifiable
entirely from the traffic point of view ;—do you agree with that ? No ; it opens up rather a broad issue.
153. I will read this sentence from Mr. McKinney’s paper:—-1, It was manifest from the reports of Mr.
Gordon and Mr. Darley tbat the works required to make the Darling permanently navigable were not
warranted by the amount of traffic which could'reasonably be anticipated”;-—do you agree with that.
No ; but 1 would explain myself. It means this—that the people of that district are entitled to cheaper
communication with ports of shipment for their produce or with a market. Tbe question is how to get it.
There are various railway proposals which I need not speak of just now. Assuming that it was decided
to build railways there, the users of the railway would he expected^ in common with others, to pay interest on
the capital cost as well as working expenses, so that if a method can bo adopted ol providing a cheaper
means of communication for the people there, who require better means of reaching a market, 1 should
imagine on broad general grounds that tbe cheaper method will be the better one.
104. But you cannot have a river or canal to every man’s door, so that yon would want roads to the
river, and would not that be an additional expense to tbe Government ? 1 do not think so. As a matter
of practical experience there are roads already to the principal shipping points. Ihe woolsheds and
stations are on the river, and practically they would have tho means oi carriage at their doors.
^
155. Have you personally visited that country ? Yes ; I have been up the river as far as Brewarrina, and
I have followed the river as far as ’Walgett
i
, ,
,.
loti. What were you there for ? Other matters connected with the Commissioners interests.
157. Did you inquire into this project whilst there? No. I was called upon to report upon a proposed
railway extension to Brewarrina.
158. When you were at Bourke, did you see the weir that bad been commenced there ? i did
159. Would you care to give an opinion as to the size of these proposed weirs? No; I prefer not to
express an opinion on that matter.
■
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160. You merely state in a general way your impression as to these navigable streams being desirable J. Harper,
Esq.
feeders to the railway ? My desire is to place before the Committee the experience that we have had,
that is, that when there is an available river it is used, notwithstanding the greater distance.
15 May, 1S96.
161. You speak of the experience in the Department,—what experience have tbe Department had ? Ever
since the line was opened to Bourke in 18SY
_
102. .In any other part of the country? We have also had it at Narrabri.
_
108. In m/other river except the Darling? Unfortunately we have had too much experience of the
Murrnmbidgee. Nature has provided there wbat is wanted on the Darling.
161. Hr. Dre.J I suppose that the 20,000 bales of wool that came down the river were pretty nearly tlie
whole produce of the district ? It represented at that time the produce Irom tbe east of tbe Culgoa.
Everything between the Culgoa and the Whrrcgo came down by road. W ool coming Irom the east of
Collarendabri, and the east of Walgett, found its way into Narrabri. To what extent it may he con
trolled by permanent water being given to Walgett I am not prepared to say.
1G5. If there were permanent navigable water from W algett to Bourke, could that 20,000 hales he
largely increased? I think it would. It is very hard to say what kind of vessels they would employ
under those circumstances. It will take probably four steamers from Walgett to Brewarrina, where the
wool is transhipped, to represent one full load to Bourke. About 400 bales are being carried from
Brewarrina to liourke. The steamers arc small and of slow speed. They have to tranship the wool at
Brewarrina and cart a mile to get over the bar.
_
IGG. Your statement is made on tbe presumption that there would be no competing railways ? Yes. _
1G7. But if a railway is extended from Narrabri to Walgett, or by way of Mudgee to Walgett, would it
not interfere ? It would be a matter for the serious consideration of the Committee which is the better
means of serving the community and tbe less costly.
1G8. What is the distance from Walgett to Sydney, from Bourke to Sydney, and from Walgett to New
castle ? The distance from Bourke is 501 miles, and the rate per ton for wool is £4. Tho distance from
Walgett to Sydney is 476 miles, and the rate for wool from there would be more than the rate from
Bourke, hut I cannot tell wbat conditions would control it. The distance from Walgett to Newcastle is
376 miles.
_
160. Therefore, the rate on wool to that port would be considerably less than it would bo from Bourke to
Sydney ? Yes ; but I have been trying to point out to tbe Committee that notwithstanding that, we find
that wool has found its way via Bourko to Sydney.
^
170. If the wool rates are based on the same scale, the rates from Walgett to Newcastle must he con
siderably less ? The rate from Walgett to Newcastle and Morpeth is £3 per ton.
171. That is £1 per ton less than tho Bourke rate ? Yes.
_
_
_
172. Wbat would be the steamer rate from Walgett to Bourke per ton? I think that in 1803 it was
carried for £1 per ton,
173. If £1 per ton were added, lhat would be £5 that would still show'a large margin in favour of the
direct route to Newcastle ? Yes.
_
_
174. I should like to place this position of affairs before you : In the event of this scheme being carried
out, and affording permanent navigable water, ami in the future it. is determined to extend the railway
to Walgett, what position would you he in at Bourke as far as.the Upper Darling traffic is concerned ?
I do not know. That would be’ a matter for the Railway Commissioners to administer as a question
of policy.
_
_
175. I think you misunderstand me ;—supposing tbat eventually tbe railway is taken to Walgett, is there
not an extreme probability of the traffic being divided—ouc portion going down the Darling, and the
other by the railway from Walgett to Newcastle ? No doubt.
_
170, Is it not a fact that the port of Newcastle is being very largely improved to admit large ships to
take tho produce of the north and north-western country ? I have heard that it is so.
_
177. Is not Newcastle the natural port for the north-western country ? May I answer tbat question by
another ;—is not the water-way the natural means of carrying heavy produce.
_ _
178. i should like an answer to my question ? I would rather not offer an opinion on that point. I
consider it a matter of policy.
_
170. Could you show the Commiitee whether and how far the Victorian rebate system extends into the
country proposed to he served by this water-way? The Victorian rebate of 46 to G1 per cent, starts a
little west from Angledool, and it may be said to affect the country south of the Queensland border from
Mungundi, following the river to Walgett, thence south to Nugal, then to Carinda, then by a line
parallel to tho Barwon River, as far as Tarcoola, then nearly parallel to the Darling River almost to
Wilcannia, then picking up the 144th parallel of latitude, down to the Lachlan junction. All the country
in the north-western districts of New South Wales is affected by the reductions in question.
180. Dow long have these rebates been in force? Ever since 1880.
181. And has it, to your knowledge, affected the trade—has it diverted it from our railways ? No; by
dint of hard fighting we have managed to secure the greater portion of it.
182. If any traffic were diverted, to what station in Victoria would it go? Asa matter of fact, I may
state that very little of tbat traffic ever found its way to Victoria, The Darling traffic goes to South
Australia The Murrumbidgee traffic is the traffic which finds its way to "Victoria.
183. If it found its way to South Australia, the traffic would derive no benefit from the rebate rates of
Victoria ? South Australia has a similar system.
_
184. Then we have both those colonies fighting against New South Wales ? The mileage over which the
traffic is carried in South Australia is comparatively small, but their rebate percentages are equal to those
of Victoria.
185. Dave you noticed whether, when the Upper Darling was navigable, that much traffic went to South
Australia? No; not from above Bourke. As I have said, we have held our own. Traffic which has been
carried as far as Bourke by river may have been redistributed, but it is exceptional for carriage to go
.
beyond Bourke.
186. is it within your knowledge that the Sydney merchants are shipping goods to South Australia, and
thence to Bourke, at considerably loss cost than you can carry them by railway ? A es; hut not always to
their own satisfaction.
187. Is it not a fact ? It is a fact.
188.
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J. Harper,
Esg.

188. You say that it has not heen entirely satisfactory ? Not judging hy our experience.
189. Has not tlie trade, without mentioning the upper trade of the river, been continuing for some years,
and is it not now continuing ; Yes.
"
15 May, 1896
'190. Therefore, it must he saiisfactory in the aggregate, although occasionally shipments may not bo P
Yes.
”
191. That sort of business is now going on, and seriously competes with the railway ? Yes. But pardon
me for saying this. I have pointed out that if Hourke has distributed goods received there they have
gone up stream. If communication is open to Walgett, whatever proportion comes to Bourke will reach
both Brewarrina. and Walgett. I mention that to indicate that if Walgett were connected to-morrow hy
rail it would be as important to control that distribution as it is now.
192. But supposing the river were made permanently navigable, would not the traffic now carried on
profitably between Bourke and Sydney be carried on to Walgett? I. do not think so, if a proper method
were adopted of charging for ihe services rendered by the improvement of the river.
193. If the river were made navigable would not the Iralfic which has to stop short of Bourke now he
carried on to Walgett ? 1 do not know, as far as that is concerned, that it would block if; to any great
extent, because at the present time they have from Bourke to Brewarrina a light class of boat capable of
navigating the upper reaches of the river, If a boat can get to Bourke it can generally get to
Brewarrina.
193jp If the trade can he carried on by means of the river 1o a point at Bourke profitably, because of its
lower rate than the railways, it is evident that the traffic will be continued to Walgett, the railway thus
being deprived of it ? If, as I have already stated, we find that the whole of the wool traffic under the con
ditions you have mentioned finds its way to Bourke, then to Sydney, if an improved river were given
would that alter the conditions.
191. I was going to ask that question ? My opinion is that it would alter it in favour of transit to
Bourke.
195. But if the traffic towards Walgett increased, would it not of necessity follow that there would have to
be return loading for the boats and {hat the rates would be even lower than they are at present ? Where
the improved water was, certainly.
■
19G. Therefore, would it not, instead of being a feeder to our line at Bourke, probably be a sucker? We
do not think so. We think this : H public money is spent in the improvement of that river such dues
should be levied as will pay interest ou whatever money lias bceu expended.
197. Do you anticipate that it would increase the number of stock ? I cannot say what the conservation
of water and its distribution might do.
193. But yon rely entirely on the extra traffic that might be brought ? I do not anticipate any great
increase in the stock traffic, because we find that the mileage from Bourke to Sydney is about as much as
stock will bear.
199. So long as you are not threatened with another railway to compete from some other point, you are
tolerably clear that there will be a very large increase of traffic by this water-way? I am clear that the
improvement of the water-way would give New South Wales the control of the traffic from Bourke, even
assuming that the railway were built to Walgett,
200. Which would be an invaluable route in time of drought, and also in times of heavy weather? Yes;

i

201. Are you authorised by the Commissioners to make any definite statement to tbe Committee, that it
appears to them tbat there should be some sort of auxiliary like this, to enable them to command the
traffic? No, I am authorised to say that they regard auy improvement of tbe internal waters in the
direction proposed as a very desirable thing.
202. Mr. Clarke.'] What benefit would it be to the country at large to have this system of locks and weirs
carried out? There is no doubt that the people in Ihe disiriefi between tbe Queensland border and
Brewarrina are entitled to easier communication with Sydney than they have at present by road. This
seems the cheapest method of affording it, and to give them the cheapest carriage is the best thing they
can have.
*
203. I believe it is intended to utilise tbe waters of tbe Darling for irrigation purposes ? Yes, so I
understand.
201. What would be the principal article of produce on the river ? At present it is wool, stock, and
station supplies.
■
.
205. A.re you of opinion that stock could bo driven down the river to Bourke cheaper than by travelling
from Brewarrina ? No doubt if good water is obtained, but the whole of that country is splendid travelling
country for stock.
206. What is the population of the Brewamna district ? It is officially returned at about 2,000.
207. Where do they get their supplies from ? From Bourke.
208. If this system is carried out, would it not involve extra expense to the people of Brewarrina? No ;
I do not know wbat the existing rates are. but they were down as low as 12s. Gd. This was under ihe
conditions of an uncertain stream. Given a certain stream and tbe possibility of better boats, a cheaper
and a more improved service may be formed.
209. Can you state whether this is the commencement of a system to be driven further down towards
"Wentworth ? No ; we have no idea about the policy. I have come bore to tell as nearly as possible what
the effect may be on our traffic,
210. You cannot say whether it is intended that, this system should be carried further? No. I am not
aware that tbe Commissioners have been consulted on the matter,
211. ff a light line of railway were made from Brewarrina to Byrock, would that not he more convenient
and less expensive to the people in that particular neighbourhood ? The estimate of cost is £140,900,
I have already mentioned that the river is now the means of transit between Bourke and Brewarrina,
Assuming that we get a good river, and traffic carried at a reduced rate, the total revenue ou that line
would not pay more than the working expenses. That is assuming that we get the whole of it. The river
carriers, under normal conditions, charge 12s. Gd. a ton; but if they had to fight against the railway it
would be much less. If a'steamer and barges can carry 300 bales for 12s. Gd. and make the round trip in
five days, it is not a bad transaction. The capital cost of a steamer and two barges is about £2,500, and
the weekly wages arc £15.
,
t
212. What is the distance from Brewarrina to Byrock? Sixty miles by road.
'

213.
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2] 3. Would it not be tbe means of tbe people in tbe neiplihourbood of Brewarrina having to pay extra J. Harper,
Esq,
railway carriage to Bourke than water carriage from Bourke to Brewarrina ? They would have to do tbat
if tbe railway were built. They would have to pay extra carriage between there and Byrock,
ie ht i c
214. I suppose tbe traffic is carried by team ? Bo, by river. The team rate is almost prohibitory. Last
a^’
year it was £2 a ton as against 12s. (Id. by river.
21b. Bo you think it would be a good tiling for the whole district if this system of locks and weirs were
carried out ? I think so irom a traffic point of view. But underlying tbe whole thing is tbe larger
question of conservation of water.
21G. Mr. Fcgan ] Had you seen the scheme before us before you came here this afternoon ? Xo.
217. You are aware that this scheme has two objects—one the utilisation of the land by irrigation, and
the other affording bettor transit F Yes.
218. If the scheme is carried out, do you not think it will make a large tract of land, from which we get
nothing at present, fruitful, mid be the means of giving greater trade to our railway at Bourke ? That is
my firm conviction.
219. AVhat is the character of the soil ? A on could not imagine richer soil than this anywhere in the world.
220. Yet it is like a desert for want of water? Yes.
22L. There are very few people settled on it? They are principally homestead lessees or pastoral tenants.
AV hen I was there—in a time of drought—the general impression ivas that the lessees would have to
abandon fheir holdings,
222. Yet thousands of pounds have been spent to make the holdings a success ? Yes.
223. Do you not think, then, that the project is a very good one ? I view it, from my personal knowledge
of the hack country, as an extremely valuable idea.
224. I suppose the people there desire a system of irrigation to be carried out? That is the general
impression in the hack country.
’
225. Arou say that the soil is very rich there ? Yes.
22G. And if a scheme like this were carried out it would induce people to settle on the banks of tbe
Barling ? I am not prepared to offer any opinion on irrigation. Almost every year enormous quantities
of fodder and other produce, which I am sure the soil is capable of producing if it had moisture, are
carried to Bourke at great cost to the people.
227. Bo you think that if the scheme were carried out it would induce closer settlement? I think so.
228. Therefore that would mean a greater amount of trade to he done, not only on the river, hut also on
the railway ? Yes.
•
229. J suppose you have some idea of the extent of the Crown lands about there ? I know that most of
the land is leasehold.
230. I suppose you would not give an opinion as to whether a toll or tax should be put on tbe river traffic ?
Personally, I think it would he only a fair thing, just as harbour and other dues are imposed.
231. Tho charges would be heavier on this side of Bourke? H eavier in proportion to the extent of river used.
232. You would impose tolls with the object of forcing traffic on to tbe railway line ? Not necessarily
ibr that, but to get a fair return for the money expended.
233. The line from Bourko to Brewarrina would cost £140,000? That is about tbe estimate.
234. That expenditure would only do one thing—afford means of transit—there would be no irrigation in
connection with it ? If the rates were cheaper the people would prefer the river,
235. The time has arrived when something should he done with that great area of land by means of
irrigation ? I should like to see it done, and I think it is time that the magnificent internal streams
which we have should be properly utilised.
23G. I suppose you know the rainfall in that district ? The average is 19 inches taking it all through.
237. Mr. Hassall^ You are only here to give evidence as to the effect which the locking of tho river will
have upon the railway traffic ? That is all.
’
238. AVhere would you expect the traffic that you say would be attracted to AValgett to come from ? I
think tbe area from which it would come would extend to Queensland if wo had a permanent river to
AV algett. There would bo a class of boats put on the river which would reduce the freights considerably.
239. Bo you think you would attract traffic from the St. George district? I think so.
240. Bo you not think it extremely probable that when the railway is extended to Aloree, tlie bulk of the
traffic from Mungundi will come into the line there ? AVe hope so ; hut at the same time we place great
hope, not upon the traffic to the north-east, so much as the traffic due north,
211. The traffic you depend upon would be traffic coming down from the Narran, Bokhara, Birrie, and CuVoa
Biversr Yes.
0
242. That would concentrate at Brewarrina ? Yes.
243. The traffic from the Balonne River would naturally gravitate to Brenarrina? Yes.
244. Then the question arises that with a full mer do you think it would follow the course of the river
right away down? It is very hard to predict what might happen. Our experience is that while every
year up to last year they have had navigable rivers, no wool has passed Bourke.
245. Bo you think, that the locking of the river will be preferable to running a line of railway from
Byrock to Brewarrina ? I think so. ]f a railway were made from Bvroek to Brewarrina it would be a
question of freight. AYe should simply have to fight the river. I need hardly say that if the line were
made and we had to pay interest on £140,000. the cost of maintenance and working expenses, the rates
on the railway line would not compare favourably with the rates on the river. The railway would have
to be maintained in competition with tlie natural stream, which during the last five years has carried
practically the whole of the traffic.
246.. Mr. Black.] Ths Government would get the profits from the railway, but they may not get any
profits from the river? We should not get the profit, because we should not get the traffic."
247. Mr. JIuBsall.] I understood you to say that you had a trip down the river? Yes ; between Byrock
and Brewarrina.
243. Bid you follow the river for any distance ? Between Bouike and Brewarrina, and between Narrabri
and AVblgett.
249. From wbat you saw of the country, do you think tbat the land would be used to any extent for
irrigation farms P I could not say. If it were it would be to grow lucerne and fodder crops.
250. You would not expect any additional carriage on the railway from what would be grown on the
river ? Yes; instead of losing 40 per cent, of the wool, which we did last year, it might he saved if we
had fodder crops,
251.
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J. Harper, 251. If crops were grown on the banks of the river, do you think they would truck it on the railway toany other place ? 1 may mention my own experience. 1 paid 14s. at Brewarrina for a bag of chaff. I
15Ma'"'lS96
all7 01je would be glad to sell a bag containing less than three-quarters of a hundred weight of chaff
a7,
‘ at that price.

252. But if fodder is wanted to keep stock alive, you naturally suppose that it would be produced there ?
Tes.
■

'

253. I presume you anticipate some benefit to be derived in this way, that instead of tbe sheep dying on
the run they will be conveyed by rail ? Yes.
254. You are aware tbat artesian bores have been put down in Ihe country which water a large extent of
land, and the same effect would be produced by these locks? I do not know what is going to arise from
the river being locked and water being distributed in ana-branches and channels. I know what has arisen
from a small weir being formed on the Lachlan. The Willaudra Billabong is now a very different thing
from what it used to be when I first knew it. The people are now asking to have the weir made higher
to send the water further back.
255. Would you expect the traffic between Walgett and Coonamble to drift into Walgett? Kb.
256. You rely on an increased traffic immediately to the north of tbe Darling? Yes.
257. After due consideration the Commissioners have come to the conclusion that that would bo a
profitable work to carry out? They are not in a position to judge whether it would be profitable, but
they think it is a work which they might safely recommend without any figures to support it beyond our
actual experience of what the river is doing.
258. I presume you would not'advocate tho locking of the river below Bourke? That queslion has not
entered into consideration. The ‘Railway Department have advocated the locking of the river as far as
Wilcannia,
259. fflx. .Hoierfs.] Is there a very large traffic through and around Brewarrina in that country to the
north of the Darling ? Yes; Brewarrina is tbe centre of a splendid district. It is some of the best
country in Kew South Wales.
260. Do large quautities of wool come down to Brewarrina? Yes. Of that 20,000 bales which I spoke
of, 12,000 or 14.000 came into Brewarrina.
_

2G1. Do you think the time has arrived when some improved means of transit should be afforded to tbe
people out there towards the Queensland border? I think so. One reason is that the rates vary accord
ing to the state of the river from 12s, Cd. to 30s. a ton. This is brought about by the uncertainty of the
state of the river. If you can make the conditions equal and certain it will be a very great bouentto the
people.
262. And you think that one of two thiogs should be done, that either tbe navigation of the Darling
should be improved or a railway should be constructed from Brewarrina to a point on the Great Western
Railway ? 1 would not like to say that. 1 should not like to recommend a railway that would not offer
an immediate prospect of paying. If a railway were made, we should find tho river a very formidable
competitor when attempting to pay interest on capital and working expenses.
_
263. Arc you in a position to say that that estimate of £140,000 has been gone into faithfully and
accurately ? I think so.
_
264. In very level country, such as that'of the surveyed line from Byrock to Brewarrina, would it not be
a fair thing to assume that the line could be constructed for £1,500 a mile? I could not say. Tbat is an
engineering question.
265. If this scheme now under consideration were carried out, would it facilitate the transit of wool to
another colony ? I do not consider so.
i
266. Is it not a fact tbat wool has been taken from Bourke to one of the neighbouring colonics when the
state of the river would permit it? Yes ; that was in the years gone by.
267. How long ago ? .1 do not think any wool has come from Bourke for the last five years.
268. What is the point nearest to Bourke from which wool is now taken in large quantities to another
colony ? Winbar, 150 miles below Bourke. Kext above that come the Dunlop and Courallie station,
140 miles from Bourke. The wool from there comes to Sydney, via Bourke.
269. If this scheme is carried out, will the traffic of the Great Western Railway he enlarged ? I think it
would. Traffic would come from Queensland, which we do not get, and which wo shall not get by the
Morce station.
_
_
_
270. Where docs it go to ? It goes to Queensland by St. George. That is a subsidiary consideration.
The real consideration is the serving of the people in that large district, one of the best in Kewr South
Wales, but eminently unsuitable for railway purposes.
271. Jt is not so well adapted for railway construction as tho route to Bourke ? Ko ; there are a great
many water-couri-es, which in times of flood open out and cover the country from the Warregal to the
MacIntyre, and which would render railway construction very expensive.
272. I suppose you frequently have to visit JJourke on official business? Yes.

273. Does Bourke suffer from a poor supply of water in dry seasons? The last time I was there the
water was very indifferent. When the Darling gets low the water is inclined to become brackish.
274. Then one important feature of the scheme would be that an abundant supply of water would be
given to the people at Bourke ? I should not regard it as a very important feature, it does not often
happen that the river is so low as that.
275. One great feature is that it would do away with the necessity for the expenditure of something like
£140,000 in making a railway to Brewarrina? Yes.
276. Chairman.'] You told Mr. Trickett that 3,600 tons of wool came down the river to the depot at
Bourke ? Yes.
277. If this scheme was carried out would that be much increased ? I expect it would be.
278. Can you give any idea of how much ? 3 could not.
279. You stated further that the rate was Id. per ton per mile ? Yes.
280. Then for this 156 miles—that would come to a little over £2,000 ? Yes, £2,200.
2S1. The estimated cost of this work is £121,100; therefore, if the gross return from the traffic coming
down the river were made a State asset, it would represent 2 per cent. ? I have not worked it out. ^
282. Would the Commissioners regard it as a wise expenditure to add the cost of the work to the railway
debt and they to undertake the charge of the river traffic from Brewarrina to Bourke? I think the
v
Commissioners
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‘CommissioDers would be very wining to take’over such a river as tbat between Brewarrina and Bourke at
harper,
a cost of £120,000 if it was made pemanenlly navigable, and they were authorised to charge tolls which
would recoup them for the interest on expenditure. It would be infinitely preferable to taking over a 16
18g6
line from Byrock to Brewarrina at a cost of £140,000.
’
'
2S3. If it was made a good ivalerway the Bailway Commissioners could run it at a profit? I am not
going to say that; but tbe Commissioners, I think, would prefer to accept the river at a cost of £120,000 to
-accepting the railway at a cost of £140,000.
TUESDAY,

19

MAY,

1890.

Jlrfucni:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Alfred Lee. Esq.
The Hon. EiiEninucK Thomas Humpheht.
John Lionel Began, Esq.
The Hon. Charles .Tames Bourrts, C.M.G.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
George Black, Esq,
Henry Clarice, Esq.
Erancis Augustus Weight, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Charles L. Shainwald, Esq., Inspector of Branches (Messrs. E. Bich & Co., Merchants and Forwarding
.Agents, Sydney and Bourke), sworn, and examined :—
254. Mr. Lee.'] Have you an extensive knowledge of tlie Bonrke portion of the business of your firm?
C. L.
Before being general inspector of their branches I was manager at Brewarrina and at Bourke Irom 18S2 Shainwald,
to 1S9J.
255. You understand the proposal into which the Committee are inquiring ? Tes.
liTMnYTsSG
'286. Has your business necessitated your travelling along the river, or in its locality ? I have frequently
■’
'
been compelled to travel between Brewarrina and Bourke, both by road and by river. I have travelled
north to Walgett and south to Wilcannia, both by road and by river.
2,s7. Is the river navigable between the places you have mentioned ? Not at the present time.
288. Is any portion of it navigable at the present time ? At present it is navigable from Brewarrina to
tbe Collawaroy Bocks, a distance of about 40 miles.
2S9. How far would it be from tlie Collawaroy Bocks to Walgett? 140 or 150 miles hy river, and CO
■or 65 miles by road.
290. Are there auy steamers trading upon the upper part of the Darling ? There are nowlying tied up at
Brewarrina steamers which trade regularly north from that place to Walgett. They are not trading
there now, because of the low state of the river.
291. It has been part of your business to secure produce from the part of the country which will be affected
by the Government proposals, and to forward it tn Sydney ? Yea.
292. At what distances from the river has produce from the stations there found its way to Bourke ?
Taking Bourke as a starting-point, we have had wool from Mungundi on the north and from Woolerina, a
station in Queensland, on the north-west. Woolerina is the furthest part to which we have traded, and
is about 180 miles from Bourke. The proposal before the Committee would not, of course, affect the
whole of the country south of a line joining those two places.
298. We want to know how far the trade of tbat part of the country would be affected by the proposal
under consideration ? 1 look upon the proposal as part of a schemo for improving the river as far ns
Walgett,
294. But we wish to deal simply with the scheme ns proposed now ? Tiie present scheme would not affect
traffic as far north as Mungundi, though it would affect traffic as far ns Walgett. I would draw the
limit at Walgett and Woolerina. Taking Bourke as a starting-point, the area affected in a north-westerly
direction would be from beyond the Queensland border, north of Goodooga, and then down towards
Walgett.
295. If the suggested improvements were made, Walgett would be Ihe shipping place for the country to
which you refer? Walgett and Brewarrina.
296. What is the usual state of the river between Stony Point and Brewarrina? It depends upon the
season. In 1884 and 1SS8 the river was barely running there, and,in places, yon could walk over it,
297. In dry seasons that part of tho river is utterly unnavigable ? Yes ; it is simply a chain of waterbolcs
then.
298. Would tho same remarks apply to the river above Brewarrina ? I have never seen the river above
Brewarrina absolutely dry. The natural bar at Brewarrina keeps the water back.
299. But, although the river is not dry, there is not sufficient water for navigation there ? .No.
800. How often have you seen the river between Stony Point and Brewarrina unfit fornavigation ? There
wag no single year when I was there throughout tho whole of which Iho river was navigable.
301. Can you give us an opinion as to what would be the result of making the river permanently navigable?
BTy opinion is that, if the river were locked, a large increase of traffic could reasonably be expected,
because, in the first place, there would be a certainty of transit. The difficulty at the present time is that
before we can get the traffic to the river the water 1ms run away, and traffic, therefore, selects other
routes.
302. What effect would the lockiug of the river have upon the trade coming from tho district you
have described ? It would have the effect of piermanently increasing the volume of the traffic.
303. The volume of the traffic towards what centre? Towards the railway terminus at: Bourke. I consider
that a further increase might naturally be looked to, because irrigation would be possible along the riverbanks.
304. But in confining ourselves to the question of traffic, do you think that if a permanent water-way
were made there the traffic which now* finds its way down the river to Victoria and South Australia
would be diverted to Bourke? Yery little of tbe traffic from the district north of Boutko passes Bourke.
305. Then the locking of the river would practically have no effect upon the traffic below Bourke ? No.
300. Whatever effect it might have would be confined entirely to the country above Bourke ? To the
country north of Bourke.
307.
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Can you give us any idea of the present volume of traffic at Bourlco ? The following is a return of
river traffic at Bourke for the three years ] 892, 1893, and 1894 :—

19 May, 1396.
*
Up-xtream.

Freight from Bourke to Brewarrina and district ............................................................
Freight from Bourke to Walgett and way, passing through Brewarrina north......
Doimt-dtream,

Wool from Brewarrina and district.............................................................................. ........
Wool from Walgett and way, through Brewarrina to Bourke railway terminus ...

1892.

1893.

Tons,
2,192
1,393

Tons.
2,078

Tons.
1,893
790*-

Bales.
15,960
12,285

Bales,
14,592
12,528

Bales.
12,749
12,322

1,021

1834.

* This faliinj off is due to the fact that in 1S04 the river was not navigable north of Brewarrina for a considerable period.

308. That statement is absolutely correct? Absolutely correct. The figures were taken from our own
hooks.
"
309. Do the returns which you have given show tho business transacted by your own firm ? The whole
business of the year.
310. A.s transacted by all the forwarding agents ? Tes.
311. If the river is not locked, I presume that the traffic will continue to come to Bourke ? It will come
intermittently.
312. If the river is locked, to what source do you look for an increase of traffic ? The traffic will increase,
because of the regularity of transit and the certainty of navigation.
313. Is there not included in your return, traffic from stations in Queensland and north of Brewarina ? Tes.
314. How will the locking of the river increase that traffic ? Because now, when the river is not navigable,
that traffic goes in other directions.
315. The locking of the river will not increase the carrying capacity of those stations ? That return does
not show the whole of the traffic upon those stations.
316. Where does the rest of their traffic go to ? Some of it finds an outlet iu Queensland, while some
goes from Walgett to Harrabri.
.
317. Under what conditions would it go to Narrabri ? When the river is not navigable.
318. Bor various reasons it suits them to send it to places other than Bourke ? Purely to get to market,
319. Tour argument is that if the river were permanently navigable the whole of that traffic would come
to Bourko? Tes.
320. If it all came to Bourke would the returns be doubled ? I do not think so.
321. Would they be increased by 50 per cent. ? I think they would.
322. The route that the traffic would take in dry seasons would depend largely upon the probability of
getting grass and water? Tes. upon the state of the roads, and the speediness with which produce is
taken to market hy the railway is a great consideration. If there is no river, they send their produce from
Walgett to Narrabri, carting it a distance of 140 miles ; but when there is a river it goes down to Bourke
in five days, and another three days take it 10 Sydnev.
323. What is the distance by road from Walgett to Bourke ? 145 miles.
324. And from Walgett to Narrabri is 125 miles ? 1 thought it was more.
325. Will 3rou explain why wool should go from Walgett to Narrabri instead of to Bourko ? Because the
railway freight from Narrabri is less than from Bourke.
326. Why does any of the traffic come to Bourke, seeing that the distance it has to travel that way is
longer ? For two reasons; first, because of the speediness at which it can get to market, and, secondly,
because of the cheapness of the river traffic for transit.
■
327. Do you know if there is a specially reduced railway rate for wool coming from Bourke to Sydney ?
I could not say. £l 0s. 3d. is the rate for greasy wool.
328. Is that rate lower or higher than the rate prevailing on other lines ? It is the same as the rate on
other lines.
329. Do the Commissioners offer special inducements for station produce to come to the railway at
Bourke ? Not from this district.
330. Do they allow largo discounts or rebates? I could not answer tbat question.
331. You are not aware of any? 1 cannot say that I am not aware of any; but I could not very well
answer the question.
332. Do you mean that it would be au interference with your business arrangements? No. If I could
see the relevancy of the question. I would answer it.
333. Do the Commissioners offer special inducements for produce to come to Bourke? I would rather
not answer that question.
33*. Would not the export duty in Queensland operate against Queensland produce coming to Bourke ?
It would to some extent.
335. To what extent? We could overcome it if there were permanent river transit, because we could
reduce tbe river rates to meet it.
336. You could compete more satisfactorily if the river were locked than you can now ? Yes.
337. If you had a permanent water-way you would be in a position to snap your fingers at the Queens
land export- duty ? I think so.
■
338. If the railway were extended to Walgett from any point on the main line, what effect would it have
upon this traffic ? My opinion is that when the river was navigable it would compete with such a railway.
339. Would I he correct in inferring that if the proposed scheme were carried out it would be unwise to
extend tbe railway to Walgett? I should certainly say so.
340. You think that the extension of the railway to Walgett or to Brewarrina ought to he considered
along with this proposal ? Yes.
341. And in your opinion the locking of the river would be of more value to the colony than an extension
of the railway to either Brewarrina or Walgett ? Most decidedly.
■
342. Have you seen much of the irrigation that has been done in America ? I have seen something of
what has been done in California, in New York State, and in some of the central States.
343.
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C. L.
343. Have you been there recently ? 1 was there only a few months ago,
344. Would you care to express an opinion about the possibility of irrigating tho Darling country? T Shainwald,
Esq.
could only say generally that I think the country there is suitable for irrigation.
34D. You understand that the water would have to be pumped ? Yes.
19 May, 1896.
340. Irrigation in California is carried on chiefly by gravitation ? Eor the most part.
347. Hence its cheapness ? Yes.
348. You are of opipion that the soil In the Bourke district is suitable for the growth of many things if

irrigated ? Yes.

349. Do you think that the locking of the river would give a store of water sufficient for the purpose ?
Yes.
350. If the proposed scheme were carried out, do you think it would be possible for Victorian and South
Australian steamers to convey goods as far as Walgett ? I do not think they would be more likely to do
so if there were a lock than they are now.

351. At the present time the state of the river compels them to stop at Bourke ? Yoi necessarily. When
they get to Bourke they can go north of Bourko.
352. But only at intervals, and frequently at long intervals ? Yes.
*
353. At the present time even Sydney merchants are sending goods to Bourke by way of South Australia
and Victoria more cheaply than by rail direct ? I would not say that that is tlie general practice, but it
has been done.
354. Is it not a fact that the brewers have been doing it for a considerable period? I know tbat one
firm of brewers has been doing it.
355. If we provided permanent water above Bourke, would not the steamers that now find it profitable
to trade to ilourke find it profitable to trade above Bourke ? They wumld be in no better position if the
river were locked than they are now.
353. Would they not be able to convey return loading down fbe river to the coast more cheaply than it
could bo brought by way of Bourke? I do not think so. If that were the case, why is it not being
done now. One strong reason why it is not done is that the insurance is very heavy. Broin Brewarrina
fo South Australia is a three-weeks’ run, and the insurance on wool comes to between 22s. fid. and
30s. a ton.
357. Is there much traffic from Bourke down the river ? There is very little traffic from Bourke south
which passes out of New South Wales. The following is a return of iho traffic between Bourke and
Wilcannia:—
[■1892
...
9,750 bales
Wool inwards...
... ; 1S93
...
9,550 ,,
(.1894
...
7,209
[1392
...
1,760 Ions.
Merchandise outwards 1893
...
050 „
(.1891
...
762 „
Tho falling-off in traffic wc attribute entirely to South Australian competition,
358. Your argument is, that if a permanent water-way is established above Bourke, it will very largelv
increase the railway traffic at Bourke? 1 cannot say that it will very largely increase it, but it wifi
increase it.
359. If dues were charged upon the river, that would have the effect of raising the freights ? That
would, of course, depend upon the amount of the dues; but they would be counterbalanced by the
cheaper steamer freights on the locked river.
360. Supposing tbe dues were sufficiently heavy to cover the cost of maintenance and the interest on the
outlay ? I could not deal with that point.
361. You look at this matter from a very broad point of view ? I look upon this as a national scheme.
302. And you consider tliat many good effects may flow from the carrying out of the proposal—irriga
tion, closer settlement, and the bringing of country into occupation •which is almost devoid of habitation
now ? I think that tbe schemo would open up a much greater area to settlement; that it would increase
the railway traffic ; and that it would give tlie residents of the district better opportunities for sending
produce to the metropolis.
3G3. Mr. Clarke.'] Will the water tbat is stored up be used for irrigation ? I cannot give any expert
opinion upon the subject of irrigation. I can only give evidence as to the traffic of the district. "
364. If that country were irrigated, what crops would be grown there ? I can only speak generally, and
say that the soil is good and the land eminently adapted for irrigation.
“
365. Has irrigation been carried on in the district ? Some small areas in the neighbourhood of Brewarrina
and Bourke have been irrigated. Proof of the value of irrigation is given by tho Pera Boro settlement,
eight miles from Bourke.
366. Has that settlement been successful ? I -would not say tbat it has been financially successful, but
they have grown some very fine crops there. The settlement is as yet in its infancy.
367. What description of goods would be carried on the river if the river were locked ? The chief traffic
inwards has been with wool, and outwards with station supplies, machinery, and so on. I do not think
that tho nature of the traffic would differ if tho river were locked.
368. ]s there any possibility of the river being utilised to convey stock north of Brewarrina to Bourke?
We are in a position to do lhat at the present time,
369. Would jt be cheaper to bring stock in tbat way than to drive them ? No ; but in a dry season we
could shift them in that way if the river were navigable.
370. Would a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina serve tbe public better than the locking of the river ?
I think that the river would always be a competitor with such a railway, and that, of the two proposals,
the locking of the river would ho the cheaper, and would best serve the community at large.
371. Would it be to the benefit of people living between Bourke and Brewarrina and further north fo
have the proposed selieme carried out, rather fhnn to have a railway lo Brewarrina ? J cannot say that
it would be preferred by the townspeople, but it would be better as a matter of Stale policy.
372. Do any of tlie settlers north of Bourko object to the scheme? As far as I know, the residents of
tho towns, being personally interested, would prefer a railwnv.
102—C
'
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373. I suppose the Bourke people would like to have the scheme carried out? My evidence is cxparte
.Shninwftld, evidence. I would like to see the work done, because it would cause Bourke to become u larger centre.
Eeq.

374. Do you think there would be any danger of the river overflowing and following other channels? That
_
10 May, 1896. is a matter upon which 1 could give no opinion.
375. Is it a fact that the Darling is liable in many places to How in new channels after a flood ? M'hen
the river is very high the river will find new channels, but it is nob a swiftly-flowing stream. Tho water
lies over the country for miles and miles for weeks.
376. Jfr. Fegan.] You are acquainted with this country ? Only generally.
_
t
377. You would not be prepared to speak as to tbe character of the land on each side of the river? No,
378. You do not know bow many sheep it will carry to the acre? At present the runs there aro very
large, and there Is an average of about one sheep to 8 or 9 acres.
_
379. Do you think that under a proper system of irrigation that land could bo made to carry nine or
ton sheep to the acre? Irrigation would" certainly increase the carrying capacity ot the land.
380. Is it not a fact that on each side of the river the land is fairly good, and that when rain comes the
vegetation shoots up almost at once ? Generally speaking the land is as good as any in the district,
381. There is land in the district I suppose which feeds three or four sheep to the acre ? I do not think
that any land in that district will carry three sheep to the acre, season out and season in.
382. Do vou not think that irrigation would convert these large tracts of laud to cultivable areas and to
good pastoral areas ? I should say that irrigation would considerably increase the value of the land
to the Crown, but I could not give" an expert opinion ns to the extent of that increase of value.
383. That increase of value would help to repay the cost of the work ? I think so.
384. "Would you give us the benefit of what you saw of irrigation during your travels? I can only speak
generally as to what I saw in Southern California. All the systems of irrigation I saw there were
gravitation systems.
_
385. They were carried on by private enterprise? Entirely.
386. The State had nothing to do with them ? No.
_
_
387. But the holders made them very payable ? Yes ; I have scon land bought in Southern California for
about £1 per acre and sold for about £30 an acre.
.
388- Do you know of any irrigation settlement that has been a failure ? "Well, there is Mildura ; but I
think that place was managed on wrong lines. 1 know one person there who has not done very badly.
He is getting the same price for his dried fruits as tbe imported article realises.
389. "What is the distance between "Walgett and Brewarrina, ? About 85 miles.
390. Do you not think that the natural course of traffic from Walgett is to Narrabri? Not when the
river is navigable.
391. As a matter of public policy you think that this schemo should he carried out, not only to provide
for irrigation but to give increased traffic to the railway at Bourke ? Yes.
■
392. You think that if the scheme were carried out it would increase the amount of traffic coming from
the southern parts of Queensland ? Yes.
. , ,
„
.
393. Have you ever heard that the people have asked for a work of this kind ? No ; but I think that
the scheme should commend itself generally to the settlers of the district, though not so much to tho
townspeople.
_
394. Have you heard an opinion expressed in favour of a railway to Brewarrina, in place of the proposed
scheme? I think the Brewarrina people would prefer a railway. They would like to see the locking of
the river proceed from Brewarrina north.
_ _
_
395. A railway would only provide means of transit;—it would give no facilities for irrigation? That
is so.
...
.....
396. Mr. ITassan.] "What was your experience of the river while you were living in the district? In
1831-85, and in 1888-89, the river was not navigable for the best part of the year.
397. But in other years it has been fairly navigable ? In some years it has not heen navigable for six
months out of the twelve.
i
393. "What advantage will he derived from locking the river ? X believe that it will increase settlement
along the river banks, and lead to the irrigation of the adjoining land.
399. How could settlement he increased along the river banks ? At the present time the bulk of the
river, frontages is unalienated.
400. But are you aware that most of that land is under lease for twenty-eight years ? "Well, Ido not
want to give evidence upon that point at all; I only came to speak about the traffic.
401. I understand from your evidence that if the river were made navigable between Bourke and
Brewarrina. the hulk of the goods consumed in that district would go by rail to Bourko, and then up the
river? Yes.
402. Have you a knowledge of tho river above Brewarrina? Yes ; generally.
_
403. If the river were made navigable to Brewarrina, would there be any great difficulty in getting to
Walgett? Beyond the Collawaroy Hocks the difficulties would be tho same as they arc now. Traffic
from Walgett would be as likely to" come to that point as to goto Narrabri, because it is nearer.
404. I suppose you are aware that the distance between Walgett and Brewarrina is about thosame as
between Walgett and Narrabri? No ; it is not so great between Walgett and Brewarrina.
.
405. What is that distance ? About S3 miles by road.
406. Then it is 50 miles nearer Narrabri ? Yes ; with a better road.
407. In what way is the road better ? There is more grass, and the road is better for traffic.
408. You think that if the river were navigable to Brewarrina traffic from Walgett would go to
Brewarrina and thus on to Bourke ? A portion of id would. 1 do not say that all of it would. There
are a good many selectors beyond AValgett in the direction of Narrabri who would send their produce to
Narrabri, because they would be as near to Narrabri as to Brewarrina,
409. Do you think that people would send their produce by road to Brewarrina, thence by river to
Bourke, and thence by rail to Sydney, when they need only send it to Narrabri, and I hence 350 miles by
rail to Sydney ? I think that if the river were locked, a large portion of the traffic from the district
towards Walgett would come to Brewarrina, and thence to Bourke.
■
410. What is your principal outlet for goods from Bourke now? AVc send to all the stations as far ns
AV algett, and slightly north of Walgett. and to some places in towards Narrabri.
411.
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411. Do you serve any great part of the jVarran. Bokhara, Birrie, and Culgoa districts ? Pretty well all
of that country.
y;8qi ’
412. Brewarrina is the depot for those people ? Yes.
_
t—
413. You think that if the river were navigable as far as Brewarrina they would send their produce to igM^isgc.
Bourke? Yes.
414. Do you think that if the river were navigable to Valgett it would attract any of the traffic out
towards Bt. George ? I do not soe why it should not.
415. You think that the natural facilities would cause it to drift that way ? Yes.
_
_
41G. If a railway were constructed to Valgett, what effect would that have upon the river traffic? The
river would compete with such a railway, and 1 do not see how the freights conld repay the cost of construc
tion. If now, when the river is not locked, we can bring produce by water from l\Talgett to Bourke, and
thence by rail to Sydney, what sort of revenue would such a line have.
417. Do you think that the people of Walgett would be satisfied with the arrangement you propose ?
That I cannot say.
418. Do you think the people at Bourke would be content to send their produce round to Sydney by way
of Adelaide ? 1 do not tbink they would like to do that.
_
_
419. Then if the line is constructed to IValgett, there is a probability that it will be practically
useless ? I do not see how it could earn sufficient revenue, because of the competition of the river.
420. Do you think that the proposed scheme is preferable to a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina? How
could the cost of constructing such a line be repaid by its earnings when there is the riverto give constant
competition. "We cau cany goods by river from Bourke to Brewarrina, and Brewarrina to Bourke for as
little as 12s. Gd. a ton, though the regular rate is 20s. a ton. If the river were permanently navigable,
we could carry goods for 7s. Gd. or 5s. a ton, while the railway could not carry goods at that price.
421. Is not Brewarrina the distributing centre for the large pastoral district to which 1 have alluded ? Yes.
422. Tbo produce from that district, if the proposed scheme is carried out, will have to go along the river
to Bourke, and then come hack part of the way on the railway ? Bourke is as much the dep&t for that
■
district as Brewarrina is. Bourke is as near the Niirran and Birrie country as Brewarrina is.
423. If thero were a railway to Brewarrina would those people go to Bourke ? In a great many cases
Bourke would he as near as Brewarrina.
_
424. If there were a railway to Brewarrina would not the hulk of that traffic go to Brewarrina ? That is
quite true.
4'25. You say that it would be beneficial both for the Bourke traffic and the traffic from the country
north of Bourke, to have the river made permanently navigable between Bourke and Brewarrina ? Yes.
42G, Do you think it would be advantageous to improve the river higher up than that? Looking at the
work as a national scheme, I should say, yes.
, 427. In the event of there being a full river, would the water back up in the Culgoa or Bokhara for any
distance ? I do not think so.
428. Do you think it would be beneficial to improve the uavigation along the Barwon towards Collar,
endabri and Mungundi ? I look upon that as part of the national scheme.
429. Yrou think it would he better to improve the river upwards rather than downwards ? Yes. _
430. Mr. Roberts,'] Does the 50 per cent, of traffic which you say would be gained by Bourke if the
proposed works were constructed now to go to Queensland ? No, it is not lost to this colony altogether.
The bulk of it goes to Narrabri.
431. But we should get some of the traffic that now goes to Queensland? Yes; from Goodooga north.
432. You have looked at this scheme from the point of view of the commercial advantage to be obtained
by giving permanent water-carriage ? Yes ; purely from that point of view.
433. You look upon the question of irrigation as of secondary importance? Not necessarily ; but I am
more familiar with the commercial aspect of the case.
431. Does Bourke suft'er now from a scanty water supply ? Yes, at times; because the river is the only
source of supply. You cannot get fresh water by sinking wells.
435. Then the locking of the river would be of sreat advantage to Bourke ? Yes. The Department
of Mines tried three bores within a mile or two of the township, but in each case they were unsuccessful.
43G. AVhen the river is low the quality of the water is unsatisfactory? Yes ; it is very bad.
437. H as the Dialing any tributaries between Bourke and Brewarrina ? Yes ; the Bogan and the Culgoa.
438. Is the Culgoa ever navigable ? No; although we have been up it nearly as far as tbo junction of
the Birrie. "We did not keep to the river channel, however. ■
439. How far is that? Thirty-five or 40 miles by road.
440. Mr. Wright^] Your company has practically a monopoly of the river traffic ? Yery nearly.
441. How many boats does it employ altogether ? Yourleon or sixteen.
442. Do you bring much up the river from South Australia ? Not a great deal,
■
443. There are not many boats trading on the lower part of the river ? Not between Wilcannia and
Bourke. Most of our boats trade from Bourke north, and from ’Wilcannia to South Australia and
Victoria.
444. If the insurance on wool is £1 2s. Gd., what is the percentage ? 1 reckon the value of wool to be
£150 per ton. That would be 20s. or 25s. per cent.
445. Is not that a higher rate than used to prevail ? Well, the rate used to be higher before 1884.
44G. You are aware that certain rebates have been allowed by the Hallway Commissioners on goods to
and from Bourke ? Not rebates.
447. You are perfectly cognisant of the fact that the Commissioners have rebated the whole amount of
the border tax on Queensland goods ? No, I am not. They have not rebated the whole amount of the
border tax.
*
448. Have they rebated £2 a ton on Queensland wool ? That I cannot answer.
449. Have not considerable concessions been made to your firm for large consignments of goods—sugar,
for instance? No concessions have been made to our firm. We have paid the rates published in the
rate-books.
■
450. You have received a rebate on 100 tons of sugar ? There has been no rebate. We have paid the
published rates.
451. The sugar was carried for less than the rate for an ordinary truck load ? The Commissioners have
made special rates for large parcels forwarded at their convenience.
452.
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C°m]11if,sionerH will carry consignments of 100 tons for less than the charge for an ordinary
Esq. ’ “rilc^ ^-oa“!
3Ton haro received the benefit of this arrangement? We have not received anymore
_ a ' benefit than anyone else.
19 May, 1890.
^our constituents have received the benefit of the arrangement ? Anyone can avail themselves of
the arrangement.
454. ITon have got up sugar at the lowest rates ? We have got up sugar at the lowest rates disclosed hy
the rate-book.
.
J
4jo. Has not traffic been diverted to Bourke by reason of these cheap rates ? The object of the Commis
sioners m making these rates is to meet the Queensland competition. Similar concessions were made to
the Victorian traffic.
4oG. Are you aware that the Commissioners have only given a concession of 15s. a ton to Harrabri, as*
traffic3*
'^our^e ^
they have given the same concession to places competing with the Victorian
’

457. Do you know what rate is charged for wool from Narrabri ? The present rate is £3 as against £4
from Bourke.
■
°
w^ii
r^e
to Sydney is £i 5s. a ton, and from Bourke to Sydney, £4 Os. Gd. a ton ?
U ell, the river traffic is not affected by any concessions given by the Commissioners,
f i- ^e>Tm aw:!re that Brewarrina would be 30 miles nearer to Sydney than Bourke is if the line were
Brewarrina ? No ; it would not be nearer to Sydney than Bourke is. The river would compete
with the hne. The earnings of the railway would not pay for the cost of construction, because tbo
Commissioners couid not well charge increased rates.
460. jWhat competition would there be if the rate were the same to one place or the other? Places on
the river between Bourke and Brewarrina might go to either terminus.
4G1. V/hat about tho Narran traffic ? That traffic would go to Brewarrina.
1^ou,cio :iJ0t agree ^at the special concessions given to Bourke have induced a Iar"cr traffic over
that line than it would otherwise have? No.
4G3. Then how is Bourke competing with Narrabri? It only competes with Narrabri when there is a
river.
■
454. You think that if the river were locked, and the railway rates made the same on all lines, you could
take ml that traffic? I think its natural course would be to go down the river.
4G5 You think that the traffic from the Mungundi district should go 400 or 500 miles down the river
amt then oOO miles from Bourke to Sydney by rail, instead of going direct to Sydney ? I tbink that is its
natural course.
4'
i un<^r£)taTid that you favour the locking of the river as far above Walgett as possible ? Yes.
4o7. in order to utilise the river for navigation, and, possibly, for irrigation ? Yes,
1 andc;,'stj>0^ T01* t0,BaD in reply to Mr. Began, that irrigation would increase the number of sheen
in theisourke district. 1 said that it would increase the value of the land alono- the river.
T-n 5aTe ^0U t
j:xPeriem:0!or ,UIVC yon read, of irrigation being employed for grazing purposes ? No
• n r nare 70u bear<1 of irrigation being successfully adopted in America for the raising of cereals ? Yes )ti Ualitorma wheat and corn are grown hy irrigation,
7
471. There I understand all the irrigation is done by gravitation? Yes.
472. Do you think you could grow wheat if you had to raise the water by artificial means ? I have seen
very little cultivation done by pumping,
a Tl1^/ Wer? fo™edTta
10,000 acres of wheat by irrigation by means of pumping
would you take shares in it ? T should not be afraid to support it.
. ‘
" 0
fir’
n^e sbaijes ’n ^ as a speculation ? I do not claim to be a speculator.
4/m Chairman.] Hie traffic coming down from Brewarrina to Bourke would reach the Neiv South Wales
railway system somewhere ? Yes.
uumuaica
47G. Therefore, the proposed locking of the river would concentrate at Bourke traffic that now goes partly
to Narrabri and partly to the western line ? Yes.
p y
very largely ^ ■pr°P°Sfl1 matcria% a®ect the amount of produce reaching our railway system? Not
f^ou
an oiiinffin now

tbat 'toPs should he collected on the river when locked ? I do
“ ^ t01110 leVJ ’ ^ wiU tave t0 b° a toilna-c charSc 5 but 1 could not give you

goffigffiSVhetgureT111 ^ reqUil'ed ^ th<i ^ t0 Sh'C a fair retUrn? Tllat 1 COuId not ^ ^thout
fq.V unW dj0 y0U distribute now when the river is not navigable ? By teams.
43 What do you pay from Bourke to Brewarrina ? The present rate of carriage is from 40s to 45s
^norm-n ent-1611- t le .J’1™’.ls UP ? f’w?nty shillings for large lots, 25s. for small consignments ; hut with
a permanent river, the charge would he lessened by one-half
434. Mr. Ifassail.] Hirer tolls included ? No.
fery well”'1 AVith perinane,,t "'ater> wotlld 10®' a ^ he a lair charge ? Yes; that rate would pay

•I'lrsr

lM’“ ‘hs co>‘of Mr,iase

I’0“pIe •* n“™Ti“

ill'

n hm 1
ca™ge,from ^y™ck to Brewarrina ? About £2 a ton.
‘
cBberBourke
10 :;"yparfc a£ the riTer bet^ Bourke and Brewarrina go to
4S0 Aft
i Tl T rcadlly ■ mTeS-, The roada are the same iri- either direction.
t
aoo
tllc,l'lver woul(1 be the same if locked ? Yes.
Bn^lXiT rT1’-1 W0U f,'lt be mor efPensive for teams coming from tho north or north-cast to make
inT nf
^
the ,bank8 of ^'e Darling, or some other point ;-would the umin
Jo?7 tr*
l.I,e townships, whether the river were locked or not ? Yes
ahmif-J^r9l0> W
jnsuTaijce between Brewarrina and Bourke at the present time ? I think
about os. or Gs. per cent. That is nearly 10s. a ton upon wool.
'
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Richard Davis Jones, Esq., Metropolitan Inspector of Stock, Department of Mines, sworn, and
examined:—
492. Chairman^] Have you a knowledge of the Darling River ? Not a very great knowledge, though I R, p, Jones,
have been on the Darling. I know more about the Lachlan River.
Eeq.
493. Do you know the Darling River from Bourke to Brewarrina ? No. The only places on the Darling
to which I have been are Wentworth, Wilcannia, Bourke, and on the upper river, where it is called 21 May, l&tG.
the Bar wen—Walgett.
494. ilXr, Clarke.] Do you know the nature of the country in the locality of the proposed works ? Not
between Bourke and Brewarrina.
495. But you know eountrv which is similar to it;—all the country out in that district is about the same P
It is much of the same character,
49G. Do you think that live stock could be earned more cheaply along the river, if the proposed scheme
were carried out, than they could be driven, I do not know about that; I do not tbink they could.
497. You think it would be cheaper to travel live stock from Brewarrina to Bourke, a distance of 70 miles,
by road than to send them down the river? Well, I have no idea of what the charge would he for
carrying stock by water. If the season is good and there is plenty of grass and water, you can travel
stock along an ordinary road at a very reasonable expense.
498. Do you think the construction of ihe proposed locks, and weirs, would be a public benefit or other
wise? I think it would bo a public benefit. My knowledge of the absolute benefits derived by conserving
water in dry country, such as this, leads me fo think that the scheme will be of immense value to the
colony generally. It would very largely favour settlement.
499. Jf tolls are not to be charged upon the river, that would be in favour of sending stock that way.
instead of travelling them ? I think it would.
500. If a railway were constructed from Brewarrina to Bourke, would it be cheaper to send stock by it
than by water? I fancy that the water carriage would be the cheaper. It is in all other cases.
501. Do you think that irrigation in the neighbourhood of the proposed locks would prove profitable ?
I think it would. So far as I know it has been found profitable wherever it has been practised. I have
seen its results in other dry parts of the interior.
502. AVhat kind of crops would be produced there if the land were irrigated ? Feed for stock would bo
grown. Lucerne is largely cultivated for that purpose, and I have seen it grown very successfully upon
the Lachlan. I was thirty-five years in that district.
503. Do you know of places in this colony, or in Victoria, where irrigation has been a success ? "Where
it has been tried on a limited scale upon the Lachlan ic has been a success, and notably at Mr. Gatenby’s
place, about 25 miles below Forbes. It has not been carried on upon a very large scale in that district;
but where tried it has been very successfid.
504. Do you think that.the Darling country would be capable of producing cereals ? Yes; I am sure
that it would, and wheat more particularly.
505. Would it pay to send cereals from that district to Sydney? I think it would pay to] send wheat.
Oats require a rather different climate from wheat.
50G. They must be grown for hay ? Yes.
507. Mr. Regan.] You have had a great deal of experience in connection with the pastoral industry in
tins colony ? Yes.
508. You have been the manager of large holdings ? Yes,
509. You know the scheme before the Committee ? I looked at the plans just before the meeting of the
Committee.
510. I suppose that you are entirely in sympathy with some such move as is proposed!?' Certainly; I
always have been.
511. Have you had any experience of irrigation ? Not personally, though I have seen it tried.
512. You know the Lachlan district better than the Darling? Yes, because I have lived there for the
greater portion of my life.
513. Is irrigation being carried out there by private individuals ? Only in a small way, Mr. Gatcnby’s
scheme is tho largest that I know of about there. Mr. Edots, of Burrawaug, also irrigates. He has been
irrigating lucerne and small paddocks to feed stud stock and better-class sheep for the last twelve or
fourteen years.
514. AVhat has been the success of the system ? The system has been a decided success.
515. Do you know what it originally cost? I do not.
516. Is it a pumping or a gravitation scheme P A pumping scheme.
517. From what source is the water obtained? From what is known as tho Burrawaug Lagoon. Tim
same gentleman has irrigated ether paddocks from the Lachlan River.
518. And has he, by means of irrigation, kept the stock in good condition during times of drought?
Yes. Irrigation has saved him very large losses.
519. Do you think that if irrigation is found to be generally successful, it will revolutionise tbe pastoral
industry. There is no doubt about that.
520. Do you know much of the country on the Barwon ? No, but I believe that it is very similar to the
country on the Lachlan.
521.
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T°nr remarks about irrigation on tbe Lachlan will apply to tbe Darling ? Yes, tbe country on tbe
Darling is very similar. There is, perhaps, more red soil about tbo Darling.
.
May, J89G.
?'ke scheme before us has two objects—to irrigate the land near the banks of the river, and to make
’
tbe river navigable throughout the year; do you think that tho Government would be recouped its
expenditure, because of the increase of value of land along the river which will take place ? I
daresay it will, indirectly.
523. The land which is irrigable, could be leased at higher rents and cheaper carriage would induce closer
settlement? Yes; because the persons living there would be able to make larger profits,
524. You understand what droughts are ? Yes; when T was quite a young man the droughts of 1SGG
ruined me. I have seen as many droughts as anyone of my age, and as severe droughts. I have seen
the Lachlan so dry that you could not get a drink in it for a stretch of a milo and a half.
525. You think the Government should try to carry out some scheme which would protect pastoralists
and agriculturists against droughts ? Yes; I think that, the Government, if they undertake such a work,
will deserve the thanks of the public.
"
526. You think that it would be comparatively easy to help the people in this way? I. think so. Tho
Lachlan is a fair stream under ordinary circumstances. It is very much .bestrewn with timber, but that
could be cleared away without much trouble.
527. What has been the effect of irrigation at the two places you have mentioned? It has improved
paddocks which, in ordinary seasons—and down there ordinary seasons are dry seasons—would only
carry a sheep to about 2rj- or Ti- acres. Those paddocks, having been subdivided, sown with artificial
grass, and irrigated, will now keep ten or fifteen sheep to the acre ; in fact, the sheep cannot eat them
down. The feed is sometimes so abundant that they have to take the sheep out, because, as you know,
the delicate part of the merino is his foot, and the damp land affects their feet.
528. IVhere land is irrigated a man is not weighed down with anxiety in seasons of drought? No. It
must be remembered, too, that the condition of wool is affected bv the condition of the animal upon
which it grows.
‘
529. It is proposed 1o spend £121,000 upon this work ;—do you think the scheme is worth a fair trial ?
1 think so. I think that, inasmuch as irrigation has been successful on a small scale, it will be successful
where the undertaking is larger.
530. Have you seen any irrigation scheme which has been a failure ? I have not.
53 L. Do you know anything about the Mildura settlement ? No; I only saw it from a distance, on my
way from Euston to Wentworth.
532. Is it your opinion that irrigation schemes, if carried out scientifically, will make these large arid
tracts useful and profitable ? No doubt about it. Irrigation is what we require. A dry country is
practically useless without water.
533. In one sense a scheme like this would be better than a railway ? I think it would in turn senses. It
provides means of transit whereby produce may bo taken to the* railway, and it puts the country in a
condition lor producing something for the railway to carry,
534. Protecting people from the groat losses which now occur because of droughts ? Yes; just now thev
are languishing from droughts in a great many parts of New South Wales. I have seen some dreadful
accounts from Eombala, and that district, and when I was in Hay on Easter Monday, the country was
looking very bad. Since I was there, however, they have had good rain, and in warm weather the country
rapidly improves after rain.
535. Mr, Eobcrts] Have you ever been into tho country lying north of Brewarrina towards the Queens
land border? No; I have only been out towards Wauaaring on tho Paroo. I have not been in the
country of which you speak.
53G. Have you ever been to Brewarrina ? No.
537. Are you acquainted with the country between Walgett and Bourke? No, I have not been along
there ; but I suppose it is like those portions of the Darling country which I have seen.
538. Is the Darling country fertile in character? Yes, it would bo very good if they had water.
539. If the land were irrigated it would grow almost anything ? I. think so.
540. Can you give tho Committee any information as to the number of stock coming down to Brewarrina
•
from the country out towards the Queensland border P Not from memory. I should have to turn up the
records in tho office to get that information. Cattle more than anything else come that way.
541. Have you ever given any consideration to the question of locking the Darling ? No; I should have
paid more attention to the scheme if it had been proposed to make these locks on the Lachlan.

Hugh Gillen McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines,
sworn, and further examined:—
H. Q-.
542. Mr. Lec.~\ You have furnished the Department of Mines with more than one report upon the
McKinney, question of locking the Darling ? Only one report was published.
543. Did you not report upon the subject in 1891, and again in 1893 ? The matter was referred to bv me
2rMavl89G ^ ^ Sener‘'^ report upon the question of water conservation, prepared for the Minister in 1891. At that
■ ’ ‘ ‘ tiinc 1 had
a very limited amount of information at my disposal. The special report published in
1S93, was prepared after a very elaborate investigation of tbe whole subject.
514. What is the Committee to understand as the primary object of this scheme ? I regard the
provision of permanent water at an improved level as the more important object.
°
545. Had this matter received much consideration by your Department prior to tbo suggestions made by
the Hallway Commissioners ? I do not know what suggestions the Commissioners made. I do not
recollect having had any suggestions before me.
546. Have not the Commissioners, from time to time, referred to the desirableness, in the interest of the
Western Kailway, of locking the Darling ? I believe they have ; hut I have only seen such statements
in the newspapers. I have not read any reports upon the subject.
547. Were you moved to propose this scheme largely in order to obtain more traffic for the railway, or in
order to conserve water io he used in other directions? I look upon the conservation of water as the
more important object; but the other is also a matter of importance,
o48. Once the water is conserved it will he possible to use the river for the advantage of the Kailway
Commissioners ? Quite so.
549/
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519. But you attach a much higher importance to the scheme because of its effect in increasing settle- jjcjf;ni1'0y
merit in that distant part of the country i1 Quito so.
_
,
]c6q.
550. The late Mr. W. 0. Bennett, at one time Engineer-in-Cbicf for Hoads and Bridges, held that the main ^—____ _
function of the western rivers was not so much the carrying of produce as the production of something 21 May, 180fi.
to carry-:—do you endorse that opinion now, having had the advantage of further investigation ? Yes ;
that opinion was given by Mr. Bennett a very long time ago, during tho course of an investigation about
railways.

_

.

551. It was at one time held by Mr. Darley and other engineers, that it would be advisable to lock the
whole river from AVentworth upwards; but'of late years, tho section from Mentworth to Bourke has
been practically dropped? Por the time, I understand.
_
4
_
552. And the attention of the engineers has been devoted to that portion of tho river lying between
Bourke and Brewarrina ? Yes ; as I understand, the greatest combined advantage can be had there.
553. Therefore, we now have a definite estimate of the probable cost of the scheme as shown on the plans
before the Committee ? Quite so.
554. At page 21 of the report issued in 1891, yon say—
Keeping in view the objects for which works for water conservation nn the river Darling arc proposed, the following
would be legitimate sources of revenue on account of these works :—(1) Rights to pump water for irrigation from the river
Darling, and the lagoons connected with it1; (2)rights to pump from lakes or other natural depressions into which tho waters
of the river would be diverted ; (.1) irrigation by direct flow through natural or artificial channels from the river; {4)incroase
in the value of land duo to the works ; (5) navigation tolls.

You go on to assert that if the supplies calculated upon were obtained you would have sufficient water to
irrigate 220 acres to every mile of river frontage ? Much higher weirs than are now thought advisable
wore then contemplated. The quantity of water now proposed to be stored is much less.
555. That would account for your statement the other day that yon will be able to irrigate 100 acres for
every mile of river frontage ? Yes; I hope that it is understood that that is the area which could be
irrigated merely from tbo water stored up.
550. You also state iu your report that a pumping license,equivalent to 5s. an acre, would bo avery reason
able thing to insist upon, and that this alone would bring in a revenue of £50,000 per annum ;—how do
you make up that estimate ? fiimply by reckoning how much 5s. an acre would come to on 200,000 acres.
557. But 200,000 acres is a very large area, and it is a question whether you will have water enough in
vour weirs to irrigate that area ? The quantity of water stored up would not be sufficient to irrigate that
area; but the area which could be irrigated from the natural flow of the river, in addition to the water
stored up, would greatly exceed it.
....
558. Do you propose that every freeholder in the district shall pay a pumping license, whether he uses
the water or not? No; I propose that everyone who uses the water should pay. The ideas expressed
in tho report have been very much modified since, and I may mention that tho Secretary for Mines^ and
Agriculture has given notice of his intention to introduce a Bill dealing with the question of {jivingrights
to take water from rivers. That Bill covers the whole matter dealt with here. This report is merely a
forecast in which certain things arc assumed.
_
4
559. "Well, the Committee want to know why you estimated the probable revenue from pumping licenses
at £50,000 per annum ? As a matter of fact, if a permanent supply of water were provided on theDarling,
it would be worth the while of tbe people there to pay'that rate for it,
...
5G0, YAu base your estimate on the assumption that every person using water for irrigation purposes
would pay a pumping license fee of os. per acre? Yes.
5G1. And" you assume that 200,000 acres would be irrigatedwhat ground had you for that assumption r
"Well, this report was made in the earlier stages of the investigation.
_
5G2. Does subsequent research confirm the opinions which it sets forth ? On the whole it does not; but
’ the circumstances of the case are sufficient to account for that. In this country every possible obstacle
has been placed in the way of those who want to use water, while in America every facility is given to
them. I do not think that our settlers are less enterprising than those in the western states of America,
and I know that under similar circumstances the American settlers would be willing to pay that amount
for irrigation.
_
5(>3. On broad grounds any person who is able to obtain sufficient water at all times for 5s. per acre per
annum would be obtaining it cheaply ? Not under all circumstances. There are circumstances under
which irrigation would not pay.
4 4
.
554. But if a mau could get permanent water at that rate ho would be getting it very cheaply ? I
think so.
_
595. Therefore your estimate is not excessive ? No.
_
5GG. But yon are not prepared to say how many people will avail themselves of this water? No.
557. That would depend very largely upon the settlement of the Crown land along the river ? Yes.
568. Mill you let the Committee know what rates were charged at Mildura for water? Eor the first
eighteen months no water rates were levied, and most of the settlers there thought they were to get
their water for nothing. But, after that, a rate of Gs. per acre was imposed, the people being informed
lhat that amount was necessary to meet the expense of pumping. Next year a rate of 12s. per acre was
struck, and the year following a rate of £1 per acre, and then the people struck also. That was when,
the crisis came.
_
_
569. But they bad magnificent pumping machinery there? They had very fine pumping machinery,
though the circumstances under which that machinery was worked wore by no means very favourable.
570. When you made your estimate upon a charge of 5s. per acre, did you take into calculation the fact
that the people using the water would in addition have to pay the cost of pumping ? Yes ; the 5s. per
aero would only be the rate paid to the Government. This matter, however, has been modified by sub
sequent policy. In this connection I should like to road an extract from a report of the United States
Census Office, dated 20th August, 1892, which is referred to in a paper upon the progress and position of
irrigation in New Wouth 'Wales, read by me before the lloyal Society, and which I will now hand in for
the information of the Committee. The extract to which I refer is as follows :—
The average value of the land irrigated in ISSt) with the improvements thereon, is found to be S3'28 dollars per acre,
find the average value of products for tho year stated is 4'St) per acre. By correspondence with over 20,000 irrigators, fairly
distributed throughout tho arid and subhumid regions, it has been ascertained that the average first cost of irrigation is S'15
dollars per acre, and the average value placed upon the water rights, where separable from the land, 2G‘00 dollars per acre, or
over
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oyer tlircc times their original cost. The average annual expenditure for water, as distinguished from the purchase of water
rights, is I-07 dollars per aero, and the average cost of the original preparation of the ground for cultivation, including the
purchase of the land at the Government rate of 1 '2d per acre, is 15H2 dollars per acre. By applying with necessary modifications, to the enumerator’s returns, the averages obtained for each separate State and Territory, it has been found that in
round numbers the total investment in productive irrigation systems utilised in J889, in whole or in part, was up to June
1st., 1890, 29,611,000 dollars.
Their value at that date was 94.412,000 dollars, showing an apparent profit of 64,801,000
dollars, or 218'84 per cent. In the same manner the aggregate first cost of the irrigated areas with their water rights, not
including the farms of the subhumid States has been ascertained to be 77,490,000 dollars, and the value of the same on June
1st,, 1890, 296,850,000 dollars, showing an increase in the value of land and water rights of 219,360,000 dollars, or 283DS
per cent. In other words, the land irrigated in 1SS0 was worth nealy four times what it cost, no allowance evidently being
made for failures.
The total expenditure for water, including the maintenance and repairs of ditches, in the arid states in
1889 was 3,794,000 dollars, and the total value of products 03,057,000 dollars.

571. Mr. Wright,] Those are all gravitation schemes ? Nearly all of them are, though there arc many
artesian wells and many pumping schemes also.
572. Mr. iee.] The next source of revenue to which you allude is derived in exchange for the right to
pump from lakes and other natural depressions into which the water can be diverted;—can yon tell the
Committee what you estimate to be the probable revenue from that source ? That information would
not be of much value now, in view of the provisions of the Uill to which I have referred. You will,
however, Hud a list of the lakes along the Darling and of the cubical contents of each at the end of the
report furnished by Mr. Ward and myself.
573. You are not in a position to tell us the probable revenue from that source ? No.
574. The third source of revenue is derived from irrigation by direct flow through natural or artificial
channels from the river ;—can you tell us approximately the probable revenue to be derived from
that source ? It would be a very difficult matter to get that information.
575. These are probable sources of revenue, but they arc indefinite ? It is practically impossible to
estimate the revenue from these sources. All revenue obtainable will depend very largely upon tho
settlement of the district and the rates charged.
”
576. Your fourth source of revenue, which in your opinion is tho most important, is the increase in the
value of the land, owing to the carrying out of the proposed works. Perhaps you will fully explain that r*
liven where land is used only for pastoral purposes if a small area is irrigated not only is the value of the
irrigated area increased, but the value of the whole area is increased. Por instance, if on a property
of 10,000 acres, 500 acres were irrigated, the value of the entire holding would be materially increased.
577. But if it were a leasehold area, the rent would be subject to reappraisement at certain periods, and
consequently the leaseholder in incurring expenditure for irrigation, would simply be increasing his rental?
Undoubtedly, but he would increase his income still more.
578. Did you attach any importance to the fact that Crown lands may be enhanced in value ? Basing mv
estimate upon the experience of the Western States of America, I assume that the value of the unalienated
Crown lands would be materially increased.
579. That increase of value, although it would go to the State, through the medium of the Department of
Lands, would do nothing towards directly recouping the expenses of this work ? Any work that increases
the productiveness of the land and makes settlement closer must provide more traffic, not only to the
railway but for the river, and this indirect return would probably more than compensate the Government
for their outlay.
550. If the value of the Crown lands on the Darling is increased by 5s. an acre, the money will go to tho
Lands Department ? That is so ; but it does not matter very much whether it is the Department that
incurs the expenditure or some other Department that gets tho advantage, so long as there is an advantage.
551. You hold that the work would contribute to tho general prosperity of the country ? Quite so.
582. Aud lhat should cover all minor considerations ? Quite so.
583. Your fifth source of revenue is the navigation dues;—I should like to know whether it is proposed
to charge river dues ? I do not know what the policy of the Government is in regard to this matter.
Individually, I think, that such dues should be charged. There are precedents both for collecting dues,
and for not collecting them. Which precedents the Government will adopt I cannot say.
584. If dues were charged the people who used the river would simply be asked to pay for services
rendered ? Yes.
585. Just as they would be asked to pay rates if they used the railway? Exactly.
586. The question then resolves itself into this ;—what revenue is the country to get to recoup tho
working expenses, and the interest on the money expended on this schemehave you any proposal to
make which will enlighten the Cormnitfee upon the point ? I can only give it as my individual opinion
that dues should be charged, but I should like to consult the Department further before making any
definite statement.
5S7, You are aware that the question of river dues has been mooted from time to time in the past?
Yes.
588. 1 think that at ono time a Bill was submitted to Parliament dealing with the subject? I am not
sure about that, but I know that the question base been raised in Parliament.
589. Can you give the Committee any idea as to what led up to the proposal to charge river dues ? I
think it was largely because of the great expense which had been incurred in snagging the Lower
Darling.
590. Which work rendered the river more navigable for South Australian and Victorian steamers ? Yes.
591. Then the railway consideration came in ? Yes.
592. The Railway Commissioners advocated that something of the kind should be done? Thev favoured
the locking of the Upper Darling. When Mr. Ward and I were preparing our report, he called upon
the Commissioners about the matter.
■
593. Unless revenue is derived from some source, how are these locks to he maintained and worked ? In
regard to that matter, I should, perhaps, mention that in I"ranee they have adopted the principle that
rivers and canals should he considered highways, and therefore be free from tolls. In that country they
have spent an enormous amount in improving their inland navigalion ; more I think than in any other
country in the world. They consider that the indirect benefits obtained from the improvement of the
rivers arc so great that the Government should carry out the work aud make no charge for it. I do not
quite agree with the principle, however, because 1 do not think that it is a fair one.
594. The maintenance of these locks will he a very costly matter? It will not be very costlv.

595.
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595. "Will they not he subject to great damage in times of flood ? No, because there is yery little to be
damaged. Practically tho shutters are the only part of the work liable to be damaged, aud, as they wiU
Esq.
be plain and simple in construction, it would not be diflicult to replace a damaged shutter at any time.
%
59G. But a certain amount would have to be paid annually for maintenance and to provide wages for the 2i May, 1890.
men in charge ? The amount would be merely nominal as far as repairs are concerned.
597. Have yon estimated what it would be ? It would be about £250 per annum for each combined lock
and weir, That includes everything.
. ■ '
.
59S. There are six locks and weirs? Yes, I reckon that in some cases two men will be required
constantly, while in other cases only one man will he required. Probably the outlay for wages would be
£150 a year or thereabouts, while repairs, painting, and so on would come to about £100 a year. _
599. Even if no river dues were charged revenue could he obtained from pumping licenses, and in other
ways which, at a very low calculation, would probably exceed your estimate of the cost of maintenance.
Yes.
i
600. Jfp. Ffigan.~\ You had a large experience in India ? Yes.
....
no
601. Can you give us the benefit of vour experience in connection with irrigation settlements there.
The style of settlement there is quite different from what it is here; but a great deal of ray Indian
experience would come in usefully here. Locks are pretty much the same all the world over. Those
here proposed are similar to what wo had on the Lower Ganges canal.
_
,
.
602. The locks and weirs there were chiefly for irrigation purposes ? Irrigation was the great object m
view there. Navigation was a very small matter, though tire canals were found to offer a convenient
mode of transit in the cotton season. Navigation, however, was looked upon as quite subsidiary to
irrigation, and provided only a small .amount of revenue.
_
_
60S. Can you explain to us how navigation and irrigation come into conflict, as mentioned by yon in your
former evidence ? Putting the matter broadly, for an irrigation canal you want as great a discharge as
von can get. You want to have your water running at as great a velocity ns the ground will stand, iu
order that your canal may be small in proportion to the quantity carried. "With navigation, on the other
hand, it is necessary to have the water still, very much as it will he on the Darling when the river is low.
In India, even where the labour is eheapi they find it very laborious to get the barges up tbe canals.
They generally allow them to float down with the current, but coolies have to be employed to drag them
up.
,
601. "\Yhat kind of country do these canals go through? In the North-West Provinces the laud is
generally in the hands of large holders; but in the Punjaub there is a great quantity of land of which
the Government is practically the holder. The principle there is that the Crown holds all the land, while
the people are really Crown tenants, having to pay Ihe rates which are assessed on the land.
_
605. Has irrigation there been a- success ? It has been a splendid success, both in the North-West Pro
vinces and inHie Punjaub. Taking India as a whole, irrigation has been remarkably successful there.
The canals, both in the North-West Provinces and in the Punjaub, pay very much more than tbe interest
on tho outlay.
606. What rates are charged ? Thero they charge by tbe acre, and by the crop—so much for sugar-cane
per acre, so much for indigo, and so much for wheat. Some crops require more water than others, and
some want greater regularity and attention than others. Indigo requires great regularity, and so does
rice.
607. I suppose these canals have almost changed the face of the country there ? Yes. In the first
place, a famine is almost impossible there now, though the time was when they had very severe famines.
(50S. At regular or at irregular intervals ? A. general scarcity was not a common occurrence, but
occasionally the scarcity was very severe.
_
609. How have the works affected the health of the people there ? I do not think they have made any
appreciable difference in that respect. Indirectly, they may have made a difference, because population
has become very dense in the irrigated districts.
_ _
_ _
. .
610. Is there any part of India or of America where you have seen conditions prevailing and soil similar
to the conditions and soil on the Darling ? There is great similarity between the climate of the Punjaub
and the climate of Bourke and Brewarrina, except that in the Punjaub there are six or seven hot months
iu the year, while there are only three or four at Bourke.
611. You are well acquainted with the land on each side of the Darling? Yes.
612. What kind of land is it? Asa rule it .is very fertile.
613. How many sheep does it carry to the acre? It varies a great deal. I remember when I was up
there hearing people say that 5 or 7 acres were required to carry a sheep.
_
611. AVhat use could the laud on each side of the river be put to if it wore irrigated ? That land will
grow almost anything. It 1ms grown lucerne in places remarkably well, and there are several patches of
irrigated land on which wheat is grown. Then, too, it grows fruit splendidly. t There is a Chinaman at
Bourke who has taught the people what can be done up there.—he has done wonders in the way of fruit
and vegetable growing. At Brewarrina, too, tbe Chinamen have a small patch of land which is remarkably
productive.
615. I suppose this country would feel a drought very considerably ? Yes; the seasons there are very
irregular. It is not so bad there, however, as further to the west and south-west.
,
616. But it is so bad that settlement has decreased ? I am not sure that there has been a decrease ; but
if there has been an increase it has been very small.
617. Nothing in comparison to the increase that has taken place in other parts of the country ? No.
61S. Jf the land is good, and the climate fairly good, there must be something radically wrong P Quite SO.
619. AVhat you believe to be wanted is a good system of irrigation? Yes.
620. And that is what you now propose to give? Yes.
_
621. Mr. Hrwsall'} Do you think that if there were a permanently full river the people on the Darling
' would be induced to go in for irrigation? I think so. They certainly would do so if an Act were passed
giving them a recognised right to the water. At the present time anyone who pumps water from the river
does so only on sufferance.
■
_
622. Do you not thick that if the people there wished to irrigate they would do so under present circum
stances ? No; because they have no security at tbe present time. If a man were pumping from the
river, and the water fell very low, his neighbour lower down might compel him to stop pumping.
102—D
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a Rian is perfectly justified iu pumping water out of tlie river when it is
^aw s^ods a man has no right to pump out: of a river.
. J'0*1 me;ln to say that a man owning laud alongside a river has no right to pump out the water,
21 May, 1806. supposing the river is running half bank high P Yes. A few years ago I was speaking to a well-known
pastoraliston the Murruinbidgee upon the subject, 1 asked him if he was aware that he had no legal right
to use his pumping plant, and he said that he knew perfectly well that anyone lower down could compel
him to ptop by threatening to apply for an injunction.
w3,
'n
way w’ould you give people a right to take water supposing you locked tbe river ?
\V o want an Act passed to give that right. There is a Bill before the House at the present time for that
purpose. That Bill, it passed, will enable the Government to give people the right to take water.
G-fi. And you think that if a Bill were passed allowing the people to use the water, thev would use it at
once, without waiting for the river to be locked P Yes; but the Bill contemplates giving these rights
only under certain regulations. These people will have to show that their pumping arrangements will
not interfere with anyone else,
j
j. o
o
G27. Jf the people felt the necessity for irrigation, would they not use the water that goes to waste when
the river is running half or three-fourths bank high ? A few of them do use it. I have a list of the
places where there are pumping stations; but all these people take water at their own risk, and just at
the tune when they want it most, when the river is vorv low, someone who has a grudge against them
might order them to stop, and they would have to stop."
G2H. Do you know any instance where such action has been taken? I do not know of any case where
such action has been taken in connection with pumping schemes ; but I know that people try to regulate
their pumping so that they will not have to take much when the river is low, and thus lessen the risk of
having an injunction taken out against them.
029 Do you think any person would prevent another from taking water from a river which was half full ?
ouch a case is not likely to occur, of course; hut it has often happened that people have cut dams simply
to injure their neighbours, when their action could not possibly benefit themselves.
G3£ y* hen you have your weirs will it not be necessary to keep the water in the river, in order to have
suthcient for the navigation P The surface level above the weirs will he raised by C or S feet, and the
river will keep at a steady level, which is a decided advantage to a pump.
631. Do you think that under ordinary circumstances people will be able to afford 5s. an acre for water?
i do not know that there would be much use going into that question now in view of the Bill that is to bo
r!ooU i ^ j
Parliament, .1 base my calculation upon the American experience.
Gd2 In addition to paying 5s. an acre, would the land-holder have to provide his own pumping apparatus ?
That was the original idea.
(>33. How far back from the river will you bo able to send the water ? It would not be advisable to send
the water very far back if land suitable for irrigation could be obtained on the river bank, because of tbe
waste m the channels. That has been the experience in Mildura.
634. But it has been stated that land lying within 3 miles of the river will be benefited ? I consider that
*u™ei’ away than that will be benefited, as I have already explained to Mr. Lee.
63o. W hat you meant us to infer was that 500 acres of irrigated land would enable the holders of a large
area to tide over a severe season ? 1 es ; that has been tbe experiences in some places. Mr. "Wills Allen
who would be a very desirable witness, would no doubt support that contention. At his place I saw 4,000
sheep on 200 acres, aud they had been there for many weeks.
630. What was the crop ? Imeerne.
'
637. You require pretty good land for lucerne ? Yes.
638. Js the land along the Lower Darling equal to the land at Gunnedah P I believe that patches of it
1™e> ^ y
^n^erlorcourse there are clay flats that should not be irrigated at all.
639. Do you not know that the land along the Lower Darling is not to be compared with the beautiful
river fiats about Guunedah ? I was on part of the Tapio Euu near Wentworth, where they were trying
how many sheep they could support upon an acre of lucerne. They kept on cutting the lucerne and feeding
round ^ ^ ^ ^
^011D^ ^nat in ^is way the land would support 23 sheep to an acre all the year
contend that irrigation would materially increase the carrying capacity of this land? Yes.
Oil. And this would provide more traffic for the railway ? Yes ; and for the river.
642. And that if river dues were imposed the traffic on the river would pav interest on the cost of con
struction and working expenses P Exactly.
"
643. Do you not think that it would be more advisable to try and obtain artesian water? Artesian
supplies arc very good in their way, but the water obtained is more expensive than one might think Jt
is a very good artesian bore that will give a flow of 1,000,000 gallons, or less than 2 cubic feet per second,
cm iivi" “Ihantity of water, even with good management, would not irrigate more than 200 acres.
tl t ^Cre^0I,e! t0 0°k
supplies for irrigation purposes would be a failure ? I would not say
What is the average cost of a boro? The Government bores cost from £2,000 to
£3,000 each.
646. Mr. Wright.) I think you will find that private bores cost about £500 ? Well, there are very few
places m this country where you cau get water at anything like a moderate depth. Most of the Govern,",eiltJ;or0s Bf:art wAh & diameter of 8 or 9 inches and gradually decrease to about 5 inches,
vo Gha.tn!}anl Takmg the experience of the colony generally, what docs it cost to obtain a discharge
°f 2ii’i!>1C JCet 1,ejr 8e?^1U
1 tllIllk al3ont £2.900 on the average. In many cases artesian irrigation
would be of considerable value, livery artesian bore, if properly managed, should be tbe centre of a patch
of cultivation which would be very valuable in times of drought. One hundred acres of cultivated land
™ ^i
a ' er,'T S00d
111 sucl1 (il8trlcts 118 those in which artesian boring is generally carried out.
With this small amount of irrigation you might obtain a very large crop of hav
648. Mr. Emmll.) Do you tbink it would be advisable to irrigate the land about these bores to grow
lorage ior use in bad seasons ? Yes*
.
0
619. Can you tell us whether the fact of the artesian water being mineralised would have a bad effect
upon the soil ? I here are eases where snob water would have a bad effect, but I understand that they
are quite the exception. 1 have seen analyses of water from a large number of artesian bores, and I do
not
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not tbink any harm would be done by using such water. Certainly, if people irrigated one place one «
year and a fresh place the next year, instead of irrigating the same land continuously, no damage would
be done even if the water contained a moderate quantity of mineral matter.
______ ^
650. You would spell the land occasionally in order to enable it to recover from any bad effects of 21 May, 1896.
mineralised water? Yes. Cereals have been grown at a number of these bores very successfully.
The chemist attached to the Mines Department lias analysed a very large number of samples of water
from these bores. He read a paper on the subject before the Doyal Society, and I will send it to you.
651. Is the scheme proposed merely the initiatory step towards providing a perfect system of navigation
upon the river? I have had surveys made for lock sites up as far as Walgett.
652. Then there is a probability of this locking being extended further ? Yes ; but in any case the work
will take a considerable time to accomplish.
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Jlrrscni:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Alfred Dee, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Huairhery.
John Lionel Fed an, Esq.
The Hon. Charles James Egberts, C.M.G.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
George Black, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Hugh G iffon M'Kinney, Esq,, Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch. Department of Mines,
sworn, and further examined :—
653. Mr. Roberts^] Was it not in 1883 that Mr. Gordon reported to a company on a scheme somewhat
H. G. ^
similar to this scheme ? Yes.
1
654. Did the company decline to proceed with the scheme 011 account of their inability to see a satisfac- t
tory return for the expenditure? f have no direct information on the subject, but I understand that 22May, ISOC.
that was the case. Their object in getting tbe work done was merely to make the river permanently
navigable. They had no other object in view. In fact, Mr. Gordon mentions in his report that if the
question of utilising tho ivater were taken into account, it would put a new complexion on the matter.
655. Do you know what rates they contemplated fixing for navigation dues or irrigation charges ? They
had nothing in view as regards irrigation, because they had no right to use the water.
G56. It was intended strictly for navigation purposes ? It was intended purely for navigation, and if I
am not mistaken, the movers in the matter were directly interested in the stations fronting the Darling
from Wilcannia to Wentworth. They simply wanted to get their wool to market, and to get up their
stores.
657. In your statement to this Committee you assume that you will be able to conserve about 6,250,000,000
gallons of water ;—how long do you estimate that that quantity will last in a season of drought? I do
not think that that question would really arise, because the fiow in the river above Brewarrina has never
been known to stop. It is only lower down the river that the flow has been known to stop. My expecta
tion is that that supply will be constantly replenished.
_
_
60S. Do you think that in a season of drought there would be a sufficient supply flowing in the river to
provide an adequate quantity for navigation purposes? Y'es ; but it would be necessary to arrange that
no pumping would be allowed to go 011 when the river, fell below a certain discharge; in fact, the
pumping rights on the Darliug would have to be graduated according to the height of the river.
659. In tbe report which you furnished in 1893 in conjunction with Mr. F. AY. AYard, you say:—
We suggest 5s. per irrigated acre as a reasonable tate ; but it has also been shown that in twelve out of fourteen years
a largo fiow during the spring months can, judging from the past, be depended on. Eights to pump from this flowing
supply, on condition that work should be stopped when the reading on the gauge falls below certain specified heights might
be granted subject to reduced license fees.

Did you mean to suggest a charge of 3s. per acre when the river was flowing, and a charge of 5s. per
aero for conserved water when the river was not flowing? That suggestion was not made with the idea
that the storage would ever be allowed to become empty, hut with the idea that the Government, having
conserved that quantity of water, should get credit for it, and get revenue corresponding to it.
660. When do you propose that only 3s. per acre shall be charge ? It was only a suggestion that when
the river got higher and the supply was more abundant that a diminished charge could be made.
661. That is 3s. when tho river was flowing, and 5s. for conserved water? Yes. The rates will depend
very largely on the Bill dealing with riparian rights. The report from which you quote was prepared
after nn inspection at the end of 1892 ; but the whole question of water rights and pumping rights from
the rivers, and such matters, arc dealt with in the Bill which is now before tbe Assembly. In our report
we suggested an arrangement which seemed to us to be a fair one.
_
662. Did you consider how the navigation dues would be collected,—would it be merely in the form of
lockage dues? AYe thought that the Government had a fair claim to navigation dues, quite independent
of lockage dues.
663. Did you suggest any rate 7 No.
_
664. In view of the fact that the entrances to the northern' rivers are improved at a very large expenditure
of public money, and that no charge is made in respect of such public works, do you think it is likely that
the people along the Darliug will be prepared to pay navigation dues ? If no charge is made in respect
of the works on tbe coast, there might be an objection made to the imposition of any charges on Die
Darling River, In a certain measure the circumstances are different. In one case it is tidal waters
chieflv which arc dealt with. Still it does seem to me to ho a question whether the one case is not a
precedent for the other. I think it would be perfectly fair for the Government to collect a rate in each
case.

665.
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665. In the one case the harbours are dredged, and the entrances to the river are cleared without any
' Osq11^"* ra*e being levied upon tho people who are directly benefited by the expenditure? It involves a question
of State policy; but it seems to mo that it would be perfectly fair to collect a rate.
22May, 1S9G. 666. You admit that probably no navigation dues would be collected ?
My opinion is that they should
be collected.
667. Do not you think the people would look upon the river as a highway in tho same way as they regard
'
a river where the entranee has been improved and tho sand-banks removed ? Probably they would; it is a
matter of State policy.
6GS. I think you stated that iu Prance these streams, where locks and weirs have been erected, are looked
upon as highways? They are,
669. And no charge is made ? That is not the general rule.
670. Are dues imposed? Dues are imposed in Itussia; I have a note of the dues which are collected in
different European countries where there is inland navigation. I am almost certain that Prance is the
only country in which such dues are not collected.
671. "Will you furnish that information to the Committee in tbe form of a return, stating whether tho
works were erected by the State or by private enterprise ? Yes.
672. Did the Water Conservation Department call for tenders, in 1895, for an experimental lock and
weir at Bourke? Yes.
673. Did you prepare the plans and specifications ? They were prepared under my direction.
674. Why is it termed an experimental lock and weir ? That is what it was termed in the papers. Tho
idea was that it would form a model for others that wore to follow.
675. Have you any doubt as to its efficacy ? I havo none.
676. Aro the works which are now being considered by the Committee based upon similar plans and
specifications ? There are slight alterations in small details, but the whole principle is the same, and the
general design is the same.
677. Have you inspected the work which Messrs. Kerle aud Eerie contracted to construct for £18,800;—
is that work going on at the present time ? It is just being started, directly under tho Government..
678. Havo Messrs. Eerie and Eerie thrown up the contract ? Yes.
679. Is the work progressing satisfactorily ? Jt is only within the last four or five days that wo got the
temporary dam up to about water level. We have been getting the materials on the ground and making
all arrangements to push on the work quickly. The river is low enough to carry on the work, hut the
place all round the foundation is very muddy, and it is diflicult for the carts to work. It may ho
another week before we get into full swung,
680. When will the work ho completed ? If we have anything like the good fortune which Kerle and
Kerle had, we shall have the work completed in three or four months.
1
681. You havo no doubt that the lock and weir will come up to your expectation ? Ho.
682. Had you, prior to drawing your plans, seen similar work in any other country? I had the immediate
charge of the building of several locks, the stylo of which is very similar to this one, and as to weirs, I
must have had a couple of score of them to build in my time. Tho weirs were different, certainly, in
some respects from this weir.
683. Have you gone through all the details of the proposed works which you estimate, I see, to cost
£121,100 ? I went through all the details in regard to one lock and weir, and these havo been prepared
in my office I believe with every degree of care.
684. Based on the tenders you received for the work which is now’ going on ? Yes.
685. WiU you explain what increased traffic will accrue to the railway from this work ? Wc anticipate
as a result of these works that settlement wnll he promoted to a very considerable extent, that it will pay
people to take up smaller areas, and that it will also pay people to irrigate areas of land. The irrigation
of these areas will increase tho stock-carrying capacity of the country along the river, aud that will increase
the traffic materially, and so will closer settlement and cheap carriage. These are all elements intending
to increase the trade.
686. You assume that an agricultural population will probably be settled upon the hanks of tho river ?
To a certain extent. But even supposing that an agricultural population do not settle there; supposing
that they resort to a certain amount of irrigation as an adjunct to pastoral occupation, that I believe would
add very materiaUy to the traffic. I cfo not think that the members of the Committee could do better
than go up to Grunnedah and see the works belonging to Mr, Wills Allen. It would give a good idea of
how irrigation can he carried on in connection with pastoral work.
GS7. You think that pastoralists would combine agriculture with sheep-farming ? Probably for the
irrigation of fodder crops.
688.
Principally for home consumption ? Yes, in order to help them to tide over a bad season. I have
heard from several very successful pastoralists that they consider that a very moderate area of irrigated
fodder crops materially incroases the carrying capacity of tho whole run. because they feci safer as regards
stocking-up.
689. Do you think the Crovemment would get any increased return from the lands if this scheme were
adopted ? Yes, decidedly.
690. I suppose the value of the laud, for a considerable distance, would he greatly increased ? I think so.
691. You think that the Government would receive more indirect advantages than a direct financial
return ? Quite so. I think the indirect returns would really be the most important.
. 692. You think it is more desirable to carry out this work for irrigation purposes than for navigation ?
It is carried out for both purposes, hut I think the increasing of the productiveness of the land is tho
wore important object in view. Cheap carriage would tend to increase the productiveness of tho land.
693. Have you any idea of the views of the residents on the river, or the views of the people at Bourke
or Brewarrina? As far as I am aware they are pretty nearly all in favour of this system of locking tho
river.
694. Does it not strike you that the Brewarrina people would prefer a railway to Byroclchave you
not heard it said that they ivould ? That is just possible. Very often the people in country districts
prefer whatever causes the expenditure of a larger sum in their neighbourhood. The railway would he
the more costly of the two things, and I suppose would bring more money into Brewarrina for the time
being. It is very likely that the Brewarrina people would not look beyond that phase of the question.
695.
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G9u. Ilave you beard on the spot that the people of Brewarrina would prefer a railway to Byrock? I
havo not heard them say so, but I could quite understand that some of them at least would say so.
jtsq. ' ’
696. The Bourke people, probably, favour tbe river scheme? Yes; aud I think the people generally
x
along the frontage do too. After all, it is the people who now occupy the land and the people who will 22 May, 1896.
occupy the land who have to he considered more than the people in the towns. _ _
...
697. Have you heard any of the residents express their willingness to pay navigation dues or irrigation
charges for any benefits they may derive from this scheme ? .1 recollect some of them telling me that if
they bad a definite right to a certain, quantity of water they would be quite willing to pay a fair sum for
that water. I have been told that frequently, hut it was said more especially with reference to a Bill
dealing with water conservation.
...
.
,
,
,
G98. You stated that the present lock and weir would he finished in three or four months -how Jong
do yon think it will take to carry out tho proposed locks ? The Darling is a very uncertain river. But
supposing that Parliament approves of this scheme, 1 could start the next two locks the one at Stony
Point and tho one at Vincent Eocks—within ten days.
699. You would not like to say how long it would take lo carry out the whole scheme? Iso. But
supposing that I could slart a month hence with the two locks I mentioned, and the river kept loss', 1 could
have those locks finished in six months from the time I started, and if I got a second period of low river, X
could finish the next two locks in another six months from that time. _
700. Given favourable weather, I suppose the whole work could he carried out iu about eighteen months .
Yes ; hut we could not hope for the river to remain so low for the whole of that period, "VVe are bound
to have some interruptions.
.....
701. Mr. WriqM.~\ Have you looked up any information for the Committee as to irrigation works in
Australia that are paying ? I have looked up my notes. I can mention only a moderate number of such
works. I can cite fruit orchards where irrigation pays. 1 really know ot only two good instances of
well-managed irrigation on pastoral stations—at Mr. Wills Allen’s, and at Mr. Gatenby’s at Jemalong,
These are the only two instances of irrigation of this kind on an extensive scale which lias been managed
in a rational way.
_
702. Have you an intimate knowledge of Victoria? Yes. _
703. Are tbo various water trusts which were formed in Victoria, and which borrowed large sums to
conserve water for irrigation, prosperous? No; they are even worse than the towns m this country
which borrowed large sums for constructing water-works.
,
’
704. Is it not a faerthat (he great irrigation schemes of the Victorian Government cost, cither directly
or through water trusts, £5,000,000, and that they havo absolutely failed to produce any irrigation farms
other than tbe two on the banks of the Murray ? 'l do not think they have spent nearly half that amount,
1 think they have spent £1,500,000.
• 705. The Government have spent a certain sum directly, and tbo water trusts have borrowed money under
Government sand ion? The principle on which they went is entirely wrong. Tho lendiug of money to
water trusts has been proved to be a complete failure.
_
,
706. Has the application of the money produced any successful result in encouraging irrigation ? I
believe it has. but the expenditure on. the works lias been far too great under the circumstances,
707. Is it a fact that tbe whole of the trusts aro asking tbo Government to relieve them of their responsi
bilities because they cannot let tbe water which the people should take for irrigation purposes ? J do not
know. I was talking the other day to a Victorian gentlemen in Sydney, and he said that last year a very
large number of people would have been very hard pushed to remain on their properties but for the water
which they got for irrigation. 1 do not at all agree with the policy they have adopted in Victoria in
regard to Mildura or the irrigation trusts. 1 think in each case the policy adopted was wrong. On the
other hand, I have seen a number of very successfully irrigated farms in Victoria. I know' a number of
cases where men from small beginnings have become quite independent by tbe use of irrigation.
_
705. Cau vou give the Committee any statistical information mentioning tho nauies and the localities
where this success has been achieved ? I can mention a few places, and I can get more from my notes.
It is a good many years since I visited these places. It must be 6 or 7 years ago.
709. 1 want a reiurn of irrigation farms in Victoria which are carried on successfully still? I cannot
tell you anything about their present state. I know that a number of them did extremely well up to the
time I was in the colony.
.
710. Can yon state bow much tbe Government or tbe trusts charge for water per acre ? I have not got
tbo most recent charges. I will telegraph to Mr. Stewart Murray and get the information.
711. You have had considerable experience in India ? Yes.
712. You are aware that the difference between Hindoos or Bengalees and Australians is very great ? Yes.
713. In India labour is paid very little, and the irrigation schemes arc carried out on an enormous scale?
1 do not know that water is obtained any cheaper there than it has been obtained in some places here.
In India the cheapest water is obtained from tho so-called inundation canals, but in the case of the large
canals the rates are not very low. In my time tbe rate for irrigating sugar-cane was G rupees per acre,
that is 12s., and the rate for irrigating wheat was 2 rupees and 12 anuas, that is about 5s. 6d.
714. In those cases the water urns delivered by gravitation ? Yes.
715. Do you think an Australian farmer would pay you 5s. an acre for tbo water, and then pump tbo
waier from tbe Darling? I do not think the farmers of Australia are inferior to the farmers iu the
Western States of America—at least they ought not to be inferior. Tho climate is very similar to ours,
we belong to the same race, and labour costs as much there as it docs here.
_
716. In tbe great wheat-growing districts in America there are no irrigation works? If you will look up
'the report of the Select Committee in the United States Senate you will find it is stated that the crops
irrigated successfully m the Western States include every kind of crop—from those grown in Norway to
those grown in Egypt. They generally consider that they got much bettor crops where they use water.
Unless it is admitted that the Australian is greatly inferior to tbe American, 1 do not see that there can
be any possible doubt about irrigatiou paying here.
717. fcavc
studied the irrigation system of California thoroughly ? I have read a good deal about
irrigation in California and Colorado, “l do not say that T know everything about it.
_
718° I suppose you are aware that all the modern irrigation for fruits and vines is subterranean
irriualion? 1 beg your pardon; there is a great deal that is not subterranean. Iu fact sonic of tbe
recent fruit-growers have come to the conclusion that subterranean irrigation is a mistake.
719.
you
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^
mos't cipeusivs system in its initiation ; but you, will admit that it is the most economical
vv;ty" Gsiug water for irrigation ? Yes.
?20. Will you not also admit that the subterranean system must be more efficacious than tho system of
22 May, 1896. Poumig water on the surface of the soil ? That is a question for an expert fruit-grower to answer, I
know that some fruit-growing authorities say that they do not consider it is so beneficial to tho trees.
721. In the report you wrote in 1893 in conjunction with Mr. T. W. Ward, you dwell extensively on the
fact that along the Darling stone fruits, citrus fruits, and the vine are largely cultivated ? We mentioned
that fact from actual observation.
’
/22. And you also referred to the growth of these things with the assistance of irrigation ? Yes.
723, I suppose you are aware that on the eastern rivers tens of thousands of acres of land which is
naturally irrigated by a rainfall, and is in every way suitable for the culture of the vine, stone fruit, and
citrus fruit, are at the present time not utilised ? In view of that fact, do you think that it would be wise to
go into the far west, and construct expensive irrigation works to do that which we can do on the coast
without any artificial aid ? I do not see that the western country should be sacrificed for tbe benefit of
the coast districts. The conditions in the west are, in many respects different, and 1 have no doubt that
they would find that they could produce some fruits there better than those fruits could be produced on
the coast, .
/24. In your report you also express your belief that water will be taken by sheep farmers plentifully
at a cost of from Gd, to Is. per acre ? I should certainly say that they would be glad to get the
water at that rate.
725. Trom your knowledge of the topographical features of this country, do you think it is possible for a
mau to make 'any attempt to irrigate a large sheep run ? There are a few cases where a man could
irrigate a considerable area, but those cases are remarkably few.
72G. River flats ? Down for instance on tbe lower part of tbe Lachlan or the lower part of the Macquarie,
where the river banks are a good deal higher than the land adjoining.
727. But to irrigate a large area would it not require an extensive outlay in ditches to lead the water F
A considerable outlay. The most extensive irrigator a few years ago in the colony among pastoralists
was Mr. James Tyson, He expended a good deal in the construction of channels for that purpose. He
is generally credited with not being rash, and entering into speculations. I was told on good authority
that he had spent not less than £15,000 on the Ijower Lachlan.
728. Prom your personal observations of the country do you think it would pay a sheep-farmer to incur
the expense of making ditches or channels to irrigate a very large area, and to pay Gd. or Is. per acre for
the water P It would not, except under very favourable conditions.
729. Unless he had large flats near the river? It all depends upon tho conditions.
730. You are aware that there are large fiats on the banks of the Darling known as grey or blue slate,
with a stiff clay soil P I believe so.
731. You could not irrigate that country ? It is unsuitable for irrigation.
732. As regards the irrigation schemes in California, I suppose eight-tenths of them are gravitation
schemes ? A large proportion of them are gravitation schemes ; but there is a good deal of irrigation from
artesian wells there. In the western states many hundreds if not thousands of artesian wells are used for
irrigation purposes.
733. IVhat would it cost a man to irrigate say 10,000 acres, three times a year, on the banks of the
Darling ; what would it cost him for pumping supposing it was flat land ? I could not say on the spur of
the moment.
’’
734. Supposing that lie had to lift the water an average height of 25 feet to irrigate 10,000 acres three or
four times a year? The irrigation of 10,000 acres would be a tremendous undertaking by pumping in
one place,
'
735. Supposing he had to lift 4 inches of water three times a year to irrigate 1,000 acres ; what would it
cost to lift that quantity ? Roughly, perhaps 5s. or Gs, au acre?
73G. Would it pay a man to incur that expense ? For certain kinds of crops I think it would, supposing
that ho increased his production in proportion to his expenditure.
737. Does 10s, an acre exceed the cost which is paid in most countries for water, or is it loss? I do not
think it is much different. I believe it is slightly higher than the average in the United States. It is not
pretended at all that the conditions are anything like as favourable for irrigating from the Darling as
they are for irrigating from the Murray or the Murruinbidgee.
738. Do you think it would cost from 10s. to 12s. an acre to irrigate from the Darling? Yes ; speaking
roughly.
789. You admit that no man could afford to irrigate his land at that cost, unless il. was for producing
cereals, fruits, or vegetables—he could not afford to irrigate ordinary laud for pastoral purposes ? Not
simply for grassing, but for a good class of fodder crops I believe it would pay.
740. Where you had a deep alluvial soil which would grow lucerne, it would pay ? Yes.
741. It would not pay a man to irrigate stiff clay soil ? A man with good judgment would not attempt
to irrigate such land.
'
742. You are quite satisfied about the construction of the proposed weirs ? Yes.
743. Was the weir you are constructing disturbed or interfered with at all by the slight fresh in tho
river some time ago ? It was.
744. Was any damage done? Where there was excavation done for putting in concrete a certain
amount of silt was washed into the excavations.
745. That had to be filled up ? Yes.
*
746. The clearing out of the silt would not cost much ? No.
747. The contract was for £18,800. About how much has been paid to the contractors ? About £G,G00.
748. Have they done a third or a fourth of the work ? Roughly speaking I should say less than a fourth.
749. Still you are satisfied from your personal knowledge that you will be able to complete the work by
day labour at about their estimate ? Not altogether by day labour. We are using piecework and petty
contract as far as we possibly can.
750. I understand that it is not sufficiently advanced to try the shutter principle ? No. Most of the
work which has been done is in connection with tho lock walls.
751. You have no doubt as an engineer that the weir will be a success ? None at all.
752.
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/o2. There will be no danger of its being pounced upon by a big flood in the night time unexpectedly
5'®*
and swept away? I have no fear of that kind. It is a much easier river to deal with than any rivers I Mc^“ney’
know ot on which these weirs have been tried. The floods in the Darling rise very slowly. There is
always ample opportunity to get information. The only occasion when the river rises at all suddenly is 22 May 1896
when a phenomenal rainfall takes place, like what occurred in 1885. But to meet that contingency the
*
'
weirs will tilt and allow the water to flow over.
753. in view of the state of the law regarding riparian rights, at the present time the Government could
not sell water very well ? They would not be in a good position in regard to riparian rights.
'
7 j4. Oould not a dozen men below tbe lock petition against the Government utilising the waters of the
thaTsub'> t
wou^- ^ut anJr mau w°uld hesitate about going to law with tbo Government on
755. I think you stated yesterday that anyone could get an injunction to prevent any person from taking
--J61* i !l rlVej' °r Grcck- y°u ha™ heard of the Tanko Creek case ? Yes.
7o6. A large quantity of water was taken out of the Murruinbidgee to supply tbe Yanko Creek, and the
people ot hay tried to restrain the station people from diverting the waters of the Murruinbidgee into
that creok but they did not succeed ? I know that in tho case of Colombo Creek, the owner of a certain
station said he intended himself to cut tho dam leading into Colombo Creek from Yanko Creek. I know
it was considered that the only way to deal with the question was to bring Colombo Dam under the Public
hlaccs Watering Act, and to proclaim tbe daw to bo a public watering place.
/o7. You have no recollection of the people of Hay moving to restrain the people on Colombo Plains
trom allowing the water to overflow? I-was present at a conference on the ground near Yanko Creek
at the end ot 1834. The Hay people did protest against certain works being undertaken, but finally they
withdrew their protest when it was explained that tbe proportion of water to be taken would be extremely
small—about 2 or 3 per cent.
J
758 The works were authorised by me when I was Minister for Works ? Yes; the improvement of
lanko Creek was authorised by the Government.
759. As an engineer with a large experience of irrigation works, you think that if these works are
successfully carried out on the Darling River, there will be a great chance of the water being utilised for
irrigation purposes ? I do.
°
/60. You think that at the present rate of wages, people could afford to use water at a cost of 10s. per
acre . Tor certain crops they could. In fact they could pay much more than that rate for certain crops.
J. know a man who has spent £200 on a pumping plant and piping to irrigate 10 acres, and he is well
pleased with his investment.
761. In your evidence yesterday you spoke about the irrigation works at Mulgoa
do you know that
country? I know it very well.
J
762 Would you consider a clay surface, with a shale bottom, a suitable place for carrying out im-ation
vco
J ™°uld not. 1 was not aware that that was the nature of the ground.
763. Mr Mack.] On an irrigated area tho expense of cultivation is necessarily greater than it is on an
umrrigated area, all other things being equal ? Yes.
764. Therefore, the irrigated area to be successful must either produce greater crops than the unirrigated
area, or else it must supply a want in the local market which has been hitherto met by bringing products
from a great distance ? Precisely.
B
uvo
765. Do yon think that with irrigation the land near the Darling under cultivation would produce greater
crops than are produced without irrigation in areas now under cultivation elsewhere ? I consider that
when irrigation is practised there, it will supply fodder and probably grain crops to tbe district, for which
they have to pay high rates now.
r
’
If0'
¥ “l0®1 mllrkQt £or tlieir Produce? There will for a certain quantity of fodder and
tilings ot that kind. It does not seem reasonable that they should be taking up lucerne from Sydney and
importing things from Victoria when they grow these things on the ground.
J
767. If there were a surplus product there, do you think that after paying the cost of irrigation and water
carriage and railwav carriage it could compete in the large markets of this country with products which
were grown nearer to those markets, and which were not rendered dearer by the cost of irrigation ? I
believe that m certain items they could.
6
‘
areclh® items l ,1 believe there is a season of the year when it would pay to send fruit from
the Darling to Sydney. J have seen grapes at Bourke three weeks before they appeared in Sydney and
very good grapes too.
.
J
j
j,
769. Bo you think fruit-growing is a pursuit which would be entered into largely there ? I do not.
/ lO. Vo you think it will induce tbe settlement of other persons who will grow fruit ? I think there is
J i maUCe+uf « b!-'ing“S'a Tnber of t!lem there. Certain places in Western America, which are
not as suitable as the Darling, have been occupied by fruit-growers.
771. With regard to heavy floods,—is there any danger, during the subsidence of a heavy flood, of the
river cutting a now channel for itself ? It frequently does that

? N° 1" k« * «ir!u<!h posi‘!o” th“ r°” "'eir‘

«>“

7/4. Is there any danger of the locks getting silted up during heavy floods ? I do not think so. I think
there will be a certain tendency to scour m the channels immediately below the locks. Bor that reason
a considerable area of the bed of the river below tho locks will be protected by pitching. I do not think
there is any likelihood of the depositing of sill.
'
°
7c5fl 'l- tlTC f ^ .c)lmger of the depositing of timber? I do not think so. There is not a great deal
works1*111” tlmber ln tke Darling. When it came down the river it would go right over the top of the
/ri>. Is it not possible that there will bo a fall which will deposit timber there? It is improbable
There is very little timber deposited along the river. There is always a chance that a log, nsPthe river
goes down, may get caught m that way.
^
777. Do you propose to construct your locks by cutting across the bends of the rivers ? Mo ■ it is better
roaTnf t1GSe' beuds> b,e“UBe. ^ neaTlr always low ground there. As far as we can we select a straight
reach of the river. At Bourke the straight reach is only about 400 yards long.
778
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778, Your lock will be slightly curved ? No, it will bo quite straight. "We select a straight reach of the
McKinney, rjver -whenever we cau, so that there will be a steady current and no tendency to silt up more at one point
^
than at another.
_
_
22 May 189(5.
your estimate, instead of estimating the cost of the weirs at so much, you simply give the aggre‘ ‘'
’ gate cost of material ? Yes.
780. Is there any reason for doing that? That appears to he the usual custom. _
781. I thought the other was tho custom ? In the case of a now railway ■which was referred to the
Committee the different items I observed were lumped together, and I followed the same practice.
782. Is your estimate of £121,100 supposed to cover the total cost ? Yes.
7S3. Does “ supervision and contingencies” include labour ? No ; each amount represents tbe total cost
of that particular item.
_
784. Not only material, but labour ? Both material and labour. Por instance, concrete includes supply
ing tbe materials, mixing tbe concrete, and putting it in position.
_
785. I do not see any estimate of the cost of survey, snagging, and dredging;—are they included also ?
I did not include tbe cost of original surveys. The expenditure was not heavy.
_
7RG. I suppose there will ho other surveys before you begin the work? No ; at every site we have taken
borings.
787. You have decided the position of every lock ? We have decided.the position of all the locks. ^
788. Will there be no preliminary engineering expenses as well as the expenses of snagging and dredging ?
I do not contemplate any.
789. If, by locking the river, it is made possible for steamers to run regularly, the average tonnage per
month would be 1,000 ? I do not think it would.
_
790. Do you not think that the people who are likely to take advantage of tkc cheapness of river carriage
will order their stores to he landed while the river is running, aud that they will order supplies of sufficient
magnitude to carry them over possibly a dry season? That is done to a certain extent now. If there
wore permanent navigation a great deal of the traffic which goes now by road would go by river,
791. Presumably also there would be increased settlement? Quite so.
_
_
792. You think the tonnage carried on the river during the intermittent periods, when it is running full
enough to permit of navigation, may become an average tonnage, or may even fall below the average ?
My idea is that there will be a steady increase.
793. Mr, Humphery.'] Have you prepared a return for tbe Committee showing the details of the cost of
the locks? I have.
_
794. Chairman,'] Have you brought any statement iu regard to tho soakage ? I do not recollect being
asked to get that information. It is very difficult to get the information in the case of the Darling.
It would bo impossible from the nature of the river to furnish any calculation which would be reliable.
795. Can you make an approximate statement ?. No. At some place's beds of sand crop out on the riverbank. The water goes back to a certain extent in these beds, and when the river falls below them it oozes
out and goes back into the river. That fact would complicate any return about soakage.
79G. Have you brought any statement with regard to the evaporation ? I have ascertained the amount
of evaporation. I was unable to get the figures for Bourke or Brewarrina. vis far as I can understand
the evaporation gauges havo been removed from those places. In 1893 it was 63 inches at Walgett,
Gl-J inches at Wilcannia, and 63-J- inches at Dubbo.
_
797. The mean of these three would be a main average to take ? It would be pretty nearly 63 inches.
798. Have you brought a statement in regard to the amount of water which comes into the river at
Brewarrina ? I have a discharge table for Bourke. Our discharge observations are much less complete
for Brewarrina than for Bourke, It is not a good place for taking discharges, as tbe currents are very
much influenced by the presence of rocks.
709. Will you furnish the Committee with a fair approximation presently? Yes.
800. Do yoti know what comes down the Culgoa ? We have no discharges for the Culgoa.
_
801. Do you know what comes down the Bogan ? No. Wc have no information as regards these rivers,
because it is only in flood-time that they bring anything worth speaking of into the Darling.
802. Do you know the- amount which comes down the Bokhara? No. As regards tho tributaries of the
Darling between Bourke and Brewarrina, we have no information on that head.
_
803. Havo you the discharge at Bourke? I have the discharge at Bourke in the form of a diagram,
which I will hand in.
804. Have you any levels from Bourke up to the Culgoa, the Bokhara, Calto Creek, or the Bogan, into
which water, to a greater or lesser extent, will he backed up by the erection of your weirs? 1 havo
levels at different places crossing these rivers ; but I have not a regular line of levels in any case up the
channels.
805. You cannot tell us accurately the area of your impounding basins which .will he created by tho
weirs ? Not accurately; hut we have enough information to show that in comparison to the quantity of
water stored in tbe river channel the quantity held up in these different channels by the weirs would be
very small.
80G. We can regard your statement as a correct approximation ? Yes.
_
807. You cannot tell us how far your weira will force the river up any of these tributaries of the Darling?
No ; I know it is only a short distance, because they arc all more or less silted up near the mouth.
808. Can you cite anyplace in the world,Where irrigation has been a commercial success, where the water
has to be lifted a height of 35 feet ? There is a multitude of instances.
809. Will you furnish tho Committee with a list of the instances ? I will endeavour to get the list of tho
places in Western America, because the conditions thero are very similar to the conditions here, and the
cost of labour is very similar.
810. That is a list of places where they lift the water a height of 35 feet, and where irrigation is a com
mercial success ? Quite so. While it might pay handsomely to irrigate one class of crop, it might be a
complete failure to attempttbe irrigation of another class of crop. Irrigation might; pay handsomely where
water was pumped 50 feet if-it was for an expensive class of crop.
811. From the Departmental report on artesian boring, I find that the flow from the Native Dog Bore which
cost £1,000 to put down, will enable an area of over 1,280 acres to be irrigated to tbe extent of 20 inches
per annum ; £10,000 expended iu the vicinity of that bore will enable an area of 12,800 acres to be
irrigated.
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irrigated; your espenditure, presuming that it is a]J incurred in tlic interest of irrigation, in order to
H. G.
give a like area a like amount of water, is over £100.000 ; while at the Isative Dog Bore the water conies M°^>nney>
to the surface or above it, you have to lift your water a height of over SO feet to get it on to the surface:—
do you see Die point of my remarks ? The figures in legard to that bore certainly surprise me. Ido not MftV
know who is responsible for the figures—I know that I am not.
“
'’
’
812. If these figures are at all an approximation, hy artesian water, provided that it is suitable for tbe
purpose, you get for £10,000 for irrigation purposes a supply of wafer equal to tbe amount you impound
for £100,000, without including the cost of pumping? Iriat certainly is a very exceptional bore. A
very successful artesian bore does no doubt give cheap water.
813. Over such areas of land as you propose to irrigate from your weirs, a flood, will pass at any excep
tional rainfall? In the case of very exceptional floods like that of 1890, or that of 1870.
814. If you irrigate land which floods will not reach, you bare to pump your water a greater height?
Yes. Generally speaking, it is Jikely that irrigated land will he flooded at times, perhaps once in fifteen
or twenty years.
815. There will be some damage to be considered then ? Yes, but at remote intervals.
816. The good result to tbe traffic of that portion of the colony would be the saving of tbe heavy rate of
carriage from Brewarrina to Bourke ;—it means tbe substitution of a good river for a bad road? Yes.
817. According to Mr. Shainwald tho amount of traffic using the river in 1892 was about 8,000 tons ;
the work proposed to be constructed in order to enable that tonnage to reach Bourke or Brewarrina
regularly will cost £4,000 a year interest; and tbo maintenance of the work in connection with the locks
will cost £l,(300 a year, so that without taking into consideration any undue expenditure it will cost
£5,500 a year in order to get 8,000 tons of produce to use satisfactorily Die river between Brewarrina and
Bourke;—in other words, it will cost tbe State 15s. for every ton that goes down, that amount, of course,
being lessened if tbe traffic increased much ? I see that.
SIS. If every ton of stuff using the river would cost 15s. to tbe State it would be reasonable, provided
'
wre regarded purely the question of carriage, that the State should charge dues to that amount per
ton? If it were regarded purely for the benefit of navigation and nothing more.
819. "With regard to carriage, Mr. Shainwald has also informed tbe Committee that 10s. aton will possibly
be a fair thing to charge, and therefore the cost from Brewarrina to Bourke would mean 25s. a ton ;—ho
also stated that when the river is pretty good they take freight up tbe river for 20s, a ton ;—does it
not follow that at these times, when they would have the advantage of tbe river being up, they would be
better off than they would if tbe State made a fair charge for doing this work under the new system ?
I will tbink over that aspect of the ease.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the lliver Darling.
Henry Chamberlaine Itussell, Esq., C.M.G., B.A., Government Astronomer, sworn, and examined :—
820. Chairman.'] Do you know the Darling, between Bourke and Brewarrina ? I have not been along tbe
H. C.
river, although I have been to Bourke. I know the character of the river, so far as it affects my work, Russell, Beq.,
821. Can you tell us tbe boundaries of its catchment area above Bourke? The catchment area above
35ourke is practically bounded by tbe railway from Bourke to Nyngan; thence by the Boron to its source;
thence to Molong, Orange. Bathurst; thence to the main range, following that range to the Queensland
a^’
‘
border; thence following the Maeintyre River till it crosses the 29lb degree of latitude ; thence by tbo
29th parallel to the Culgoa, and thence to the Darling.
822. Water falling west of the Culgoa will not reach the Darling above Bourke ? No.
828. Can you give us tbe area of tbo district enclosed within the boundaries you have mentioned ?
Approximately tbe area of that district is 73,400 square miles. Of course you will observe that X have
said nothing about the largo drainage area of the Darling which is in Queensland. The Queensland area
contains approximately 40,000 square miles.
'
824. Have you tables which show tbe amount of water passing down tbe Darling for a period of years,
and at various times in the year ? ]. have that information tabulated, but I have not brought it with me.
825. W’hat m the average rainfall upon the New South Wales portion of the catchment area of the
Darling ? Ihe rainfall on that catchment area varies from 1S1,- inches to 351'inches iu the neighbourhood
ot Armidale.
‘
826. What would be a fair average ? Tbe average of 1C years is 24v59 inches.
827. And what is the average rainfall upon tbe Queensland drainage area ? 30'28 inches. Tbe Queens
land rainfall does not differ materially from the New South Wales rainfall.
828. What proportion of the rainfall reaches the Darling at Brewarrina? Less than 2 per cent.
829. "Would the same remark apply to Queensland ? Yes. I think so.
830. AVhat amount passes down tho Darling at Bourke ;—would you give us the information for a term of
years. I have that information for Bourke. Bourke is the only place where the quantity of water can
be accurately determined, because that is the only place where I have a section of the river. The volume
of water passing down the Darling at Bourke is 2,350,(100,000 tons of water equalling ?„ of ap inch of
ram over the catchment per annum.
57
" "
X02 E
831.
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831. What information have you to giro us about the evaporation in this -district? The following table
CaFg ' BA’ s^ows
total yearly evaporation at Walgett since 1SS6. The average evaporation during the. last ten
■

*
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833. Were not some experiments made in England, during a great number of years, to determine this
question of evaporation ? Tes ; but I think the most exhaustive experiments have been made in India.
83-t. What was the result of the Indian experiments ? I have not got any particulars about them ; but
I have particulars about some experiments made in England by Sir James Lawes.
_
_
835. Have you any idea as to how much of the water which falls upon the catchment area of the Darling
percolates far'below Ihe surface? Well, no experiments have been made; but nearly tbo whole ot the
rainwater disappears below the surface. We know that less than 2 per cent, of it goes into tbe rivers.
830. Cau you give us any opinion as to what becomes of the rest ? I think nearly the whole of it goes
into the ground. In some places the water disappears as fast as it falls. For instance, nearly the whole
of the rain falling in the neighbourhood of Lake George disappears in that way. The rise of the lake is
due to the quantity of water falling directly on to its surface. In any ordinary rain the whole of the
water falling upon the catchment of Lake George sinks underground.
837. But there is some evaporation? Yes; though I caunot ascertain how much.
_
838. There is no information available ? The only information available does not reach the question at
all. It consists of some experiments which I have made at tbe Observatory, in order to see what the
evaporation is from shallow surfaces of soil.
830. How would you view a statement of this kind: That no filtration takes place on an average during
five months of the year in England ; and that periods of seven months frequently occur during which the
water-falling from the clouds is evaporated before it can pass to a depth at which capillary attraction and
subsequent evaporation takes place”? I have no experience. I know that a groat many experiments
have been made in England to ascertain what they call there the water level:—that is, the depth to which
you must sink your well in order to find water. I am not at all sure that the results of those experiments
would be available for our purpose, because the rainfall in England comes down as very light rain, much
lighter than it does here, while rain falls much more frequently.
840. The water falling on the catchment area of the Darling disappears so rapidly that you havo no doubt
that only a very small proportion goes oil in evaporation ? Yes ; 1 find that as soon as the ground surface
dries after rain to the depth of half an inch, evaporation practically ceases.
841. Do you know the exteut of the cretaceous formation in which-the artesian water is found ? No.
842. Does it embrace the greater part of the water-shed of the Darling ? I understand that it embraces
a large area, but I have no personal knowledge of it. Recently water lias been found in other formations
beside.s the cretaceous.
843. Do you regard our subterranean water as an abundant supply ? Yes, as au extremely abundant
supply. The word “abundance” is rather indefinite in this sense. If irrigation by means of under
ground water became general, and wells were established at short distances, the experience here might lie
the experience of some parts of England, as in tbo neighbourhood of Liverpool, where they found the
water-level to be sinking. I do not think we are in a position to state yet how much water is actuallyavailable from underground sources. There is an enormous quantity, but I should not like to say
how much.
_
844. If 98 per cent, of the rainfall reaches this great subterranean reservoir, there must be a huge
supply? There is one important point upon which we have no data at all. This subterranean source
must have an outlet into the ocean somewhere. That, I take it, is proved by the fact that during all the
generations and years that have passed, water has not been found coming up to the surface anywhere
inland except in minute quantities from a few mud-springs. But water has always been soaking into the
ground, presumbly at the same rate as it does now,' That being so, it must be that it ultimately finds its
way into the ocean somewhere.
■
845. Is it not a fact that Eresh water is found in the ocean on parts of the South Australian coast ? Yes,
and fresh water runs out through the limestone there ; but I do not think we can estimate the quantity
conserved until we know more about the outlet. Or, to put it in another way, we may go on making
wells until the level of the water begins to fall in all the wells : then the outflow of the wells will he the
measure of supply, for it is evident as much is coming out as goes in.
_
84G. The water conserved must be subjected to a good deal of pressure to rise as it does? Yes.
847. You believe that we have a very large subterranean supply which is continually being replenished,
but you have no definite data to enable you to say exactly what are its dimensions, or whether its
permanency would be affected hy its use to a large extent for irrigation purposes ? Its permanency I
think would not he altered ; but its quantity would.
.
.
■
848. Although we shall always be able to get some water from this source, you .do not know whether we
should be able to get an unlimited supply or supply sufficient to irrigate the vast western interior ? I do
not think that that question can be answered yet.
849.
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§49. Would you regard it as ■ safe thing to expect u permanent, supply sufficient to irrigate 50,000 acres
X should think so,
850. Or perhaps ten times that area r1 Possibly,
851 Do you know anything with regard to the quality of this subterranean water p
Only what I have
read about it.
8o2. You can express no opinion as to whether its mineral ingredients would unfit it for irrigation
purposes. iSo ; 1 cannot answer that question. 1 hand in a map upon which is marked the average
rainfall upon each square degree of tho catchment area of the Darling in New South Wales, the greatest
quantity ofrain that has fallen m any year, and the least quantity of rain that has fallen in a year.
£. fSi
T°Wi hli W,k d° 7°ur ‘P^hentic records go ? We have records of the rain measures
• +L ill ]&i2n Iift S°
PamPIllet con taming a diagram showing the character of the floods
m the Darling at Bourke up to 1896.
on
*
uu n
854. b/uiirman.'] Would the conservation of water in a narrow strip such as the Darling have any
climatic effect upon that portion of the colony ? I think not
b
1
855. Would the conservation of water in depressions such as there are in the western districts have-any
climatic effect ? When they commenced irrigation in Italy, in the valley of the To, large areas were
mvdved, and the engmeers expected a considerable increase of the rainfall, but the water conservation
did not aftect the rainfall m tho least.
856. Has deforesting an effect upon the rainfall? The general opinion is that to cut away trees is to
decrease the rainfall; but personally I am convinced that that is a mistake. It is tbe rainfall that makes
the trees, and not the trees that make the rainfall. I have investigated the matter in this colony, as far
as I have been able, hy placing ram measures m cleared patches and in open plain country. One
8urwundhigSrtatkms^a^ t tCre WaB 6£S raillfn,tl in a cleai™g in the middle of a large scrub than upon the
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But experiments made in Australia have not been carried on for a sufficient length of time to make
!.Tt Vr'')!' + 4.u C°UrSe ttVejr7vahlc ,s curtailed; but it is possible to make experiments with a bias,
to question ^
in
somc of t}le expcmnents made in Europe have been conducted is open
857.

So11118 y^r 0F-ink!D lhaLany
of water and consequent increase of foliage will have no
UP<f? tl+°
'• Tlle ef’ftenoc of water, or of plants evaporating water into the atmosphere,
'Wi TrJ?10 i,T
above; but the whole atmosphere is shifting to the eastward at the
rate of 300 or 400 miles a day. So that what water is evaporated at Bourke to-day is immediately over
the coast to-morrow, and over the ocean next day.
J
J
James William Eoultbee, Esq., Superintendent of Public Watering Maces and Artesian Water Supply,
Department of Mines, sworn, and examined :—
jire you acquainted with the scheme before tbe Committee 9 No
860. Are you acquainted with the country about the Darling ? Yes ; I know the Darling pretty well.
WentworthJ301lrke lirC,ramna ? 1 krl0w ^ Pretty wel1
Bourke to Walgett, and from Bourke to
fo2;
7 Z?7 bT- T* BrTke’ w’if; St0uy Point • We haTe a bore at «idgea Camp, within
o or 6 Miles of Stony loint, another at Walkden s, and another at Pcra. One of these is on the Baro/^Utt 0a{*’ ano^ier on
Hungerford Itoudj and a third on the "Wanaaring Eoad *
8bS. Jiave you a bore at Walgett ? Yes, tho Euroka Bore
fflnnnf' IIPP'V f ^
* 8'ne? lhe Euroka Bore’ which is tte last P«t
gives about
ami pfa 1^,000 gallrmS af!y! t;e‘a 1,11 P
glVeS 7l0°0 Si‘11°”a a
W«l''den’s 200,000 gallons,
865. What is the depth of these bores ? Pera is about 1,100 feet. Gidgea Camp is about 2,050.
f It.™ y°U
T do“ease or Mcrefe in the supply ? There has been a slight increase at Gidgea.
867. Have you noticed that after a good fall of rain the supply decreases or increases ? The increase is
due more to atmospheric pressure. The increase at Gidgea Camp came after we had carried out an
experiment there with a water-lifter. I fancy we must have cleared out the interstices between the
rock and the casing.
•
rfSS'1'
cr*‘““o“ d“T’ lhe“u,,ou81' *1”’drifls' ™d il“
869. What is the water at that bore used for chiefly ? Entirely for watering travelling stock. I think
the tenant has a small garden, but it is not sufficiently* large to do very much.
thfplacf vefvlmuchCe<i Wlietlier ^ Water ^ impr°TCd the Placeornofc? ^ liae, of course, improved
871. There is nothing in the water which is detrimental to vegetation ? I think not. The carbonate of
sodium, which is present in nearly all this water, varies very much in different bores. Some of them have
o:t ^ -at we fi I0u^ I10t attempt to use the water for any permanent irrigation
Chemical composition.

Silica
...
Sodium caib.
Potassium carb.
Calcium carb,
Magnesium carb.
Sodium chlor....
Alumina and ferric

...
...
...
...
...
...
oxide

Grains per gallon.
In 1,000 parts.
1-330
.... .. 0-0190
37-026
.... ..
'5289
1-215
.... ..
-0173
‘999
.... .
0142
■254
.... ..
0036
9-290
.... .
1327
traces
.... .
traces

Total solid matter .........................
....
go 213
......
-7157
of' ™ at revetlue do y°u get from Gidgea Camp Bore? £100 a year. It is under lease to a tenant,
■l *
charge does he make for the water? 'He charges the regulation rates—L0.s. per 1,000 for
sheep, Id. a head for horses and bullocks, 4d. for camels, and Id. for pigs.
875.
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873. "Wlmt is the next bore ? Walkden's, on the Hungerford Hoad. That bore is 1,604' feet deep, and
gives a supply of 200,000 gallons a day. It is under the charge of a caretaker, aud is situated / or 8
miles from Bourke, and 9 or 10-miles from Stony Point.
_
,
o -nr i.
*.
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■^■as tf*61,6 been a decrease or an increase of the supply since the bore was put down. \\ e nape not
’
noticed any variation.
.
877. Is any irrigation done with it? Only what the caretaker does for his garden.
878. What is the next bore ? Pera Bore, on the Wanaaring Eoad. It is 7 miles from Bourke, aud about
12 miles from Stony Point. The bore is 1,154 feet deep, and gives a supply of 615,000 gallons a day.
It is at this bore that we have a settlement.
879. A homestead settlement? Yes.
...
j
i.
o «•
880. Can you give us any information with reference to the irrigation that has been done there . Six
hundred and forty acres of land were set apart.
..
,
881. What kind of land is it? Very good red soil; beautiful sandy loam.
882. What is the quality of the water ? It is very good.
_
883. Similar to that coming from the other bores ? I think it is better. The only two ingredients in the
water from these bores, which are inimical to plant life, are carbonate of soda and chloride of sodium.
Of the first there are present only 33T1S grains per gallon, and of the second, 7'690 grains per gallon.
You must remember that there is no alkali in this soil. The waters obtained from the American bores
show a smaller percentage of carbonate of sodium, but tbe soil there contains a large proportion of
alkali.
884. What has been tbe result of irrigation at this settlement? We have eleven tenants there, each ot
whom holds a 20-acre block. They have all got the best part of their land cleared, and crops and
vegetables planted, and are doing very well.
885. How long is it since tbe settlement was established ? It was only started last July. Fifty-seven
acres have been reserved as a farm for the Government,
_
, j * j
886. What crops have they grown other than vegetables ? Sorghum, maize, Kaffir corn, planter s friend,
and broom millet, all of which are doing well. The sorghum has been placed in ensilage stacks, and is
smelling as sweet as possible. I was there yesterday.
887. What are the terms under which the land is held? The people there pay an annual rent of £5 per
block, and for that they get a supply of water equal to an annual rainfall of 35 inches.
888. How do they obtain the water? The water runs from a flume, and is delivered to them on their
blocks in three places.
889. There arc no pumps used ? Ko.
,
890. Does tho Government deliver the water at one corner of the block ? We deliver it from the three
places on the line of flume bordering the blocks. The people make their own connections with the flume.
S91. What is the opinion of the people there about the settlement ? They seem to be fairly well satis
fied. They think they will make a “ do” of it, as they call it.
_
892. They are satisfied that it is much better than to depend upon the rainfall ? Yes.
893. You are satisfied that this small settlement will be a success ? Yes ; 1 think it will. I think they
are working in the right direction.
894. What do they do with what they grow •,—have they a market lor their produce? They have not
attempted anything of that sort yet. They supply their own horses, but that is all at the present time.
They have a market iu Bourke for any fodder that they can grow, and a market for vegetables in Byrock.
With regard to the broom millet, there is a great opening for that. I had somc of the millet sent to
Sydney and made up into brooms, and I find that there is a profit of 9sr per dozen to bo obtained. I
reckon that that crop will give a return of from £15 to £20 an acre to the settlers. The people on the
Manning told me that their return was somewhere about £15 per acre. There is a very large con
sumption of brooms in Bourke—from 500 to 900 dozen in tbe year—and there is a man here who will go
up and manufacture them if tbe settlers will guarantee him 25 tons of stuff.
_
895. Axe they attempting to grow any fruit there ? Yes ; but mostly fruit for drying, such as apricots,
raisin grapes, Zante currants, prunes, and figs. The trees are making very good progress. It must be
remembered that wc started in the middle of one of the most extreme droughts that over visited the
colony, and when the heat was so great that it killed even men.
_
_
896. Do yon think that these people will be able to make a living off 20 acres of laud ? Yes; in America
they reckon that a man will make almost a competence out of 40 acres.
897. I suppose these people will he able, if they see their way clear, to take up blocks of 40 acres ? Eo;
I think the Act prevents them from doing that.
898. Are they employed at anything besides farming ? Yes; they engage in carting, and take any odd
work they can get.
_
899. What would have happened if there had been no water ? Without water that country would not
carry a sheep to 10 acres.
_
,
900. Cultivation would not have been possible ? Ho; you might get some result from a bit of cultiva
tion—perhaps once in seven years.
901. The land would he almost valueless without the water? Yes.
902. What is the next bore ? The Euroka Bore. Its depth is 1,542 feet, and it gives a supply of 3,000,000
gallons in the twenty-four hours.
_
_
903. Is the water good ? It is beautiful water; and I tbink that when it has been analysed it will perhaps
be found to be better than any other artesian water. This bore is 14 miles from Walgett on the
Coonamble Eoad, and 140 miles from Bourke.
_ _
904. Are you trying any irrigation there? We have not done anything yet, but it is proposed that
something shall be done. We arc running the surplus water through some settlers’ land into the
Castlereagh.
905. Has the water improved the land? Yes, and we maybe able to make some permanent arrange
ment with the settlers. We have done so at another bore.
906. Your experience is that these bores have been of great assistance to settlement? Yes; there are
only one or two bores, and they are situated near Wanaaring, where the proportion of soda is so great as
to prevent irrigation being carried out. The water from these bores would make things grow for a time,
hut afterwards it would kill everything. It is, however, very good water for stock, though tho supply is
not very large.
907.
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907. What position does the river stand in while the bores are giving this large supply of water P At the
Boultbec,
present time ihe river is below summer level.
Escj,
908. Almost dry ? There is a fair stream in it, but it is not much better than a ditch.
909. But these bores have given all the water necessary, and with careful use will make cultivation 26 Maj, 1896.
possible in these dry parts ? Yes.
”
910. You think that although our experience may ho very little, it should induce ns to make further
experiments with a view to getfing water for irrigation P Jea; there is no question about that. We
had a farm at the Native Dog Bore. It was carried on by the Department for a short time, and then leased
as a going concern to the man who has it now. It is situated 45 miles from Bourke, but tho Department
decided that it was too far from Bourke to be used for experimental purposes. There aro 20 acres under
cultivation there.
911. Chairman.] What rent is the Department getting for it? £90 2s. Gd., I think.
912. What did it cost ? About £1,000.
'
913. Mr. Himphery.'] How many acres of land are there attached to the bore ? 010 acres.
914. Mr. T^cfjnn '.] For how long have you been getting 3,000,000 gallons a day from the Euroka Bore ?
Only a very short time. That bore was started iu December last.
”
915. I suppose you cannot tell us if the water is inexhaustible? I think it is. All our experience
points to the fact that this water is practically inexhaustible.
916. How much land could be irrigated by the water from this bore ? From 1,200 to 1,400 acres, taking
no account of the natural rainfall, which is about 14 inches in the year up there. The bore is situated on
a beautiful black soil plain,
917. Mr. JIassaTIA What is your experience withsregard to tbe result of putting down these bores. Has
land, otherwise of very little value, become occupied to any extent ? There is no doubt that the bores
have been of incalculable benefit to the country, and have greatly increased the value of the land. It
naturally increases the carrying capacity of a run to have water running through it. Some of the drains
that have been made carry the water from the bores 26 and 50 miles through the stations adjoining. To
have such a drain through your land is better than to have a double frontage to a river, and in a lambing
paddock I would sooner nave one of these drainsthan anyother kind of water-supply. The settlcrslhemselves
are thoroughly impressed with the value of this supply, and we have now applications from three distinct
groups of settlers—two of them in tho Gwydir district—offering to pay tho Government 5 per cent, upon
the cost of the bore, and 2 por cent, to form a sinking fund if the Government will put down the bore.
The Minister has these propositions under consideration now. In one case about 73,U00 acres are
represented, and in another about 36,000 acres. The proposition which comes from Mercadool is being
held over pending the settlement of the land case.
918. _What is the greatest number of homestead leases served by an artesian bore ? There are only two
artesian bores that 1 know of upon homestead leases, the one is Mr. Jiushton’s, at Yantahulla, and the other
is Mr. Barton’s. At Moongulla Bore we have made an arrangement with four ho me stead selectors to deliver
water at their boundary, while they take it to the different homesteads. They have cut about 60 miles of
drains, and wc give them two days a week clear run of tho bore. They pay ns £20 a year each.
919. I presume that they run the water into tanks ? Yes, from tank to tank right through their holding.
920. What was the costof the Moongulla Bore? I think nearly £5,000. Besides that, wc have three
29-acre blocks and one 5-ncrc block on the section. Those people pay tho same rental as is paid at Pera.
I hen a wool-scourer pays Id. per 1,000 gallons for all the water he uses, and I suppose he will use 700,000
gallons a day. TVe take the water after lie has done with it aud use it for irrigation purposes. We have
a small farm there of 12 acres, upon which wc arc growing all sorts of things.
921.. Does your revenue amount to a fair percentage upon your expenditure ? No ; hut I think that
it will.
922. Is there any chance of other homestead lessees being served ? Yes ; we could serve any on the other
side of the road, though 1 think that that land all belongs to Moongulla Station. When it is thrown
open for selection there will be a better chance. Wc started the same arrangement at Dungle, and have
supplied two stations there with 'water.
'
923. That country, although good grazing land, is practically valueless in dry times '? Yes, and the men
of whom I have been speaking would havo had to move their stock, if they could not get water at the time
they did, The cost of the boro was £4,72S 10s., tbe casing being extra, and bringing the total cost up to
£6,838. The depth of the bore is 2,570 ft.
924.^ Mr. Humphery.~\ Does the total cost include tho expense of maintenance up to date ? No, that is,
outside the total cost of putting down the bore. The bore is one of tbe most expensive in the colony,
925.. Mr. JTfissf/U,] What return do you get from that boro at the present time P 1 will furnish the infor
mation. With the information that we have now, we cau follow certain lines and depend almost with
certainty upon getting a large volume of artesian water at comparatively shallow depths.
926. These bores have opened up a largo area of practically dry country which hitherto had not been
available for close settlement ? That is so.
927. The discovery of artesian water has practically overcome the difficulties of settlement there ? Yes ;
these bores make close settlements possible where it was not possible before.
928. You think that when ihe Department has more experience, it will be able to develop this country so
as to get a fair return for its expenditure ? Yes; you caunot estimate the indirect effect of these bores.
■ They have opened up the three roads that run to Bourke from Southern Queensland, and made it possible
to travel stock upon them in any season. A few years ago 3 remember that Messrs. Bich & Co. had to
send out learns with tanks to water stock with which they wished to take along special loading. It is only
eighteen months ago that I had to drive 95 miles along the Wanaaring Road with only one drink for the
horses, and now on that length wo have three flowing bores. The establishment of these bores
ought to tend to draw the Southern Queensland trade to our metropolitan market.
929. The boros were put down, not so much to provide water for agricultural purposes, as to enable stock
to exist in this part of the country, and to travel through it? That was the primary object of the bores,
but where we have had a large supply of water wc have extended our operations, and have shown people
what can be grown there with water.
930. Do. you think that irrigation along the Darling will ever be entered into to any great extent ? You
can see it done at some of the stations now in a small way.
931.
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Do you think that irrigation 11111 ever bo gone into on a large scale for the purpose of cultivating
Boultbee, 931.
cereals and fodder for sale, and thus create any great traffic upon the river ? I hardly think so. I think
Esq.

____ A that if anything is done it will be in the direction of the intense culture of fruit—something easily portable
26 May, 1896.
bring a high return for the outlay.
’
932. Has cultivation been a failure at any of these bores ? No. 'While tha water has a rather large
percentage of alkali, the soil has none at all, so that our soil and water combined are superior to the
American soil and water combined. Analyses of tbe soil round the Pera and other bores where we have
irrigated show that the quantity of alkali present is almost-nil. The soil about Moree contains not a trace
of alkali.
.
933. 'Which do yon think would be better—to spend £150,000 in locking the Darling, or to spend the
same sum in putting down artesian boros r1 That is a difficult question to answer. No doubt it is a great
advantage to have a river open for traffic. X remember that years ago, when I lived on the Darling, from
1875 to 1879, our wool was stuck there for over two years. We could not get it away, because there was
no river. Of late years the river has kept up better.
934. Mr, Roberts ~\ Can you tell the Committee what the various bores havo cost ? The following return
will give you that information:—
1. Number of flowing wells (four in progress)
33
2. Number of pumping wells........................
13
3. Number of failures ...
...
...
...
4
4. Number in progress ...
...
...
12
5. Number let, but not commenced ..............
23
Less

85
4

bores included twice

Total................................................
.....................................81
6. Total depth bored to date
...
...
...
... 84,809 ft. 6 in.
... £119,155 Gs. Id.
7. Total cost of forty-five bores completed ...
...
8. Total depth of bores completed ...
...
...
... 69,614 ft.
9. Average cost per foot of bores completed.,,
...
... £1 14s. 2d.
10. Average depth of bores completed
...
...
... 1,513 ft. 4 in.
... £74,377 9s. 5d.
11. Total cost of twenty-eight flowing wells..............
12. Total depth bored of flowing wells
...
...
... 40,008 ft.
13. Average cost per foot of flowing wells ...
...
... £1 17s.
... 1,428 ft. 10 in.
14'. Average depth bored of flowing wrells
... ■ ...
15, Total cost of thirteen pumping wells
...
...
... £35,832 19s. Id.
16. Total depth bored of pumping wells
...
...
... 18,407 ft. 3 in.
... £1 l8s, lid.
.17. Average cost per foot of pumping wells ...
...
... 1,415 ft, 11 iri.
18. Average depth of pumping wells ...
...
...
19. Estimated supply from thirty-three flowing wells
... 18,747,505 gallons per diem.
... 500,000 gallons per diem.
20. Estimated supply from thirteen pumping wells ...
... 19,247,505 gallons per diem.
21. Estimated supply from forty-six wells
...
...
There are 105 private wells in the country, the output from which is about 38,000,000 gallons, while tho
output from tho forty-six Government wells is 24,000,000 gallons. There are also twelve bores in
progress at the present time.
'
935. What is the total income of the Department ? About £5,000. The expenditure on tanks, wells, and
bores throughout the colony has been nearly £500,000; but then there are a great number of tanks which
do not pay a cent of rental. 1 will furnish a return showing the total expenditure on the bores.
1)36. Chairman.'] AVhat was the reason of the failures which you have had ? We wore right on the edge
of the Cretaceous formation, and got down to bed-rock.
.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Iliver Darling,
Tannatt William Edgeworth David, Esq., B.A., Professor of Geology, University of Sydney, sworn, and
examined:—
T. W, E. 937. Chairman.] Are you prepared to express an opinion with regard to the artesian water supply of
David, Esq,, this colony and of Queensland? Having been engaged on the geological survey of New South Wales
B.A.
for gome years before I accepted my present position at the University, where I have been for five years,
^ I have some knowledge of the artesian water-beds both of New South Wales and of Queensland. I have
7 1 ay, 1896.
out a short statement giving a rough calculation, which I have made for the information of the
Committee, of the probable total amount of artesian water that may be drawn upon in New South
"Wales'in the future.
938. Will you read it ? It is as follows:—

The underground supplies of artesian water in New South Wales are entirely dependent on the rainfall, and tho
amount of water which could be drawn from the beds annually without tending to exhaust the supply would be about
equal to tbe quantity which annually percolates into the artesian water-beds. Obviously, if the annual outflow is at all in
excess of the annual inflow tho tendency will be to exhaust the underground supply,
If
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If therefore the average annual inflow is known, it will be possible to calculate the average annual outflow.
T. W. E.
It is now known that thero are two distinct sets of beds in Isew South Wales and Queensland, which yield artesian David, Esq.,
B^
Ihe newer and upper set may bo termed the Lower Cretaceous, and the lower and older tho Triassie, or Trias-Jura. ,—_____ ^
Tho supply of water to the artesian beds depends, therefore, (1) ou the rain falling on the exposed edges of the 27 Mar 1806.
porous beds belonging to these two sets of artesian formations ; {2) on water of rivers flowing over the outcrops of these
*
formations and leaking into the artesian beds.
. . It ie imposaible to do more than approximate very roughly to the amount of water annually draining into these
artesian beds.
jo
. .
the length of outcrop of the Cretaceous porous-beds in Kew South Wales be 350 miles, and the width 5 miles, that
is about similar to the width of the artesian-bearing Lower Cretaceous beds of Queensland,there would be a superficial area
of about L750 square miles available as intake for water draining into the Cretaceous rock, and this amount might possibly
i j u ij ^*e 'I1h’lhe area of tile Triassie (Trias-Jura) series (in which latter tbe Coonamble and Moree boros arc situ
ated) be added. This would total 3,500 square miles. If the average rainfall over this area is 22 inches, aud it be assumed
that ono'half of the rainfall percolates in this area, this would yield 1,500,000,000 (fifteen hundred million) gallons per day
of water to the artesian beds. If to this he added 500,000,000 (five hundred million) gallons por day on account of water
leaking in through rivers, the daily average inflow would amount to, roughly, about 2,000,000,000 (two thousand million)
gallons per day.
'
It would probably not be possible to draw the whole of this quantity of water daily from the artesian wells of the
present and future without lowering the hydraulic grade, and rendering some wells sub-artesian which arc now artesian.
.
water.

It might, however, perhaps be assumed provisionally that 1,500,000,000 gallons (fifteen hundred million) gallons
daily is a very roughly approximate estimate in the present state of our knowledge of the total quantity of artesian water
supply available.

.

^^'CJ'rCSen^
^ow ^le wells be 50,000,000 (fifty million) gallons, it should be possible to increase the yield
perpaps by thirty times the present amount without seriously impairing or weakening the subterranean water supply.

The gist of my report is that it would be possible to increase our artesian wells thirty times without;
seriously impairing the supply of water.
939. Mr. ITassalL] Can you give us an idea of the extent of these artesian beds ? I might preface my
remarks by stating that the Government Geologist is in possession of later information upon the subject
than I am, especially with regard to the Triassie beds, as be lias lately been engaged in surveying the
boundaries of these beds. These artesian water beds commence probably in tho Gulf of Carpentaria, and
skirt the western spurs of the mountains of Queensland, until thejr cross the boundary between Queens
land and ISew (south 'Wales, somewhere below Bonshaw, about SO miles to the west of the northern
railway line. The area tinted green on tho map shoivs approximately the space which we know to be
occupied partly by tho Cretaceous artesian beds, and partly by tbe Triassie artesian beds. Jn view of
recent discoveries, however, the boundary should be extended a good deal to the south-east, because when
the map was drawn, it was supposed that only the Cretaceous beds were water-bearing. It is now known
that the Triassie beds which are of the same ago geologically as the Svdnev sandstone, arc also water
bearing.
“
'
910. Chairman.']' May not -further exploration extend tho limits of this area ? That is possible, Mr.
Pittman is ot opinion that the area needs to be extended towards Hay aud Balranald.
■
911. Mr. Tfassall.'] Then that area would practically embrace the valley of the Darling? Not only the
valley of the Darling, but also a considerable portion of the catchment area of its tributaries.
912. Mr. Wright.'] And the Lachlan? 1 do not know that much of the Lachlan country would be
included within the artesian basin.
"
913. Mr.Hassall.^ What are the boundaries of the artesian area? Very roughly, tbo boundary would come
down from the Queensland border to within a short distance to the east of Moree. Yctman would be
within it. irom Moree it would go towards Narrabri, thence to Gilgandra, on tho Castlereagh, and
thence to Narrominc. . Then, J. think, the boundary is shown upon the map in fair accuracy as skirting
round Nevertire, leaving a loop in Warren, near the centre of it, and then trending northwards to
Brewarrina, and so on to Oxley’s Table-land and Byrock. Thence wost the district extends between the
Queensland border and about 30S. latitude as far as Mount Brown.
914. Mr. Wright.] Does the boundary line come down as far as Cobar? I have never been to Cobar; but
I know tho character of the rocks near there, and they aro not artesian rocks, nor likely to contain
artesian water,
915. Mr. Hassall^ The discovery of artesian water in the belt of country between Moree and the Maeintyre
.River, rather upset the then existing theory about artesian water ? It very much added to our knowledge
on the subject. It showed that there was a lower series of rocks which was also water-bearing.
916. Does that lower series extend beneath the Cretaceous formation ? I think it will be found to extend
under a large part of the Cretaceous area.
917. It will give us two. sources ot supply instead of one? Yes. You havo oue source of supply beneath
another. It is like having a iank with a false bottom, and both compartments containing water.
948, Is the water-level of the Triassie scries equal to that of the Cretaceous series ? Possibly so. Tho
intake is higher.
919. What is the source of supply of the Departmental bores which are near the coastal range;—would it
be created by percolation ? Yes, by tbe percolation of rain water and the leakage from rivers flowing
over the porous formation.
’
950. You assume that the outlet of the Triassie formation is away to the westward, might it not bo to the
eastward ? No. This porous formation could not double underneath tbe impervious rocks, which are far
older than the water-bearing strata.
951. Then the artesian water must be confined to the western slope? Yes.
952. If the supply of water in the Cretaceous formation should ever give out through too many wells being
sunk into it, would it be possible to put the same bores down deeper, and so strike water in the Triassie
formation ? I think that probably that could be done over a large area of the Cretaceous basin. But,
since the newer series overlaps the older series one caunot definitely state that the older series would
always be reached ; though we know from bores that have been put down that the older series has a very
large extent, and therefore, it is probable that the supply of water which it contains could be drawn upon
by sinking anywhere over a very large part of the area of tbe Cretaceous formation,
953. I suppose that your knowledge of our rivers leads you to the conclusion that a large quantity of their
water must escape into the artesian beds ? Yes.
934. You have seen at the bead of many of our rivers magnificent stretches of water running practically
all the year rouud, while further west the river seems to dry up aud disappear ? Yes, I hare noticed
that.
955.
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T. W. E. 955. The Macquarie and the Big River seem to become smaller and smaller as you get down ? Tes.
A?8*1,1
^ou 'wou^ naturally conclude that a great portion of the water of these rivers must sink into the
1 i
underground reservoirs ? Tes, the water is lost by percolation.
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Have you any information to give us as to the distance between the two sets of water-bearing strata
’
which you have referred to ? We know that the Triassie strata are about 2,000 feet in thickness. 1 do
not know that they have ever at any place been proved to be much thicker than 2,000 feet, and I should
think that the outside limit of their thickness would be 3,000 feet. The Cretaceous strata vary very much
in thickness. Ton might tap the water-bearing horizon at a depth of 150 feet, or you might have to sink
2.000 or 3,000 feet. If you washed to sink through the Cretaceous formation to the Triassie formation
you might have to go another 2,000 feet before you obtained any supply, though you might not have to
go more than 1.500 feet. By sinking 4,000 or 5,000 feet ono ought to pass through both the Triassie and
the Cretaceous formation.
.
958, The distance between the two sets of strata would vary very much ;—the Cretaceous formation would
be of an undulating character ? Tes. If the clay-bed above were very thick, you might have to boro a
considerable distance before you tapped the Cretaceous sandstone, and you might then have to go through
1.000 feet of clay before you came to the 'Triassie sandstone. Tou w-ould always have to go from 1,500 to
2.000 feet, even under the most favourable circumstances, if you were on the Cretaceous Jocks, and wished
to tap the Triassie source of supply,
959. Does the Triassie formation undulate in the same way as the Cretaceous formation ? The Triassie
rocks lie. I think, in wide shallow basins, separated here and there by hillocks, or even by submerged ranges
of impervious rock.
900. Tou think that we could, with perfect safety, put down thirty times as many artesian bores as we
have at the present time P Tes.
961. So that if we had one hundred bores to-day, we could safely put down 3,000 P Tes, provided they
drew water in the same proportion as the present bores. Mr, Jack, the Grovernment Geologist of Queens
land, in a paper which he read last year to the Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science,
very much extended his estimate of the artesian water available in Queensland, as compared with a former
estimate. He originally estimated that the width of the strip of Cretaceous rocks was only one-eighth of
a mile ; but last year he told us that he had surveyed the strip,and found that its width was about 5
miles. When he made his first report he thought that the amount of water then being taken from the
Queensland artesian supply, namely, 109,000,000 gallons a day, was just about as much as drained into
the basin, and that it would not be possible to increase the number of the wells without impairing the
supply. After this survey, however, which substituted facts for theory, he was able to state that he
thought it wouid be possible to increase ihe present outflow at least forty times.
962. Mr. Roberts.'] In view of the quantity of artesian water to be obtained in our western districts, do
•
you think it a matter of necessity to utilise the river Darling for irrigation purposes ? I could hardly
answer that question without taking the time to calculate how much water will be required to irrigate a
certain area, and 1 should want some figures showing the area required to be irrigated.
9G3. Chairman.] It appears that to put 20 inches of water upon 610 acres of land, would require a supply
of 347,830,400 gallons. Ton say that the supply of artesian water available is 2,000,000,000 gallons a day ?
I would sooner call it 1,500,000.000 gallons. A flow of 1.000,000 gallons a day would irrigate about 1
square mile, and therefore a flow of 1.500,000,000 gallons a day would irrigate 1,500 square miles.
904. A little over 1,000,000 acres ? Tes. At the same time, I should like those figures to be taken only
as approximate.
.
965. But, accepting the basis which appears to be laid down by tbe Department of Mines in their report
upon artesian boring, it would appear that about 1,000,000 acres could bo irrigated from our artesian water
supply? I think so.
966. Mr. Roberts.] Could you estimate ihe cost of obtaining this supply? It could be estimated by
ascertaining the cost of the total number of feet bored up to tbe present time, and multiplying it by
thirty.
*
967. Is the water tapped by the artesian bores virtually a stream ? It is virtually a stream in the form of
an underground sheet. If it were an impounded basin tho water would he highly mineralised and
brackish,
968. Can the supply be looked upon as inexhaustible ? If the present number of bores were increased to
such an extent as to draw out about thirty times the amount of water now taken, probably as much would
be taken out as was draining in, and then if any more were taken out the wells would cease to flow.
969. Iu regard to the scheme before the Committee, do you think it would he better to carry it out—
remembering that for irrigation purposes it would be necessary to pump the water to a height of 35 feet—
than to rely upon artesian boring. I should not like to express nn opinion upon that subject.
970. Mr. Humphery^] Would it be possible to have a series of bores between Bourke and Brewarrina,
within 3 miles of the river, which would provide an abundant supply of water for irrigation purposes ? I
am not quite sure as to what are the limits of safety, so far as the placing of one artesian bore near
another is concerned. I do not think it would do to put two large bores within half a mile of each
other.
971. The distance between Bourke and Brewarrina is about 60 miles by road, and 150 by river, and we
have been told that the water of the Darling could ho used for irrigation purposes within 3 miles of
the river; can you tell us what artesian supply could be obtained within that area? Tou could get
artesian water at intervals throughout that area.
972. But at about wbat interval? Without knowing exactly the depth of the bores there, I could hardly
tell you.
973. Approximately ? Well, the bores might be 5 miles from each other; but I should not like to make a
definite statement without first entering into a calculation.
974. When you were estimating the available quantity of artesian water, did you take into consideration
the probability of a number of bores being placed between the Darling and Milparinka ? Tes.
975. Has that country been tapped ? Tes ; a good deal of water has been drawn from that district.
976. How many bores have been put down there? That I could not say ; but a great many.
977. Have you any knowledge of that country ? I have not been over that country myself.
978. Has artesian water been obtained as far out as Mount Browne ? I am not prepared to say how
near to Mount Browne artesian water has been tibtained.
979,
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979. Your estimate covers the whole supply to be obtained in tbe area you havo already referred to ? David,
Esq.,
Yes; I think ihe map issued by the Department of Mines shows that there are some bores rather close
B.A.
to tbe Mount Browne district.
9SO. Chairman.'] Do you know the character of the bed of tho Darling ? Only close to "Bourke.
27 May, 189(5981. "Would there be any percolation through itP Over considerable areas there would not be perco
lation, because of the hard days which form ihe bod in places. The bed of the river is partly porous and
partly impervious ; but 1 could not give you any exact information unless an actual survey were made.
982. Is any such mfurinatinn available P Jf there is you could get it from Mr. Pittman.
9S3. Your statement with regard to the artesian water is briefly this: that if the water got away too
readily there would be no head to raise it to the surface, while if it was obstructed altogether there would
come a time when no more would be absorbed ? Yes; the beds would become supersaturated, and the
water would become brackish from the want of circulation.
984. But it is assumed that, with considerable dilliculty, the water gets away somewhere—most likely to
the south-east coast of Australia ? Or to the Onlf of Carpentaria—most Jikely in both directions.
985. If a con-idcrablc quantity of water wore taken from the water-bearing strata, would the tendency
be for what is left to become highly mineralised P It would be likely to become less mineralised.
986. Therefore, there is reason to believe that, as we use the artesian water, it will get better, and notworse? Well, only to a limited extent; because, after all, the circulation would only be very slightly
accelerated by the artesian bores.
987. But, no matter how wo may draw from the artesian supply, the water is likely to remain good in
quality ? Yes.
iiS8. Can you give us information with respect to the quality of the water already obtained? I would
rather leave that to others. I have seen chemical, analyses of tho water ; but I have not had an oppor
tunity of judging as to its effect upon plant life. I believe that the Department of Agriculture has
established a farm near one of these bores, and has tested the use of the water for irrigation—I have
heard, with very satisfactory resells.
9S9. Mineralised water might not affect the soil for one year, or even for half a dozen years ; but subse
quently it might destroy its value for agricultural purposes ? That is so.
990. Cun you tell us where such a difficulty as that has disclosed itself, and what means have been
adopted lo get rid of it ? In ihe United States of America they have been troubled with an excess of
alkali where they have been using artesian water for a great number of years. The trouble has been
caused chiefly, I believe, by the presence of carbonate of soda in the water.
99L. Carbonate of soda also occurs in our artesian water? I do not think that our artesian water
contains so much of it as the American artesian water contains after it has been used for irrigation.
992. Mr. Wright.] Here the trouble is caused by chloride of sodium ? No ; there is only a small
quantity of chloride of sodium. I think it is a negligible quantity.
993. If artesian water is continually being used upon soils largely charged with alkali, will not the supply
itself become affected? I do not think so. The artesian wells in Algeria have been flowing for
forty years.
994. A great deal of our western country is greatly charged with alkali; if you irrigate it, will not the
alkali bo taken down through the soil so as uLtimately to destroy the supply ? To get rid of tho alkali
trouble you would have ultimately to mix powdered gypsum into tho water.
995. Would not the percolation take the alkali through the soil into the underground supply ? No ; it
would never get back to the original source. Speaking generally of our artesian water and its mineral
constituents, I might say that it compares very favourably with the artesian water in other parts of the
world—for example, with tho artesian water used in the north-west States of North America, and in
Algeria.
996. Therefore, a comparison of the various soils for which it is required would enable us to find out
what risk we run in using it ? Yes. Mr. Gfuthrie, of the Department of Agriculture, could give you infor
mation in regard to character of tbe soil in the western district; and Mr. Mingaye, of the Department of
Mines, has analysed the water.
'
997. Mr. Black.] You said something about this water returning to the ocean ;—in artesian boring is
water ever struck below the ocean level ? Yes, very frequently. The bottoms of most of the bores in'
Queensland and in New South Wales are below the level of the sea. For instance, the surface level at
Bourke is less than 400 feet above sea level, bub the bores near there go down nearly 2,000 feet.
998. Does tho pressure of water increase with the depth ? The pressure does not increase in direct pro
portion to the depth. It depends upon the height of the intake and the frictional resistance.
999. If tlic diameter of a bore is increased very much, would that lessen the pressure? It will some
what, hut not to a very great extent.
1000. If you increased the diameter of a bore from 3 to 6 inches, or from 4 to 8 inches, would there be
a decrease of pressure ? 1 could not give you a reliable answer upon that point without knowing what
the surrounding conditions were.
.
1001.. Supposing the diameter of a bore were increased from 3 to IS inches ? Then, no doubt, the water
would-not come so fast; but a great deal would depend upon the porous nature of the ground. If the
sand beds below wore very porous, you might increase the diameter of the bore to 12 inches without
affecting the pressure; but if, on the other hand, there is much resistance to the flow in the beds, a
3-inch bore would drain for a certain radius, and any larger bore would decrease the pressure.
1002. Possibly the longer a bore remains in use the less effective it is and it might in time come to be
inoperative ? 1 do not think that is likely. Actual experience of bores that have been running for forty
years seems to showr that as long as the pipes are kept clean tho pressure is uniform.
1003. Ton were speaking of bores of a moderate size? Yes.
1001. But supposing a bore were as large as 3 feet in diameter ? I do not think it would be wise to sink a
bore of that diameter.
1005. The better way would be, where a large quantity of water was required, to sink several bores? Yes.
1006. "What are the reasons why the water rises with such force in the artesian bores ? It is simply due
to hydraulic pressure. The pressure is no more than one would calculate it to be by taking the level of
the inlet and the level at which the water is tapped, making allowance for frictional resistance. 'Very
much depends upon the fineness of the sediment through which the water is flowing.
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James William Boultbee, Bsq., Superintendent of Public Watering Places and Artesian Water Supply,
Department of Mines, sworn, and further examined:—
J. W.
100/.
Mr. Jloberts.] Yesterday you were asked to fumisli a return as to the costof the artesian bores
Boultbee,
put down in this colony, and the revenue derived from them? Yes; that information is contained in
Esq.
the return which I now hand in. [Fide Appendix].
21

May, 1806.
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$ resent:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING-, Esq.

(Chairman).

Charles Alep.ed JjEE, Esq.
Frederick Thomas Humphert.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
Charles James Boberis, C.M.G.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
William .Iosicph Trickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
George Black,Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Hirer Darling.
George Maiden, Esq., Manager, Messrs. Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co., Ltd., sworn, and examined
G-. Maiden, 1008. Chairman.] Have you a knowledge of the country between Bourke and Brewarrina? Yes,
-ElJtlextending over something like thirty years.
1000. Mr. Roberts.] Arc you familiar with the scheme before the Committee ? I have not made myself
aj, b-very much acquainted with it, but I have taken a cursory glance at it.
1010. When were you last in that part of the country which it will affect ? Twenty years ago.
1011. You havo not visited it since ? Ho.
1012. Was the Darling a navigable stream when you knew it ? Yes.
1013. Were steamers employed npon it ? Yes.
1014. Where were they trading ? Principally from the Lower Darling to Bourke, bringing goods from
South Australia and from Eclmca.
1015. In those days whore did tho Bourke wool go ? Some of it to South Australia and some to Eehuca.
101G. I suppose the position which you occupy causes you to keep this part of the country in your mind ?
We have large interests in tho district.
1017. As a business man, do you see any need for the proposed work ? I think that if carried out it would
give a great boon to the people upon the Culgoa, Bokhara, and Harran, and would tend to draw a good
deal of traffic down to feed the river at Bourke.
10IS. Where does the produce from that district go to now? It comes down in drays, making the western
line somewhere about Byrock. A good deal of it would go to Bourke.
1019. Does any of it go to Narrabri ? Some of it would branch off to Narrabri; but I fhink'lbat if the
river were locked it would cease to go that way. Jt would of course depend upon the freight, however,
though river charges arc generally very light. Speaking generally, I think the scheme would be a good
one for tho district as a whole, aud to the people upon the river more particularly. If part of ihe river is
locked, as proposed, that will keep a permanent supply of water for a long way up, and would allow a more
easy flow after light rains.
*■
1020. And more produce would go to Bourke than goes there now? I think so.
1021. I suppose that it would alsomakea great saving of time in getting to market as far as the people to
the north, out towards the Queensland border, are concerned ? No doubt about it. At present, if a very
wet season sets in out there, it is difficult to get anything along the roads.
1022. Is there a very large traffic between Brewarrina and Bourke? I do not tbink so. There is a fair
amount of traffic ; but not a great amount. The traffic would go to Byrock from Brewarrina.
1023. If the river were locked, tbe traffic would go to Bourke ? No doubt about it.
1024. "Would you favour the construction of a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina, in preference to ihe
proposed work ? I think it would be preferable to expend money iu locking the river.
1025. Would you be favourable to the imposition of tolls upon the river? That is a matter which I
have not considered.
1026. Have you in your possession any figures giving the amount of traffic to Bourke ? I have not.
1027. You could not tell us how many bales of wool passed from Brewarrina to Bourke last year or tho
year before? No ; but such information is available.
1028. Do you know the rate of carriage from Bourke to Brewarrina, or from Brewarrina to Byrock ? I
do not.
1028!. Would £2 be a fair tiling? It would be somewhere about that. I could get you the information.
1029. You favour the locking of the river in order to make it navigable, so that produce could he carried
by water at a lower rate—say, 10s. a ton ? J should think that would be tbe effect. Water carriage is
always cheaper than rail carriage.
1030. Do you think that 10s. a ton would he a fair rate for carriage from Brewarrina to Bourke hy
river ? Yes,
1031. Do you look upon this work as one which must at some future time be extended as far as Walgett ?
I should hardly recommend its extension to Walgett, because I understand that the railway is going to
Walgett.
1032. Will the locking of the river as far as Walgett make a railway to Walgett unnecessary ? J do not
think it would be wise to prevent a railway from going in the direction of Walgett ? I think that the
railway should be taken from Narrabri in the direction of Walgett, because such a line would pass
through some of the finest country in Australia.
1033. Why would you recommend the construction of such a line in preference to the further locking of
the river? The railway goes to Narrabri now, and not to extend it into the country to which 1 refer
would be robbing one of the finest grazing districts in the colonies of its rights.
1034. If wool and other produce could be carried from Walgett by river at a cheap rate, do you think
that it would be necessary to make a railway to Walgett? There are other considerations. There is a
valuable
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valuable district beyond Walgett wMcli has a strong claim to a railway. I bare no interest in this matter. Gv Maiden,
Esq.
1 simply give you the result of conclusions at which I have arrived after eighteen to twenty years
experience.
28 May, 1S9G.
1035. Chairman^] Tou say that although you regard the locking of the river as an important work,
having regard to its effect in so storing water, possibly up as far as Walgett, you do not look upon it as
obviating the necessity of a railway extension from the north-western line to that place? Quite so.
1030. Mr. Roberts!] Even if it were decided to lock the Darliug as far as Walgett, a railway to that place
would still be necessary ? Tes.
1037. Have you had any experience of irrigation in any part of the world ? STot much.
,
1038. Have you ever been in California? No.
1039. Do you think that this scheme should bo favourably viewed from what I may term tho irrigation
point of view ? I have no doubt that it will bo of immense advantage iu that direction as time goes on.
1040. But you have not given the subject of irrigation much consideration? Not very much. I have
only considered it in a general way. "
104 L. Have you seen any of the artesian bores which have been put down in this Colony? No; but
there are two or three such bores on some of our securities, and the reports 1 get speak very favourably
of them.
1042. jlf/\ Wright.] Tou have had a large experience of wool-raising as well as of wool-selling? Tes.
1043. Do you think a man could pay 5s. an acre for water to irrigate land upon which he wished to graze
sheep? 1 do not.
1044. If it has been stated in evidence that sheep-farmers would pay 5s. an acre for water for that
purpose, and pump it themselves, do you think that that statement is correct? I do not think that they
would pay that price for water, considering the present condition of the country and of the wool market.
1015. Do you think it would pay a sheep farmer to have his land flooded for Gd. or Is. an acre, he cutting
his own trenches and pumping the water? It might pay to irrigate patches ; but it would not- pay to
irrigate generally.
1046. Do you think that irrigation will take place on a large scale iu connection with grazing land ? I
do not think so.
101'7. Do you think that a man who had a good river flat would be likely to cultivate 300 or 500 acres of
lucerne for winter feed for his stock if he could irrigate his land ? There might be exceptions ; but I do
not think it would be generally done.
1018. Tou are aware that Mr. Wills .Allen has cultivated some hundreds of acres in this way ? Tes.
1049. Do you think that the same thing will be done along the Darling if water is conserved there ? The
conditions of soil upon theDarling are quite different.
1050. Experience shows us that very large crops can be obtained from that district when the land is
irrigated? But you must not forget that the climatic conditions on the Darling are different from those
which prevail where Mr. Wills Allen has his estate. Tou get a rainfall at the latter place which you do
not got on the Darling.
1051. But.if you have water artificially conserved, it does not matter whether you get rain or not ? I
think that the water which falls upon the land in the shape of rain is better for it than any other.
1032. Small patches of land which have been irrigated by artesian bores in this district have produced
phenomena] crops of lucerne, vegetables, and so on? Tes; but you must take into consideration the
expense. Wha’t is being done now is done under the most favourable conditions, because tbe land irri
gated is close to the source of supply. If that land were 10 miles oft’, the question of expense would arise.
1053. Do you thmk that a squatter having 500 acres of very rich land on the banks on the Darling would
be likely to pay 5s. per acre for water in order that he might grow lucerne upon the land, he having to
pump the water himself ? Not as a rule.
1054. Do you think that it would pay a man to do that? I do not think it would.
1055. Tou say that the wool from the Narran and the Bokhara now comes in to Bourke, and that if the
river were locked that traffic would be increased, and tho people there would have cheaper carriage ? I
did not say that the locking of the river would increase the traffic. I said that tho work would he a great
boon to the people out there, and should give them cheaper carriage.
1036. What do you think of the construction of a railway from Byroek to Brewarrina? I said that I
thought it would be bettor to spend the money in the way now proposed.
1037. Because the locking of the river would serve two purposes—it would conserve water, and would
provide a highway ? Yes.
105S. Do not tbe exceptionally low rates charged upon the Bourke line tend to divert traffic to Bourke
which would otherwise go to Narrabri ? To a certain extent they do.
1059. But you do not think that the north-west country will he properly served by being provided with
water carriage to Bourke and railway carriage from Bourke to Sydney ? How could the territory between
Narrabri and Walgett be served in that way.
J
1060. If the river were properly locked it might be made navigable as far as Collarendabri ? Even then
you would want a railway. I look upon that district as having the finest class of settlers there is in the
colony.
1061. Ton approve of the locking o£ the Darling because it will effect the conservation of alargo quantity
of water, because it will create a highway for traffic, and because it will provide means for irrigation ?
Principally because it will make tbe river navigable, and will conserve a large quantity of water.
1062. Tou do not attach so much importance to the question of irrigation? To my mind, that ia a
secondary matter at the present time.
1063. Mr. Black!] Have you given the question of irrigation any study ? Not much.
1064. If the settlers aloug the hanks of the river used the water of the river to irrigate their laud, do you
think they would have a local market for their surplus produce ? Not with the present population.
1063. Do you think they could compete in the metropolitan markets with produce grown on naturallywatered land, and on which the cost of long railway carriage had not to be paid? Certainly not.
1006. Tou are not inclined to think that this scheme is commendable because it would bring about the
conversion of large areas of land from pastoral to agricultural occupation ? To my mind, that is a minor
consideration.
'
1067. It must he a minor consideration, and cannot be nn immediate consideration ? And cannot he an
immediate consideration.
1068.
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10GS. Mr. Mumphery.'] Is there anv loss of wool to the railway by reason of the higher rates charged
between Ifarrabri and Sydney, comparing those rates with the rates bet ween Bourke and Sydney ? ]STo ;
^ere a
of wool, because the Bourke rates draw the Queensland wool. That is their object.
1069. It is a matter of policy, and the lower rates angment rather than diminish the earnings of the
railway? Tea, because they draw Queensland wool, which would otherwise not come this way. The
differential rate charged on the Bourke railway is so charged in order to get the Queensland wool. It is
not necessary to make a differential rate on the Narrabri line, because the Queensland railways take the
wool from that part of Queensland to the north of Narrabri. If the rate from Karrabri were proportion
ately equal to the rate from Bourke, some of the Queensland wool would be drawn to Karrabri; but it
would not be drawn to Narrabri to the same extent as Queensland wool is drawn to Bourke, and the
quantity of it would not bo sufficiently large to make it worth while for the Commissioners to lower
the rate.
1070. You rather favour the construction of a railway from Narrabri to Collarendabri;—have you consi
dered the proposal to extend the line from Nevcrtire through Warren to Coonamble, and thence to
Walgett? I have not considered it; but I know the country through which such a line would pass.
1071. Of the two proposals, which would vou favour? Both districts have large claims.
1072. If the railway were taken to Walgett you would not want a rail way to Collarendabri ? To my mind
you would. There are two districts having distinct and separate claims.
1073. If the railway were extended from N arrabri to Collarendabri. would you want a line from Never tire
to Walgett? Yes.
1074. Would not the lines compete with each other ? No.
107."». Could not Walgett be used for a terminal depot as well as Collarendabri? No. There is a very
large district between Nevertire and Walgett which should he served by a railway, and another large
district between Narrabri and Collarendabri, which should also be served by a railway. The latter line
would also tap a large extent of back country not drained by the first line. There would not* be the
necessity to take the line from Coonamble to Walgett if the river were made navigable.
1076. You do not think it would he necessary to extend the railway beyond Coonamble? It would not
be necessary, though it would he a great convenience to the district.
1077. In your opinion would it be politic to proceed beyond Coonamble? I do not think it would,
1075. You think that sufficient railway facilities would he afforded to these districts, if a line were taken
from Nevertire to Coonamble, and another line from Narrabri to Collarendabri ? Yes; between Coonamble
and Walgett the country would he very difficult for railway construction, because it is often flooded for
miles back. I kavc ridden through it, 4 miles out from the river, when the water has been up to my horse’s
back.
1079. Mr. Trickett.'] I understand that your chief reason for supporting this scheme is that it would
improve the navigation of the river, and give facilities for the carriage of goods ? Yes.
1080. The official who speaks for the Government ga\e this evidence in putting the scheme before us:
11 Looking at the scheme merely as one for opening up the river for navigation, I do not think the
expenditure would be justifiable.'’ Do you agree with that opinion ? Nob only would you improve the
navigation of the river, but you would store an immense quantity of water, winch I think is a necessary
thing to do. I went down the Darling once when it was almost dry for a stretch of a couple of hundred
miles, except where there were holes.
108J. You think this scheme would be carried out regardless of any revenue that it may produce ? I
think it should be preferred to the alternative railway proposal, which, 1 understand, will cost £140,000,
10S2. Have you seen Mr. Wills Allen’s property ? I ouly know of it.
r
1083. Do you know if irrigation has proved a successful venture there ? I heard it spoken of as fairly
successful.
1084. We have had it statedin evidence that his property, which consists of 40,000acres. has been materially
benefited by the irrigation of 500 acres; how could that result come about? You might get 500 acres
of land which would be suitable for irrigation ; but at the same time you might not get. 40.
10S5 I understand from an answer which you gave to Mr. Black, that you did not think that irrigation
would be much used on large areas ? No ; it would not pay.
1086. People will not give os. an acre a year for the privilege of using water? 1 do not think so.
1087. Mr. Zee.] When you were speaking about the necessity of constructing a railway from Narrabri
to Collarendabri, had you in view the line now being constructed to Moroc? I bad,
1088. Do you nob think that line will meet the requirements of the district to which you referred?
In a measure, but not wholly. That line runs just on the edge of the good country.
1089. But it is bound to serve a large part of that country because it will bring it within 20 miles of rail
way communication ? It will serve it in the same way as the railway from Narrabri serves it.
1090. Do you not think that if there is to be any quantity of Queensland wool diverted to this colony it
will come to our line by way of Moree ? Wool grown to the north of Bourke is not likely to come to
Moree. Our company is interested in wool grown upon the Warrego. That wool would certainly never
go to Moree. All the statious np there will come to Bourke.
.
1091. But what about the St. George country ? The wool from there would go to Narrabri.
1092. Is your firm in the habit of receiving wool from that country by way of South Australia or
Victoria ? N o.
1093. You do not receive consignments which have been sentdown the river to South Australia, and thence
on to Sydney by steamer ? No.
1094. Does the wool go to Yictoria? Some of it does.
1095. Is that wool coming from the north of Bourke ? It would come from the north-west of Bourke.
1096. Would it be influenced in this direction if the Upper Darling were kept permanently navigable ?
Only the wool from the borders of that territory.
1097. That wool is outside the district which will be affected by the locking of the Darling? To a very
large extent it is.
1098. We must not look to that part of the counfry for a large additioual traffic ? No.
1099. I suppose there was a very small settlement in the country between Bourke and Brcwarrina when
vou knew it ' There was none.
1100. There is not very much now? There are a few homestead lessees.
KOI. That land is used principally for grazing purposes r Yes.
1102.
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1102. Are you of opinion that if there was a permanent supply of water in the Darling between Bourke and
Maiden,
Brewarrina, closer settlement would ensue upon the banks ol the river ? 1 do not think it would alter _^
things materially.
28Mav)1896.
1103. Is that country capable of producing fruits of various kinds ? J think it would produce anything
'
on the face of the earth.
'
1104. Do you think that with an abundant supply of water for irrigation, there ivould be closer and more
profitable settlement ? I do not think so. The towns there are very small, so that there would be no
great local demand for anything produced, and the distance nould prevent anything from being sent to
the metropolis.
,
1105. "Without water that country is valueless, "What would it he capable of if vere irrigated? It
would be very productive.
1100. Is it capable of growing the vine ? Yes • I have seen splendid grapes grown there.
1107. "Would it grow stone fruits r Yes.
1108. Do you think they would grow there as well as at Mildura ? I think so.
1109. Is there any reason why they should not ? None at all.
1110. With an abundant supply of water there would be no limit to the possibilities of that country ?
Quite so.
.
1111. But you arc coneorned more with the question of traffic? Yes.
_
1112. Is it your opinion that notwithstanding what may be our future railway policy, it would be a wise
thing to lock the tipper Darling ? I think it would.
1113. Mr. C/fD’/ve.] What are the principal reasons why you approve of this scheme? Because of the
convenience which it would prove to the producers of the district in contrast to the alternative proposal
■
of a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina; secondly, because of the amount of water which would be
conserved. If 150 miles of water were permanently conserved, and light rains fell in the New England
district, the river would flow very easily, and the water would he carried all the way down,
1114. 1 suppose that cattle and sheep rearing is the principal industry of the district ? Wool is the
chief product.
1115. If the river were locked between Bourke and Brewarrina, would it pay to carry live stock along it
in steamers? No, and I do not think any necessity for that would arise.
1110. You think that in ordinary seasons it would be cheaper to drive the cattle ? The only time when
there would be any need to convey live stock by steamer would be when the whole country was flooded, and
at such limes you would have great difficulty in getting into Brewarrina.
1117. Do you think it would he possible to grow cereals in the district? Yes.
1118. Would there be a local market ? 1 do not think so.
1119. Would it not cost too much to send locally grown produce, and particularly wheat and oats, to
Sydney, and other places along the railway line ? I think that if there were any profit to bo obtained in
growing these things in the district they would be grown now at Bourke. Seeing that nothing is done
now, I do not know that any difference would be seen if the population were thicker.
1120. It would not pay to irrigate large areas for pastoral purposes ? No.
1121. Do you not think that it would he very expensive to pump water from the Darling for irrigation
purposes P Yes.
1122. Do you think it would prove a financial success? I do not.
1123. Do you think it would he cheaper to irrigate from artesian wells ? It would De cheaper.
1124. If the river were locked right down to Wentworth, would not that take away a large amount of
trade from New South Wales and give an advantage to South Australia ? No doubt it would.
1125. Although such an arrangement might benefit the people near the river, it would injure the trade of
the colony ? I should not recommend the locking of the Darling below Bourke, until after the colonies
have federated,
.
112G. Do yon think that a railway from Brewarrina to Byrock would he of as much advantage as the
construction of the proposed scheme ? 1 think that the carrying out of the proposed scheme would he
better for the district, and for the public generally.
1127. But would in not impose an extra charge upon the people of Brewarrina to compel them to send
their produce along the river to Bourke, and then bring it back by rail to Byrock, instead of taking it
direct by rail? The water carriage would be infinitely cheaper than rail carriage, and under the present
differential system of railway rates, the charge from Bourke to Sydney would be the same as from Byrock
to Sydney.
1128. Mr. Fagan.] I understand that the population in this district is now very sparse ;—do you think
that if facilities are given for navigation and for irrigation it will become much more thickly populated?
No doubt the tendency will be for the population to increase.
1129. And the Government would recoup itself for what it expended upon this scheme by the extra value
of the land there? That would depend upon the results obtained from irrigation. If irrigation there
turned out as badly as it has done at Mildura, there would be no £reat danger.
1130. Was not the failure of Mildura caused to a great extent by the quarrels between the various parties
interested in the place ? Yes, to some extent; hut in any case the results have not been satisfactory to
those who have embarked in the enterprise.
1
1131.. Seeing that in America and in India irrigation has been carried on with great success, do you not
think it would be made successful upon the banks of the Darling? In India labour is much cheaper than
it is here, while in America they seem to know more about the fruit-growing business than we know, and
are more energetic.
1132. I'lien it is not altogether the system that has failed at Mildura? Well, the success of irrigation
depends altogether upon its cost,
1133. Wages are pretty high in America, are they not ? Yes ; I think they are higher in Australia than
in America.
1134- Therefore, with able men at the head of affairs, irrieation should be carried on as successfully on
the Darling as at any other place ? Yes. I believe it ought to be where the conditions are suitable.
1135. Would not successful irrigation increase the value of land on the Darling ? In a measure.
113G. And would not this increase in value materially help to pay for the cost of carrying out the scheme
before us ? It should do so.
1138.
1137. You think the scheme is worth a trial ? I do.
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G. Maiden, 11.38. Mr. Sassall.l If this scheme were carried out, would not Brewarrina become the natural dep&t for
the traffic from the Bokhara, Narran, Birrie, and Culgoa Hirers P Yes.
SSMav'^tSaG
Is not the district watered by those rirers the great wool-producing district in that part of the
y’
colony? Yes,
1140. That district extends for a considerable distance into Queensland? Yes.
1141. If the river were made navigable, do you think that more wool would be attracted from that dis
trict ;—do you think that wool would drift in from the Warrego ? That all depends upon how far the
scheme will suit the people lying hack from Brewarrina.
1142. Do you think that the proposed expenditure is justifiable in view of this large expanse of wool
growing country that it would serve ? I do.
1148. You think that it would be better to carry out the proposed scheme than to expend, perhaps, a
larger amount of money in making a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina? Yes.
1141'. You think the country would be better served by the locking of the river ? All those places out
back would bo better served by the proposed scheme, and in locking the river you would be commencing
a national work.
114-j. If the river were locked between Bourke and Brewarrina, would the effect be to fill up the upper
reaches when light rains fell in the New England district? Yes.
1116. And during flood-time the water would be thrown back into the ana-branches, and thus reach alarge extent of back country ? Yes.
1147. There are a great many aua-branches which would be filled in this way? Yes.
1143. You do not thiuk that agriculture will he entered upon to a large extent on the banks of the Darling ?
I do not think so.
1119. You think that people will only cultivate a few specially suitable patches as they do now ? Yes :
for their own immediate use.
1150. Perhaps they will do as Mr. Wills Alien has done—cultivate a few hundred acres to provide feed
as a stand-by for bad seasons ? Exactly.
llol. There will be no general irrigation entered upon ? I have not the slightest doubt that there will
he no general cultivation along die river between Bourke and Brewarrina. 1 do not think that the present
holders will he swept away, and that the land will be used for growing vegetables and cereals.
1132. Agriculture will not be entered into upon such a scale as to provide additional river traffic ? I do
not think so.
1133. But it is advisable to commence locking these reaches of the river? Yes; I think it is worth
a trial.
1154. With a view to extending operations later on? Yes.
1135. Are yon aware that a steamer has been up as far as Mogil ? Yes ; but to improve the river for
navigation as far as that place would require the expenditure of a great deal of money upon snagging.
1156. When the rains are heavy, and the flood-waters are out, it is practically impossible to travel on
wheels throughout that country, but if the river were permanently navigable people could use it for
sending their produce away, and bring supplies back? Yes.
U37. Therefore, as an alternative to a railway, it might be advisable to incur expenditure upon this
scheme ? Yes. 1 favour the locking of the river, primarily because l thiuk that it will bo a good natioual
undertaking, but more particularly because I think it is preferable to the alternative railway proposal.
1158. You are aware that the carrying capacity of that district is being materially increased by the boring
for artesian water which has taken place? Yes.
11.59. Do you not think that this will largely increase the output of wool in the course of time? No
doubt it will.
1160. And this scheme will he beneficial in providing means of conveyance at present lacking? Quite so.
James William Boultbee, Esq., Superintendent of Public Watering Places and Artesian Water Supply,
Department of Mines, sworn, and further examined:—
J\ W.
116L. Mr. Roberts^] When the Committee adjourned yesterday afternoon you were about to read some
Boultbee, extracts showing the progress of irrigation in America P Yes; I have here some extracts from a report by
Colonel Diehard Hinton, which was published in 1892. Colonel Hinton was an expert, appointed by the
ES^Mav'lSOG "^7as'1’nS*'0u ^ovel‘nnienC to inquire thoroughly into the question of artesian wells and underflow. He
v1
' went into the subject most exhaustively, and J think you will find that the extracts which I have named
are pertinent to your inquiry :—
Artesian water is used more extensively for irrigation purposes in California than in any State in the Union, as at
the end of the year ISfll it was estimated that out of 100,000 acres irrigated from artesian wells west of tliq 97th meridian
50.009 acres were in California. Irrigation with artesian water for raising all sorts of fruit, lucerne, vegetables, and, to a
small extent, of grain, has been practised fnr years, and can be looked on as a permanent success. This water, however, is
generally too valuable to be used for the cultivation of grain, and is mostly devoted to the intense cultivation now so
largely uarriecl on in fruit-growing districts.

Engineer W. Hall, in his report on Perris Irrigation District, dated August, 1891, states ■—
Between 1SS0 and ] SS4 the canal of the Riverside Colony was a line of demarcation between land worth no more in
the market than £2 per acre, and other readily saleable at £50. Those above the canal were without irrigation, and there
was hut a vague hope of ever securing it But the building of the Upper Riverside nr Gage Canal (source from artesian
wells), in 1S85-S6, made water-rights available for these upper lands; they paid a big bonus for the water privilege, and
are now selling at £40 to £100 per acre, without improvements.

Professor B. T Hill, in his report on the occurrence of artesian and underground water in Texas,
Eastern New Mexico and Indian Territory, west of the 97th meridian, published in 1892 by the TT.S.
Agricultural Department, says of the arlesian waters of the Black and Grand Prairies, the greatest
artesian belt of Texas ■—
In no portion of the country has there been a grander development of artesian wells than in the past five years in
the Grand and Black Prairie regions of Texas.
At numerous places throughout its extent magnificent Hows of water have
boon secured, and what ten years ago was in many places a poorly watered district now abounds in magnificent artesian
wells, which supply water to cities and farms in quantity large enough to make many new industries possible, besides
furnishing water to irrigate many thousands of acres. The wells vary m depth from 30 to nearly 2,000 feet, with every
intervening depth. They also vary in volume, or flow, from less than a gallon a minute to a thousand, and in pressure from
nothing to maximum. The purity of this artesian supply for domestic purposes and its healthfulness gave Fort Worth

»
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an enviable superiority which her rival cities were not slow to imitate, and as a result of her success nearly every city and
J. W.
village in the Grand and Black Trairie region, and in fact throughout the State, made artesian experiments. A few of these Boultbee,
were put down in unfavourable locations and were failures, hut hundreds more were successful, and to-day most of the cities
Esq.
•of the State, which, before this artesian epoch, were without good water are supplied with an abundance. The industrial ----- uses to which these waters are at present put are many. At Waco, hundreds of sowing-machines in clothing factories, 28 May, 1S9C.
electric motors, wood-working machinery, and other small industries arc run by the pressure of wells, without wasting the
water by the use of small and powerful California wheels. When the high cost of fuel in Texas is considered, this use of
artesian water becomes a most important factor. The greatest use of this water at present is the fact that it brings the
hitherto poorly-watered farming and grazing lands an abundant supply of water for domestic and stock purposes, malting
small farms of 100 acres or less possible where until recently subdivisions of large bodies of land or ranches were im
possible. The value of these wells for irrigation has been demonstrated by the modest farmers of Paluxy Valley, who, by
their own humble methods and without previous knowledge of the subject, are now quadrupling the yield of cotton and
grain. A farmer at Paluxy stated to me that his 10 acresof cotton yielding nearly two hales of 500 pounds each to the acre,
was far more profitable and easily worked than 100 acres which he had until recently cultivated iu Alabama,
Irrigation from the artesian wells is at present successfully practised in the Paluxy region, and the largest and most
prosperous city in Texas, San Antonio, is built upon and about an irrigation enterprise which has most profitably and
successfully utilised the underground waters for nearly 300 years, affording occupation for all the mission settlements in
the past, supporting hundreds of gardens at the present, and destined to be of great value in the future.
Every drop of water from these springs and wells can be utilised for irrigation, and when the people of the region
appreciate the fact that each gallon of water has a specific value in agriculture, as has a pound of coal in industrial enter
prise, not one drop of this water will be allowed to escape unutilised, and the agricultural wealth will be enormously
increased.

Trom the information furnished by Colonel Hinton’s report (page 120) 1 gather that the celebrated
fruit ranch of Riverside, in San Bernardino County, California, derives a portion of its water supply from
artesian wells. There are 12,000acres under fruit at this ranch served by twenty-seven artesian wells which
arc known as the Gage system, yielding a flow of 11,000,000 gallons per diem. These wells arc grouped
at distances varying from 30 to 700 feet apart within an area of 700 acres. The water is flamed down to
the land to be irrigated. The success of this system has encouraged others, and there is now in progress
an undertaking of a similar nature known as ihe Whittier system, located in the Upper San Gabriel
Talley, comprising fourteen wells (wife page 12G), The works, which are not yet complclcd, consist of 11
miles of cement channel, and 6,200 feet of fluming on piles and trestles. In the San Louis Talley there
are 3,700 flowing wells within an area of 3,000 square miles ; the Alamosa town well, in the same valley,
is described as the principal source of supply for the 30 miles of irrigating ditches within the corporate
limits of Alamosa {tide page 153), In Utah, the artesian wells in the Salt Take Talley were first used
for irrigation about seven years ago, since when the area of cultivation has increased from 25 to 35 per cent.
In Kern County, California, is a remarkable group of fifty-four wells within an area of 252 square miles,
which yield the enormous daily supply of 61,000,000 gallons; aud it is interesting to compare the
extent of our artesian water-bearing formation, estimated at some 60,000 square miles, with no more
perhaps than 150 artesian wells upon it, with the figures relating to the San Louis Talley and Kern
Talley above quoted. In Texas there are more than 1,000 flowing wells, and it is slated regarding them
in the report quoted that “their vast capability and adaptability for making secure agriculture, always
rendered uncertain in high temperature, even when the rainfall, if properly distributed, is ample for
industrial use, has just become a matter of general understanding.” To go nearer home, in Hawaii, on the
margin of Pearl Harbour, 20,000 acres of rice, and large areas of bananas, are under irrigation from artesian
wells, in addition to which power is provided for several large mills (vide page 426). The immense strides
made in Algeria are perhaps too well known to refer to. Page 16 of the same report puts the number of
artesian wells west of the 07th meridian in America at 13,695, The subdivision of the land at Pera, in
small areas, is following out the principle adopted in America by most of the large irrigation companies.
Colonel Hiuton states in his report on page 19 :—
A land sale that took place quite recently in San Bernardino Co. illustrates tlio progress of the small farm. At this
sain, conducted by a company which has constnictcd irrigation works in a field heretofore regarded as unpromising, over
5,000 acres of land were disposed of at an average rate of 8CC.34 per acre. Of this land, 2,000 acres were disposed of in 10acro blacks ; nearly 1,400 acres were sold in 20-acre parcels; a few other sales were made at 40, 50, 60, 70, and 80 acre
divisions.

On page 28 he states:—
Without artificial conservation and distribution of water, Riverside, like other prosperous settlements of San
Bernardino Co., would have no real value for farm purposes. It would have taken 800 acres of its area to support a ranche
man or hunter, and 25 to poorly feed one broad-horned steer. About 6,000 people now live in the greatest of comfort, even
luxuriously, on 6,000 acres of land.

On page 32 he states:—
The most successful utilisation and reclamation for irrigable areas within our public domain has grown out of the
establishment of colony and co-operative life in some modified form. It was quite certain, thou, that more rapid progress
iu reclamation will be secured through a system of land law's which will subdivide the irrigable areas by homestead divisions
of from 20 up to 160 acres, according to location and adaptation to fruit, vegetables, cereals, and forage plants.

In connection with the Algerian wells, I might perhaps mention that artesian-boring was first started by the
Trench military authorities in that counlry lor strategical purposes. The first well put clown had a flow of
about 1,200,000 gallons. The French Government afterwards gave the Biskraa and Oued Rirh Company
a very large area of land upon which that company put down artesian bores, and at the present time they
are irrigating about 4,000 acres of palm-groves entirely from this supply. The quality of water obtained
is, however, very inferior to the water obtained in New South Wales, and some of it is hardly potable as
far as human beings are concerned. Biskraa is becoming a regular health resort for English people. It
is, I think, within four days’journey of London. I was also asked yesterday what was the total daily
flow- from our artesian bores. The present supply is from the forty-six Government wells, ‘.’-t.OOO.OcO
gallons ; from four wells which are flowing, but which are not completed, about 1,000,000 gallons; and from
the 105 private wells, 38,000,000 gallons ; or a total of about 63,000,000 gallons per day,
1162. Irrigation seems to have been a very great success in America ;—do you know any reason why it
should not be a similar success in this country ? K"o ; the only disability we should be under is our want
of population, but I think that will come.
1163. How many landowners contribute the £1,292 which is the total revenue derived by the Govern
ment for the artesian water which they supply ? There are eleven people at Pera who pay for water,
four at Moongulla, and seventeen tenants of other bores.
1164. Ho all the people to whom artesian water could be conveyed take advantage of it? No ; I do-not
think.it is generally known amongst them that the water is available.
1165.
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J' ^■ 1163. Does not the Department make it known through the Press that water is available at certain points ?
Boultbee, rjijie worjca aTe periodically advertised.
_ _
.
1166. Have you been over the country between Bourke and Brewarrina ? Tes, on this side of the river ;
28 May 1S96. but not on the other side.
,
'
1167. "Would you like to express an opinion upon the proposal before tbe Committee ? Ho ; I could not
do so. I know that it is all good rich country there, and I have heard thatthe owner of Beemery Station
has put in 100 acres of wheat this year.
1168. Do you know Hr. Wills Allen's estate near Dunnedah ? Ho ; I have not been there.
1160. You think that the reason why the artesian water has not been more generally used is that people do
not know that it is available? Yes, and have no knowledge of how to apply it. Agriculture in that part of
the country has hitherto been almost unknown. The people have confined their efforts to the growing of
a little hay for the station horses and to the cultivation of a few gardens.
1170. Do you think that the price charged for water by the Department—5s. an acre—is considered too
much ? I have not beard any complaints about the charge.
1171. What do the Chaffeys charge for water ? I could not tell you; but I understand that the cost of
pumping, cultivation, and everything came to about £6 an acre.
1172. Do you think that if the water of the Darling were conserved a large amount of settlement would
take place there ? I think so eventually, but I think it will take a few years before there is much
settlement there.
.
,
1173. Do you think the people living within 3 miles of the Darling would be willing to pay pumping
licenses to enable them to use the water ? The station people might, but I think it would be a matter
of years before the small holders would do so.
1174. You do not think they would go in for agriculture even if water were plentiful? I thiuk they
would in a few years’ time, when the benefits of irrigation became fully recognised.
_
1175. Then do you look upon this scheme as premature ? Ho ; 1 do not thiuk that any work of this kind
can be premature. We must get the people educated up to the advantages which it will give. It was a
long time before they got tbe American people to take bold of the advantages of irrigation, but now it is
going forward with a tremendous rush.
_
1176. How long is it since irrigitiou was successfuUy adopted in America ? Within the last twenty or
thirty years.
i
1177. Most of the irrigation there is done by gravitation. Almost entirely.
_
1178. In every case, is a charge made for the use of the water? Yes, Most of the work is done by
private enterprise—speculative companies acquiring a right to the land to he irrigated and making the
necessary works. The land is then sold iu parcels with a water-right pertaining to it.
1179. Is it a fact that in California land which was purchased for £L an acre has sold for £30 an acre?
Yes, and land that has been purchased for £2 an a;re has sold for £50 an acre. Orchards in full bearing
have been sold for as much as £LUO aud £150 an acre.
_
1180. What would be the original upset price of the land—£L an acre? I think less than that. 1 think
that in the unsettled portions of the States you can get land for about 5s. Gd. an acre. _
_
HS1. What are the principal fruits grown m California ? Twenty years ago the growing of the raisin
grape was entered upon at Fresno, and that place now supports a large population entirely devoted to
that industry. A great many oranges and other citrus friutsare also grown there. The number of citrus
trees in California is something over 4.060,030. The people also grow lucerne lo a very large extent,
while peaches, plums, and fruits of that kind grow to perfection.
1182. Is not the soil in the western parts of Hew South Wales as fertile as the Californian soil?_ I should
think it would be better soil. I have always supposid it to be a long way ahead ot the Californian soil. ■
1183. And equally suitable for the growth of the fruits you mention ? 1 think so. A. great portion of the
soil that we are irrigating at Pera has the same nodular limestone sub-soil as that which gives its peculiar
properties to the soil in the Bordeaux district, fcluch sod is admirably suited for the growing of grapes of
all descriptions. 1 look forward to seeing the growth of rasm grapes become a very valuable industry at
Pera. There would be a very good local market in the district, and I think that Messrs. Itich & Co. would
take all that the settlers would grow.
,
11S4. Do you think that sufficient water for irrigation purposes can be obtained from artesian bores with
out going to the river Darling? I think so for some years lo come.
FRIDAY, 29 MAY, 1896.
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The Hon. Charles James Egberts, O.M.G.
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The Hon. William Joseph Trickett, Esq.
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Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on tbe lliver Darling,
Edward Fisbcr Pittman, Esq., A.BS.M., Government Geologist, Department of Mines, sworn, and
examined:—
E. F.
1185. Chairman.] You have furnished the Committee with two maps aud sections? Yes ; both actually
Pittman,Esq,, repTesent the same thing. The black patches represent the lowest beds of the Cretaceous formation, as
A.R..8.M. mapped by Mr, Jack, of Queensland.
.
1186. Is that over the Queensland border? Yes ; at the time that Mr. Jack mapped this—that is about
-1 ^
’ eighteen months ago—he was of opinion that it represented the lowest beds of the artesian water-bearing
basin, and he ran them up, as he supposed, to the Hew South Wales border. 1 then went north with the object
of trying to trace these beds down through Hew South Wales. I first went up to Boma via Toowoomba for
the purpose of becoming familiar with these rocks. I then came to Stanthorpe, and went west from there.
When
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When I got down west of Texas to the southern extremity of these beds, which have been mapped by Mr.
Jack as the Blythesdale Braystones, that is the lowest beds of the Cretaceous formation—I found that a.R.S.M.
they differed considerably from those at Roma. From subsequent careful examination I eamo to tbe f
conclusion that they are not the Blythesdale Braystones, but the Ipswich coal measures. I had previously 29 May, 1896.
examined those measures at Ipswich, west of Brisbane. I then traced these rocks down through New
§outh Wales. I found that they extend east ofYetman, through'Wallangra, Warialda, Tery-hi-hi, to
the east of Narrabri, and thence in a more or less south south-westerly direction, so as to take in Coonamble,
and through Terabile Creek, as shown on this map.
1187. You mean it is an extension of the Ipswich sandstone? Yes ; I have yet to prove whether or not
the Blythesdale Braystones outcrop in New South Wales. I think it is extremely doubtful; at tbe same
time I am not in a position to say. It is the lowermost bed of tbe Cretaceous basin. In Mr, Jack’s
opinion it was the bed which formed the intake of the artesian water. Mr. Jack has traced it for
700 miles. Just before I took this trip a bore had been very successfully put down at Moree. An
examination of the rocks brought up in that bore proved that the water was not obtained from the Creta
ceous rocks, but from the Ipswich sandstone. Subsequently I examined the core of the Coonamble bore,
and found the same fossils in that proving that that aud the Moree, and since then another bore put down
between Narrabri and Moree, at a place called Woolabrar, were put down through rocks of Triassic age,
1188. Mr. Wright^] Does the Ipswich sandstone belong to the Triassic age ? Yes. The conclusion
one arrives at from this work is that instead of the artesian basin being bounded by a line which comes
from Roma in a south-easterly direction, to a point about 40 miles north-west of Texas, and tUence down
to the west of Coonamble, as shown by the junction of the red and green tints, it really comes through
Murphy’s Creek, thence in a south south-westerly direction through a point 15 miles west of Texas ; thence
across through Wallangra; thence to Warialda; thence generally in a south south-westerly direction to a
point west of Gilgandra.
1189. As shown by the portion tinted red in the map of New South Wales ? Yes. Thesebeds between Texas
and Yetman I found had an altitude of 1,200 feet, G cnerally speaking, between that point and Rocky Creek
they are found at high altitudes. The conclusion I have arrived at is, that the catchment area of the
artesian beds, so far as New South Wales is concerned,—that is to say the intake area—is situated
between Narrabri and Texas. But of course the New South Wales artesian basin is largely fed from
the catchment area of Queensland. At the same time the portion between Narrabri and Texas supplies a
large quantity.
1190. Chairman] What does the pink tint over the Queensland border represent? The Triassic or
Ipswich coal measures.
1191. Is that water-bearing ? Yes.
1192. Docs the pink tint shown on the southern side of the New South Wales border represent the same
formation? Yes; and is therefore water-bearing.
1193. What does the green tint represent ? Desert sandstone.
1194. Is that also water-bearing ? Not in the sense in which we use the words at the present time. It
is a very absorbent rock—the beds lie horizontally. It drinks in the rainwater which soaks through to the
water-bearing formation.
1195. Is the water-bearing formation underneath the portions coloured green? Yes.
1196. What is the portion coloured black, north of the New South Wales boundary? That is all shown
by Mr. Jack as Blythesdale Bray stone.
1197. Is the black shown near Roma the Blythesdale Braystone ? Yes.
1198. Do you think that what is shown near Texas is wrongly named by Mr. Jack, and iu your opinion it
is the Ipswich sandstone? Yes.
1199. What does the green hatching on the New South Wales map represent? The old boundary of the
Cretaceous basin as tentatively laid down by Mr. Wilkinson. It was necessarily guesswork to a great
extent.
1200. Will that have to he extended to the west? Yes; but I cannot tell you where—it is not tested.
The general conclusion that one draws from this is, that instead of the boundary being from Roma to
Texas, the boundary runs approximately from Murphy’s Creek down to Texas. That gives us an
additional 200 miles in a straight line of intake beds by a width of pretty well the same distance. How
much further north it goes I cannot say.
1201. What additional area does that give? About 19,000 square miles. When I say that this
gives an additional intake area, you must understand that it has never been proved anywhere between
Roma and Toowoomba, because the Queensland authorities always assumed that the Blythesdale Braystones were the eastern boundary of the artesian water. Although they put down two bores, one at
Brisbane, and one at Laidley, one may say that they resulted unsuccessfully. They got a little artesian
water in one, hut it only gave 8,000 gallons a day. It was not potabie water, it contained too much salt.
From that they appear to have concluded that artesian water could not be obtained in these Triassic
rocks io any quantity. I think one bore was about 1,500 feet, and the other about 2,000.
1202. If they had gone further, would there have been a different result ? No, I think the conditions were
unfavourable for artesian water. Although that area to the east of the Blythesdale Braystone, in
Queensland, has never been proved, we have proved the same rocks within the New South Wales border,
with four or five different bores with great success, so I think there can he no doubt whatever that the whole
of that area between Roma and Cowrie Junction to the west of Toowoomba will he also artesian water
bearing. All the conditions there are favourable. At Spring Bluff, above Murphy's Creek, the altitude is
. 1,537 feet, at Toowoomba there is an altitude of 2,000 feet, and then there is a gradual fall westward to i
Roma, where the altitude is 978 feet. So that the fall of the country is all favourable to artesian water supply.
I brought away samples of these rocks from Spring Bluff on the eastern side of Toowoomba, and I found
that they were extremely porous, and their composition is in every way favourable for forming intake
beds for artesian supply. Then we have proved that the same rocks in New South Wales are largely
artesian water-hearing.
1203. Mr. Wright.} Can you state the total area of the artesian water-bearing country as far as it is
known in New South Wales ? I have not taken it out in figures, because at the present time I have not
finished tracing or mapping it.
1204. Are you fairly familiar with the geology of the western country ? 'Yes, with a great portion of it,
102—G' '
1205.
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is th® area known to be water-bearing now ? It is shown on this map by brown tinting.
18 ^)e maP showing the occurrence of the Ipswich or Triassic rocks. It shows the eastern boundary
down to about Nevertire, Then from there it appears to go in a somewhat north-westerly direction, practi29 May, 18DG. c -1|'’ UP the Bogan Biver. The south-western boundary has never been traced.
1206. Are you familiar with the bores put down in various parts of that country ? Tes.
1207. Have bores been put down west of tbe Darling 7 Tes, from Bourke to Milparinka.
1208. Take your lowest southern portion at Nyngan, how far do yon know tbe artesian water area to
extend due west from there ? I cannot give you anything south of the Darling.
1209. How far north-west from iSyngan ? That is the same thing. We have no successful bores
between Bourke and Nyngan.
1210. Are there no successful bores at Killara? Yes, there are some.

1211. Does not that prove that tbe Cretaceous formation extends as far south as that point? Yes ; I
think so. My own idea is that a channel of the Cretaceous formation comes right down through Wilcannia.
1212. Will you show the Committee from the map what lines you think the Cretaceous formation
follows from place to place ? I. can only answer approximately. 1 think the boundary of the artesian
basin would probably be found to follow generally a north-westerly direction from Nyngan to the Darling
somewhere near Brewarrina. Then it follows down on tbe northern side of the Darling, and it will
probably flow down the Darling somewhere about Wiicannia. There will be a channel along tbe Darling
south of Wilcannia right down. I believe it will go down tbe Darling under the tertiary beds to the
south-western corner of that colony. I think that is one of the outlets. That is not based on definite
knowledge ; it is my opinion. I think that west of Wilcannia the southern boundary of tbe Cretaceous
basin would extend in the direction of Morphett’s Creek, that is about 120 miles west of Wilcannia.
1213. Will you trace it north or north-west ? All north of that I regard as the Cretaceous basin proper.
1214. Bight across to tbe north of Australia? Tes. Of course there are patches where bores will not
be succcessful.
1215. Can^ you give us any further information from your researches as to the outlet of this Cretaceous
formation ? Tes, there is an outlet on the north to Port Darwin.
1216. I presume that if there is an outlet to the south, the formation would traverse the whole length
of the continent ? Tes.
1217. So that the whole colony would be intersected by this formation ? Tes.
1218. Would that area yield an immense supply of artesian water ? Yes.
1219. Have you considered what the possible supply would be? I have never tried to calculate it,
because 1 regard it as a waste of time at present. But it has been done by others. Mr. Jack attempted
some three or four years ago to go into the question. At that time he thought the intake beds only had
a width of about onc-eigth of a mile. Eighteen mouths ago he found they had an average width of 5
miles. I think it is now probable that they have an average width from Toowoomba to Boma of 200
miles.
1220. Is all that area absorbent of water p Tes, I think so.
1221. If your theory is correct as against Mr. Jack’s, the amount of water that would be drained would
be very large ? Tes.
1222. Do you think that for all practical purposes the Cretaceous formation would give an inexhaustible
suppiy of water ? It is a difficult question to answer in one sentence. I think that as long as the rain
fall continues to be anything like the average rate it has been in the past there would be no possibility of
exhausting the artesian water supply, hut I can conceive that if we had a prolonged drought lasting for a
number of years the supply would most likely give out temporarily.
1223. If it has been stated to the Committee by scientific men that the present supply derived from the
bores can be readily increased thirty-fold, do you think that that is an over-estimate ?_ Not at all.
1224. With our present drain upon the artesian water supply do you think that any possible drought,
such as we have ever heard of, would seriously affect it ? No.
■*■225. On the other hand, if they were tapped very largely, and there were a very prolonged drought, you
think it is possible to diminish the supply ? Tes’.
Li26. What do you mean by a prolonged dro tight ? I do not think a twelve months drought would affect
the water supply unless the number of bores was very largely increased.
1227. Is not twelve months absolute drought almost unprecedented ? Tes.
1228 In this colony in 1839, 1840, and 1841, there was w'hat was known as the three years drought when
the waters of the Macquarie and other rivers dried up would such a drought seriously affect the artesian
wetter supply ? I am inclined to think not, for this reason, that these recorded droughts really did not
affect the high lands of the intake beds to the same extent as they did the western plains.
1229. When you speak of a drought, you mean a drought over the whole of the intake portion of the
colony ? Tes, which 1 can scarcely conceive possible.
1230. So that the question of a drought may be put aside? Tes. On that point I may be allowed to
read the following remarks by Mr. Jack, in his paper.
We have shown that an intake at sufficient altitude to account for the flow of water in the artesian bores of the west
exists along the eastern margin of the Lower Cretaceous, and having found a simple explanation in agreement with known
physical laws, I go no further in search of another. I have argued that the loss of water by the Darling Kivev, and
probably a similar loss of water by the western Queensland rivers, proves that the water-hearing strata must lead into the
sea, and hence, that unless tile strata be periodically replenished, the sea-level would ultimately become the level to which
the water would rise. A drought sufficiently long to bring about this result, would, no doubt, have for a prior result the
destruction of the greater part of the land fauna of this part of Australia including the genvx homo. Far short of this
however, wc can conceive of the temporary diminution, or cessation, of the flow of some ab least of our artesian wells. The
amount of water contributed to the water-bearing strata of the Lower Cretaceous formation every wet season, by such *
rivers as the Darling, is so great, and consequently the amount of leakage into the sea is so great that the quantity abstracted
by the artesian wells, large as it is, and even if it were ten times greater, is insignificant by comparison. Finally as the
leakage into the sea is so vast and is entirely beyond human control; the drought on our underground supply made by
artesian wells is not worth controlling. I make no apology for the fact that my views on this important question are not
those which I held twelve months ago.

When he made those remarks his idea as to the area of the intake beds was very much smaller than mine
is now.
1231. Is it usual that sandstone formation should contain artesian water p Yes ; all the water we get in
the artesian basin is in the sandstone. The water-bearing rock itself is of sandstone.

1232.
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1232. As all the eastern portion of New South Wales is composed of sandstone, is there any likelihood
■Ei Fof water being found further east than we have it ? No. The Triassic artesian basiij is bounded on the ^
east by Palaeozoic rocks (carboniferous formation) which occupy a largo area. The Triassic rocks,
however, form a considerable basin on the Clarence and Kiehmond Rivers, and this would probably be 20 May 1896.
found to be artesian water-bearing,
’
1233. IVhat is the formation you have mentioned? Carboniferous or Gympie claystones.
1231. Still is it not of a sedimentary character like the sandstone here? Yes; but it is lying under
different conditions. In the first place, it is not porous : in the second place, instead of lying in a basin,
it is lying upon end.
.
r
>
. &
>
1235. Have you had much experience of the artesian water obtained from our bores ? I have been around
a great many of them.
1236. Is it considered good ? Yes; for domestic and irrigation purposes, and it is also used for wool-washing.
1237. Ho you think that if we tapped the artesian water so as to allow us to irrigate a large area of the
colony it would seriously affect the supply ? That is a question about which I could not give a, definite
opinion, I think a very large amount of irrigation could be done with artesian water.
1238. Do yon think it is suitable for irrigation ? ifes.
1239. Ho you think there is any fear of exhausting the supply of artesian water? It stands to reason
that if you covered the colony with bores at a distance 10 feet apart vou would exhaust it. It would all
depend upon tbe number of bores.
'
12d0. Would it be safe to irrigate 2,000,000 acres ? I should certainly be inclined to think that it would
be safe, but I have not considered the question in detail.
1241. Ho you think we could safely use sufficient artesian water to irrigate 1,000,000 acres in the western
country ? Yes.
.
1242. Mr, I'rickctt.^ The scope of our inquiry is rather in the direction of irrigation by means of the
River Darling than by artesian water;—would you be prepared to give an opinion as to w’bich you thiuk
would be the more preferable mode to adopt ? It has never come within my province to consider the
question. Although I think the capabilities of artesian irrigation are very large indeed, if any one had
asked me without notice which 1. thought was the most advisable, I should be inclined to think that
irrigation from the River Darling would be bettor, because that would combine other very great advan
tages, such as providing a waterway.
1243. Do you think river irrigation would be preferable? If one had to leave out other considerations, I
am not so sure of that. I can quite understand, for instance, that there might be difficulties in elevating
the water from the river in a considerable number of cases, ■whereas the same objection would not applv
to the artesian bores. On the other hand, it might not be possible to get artesian wells in many places
where it might he desirable to have irrigation. For instance, on the southern side of Bourke, between
Bourke and Menindie.
1244. Do you agree with what we have generally heard, that very little of the rainfall in that district
passes down the River Darling? Undoubtedly.
1245. What becomes of the rainfall ? I thiuk a large proportion of it sinks into the Cretaceous rocks.
1246. Does it remain there or disappear ? It disappears.
IZii. How does it disappear—downwards or by evaporation ? I think the greater portion of it disappears
downwards. It is absorbed by the Cretaceous sandstone.
1248. As far aa_you are able to express an opinion, do you not think there is practically an inexhaustible
supply of artesian water iu the district proposed to be dealt with by this scheme from Bourke to
Brewarrina? Not on the southern side of the river ; on tho northern side I think there would be. *
1249. Why is the supply not so good on the southern side ? The Palseozoic rocks crop out,.and the
Cretaceous beds do not exist. At Brewarrina the Paleozoic rocks crop out on the southern side.
1250. Ts this kind of country sufficiently sloping to give a good supply if the water is abundant? I think
it could he managed in the majority of instances. Wb might occasionally get some areas that would not
have a sufficient fall, and trouble might result in some cases from alkali, but not in the majority of cases.
1251. To what extent would this country be improved for pastoral purposes by means of irrigation ? I
can only say that where I have seen it tried the improvement has been very marked.
1252. Would that he for agricultural purposes? Or for grazing purposes.
1253. Where have you seen the result? At several places on a small scale near Narrabri. There is the
Tibbereena Station, within 2 miles of Narrabri. It is done by pumping river water,and it is private enter
prise. It is on a comparatively small area of about 100 acres. It was used for growing lucerne.
1254. Is it practicable in this flat country to irrigate thousands of acres for the purpose of improving the
whole of the country for pasturage by means of artesian water ? I should think so.
12j5. Is that country suitable for the formation of canals and drains for the purpose of irrigation ;—is
the soil sufficiently impermeable to carry the water? Some tracts of country on the western plains are
very different from others, W here yon have sandy sods undoubtedly the water would soak away, but
the sandy tracts alternate with marls or clays wliich would retain the water.
1256. Supposing the water was kept running for some considerable time, wmitld there not be a skin formed
on the soil which would prevent the water from soaking away ? That is very probable. It would depend
largely upon the solid contents of the water.
1257. Is there a largo tract of country there well suited for irrigation ? I think so, on the northern side
of the river.
1258. Is not the growth of trees in particular localities indicative of a large amount of water underneath ?
I do not know of any rule to that effect. I have often heard people in the country make statements like
that, but it is not my experience.
1259. Do you think irrigation by means of the river, or artesian water, is preferable to making large dams
and trying to store the water in those districts ? I should think so, on account of the large amount of
evaporation ou the western plains.
1260. Would it be practicable to store the water? Not to any large extent.
.
1261. Mr. Arc.] Have you had occasion to investigate the intercolonial rights to the waterway of the
Murray? No.
■
1262. Can you say what is now supposed to be the boundaries of the colonies? I have alwavs heard that
the southern side of fho river was the boundary of this colony,
^
1263. Do not the Victorians claim a certain portion of the river-bed ? I am not aware; but I am under
the impression they have always said it ought to be so;
1264.
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1264. Mr, Roberts!] Are you familiar with the country between Brewarrina and Bourke? I have been
Pittmaii.Esq.,
there. I have never been from Walgett to Brewarrina.
_
1265. Upon the occasion of your visit was the river navigable at Brewarrina? Tes, from Bourke.
29 May 1896.
^Tas
subject of locking the Darling brought before you in any way ? No.
^
' 1267. When there, did you have occasion to consider whether it would be a wise step ? I could not help
forming that idea myself, seeing the difficulties of transport in the north-western country between
Menindie and Brewarrina. It struck me that it would be a great advantage lo the settlers to have a
navigable highway between Bourke and Brewarrina.
John Charles Henderson Mingaye, Esq., Analyst and Aseayer, Department of Mines, sworn, and
examined:—
J. C. H. 1268. Chair man,] What office do you hold? Analyst and Assayer to the Department of Mines, ^
Mingaye,Esq. 1269. Have you made analyses of the water obtained on the western plains from artesian bores? Tes.
1270. Are you aware of its qualities as compared with tbe quality of water of a similar character used in
29 May, 1896. 0^]jer countries ? Tes.
...
.
1271. Is it likely eventually that the use of such water from ordinary artesian wells in the west will be
injurious to the soil and destructive to plant life, and can you also give us information as to the experience
in America in regard to similar water? The bore waters vary considerably with regard to the total solids.
'
Some of them contain, only about 35 grains of solid matter to the imperial gallon, while others contain
300 and 400 grains to the gallon. Waters containing from 30 to 60 grains per gallon can, without doubt,
be used for irrigation purposes, providing they are carefully used. Where these waters are used the total
solids must be taken into account, and also their composition. The chief constituent of many of the bore
. waters is carbonate of soda. That is not the best of constituents, but at the same time 1 do not think
the quantity is sufficient by any means to condemn them for use. For domestic purposes water containing
from 30 to 40 grains per gallon can be used. If any kind of water is swamped on to a place, and there
is no chance of drainage, it is bound to act injuriously on vegetation. If care is used, and there is proper
drainage, I see no reason why a number of these saline waters should not be used.
_
1272. Mr. Black,'] Even if the water is drained off will it not, as a rule, leave a deposit behind ? Not
to any extent, if there is proper drainage, such as practised in America and in other places. There they
have underground drainage, and they loach these salts formed by the evaporation of the water, then by
flooding they are carried through and conveyed away by sub-drainage.
_
1273. Would it not be possible to filter this water ? No ; they are soluble salts, there being practically '
no matters held in suspension.
...
.
.
■
j1274. Chairman.] Have you any information as to the suitability of this artesian water derived from
analysis, and have you a knowledge of the effect of water on soil ? I have before me about thirty
analyses of different waters.
1275. How do they compare with water used for irrigation in other parts of the world? In some cases
our artesian water contains a little more solid matter than the American water, while in other cases
our waters contain much more solid matter. Some of the American waters, such as the Tulare Fakes,
contain from 76 to 84 grains to the gallon of total solids.
1276. Do you regard all solids as injurious matter ? No.
_
_
1277. State the grains of injurious matter? There is very little in the water I have mentioned—only 35‘0
grains to the gallon. Iu the Tulare country there are from 20 grains to 60 grains per gallon of injurious
matteh
...
.
■
1278. Have these been satisfactorily used for irrigation for a number of years ? Tes. Unfortunately in
the case of a number of these analyses the amount of injurious salts is not given. As far as American
waters are concerned, a large number of them have been used for irrigation, and they have been a great
success, although they contain these alkaline carbonates. By the use of chemicals you can neutralise the
effects of those alkaline carbonates. Sulphate of lime or gypsum is used on the land proposed to be
irrigated.
1279. Mr. Black.] How is it applied? On the surface of the ground and ploughed in.
1280. In the places mentioned, when they find the artesian water is injurious, are they able to deal with
it? Tes; they have dealt with it in many eases, aud got very good results. They have cultivated all kinds
of fruit and cereals in some of the arid districts.
'
_
_ _
1281. How does the soil there compare with tho soil in our western districts? Many of the soils in
America are already alkaline before the water is applied. With regard to our soils, there is very little
alkali in them, so far as they have been examined.
_
1282. Are you of opinion that our artesian waters do not carry sufficient deleterious matter to cause them
to he regarded with apprehension? I would not say that it is not deleterious. It is not a good salt to have
in tho water. There is more in the New South Wales water than iu the American water. But one great
thing in favour of their use is, that the soils here are not already alkaline as is the case in America.
_
1283. Taking into consideration the quality of the water and the soil here, is there any serious risk in
irrigation from artesian water being eventually unsuccessful consequent upon the poisoning of the earth ?
Waters containing from 30 grains to GO grains of total solids can be used without any fear of their proving
corrosive to plant life or to the soil, providing they are carefully used.
1284. What deleterious matter would there be in the water ? Carbonate of soda. In the water from
Kelly’s Camp Bore there are 35'081 grains to the imperial gallon of sodium carbonate.
1285. Is one-half a fair proportion to put down as the deleterious matter in our water ? No, it varies very
much.
_
1286. Chairman.] May I put your evidence in this way;—in starting an irrigation settlement which would
be dependent on artesian water, should the soil be carefully chosen and the well be carefully tested, and
should extreme care be taken in dealing with the area. That being done, can we obtain soil and water
to enable the settlement to be carried out permanently without any danger ? I think so, without doubt.
The water should be carefully used. Water containing from 30 grains to 60 grains of solid matter to
the gallon can be used without fear. There must be a proper system of drainage, aud tbe soil must be
properly tilled.
'
_
1287. By a proper system of drainage do you mean a proper system of tilth? Tes, and sub-drainage also.
1288-9. Mr. Clarke.] Is artesian water considered good for irrigation purposes in all parts of tbe
colony P X should not think so.
1290,
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1290. In tho event of artesian water being used for irrigation continually, would it be injurious? Not J. C. H.
if it is carefully used. It would not be dangerous if tbe water only contained from 30 to 60 grains of Mingaye, Heg,
solid matter to tbe gallon.
29 May, 1896.
1291. Is the water obtained from artesian bores as good for irrigation as ordinary river water ? No.
1292. itfr. Zee.] Have you had occasion to analyse the water from the Darling Kiver? No.
1293. Do you know whether it is suitable for irrigation ? I have no doubt iu my own mind that it is
suitable, but I have never tested it.
1294. Chait‘nwn.'\ AVdll you furnish the Committee with the following information—(1) Analyses of the
artesian waters of New South Wales, with regard to solids and deleterious matter, and a comparison of
these with American artesian waters used for irrigation. (2) A list of the bores from which the water
has been analysed, and a statement as to which would he unsuitable for irrigation purposes. (3) A state
ment with regard to the method necessary to adopt to prevent the saline matter eventually affecting the
soil ? Yes, I will furnish the information as soon as possible.
James William Boultbee, Esq., Superintendent of Public Watering Places and Artesian Water Supply,
Department of Mines, sworn, and further examined :—
1295. Chairman,'] You have some information with regard to the cost of irrigation at Mildura? Yes, I
have a letter, as follows .—
Dear Sir,

J. w.
Esq.

Boultbee,

Victoria, Mildura, 30th October, 1S95.
the JSth instant, we beg to aay—there are about 10,000 acres being now cultivated. 20May^I886.
It is very mfncult to give any average return as there are but five blocks in full bearing.
Average holding,—15-5 acres ; average cost per acre, £50. Area in cultivation, 10,000. Yield per acre, £25 to £40.
uost of production, which includes cultivation and water rates, £0 per acre per annum.
Planted area—Vines.......................................................................................................... About 3,000 acres.
Apncots ....................................................................................................
„
2,100 „
Peaches......................................................................................................
\ fjqq
Other deciduous fruit................................................................................
1 qqo

,. .

' ™,yonr favour of

0raiiges..................................................................”
Lemons........................................................
Lucerne, &c......... ................................................... :..... z::::::.''::::;::;::

;;

’noo ”
1 ftno
^o ;;

Total .................................................................
„
10,000 „
With regard to the yield per acre, apricots when in full bearing will produce from 6 to 8 tons per acre. Vines
according to the pruning and class of fruit required, from 3 to 10 tons per acre.
r
TV -P wn
T„
.
, „ w.
, .
(Signed)
CHAFFEY BROS. (Limited).
James \V. ±>ouItbee, Lsq., Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney,

1296. Mr. Black.] Have you had an opportunity of observing the difference between crops produced on
land naturally watered, and land which has been irrigated? I have seen the ordinary wheat and lucerne
crops of the colony, and I have seen tbe lucerne and maize grown on irrigated land.
1297. Which do yon think gives the greater return? I think the irrigated land does. But it must be
remembered that where the soil is cultivated with the natural rainfall the climate is altogether different
from what it is in the west. The soil where tbe artesian bores are gets quite hot, and it is reallv a hot bod
where water is applied thus forcing growth.
‘
1298. Do you think the reason for the difference is not so much the qualities of the soils as the fact that
tho sun has more growing power in the west ? I think there is also something in tho difference of soil.
In the west it is virgin soil, whereas a great deal of the soil which is now cropped in other parts of the
colony has been heavily cropped for years.
1299. Do you think that if the irrigated land is under crop for a number of years the crop would lessen ?
Yes ; unless you added to the soil what has been taken out of it. It should also be borne in mind that
in a great many of the artesian waters there is a fair percentage of potash salts, which are splendid
fertilisers. Mr. Mingaye in a report which he made stated that the amount of potash salts contained in
these waters was beneficial to plant life.
.
1300. Would not the difference between naturally-watered and artificially-watered crops be due to some
extent to the fact than the supply of water on the irrigated land was regular ? Yes; and at the time
when the plant most required to be watered.
*
1301. Under these favourable circumstances, do you think that the increased return is sufficient to pay
for the extra cost of irrigation ? Yes, ten times over. According to the letter which 1 have just read,
at Mildura they are getting a return of £35 to £40 an acre from dried apricots alone. They prepare
them and export them. In South Australia I have heard that the return from the cultivation of olives
runs up as high as £90 an acre.
'
1302. Chairman.] What is the rainfall at Mildura and at Bourke? I think the rainfall at Bourke is
higher than at Mildura. 1 will supply accurate information on the subject.
>
1303. Mr Black.] In tho case of products grown at Bourke, do you think they could compete in tho
open market with products grown close at hand, when you add the cost of carriage aud the cost of irri
gation? You can get water carriage from Bourke to Adelaide for about 10s. a ton when the river is un.
That would not be a very serious handicap.
1
1304. Unless yon locked the river very much nearer to Adelaide than Bourke, you would not have the
river always open ? Not always ; hut there would be an alternative market at Sydney.
1305. If you had to pay 15s. a ton for the railway carriage in addition to the cost of water carriage, do
you think that the product would sell in the Sydney market at a profit? I think there would be such
an increased production as would enable you to compete with other parts of the colony, especially in
the class of products I have spoken of, such as raisin grapes, currants, &c.
’
i30a._ Do you think the proportionate increase of crop would not only pay the cost of irrigation, but in
addition pay the cost of water and railway carriage to market? I think so, in tho case of these ’special
products. Then there is a very fair ]ocal market,
1
1307. Do yon think that the local market is capable of extension ? Yes ; because it will tap the whole
of the south-western district of Queensland. There would be a market there for dried apricots prunes
raisins, aud other fruits, also for chaJI and maize. A large stock of lucerne could also be grown. ’
’
1308. Erom your report on forty-six bores I find that the revenue per annum is £1,292 9s. 4d. and the
expenditure including wages £2,083 18s. 6d., showing an annual loss of £7919s. 2d., exclusive, I presume
ot interest on the capital expended ? Yes.
j
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1809. Is that only a preliminary loss which will vanish ? I think so. When the value of the works
is understood, I think they will bo a source of profit.
1310. How long have some of the bores been established ? The longest about four years. The most
29 May 1896 recent in that report is Wanaaring. That was completed about a month ago. About seventeen bores are
* ay'
‘ returning revenue; others are not yet finished—we have to erect the pumping appliances,
1311. Do some of the bores which show no revenue show a heavy expenditure? Tes-, that is unavoidable.
1312. Mr. LerS\ What is the reason for pumping? They are not flowing wells. At one the water rises
■nothin 8 feet of the surface, at others within 2 feet of the surface.
1313. Mr. Black.] In some cases do you strike water that does not rise to the surface ? Teswe always
strike a supply of water before we get on to the artesian water. There are sometimes five or six different
supplies of water (some of them artesian) before the main supply is tapped.
1314. In some of these cases you may go down a depth at which you expected artesian water, and you
find you have a supply which has not a sufficient flow to como to the surface ? Tes; in some of these
bores we have gone far deeper than wo needed to go. We did so for the purpose of ascertaining the
geological formation. We went down 2,000 feet in the Pack Saddle Bore. I believe the supply of water
in that bore was struck somewhere about 1,200 feet!
_
J315. Jf you had not gone so far down for the purposes of exploration would the water have risen to the
* surface? Ho.
1316. Can you make a calculation on the surface, as to whether you may expect to strike water which,
at its source, is at such an altitude as to have sufficient power to rise to the surface ? Tes, hut all your
calculations may be upset. Tou may get on to submerged peak of Palieozoic rock, with a stratification
at a high angle and intruding through tbe floor of tbe Cretaceous bed. That peak may be higher than
the horizon of tbe water. We should then have to sink to the right or left to obtain a flow.
1317. How is tbe land held in the vicinity of most of these bores ? It is mostly under pastoral lease.
1318. May not that account very largely for tbe fact that so little use is made <}f the bores ? _ Tes.
1319. Would it not he more advisable that this heavy expenditure should be incurred in districts used for
agricultural purposes, or on Crown lands available for settlement ? Tes, there is no doubt about that.
There is an immense area of land now being thrown open in the central division, all of which will become
available for homestead settlement. My own impression is, that, if we were to start a series of bores to
water a number of selections, the Department ot Lands would be able to derive a far greater rental
than they will under other circumstances. AVatcr is the most expensive improvement on these properties.
1320. Seeing what little use has been made by pastoralists so far for the purposes of agriculture of tbe
water obtained from artesian bores, do you think that they are likely to make much use of the water
which would have to be pumped from the Darling? On most of. the stations where they have artesian
bores of their own, they have done something in the way of irrigation. On Belalie Station, there is a con
siderable area under irrigation, also at Weilmoringle Station and several others. ^
1321. But is not the number very small compared with the total number of stations ? Tes.
1322. How do you account for the big neglect of tbe bores which are provided by the G-overnment ? I
think the stations have only put in sufficient crops to meet their own requirements. They have not given
the matter consideration in a broader way.
_
1323. Do you know' anything of the chemical action of water which contains a heavy proportion of dele
terious solids. Does it"rot out the roots of vegetation P Where the soda is present, in large quantities it
acts in the same way ns caustic—it would destroy plant life. The great thing is to avoid the direct
application of any of these highly alkaline waters to the plants. That is where the system of thorough
irrigation comes in.
,
1324. Therefore, the American system of irrigation from beneath would be preferable almost always in
connection with artesian water ? Tes ; they do not altogether use it under that system. They also use
the flooding system. The flooding system is used mostly in lucerne paddocks. Lucerne absorbs a large
quantity of this soda or alkali. Sugar-beets and turnips will absorb nearly all the soda that the water
contams. Aeration of the water is absolutely necessary. If you apply the water direct from tbe bore, it
does not do half as much good as when it has been exposed to tbe air.
1325. How do they propose to aerate it? Simply by spraying it. Free oxygen is totally absent from tbe
water when it first come? up.
1326. The water from the Darling would not be deleterious? Ho; there would be no harm unless
the soil was heavily charged with alkali. Tou would, however, have to provide some system of sub
drainage, because if tbe water did not get away the salts would come to the surface.
_
1327. Mr. Humphery.] In the return which you have furnished of the revenue and^ expenditure in con
nection with tho bores, I find there is one bore at Bourke the depth of which is 1,457 feet; it cost £2,270,
and yon have against it the word “failure’';—canyon give any explanation in connection with that?
The bore was a very difficult one to put down. There was a great deal of casing used. It was one of the
earliest bores sunk. It was through beds of drift aud bard rock—600 feet of the latter. The contractor
had to put down four or five holes before be fin ally-succeeded in getting through the drift, or whatever
it was that blocked him.
_
,
1328. What was the reason for discontinuing the bore ? Professor David reported bn it, and said it was
hopeless to go on. We were drilling in Palaeozoic rock.
_
...
J329, Is not that within tbe area which you say should contain artesian water? Tes; it is at the
Bourke trucking-yards to the south of tbe river. We have another bore about 16 miles from that one,
in which Mr. Pittman found deposits of tho Upper Cretaceous rock, and be thought it was a likely
place, and we are going on with it at the present time.
■
1330. How far is the nearest successful bore to this abandoned one? Seven or eight miles. The Pera,
Bore, the Walkden Bore, and the Gidgea Camp Bore are all about the same distance ; they are on each of
the three roads leading out of Bourke to tho north and west.
1331. The failure of this particular bore may be attributable to some local cause? Tes ; it is quite
evident from Professor David’s report that the bore at the trucking yards was located on a submerged
ridge of Palseozoic rocks.
1332. There is a boro at Clifton with a flow of 2,009,000 gallons ; it was put down at considerable cost;
why have yon no caretaker there ? The man at the next bore—Osaka—is looking after both. They are
about 30 miles apart, and they are iu the extreme north-west of Ncvf South Wales. _ The traffic, there
cannot be much until we have the whole road completed and watered. It is an exceedingly dry track.
1333
J. W.
Boultbee,
Esq.

j
/
1
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J. W.
1333. How for distant is it from the nearest railway station ? Over 200 miles.
Boultbee,
133-1'. So that it would not he possible to profitably carry on any agricultural pursuits there? No.
J?Bq.
1335. Is any use being made of the water at present ? No.
1330. Why is there no return from this bore ? There is no settlement near it.
S!) May, 1806.
1337. Why was the bore placed there ? To open up the road. It was put down primarily in the interests
of travelling stock.
1338. Was it a site selected by the Department for any special reason ? No ; except that it was con
venient for travelling stock.
1339. Do travelling stock make any use of it? They will not until we complete the watering of the road.
There are two other bores to complete. It is one of the most arid portions of New South Wales.
1340. At Coonamble there is a flow of nearly 2,000,000 gallons per day ; what use is being made of that
water ? The townspeople are using a portion of it; they pay half the cost of the bore. It is our intention,
in connection with the Department of Lands, to supply water to a very considerable area of land there.
1341. Is any use being made of it at present for agricultural purposes ? No.
1342. How long has that been completed ? About a year.
1343. Has anyone applied for land in proximity to the bore with the object of using the water? No ; we
have had to wait until the Department of Public Works completed their work for the supply of the town,
until we knew what water was available for use for irrigation.
1344. Has the artesian water available for some time past being used to any extent for agricultural
purposes ? No; but it will be.
1345. Can you give a general reason for the apparent neglect of this great aid to agriculture ? Wc have
not been in a position to deal with it properly.
1346. If anyone wanted this water would you not supply it ? We should if the people applied for it.
But I fancy the people there understood the reason was that we were waiting on the Department of
Public Works for the completion of their work.
1347. Tou have 50,000,000 gallons of available water which can be supplied by gravitation, yet little or
no use appears to have been made of it. Can you give any explanation ? I do not believe the people
realise what they have in their midst. They do not know what an enormous asset they possess.
1348. You have apparently a daily supply of 50,000,000 gallons almost unused. If you had 100,000,000
gallons would the condition be changed ? Not at present.
1349. Can you give any other reason except that the people do not realise the benefit ? No; you cannot
impress a pastoral population with the benefits of agriculture.
1350. Do you think the only way to utilise this artesian supply is to bring a railway into proximity with
it ? Tes, there is no question about that; and also by educating the people as we are trying to do in a
small way by establishing little farms and showing what can he grown. In a few years’ time we shall
do better.
1351. Are some of the bores now not far distant from existing railways ? Tes; the Pera bore is within
7 miles of Bourke.
1352. That is not used ? That is where we have a small settlement.
1353. Mr. Clarke^] Is all this immense quantity of water allowed to flow away ? No ; it is shut down,
if not required.
'
1354. Chairman.] We wish you to supply the Committee with information in the following shape :
Mildura land is valued at £50 an acre, that is a, rental of £2 10s. per acre, tho annual charges are £6
per acre, making a total yearly cost of £8 10s. per acre. I want you to supply us with a statement of
the bores which have been put down in this colony, the efforts you have made to lease the land, the conditionsland terms, and the success that has attended your efforts. Also state whether there is a reasonable
probability of your being able to find people to go on the land near any of these bores. We want you to
take any of the districts in America, such as Riverside, Dakota, Los Angelos, or any of these places, and
give us a brief statement with regard to the water, soil, cost of production, the value of the land, and the
products. Write a paragraph also with reference to the procedure you intend to adopt wdth regard to
establishing settlement at any bore, say near Bourke, the cost of distributing water, what the product is
to be, and how it is possible with a sparse population, not sufficient to justify the establishment of works
for the drying of fruit, for the people to get rid of their products. Also draw out a statement showing
that you offer people the same kind of land, and the same opportunities with regard to water supply,
charging only the cost of the water, plus 5s. a year rent, while at Mildura people have to pay £8 10s. an
acre per annum.
_
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Frederick Bickell Guthrie, Esq., F.C.S., Chemist, Agriculture and Forestry Branch, Department of Mines
and Agriculture, sworn, and examined :—
1855. Chairman.] Have you an analysis of the soils of the western districts of this colony? I have
F, H,
two or three analyses of soils from the neighbourhood of several of the artesian bores in that district.
Guthrie,Esq.
1356. Have you compared those soils with the American soil where artesian water is used ? I can make
1*-C.S.
a general comparison, although I have brought no data with me.
,,
1357, Can you speak as to the danger of applying to these soils water in which there is a large quantity “ unc’ 189G'
of carbonate of soda ? Tes, I can speak generally upon that point. I have here some notes referring to
.
soil

i
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Stained in the neighbourhood of the Native Dog Bore. The full analysis of that soil is published
Agricultural Gazette, part IV. The samples were sent to me in order that it might be ascertained
whether the soil^was good for agricultural purposes, and, more especially, whether it contained much
‘2 June, 1896. alkali. Sample No. 4 was a mixture of soil wdth a deposit of sodium carbonate from artesian water equal
to 6 per cent, of the entire mixture. The presence of sodium carbonate in the soil to this extent is un
doubtedly harmful; in fact, iu clay soils one-tenth per cent, of this salt has been found to render the
ground untillable. In a sandy soil, however, such as the one under consideration, this objectionable
quality is less marked, and there is no doubt that, within certain limits, the presence of a small proportion
of alkali is distinctly beneficial. This is chiefly due to the fact that the soil is directly enriched, owing to
the property possessed by sodium carbonate of disintegrating the soil, and thus increasing the supply of
soluble plant-food, while the process of nitrification is greatly favoured by alkalinity. Against these
advantages which it possesses when present in small quantities must be set off the damage done by it
when present in excess. It dissolves the humus substances—among the most important of the soil ingredients—and it is quite possible that the whole of the humus may be dissolved and washed away through
the soil. It attacks the roots of the plants, corroding and dissolving the bark, and ultimately the wood.
It renders tillage operations difficult, and often impossible. Carbonate of soda, when mixed with clay,
forms an exceedingly tenacious mass, and the effect of continuous ploughing is to leave the land in hard
lumps. Professor Hilgard, of the Californian University, has devoted many years to the study of this
question, and we are indebted to him for most of the information obtainable upon this subject. The
remedies recommended by Professor II ilgard are— (1) tillage to prevent too rapid evaporation; (2) drainage
to wash out and remove the salts; (3) chemical correctives. I made a further examioation of a mixture of
seven cultivated soils, also from the neighbourhood of the Native Dog Bore. These soils had been irri
gated for the previous eighteen months with the bore water, aud had borne crops of different natures.
The soils were of a sandy nature, mechanically good, and chemically fair. Two of the seven had a slight
alkaline reaction, the remaining five being neutral. This justified the inference that the sandy nature of
the soil, combined with the method of irrigation adopted, had prevented the accumulation of alkali at the
surface. Of five analyses of the soil from the neighbourhood of the Pera Bore, three were very slightly
alkaline, and the others were neutral, or slightly acid. They are all good soils, well supplied with plantfood, in excellent mechanical condition, and all but one practically free from alkali. Three of them are
particularly good grape soils. Apricots should do well on most of them, though pears and figs, which
are less susceptible to alkali, would probably be found the most suitable fruit crops. Cereals would be
less desirable than deeply-rooted crops, and such crops are specially desirable which present a large area
of leaf surface to cheek evaporation. Having regard to the fact that it is intended to irrigate these soils
with water from the Pera Bore, the nature of this water and the nature of the subsoil must be taken into
account. For an analysis of the water I am indebted to Mr. Mingaye. It contains 45 grains of solid
matter per gallon, of wliich 33 grains consist of carbonate of soda. An examination of the subsoil shows
it to he remarkably free from alkali, the alkalinity, calculated as carbonate of soda, being only about
0'1 per cent. Tins freedom of the subsoil from alkali is a particularly encouraging sign, since it is only
reasonable to suppose thatthe effects would he first noticeable in the lower portions of the soil. It
indicates also that, provided accumulation of alkali at the surface is prevented, there is no danger of the
subsoil becoming unduly charged. In other words, the alkali is readily leached out beyond the reach of
the roots. _ There is, therefore, in my opinion, no danger to he apprehended from the presence of sodium
carbonate in tho soil, as long as there is free circulation of water, and undue surface evaporation is
checked. The analysis of a sample of soil from the neighbourhood of the artesian bore at Moree show's
that soil to be quite neutral. Chemically it is fairly rich, and particularly rich in lime and potash—its
chief defect being its great stiffness. That soil is an uncommonly stiff clay, and will require special
treatment to overcome its stiffness.
*
1358. Is the water from the Moree Bore good ? I believe so.
1359. Have you received an analysis of that water from Mr. Mingaye ? 1 have no such analysis at hand.
The water from the Pera Bore is more strongly charged with alkali than any other which lias been used
for irrigation in that district, I also reported upon six samples of soil from tbe Wentworth irrigation
area, at the confluence of the Darling and the Murray. That soil is sandy and fairly supplied with plautfood, and is admirably adapted for irrigation. The percentage of potash is particularly high, and, in
regard to capacity for water, capillarity, &c., the soil is good, and may be expected to be fertile. Under
irrigation it should yield good results with any of the crops suitable for irrigation culture.
1360. Mr. Black] Have you any knowledge of the country lying between Bourke and Brewarrina, and
in proximity to the Darling ? No ; I have not been there.
1361. Have samples of the soil in that locality been sent to you ? I have examined soil from the
neighbourhood of the Pera Bore, which I think is the nearest place. To a great extent, the soils from
the neighbourhood of the Pera Bore and of the Moree Bore are similar.
1362. Is the character of the soil as evinced by your analysis of the samples from the Pera Bore suitable
for irrigation by artesian water ? _ It may not be suitable for irrigation by all artesian waters.
1363. I mean by artesian water similar to that obtained from the Pera Bore? Provided thatthe drainage
is good, that suitable crops are grown—that is, especially crops which prevent too much evaporation, and
the soil is kept in good tilth, I believe that any of the sandy soils will stand the most alkaline of our
artesian waters for almost any length of time.
1364. Would the application of gypsum neutralise the bad effects of alkaline deposits ? I think that
the application^ of gypsum would be merely temporary in its results, and I believe that the experiments
of Professor Hilgard, in America, and of others in India, show that there is no cure but drainage, coupled
witli irrigation. If the soil has become alkaline, the cure is to irrigate with as good water as is obtainable,
and to thoroughly drain. The use of gypsum is recommended, but it is not intended as a complete cure.
Good drainage reverses the order of things, which brings about the accumulation of alkali.
1365. With drainage such as you speak of, I presume that the water running off carries with it the alkali,
and therefore, tho soil is only charged with the amount of alkali contained in the water it absorbs? The
alkali is not liberated until the water reaches the surface, and a soil that is bad with alkali, having a
white incrustation upon the surface, may, lower down, show no alkali at all.
1366. Then there is no deposit from filtration ? No.
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1367. The deposit is caused only by evaporation? Yes; when the solution reaches the surface the
water evaporates, and leaves the salt behind.
ttu rc.S q'’
1368. Even with good drainage there will be a slight amount of alkali deposited? ]. suppose that even
with the best drainage you will not bo able to avoid evaporation.
2 June, 189S.
1369. "Would it be possible to construct some appliance which could be used at intervals to remove tho
’
alkaline deposit from the surface of the soil ? That has been done in India, and also in California, where
the deposits are very bad.
1370. I suppose the soil at the Pora Bore would give much better results if irrigated by river water than
if irrigated by water from the bore? It certainly would not require so much attention if irrigated by
river water, and I should say would probably give better results.
1371. There would be no danger of the deterioration of tbe soil through deleterious substances being left
in it by tbe river water ? No.
1372. But may not the river water take up alkali from the soils with which it comes into contact, and so
have a deleterious effect if used for irrigation ? I have no doubt that that would be a very likely thing
to happen, but 1 doubt if such water would be charged to anything like the same extent as the bore
water is. •
'
1373. Are there any instances of large rivers v;hose waters are strongly alkaline ? I have never heard of
any. _ I do not thiuk a large body of water like a river, however slowly it might flow, would be likely to
contain relatively much alkali.
1371. ^ And a river having run in practically the same channel for centuries, would be likely to have washed
from its bed and from its banks any alkaline deposit that may originally have been there? Yes. Besides
tbe water in a river is continually being replenished by fresh water, whereas the artesian water is practically
stationary, and the carbonate of soda is washed into it.
1375. Mr. Zee.] Under these conditions would not river water he more suitable for irrigation than bore
water ? Certainly.
.
1376. Mr. Black.] It is more suitable primarily, and after lengthy use would increase in suitableness at
a yearly ratio? Yes', I think so. I believe that in the long run river water would improve the land
because it would deposit fertile salts upon it.
"
1377. The tendency of artesian water is to deposit deleterious instead of fertilising substances ? Quite
so. That tendency would always have to he combated,
.
1378. Where land was irrigated for pastoral purposes, drainage on an extended scale would not he likely to
be carried out, owing to considerations of expense;—do you think that under those circumstances a lengthy
use of artesian water would be likely to be successful? A good deal would depend upon the nature of
the soil. If it were a loose sandy soil I do not think that much danger would arise. In sandy soils the
water rises rapidly, but it never rises to such a height as it does in clay soil.
1379. Is the soil in the neighbourhood of the Pera Bore of a sandy character ? The samples I obtained
from the Pera Bore were nearly pure sand.
1380. Then, if the country between Bourke and Brewarrina is similar to that in the netgbourhood of the
Pera Bore, it would be possible to irrigate it for grazing purposes with artesian water for a lengthy
period without harm to tbe herbage? I should not like to answer that question, because I have no
experience of the action of this water after a long period, though I should not anticipate that there would
be any trouble. If the soil in the district to which you refer is of the same nature as the Pera soil, and
tbe artesian water there not more highly charged with alkali than the Pera water, I should not anticipate
any trouble, even after a long period of irrigation without drainage.
'
.
1381. Nevertheless, the river water would be preferable ? I think so.
•
1382. Mr. Clarke.] Is the soil in the neighbourhood of the Pera Bore likely to be benefited by irriga
tion ? I think so, distinctly.
'
1383. What crops could be grown upon that soil ? Am I to take into account the nature of the water to
be used for irrigation.
1384. If the soil in the neighbourhood of Pera Bore were irrigated, what crops would it be suited for?
I. think such things as ordinary vegetables, especially marrows, squashes, and large leaf crops of that kind.
It is not wheat-growing country ; but the soil would be good for deep-rooted crops. Lucerne would do
very well, and grass ought to do well, while it would be excellently suited for many fruit-trees.
1335. Is the water derived from the artesian wells equal iu quality to that which could be obtained from
the Darling ? It would be quite as good if it did not contain an excess of alkali. The Pera Bore water
contains a large proportion of sodium carbonate, and one would have to be careful in its use on that
account.
1386. Mr Hassall,] Is the Pera Bore tbe nearest bore to tbe river ? It appears to be so, judging from
the map.
■
^
1387. Have you any analyses of the water from the Moongulla Bore ? No.
1388. Have you any analyses of tbe river water ? No.
1389. Then you have not compared the two ? No.
1390. Are you aware that when tbe river is very lq,w the water becomes brackish ? That is a very common
occurrence in the interior. 1 should not he surprised to bear it of tbe Darling.
1391. ^ How would you account for it? I think it arises from the concentration of tbe water. "When tbe
river is not being supplied with fresh water what water is in itgradually evaporates and concentrates.
1392. Evaporation would have practically tbe same effect upon tbe river water that it has upon the bore
water ? After long evaporation you would get similar water from the river to that obtained from the bores.
The water left in the river when it is very low is gradually becoming similar to bore water.
1393. You say that artesian water is as good for irrigation purposes as river water, provided there is no
excess of alkali;—what is an excess of alkali ? I should be inclined to say that about 30 grains to the
gallon would be called an excess. That quantity would, in tbe long run, become injurious if it were
allowed to remain in tbe soil. Even a smaller quantity would become injurious if not drained away.
1394. But you think that with a perfect system of drainage there would be no difficulty in irrigating
successfully with bore water? I do not think that there is any reason to anticipate any difficulty.
13p5. Even if you irrigated with river water, it would he necessary to drain tlie land? I think so. I
think that even the best water would, after a time, become injurious if there were no drainage.
1396. Whatever ivalcr you use you would obtain better.results by having your land perfectly drained?
I think so.
102—II
1397.
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Cnthr'e^Fso
r^^iel'e^orc! if you intended to irrigate, no matter where you proposed to obtain your supply of
‘ F.C.V ''wa,^or! woui^ ^ necessar7 first to properly treneb and drain the land ? It would be preferable.
1398.
Jlohcrti;-]' Have you compared the soil of our western district with tbe soils of irrigated
.June, 1896. countries in other parts of the world ? Yes. I have not got the data with me ; but I hate compared
■
them generally for my own edification.
1399. Can you giro the Committee any information upon the subject ? I have compared our soils with
Californian soils which suiter from alkali, and our soils compare very favourably. Wo have no alkaline
soils such as they have in America and in India, where there are large tracts upon which alkali has
accumulated.
1400. Do you see any reason why irrigation should not be as successfully carried on in this country as in
America and in India with artesian water? No; the conditions are more favourable here, because ive
have a clean soil to deal with, whereas in America and India they often have alkaline soils.
1401. We are told that if the scheme before us is carried out the land within 3 miles of the river can be
irrigated with the river water;—would much more satisfactory results be obtained by using the river water
than by irrigating the water from the artesian wells ? There would be no danger of barm arising from
the use of the river water.
•
1402. What_ harm would arise from using water from the bores? There would be a danger of alkaline
deposit, against wliich you would have to take special precaution. If you used river water you would
probably have to take no special care with regard to drainage or with regard to the crops you wished to
grow, whereas with alkaline water you would have to he very careful in both directions.
1403. Mr. Wright.'] What would be the effect of irrigating land for teu years to a depth of 20 inches with
water containing 10 grains of alkaline matter? With a sandy soil and good drainage, and assuming you
grew such crops as would prevent surface evaporation, I do not think there should be any injurious effect.
1404. \Yhat kind of drainage do you think would be necessary? Subsoil drainage.
1405. You would want to trench the land and put drainage pipes into it? Yes.
1406. That would be a very expensive process ? It would.
1407. And make it impossible to grow anything but high-priced crops ? Except for-small areas.
1408. Do you think that, without subsoil drainage, the ground would he destroyed in ton years by tho
accumulation of alkali? I think there would he a danger of such a thing happening, though I cannot
speak definitely, because I have had no experience.
1409. But I presume that if a similar quantity of river water were used, the land would be fertilised?
Yes, river water would be preferable.
1410. Have you over analysed any soil where the boree or myall grow ? I am not sure.
1411. What is the analysis of the soil from the Moree Bore ? The subsoil there is slightly alkaline and
very rich in lime. The Gidgea acacia grows in that district. The ash of that tree is nearly pure carbonate
i
of lime—that is, chalk.
1412. I suppose you have no knowledge of irrigation ? No practical knowledge at all.
1413. I gather from what you have said that the soil near the Pera Bore will only be suitable for certain
kinds of crops ? Yes ; it would not grow cereals well.
1414. And, unless perfectly drained, it would in two years become so charged with alkali as to be useless ?
There would bo a danger of its becoming charged with alkali, but it would probably take longer than two
years before it became injurious.
1415. Chairman.] How long has the oldest of your irrigated areas been in existence? I will supply that
information.*
^
■
1416. Are you aware if the application of mineralised water has any bad effect upon our soil ? No.
1417. Mr. Trickett.] If this artesian water were stored up in large reservoirs, to he afterwards used for
the purposes of irrigation, would it become less or more objectionable ? I do not think that the storing
of it would have au effect upon it, but if gypsum, that is, sulphate of lime, were put into the reservoirs tho
water would be purified.
1418. Has that plan been adopted in other countries ? Yes ; it has been largely adopted.
1419. Is it a practicable thing to do on a large scale? I do not know whether it would be practicable to
store the water iu tanks or reservoirs, but it would be quite practicable to place boxes filled with powdered
gypsum in the channels in which irrigated water was flowing.
1420. Ts that done? Yes.
’
1421. If this artesian water were stored in very large quantities, would it not be a very expensive process
to purify it ? I do not think it would be practicable to purify it by storing it, but if you were obliged to
conserve it in that way there would be very little additional cost in purifying it with gypsum, because in
some of these places gypsum is pretty abundant.
1422. Chairman.]' What would you regard as bad water for irrigation purposes ? Water containing about
30 grains of alkaline matter to the gallon.
1423. There would be danger in using water containing more than that amount of alkali ? Well, say
35 grains to the gallon.
J
1424. What would you regard as suitable water ? Water containing anything below 20 grains to tho
gallon.
•
'
1425. How much alkaline matter does the Pera water contain? Thirty-three grains to the gallon, I
think, though I believe that that water has been used for some time with good results. At the same time,
I think it is quite on the margin, I do not think that water which was much more alkaline could be
safely used.
1426.. If water having 35 grains of alkaline matter to tbe gallon is harmful, it would surely be better to
start irrigating from a supply much less alkaline ? Certainly.
1427. If you had to deal with the matter you would choose the best soil and the water which contained
the least number of grains of alkali to the gallon ? Undoubtedly. ■
1428. Under proper control it is possible to make irrigation with artesian water successful ? I think so,
certainly.
.
* Note [on revision) ;—The Native Dof was the first to be used for irrigation about 1892, The length of time that
has elapsed since then is hardly sufficient to bring about any great diflevcncc in the nature of tho soil. That it has not done
so is proved by the fact that the irrigated crops still thrive "in this area.

Percy
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Percy Scarr, Esq., Principal Assistant Engineer, Koadsand Bridges Branch, Department of Public "Works,
sworn, and examined':—
1429. Chairman.] Have you brought a sketch showing the set of the traffic towards Brewarrina and p. Scmt, Esq,
Bourke ? I have brought a tracing, showing in full red lines the roads mentioned in the accompanying ,—-n
statement. This statement gives a list of the roads converging at Bourke and Brewarrina, Those marked 2 June, 1B9U.
with an asterisk are mail routes. Eire roads are in receipt of yearly subsidies, while the others are more
or less improved and have the principal creeks and rivers bridged. [Vide Appendix.]
■
3 ames Burt, Esq., D rafts inan - in - C h a rge, Information Bureau, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined:—
1430. Chairman.] What maps have you brought to show the surveys which have been made between j. Burl, Esq.

Bourke and Brewarrina? I hand in the comity maps of Gundcrbooka, Narran, Cowper aud Clyde.
1431. Do those maps embrace all tho countrv between Bourke and Brewarrina ? Yes; on both sides of 2
the river.
“
1432. And they furnish the latest information ? No ; it would be necessary io chart them up to show all
the recent alienations, but there has been very little alienation along the river. The land there is mostly
held under lease.
.
1433. Then the maps are practically correct? . Yes.
1434. Any alterations would be only matters of detail ? Yes.
1435. Have you brought a survey of the Darling? Yes; from Brewarrina to Bourke. It is shown on
the tracing I now hand in,
1436. When was that survey made ? Part of it was made in 1860, and part in 1S75. ■
1437. Docs ihe course of the river so surveyed show any marked difference from its present course ? We
have had a comparison made between the original survey of the river and .its position as shown by recent
surveys of measurements along it, but so far as we can ascertain there is no evidence to show that there
has been any alteration in the course of the river. It is possible that there may have been such an
alteration, but we have no evidence to show it.
1438. The river is pretty much now as it was 30 years ago ? Yes.
1439. Mr. Zree.] Do you know the map before the Committee, which shows the tenure of land within 3
miles of the river? That map is, 1 believe, a compilation from our maps, although 1 have no knowledge
of it. It is on the same scale as the maps I have just banded in.
WRDMUSDAT,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Hugh Giffen McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Alines,
■
sworn, and further examined:—
1440. Chairman.] Have you a further statement to make ? Yes ; I have prepared a statement in reply
H, G.
to various questions which were asked during my previous examination, though it is not quite as full as McKinney,
1 should like it to he. With reference to Question 871, I find that a general duty or toll of a quarter per
E69cent, on the declared value of goods carried is charged on all cargo passing along the waterways of the
Russian Empire, On one of the principal canals in Belgium, a toll equal to about one-twelfth of a penny 3 ^une>
per ton per mile is charged. 'This is a canal on which the traffic is very heavy. There seems to be no
fixed system on which tolls arc levied. In a recent proposal for a direct canal from the Forth to the
Clyde, iu Scotland, the toll was assumed at the high rate of three farthings per ton per mile, I find that
in Italy, as well as in France, no tolls are levied on any of the waterways. With regard to the construc
tion and control of inland navigation works, the United Kingdom appears to be the only country in which
the Government leaves such highways entirely to private enterprise. I could not lay my hand upon any
definite information as to the tolls charged in England, because the inland waterways there are all in the hands
ot private companies. Some of them are iu the hands of railway companies, which have an interest in making
them unsuccessful. In the course of my examination by the Committee I have been asked many questions as
to whether irrigation by pumping is remunerative ; whether it would not be much preferable to irrigate by
gravitation ; whether crops produced by means of lifted water could compete with crops grown on land which
did not require irrigation: and several other questions of a like nature. I wish to point out to tho
Committee that such questions cannot bo satisfactorily answered in a general way. The difficulties in
the way are similar to what would arise in answering the questions whether it pays to use bone-dust as
a manure; whether crops raised by the aid of bone-dust can compote with crops raised on rich land
which does not require manure, and so on. In regard to tho question whether it is not preferable to
irrigate by gravitation, it is necessary to bear in mind that, as a general rule, headworks of a more or less
expensive character are required to divert water from a river. Then it generally happens that expensive
cuttings have to he made before the water reaches such a level relatively to the adjacent-land as will
render flow irrigation possible. Unless, therefore, the ivatcr thus furnished be utilised on a scale com
mensurate with the outlay on headworks and deep cuttings the results are not satisfactory. In such
cases, if water is obtainable by pumping at or near tho land intended to be irrigated, it might prove much
more satisfactory to pump the water than to bring it by gravitation. Another point in connection with
this has to bo borne in mind and that is, that when water is used in the immediate neighbourhood of tho
source of supply the loss by percolation and absorption is reduced to n minimum. Thus, when water is
.
brought
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brouglit from a considerable distance, as is usually the case in gravitation works, the proportionate loss

McKinney, greatly exceeds that which occurs with an ordinary pumping scheme. 1 have also been asked the question
Esq,

whether I know of any country where irrigation b}' pumping is successfully practised. 1 n reply to this, I find
3 Jtme, 1896 that, as a general rule, every country in which irrigation is resorted to can show instances of successful irri' gation by pumping or lifting the water by appliances of some kind. In .India such irrigation has been
practised on an enormous scale, from time immemorial, and the case of Egypt is similar in this respect.
In Italy and the United States pumping for irrigation has been successfully adopted on a considerable
scale. In India the wells vary generally from 10 feet to 60 feet in depth. In the parts of the Punjaub with
which I was familiar tho depths ranged generally from 25 to 45 feet in depth. The appliances used for
pumping are of a very clumsy description, and notwithstanding the cheap labour by wrbieh they are
worked, the cost of the water is very high judged by the standard at which water could be delivered by
pumping from any of our western rivers. In Egypt similar primitive appliances are extensively used, but
in recent years British aud other capitalists have introduced a great number of pumping engines with
which water is raised and sold to the cultivators. In the United States not only are steam pnmjis
increasing in number and favour for irrigation purposes, but, in addition, windmills are being erected for
this purpose iu immense numbers. The area of lift irrigation m the Madras Presidency is about two
millions of acres, in the North-'W’est Provinces it is about 360,000 acres, aud in the Central Provinces
120,000 acres. In the Cawnpore district, where irrigation is extensively practised, many of the wells
used are 60 feet deep. I have with me a copy of the Scientific American, in which it is stated that 2,000
fanners in Texas are now raising water for irrigation purposes by means of windmills. In regard to
irrigation from wrells, 1 was asked to quote instances in which irrigation was successfully practised by
pumping from depths of 35 feet or more. There are hundreds of thousands of acres in India irrigated
in this way with very primitive appliances, which make the raising of the water very laborious and
costly. Indian, Egyptian, aud European instances may all, however, he objected to on the ground
that conditions are different to those existing here. The best places to rely on for a reply to the
inquiry are America and Australia, In regard to the former, I have been unable to find details
of depths from which water is pumped in the numerous places in which irrigation by lift is prac
tised in the 'Western States; but I have met with tho statement in the irrigation papers that irriga
tion by pumping where the soil is suitable is practised for lifts varying up to 50 feet. I may be permitted
to point out that the difficulty in replying to this inquiry is similar to what I should experience if I wore
asked whether I knew of any place where cultivation was successfully carried on with the aid of bonedust or other manure, which was brought from a distance of over 10 miles. I might feel assured that
there were numbers of such places, hut I should have difficulty in obtaining details. Eortunately, in this
colony wc have several instances of pumping successfully from such dcpfhs. fn the first place there is
a considerable number of instances on the lliver Darling where water is pumped under much less advan
tageous circumstances than will exist when the locks and weirs are constructed. Oue of these irrigators
published a letter in the Sydney Morning Herald of 27th of last month, in which he expresses himself as
highly satisfied with his operations. In the course of a trip by steamer from Walgett to Wentworth, T
saw a succession of patches of irrigation, and had an opportunity of going over the irrigated land at
Boorooma, Winbar, and one or two other places.
1441. Mr. Lee.] Was the irrigation you saw between Walgett and Bourke or between Bourke and
Wentworth ? It was scattered all th"e way along the river. The first place at which 1 saw irrigation
practised was above Walgett. At iNarromine, on the Macquarie, Mr. W. O’Neill has for a number
of years used a well over 50 feet deep for providing a supply of water for irrigation with most
satisfactory results. On the Kameruka Estate, water was pumped to a height of 216 feet for irrigating
lucerne, and in seasons when hay was expensive it was considered that irrigation paid under even such
disadvantageous conditions, The question is simply one of the value of the produce as compared with the
cost of water, and on this point some of the most experienced irrigators in Victoria have given the opinion
that even for cereals it will pay to irrigate if the cost of the water amounts to £1 per acre of crop. In
connection with this subject, I find that in reply to Question 701,1 mentioned that on pastoral estates
the only irrigation I have seen which was carried out ona considerable scale, and in a business-like manner,
is that on the properties of Mr. Wills Allen and Mr. (latenby. I wish to add that I have seen many
instances of successful irrigation on pastoral estates, but they were more in the nature of successful
experiments, being as a rule on a small scale. It is only right to add that I understand there are some
instances of successful irrigation on a considerable scale which I have not seen. As regards instances
of successful irrigation in Victoria, I have concluded that the best reply 1 can give is to refer the
Committee to the report of the first irrigation conference held in Melbourne in 1890. I am aware that
the area of irrigation has considerably extended in Victoria since then, but the report mentioned is
the latest of its kind wliich I cau obtain. With regard to the cost of pumping, I went carefully into the
matter some years ago when inspecting irrigation which was entered in the competition for National
prizes. The total lift at Mr. Wills Allen’s irrigated farm at the time of my last visit was about 31 feet.
For the purpose of comparison with charges from canals, 1 calculated the cost of supplying a flow of 1
cubic foot per second, and found that the annual cost of this quantity, after allowing for interest and cost
of working the plant, was about £70, At Mr, Gatenby’s property the total lift at the time of my
inspection was 23 feet, and the cost of a flow of 1 cubic foot per second was about £50. In a paper
published by Mr. George Gordon, member of the Institution of Civil Engineers, he gave a statement of
results of experiments and calculations which he had made to determine the cost of pumping 1,000
cubic feet of water. The results arrived at were as follows :—For a 6 feet-lift, 0T9d. per 1,000 cubic
feet; for a 24-fcet lift, 0 32d.; for a 25-feet lift, 0'42d.; for a 39i-fect lift, 0’83d.; and for a 100-feet
lift, 12Id. These figures are in substantial agreement with those I obtained. In the 39Ufeet lift, Mr.
Gordon's are equivalent to a cost of £109 per annum for a flow of 1 cubic foot per second, while my
estimate of the average cost of this quantity for the 31-feot lift was £70 per annum. Mr. Gordon’s
result for a 24-feet lift is equivalent lo an annual charge of £42 per annum, as compared to my
estimate of £50 per annum for a 23-feet lift. Mr. Gordon’s result for a 25-fcet lift is £55 per annum
for 1 cubic foot per second. I may add that in my estimates in tho two cases referred to I concluded
that the annual cost of a cubic foot per second in Mr. Wills Allen’s case was likely to vary from £60 to
£30, and in Mr. Gatenby’s case from £45 to £70. Making ample allowance for defects in working, a
flow of 1 cubic foot per second should irrigate 60 acres of lucerne, and produce on suitable land five
or six fair crops in a year,
1442.
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1442. In your calculations you have allowed for interest upon tie plant aud working expenses, and have McKinney,
made an annual charge ? Yes.
.
Esq.
1443. Have you made a deduction for depreciation ? Yes.
'
_
1444. Chairman.'] Prom your experience of irrigation in this colony, what would bo a fair amount to 3 June, 1S96<
regard as the yearly water cost of irrigating such land as we have ou tho Darling ? I think that £1 per
aero per annum would be a fair allowance.
1445. ilf>. Wright.'} You proposed to charge a pumping license fee of 5s. per aero;—would the cost of
obtaining water be £1 in addition to that for pumping and distribution ? Yes ; though in all probability
tbe engines used for the pumping plant could also be used for sawing wood, running chaff-cutters, and
for other purposes, and that might he reckoned in some measure as a set-off against the cost of irrigating.
1446. Chairman.} Will you tell us what is being done at Hay in the way of irrigation ? At the presenttime
things are at a standstill there. The Municipal Council of Hay was constituted an irrigation trust under
the provisions of the Hay Irrigation Act. They obtained possession of about 12,000 acres of land, which had
previously constituted the temporary common there, and they asked that I should report on the best way
of irrigating it. I visited the irrigation area, as it was termed in tbe Act, and I recommended that the
water should he pumped from a place just outside it. That place was better than any site within the irrigalion area, and I was told that the trustees would have no difficulty in purchasing it. After they had
purchased it, they asked that I should fake the necessary levels for an irrigation scheme. I had those
levels taken, and afterwards I had a plan prepared on which they were shown. 1 pointed out that that
plan was-so complete that the trust could easily have the best lines of channels marked out by following
it, as contour lines were drawn all over the plan. They decided at last, however, that I should have the
lines of channel marked out on the ground. I had that done, and all the information I had acquired was
handed over to the trust. The trust then decided to take up the matter itself, and carry it out with funds
that would be raised locally. The first step the trustees took was to change the pumping site. They
adopted a place much nearer to Hay, and on much lower ground than the place which I had recom
mended, and they departed still more from my recommendation in buying a second-hand pumping plant,
instead of a new one. The pumping plant which they bought was unsuitable. They also found that,
having gone on to lower ground, it would bo necessary to construct either a flume or an embankment.
They decided to construct a flume, which, in order that it might be as cheap as possible, they made very
light, and a high wind some time afterwards threw it over. Then for some purpose, which I could never
quite understand, they made a reservoir, which is in an unfinished state now, and they want the Govern
ment to assist them in completing the scheme.
1447. "What has been the expenditure up to date, and what will it cost to complete the work P The
amount that appears to have been expended up to date is about £4,300, and I am engaged at the present
time in preparing au estimate of the cost of completing the scheme, which will probably be £1,500, more
or less. It is not the cost of the scheme that will be the greatest disadvantage; it is rather the unsuitable
character of the pumping plant for Ihe work which it has to perforin.
1448. How high are they going to lift the water? Their lift has been increased by some feet, owing to
the change which they made in regard to the pumping site, and it now averages about 27 or 28 feet. The
maximum lift will he 34 or 35 feet.
1449. Will you give us a brief outline of what has been done at "Wentworth ? A.t Wentworth the condi
tions were very similar to what they were at Hay. The Wentworth Municipal Council was constituted
au Irrigation Trust, and obtained possession of the temporary common there, the intention being to cut
the land up into small areas for irrigation purposes. Tbe Trust employed an engineer and a manager, but
it was very unfortunate in several ways, and particularly because, owing to the financial crash, it was not
able to carry out the idea of raising funds for the construction of the necessary works. After consider
able delay the Trustees therefore decided that their best plan would be to petition the Government to
dissolve the Trust. That has been done. The Government has taken over all the liabilities, and the assets
of the trust, together with the powers conferred upon it by the Act, and has let contracts for the supply
of pumping plant, and for the construction of a pumping well and engine-house, both of which are now in
process of being carried out.
1450. Mr. FerjanC\ Prior to this, were you consulting engineer to the trust ? In a manner I was. The
Government, under the provisions of the Wentworth Irrigation A.ct, had to approve of any scheme
"brought forward. The trustees brought forward a scheme which was much too expensive, and to which
there were other objections, though the objection on the score of expense was sufficient to destroy it.
1451. How much did the trustees expend ? They obtained an overdraft from the bank for preliminary
expenditure, and the total amount which they expended, with interest, amounted to about £1,100,
1452. What was the amount of the overdraft? £1,000.
1453. Which the Government would have to pay? Yes. The people there showed themselves to be very
public-spirited, and made tbemsekes personally liable for the advance. They also intended, if things had
not gone wrong in financial matters, to raise the capital necessary to carry out the work. The terms of
the Act gave the Government power, if it considered it necessary or advisable,, to dissolve the Trust, and
in doing so they took over the 10,000 acres of land which belonged to the Trust,
1454. But which originally belonged to the Government? Yes. The Act also gives the Government
power to pump from either the Darling or the Murray.
1455. Which the Government had before the land was handed over to the trust? Ho doubt they had
the power, but it was not defined.
1456. Taking all things into consideration, this has been a bad bargain for tbe Government? It has been
an unfortunate aflair. Tbe Government arc only getting back what they gave.
1457. But they have £1,000 to pay in addition ? Yes; the average lift at Wentworth will be 25 feet or
a little over.
1458. Chairman^} You are going to pump from the Murray there ? Yes.
1459. You will not go to Fletcher’s Lake ? Hot at the present time. I think Fletcher’s Lake was left
outside the Trust.
'
1460. But it is on the common ? Ido not think it is. It was not included in the temporary common on
that side. There are one or two other points to which I wish to refer. I was asked by Question 704 if it
was not a fact that the Government of Victoria had spent over £5,000,000 on irrigation works, and I have
received a statement which shows. I think, how that amount may have been arrived at. The sum of
'
£4,545,000
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,,£4'.5^5,000 includes what has been spent upon schemes connected with country towns water supply, and
C-E'"110^’ elso the cost of the great Colihan scheme at Bendigo. The amount of money spent by irrigation
trusts was about £927,000.
•3 June 1896.
Under £1,000,000? Tes; but Ihere was a great deal spent by town trusts and rural trusts, and
*
' mised trusts.
1462. Mr. Wright.^ For irrigation? No. In tbe ease of the so-called Water Trusts the money was
generally expended to provide water for stock and domestic purposes.
1463. But, if I am not wrongly informed, a number of small subsidiary schemes in Victoria were
originally designed to supply -water for stock, aud also for irrigation purposes ? The sum expended by the
mixed trusts was about £386,500.
1464. Can yon tell ns what practical work has been done in the shape of irrigation by the expenditure of
this money ? X have no recent information upon the subject, although I know that a certain amount of
irrigation has been done. In my former evidence I mentioned that a great deal too much money had been
expended in Victoria upon works of this kind. I did not mean by that statement that tbe works bad
been extravagantly or wrongly constructed; but that they had been in advance of requirements.
1465. You contend that the money was spent injudiciously? Quite so.
1466. Can you get us information as to the effect of this expenditure in Victoria—as to what irrigation
has been done, and whether that irrigation has been successful or the reverse ? t have been able to get a
good deal of information about the work of private irrigationists; but there seems to be no late informa
tion available as to what has been done by tbe Government. The great work on tho G oulburn, where
they have a weir which cost over £100,000, is not doing one-tenth of what it should do.
1467. Chairman.'] Do you know how many acres of irrigation there are in Victoria ? I have not been
able to ascertain that. In the report of the Irrigation Conference of 1890, mention is made of the number
of cases in which individual irrigationists have been very successful; but 1 have been quite unable to
obtain any recent report. Another point upon which I was asked to obtain information was as to the
extent to which water would be backed up in tbe tributaries of tbe Upper Darling, supposing that the
proposed scheme were carried out. Iu the Bogan the hacking up would be scarcely worth taking into
account. In the Culgoa tho water would he hacked up about 2 miles. In tbe Bokharra the backing up
would not be worth taking into account. In the Marra Creek tbe ivater would be backed up for about
„
2 miles, and in tbe Macquarie Biver it would be backed up for about 6 miles.
1463. What effect would the weir below Brewarrina have upon Cato Creek ? Cato Creek will not be
affected, neither will the Tarrion Creek.
1469. What effect would the construction of the proposed work have upon thebillabongs along the river?
As a rule very little, because in most cases tbe biltabongs take out at a high level. There would be a
certain amount of backing up in them ; but that only means that so much more water would be stored,
though the quantity stored would not be so large as to justify a special survey to determine it.
1470. How does tbe country to the north of that portion of the river under consideration—take for
instance the part between the Culgoa and Bourke—slope ? Towards the river.
1471. Are the banks higher than tbe surrounding country ? The greater height of the banks is noticeable
in places, but the fall-away at the back is not so great as it is on the Murrumbidgec and the Lachlan.
1472. Then, if ivater is lifted to the height you mention, it will not submerge land which is not now
usually flooded ? No ; the weirs will not be sufficiently high to cause any inundation.
1473. You propose to construct seven weirs in order to allow for tbe rise of from 40 to 45 feet between
Bourke aud Brewarrina ? Yes.
1474. If it were possible to have a fewer number of weirs there would be a saving in construction and in
maintenance, and the quantity of water stored would be greater ? Yes.
'
1475. I understand that you have not allowed for higher lifts because you object to placing immovable
weirs in the Darling, and the shutter weir which you propose to use would not be suitable for a greater
height than that allowed for in this scheme ? ] should not like to say that the shutter weir would not be
suitable, but I did not like to venture beyond instances which I know of.
1476. You regard this form of construction as not likely to be easily manipulated if the weirs were made
higher ? I should not like to say even that. I know that the shutters would become heavy and difficult*
to work, but I am not aware that the use of them in higher weirs than I propose has been objected to in
any way. I do not, however, care to go beyond precedents.
,
1477. "Will you tell us why it is absolutely necessary to have a movable weir ? I camo to the conclusion
that fixed weirs were objectionable after I had made a thorough inspection of tho river in flood time,
and after I had seen how easy it is to change its course. I then found the river to be changing its course
in numbers of places, and in some eases the steamer went through the new channels which had been made.
1478. Wo were informed yesterday by the Department of Lands that, so far as they could judge from their
plans, there bad been no change ;—I suppose you refer to chauges in detail ? If a flood were to take
place now I could point out dozens of places where a change was proceeding rapidly, Of course the river
does not go to a very great distance from its ordinary course, but tbe tendency of its flow is to cause
loops, and in flood time the necks of land round which these loops wind are cut through.
1479. Although chauges are continually going on, it is possible that surveys for alienation purposes uould
not be sufficiently close to enable the Department to take notice of them ? Yes : I think that, as a rule,
tho surveys along the Darling have not been carried to any great detail. A great deal of the land lias
not been surveyed iu small portions, so that it would be easy to overlook moderate changes in tbe river.
,
1480. Supposing you could get. from Bourke to Brewarrina by having a lift of 10 or 12 feet at each weir,
would that be likely to submerge tbe surrounding country ? No.
1481. Your ouly objection to such a plan is on the ground of construction ? Quite so.
1482. Are there no sites where permanent weirs could be safely constructed? I think there is no place
where a permanent weir would not be more or less objectionable. The only place where I should propose
to make a permanent weir is at Brewarrina. Tho design 1 intend to adopt there allows a permanent
weir to be carried across at what is the mean level of tho top of tbe rocks. At that place there are large
boulders lying above the solid rock.
1433. Mr. Lae.] With reference to tho extent to which ana branches and other depressions of the surface
are likely to be filled if this scheme is constructed;—I suppose your estimate is based upon the assumption
that there will be seven weirs ? Quite so.
1484. Can you tell tbe Committee whore these depressions are situated ? I have noted their position;
but I have not sufficient details to enable me to estimate the quantity of water which could be stored in
any
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any of them. I noted all the principal outflows and inflows, but to mate a survey of them would be a McKinney,
very laborious piece of work, which it did not secui to mo the circumstances would quite justify.
Esq.
1485. The distances between tho weirs are given on the map as follows :—Between No. 1 and No. 2, 25f
miles; between No. 2 and No. 3, 9i miles ; between No. 3 and No. 4, 37d miles ; between No. 4 and 3 June, 189G.
No, 5, 25d miles; between No. 5 and No. 6, 26j miles; and between No, 6 and No. 7, 9 miles. 'Why
are locks Nos. 2, 3 and jocks Nog. 6 and 7 placed in such close proximity ? Because the natural fall of the
river is greater between those places. Although the fall of the Barling, taking it as a whole, is very
uniform, there are some lengths in which it varies considerably. In one length you might have a fall of
4 or 5 inches to the mile, and in another length, a fall of 2 inches to the mile.
^
1486. If it became necessary to reduce the number of weirs, could you safely dispense with No. 2 and
No. 6 ? I do not think so. They are at places where there is a considerable fall in the river.
1487. If you had to reduce the number of weirs, which of them could you dispense with ? Either the
weir at Beemery—No. 4—or No. 5.
1488. Could you safely dispense with any more without destroying the general efficiency of your scheme?
I think not, 1 looked carefully into the matter to see what change could be made. That part of the
river below Beemery is very low, and it would be possible to put a weir between No. 4 and No. 5 which
would hold up sufficient water for a long distance hack.
1489. If weirs No. 4 and No. 5 were omitted, would the depressions on tho surface be filled with as much
water as if the scheme were carried out as now proposed ? There would not be much difference, because
the weir that would take the place of the two weirs which were omitted would be higher than either of
them, aud the quantity of water stored is increased as you increase the height of a weir, because the
river widens out.
■
1490. Would your shutters be able to stand with an increase of height? I think so.
1491. AVould heavier stonework he necessary ? The foundations would have to be slightly heavier.
1492. AVoukl heavier work be required for the locks? Slightly heavier wmrk ; but the alteration would
not add materially to the cost of the locks.
'
1493. Would it impair navigation at all? No. Wo should have to fix: the weir at a sufficient height to
keep a minimum depth of 0 feet in the river.
1494. What do you estimate to be the average cost of a weir and lock ? About £20,000. Some would
cost more and some less.
1495. What would No. 4 and No. 5 cost? They would be about the most costly,because tbe foundations
in those places are worse.
1496. What do you estimate that they would cost ? Speaking from memory, the cost of either of them
would be £2,000, or £3,000 more that the cost of the lock and weir at Yincent Bocks.
1497. An increase of not more than 12 per cent. ? Not more than that. There is a saving in cost by
reducing the number of weirs at that particular place.
1498. A. reduction in the number of weirs "would not necessarily mean the destruction of the scheme,
either so far as navigation, or so far. as irrigation was concerned ? No.
1499. In prosposing the scheme, you thought it desirable to so plan it that no possible difficulty could
arise in the future ? Quite so ; I wished to keep within cautious lines.
1500. As this is to a certain extent au experimental work, could you not submit a proposal by which the
end in view could bo obtained at a minimised cost ? I could do that before the end of tho inquiry.
1501. Qhairman.] How much water have you directly above your shutters? Tho depth varies slightly,
hut it is about 1.2 or 13 feet, as a rule. I thought seriously of having only one weir instead of weirs
No. 4 aud No. 5, and my reason for deciding to place this scheme before tho Committee as it is now was
that I wished to keep within precedents and on very cautious and safe ground.
1502. Keeping well in view tbe experimental nature of this work, you are of opinion that a scheme could
he prepared which would serve the same ends at considerably less cost? Yes ; I believe that a reduction
in cost could be made by altering the scheme in the way suggested.
1503. As this is an experiment, would it not be wise to proceed slowly? Well, tbe river is so uncertain
■that we shall be compelled to do so. Wc could start at any time with the Stony Point and Vincent
Bocks weirs; hut before they wore finished and it was time to go on with another weir, there would
probably be a flood, so that, under any circumstances, we shall be able to see bow tbe Bourke lock and
weir will work before commencing weirs in the position of No. 4 and No. 5.
1504. Mr. Lcc.'\ What view' was held in your Department as to the intercolonial riparian rights of the
Murray and the Darling ;—do you consider that New South Wales is entitled to tho whole of the water
courses of the Darling aud of the Murray ? Well, of course, part of the watercourses of those rivers is
outside the boundaries of the colony.
1505. Do you act under the division laid down in the Constitution Act ? The Constitution Act leaves
matters on the Queensland border in a different position from those on the Victorian border. Tbe whole
of tho Kiver Murray on the Victorian border lies within New South Wales.
1506. It is so claimed aud held by us ? It is claimed but not bold.
1507. The claim is disputed by Victoria ? Yes ; but Victoria has no grounds for disputing it.
1508. As a matter of fact Victoria exercises the right to take whatever water she requires ? Yes.
1509. So that practically Victoria does not recognise our claims ? No.
1510. Were you able to obtain information from the Minister in regard to the subject'of tolls? I did
not succeed in seeing the Minister about it, but I saw the Under Secretary, and bis opinion wTas practi
cally what I have expressed.
1511. But you have no definite information? No; 1 have not yet been able to obtain any definite
information from the Minister upon the point.
1512. Mr. WrightMr. Williams in his report says that to erect a lock and a weir on one channel of the
river is not practicable, and that such a work would be a complete failure ? I differ from that opinion, and so
does Mr. Gordon. I may mention that Mr. Williams selected a certain site for a lock and weir on the
Kiver Darling; hut when I passed the place in a steamer during flood time, the river was flowing in four
or five different channels.
1513. Mr. Humphery^] In a report before us, on the locking of the Darling, I observe that it is proposed
to place the locks across the necks of laud round which the river winds. In this matter you differ from
Mr. Barley and Mr. Williams. Will you give us your reasons for your opinion ? In the first place, the
formation
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formation of new channels across the nechs of bends is going on constantly, and a very slight obstruction
r*Ter increases the process. Then, too, nechs of land round which the river winds arc generally
Tory low, and the effect would he, if the locks and weirs were placed as suggested in the report before you,
3 June, 1S96.
i*1 hood time the n'ater would create a scour along each of the outside walls of the lochs. Unless there
were heavy embanhments on both sides of the loch a channel would be scoured through the nech of laud
in which it was situated parallel with each wall, so that tho loch would be left standing by itself.
1514. "Would the same thing take place if tbe lochs were made as you propose to make them? No;
because the natural conditions are not interfered with. The suggestion contained in the report before
the Committee would, if carried out, seriously interfere with tho natural conditions of the river. I know
that in some cases tbe course of the river has been changed by a tree wliich has fallen into the loop of a
bend. If a falling tree would change the course of the river, much more would a permanent weir do so.
I. believe that the bar across the river above Brewarrina has had a great deal to do with tho formation of
Cato Creek.
1515. What would be the diflerence in cost between the two arrangements ? The plan suggested in the
report woul4 be more costly than that which I propose, because the intention was to carry the loch walls
up above flood-level.
1516. Have you had any experience in connection with the construction of shutters, such as those you
now propose to use ? No. I have undertaken the construction of many weirs, and of a number of
locks ; but not writb shutters precisely similar to these. These shutters have come into use in America
only in comparatively recent years, though before that they were in use in France. There are one or two
movable weirs of the kind in England ; but until lately, England was very much behind in these matters.
1517. Can you tell us where there are movable weirs of the kind you propose ? They are in operation
in France, in America, and in India.
1518. Have they been a success ? Tes. The yS'ciejjfi/tc
of 1st August, 1891, shows a movable
weir on the Ohio River at Davis Island, Pittsburgh. It is on a very much larger scale than those which
I propose.
1519. How is that weir worked ? In the same way as we propose to work the weirs on the Darling,
1520. Are the shutters of similar width and design to those which you propose ? Tho shutters are very
.
similar in design. ‘
1521. Qkairman.~\ Are they in every instance made of wood ? Yes; in every case that I have seen any
.
mention of.
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The Committee further considered tho proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
John Charles Henderson Mingaye, Esq., Analyst and Assayer, Department of Mines, sworn, and further
examined: —
J. C. H. 1522. Chairman^ Tou have a statement to make upon various points which were suggested to you when
Mingaye, Esq. you were last before us ? Yes ; I was asked for analyses of the waters from the various artesian bores
—\ of this colony, having regard to the solid and deleterious matter contained in them, and for a comparison
4 June, 189G. 0f those waters with the waters used in America for irrigation. I hand in a tabulated statement showing
the composition of the waters from forty-one artesian bores {Vide Appendix D], and a second statement
showing tho salts contained in them which, if present in excessive quantities, arc considered detrimental
to plant-life, together with a list of the bore waters which would be useful for irrigation if carefully used
and certain precautions taken to which I shall refer later on. [Vide Appendix Dl.] A third statement
[ Vide Appendix D2] gives analyses in tabular form of American artesian and lake water which is used for
irrigation. With regard to the first statement [PVde Appendix D] the water considered unsuitable for
irrigation is marked with an asterisk, while that which is considered questionable is marked witli a dagger.
The number of bores in which the water is unsuitable is seven. The method considered necessary to
adopt to prevent the saline matter in the water from eventually interfering with the soil is a thorough
system of underground drainage, so as to procure a preponderance of the downward motion of the moisture,
thus by occasional leaching of the soil, dissolving out a quantity of the alkali salts on the surface where it
is most injurious. Under-drainage is the general and absolute correction for the alkali. To flood the laud,
and cause under-drains to be laid reasonably apart, which shall have run some time will, to a great extent,
end the trouble, not only for the time being, but for years—providing that soluble beds of alkali do not
exist at some depth below the surface. The soils, especially if they are clayey, should he ploughed deep
and pulverised thoroughly, aud prepared for underground and deep drainage. With regard lo the rotation
of crops, by which is meant planting of root and forage plants which are known to absorb these alkaline
salts, and thrive in soil containing alkali, Professor Hilgard has shown that beets, carrots, and many other
root-crops
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root-crops and forage plants are known to absorb a largo amount of these alkaline salts. In a valuable paper J- C. H.
entitled “ Australian Salt-bush” (Atriplex Semibaecatum) a forage plant for alkali soils, by M. E. Jaffa,
Ph. B., ].nstructor-in-Charge of the Agricultural Laboratory. University of California, the following infor- 4
mation is given :—“ A perennial herb, very much liked by sheep, thus considered among the best saline
’
*
herbage of the salt-bush country. Mr. W. Parrer pronounces this herb as .wonderful for its productive
ness and its drought-resisting power. At the experimental station near Tulare, the herb, or bush, has
been planted with excellent results in some of the -worst alkali spots of the station grounds ; single plants
having reached a diameter of 16 feet in one season. The yield of a full cut is about 20 tons of green
material per acre. The large proportion of ash in the bush, and the fact of the plant yielding such excellent
results in some of the worst alkali spots is one of great interest. It was found on analysis of the ash that
550 lb. of the air-dried matter contains about 1101b. of mineral ingredients. Of this extraordinary amount
of ash, nearly 4-t per cent., or about 4S lb. is common salt, and about 15 per cent., or 17 lb. more is soda in
other combinations ; in the crude ash mainly in the form of carbonate of soda. The amount of potash,lime,
and phosphoric acid are relatively small, thus rendering the salt bush excellent for “desalting,” or freeign
the soil from objectionable soda compounds.” By the use of gypsum (calcium sulphate) in small quantities
the corrosive action of the alkali formed in the soil can be remedied to a great extent by the conversion
of the carbonated alkali into tbe “white," or neutral alkali, which is much less injurious than the “black,”
i.e., alkaline carbonates aud organic matter. The -water could also be freed to a great extent from the
carbonated alkali prior to use, by slowly passing the water through a length of troughing containing coarse
gypsum (plaster of paris) wliich will alter the character of the salts into neutral salts. If it is a question
as to the use of these waters in preference to river waters for irrigation, there can be no comparison
between them, as the latter contain less total solids in their composition, and the solid matters are, as a
rule, practically free from the carbonated alkali. On comparing the analyses tabulated of the American
artesian aud lake waters used for irrigation {Yule Appendix D 2),it will be observed thatthe waters from the
Kern and Tulare Lakes contain a large proportion of carbonated alkali and other salts. The carbonated
alkali varies from 16' to 77' grains per Imperial gallon, the other salts from IS' to 138' grains per gallon,
while the artesian boro water yields from 3'36 to 23 JO grains per gallon. In looking at the question of
the employment of our artesian waters for irrigation purposes it must be borne in mind that tho American
and Indian soils in the arid districts already contain alkali or “ reh,” consequently an alkaline water is
added to soil which is already alkaline. As far as I have been able to lind out, many of our soils in the
arid districts are of a good depth, and excepting in a few cases, no sign of alkali has made its appearance
in the surface of the soil. Professor Hilgard points out that even the strongest water in the Tulare
Lake, near its southern end, is not so strong as to injure the roots witli -which it comes in contact, so long
as it is not concentrated by evaporation. This water yielded IOL'328 grains per gallon of total solid matter,
of which 33'5 grains per gallon consisted of carbonate of soda, and 45'42 grains per gallon of other salts.
We cannot get over the fact that in the Tulare and Kern country, great difficulties have been experienced
in the treatment of these soils, which appear to be duo largely to the alkali already contained in the soil
in a soluble state. The fact also has been considered that in the arid districts, no other water is available
for irrigation, there being a large amount of surplus water over and above that required for watering
travelling stock. The water has been used on experimental stations, and it has been found that by
irrigation it is possible to grow root and forage plants ; it is, however, in after years that any difficulty
.may arise, if care is not taken that the soil is not saturated with these alkaline salts. If the water is
carefully used, the soil properly prepared, and deep drainage given, with occasional leachings, combined
with the use of gypsum, and the crops carefully selected, the waters, a list of which are given [Appendix
D 1], can be used.
1523. Of the forty-one bores you have mentioned you think the water from one-third of that number
should not be used for irrigation, at any rate not for tbe present ? I should not like to speak with
certainty about the water marked doubtful.
.1.524. Butin the remaining cases you regard the water as suitable? Yes; some time ago 1 wrote to
America to ascertain from the United States Geological Survey Department if they could tell me the
limit of salts which unfitted water for use for irrigation purposes. The reply I received to my inquiry
■was as follow's :—
No systematic examination 1ms been made of waters used for irrigation. Owing (o tbe necessities of the ease, all
waters available are tried even to those which arc almost, of tbe character of very weak brines. Of course a great deal depends
on the character of the soil and the cultivation, one man apparently sueeceding where another man" burns” his crop. Ido
not think that the limit as regards alkaline contents has as yet been ascertained by chemical analysis. As you arc doubtless
aware, pure waters are not considered as valuable for irrigation as muddy waters. Tbe presence of fine silt in the water
is commonly supposed to indicate the absence of alkaline salts la notable quantities, and thus the muddy waters are valued,
not only for the fine silt which they carry, hut also for the absence of injurious earthy salts. I have seen, however, in places
where no other water could be had the farmers using a clear water, decidedly alkaline to tho taste, and one which, in tho long
run, must be destructive to plant life. AVben (he salty crust has accumulated on tho surface, however, so as to be perceptible
to the eye or taste, the farmers give the soil a thorough washing, and in Utah, for example, plant tbe fields to the rank woody
white clover which seems to thrive where the more valuable forage plants will not. Analyses of the waters of some of the
principal rivers of California arc given by Professor E. W. Hilgard, University of California, Berkeley, Cal., in the volume on
Cotton production of the 10th census of the Untied States, and doubtless by correspondence with him other analyses could he
obtained.

1525. Then the only way in which a definite opinion can be formed of the real value of our artesian water
for irrigation is by practical experiments ? To a certain extent, though the water from many of the bores
could, without doubt, be used without ill-effect, if ordinary care were taken.
.
1526. You emphasise the fact that, while in America in a number of cases the application of water containing
soda to the land increases and augments the quantity already in the soil, in most cases in this colony there is
in the first instance no soda iu the soil? Yes; our artesian waters certainly contain a fair amount of
alkali; hut so far as I have been able to learn, the soil does not appear to contain alkali in any quantity.
In India and America, however, they are in many places dealing with soils already alkaline.
'
1527. Mr. Wright.] You have spoken of the farmers in America washing the alkali out of their land.
How can they do that if they have nothing hut alkaline water to use ? They go in for underground
drainage. They occasionally leach with artesian water, and then flood the alkali out, which would show
as a white or dark deposit on the surface of the land,
.
1528. Chairman.] Would it be a wise thing to allow artesian water in any quantity to find its way into
the bed of the Darling ? Without doubt, no. I have one other statement which I should like to make,
102—1
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and that is in regard to the total solid matter in the water of some of our rivers. With regard to those
numbered 1 to 14, I got the information from Mr, Hamlet, the Government Analyst. The state
ment is as follows :—
Total solid matter present in river waters, &e., New South "Wales.
Grains iN>r Imperial Gallon.
.............. 21-28
1. Maciutyre lliver (Inverell water)...
...
...
..
.............. 15-00
2. Moree Creek
...
,..
...
...
...
...
.............. 2G-00
3. Namoi River
...
...
...
...
...
...
.............. 12-04
4. Apsley River (Walcha)
...
...
...
...
...
..............
7-42
5. Murrumbidgee River at WTagga Wagga.........................
..............
G-02
G. Wingecarribee River
................................................
.............. 3080
7. Wollondilly River (Goulburn) .....................................
.............. 17-3G
8. Bcga River.......................................................................
.
... 18-48
9. Biliabong Creek (Parkes).....................................
-...
.............. 15-54
10. Hawkins’Gully (Tentcrfield "Water Supply) ...
...
.............. 14-00
11. Middle Creek (Inverell Water Supply) ...
...
...
.............. 10-08
12. Dumaresq Creek (Armidale Water Supply)
...
...
.............. 15-90
13. Castlerea-gk River ...
...
...
...
...
...
..............
7-5G
14. Hawkesbury River (where supply for Richmond will he taken)
.............. 12-00
15. Parramatta River Water (about dam) ...
...
...
.............. 21-42
1G. Stephen’s Creek Water Supply (Broken Hill)..............
...
.............. 29-34
17. Belabula River, Clifden Run
.....................................
-...
... 7 to 10
18. Fisk River (near Jenolan Caves) ...
...
...
...
More:—From 1 to 14 are obtained from analysis made by Mr. W. 11. Hamlet, F.C.S kc.

1529. Tho water in a creek is influenced by the character of the watershed from which it comes ? Yes.
1530. Water coming from sandstone country would bo different from water coming from basaltic or lime
stone country ? Yes, certainly.
1531. Referring to the list you have just read, -which of those rivers obtains its water from country most
like the Darling country—Stephen’s Creek ? I do not think any of them obtain their water from similar
country.
1532. How do these waters compare with the artesian waters? The quantity of solid matter is loss, and
there is not so much carbonate of soda in them ; in fact, if there is any at all, it is only one or two grains
per gallon. The greatest amount of solid matter present is in the Wollondilly at Goulburn, where the
water contains 30'S0 grains of solid matter to the Imperial gallon.
1533. But not deleterious solid matter ? No.
1534. How much solid matter does the Murrumbidgec contain ? 7'42 grains to the gallon.
1535. Is not some of our artesian water valuable because of the amount of potash it contains ? Yes.
153G. So that while the carbonate of soda is bad for plant life, the potash contained in the water is good
for it ? Yes, but while the potash is present in the form of carbonate of potash, it is as deleterious as the
carbonate of soda. It is, however, altered by the action of gypsum, and then becomes of great value to
the soil.

J. W.
Boultbee,
^■s^*
June, ibJb

James William Boultbee, Esq., Superintendent of Public Watering Places and Artesian "Water Supply,
Department of Mines, sworn, and further examined:—
1537. CJifiirman.'] You have a statement to make in regard to various matters which were brought under
your attention by the Committee when you were last before us ? Yes. In the first place I was naked to
obtain a comparison of the rainfall at Ronrke and at Mildura. I have not boon able to obtain a record
of the rainfall at Mildura, nnr of the rainfall at Wentworth, which is close to it; but I find that the
at
Victoria is 11-47 inches per annum, and at Avoca 1V40 inches per annum. Those places
are very close to "Wentworth, and their rainfall might be taken as a fair guide to the rainfall in the
district. The rainfall at Bourke is 16'27 inches per annum.
1538. Then the rainfall at Mildura would be about 11 inches per annum ? Yes. I was also asked to
obtain, if possible, a comparison between crops grown upon land naturally watered and crops grown upon
irrigated land. The following comparison is compiled from the Statistical Register and from Colonel
Hinton’s report, and shows a larger yield of certain crops upon irrigated land.
Average yield per acre under natural rainfall of produce, specified hereunder, in New South Wales.
Crop.

Average yield,

Season,

bushels.
1S94 and 1S95
Maize ...........................

27 0 *

17-2
1S'4

„
...
................

”

Other grain—
Millet

.

15*2
. .. ii’2
r

tOUB.

...............
................

”

......

1895
Potatoes .........................

2-83

„

......

Crop,

Average yield.

Soason.

tons.
Onions ......................... 2-OS per acre...... 1894, ISO:,
5-1
,,
..
Turnips.......................
„
......
M angold Wurzel.......... 7-3
1895
Sugarcane ........... .
18-6
.................
,,
Tobacco........................ H 4
,,
......
...............
Grapes (table) ............. 2940 dozen per acre
Lemons* .....................
Peas and beans ......... 3 bushels per aero 1894, 1895
Pumpkins..................... 3'6 tons per aero... 1S94 and 1895
Melons ........................

)>

* Noth,_It is estimated that over 3,000 dozen of fruit lo the acre can lie obtained from fair sized trees ii» full hear

Hinton’s
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J. w
Uint.on’s report, page llo, shows the increased yield of certain, crops on irrigated land. Com average
yield without irrigation, 2d bushels, yield with irrigation, 1S8S, 75 bushels; 1889. fit!; 1890,40. Seed Boulttec,
Ksq.
cotton, pounds, 200 to 500 without, with irrigation, 1SSS, 2,200; 1SS9, o,000: 1894, 4,000. These ^_____
results obtained on same land. T should also like to road the following extract from the Wcsfcrn Hcvald, 4 jlmej
of Wednesday, 3rd June, 1893. which refers to au exhibition in the Bourke show of products grown at the
Pera settlement:—
It appears there was no entry in the class for the best collection of agricultural produce, but there really was the
liest show in this line that has ever been seen on the Bourke show ground. We refer to the magnificent exhibits from
Pera Bore. In the grandstand puvillion the very first exhibit encountered upon entering at the northern door, was that
of Pera Bore settlers. Although not assuming vast proportions, the exhibit was beautifully arranged, and covered .a deal
of ground in the way of variety. The members of the settlement who exhibited were Messrs. Andrews, Betteridge,
D’Apice, E. C. Milieu, Mnuro and Pullbrook, The exhibits wore composed of sorghum—early amber cane, sorghum saccharatum or black-seodcd sorghum, planter's friend, red Kaffir corn, white Kaffir corn, and teosinte (a single stool.)
Vegetables—cabbage, carrots, round and long red beets, radishes, turnips, white and Swede; tomatoes, the largest we
have ever seen ; Canadian wonder French beans, aud Yosomitc wax beans. Early rose potatoes ; throe pumpkins, king
of mammoth, crown, and sunbeam; pie melon, citron melon, and red-seeded melon for preserving; ice cream water
melon and green fleshed rock melon (a keeping variety which may be stored until winter or even the following spring).
Mango melon or vegetable poacSi ; custard squash ; also two varieties of cow pea, whip-poor-will and white or edible;
Japanese buck wheat and long red mangold wurtzel, This exhibit was undoubtedly a very fine one, and tbe Pera Bore
settlers are to be warmly congratulated upon their enterprise, and more especially upon the perfection of growth attained.
It must not he forgotten that the settlers have had very considerable difficulties to overcome, and it augurs well for the
future success of the colony that the settlers themselves are working so harmoniously together, and join hands in showing
the public what their combined energies have accomplished. Xu another pavilion were exhibits from the Government
farm at Pera, and also from the Hawkesbury Government farm. These were very attractive and nicely arranged, tho
jiroduce exhibited being as follows :—Ensilage (made from sorghum), Kaffir corn iu seed, second crop and sacked ; early
umber cane, planter’s friend, lucerne (green, baled); lucerne (chaffed); broom millet, carrying seed and threshed ; brooms
manufactured from the millet grown on the farm; cow pea vines, cow pea vines (chaffed); black and clay-coloured cow peas.
Vegetables—Swede, Munich, and Xcpaul turnips; French beans, red beets, mangold wurtzel, pie and citron melons,
cucumbers, marrows. Fruit, jams, &c. : Boselia fruit, wine, jam and jelly ; pic-mcloti jam ; vegetable marrow preserved;
citron melon preserved. The presence of this produce at tho show proves that those who were in charge of the Pora
Government farm at its initiation did excellent work, and we can only sincerely regret tho fact that the late Mr. II. C.
Macdougall did not survive to see the result of his labour, as it was presented to the public at tbe late show. Of course
we do not detract from the work performed by Mr. Jefferson since he has been iu charge ; there is no doubt that he knows
his business, and is doing it, and next year we hope to see an exhibit of farm produce second to none in any show in the
colony, and feel satisfied that our hope will be verified,

AVith regard to a question asked at the end of the last meeting, we have at the present time completed by
the Department so far as the work of boring is concerned, forty-six wells, seventeen of which are leased
under the provisions of the Public Watering Places Act of 1884, ten arc in the hands of caretakers, and
Ihe balance pending erection of pumping appliances and completion of works and dedication of tho land,
no caretaker is employed. Twenty-nine of these wells are flowing wells, four are failures, and thirteen are
sub-artesian, that is the supply docs not overflow the surface. Several of ihe bores nowin progress which
are not included in the list submitted are flowing wells. The conditions of lease are that the tenant lias the
right to use the surplus water over and above public requirements, no restriction being made in regard to
the purposes to which it maybe applied, au area of 840 acres is fenced in and set apart as a tenant’s lease.
The-tenant may retain fhe charges which arc fixed by regulation for tbe sale of water to stock. Tho
leases are offered by public tender. The tenant is required to put at least four acres under irrigation,
and if required, to reserve a small area of land upon which he can grow such experimental crops as the
Department may desire. The period of lease is five years aud is limited by the Act. So far seventeen
bores are leased under these conditions. At certain of the bores, for instance at Pera, tho land has been
subdivided into 20-aere blocks, which arc offered with a supply of water for irrigation under fhe Homestead
Selection provisions of the Crown Lands Act, and under the special conditions hereto attached and at a
rental of £5 per block per annum. Eleven blocks have been selected. An area also is reserved by the
Department for experimental work. At another bore, Moongulla, four blocks have been leased under tho
Public ’Watering Places Act on the same monetary terms as at Pera, and arrangements have been made for
supplying the neighbouring homestead lessees (four) with water for stock purposes. At Dangle Eidgc
Bore the same proceeding has been iniliated. The bores open aud available for lease have been regularly
advertised in the Government Gazette and local papers. They have been undertaken primarily for tho
supply of water for travelling stock purposes, the question of irrigation from them in the first instance
wud in regard to the earlier bores being uuconsidered. Attention is now being given to this phase of the
question under the Minister’s direction. The isolated positions of many of thorn and their great
distance from any commercial centre, and the absence of inclination oti the part of the population,
generally used to pastoral pursuits, and an ill-defined fear aw to the unsuitablcness of the water for irriga
tion, and a lack of knowledge as to its application and insufficient tenure, have all been causes which
have militated against the leasing of the bores with a successful financial result; the result has been
that wc are receiving rentals based upon tho probable receipts for watering stock, the irrigation
value of the water being unrecognised except in a general way. The necessity for some practical demon
stration which would, it was hoped, efficiently provide for the use of the surplus water over and above
public requirements, led to the establishment of the Native Dog Farm which, upon the successful com
pletion of the Pora Bore, was owing to its distance from Bourke abandoned as an experimental station
and was leased. The prejudices and lack of knowledge which I have referred to, I think in some measure
have also interfered with the progress of settlement at Pera. Tho whole district is now, I may say,
standing aloof watching the result. Of that I have the most sanguine anticipations, and when once the
possibility of a return such as I anticipate, and which should be easily attainable under such favourable
conditions as are offered is demonstrated, the problem is to a largo extent solved. Cereals, their byeproduets and fodder, comprising oats, wheat, bran, pollard, maize, chaff, straw, hay, &e., sorghum, Kaffir
corn, lucerne, potatoes, onions, pumpkins, &c., melons, cucumbers, besides the whole range of vegetables,
tomatoes aud small fruit can he grown. Viticulture for the production of raisins, currants, grapes, &c.,
the latter and melon fruits which can be lauded six weeks or 2 months earlier in Sydney than from any
other sources, should afford a considerable revenue. The cultivation of oranges, lemons, olives, and
such as apples, pears, stone and other fruits, apricots, peaches, &C., for canning and drying, should be
abundant,iv profitable. Tho cultivation of the broom millet can be made a profitable source of revenue
as I have already shown. The local market in Bourke is far larger than is generally known, and through
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the courtesy of Messrs. Rich and Company I have been furnished with tho follou ing summary of the firm's
consumption, ior 1S04 and 1803, of the products I have mentioned, and I have added the Sydney market
prices for the same on yesterday’s quotations:—

Jmic, IS'JO.
roilucte.

1S!>4.

Oats5...........................................
M heat* ......................................
Bran*..........................................
Pollard’......................................
> lour3 .......................................
Maize...........................................
Chaff ..........................................
Straw...........................................
H;iy .................. ................ . , ....
1
Potatoes...................................... ............ |
Pumpkins....................................
Omens ..................................... ..............1
Barley (no record) .....................
Dried Pens (no record) ............. ............. 1

|

tons.
209
50
SO
150
1.200
60
600
60 '
50
250
50
30

S}dncy Maiket Hates.

lanfi.

|

tons.
260
50
190
70
1,100
600
2,100
70
75
270
30
24

£
0
0
0
0
10
0
5
3
5
3
0

s.
2
4
0
0
10
o
0
10
0
0
0
0

d.
6
0
9
9
0
0
u
9
0
0
8
0

Annum b»
| 1805 Consumption

per bus.

per ton
per bus.
per ton

per doz.
per ton

|
1

1
1

s.
£
1,820 0
370 0
790 17
29 L 7
11,550 0
3,000 0
10,500 0
245 0
375 0
810 0
.. . .
!6S 0

d.
0
0
6
fi
0
0
0
0
0
i)

0

.......

£20,020 0 O
* Oats, uhciit, bran, pollard, and Hour from Sydney to Bourke pa at A rates, * ib.,

*Jd. per ton + 20 per cent., now equal to 42c. 5il. per ton ; for

the othcr'produets a net rate of 35s. ^d. is charged.

From Bourke to Sydney the rate is 14s. t)d. for (i-ton loads, for less, 20 per cent, is added. Chaff, straw,
and hay, Sydney to Bourke, in G-ton loads, £3 17s. per truck, or lesser quantities £1 15s. 4d. per ton.
The following products were also consumed by tbe same firm on the average of the preceding three years :—
Fruits.

Dried apples ..
Dried apricot®
Currants........
Raisins ........
Canned fruits
Jams ............
Honey...........
Rrooms .........
Dried pears .
Dried peaches
Dried cherries
Bottled fruit,.

Quantitj.

1,400 1b.
3,000 „
60,000 ,,
40,000 ,,
5,500 „
35,000 „
4,000 ,,
200 doz.
Ro leeord.
»
>>

f

[
j

Sydney Market Rates.

!

Gd. per lb.
7d. „

,
.

4U

„

1

5<L

1

Gd. .,
7s. per doz.

4 id. „
7s. per doz.
3s. Gd. to Gs. per doz.
vM, [icr lb.
|
9s. to ISs. per doz.
5d. per lb.
i

Aniumt.

1805 Consumption.
£
350
87
1,009
750
SO
692
50
135

3.

d.

0
10
0
0
0
11
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

>>

Giving a total of

£3,145 11 0

The two amounts £20,020 5s., and £3,145 11s,, thus give a grand total of £33,065 16s.

To these prices may be added freight from Sydney fo Bourke (3rd class rates) at £11 os. 4d. per ton for
single tons, in G-ton loads £7 30s. per ton ; return rates arc the same for dried apricots, canned fruits, and
jams. Currants, raisins, dried apples go under 2nd class rates, £8 Is. 9d. per ton for single tons. Honey
is carried at £3 Is. 9d. per ton. or £G 9s, lid. per ton for smaller lots. Bor comparison with these rates,
I am informed by Colonel Bell that American freight rates may be taken generally as a quarter less than
in New South Wales. This return simply represents the consumption of one firm who, in forwarding it,
state " our firm intends erecting ilour-mills at Bourke when the wheat production warrants it; we consider
it within the realm of practicability.”. This return does not touch upon the consumption of vegetables iu
Bourke. in additions to this there would he a limited market at Byrock, the whole of the vegetables fou
which town are grown on the Bogan, at Gongolgon, by Chinamen, and are carted 37 miles bv road to
Byroek. So mu oh for tho local demand which would tax the resources of more than one settlement like
Pera. In addition to tho direct local market, the following return prepared from Coghlan’s Statistical
Register, 1894, shows there is a large home consumption of these products:—
0/1894.
'Value.

Fruits (green)
,, (dried) ....
Almonds, nuts, &c.
Dates ....................
Bice........................
Potatoes................
Jams and jellies ..
Linseed ................
Mustard ...............
Linseed oil...........
Olive oil.................
Salad oil................
Onions ................

£98,416
11.701
7,732
8,155
67,745
96,421
10,744
2,911
24,561
35,255
2,257
5,657
28,700

'
Value.

Pickles and sancua .................................................£41,401
Preserves (includes canned fruit, ginger,&c.) ...
9,124
Spices.........................................................................
GJlfl

Tobacco (unmanufactured), not includingcigars
and cigarettes ................................ 16,535
,, (manufactured) ..................................
76,441
Vegetables...................................................... 15,822
„
(preserved).........................................
3,223
Maize .....................................................................
6,601
Hay and chaff ....................................................... 108,999
Currants and raisins ............................................ 42,150
----------Total........................... £727,270

The question of irrigation of large areas of lucerne for stock fattening and of products for hog raising
must not bo lost sight of. Californian and Mexican stock-raisers have recognised that with irrigation
of lucerne they cau increase the carrying capacity of their ranches by 20 per cent. One canal in
Fresno County, California, 30 miles in length—the Chowchilla canal—is used solely for irrigating natural
grasses. The area of irrigated land in America nnder lucerne is very large, and is stated to carry ten to
twenty sheep to the aero if cut lor them, and 8 to 10 tons per acre is a common yield. The present
Sydney market rate lor this is 50s. a ton. I have found it a matter of considerable difficulty to compile
the information regarding American conditions and cost of water in comparison with those offered here.
The
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The American soils are, T think, speaking in a general wray, of a much lower grade and more difficult to
treat than our western soils. The soils of the Western American States arc poor, and frequently Uoulthec,
Eaq.
calcareous and alkaline, hut upon them are raised grain, lucerne, and limit. Upon the mesas or higher
__ __
table-lands heavier loam is found and better results obtained. The table given shows the products from the 4 June, 189S
more representative irrigating States—Colorado, California, New Mexico, and Utah. On reference to it it
willbeseen that the cost of water to the user varies much, hut is generally higher oven than the rate charged
by us for land and water combined. 1 find that at Hiverside the cost of water is 12s. per cubic foot per
second for tiventy-four hours. At Pcra our rate is about 7s. lor the same right, but it includes in addition
rent for the land. Labour, as far as I can ascertain, is about the samo as here, viz., general labour, from
Gs. to 8s. per diem ; farm labourers, £50 to £80 per annum ; artisans, from 10s. to ]Gs. per diem (D Keport,
_
p. 16), I am of opinion that there is distinctly room for more settlements of the Pcra class in the neigh
bourhood of the western centres of population, where the land carriage is not high, and where communica
tion either by rail or river is available to the seaboard or metropolitan markets. The bores at Moree and
at Walgett, Wanaaring, Coonamble, &c.: afford facilities, and I have no doubt but that they will form
a nucleus for further extension. The water can be applied to the land without great expense, and the
work could bo done far cheaper on a larger scale on a system of grouping the wells as at Lirerside. The
cost of land transport for the weighty plants for long distances helps in a groat degree to keep up the
present high price of boring. The fluming which delivers the water direct to the settler at Pera has been
erected at a cost for 8,072 feet of £807, or sommvhere near 2s. a foot. The products 1 have mentioned as
consumed in Uourke can be grown generally locally by irrigation at a large profit; the dried fruits, canned
fruits, and expensive articles, such as asparagus and strawberries, broom millet, all seem to me to be
capable of production at such rates as will render the men independent and comfortable. The erection of
works for fruit-drying does not appear to me a necessity; the climate is sufficient to do all that is required.
Low sheds for stacking the trays at night or in rain would be required, but they need be no expensive adjunct.
I have already quoted a letter showing the cost for irrigated laud at Mildura, and the Gazette notice
herewith shows the prices charged at Pera. The difference is large, and I am more than hopeful that as
our experiments at Pera mature, and the market becomes known, settlement will proceed. Wo only
require skill and care in the use of the water, and a certain amount of encouragement and education to
the struggling settlers at Pcra, to make a success of an experiment initiated under the most difficult and
unfavourable conditions to imagine. The experiment is, 1 may say, simply touching the fringe of the
subject. The following is an extract from the Government Gazette giving the conditions under which
land can he leased at the Pera Settlement:—
Department of Lauds, Sydney, 13 July, 1895.
Notification

petti no apart

Crown Lands

for

Homksteab Selections.

His Lxcflllcncy the Lieutenant-Governor, with the adviee of the Executive Council, directs it to he notified that, in
pursuance of the provisions of the 10th and 13th sections of the Crown Lands Act of 1895. the Crown Lands comprised
within the Mocks hereunder mentioned are hereby tot apait for Homestead Selections, and shall ho disposed of under the
provisions of the 13th nnd following sections of the said Act.
It is further notified that, in pursuance of the provisions of sections 13 of the Crown Lands Act of 1S95, the under
mentioned blocks of land will be available for Homestead Selection on and after 15th August next, subject to the general
provisions of that Act, and to the following special conditions
The Crown to deliver water for irrigation purposes on each block at such times as may be arranged in the proportion
of 21,000 gallons per block daily, but the total supply' on any one day nut to exceed the proportion for thirty days
nor the capacity of the distributing channels, nor the supply available from the bore.
At least 4 acres of each Mock to be cleared and 2 acres cultivated during the first year after confirmation, and the
whole Mock to be cleared and 10 acres cultivated within five years from that date, and subsequently maintained
in cultivation,
Knch Mock to be fenced with a substantial post and wire fence within twelve months after confumation.
Each block to be kept free from rabbits, Bathurst burr, and other noxious animals and weeds.
An animal return to bo supplied to the Crown as to the growth and yield of produce.
All fiumes, earthworks, .Vo., in connection with the supply of water from the bore, and also the rabbit-proof ring fence, to
remain the property’ of the Crown, and each selector to be liable for any damage caused to the same by his default.
The right of entry fur repairs is reserved, also the right of way without comjieiisation for all main distributing channels.
The right is reserved to refuse to supply water to isolated blocks.
Selectors will bo allowed to water their stock at the Public Watering Place at half the usual rates, and to purchase
nursery stock, vine cuttings, seeds, and trees from the Cron 11 at current market rates.
-------J. H. CAKRUTHEKS.
Land District of Bourkj..

County,
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r<
an<^ a^er ^le t*a^® ttlJOV6-nientioiied, application for the above blocks may be made to, and lodged with, the local
Ltoultuee, Crown Lands Agent. The apjilication must be accompanied by half a year’s rent in advance, and a survey fee as alnne
■Esqspecified ; or if the applicant desires to defer the payment of the survey fee, then by one-third of the total amount thereof.
'v'—v
For homestead selections without residence before grant, the annual rent, until issue of the grant, shall be three
4, Juno, 1896. a,1(I one-half per centum of the capital value, and the full amount of the survey fee will have to bo paid with the application.
[Ms. 9545,424 Dep.]

I also hand in a return showing the value and the yield of crops grown in America by means of irrigation,
the area of land irrigated, the cost of the water per acre to the user, and the cost of maintenance per acre
to the user. [Vide Appendix^] The counties I have chosen are, I think, typical of the different
American soils. The analyses of the Coonamble Bore water and the Bourbah Bore water, which you
have not yet had, are as follows:—
Coonamble lloi'C.

Bourbah Bore.

Depth 1,020 feet. Total solid residue dried at 220° Fahr.
5,306 grains per gallon.
Composition of the dissolved solids.
Sodium chloride ............................. OPl grains per gal.
Do carbonate ............................ 40'00
„
„
Calcium.............................................. ]'12 ,,
,,
Chlorine as chlorides ......................... 4'20 ,,
Nitrogen as nitrates............................ traces
Total solids (dried at 220° Fahr)......

53'06 ,,

,,

.Sodium carb...................................... 23-36
............ 1-20
Calcium carb...................... ............ 112
.Sodium chloride ............... ............ 2 ■9ii
Potassium ..........................
Magnesium carb.................. ............ 0'S4
Loss on ignition................. ............ 1-96
Tefal solid residue............. ............. 31-50

!o39. Mr. Humpltery,] Has any land been cultivated by the use of that wafer? No.
1540. Is it the opinion of the Department that the water is unsuitable for use ? No ; I should not be
afraid to use water having as much sodium carbonate as 45 grams to the gallon.
1541. Mr. Lee.~\ You are specially charged with the management of the artesian water supply of the
colony, and appear to have taken a very large and wide view of the possibilities of cultivation by the use
of that water. I take it that the object of your evidence has been to show the Committee what can be
done by the proper application of artesian water, and to show us further that we have, in this colony,
artesian water which is suitable for irrigation, I should therefore like to know what are the actual results
which have been obtained here. Taking the Pera Boreas ancxample—because there appears to have been
more cultivation done in the neighbourhood of that bore than in anywhere else ;—wre are told that it has
a flow of 6 L0,000 gallons per diem ;—how many acres of land would that quantity of water irrigate ? AVe
have calculated that it will irrigate the whole of the G-overnment farm—which comprises 5“ acres—and
10 acres out of each 20-acre block. That is 237 acres in all,
1542. That bore cost £i,4S7 17s. 8d., the interest upon which amount, at 4 per cent, per annum, -would
be £09 10s. AVc have been told that the revenue derived is £87 12s. per annum,—does that include
the £5 derivable from those who take up blocks ? Yes,
1543. That £5 goes to the credit of the Lands Department ? Yes.
1544. I presume that the G-overnment farm pays no revenue ? No.
1545. The amount derived from the twenty blocks at £5 each would be £100? Yes; but only eleven
blocks have been leased.
1540. Then, how do you make up the balance of £32 12s. ? That is the amount derived from water
supplied to travelling stock.
1547. The yearly expenditure in connection with the bore is £400 3s. ? Yes, including the wages of the
manager of the farm and three assistants.
1548. If there were no Government farm at Pcra, and tho water were required for irrigation purposes, how
many men would it take to attend to the bore ? One.
1549. At what wage? Six shillings a day—about £101 a year. It must be remembered that tho revenue
derived from artesian water for stock purposes depends entirely upon the season.
1550. I wantto ascertain whether irrigation, by means of artesian water, can be made to pay ? AVell, wc
are at this disadvantage, that we have no practical experiment to fall back upon, within our own experience,
which will give us any figures in evidence of the value of such irrigation. In a year’s time we may be in
a position to put very convincing figures before you,
1551. If tho 57 acres of land now held by the Government contributed towards the revenue at the same
rate as the other blocks, what amount would you derive from them? A. little over £10 a year.
1552. So that if the bore were uuder the management of one man, it would cost the Department £104 a
year, and would return a yearly revenue of £65 ? Yes; if no more blocks were leased.
1553. How would it be possible, under such conditions, to extend tho system of irrigation with artesian
water ? I think it would be found that if the system could be carried out on a larger scale the bores
could be made more cheaply. If we had a series of wells, grouped so that a larger area of laud could bo
irrigated, wc could get tho bores put down for 50 per cent, less than what we are paying now.
1554. Do you think that it would be possible, within a few years, to put down these bores more choaplv
than they can be put down at the present time? Yes ; that agrees with our experience.
"
1555. But I should like to know how the system can be continued in the future if the couutrv is to get
no adequate return for its expenditure ? It is not the direct return that we look to so much as the indirect
return. The value of an initiatory experiment such as this cannot be calculated upon a cold inonetarv basis.
1556. It is only fair to say that, although the work may not at the present time give a largo direct rclurn
to the State, it is having the effect of settling land m a remote part of the colony, and of making culti
vation possible where it would not be possible uuder other conditions? Yes; there is no question
about that.
1557. Do you think that the artesian water in this district could be used for the production of almost any
kind of crop ? For almost every crop.
1558. Do you think that it could be used to grow cereals ? There is no question about its being possible
to grow wheat with it; but I do not think that wheat would pay to grow there.
1559. Why ? American experience shows that it is better to have small holdings with intense cultivation,
producing higher-priced products, such as stone fruit, raisins, currants, and so ou. The return which 1
have handed in shows that while wheat will give a profit of from £2 to £6 an acre, fruit has given as
much, 1 think, as £312 per acre.
1560
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1560. Therefore, in that district, attention must be given to the production of fruits suited to the climate jj^uLse,
and of the highest value? Yes. A great many of the large wheat-ranches in America arc now being
jjsq. ’
cut up and disposed of in small holdings.
_
•
_
.
i■ o
1561. Is there not another reason why cereals would not pay in the district of which we are speaking. 4 juliei 1806.
I think the climate would he rather warm for wheat.
. .
_
1562. Cannot wheat ho grown as well in other parts of the country under natural conditions . Aes.
1563. Consequently, it would not pay to grow wheat by means of irrigation ? No.
1564. Is it not a well-ascertained fact that wbeat-growing will not pay except where large areas are
cultivated? Yes.
n .v,
]56o. It would be out of the question to grow cereals in from 10 to 12 acre blocks ? Yes. I believe
that the growing of lucerne would be a profitable industry there, as it is in America, where it is used
especially for fattening boasts.
_ _
v
1566. You look a considerable distance into futurity when considering the usefulness of this work . xcs.
1567. You anticipate that when the population of the colony has trebled itself, there will be a demand
for land to which water can be supplied ? .1. think it is more than possible.
1565. The present free selector aims at obtaining as much land as be can possibly get bold of; but upon
these irrigation areas men will have to be content to make a living out of the small holdings ? Yes. _
1569. It would be advantageous to the country to have a large population making its living by the cultiva
tion of smallholdings? 1 think so. That has been the effect in America, according to the experience
of irrigation settlements there.
,
1570. Your return shows there are 17,000,000 acres of irrigated land in America? Yes; I believe that
in India they irrigate about 30,000,000 acres.
1571. Bo you know in what areas the land is hold ? T think the holdings are very small, and that very few
exceed 64-0 acres.
_
. ,
1572. Have you any reason to suppose that a series of artesian bores could be put down in close proximity
to that part of the Barling which it is now proposed to lock ? I think so, on the northern side of the
river.
.
1573. And to what distance from the northern bank? Prom the northern side of the river almost up to
the Queensland border. On the south side of the river we have not had any success with our bores.
1574-6. In other parts of the world irrigation has been done by means of gravitation. If the river is locked
as proposed, it may throw the water back to such an extent that a much less severe lift would enable
the water to be used for irrigation purposes ;—do you consider that whether the Darling^ is locked or
not, the system of obtaining water by means of artesian boring should not be abandoned ? Certainly I do.
1576. You think that we shall require the water from both sources? I think that both means of
obtaining water can bo followed.
,
1577. Since irrigation by means of river water at any great.distance from the hanks of the Barling will
be practically impossible, there is a great extent of country upon which artesian water may be used to
very great advantage? T think so.
_
_
1578. Mr. Hnsstdl.'] The operations necessary for providing artesian supplies are practically in the
infancy of their development? Quite so.
_
1579. Pou have not had sufficient experience to enable you to estimate correctly the minimum cost ot the
work, or what return is required to make it satisfactory ? No, we cannot do that yet.
1580. You contend that the indirect benefits conferred by the discovery of artesian water more than
counterbalance any expenditure incurred in connection with it? I think so.
_
1581. Has the discovery of artesian water in these outlying localities had the effect of opening up roads
which before were impassable in dry weather ? Yes, some of the roads were utterly impassable before.
1582. Thus the work has had the effect of attracting to Bourke a great deal of stock which would
otherwise never have come there ? Yes. This year, for the first time, stock has been moved from
Milparinba to 'Wananring.
..
1583. "What extent of country will the road to Milparinka open up ? It opens up the whole of the south
western corner of Queensland. Before, the direct trend of the traffic from that district was towards
"Wilcannia or Menindie or Cockhurn, and so to South Australia; but I think that the effect of the
opening up of the road to Milparinka will he that stock will come down to Tibooburra from the Warn or
the Wompah, and turn into Bourke via Wanaaring, or possibly, instead of going straight to Bourke, it will
turn oil at the 75-mile bore and go down to Louth, and so to 'Cobar, Byrock, or to Giralamhone. As you
begin to get nearer to Bourke there are alternate roads leading towards the railway line.
1584. With regard to the experimental farm at Pera Bore; do you think that a good return could he
obtained by selling the produce raised there to teamsters and others ? Yes. I might mention that the
settlers are now buying sorghum ensilage from the farm for horse feed.
_
1585. The Gfovernmcnt have not yet decided to cultivate the land in order to obtain produce for sale?
No.
'
.
,
1586. The farm is regarded simply as an experimental one? Yes, purely for the education of the people.
1587. If it proves successful is there not an extreme probability that the return obtained for the produce
grown there will counterbalance the expenses of management ? Yes. The Wngga farm more than pays
for itself, and 1 see no reason why this farm should not do so, especially when we come to get our dried
fruits in.
1588. In that district, in dry times, the carriers are compelled to carry feed with them ? Yes. They
will start out from Bourke with, say, 3 tons of loading and 1 ton of fee'd. If they could get the feed at the
different bores they could carry so’much more loading, as they would not require to carry feed.
1589. So that if feed were grown at these bores it wrould he a help to the carriers and profitable to the
people growing it ? Yes.
_
_
1590. But the whole matter is now in an experimental stage ? Yes; though 1 believe that the possi
bilities of the western country under irrigation are beyond the wildest dreams of the people out there.
1591. Do you not think that the artesian water could be carried by means of gravitation over the surface
of the ground more cheaply than water could be pumped from the river ? Jes; you could probably put'
down a bore for the amount that you would have to pay for 2 or 3 miles of fluming.
1592. Experience goes to prove that irrigation by means of artesian water is as profitable, if not more
profitable, than the system of pumping water from a river? Yes, and it competes with America in some
degree, with the gravitation scheme.
1593.
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1593. But the artesian bores in the district to which we are referring are not so numerous as to enter into
competition with the scheme we arc considerin0'? No.
1594. You have no boros along the banks of the river ? No.
4 JuncflSgO. 1595. You are engaged in putting down bores along the principal roads leading into places like
Bourke? Yes.
1
1596. And those operations have had the effect of opening up the country and making traffic possible
which was impossible under natural conditions ? Yes.
Mr, Clarke^] llo you tliink that the locking of the Darling would be beneficial, apart from tbe
question of irrigation? I should think it would bo very advantageous to have an open waterway there.
1598, Ihe scheme, if carried out, would give a good water supply to Bourke and to other places along
the river . ^Naturally, the damming of the river would increase the supply of water.
lo99. Is there a good water supply at Bonrke at the present time? I believe that water is pumped from
the river into a large tank, and is taken from that tank by moans of gravitation for the reticulation of the
town,
1600. TlfiA life.] You consider that the principal crops that.will be grown in that district are lucerne and
fruits? les, and others I have named.
1601. Chiefly for local requirements ?. Yes.
^ l>a? J®
grass lands ? I could not offer an opinion upon that point; but I know'
that it pays to do it in America. They have a canal there over 30 miles long, which is used to convey
water tor the irrigation of natural grasses; and there is a similar canal in Kern county. They have
round that the irrigation of the natural grasses increases the carrying capacity of the country by 30 per
1603 Chairman.] What is the depth of the soil at the Pcra Bore ? I think that it is from 2 feet 7 inches
to 4t feet deep there.
1604. What is the nature of the subsoil? There is a calcareous nodular subsoil.
1605. Is there a sufficient depth of soil to meet the requirements of irrigation ? The question was gone
into, and we considered that the depth was sufficient. A t Morce there is nearly 30 feet of beautiful black
soil, with a gravel bed underlying it.
1606. Will you ascertain for us the depth of this soil at the various bores and the nature of tho subsoil?
Yes.
1607, Mr. Wright^] Is any irrigation being done at the Moroe Bore ? No.
k°re S^ves ^le largest discharge ? The Euroka Bore, which has a discharge of about
3,000,000 gallons a day.
1009. What area of land would that supply of water irrigate ? About 1,400 acres—possibly more.

Walter Scott Campbell, Esq,, Chief Clerk, Department of Agriculture, sworn, and examined :—
Civmpheil,

E^tretTmiy?'™ft”^ ^ ^ ^ USC °* arto8’an watcl' :f'or irrigation, in this colony, so far been satisfactory ?
• So mueh so as to cause you to view the work with favour? Certainly.
Are you prepared to express an opinion as to what will be the eventual result of applying this water
icio v'
'^ea *s tf^ttho work will convert the "western district into a paradise.
1013. lou believe that the eventual result will be satisfactory ? Certainly.
t
i Tw d° y°U thil?k is t]ie futu,'e ot t]le country "west and north-west of Bourke, if it is irrigated ?
1 think that country will have a magnificent future, and that thousands and even millions of people will be
supported there. I think that that district would support a couple of millions of people, and I believe
. that 20 acres would be quite sufficient for a, man and his family to live upon. I think that one point has
been overlooked m calculating the distribution of water, and that is that with more cultivation less water
won d be required than is generally supposed. 1 heard from Mildura, yesterday, that in some places
where they cannot get much water they have been working away with their ploughs’and harrows, and they
now find that they can do with less water than they at first thought possible. Therefore, I think that the
calculations which have been made here are a little beyond the mark, and that the water supply from the
arfesian bores will irrigate larger areas than is supposed. 1 think that the people here do not know much
about the proper use of the water yet. It was for that reason that 1 pressed hard for the establishment
ot an experimental farm at the Pera Bore, and I think we should go on with this work a little more
before we encourage settlement too much, though I have no doubt in my own mind that the results will
r Ii* *rRa^ i^t0rY>' ^ course we have had the advantage of the experiments which have been made
at tho J\atn-c Dog Bore, and one or two oilier places with which 1 have been connected from the beginning
1 think that the results bo far are very satisfactory, and that the mineral matter in the waler will not affect
vegetation prejudicially. As a matter of fact these mineral constituents are exceedingly favourable to
the growth or some kinds of vegetables—cabbages, turnips, and so on.
jHJ.5,
^°. y°“ anticipate getting tbe necessary population. I understand that you have had
nmicuity in leasing the land at the Pera Bore ? Yes, because people are not yet sure about what can be
done. We have not been at work there for more than a year, and so have not had time to show them
what can be done. I think in another two years the result there will be marvellous.
1616. And that the samo thing will happen in our western district that has happened in districts in
A merica formerly regarded as absolutely valueless ? Quite so. The growth of population in places such
ns Southern California, has been wonderful.
1617. Is the country there as sterile as ours ? It is frightfully sterile. My son, who was in charge of an
l U-acre farm out there, has just returned, mid he tells me that the alkali is something dreadful, and that
walking over the ground yon are covered with white powder. That alkali does not come from the artesian
water, but was originally iu the soil. In America they irrigate chiefly with water taken from rivers and
other natural water courses.
1018. Mr.Trickett.'] Have yon had any experience of irrigation with water taken from the Darling ? Not
so tar as tbe Department is concerned ; but I have seen a great deal of irrigation upon the Darling on
small areas which has been very satisfactory.

4 June, l£!)5.
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1619. Irrigation to what extent? Well, the areas were only small—perhaps half a dozen acres, perhaps Campbell,
10 acres.
, .
,
'vi j.
Esq.
1620. Looking at the character of the soil near the Darling, do you think it would be possible to carry
the water from the river for any considerable distance ? So far as I remember the land at the back is 4 June, 1396i
lower than that immediately upon the banks of the river; but I have no delinitc knowledge on the subject.
1621. Have you any knowledge with regard to the carrying out of large irrigation works in any country ?
No ; Mildura is the largest irrigation scheme we have in these colonies.
1622. Is it not a fact that before commencing large irrigation works surveys should bo taken of the sur
rounding country, so that it may be seen how tho water may be made available ?. Quite so.
1623. Do you know whether any steps of the kind have been taken in connection with tbe scheme now
before the Committee ? I have no knowledge upon the subject.
_
_
1624. All the irrigation schemes in this colony arc on a very small scale ? I believe that Mr. Wills Allen
has attempted irrigation upon rather a large scale.
_
_
1625. What kind of crops would be likely to be grown between Bourke and Brewarrina, if the land there
were irrigated? A great variety of fruits—oranges, apricots, figs, grapes, almonds, and stone fruits.
1626. How does tbe climate in that district compare with the climate at Mildura ? I think they have 4
or 5 inches cf rain more at Bourke than at Mildura.
_
_
1627. But would the climate there be favourable to the growing and drying of the fruits you have named?
Yes.
...
.
,
1628. Is the temperature at Bourke the same as it is at Mildura ? I think it is a little higher, and they
do not get so many frosts there. I thing it would be even more suitable for drying than the Mildura
climate,
,
...
1629. Can you tell us whether irrigation would be likely to be carried on in order to improve pastoral
country ? The only7 objection 1 can see to it is the cost of pumping, which I think would he pretty
considerable.
1630. You think tbe expense would be a deterrent ? Not altogether,
1631. But it would be a considerable item ? Yes,
1632. What would a man have to pay per acre for irrigation if he got the water from the Government ?
That is rather a difficult question to answer, I think that the people at tbe Pera bore should be able to
realise from £L5 to £20 an acre profit; but there are so many factors to consider.
1633. You have not gone into'the question as to whether it would pay the Government to construct the
proposed work ? No.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and TV eirs on the lliver Darling.
Cecil West Dailey, Esq,, Engmeor-in-Ohief for Public Works, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and examined :—
'
1634. Chairman^ You have had an opportunity of seeing the plans before the Committee ? Yes; 1 looked C. W. Dsrley,
at the plans.
i
1635. You have previously had the question of locking the Darling under your consideration ? I reported
upon the subject of locking the Darling between Wentworth and Bourke iu 1890, and 1 have a knowu“e’
'
ledge of tho scheme now proposed.
_
1636. You have had an opportunity of reading the evidence in reference to this scheme which has been
given by the Water Conservation Branch ? I saw Mr. McKinney’s explanation of his scheme.
1637. The view he takes as to the best way of bringing about the desired result differs from tho way you
suggested? His scheme is diflerent from the scheme which I proposed six years ago.
1638. Mr. Lee.'\ The proposal is to place a series of locks and weirs m the Hirer Darling at stated
intervals between Bourke and Brewarrina have you had an opportunity of inquiring into the nature of
the proposed works ? I have read Mr. McKinney’s statement, so that I know what he proposes to do.
1639. The Committee would be glad to have, iu the first instance, your opinion upon the proposed method
of constructing the weirs ? My opinion is that movable weirs are not suitable for a river like the
Darling ? That is why, after very careful consideration, 1 proposed the construction of fixed weirs.
1640. What do you bring under the definition of movable weirs ? Weirs that fold down or open to allowr
the water to pass.
■
1641. Have you seen the model of tbe shutter proposed to be used by Mr. McKinney ? Yes ; shutter
weirs have been used in other parts ot the world, but chiefly in France, on the Seine, where the conditions
are very different from the conditions prevailing upon the Darling. The banks of tbe Seine are compara
tively low. Its flood waters only rise 7 or 8 feet. Any higher rise than that would almost go over the
banks, and, if the water level were seriously increased, the adjacent country would be flooded with every
fresh. Therefore, fixed weirs are not admissible there. On the Darling, however, the summer level of the
water is something like 40 feet below the top of the banks, and a weir 10 feet high would not seriously
affect the flood waters. Speaking in general terms, the effect of such a weir would be that with every foot
of rise in the river a mile above it there would be the rise of an inch upon the weir.
_
1642. After the water has risen a certain height over tbe weir, the weir ceases to have any effect upon it?
For a certain number of feet the water an the weir vri]l only bo lifted about one-twelfth of the height to
'
102—K
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river tas risen a mile above the weir. "When the water going over the weir reaches a certain
water b0l°'v ^ie weir rises to the same level, and the weir becomes what is termed “ drowned.”
9 Jane, 1896.
w,ater were 6 or 7 feet above the weir, the weir would not affect the surface. Taking an average
section I estimated that a weir in the Darling 10 feet above summer level would only raise the maximum
■
flood-water above the weir about 1-j inch.
1643. lou are strongly of opinion that it would be inadvisable to adopt a movable weir ? In my opinion,
a movable weir of any form is open to many grave objections in a scheme of this kind. The first coat is
only a portion of the ultimate cost, because it will require a considerable staff of men—it is very hard to
say how many, but certainly not less than four—to manage the weir. With a flood coming down you
not send men long distances to attend to the weir. You must have them upon the spot.
wou^ be the probable effect of floating timber and debris upon these movable shutters? I
think that timber would cause a considerable amount of injury. That is tbe recorded experience of other
i r^r68, v
sbutters are always liable to be damaged liy floating material coming down the river,
j i i-i vjere mucb floating material coming down the Darling at flood lime ? At times there is a good
deal ot drift-wood coining dowm.
1646. If the shutters‘of a movable weir were struck by drift-wood they might either be fractured or dis
placed ? They would be left in an unworkable condition.
164/. You think that the shutters would be liable to injury? There would be a very great liability to
injury from drift-wood.
1648. And if they were injured it would bo a most difficult matter to replace them, and at the same time
conserve the water in the river? Of course you could not repair the shutters until the water had fallen
to a low level, and thus you would lose a great deal of water. You cannot conserve water verv well in
weirs of this kind, because you cannot make tbe shutters tight. These weirs would run dry in a very few
months.
.
1649. Why ? The shutters are only about 3 feet wide, and you must have a space between each shutter
to enable you to work them.
1650. So that the leakage would be very great? Tt would be very serious indeed. The leakage would be
more than the river was carrying. I do not think the shutters would hold up tho water at all. On the
beme tney had the shutters 4 inches apart, but there was so large a flow through (hat thev narrowed the
^ inches, which was as little as they thought safe. 1 find that a weir, such as is proposed
by M.r, McKinney, if fixed with spaces of 2 inches between the shutters, would lose 160,000,000 gallons a
day. Possibly smaller spaces between the shutters would be sufficient, but they have not attempted to
adopt smaller spaces upon the Seine.
,
'
16ol. Would it be possible to construct these shutters with an overlap ? No; movable weirs are con
structed ra the old country where there is no great rise of flood water, but I can show you the statements
ot very eminent engineers which go to prove that they should not be constructed unless you are able to
have an overhead bridge from which to work them. They are now giving up these shutters, and are
adopting w'hat is known as the roller or curtain shutter, which rolls up on to the bridge. When the
curtain is rolled down, the weir is comparatively water-tight, ] think, however, that an overhead bridge
would be altogether inadmissible upon the Darling.
1652. It would be impossible ? Yes. In every case where these shutters have been a success it is in
places where they have been able to erect a bridge above the flood level, and where the maximum flood
level is 6 or 8 feet above summer level. I do not know of a case where they have been successfully used
m a river rising occasionally 20 or 30 feet above summer level.
'
1653. Can you quote any authority to support your testimony? This is what Professor Gaudard, a
Trench engineer who has had much experience upon the Seine, says upon the subject:—
Tor weirs frequently raised and lowered a footway was generally adopted ; now, from tho moment that it existed
ana could render support to the needles, this simple attachment, sufficient for small heights, supplanted the Chanoine
j 1 it 4. iflcsf shutters were still appropriate for navigable passes, but when their height exceeded 10 feet, it was
advisable to replace the winch harge by a movable footway, and hence arose the question of seeking to nse the frames
(l ermettes) as supports for the wall at the dam, and so dispensing with the props and trestles of the Chanoine system.
11ns was what had been done by Messrs Bould and CamdrC; the needles being found too heavy, these engineers had
substituted the more easily managed curtains, constituting formidable competition with the older shutters. . . . The
lavermer system, with an upper fixed bridge, was more ambitious than those with the movable footways. It had been
recommended for the Khone, by Mr. Pasqueau, on account of the stones and gravel brought down by that river, impeding
the lowering of the frames on the bed. This type of weir, iu fact, did not allow of any delicate parts lying on tho river lied,

Mr. L. B. Wells, in discussing tbe paper from which the above extract is taken, said
- ?JcJtlltll<>,;haA. in 1830, questioned Mr. Wells’ view of tho trustworthiness of tho French movable weirs - but
seeing that French engineers were still altering their type, he felt certain there must be some good cause for dissatisfaction.
^ 18'3\by *Iessra; ^ • Forsyth and W. E. Manning, M.I.C.E., to the Board of Public Works in Ireland, dealt
with the^ needle weir, the water pressure weir, the pontoon-barrage, the drum weir, and the shutl-er weir, each of the
systems oeing in use. Phe author stated that shutters had given place to needles, and needles to curtains, while now the
need was acknowledged of a fixed overhead bridge for working tho weir, to which the frames were hinged, not at the bottom
ot the river, as m the older weirs. The latter type commended itself to him ; still the grave objection of a multiplicity of
able during^rost leSC’
would bo liable to derangement, to damage by floating bodies, and to become unwork-

Mr. P. fx. N. Stoney, who introduced one of the best forms of lifting weirs that has yet been introduced,
says:—
J
Whatever form of movable weir was used, it should not shut into the watei, nor down on the bed of the river
when open.

Mr. Cam6re, speaking of a weir put up at Pose, says:—
Its working had left nothing to be desired, and it had proved one thing that deserved to be recorded, namely, tliat no
system of weir with parts lowered on the bed cf the river, could have been capable of satisfactory working under such
conditions as had occurred at Pose.
.
In this ease the quantity of debris of all descriptions—grass, branches,
snags, whole trees brought down and arrested by the dam—was such as would have rendered almost impossible the working
ot any weir whose mam parts were under water, especially as regards the frames.

The whole tendency is to discard weirs that drop into the water, and to adopt weirs drawing up to an over
head bridge. I found it very hard to get the opinion of engineers who have had charge of these works,
and also to get a statement as to the number of men required to work the movable weirs. I find, how
ever, in volume 60 of the Minutes of Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers, that Mr. Howard,
■
■
••
Unwin 1
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Unwin has made this statement, speaking of the Midnapore weir, which is constructed on a pattern similar C. W. Dwley,
to the Chanoine pattern, simpler in working, but more costly.
The hack shutters were then raised by being hauled up, one by one, by a chain worked from a crab-winch fixed on
a 50-ton barge moored in front of the line of shutters ; the end of the wrought-iron strut behind dropped of its own accord
into a recess on the floor as soon as the shutter was vertical.

9

June, 1896.

That part of the arrangement is exactly similar to what is shown by the model.
This operation was completed in two or three hours. The front shutters were then hooked down, and it was some
times a tedious business, as the men were working up to their necks in water, and bad to dive down to remove any silt or
gravel wiiich prevented the shutters from lying perfectly flat. After they were all in position, being weighted by a piece
of kentledge, the disengaging gear was worked, and the hooks retained the shutters ready for the next operation.' The
working of the shutters took from ten to twelve hours, and the permanent establishment consisted of fifteen laacars, with a <
few extra coolies during floods to secure the plant on the weir. At all times it was a matter of anxiety to those in charge
in case a sudden fresh should come down in the middle of the operation; but for some years it had been carried on success
fully, and during the past season the shutters were worked without the slightest hitch or injury,

1654i. Then, even with a large staff, the work appears to be carried on with great difficulty ? Yes. That
weir was a very long one, but the principle is the same in every case.
1655. The weirs proposed on the Darling are fairly long'f Yes; but the difficulty remains the same
whether the weir is 100 feet or 600 feet long. It is only the matter of a little more time. Mr. YernonHarcourt, speaking of the weirs on the Seine, says—
Similar weirs were erected about the same time for the navigation passes on the Marne, but a foot-bridge carried on
movable frames was substituted for the barge to carry the crab for closing the shutters. This alteration was found so
desirable that it lias since been introduced at most of tho movable shutter-weirs.

They were obliged to introduce movable weirs on the Seine io prevent the water going over the banks.
1656. In a stream tbe maximum rise of which has been obtained, it might be possible to erect an over
head bridge to enable you to work movable shutters, but where the maximum rise is not known you
have no guarantee that your foot-bridge may not be under the water at a time when you want to work
upon it? There, would be no guarantee. 1 think that a foot-bridge is practically out of the question,
where you have a rise of 40 feet. As an engineer, 1 could not recommend any form of movable weir in
a river like the Darling.
1657. Hot of any type? Hot of any type.
’
1658. Even if you so arranged the shutters as to prevent leakage ? Ho. On the other hand I think that
fixed weirs would be found peculiarly suitable for the Darling.
1659. If a big flood were coining down the Darling, would the whole of these movable weirs be laid down
by the water at one and tbe same time ? One big flood would lay them all down.
1660. But would they all be depressed at tbe same time ? Hot necessarily at the same time. Directly a
wave of a certain height passed over the weir, it would' reach the shutters, and they would then have to
be tripped.
1661. And the men in charge would have to take advantage of the falling of the water to replace the
shutters ? Yes.
'
1662. Under ordinary circumstances would a staff be required for each of the weirs ? Yes; there would
have to he a large staff al each weir. You could not move the staff from one weir to another quickly
enough.
1663. The shutters would “ feather ” or tilt automatically ? Yes.
1664. But manual labour would he required to replace them ? Yes.
1665. You wish to accentuate the difficulties of replacing the shutters ? You would have to get the
shutters up again when the river commenced to fall in order to conserve the water. You would have to
have men standing by in a barge to fish for them, and to pull them up, and in this country I do not think
•the work could be done with fewer men than four. You must have your barge very strongly moored in
front of the weir, because of the current, and every shutter you put up would increase the strength of
tho current, so that if you were not careful you might have the barge drawn through.
1666. If any of the shutters were damaged a tremendous leakage would eusuebefore it could be repaired?
Yes.
1667. How long would it take to empty the weir with the amouut of leakage you speak of ? I am only
speaking of the experience on the Seine. I do not know what space Mr. McKinney proposes to leave
between his shutters.
.
1668. Chairman.-] Let us take it for granted that the space between the shutters is 2 inches, which, you
say, experience has shown to be the minimum space that can be used ? "What I said was that ou the
Seine they had originallv spaces of 4 inches, which they afterwards reduced to 2 inches. Allowing 2
inches between each of the thirty-three shutters, I calculated that 162,000,000 gallons per day would pass
through the weir.
1669. How much water goes along the Darling at Brewarrina ? I have seen the river when there was
not anything like 160,000,000 gallons a day passing down at Bourke.
1670. Then your impression is that unless the shutters were closer together the weirs would empty them
selves? I think so. At times the Darling is almost stagnant. In wet seasons, of course, you could let
the water go through.
.
1671. Mr. Ace,] Let me now pass on to the question of fixed weirs. Birst of all, I should like to know
whether a proposal to raise the water of the Darling 11 feet above summer level would be in keepingwith
tbe countour of the banks of the river? 1 do not see any objection to permanontly raising the height of
the water 11 feet.
1672. Would 11 feet be the limit ? Experience shows that weirs put across a river at intervals do not
raise the flood-level to any serious extent.
1673. You think that 11 feet would be a very safe limit to adopt iu the Darling? I think so, the banks
there being so high.
1674. How would you suggest that fixed weirs should be eoustructcd ? When I originally dealt with
this matter I looked upon the Darling as rather too narrow to allow of the construction of weirs and
locks at the same place in the bed of the river, and I might briefly state the reasons why 1 came to that
conclusion. On the Seine they have invariably selected places where there are islands, and have put the
navigable pass and lock on tbe one side and the weir on the other. But with a narrow river like the
Darling, in which the flood water comes down with a velocity of 4 miles an hour, and sometimes more, a
vessel

_
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Tess^ roissiog tho lock entrance, might be swept broadside on to tbe weir and rolled over it, supposing
the lock and weir were placed side by side. I found, however, that on the Lower Darling it would be
9 June, 1896. P0S8^e to make the locks in the necks of the bends of the river, putting the weirs in the river itself.
’
There may be places above Bourke where it would not be feasible to do this, but - wherever possible, I
should endeavour to make such an arrangement, in order to protect navigation, and to give the whole
width of the river for the weir.
fG75. The danger of w-hich you speak would only exist when the river was in flood? Yes; but as you
approach a lock, there will always be a draught, which, if you do not have your lines made fast quickly,
will sweep a barge side on to the weir.
1676. OkriirmanJ] The month of the proposed lock is against tho by-wash ? Yes.
1677. Do you think that it is a wise thing to have the by-wash near the mouths of the locks? 1 think it
would be better away. Xaturally there would be a strong flow to the pass, which might draw a vessel
broadside round.
1678. Mr. Wright.'] In constructing a weir, you would construct it below the level of the banks? Yes;
the water would always pass over a solid weir.
1679. Mr. Lee.] You are of opinion that if it were determined to lock the Upper Darling, it would be
vnser to place tbe weirs in one position and tbe locks in another? Where it could possibly bo done, I
should recommend that course.
*
1680. But would not tbe arrangement involve additional expense ? I went into the matter some years
ago, and according to my estimate, it would not be much more costly than the scheme before the Com
mittee r The excavations could bo made comparatively cheaplv, and you would get more solid ground for
the lock work.
'
1681. Do you know of other places where similar arrangements have been made ? I do not know of any
case where a river like the Darling has been dealt with.
1682. The conditions of the Darling differ very greatly from the conditions of other streams where
locking has been adopted ? Yery much.
1683. Your opinions are based upon personal knowledge, and upon your experience of the Darling ? I
am speaking from my personal knowledge, and am giving you the conclusions I have arrived at from my
own observations.
»
oj
j
you adoptci fixed weirs, tbe navigation as a matter of course would always have to go through
the l°ck8 f Yes; except in flood-time when there was sufficient water going over the weir.
168o. Of what material would a solid weir be constructed ? Of concrete chiefly.
1686. Would not the drift timber affect such a weir? ?7o ; a concrete weir will stand a very heavy
impact. We have two such weirs upon the Xepean and tbe Cataract. Wc have bad 10-ton rocks pass
over the Nepean weir, and have had 70 feet of water passing over it without injuring it.
168/, Do you know anything about tbe weir which is being constructed at Bourke ? No.
1688. It is not under your supervision ? No.
1689. Would there be any difficulty in obtaining suitable foundations in the Darling for solid weirs ?
You would have to select rocky bars, and these the surveys show to exist at frequent intervals.
1690. Would it be fair to assume that concrete weirs upon such a foundation would stand the wear and
tear of every flood r 'They would be quite safe against floods. Special precautions would have to bo
taken to prevent the bank from being washed away at the ends of the weir, but similar precautions have
to be taken in connection with all river work,
1691. Have you examined the design of the proposed lock placed before us ? I have looked at the sketch
of it.
1692. Are you able to tell us whether it is designed on modern principles, and would answer tbe conditions
of the Darling? There is one matter which I cannot help thinking has been overlooked. Mr. McKinney
states, in page 3, of his evidence :—
"
^

Y heu the river rises to navigation level each shatter will be palled forward till the sloping strut is disengaged from
its rest, and they will then he allowed to fall back flat on to the sill. During floods, the whole weir will thus rest flat on
the river-bed, and the lock-gatesjwill he opened, so that the only part of the work which will in any way obstruct the
flow will be one lock wall.
j
j

I have bad a great deal to do with locks, but I am quite unable to see how you could open the two lockgates at the same time.
1693. Must the lock-gates open upstream ? Yes; yon could open either the upper or the lower lockfeo ’
^ ca'nilotsee how you could open both pairs of gates unless you applied very great force. •
■ u r 0[i1 0:11 enSineer™o point of view, you are of opinion that there is some mistake? I say that
vnth that design navigation through the lock would be impossible at a certain stage of the river level.
169o. Mr. Black.] But even if tho flood-gates could not he opened, navigation would not be prevented,
because tbe weir would be down ? No.
1696. Mr. Lee.] Would tbe water impounded by the shutters he sufficient to prevent the opening of the
two lock-gates ? You could open one pair of gates, and leave them open, but there would be a head then
against the other pair, and a very small head would prevent you from opening these gates. You could
not open both pairs of gates at tiie same time whenever tbe river was running.
1697. But is not the proposal to leave both of tho lock-gates open in flood-time ? Yes; but I do not
know how you are to open them,
1698. Ihey could be opened before the water rose to a certain height ? You could not open them both
at the same time, so loug as there was any flow' in the river. You must have tho same level of water on
both sides of the gate before you can open it. I have spent a good part of my life upon canals, and I
know something about the working of lock-gates.
1699. If the shutters were down, would it not be possible for the men to open the gates before there was
any great pressure ? If you had sufficiently strong machinery, yon could pull the gates open against any
pressure, but under ordinary circumstances you could not open them.
^ou assert that it would be an engineering difficulty to open these gates if there was a flow of
water down too river ? If the water on one side of the gate is an inch higher than the water on the
other side, there will be considerable pressure against the gate. If tbe difference in height is only very
small you may' open tbe galea an inch or two, but the moment you do so you create a strong current,
which slams the gates shut against you. If you let go the weir, you would have a quick flow in the river,
and. yon would have a head of several inches between the gates. You could open either tbe upper or the
lower pair of gates, but you could only open one pair at a time.
1701.
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1701. Do you say tliat tlie design from that point of view is defective? No, I do not say that; hut you C. W. Darley,
would not be able to make use of the lock to allow water to run down the river. You would have to content
yourself with allowing the water to pass over the weir.
g june 18gG
1702. But do I understand that in times of partial flood, when there is only sufflcient water passing down
’
'
to create a current, and not sufficient to make it necessary to let go the weir, there will be an engineering
difficulty in opening the lock-gates so as to allow of vessels passing through ? No; you could always do
that, hut you could not open both gates at the same time. In letting vessels through a lock you open
one pair of gates at a time. "Whenever the water rose over the top of the lock you would not he able to
use it, and vessels would then have to go over the weir.
1703. Do I understand that no matter how the weirs were constructed, or how the locks were constructed,
there must be a stage in flood-time when navigation would he suspended ? J think I am wrong in
saying that navigation would be suspended. Navigation might not he able to go through the lock, but it
,
might possibly go over the weir.
1704. Will the lock be higher than the weir ? If the water is over the lock I think navigation will be
able to go over the weir, though, of course, you would have to let tho shutters go. The gates are
designed on the old balance-beam principle, which has been adopted on all the canals in the old country. '
1705. What is your opinion as to the policy of locking the Upper Darling ? When 1 reported upon the
locking of the Darling generally, I pointed out that I could not anticipate any immediate return from
the work; but my general impression is that it would provide a very valuable and extensive piece of water
for inland navigation, which could he made serviceable at a comparatively small cost. Jn no part of
Europe have 1,000 miles of inland water been opened for navigation for anything like so small a sum as
tho locking of the Darling would cost. Of course, the colony may not be ripe for the work yet, hut the
day must come when it will be very desirable to provide for inland navigation. Nothing tends to settle
population more than cheap carnage, and before the days of railways America was largely developed by
the improvement of her rivers and canals. I look upon this as a national work, though I do not
anticipate that it could he made to pay. I do not know that undertakings of this class pay, or are
expected to pay. It is for wiser heads than mine to say whether the day has come when this work
should he undertaken, hut I think tliat the day will come when it must be undertaken. With regard to
irrigation, I have my own opinion about that. I think that to some extent navigation and irrigation
are antagonistic. If you use all the water for irrigation, you will not have any for navigation. Sufficient
water would be conserved to allow of a moderate amount of irrigation, hut with large pumping schemes
you would not have sufficient water for navigation.
1706. Since you first reported upon this subject, the question of opening up the country with railways,
and of watering it from artesian bores, has come to be more understood;—does that cause you to modify
your opinion in any way ? Only so far as it lessens the possible usefulness of locking the Darling for
irrigation purposes. 1 think it would be cheaper to utilise the water from the bores for that purpose,
and those who have paid special attention to the matter say that tho artesian water will last. If irriga
tion is extensively practised out there, population must increase, and then better means of conveyance
will he required. This better means of conveyance you would obtain by locking the river.
1707. It is proposed to construct six weirs between Bourke and Brewarrina ;—could the same object ho
obtained with fewer weirs? I propose to have 10-feet lifts, and that would allow you to have only four
weirs, instead of seven, between Bourke and Brewarrina.
1708. Chairman.'] Would not a 10-feet lift mean a 15-feet weir? In my original scheme I proposed to
have 16-feet weirs, giving a .10-fect lift, as you will sec by referring to Appendix 53 of my report.
1700. Having in view the friable nature of the soil upon tho Darling, do you think that iu flood-time tbe
water would cut a channel round the cuds of the weirs ? We should have to take proper precautions to
prevent that. In locking the whole river there would be a very large saving in having 10-feet lifts,
instead of any lower lifts.
1710. Is it necessary to have as many weirs between Bourke and Brewarrina as are allowed for in tho
scheme before us ? By adopting 10-fcet lifts you would save three iveirs, and you would conserve more
water.
1711. "What would he the effect upon the surrounding country? There would he no had effect. A weir
10 feet high in the bed of the Darling would only raise the flood-level about 1^ inch.
1712. Would four weirs conserve sufficient water to make the river navigable right along ? Eour weirs
would give the same minimum depth as is proposed to be given by tho scheme before the Committee, and
would impound 117 per cent, more water.
1713. Would the cost of the scheme be increased or decreased? It would be decreased, because there
would be feiver weirs to construct.
1714. But the weirs would he of larger dimensions ? Yes; but foot for foot they would be cheaper. In
my report I showed two designs, subject to alteration hereafter as circumstances may require,
1715. If you were submitting designs for the work under consideration, you would propose four weirs?
Yes.
.
.
1716. Mr. Regan.] What would be the life of a lock in the Darling ? If properly constructed the only
thing that could perish would he the timber gates, and there arc lock-gates in the old country which hare
been iu use for over 100 years. The lining planks might require repairs. The life of any perishable part
of tho lock would he the life of good ironbark timber. .
1717. Therefore, the first cost would he the only cost? Yes ; and one man would be quite sufficient to
attend to each lock.
1718. But, if the scheme before us were adopted, three or four men would have to he employed at each
lock, or twenty-eight men altogether ? Yes. Of course you might make use of the men about the neigh
bourhood in some other way, hut I do not think you could handle a movable weir with fewer than four
men as a permanent staff, with extra men in flood-time. I have had no personal experience of these
movable weirs, so that I do not know how few men could work them. You must have a punt, which must
he strongly anchored, and you would require men to lay out the anchors. I think that four would be tho
minimum number required.
1719. Do you know the country about the Darling ? I have been to Bourke, and I have been to Went
worth, but I have not been along the river much.
1720. Do you think that the construction of locks and weirs below Bourke would be the means of sending our
trade to South Australia? I think that the subject is one upon which the Railway Commissioners should
have
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C. W Darley, have a voice, and that tolls should he charged, which would prevent much trade from going out of the
■h,ei3country.
9 June^iaae ^21- You do not believe in having a free river ? I think that it would be perfectly legitimate, if tbe colony
’
’ undertook tho large expense which would be necessary to carry out the work, to take such steps as would
prevent her trade from being injured. The up traffic might be allowed to go through free, but tbe down
traffic should have to pay tolls. '
1722. You would make a difference between the up traffic aud the down traffic, so as to give trade to the
railways? Yes.
1728. Have you been able to give much attention to the subject of irrigation ? Mot much.
1
1724. Mr. Hassail.'] The movable weirs in Prance and in other places have been adopted where there is a
constant flow of water? In nearly every case.
1725. They are used to keep tbe water at a sufflcient height for navigation? Yes: but the loss by
leakage is not a serious matter there.
1726. The wrater passing down those rivers would not contain so much sediment as the Darling water
. contains? The Darling water contains a great deal of sediment.
1727.^ Therefore, a movable weir in the Darling would probably be silted up ? No ; because I think the
velocity of tbe water would prevent the sediment from accumulating; but bits of stick and other things
might settle down and cause trouble. 1 w'ould not anticipate much difficulty from the sediment contained
in the water.
‘
1728. But with movable woirs in a river like the Darling you would gradually lose all your water by
leakage? I think that in a long dry season the river would fall back to its normal low-water mark.
1729. The Darling practically dries up at times ? Yes.
1730. Therefore, you do not think that tho movable weir would be suitable for that river? I do not.
1731. I think you said that fixed weirs would be constructed of rock and cement ? Yes.
1732. There would be very little danger of such weirs being injured by floating timber ? None whatever.
1733. There would be no obstruction to traffic ;—when the river was high the traffic would go over tbe
weir, and when it was low it could go through the lock ? Yes.
1734. Would the stream ever be too strong to prevent tbe working of tbe locks ? No; you could always
work one gate at a time.
1735. As a practical engineer, you think it would be inadvisable to go to tbe expense of constructing
movable weirs ? As an engineer, I would not recommend it. I might mention that tho piers of the
Bourke bridge offer almost as much resistance to the water as a weir such as I propose Mould oft'er.
1736. You think it would be cheapest, and a better form of construction, to have the weirs in the bonds
of the river and the locks across the necks of the bend ? I think so ; in some places it would save 2 miles
to go through the lock.
1737. Do you think that the work could be done as cheaply upon that plan as upon the plan submitted
to the Committee ? Tbe whole work could be carried out as cheaply. While 1 would coustruct very
substantial weirs, I would make fewer weirs than are proposed in the scheme before the Committee, and
the maintenance M-ould be less.
173S. You would only require a lock-keeper at each lock, who would have the assistance of the boat hands
when necessary ? Yes. I know of places in the old country where there are no lock-keepers at all.
There is one place in South Wales M’here there are seventeen locks in 4 miles of canal, and, although
there is a very heavy coal traffic upon that canal, there are no lock-keepers employed. The boatmen do
all the work themselves. Out on the Darling, however, you would have to have lock-keepers. I made
my original estimate pretty full, and I have revised it by using the prices adopted by Mr. McKinney.
Mr. McKinney makes bis six locks cost £121,000, and 1 would make tour locks cost £110,000.
1739. And you think that four locks wculd ansn-er the purpose of six ? Yes.
1740. Tho weirs being made a little higher ? Yes.
1741. Mr. Jlolerls.] Will you explain the statement that the Darling could be rendered navigable for less
than has been paid in Europe to render similar streams navigable ? Well, the average fall in the Darling
is only 3 inches to the mile, so that the locks could he placed 40 miles apart, whereas upon most of the
European rivers they have had to put their locks much closer together. 1 cannot find any instance where
navigation has been opened up for 1,000 miles for as little as it would cost on the Darling.
1742. Do you think that the kloverninent would be able to collect tolls upon tbe Darling? I pointed out
in my report that I did not anticipate that the tolls obtainable would be sufficient to pay interest upon the
expenditure,
1743. Any benefit that would accrue from tbe work would be an indirect benefit ? Yes. ]n Europe they
very rarely charge tolls at all. On all national canals no tolls are charged.
1744. That is especially the case in France? Yes; the canals are all free there. The State does not look
for a return.
1745. I think it is fair to assume that no direct revenue would be obtained here ? I do not think that
the country would obtain auy direct return worth speaking of.

WEDNESbAT,
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Charles Alfred, Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpherv.
Tho Hon. Charles James Koberts, C.M.G.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the Fiver Darling.
Cecil West Darley, Esq,, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, Department of Public Works,
sworn, and further examined :—
1746. Chairman.'] Do you desire ts make any statement before the Committee proceed with their examina- 0. \V. Darley,
tion ? 1 think it is due to the Committee that I should say a little more in defence of my suggestion tliat
^3<Ifixed weirs should he adopted in the Darling. In my original report l expressed the opinion that fixed ,
weirs should be placed in the Darling in preference to any form of movable weir. Tbe objection has been f une’
■
raised to fixed weirs that tbe river is apt to silt up behind them, but that lias not been the experience in
England upon the Severn, the Weaver, and the Thames, where fixed weirs have been vety largely used
with the most complete success. It has been found,indeed, that the presence of a weir, instead of tending
to cause a river to fill up, creates a scour, which deepens tbe river : and, as bearing upon this subject, 1
should like to read a statement which occurs on page 75, vol. 60, of the Proceedings of the Institution of
Civil Engineers. Mr. W. Parkes, quoting Mr. I/eader Williams, the engineer ot the Manchester Ship ■
Canal, says:—
»
_
“ At Holt, an old harge, which had been laid upas useless by the contractors, got adrift, and sunk m 10 feet of water,
20 yards above the weir, It continued undisturbed during the short-water season, but the first heavy frosh raised ityrom
the bottom, and laid it upon the upper sill, there not being sufficient water to carry it over. Another proof of the uninter
rupted action of the undercurrent is that the bottom of the channel, immediately above the weirs, not only maintained its
original depth, but has been scoured out in some instances to a depth of 2 feet.” It was, therefore, evident that two or
three years after the works had been completed there was nothing of the evil which Mr. Walker had anticipated. In place
Of the accumulation which he expected to find there was actual!} a deepening, aud this barge was brought up by the Hood
and carried away to the weir.

There have been many similar cases which illustrate that the effect of the weir is rather to deepen than
to shoal the river above them. Further on Mr. Parkes, again quoting Mr, Leader Williams, says :—
<r On comparing the original section of the river, made in 1812, before the weirs were erected, with a series of trans
verse soundings taken at 16 feet from the head of the weir, it was found that the depth of the channel had lieen actually
increased 3 feet to 5 feet. On taking longitudinal soundings 1A mile up the river it was again found that the depth had
been increased the whole distance 3 feet to 5 feet. The same effect had been produced in the whole of the pools between the
weirs ; the channel, indeed, was deepened to such an extent that the hanks which had stood foi many years previously had
in some places fallen in from the increased energy of the curieut having scoured out tho bottom.'’ This was some fifteen
or sixteen years after tho weirs were erected, and surely there was plenty of time during that interval for the anticipated
deposit to have token place if there had been any tendency towards it; but the tendency was evidently in quite an
opposite direction, namely, to scour out the river.

1747. What is the reason for this scour? The velocity of tho bottom current is slightly increased above
the weir. Mr. J, T. Harrison, an eminent engineer in the old country, and a man of long experience in
harbour and river works, makes this statement:—
Some years ago he had occasion to consider carefully the action of the weirs on the Thames, Severn, and other
rivers ; he therefore ventured to offer a few remarks ou the subject. One great advantage of fixed over movable weirs was
that they were self-acting. True, Mr. Veinon-Harcourt pointed out that movable weirs might be “to a certain extent
made self-acting"; but the movable weira which he described were not generally so, and when required to be moved by
manual or other labour they were open to serious objection. They were at times kept shut until mischief was done, or they
were opened without proper notice being given to those who had charge of the weirs below, and serious injury was dona by
the artificial flood thus created, and the water overflowing the lands below. There was a notable case of this mischief at
(treat Marlow. Fixed weirs, properly constructed, were not liable to such contingencies. The prevention of land-flooding
on many rivers in ICnglaud had become a mutter of urgent importance, and the great question was, could these floodings be
prevented without interfering with, or doing away with, the navigations and the mills, for the benefit of which they were
employed ? His conviction was that fixed weirs, properly constructed, in connection with those river improvements, neces
sary for navigation, and desirable even for mills, deserved the merit claimed for them 11 of actually increasing the rate of
discharge and diminishing damage from floods."

I should also like to read a note by Mr. Baldwin Latham:—
Fixed weirs might be used in some rivers without detriment, provided the banks of the stream were high, aud the
water was impounded at a level well below the surface of the adjacent land.

That touches a point ] wished to impress upon tho Committee yesterday. On the Darling we have high
banks, and the water is impounded well below them. It was the absence of such conditions that com
pelled the French engineers to adopt movable weirs. On the Seine the hanks are low, and they could not
afford to raise the flood-level. On tho Darling, however, if we raise the summer level in steps of 10 feet,
it will not affect the flood-level. It is for this reason that I think that fixed weirs would prove eminently
suitable ou the Darling, and thus the costly maintenance, and still more costly management of the
movable weirs, would be saved.
_
,
_ .
1748. Shutter-weirs have been adopted to meet the case of rivers exactly the reverse iu their conditions
from the Darling ? Yes, to meet the case of rivers having low banks.
_
1749. Mr. Black} Do you think it would be possible, by flanging the shutters of a movable weir, to
prevent the escape of watei', or would that arrangement bo dangerous wrhen you were lowering the
shutters ? You could not have flanges, because the shutters must pass over each other at all angles. You
could not possibly put any kind of flanges on the shutters.
1750. Could not'the difficulty he got over by having movable flanges ? It would be got over by caulking
up the weir for that matter, hut then the weir could not be operated in case of need.
1751. Even if movable flanges were adopted the amount of supervision that would he required in order
that flood-water should be permitted free passage would make the system too expensive ? Any attach
ment of that kind would want to be managed with great judgment, so as to allow of the weir being,
operated wh'eu a flbo'd came ; but the whole advantage of movable woirs is to have them automatic.

■
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1752. "Wlmt space would it be necessary to have between tho shutters in order to allow for tho swelling
of the wood ? On the Seine they originally allowed 4 inches, but they afterwards reduced the space to
2 inches.
10 June, 1806.
1753. That space would he diminished by the swelling of the wood? It is not so much the swelling of
the wood that has to be taken into account, but you cannot make a nice mechanical fit with shutters
which are resting on tho bottom of a river. A little tilting of a hinge, caused by a stone or piece of stick
getting underneath, would throw one shutter over on to its neighbour, and that would prevent two
shutters from actiug,
•
1754. Yesterday you said that when the river was running 4 or 5 miles an hour a boat missing the lock
'might drift against the weir, and thus be overset:—if the river was running at that rate, would not the
shutters of the weir be down ? The shutters of the weir do not fall until there is a certain height of
water passing oyer them. 1 was referring to the first of tho flood-water. The floods come down the
Darling in a scries of waves, running at the rate of about 4 miles an hour. The navigation pass would
be open, so that there would be a considerable draught close to the lock, and through the pass. This
might catch a boat, and swing it round, and there might not he enough water upon tho weir for the boat
to pass over, in which case it would lodge on top’of the “ feathered” shutters.
1755. Do you not think it would be possible for tbe captains of river boats to make fast to the banks
until the danger was over? When they arc going down stream they like to take advantage of the
floods. On a journey of 1,000 miles they would not like to tie up and lose the flood.
175G. But under certain circumstances it would be better to go slowly and-to avoid danger? Yes;
hut I look upon the river as a public highway, and we have no right to do anything to it that would put
a serious obstruction in the way of vessels going down it. If we constructed works-which would make it
necessary for the shipping to tie up until the flood ceased, I think we should ho doing an injustice.
1757. Did I understand you to say that shuttcr-weirs were in use on tho Kliine ? I did not mention tho
Bhine—I mentioned the Seine.
1758. Is the Seine, where these weirs have been constructed, a swiftly-running river? I7ot very. It is,
to some extent, a tidal river.
"
1759. How fast does it run ? I do not know what the velocity of the Seine is. There, in most cases,
they have placed the locks on one side of an island and the weirs on the other side. They have, as far
as possible, selected places where they could keep the locks away from the weirs.
17G0, The Seine has not the tortuous course of the Darling; it would not be possible to cut across bends
there? ISo ; but there are a good many islands or middle grounds, and in a good many cases the lopks
take one channel of the river, and the weirs the other. It is a wide, flat river, with shoals and islands in
the middle of it.
1761. Is there, among the appendices to your report, a plan of any locks and weirs proposed to be con
structed between Bourke and Brewarrina? Ko; my report only dealt with tbe river between Wentworth
and Bourke.
'
1762. The river pursues the same tortuous course above Bourke as below it? I have not studied the
matter, but I know that there are some bends there. 1 cannot say that suitable sites could be selected
for such locks and weirs as 1 propose on the lower river. If such sites could not he found, you would be
forced to put both the locks and the weirs in the channel of the river.
’
1763. What is the average length of locks when constructed parallel with the course of the river ? Xu
the proposal before the Committee X think the length is 2UO feet. In my proposal the length is .132 feet.
1764. But what about the locks you proposed to construct across the necks of bends ? They would only
be 132 feet long; but there would be a canal giving an approach at each end which would vary in length
according to the width of the bend.
1765. Locks constructed in the middle of bends would not be more expensive, and would probably be less
expensive than locks constructed in the bed of the river ? I think that the lock itself would be less
expensive, but there would be more excavation to do. That, however, could he done cheaply.
1766. The construction of the canals would be an additional expense ? Yes.
*
1767. The canals would be very expeusive where a distance across a bend was very great? In none of
the cases referred to in my report is the distance very great, 1 think that the place of which a plan is
shown in Appendix 52 is one of the widest bonds.
1768. What would be the length of the canal there? .About 1,500 feet.
1769. How much soil would have to be removed in the construction of that work ?
with me now, but I can supply it.

I have no information

1770. Would the soil removed be used for an embankment? My intention was to utilise it to fill up
some lagoons, and to raise the ground in the neighbourhood.
1771. Would the lower end of the canal he empty of water, except when Ihe lock was opened ? Mo.
1772. Then it would be below the level of the river ? It would be 6 feet below tbe level of the river.
1773. When the river was at its normal height, both ends of the canal would he full of water? Yes - so
that shipping could navigate the canal.
’
1774. Is there any danger of locks, such as you propose, being rendered useless by the river changing its
course ? I do not think so. You can always watch for that and prevent it.
°
1775. Is there not danger, in cases like the Darling, of tbe river changing its course in flood-time,
especially if it meets any obstruction ? It a river took a short cut above the lock and weir, that would
render them useless, but it might occur in any ease, and steps would have to he taken to prevent it.
1776. But would not a fixed weir, being a permanent obstruction, increase the danger? Not at all,
because we do not materially raise the flood-level. I showed yesterday that a weir, giving a 10-feet lift'
would only raise Ihe flood-water 1$ inch. Of course, if we saw that the river showed a tendency to cut
through the bank we could stop it.
1777. You could prevent it ? Yes ; we could put a wall across wherever the river showed that tendency,
1778. But you could not prevent it in time of flood ? The Darling never alters its course in one flood.
The Hunter, which runs through much softer country, does not alter so quickly as that unless the bank
has been cut into. Then it must be borne in mind that my locks would be placed in the cut-off where
the river would be likely to flow, and would be protected by concrete work. Once the river crossed the
lock it would keep to the channel, because the material excavated from the lock would make a hank on
either side above flood-level.
1779.
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177S). Is there any clanger of the earth round the walls of the lock being scoured a,way by the action of®- W.Darley,
the water in flood-time ? There would always be that danger with any structure placed in the river, if it
f*'
were only a pile bridge. "Wc should have to take prccaulions against it.
_
_
_
10 June 1896.
1780. Is not the danger so great as to make the desirability of constructing locks in this fashion very
’
'
doubtful? I do not think so. It is simply a matter of adopting proper precautions.
1781. You think that the danger is not so great as to make your scheme inadvisable ? I do not think so.
J do not think that there is more danger in connection with my scheme than in the scheme before the
Committee, iFso much.
_ _
1782. You said yesterday that if the scheme before the Committee were carried out navigation would, at
certain times, he blocked, because it would be impossible to open the lock gates, and the flood-water would
not have risen a sufficient height to lower the shutters ? X was explaining to the Committee that it
would be impossible to open both lock gates at the same time, unless the river were almost stagnant,
1783. Would it he possible, under your system, to open both lock gates? No; there would be no
necessity for it.
1784. Then the navigation would be suspended in that case too? 'No; because when the water is
running over the top of my lock gates navigation across the river would be possible. I referred to the
matter yesterday because of a statement in Mr. McKinney's explanation of his scheme, which I read to
the Committee. Tho difference between tho height of my lock gates and the height of my weir would
be very much greater than the difference between the height of Mr. M'Kinney’s lock gates and the
height of his weir. When my lock gates were submerged there would be something like 12 feet of water
passing over the weir.
1785. Then is your weir so much lower than the proposed shutter weir? No; hut my gates arc higher
than Mr. McKinney's gates.
1786. I understood you to say yesterday that with Mr. McKinney’s scheme there would be a stage in
flood-time at which navigation would bo impossible ? I only remarked incidentally that, having looked at
the plan, I believed that there would be a stage at which navigation might he stopped for a time.
1787. Under certain circumstances, I suppose that would be true of any scheme ? Not with higher lock
gates,
1788. Then if the height of the lock gates in the system before tbe Committee were increased the diffi
culty would he got over? That would necessitate the recasting of the scheme to a great extent.
1789. Mr. HumphernJ] From a return laid before the Committee, it appears that the river Darling was
open for navigation for eight months in 1886, for nine months in 1887, for nearly the whole of 1890, for
the greater part of 1891 aud 1892, for nearly the whole of 1893, and for a great part of 1894. It appears
to me that the solid advantage offered by Mr. McKinney’s proposal, as compared with your scheme, is
that when the river is at navigable height there would he no necessity to use the locks? But at the
same time you would he losing the water which it is proposed to impound for irrigation purposes.
1790. That would not matter whilst the river is not running below the level of the tops of the weirs ?
Well, if there were any objection to the use of locks, there might be something in that.
1791. Would you have six or seven locks between Brewarrina and Bourke ? I would only put in four.
1792. Would it not be a great convenience to be able to dispense with the locks for a long period in each
year? Tho locks could only be dispensed with in flood-time, and the floods do not last very long.
1793. What depth of water would be required in the river to render it navigable ? Somewhere about
8 feet.
_
1794. According to the report before ns the river was at that height for the periods I have mentioned,
without the use of weirs ? There can be no possible objection to the use of locks, because a vessel can
pass through them with very little delay. I do not see that there is anything gained in tho way you
suggest.
1795. Would there he any difference in the annual cost if if were found necessary to use the locks during
only (say) half the year? There would be a larger saving where you had a fixed weir, because then you
would have to employ only one man at each place for the whole year.
1796. In your opinion there can be no comparison between tbe fixed weir and the shutter-weir system ?
That is my opinion,
1797. It has been suggested by Mr. McKinney that it would he possible to close the apertures between
the shutters if the water were leaking away very fast? I think that something might be done in that
way ; hut you would have to be careful that you did not prevent the working of the shutters iu flood-time.
1798. In a report ou the subject, to the Minister for Works, it is stated that the construction of high
weirs cannot at present he entertained, and that the coustruclion of fixed weirs, or of works of any kind
which would interfere in any degree with the flood section of the river, would involve much risk and
expense;—what is your opinion with regard to that? I have ex-pressed the opinion—and I have shown
that it is the opinion of many eminent engineers—that there is no objection to fixed weirs. I think that
the experience of the old country is worth more than mere expression of opinion out here. Experience '
elsewhere shows that there is no objection to fixed weirs.
1799. Touching the construction of locks, it is stated, “ The velocity of the current across the nock of a
bend is greater than that of the normal current of the river, and, consequently, there is a tendency to
erosion in the former ease which would have to be guarded against in the wdiole length of a lock cutting
in such a site. Under any circumstances this would involve a heavy outlay; but when it is considered
that, generally, such cuttings would be iu friable alluvium, and that the land on both sides of the cutting
would be below flood-level, it is difficult to see where such outlay would end ” ? I would point out that
the material excavated from the canal would raise the hanks above flood-level, and prevent that crossing.
1800. It is further stated, l! If the lock walls in such a position were carried above flood-lev-el the
obstruction thus presented to flood-waters would create a tendency to scour behind these walls as well as
their down-stream ends, so that in every flood precautions would have to be taken to prevent the forma
tion of channels across the bend at both sides or the lock channel.” What remark have you to make upon
that statement? Wherever you construct a lock you must observe certain precautions, but I think that
you are more likely to got solid and firm ground in the middle of a bend than in the bed of a river. There
is risk to be provided against whenever you undertake any form of construction in or near a river, but
I think that in this case the risk would be less when the lock was constructed in the middle of a bend than
when it was constructed in the bed of a river.
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WjDMley31801. This is another quotation, “ If a permaneiifc weir were constructed in the river channel, and a eom_ nu*T1‘ _ paratively small channel cut through the neck of a bend adjacent to the weir, it is evident that a strong
10 June 1896. *en<^ency would be created in tho river to enlarge the cutting across the bend ’’ ? The cutting is again
*
blocked by the work connected with the lock. If the water rose over the lock gates it would be concen
trated in the channel formed by the banks of tbe canal.
1802. Yesterday you spoke about there being a risk of vessels being drawn against the weir, supposing
the proposed scheme were carried out. I find a sentence to this effect, “ The only objection that can be
raised to the arrangement of having the lock and weir combined is that steamers or barges might be drawn
against the weir by the current. This objection, however, does not hold good, as the weir would be
opened before the depth of water on its crest exceeded 2 feet, and there would be almost still water down
to the lock gate.” Does that answer your objection ? That is not in accordance with the design which I
looked at, because there is an open pass between the weir and the lock wall in which there would be a
strong current. Before the shutters tilted the water would be running over the weir with very consider
able velocity. If there were only 6 inches of water going over the weir the velocity would be very con
siderable, and the shutters will not feather until the water rises 6 inches or more over the top of the weir.
1803. Therefore you think that your objection holds good? Yes. Apart from the weir, two passes are
shown through which the water would run with great velocity.
1804. With regard to the item of cost, your estimate includes £250,000 for dredging the river and
£25,000 for snagging and clearing the river banks ;—would any part of that expense be chargeable upon
that portion of the river between Bourke and Brewarrina- ? The report to which you refer deals only
with the river between Wentworth and Bourke.
1805. Would any expense have to be incurred in snagging and dredging the river between Bourke and
Brewarrina? That will depend upon the depth required. With high weirs less dredging will be required
than with the low weirs,
1806. Do you think that provision should be made for that expenditure in an estimate of tbe cost of the
scheme ? I think that something should be allowed for the improvement of the river.
1807. What do you think would be a fair sum to allow? I do not know. 1 have not seen a detailed
survey of the river, nor have I been on it above Bourke.
1808. In the report to which 1 have already referred, mention is made of a dam constructed at a cost of
£1,600 on the Tally Walka, which runs through part of Killara Bun. When tho flood of 1870 occurred,
a new channel deeper than the old one was cut by the water in one day, and the water flowed past the
dam ;—would a similar occurrence be as probable in connection with your scheme as in connection with
Mr. McKinney’s scheme ? You have the same risk with every construction yon make, and yon must take
precautions against it. Many of the dams made by the squatters np country do not allow of proper
provision for the by-wash. You must design your work properly, and take every precaution against
injury.
1809. Bisk will exist whatever system be adopted ? Yes ; it is common to all systems.
1810. Qhairman.~\ Do you know anything about the Menindie dam ? That dam was made under the most
extraordinary circumstances. There was a great outcry at the time in Sydney about the necessity of
finding employment for labourers, and it was said—I think by tbe Member for the' district—“ If you only
put a dam at Menindie Lake you will conserve a vast quantity of water.” Therefore, although there was
then a very high flood in the Darling, some 100 men were sent to Bourke, and then down the river to
Menindie, to make the dam. If any one had a difficult task, it was the engineer who had to construct
that dam upon a river in high flood. The dam had to be made by tipping bags of sand into the river, and,
considering the circumstances, has been a very fair success. It is only fair when speaking about the
thing as a failure to remember this explanation as to the circumstances under which it was constructed.
I believe that a good part of the dam is still holding, but another channel has since be deepened,
1811. Mr. FeffanJ] When was the dam made ? About 1884,1 think; but I really forget the date,
1812. Mr. Humphery,'] In any case, a similar result would not be likely to occur on the Darling ? No.
1813. You say that if fixed weirs were constructed only one man would be required at each lock ? One
man would be sufficient for each lock and weir,
1814. What is your lowest estimate of the annual cost of maintaining the proposed locks and weirs,
movable shutters being adopted ? I have bad no experience of the cost of maintaining and managing
movable weirs, and I do not think that many engineers in this country have had such experience. Yester
day, however, I quoted from a report by Mr. TJmvin, who has had charge of one of these weirs in India,
aud who speaks of a permanent staff of fifteen lascars being required, with extra men in flood-time.
Assuming that one European is the equivalent of four lascars, I think it would be safe to say that, con
sidering the work to be done, at least four men would be required on the Darling, All the engineers
who have had the management of these weirs speak of their liability to got out of order. Every log
coming down the river is apt to injure the shutters, so that a certain amount of expense in eonnectiou
with repairs must be anticipated.
1815. The annual cost of maintaining a system in which movable weirs are used would be much in excess
of the cost of maintaining a system of fixed weirs, is that so ? That is my opinion.
1816. In your report in 1890 you estimate the cost of the locks to average £23,000 each and weirs
£5,000 ? I estimated that each set of locks, weirs, and lock-beepers’ houses would average £28,400,
1817. Are you prepared to reduce that estimate now, having regard to altered conditions? You could
take £2,000 off each set. I made an approximate estimate, based upon current prices of material and
labour, according to which it would be possible to construct each set for £26,300.
1818. Then the cost of locks aud fixed weirs required between Brewarrina and Bourke would be about four
times that? Well, Mi. McKinney has six lifts of 7 feet each, If you had four lifts they would have to
be 10 ft. 6 in, each, so that the cost of the scheme on my estimate would be 4'2 times £26,300, or
£110,400, as against £121,000 according to Mr. McKinney’s estimate.
1819. Chairman.’] You stated yesterday that your locks would impound 117 per cent, more water than
would be impounded by Mr. McKinney’s weirs in this case ? Yes. 1 have a diagram showing the
difference.
1820. And at certain points the lift from the river level to the top of the banks would be less ? Yes.
1821'. The Pera Bore delivers 610,000 gallons per diem at an elevation of, I suppose, about 10 feet above
the surfacewhat would be the cost of lifting the same quantity of water from the Darling, the average
,
lift
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lift being 35 feet ? Looking up various statements as to tbe cost of pumping in different places, I found
that iu a number of eases in England where the pumping was more or less continuous tbe cost is a
trifle over |d. per 1,000 gallons lifted 100 feet high. The cost of doing similar work at the Crown-street jq junepumping station here, where the pumping is more or less intermittent, has been •464d,, or nearly id.;
while if you follow the American authorities the cost there would be about two-thirds of a penny.
Therefore, I have taken the cost of pumping water from the Darling as ^d. per 1,000 gallons lifted 100
feet high, because, so far in the interior, repairs and stores will be more costly, and will increase the
expense. On that basis I have estimated that the capitalised cost of raising 610,000 gallons per diem
35 feet high would come to £5,400.
1822. That is the permanent value of the flow of the Pera Bore ? Yes.
1823. £5,400 covers wages, fuel, replacement, and everything ? Yes; it is the annual expenditure upon
the capital value. For the purpose of comparison I put the cost of the bore at £2,000.
1824. Have you any information with regard to the flow of the Darling ? No.
1825. Do you know the discharge of any of the tributaries entering it between Bourke and Brewarrina?
I have no correct information upon that point.
1826. Mr. Humphery.] It has been stated that in France no tolls are charged upon the state waterways.
That being so, do you think it would be reasonable to charge tolls upon the river between Bourke and
Brewarrina? In America tolls are charged, and tolls are charged in England. You might, of course,
make this a national work, and throw the river open to navigation free of charge, as has been done in
some parts of France.
.
1827. Do not most of the waterways in France belong to the State ? In France they throw most of their
waterways open to navigation free of charge; but that practice is not universal. Tolls are charged upon
most of the large canals in America, and, I think, upon all the canals in England.
1828. You make no recommendation in your report upon the subject of tolls ? No,
1829. Chairman.'] It is a matter of State policy? Yes.
1830. Are you prepared to express an opinion upon the question of riparian rights ? No.
1831. The weirs might, in a dry season, impound what little rain fell on the catchment area and prevent
it going down the river, as it would under natural conditions;—that would interfere with the riparian
rights of the people below ? Such a thing as that might happen, of course.
1832. Not only might it happen, but it would be sure to happen ? Of course every time the locks were
opened a certain amount of water would be allowed to pass down the river, though not very much.
1838. The question of riparian rights should be considered ? I think so.
1834. Have the riparian rights of the other colonies ever received any serious consideration ? I do not
think that the riparian rights of the other colonies would be interfered with by the construction of weirs
in the Darling. You must not divert the river water, but you can impound it.
3835. A riparian right is the right to demand that the water flowing down a river under natural condi
tions shall not be diminished in quantity or affected in quality by the action of any person ? The quantity
of water flowing down the river would not be interfered with if tbe river were used only for navigation
purposes. It would be interfered with if irrigation were undertaken.
1836. Mr. Regan.] You have said that vessels have a right to go down the Darling;—how has that
right been conferred upon them ? It is an understood rule that alt vessels have an unrestricted right to
pass over naturally navigable water. The Board of Trade in England have recognised that rule, and where a
railway company seeks to cross navigable water it insists that the company shall either build a bridge of a
certain height or allow an opening through which vessels may pass.
1837. Therefore, if tho Government carried out the proposed scheme they would he prevented from
charging tolls P You can charge for improving the navigation, but you cannot interfere with the right
of vessels to travel along the river. That was shown the other day by the action of some people who
pulled down part of an obstruction near a weir in order to enable them to get their steamer through.
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THURSDAY, 11 JUNE, 1896.

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING,

Esq. (Chairman).

Frederick Thomas HuMPiiEiir.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
Charles James Roberts, C.M.G.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
William Joseph Trickett.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Hon.
The Hon.
The Hon.

The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the River Darling.
Hugh Giffen McKinney, Esq., Chief Engineer, Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines, sworn,
and further examined:—
1838. Chairman.] You were present at Mr. Barley's examination by the Committee, and had an opporH. G-.
tunity of hearing the evidence given by him ? Yes.
McKinney,
1839. You desire to make a statement with regard to that evidence? Yes. By request of the
®3<h
Committee I have had thc section now exhibited prepared to show an alternative arrangement of the locks
and weirs between Brewarrina and Bourke, by means of which one lock and weir can be dispensed with.
’
'
When going into the question as to the sites which should be adopted, I had no hesitation in deciding on
those at Stony Point, Vincent’s Rocks, No. 6, and Brewarrina; but in regard to No. 4 and No. 5, I had
doubls as to the best course. The chief reason for recommending the arrangement adopting No. 4 and
No 5 was, that I had successful precedents ready at hand for shutters of the maximum size required.
The scheme was thus designed on lines the safety and practicability of which were not open to reasonable
doubt. But as a considerable saving in cost could be effected by the alternative design, it was only after
weighing the points for and against each design that I decided in favour of the six locks instead of
five. The scheme submitted to the Committee I estimate will cost £121,100, while the alternative
scheme
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scheme can be carried out at a cost of £108,000. Tbe alternative scheme involves a departure
CEaqnCr’ ^rom
general design, as in this case, while the weir would be in the river channel the lock would
be in the Beemery Cowal. The length of this cowal is If mile, and the length of the river between its two
11 June, 1896. c^s '3
miles, so that when the river is low and the navigation- passes through the lock, steamers
will be able to shorten their -journey by 31 miles. The Beemery Cowal is occasionally used by
steamers during high floods, but a considerable amount of excavation would be required to clear out its
channel in places. This excavation has been allowed for in the estimate. The alternative scheme would
substitute one lock and weir, with a 10-feet lift for weirs 4 and 5 of the original scheme ; and it would
also involve an increase from C feet to 9 feet in the lift at Vincent’s flocks, and an increase from 7 feet to
8 feet in the lift at No. 6. Regarding tho practicability of working the increased lifts, I observe that in
the locks and weirs on the Great Kanawha Itiver the lifts vary from 7 feet to !) feet; and X have no
doubt tliat a 10-feet lift could he worked more easily on the River Darling than a 9-feet lift on the
American river mentioned. If tho Beemery Cowal be utilised as the navigable channel during low
river, when the lock is in operation, the river channel would be used when the weir is open.
Regarding objections to movable weirs which were raised by Mr. Darley, I am well aware that there are
different opinions as to the relative advantages of fixed and movable weirs. English engineers have been
slow in adopting the latter, and it is to be noted in this connection that in regard to the utilisation of
rivers and of inland waterways generally, England is greatly behind Erauce and America. The study of
the question in England was greatly stimulated by tho publication of a standard work on the subject of
rivers and canals by Mr. L. F. Vernon Harconrt, M. Inst. C.E., and by various papers since published by
the same author. As long ago as 1882, Mr. Vernon Harcourt called attention to the fact that shutter
weirs of the Chanoine type had been largely used in France, and were being introduced with success in
America. Further on the same authority adds, that with the adoption of the double-grooved shoes—
tliat is the system of working now adopted in the scheme before the Committee—the Chanoine
shutter weir is “ perfectly mauageable and easy of maintenance.” The writings of Mr. D, F. Vernon
Harcourt and the invention of a very successful movable weir by Mr. F. G. M. Stoney, M. Inst.
C.E., have had the effect of bringing movable weirs into increased favour and use in the TJmted,
Kingdom. Objection 1ms been raised to tbe movable weir on the ground of cost in working.
From the simplicity and moderate dimensions of the proposed weirs and the slow rate at which
changes in the level of the River Darling, occur, I fail to see how any considerable expense in
working can occur. The only cases for which I have been able to obtain full details of tho cost of
working locks and weirs of a similar design, are for works on a much larger scale situated on the Great
Kanawha River, in America. The range of level of that river is as great as that of the Darling at
Bourke, and it is liable to sudden rises and falls, so that on all grounds the circumstances are much more
difficult. The locks on the Great Kanawha River are 350 feet long by 50 feet wide, and the weirs range
from 400 feet to 670 feet in length. The traffic too is heavy, and much trouble is experienced in winter
from ice. The average number of men employed at a lock and weir under these circumstances is about
.
five, the actual numbers varying from four to seven. I have no doubt from the particulars given
that the labour required at a lock and weir on the Darling will not, hi; more than a-fourth or a-fifth of that
required at a lock and weir on the river referred to. Mr. Darley mentioned a case in which fifteen
coolies were required for the working of a movable weir on one of the Indian rivers. I am quite
prepared to accept Mr. Darley’s information on this point; but it must not be overlooked that
there is no comparison between the case of the Darling anil that of rivers like the Sone or the
Godaver. In regard to the relative advantages of fixed aud movable weirs, Mr. Darley quoted
from a volume of the Proceedings of the Institution of Civil Engineers some opinions of an engineer of
high standing in favour of the former. I wish to bring to the notice of the Committee an extract from a
report of a speech by Mr. Baldwin Ijatham, one ot the leading hydraulic engineers in England, on the same
subject. The extract is as follows :—“ In flat districts liable to floods, a fixed weir might raise the height
of the floods and in such cases movable weirs had a decided advantage over a fixed weir; and it was to be
Imped that they would be brought into general use in this country, as in many places they could be
adopted with advantage.” The report of that speech appears in volume 60 of the Proceedings of the
Institution of Civil Engineers. It was objected to the arrangement of locks and weirs proposed, that
both gates of a lock cannot he opened. In reply to this I do not ant icipate any difficulty in opening both
lock gates when tho river rises above navigation level. When the river rises to that level locks will not
require to he used, and therefore the shutters will be opened down. When the river is allowed to flow
freely through the weir space and the side bays, the water will he at practically the same
level at both ends of the lock, and there will therefore be very little difficulty in opening the
gates. In a river with a more rapid fall, and a greater velocity, there would undoubtedly he much
difficulty in opening both gates, hut the condition of affairs in the Darling is very different. At about
navigation level the mean velocity in the river is only about four-fifths of a foot per second, or say half a
mile per hour, and as the fall in the surface of the water averages only about 3 inches per mile, the
difference of level at the two ends of the lock will not he perceptible. The point has also been raised
that there will be a period during which navigation will be interrupted by the weir sills. This impression
was doubtless due to the appearance of the sill of the Bourke Weir on the plan. In regard to the
question raised, the navigation is really governed by the bed-level at a considerable distance away from
the weir, the sill being really not above mean bed-level; but independent of this, it has to he borne in
mind that as the quantity of water flowing in the river increases the side bays will bo opened, and the
height from the water below a weir to that above will diminish. Hence, while 6 feet is the minimum
depth on the lower side of every weir, the depth when the shutters are lowered will be at least
2 feet more than this. A very important point in connection with the scheme before the Committee
is that so far as navigation is concerned, existing conditions are not interfered with—that is to say,
the proposed work will not impede navigation under any circumstances. This is an obvious advantage
which the movable weir possesses over a fixed weir; but it is unnecessary for me to refer to this point
further as it was clearly brought out in the examination of Mr. Darley, by Mr. Humphery. There
are two points to which I have not yet been able to do justice, in reply to questions put by the
Committee. One of these related to the value of the river traffic, and the other to the increased value of
Crown land. In regard to the latter point, while in my opinion the construction of the proposed works
would be warranted solely on account of their effect iu stimulating settlement and production, details
regarding
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regarding tins ])oint can best be obtained from Mr. MTarlane, District Surveyor, and Acting Chairman of
FT, G.
tbe Bourke Band Board. In regard to the cost of the works relatively to the cost of the present traffic, I do McKinney,
not think this is the sole, or even the principal point to be taken into account. A point not mentioned
previously, is tbe possibility of utilising the power which will be available at each of the weirs. I did not u june jg^
consider it necessary to go into details in regard to this, but there cau be no doubt, that, in the course of
’
‘
time, this power will have considerable value.
1840. Mr. Clarice] You heard Mr. Darley say yesterday that upon the Darling fixed weirs were proferable to movable weirs;—are you still of the contrary opinion ? Yes.
1841. Can you give us any reasons for preferring movable weirs ? A. permanent weir is a barrier to
navigation. It stops navigation until the river rises to a considerable height over the top of the weir.
With movables weirs there is no such interruption. As soon as the river rises to the height at which it
is ordinarily navigable, the movable weir can be allowed to fall, and navigation is then unimpeded.
1842. Are not movable shutters liable to injury? I do not think so. They are very simple in their con
struction, and I believe would give less trouble than would be caused by the cutting away of the banks
and tbe creation of new channels, which would be the result of tho construction of permanent weirs.
1843. Would the expense of attending to the locks and weirs you propose be greater than the expense of
attending to the locks and weirs Mr. Darley proposes ? I reckon that it will be necessary to employ
from one to two men at each lock and weir, according to the position. If Mr. Dailey's scheme were
carried out, one man would be sufficient for each place ; but at the same time it might be necessary to
employ 100 men for some mouths in repairing the mischief done by a flood.
1844. Mr. Darley stated that it would require four men to attend to each of your weirs ? That is quite
a mistake. It must he remembered that the Indian rivers are incomparably larger than tbe Darling.
The Sutlej in flood would be some miles wide. The Godavari carries far more water than the Darling
carries. Therefore, while fifteen coolies might be required to manage a weir upon one of those rivers,
two would probably be sufficient on the Darling.
1845. Are you satisfied that the movable weirs you propose would answer all purposes, and not be much
more expensive than those proposed by Mr. Darley ? Yes; thev would be less expensive in the end,
1S4G. Do you think that it would cost more to irrigate from the Darling than io irrigate with artesian
water? If you could always guarantee the success of the artesian bore, and could obtain water at a
_
moderate depth below the surface, irrigation by artesian water would be cheaper than irrigation by
pumping. But, while the first is a purely speculative thing, the other is a certainty. You may put
down three artesian bores unsuccessfully, whereas in irrigating from a river you have your water in sight,
and know what difficulties you have to contend with. There is a good deal of gambling in connection with
the putting down of artesian bores. The difference between the two systems is tbe difference between
.
gambling aud investment.
1847. Are there not artesian bores at Bourke ? Yes ; but there have been great failures in tbe neigh
bourhood of Bourke.
1848. Are you of opinion that the locking of the Darling between Bourke and Brewarrina will bo of more
advantage to the public than tbe construction of a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina ? I think that
tbe locking of tbe river is the more important work.
1849. Mr. ]ffissall.] Have you made any calculation as to tbe amount of water which will pass through
the openings in your movable weirs during twenty-four hours? ]n regard to that matter, notwithstanding
the objection taken by Mr. Darley, I have come to the conclusion that, if anything, it would be better to
have a little more space between the shutters. You wantto allow a certain quantity of water to flow
down tbe river ; butyou could slop the flow very simply if you wished to do so. Upon tho Drench rivers
they simply stick down boards on the inside of the weir, over the joints, and the pressure of the water
keeps them in position. I lately requested my assistant, who is in charge of the Bourke lock and weir, to
ascertain what would be the best way of stopping this flow, and be report ed to me yesterday that he thought
it very likely that piping, such as gas-piping, would be as cheap as anything we could get, and would be the
most durable and the handiest thing to deal with, Still the circumstances in which anything of the kind
would be required will be very exceptional. The only year in which I have seen tbe river in so low a state
as to require jsuch an arrangement was 1885, though no doubt similar conditions have prevailed before.
1850. If tbe water were running very low, and there were every prospect of a continuance of the dry
weather, it would be necessary for someone to be constantly supervising the arrangements for preventing
tbe escape of water ? An intelligent man in charge of tbe lock and wetr would be able to do everything
wanted. I consider that at the Bourke lock and weir it would be necessary to keep only one man.
1831. Would not something be needed to keep tbe boards from slipping to one side ? 1 do not think so.
The pressure of the water is constant, so that the boards would not be likely to slip. If they did, a man
upon tbe spot would very soon put them right again.
1852. 'What would prevent the boards from rising? The boards would either have to be made of hard
wood, or they would have to be weighted near tbe lower end.
1853. Would you have a staff of men at each weir to raise the shutters, or would you have a barge to
travel down the river, fixing each weir as you came to it ? The idea was to have a barge at each weir, but I
am not very sure that I will not be able to dispense with that. I have, however, allowed for a barge at
each place—a rough barge with a winch on it. Still I may be able to dispense with that by using tackle
connected with a wire-ropo.
1854. Then it will be necessary to keep men at each lock? Yes. The number of times in a year that
the weirs require to be moved is very small; perhaps not more than three or four times. Iu a place like
Bourke the man in charge could easily procure whatever extra assistance ho needed.
1855. Would there not be a danger of a sudden rise in tbe river bringing down a large quantity of timber,
■which would knock the weir out of shape ? ' ATo. because tbe weir would be lying at the bottom of the
river.
185(1. But a rise might occur, and it might not be thought advisable to lower the weir, because there was
no telling how high the fresh would he ? "Whenever notice comes of a considerable rise in the river—■
and the men at the weirs can obtain that notice days and even weeks beforehand—the weirs can be
lowered to let the flood-water pass down. I do not think such a contingency would arise as damage being
done to the weir by timber.
1857. There might be a sufficient rise in the river to bring a lot of timber on to tbe weir, but not
sufficient rise to clear the weir? Very few moderate rises bring down timber. It is only when tbe river
is in high flood that any considerable quantity of timber comes down.
1858.
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^xe<l weir would not be likely to be injured by such a thing ? In a manner a filed weir would
more dangerous, because there would be a greater probability of timber coming down and sticking on
the weir, causing a serious obstruction, which would have to he promptly cleared away lest it should
11 June, 1896. Ul™ ™e channel of the river when the next flood came down.
’’
1S59. But would it not be easier to get rid of this obstruction where you had a fixed weir than where
yon had a movable weir ? There is no risk of having an obstruction of this kind on a movable weir,
18(30, That would depend a great deal upon the men who had to manage the weir ? It would be looked
upon as the first duty of these men to let go the shutters as soon as news came of a rise to a certain height
at some place higher up the river.
1861. What great .advantage is obtained by letting go the weir, that is, as far as navigation is concerned,
lou must impound a certain quantity of water to enable navigation to continue ? With fixed weirs at
I® feet high, the nver would have to be 0 feet over the top of the weirs, or 10 feet deep, before steamers
could go down uninterrupted, whereas the ordinary depth required for navigation is only about 9 feet.
With movable weirs, however, tbe shutters would be let go whenever the river reached its present
navigable level.
1862. Supposing there were a sudden fall in the river ? Such a thing is very uncommon.
1863. If a sudden fall occurred when tbe weirs were down, you might be unable to impound sufficient
water to enable you to carry on navigation? I do not think that such a contingency is likely. The only
case of a very rapid rise in the river that I know of occurred early m 1883, when 10 inches of rain fell in
Wilcannia in about twelve hours, and almost the same quantity fell at Bourke. The river then rose
rapidly until it was two-thirds bank high. That rise, however, was due solely to tho local rains,
1864. An abnormal fall of rain sometimes occurs upon a particular watershed ; for instance, a large
quantity of water might come down the Bokhara, or the Birrie, or the Xamoi. That will cause a sudden
rise m the river, and the river might fall almost as rapidly, in which case, if you had all your weirs down,
you might not be able to get them up again m time to save sufficient uater for navigation ? I do not
think there is any likelihood of that.
1865. A movable weir must lose a certain amount of water bv leakage ? We purposely allow a certain
quantity of water to flow through.
'
v r
^
1866. But when the. flow in the river ceases, what precautions can you take to preserve the water
impounded by the weirs ? I do not see that a movable weir is in any worse position in that respect than
a fixed weir.
1867. But the movable weir leaks, and the fixed weir does not? Ono advantage I expect to get from
having water stored in the river is, that there will he a better supply available below than there is at the
present time,, because the loss by percolation will be less. I might mention that, although tho river has
stopped running below Bourke, it has never stopped at Brewarinna, and 1 do not think it has stopped
between Bourke and Brewarrina.
1868. I have known it to be dry on the Barwon and on the iSamoi which are the two chief sources of
supply. In 1885. it was very nearly dry at Walgett, and on the Narnoi, but there was then a very fair
stream running between the rocks at Brewarrina.
1869. Do you think it would be possible to jmpound any large volume of water in the ana-branches and
cowals between Bourke and Brewarrina? In some eases it might be possible.
1870. Have yon had a careful survey made ? j have not had a complete survey of all tho billabongs made,
because it would be a tedious matter, and 1 do not think it is required at this stage. But in going up the
river I noticed tliat the people holding the land had in places put small dams in the billabongs to prevent
the water from flowing back to the river.
1871. Would it be possible to keep the water in by using flood-gates r Most of the billabongs run out at
a very high level. Many of them will not run until the river is 20 feet deep or more. Cato Creek runs
at a comparatively low level; but, so far as my recollection serves me, there must he 16 or 37 feet at
Walgett before it will run. 1 know that there must be 23 or 24 feet before the Tarrion will overflow.
1872.. Does that water come back into the river ? In very high floods, part of it does. A good deal
remains in the Tarrion.
1873. Are there any natural storage reservoirs along the river ? There are places where water could he
stored in considerable volume, and the flow hack to the river stopped.
1874. What I should like to know is how you will provide against the waste from the weirs? 1885 is the
u orst year of which I have any record, and in that year the volume of water flowing past Brewarrina,
although very small, would have been sufficient to keep np the navigation. I admit tliat there is some
thing m the point you. have mentioned, hut you are looking to the case which I do not think would occur
more often than once in twenty or thirty years. Lower down, towards Wilcannia and Menindie, the
supply has failed more frequently.
1875. Mr. Artier/.?.j I understand that you have reconsidered the scheme which you originally put
before the Committee? At the request of the Committee, 1 again looked into an alternative scheme,
which .1 had considered before submitting this scheme. That scheme is shown on the plan before the
Committee.
1876. You estimate that the alternate scheme will cost £108,000, as against £121,000. which was the cost
or the original scheme ? Yes.
'
187/. That saving has been brought about by doing away with one weir and lock ? Yes.
18/8. Do you feol satisfied that the new design would prove as satisfactory as the original design ? It is
perfectly practicable, but I proposed the other design because it was on more cautions lines.
1879. After consideration, you are prepared to recommend the alternative design? I believe that it would
be a perfectly safe thing to carry out; but I prefer the original design because I think it would be more
easily worked.
1880. Have you good foundations for all the weirs? The foundatious are good at Stony Point, Vincent’s
Bocks, and at Brewarrina, and.fairly good at the site of No. 6 weir; but the foundations at sites
J. os. 4 and 5 are indifferent, while the same thing might be said of tbe foundation at the site of the
alternative weir.
1881. Your faith in movable weirs has been in no wav shaken by Mr. Darley’s evidence ? Not in the
slightest.
1882. Is it not a fact.that, with fixed weirs, double the quantity of water can he impounded ? No doubt'
more water would be impounded if Mr. Darley’s proposal were carried out, but I believe that in the end it
would be found that the advantage had been very dearly bought, because I cannot help thinking that, in
a nver like tbe Darling, fixed weirs would be a constant source of danger and expense.
1883,
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1883. In what way? In a country Hke that, where the soil is very friable and easily worn away by the
wash of the water, any permanent obstruction has a tendency to cause the river to cut out new channels.
cRinney,
The opinion of Mr. Baldwin Latham, which I quoted to-day, bears out that remark. What he says as to
the kind of country for which movable weirs are suited would apply to the Darling country.
n June 1896.
1884. I think Mr. Darley said that his scheme could bo carried out for £110,000. In comparing the coat
’
of the two schemes I suppose you refer to the primary cost? No; because 1 anticipate that if
Mr. Darley’s scheme were adopted the floods would cause great damage, and that would necessitate
extensive expenditure upon repairs.
1885. You said that fixed weirs stopped the navigation;—could not the shipping always go through the
locks ? Of course tho locks could be used; but with movable weirs there would bo no necessity for using
the locks 'whenever the river was at its ordinary navigation level.
,
1886. I think Mr. Darley said that the expense of managing movable weirs and locks would be greater
than the expense of managing fixed weirs and locks ? A larger permanent staff would be required, but the
movable weirs would be found more economical than the fixed weirs, because they would cause no
obstruction to the flood-water. With fixed weirs you might occasionally have to employ 100 or 200 men
to repair the mischief done by a flood.
1887. In flood time the shutters of the movable weir would lie on the bed of the river ? Yes.
1888. They might lie there for six months ? Yes.
1889. Mr. Black.'] Did you ever know a flood to last as long as six months? Yes, in 1890, the floodwater stayed up for a longer period than that; but such a thing is exceptional.
1890. After the shutters had been lying at the bottom of tbo river for so long a period, would they be
workable? I think so. We are taking every precaution by providing gun-metal bearings, and by having
the iron work thickly painted to prevent rust. I do not think there would be any trouble in working
the weirs.
1891. Have you seen these shutters in actual use ? No, not exactly this land of shutter. We worked
with movable weirs in India, but we simply used drop-gates, such as I propose to adopt for the side
bays with which I intend to regulate the flow of the river. Tbe kind of shutter which 1 propose to
use for the weir has come more into use of recent years, since 1 left India.
1892. Chairman.] Where are those shutters successfully used? They have come largely into use in
America. I quoted an opinion of Mr. Vernon-Harcourt to-day in regard to movable weirs. He is one
of the best authorities in England upon the subject, and he says that with the Pasqueau modification the
working of the weirs is both safe and easily managed.
1893. Mr. Black.] I suppose the flood-waters are only likely to pick up timber when the river overflows
its banks? Yes, as rule.
1894. If the bed of the river has been properly snagged, and the overhanging trees cut down, that will
ho so ? Yes.
1895. Has that work been carried out on the Darling ? I believe that the worst snags were taken out
from this part of the river two or three years ago. I suggested that the work should be done while the
river was low, and it was done by the Works Department.
1896. The timber picked up by the flood-waters would, in many cases, be intercepted by the standing
timber before it got into the river channel ? Yes ; as a rule, there are trees pretty near the margin of
the river, which would prevent timber from floating into the river.
1897. You propose to have five men stationed at each weir and lock? No; Mr. Darley, basing his
opinion upon the Indian experience in a certain place, said that four or five men would be required; but
I think that not more than two men would be required, and that near the towns, where extra assistance
can bo obtained, one will be sufficient.
1898. Would that number of men be able to minimise the risk of injury to the weir by guiding floating
timber towards the bank ? The quantity of timber coming down the river is not very great, except at
times of extraordinary flood. I went down the river when it was more than three-fourths bank high, and
the quantity of floating timber then was very small.
1899. You have made no reply to Mr. Darley’s statement about the loss of water through the interstices
of your weir ? The point was referred to by Mr. Clarke, and I pointed out that these spaces would be
left with the double purpose of allowing play for the shutters, and of letting a certain quantity of water
flow down the river.
*
„
1900. What will the space be ? We have allowed an inch between each shutter.
1901. You think that that is not having them dangerously close ? I do not think so. I have been
looking into the matter quite recently, and, as we are carrying out this work directly under tho G-overnment, I am not sure that we will not increase the space a little. I think that would give us greater
'
power of regulating the flow of the river.
1902. Will there be no danger of the wood swelling ? The swelling would be very little.
1903. Will there bo no danger ot the shutters canting ? Not if they arc properly put up, and properly
worked.
1904. Is there no danger of two adjoining shutters warping, or of two shutters being thrown towards
each other in such a way as to make it impossible to get them into line ? I do not think so.
1905. Will it not require great exactitude of construction and great strength of material to prevent the
shutters from getting out of position ? No doubt they would have to be strong, and so they will be.
1906. Your objection to the fixed weir is that it must, under some circumstances, impede navigation?
That is only one objection. I should not like to say that it is the main objection.
D
1907. What is your main objection ? I think that the most important objection is that a fixed weir
would cause erosion of tho banks in places, and that thus there would be a danger of the river changin'1'
, its course.
15
1908. M.r, Darley does not attach any importance to that view of the matter ? Mr. Darley said that a
fixed weir would not cause a rise in the flood-level of more than a few inches ; but a rise ot 1 or 2 inches
in the flood-level of the Darling would have a serious effect in causing a scour. The banks of the Darling
arq composed of material deposited there by the river, and whenever the water has a greater velocity than
it had when that deposit was made, the banks are likely to be eroded. Another matter arising out of
Mr. Darley’s evidence is the question of the construction of the dam at Menindie. I quite agree with
Mr. Darley that that dam is very well constructed, considering the circumstances. When 1 spoke .of-ib'as a
failure, I did not mean that that was the fault of thode who constructed it; I merely referred to it as a
case
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case in point in connection with the action of fixed weirs. Tho presence of that dam caused the cutting
of a new channel. "When I was at Menindie the dam was still in position, but a now channel had been
cut which was quite as deep as the old one. That sort of thing is likely to occur wherever permanent
11 Juno 1896 we*r3 are constructed in the Darling.
’
1909. Chairman.'] Is the Menindie dam as high as tho top of the banks ? Yes ; and when a high flood
occurred it covered the land round about.
1910. Mr. Darley said yesterday that the top of his weir would not he within 20 feet of the top of
the bank. If the Menindie dam were level with tho banks, a different state of things existed there item
that which would exist if Mr. Darlcy’s scheme were carried out? No doubt there is that difference;
hut the Menindie dam shows how easily a new channel is made. A very slight increase in the velocity of
the flood-water will cause erosion. Of course the two eases are not quite parallel,
1911. Mr. Black.'] "What was the height of the Menindie weir ? '.From 15 to IS foot.
1912. Chairman.] How high are the banks there ? The weir was constructed in an outflow channel from
the river to Lake Menindie.
1913. Did the dam go right up to the top of the hanks? Yes; and the whole country was overflowed,
Some slight cause directed the water into one particular channel.
1914. Mr. Blacki] A new channel was formed there ? Yes.
1915. Could not that have been prevented by having a sort of by-pass? It is a very difficult place to
make a. dam of any kind. The difficulty could be got over by having a wide overfall weir ; it would bo a
very expensive matter,
1910. Mr. Kumphert/i] How many shutters will be in each of your weirs ? From thirty to thirty-five,
1917. Thirty-five openings of 2 inches each arc equivalent to an opening of more than 0 feet ? Yes,
191S. Would not a very large body of water flow through an opening of 0 feet ? Yes ; but wo shall want
as large an opening as that in ordinary conditions of tho river. When tho river is 3 or 4 or 6 feet above
summer level we should not only want that opening; but we should also have to allow a considerable
volume of water to go through the side bays,
1919. Would not that seriously diminish the impounded water? It takes a flow of something like 1,400
or 1,500 cubic feet per second to keep the river at navigation level, and a considerable opening would be
required to provide for sucb a flow as that.
1920. At all events, you have considered the matter ? Yes. If we increase the size of the openings, it
will be principally to lot a larger quantity of water pass through.
1921. Would it not he necessary to make provision for stopping that outflowu])on occasion? Of course,
when the supply in the river was getting low, we would gradually close the side bays, and we could also
close a few of the openings in the weir.
1922. In the joint report of yourself and Mr. Ward, it is mentioned that the cost of dredging the Darling
'was estimated by Mr. Darley at about £250,000;—will it be necessary to expend any money in dredging
the river between Brewarrioa and Bourke, in order to give effect to your scheme? There are a few places
where we should have to take a little off, but they are so very few that the matter is hardly worth taking
into account. There is ono place a short distance below Brewarrina, and another a short distance below
Vincent’s Hocks.
1923. The matter is not of sufficient importance to render it necessary to make special provision in your
estimate ? No.
1924. Mr. Darley allows £25,000 for repairing the banks between Wentworth and Bourke? I do not
anticipate that any expenditure of that kind will be neccessary between Bonrke and Brewarrina.
1925. Do you think that your estimate is ample ? Yes.
1920. Mr. Tricketti] Mr. Darley seems to think that a scheme of this kind, having regard to its probable
cost and the revenue that would probably be derived from it, is premature ;—what arc your views upon
the subject? I do not think that it is premature. I do not think that it was premature when Mr. Darley
made his report. If the Darling is to bo opened up, it will be by works of this description.
1927. Then yon would look upon this as a national work, not as a revenue-producing work? I do not
anticipate that the chief benefit derived from the scheme will be the revenue directly returned by it. I
anticipate a much larger indirect benefit.
'
1928. What revenue would be derived form the whole traffic upon the Darling in one year from
Brewarrina to 'Wentworth? I have no direct information upon that point.
3929. Mr. Darley says that ho found from the Sub-colieetor of Customs at Wentworth that in 1888 the
whole of the tonnage going down the river only amounted to 12,000 tons ;—do you know how much of that
traffic would go along that part of the river affected by your sclieme? I think that Mr. Shainwald has
given you the details of the traffic on that part of the river.
1930. Will not the water which runs away through your weirs greatly impoverish the supply available for
irrigation purposes ? Not at all. Under any circumstances it would not be allowable to stop the water
entirely. If permanent weirs were constructed, the surplus water would flow over the top, instead oi
going through the interstices of the weir, as with movable weirs.
1931. But with permanent weirs tho water will only flow away when the river is higher than the tops of
the weirs, while with movable weirs it would be always running away? Yes; we would allow it to go
through. I would point out that such weirs as we propose to construct could be constructed without auy
change in the law affecting riparian rights, and the rights of navigation. But if permanent weirs were
constructed, I think that, as the law stands, anyone could destroy them.
3932. Might it not happen that more water was running through the interstices than was coming into the
river? That could be regulated. First of all tho side bays could be gradually closed, aud then, if
necessary, some of the spaces between the shutters could he closed by sliding down boards in front of
the weir.
1933. Is that a known mode of dealing with these weirs ? Yes; it is the simplest way of stopping the
flow. A man would simply have to go along the front of the weir in a boat, and slide down the boards
wherever they were required.
1934. Have you had a general survey made of the country surrounding this stretch of tho river, to see
how the water will flow there? I have had levels taken on both sides of the river, and I do not think
there would be any difficulty in finding suitable places for starting your irrigation operations ; in fact,
pedple have found them already. They* are already irrigating there on a small scale.
1935.
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1935. Arc you able to say definitely that if the water were pumped from the river it would flow over the
G. ^
adjacent land? Yes, if proper sites were selected. There is a great deal of flat land there which would
not be suitable for irrigation. Not far from where the Macquarie runs in there is a great deal of country
which could not be satisfactorily irrigated, because of the risk of its becoming swampy. _
11 June, 1896.
1936. How would you deal with that kind of country ? I should not attempt to irrigate it. It would be
’
quite sufficient to irrigate the land that was suitable without taking the water on to land that was unsuit
able for irrigation.
_
,
1937. How do you get-the water to flow over the ground which you wish to irrigate;—docs it not soak in
very fast? On some grounds you lose more water than upon other grounds, and some kinds of channels
will lose more water than other kinds of channels. The channels which they made at Mildura lost an
enormous quantity of water. They were very shallow, very wide, and the elope was very small. Those
are all bad points from an economical standpoint.
193S. Ho you keep on irrigating whether tbo weather is fine or wet ? Certainly not. A great deal of
judgment must be esercised, because mischief may be done by irrigating land just before a heavy fall
of rain.
,
_
1939. Mould not the drains sometimes carry water and other times allow it to soak through, according as
they were being used or not ? Yes.
_
1910. Is not that a great disadvantage ? That must be expected, because the channels arc not in constant
use. "Where they have large irrigation works, as in India, the distributories run constantly throughout
tho year, except during the four or five weeks in which they are being cleaned, and the people on cither
side are allowed to take the water for so many days at a time. The channels in the fields are not
constantly running.
_
_
1941. Have you instanced any places where irrigation on a large scale is being carried on by the
G-overnment ? All the large irrigation canals in India were constructed by the Government.
1942. And anywhere else ? Tbe Government have done something in Italy, but not very much.
1943. Ts not all the work in America done by private enterprise ? Yes, but tbe people there get very
extensive rights, which they do not get here.
_
_
_
1941. "What kind of rights? In some of the American States a man holding land fronting a river is
allowed to take as much water as the irrigation of his land requires, and under that system the frontages
are very quickly taken up.
1945. But their rivers are very much larger than ours, so that the Government could afford to grant such
rights there? If tho first settlers upon the Murrumbidgee had been able to obtain their land for 5s. an
acre, and to take as much water as they liked from the river, a great deal of irrigation would have been done
there. In America, people can get land for 1} dollar per acre and the right to take as much water as is
required to irrigate their land, and thus private enterprise is stimulated.
_
1940. I suppose the water would be conveyed along flumes from the river? In many eases it is pumped.
Of course large works have been constructed for tbe purpose of bringing the water on to the ground by
_ _
_
gravitation wherever that is possible,
1947. One of the large American flume companies stated before the Water ^Conservation Commission in
1885 that tbe minimum charge there was 5 dollars per acre per annum ;—Is not that a very great deal ?
Yes. but that is whore the right to water has been sold by tbe original holders, and great troubles have
arisen from that cause. Certain companies have acquired extensive water-rights, and they sell or lease
the water to other people.
’
■
1948. Mr. Black.'] It would ho possible for a company to buy out tbe water-rights of all the people on
the river frontage ? 1 believe that it would.
1949. Has that ever been done ? I do not know; but very large monoplies have been created which have
given rise to a groat deal of trouble.
_
L950. Then you would think it inadvisable for the Government to bestow or sell tbe absolute right to
raise water from the river ? I think it would bo quite right for the Government to let such rights upon
equitable conditions.
1951. I said to sell or bestow an absolute right ? No, it would not be wise.
1.952. Mr. Trickelt.] You do not think that every farmer would have to erect his own pumping plant?
No, it pays much better to have a large pumping plant, making an equitable charge for the distribution
of the water.
_
i
i
1953. Have you considered what this charge should be ? Yes, I have given it a good deal of attention.
In that part of the country if you irrigate you get a crop ; but if you do not irrigate you get no crop.
Therefore, it would sometimes pay to give a considerable amount for ihe water.
1954. An officer eounected with the Department of Mines told us that although there are a great many
bores in tin's district the water is very little availed of for irrigation ? I think that that is largely due to
the want of information, and of enterprise on ihe part of the people.
_
1955. Is it not the duty of the Department to let the people know that the water is available, and to
educate them as to its use ? So the Department does, in season, and out of season.
1950. And yet they will not take the water? 1" think that a large number of these people do not read
much, and do not trouble tbemselveg about the matter. While in America tbe tendency has been to
siimulate irrigation in every possible way, here the tendency has been to keep it back.
1957. It has proved of advantage in America to have water-distributing companies ? Yes, it has led to
a very remarkable development of the Western States.
1958. Do you know whether these companies are prospering ? Many of ibem are. The way in which
tho laud has been rushed, even in the very out-of-the-way places, shows that the undertaking must be
decidedly profitable.
*
1959. A gentleman connected with tbe Department of Agriculture said that millions of people would settle
in this district if irrigation works were started there ? I must confess that the very slow way in which
the people have taken to irrigation, even where they had water at their very doors, has boon a source of
great disappointment to me. If we had a little of the enterprise of the American people, things would
bo different.
1960. Mr. Zee.] You object to fixed weirs because of their tendency to cause not so much the erosion of
the banks ns the cutting of now channels ? Yes.
_
1961. The proposed shutters are about 11 feet long ? Yes, about that. In some eases a- little more.
102—M
1963.
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1962. What would he their height in a straight line from the bottom ? A little over 10 feet.
1903, Mr. Barley's fixed weirs would be 10 feet high? Tes.
_
1964. Would there not he the same danger of new channels being cut if your weirs were constructed as
'll June 1896 ^ ^r- Darley’s weirs were constructed P No, because in flood-time the movable weirs would be lying on
’
'the bottom of the river.
_
1965. What causes the cutting of channels—an increased height of water or an obstruction under water .
To a certain, extent, both. The flood-water would he obstructed by fixed weirs, because a certain amount
of the section of the river would be taken up by tbe weir. A slight increase in the height of the flood
water increases its velocity.
_
,
1966. With tho permanent 10-fcet weir the water would flow freely directly it rose to the top of the weir,
but it would have to he 2 feet over the 11-feet shutters before the shutters would feather
Yes but the
erosion of the hanks would take place, not when there were only .12 or 14 feet of water in the river but
when there were 30 or 40 feet.
1967. If there were 40 feet of water in the river, ivoukl it signify what kind of weir you had ? That
when I think the presence of a fixed weir would have an effect upon tho banks.
_
_
196S. What is your opinion as to the danger of steamers striking on your weirs in flood-time? There
would be no danger, because in flood-time the steamers would bo able to go over the weirs.
_
1909. Does your objection to fixed weirs apply only to fixed weirs in the Darling or to fixed weirs
generally ? It is an objection which applies, as Sir. Baldwin Latham has put it, in all fiat country where
rivers are liable to overflow their banks. In a country like the Darling, where tho hanks are easily
eroded, the objection applies very strongly.
_
,
1970. Are your proposed locks and weirs inseparable ? Not absolutely. Dor instance, the alternative
lock is put in the bead of a cowal, while the weir will be in the river channel.'
1971. But you consider it advisable to retain the original arrangement at other places ? Yes.
1972. Still you do not adhere to it as a rigid principle ? No.
1973. You agree with Mr. Darley to some extent ? Yes; it is not absolutely necessary that the leeks
and weirs should he placed alongside each other.
_
_
1974. You do not anticipate the danger to steamboats which Mr. Darley thinks will result from your
arrangement? No; I do not see that there would bo any danger with movable weirs. The arrange
ments for the working of the woirs will include the stretching of a wire rope across the river immediately
above tbe weir, and this will act as an additional protection to the shutters,
_
1975. If it were found on further examination that it would be advantageous to still further separate the
locks from the weirs, you would bo prepared to make the change? 1 think that, as a rule, it would be
objectiouable to make a change. If there were special cases in which it would be advantageous, it could
be done ; but, speaking generally, it would be better to have the locks and weirs together.
^
_
1976. You propose to save £40,000 by faking away two of the locks and weirs, and to spend £27,000 in
substituting a larger lock and weir ? Yes.
_
,
1977. Okairman.] Would a lock in the neck of a bend be as safe as a lock in the channel of the nver
adjoining a weir ? Speaking generally, it would not.
_
_
19'78. Is there an insuperable objection to putting locks in the neck of a bend ?, No ; but having seen the
Darling in high flood, I came to the conclusion that it would he objectionable to put the locks in the
necks of bends.
...
.
*
1079. Have you any information with regard to large and successful irrigation enterprises where the water
has to ho pumped to a height of 35 feet ? 1 know that has been done, but I have not been able io lay
my hands upon any details.
1980. Can you furnish us with the information? I will try to do so.
_
1981. Would £6,000 be a fair esfimate for a 10-feet fixed weir iu the Darling? I think tliat a fixed
weir could be constructed there for that amount.
_ _
1982. Five such weirs would cost £30,000, and would conserve enough water to irrigate 12,000 acres
that being so, it may be assumed that enough water to irrigate 1,200 acres could be conserved at an
expenditure of £3,0001,200 acres is tho area of land which could be irrigated by the water supplied from
the Pera Bore; but to raise that quantity of water from the Darling would cost £5,-100 ;—adding to the
cost of conserving the water £3,000, tho cost of pumping it £5,400, you get a total cost of £8.400, which
must be put on to the capital value, of the 1,200 acres irrigated, allowing nothing for the cost of distribu
tion and maintenance ;—that would mean a capital value of £7 per acre ? There is not the slightest
doubt that a successful artesian bore gives a cheaper supply of water than you could obtain from the
river; but you do not get successful artesian bores in all parts of the country.
_
1983. The cost of the Pera Bore was, approximately, £1,400, therefore, on the calculation I have just
made, to irrigate 1,200 acres with river water would cost £8,400, while to irrigate the same area from an
artesian bore would cost £1,400 ? Yes ; but you must remember that you might put down four or five
bores unsuccessfully. In making a comparison of this kind, consideration ought to be taken of the cost
of unsuccessful bores.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on tho River Darling.
George Colquhoun, Esq., Crown Solicitor, sworn, and examined :—
G Coiqulioun
19SJ. Chairman.'] I believe you have a statement to make to the Committee with reference to four
Ksq.
questions which have been submitted to you, and upon which the Committee would like to have your ----- -- —
opinion? The first question which I have been asked to answer is, to give a definition of tbe rights of 17 June, 189G.
the Crown, and of the private individual, in the waters of the Darling. I apprehend that tliat question
involves the consideration, to a very great extent, of the rights of the Crown with reference to the water
running down the rivers of the colony, and which find their way to the sea, either through outlets on the
east coast of the colony, or, by way of the River Murray, through South Australia. I think it is
generally known that, so far as tidal rivers are concerned, the property in the soil of those rivers is vested
in the Crown. No doubt the owners of private lands bordering such tidal rivers have certain riparian rights,
which may be governed by a variety of circumstances arising from conditions of time, locality, necessity,
and many other things. For instance, in a recent case in tho English courts, where a person claimed to
be entitled to a wharf in the River Thames, and to have that wharf jutting out into tho river, it was
held that the Fishmongers’ Company, in erecting their premises, could not he permitted to interfere
with that wharf, or with the approach to it.. "With regard to tidal waters, it may he said generally
that the property in the soil underlying them vests in the Crown absolutely. In non-tidal waters,
tbe owners of adjacent land are entitled to the soil under the water as far as the middle of the stream. I
am speaking now of the law of England, and I may mention in passing that the English law knows no right
of property whatever in water, but only the right to use water ; for it stands almost as a matter of reason
that there can be no right of property in a thing which is here this minute, and mny be 100 miles away
soon after. That is the position which obtains m the old country, aud it goes so far as this, that a
proprietor owning land on each side of a stream has upheld his right in the courts to erect a pier in the
middle of that river for the purpose of carrying a bridge over it to connect his works on one side with the
railway on the other. In such a case it was decided that tho owner was entitled to erect a pier in the
river, and to put a bridge over the river, so long as ho did not interfere with the general rights of others
to navigate the stream. This leads up to the question, “ "What arc riparian rights ?” I think that riparian
rights may shortly he described as the rights of owners on either side of the stream to use tho water
passing by them, and to insist that that water shall continue to flow past their laud in the same volume as
it would ilow by if the river were in its natural state. Owners of land upon the banks of a stream are
permitted to take water from the stream for their domestic use, and for the use of cattle owned by them.
I do not mean to say that such an owner would have the right to divert water for an irrigation scheme to
supply feed for 10,000 head of cattle ; but be would be permitted to draw sufficient water to provide for
any cattle he might require for domestic purposes. There are other rights that a riparian owner may have.
He may divert the water for, say, the use of a mill, so long as he returns it to the stream again in such a way
that others lower down may receive it in due course. It must be borne in mind that, wherever a river is
navigable, though not necessary a tidal navigable stream, the right to use it for purposes of navigation
belongs to every individual in the community. Any person is entitled to take a boat down every navigable
river in England, and every river in this country which is capable of carrying a boat is, as it were, a water
highway, which every member of the community has the right to use. This right is not to be obstructed
by any one, either by a private owner on either side of the stream, or by the Crown. I say “ or by the
Crown,” for this reason ; the Crown is the trustee of all navigable rivers, for the benefit of the public
generally. Having mentioned what riparian rights are in England, it may, perhaps, be as well to mention
a very serious doubt which arises in this colony from the circumstances connected with our rivers and the
surrounding properties. I think an exaggerated notion has gone about that every person who owns land
bordering upon a stream has by law—he certainly has not necessitate ret—a right to the soil up to the
middle of the stream. It has generally been supposed that that is a universal and irresistible position;
but I venture respectfully to submit that it is not. I think that, if tho position is thoroughly examined, it
will be found that, in several instances, it has been entirely ignored by the English Courts, and it should
be ignored here to a greater extent, because of tbe nature of our rivers. The proprietors of land adjoining
a river have the right to navigate that river; but I do not think they have an absolute right 10 the soil up
•
to the very middle of the stream.
1985. Mr. Triclcctil] Would you regard the river Darling as a navigable stream ? It is capable of
navigation. There are a good many differences of opinion as to the moaning of the word “ navigable ”
Some people consider that a river is only navigable if it is flowing; but I think that any stream is navigable
which is capable of carrying a barge or vessel of any kind. In my own mind I have no doubt as to the
Darling being a navigable stream.
_
1986. Did not the case of Lord versus the Commissioners of Sydney decide tho point that owners of
adjacent land have a right to the soil as far as the middle of tho stream ? No. In that case, which is
reported in 12 Moore P.C7. lieports, the Privy Council, 1 think, did not decide whether the owner had a
right to the soil as far as the middle of the stream.
1987. I thought that case decided that if a river were a navigable river, and also one in which the tide
ebbed and flowed, the owners of adjacent land were entitled to the soil up to the middle of the stream ?
I think the Privy Council avoided that point. The case was capable of being decided on other grounds,
and was, I think, so decided. The second question is as to how this colony will be affected by draining
from the rivers in adjoining colonies? I confess to not being quite capable of understanding the exact
meaning of that question.
.
1988.
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G. Colqalioun, iggg, "W^hat the Committee want to know is, how this colony would be affected, if, by using great
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quantities of water for irrigation, we diminish the flow of water in rivers passing down to another colony ?
Supposing you were to erect a weir aud construct irrigation works which would deprive those below of a
37 June, 1S0C.
large quantity of water, how would you be affected ? With regard to riparian rights, the owner of land
adjoining a river is entitled to have the usual volume of water passing by his place without diminution ;
but you canoot test that question in tbe same way where the rivers are continually liable to floods, and i
think that the definition would have to be considerably modified to meet the circumstances of this colony.
1989. Mr. Black.] The owner of land adjoining a river is entitled to have the same quantity of water
passing by his ground each year? No, not each year. He is entitled to the natural flow of the river.That might be 100,000,000 gallons a day one year, aud only 1,000,000 gallons a day anothesr year.
1990. Of course, the owner of land adjoining a river suffers no infringement of his_ rights if there is a
natural cessation in the flow of tlie river; but would he have any cause of complaint if yon artificially
regulated the flow ? Such a regulation of the flow might bo beneficial to him, because a regular flow \\ ould
be better than a flood at one time, and only a trickling of water at another? 1 said that a person
owning a mill was entitled to the water from the stream for the uso of the mill, provided he allowed it to
flow back to the stream again.
.
1991. If the Government by the construction of locks and weirs hold back tbe flood-waters of a river,
liberating them so as to cause a nearly equal flow all the year round, will those living lower down the stream ■
have any cause of complaint? I think tliat if a dam wore erected, either by private individuals or by the
Crown, which, to put an extreme case, actually impounded the whole of the water, it "could be an
interference with the riparian rights of people lower down the stream. That really answers the question.
It is all a matter of degree.
*
.
1992. Chairman.'] We want to be clear as to wdiether it is necessary to come to any arrangement with any
of the other colonies before taking water for the purposes of irrigation ? Ido not sec how we can interfere
with the neighbouring colonies. If we impounded water immediately upon the border line, they might say,
“Yon may do this in your own colony, but we will not allow you to do it here." I do not suppose that
such a question lias ever arisen. I do not remember ever coming across auyc ascs of the kind before.
1993. If New South Wales took large quantities of water for irrigation purposes, she might interfere
with the supply required for the South Australian irrigation colonies ? 1 do not know that I shall be
right in saying, first come first served, but I think that we have the first^ legal right to use the water.
Cases of this kind have occurred in England. The first occupant of certain land has been in the habit of
taking a certain quantity of water out of a river, and people coming afterwards have interfered with his
doing so ; but this interference has not been permitted, although the second comers have an original right
to take the same quantity of water from the stream as is taken by the first occupant. I think I am
right in, saying that there have been cases of that kind. I apprehend that your question means this:
Has the Crown the right to impound up into a large lake a quantity of water which might be serviceable
to tbe other colonies, but without interfering with the rights of the owners of land in this colony . In
reply to that I say that I think we have the right to do what we like with our own. I do not think we
are bound to consider the position in which a neighbouring colony, hundreds of miles away from the
scene of operations, will stand if wc impound a- large quantity of water at a certain point. If an
tion were raised by an adjoining colony, no one could say exactly what were the sources of supply which
furnished water to that colony. Wo may catch at a certain point all the water that is given to us there, and
so long as we permit the people in our own colony living along the banks of any stream in which water
has been impounded to have the proper natural use of that stream, I do not see that there is any legal
reason why we should not impound the water.
_
.
.
1994'. Mr. TrickettDoes not the principle apply that no one has a right to use the water flowing m a
stream to the prejudice of another, either above or below him r If those who had a right to the use of
such water dammed up the water to such an extent as to-cause it to flow over the lands of a stranger, that
stranger "would have a right of action. But that right of action would accrue apart from the right ot
using the water. He would be injured by misuse of the water.
...
1995. If it is a misuse to throw water back in the way you describe, is it not equally a misuse to
prevent it from flowing past land lower down the stream, or to diminish the volume that would naturally
flow past such laud ? T have already said that the proprietor below is entitled to have the quantity of
water flowing past his land that would flow past it under natural conditions. I do not mean to say that
any one has the right to catch surplus water and throw it ou to his own land to the detriment of another
private owner. 1 am sure that no one has that right. lam speaking of the Darling River, and of the
right to utilise the water of that river for irrigation purposes. If the work of irrigation is to tho pre
judice of any private owner, the consent of that private owner must be obtained, or he will have ground
for complaint—that is, unless legislation steps in. Of course, if all the land is Crown land, there will be
no private owner to contend with. If, in impounding the water, you somewhat reduce the volume of the
flow, the amount of injury that is done may be merely nominal, and cases of the kind have arisen in England
in which merely nominal damages have been given. It is merely injuria sine damno. _
,
199G. The Committee is considering a. scheme for locking the Darling so as to improve the river for
navigation, and to allow the water in it to be used for irrigation purposes. Do you think that legislation
would be necessary to give the Crown the right to carry out such a scheme ? I think there should be
some author!tv. It would, perhaps, be a httle daugerous to take such action without legislative authqrity.
Wbcn they wanted to conserve the Thames, they had to go to Parliament for authority to do it. I
certainly think it would be advisable to get Legislative authority for this work, and then any plaintiff
would find it rather difficult to substantiate a claim against tbe Crown. ^
1997. Were you consulted about the Water Rights Bill now before Parliament ? No, and if I had been
I should have declined to advise, because it is no part of the duty of the Crown Solicitor to advise upon
such matters.
. ,
1998. Do you care to give an opinion upon it ? No. I might perhaps give a wrong opinion, and I might
afterwards have to sit in judgment upon such an opinion.
_
_
__
1999. You were not consulted in regard to the Bill, and you do not wish to give an opinion upon it. No.
In this country it is very doubtful whether our grants permit the owners of land adjacent to a river to own
the soil as far as the middle of the river in every instance.
2000. In Victoria they generally make some reservation in favour of the Crown ? The tendency of our
early grants was not to give the soil as far as the middle of the river. I have known grants in which 100
feet frontage has been reserved, even at Armidale. The next question I was asked waa to give a precis of
the
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the legislation upon the sub ject of riparian rights in vogue in other countries where irrigation is practised, G.Ccdqnli<nin,
and. to state the scope of the rights of the Crown and of the private individual in this regard. This is ^__ ^
such a wide order, that I am unable to accommodate the Committee in regard to it. \Vre know very well 17 junfjigfi6.
that there have been disputes iu connection with some of the large rivers in America. In connection
with the Mississippi, for instance, there was a dispute between the United States G-overnment and the
Spaniards ; but that was rather as to the right of navigation than of irrigation. There was no question
as to the right of persons to go up the stream ; but disputes arose as to the manner in which navigation
was to bo carried on. These disputes were settled by convention. Again, on the St. Lawrence, a similar
dispute arose. There tho right of navigation was admitted ; but there was a. dispute^ as to the mode in
which it was to be carried on, I think it would be impracticable to ascertain the laws of the different nations
in respect to riparian rights. There are a good many laws governing the riparian rights of people on tbe
Hhme,and onagood many of the rivers in I'Tance; but I do not think aknowledge of them would be of any use
to the Committee. 1 have not been able to satisfy myself about this matter, because 1 have not the necessary
books to look into, nor have 1 had tbe time to consider such a very large question. Anyone who wants to study
the question at all will find an excellent chapter in “ 'Wheaton’s International Law,’' which deals with it.
The last question was,—What are the claims, if any, sought to be set up by the adjoining colonies with
respect to the Murray Eiver. 1 think it is generally well known that the Constitution Act defines the
boundary of the colony of ]STew South Wales as being on the southern side of the liiver Murray. That
is a geographical boundary, and it brings the waters of the Murray within the territory of blew South
Wales ; but, inasmuch as the Murray is for many hundreds of miles a navigable stream, I do not think
that the right of navigation is taken away from the inhabitants of South Australia, or from the inhabitants
of Victoria. The question as to the mode in which they may navigate it of course aiises, just as it arose
on the Mississippi. Tho question was first raised somewhere about the year ISfjO, in connection with the
imposition of border duties. On tho 4th August, 1861, a letter was written by the Chief Secretary of
Victoria to the Colonial Secretary of blew South Wales, in reply to a letter from the latter to the former
dated the 8th June, which bore solely upon the establishment of border duties. Tbe Chief Secretary
'
of Victoria, in the letter to which 1 refer, expressed his “ regret that in seeking the ass^tance
of ibis Government in the matter of Customs duties on goods crossing the Murray into Ivew
South Wales, your Government should have embarrassed the subject by raising for the lirst^ time
the larger and more important question of the control of the river, and denying the right of A ictoria to the free and unrestricted use of its waters for her own commerce.” That led to a variety
of correspondence, and ultimately, a deputation came from Victoria about the matter. Some agree
ment appears to have been entered into on 15th April, 1RG5, when there were present as representing
bew South Wales the Hon. Charles Cowper, the Hon. Dohu I jay ley Darvall, and the Hon.
Thomas Ware Smart; tho Victorian representatives being the Hon. James McCulloch, the Hon.
Archibald Michic, and the Hon. George Verdon. It was then unanimously agreed that certain artieiesshould form the basis of an agreement between tho respective Governments of Hew South Wales and
Victoria, the first of those articles being in these words, “The Government of Hew South Wales does not
contend for exclusive jurisdiction over the waters of the Murray.” Looking through the papers I do not
see that there has been any further question in regard to the matter, except with reference to the
ownership of two islands in the Murray near the South Australian border. These islands had been for
some considerable time claimed by Victoria, and Victoria was receiving the rent for them. On the matter
being brought before tbe Government of Hew South Wales, a survey was made, the result being that the
islands again became Hew South Wales territory, it having been proved that the southern branch of the
river was its mam bed.
i
2001. That declaration would not affect any question of boundary ? Ho. The Chief Secretary of Victoria
only wrote about tbe denial of the right of Victoria to the free and unrestricted use of the Murray for
our own commerce. My impression is that, under the rules of international law, Victoria has a right to
use the Murray for her own commerce; but not to tbe detriment of this colony. Tliat is how the
question arose about tbe border duties.
2002. You think that Victoria has an absolute right to use the Murray ? I do ; but not to use it in such
a way as to interfere with our fiscal arrangements, or anything of that kind. Lor instance, if Victoria
purposed invading Queensland, she could not bring her army over the Murray without our consent.
2008. Has Victoria the right to take water from the river ? J do not think that we need trouble our
selves about that, though it might affect South Australia.
200-1'. I judge from your remarks that anything done by this colony in the way of locking the Darling is
not likely to cause claims for compensation to be made by the sister colony of Victoria? I do not think
that any such claims will be made by the sister colonies.
2005. 1 understood you to say that people living on the banks of a river have a right to use the water lor
themselves and for tiieir stock ? Yes; that is such stock as they employ for domestic purposes. Ido
not mean nil the stock running over one of the large leasehold areas that we call stations.
2000. That is their only right ? Yes, I think so.
2007. Do yon think they have the right to take water for irrigation purposes? Ho ; if that right were
conceded to them, they would he able to divert the river by means oi flumes, to convey the water to some
distant part.
^
200S. Seeing that their riparian rights are of this limited character, do you think that this proposed
scheme would give the people on the river any claim for compensation ? I think it is possible that they
might have some claim, but as to tbe extent of that claim I should not like to speak.
2001). It would be very small? Yes, without any actual damage.
2010. Although the claim might be created, it would be so small that it would not be advisable to press
it ? I do not think it would be advisable 1o allow any such claim to be made. If there is any likelihood
of the claim being made, the Crown should be protected. Tbo Crown is only the trustee of these water
ways, and as a trustee it should be protected.
2011. Therefore, some protective legislation should bo passed before we enter upon any large scheme of
the kind into which the Committee is now enquiring ? I think tliat some such legislation should be passed
before any work of the kind is entered upon.
TUESDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Eoclis and Weirs on the River Darling.
Alexander Oliver, Esq., M.A., President, Land Appeal Court of New South Wales, sworn, and examined:—
Chairman.'] I understand that you desire to limit your evidence to the question of riparian rights ?
Tes. The first point upon which 1 understand the Committee wish information is the international
aspect of this question. The Murray, as T daresay the members of the Committee are perfectly well
aware, has been specifically banded over to New South Wales by the Constitution Act, therefore, there is
a broad distinction between the intercolonial rights quoad the Murray, and quoad the Darling. The
Darling is a tributary or affluent of the Murray, and no Imperial legislation has been passed which aSects
it. For that reason I think that we have a freer hand in dealing with the Darling than in dealing with
the Murray ; in fact, in my opinion, our hand is absolutely free with regard to the Darling. I do not
think that it is possible that South Australia, which is the only country that might be affected by works
on the Darling, could be seriously injured by such works, because the volume of water pouring down the
river must be so immense that it would be practically untouched by any irrigation scheme, though this is
a matter for an expert to give evidence upon rather than for me to speak of. Of course, if there were a
drought simultaneously in Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, and the lower part of South Australia,
the %>w of water in the Murray—say, at Hen mark—might be appreciably diminished; but no such
drought has ever yet occurred.
2013. You arc of opinion that the supply of water in the Darling is so ample that it is not likely that
friction will arise between the colonies in regard to irrigation, and that therefore New South Wales will
have no need to fall back upon any rights of possession which she may have? Yes. Then, too, it would
be quite impossible to say how much South Australia was injured, if at all, by the taking of water from
the Darling, because she gets her supply from the Murray after the Darling has flowed into it. 1 men
tioned Eenmark because there is an irrigation colony there, which is vitally concerned with the height of
the water in the river. I do not think that there could ever be any difficulty with South Australia because
of any works carried out on the Darling. However, as I said before, I am no expert upon these matters.
With regard to the legal question, that is a very different thing. I take it to be the law that the whole
of the water-course of the Darling legally belongs to New South Wales, and that this Colony has the
entire right and control over the waters of the Darling. But if there were any sensible diminution of the
water flowing past a place in South Australia—say, Eenmark~-or any pollution of that water, it might be
held, on principles analogous to the principles underlying the ordinary common law, that Smifh Australia
had cause of complaint. I make that remark on the assumption that the people of a State in the aggre
gate have riparian rights analogous to those possessed by private individuals ; but in all parts of the world
with which I am acquainted, any difficulties arising in this way have been settled by convention.
2014. Mr. Trickeit.~] 'there was a convention about the Murray once ? There was an attempt at a
convention, but I do not know that it ever came to anything. Wc had trouble with Victoria in connection
with her border duties, and also in connection with Rental Island. 1 do not think that the Rental Island
difficulty ever went to the Rrivy Council as an appeal of law ; it was the subject of arbitration here. Sir
John O’Shaughncssy was the Victorian arbitrator, and Sir Edward Deas-Thomson was the arbitrator for ■
this Colony, and the Rrivy Connell decided that Rental Island belongs to Victoria, apparently upon the
evidence that the channel between Rental Island and Victoria was only an ana-branch and that the real
bank of the Murray, and therefore the boundary of Victoria, was the shore of Rental Island which fronted
Neiv South "Wales, Whenever in other parts of the world difficulties of this kind arise, the usual way
of deciding them is by convention. Such conventions have been held in the States of America, in Europe,
and in every part of the world.
2015. Chairman.] In your opinion, when the whole of these colonies deal with these matters in conference,
there will be some recognition of inter-state obligations ? Yes ; at the same time I wish to say that,_ so
far as I know anything of the internalional law on this subject, the whole control of the Darling
belongs to this Colony, and her right could not be challenged. That is all I have to say about the
Darling in regard to the international aspect of this question. Other points may arise with regard to the
Murray, Dumaresq, and the Macintyre. With regard to the riparian rights of the holders of land upon
the Darling I have had sent to me the evidence of the Crown Solicitor. I have read that evidence, and,
as I do not wish to express opinions here which are not supported by the highest authority, I have made
some extracts from the reports of cases decided by the Privy Council, the House of Lords, and other
courts of high authority. While I have the highest opinion of the Crown Solicitor as an accomplished
lawyer, I would point out that he came before the Committee as the Crown Solicitor, and as Crown
Solicitor he was concerned in conserving all possible rights of the Crown. Therefore I apprehend that
it is only right and fair that his evidence should be considered in that light. I am under no such obligation
or “ official equation,” that I am aware of. In the first place, when Mr. Trickett asked Mr. Colquhoun
about the case of Lord versus ihe Commissioners of Sydney, I think that that gentleman was under a wrong
impression as to what that decision was. For the past twenty years I have paid much attention to these
matters. 1 do not know that I am a specialist. In the English law—I do not speak about the American
law—there is not much to collect which is physically applicable to our special conditions.
2016. Mr. Jh-ickett.] What do you consider to be the rights of the owners of land on the banks of tbe
Darling ? That raises the very serious question, whether the owners of land adjoining a river which is
not affected by the tide, but which is subject to public rights of navigation, can avail themselves of the
common law presumption, and. are entitled to hold usque ad medium JUum aquae. That is a point which
has never been determined judicially, so far as 1 know, in this Colony with regard to non-tidal but navigable
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rivers, though it has been with regard to highways, Tho nearest approach to any decision upon the subject
Ohveri
is in the case I have already quoted—Lord versus the Commissioners of Sydney. That case decided and
there is no doubt of this—that in regard to a non-navigable. non-tidal stream the holder of a Crown grant ^ ^ . jggQ_
took with it ownership of the soil under that stream, ad medium Jilum. "What the Privy Council would not
decide, and what the Crown Solicitor probably bad in his mind, was whether riparian rights depended upon
ownership of the bed of the creek or only upon ownership of the land as far as the hank. The Privy
Council would not give a ruling upon that point because it was not necessary for the decision. ^ They were
of opinion that by its language the grant itself carried with it ownership of the land to the middle thread
of the stream. That case, however, only determined the law with reference to non-navigable, non-tidal
rivers. Now we have to do with a non-tidal but navigable stream.
_
2017. Did not the decision in Lord’s case lay it down that the river must be non-navigable, and not
subject to the e,bb and flow of the tide ? That was not laid down as part of the principle of the decision ;
hut those were the facts, and there may always be an attempt to distinguish that case from any concerning
a river such as the Darling. The facts were that tho stream was non-lidal and non-navigable ; but is the
law applicable in that case applicable where the stream is non-tidal but navigable? The Privy Council in
its decision, which was given by Sir John Coleridge, did not lay that down as a ground at- all. The
decision itself is applicable to the Darling; the facts are not.
2018. Will you give us your opinion as to what arc the rights of grantees from the Crown of lands
situated on the banks of the Darling ? Of course, we must suppose a grant in the usual terms: “ On the
Darling,” “ bounded by the Darling,” or with some equivalent words, that is, with no reservation, either
expressed or implied, so ns to bring it on all-fours with the grant in Lord’s ease. Assuming such a grant,
the question is—What would the law, as laid down by a court of highest authority, declare? Here we
come to the crux, and there is no disguising the fact that it is a crux. In England they have no such
water-course as the Darling; and therefore the law as it has been evolved there may fairly enough be
argued to be inapplicable to such a stream as the Darling, The judges of seven or eight of tho States in
the American Union have made the distinction, and have refused to apply the English common law to
their rivers. For example, that has been done in Pennsylvania, Tennessee, the two Carolinas, and other
States whose names 1 have forgotten. On the other hand the English common law in its entirety has
been held applicable in such States as New York, Massachusetts, Illinois, Connecticut, Indiana, and others.
The preponderance of authority there is in favour of the English common law doctorine, and even a large
river like the Mississippi has been held to be non-navigable because it is beyond the influence of the tides.
2019. Is that a recognised decision ? Yes, and a most important decision. It was given by the Supreme
Court of Indiana, and J shall presently hand m some authorities which you will see support what I say.
The preponderance of opinion in the American Courts, both in number and in value, is strongly in favour of the English law.
_
2020. Then your opinion runs in the direction that the owners of land on the banks of tho Darling have
property in the Boil to the middle of the stream ? That is the American law, and I take it that it is a fair
answer to those who contend that the English law has no applicability here to say that in America a
majority of the States have adhered to the English law. The American streams more closely resemble
ours than anything vou can discover in‘England. In England, at a very short distance from the
embouchures of the rivers, navigation is carried on by means of locks and canals, and tho law there has
been settled for years .that, whether a stream is navigable or not, if it is not influenced by the tides,
the riparian owners of land, on each side of it are presumed to be entitled to the soil of tho bed of the
river up to the middle thread. That opinion has been held ever since the time of Lord Hale, and has been
affirmed over and over again. I do not remember any recent case in which it has been disputed in England.
According to the preponderance of legal opinion, Ibe Darling is not navigable in law, though it may be
navigable in fact. As I have already pointed out, it has been decided in America that the Mississippi is
a non-navigable stream throughout tho State of 1 ndiana, while a similar decision has been given in regard to
the Hudson. One of the reasons given for these decisions in America is, that it is better that this land
should belong to some one than that it should be a sort of no-man s land, as it would be if it belonged
to the State.
__
,
2021. Has there been any decision upon the point out here? None, that I am aware of ; and I think I
should have known if there had been. The Land Appeal Court has held, following the authority of
Lord’s case and others, that at a certain part of tho Nepean, between Penrith and llichmond, where tho
river is. as a matter of fact, non-navigable, the owner of land granted by the words “ on the Nepean ’ was
entitled to the laud ad medium Jilum. There was an appeal to the Supreme Court, but it was dismissed on
a preliminary objection. The case came to the Appeal Court as a reference from a land board for direction.
The Appeal Court went into it fully, with the result that I have stated, and the Crown, feeling aggrieved,
asked tbe Appeal Court to state a case to the Supreme Court; hut their honors, the judges would not
entertain it, because they thought that it was merely academical. The case to which I refer is known as
Waldron's case.
i
2022. What right has a man to so deal with the water of a stream as to diminish the supply passing by
the property below him, or to throw back water upon land above him ? It appears to me that we must
be guided by the common law of England, There are many parts of the Darling where the bed of the
river must still belong to the Crown.
2023. Chairman.] When the Crown holds land on both sides of a river it also has the property in the bed
of that river ? Yes.
2021'. When the Crown owns land on one side of the river, and a private owner owns the land on the
other side of the river, half the bed of the river belongs to the Crown and half to the private individual?
Yes, I think that would be the decision of the highest authorities. Supposing tho Crown constructs works
in the bed of tho river on its own soil, where no question of ad medium filwm ownership occurs, this may
have two effects—the water may be so dammed back as to flood the land of owners higher np the stream,
while the supply to owners lower down the stream may be diminished. This amounts to an infringement
of the rights of these owners, or what the lawyers call injuria; hut the compensation which riparian
proprietors would get for such injury would only be in proportion to the actual damage sustained. But
I apprehend that works of the kind of which I am speaking would be the subject of various remedies.
They might amount to tho creation of a public nuisance,,,or of a private nuisance, and might, according to
the nature of the nuisance, b.e the subject of abatement or of an injunction, an information, or of an action
for damages. The Crown would have no more right to damage the property of a private riparian owner
than
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than another private individual would have. But there are many tilings which the Crown could do which,
although on the first appearance they might as public nuisances import damage or injury, would really
inflict only inappreciable and no special damage, and in such a case the party aggrieved would have no
1S9G.
remedy by action, though he might by information iiled by the Attorney-G-eneral. Of course, under
certain circumstances, there would also-be the remedy by Abatement.
202o. Mr. Triekeit.'\ That being so, do you think it would be desirable, before constructing locks and
weirs on tbe Darling, to bring in legislation to prevent burnt!sing law actions ? Unquestionably. I may
add that in nearly every case 1 know of elsewhere such works have had the support of legislation.
2026. Another matter to be considered is the effect of forcing back water into ana-branches and similar
depressions f If yon could be sure that the work would result in no appreciable damage to any one,
legislation would not be necessary.
2027. But these works, although advantageous by conserving water for future use, might be detrimental to
people living on the banks of the river 7 Yes. I know the Darling pretty well; I have travelled on
both sides of it all the way down, and I think it would be rather a difficult thing to find a place where
vou could construct a dam without the possibility of doing a good deal of damage to the property of some
adjacent owners if a flood should occur.
202^. If; by reason of tho construction of one of these dams the river were to cut a new channel for
itself through private property, the owner of that property would have an action for compensation?
There is not the least doubt about ft.
•
2029. And I daresay you have noticed that that is not at all an impossible condition? Hot at all. The
same thing has happened over and over again in America.
202,0. With what result? I am not prepared to say what legal proceedings have followed,but frequently
in America a very slight interference with the river has made it deviate very considerably from its course.
That may or may not be an advantage, but in most cases it would cause injury.
2031. Looking at all these points of difficulty, do you think the Committee would be justified in recom
mending that before tho Grovernmcnt commenced any scheme of the kind into which we are considering
legislation should be introduced to cover their actions? I think there is no doubt about that. I. forgotto
mention what might be the position of the Crown in regard to any obstructions to navigation. Works
might bo constructed by the Crown on its own soil, which might, nevertheless, obstruct tbe navigation of
the river. The right of navigation is a public right, and is paramount to every other right, and any work
carried out by the Crown which obstructed navigation would be a public nuisance.
_
2032. Chairman.] Could I, as a landowner on the banks of the Darling, put up a wharf in the river?
Undoubtedly, if it was erected on your own ground, and did not affect the navigation of the river, or
obstruct the flow of water, or do any other consequential damage. You would put up such a wharf at
your own risk. Tho right to put up a wharf would he controlled by the public rights of navigation.
2033. Can you define this right of navigation ? It ie the right of anyone to go to and fro on the river,
make fast to its banks, and anchor where he likes. The man who put np a wharf in the Darling which
projected more than a few feet from tho banks would do it at his own risk, and if any steamboat
master found that it was an obstacle to navigation he could pull it down, but at his own risk, because
any man who abates a nuisance does so at his own risk, and that risk is by no means an inconsiderable
one. The master of a steamboat might, if he thought necessary, get tho Attorney-General to file an
informationj or he might go to the Court of Equity for an injunction to prevent the erection of a wharf—
in fact, ho would have plenty of remedies. In Spain and in Italy the State has taken over the beds of
these watercourses; but that has not been so here, and in the absence of much needed legislation we
have to consider what the common law on the subject is.
'
2031. Mr. Trickett.] How are these difficulties got over in the old country, where there are so many
canals and locked rivers? "When you get past the influence of the tides on the English rivers, you
generally find the water conserved by a system of locks, and, as a general rule, the right to use the towpath is regulated by legislation, while the "watercourse is put under conservators. There are some rivera
where there is a customary right of towing, arising from immemorial user. Many watercourses—for
instance, the great Bridgewater Canal—are the subject of legislation, in which every matter has been
elaborately dealt with.
"
_
_
_
2035. This all points to the necessity of having similar legislation here? Yes; if the State embarks in
any considerable works in anticipation of, or without, legislation a large harvest of law suits will be reaped
by some people.
_
...
2036. You told us a little while ago that the people down stream would have a right of aclion if. their
water supply was interfered with ? If the interference amounted to a public nuisance, they could not
maintain an action without proof of special damage, and they would be so informed by any counsel
advising them. If it was a legal injury accompanied by actual special damage they would get substantial
compensation, proportionate to the amount of damage suffered,
2037. The same principle of law would operate if any land was swamped, or submerged by the damming
back of the river ? Yes ; the rights of tho upper riparians would stand on the same level as those of the
lower riparians.
2033. When the Sectional Committee was recently at Bourke the Daiding was a dirty, torpid, narrow,
muddy stream ;—supposing the construction, of weirs materially decreased the supply of water lower down
the river the people affected would have ground for an action for compensation? Yes. Supposing a man
had a mill, or a wool-washing plant, below the weir, and the river level was so lowered that he could not
use the water, actual damage would ho done to him, and he would have a right to bring an action to
recover compensation, unless the State had protected itself by legislation. I. look upon most of these
rights to the soil of the Darling as not moaning very much; that is to say, if an act were passed vesting the
soil of tho Darling in the Crown, subject to the payment by way of compensation of such amounts as
might be due to any riparian proprietor who had been deprived of bis land by the action of Parliament, I
do not think tho amount of compensation which would have to bo paid would be very large. Asa rule
the proprietors on the Darling would not be affected by such an Act. These rights are rather illusory;
they do not mean much. If I had been consulted with regard to the Water Bights Bill, 1 should have
advised that the Bill should vest the whole of the freshwater river beds in the Crown, and to provide that
where any person was injured by the operation of the statute, and could prove injury, he should be
entitled to such compensation as the Courts might award. That provision has been made over and over again
in England and elsewhere, and that some such legislation is necessary here I have not the slightest doubt,
-2039. Mr. Zee.] The right to the soil under a river might not mean much, hut the construction of a weir
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might limit the quantity of water flowing in the river below it, and might cause lands above it to be subject jV
to the risk of floods ? Yes, that would be a very serious matter; but it would be a question for experts
to determine what would be the probable results of the work.
,
21 July,
2040. Mr, Trickett.] The Uarling is the drain of all the north-western country, and the construction or
locks and weirs in it might have the effect of restricting the flow? Yes, unless tlie by-washes were properly
constructed. The flood-water of 1890 came principally from Queensland, The rainfall in this Colony had
not been very great. That flood, although the water rose perhaps not more than 18 inches above the bank
at Bourke, caused immense disaster lo pastoralists. The country out there is so level that it is difficult to
find an eminence 20 feet high.
.
.
2041. Mr. Sumphery!] Your opinion appears to be that legislation should precede the construction of the
proposed works ? Yes; or any important works in the bed of the Darling.
_
_
2042. It is an extremely hazardous thing to proceed with such works now, pending legislation? I should
think so—very hazardous.
, ,
2043. Mr. Roberts.] You appear to hold quite a contrary opinion to that of the Crown Solicitor on
the question of the rights of adjoining owners to the soil in the bed of the stream ? J do.,
2044. You hold that if a man owns laud on the banks of a river, he has a right to the soil up to the middle
of the stream ? I would rather say that that is the law as laid down by judges of authority.
2045. Has the owner of land on the banks of a river a right, by virtue of that ownership, to use the
water of the river without the consent of the Crown? He has what the lawyers call a usufruct, that is,
the use of the water without any ownership in it. He can take it for the purposes of his tenement,
so long as he takes only a reasonable quantity, and does not diminish the supply of those below. "Water,
like air and light, is a thing in which you cannot have any property ; you can only use it, and yon must
onlv use it iu such quantities as not to interfere with the rights of others. That seems a vague definition,
but it is as far as the law of England has allowed itself to go. If a man has a frontage of 100 chains to
an intermittent stream, can he irrigate 50,000 acres, or water 20,000 sheep ? That is to say, can he take
a larger quantity of water than is proportionate for the length of his frontage? The tendency of the
English courts is to say, “Ho, he can not’’; but they are not able to say how much he may take. All
they are able to say is that, when he takes such a quantity as to inflict injury with special damage upon
any one below the person damaged has a remedy against him.
, , .
.
2046. Can a man take water from a river for irrigation purposes? Yes, for irrigating his own land,
provided he does not take an excessive quantity in comparison with his frontage. The judges have said
that he can take so much water as, allowing for absorption by the soil, will still permit the_ riparian
proprietors below to have a supply brought to them without appreciable diminution. A. man might take
10,000,000 gallons from a. stream which was constantly running, and probably 3 miles below you would
see no diminution in the supply. The quantity which may he taken depends largely on the size of the
stream. A man might taka an immerse quantity from the Murray, but from a very small stream he could
only take a correspondingly small quantity. Our law is to some extent founded on a scriptural basis: you
must do to others what you would that they should do unto you.
[Mr. Oliver then handed iu some extracts from English and American Cases and Text Books.
Vide Appendix.]
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APPENDIX.

A,
[To.Evidence of C. E. Shainivald, Esq.]
P.ETllltK showing Days the Darling River was navigable from 1st January, 18S2, to 26th May, 1S96, inclusive.

Tear.

Days open.

Days closed.

1SS2
1883
1884
1886
1886
1887
1888

84
44
21
31
222
269
82

.28)
321
346
'334
143
96
234

Pcrccntajfc open
during Year.
*23
•12

•06
■08
-61
■74
:22

1 Year.
1

1889

1
,
,

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

1
I

Days open.

Days closed.

190
364
282
247
337
282
54

83
119
28
S3
311

Percentage open
during Year.
■52
-97
■77
•68
•92
'77
■15

ii

■

1

Average ior fourteen years, 49yjer cent,
_ During 1896 to date, 25tli May, the river has been navigable for seventy-one days and closed for seventy-five days,
and is at present not navigable.
As emphasising the irregular character of navigation and its dependence almost wholly on tropical rains, which are
purely fortuitous, it may be added that the months of the year during the past fourteen years in which navigation has
been most frequent are January .and February.

B.
[To Evidence of J. W. Boirftbee, Esqd\
Return showing Cost, Annual Revenue, and Expenditure in connection with Government Artesian Bores.

Bore.

Flow in
Depth
per
in feet. gallons
diem.
ApproxD
mute.

•Goonery...............
Bourke ...............
Ifstive Dog .......
Barringnn ...........
Enngonia ...........
IV aroo ...............
Youngerrina.......
Yantabulla..........
Kyngan ...............
■Green Camp.......
Moongulla. ..........

1,467
457
1,711
1,666
1,385
165
209
710
1,327
2,570

UungleKidge.....

120

Revenue
per annum,

Cost.
£

s. d.

S50’000

•240
2,270
K009
3,785
3,079
705
763
754
1,733
2,154
eisss

2,566

850,000

7,278 0

Tolarno ..............
91-mile ..............
Osaccft ...............

1,602
2,002
1.646

I'll in ping

Clifton ...............
Sandy Creek.......
Packsaddle ......
Hay ...................
Dalmoreve........
Opera....................
Bavrona ..............
Currabulla.........
Mulgauy...............
Tincnelooka .......
Cuttaburra...........
Jiclahe ...............
Kul kyne ...........
"Walkdon's...........
Kelly’s Camp.......
Sibraas ............
Kerribree Creek..
Gidgia Camp.......

1,638
780
1.942
1,962
1,237
803
1,010
1,973
1,700
1,231
1,707
1j56d
1,781
1,604
1,577
1.039
1.193
2,002

2,000,000

5,000

500,000
170,000
320,000
17,000
120,000
7,500
Bumping

350,000

3,036
4.013
3,276

0
0

0

1
6 5
10 9
4 9
S 7
4 6
1 10
10 4
15
10 5

5

1
5

2
0
0
0
0
0

6
0
0
0
0
0

3.

d.
Leased,

23

0

0

Leased under bonus system.
Leased.
No appliances.

204

0

0

00

0

0

325

5

6

Caretaker, 2 assistants. Revenue- Collections, rent of blocks, nnrt
right of water fees. Expenditure
incidental to Government farm ineluded in tliia.

9

7

200,000
600,000
700,000
800,000
7,000

2,059 15 7
2,188 3 0
1,554 19 S
1,602 15 1
2,599 0 0

52,000

90
40
06
12
20
60

£

lease and water-right fees.
No appliances.

20,000 1
400,000

200,000
rmirpmu

£ S. d.
17 10 0

JlcTDarkfi.

1

3.476 14 9
1.872 11 7
3,982 3 i
4 on It 1
2;si7 13 0
1,357 13 6
1,482 2 4
2,468 1 5
1,445 15 9
1,463 15 6
2,302 15 11
2,882 2 9

Pumping

li.xpenditurp,
wages, &c.

Srifid- 15

1

146

0

0

Caretaker. Revenue — Collection;:
and water-right fees.

1 10

146

0

0

Caretaker.
No appliances.

48

0

0

45
45

0
0

0
0

109 10

0

109 10
127 15

0
0

127 15

0

42 11
106
10
5
25
1
5
90

S

20

0

u
0
0
0
0
5
0

121 17
40 0
20 0
20 0
100 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0

4
0
0
0
0

Leased.
Leased under bonus system.
Leased.
Leased under bonus system.
Leased.
Caretaker,
Leased.
Caretaker.
Leased.
Caretaker.
Leased.

671
99

.utenduc.

Bore,

Depth
in feet.

Flow in
gallons per
diem.

Poison Point.......
Pera ..................

1,309
1,154

20,000
610,000

£ s. d,
1,650 15 2
1,4S7 17 8

Brigalow ........... 2,292
1,302

150,000
1,378,005

3,232 14 11
3,060 0 6

1,797

1,134,000

4,030 11 10

Nevertire ..........

2,525

Pumping
Kil..........

GilGil

1,726
1 170
400"000
1,64-1
] .542 3,000,0110
3,090 2,000,000

5,301
1,719
2,390
1,638
2J02
2'375

Moree..................

2,792 2,907,000
-

Total ......

|

..........

Revenue
per anuum..

Cost*

8
10
13
13
3
8

7
7
8
10
9
6

6,495 19

1

119,155 5

1

Expenditure,
wages, Ac.

s, d.

£ ‘s, d.

87 12 2

466 3 0

0 9 3

109 10 0

£

Remarks,

No caretaker.
Manager and 3 assistants. Expenditure covers that incidental to
farm. Revenue—Rent of blocks
and eolleetions.
Caretaker.
Municipal Council to pay half cost.
Sunk by Works Department.
No caretaker. Sunk by Works Dcpartment..
Failure.

127 15 0

127 15 0
1,282 9 4

No appliances.
Caretaker.
Recently completed.
Recently completed. Cost not made
»PCaretaker.

2,083 18 6

Bl.
Return showing value and yield of crops grown in America by means of irrigation, area of land irrigated, and cost of water and
maintenance per acre to one user,

Noth.—A,, Artesian ; G., Gravitation ; D., Doubtful.
State.

Coat for
Cost of mainten
Area
cultivated water to ance
and
user per repairsand
per
irrigated.
aero.
acre.

County.

Acres.
California ...... Cr. Fresno ............... 13,000

,,

G. & A. Kern.................. 45,000

„
;;

.......G.
.......c.

„

.......G.

.......G.

Los Angeles.......
>3

3,000

....... 15,000

Merced.............

9,280

„
G. A A. Orange .............. 30,000
4,000
................. G. Placer
.........
;................G. Sacramento....... 1,200
„
,,

G. A A. San Benito ....... 3,000
G. & A. San Bernardino. 41,440

„
G. & A. San Joaquin...... 50,000
45
................. A. Sanoma .........
,,

. G

>>

...... G.

Tnlarft.............. 124,000

j>

...........

1,400

j............... G.

Ynba..................

3,500

..................G.

Arapahoe..........

3,000

......

12,000

Boulder..............
Chaffee..............

4,000
'500

„

. ..C.

„
»

...... D.
.......G.

„

G.AA. Conejos, Costilla, 100,000
Rio Grande,
and Saquaohc.

Products—Value and yield per annum per acre.

Remarks.

£ s. d. £ s. d.
0 4 2 0 0 7i Raisin grapes, £10 8s. 4d. to £41 33s. 4d. per acre;
alfala, £10 8s. 4d. to £20 16s. Sd. per acre; grain
(on same land), £2 Is. Sd. to £3 4s. 2d. per acre ;
tree fruits, £10 8s. 4d. to £41 1.3s. 4d, per acre.
Raisins, peaches, pears, prunes, plums, apricots,
0 6 3 0 0
figs, nectarines, Ac., alfata, hay, live stock,
barley, wheat, potatoes, and garden vegetables
of all kinds. Yield, £20 36s. 8cl. per acre,
........................................................
In progress.
1 0 10
0 4 2 Oranges, lemons, strawberries, Ac., alfala, potatoes,
Ac. ; average yield, from £10 Ss. 4d. to £14ol6s.
8d. per acre.
Oranges yield from £104 3s. 4d. to £20S 6s. 8d. per Two or three crops
.......
acre; lemons yield from £20S 6s. Sd to £312 of different pro
10s. per acre; peaches, pear's, apples, £41 13s. ducts raised
4d. to £104 3s. Id. per acre,
yearly.
Almonds, apricots, berries, nuts, olives, peaches,
pears, plums, prunes, and raisin grapes.
16 0 0 2 1
0 4 2 Chiefly all varieties of deciduous fruits.
8/4 to £2 Table and wine grapes, deciduous fruits, and
vegetables.
0 4 2
Oranges, lemons, peaches, apricots, pears, prunes,
0 3 1
figs, apples, olives, nuts, vines ; average yield,
£20 ICa. Sd. to £166 13s. 4d. per acre.
In progress.
Fruit and gardens yield £62 Is. Sd. per acre............ Permanent water
12 2
right.
Wheat, oats, hurley, corn, potatoes, vegetables,
raisins, prunes, peaches, apples, nectarines,
oranges, lemons, olives, apricots, pears, wine
grapes, alfala, blue grass, nuts of all kinds ;
average yield, £3 5s. to £8 13s. 4d. per acre.
Yield—fruit, £20 16s. 8d. to £52 Is. Sd. per acre :
2/1 to 4/2
vegetables, £+1 13s. 4d. to £02 10s. per acre.
0 12 6 0 1 3 Strawberries, £87 10s. per acre; oranges, £145 Witli water, this
place is a “bo
Kis. 8d. to £2u8 6s. 8d. ; blackberries, £104 3s.
nanza.”
4d. ; peaches, £52 Is. Sd, to £72 ISs. 4d.;
wheat, £2 Is. Sd. to £6 5s. per acre.
;7itol/S Wheat, 25 bushels; oats, 45 bushels; barley 35
bushels; potatoes, 150 bushels; pears, 25
bushels; corn, 30 bushels; clover and timothy,
2A tons; alfala 5 tons per acre.
0 8 4 2/1 to 6/3 Potatoes, alfala, and all garden truck, £5 2s. Id.
to £125 per acre.
2 1 8 0 2 1 Wheat, oats, barley, corn, potatoes, alfala, clover,
timothy, garden products, and all fruits (except
tropical) yield on average £2 Is. Sd, per acre.
0 0 5 Grain, £3 2s. Gd. ; fruit, £20 16s. Sd. per acre.
2 1 8, 0 2 1 Wheat, oats, barley, rye, potatoes, peas, turnips,
1 6 0^/10 to 1/3
average £4 2s. 4d. per acre.
Wheat, 25 to 30 bushels; oats and barley, 40 to 50
bushels; potatoes, 175 to 200 bushels per acre.

672
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County,

State.

Area
Cost of
cultivated water to
and
user iier
irrigated. acre.

Acres.
Colorado .......G.

El Paso..

„

G. &. A. Fremont

„

G.&A.

2,500

.................... G. Garfield and
Pitkin.
n
....... G. Kiowa .............

G.

>>

12,000

Las Animas.

200
200
30,020

.................... G. La Plata

],S00

>>

G. Larimer

19.000

>!

G
....... G.

..

G.

2,300

Larimer & Welc

34.000

Mesa..............

15.000

...............G.

it

15.000
to
18.000

..... G,

Montrose ,

.......G.

Otero........

„

G.

13.000

.......G.

............... G.
„

G.

>t

..... G,

...............G.
it

32.000
Bowers .

1,000
5,000

Pueblo

.....G,

3

2 60

G. San Juan

„

G. San Miguel

440
600
500

■>
„

G.
G.

500
600

>»
SI

Utah.........G. & A. Cache

3

0 6

rights.
Perpetual water
right.
This scheme is cele
brated for its fruits.

Perpetual water
right.

*

19

2

00

0

74 Wheat, oats, barley, rye, alfala, potatoes, corn, and

fruits ; average yield, £3 15s. per acre.
Wheat, 30bushels; alfala, 4-5tons; oats, 40bushels
rye, 30 bushels; barley, 40 bushels; corn, 50
bushels; potatoes, (sweet), 100 bushels ; melons,
4c.
0 2 7 Alfala, 7 tons ; vegetables; grain, 30 bushels;
maize.
8 1/to 12/C Wheat, 20-30 bushels; oats, 30-40 bushels; corn,
40 bushels; grain generally, 20-40 bushels;
alfala, 4-S tons; grain crops, worth £4 3s. 4d.,
to £6 os. per aero; fruit crops, worth £31 5a.;
melons, £10 8s. 4d. to £20 IGs. Sd.; apple crops,
worth £20 IGs. 8d, to £41 !3s. 4d.; garden truck,
£52 is. Sd.; alfala, £4 3s. 4d. to £12 10s; average
revenue from all crops from £4 3s. 4d, to £6 os.
per acre.
0 2 1 Wheat, 30 bushels; oats, 40 bushels; potatoes,
300 bushels, and hay.
1/to 4/2 Cereals, and alfaia, net £4 3s. 4d. to £5 4s, 2d, per
.acre ; crops, separate from grazing or forage,
£3 2s. Gd. to £4 3s. 4d,
0 4 2 Average value products, £20 IGs. Sd. to £52 Is. fid.
per acre, fruit or vegetables.

2 1 8 /7tol/-

G. Donna Ana

„

1

Wheat, 30 bushels ; oats, barley, alfala, potatoes,
onions, cabbages, &c.
2 1 8 0 0 10 Wheat, oats, corn, alfala, potatoes, fruit, vegetables,
4c.
’
2 1 80 0 6 All kinds of semi-tropical fruits (peaches, pears,
to
to
apples, apricots, nectarines, grapes, and almonds),
oats, wheat, com, potatoes, and alfala; estimated
3 6 80 2 7
yield, oats, fcc., and alfala, £3 2s. 6d. to £5 4b. 2d.
per acre ; fruit, £62 10s. to £104 3s. 4d.
0 13 6
Wheat, 25 bushels ; oats, GO bushels ; barley, rye,
alfala, fruit, &c. ; fruit pays best, alfala next.
2 1 8 /5to)/- Wheat, 25 bushels ; oats, 35 bushels ; corn, 30
bushels; beans, 20 bushels; alfala, hay 6 tons,
seed 5 bushels ; sweet potatoes, melons, and all
truck raised extensively.
2 1 8 0 0 7i Wheat, 25-40 bushelk ; oats, 30-60 bushels ; com,
25-40 bushels ; hay, 3 tons; alfala, beans, &c. .
2 12 1 0 0 74 Alfala, 4 tons; wheat, 25 bushels ; corn, 20 bushels;
oats, 50 bushels; barley, 30 bushels; vegetables
and fruit grow to perfection.
2 1 8 0 0 74 Alfala, S tons; wheat, 40 bnsliels; oats, 25 bushels.

9,500

Wells. Grant ........

Remarks

Wheat, 25 bushels; oats, 40 bushels; com, 50
bushels; barley, rye, potatoes, 200 bushels ; hay
14 ton; cabbage and other vegetables, fruit of
temperate zone, and grasses.
2 1 S
Apples, pears, peaches, apricots, alfala, potatoes, Permanent water
and all fruits and vegetables of temperate zone.
right.
Alfala cut three or four times in year yields as
high as 127 tons per acre, worth £1 5s. per ton.
3/4 to 4/2 Fruit and garden yields £31 5s. per acre; alfala, Ditch owned byr
£9 7s. 6d. (5 tons per acre).
landowners.
0 16 S
Wheat, oats, rye, barley, potatoes, and other
vegetables, .alfala, &c.
*0 4 20 12 6 Wheat, 15 bushels; oats, 35 bushels; com, 25 Water right
+1 9 2!
bushels; rye, 25 bushels ; sorghum, 0 tons
annual.
potatoes (sweet), 50 bushels; potatoes (Irish), 75 tPorpetual water
bushels ; vines of all kinds grow welk
right.
0 4 2 Alfala, 4 to 5 tons ; blue stem, I ton; oats, 40-80
bushels; corn, 25-40 bushels; wheat, 30 bushels;
barley, rye, sorghum, vegetables do well; beans
(average 40 bnsliels), apples, grapes, and garden
truck,
218031 W heat, 20 bushels; oats, 45 bushels; alfala, 34 tons,
but yield increases with age.
0 16 S 0 0 5 Wheat (mostly), oats, barley', coni, potatoes, and
alfala; yield—products, £2 19s. 2d. per acre;
forage, £2 10s. per acre.
2 3 6'0 4 2 Cereals : Alfala, native hay, vegetables of all kinds, 24 shareholders at
and fruit; yield—fruit, £4 3s. 4d. to £G210s. per
£208 6s, 8d. per
acre; alfala, £4 3s. 4d. to £10 8s. 4d. per acre.
share for water
0

7,500

„

Products—Value and yield per annum per acre.

£ s. d. £ s. d.

100,000 2 1

Rouatt........

New Mexico

5,000

Cost for
inaiutori'
ancc and
repairs per
1 acre.

3 2
0 16

2

1

*0 0

6
8
4/2 to 6/3 Principally alfala, (3 tons to acre), some corn, and
vegetables.
Alfala, corn, sorghum, and oats.
SO 4 2 All fruits, temperate zone, £83 6s. 8d. per acre ;
grain, 4c., £S 6s. 8d. per acic.
6
Alfala, 3 to 6 tons; grass, 24 tons ; wheat, 30 'Each watering.
bushels; oats, sorghum, potatoes, 4c., some
fruits; value of products, £2 Is. Sd. to £3 2s. 6d.
per acre.
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StHtG.

Cost for
Area
Cost of
cultivfited water to rnaintci]'
ance and
flrjJ
user per repairs
per
irrig'ftted.
acre.
acre.

County,

Utah ... A. &G.

Acres.
......

2,000

Grand ......

1,000

„
»

G.&A. Salt Lake...
G. Tooele ......

30,555
3.000

,,
„

... AG.
... AG.

„

... AG.

»

>>
>.

..... G.

Davis

Utah..........

1,500

ti

............

1.000

i>

.....

15^000

G. Weber ..... .
......
G.

8,000

South Dakota A. Beadle ......

£ s.

Wheat, 25 bushels; barley, 35 bushels; oats, 40
bushels ; potatoes, 100-600 bushels.
0 12 6 Hay, 5 tons (£1 os. per ton); fruit—grapes, £208
6*s. 8d. ; corn, 30 bushels (at 5s. per bushel).
0 63 3/4 to 4/2 All cereals, vegetables, and fruits, temperate zone.
‘0 4 2|0 4 2 Wheat, 30 bushels ; Oats and barley, 00 bushels;
alfala, corn, potatoes, &c,, fruit.
..... 0 2 1 Wheat, oats, corn, hay, potatoes, fruits.
t5 4 20 4 2 Wheat, 20 bushels (average, 3s. Id. per bushel);
alfala, corn, oats, potatoes, beans, sugar-beets,
sugar-cane, and fnut.
2 1 8 0 4 2 Wheat, oats, barley, corn, alfala, tame and wild
hay, sugar-cane, sugar-beets, potatoes, and other
54/2 to 12/0
vegetables, also variety fruits, &e.
0 0 5

, .{Springs) G. M Thereon
..
G, Pennington

1,500

0 0 5

jr

115

i/oj to
2/1

Spink .......

300
160

..

G.
.......A.
.......A.

"Annual rent.
tCost of ditch.
JFirst cost.
§Ammal cost.
Cost per acre,
£1 0s. 10d.to£6 os.

0 4 2'-/5to-/7i Cereals, 20-60 bushels ; potatoes, 200-400 bushels.
....... I ...... ” Wheat, 25-30 bushels ; barley, 40-45 bushels ;
corn, 60 bushels (and over); potatoes, 300 bushels
(or over).
0 4 20 0 5 Wheat, 40 bushels per acre; oats, SO bushels;
corn, 75 bushels; flax, 16 bushels; potatoes.
0 4 20 2 1 Wheat, 30 bushels; oats, barley, corn, millet, flax,
potatoes, and other root crops ; sugar-beets.

2,000

A.

Remarks.

a. £ s. a.

Brown ..... .

»

Products-Value and yield per annum per acre.

200

Note.—The

Mostly hay (native hay, 1 acre), timothy, and
clover (3 tons), corn.
Wheat, 35 bushels; oats, 60 bushels; hay, 3-6 tone.

0 8 4

total area irrigated in the United States is approximately 17,000,000 acres.

C.
[To Evidence of
Coach

P.

Scarr, Esq.~\

Koutcs and other Roads from Bourke and Brewarrina, with Explanatory Diagram.
Koad.

Distance.

,

Remarks.

imles.
* Bourke to Wilcannia, via Louth, down river Darling.................................

250

Not scheduled.

* Bourke to Wanaariug, tends westerly from Bourke.....................................

113

Scheduled £800, 95-6.

* Bourke to Hungerford (on Queensland border), N. W. from Bourke..........

126

Scheduled £300, 95-6.

* Bourke to Barringun (on Queensland border).................................................

80

Scheduled £400, 95-6.

* Bourke to Brenda, up Culgoa ........................................................................

110

(About) not scheduled.

* Bourke to Brewarrina......................................................................................

68

(About) not scheduled.

Bourke to Cobar .................................................................................................... .

100

(About) not scheduled.

* Brewarrina to Walgett ...... ...............................................................................

140

£280 on 95-6 schedule.

* Brewarrina to Byrock

(About) not scheduled, but improved.

(on railway) ...............................................................

60

Brewarrina to Nyngan (on railway).....................................................................

140

(About).

* Brewarrina, ria Bundabulla, towards Brenda .............................................

73

(About).

* Brewarrina to Bokhara or Goodooga (on Queensland border)......................

80

(About) not scheduled, hut improved.

Brewarrina to Enngonia........................................................................................

75

£150 on 95-6 schedule.

The Secretary, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.

PERCY SCARR,
Principal Assistant Engineer, Roads,
23/5/96.

D.

as
o
4^

\_To Evidence of J, 0. II. Mingayc, Esq.t V. C.jS',]
Analyses of Artesian Waters from Various Centres in Now South Wales.

5 -*a
o J; ri ii
ri’C S
H

i

2
3

4

Bore..
Fort Hourkc (private) .
Hrjurleo Boro ......

Corella Station

3!)Q'S72
oS'YOS

34'29S
40'340

llJ
•w! Ci jr

oOw
05

Sat
SCO

m

tS Oa

c co
c So

04

G-712

0-004 _

21-663 12-200 4‘7o0
20-941 2-902
27-813 7-170 i-66o

E

-r-.

4»
iif

I.-3^

u gu
jSGc

sS&

•*J ^2
goo

R— ic
|sa

■330

340-040

trace

4-190

■037
trace
■330

9-720
8-445
8-733

&

£ J o'
p n.'W
gen^.

‘S ca O
C J= m
EktS'
£o5C
*^5

SiT;

,g ri o

£“0

£ 4
,p^-9
0*2 |
c29
£ ^
■112

1 -25
......

trace
trace
trace

1|
j!
E”

O tZ
IS

1 -^ =
me £.2
Si'S!

id
|g
1E
U

For ioe, 000 parts
1 -596
4-088
1-900
i-2S8

390-S72
trace
trace

Voungennut iiore.

32 984

6

Native Hog Bore...

45'108

7 *Mallara Bore ......
•Opera Bore ..........

141-750
31 (i 0

9 tBarronn Bore .......

148-374
129-94S
70-112
35-0S1
39-996
47‘fioO
39-784
34 -335
39-113
50-310

8

10 t'i'inclielooka Bore..
Jl Sibraas Boro . ..
KclJy’a Camp Bore
12
13 yantabulla Bore..
14 Knnconia Bore ..
15 BclaTie Bore ....
10 ICernlirecCk. Bore
Barringun Bore ..
17
IS Corella Bore .......
(No. 2 private)

Soluble saline matter ..... fll*SD2 gr. per gallon.
Insoluble mineral matter .. 1*01)2 ,,
„
Chlorine in combination.... O'lOO ,,
,,
Soluble saline matter .......44*044 gr. pez gallon.
Insoluble mineral matter .. 1*004 ,,
,,
Cblorir*1 iu combination.. 4*fifi0 ,,
,,

#

#
C

s-isio

7-952

3-526
24-951
10-809
17-369
30-367
27-773
17-596
23-932

*

A strong saline water, unsuitable for human con’
sumption, stock, and irrigation.

53-708
34-298
40-340

(No. 1 Bore, private)

5

RoiriA.r'kfl.

TmuGraar

Locality.

Free

No

Ammonia,

(Grains per Imperial Gallon).

8-2S9
5-606
0-615

4-741
1-209
6-377
6104

7'5o0
6-050
2-799
■6S9
1-549
1 199
-649
-649
-350

278-382
•9S7
1-510
trace
trace
•930
absent
trace
absent
absent

78-173

00-074
30-321
7-909
i) -557
7*745
7-909
7 "745
0-739

12-274 6-580
5-2-508
50 816

calcium c iloride
5-838

■308
•190
traces
traces
traces
traces
■252

•996

312-260

1-204
1 -372
2-240
1-31C
1-456
1-694
1-200
-980
1-730

trace 148-374
trace 129-948
1-204 70112
2-436 35-081
2-520 39-996
1 -904 47-050
■924 39 784
1-008 34-355
trace
39-113

-

* Tho soluble ealine matter consists mainly ot Carbonate of Soda.

A strong saline wator, unsnitahlc for human con*

sumption and useless for Irrigation.
| The potash salts are exceptionally high.
■010
016
-009
•071
ml
nil

■012
-024
■020
•008
■002
■C02

‘

i
I A minute trace of phosphoric acid aqd jiltmtcs
| detected.
1
j
Minute traces of phosphoric acid present.
Soluble Biilhic maltor ....... 46'10'i gr. per gallon.
Insoluble mineral matter ,. 2’2l2 ,,
,,
Chlorine in combination.... 0*800 ,,
,i

(Vnalyfes. —coiiii'jmcrJ.
w -T:
5©
No,

Locality,
•3 rt C®

£'§.eT
s3&
oc-

J|3
ei J- n

ft,' ,
eld1
.= 50
o ^ -s
30a.

3 rt “
'7=0
6 OU

_ ^ c-

III

!lU
is*

J^.
IIS

Es <30
P’S.”

'S e3 O
C & V-

3 rtO

3 ■3 J'

£
■3

-

c
del
- « y
5 <

©

E
B
sl

OU

fi

I35

3 ti ^ H
%SE3
43 ft 61

A

'£
0
3
cJ C

u

1)

Remarks,

^3 a

<
Per 100,000 parts
Soluble saline matter .......... 4fi'5d4 gr. pet gaibn.
Insoluble mineral matter
11’284
,,
)i

5S-SC8

19
(No. 3 private)

Chlorine in combirlatlbii....
Waroo SpriiiRS .
21 t.VIoongulla Bore ..

20

33 '794
S3-003

17 ■740

•8S9
...

•614
absent
(Mg 0)
1-208
•402

£-404
19-939
(Cl)
9-400
7'G!)0

trace

11-123

(Co.)
21 -GOO

.

3165

•2,52

1-28S
2-072

-868

35-794
83-063

■252
•252
.;., >

1-652
1-064

1.4.1 .
-476

1-232

.1.1..

trace

•012

•005

77-394
45-076

■036

•005

34154

-015

,»

■j Both thege watei'S arc U ns nil able for human conf sumption and useless for irrigation,
f Soluble ealine matter..........147'73S gr, per gallon.
j lhabluWe mineral matter , 18*242
,,
f,

•002
Soluble saline matter .......... 280‘ISS gr. per gallon.
insoluble mineral matter .. lb'444
,,
ff
Chlorine in combination,.., l(J3;12S
„
Water unfit for liumau consumption and useless for
irrigation.

28 +T)ingle Ridge Bore.

80-0S9

29 "Baneanyle Boro .. 253-601
Wallalen’s Bore ... 501I3
30
Oidgen Camp Bore 47-568
31
32
125-S32
49-7S2
33
73-507
34 tOsacft Bore .............
35
Cnralmlla Bore ... oS'659
Mulgary Bore .. .
51-713
3S
CO 627
37
WanoarLng Bore ,
3S fSatuly Creek Bore. 160-133
39
40

Brigalow Bore ,
Woolabra Boro ...

45'387
44109

52'564

47-469
37-02.-)
30-712
9S1S0
39-259
56-SOS
43-212
37-590
3G-792

31-254
31-572

0-945

1 21.5
3-347
1 -644
1 -101
2'437
■940
2 370
1-280

2 674
3-259

•321

5-150
•999
1-299
1 -099
•642
■899
1-499
1-149
1 299

•914
■299

2-523

15-936

10-697
-254
•267
■053
•293
•699
■673
■127
-190
5'185

171-912
9-290
10-IS)
•21-480
7-029
11-368
10-818
8-788
10-386
10S-914

trace
■190

7'647
0 049

sodium
sulphate
17-743

■210
traces
•168
•166

3-886

G-’687

28-118

6-477

traces
traces
traces
traces
■280
■476
■308

1-792

trace

80-059

-420
1 -330
1-341
1-708
1 '4,50
1-596
1-512

trace
trace
ti ace

253-601
50-113
47-503
125-832
49-782
73-507
58-059
51-713
50-627
160-135

peso
1680
-558
1-540
2-492

trace
trace
trace
trace

■882

-oos

■020

.41

45-387
44-109
----------------------------------------------- -
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* Ttie goliibtu saline matter congSats mainly of Carbonate of Soda.

APfSirDU.

32 +I)inKle Ridge Bore 77-394
23
Pera Bore................. 45-076
24 ^Dalinorcvc Bore
1G413G
(from frhaft by pump)
25 "Dalmoreve Bore ... 463-632
(well bore)
Boatman’s Bore ... 31-154
26
27 ’Poison Point Bore. 290-632

19-211 4 '553
-599
o4‘VWo
-soo
(Naa O) (K, O) (Ca O)
40 639 2 369
■214
33-113 1 ■22,5
•S49

4 7(10

Oi
<1
Ol
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APPENDIX.

Dl.
Analyses of

Artesian Waters which, if used with care, are suitable for Irrigation purposes.

Grains per Imperial Gallon.
No.

2

Locality.

I Common Salt. Carbonates of Organic Matter.
Total Solid
Lime and May*
Matter,
nesia, Silica,&c.,
Dried at 220” F. Carbonates. 1
^
s,. 03.

3
4

Fort Bourke (private) Bore ...............................
Bourke Boro............................................................
Corrella Station, No. 1 Bore (private) ..........

53'76S
34-203
46'340

5

youngerrina Bore .................................................

32'084

6

Native Dog Boro.....................................................
Sibraas Bore............................................................
Kelly’s Camp Bore...............................................
Yantabulla Bore ....................................................
Enngonia Bore.......................................................
Belalie Bore.............................................................
Kerribre Creek Bore ...........................................
Barrungun Bore .....................................................
Corrella Bore (No. 2, private) ............................
,,
„ (No. 3,
„ j .........................
Waroo Spring Boro.................................................
Pera Bore ................................................................
Boatman’s Bore (private) ....................................
Walkden's Bore .....................................................
Gidgca Camp Bore.................................................
Moree Bore .............................................................

45’IOS
70-112
35-081
39'996
47‘650
39-784
34 355
39-113
50'310
56-868
35-704
45'070
34-154
50-113
47 '56S
49'7S2

11

12
14
15
16
17
IS
10
20
21
24
27
31
32
34
36
37
38
40
41

Mulgary Boro ........................................................
Wanaariug Bore ...................................................
Brigalow Bore.........................................................
Woolabra Bore............................. .. .....................

'

51-713
50-027
45-387
44-169

D

33-923

10-070

34-983
approximate
34-690
approximate
36*729
33-240
22-562
23-984
35-1 OS
29-042
23-973
30-036
36-898
37-839
23-769
34-343

S-733

S‘S7i>

fi *445

3S'240
34-059
4(1-360
44-152
39-969
37-072
34-018
34-831

S-404

7 *315
30-321
7-907
9'557
7'745
7-909
7"745
6-739
] 1 -205
7-745

S-404
7-690
14'2S$
0-290

I

2'621
approximate
2 ■00(1
approximate
1 004
5-347
2'201
3-935
2'S93
1 '909
1 '629

9‘33K

1-204
2-436
2'520
1-904
-924
1'OOS

9. 212

11 '234
2'753
2-567

9*121

■868
-476

2-5S3

10431

UVfilS

9-303
3-fiRQ

8-7S8

2'Oof)

7-647
6-049

2-940
3-289

lO’SRfi

3'IRQ
•SS2

2.

* Analyses of various American Waters.
* Grains per Imperial Gallon.
No.

Locality.

1

Loa Angeles River ..... ..................................
Kern River (canon).................................................
Kern River (ditch)...............................................
Kern Lake ............................................................
Tulare Lake (south end) ....................................
Tulare Lake (middle surface) ............................
Tulare Lake (10 ft. below surface)....................
Tulare Lake (20 ft. below surface) ....................
Tulare Lake (near month of King’s River).......
Tulare Lake.............................................................
King’s River (June) .............................................
King's River (November) ....................................
San Joaquin River.................................................

2
3
4

5

6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Tofjil Solid
Matter,

Mokclumne River .................................................
Sacramento River ............... -................................
’’ Waters,

21-036
11-3SS
11-544
253-S00
101,32S(?)
98-340
98 196
98-064
46-260
01-200
4-944
6'036
6'44S(?)
G'768(?)
8'3G4(?)
8'028

No.

I

Locality.

12

13

Bell Station Well ............................

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11

14

Vegetable
Matter,

1‘464
L476
77-244
33-504
42-360
36-552

10 044
2-124
2-652
138-402
45-420
43-152
47'38S

10992
0-066
6'306
11T4S
16-128
6444
8-064

16-152
37-140
0-000

18'012
40-740
1-032

6-132
7-920
3-924

5-964
5-400

0-540
0-228

0'180
-098
•504
1'704

2-580
5 016
5-304
6-020

1-068

0-324

1-130
1-020
26-916
2-676
6-384
5-292

4-440

Imperial gallon = 70,000 grains or 277'2738 cubic inches.

D 3.

waters f Artesian) from different places in California—Grains per Imperial gallon.

Tulare Country, E. Jacob...............
Tulare County, E. M. Dewey.......
Tulare County, D. Madden...........
Tulare County, T. Paige ...............
Stockton, Salmon ...........................
Stockton Asylum ............................
Upper Lake Country........................
Delano Station, Kern County ....
Stockton Asylum ............................
Tulare County....................................
Lemore, Tulare County, E. Jacobs
, Lemore Tulare County, D. Rhoads

2

of
Common and Carbonates
Magnesia,
Glaubers Salt. Lime,
and Silica.

Water Supply, &c., by Professor Hilt'ord, University of California, 1SB9.

Note.—United States gallon = 58,318 grains or 231‘ cubic inches.

*Axalybks of

Sodium
Carbonate
Na2 Coa,

Total solid
matter per
Imperial
gallon.

.Sodium
Carbonate
Nas Cog

25-92
11-9SS
G-900
14-46
284-sa
41-268
13-92
12-192
43-92
9-360
32-100
32-376

19-932
3-360
3-552
10-26

66-577

Sodium
Chloride
Na. Cl.

Remarks.

•480

ufi-nsfi
14-005
Small
Small
Some
23-16
Chiefly
24-791

16-440
Chiefly
Some
Chiefly
Much
Much

Amount of Sodium Carbonate present not
givan.

ft This water is used for all domestic
i purposes. It is also used for sprinkling
7-232 J lawns. It has not been largely used for
| irrigation, but so far has proved very
^ neathful to oil vegetation.

* Waters And Water Supply, fcc., by Prof. Hilgari, University of California, 18b9.
t Keportby S, H. Pope, Secretary, Waoo Boird of Trade, 7th July, 1891.
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E.
[_To Evidenca of H. C. Russell, Rsq., CM.G., B.A.']

Avekabe Disckae-qe

Eiveb

of

at

gir

Bourke, Evatokatiok, Percolation,
Catchment Area.

and

Rainfall

over the

_

Darling

Sydney Observatory, 5 June, 1S9G. ^
I am sorry for the delay in supplying the information you desire, but 1 did not get the Queensland data until
2nd Juno, and since that date T have made all speed to get the information desired.
Taking the average mer at Bourke for fifteen years, it comes out an average for the year 10 feet 1 inch at Bourke. Average actual
That represents a discharge of 2,350,000,000 tons of ivater passing Bourke per annum ; this represents rvater equivalent to
a rainfall of 0'30 inch, or 30 points as it is commonly called, over the watershed.
The average rainfall for the same period (I omit IS00, because the flood could not he measured) of fifteen years
23'31 indies. I have really no means of ascertaining the loss by evapotalion and vegetation. In Europe about two-thirds
of the rainfall is lost by evaporation and percolation. The Murray carries away 3D per cent, of the ram ; it is therefore
similat to the average European river. We may then I think assume that tiie Darling would, hut for special percolation,
carry off 30 per cent, of 23'St inches rain, that is 7 ’01 inches over the watershed.
.
In reply to the questions at tho meeting of Committee when 1 was examined, I have shown that the highest river on
record (average for year), 29 feet 1 inch average flood, only carried off the equivalent of L inch of ram over tho watershed.
On the assumption we have made above, that is, that it should, in order to lie like other rivers, carry off 7 inches of ram,
it is obvious that there ought to be water for seven rivers as big as the Darling at Bourke m 1S79, that is—equal in cross
section to the Darling at Bourke, and an average depth of water of 29 feet.
Now an inch of water over the Darling catchment is equal to 771,830,000 tons of water.
_
My section of the river is for Bourke only, and the only river feeding the Darling, at or rather between Brewarrina
and Bourke that I have measures of is the Culgoa, and of that I have no section, and measures only at Goodooga, so that I
cannot say how much water the Culgoa discharges into the Darling, but assuming that it discharges the same proportion of
the rainfall that the whole catclrment of the Palling above Bourke does, which is I think a fair assumption, although the
map shows that some of tho rivers that ought to discharge into the Culgoa run out on to plains and are lost, probably it is
safe to neglect those as tho area is not large, about two square degrees. Including these, the Culgoa on the above assumption,
adz., that it discharges the same proportion of its rainfall that tho whole catchment of the Darling above Bourke docs,
the quantity of its dischaige into the Darling amounts on the assumptions made to 1,170,000,000 tons of water. The whole
quantity passing Bourke f make 2,350,000,000 tons per annum, Tho average rainfall on the Culgoa is 30'2S inches and m Ejtjmated disNcw South Wales Tributaries 24-‘59 inches.
.
.
.
charge of tlie
As to the quantity that in times of big floods would come in I do not see any way to arrive at it because the river Culgoa.
overflows its hanks, hut to continue the process of estimating I should think at least threo times as much m each, that is
from the Culgoa and the Darling.
_
. ,
The loss from the soil by evaporation I have endeavoured to estimate in the fiist part of this letter that it is Two-tliirds'ot
probably two thirds of the rainfall. To arrive at it exactly' would he a difficult matter, and require years of experiment. I
will think the matter over again, and if anything occurs to me which might be of use to yon I will send it.
still leave

seven times as

much as passed
Lake George furnishes some data of value in estimating the quantity' of rainfall that becomes running water. ^The B()urtc 'n IS ®‘
lake is situated in the main range, and tbe elevation of its surface water is 2,200 feet above mean sea-level, tdnee
’February, 1SS5, I liave bad on it a self-recording gauge which shows every change of level; and this shows that in all
ordinary rains—1 to2 inches—thelake gets nothing from its catchment, the rise in such rains being just equal to the rainfall.
Early in 1885, a very heavy rain storm passed over the lake, which the various rain gauges about sliow to have been S inches
to 9 inches ; assuming, therefore, that the average fall over the catchment was the smaller quantity—8 inches—I find that
the lake rose only 11A inches, that is, j inches more than that which fell directly into it. _ J he catchment of the lake is
twelve times the area of the lake ; and since the lake rose from the drainage of this exceptional storm—only' 3‘5 inches—it
follows that * '7 or 0'2fl inches over the catchment is the quantity out of 8 inches of rain, that is, 3 per cent., which found its
way into the lake. It must be borne in mind that on both sides of tbe lake tho hills lise abruptly from the water, and that
they are for the most part rocky, and with very little soil over them, and that they form a continuation of the range from
which the main supply of water for the Darling comes. The country was dry when this storm came on, for it was in the
great drought of 18S4-5-6, and it shows how much of the rain may disappear even on the mountains, and bears out the
experiuce on the Darling, where such a small fraction of the ram iinds its way into the river.
As to the amount of percolation.

Results of Experiments in England to determine the proportion

of the Rainfall which sinks down to feed the underground
supply.
When in England 1 visited Rothamstcad, in order to make myself acquainted with the work which has been done
there for Sir James Lawes ; they' have been extremely costly. Dr*Gilbert. F.R.S., a gentleman of great ability, supported
by a small army of assistants and the unlimited funds supplied by Sir James Lawes, has carried on a work there for about
fifty' years, which is unequalled by that done iu any other part of the world, even where such experiments have been carried
Out for Governments.
.
One of the questions which it was determined to investigate was—How much of the rainfall sinks down to the
underground Wald'S ? In order to test this, three brick and cement chambers were constructed, each having an area of
soil equal to one thousandth of an acre, that is, C feet 7 inches x G feet 7 inches, the tops of these were 2 in. above the soil,
to prevent water running in. The first bad in it 20 inches of soil; the second 40 inches ; and the third CO inches. In each
case the bottom was provided with a number of pipes which lead tbe water to the same outlet. Where the water was
protected from evaporation and measured at regular intervals several ordinary rain gauges were placed near.
I asked if, in each ease, a mass of soil in its virgin state bad been cut out and lifted bodily into the prepared
chambers ; Dr. Gilbert said no, that was unnecessary, for he had found by experiment that soil that has been broken up
settles dawn under rain and ordinary circumstances to a condition which was so far as these experiments wore concerned
to all intents and purposes equivalent to that of virgin soil.
When I was there in 1887, the result of sixteen years work on these experiments was available, and it was found
that the gauge with 20 inches of soil allowed to pass through 48 per cent, of tile rain ; 40 inches of soil allowed to pass
through 50 per cent, of the rain ; GO inches of soil allowed to pass through 4,5 per cent, of the rain.
_
The fact that the 40-in. gauge allows more water to pass through than the 20-In. gauge, show's that the soil in the
two was not exactly alike, but the average of the three shows that from 40 to 45 per cent, of the rain went to underground
water supply.
--------Average Rainfall over the Darling Catchment Area.

Queensland.

New South Wales.
1879......... .....
1880 ....... ......
18SI......... ......
1882........ ......
1883........ .......
1884...............
1885 ........ ......
188(5......... ......
1887......... ......

33-71
20 74
18-83
23-92
15 30
14-75
IS 86
29-00
32-99

1888............ ..
1889 ........... ..
1890............. ..
1801............. ..
1892.............
1893................
1894............. ..

12-05
30-31
30-30
29-60
26-00
25-50

Mean..., ..

24-59

The main rainfall for each station is supplied, hence it is
not possible to get the rainfall for each year separately; the
returns come up to the end of 1S94.

The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,

102—0

Darling catchment area in Queensland.
Mean............................................. 30'2S
I have. &c.,
11. C. RUSSELL.

F.
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Statfstics
Bore.

|

?’e two

Groups

Bores.—Statement

of

Depth Bormg
in
rate per
feet.
foot.

Cost
of boring.

£
|

Boultbee, Esq.

Cost
of casing.

Total cost.

Road.

Group.

L

bv J. \V.

Pera.................... Bourke to Wanaariug............
Sibraas ...........
13
.............
Kelly’s Camp . Bourke to Hungerford............
Kerribree Creek
J»
JJ
............

1,151
1,059
1,577
1,193

22s.
„
|

„
„

s.

d.t

£

s. d

1,267 8
1,164 18
1,734)4
1,312 6

0
0
0
01

244 15
391
9
36913
245 16

0
0
2
0

5,479

0 j1,251 13 11

£

1,512
1,556
2,104
1,558

f,
3
7
7
2

Area
Flow in
that
Cost of
gallons per could he water per
daj.
iiriacre.
gated.
£ s. d.
5 7 2
4 9 1
7 11 11
4 4 2

d.

0
9
2
0

010,000
700.000
600.000
800,000

281
324
277
370

6,730 19 11

2,710.000

1,253

1,951 9
2,363 15
2,458 4
2,233 17

0
7
8
1

400.000
350.000
2,000,000
500.000

183
162
933
231

C

4

3,250,000 1,503

2,045 13

1

3,000,000

i

Totals
II.

|

..........................

Wanaariug . ... Wanaaring.............................................
Osacca............... Wanaaring to Milparinka
Clifton...............
Tinaroo ...........
33
>>
Totals

III.... Euroka

...................

..........................

Walgett to Coonamblc

...

4,9831
1,044
1,040
1,038
1,703

...

22a.
33
iJ

6,031
1,543

22s.

6

143 1
558 3
656 8
360 11

0
7
8
1

1,S0S S
1,810 12
1,801 16
1,87 3 6

0
0
0
0

7,294

2

0 1,718

4

4 9,012

1,697

0

0

7

1

348

10
14
2
9

1.3SS

1

10 11
12 5
13 1
13 4

fl

J.W.JB.—17/7/96.

(J.
[2b

Evidence of Alexander Oliver, Esq,,

Rifabias Kiohts, E>“ceoachmests, rREsciumoN, Auomo.v of Common Law.
LotiU Hale, in the treatise generally attributed to him (D& jvr& vuiris cl JSrachiortnn cjm), lays down the law thus:
" Fresh rivers of wliat kind soever, do, of common right, belong to the owners of the soil adjacent, so that the owners of the
one side have, of common ri^ht, the propriety of the soil, and the owners of the other side, the right of soil or ownership,
unto the jHunt cufuc# on their side* And if a man be owner of tbe land on both sides, in common presumption ho is owner
of the whole river according to the extent of his land in length,51 The existing law is no more than an evolution from the
law* as thug enunciated.
■
.
“ I* ls a settled principle in the English law that the right of soil ofowucrsof land bounded by the sea, or on navigable
rivers where the tide ebbs and flows, extends to high-water mark ; and the shore below common, but not extraordinary highwater mark, belongs to the State as trustee for the public ; and in England the Crown, and in this countiy the people, have
the absolute proprietary interest in the same, though it may, by grant or prescription, become private property. The public
have, at common law, aright to navigate oyer every part of a common navigable river, and on the large lakes; and in England,
even the Crown has no right to interfere with the channels of public navigable rivers. They are public highways at common
law. The Sovereign is trustee for the public, and the use of na^ igable rivers is unalienable. But the shores of navigable
waters, and the soil under them, belong to the State in which they are situated as Sovereign. The right of Sovereignty in
public rivers above tho flow of the tide is the same as in tide waters ; they are juris publici, except that the proprietors
adjoining such rivers own the soil, ad filwm aquai. But grants of land, bounded on livers or upon the margins of the same,
above the tide water, carry the exclusive right and title of the grantee to the centre of the stream, unless the terms of the
grant clearly denote the intention to stop at the edge or margin of the river ; and the public, in cases where the river is
navigable for boats and rafts, have an easement therein, or a right of passage, subject to the jus publicum as a public high
way.
The proprietors of the adjoining banks have a right to use the land aud water of the river ag regards the public in
any way not inconsistent with the easement; and neither the State nor any other individual has a right to divert the
stream and render it less useful to the owner of the soil. It would require an express exception in the grant, or some clear
and unequivocal declaration, or certain an immemorial usage, to limit the title ot the owner, in such cases, to the edge of
the river. W here a stream is used in a grant as a boundary or monument, it is used as an entirety to the centre of it, and
to that extent the fee passes. Prirnd facie, said the Vice-Chancellor of England (in Wright v. /Toward, 1 Sim. & Stuart
1S10), the proprietor of each bank of a stream is the proprietor of half the land covered by the stream. If the same person
be the owner of the lauds on both sides of the river, he owns the whole Yivcr to the extent of the length of his lands
upon it,!> 3 Kent’s Commentaries, p. 545, 9th Ed.
In ISoS, in the case oi Miner v. Gibnour, which was an appeal from the Court of Queen’s Bench, in Lower
Canada, Lord Kingsdown, delivering the judgment of the Judicial Committee (12 Moore’s Privy Council Reports, at
page 156). laid down the law of England, which was practically the same as the Freuch-Cunadiau law, thus : *l By the
general law applicable to running streams, every riparian proprietor hag a right to what may be called the ordinal'?/ use of
the water flowing past his land; for instance, to the reasonable use of the water for hia domestic purposes, ami for his
cattle, and this without regard to the effect which such use may have in case of a deficiency upon proprietors lower down
the stream. But, further, he has a right to the use of it for any purpose, or what may be deemed the extraordinary use of
provided that he docs not thereby interfere with the rights of other proprietors, cither above or below him. Subject to
this condition, be may dam-up the stream for the purpose of a mill, or divert the water for the purpose of irrigation. But
he has no right to interrupt tbe regular How of tho stream,'if ho thereby interferes With the lawful use of the water by
other proprietors, and inflicts upon them a sensible injury.” Since the delivery of this judgment English judges have
always recognised the right of a riparian proprietor to extraordinary as distinguished from ordinary use of the water of a
running stream. [And cf. Lord Jvorbury v. Kifchin, 9 Jurist (N.S.), p. 132: Stockpoi'l Watmeorto v. Potter, 3 H. & C.,
300; Ormcrodv* Todmordcn, Ac., L.R. il, Q.R.D. 155,]
In the year 1859 an important case went on appeal from our own Supreme Court to the Privy Council, and is
reported in^the 12th volume of the P. C. Reports, p. 473. In that case {Lord v. the Commissioners for the City of Sydney)
the Privy Council held, reversing the judgment of the Supreme Court, that a Crown grant made in 1810 of land bounded
by a non-navigable creek passed the soil of the creek ad medium fllmit ajicce, inasmuch as the description of boundaries in
the grant did not exclude from it that portion of the creek which, by the general presumption of law, would go (along with
the ownership of the land on the banks of the creek. The City Commissioners (the respondents) had appropriated, under
Act of Parliament, the water of this creek, and by diverting it materially diminished the quantity, withdrawing the
supply by which the mill was worked, and the stieam in general which was used for woolwashing aud other purposes,
besides that of turning a mill. The law, as laid down by Chancellor Kent in the passage already quoted, was adopted by
Sir John Coleridge in delivering judgment, who said, "Tried according to these principles (i.e., those laid down by Kent),
it appears clear to their Lordships that the description of the boundaries in this grant does not exclude from it that portion
of the creek which, by the general presumption of law, would go along with the ownership of the land on the bank of it.
The Crown had the power of granting it; no reason can be assigned why it should have reserved what might be directly
and immediately useful to the grantee, and could scarcely have been contemplated as of any probable use to the Crown,
and this, too, in an infant colony where it was the manifest and avowed policy to encourage settlement and the culth atiou
of land by giants on the easiest and most favourable terms.’5 [See also Tilbury v. Silva, L.Ii. 45 Ch., Div. 9S.]
In 1851, Baron Paike, in Jjmbrey v. Owen, 6 Exch. Rep., p. 360, said, “ The law as to flowing water is now put on its
right footing by a series of cases beginning with Wright v, Howard, 1 Sim. and S. 190, followed by Mason v. Hill, 3 B. and

Ad.
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Ad. 304, and ending with Waud v. Waud, 3 Exch. 748, and is fidly settled in the American Courts, see 3, Kent's Com
mentaries, sect. 52, pp. 439-445,” and that most learned and accurate Judge proceeded to quote from Kent the passage
following:—And it is an exposition of the law which has frequently been since adopted in English Courts.
“Every proprietor of lands on the banks of a river has naturally an equal right to the use of the water which flows
in the stream adjacent to his lands, as it was wont to run (currere solcbai) without diminution or alteration. No proprietor
has a right to use the water to the prejudice of other proprietors, above or below him, unless he has a prior right to divert
it, or a title to some exclusive enjoyment. He lias no property in the water itself, but a simple usufruct while it passes
along. Aqm currit e.t •debit currere nt currere solebat, is the language of the law. Though he may use the water while it
runs over his land as an incident to the land, he cannot unreasonably detain it or give it another direction, and he must
return it to its ordinary channel when it leaves his estate. Without the consent of the adjoining proprietors, ho cannot
divert or diminish the quantity of water which would otherwise descend to the proprietors below, nor throw the water
back upon the proprietors above, without a grant, or an uninterrupted enjoyment of 29 years, which is evidence of it.
This is the clear and settled doctrine on the subject, and all the difficulty which arises contests in the application. The
owner must so use and apply the water as to work no material injury’ or annoyance to his neighbour below him, who has
an equal right to the subsequent use of the water, nor can he, by dams or any obstruction, cause the water injuriously to
overflow the grounds and springs of his neighbour above him. Streams of water are intended for tbe use and comfort of
man ; and it would be unreasonable, and contrary to the universal sense of mankind, to debar every riparian proprietor
from the application of tho water to domestic, agricultural, and manufacturing purposes, provided the use of it
be made under the limitations which have been mentioned; and there will, no doubt, inevitably be, in the
■exercise of a perfect right to the use of the water, some evaporation and decrease of it, and some variations in
the weight and velocity of the current. But dc mivimis tum curat lex, and a. right of action by the proprietor
below, would not necessarily flow from such consequences, but would depend upon the nature and extent of the
complaint or injury, and the .manner of using the water. All that the law requires of the party, by or over
whose lands a stream passes, is that he should use the water in a reasonable manner, and so as not to destrov, or
render useless, or materially diminish, or affect the application of the water by the proprietors above or below on the stream.
He must not shut the gates of his dams and detain the water unreasonably, or let it off in unusual quantities to the
annoyance of his neighbours. Pothior lays down the rule very strictly, that the owner of the upper stream must not raise
the water by dams so as to make it fall with more abundance and rapidity than it would naturally do, and injure the
proprietor below’. But this rule must not be construed literally, for that would be to deny all valuable use of the water to
the riparian proprietors. It must he subjected to the qualifications which have been mentioned, otherwise rivers and
streams of water would become utterly useless, either for manufacturing or agricultural purposes. The just and equitable
principle is given in the Homan law : Sic aiim debere quem meliorem agrwm suum faeere, «e vicini deterierem facial.”
In 1S93, in a very carefully-considered judgment, the Band Appeal Court of this Colony held, upon the authority of
the last-cited case, and of Micklethwaut v, JS'ewta-ff Bridge G&mpariy, L.H. 23 Ch., Div.. 133, that a Crown grant made in
1803 of land “on the river Nepean ” passed to the owner of the laud so granted the soil of the river oci medium fduni aqua.
(Jn re Waldron, 3 L.C.C., p. 144.) The Court found in that case that at the point in question the river Nepean was both
in law and in fact a non-navigable river ; but as to whether the presumption of ad medium Jilum ownership could apply to
a navigable river (like e.g. the Darling) the Court expressed no opinion.
But, by a series of cases iu the English Courts, it may now bo considered as settled law that the presumption of law
is, as to tidal livers (and these alone are in toa considered to he navigable), that the soil or fundus is vested in the Crown,
while the presumption as to non-tidal or non-navigable rivers is that the soil belongs ad medium filum- to the riparian owners.
[See as to this per Lord Selborne in Lyon v. Fishmonger Company, L.R., H.L. 1, at p. 682.]
“ The most material
differences (said his Lordship) between the stream above and the stream below the limit of tiie tides are that in an estuary
or arm of the sea there exist, by the common law, public rights in respect of navigation and otherwise which do not
generally, in this country, exist in the non-tidal parts of the stream; and that thvfundus or bed of the non-tidal parts of
the stream belongs generally to the riparian proprietors, while in the estuary it belongs generally to the Crown.” [See also
per Lord Wensleydale in Chaetmore v. JHchards, 7 H.L.C., 349 ; and North Shore Railway Co. v. Pion, 14 H.L.C., 612.]
The English common law rule of riparian ownership above tide has been adopted in America, in the States of New
York, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Connecticut, Maine, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, In some States,
such as Pennsylvania, Tennessee, N. and S. Carolina, aud Alabama, the rule of the common law rule has been held
inapplicable.
But the Co?(ri o/N.Y., in Commissioners of Canal Fund
Kcmpshatt. 26 Wend. (N.Y.) 404, is the most
elaborate and learned decision on tbe question, and it decides in favour of ad median filum ownership above H. W, mark in
navigable inland rivers.
(1866.) Upon the question of encroachment by one riparian proprietor on the alveus of a stream, and how far the
same can be resisted by another, Bickett v. Morris, L.R. 1, Sc, App. 47, is an important authority. Jikkett v. Morris has
recently been explained and distinguished by Cotton, L.J., in Kensil v. (?. F. Railway Co., L.R. 27 Ch., Div. p. 131 :—
“ What -was decided in that case (said Lord Justice Cotton) was that wliat interferes with the channel of the river was a
matter which would be actionable unless tbe Court were satisfied that there would not he any injury resulting from it
either then or at a future time; and in such a case as the flow of water, which is so difficult to deal with, it would be
a difficult case to determine whether what had been done would or would not produce any injury, If there was a
reasonable prospect that it would produce any damage to the opposite or lower riparian owners, then that would give a
right of action, although no actual injury was shown to have resulted from it.” [In these cases the act complained of was
not in the nature of a public nuisance.]
(1875.) Lord Cairns (L.C.) in Swindon Water Co. v. Wilts and Berks Canal, L.R. 7, H.L. 697, laid down the law
thus : “ Undoubtedly the loiver riparian owner is entitled to the accustomed flow of tho water for the ordinary purposes
for which he can use it; that is quite consistent with the right of the upper owners also to use the water for ail ordinary
purposes, whatever portion of file water may thereby be exhausted, and may cease to come down by means of that use.
But, further, there are uses no doubt to which the water may be put by the upper owners, e.g., uses connected with the
tenement. Under certain circumstances, and provided no material injury is done, the water may be used, and may he
■diverted for a time by the upper owner for the purpose of irrigation. This may well be done, and the exhaustion of the
water which may thereby take place may’ be so inconsiderable as not to form a subject of complaint by the lower owner,
and the water may be restored, after the object of irrigation is answered, in a volume substantially equal to that in which
it passed before. Again, it may well he that there may’ be a use of the water by the upper owner, for, I will say, manu
facturing purposes, so reasonable that no just complaint can he made on the subject by the lower owner. Whether such a
use in any particular case could bo made for manufacturing purposes connected with the upper tenement would, I apprehend,
depend upon whether the use was a reasonable use. Whether it was a reasonable use would depend, at all events in
some degree, on the magnitude of the stream from which the deduction was made for this purpose over and above the
ordinary use of the water.
■
.
Upon this, Coulson and Eorbes’ “ On Waters,” comment thus : "A riparian owner is, therefore, at liberty to pen
back and divert temporarily the waters of a stream flowing through his lauds in a reasonable way, and for reasonable purposes
connected with his tenement, provided ho docs not thereby injure his neighbours, and no action will He for such obstruction
unless the complainant can prove actual damage. Where, however, the purpose for which the water is taken is not
reasonable, or not a use connected with the riparian tenement, the taking is an invasion of a right of property ; aod when
ever an injury is done to a right, actual perceptible damage is not indispensable as the foundation of an action, but it. is
sufficient to show tbe violation of the right, and the law will presume damage. {Embreyv. Owen, 6 Exch. 353, per Parke
B, p. 363, Swindon Water Co. v. TPi/ts and Berks Canal, nbi supid.)
So Lord Blackburn in Orr Ewing v. Colquhoun (2 App. Ca. S56, with which ef. Miner v. Gilmour, 12 Moore, P.C.
f 31), said : “ The owner on the banks of a •non-namgable stream has an interest in having the water above him flow down
to him, and iu having the water below him flow away from him as it has been wont to do; yet 1 apprehend that a
proprietor may, without any illegality, build a mill-dam across the stream within his own property’, and divert the water
into a mill-lade without asking leave of the proprietors above him; provided he builds it at a place so much below the lands
of those proprietors as not to obstruct the water from flowing away as freely as it was wont, and without asking leave of
the proprietors below him, if be takes care to restore the water to its natural course before it enters their laud.
Whether
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Whether a riparian proprietor may use the water of a stream for the purposes of irrigation, if he again return it to
the stream with no other diminution than that caused by the evaporation and absorption attendant on irrigation, appears
to depend on the circumstances of each particular case. Thus, in Embrty v. Owen (ubt suprA), where it was proved that
the diversion was not continuous, and that it caused no diminution cognizant to the senses, the Court held that this was
not, under tiie circumstances, such an unreasonable use as to be prohibited by law. Where the defendant diverted water
from a river for the purposes of irrigation, and the amount of water was not thereby diminished, but the water arrived so
late at the plaintiff’s land below that he could not use it fully for irrigation purposes, it was held that this detention of the
water by the defendant was a use of it which was in its character necessarily injurious to the natural lights of the plaintiff
as a riparian owner, and therefore a ground of action.
{1870.) In Lyon v. Fialmonnar’s Ooy., L.R. 1 App. Ca., the point which the Piivy Council did not care to decide in
Lord v. The Cornmiyeiom-.r of the City of Sydney (wiii supra) was finally determined, their Lordships holding that the right
of a riparian owner to the use of the stream did not depend on the ownership of the soil of the stream.
A watercourse ha1- been defined judicially to he jtumen ret cursne o^quoe, water flowing in a channel between banks
more or loss defined. It is not, however, necessary to constitute a watercourse that the water should flow continually, as
a channel may be occasionally dry, but it must appear that the water flows usually in a regular channel, and lias a welldefined and substantial existence, the law making a distinction between a regular flowing stream which at certain seasons
is dried up, and those occasional bursts of rvater which in times of freshets and melting of snows descend from the
hills and inundate the country, It might be a question whether the Hogan, Warrego, or Paroo is in law a watercourse, but
the evidence would probably point in the affirmative, although each appears only to be a stream in time of flood ; but if a
rainfall which is not heavy enough to produce a general inundation of the adjoining country causes the Warrego or Paroo
to flow between banks capable ot being defined, it would appear to be a watercourse for all riparian purposes.
Every watercourse, according to a very learned authority on tho subject (the American text writer, Mr. Angell),
consists of—1, the bed ; 2, the bank or shore; 3, the water. The bed of a river, said Lord Campbell, is tiie aiaeif*,. as
distinguished from tho shore and from places where flood-waters occasionally collect. The hank is the outermost pait of
the bed in which the liver natuially flows.
Witii regard to the applicability of the Common Law as laid down by English Courts to the circumstances of this
Colony, it may he observed that colonists from England carry with them from the mother country so much of the
Common Law and the Statute Law7 as is applicable to their new situation, also they enjoy the rights and immunities of
British subjects (per Lord Wensleydale, m Kielly v. Corson iljoore, P.C., S4|.
And ef. here, sec. -1 of!-) Oeo. IV , c. 83, which enacts “All laws and statutes in force within the realm of England
(at 25th July, 1S28) shall he apphed in the administration of justice . . . . so far as the same can be applied . . . .
and as often as any doubt shall arise as to the application of any such laws or statutes, it shall be lawful for the Queen,
by and with the advice of, ftc , fee., to declare whether such laws or statutes shall be deemed to extend to New South
Wales, &c..........................as to make and establish such limitations and modifications of any such laws and statutes . . .
as may be deemed expedient. Provided always that in the meantime and before any such ordinances shall be actually
made, it shall be the duty of the Supreme Court, as often as any sucli doubts shall arise, upon the trial of any information,
or action, or upon any other proceeding before them, to adjudge and decide as to the application of any such law's or
statutes, . . . . &c.”
In Cooper v. Stuart, 14 App. Ca. 286-201, Lord Watson said:—“The extent to which English law is introduced
into a British Colony7, and the manner of its introduction, must necessarily vary according to circumstances. There is a
great difference between the case of a Colony acquired by conquest or cession in which there is an established system of
law, and that of a Colony which consisted of a tract of territory practically unoccupied, without settled inhabitants, or
settled law, at the time when it was peacefully annexed to the British dominion. The Colony of Kew South Wales belongs
to the latter class. In the ease of such a Colony7 the Ciovm may7, by ordinance and the Imperial Parliament, or its own
Legislature, when it comes to possess one, may by statute declare what parts of the common and statute law of England
shall have effect within its limits. But when that is not done the iaw of England must (subject to well-established
exceptions) become fiom the outset the law of the Colony, aud be administered by its tribunals. In so far as it is reasonably
applicable to the circumstances of the Colony, the law of England must prevail until it is abrogated or modified either by
ordinance or statute.” As to the limitation of applicability7 or otherwise, Lord Cranworth, in \Yhicier v. Ilume, 7 H.L.C.,
124, said :—“ Nothing is more difficult than to know which of our laws is to he regarded as imported into our Colonics.
Who is to decide whether any law is adapted to the situation of the Colony7 ? ”
On thieef,, Westlake’s Private International Law, p. 137- Webb says:—“Thus the artificial right of riparian
proprietor to the liver-bed, ad medium Jihim (unless expressly reserved), holds in a new Colony where it is suitable to
the circumstances; that is where the object is to encourage settlement and the cultivation of the land by grant on the
easiest and most favourable terms from the Crown, in whom full right is vested.” (Lord v. Commissioners of Sydney,
12 ilooro, P.C. 498.) (Webb’s Imperial Law, 2nd Ed., p. 21.)
Mr. Webb thinks that the true effect of 9 Geo. IV, e. 83, sec. 24 is “ that it introduced all the laws, &c., of England
into New South "Wales that could he reasonably applied to New South Wales in 1828, and would, so far as they7 can he
reasonably applied, when the question arises.”
.
_
Prevcriptiori regulated in England by 2 and 3 Wm, IV, c. 71 (not adopted here), therefore, any prescription in New
South Whies must be by common law, and so it might be held there must he (1) actual user ; (2) constant aud peaceable
user ; (3) usage from time immemorial,
the beginning of Richard I reign ; (4) must be certain and reasonable ; (5) must
be laid in a man and those whose estate he hath, or in a man and his ancestors, &e., &e. Every prescription presumes
that a grant has issued and been lost, and therefore the thing must bo a gran table one.
Kent says, at p. 574, “ The natural right to the use of water (riparian rights at common law) may be abridged or
enlarged or modified by yrarit or prescription. Though a stream he diminished iu quantity, or corrupted in quality, by
means of the exercise of certain trades, yet if the occupation of the party so taking or using it lias existed for so long a time
as to raise the presumption of a grant, and which presumption is the formation of title by prescription, the other party,
whose laud is below, must take the stream subject to such adverse right; and 20 y7ears exclusive enjoymentof the water in
any particular mannci affords, according to the English law7, and the law of New York, Massachusetts, and several other
States, presumption of such a grant,” and see the note (c) to the text in Kent (Probably7 in this Colony, when the
question of presetijdion at common Saw shall he raised for definitive adjudication, it will he held, by analogy to the
principles adopted m American Courts, that the same period which destroys a light of entry on land under the Statute of
Limitation ought to be presumed to have created a prescriptive right to a water easement. This opinion is submitted on
the ground that tiie principle of “ Prescription ” would he recognised by our Courts, and, in the absence of any statutory
regulation of that pniiwple as in England, and the impossibility of intioduemg in a Colony the oommon law7 fiction of
immemorial usage or legal memory, that tho Courts would adopt the Statute of Limitation principle which so many of the
Supreme Couits of the American States have adopted.]
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MINUTES OP EVIDENCE.
CONSTRUCTION OF LOCKS AND WEIRS ON THE RIVER DARLING.
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[The Sectional Committee met at the Pera Bore Settlement, at 2 p.mi]

' ■
The Hoy. FREDERICK THOMAS IIUMPHERY (CHAunuy).
The Hon. "William Joseph Trickett.
j
Thomas TTekry Hassall,
Charles Alereh Lee, Esq.
[
George Black, Esq.

‘

Esq.

Kkawcis Augustus "Wright, Esq.

The Sectional Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on tho
'
Rircr Darling,
Mr. Frederick Ilersey, farmer, Pera Bore Settlement, sworn, and examined; —
Before I came to the Pera Bore Settlement I was at Lontb, where I commenced jj Ilcrsoy.
operations in 1892. My chief market ivhile at Louth was tho shearing sheds. I supplied the sheds for
30 miles round with vegetables. 1 had 3 acres of land under cultivation at Louth, and was working on 22 Junc.lSOC.
my brother's place. I used a wool-scouring plant that was there, and 1 had a Tangyo pump with a 3-inch
5 delivery. When the river was low I had to lift the water 40 feet.
To Mr. Black : There was any quantity of wood close at hand which I used to supply the furnace. If I
had employed an engine driver, tho working of the pump would not have cost loss than £75 a year. I
found that once the native weeds were killed, the ground did not,require very much cleaning. Two
hoeings a year kept it pertcrtly clean. Root crops, such as carrots, parsnips, ami turnips, did remarkably
10 well, while some of my cabbages averaged 201b. in weight. I could not have irrigated more than 4 acres
with the pumping appliances 1 had at Louth. It would cost about £130 to irrigate there but a portable
engine and boiler would have done the work much better. During the first year I was by myself; bul; for
the last throe years I employed a man at £50 a year and his rations. I kept no accounts of my earnings ;
hut during the four seasons I spent at Louth J had two trips round to Adelaide and Melbourne. I went
15 down to the Melbourne Cup and I was away three months. 1 had nothing worth speaking of when I
started at Louth, but of course there was plenty of fruit and vegetables to help me along. My fruit-trees
were very successful except the apples. I was under very little expense for living while at Louth.
To Mr. Trickett: I supplied the shearers and rouseabouts for 30 miles round at Is. Gd. a week. While
I grew crops all the year round, the time when I grew heavily was when shearing was on.
20 To Mr. Bee.- I was at Louth duriug some very hot summers, I was there during last summer, for instance,
and I found that vegetables would not do well in the hot weather. Melons and pumpkins do well enough,
but other things are affected by the heat.
To the Chairman: During the threo years I was at Louth I earned nothing except in the way I have told
you,
25 To Mr. Bee.- I left Louth because the ground I was working was not my own. It belonged to my brotherin-law, and he asked use £125 a year for permission to uso 20 acres, which was too much. I should have
stopped there if I could have made a better arrangement,
jfb Mr, Trickett: While I wras at Louth 1 was working on the halves system.
To the Chairman: In that way I paid my brother-in-law a good deal more than £100. Last year mv
30 cheque from Dunlop alone came to £40 odd. I believe that 1 gave my brother-in-law over £200. Douth
was worth £1 a week or nearly so.
To Mr. Hassall: When 1 could come to no satisfactory arrangement with my brother-in-law, I was going
to start at Redbank; but then I thought it advisable to come up here. My brother-in-law supplied the
engine and pumping plant and the cart and horse.
'
35 To Mr. Bee .- I should net have taken np land at Pera if the water were not supplied; but I think I should
do very well here. I think tho soil is as good as that at Louth; but I have not grown anything upon it
yet, because T have been here only about eight weeks.
To Mr. Black : I do not think that the bore water is as good as the river water for irrigation purposes.
It has some mineral in it, and is inclined to cake the soil. I see that it has already done so in some places,
40 The soil will want to be continually worked. I do not think that it will cako as much with the river water.
In using water from tho bore, it will be well to use it moderately, so that it may drain away quickly.
To Mr, Trickett: Tho crops grown here by my neighbours have done very well. Tho water does not
appear to have been injurious to them.
To Mr. Wright: I have noticed no deposit upon the surface of the soil where artesian water has been
45 applied. I have used the water for washing purposes, and I find it softer than rain water. I think that
102 (a)—A
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tliere is soda or something of that kind in it, because cabbages and peas when boiled in it turn green, just
F. Hersey, aa
(-[0 w}ien g0(ja ;s pU^ into the water,

22 JuniTlMS- ^
^jee' ^ ^irLve sr0'vn ^e^er vegetables at Louth than the Committee saw in the adjoining paddock.
’
I think that the holder of the adjoining land is not working his ground properly. At the same time, 1 see
nothing to discourage me ; in fact, it is quite the reverse. My principal market is at Bourke, and when 5
there is a steamer on the river I will send to "Wilcannia. If a square mile of country were put under
cultivation, more would be produced than would be sufficient to supply the whole district.
To the Chairman: J intend to plant fruit-trees and vines, and while they are growing I will cover my
expenses by producing vegetables. When the fruit-trees come to maturity, I will have the fruit to fall
back upon. This year I intend to put in G acres of fruit-trees, principally stone fruits, and 2 acres of 10
vines. I grew potatoes at Louth, but I took a good deal of trouble with them. I intended to try them
again hero.
To Mr. Lee: I found that at Louth the potatoes grown upon a piece of black soil were waxy, while those
grown on red soil were mealy, I took up my present holding in March last, and I hope to have half an
acre of peas ready for market in September, If a man likes to put in growing crops, he need not wait 15
very long for a 1‘eturn. In three weeks or a month I intend to put in a lot of tomatoes, melons, and so on .
At Louth I was never a week without money coming in.
To the Chairman I had the full use of the pumping plant at Louth, and I was able to put 2 acres under
lucerne.
To Mr. Lee: I do not think that the charge made by the Government for the land and water at Pera 20
Bore is excessive. If I could not afford to pay £5 a year for my block, it would not be worth while to
try and do anything with it. I could have paid my brother £50 a year for the 20 acres. At Louth 1 grew
8 acres of wheat without irrigation. Of course if I had had to pay for the pumping, I could not have
paid £50 a year for the land at Louth.
To Mr. Trickett: I intend to cultivate 1G acres of my present holding, using the remaining 4 acres for a 25
paddock. I intend to put 2 acres under broom millet. I have altogether 20 acres on a perpetual lease.
1 pay £5 a year rent, hut at the end of five years the rent is to be increased to £10. That amount includes
the cost of water.
To Mr. Wright: I regard the terms as very liberal, especially if it is proved that tho ground will stand
continual drenching with mineralised water. I. have had no experience of the effect of such water, but 30
from what I have heard, I do not think it will have a bad effect upon the soil.
To Mr. Trickett: Tho soil will require some manure. I intend to use bone-dust for the fruit-trees. I will
be able to get it moderately cheap from the local meat works.
To the Chairman : At Louth I manured the land from the very first. I do not think that vegetables could
be grown on this land successfully for more than a year without manure.
35
To Mr. Hassall: I think that settlements of this kind are likely to be taken advantage of by the people.
‘
The work of irrigation is carried on very simply. No machinery is required, and all you have to do when
you want water is to pull up a plug and let it run out of the main flume on to the land. M’nrried carriers
might he induced to settle on places of this kind, A great deal of their time which is at present useless
to them might be employed in growing crops to provide feed for their horses.
40
To Mr. Trickett: 1! do not think that it would pay to grow cereals on the banks of the Darling, even
though irrigation were provided for by the establishment of a pumping plant, of which people could avail
themselves, because there is no market for such produce. Very few kinds of produce would carry any
distance.
To Mr. Lee : Of course I would sooner be situated on the banks of a permanent stream, because that 45
would provide a means of sending produce away cheaply, and the ivater would also be better. Under
similar conditions I would prefer to have a river frontage. I do not know that I can pay £1 an acre for
such land, however. I certainly could not pay 5s. an acre for the right to take water from a river.
To Mr Wright.- None of the settlers here have got any return yet. Last year they had a very unfavourable
season.
50
TUESDAY, 23 JUNE, 1896.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Municipal Chambers, Bourke, at 1I‘45. a.m.]
The Hon.

The Hon.

present:—
BRED ERICK THOMAS HUMPHERY

"William: Joseph Trickett.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.

(Chairman).

Thomas Henry Hassall,
G-eorhe Black, Esq.

Erancis Augustus Weight,

Esq.
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The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
River Darling.
Philip James Eiddulph, Esq., Solicitor, Bourke, sworn, and examined:—
GO
p. j.
To the Chairman : I am quite ready to answer any questions that may be put to me by the Committee,
Biddulph, but I can only speak in generalities. I have resided in Bourke for upwards of thirteen years.
Esq.
To Mr. Trickett: I believe that a series of properly constructed locks would make the Darling permanently
.
\ navigable between Bourke and Brewarrina, Since I have been here, the river on two, if not on three
Jimp, 189G. 0CCaRj0I]Sj has altogether stopped running at Bourke, and at Fort Bourke station the banks have had to G5
he “ brushed” to keep the sheep from straying from one side of the river to the other. Navigation has
always been intermittent. In its present state, the river cannot be relied upon for permanent navigation.
1 do not know what the feeling of the Brewarrina people is in regard to the project into which the Com
mittee are inquiring; but, so far as I am in touch with the people of Bourke, I know that they are iu
favour of the river being locked. I have learnt from conversation with people here, that they are of 70
opinion that it would be unwise to make a railway from Brewarrina to the Western line, because the
locking of the river would make it serve equally well as a feeder to that line, and it is assumed that the
locking
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P. J.
locking of the river would be cheaper than the construction of a railway, while the annual cost of main
tenance would be less. I have not heard the question of the imposition of dues discussed; but I should think Biddulph,
Esq.
it would be only fair to impose such tolls upon the river as would recoup the G-overnment for the
expenditure necessary to make it navigable. These tolls would have to be paid by people who sent their 23 June, 1 SPG.
G goods along the river. I cannot say, however, that the carrying out of the proposed works would, to any
extent, increase the value of the Crown'lands adjoining the river between here and Brewarrina, because,
at tbe present time, there is always sufficient water for the purposes of stock-raising. Ifo doubt, W1f°' a
large permanent supply of water in tbe river, irrigation would be assisted ; but I cannot say to what
extent people would avail themselves of the opportunity to irrigate. Tho progress of the district cannot
10 be regarded as having been retarded because of no steps having been taken up to the present time to
improve the river ; but the improvement of the river would bo an advantage to the town. The proposed
works, however, affect the Brewarrina people chiefly. The principal benefit to be derived from tbe scheme
is the certainty of transit from the Brewarrina district to Bourke. At the present time a great deal of
the trade from that district goes to Byrock. Of course, when the river is up, it comes to Bourke. * ery
15 large cargoes of wool come down when the river is up, and if the channel were permanently navigable,
no donbt it would be cheaper to send produce by that route always. With regard to the climate of the
district, there is only about four and a half mouths of very hot weather during the year, the hottest
months being January and February. Iu those months agriculture could hardly be engaged in except
with tbe assistance of irrigation, and a great deal of irrigation would be required, especially in a summer
20 like last summer. Occasional crops do very well; but there is always a great risk in undertaking to
grow anything. With irrigation, lucerne grows well in the distidct. To make a certainty of any crop
you must irrigate, though without irrigatiou you would probably get one crop out of three. L
believe that any person who wished to irrigate would be willing to pay the suggested charges. Five
shillings an acre for the right to pump the water seems to me a small charge, and a fair charge. I
25 do not think, however, that sheep-farmers would be willing to pay from Gd. to Is. per acre for
ivater to improve their pasturage. They can take as much water as they like now for nothing,
and they irrigate to some extent; but I do not think they could afford to pay a charge for tho
water. The sheep-farmers liave as much as they can do to get along at the present time. Land having a
frontage to the river carries one sheep to from 2£ to 5 acres ; but in some cases more land is required to
30 carry a sheep. I think that irrigation would bo used only for tbe purposes of agriculture, and I should
say that the soil near the river banks is suitable for agriculture with irrigation. At the present time the
onlv place at which irrigation is'earried on close to Bourke is about 2 miles below tbe town, near the
weir which is being constructed. The land there grows very fair crops, I believe. There is a great deal
of country similar to that which the Committee saw at the Pera Bore settlement, close to tho river banks,
35 1,bough it only occurs in patches. There are areas of red soil within a few yards of the river. With
water I believe you could grow anything here, except the fruits belonging to a cold climate. The market,
of course, would he limited, except in times of drought, when there is always a very great demand for
produce. Of course there might he a market for dried fruits in tho metropolis; but I question if produce
could be sent so far at a profit. At tho present time, when the river gets very low, the water becomes
40 ob jectionable. Tho town of Bourke relies upon the river for its water supply, and for that reason it
would be an advantage to have the river locked. Now, when tbe river gets very low, weeds grow up froni
the bottom, and the water becomes very offensive, although there has always been a sufficient quantity of
it. There has always been G or 7 feet of water in the middle of the river, even in the driest times, and there
fore we have had sufficient water for household purposes, though it is only water of a kind. . I do not think
45 the Government can expect any great increase in the value of pastoral laud from the carrying^out of these
works, although they may be able to sell certain land for irrigation farms. I was here ip 1S85, 18S8, and
in 1895. In 1885 the water was not laid on to the town; we only had a water supply giveu to us in 1887.
To Mr. Lee : I know the country north of Bourke as far as Barringun. In good years, when the river is
navigable up to Walgett, the wllole of the trade of that district, and even as far as Mungundi, drains
50 here. As a .rule tho river is not navigable all tbe year round, and between Brewarrina and Walgett it is
navigable for shorter periods than between Bourke and Brewarrina. When there is no river tho traffic
finds its way by team to Byrock, though I do not know where the line of demarcation could be drawn
between the traffic coming to Byrock and the traffic going to Narrabri, If there were permanent water,
and thereby cheaper rates—and my experience is that water carriage is always cheaper and better than
£5 road carriage—the traffic would come to Bourke from as far up as Mungundi. Of course a railway to
Walgett would deprive the river of a certain amount of traffic. Besides, ^Walgett is only 60 or 70 miles
from Brewarrina, and traffic from Brewarrina might go that way by road, if the river were not navigable.
Tiie river, of course, is very uncertain. I have seen it unnavigable for almost two years, and then it has
been navigable for three years at a stretch, with one small break. No doubt a permauent waterway would
GO have the effect of determining the course of traffic to some extent, though I am sceptical about an
increased value being given to pastoral holdings in the district by the proposed work. Some of tbe
graziers, at the present time, grow lucerne under irrigation to provide horse-feed, and possibly in tbe
future they may irrigate to provide feed for sheep ; but they have not done so yet to any extent. No
doubt if it w'ere commercially possible they would have done so; but I think it would be out of the
G5 question to irrigate for grass. Nearly the whole of the land on the river is Crown land. In my opinion
the settlement at Pera will be more successful than a river settlement will be, and I do not think that in our
time there will be much more settlement along the river, because I do not see whelm tbe people would
have a market for their produce. For that reason, I attach more importance to the locking of the Darling
for tho purposes of navigation than to allow of irrigation.
_
70 To Mr. Blade: I think that the settlement at Pera is more likely to succeed than any river settlement,
because our experience in the flood of 1890 was, that where the flood-water covered the laud it killed all
ihe stone-fruit; and I think that dried fruits would pay best to cultivate in a climate like this. Of course
the interference by flood-waters would depend upon the height of the banks upon which the farmers
settled. In some places the laud on the banks might he frequently covered. AVe had a very high flood
75 in 1890. the water coming into a great part of the town ; and then, a month afterwards, another high
flood, which all hut entered the town. The success of a river-side settlement would also depend upou the
cost of pumping water from the river. The water from an artesian bore rises up above the level of the
land, and can be easily distributed over it; but to irrigate with river-water you have to pump to a
considerable
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considerable height. Of course a settlement upon the river banks would have the advantage of cheap water
carriage ; but the Pera settlement is only 7 miles from a railway, which is not very much. You might
have to go some miles up tho river to get a suitable position for an irrigation farm. Of course it would
toko pretty well a day for a man to come in from Pera with produce and go back again ; but then, ou the
other hand, the man living alongside tho river would not always be sure of having a steamer at band to 5
send his produce by. ’With regard to the likelihood of a market being obtained to the north in tho
direction of Cuimamulla and the Queensland border, supposing there was steady production, I have
included that iu the local market. In tho term “local” I include the whole district. With increased
settlement there would be an increased demaud, and I think that tho locally-grown produce would be
able to command the local market. I have made no observations as to tho tendency of obstructions in 10
the river to divert tbe course of the water ; but I have heard it said that a very small thing will change
the course of the channel, aud I know that the soil of the banks is very soluble. When the river is very
low the water is clearer than when it is running. At such times, if you let the water stand in any
vessel, it becomes somewhat offensive to the taste. I have not noticed that there has been any epidemic
at Bourke when the river has been low ; but people then always rely on rain-water as much as they can. 15
I do not think that a tised weir would have a bad effect upon the water, because, although it might
prevent the river running at times, there would be such a large body of water conserved as to be always
fresh. Kow when the river gets very low the salt-springs act upon it, hut, with a large body of water,
their influence would not be felt.
To Mr. Hassall: I think that if tho proposed scheme were carried out traffic would be attracted to 20
Bourke from the Birree, Culgon, and all the country in that direction. Of course, if a railway were con
structed to Brewarrina-, it would intercept a great part of the river traffic. I do not think that people
would send wool past Brewarrina to Bourke by river if they could put it on the train at Brewarrina,
because in all probability the rate of carriage from the two places would be the same. At the present
time there are differential rates imposed with the object of attracting the Queensland traffic to our rail 25
ways, and of preventing our traffic from going down the river to South Australia and to Melbourne, and
if the line were taken to Brewarrina those differential rates would still have to be charged. If a railway
were constructed to Brewarrina, it would be foolish to lock the river, because the merely local traffic
between Brewarrina and Bourke would be of very little importance. With regard to irrigation, I think
that if there were an assured market small areas might be cultivated; but irrigation would not be under 30
taken to any great extent. I should not think that there would be sufficient irrigation to recoup the
G-overnment for the cost of the work. There would practically he only the local market to supply,
because the cost of rail and river transit would destroy any chance of competing successfully iu the
metropolitan market with the producers of districts nearer to the coast. There are a number of bores
round which the laud is similar to the land round the Pera Bore, and, of course, if the bore-water were 35
used to irrigate that land, the settlers there would immediately strive for tho trade of tho district, and it
would be difficult to successfully compete against them. The stuff grown near the various bores would
have a better cliauco of selling, because it would have less carriage to bear. It is the cost of transit that
kills production in the interior. 1 could not speak as to the advantages of a fixed weir over a movable
weir, A great amount of silt is brought down by the river; but I could not say what effect it would 40
have upou the shutters of a movable weir when submerged.
To ihe Chairman : I do not think that settlers on the river bank could pay 25s. an acre for their land
and the right to pump water and compete successfully with settlers obtaining land and a supply of water
Irom the artesian bores at 5s. an acre, nor do I think that the carrying out of tho proposed works would
give any immediate increase in the value of Crown land on each side of tho river except, perhaps, just 45
where irrigation colonies were started, although even there you would have to sell the land at a low price
in order to encourage irrigation. If it had been worth their while, no doubt many people would have already
used the river water to irrigate their land, and the work of irrigation has been undertaken in some eases
for small crops, such as patches of lucerne. I do not think that there would be any increase in irrigation
if tbe proposed works were carried out. The only chance of irrigation would bo where people could get GO
the water at a very low cost, but even then they would have to be assured of a market. In all cases the
want of a market -would he an obstacle to successful settlement. Any increase which might be obtained
in tho value of Crown lands along the river, by making the river permanently navigable, would be very
slight; but if there were any, it would probably bo taken into consideration by tbe Land Board. On one
occasion I believe it was necessary to use sand-bags in order to protect the town water-supply. I think 55
tho pipes got silted up. 'With regard to the homestead leases in tbe district, I think that from Beemcry
to Brewarrina, on the east side of the river, all the people are homestead lessees. In the event of the
construction of a railway to Brewarrina, no doubt those people would use that line. A.t all events, those
who are nearer Brewarrina would use it. Settlers equally distant from Bourke and Brewarrina might
go to either place.
GO
To Mr. Wright.- If the Water Conservation Branch estimated that 15,000 acres between here and
Brewarrina would ho irrigated, supposing the river were locked, I do not think that the estimate will bo
realised. !No doubt the scheme would provide a good supply for the town of Bourke, that is, it would
make tbe water better thauit is now, but, generally speaking, it would not greatly improve the supply. It
would, however, give permanent and cheap carriage between Bourke and Brewarrina, and it might increase 65
the traffic on the western line, though nearly all the traffic of the district comes to the railway now, either
at Bourke or at Byrock. If the traffic on the western line were increased, no doubt traffic would be
taken from tbe branches of the northern line.

William James Holding, Esq., Government Appraiser, Bourke, sworn, and examined:—
opinion that the proposed works will conserve a large supply of water in the 70
Eg
r‘ver channel which will be available for irrigation on both sides of the river. They will guarantee a good
supply for the town of Bourke, and will provide permanent water-carriage between Bourke and Bre23 Juno, 1S96. warr'na, and carriage at cheaper rates than now obtained. I have not been to Brewarrina, though J have
’
been to Byrock. 1 do not know the Darling above Bourke, but I know it below Bourke as far as Went
worth, and I know the whole of the Murray. While I think that the locking of the Darling will, in the 75
distant future, enhance the value of Crown lands on both sides of the river, I do not think it will do so
in the near future. A.t the present time the western pfiilway intercepts most of the traffic from thia
•
district,
^ie ^la*r‘man '• I aTtl
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district, from Wilcannia upwards. The traffic from the country below Wilcannia passes along the lower
river, lor some considerable time I have devoted a great deal of attention to irrigation, with the result
that I have found that, by the use of water and the exercise of ordinary intelligence, some of the best
tropical productions in the world can be obtained here, though, unfortunately, notwithstanding the good
5 fjuahty of the productions to which 1 refer, there is at the present time but a poor market. This is my tliirtvthird summer on the Darling. When I went to Wentworth I commenced irrigating, in order to grow vege
tables. I grew the first cabbage and the first oranges that were produced on the lower river, and ]. have gone
on step by step, until now 1 have sufficient land under cultivation to make it necessary to use a steam-engine
and windmills for the work of irrigation. J. undertook this work first, as I have already said, in order to
10 grow vegetables, because vegetables could not then be bought in Ihe district. In a few years, however,
I had more fruit than I required, and I sold the surplus to advantage. At tbe present time I have about
12 acres under irrigation, and, although I have kept no account of my expenditure and the returns
obtained, I know that some time hack I was carrying on the work at a profit. I have not the data with
me which would enable me to say how much 1 obtained from each acre under irrigation ; but I know
15 that until late years the growing of fruit paid very well. latterly the market has fallen off, and the
product is of very little value. This is to ho attributed, in the first place, to the want of population—
people leftWentwortb. Then Mildura came along; but, before that, we had South Australia as a com
petitor. DruiOias been sent from South Australia aa far as Bourke in the olden times. Wo could not
compete with South Australia, because they produce their fruit under natural conditions, while those who
20 cultivated at Wentworth had to pay the cost of the machinery aud labour necessary for irrigation. In
ihe early years I made a very good profit on my work, and tho fruit we produced was superior to uhat
came from South Australia. With regard to the proposal before tbe Committee, to lock tho river to
provide for irrigation, I think that if population can be induced to come here the scheme is a good one,
and should recommend itself commercially ; hut I am afraid that the necessary material could not be got
25 together to work the land to advantage. By that I mean that good, industrious men aud men who have
a certain amount of knowledge could not be obtained to do the work. My idea is that, in the immediate
Juture, the benefit of locking the river will be derived from giving better navigation and rendering traffic
on the river certain. A. waterway can always compete successfully with a railway, 31 y home is at
Wentworth ; but my occupation has taken me all over the Lachlan district, the Darling district, aud the
30 Warrego district.
To Mr. Lee : 1 am thoroughly acquainted with the character of the soil from Wentworth to Bourke, and
up to about Kenilworth, and I know the country back from the river, on the western side, though not on
the eastern side. I look upon the soil immediately on the banks of tbe river as fit to grow anything with
irrigation. ^ 1 do not entertain the idea that even some presumably competent persons entertain,
35 that the soil hero is too_ stiff to cultivate. At any rate, if other conditions were favourable, there
would be no doubt as lo its suitability. I have been an appraiser since 1S67. No doubt, if the river
wore made permanentnavigable, parts of the country now sending produce by other routes to a
market would send it to Bourke, because there would ho the certainty that once they got to the river
banks they would have immediate despatch to market. If there were navigable water, the producers
40 could take advantage of the river at any time under ordinary conditions, tapping it nt its nearest
point. As far as the country itself is concerned, teams can travel through it nearly anywhere,
except that occasionally there is very heavy sand to be met with. On the Murray they skip wool or any
produce they have, wherever it is most convenient to take it to tho river-banks, and the same thing would
^ bo done hero. Then, too, if the river were rendered permanently navigable, the traffic which now comes
45 lo Bourke ouly occasionally would come always. 1 do not attach much importance to the scheme from
a settlement point of view. A.t present there is very little settlement on the banks of the river—com
paratively none—and J presume there would be no inducement for the people to settle ; one reason why
the people would not fettle hero being that the river iu ils natural state is very uncertain. At times there
is a fair amount of wafer, occasionally there are floods, and, at very long intervals, there is scarcely any
50 water at all. That would make irrigation under natural conditions very difficult. I think that small
settlements would follow if the Government offered suitable land on tbe banks of the Darling under similar
conditions to those given at Fora. There would be no settlement at Pera if there were no water there,
and probably none if the Government had not given the people special facilities. People could not pay
25s. an acre for land on tho river bank and then pump the water themselves. Bnder suitable conditions,
55 however,1 think settlers on tho river banks would have as good a prospect of success as the settlers near
the artesian bore at Pera. I think that if suitable conditions were offered, small settlers on the banks of
the river could make a comfortable living, but there would have to ho some limit lo their number, because
of the want of a market. Otherwise I fear there would soon be over-production, because the expense of
_ railway carriage 'would, I think, prevent them from competing in outside markets. Of course, if there was
CO much production iu this district, people would obtain locally a great deal of what thev now import from
elsewhere, but, at the same time, the local market would not bo a large one. At Wentworth I have gone
in for dried fruits—raisins, currants, apricots, peaches, nectarines, apples, andpoars—but 1 have not been
able to find a profitable market of late years, because there has been no demand. Mildura, too, is a com
petitor now, but even before Mildura came into the field our market had fallen oil. 1 am still struggling
05 on, but the return has not been sufficient to pay for the labour required. With regard to the prospects of
settlers in this district, I think that fruit-growing should occupy very little attention. There are many
other products which would pay a small settler a long way better than fruit. In this climate two crops of
potatoes can be obtained in a year, onions would be a most profitable bulb, aud olber root crops might
be grown for making bacon. To my certain knowledge hundreds of tons of bacon come from Warrnarn70 bool and South Australia to places on tho Darling ; but that bacon might be produced locally. I. think
that the locking of the river is the proper way to proceed, if yon wish to induce settlement, andas long as
the money is discreetly used I think the undertaking will be a wise one. Although small settlement may
not lake place to any great extent at first, it will gradually increase in course of time.
! rJ0 ^r- Wright: J am aware that all the wool which is grown in the district lying between Bourke and
75 the Queensland border, north and north-west, comes into thcriveruow, either at’Brewarrina or at Bourke.
] am not aware that there is an export duty of £2 a ton upon wool going Irom Queensland into New South
Wales; hul such a duty would practically prevent the exportation of any largo quuntitv of wool from
Queensland. If the proposed wgrk wore carried out, I think that we might got a little increased traffic
from
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from the country further west, though probably that wool would come into Bourke direct. I am inclined
to think that the carrying out of the proposed work, would offer an inducement to settlement, and that the
Esq.
_^ district is so far away from other producing centres that the local market is not likely to be much affected
BSJune'Tsoe. ^ outside competition. At Wentworth I had to face, not only outside competition, but a decrease of
’
population. The pressure of the times has caused a large number of persons who formerly were consumers 5
to remove from the district. While we had consumers we could compete with people from outside,
because the quality of our productions was far superior to that of the imported arucle. The only con
clusion to arrive at in regard to the condition of things at Wentworth, is, that the demand is not equal to
the production, and the market is overstocked. I account for the competition of South Australia on the
principle that anything cheap sells more quickly than abetter and dearer article. Here, the attempt at 10
closer settlement must go on quietly and steadily, by small degrees. Tf the Departmental officers estimate
that 15,000 acres will be put under crop between Bourke and Brewarrina, I can only say that it will lake
very many years before so large an area of country is dealt with in that way. 1 do not think that Crown
lessees are likely to cultivate lucerne in areas of 400 or 500 acres, because it would cost too much money.
In addition to the cost of water, there would be the cost of labour and other expenditure. My experience 15
in growing hay on the river is, that it does very well when the season is good enough to give you any
crop, w'hich is about three years out of every five. On the lower river we get either a very good crop, or
none at all. I do not know what they do hero, but lower down the river immense stacks of hay are kept
for use in a had season, liven with cheap water I do not think the squatters are likely to grow lucerne
for the feeding of sheep. 'That was tried on the lower river for stud-sheep, but it ran into too much money. 20
In some isolated cases it might pay, but it would depend altogether upon the locality. If you got a
suitable piece of land the expenditure might be justifiable; I do not think however that irrigation will he
generally followed for this purpose. 1 know tho Pera Bore Settlement, and I think that the kind of
settlement that you have there is likely to extend,—-the local consumption ought to be large enough to
require a dozen sucli settlements, aud people getting their land and water cheaply ought to be able to 25
compete with outside sources of supplies. In my opinion the most important reason for carrying out
the scheme is to provide for navigation.
To Mr. Black : At Wentworth I hold purchased suburban land. I have gone to the expense of erecting
windmills and a steam-engine; there are only 12 acres in my block, though I would have taken more
land if I could have got it. My steam-engine cost about £230, while the windmills cost about £50 30
each. The holding however is not sufficiently large to keep that plant permanently employed. Even if I
had a larger area of country I would not extend my operations now, in view of the present depressed state
of the times. Of course it would be possible by fluming to carry the water a longnvay from where I raise it.
At the same time the conditions here are much more favourable than the conditions on the lower part of
the river. If a large area were rushed into the market here, and an attempt was made to force irrigation, 35
I do not think that the result would be successful; but if efforts are made to carry the thing on in a quiet,
steady, and practical manner, they will ultimately prove successful. Earlier in the examination 1 said
that the fruit produced at Wentworth was superior to that imported from South Australia, and 1 wish to
bo understood that it is still superior. The fruit imported from South Australia has not improved in
quality; it is no better now than it was thirty years ago. The cause of my failure at Wentworth was not 40
due either to the improvement of the South Australian products, or to the deterioration of my own. Tho
productions of tho Lower Darling rival those of the great and boasted Mildura, and our exhibits have
taken many first prizes away from the Mildura people. No doubt the comparative absence of small
settlers from this district is largely duo to the fact that land has not been available, while people who
would be prepared to irrigate small areas have not had the necessary funds to pay for the erection of a 45
pumping plant. If the G-overnment would go to the expense of erecting pumping plants, there might be
some increase of settlement in the district; but it would depend entirely upon the price charged for the
water. Then, too, as I have said, there is not the class of men available. I have found that at Mildura
very many failures have resulted from the want of necessary knowledge on the part of those commencing
as agriculturists. Lots of men who started there with capital have since become beggars, because of their 50
want of the necessary knowledge. That having been the case at Mildura, it would probably be the same
here. At the same time, an industrious man with intelligence, and a certain, though perhaps only a
limited, knowledge of agriculture, ought to he able to make a fine living for himself and his family on 20,
30, or 40 acres of ground here. Men can only become trained agriculturists by experience. If in a
•
community of orebardists there is a number of men who know how to work, they will teach others who 55
are studious and industrious. 1 would recommend delay in a large scheme of this kind upon tho principle
that
”
Vessels large may venture more,
But little boats must keep near shore.

An intelligent man having a good neighbour will soon gain sufficient knowledge to enable him to work 60
his holding properly and satisfactorily, and thus in time you would have a superior class of men able to
do the work required of them.
To Mr. Sassall: If the scheme were carried out as proposed, there would he a strong agitation to have tho
river locked further down. I think that the Government would do wrong to confine the improvement of
the river to one place. This should he a national undertaking, and in the end it would be very successful. 65
Of course, if the river were locked all the way down, traffic would go to Victoria and South Australia.
There will soon he a railway from Swan Hill to a point very near Wentworth. The Victorians are making
superhuman efforts to bring that about, so as to tap tho trade of the Darling. J suppose that there is
too much of that sort of thing going on to suit the trade of New South Wales. Nearly every vessel
passing Wentworth belongs to Victoria or to South Australia, We have some hawking boats ; but-the 70
- general cargo boats are owned in South Australia or Victoria. They take woo! away when tho river is
navigable; but I do not think any wool goes down the river from above Wilcannia. Wool coming down
the river from Brewarrina would he unloaded at Bourke, and sent on by train ; but wool coming to the
river anywhere below Wilcannia would be sent on to the other colonics. The Broken Hill railway com
mands a large area of the Wilcannia country. There is an immense number of teams on the road to and 75
from Broken Hill, and from various parts of the Wilcannia district. Wilcannia just now is entirely
dependent for her supplies upon Broken Hill, and those supplies come first from South Australia. If tho
river was navigable, those supplies would come by boat, and Wilcannia would he a distributing centre.
W atcr
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Water carriage can always compete with land carriage. A boat will take 500 tons of goods from Morgan
or Murray Bridge to "Wilcannia at a merely nominal price because, as a rule, back loading is to be
’
obtained. I think that the G-overnment are commencing at tbe right end in starting this work ; but the
river should certainly be improved right down. I do not think it would be necessary to lock the river 23 June, 1896.
5 above Brewarrina; but that is a point upon which I am nob competent to give an opinion. "With regard
to the soil of the district, I should say that the river bends are the best for cultivation, and the ground
on the higher banks for residences. Stone-fruits are entirely destroyed by Rood-water. I have known
an orange-tree to be three months in the water and not suffer ; but stone-fruit is killed by flood-water,
unless that water runs off very rapidly. The best stone-fruit up here, that is, the apricot, is most easily
10 killed. The climate is specially suited for apricots. The land in the river bends is, in many cases, lowlying; but the soil will stand any amount of cultivation without recuperation. There is the risk of
losing a crop by a flood ; but floods do not come often. Tho mere submergence of the land at times will
not do any very material injury. A man might occasionally find it to his interest to make a dam to
stop the current, although lie would not attempt to keep the water off the land. I have known the river
15 to cease running during the time J have been in the district. In my early days, a steamer, for nearly
three years was laid up near Bourke, with a whole cargo of wool on board. On tho other hand, I have
known the Darling to be open to navigation for seven consecutive years. I think that a movable weir
should be constructed in the Darling. The great dam they have on the Gfoulbumis a sort of shutter dam.
Tt can he used as a dam, or it can be elevated. The drawback to a fixed weir would be the silting. On
20 the Darling you ought to construct a dam which you can lift up or shut dowm. You must be able to
create a scour to prevent any silting up. I do not tbink that a movable weir, when not in use, would run
any risk of being silted up, because I think there would always be sufficient water at command to wash
away any silt. When the steamers are stranded in the river they manage to get rid of the silt by
creating a scour with sand bags: and you could create a scour in the river, where you have a
25 movable weir, simply by elevating one or two of the shutters. The drawback to a fixed weir would bo
that the silt behind it would choke up the channel. The depth of the river channel would be reduced for
miles back if tbe silt could not get away. I saw that exemplified in connection with an ana-branch some
time ago. The river would eventually become so shallow as to interfere with navigation, A. weir, such
as the weir in the Goulburn, in Victoria, prevents this silting up. A good deal of the Goulburn runs
30 through hilly country; but the lower Goulburn is in fiat country. I have seen the Darling running 5
miles an hour on the lower river, when the Murray has been down.
To Mr, Ti'ichett: I am not aware that the proposed scheme is estimated to cost £121,000; but, if that
is eo, it is too much. I do not see any possibility of any reasonable return for so large an expenditure.
The chief source of revenue would be the local revenue, and for some time to come there would be no
35 sufficient local market. It will depend upon the nature of the produce grown as to whether an outside
market will be sought for. I am afraid that the products grown by irrigation in this district would not
he able to compete with outside sources of supply. Of course the producers in the district will use the
river as much as they can, if only to avoid extra handling; but water carriage is always cheaper than rail
carriage. In this district there would be water carriage for only part of the way, and rail carriage for the
4.0 rest of the way ; but to "Wentworth only water carriage, and the goods had therefore only one
handling. This scheme is justifiable as an attempt to establish population in the district; but it will not
be remunerative for a long time to come.
Daniel "William Meld Hattan, Esq., Inspector of Stock, Bourke, sworn, and examined:— ’
have lived in the district for forty years : that is, the district extending from tho mouth D. W. F.
4-5 of tbe Darling up to Bourke; and for some years 1 bad Yanda Station, near Bourke. With regard to Hattan,
the proposal before the Committee, I tbink that it will benefit the residents of tbe district by providing
cheap water-carriage, but I am not competent to say -whether it "will advance irrigation. Nearly all the
country between Bourke and Brewarrina is liable to flood. Two branches of the Bogan come in on the
’
'
one side of tbe river, while the Culgoa comes in on the other side. Of course there are often long periods
* 50 when we have no floods. No doubt this scheme will encourage population by providing cheap carriage;
but I think that if people went in for irrigation they -would have difficulty in getting a market for
what they produce. Ido not think the Government would be justified in doubling the rents of the Crown
land along the river if tho scheme were carried out. The stock raisers along the river would reap no
great advantage from the scheme, except, perhaps, cheap means of transit, and I do not think they would
55 be likely to go in for irrigation to raise fodder for their stock, or, at least, not to any large extent. We
have proved beyond all doubt that the land will grow anything; but up to tbe present time there has not
been much irrigation tried. If people could grow fodder by means of irrigation, they would be able to
fatten more stock, and the improvement of the river would enable them to get them away to market. I
think that it would pay a man within 25 miles of Bourke to put from 300 to 500 acres under lucerne, in order
GO to “ top up ” his stock before sending them to market, and there are many hundreds of acres which could
easily be irrigated because tbe land is so flat. I am inclined to tbink that it would pay the lessees to take
tho water at the Government charge—5s per acre per annum for agricultural land, and Gd. or Is. per
acre for grass land. If one man went in for irrigation and was successful, others would soon follow, and
in this way small settlement would be encouraged. I think that if the Government threw open small
65 blocks of land on the river bank under the same conditions that they are soiling land at Pera, it would
encourage settlement. Of course there is no local market; there would be only the metropolitan market.
We irrigated a little of the station and we found that -we were able to grow lucerne, and wheat, and all
kinds of fruit—apples, oranges, peaches, and nectarines. Notwithstanding our distance from the seaboard
I think that with irrigation we could supply our local wants and send produce to the coast. No doubt
70 irrigation "would facilitate the “topping up” of stock, and the combination of cultivation with grazing
ought to be readily followed. At the present time we get our butter from Sydney. None of our dairies
go in for butter mailing. Last summer we bad to.import our milk. We got it from the Ercsh Pood and
Ico Company. You could keep no cows here then, unless you supplied them with artificial food. I think
that the revenue derived by tbe State would be sufficient to pay interest on the cost of the scheme.
75 To Mr. Slack: With a constant supply of water, the dairying industry here would become stable, and
with it would gradually grow the bacon and ham industry. At the present time there is hardly a station
between here and Wilcannia winch has not a little irrigation farm for tho purpose of providing hay for
use
To Mr. Wright: I
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reasons, and, no doubt, if pastoralists could get water from the river at a low rate, these
cultivation areas would be increased. At the present time when the river is low it is very costly to pump
water from it, because of the high banks. I am not competent to say whether 5s. an acre would be over23 June,18D6.
to Pa3'^or the water ; but I should not think so. I think it would pay to irrigate land at a
moderate charge, in order to grow chaff. Chaff is sent here now from Orange and Bathurst, and even 5
from New Zealand and Tasmania; but, with irrigation, much better chaff could be grown locally. A
great deal of the chaff that we import is of bad quality. I am not able to offer an opinion as to the
relative merits of fixed and movable weirs. I have noticed that after a flood the river channel changes
sometimes. Large rents are cut out across the bends ; but these diversions are not permanent, and they
do not interfere with navigation. They do not become permanent, because the obstruction which causes 10
them, is generally removed. If the obstruction was a fixed one, the diversion would be permanent. If
you make a fixed dam in a watercourse, the river is bound to find another channel in times of flood. Tou
have plenty of instances of that kind on the Warrego. In flood-time ana-branches are often cut deeper
than the original channel. The majority of the pastoral lessees in this district arc favourable to the scheme.
To My. Ha ss all; As to the settlement which might be attracted to the district by the carrying out of the 15
proposed scheme, it would have to exist upon the grazing and the dairy industry. I do not think that
people could make anything by growing fruit. I think irrigation would be followed in order to fatten
stock for market; hut the cost of raising the water has prevented much irrigation hitherto. Tho higher
you have to raise the water, the more expensive it is. I think that by lessening tho life 10 feet, you
would induce people to go in for irrigation more. J think that people growing produce here would be 20
able to send it to Sydney, where it ought to be able to compete successfully with the produce from other
districts. They could make butter here ; but only in the winter months. Ido not think it would be
found profitable to grow hay, except to feed carriers’ cattle in times of drought. Hitherto people have
not been educated up to the advantages of irrigation; but I think that the improvement of the river
would be a factor in their education. Still. I have only a limited knoudedge of irrigation myself. 25
I cannot say whether people within 5 miles of the river would be content to have the betterment principle
applied to their holdings, supposing this work was carried out. The difficulty that will he found in settling
this district is that the country is low and liable to flood. There are other parts of the Colony better
adapted for closer settlement. All the country between Bourke aud Brewarrina is liable to flood, and in
some places thc^land is covered with water for a considerable distance back from the river. Both the 30
Bogan and the Culgoa have very low banks, aud in some places the flood-waters go hack 10 or 15 miles.
There are a few high spots in which the soil is a red sandy loam.
Jb AZh. Trickctf; Any advantage which the State would get from tho carrying out of the scheme would
he because of the extra number of stock which would be fattened, and the increased traffic that would
come to the railway. I think that the Crown tenants should pay a slightly increased rental if the work 35
was carried out; but they could not pay a very high rental. Laud purchased from the Crown ought to
command a better price, because the carrying out of the proposed works would make it more valuable.
If they had to pay a license fee for using the water I do not think the Crown fennnts could pay an
increased rcnlal. It is very doubtful if sheep-farmers would pay fid. and Is. an acre for water to improve
their paddocks. I should not like to pay that amount if I was still engaged in pastoral pursuits, I do 10
not think it would be possible for a man to irrigate a large sheep run from the river. Tiie chief source of
revenue must come from the water supplied for irrigating small holdings, though I could not say how
many small holdings there would be in tbe district within two years after tho completion of tho proposed
works. I daresay 100,000 acres would be taken up, providing that land was thrown open for small settle
.
ment within the reach of water. Five shillings per acre for a pumping license seems a great deal to pay 45
for water when you add the actual cost of pumping. I think that, if we had irrigation, dairying would bo
done in the district, because feed could be grown for the cows. For six months in the year wo could carry
on dairying for local consumption. I agree with Mr. Holding that the benefits to be derived from this
scheme would be chiefly of a local character.
Jo Mr. Lee : I think that the pastoral tenants would be prepared to pay a higher rent for their land if 50
the scheme were carried out, because they would then be able to grow sufficient feed to allow them to
top up their fat stock in a much shorter space of time than it can be done with the aid of natural grass.
At the present time they would not go to the expense of doing this on any large scale, although each station
has a small irrigatiou plant. The improvement of the river would keep streams such as the Bogan and
the Culgoa always full of water, and would enable small settlers to take up the land out there. If the 55
fiovcrnment established pumping-stations at various places on the river, I think that people would he
much more inclined to go in for irrigation. 1 think that would be an inducement not only to the small
man, but to the large holder, and would lead to a larger area of land being irrigated. The filling up of
rivers such as the Bogan and the Culgoa, and of numbers of small depressions, would ho of advantage to
the i un-holdcrs. The area affected by the proposed works is comprised in ordinary pastoral holdings. (10
Practically, tho whole country is Crown land. Hitherto the homestead leases have not been a success^in
the dial rict, and they have not led to an increase in the number of stock. Some of the homestead leases
are m the hands of the original lessees ; but most of them are in the hands of financial institutions, I
do not think it is likely that this country will ho largely settled until the available land in the Eastern
apd Central Divisions is taken up, though the day must come when it will all be settled. The capatnli- G5
ties oi this district are very large, if we can only get water, though I doubt whether there is at present
a sufficient market to induce people to come here. In my opinion, the settlement of the Darling country
is only to be brought about by the conservation of_ water. Therefore, the scheme is a step in the right
direction, though there is no prospect of an immediate return to tho Government. Comparing irrigation
with artesian water with irrigation from the river, it must be remembered that tbe water taken from the 70
artesian bores enables yon to irrigate places a long way back from the river, while you cannot send tho
river-water any great distance back, except at a very large cost. At tbe same time, irrigation from
artesian supplies is not antagonistic to river irrigation.. Diver water is much more suitable for irrigation
than artesian water. 1 think that all the water that can be conserved, whether by putting Odown
artesian bores or by locking the river, should be conserved. If the river were made navigable from 75
Brewarrina to Bourke, we should get a great deal of the trade that now goes to Narrabri. I do
not tbink much wool would go down the river past Bourke. Any wool coming to Bourke would go
on to Sydney by rail. The railway to Bourke has diverted traffic which formerly went to the
other
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other Colonies; but in good seasons the river competes with the railway. I think, however, that the locking D. W. F.
of the Darling would diminish that competition. There is not so much wool going down to Adelaide now Hattan, Eeq.
as went there in former years, when there was no railway. People will not run the risk of sending wool
23 Juno, 1896.
down the river ; the insurance is too high, and the accidents are too numerous.
5 To the Chairman : I think that a good deal of the traffic that now goes to JS'arrabri from the Birree and
the Bokhara would come to Bourke if people could make use of the river.
To Mr. Wright: A good deal of the wool from the Birree and the Bokhara comes to Bourke now. A
number of the pastoral lessees between Bourke and Wilcannia have erected pumping-plants at their own
cost. I cannot say what the average cost of a pumping-plant is : but we worked with an eight horse-power
10 engineanda Tangyo pump. They use centrifugal pumps. Ishould think that thecomplete plant for irrigation
on a small scale would cost from £GOO to £900. The maintenance is not very much. They generally
keep an engineer, but he does other work also. The engine is used to drive the pump, and also, in most
cases, to drive the shearing machinery. 1 should think a fair charge for the labour required would be
£150 per annum. It would be out of the question for a small settler to provide bis own pumping-plant.
15 The only way would be for the Government to supply the water. 1 do not think that the river-water
will be used anv more than it is at present, if people have to provide their own pumping-plant. "We have
proved beyond all doubt that river-water is much better for irrigation than well-water, though if artesian
water could be obtained within 3 miles of the river for one-fourth or one-fifth the cost of river-water, it
would be much better. Comparing the position of settlers at Pera with that of settlers under similar
20 conditions on the banks of the river, the Pera people have the great advantage that their land is not
liable to inundation; whereas people on the banks of tbe river would generally be liable to be flooded.
As a rule, the red-soil country is not flooded, while it is quite equal in quality to the soil on the riverbanks.
To Mr. Blach"We could grow chaff in this district to feed horses, and I am sure that it would pay. We
25 should bo able to find a market for chaff, which would consume as much as is now imported.
Jocelyn Henry Thomas, Esq., Manager, "Winhar Station, sworn, and examined:—
Winbar Station is about 90 miles below Bourke, and about 15 miles below Loutb. J. H. Thomas,
Esq.
Irrigation was commenced there by tho manager who preceded me ; hut I have a fair idea of what the
work costs. We commenced to irrigate, because in the severe drought of 1883 and 1884 we found that 23 June, 1896.
SO we were paving £18 a ton for tho carriage of horse-feed from Nyngan. During that drought it cost ns
about £2,200 for horse-feed, and we thought wc could grow it more cheaply than that. The result has
been that we have grown it more cheaply than we could import it. "We have now about 8 acres under
cultivation. 'Tho pumping-plant is placed near the river, at a point where the banks are now about 45
feet above the water-level. The cost of the plant, including the pump, belting, pipes, and engine, would
35 be about £000. There is an open drain running down the middle of the cultivation area, and we have
gates to divert the water as we want to use it. The annual cost of the work is about £46 0s, 8d. a year,
and our principal crop is lucerne. Wo have about 6 acres under lucerne, and the rest of the ground is
under wheat. "We value our fodder at what we would have to pay for if in times of drought, and we store
it until we want to use it. By irrigating every four weeks, and attending to the land properly, we get
40 about 6 tons of lucerne per acre. Wo gen abouf 36 tons of lucerne from the 6 acres, and about 4 tons of
wheat from the 2 acres. The following is my estimate of what it cost us to do this work :—
To the Chairman:

£ s. J.

45

Engineer, eighteen days, at £2 per week..... ............................................................................................
One man looking after irrigation, eighteen days, at 30s. perweek......................................................
Three men harvesting crop, eighteen days each, at 30s. per week.....................................................
Twenty-five cords of wood, at 6s. fid. per cord ......................................................................................
Two gallons oil, at 5s. fid. per gallon...........................................................................................................
Original cost clearing, fencing, ploughing, levelling, and making drains, at £10 per acre, £80;

interest................................................................... ......................................................

50

' Original cost of pump, piping, and belting, £200, at 6per cent,per annum......................................

5 6
4 0
12 0
8 2
0 11

8
0.
0
6
0

4 0 6
12

0 0

£46

0 8

I do not allow anything for wear aud tear of engine, as it is used and was bought for working scouring-machine. Forty
tons can be produced by irrigating six times during the year. The size of pump used is a 10-inch centrifugal, driven by
55 12 h,-p, engine. -

Instead of having to pay £6 or £7 por ton for hay, we grow our own supplies, and thus effect a great
saving. The price of whoaten hay in Bourke during the drought was £517s. 6d., and then there is £3 a ton
for carriage. If the river were running, the carriage would only be 25s. a ton; but it is very seldom that
the river is running when we have a drought. 1 reckon that I saved £500 last drought. I was able to
CO feed twenty-five horses for fifteen months off on the produce of the 8 acres which we irrigate.
[27iC Sectional Committee, at 4T5 p.m., adjourned until STS p.m., token they met at the “ Iloyal Motel,”
Bourke.']

Edward MacEarlane, Esq., District Surveyor, and Acting Chairman of Land Board, Bourke,
sworn, and examined:—
05 To Mr. Blade: I first arrived at Walgett, on tbe Namoi Eiver, on the 26th March, 1879, and travelled
E.
about 120 miles down the Barwon. I arrived in Bourke after the flood of 1879, and I first went to Louth MacFariano,
in 1880. 1881 was tho first year that I went to Brewarrina, and in 1887 I travelled down the river
Btk
from Bourke to Wilcannia. In 1889 I followed the river up to Wilcannia from Menindie ; in 1893 I 23^jim“'"l896
followed tho river road up and down from Brewarrina to Walgett; and in 1894 I followed the river down
'*’
70 from Menindie to Cuthcro. I have travelled not once, but several times over the whole of this district.
In assessing the value of Crown lands we always take into consideration all the contributory circumstances
of the case. If by the damming back of the river the billabongs were kept full, we should take that
circumstance into consideration to exactly the extent that the country was or was not benefited by it,
"With regard to the floods in the river, J first saw Bourke just after the flood of 1879 had passed off, 1 wa»
75 in Bourke during the whole period of the 1890 flood ; and at different parts of the river I came in contact
with the flood of 1893, whicli was within 2 or 3 feet of the flood of 1890. I have known three floods
102 (a)—B
which
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which I considered to he large floods during the last seventeen years, and during the same time I have
In ISSd the river was practically a chain of
Eaq,
waterholes; and in 1888 it was almost a chain of waterholes. In the first of these years Bourke was
23 June, 1896. a smaller town than it is now, and relied mostly for its water supply upon wells, but in 1888 the water
supply was very bad. I was a member of the Municipal Council at the time, and, with other aldermen, 5
took precautions for protecting the supply by constructing a sand-bag dam at the site of the present weir
in order to throw 2 or 3 feet more into the town supply. The water at that time was slightly brackish and
unpleasant. There was no absolute stagnation, because even when the water was not flowing over the sur
face there was underground percolation. The extent to which the quality of the river water has affected the
health of the town has never been known to mo professionally. There has been a little typhoid, and a little 10
diphtheria, but there has never been an outbreak of disease at Bourke snch as occurred atDubbo. I think
that the locking of the Barling will be beneficial to (he district both as a means to cheap water-carriage,
aud as a means to irrigation. J have no hesitation in saying that I favour it, providing that the cost is
proportionate to the result to be gained. If I were told that the cost of locking the Barling between
Bourke and Brewarrina was about equal to the cost of a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina, I would 15
favour the locking of the Barling By the construction of a railway only one object is gained, while by
by the locking of the river two objects are gained. The locking of the river would improve the Bourke
water supply ; it would give the means for cheaper transit; and would lead to the establishment in the
future of irrigation settlements. I think that if the water was available small settlers would come to the
district; but they would come slowly. The success of three or four men would do more to bring popu- 20
lation than anything else. I think tiial for the success of the scheme it would he well that settlement
should grow slowly. In my opinion, it would pay every station m the district to cultivate a certain area
of country, because I hear it stated in evidence constantly that horse-leed is an item m the annual
expenditure. We hear that it costs the stations from £300 to £G00 a year for horse-feed as a regular ^
thing, aud they could grow that feed for about one-third of the price. "When they find that they can 25
grow feed cheaply, they will grow it, not only for their horses and for the cows which every station
should keep, but for their stud-sheep and. ultimately, ail ihe best stock. At the present time some of
the stations have to employ men to cut down the mulga and supplejack and other edible scrub for tho
stock. Considerable sums are spent in this way. amounting to hundreds of pounds ; but the results are
not satisfaetorv. The food thus supplied is not altogether suitable to tlie requirements of the animals, and 30
the sheep sometimes die In any case there is not the growth of fleece that there should he. Large sums
of money would be saved if the run-holders grew hay and stored it against periods of drought. I think it
would pay them to do this. If a man has wool ot a class that is known and sought after in the home
markets, it is well not to let it deteriorate in anv particular, and thus the feeding ot the sheep would pay ^
indirectly, by keeping up the quality of the wool. The hulk of the fruit consumed in the district is imported, 35
and the bulk of tlie vegetables ; therefore, there should be employment here for a, certain number of market
gardeners and orchardists. At G-ongolgon there is an excellent Chinese garden which is irrigated, and a
similar place at Angledool. There are also gardens in other parts of the district. The C-ongoigon garden
supplies the district lying within 30 miles of it, I suppose, though the population nowhere is very large.
In the 60,000,000 acres comprised in my district there are not more than 40,000 people. There is a large 40
market for chaff throughout the district at all limes in the year, and for two reasons. The country is now
heavily stocked with sheep, so that there is very little grass to spare, and the rabbits also tend to drive
horses on to chaff. The working horses throughout the district must now be fed with chaff. At present
we are having a very good season, and a good many horses are turned out; but, as a general thing, the ^
horses in this district require to bo fed. In bad seasons people have to do with fewer horses. With regard 45
to dairying. I may say that last summer we were supplied with milk twice a day ; but I do not know of any
locally-made butter except goats’ butter, which is only made in small quantities. I think that in the very
hot weather we should always have to get our butter from places where the climate is cooler. I do not
thiuk it would be generally possible for ns to compete in the metropolitan markets with our surplus products.
TVe are not very much earlier than Sydney. Tho climate seems to he particularly suitable for table grapes; 50
but 1 have seen no wine grapes tried. Good orange crops have been grown, aud lemons grow very well.
I have not seen any shaddocks: but passion-fruit grows excellently. I know the character of the soil along
the banks of the river. It is a grey cretaceous clay, and i think raiher too clayey for a ploughing soil.
I know no patch of red-soil country between Bourke and Brewarrina on the eastern side of the river;
but the patch at the'Pera Bore Settlement extends almost to the river at ISTorth Bourke. In this connee- 55
tion I should like to read part of a report nhich 1 sent to tho Minister on the 18th September. 1803, in
regard to a piece of country near the Barling Itiver and tlie village of iN’orth Bourke ;—
E.

MaeForlaiic, known two periods of extreme drought—1S84 and 18S8.

0£ the part between the Barringim and Enngonia Bead and the Darling River, about 30 acres in extent, two-thirds is
a high-level area of rod, deep, alluvial soli, once timbered with gidgea. This part above flood-level affords an excellent site
for a pumping station, school, aud any general buildings of a settlement. The remaining third, the actual frontage, is a
grey cretaceous clay soil liable to inundation, and so situated that a cutting for the natural flow of water from the river to
within a short distance of a pumping station on the red soil could be easily and cheaply made.
All the land to the west of the road, about 3.000 acres in extent, is high, the greater part a very rich red. deep alluvial
soil, densely timbered with gidgea, broken with very small plains ; the remainder is thick mulga country on a red alluvial
soil, apparently not so rich. Among the mulga is scrub of various kinds. The whole area pi educes salsolaceous herbage,
where the timber is not too thick to permit any grass or herbage to grow. There is also box hndda and belah timber, but
not to any extent.
.
_
The gidgea, a strong hard timber of the Acacia family, indicates excellent soil. It is very useful for fencing, for posts
for rough sheds, for rails, for blocks for wooden houses, also for firewood, and to some extent for fancy turners work ; it
usually' grows so thickly in favourable country that pasture plants do not appear in any quantity' amongst tlie trees, so that
country heavily timbered with gidgea is not useful for pasturage, till the timber has been destroyed, when very valuable
grasses thrive m good seasons. At least 1,500 acres of the area under consideration are useless for grazing purposes, on
account of the density of the gidgea thereon, so that the clearing of this land for agriculture, aud the use of the timber
thereon would be a public benefit. Good hay crops have already' been secured in the neighbourhood of cleared gidgea country
without irrigation.
.
The mulga timber on this area is not of the host kind, and it is on a soil more sandy and not quite so good as that
on which the gidgea grows. To some extent it could he used for fencing or firewood. If the scrub and undergrowth were
removed this would be excellent pastoral country. When entirely cleared it would ho also suited for agriculture.
The whole of the area is above any ordinary flood. I believe it was above the IS!)0 flood. I feel sure that the
greater part of it was not flooded then ; also, that any part flooded, if any, was only so for a very short time, and to a
very shallow depth—not more than a few inches—so practicably liability to inundation is not a factor in the case.
The whole area, has been rabbit infested ; even now there are many rabbits on it. This closely timbered red country
is an excellent home for rabbits.
The
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The country is suited for settlement in small areas, with an artificial water supply, and is "susceptible of very great
improvement. Its withdrawal from the reserves will not in any way prejudicially affect them. In its present state the fflacEarlane,
whole area would not carry profitably one sheep to 10 acres for a year in ordinary seasons ; bat by killing off timber,
Esq.
fencing, and water supply, it could be improved to carry a sheep to 3 acres, without irrigation or cultivation. By agricul““ v
5 ture, without irrigation, it could be made to return one good crop in two years on the average.
_
23 June,189G.
The site is suited for settlement, as the place is healthily situated, though very hot in summer ; as the soil is good;
as permanent water is within reasonable distance ; as the farthest point is not farther than S miles from a railway station ;
as there is also a good local market for fodder crops ; and as the ordinary conditions of occupation cannot be applied to it
in such a way as to produce settlement, or the much needed improvement of the area.

10 If you grew lucerne under irrigation I should think you would get about six crops in a year ; but I could
not say how much you would get to the acre. I should say that you could keep from four to sis sheep
on the hay from an ncro of Jueerno. I have been writing a report upon some land which I think, under
irrigation, would keep at least four sheep to the acre. There are times in the very hot weather when you
would get nothing at all from a lucerne patch ; all you could do would be to keep the lucerne growing.
15 Lucerne, in this district, wants rain, as well as water artificially supplied. The pumpkin grows in dry
weather; pumpkins, pie-melons, and water-melons, in a good season, will grow to very great perfection
here without irrigation. If a man wished to grow pumpkins to feed the sheep, he would have to irrigate,
because he could not count upon getting rain. The uncertainty of the rainfall in this district is even a
greater drawback than its limited quantity. For that reason, a permanent supply of water which can he
20 used for irrigation is most valuable.
To Mr. Massall: This is almost entirely a pastoral district, the principal stock being sheep, and all
schemes for the improvement of the district would appear to have for their object the making of the
pastoral industry more secure, and enabling it to bo carried on more cheaply. Any agriculture done here
must be under a system of irrigation, and to assist the great pastoral industry. If the proposed scheme
25is carried out settlement wilt be only slow; but in the course of years, as the district becomes more
thickly populated, small settlement, such as is contemplated by the Government proposal, will follow. I
do not think that the locking of the Darling will bring about very great results in this direction imme
diately. I cannot say why people have not cultivated a larger area of land in this district; hut in a
recent inquiry a pastoral tenant, in support of a contention as to the worthlessness of this country, said
30 that a certain crop cost him £20 n ton, while the cost of carriage only for bought produce came to
£IG a ton. "When the matter was gone into further, we found thaf, taking an average of five or six years,
the cost was about £8 a ton to get a crop, while the carriage came to £8 or £10 a ton for bought
produce; hut, notwithstanding this, the man said that he was determined to give up growing anything
more. What he had grown was grown without the aid of irrigation. I do not think that the mere raising
35 of the water-level 10 feet would have much effect in increasing the area under cultivation in this district;
hut directly the water gets down below ordinary summer level it becomes very hard. If there were
always 10 feet of water in the river, the probability is that it would never got hard, and that would make
a great difference to people wanting to use it for their gardens. I do not think the proposed scheme
would induce people to pass better country to come out here. To induce small settlement you must have
40 three or four successful settlers. At North Bourke there are some thousands of acres which could he
taken up to-morrow. I have already recommended that something should he done with that land. I am
certain that there will never he a rush for land in this district; the growth of population will be gradual.
Most certainly if the scheme were carried out there would be an agitation for the improvement of the
river further down. People will ask for anything if they have the most remote chance of getting it. It
45 appears to me that the object of the scheme is to feed the railway line. If you went as far as Louth you
would bring wool from there to Bourke ; hut during the last seven years they have only missed twice in
bringing their wool here with the river in its natural condition. The scheme, if carried out, would make
Bourke the depot for the district. The Brewarrina people would sooner have a line constructed from
Brewarrina to Byrock. I do not belong to Bourke any more than I belong to Brewarrina or any other
50 town ; but I find the railway here, and I say that that circumstance must be considered. If the railway
had been taken to Brewarrina in the first instance, it would have been different. The locking of the
river will- do very little at the present time to increase the value of the country along its hanks. The
river has never utterly failed between here and Brewarrina, and the lessees would resent any attempt to
increase their rent because of the construction of this work.
55 To Mr. Trickett: I am sure that there would ho no sufficient revenue in the near future from tho
expenditure of £120,000 on this work. I am not of opinion that sheep-farmers would willingly pay 6d.
or Is. an aero for the use of water to irrigate grazing land. With regard to lucerne, you could get six
crops per annum up here with irrigation, and without any rain at all; hut a timely fall of rain would
make a great difference to those crops. Lucerne will keep alive, hut it will not do its best in hot weather
GO without rain. By the locking of the river you get better water, and have it more evenly distributed ; but
I am not prepared to say that in the near future any large revenue would be derived from the increased
value given to the land. The laud at North Bourke is suitable for settlement by the small holders, audit
was for settlement of that kind that I. recommended it. Irrigation will only pay as an adjunct to a large
pastoral holding, or to a large industry of some kind. There is no outside market; in fact, a man would
65 have very little market unless lie provided it for himself. Tlie station-own'er, the wool-scourer, the big
contractor, or anyone having a large number of men to feed, could always make his garden pay. With
regard to the land at North Bourke, I think that carriers, teamsters, and men of that kind, could take it .
up in small areas, make their homes there, and grow chaff for their horses in their spare time. Now that
most of the camels have gone there arc a good many teams in the district. I do not know of any other
70 land, except that at North Bourke, close to the river between here and Brewarrina, which is similar to
the land at Pera. Most of the country is a grey cretaceous clay. I cannot express any opinion upon the
question of tonnage dues.
To Mr, Wright.- I think that in course of time people are hound to try and turn part of this district
into an agricultural district; but it will he a matter of time. First one person will come, and then
75 another, I was informed by Mr. J. T. Gibson, of the Western Engineering Works, who has made a very
fine vegetable garden and orchard, that the expenditure paid him very well, because he could supply what
he grew to the persons employed by him ; but that the local market was limited. A great many of our
cabbages come from Victoria. The Pera Bore Settlement 1 look upon as an experiment pure and simple,
and although I take the greatest interest in it, I should not like to express an opinion with regard to its
chance
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Echance o£ success until I see how the people get on there. I do not think that 15,000 acres of land
* aCJ5sq ne’ ^e^weelL ^ere an<l Brewarrina are likely to be irrigated just yet, even if the proposed scheme is carried
out. Iso pastoralist would pay 5b. per acre per annum for the right to take water from the river. It
23June, 1896. ’nrould cost him ISs. 4d. per acre to pump the water, aud adding the license fee, his expenditure would
come to £1 3s. 4d. per acre per annum. Very little direct revenue will be obtained from tho scheme. 5
I see no immediate prospect of a large return from the land to bo affected, nor do I see any prospect of
any large increase of settlement just yet.
To Mr. Lee: lily answers will apply ten years hence. I do not think that in ten years time there will be
sufficient settlement iu the district to give much revenue to the State in return for the benefits conferred
by this scheme. The land between here and Brewarrina is mostly under pastoral and homestead lease. 10
These leases terminate in twenty-eight years from 1SS5. Any land required for closer settlement can be
resumed under tlie provisions of the Act of 1895 ; that is, if it is within 10 miles of the town. If 15,000
acres were required between here and Brewarrina they could be easily obtained. There is that area suitable
for irrigation within 3 miles of the river banks. Not many of the homestead leases between here and
Brewarrina are in the hands of tho original selectors. Going up the river you pass through Mooculta 15
leasehold area, where you will not find a homestead lease; then you get to Beemery, and a few miles above
Beemcry there is a number of homestead leases, all fronting the river. The number of homestead leases
applied for in this district during the present year is 33. 1 was at Brewarrina on the 6th June, and there
we dealt with twenty-nine applications for homestead selections and settlement leases. Of these the
Board confirmed twenty-five. The areas applied for varied from 500 to 10,000 acres. Fourteen or fifteen 20
applications were for land near Brewarrina, upon part of the Brewarrina Common recently thrown open
for selection. The rest of tho land is scattered about iu various parts of the district. All tho land
thrown open at Brewarrina for homestead selection this year was tahen up at once, and for some of tlie
blocks there were four or five applicants. People like to keep near the town; they do not want to go
away from the towns. These applications were all made by people more or less connected with Bre 25
warrina. As families grow up they must throw out shoots. These people will engage in carrying, and do
other things of that kind. "With regard to the Government providing water for small settlers on the
river, I would point out that water can be supplied more cheaply at Pera, but there are still nine blocks there
which are waiting for people to take them up. Then, too, the land on the banks of the river is liable to
inundation, while the land at Pera is not. Tho flood-water could be banked out; but people would 30
sooner go where there is no risk of flood. Eventually the country must be populated, and then people
will bo compelled to do for a livelihood tilings which they will not do now. People will sooner go where
they can have a gravitation supply, and where their land will be beyond the reach of floods, than where
there is only a pumping supply and land will bo liable to inundation. If small settlement is to be
established along the river it will be impracticable for every man to provide bis own pump. There must be 35
community of interest in the pumping machinery. It would make it easier for the settlers if the Crown
pumped the water ; but I do not think that oven that.would induce close settlement upon this particular
river at the present time. "What will induce it in the future will be the pressure of uecessity. My views
as to the settlement of this district are that it will be used for pastoral purposes for many years, though
it will be improved, and gradually, as population increases, the soil must be brought to its greatest 40
piroduction by tiie use of water. It is too early to take a very large step in the way of providing water
just yet. If you determine to construct a railway to Brewarrina, 1 say “do not lock the river”; but if
you must spend £1.20,000,1 say, “lock the river in preference to making the railway.” I think, however,
that neither work is necessary at the present time. 1 do not see what is to make either the one or the
other necessary.
45
To ihe Chairman : The people of Brewarrina can take their produce to Byrock as easily as to Bourke,
though, of course, if the river were permanently navigable, the cheapest tiling for them to do would be to
send their produce to Bourke. There is not sufficient traffic to justify the construction of a railway from
Byrock to Brewarriea, and it appears to me that there is not sufficient traffic to justify the expenditure of
£120,000 in improving the navigation of the river. In my report I recommended that only 300 acres 50
should be offered out of 3,000 acres which, in my opinion, would be suitable for cultivation, because I
considered that they would have quite enough to do to get rid of tlie produce of 300 acres. The approximate
cost of providing pumps, boilers, main distributing channels, and engineer’s house for such an area would
be about £3,000. I estimated that 408,375 gallons of water would be required for each working day—
about two-thirds of the estimated flow of Pera Bore. The cost of irrigation, distributed over 600 acres, 55
would be ISs. 4d. an acre ; that is, allowing for wages and fuel, but not the interest on the capital cost.
I have no doubt that a Government supply could be given much more cheaply ; 11s. 8d. an acre was for
fuel. An experimental irrigation area should be tried upon the completion of the present weir.
To Mr. Black: It would be possible to create small settlement areas on the river between Bourke and
Brewarrina without any disturbance of existing tenants that is worth consideration. You can always take 00
a reasonable area out of a pastoral property for souud purpose. For instance, the Pera Bore Settlemeut
was taken out of the Fort Bourke run. There are no large reserves on the river. There are some small
reserves to allow access to water ; but there is no reserve in any one place containing 600 acres. The
reserves contain about 100 acres, or some area like that, and they have all been offered for annual lease.
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WEDNESDAY, 24 JUNE, 1896.
{The Sectional Committee met at the Council Chambers, BoiwJce, at 10 a.fn.]

fUtcaeitt:—
The Hon.

6

FREDERICK THOMAS

HUMPHREY (Chairman).

The Hon.'William

Joseph Trickett.
Thomas Henry Hassall,
Charles Alpred Lee, Esq.
Gteorcie Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered tho proposed Construction of Lochs aud Weirs on the
River Darling.
1
10

Ernest Charles Miller, Esq,, Council Ciert, Bourke, sworn, and examined:—
The rental value of the improve- ^ C. Milieu,
ments in the municipality at the beginning of February, 1891, was £81,781, while the capital value of
^
unimproved land was £65,000. The area of the municipal district is 44 square miles. During the oijwTicqG
rannicipal year 1891-92, the amount received from general rates was £1,930. During the flood year we "
’ ' ’
15 got very little revenue, and when I entered upon my present position there was a lot of arrears. Tlie
rental value of the municipality in February. 1892, was £36,500 ; the capital value of unimproved land,
£63,000; and the amount of rates received, £1,608, In 1893 the rental value of improved properties
and the assessments upon the capital value of unimproved properties amounted to £37,700, while the
revenue for the year was £1,500. In 1S94-5 the rental value was £39,000; the capital value, £59,000;
20 and the revenue, £1.552. In 1895-6 the rental value was £33,420; the capital value, £47,893 ; and the
revenue, £1,340. These values are fixed by two sworn valuators appointed by the Council. For this
year the assessments are, upon the improved properties, £31,000; the capital value of unimproved land
is fixed at £4/.430 : hut only a small proportion of these rates has yet been received. There has been a
_ drop in the value of improved property since 1891. In some cases the rental values have dropped from
25 25 to 50 per cent. I do not know what the present population of the district is ; but when the last
census was taken it stood at 3,155, and we reckon that there arc now about 180 or 200 more people in
the district. The meat-works brought a great many people here, and so has the work in connection with
the weir. Until we got the last rainfall we had a severe drought here ; the water was then very low, and
almost undrinkable ; you could smell it as far away as the railway station, when the wind was blowing in
30 that direction : the smell was caused by the -weeds which grow in the river when the water is low.
I cannot say that anyy epidemic was produced by the bad quality of the water; but a former medical
officer in the district said that the water was not fit to drink. For tho town supply it is pumped directly
from the river, and is not filtered. The district boundaries do not include any homestead leases; but they
include tlie garden at the weir, and a farm at Picnic Point, near North Bourke, were they go in for
35 dairying, and irrigate lucerne for their stock. In 18851 crossed the river with 10,000 sheep, but I do not
*
know anything about it iu 18SS. The supply of water we have at the present time is very inadequate,
and when the river is very low we can hardly keep the town going. kVe have two Worthington pumps,
but the height to which the water has to be raised is a great strain upon them. The Council is of
opinion that the proposed scheme would materially assist in supplying the town with water in the hot
40 weather, bnt they have not passed any resolution in regard to it. Of course the town supply will only be
affected by tbe completion of the weir which they are now making below Bourke; it will not be affected
by the weir at Stony Point, or any of those higher up.
To Mr. Trickett.- The Council is not in a position to take any steps towards providing a better water supply
than that which we have at present. We understood that at Hay they had erected a larger tower, and
45 we wrote for a copy of the plans and specifications ; but owing to financial difficulties, we have not been
able to do anything yet. The arrangements which we have now for pumping and storing the water were
carried out by the Government. We put a dam at the site of the present weir on one occasion, when
the water was running very short, though 1 was not in Bourke at the time.
To Mr. Wright: I believe that the construction of the weir below Bourke will throw the water back as
50 far as Stony Point. That will be sufficient to meet all the requirements of the town of Bourke, so far as
a water supply is concerned.
To the Chairman ; I entered upon my present office in March, 1890.

Mr. Andreas Harders, Acting Sub-Collector of Customs, Bourke, sworn, aud examined:—
To the Chairman: The following is a statement of the Customs revenue collected at Bourke for the last A. Harders,
Esq.
five years:—
55

60

Customs Revenue collected at H.M. Customs, Bourke, 1891-5

1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

£

................................................................................................
................................................................................................
...............................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

29,320
27,383
20,051
19,896
15,668

s. d.

9
16
1
13
16

3
1
10
7
8

Number of Steamers arriving at Bourke, with Bonded Goods, Ac., from South Australia and Victoria:—
Value of Gcodfl Imported*

1891.—28 steamers....................................................................................................... ..
65

£47,136

1892.—14 steamers......................................................................... ..........................................

30,477

1893.—20 steamers..............................................................................................................
1894. —20 steamers............................................................................................................
1895.— 1 steamer ..............................................................................................................
To 23rd June, 1896 (half-year).—3 steamers...................................................................

JJ2
38 468
2! 485
6,017
34

70 I think the river was only running for a few weeks in 1895.
To Mr. Black: I believe that most of the steamers coming here are owned by Messrs, E. Rich & Co.,
though a good many are owned in Victoria,
To Mr. WrightThere is no river now. The 9th April was the date when the last steamer left.

24 June, 1896.
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A. Hurderp, To Mr.

Lee: My returns arc only for goods landed at Bourke. The quantity of goods landed depends
entirely on the state of the river. The bulk of the goods come from South Australia, though some come
down from Sydney that way. In 1895 about £300 worth came from Sydney.
24 Jnnc,lS9G.
To Mr. Wright.- No boots came that way.
To Mr. Lee.- Bulk ale sometimes cornea that way. Sydney merchants may take advantage of the river at 5
times ; but their action in the matter depends upon a variety of circumstances. Groods coming here from
South Australia come to Bourke partly for local consumption and partly for distribution.
To Mr. Wright: The statement which I have just read includes goods coming from Sydney as well as
goods coming up the river. It includes all the goods.
To Mr. Lee : Tlie Customs Department here takes no notice at all of the trend of the river traffic. There 10
is not a great quantity of bonded goods coming by rail from Sydney for despatch down the river, though
there is a good deal exported to'Queensland. Yery little of the bonded goods going to Queensland go
any part of tho distance by steamer.
To Mr. Wright: A good deal of the sugar used iu Queensland is Queensland sugar bonded through.
It
is taken by team direct from Bourke.
15
To Mr. Lee: Bourke is a distributing centre, not so much for tho country down the river as for the
district all round. The traffic from the country north and north-east of Bourke generally comes to
Bourke, in dry seasons on drays, and in good seasons by the river. Sometimes it comes from as far as
"Walgett by river.

Esq

Mr. Arthur Senior, wool-scourer, near Bourke, sworn, and examined :—
2D
I know the proposal under consideration, and I know the river well. I think that
the proposed works would he a means of opening up the country, and advancing the prospects of the
district, and I think that they would contribute towards the revenue of the country. At times there are
24 June, 1896. seorEs of tons of stuff which cannot he delivered, because we have no available carriage except the camel
teams, and the horse teams, and the prices given for freight scarcely pay the men for feeding their horses. 25
If the river were improved it would be a great advantage to the wool traffic and other traffic from out back.
TVe have been terribly handicapped in one way and another in competing with the traffic from the back
country so far. The completion of the proposed works would advance, not only the interests of the town
of Bourke, hut the interests of the district generally. I have been a wool-scourer for about eighteen
years, and my industr3r has been fairly profitable, though we have had reverses at times. I used to he 3D
120 miles down the river. I cannot say that I, individually, would be benefited by the construction of
the proposed works.
To Mr. Hassall -. If the river were locked, industries would spring up along the banks. People might go
in for irrigation, combined with small settlement. Small areas might be irrigated and cultivated, and the
rest of the land used for grazing, and then, in had times, what was grown on the irrigated area could be 35
used for feeding the stock. I think that under those conditions land might be cut up into small holdings.
•
Men settling on the river would go out shearing part of the year, and make as big a cheque as they could,
1
and then they would go home and cultivate their land. At present, wo have only the local market; but
the proposed works will bring a certain amount of population, and, if we carry the thing out systematically,
we may be able to compete with some of tho towns down the line. We could not compete with towns 4D
down tlie river, because they would be practically in the same position as we should be in. I know a
place down tbe river where a man has a private garden, and last year he made £150 by cultivating only a
fow acres. He took his produce to the different stations round about. Tho settlers near the artesian bores
may supply the shearing sheds round about; but they could not cart tbeir vegetables 60 or 70 miles away.
If tbe river were permanently navigable, a steamer could leave Bourke to-night and he in Brewarrina 45
to-morrow morning, and, with a constant river, there would probably be a boat every day. Produce could
be taken from Brewarrina to outlying districts, though, of course, the longer vegetables are in transit,
the worse their condition becomes. Still the steamer rates are very low. With a system of irrigation,
the country would grow anything. A few years ago we did not have to exercise ourselves about the
matter at all, because we could get any amount of money ; but now people have to take to small things 5D
and go in for everything from which they can get anything at all. You could not go in for an extensive
scheme of irrigation ; but there is a small market. Of course there arc many people who would not have
the means to buy an engine and boiler to pump their own water ; but no doubt, if the scheme were
carried out, some settlement would be induced. The principal object to be gained is the improvement of
the river for navieation purposes.
55
To Mr. Black: The state of the river never interferes with my work; but the man who was there in
1883 and in 1881 had to dam the river to keep sufficient water near his pumps. Last year was the worst
I ever experienced. The water was terrible, its bad condition being caused by the low state of the river
aud (he mineral springs in the hanks. You can scour with it; but it takes so much more material to
bring the water to a proper consistency. If there were a largo body of water in the river, the salt 6D
springs would be forced back. Green weeds grow half aeroas the river at times.
To Mr. Lee: I have never been engaged in agricultural pursuits, and I do not know very much about
agriculture ; but I am now trying a little on a small scale. I have been one trip up towards the Queens
land border, and I think that the improvement of the river would inilucnee traffic m this direction which
docs not now come here. I think that if tho river were improved, it would drain all the country up to G5
G-oodooga and round there. I can hardly say which I would choose if I had to decide between a railway
from Brewarrina to Byrock and the locking of the Darling; but, of course, water carriage is cheaper
than railway carriage, and cheap transit is the basis of all successful commerce.
To Mr. Triekett: J possess a freehold about 2 miles below Bourke, aud, when in full work, I use from
70.000 to 80,000 gallons of water a day. The effluent T put upon the land, though we used to let it go 70
hack into the river. This year I am getting an extracting machine to take out the yolk and grease, so
so that they may he used for soap-making. If the river were dammed, my business would not affect the
water.
To Mr. Wright: When the weir below Bourke is completed, I shall have an abundant supply of water,
and there will be a good supply for the town. I think that the improvement of the river will have a 75
tendency to bring tbe pastoral traffic to Sydney. I think that traffic will very likely come from the
Queensland
A. Senior,
Esq.

To the Chairman :
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Queensland border. I do not think that the duty on the QueenslandttooI will affect the traffic much, so A. Senior,
long as the run-holders can get a good sale for the wool. I do not know much about the traffic of the
district. I do not know whether the conservation of water in tbe river will do much to increase the value
of the land adjoining the river ■ but I think that ultimately it will have that effect.
-a June, 1BSB.
5

Edward Davis Millen, Esqu, M.P., sworn, and examined:—
I am a journalist and Member for the Electoral District of Bourke- I am familiar with E. D. Millen
the proposal before the Committee. I had not intended to make any statement before tbe Sectional
Esq.
Committee ; but I have been so long interested in this subject, and have such an intimate knowledge of ---------- district affected by tbe proposal, that I think I should do so. The Brewarrina district is unquestionably 24 June, 1890*
10 the finest pastoral district in tbe Western Division. It has the heaviest settlement, and, in my opinion,
has developed to such a stage as to entitle it to some better means of communication than now eiist.
There has always been, and is now, a demand winch I regard as legitimate for railway communication
wnth the Western line. I view this proposal as an alternative to that. The railway proposal, if carried out,
^ would offer the advantage of better transit j bnt would not offer, as tbe improvement of the river does,
0
advantage coupled with an abundant supply of water. Further, unless the Railway Commissioners
undertook to cany traffic on such a railway at less than cost, they could never control the trade of the
district, except m the dry times, because the river, when ilowing, must always obtain the traffic. In other
words, to construct the railway would be to construct it for half the traffic J to lock the river would be to
lock it for all the traffic. The question of the revenue to be derived from this work might be considered
20 m this way. I do not pretend that at the present moment; the State would derive a direct revenue
sufficient to pay interest on the cost involved. Neither would it derive such a revenue from a railway,
and the point 1 submit for the consideration of the Committee is, whether the loss involved in any im
provement of the river would not be less than tbe loss involved in constructing a railway. Then, too, there
is the indirect advantage which the State ivould derive from this proposal. In spite of the statements
25 which have been made to the Committee, .that there would be no added value given to the Crown lands of
the aistrict, I may say that that is opposed to ail experience. If it were not so, every railway that we have
constructed would stand condemned. The facilities given for the transhipment of produce must add to the
value of the land, and, as this land is the property of the State, the periodic re-appraisemento should enable
the State to reap some of that added value. It is possible that land immediately upon the banks of the
30 river might not have any increase of value given to it by reason of the additional supply of water, but all
the land the traffiefrom which would drain to the river would have an added value by reason of the cheaper
carnage. As to the effect that a water supply has in adding to the value of‘land, I think you can
desire no stronger instance than that of Pera Bore. That land was offered at £1 an acre before the
settlement was established; but by supplying it with water a capital value of £20 an aero has been given
3o to it. £400 is the departmental value of each 20-acre block, and it is a valuation which at least ton
settlers have regarded as extremely reasonable. I should like to read one or two quotations from an
American Official Report on this matter, because I take it that what has happened in one country might
under roughly similar circumstances happen here. I quote from the Labour Bureau Report of Kansas
btate, America, issued by Engineer Hinckley. He says that the State of California appointed—
To the Chairman:

40

A State Engineer, with an appropriation of 8100,000, for survey and investigation of two yearn
As the
result, I 000,000 acres of desert land are now worth 0150,000,000, a value of 01,500 for each dollar invested. The
btate of Colorado took similar action, and 000,000 acres of barren land became worth 060,000,000, and the agricultural
productions, with only ten years of irrigation development, have for years exceeded that of her gold, silver, lead, iron and
coal combined. So in the arid States 3,500,000 acres of the desert have become worth 0300,000,000. The above figures
■in are based upon average values. There are thousands of acres in California that are worth ten times tho average because
they are more intelligently handled. For example, while the average value of southern Californian lands under irrigation
is only 01oO per acre, there are plenty of orchards that are paying annually from 01,000 an acre upwards, annual profit; and
there are plenty of potato lands m Colorado that pay 0500 a year per acre.

Some questions have been asked as to the effect likely to he obtained by diverting traffic from Karrabri.
50 'Walgott is, roughly, '90 miles east of Brewarrina by road. The traffic likely to be attracted to Brewarrina^
as the head of the river, would embrace country tbe eastern limit of which would ronck TValgett naturally.
If the river were running under natural conditions the traffic would come from 'Walgett.'and from the
north and cast of it. The effect of the locking of the river upon that traffic would not extend beyond
midway between Brewarrina and Walgcft. The area likely to be affected by the river runs some distance
55 into Queensland, but how far, one cannot say without knowing the conditions of the Queensland lines.
It is a question of the concessions offered by our railways, and by the Queensland G-ovcrnment. I
have no reason to suppose that the construction of the proposed works will divert any Karrabri traffic
this way. The traffic that comes here now will come here when tho river is flowing, whether you carry
out the proposed work or not. As throwing some little light upon the general opinion entertained
60 regarding this proposal, I may say that I know the feeling of the people in Brewarrina very well. They
arc opposed to this proposal; but it illustrates the general belief in water carriage to know that thev are
strong advocates of tbe locking of the river from Brewarrina upwards. They believe that tbe railway
should be taken from Byrock to Brewarrina, and that the river above Brewarrina should be locked to
form a feeder to the railway. The result of my sixteen years’ experience in this district—an experience
6o gamed, not only by knowing tbe men of the country, but by having been a settler myself—is that the only
small settlement possible in the Western Division is very small settlement with cultivation. Homestead
leasing has been a distinct failure. The only small graziers who have made a success are men who have had
special advantages or special aptitude, or who have emerged from the state of the small land-holder into that
^ of the big land-holder. The effect of the locking of the Darling River upon irrigation would be twofold.
/0 It would increase facilities by raising the level at which water could he obtained, and it would give a much
greater advantage by creating a certain water supply. At the present moment the state of the river has
retarded irrigation operations. Every man who wished to irrigate has been confronted with this difficulty,
that at the time when be wants most water—that is, during droughts—there has been the danger that he
_
and when his pump is required to do most work the water is so low as to make it necessary
to consider whether any sufficient area can be irrigated with it. If provision is to be made for irrigation,
we must remember the peculiar industrial conditions which exist, in this district. We have gathered round
Bourke some 500 carriers, with the majority of whom I am personally acquainted. Most of these
men
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E. D. Millen, men. will admit, if spoken to, that they are working, taking one year with another, largely to pay forage bills
E9<1incurred with the storekeepers during dry times. Most of them hare a knowledge of farming, hut not of
irrigation, and they express the wish to become small land-holders in order that they may grow forage
24 June, 1806. for iJlclr horses and make homes for themselves. Generally, a carrier, when he has finished his trip, finds
that the proceeds are swallowed up in payment of the bills incurred either in maintaining his own house- 5
hold at home or in providing forage for his teams on the road. Opportunities for irrigation would enable
carriers to grow all that they require that can be produced from land, and if these opportunities present them
selves in favourable localities, a very large settlement—that is, comparatively—would follow. Whenever
land has been thrown open in the immediate vicinity of the towns here it has been simply rushed. Four
and five applications have been lodged for single blocks, to which no water is supplied, and most of these 10
blocks have been taken up by men belonging to tbe class to which I have just referred. I do not think
it is outside the province of the Committee to consider the moral effect which settlement of this kind
would have upon the population. At the present time tho men to whom I am referring have no chance of
becoming anything better in the future than they are to-day. They cannot become squatters. If they
become homestead lessees, it means, sooner or later, financial ruin to them. The only chance they have 15of doing anything for themselves is, by tho State offering such facilities as could he given by supplying
water to the land. The question may be asked, “ Why has no settlement taken place hitherto?” One of
the reasons why no settlement has taken place is that Bourke, like the rest of the Colony, has, up to the
present,been living in a state of fictitious prosperity, duo to the influx of borrowed money. Until late years
all tbe stations have been receiving large advances to enable them to make improvements, just as the Colony 29
has borrowed money to carry on public works. Men have, therefore, found it more profitable to give their
services in the work of constructing tanks and other station improvements, and have got higher prices for
their labour than they can now command. Hitherto they have been free from that pressure which seems
essential to the opening up of new industries. Another reason why no settlement has taken place is that
we are distinctly a pastoral population. The present occupiers of the land have littleinelination for, and loss 25
faith in cultivation. The prejudices which the larger holders have against small settlement are too well
known for me to do more than refer to them. Borhaps the greatest obstacle to settlement has arisen from
our land laws. A1 though tho State owns millions of acres in the district, a man wanting land for irrigation
cannot go and select it except at the Pera Bore. With regard to irrigation, it is necessary to remember
that isolated settlers are hardly likely to succeed. For the purpose of raising water economically, it is 39
necessary that irrigation settlors should ho grouped together, as tho larger the supply raised the less it costs
per unit. Hitherto no opportunities have been given for the establishment of settlements which could supply
water to themselves or allow a private capitalist to come in and start a scheme similar to that of Mildura,
hut on a smaller scale. Yet agriculture is advancing in this district. A few years ago it was a very rare
thing indeed to find a garden or any cultivation at a homestead. Now it is very rare to go to a station 35
at which some cultivation is not being done. I cannot for the moment think of more than two stations
in this district on which there is no cultivation. .Although many doubts have been started as to whether
irrigation pays, it is a suggestive fact that those who have tried it never drop it, bnt are increasing their
irrigation area. A. fow years ago a man was laughed at if he used a plough in this district; but to-day
I know of many pieces of land—one containing 150 and another 200 acres—under cultivation. The 40
prejudices which exist here, and the want of knowledge of the possibilities of cultivation in a dry climate,
are very similar to those which existed iu the dry parts of America. The land here is regarded only as
suitable for pastoral purposes; but the first irrigatiouists in America, the Mormons, selected the Salt
Lake country because it was one of the most forbidding spots they could find, and they hoped, therefore,
that it would repel intruders. The land there is so alkaline that they had to wash it. The only hope of 45
settling this district, of doing anything more to it than leaving it to be occupied by sheep ranches, is to pro
vide for the settlement of small areas by means of irrigation. It is evident that we must have facilities for
small settlement before wc have such settlement, and it is idle to suppose that people will come and sit down
on the banks of the river waiting for the State to commence the work of water conservation. Facilities must
first be offered to the people, and then, no doubt, the people will come. Until the State does what no 50
private individual can do, you cannot expect settlement here. 1 want, now, to make a comparison between
artesian water and the supplies obtained for irrigation by pumping from the river, and in doing so, I make
the statement that, except in particular localities and to a limited extent, the supplying of water by pumping
is the only way in which any great area of country can he irrigated. It is cheaper to supply water by
pumping under the conditions which exist here than by using artesian wells. The Government figures 55
as to the cost of artesian bores give tbo aggregate cost of the bores and the aggregate supply of water;
but there is no indication of the small percentage of that water which is suitable for irrigation, which is
available close to land suitable for irrigation, and which is present in sufficient quantities to render irriga
tion possible in a locality where the settlers have a market tor their produce. I understand that the cost of
pumping is estimated by the Departmental expert at £1 an acre, with 5s. an acre added for a license fee. 60
If you take the aggregate cost of artesian wells, and divide it by the number of the few wells that could
be used for irrigation purposes, it will be seen that the cost of supplying artesian water is greater than
the cost of pumping would bo. At Pera Bore the added value of a block is £19 per acre. At 5 per cent,
that would mean 19s. a year for the use of the water. If tho full cost of the bore were charged—and we
cannot have a Government farm at every bore to be debited with half the cost of the water—it would be 65
found that the total cost to the State of supplying the water is fully £3 per acre ; a much higher cost
than would be necessary with a pumping scheme. ‘Of the forty-six bores put down by the Government,
at least twenty-eight are absolutely unsuited for the purposes of irrigation, or require pumps to raise the
water. Of the balance, some are situated in places where you can have no settlement, and others have
other drawbacks precluding settlement. One drawback to the use of artesian wells is this, that you can 70
never use a bore up to its full capacity. The flow at Pera is roughly 600,000 gallons a day. For all
purposes of calculation 1,000 gallons per day per acre is a sufficient water supply for irrigation purposes,
and on these figures the Pera Bore would be able to irrigate 600 acres. But it cannot irrigate that area,
because you cannot keep the bore permanently flowing, and you have no reservoir. Nor can you make a
reservoir big enough to conserve the daily flow until you require to use it in big quantities. The cost of 75
constructing a reservoir of sufficient size would so add to the cost of the scheme as to make it, except in
special circumstances, prohibitive. The highest success obtained in irrigation is as the result of the
application of water at the right time. If you have a bore which can only supply a limited area in a
given
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given time, that area must bo regarded as its full capacity. Pera Boro is probably capable of irrigating 240 E- D- Millen,
acres ; but 1 very much doubt whether it could do so unless a reservoir were constructed. Another
Ee<t'
drawback to the use of artesian water is that all of it is, to a certain extent, mineralised, or has some oaT^^isnr
ingredient which is not beneficial to agriculture. I must not he understood to say that it is sufficiently
Unc’
'
5 injurious to prevent its use ; but it would render necessary sonic expenditure in applying a counteractant.
On the river hank, drainage would he easy and natural, and all experience shows that you cannot have
irrigation cultivation for any length of time without drainage. That, so far as the bores are concerned,
may render it necessary to have a pumping plant for the purpose of drainage, even where you have not
to pump to raise the water. As to irrigation settlement on the hanks of the river, it would be easy to
10 turn the drainage from them into the billabongs, and thus return it to the river, or even, if necessary, to
make a ditch leading back to the river. The question of drainage would be a very different one on the
plains, at a place like Pera. 1 do not know where you could get rid of the water there.
To Mr. Wright.- Sooner or later, judging from the American experience, the waiter sinking through the
earth and being drawn up again by capillary attraction will, on evaporation, leave accumulated on the
15 surface of the soil the mineral ingredients now distributed through 2 or 3 feet of the soil. We have
occasionally heavy falls of rain in this district which would be quite sufficient to leach the soil; but
the difficulty is to drain off the water. That difficulty would not exist where settlements ivcre alongside
the river ; but it would be very great where, as at Pera, the country all round is practically level. Tho
bore nearest to Bourke is tho Pera Bore, 9 miles from here. There is no other bore within a reasonable
20 distance, at which it would be possible to establish an irrigation settlement. Walkden’s Bore is the next
nearest; hut it gives so small a supply that, while a solitary settler might do a little there, there is no
room for much settlement, while the soil in places is so shallow as not to make it likely that an experiment
of that kind will be made there. At Gidgea Camp Bore the supply is insignificant, and the Department
recently sent up pumping machinery to thoroughly test the bore. The lessee of the bore has asked for a
25 decrease in his rent, because tbe supply is not sufficient for irrigation purposes. The next bore is Sibraas,
IS or 20 milos out. It has a flow of 700,000 gallons a day. The next bore is Kelly’s Camp, 30 miles
from Bourke ; it has a flow of 600,000 gallons a day. Then coincs the Native Dog Bore, 40 miles from
Bourke, with a flow of 500,000 gallons a day. These bores, by reason of their distance from Bourke, tho
central market of the district, are unsuited for irrigation purposes, because the cost of carrying produce
30 in from any settlement there would render farming operations unprofitable. The Department of Mines
has endeavoured to obtain water closer to tbe river, but has always failed to do so, and private enterprise
has made the attempt with similar results. The flows from the bores, so far as they have been ascertained,
indicate that the nearer you approach the river from a northerly direction the more uncertain becomes
the flow of water. Pera Bore is the only place at which a substantial supply of good water has been
35 obtained anywhere close to the river. As another reason why no settlement can take place round these
boros for the present, I might add that the bulk of them are leased for ten years. I need not refer to the
bores on the IVanaaring Bead, because the water there is too bad. In one place, where the Department
keep a man at a cost of £104 a year, he has to go some distance to get his own drinking-water. In connec
tion with artesian supplies there is always considerable risk of the water failing ; and here I propose to read
40 some statements as to the experience in America which show that bores there have failed, involving very
serious consequences. At Vantabulla, in this district, the Department put down a bore, the flow of which
has decreased from something like 300,000 or 400,000 gallons a day, to a miserable trickle of 7,500
gallons a day. When the present tenant took it over the supply had already gone down to 27,000 gallons
a day ; but when water was first struck the Departmental estimate was nearer the larger figures which I
45 have given. At YVanganuma, 70 or SO miles from Bourke, the supply has failed altogether, aud I know
of one or two other cases where tbe owners of private bores suspect a reduction in tho flow. 1 should
like to draw the attention of the Committee to what has happened in America with regard to artesian bores.
I wish to read from the United States Geological Survey lie port. A Commission was appointed toinquiro
into the whole subject of artesian water and irrigation, the President of tho Commission being Major
GO Powell, and be states generally upon the subject of artesian irrigation:—
'

55

Something can be obtained from artesian wells, but not a very great amount. Tho experience from artesian wells
fully warrants what I am stating now. They have been bored at different places iu the world, and used for irrigation
wherever they could be used ; and it beaia out tho statement I make, that the supply from artesian sources is always
limited ; is always comparatively small; aud that no great area can be iirigatcd thereby. If all the artesian wells in the
world, which arc used lor irrigation, wore assembled in one county in Dakota, they would not irrigate that county. * * *
Wo sec an artesian well iu the arid country, with a bore of 4 to G inches, pouring out a line stream of water ; and it looks
a large stream, and strikes the eye with a good deal of force; bnt when you actually compute tlie amount of water it
supplies you find that amount is small.

One of the first essentials to success in an irrigation settlement is that there should be a sufficient number

60 of settlers to enable them to eo-operate with each oilier much in Ihe same way as the dairy farmers do. An
isolated fruit-grower cannot very well handle his product to advantage ; but where there is a sufficient
number of settlors gathered round one place to be able to control iu common tho machinery required for
making fruit-boxes, for grading and drying the fruit, and for carrying out all the necessary operations
connected with the industry, there is a reasonable prospect of their making a good living. To supply a
65 large settlement you would require either a big artesian well or a number of such wells. We have no
artesian well which gives a supply big enough for tho purposes I have'indicated, and this is what Major
Power says on the subject of multiplying wells :—
'

_ If a series of neighbouring wells be bored at tlie same level, the individual discharge of all tlie wells is progressively
diminished and tho total discharge is at first progressively increased, but the limit of discharge for tlie locality is finally
70 reached, and then the boring of additional wells gives no advantage. If two wells in the same vicinity head at different
levels, tlie one at the lower level discharges more water than tho other, and the flow of a well, or of a group of wells, may
be entirely destroyed by the sinking of new wells at a lower level. The same effect is produced by pumping water from
these wells which is'equivalent to a discharge at lower level.I
I have hero some figures which show what happened when they began to multiply wells in America.

I

75 could refer to eight or ten similar instances ; but I only propose to quote the case" ofKockford. The first
well sunk there yielded 1,000,000 gallons; another well was sunk, and the two yielded 2,000.000 gallons ;
a third well was sunk, and the three yielded 2,600,000 gallons : a fourth well added 400,000 gallous ; and
a fifth well brought the total supply up to 3,500,000 gallons, A private well was afterwards drilled a
.102 (<0-C
mile
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m^e a™y- a IeTel below tlie city wells, and the supply given by the city wells immediately fell to
, ,^5^- ^ 2,500,000 gallons. It is further stated:—
24 June, 1S96.

,If tlie supply of water impaired by multiplication of wells is restored by pumping, tho capitalisation of the cost of
pumping must be added to the cost of the plant in making a computation, and in such case tlie investment may bo
disastrous.

5

, Major Powell is speaking of boring where the cost is onc-half or two-thirds lower than what it is in this
country.^ lie expresses the opinion that the quantity of laud which may be irrigated from artesian sources
is very limited, and he supports that statement by this remark:—
In California the wells are used for irrigation in three counties only, and it is staled by the State Kngitieer that less
than 3,000 acres arc irrigated. In Utah about 2,000 acres are irrigated from these wells. Ju each of the other counties
named the extent of irrigation (artesian) is very small.

10

Prom official figures published by the United States Agricultural Department, I find that there some
8,000,000 acres of land are under irrigation, excluding what is “ under ditch'1, that is, capable of being
irrigated bnt not so irrigated. The area irrigated by artesian water is roughly 100.000 acres. As to the
possibility of irrigating around artesian wells, 1 do not want tho misapprehension to go abroad that we 15
should not utilise the water there; but the area available for the purpose of settlement and irrigation is,
as I have shown, necessarily limited. Opinions have been expressed on the question whether fixed or
movable weirs would bo tho better to adopt in damming the river. I have not ihe slightest doubt iu
expressing an opinion which is the result of my observation on what has taken place, that the construction
of a fixed weir in the Darling would entail injurious consequences. At every jiositiou iu the river where 20
there is a permanent obstruction such as the rocky bar at Brewarrina, and other similar bars which cross
the river at irregular but frequent intervals, tbere is evidence to show that the water is trying to bite its
way through in some other direction. At Brewarrina and Collawnroy there are rocky bars, and immediately
above them the river has formed tho channel known as the Cato Creelc on the north side, and the Tarrion
on the south side. To a less pronounced cxlent the same tiling is going on over tlie whole length of tho 25
river channel of which I have any knowledge, that is from Tilpa to Mungundi. Tlie questions as to
what can be paid for the use of land and water for irrigation purposes is very much misunderstood in a
district where people are in the habit of getting land for nominal rents and taking from it produce of
very small value. The return from lucerne, it is safe to estimate, would be here from £15 to £20 or £25
per acre, according to the suitability of the land and the intelligence of the man who cultivated it. The 30
cost of clearing land here is unduly high, because the business of clearing is a now one. 'The men engaged
in the work have little of the experience and none of the appliances which tend to reduce the cost in
other districts where the work is understood. Tlie cost of land is very small, and adding the cost of
clearing and preparing and the cost of water, taking the Departmental figures, tlie purchaser would have
to pay very little to get a crop compared with the value of that crop. The toial cost to the producer who 35
irrigated would be much less than ihe nominal rental now paid by the grazier compared with what he takes
off the laud. 'When irrigation is understood here, men will be able to pay the rent demanded by the
Crown, and as much as £4 and £5 per acre for the use of water. Other produce which can be grown hero
will command a much higher price than lucerne. I am speaking now from practical knowledge which I have
gained by irrigating small parcels of land under extremely adverse conditions as to plant and suitability 40
of soil. The opinion prevails that some rain is necessary for the growth of lucerne and other crops ; but
my experience is that crops which you can irrigate, and lucerne particularly, do best in the driest aud
hottest summers. The increased heat coupled with the water which you give them is conducive to rapid
growth. At Torallie Station, 40 miles down tlie river, in one of the worst years we have known—1S88—>
I saw lucerne cut three weeks after the previous cutting, and Ihe owner informed me that he had 45
obtained eight crops iu the twelve months. At Brewarrina, on soil less suited for irrigation and for the
growth of lucerne, I obtained even bettor results, which I attributed to the fact that the area was
si nail or and was more closely attended to.
To the Chairman : The conditions necessary for settlement would be created by the completion of tho
■weir now in course of construction below Bourke, so far as the area affected by that work is concerned. 50
To Mr. Massall: The reason that the system of homestead leasing has been a failure is that the amount
which a man could make out of a block of 10,240 acres, using it for pastoral purposes, was not sufficient
to give him a good living and to pay interest on the capital involved. 1 think that it would be better to
have smaller areas and to work them intensively rather than extensively, 'While many of tho homestead
lessees have water frontages, the majority of them have not. It would be possible to use some of these 55
water frontages for irrigation; hut the majority of homestead lessees in the district know nothing of
agriculture and less of irrigation, and not one man in ten has sufficient money to pay for the erection of
a pumping plant. To make irrigation a success, wo must have what the Americans call the colony
system. In this way water can be raised much more cheaply than where each settler pumps water for
himself. I think that if small settlement was made possible, carriers and others would take advantage of GO
the opportunities afforded. A little while ago I submitted a proposal to the last Government for the
throwing open of an area of land at north Bourke, and 1 gave the names of seventy men who were willing
to settle there ; but there was then no law which would enable them to get the laud under the conditions
they required. One of the first conditions necessary for small settlement is a permanent supply of
water; this would be secured by the carrying out of the proposed scheme. Another is that land should 65
be available, and this is provided for by the Act of 1895. 1 would expect other settlement besides that
undertaken by carriers; but I referred to tbe carriers, because they constitute a large body of men who
would be inclined to take up these blocks in the early stages of irrigation setlloment. There is a
prejudice against artesian wafer which may or may not be well founded, and, to account for
the fact that all the blocks at Pera have not yet been taken up, it must be remembered that in the 70
initiation of new enterprises the majority of people, with a caution which is perhaps commendable,
stay back until they sec results. Thou, too, the people hero clo not understand small settlement.
Agriculture is struggling to bo born in this district; people are waiting to see what is going to
happen. Until you give facilities for coming to the district people will not come. I do not
know' any district which is hotter for agricultural purposes than this is. Under irrigation wc could grow 75
fruit here almost with flic oertainfy ihat Providence ivould not interpose with an untimely fall of rain,
and destroy our crops just as they were ripening. As fo Mildura, I thiuk the place w ill ultimately bo a
success. The settlers there had to give Cbaftey Bros. £20 an acre for their land, and they purchased, as
many
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Pe,0I^° hwi'o purchased in this Colony, more land than thev could afford to work, availing themselves
ot the_time-payment principle. The railway brings into the ‘district £70,000 worth of produce which
could be gro_i\n locally. It every man who went on to the land grew £200 worth of produce, there
^^ud be an immediate local market for 350 adult male settlers, or, adding the usual complement of
rf wives
o and ,children.
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ere must be a starting point somewhere. There was a time when no one raised wool in this district,
-'■uen somebody started it, and everyone rushed the district. There was a time in our own life-time when
10 not one pound of wool was grown in the district. The district will be used for wool growing until people
discover that something else will pay better. Hitherto the great problem has been the water problem.
Ihat problem has now been solved, and the next problem which presents itself, and which will take a few
years tor solution is how to utilise the water which has been conserved to produce food for stock,
i r A!10/6 18 n° r®aBon why the ,0cal market should not be supplied with locally grown produce, and I contend
1 j that we can also supply the outside market.
Higher priced products such as fruit, which can be produced
under the conditions prevailing in this district much more profitably than in cooler districts, will stand
tlie carriage to outside markets. My difficulty is, not to find a market for the produce, but to get sufficient
produce raised to allow of economical handling. In America it has been found that the most successful
results have been obtained by sending fruit to a ceutral factory, where it can be handled with the proper
20 machinery and appliances at a minimum of cost.
In California the average rainfall is from G to 8 inches
a year, but here we have from 15 to 1G inches a year, so that wo should only require two-thirds of the
artincial water that they would want. So far as soil is concerned, the best American authorities agree that
one could not fatten a beast off their soil naturally, but we know what our soil can do. The Americans are
now taking produce grown in California and shipping it to England, then out to Australia, and finally it is
_o sent up here from Sydney, and, as I am disinclined to believe that our people are inferior to the Americans,
1 see no reason why we should not compete with them in the London market.
The cost of carriage is counter
balanced by the lower cost of the land. I know the report of Colonel Hinton. He is the head of a depart
ment m America, much as Mr. Boultbee is here. Major Powell was appointed to preside over a commission
in ^lc,u!ring 1!lt0 .^e
matter of artesian supplies. The two gentlemen are diametrically in opposition.
oO One is a scientific man, and has the advantage of the scientific evidence which was given before him, the
Commission having existed for two or three years, and surveyors and geologists have come before them.
Colonel Hmton, though an official of considerable knowledge, is, 1 think, much more interested in keeping
up.the reputation of his department than in arriving at a proper verdict as to the conditions which prevail.
With reference to the remarks of Professor Hill ns to tho development of the artesian belt in Texas, the
3o same thing applies here. In no part of New South IVales has there been a grander development than
by artesian water. I do not deny the advantages of artesian supplies, but I say that the conditions
render the supply from the bores unsuitable for large settlement. Lor various reasons there are only one
or two bores at which cultivation can be carried on successfully. With reference to the statement that
h*orth Bourke was the only place at which land was practically available for an irrigation settlement, I
10 daresay that tho witness who made it, if asked whether he could find land available for the purpose under
the provisions of the .Act allowing for resumption for public purposes, would probably say that there is
any quantity of land winch could be taken without serious disturbance to the interests of anyone. 1 could
mention twenty spots which are eminently suited for settlement; but before you can expect settlers to
.. apply for it you must make it available. It is only a question of resuming a small portion of ground.
4-o The mau who holds 250,000 acres of land is not seriously affected if you take 5,000 acres away from him.
It the (ao\ eminent would give me the right to a portion of land, on conditions as favourable as those
given by the I ictoiian Government to the Chaffey Bros., I could find the capital to carry out the work.
1 commenced my advocacy of the proposal from a navigation point of view ; but I pointed out that the
naffer you conserved would cost you nothing. If the scheme were earned out, it would provide access to
<>U an important district, and you would have water conserved which would cost you nothing. The locking
of the river would give to the richest pastoral district in the Western Division what it is entitled to, namely,
easy access to market. 1 be opinion of the people of Brewarrina is worthy of consideration. If the Hail way
Commissioners affirm that they would lose greatly by the making of the railway, there would he an injury
rr, ~?ne
istatc if that line were made. The people of Brewarrina district are entitled to some moans
-jo of getting to market, and it is for the Government to say whether they will give them better navigation
or a railway. Government have to consider whether the district, would be better served by a railway
from Byrock to Brewarrina, which would not allow of irrigation, or by the proposed improvement of the
Darling, which would allow of both irrigation and navigation. The biggest landowner in the district is
the State, and surely some consideration must he given to the interests of the State, even as against the
GO interests of a few private landowners in the town of Brewarrina ? Human nature is the same at Brewarrina
as elsewhere. Having lived there for a long time, I am of opinion that the producers are anxious to get
a double road to market. The river often runs now under its natural conditions, and, if a railway were
constructed, and the river were up, the people of Brewarrina would play off one against the other.
To Mr. Trickett: In America the Government does not carry out irrigation.
It only gives facilities to
Go private individuals for doing so. The principle there has been for each individual state to pass a general
law under which private charters may bo obtained. Private individuals come in and acquire certain
rights. The general practice has been for those who propose to stare a large irrigation colony to acquire
a sufficient area of land. They then construct the necessary water-works, and sell the land, together
a Tight to water. The Chaffey Brothers obtained their experience at the Ontario colony. Most of
/0 the capital invested in the Western irrigation States has been eastern capital. Having calculated the
probable outlay that would have to bo incurred in connection with a fair-sized irrigation area, which I
have taken to be 5,000 acres, I find that water can be supplied for less per acre lhan the Departmental
estimate. In considering what men can pay, you have to take into account the price at which they will
obtain their land, and the yield which thej' are likely to get from it. I have no reason to doubt that
people could give as much as £o per acre for land and water combined ; hut it is not necessary to charge
that price. 1 f the State undertook the work of supplying water, all that would be required in return
would bo a fair interest upon the outlay involved. All the land which would be benefited by tbe cheaper
carriage resulting from the construction of the proposed works would be increased in rental at every
periodic
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E. D. Millen, periodic reuppraisement, because the Land Act provides that the Land Board shall take into considera
Eaq.
tion the cost of carriage in determining tlie rental of Crown lands. As carriage goes up, rental comes
down. With regard to the imposition of navigation tolls, I would point out that the rental for tho Crown
24 June, 1896.
land would vary according to the tolls charged on the river. Ton can get a return from the proposed
expenditure, either in the shape of increased rent or in tolls. If a man’s rental is £150 a year, and his 5
carriage costs him £50 per year, you ought to increase the rent to £125 a year if you reduce the carriage
to £25 a year. There is a reappraisemeut every seven years. I see no objection, however, to the
imposition of tolls. If wc are to have any large amount of irrigation in this district, over and above
isolated settlements such as that at Pera Bore, which may be eminently successful, tbe supply of water
must come from other than artesian sources. The expenditure of £1,487 on the Pera Bore was to gain 10
three objects : A supply of water for travelling stock ; sufficient water for a Government experimental farm,
and sufficient water for the settlement. Part of the cost should, therefore, ho debited to the Travelling
Stock Account, part against the Government Experimental Farm, aud the rest against the settlement.
With regard to evidence given by a witness yesterday as to the result of his attempts at irrigation, I
would point out that the district in which he was living became depopulated, and it also had a very 15
powerful rival in Mildura. lie could not raise water as cheaply as they could raise it at Mildura with their
more powerful machinery. Mildura, as a private venture of the Chaffey Bros., has come to grief ; but I
do not consider the settlement a failure. The pastoral industry just now is not very bright; but we do
not consider it a failure, because many of those engaged in it are practically insolvent. The greatest
benefit which would result from the carrying out of the proposed work would be the solution of the great 20
problem, how to settle tho Western Division. The ultimate benefit which will result if xve can induce
irrigation in this district will outweigh the benefit of cheap carriage although that is a very great benefit.
To Mr, Tee; I see no objection to the imposition of river tolls for the purpose of obtaining a return from
the expenditure upon the proposed work, but in proportion as you levy tolls you will collect less rent
from the people who send their produce along the river. To my mind it is immaterial whether you get 25 '
your return by imposing tolls or by increasing rents. The rents here are fixed by a board of appraisers,
after a consideration of the factors which determine the question. I contend that the State will be justified
in collecting tolls as payment for services rendered; but, if it collects tolls, it will not give that cheaper
carriage which the people here would otherwise have, and which would increase the rental value of the
Crown lands. As to the danger of traffic being taken direct to South Australia on a river on which there are 30
no tolls, our experience has been against that, the percentage of the total traffic going down the river past
Bourke being very small, while traffic comes u p the river to Bourke from places distant 120 and 130 miles by
road. If there were no Government farm at Pera the Government would bo put to less expense in connection
with the management of the bore. One man would bo more than sufficient to do all that was required
there, and you would not be entitled to charge the whole expense incurred upon his account against the 35
settlement, because his services would bo required, even if there were no settlement, as caretaker of the
bore and to regulate the supply of water to travelling stock. If the Government wished to economise
they could make an arrangement with one of the settlers to look after the bore for perhaps £20 a year.
The farm was established to encourage settlement and to induce people in tho district to take an interest
in cultivation. The land adjoining was thrown open for settlement on the 13th August last, when the 40
Bourke summer was just commencing; but they got to work on the Government farm a little earlier. I
am of opinion that so far the results have been encouraging, and the settlers seem to he of the same
opinion. As the bore was put down to provide a public watering place, the country would have to pay
interest on the outlay, whether there were a farm there or not. In my evidence I do not wish to convey
the impression that there is a probability of a general decrease in the flow from the artesian wells, because 45
I do not think for a moment that we have reached the limit of our artesian supply. My remarks were
intended to counteract to some extent the belief that we can do wonderful things with these bores. If
15,000 acres were occupied and irrigated, the population of the district would be very largely increased,
and the increase would follow on an expenditure altogether insignificant in comparison with the amount
which is being expended in settling the present population on the land. I do not know of any part of the 50
country where with irrigation a more certain return could be obtained from agricultural pursuits.
Here a man is his own providence, by using his own watering can. We have at Pera a flooded-out
Manning River man who believes that the conditions ace more certain here than those which we had to
face in the Eastern Division. No one can, in the absence of legislation, do the work of irrigation for
themselves, and, with the river in its natural state, no one would attempt to do it on a large scale, because 55
when most water was required the supply would be at its lowest. If the Government erected pumping
machinery, those iu charge of a settlement would, when the first drought occurred, have to do what the
Municipality of Bourke did in 1888, namely, put in a temporary dam below the point of intake. Ton
must conserve the water before you proceed to carry out any irrigation scheme. It would not pay the
individual settler to erect his own pumping plant, and in the absence of some controlling authority he can GO
hardly co-operate with other settlers. I think that the Government should cither give facilities which
would enable private enterprise to step in, or do what is necessary to establish irrigation themselves. The
isolated settler cannot, except in a small way, and in growing things for his own use, make a success of
irrigation. I think that the Government would be justified in erecting a pumping station. "With regard
to tlie market that there would be if produce were raised, I would point out that our home market seems G5
to bo far ahead of any produce possible in the immediate future, and it is idle to discuss what the market
will be 5 or 10 years hence. I take it that the market is here for all the produce that will be raised
immediately, or withiu a reasonable period. With regard to tbe construction of the various locks and
weirs, I think that whenever tho river was in a favourable condition it would be better to proceed with
the construction of all tho locks and weirs simultaneously. It would be to lose a golden opportunity to 70
construct one at a time. I see no reason why the locks and weirs should not be let out in pairs, tbe
construction of them all to go on simultaneously. It seems almost opposed to common sense, if you make
up your minds to carry out the work, to say that only one lock and weir shall be made at a time. Of
course, if the engineers have doubts as to the effect of the construction of these works upon the river,
caution will be the necessary policy to pursue. With regard to the construction of the proposed works, I 75
think that it would be advisable, if the conditions were favourable, to seize the golden opportunity to push
on with it without delay, lest a scries of wet years should follow, when you could do nothing. If tho
engineers were to idle, a flood might come down and cause a long dclav.
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To Mr. Wright: In reply to the objccliou Hint it is now some years since the booming times of the ^
country’s prosjierity, I would say that you cannot get the people out of one set of habits in a year or
two. Those who are now living in the district are many of them in a very impoverished condition. -A-24june
good deal has already been done in the way of irrigation and cultivation. .1 think that, in tbe interests
’
5 of the district, the locking of the river would bo bettor than the construction of a railway to Brewarrina.
Besides, if you can concentrate traffic in one given channel, you can handle it more cheaply than if you
distribute it over many channels. The Commissioners get a certain return now from the line to Bourke;
hut they ivould require a larger return to make a line to Brewarrina pay. It doe1) uot follow that tho
people on the Culgoa and Bokhara would he saddled with any additional carriage if they had to bring
10 their produce by river to Bourke.
Assuming that tlie Commissioners now charge £4 to carry wool from
Bourke to Sydney, if they had to provide interest on a line to Brewarrina they might have to charge £4
10s. to carry wool from Brewarrina to Sydney. If, however, that wool could come down a permanently
locked river, and pay only 7s. or 8s. a ton, the people sending it -would effect a saving. Then, too, as you
reduce the risk on the river, the insurance rates will fall. Produce has been taken to Brewarrina for
1512s. 6d., and, with a better class of boat, the rates would come down to 7s, "With regard to the £70,000
worth of produce, which I said was imported into this district by the railways, I may say that I obtained
from the Secretary to the Itaihvay Commissioners, figures as to the quantity of produce imported, and
then made the calculation myself. After the river is locked, one of two things might be done: The State
might provide pumping machinery to lift the water on to the land, or private enterprise might be allowed
20 to come in.
Unless the State or the capitalist steps in, irrigation can go on only upon a very small scale, ’
Except in a few isolated cases, it would be impossible for the individual irrigationist to provide for his
own requirements. In reply to the question whether people would come from more settled parts of the,
colony, where there is a better rainfall, and where the heat is not so extreme as it is here, I would point
out that the graziers came here, although they could have got estates nearer the coast, and I dare say
25 other people will follow' their example. The first thing wc have to do is to feed the population living in
the district. Ko sane man has any idea of settling the whole of the "Western Division under irrigation ;
but tho question arises whether you have not certain portions of land here which would carry a population
of irrigationists, I think that tbe district might very well supply itself with vegetables and fruits, and
have a good deal to export as well. If the American can afford to ship his produce to London, and then
30 oW here, I am prepared to believe that, with our cheaper land, with the exceptional advantages-which the
Government can offer, and -with the enterprise of our people, we can compete with them. Although the
American producers have CO,000.000 people to feed, while wc have only 1,250,000, the proportion of the
producers to the cousumers is about the same in each place. Whether you have protection or not, tho
producers of this country must, sooner or later, face the producers of other countries in outside markets.
35 Our wool producers and our stock producers have already done so, and our farmers will have to follow
their example. In starting irrigation here, wo should have first the home market to supply, and I think
that if the Americans find it profitable to send their products here, we ought to be able to find a living in
supplying our own people. In other places the people have to pay much more for their land than we
should have to pay here. At Wellington you have to pay £5 an acre for band, and you have no water
40 supply.
You lake off that land 10 or 12 bushels of wheat to the acre, and this wheat is worth 2s. fid. a
. bushel. At Mildura you pay £20 an acre for the land. Notwithstanding that, however, Mildura will be
tbo success so soon as the men who have paid too much for their land get out of tbeir difficulties, or are
succeeded by people with more capital. It is possible to get figures to show that the gravitation schemes
in California cost more than it would cost to pump the water from tbe Darling. The cost involved in
45 creating a work has to be considered as well as the animal cost of maintenance.
In California people can
carry on irrigation successfully at four times what the work would cost here, and T think that our people
will do at least equally well under much more favourable conditions. As 1 have already said, it seems to
me immaterial how the Crown collects revenue to pay for this work—whether it imposes tolls, or increases
the rent of Crown lands. The Land Board would only increase the rentals of Crown lands in the district
50to the extent to which it is proved that they were benefited by the scheme.
Crown lands are appraised
every seven years. Most of the holdings are being appraised now, though some of them will not bo
appraised for one or two years. I think that tho whole work should be constructed at once, and that
advantage should bo taken of a low river to push on with it;. I think that there is hope of successful
settlement in this district without any spoon-feeding by tho Crown. I do not believe in spoon-feeding,
1
55 because I am of opinion that, given the necessary conditions, the people may bo left to work out their own
salvation. I attach considerable importance to the Pera Bore Settlement as an object lesson, because, if
it turns out a success, it will induce other people to enter upon similar occupation. I do not see that
there need be any antagonism between the small people and tbo large people; but there is land in
this district which could be settled without disturbing tho large pasfcoralists in any way. The land upon
30 which water could not be used might be left as it is.
It would be better for all parties if there were less
earth hunger, and the land were used more.
To Mr. Blade: The artesian bores were put down for public purposes, to provide water on the stock
routes. That is considered to be a public purpose, much as the making of a road, ortho constructing of
a bridge is considered as such. I approve of the efforts of the Government to open up back country roads.
351 am not aware, however, that the Government ever put down a boro for the purpose of establishing a
settlement. It was only an afterthought; hut it is a further reason for approving of the putting down of
artesian bores. I would approve of the Government purchasing pumping plant, to be used by settlements
of irrigationists on much the same principle as the Government now carries out the supply of water to
country towns. That the repayment of money expended in that way is to some extent problematical is tbe
^Qfault of tbe Government in not insisting upon prompter payments: With regard to homestead leases,
the tendency has been for them to be acquired by a few men. The management of five, six, or even ten
homestead leases costs very little more than the management of one or two, if there are ten homestead
lessees, nine of whom fail while the other is successful, he is probably able to acquire their properties at
less than their value. Not one out of every ten homestead lessees has established himself and made a
75 comfortable home.
To the Chairman.'] I favour the erection of pumping machinery by the Government, the cost to be repaid
"by a charge made on the land irrigated. I admit that tbo area of land which will be irrigable upon the
completion of the Bourke weir will be sufficient for experimental purposes, at least for the present; but
I
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would point out that there are people further up the river who might desire to do something in the way
of irrigation. Knowing the Brewarrina district, 1 think that the people there are entitled to an easy road
21 June 1896. *°
I think that improved river navigation is the best thing you can do for them. I do not share
’
' the opinion of Mr. MacFarlane that neither the locking of the river nor the construction of a railway is
necessary at the present time. The opinion has been expressed that a permanent weir would silt up. 5
Although, for reasons 1 have given, I think that the construction of permanent weirs in the Darling would be
a mistake, there need be no fear of silting up in this river. The soil held in solution is such a fine
vegetable deposit that, wherever the water strikes against an obstruction, not only is no silt deposited, but
a big hollow is made in the bed on the up side. This I am told does not occur in any other river
The proposal to construct fixed weirs is made by gentlemen who have not sufficiently r-egarded tlie character 10
of tbe river.
'
D. Millen, j

FRIDAY., 26 JUNE, 1896.
{The Sectional Committee met. at ike residence of Mr. George Woods, Yambncnna, at 3.2'35
■Jpresfnt:—
The Hon. FREDERICK THOMAS HDMPHERY (Chairman).

■

The

Hon. William Joseph Trickett,
Thomas Henry Hassall,
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
G-eoroe Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.

15

Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Constructon of Locks and Weirs on the
River Darling.
.

20

Mr. G-eorge Woods,homestead lessee, Yambacuna, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. CL Woods. rjj0
jr}richeH : .1 am a sheep farmer and irrigatiouiot, and a soap manufacturer. My homestead lease
is situated on the south bank of the Darling, and on the main road from Bourke to Brewarrina. It is
une> "■ 44 miles from Bourke and 16 miles from Brewarrina, Fronting my property is a lagoon having a
circumference of about 2 miles. In the year 1887 1 made a dam to impound the water in this lagoon, 25
and prevent it running hack into the river.
To Mr. MassallWhen full, the lagoon contains about 20 feet of water. There are about 14 feet of
water in it now.
To Mr. Trickett: Besides the homestead lease I have a special lease for which I pay £10 a year. It
comprises about 70 acres of laud surrounded by water. I have been here ten years. I took up tlie land 30
with another mau. ‘We paid £150 for the improvements that were on it, though they consisted only of
fences. Since then 1 have improved the property by putting up a residence, a pumping engine of S-liorsc
power, a windmill, a granary, a soap manufactory, and a wool-shed, and have divided it into ten paddocks
with wire fences. There arc over 30 miles of fencing on tlie property. Since the last appraisement 1
have been paying 3d. an acre for tbo land. I would be willing to pay even more for the land if I could 35
irrigate. 1 could pay 5s. an acre for the land that I irrigate; but, taking the whole holding, 1 think the
rent is too high. I have appealed against the appraisement, but the appeal has not been decided yet.
There are two homestead selections here, comprising 20,000 acres. The soil is all black soil, and about
oue-third of it is covered with Coolabah scrub. It is all good grazing land, and, if you could irrigafe it,
it would bo good agricultural land. We have ring-barked 2,000 acres, and I have about 120 acres cleared. 40
There is lignum scattered throughout the country, but even where it grows is good country for grazing
purposes. At the present time we have 8,000 sheep, but wc could not carry anything like that quantity
last year. Last year we could not cany 2,000 sheep, and we had to feed them on scrub. We have had
four dry seasons since 1891, and last year was exceptionally dry. The average carrying capacity of the
run is about 4,000 sheep, or one sheep to 5 acres. I started to irrigate here in 1SS8. When the natural 45
rainfall is not sufficient we irrigate 40 acres round the homestead, hut this year I increased the area to
70 acres. Last year, when we had no rain, I grew 40 acres of wheat, and irrigated it at a cost of 10s. per
acre. Wo got a very good crop of hay. A great deal of the wheat was fed down by the stock, but the
rest of it I made into hay. By feeding tho animals we lost no stock at all last year, but I boiled down a
number. The heavy rain that fell killed most of tho stock that died, but all the stock would have died if 50
I had not fed them. This time last year I was cutting green barley for milking cows, and for my horses
and rams. I kept all these animals alive in that way, and a number of paddock sheep as well, though I
could not say how many. That 40-acre block fed an enormous number of stock. My surplus sheep I
sent away to another property on the Queensland border, and when I brought them back I boiled down
what I could not keep alive. Of course if you boil down your sheep you do not got as good a return from 55
them as if you sent them away as fat sheep. If I had a larger pumping plant and more water I could
keep all tho sheep I have on tire place alive. About a mile further down there is a big lagoon, and if I
could get water into it I could irrigate thousands of acres, and feed not only my own stock, but a lot
more. I could keep ten sheep to the acre on irrigated natural grass, and with the produce of cultivated
land. It would not pay only to irrigate the natural grass. If I could irrigate this area that I speak of, 60
I would grow wheat and other crops upon it. Johnson grass will keep ten sheep to the acre. The
expense of irrigation would not be very much. The ploughing and harrowing could be done for about 5s.
an acre ; and the sowing, if I sowed wheat, would cost another 5s. an acre. I could feed ten. and perhaps
twelve sheep to the acre on wheat.
To Mr. Wright: I could feed that number of sheep for five or six months in the year, though the expe 65
riment has not been tried in the district.
To Mr. Trickett: A number of people chance the seasons. It pays them to cultivate if they only get a
crop every second year. In 1886, 1887, and 1889,1 grew splendid crops without any irrigation. There
were three good seasons in the lirst five years that I spent here. It would be very expensive to carry
water far back from tbo rive]'. If wc could tap artesian water, I reckon that it would pay to feed stock 70
in dry times. The cowal to which I have referred goes back from the Darling until it joins the Bogan, so
that, if you could keep water in it, you could irrigate the country for miles. If the water were within 20
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feet of tho surface, when raised to that level hy pumping, you could carry it bach 3 or 4 miles by using ^ Woods,
fluming. At the present time tho prices of wool and ot' fat stock are very low. Last year the Colony lost
10,000,000 sheep. Of course, if your stock are valuable you can feed them, hut if they are not valuable sc jnne)i89G.
it is better to put them into the pot. 1 have not gone into figures to ascertain what it would cost to feed
5 a sheep all the year round on irrigated land ; but 1 think it would not he more than Is. (id. a head. I
reckon that it would pay me to give Gd. or Is. an acre for water to improve my paddocks. If you have the
water withiu 30 feet of the surface, you can work a centrifugal pump. "When you cannot work a centri
fugal pump the expense is greater. I would be willing to pay Gd. an acre for water if I could get it within
20 feet of tlie surface. If the water were pumped for me to a distributing level, I could pay 5s. an acre.
10 Of course, if you blocked the river too much there would be a danger of creating largo floods which would
injure the country. Wc sometimes get too much water now, and at times when nc do not want it. It
would pay best to grow fruit and produce and sugar-cane on irrigated land. Wc can grow sugar-cane and
wheat here, and dairying could be carried on for six or eight months in the year. I think we could find a
market in Sydney for our produce ; but it would be a question of rents versus carriage. The rents being
15 reasonable, 1 believe that dairying would pay here. jYo doubt tbe land in tho district would be worth more
i £ the Government conserved water aud raised it to a distributing height. If I had tho means I would irrigate
a couple of thousand acres, perhaps more. I believe that irrigation would pay better than anything else. The
first cost of my windmill—and 1 erected it myself—was £50. It cost £28 less in Sydney. The steamengine and pump together cost £150, and the shed cost another £50, including the piping. The engine
20 J bought second-haud very cheaply. That plant will irrigate 2 acres a day, or 8 acres if the ground is
not very dry. The windmill only irrigates the garden, aud supplies water for domestic purposes, .for a
crop of wheaten hay two drcnchings are sufficient—one in April and tho other in August. This cost 10s.
an aero for labour and firewood and tho work of distribution. My irrigation cost me £1 an acre per crop
of hay. A groat deal of my hay was fed down by the stock, but one patch, which was not very good,
25 went about 2 tons to the acre. If I bad a choice I would not keep sheep at all; 1 would go in for irri
gation. In that way I think I could make more money out of 300 acres than I do now out of 20,000 acres.
I would grow chaff, and I would go in for butter, eggs, pigs, and produce of that kind. I think there is
room for a number of people to engage in that industry here. ] consider that if I could go in for irrigation
I would he working on sure lines, tinder present conditions you get a good year and make a lot of
30 money, and then you get a had year aud lose il. Before I came here 1 was living in the Inverell district.
They have a better rainfall ftnd better land there; hut they have no railway communication. I got
disgusted with the district, and I thought I would try fresh fields. When wc came hero first wc did very
well, because stock commanded a good price. At the present time, however, unless a person has good
sheep, and works very economically, he loses, because of tbe dry seasons. It is not a paying concern if
35 you borrow money. Here T only employ one man besides the members of my own family ; that is except
at shearing time. If it were not for my soap manufactory, my wool-scouring, aud so on, 1 could not
make a living at all. If the river were permanently' navigable I could save £40 a year in the cost of
transit. At the present time wo pay 10s. a ton when the river is navigable, and then there is the insurance.
Tlie lowest price I ever paid for land-carriage to Bourke was 30s. a ton,
40 To Mr. Wright: I pay 10s. a ton from river hank to river bank, and then there is 2s. Gd. or 5s. a ton to
be paid at Bourke. Bor road-carriage, I have paid as much as £3 a ton, and on the river I have paid as
much as £1 a ton. In wet weather the loams sometimes take weeks to get over the country. If the
river wore permanently navigable, I would he willing to pay anything up to 5s. a ton for tonnage duos,
because ]. reckon that with certain navigation we could get freight for about, 5s. a ton.
45 To Mr. Lee: ff water wore conserved above Beemery, we should he able to erect a larger pumping-plant,
and to irrigate more land. The lagoon in front of my place was dry when J camo here. Of course, if
the river were conserved, irrigation would bo a certainty, and I could take water from the river as well as
from the lagoon. The river level would have to be raised to within 20 feet of the top of the banks. If the
proposed works only raised the river level about G feet they would bo no advantage from an irrigation
50 point of view. I can irrigate about 100 acres from the lagoon. I could irrigate from the river, hut it
'
would cost more. During tho ten years I have been hero I have only twice seen the Darling so low that
you could cross it. That was in 1885-G and in 1888. I thiuk that 15,000 acres of land suitable for
irrigation, aud near to the river banks, could easily be obtained between here and Bourke, especially if
they took in the dry Bogan. The dry Bogan enters the Darling about 6 miles above Bourke, and if it
55 were blocked, you could irrigate a largo area of land. 3f the river level were increased only 7 feet, ] do
uot know that any land could be irrigated between here and Bourke, except at great expense. If tho
Government supplied land and water for 5a. an acre, 1 would sooner be a settler in an irrigation settle
ment than engaged in any other industry'. T do not see, however, that there is any need to cut a man
down to 20 acres. A man would require 200 acres. In such a settlement the people would be able to
GO raise chaff, butter, and other produce, to supply the Bourke market. Bruit should pay better than any
thing else—apricots, peaches, and other things, all of which grow very well along the Darling. I do not
think that people would leave a district like the Inverell district to come to this district; but there are a
number of people already here who are not doing anything, and who might be employed. Tbere is a
market in England for most of the things that we could produce—for butter, fruit, poultry, bacon, and
65 preserved meat. The prices arc low; but I do not know that that market is nnremunerative. In con
sidering the competition of the Hunter and South Coast districts, you must remember that the rents there
are much higher than the rents here. Land at Bodalla costs £40 an acre ; but I cannot see how they can
make dairying pay on such land. I think the conservation of water in this district -would lead to a lot of
settlement. Wo want different people from those who are here now. Tho men who own stations hero
70 are not very much in favour of irrigation. Station managers have told me Ihat sooner than feed their
stock by means of irrigation they' would cut their throats. If J had the means, I would sooner go in for
irrigation here than do anything else. I like the place, the climate is splendid in the winter-time, and you
would be surprised at the variety of products that can be grown hero. All animals do well here. So far
we have not been very successful!; but tbeu we have a very small area under cultivation, if we could
75 extend our irrigation area the place would pay blot better; 40 acres are not enough !o have under irriga(ion. It is cheaper to pay 10s. an acre to irrigate land than lo pay tbe rents which are charged on the
coast; aud this land is quite as good as the coast land. I think that if you had everything on business
lines, vou could grow sufficient produce to feed vour sheep, ami you could make it pay,
‘
‘
‘
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G. Woods. ^ ■^'1
; _ The .proposed increase of the water level in the Darling to 6 feet would he of no
advantage to mo for irrigation purposes. The only chance I should have would he when tho flood-waters
26 June, 189G.
^1(s hillabougs. I do not thiuk that tho estimate of the cugineer. that the Govenmient would get
5s. an acre for the water used on cultivated land and Is. and Gd. an acre for water used on grass land will
be realised. The river level has very often been within 20 feet of the surface; hut there has not been 5
much irrigation. The only advantages I can see to ho obtained from the work will be cheaper watercarriage. As far as the benefit of having water for the stock is concerned, I would point out that the
river has never yet been completely dry. There has always been enough water in it for tho stock. I
would sooner have tho river locked than see a railway constructed to Urcwarrina. If such a railway wore
constructed the river would compete with it very seriously in eood times, A lot of wool goes by river 10
now to Melbourne and Adelaide. If the river were locked, 1 do not know that more wool would be sent
out of the Colony than goes out now, because the breaks in the navigation would render it easier to stop
at Bourke. As far as irrigation is concerned, I would sooner see the dry Bogan dammed. If the Govern
ment cut up 3,000 acres of the laud at North Bourke into suitably-sized farms, and supplied water at 5s.
an acre, I think the laud would bo taken up. It would not be very expensive to dam tbe dry Bogan, and 15
such a work would enable a large area of land to be irrigated. The banks of tho dry Bogan are lower
than the banks of the Darling. If people could got water with a 10 or 12 feet lift, I think that irrigation
would be carried on extensively.
To Mr. Hasmll: The only advantage that I would get from the locking of the river would be cheaper
freight. ^ That advantage would bo equal to about a half-penny per acre, distributed over the holding. In 20
my opinion, irrigation with artesian water will bo found much cheaper than irrigation with river water,
and will enable us to compote with places nearer Sydney.
To Mr. Slack: Pretty well all the land along the river bank is of tho same character as my land; but a lot
of it is subject to floods. Such land would be unsuitable for irrigation. Yorv nearly half the land is beyond
the reach of flood, except such floods as that of 1S90. To make it possible to irrigate from the river cheaply 25
ihe water level would have to be raised 25 or 30 feet. A group of irrigationists, if they obtained a suitable
position, might work an expensive pumping-plant as a joint concern, and thus raise water at a reasonable
cost. Tlie more the plant was kept in use the less the proportionate cost of pumping. Nearly all sorts of
fruit grow well with me. We have apricots, peaches, and nectarines, but they want a good deal of draining.
Grapes do very well, and do not require very much drainage. Quinces do well, and figs do remarkably well. 30
Grapes ripen here very early. I have had ripe grapes at Christmas. I have not many peaches, but some
of them ripen very early. Apricots ripen quickly. IVe have ripe apricots at tho end of November.
I do not think that 20 acres is sufficient for one man to suqiport himself on, unless he uses it as a
market garden. Twenty acres of fruit would give a splendid living, and that area would be sufficient
for poultry farming, but it would uot do for dairying, aud scarcely for pig-fanning. If tbe Government 35
laid the water on to the land the people in this district could pay 5s. an acre for it.
To iltc Chairman: We have grown lucerne in this district. Wc had 6 acres under lucerne, but tbe
native grasses overpowered it. It can be irrigated six times a year, at a cost of about 5s. an acre for each
drenching. It takes about (1 inches of water to saturate tho ground properly; that is, about 125,000
gallons. Ihe ground in which we grew the lucerne was not too suitable for it. It wauts a sandy soil. TO
There is such laud near the river, but tbe expense of clearing is very heavy. The land which wc had
under lucerne has a clayey subsoil. I think you could keep from ten to fifteen sheep on an acre of
lucerne all the year round. 1,000acres of irrigated land would keep 12,000 sheep, and you would require
about 2,000 acres more on which to run the sheep.
To Mr. Wright: I would take the sheep from one paddock to another. I would not feed tbe lucerne 45
down too closely.
To the Chairman; I. would have the paddocks subdivided, and always spell some of them. If you could
do that on a largo scale you would make sheep-farming more of a certainty than it is now. I think that
there is quite sufficient land within 25 miles of Bourke to supply the local market if irrigation is adopted,
but 1 am not sure that the construction of the Bourke weir will conserve tho water at a sufficiently high 50
level to induce people to pump it. I am satisfied that there would be no difficulty in irrigating a very
much larger area than that estimated by the engineer, if the river were properly locked. At the same
time a great deal of that laud is subject to Hoods, aud there would be a danger of losing tlie crop. When
the Darling is up it covers all the lignum swamps. About half the land from here to Bourke is above
flood level, and suitable for irrigation.
55
SATURDAY, 27 JURE, 1S9G.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Court-house, Rrewarrina, at 10 a.mi\

tyumxi'.—
The Hon. FEBDERICK THOMAS
Hon. William Josei'U Trickett.
}
Charles Aleked Lee, Esq.
|

The

HUMFHEKY

(Chairman).
Thomas Hunky Hassall,
Geohue Black, Esq.

Francis Augustus Wright,

Esq.
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Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
Eiver Darling.
Mr. Henry Loraine Cathie, stock and station agent, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
65
rr t^' •
^r' ^ae ' ^ ^ave ^cen ^Gr0 e^eTen years and have a pretty general knowledge of the district, and of
. . GatMc. the trend of the traffic in tho district. All the traffic from the north of Brewarrina as far as the Queens^or^or’ iinil north and east of the Culgoa Eiver, and from the other side of that river comes to
t uno,
, Brev.arriua and goes from Brewarrina to either Bourke or Byrock. That includes stock traffic as well as
produce.. A.ll the traffic from a large area of very excellent squatting country comes here. The extension 70
ot the railway to Moree will not aGect the country which I describe. The traffic will still come to Bre
warrina. Neither would that country be affected by the construction of a railway (e ^Yalgett. A line
*
taken
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Mr.
taken by way of Warren to Walgetfc would also be too far east. Probably some of tlie traffic which now
comes from the north-east might drift to Walgett, if a railway were made to that place ; but none of the II. L. Cathie.
traffic from the north aud north-west would go there. When traffic reaches Brewarrina, its ultimate 27 June, 189G.
destination is determined by the state of the roads and tbe amount of feed to be had. If there is any5 tiling like a flood in tho river, it is almost impossible for teams to travel to Bourke, and then stuff goes to
Byrock. There is only a difference of about 5 miles in tho distance between the two places. I think that
the road to Byrock is in a bettor state than rhe Bourke road ; but there is more feed and water on the
Bourke road. Occasionally wool aud other station produce is shipped from here to Bourke by steamer.
In the year before last, and for two or three years back, the bulk of the wool went from here by steamer
10 to Bourke. I suppose in 1892-3-1- 30,000 or 10,000 bales per rear were loaded at Brewarrina and taken
by river to Bourke, and tbo river was almost continuously navigable for nearly four years. There was a good
river from 1890 up to last year. The rate of carriage from here to Bourke by road has varied considerably
during tiie last few years. .Atone time, when the Carriers’ Union was in existence, the rate was a great
deal higher than it is now. At the present time they arc bringing loading from Byrock for £1 a ton, and
15 stuff can be got from Bourke for 30s. a ton. They take tho wool down in a good season by steamer for
£1 a ton ; but there is an extra charge for putting it on the railway trucks at Bourke. Under present
conditions the difference between the road rates and the river rates, even if the river were made per
manently navigable, would be very slight. As far as the road traffic is concerned, I do not think that it
would pay to take stuff at less than £1 a ton, and it is questionable if it pays at that. Of course, with
20 permanent water and certainty of transit, it is likely that the river rates would be reduced. The smallest
settlement that we have in this district is by homestead lessees. They each hold 10.24-0 acres. It is very
questionable whether, taking them generally, they have been successful. I do not think that the country
on this river is suitable for any large scheme of irrigation. To my mind it is very doubtful if areas of
sufficient size and suitable for irrigation could be obtained near the river ; I mean country beyond llood25 level. Tho only farms that L know of, which have been successful!*/ worked in the district, arc the Chinese
gardens near Brewarrina. Tho soil between hero and Bourke is principally black soil; there is very little
red soil. Most of the country is under water in times of anything like a high hood. Ju many places
you cannot get near the river for miles, and there are only a few high points n hich are above the water.
If irrigation were attempted, sites would have to be selected which are above flood-level: otherwise the
30 waters would destroy the cultivation. In times of high flood there is a great deal more than a foot of
water over most of the country near the river bunks,‘and in 1S90 tbe flood-water stood at its highest for
at least a fortnight. Such floods would destroy in-igated farms. If flood-water went over lucerne and
remained on it for a day or two, it would not destroy it; but it it remained on it for a week or two it
would destroy it. Ju 1890 there was from 18 inches to 2 ieet of water over the Chinese garden here.
35 That water remained there for from ten days io a fortnighl, and killed all the stone-fruit in Ihe garden.
We had to replant the garden after the flood. The orange trees and the older vines lived. Every two
or three years we have what vou might call a high river. The flood of 1886 was a high flood ; but the
flood of 1SD0 was one of tbe highest known. In my opinion, the flood of 1880 would have destroyed all
the irrigation in the district, except in a few favoured spots, and tho flood of 1890 would have done the
40 same thing. Bloods of that character spread over the whole of the low country between here and the
Bogan. Of the locking of the Darling and the construction of a railway lo Brewarrina, I should prefer
the latter. J think that the proposal to lock the Darling is very much before its time, and for more
reasons than one. If irrigation farms could be successfully worked on the Darling, where would the
farmers get a market for their produce. At the present time we can land farm produce in Brewarrina—
45 that is, horse feed and everything of that kind—much more cheaply than it could be grown here by irri
gation. Butter lias sometimes been made here in the winter-time; but it has never paid people to sell it
for less than Is. 3d. per lb., although we can get it more cheaply than that from Orange. It is hard to
say how tho country would progress under a system, of water conservation : but T think it will be time
enough fifty years heueo to lock the Darling. Tho question with me is, can irrigation be successfully
50 followed on the Darling unless water is iakon some distance back from the river ? 1 doubt if any large
area of land can bo obtained close to the river which is not subject to floods. You might get a point on
tho river which was not under water during the flood of 1390, but it would not contain more than 20 acres.
I do not think that anything like 15,000 acres of land suitable for irrigation could be found close to tho
river between here and Bourke.
55 To Mr. Wright: It is rather difficult to say what proportion of the wool clip going from Bourke to
Sydney by rail passes through Brewarrina. Last year the clip was considerably liglMcr than it was the
two previous years. The quantity shipped through Brewarrina to Bourke previous to last year was a
little over 30,000 bales. The wool going to Bourke comes from the district about Brewarrina aud north
of it. Tho country about Bourke and to the west has not been very satisfactory for wool-growing during
GO the hist two years. The cost of sending greasy wool from Brewarrina to Bourke by river, including
handling at Bourke and insurance, would he 2Gs. or 27s. a ton. I never heard of wool being taken from
wharf to wharf on the river for less than £1 a ton. If a rail wav* were constructed from Byrock to
Brewarrina, this would be a very large trucking station. I consider Brewarrina one of the best pastoral
districts in tbo Western Division. An extension of the railway to Walgett would not affect tlie country
G5 to the north or to tho north-west in the slightest. I do uot think that anybody would care to pay 5s. an
acre for the right to pump water from the river, nor do 1 thiuk that the Crown lessees would like to have
their rents increased because of the benefits to be derived from the locking of the river. Tho cultivation
of a very small area would supply all local wants, an area of from 40U to 500 acres would be quite
sufficient. The Hallway Commissioners would have to carry any eurnlus produce for nothing to enable
70 producers to find markets elsewhere. It is all black soil from here to tho Bogan, and then red-soil country
to Byrock. There would be no engineering difficulties hi the way of constructing a railway, and only
two bridges would be required. The distance from Brewarrina to Byrock is GO miles, and from Byrock
to Sydney about 450 miles. I think that a railway from Byrock to Brewarrina would pay expenses
within the next twenty years. Of course, it is argued that the railways already get all the produce that
75 comes from this district. That is very true; but no railway could be made in the Western Division which
would have better prospects of paying. At the present prices of construction I think it would be only a
very short time before such a lino would begin to pay. Tbe only low country through which the line
would pass is that between the Tarrion Creek aud the Bogan Itiver; but I do not suppose that the water
102 (o)—D
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H L ciitliie 1V£fs more tlian 2 feet deep over the whole of that country during the big flood. ] do not consider that a
railway if constructed would prove a danger to the town by damming back the flood-waters, because
27 June, 1806. p]cnty getaways could be constructed, and the town is built upon high land. ] think that the country
’
higher up the river is similar to the country here. The people of Brewarrina and of the district generally
are nearly all opposed to the locking of the river. Speaking for myself, I think that it would be a waste !»
of money to lock the Darling at the present time, and no doubt that is the feeling of the district.
To Mr. Massall: Brewarrina is tbe depot for the pastoral properties lying to the north and north-west,
embracing tbe country on the Bokhara, Eirree, iS'arraii, and Culgoa Eivers. Tho wool clips from that
country all gravitate to Brewarrina. “When there is a river they go from here by steamer to Bourke ;
when there is no river they go either to Bourke or to Byrock. The Commissioners make no difference 1.0
m the railway charges between Girilambone and Bourke. With regard to merchandise coming this way,
the bulk of it comes from Bourke. The bulk of the merchandise is handled at Bourke by Messrs. B. Bich
& Company. The locking of the river would be the means of throwing the whole of the trade into the hands
of one firm. Messrs. B. Hich & Company are the only persons who have a licet of boats on the river now.
Bo doubt the locking of the river would lead to monopoly. I do not know of any patches of red country 15
near the river similar to that at North Bourke. Tho main road from Bourke to Brewarrina keeps near
to the river most of the way, though in places it is 3 or d miles from the river. In bad weather, when
the floods block the Bourke road, people travel up the south sulo of the Bogan from Bourke, and then
come across here on higher country. That makes a difference of 10 or 15 miles in the distance, but the
surveyed road from here to Bourke cannot be travelled in flood-time. With regard lo the road to Byrock, 20
it is very rarely that the coaches are unable to get through with the mails ; but in 1890 you could take a
boat from hero to tho Bogan, a distance of 25 miles. When you get to the red-soil country you aro on
dry land all the way to Byrock. Tho raising of the river-level 10 ft. might save a little in the cost of
pumping; but the saving would be very small. If you wished to irrigate a piece of land which was above
,
ordinary flood-level you would probably have to lift the water 35 ft. if the river was low. I am just about 25
to erect a pump myself, and I know that it will take 35 ft. to lift the water to the top of the bank. The
river at the present time is 30 or 40 ft. below its banks, and if the water were only raised 10 ft. I cannot
see that that would offer a great inducement to settlemeut.
To Mr. Tricked : Brewarrina is a great traffic centre. The proposal before the Committee would make
Bourke the groat centre, fft the present time when the river is navigable all the wool goes by steamer 30
to Bourke. The insurance on w-ool sent by river would come to about 6s. per cent. Of course the cost
is made very low by insuring the wool straight from the sheep’s back. When the road is fairly good the
rate for taking wool from here to Byrock is about £2 a ton. It might occasionally be taken for less than
that, but that would be a fair average price to allow. As far as water for pastoral purposes is concerned,
I think that there is enough in the river now for all pastoral purposes. I do not thiuk that water is 35
likely to be used for flooding pastoral lands. If it were used in that way it would ho likely to do more
harm than good. If a series of weirs were constructed below Bourke tbe trade of this Colony would
probably drift to South Australia.
'
■ To the Chairman : I never heard of traffic on the river being taken for less than £1 a ton. If the rate
had ever been 12s. 6d. a ton I should have known of it. With regard to the probable earnings of a 40
railway to Brewarrina, I would point out that although the rate might be the same from Brewarrina as it
is from Bourke, that would only be for wool going down. I do not think that other merchandise would
be carried at the same rate. If the railway were constructed to Brewarrina a great deal of the traffic
that now goes to Narrabri would come to Brewarrina. That would give the Commissioners the advan
tage of 100 miles of additional haulage. There might not be much advantage iu that so far as wool is 45
concerned, because the rate is the same from Girilambone as from Bourke, bur. there would be additional
earnings for other merchandise. If the Brewarrina line secured part of the wool that now goes to
Narrabri, it is only reasonable to suppose that back loading which now goes to Narrabri would come
bero. I consider that if a railway were made to Brewarrina, and there were no railway to "Walgett, we
should get tho traffic from withiu 30 miles of Walgett and up from beyond the Queensland border. I 50
consider that if the railway were brought to Brewarrina this would be the largest trucking station on
the Western line, and it would catch all the Queensland traffic. At the present time, a station 40 miles
up the river, having fat stock to dispose of, would probably drive them to Novertire or to Dubbo ; but
if there were a railway at Brewarrina they would come here. In that way the Commissioners would earn
more. Of course, when the river is navigable there is no team traffic ; but during the five years that the 55
river was navigable there was no substantial reduction in tho cost of transit between Bourke and
Brewarrina. As to what I said about one firm enjoying the monopoly, of course there would be nothing
to prevent anyone from putting steamers on to the river if they had the money to do it.

Mr. W. O.
Jameson.
• unc,

Mr. Walter George Jameson, stock and station agent,Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
in Brewarrina, and 1 have lived eleven years in the district. GO
I was on tho Culgoa, T know the Culgoa and the Birreo
country. Tho country to the cast of the Culgoa is very good ; the country on the west is inferior. A.
b. „00(p
0y
tTa-[f]C from t5iaf; district goes to Byrock through Brewarrina; a small part of it goes to
Bourke. I do not think that irrigation would bo assisted very much if the river-level were permanently
raised 6 feet. The land on the banks of the river is most unsuitable for agriculture, because, to a great Go
extent, it is low-lying and subject to inundation. Back from the river there are patches of high land.
The soil within a reasonable distance of the river is mostly black soil. There is not very much loose open
soil. I do not think that the country is suitable for irrigation, even if a sufficient area could be obtained
above flood-level. I do not think that Mr. Woods has made a success of his irrigation. A railway to
Byrock ivould be of much greater benefit to tbe district than the locking of the river. Of course the 70
railways get the traffic now, but they do not get paid anything more for it, If there were a railway to
Brewarrina, I thiuk they could charge a special rate. 1 think that tho people ivould be only too glad to
pay 15s. a ton more for the carriage of their wool if they could send it direct from Brewarrina, and I
should think that ivould he sufficient to pay interest on tho cost of the line. I have had some experience
of irrigation upon a station. There was a large bore there in connection with which they started an 75
irrigation farm. I was in charge of the farm for about six months. They grew enough produce, though
at
To the Chairman : I have resided for two years
%
Jf/r. Before 1 camo to Brewarrina
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;ii ;i pretty heavy cost, to feed their horses in a dry season. Lucerne and wheat were grown. Tlie only
^
expense besides that incurred in cultivating was for making drains. I. do not think that many people
ll,nc*oiiwould pa}' os. an acre for the privilege of pumping water from the river, nor do I think that Crown lessees 2VJuuD-l8t)6
would pay Gd. or Is. an acre to pump water for hooding their grass land. 1 do not think Ihat many people
’ ' '
5 would go in for growing lucerne on tlie hanks of tho river if they could get water, because they would not
bo able to dispose of it after they had grown it. There would be no outlet for produce when grown. I
should think liOO or 300 acres ivould grow sufficient produce to supply tho whole district. At times there
is a large consumption of chaff in this district. That happens when there is a very dry season. Some of
the stations grow their own hay ; but only to a small extent. They cultivate from 10 to 15 acres. Tbo
10 demand for chaff' is not so great now as it was five or six years ago, because many of tlie pastoral holders
grow their own hay.
To Mr. Jilnck .- 1 do not think that the river would compel e for the traffic with the line from Brewarrina,
because I do not think that carriage by river could ever be less than r£l a ton. while if you could send
by rail for 15s. a ton there would be a saving of os. Of course, if stuff could be taken to Bourke by river
15 for 5s. a ton, it would go that way; but how then could the locks be maintained. The rate of carriage
by steamer at present varies from £1 to 2os. Carriage by rail direct would be cheaper than carriage by
steamer and then carriage by rail.
To Mr. JTasfall: Tlie country about Brewarrina is much superior to the country further south, so far as
1 know it. The number of sheep in tho district at tho cud of last year wtis 11,354,082 ; the area of the
20 district is 32,015,112 acres ; the number of cattle in the district was 11,148 ; and of horses 4,814. Tho
principal stations lie north, north-west, and north-east of Brewarrina ; Brewarrina is the natural depot for
those stations, and the stock routes all trend this way. Stock would truck at Brewarrina by preference ;
the roads to Brewarrina from the north-west and north-east are better than the roads to Bourke. People
'
even come from Barringun through Brewarrina in preference to going to Bourke, because of the better
25 state of the roads. They go on from here to Byrock. I do not think the locking of the river would make
any difference in the destination of the cattle now coming here. With regard to the railway
rates, they are the saino for Byrock as for Bourke; but a difference is made iu the rates
for back carriage. I do not think that the locking of the Darling would bo of any great benefit to
this district. A very largo part of the traffic of the raihvay from Brewarrina to Byrock would be with
30 live stock. The locking of the river would not affect that traffic. If we had a raihvay here Brewarrina
would be one of the largest trucking depots in tho Western division. We have a large common, and a
great extent of good country all round. A great number of people come in here for their supplies.
'There arc several stations on tbe Queensland border and in Queensland, such as Yeranbah, Currawitlinghai, and Woolerina, which at present send their wool either to Karrabri or to Charleville, but which
35 would send their wool to Brewarrina if tho railway came here. It is about 150 miles from Brewarrina to
Oirrawillinghai, and about 230 miles from Karrabri to tbe same place. I think they go through Walgett.
If a railway were constructed to Brewarrina, I think that that traffic would come here, because there
would be a slight saving in tho carriage. A good deal of wool comes here when the river is full. In
one year the cattle crossing here numbered 78,000, out of about 00,000 which passed Barringun, a place
40 which is supposed to be on the Bourke road. Cattle come here by preference, because the road is better
than the road to Bourke. I have affidavits, which the Committee can read, whicli speak as to the
extent of the flooded country between here and the Bogan. It was asserted that the floods would
seriously interfere with the construction of a railway over that country, and these affidavits were made
by people residing in tho district to repel that assertion. The affidavits were made by Mr. Collis,
45 and by Mr, Lindsay who was Jiving at Charlton, on the Bogan. I am pretty nell acquainted with
the country round hero. I hardly think the soil between here and Bourke suitable for irrigation.
If water were conserved in the river, I do not think that people cultivating along the banks would be
able to find a market for tbeir produce. Tho local market is at present supplied from Bathurst and
Orange. We have had oaten and wheaten chaff landed here in times of drought for £~> os. a ton. I do ‘
50 not think it could be grown for less than that in the district, and it would possibly cost more. On the
station where I was it would cost a good deal more than that to grow produce, taking into consideration
the outlay involved m constructing drains and in clearing the land. It is only about one year iu every
fiie that any produce is required in this district. It is only in exceptional years that anything is imported,
except perhaps a few Ions of chaff for racehorses, or something of that kind. I. do not f hink that it is
55 likely that 15,000 acres would be irrigated between here and Bourke, if the proposed scheme wore carried
out. The locking of the Darling would not be of the slightest benefit to Brewarrina, and I do not believe
that it would be any benefit to Bourke.
To Mr. Trickett: When the river is navigable it is always used in preference to the road, either to Bourke
or to Byrock. and I do not sec that the carriage of goods by steamer would benefit the G-ovcrnment at all.
GO I do not think that tho State would get much in the shape of license fees for the right to pump water.
As for the increase in the value of land, most of the lessees are grumbling and appealing against the
present rents. Neither do I think that the State would get much from navigation tolls. In my opinion
a railway to Brewarrina would be a more profitable investment than the locking of the river. The railway
freights would he very much greater than any tolls which could be charged on tho river. I am sure that
G5 people ivould gladly pay an extra rate if they could get their wool carried from Brewarrina by rail. On
wool alouc the7 have to pay about 30s. a ton now, including the insurance, that is from here to Bourke,
and if they could got it taken to Byrock for 15s, a ton they would save.
To Mr. .Lee: I do not thiuk that irrigation would pay in this district. A number of years hence if may
pay; but at tho present time 1 do not think that we could compete with the outside markels. 1 am not
70 aware that cultivation is discredited amongst pastorahsts, but it docs not pay. 'They have their own
gardens as a rule, and their little cultivation paddocks. I should think- that 30 por cent oE them have
gardens, and about as many grow fodder for their horses. As a rule they only cultivate a few acres,
however. Irrigation is possible, but it does no! pay. except in very small arcus. I do not say that the
country is not capable of being turned to better ad wantage than at the present time. It is quite capable
75 of better things, but it is not expedient at the present time to imiko any change.
I favour the construc
tion of a line from Brewarrina to Byrock because it would be better in tho publicintorestthan the locking
ot the iivcr, and I do not thiuk that the district is sufficiently well served at the present, time. The
approaches to Bourke aro so had that very often in dry star on s stock cannot get there, whereas they can
i ome this way easily. They can get here in any season. I think that the locking of the river would mean
throwing
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We hare a navigable river now for 3 years out of every 5. Besides, I think that a
railway would encourage small settlement. When a railway runs close to one’s door, settlement is bound to
2? June 189G
In reply lo the objection that the railway to Bourke lias not created a small settlement iu the district,
’
I would say that the country through which it passes is not so suitable for small settlement as this is. It
is not such good country. I do not think that the providing of permanent water would give as much 5
impetus to the development of the country as a railway to Brewarrina. Bor one thing, you could only
carry dead weight by tho river, whereas, if there were a railway to Brewarrina, we could truck live stock
hero. In very dry times there is no grass, and it is impossible lo drive stock to the western line. 8tock
olten have to be moved to save their lives. The Bourke route is favoured to some extent because wc get
cheaper carriage by the river than by road, and, as the railway rates aro the same to Bourke as to Byrock, 10
it is more convenient to bring goods back that way. If a railway were made here, I suppose that in time
it would be taken on to the border—up through G-oodooga, I should think—through comparatively easy
country. There is a sort of red rise nearly all the way from here to G-oodooga. Unless some line of
that sort is made, a good deal of the traffic will go to Queensland as soon as the Queensland raihvay
comes to Cumiamulla. I have never known the Barling or its main tributaries to be so dry that there has 15
not been enough water for the stock.
To the Chairman : Tho wool from this district should, I think, be trucked at Brewarrina instead of at
Bourke, that being the most economical method, both for the producers and for the country itself. With
regard to the intermediate settlement to be benefited between Brewarrina and Byrock, there is Lindsay
Brothers’ place. There are only a few stations between here and Bourke on tho south side of the river. 20
I have a list ot some of the stations from which the wool would come, Bangatc would send 1,000 bales ;
Angledool, 1,000 bales; Nullewa, 400 bales; Currawilliughni, 1,000 bales; Milroy, 1,300 bales;
Weilmoringlo, 1,500 bales; and there is a number of others, Ji’rom Queensland we should get about
4,000 bales. A great deal of that wool now goes to Karrabri.
Mr. William Armstrong MacVean, Manager, Quantambone Station, sworn, and examined :—
25
I have not been very long in tbo district, but I know the river-frontage here. I think
MacVean. that a system of artesian bores would bo found better for irrigation purposes than the locking of the
sfjumTlsyc
^ie vast expense of irrigating from tho river would always prevent people from raising much
'
' agricultural produce here; while the Hoods to which the district is liable would ruin persons engaged in
agriculture. To send wool to Bourke now costs about 27s. Od. a ton, including what you have to pay for 30
putting it on to the railway trucks; and I think that if the river were improved, and tolls charged upon
it, there would not ho a. great difference in the rates. I am of opinion that a railway would serve the
interests of tho district beti er than the locking of tho river. The rates might go down a little if the river
were locked ; hut I do not think they would go down very much. If there were extreme competition
they would go down; but there would be no knowing how long such competition would last. Ko doubt 35
if the steam-boat owners could run their boats constantly, they could carry on their business more
cheaply. At the present time there is not much difference between tho read rate and the river rate.
Taking the cost of insurance into consideration, tho two are about the same. Of course if the river
were always navigable, river carriage would bo the cheaper ; hut J. do not see that the Government would
get any return from the locking of the river. There would be some chance of getting a return from a 40
railway ; but there would bo no chance of getting anything from the river. I do not say that the railway
would pay very much ; but I have not gone into the fiiruros. I am not prejudiced as a local resident, or
by having interests on the river. I do not think it would pay to raise water from the river to irrigate tho
land on the banks. The market would be flooded directly a man had started. I do not think that a
railway from Brewarrina to Byrock would he interfered with by tbe Hoods. That country is not, intercepied 45
■ by any watercourses of any conseipienco. There arc only two main watercourses; I think that culverts
would provide for the others, 1 cannot say to what depth that country is covered with water in flood-time.
"Whether a line to Brewarrina would pay or not would depend very much upon the style of raihvay they
constructed. A cheap line might he made to pay,and there would be no necessity toput up expensive stations.
The chief traffic on the lino would be wool aud stock. I do not think there is any prospect of wheat being 50
grown, because the seasons arc too uncertain. I am not well up in farming, however. I have only done
a little cultivation to raise produce for station use. It would pay me to grow feed for the horses, and so
on, in bad seasons, but not for the other stock ; it would not pay for sheep. It is questionable whether even
the cutting down of scrub pays at times. At present prices it is not worth keeping some sheep alive.
The market price would not allow of sheep being artificially fed. It will not pay to feed sheep artificially. 55
In a bad season it would be better to boil them down. I do not think that station-owners would take
water from the river to irrigate the land for the purpose of raising fodder crops. The rate of carriage by
road to Bourke is about 30s. a ton, and by river, in ordinary times, from 22s. Od. to 25s. a ton. The river
is the speedier mode of transit. Wool is insured from tbo sheep’s back to the market. I should think
the insurance would be twice as much on wool going by river. The risk is always considered greater.
00
To Mr. Hassall; On our station wc have 75,000 sheep and a few cattle and horses. Last year wo sent
away a little over 1.000 bales of wool. I was not here at tho time ; but I. think that part of the wool
went to Bourke, and some of it may have gone to Byrock. Messrs E. Rich <Sj Co. got the contract, and
they carried the wool to Sydney. 1'bc wool traffic goes through their hands principally, because they have
a monopoly of the whole district. I believe they have special rates to offer people. I do not know if 65
there is any particular reason for their being able to give concessions, except that they have been success
ful in their business. They arc a very big firm, and in that way they may keep others out. They can
carry more cheaply than wo could carry ourselves. I have been getting my back loading from Bourko
through Rich & Co. I do uot think that the locking of the river would improve our station to any extent.
I do not know that the river has ever been dry. There is always plenty of water on tho frontage, and 70
no difficulty in getting water for the stock that I know of. I do not think that the raising of the river
level 10 feet would bo very much improvement, though, if the river level were permanently raised, tho
country might he Hooded more. In 1390 a rise of an inch or two would have caused the whole country
to be flooded. The locking of the river would not cause us to go in for irrigation to improve tho carrying
capacity of our run. There is plenty of water in the river now, if people wanted to irrigate. Mo have 75
bought a little forage for station use and we grow a little curselyes. We can cut enough bush hay to
meet
Mr. W. A.
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meet our requirements, together with what crop wc grow. I have cultivated 25 acres this year, and am '^|{,y"pa^'
depending upon tho natural rainfall. They get two crops out of three in this district, and that will heep
us supplied. I do not think that under any circumstances we would do much irrigation. If Ihe schcme 27 junc 1995.
wore carried out wo should not be willing fo pay an increased rental for any advantages which it might
’
offer. I do uot see that the betterment principle should be applied along the river. You might apply it
to the travelling stoeic route and charge travelling slocl: something, because the stock route goes along
the hank of the river. The locking of tlie river would not benefit us, nor do I think it would benefit
others places along the river. I am not of opinion that people would take advantage of the great volume
of water to go in for irrigation. If people settled here and irrigated they would have no market ior their
produce, A person growing produce under irrigation could not compete with a man who did not require
to irrigate. I think that people living in the cooler parts of the country could cultivate more cheaply
than anyone in this district. To ask people to go in for irrigation here is only encouraging them to sink
their money in the land. Of course if the river were permanently navigable it would be of benefit to the
district, hut it would not bo any great benefit. Everything would then go to Eourke, providing there
were no other means of communication. ]f there were a raihvay to Byrock, stuff would go there, unless
the river were cheaper. Brewarrina is tbe natural outlet for the produce of the north. 300,000 sheep
and about 10,000 head of cattle have passed through the run this year, and it, lias not been a heavy year
for travelling stock. The sheep came from the south-west of Queensland. jMI the stock make in this
way iu preference to going to Bourko, there being better water and better grass. There is not much feed
in towards Bourko
_
To Mr. Trkkclt: 1 do not think that water would be taken by sbeep farmers to flood their pasturage at
a cost of Gd. or Is. an acre. 3t is out of the question altogether to irrigate a sheep run. It. would not
pay to do it. I have never come across anyone who paid a rate of 12s. Gd. a ton for river carriage.
To Mr. Lea : The only irrigation I have done on the station has boon for a garden. I have not had very
much experience of irrigation. My remarks about its not paying to cultivate under irrigation in this
district referred to the cultivation of fodder. I am not aware that £100 has been obtained as the proceeds
of an acre of fruit grown under irrigation in America. I know that this climate is reputed to be a very
good one for dry fruits, and fruit could be grown bore under irrigation. Of course there is a vast difference
between growing fruit and growing oats and wheat. I have only been eight or nme months in this
district. 1 came here from Eiverina.
_ _
To the Chairman : Me did not store grass hay in Biverina for feeding sheep, and I do not think it would
pay to do it, here. The return you get for sheep will not allow you to do that sort of thing. .1. believe
that people have done it; bnt it has not paid. There is less loss by risking the seasons than by attempting
to provide against bad seasons.

35

Mr. Tames Mannix, homestead lessee, near Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
To Mr. Jfossatt: My homestead lease is situated on tlie Cato. It crosses tho Cato near tho junction of
Mr.
the Barwon. ] have a frontage to both creeks. Tho lease is situated about IS milos from Brewarrina. I lT- ManmIhavc been in tho diwtriet for about eighteen years. Before starting as a homestead lessee, 1 was engaged oyj^TisjN;
in dam-making and tank-sinking, I have a pretty good knowledge of the country, and I do not think ”
1
‘
4,0 that the proposed work will be beneficial to the district generally, because tbo cost is too groat.
It
might be of some advantage to me personally : but it would be a loss to the country at large. There is a
ilood hero nearly every four or five years, and then there are only a few odd patches which are not flooded.
1 know all the country down to Bourke ; but I speak rather of the country up towards "Walgett. The
country from Brewarrina to Boutko, is similar to that between here and Walgett, and just as likely to lie
45 flooded.
Tho country about Brewarrina is mostly loiv lying, and covered with Coolabah. There maybe
a few red ridges. The clayey soil is too cold for things to grow w ell in H. ] have grow n potatoes. The
tops grew well, but the potatoes themselves wore very small. 1 and my partner have 7,000 or 8,000
sheep on two homestead leases. My partner is always doing contract work—dain-sniking, tencing, and so
on—while] look after the sheep. There is just a living to bo made out of a homestead lease; but that
50 is alb I have to do most of the -work myself, except at shearing times, and outside work is very
useful for providing a little cash. In 1800, wo put two cows on what wc believed to be tho highest part
of our run, and left them there, but when we came back they were drowned. Only one little comer
escaped, and it did not contain 30 acres. At that time I took my sheep about -10 miles out, on to a ridge.
Another man in the district lost 7,000 sbeep which he had left on our land. I do not think that people
55 could go in for agriculture here.
I would not do so, and I was brought up on a farm, near Wollongong.
] do not think that the locking of the river will induce settlement,because there is not much land available
for cultivation. There are odd patches of land, such as that which Mr. Wood has selected ; but there is
nothing very much. Mr. Wood’s land is just about as good as anything between here and Bourke. One
might do a little irrigating to make a small garden ; but tbe market is not sufficiently large to consume
60 any large quantity of produce. I would not irrigate laud to raise produce for feeding stock in bad times.
It would be cheaper to sell the sheep and get them out of the road. I do not think that there will be a
large population settled on the river for the next fifty years. I only know one piece of good country
between hero and the Cato public house. It is on tho banks of tho river, and pretty high. I consider
that a railway from here to Byrock would be more beneficial than the locking of the river, and would
65 meet the requirements of the district better.
Mr. Tames Howe Saunders, storekeeper, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined :—
To Mr. Tricl'ctt: I am carrying on business in Brewarrina, and have been hero for the last seven years.
Before ihat 1 was engaged in mercantile pursuits in Sydney. I believe myself to be well acquainted with
the district generally.- I am in a large way of business, aud get my goods from Sydney by raihvay f° 27 June.lS'JG.
70 Bourke. When the river is up they come from Bourke by steamer, otherwise they come hy road. Wo"
’
also get a large quantity of goods from Byrock when the river is not running. When the river is running,
it is generally used to convey goods from Bourke to Brewarrina. The average rate then is £1 a ton for
merchandise from Bourke to Brewarrina, and a similar charge for wool going back. Sometimes a small
concession is made where there is a very large consignment. I have never known the rate to be as low
75 as 12s. a ton.
For team loading we pay in good seasons from 30s. to £2 a ton from Bourke, and from
25s.
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^r01^1 ®yroclc- A concession is sometimes made for largo quantities. I believe tbat at the
present time if I gave a man 20 tons to bring over, be would bring my goods for ,-61 a Ion. Thai is its
27 June, 1896. c'ie!l^ as ^1C llvel' carr*agei and I have never known tbo river rate to be less than £1 a ton. The
’
roads now aro in excellent travelling condition. With regard to insurance, wool is generally insured from
the sheep’s back without regard to the way in which it is carried. There is no insurance on goods
coming by teams. Tins is the first season that the river has been closed for more than a couple of months
at a time, during the seven years that I have been here. This year it has not been running since .lanuary.
bometimes when we are quite sure of a river whicli will bring our goods through without risk, wc have
things sent round from Adelaide or from Melbourne. For general merchandise that saves about one-third
of what wo should have to pay if we bronght.it by rail fo Bourke and then by river. Certain special
lines of goods are carried by rail at a lesser price than general merchandise. The river is largely availed
of for getting goods as far up as Bourke. We have to order so long beforehand if wc want goods up
that way, that we do not bring our goods up tbe river so much. If the river were permanently navigable
to Brewarrina, that means of transit would be likely to be availed of more. We could get our goods round
from Sydney and right up the river; but, as a rule, we generally purchase in Melbourne or Adelaide, if
we are bringing things up tlie river. If the river were made permanently navigable, it is inevitable that
it would greatly assist the trade of Victoria unless charges were imposed with a view to keeping tho traffic
m our own Colony. With regard to the state of the road, I consider that we are never likely to have a
delay of more than a week in getting goods from Bourke. On two occasions when rain has fallen the
journey has taken three weeks instead of the usual one week. The road from hero to Byrock is better
than the Bourke Road. The first 28 miles from hereto Gongolgon passes through black soil; but for the
rest of the distance we have a perfect road over gravelly red soil. Goods como through that way in four
days. For railway construction, tlie country between Byrock and tlie Bogan is almost as easy as it is
possible to have. There would have to be abridge at the Bogan, and then the line would pass over some 10
miles of low country, where the water lies occasionally to a depth of a few niches. Perhaps altogether
there arc 15 miles of low country, and then you. get to the good country again. There is no current in
flood time, when the water is lying on that country, i should think that an embankment 1 foot high,
with openings to let the water away, would bo sufficient for a raihvay line. 1 get about 700 tons inwards
per annum. My business is cbiefly inwards. I am not a carrying agent; but I can say generally tbat
there is a very large amount of traffic between Brewarrina and Bourke. The greater part of our
traffic at the present time goes by way of Bourke. If a railway were constructed from Brewarrina to
Byrock, I should be very willing to pay a special rate between Byrock and Brewarrina equal to what 1
pay to have my goods taken to Bourke now. "Wo pay £1 per ton now to get things taken to Bourke,
and it would be worth our while to pay £1 per ton to the railway to get things taken to Byrock. In the
absence of competition, the steamers charge £i a ton for river carriage, and it would ho much better to
send by rail if we could do so for the same money. In sending direct by rail we should save so much
handling. At tho Bourke end we have to pay about Ss. Gd. a ton for the handling of the goods and their
conveyance from the river to the railway station. It is a question whether the Bourke railway should not
be extended to the river. It wc had a railway to Byrock, it would-bo used in preference to the river,
other things being equal, because we should save so much handling. Besides the actual cost of handling,
there is always tho risk of loss through breakages consequent upon rough treatment, it is very likely
that the present river charges are higher than the charges would be ii: the river were permanently"
navigable. We are practically in tho hands of ono carrying company on the river, and that company has
now pretty well a monopoly. Attempts were made to run other steamers ; but, owing to the want of a
large fleet of boats to do the work for tho rival company, people preferred to continue to do business with
the original company. I daresay wool comes in here from about 100 miles round under present circum
stances, and Brewarrina ivould be a still larger centre, it tho river were permanently navigable, or if wo
bad a railway to Byrock. 1 favour the construction of the railway, in the first place, because Jess handling
of goods ivould be required; in tbo second place, because there ivould be quicker despatch; and in tho
tint'd place, because there would he a reduction in cost. Another reason why 1 should like to see a
railway constructed is that it ivould enable us to move our stock in times of drought. The locking of tho
river will not facilitate the moving of live stock. This is, I believe, the principal stock route in the
Western division. Mince I have been hero, there have been times when stock ivould have been removed if
it bad been possible, and tbe runs would thus have been relieved ; but people could not drive their animals
any great distance. The steamers continue to run on the river until they cannot pass a point about 7
miles from here. After tbat, ive will not take the risk of sending goods by river. Tbe damming of the
river as far as Bourko might take tho trade to tho other colonies. Very often goods come as far as
Bourke by steamer, but wc cannot get them any further. T have bad goods stopped at Bourke. If the
proposed scheme were carried out, wc should get more things up from tho other colonies. If the river
were permanently dammed as far as Wilcannia, it would he still easier to get things up from the other
colonies. Navigation all tho way up would then bo almost a certainty. If the river were dammed all the
way to Wentworth, heavy tolls would have to be imposed to keep the traffic from leaving the colony. Tho
only way in which revenue can be received from tho proposed work's, is by charging tolls on the river, and
they would have to be pretty heavy to pay interest on £120,000. People have gone in for irrigation in
this district only to a very small extent, because there is no necessity for it, aud it will not pav. The
districts nearer the coast can supply us much more cheaply than we can supply ourselves. We get our
flour from l)ubbo, Wellington, and Milthorpe; butter comes from Mudgce and Svilnev, and our forage
comes principally from about Orange. Tbe local Cbinamen supply garden produce. Tbere are time
Chinese gardens bero. The population of Brewarrina at the present time is about 450 or 5UO persons,
and the Chinamen’s gardens give an ample supply of vegetables. If 15,000 acres were cultivated iu this
district, there would not be the slightest chance of a sufficiently large local market to consume the
produce, and we could not compete with the producers of colder districts. On the Tarrion, Air. Olsen
has an irrigation farm, but he has been there only a very short time, [lo has sent in a, little, forage, which
wc are very glad to get. I do not think that the district is suited for agriculture at alb It is a pastoral
distiict. Of course, with irrigation, small patches could be cultivated for local requirements, and the
supply might create a larger demand. I daresay dried fruits could be produced here, but the cost of
growing would be more than they u mild be worth. If there were sufficient demand for dried fruits, there
is nothing to prevent people from producing dried fruits hero now. The raising of the river level would
save
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save them a little in the cost of pumping, but I do not see what other advantage it would give them. I do ^r* J* Hnot thiuk that the Government will obtain a large return from this work. People here aro very glad to get
arlesian water where there is no natural water, but where they are near a river I have not heard them gy
^ggg
express any desire to see water conservation undertaken by the Government. I do not think they would
’
‘
5 be willing to pay from Gd. to Is. an aero for irrigating tbeir land. It does not pay them to cultivate for
the sake of their sheep. They cultivate to get fodder for their horses. I am not prepared to say that
the runs here arc improved as much as they could be. They might be improved by ringbarking and
fencing, aud more water might be obtained by putting down bores aumy from the frontages. It would
not be practicable to carry water to any groat distance from the river by fluming. Prom my point of view
10 it seems to me that in considering this scheme the question of irrigation may be dismissed altogether, as
it really has no value. Tho only question is, should the river be locked with a view to improving it for
navigation purposes. I think the G-overmnent will get very little return from the charges for water
taken for irrigation purposes.
To Mr. Wriijlit; The charge for carrying wool from the steamer to the train at Bourke is, 1 think, about
15 Us. Gd. a ton. That has to be added to tbe river freight, making it altogether about 23s. Gd. a ton.
People would much sooner pay £1 a ton to bo able to send wool direct by rail to Byrock. Although there has
been competition on tho river I have not known the rates to be reduced below £1. a ton. though I believe
that private arrangements have been made to take loading at a little less. I cannot imagine it possible
that if the river were made navigable the steamer rates to Bourke would be 5s. a ton. I believe that the
20 people would he prepared to pay a special rate between here and Byrock, If the railway were made to
Brewarrina. The Chinamen grow fruit as well as vegetables in their gardens, and there is another garden
at Gongolgon. I do not know what its area is, but I should think 5 or G acres. 1 do not think that
there is any possibility of this country growing cereals under irrigation.
To Mr. Black ■ Goods are sometimes sent from Brewarrina to Byrock now, We can send to Byrock by
25 carrier for anything down to 25s. a ton, and if the river freight continued as high as it is now, we should
be quite willing to pay 20s. a ton for goods going by rail to Byrock. Of course, if the carriers only
charged 15s. a ton, and tho railway freights were 20s, a ton, wo should send by the carrier, or if the river
wore cheaper we should send by river: but a rate of 15s. a ton would ruin the carriers. I cannot say
whether the earnings of a line between Byrock and Brewarrina would pay the cost of maintenance in
30 twenty years.
'To the Chairman : I do not favour the locking of the river between "Walgett and Wentworth, though as a
business man it would suit me better. I would favour the construction of a railway from Brewarrina to
Byrock, and the locking of the river between Walgett and Brewarrina. Of course, if the river were
locked all the way down, traffic could he prevented from leaving the Colony by tbe imposition of heavy
35 tolls. We bring up our goods by what wc find to be the cheapest route, the length of time occupied in
transit, and the effect of frequent handling being considerations with us. Wc give a certain value to
speediness of delivery and safety. I am inclined to think tbat boiling down operations would be facilitated
here by the construction of a railway.
To Mr. Wright: Ifthc railway rate from Brewarrina to Byrock were 15s. a ton the carriers could not
40 compete. Taking everything into consideration, 1 do not believe that tbe river people would find it
profitable to carry for a lower rate than that. I know pretty well tlie profits which are made on the
river, and I believe that if the rates were reduced to 15s. a ton the steamer companies would be working
only for wages.
Mr. Andrew David Kerrigan, Agent for Messrs. E. Kich A Company, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
To the Chairman : 1 am a native of Brewarrina, and have been with Messrs. E. Rich & Company for Mr. A. D'.
fourteen years. I have a full knowledge of the traffic of the river. The present iraffic between Bourke Kerrigan,
and Brewarrina is 10.000 tons—4,000 tons up stream, and about 6,000 tons down stream. Tho present rate
ior the carriage of wool is 25s. a ton delivered on ihe trucks, and including all charges except insurance. ■!urie) 1896.
The insurance sometimes comes to 6s. por cent. That is the lowest rate that J. know of. The rates for
50 ordinary merchandise vary from £1 to 25s. a ton. For wool the Commissioners charge the same rate
from Bourke as from Girilambone. If a railway were constructed to Brewarrina X think that a few more
hundred tons of wool would come in from the north. The 10,000 tons to which I have just referred would
go by train if the raihvay were here, and there would be a little more. Charging the present rates, tho
revenue derived from the carriage of that wool would be about £10,000 a year. I do not think that a
55 steamer company could afford to curry anything between Brewarrina and Bourke for less than 10s. a ton,
even if tbe river were locked. "Wool and merchandise come in hero from tho north, north-west, and
north-east. There are only about 300 tons of intermediate traffic between hero and Bourke. I think
that tho present fleet of boats would be sufficient, even if tho river were permanently navigable. During
the last four or five years we have averaged between 27,000 and 30,000 bales of wool between Brewarrina
GO and Bourke: that would be from 5,000 to 6,000 tons. Then there would be about 4,000 tons of
merchandise.

45

Mr. Patrick Dowling McElligolt, Brewarrina, sworn, aud examined :—
I have resided in tbe district for the last twenty-six years, and have travelled through it Mr, P, D.
pretty well. Sines I first came here the population has increased considerably. When I first came to MeKllieott.
G3 Brewarrina there was scarcely a fence between hero and the Gul f of Carpentaria. Produce going from the
district was then sent up the Bogan Eiver, through Warren, Dubbo, Orange, and so on. That was the 27 Junc>1896route up to the time of the opening of the railway to Bourke. The traffic now goes chiefly to Bourke and
to Byrock. 1 do not think that the locking of the river would greatly benefit pastoral industry here.
Ever since I have been here there has been sufficient water in tbe river for the stock. Of course it would
70 be n good tbing to have tbe river permanently navigable between here and Bourke ; but I do not see that
it would ho any great advantage either to the squatters or to the residents of Brewarrina. The pastoral
men here arc fairly well served at present, but iu times of drought they have to pay high rates of carriage.
They would best be assisted by a light line of railway from Byrock lo Brewarrina. There has been a great
deal of small settlement in the district since I came here, that is, if you call the occupation of homestead
75 leases small settlement. I cannot say bow many homestead lessees there are in the district now, but all
the
To Mr. Bee :
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Mi\P. T). tbe land thrown open lias been taken up. There have not been many homestead leases abandoned. IlomeMcBlhgott. Sj-e;l(j lessee!) inay ijg considered small settlers in comparison with tho large station owners who preceded
2‘’/Junc""l896 ^em- There have been a few 640 acre men, but they have not got on very well. I am not totally opposed
'
’
‘to tho locking of the river, but I consider that tho construction of a railway line would be more beneficial,
both to the town and to tho district. Personally I am not very much concerned about either. I think it 5
is very unlikely that there will be much agricultural settlement and irrigation here. It would be a good
thing if such occupation could be established, but I fail to see where agriculturalists would get a market.
1 myself have had no practical experience of farming or of irrigation, but it is my opinion that agriculture
is out of the question so far as this country is concerned. A railway from Byrock to Brewarrina would
open up the country lying between this town and Byrock, and it would bring in more traffic from the back 10
country. I have always understood that settlement follows railway construction. Such a railway would
make Brewarrina the depdt for ail this district, and would enable the people here to get their produce to
market more cheaply. Tho passenger traffic between Brewarrina and Byrock would be considerable, and
would add considerably to the revenue. A t the present time there are four coaches a week running to
Byrock. Some years ago five or six gentlemen in the district offered to become guarantors for the cost of 15
constructing a light line of railway from Byrock to Brewarrina with a fair percentage. At the time I was
chairman of a railway league. 1. cannot say whether those gentlemen are prepared to make the offer again
now, but I believe that such a line would pay. I have not gone into the figures.
Mr. Walter Charles Colless, hotelkeeper and homestead lessee,Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
Mr.
To Mr. Wright: I have been about thirty years in the district. I do not think the proposed locking of 20
W.C. Colicos. the river would be of any advantage to the district, or would induce settlement hero. It: people wished
y ^^ to irrigate, there is already sufficient water in the river. Ido not think that any pastoralist would ho
2^,Tune’lSfjC-willing to pay for taking water out of tlie river to swamp his paddocks with. It does not seem to mo
that smalt settlement such as they have at Pera Bore is likely to increase ranch in this district. I do
not think that agricultural producers here could compete with people in other parts of the district where 25
the seasons are regular. In my opinion the soil is not suitable for irrigation, nor do 1 think you could
find 100 acres which in flood time would not he covered with water. .1. do not think that Mr. Woods’
irrigation lias been financially successful. Tho Government would not sell much water at 5s. per acre
per annum. If people wanted to irrigate, they could get the ivater now for nothing. The country north
of Brewarrina is very good gracing country, in fact Brewarrina is the natural depot for a very rich 30
district extending a good distance west. In my opinion a railway would he more beneficial to the district
than the locking of the river. It would increase the export of stock and of wool, while Brewarrina is
naturally a better depot than Bourke. If a railway were constructed to Brewarrina, I believe the people
hero would be willing to pay a special rate of 15s. a ton, though I. think the steamers could compete
against that rate, if the river were navigable. Still they do not carry stuff at that price now. The 35
teamsters could not compete at 15s. a ton. Tho country bctwTon here and Walgett is similar to that
between here and Bourke, and I do not think that the nature of the settlement here is likely to alter
much. Brom here to Gongolgon is black soil country. Beyond Gongolgon you get into stony red soil
country. In my opinion Brewarrina is progressing. The district is being cut up into smaller holdings,
and the number of homestead lessees has increased. Land has been taken up here under the Act of 40
1S95, hut principally hy tho townspeople. The construction of a railway would bring more traffic from
Queensland in stock and wool, and would increase pojHLlation, In my opinion the people here could, in
good seasons, cut and store sufficient natural grass to feed their working stock in had times, without
>
irrigating at all. This year I cut and stacked as much hay as I thought would satisfy me, and stations
near to where I am cut about 40 tons. My brother cut about 30 tons of hay, and ho could have cut 45
100 tons if he had wished. At Bundabulla they do not irrigate; they do at Boorooma. I think that a
man without irrigation would get a crop about three times out of five. Tlie country is now used princi
pally for grazing. No one has tried anything else on a large scale, though the stations grow a little
produce for their own use. A man named Plowman grew a crop for a year or two. It would not pay
people hero to irrigate, because they could not compete with the producers in other places. There is 50
some land vacant to the west of the Culgoa, but it is very poor country. Tho country east and north to
the Queensland border is very good and is pretty well all taken up. I do not think that the locking of
the river would greatly increase the trallie; but a railway would uo doubt attract Queensland traffic.
Stock which now goes to Nyngan and bfevertiro would, in bad seasons, come hero to lie trucked, if there
were a railway to Brewarrina. Such a line would take all the trunic from the country this side of the 55
border. I do not know how it would affect tho Queensland traffic. If there had been anv prospect of
making money from agriculture, I would have tried it; but the inducement has not been sufficient. Mv
people wore among the first to take up laud in this district. My father camo out hero about thirty-seven
years ago.
”
Mr. Andrew Lodor, stock aud station agent, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
GO
Mr, A. Loier. To Mr. Bitrck : I have resided in Brewarrina for twelve months, and have been in (he district pretty
----- well all my life. I was horn just above Walgett, but I was out of the district for twelve years, away at
27 Juno, 1S96, school. If a railway were constructed to Brewarrina traffic would he drawn here from about 150 miles
N.E. and 1N.W. I do not think that Mr. Kerrigan’s estimate of the intermediate traffic between here
'
and Bourke—300 tons—is too low. There are only two stations and a few homestead leases there. If 05
the railway were brought to Brewairina a great many cattle would he trucked here in had seasons,
though in good seasons they might travel further along the line. The best stock route is towards Nyngan
or Kevertire. In had times stock has to travel from here to Byrock without anything to eat, unless
scrub is cut up for them, and they must be pretty good when they start to stand the wasting, A few sheep
are sent from here to the Bourko chilling works. I am not aware that any attempt has been made to 70
scud sheep by steamer. I do not think that agriculture is likely io flourish in the district for the present.
I know that at one station on the river they greuv lucerne, and it costs about £15 a ton, whereas they
could buy as much as they liked landed here for about £5 a ton. Tho land in this district is pretty well
all leased land, but I do uof think the squatters have been afraid to cultivate it for fear that there might
he
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be an influx: of agriculturists. I never heard such an idea spoken of. The pastorahsts have not under- Mr. A. Loder.
taken agriculture because they ivould have no use for any produce they might grow, except perhaps for
a few working horses. Some of them have had to irrigate paddocks for tbeir stud stock. I do not think 27 J,rae>JS96it would pay to grow crops to feed a large number of sheep in times of drought. It would pay better to
5 get rid of the sheep at half-price. Large sums of money have been spent in cutting down the mulga for
tlie sheep. It has cost some of the very large stations below Lourke about £100 a week to cut scrub,
and then the stock have died from eating it. £1,000 spent on growing feed for sheep would perhaps
save £500 worth of sheep. I think that people nowadays know that their sheep arc not much bettor
than those of their neighbours. Of course they keep a few valuable sheep for stud purposes. It might
10 be advisable sometimes to preserve a certain strain, but only if it could be done at a reasonable cost.
Before spending money on growing artificial feed you would have to consider whether it would not be
cheaper to lose all your sheep and replace them with others after the drought.
MONDAY,

29

JUNE,

1896.

10 a.m.]
$rc5rnt:—
The Hon. MREDEBTCK THOMAS HTJMPHEKY (Chairman).
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Thomas HENitr Hassall, Esq.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
G-eorge Black, Esq,
Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq.
\_The Sectional Committee met at ihe Court-house, Breivarrina, at

20

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
Eiver Darling.

Mr. Hichard James Kelly, chemist and druggist, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined :—
1 have resided twenty-nine years in Brewarrina and four years in Bourke. Altogether
I have been here thirty-three years.
25 To Mr. Nassall.- 1 have not had any experience of irrigation or of cultivation. I have an intimate know
ledge of the country between here and Bourke. It is ehiefiy black soil country. Now and then tbere are
patches of red soil. The soil on the north bank is similar to that on the south bank of tho river. I
consider it all low-lying flooded country. It would be impossible during floods like those of 1864 or
1890 to proceed to Bourke by the surveyed road. You would have to go round by Byrock. The only
30 cultivation in the district that I know of, besides the Chinese gardens, is that of Mr. Woods, who suffered
to a small extent by the flood. The Chinamen here raise a very fair quantity of fruit; but in the flood
of 1890 the whole of their garden was destroyed. The owner claimed £600 or £700 from the Govern
ment because he said that their attempts to save the bridge brought the flood-water on to the garden.
A very large number of trees were destroyed by the flood, and part of the land was afterwards abandoned
35 altogether. The people in charge of the garden made a bank all round it to keep the flood-water out;
but the water rose over the bank, I saw the garden directly after the flood, and it seemed a perfect
wreck, while the man in charge told me that he had lost over £100 by the flood. I do not think there is
likely to be much irrigation or cultivation done on the hanks of the Darling, because the land lies too low,
and the settlers would be liable to severe losses. Then, too, I think that produce could be supplied from
40 outside markets much more cheaply than we could grow it here. They can get oranges here for Gd. and
Sd. a dozen ; but the Chinamen charge Is. 6d. and 2s. a dozen for those they grow. They tell me they
have to charge this price because of the enormous cost involved in keeping the garden going. I have
bought produce from Maitland more cheaply than it could be grown here. Labour is dear here, and, as
a rule, the seasons are very bad. 1 took up a selection some years ago, and I am satisfied that it would
45 not pay. I made an attempt at cultivation in a small way, but I found that I could buy things more
cheaply than I could grow them, taking everything into consideration. 1 do not think there would he a
sufficient market in the district for very much produce. The demand for forage is limited. It is only
now and again that any forage is required. The horses here are turned out as a rule. There are 26
or 30 turned out for one that is fed. When we want hay and chaff wc can import it more cheaply than
50 we can grow it. When there is a very bad drought the working horses have to be fed. All tbe other
horses are sent somewhere where there is grass, hut in the majority of cases they die. I do not think
that the raising of the river level 10 ft. would offer any inducement to settlement. There may be
occasional pieces of good land between here and Bourke, but I think that in the flood of 1890 even they
were covered. Of course the locking of the river would give cheaper carriage than that you can get by
55 teams. During the greater part of the time that I have been here the river has been much in the state
in which it is at present. There have been years when the river has been navigable for practically the
whole 12 months. That has been notably the ease of late years. Of course a navigable river is an
advantage to Brewarrina people, because the carriage by steamer is a shade cheaper than carriage by the
teamsters. There may be a difference of 5s. or 10s. a ton. Then, too, goods sent by steamer get here
60 two days sooner than goods sent by road. 1 do not think the residents would like to have the betterment
principle applied to their property, because I do not believe that the scheme would increase the value of
land to the extent estimated by the Government officers. A. permanently navigable river would be a
slight advantage to people living on the river ; but many of those who live on the river have told me that
they do not want to see this work carried out. The manager of Boorooma Station told me that he would
65 uot use the river. J think that the locking of the river would be a complete failure, and a waste of public
money. I made a personal protest to the Minister for Mines when the Bourko weir was commenced. It
is a fact that a firm having its headquarters in Bourke practically controls the river traffic ; but it would
be an advantage to the business people of Bourke to be able to get their goods brought up by river,
because they would get them more quickly by steamer than by dray, and in very wet weather teamsters
70 cannot travel. No doubt, with the locking of tbe river, tbe trade of this.district would be pretty well
controlled by one firm. It is pretty well controlled bjr that firm now. In my opinion it would be a
monstrous absurdity to spend £120,000 in locking the Darling. 1 believe that the construction of a
railway to Brewarrina would benefit the country more. There are hundreds of people in favour of a
railway line to every two or three in favour of the locking of the river. A good deal of traffic comes in
102 (//)—E
here
To the Chairman-:

Mr.
J-Kellylmc’
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Mr.
here from the country lying to the north; that is cattle, sheep, and wool. The people living out in that
B. J. Kelly. <}ir0Ction have told me that they are not in favour of the locking of the river, so that I imagine they
1V011^ n°t derive much advantage from it. I think that the construction of a raihvay would bring more
une, . 6. ^rajgc Urewari'ina. With a railway we would get a very large revenue from the traffic coming from
stations on the Queensland border. Wool comes to Brewarrina from distances of 100 and even 120 5
miles. If the steamers are running, it goes on by river to Bourke, but if there was a railway to
Brewarrina it would be trucked here. The pastorahsts do not care to pay for insuring their .wool on the
steamers, and they do not like the double handling. I am certain that people ivould not object to pay
the extra rate of los. a ton from Brewarrina to Byrock. The average amount of "wool passing through
Brewarrina is 30,000 or 35,000 bales, representing 5000 tons, while the inward traffic amounts to 6,500 10
tons. The number of stock in the Brewarrina district, according to the Stock Inspector’s return for
1895, is 1,371,470 sheep, 16,164 cattle, and 4,765 horses. The postal returns, including telegrams,
stamps, and money orders came to £9.998. The land revenue derived from Brewarrina district ’is
£28,318 per annum, which the Crown receives from 37,000 pastoral leases containing a total area of
2,588,401 acres. Prom 17 occupation licenses, embracing an area of 418,520 acres, the Crown receives 15
annually £2,556 ; from 153 homestead leases, containing 1,405,669 acres, the Crown receives a revenue of
£15,000 a year. There are 90 conditional leases, containing 145,402 acres, from which the Crown claims
an annual rental of £1,784, The total revenue of the Lands Office last year amounted to £48,000. I
think that the G-overnment ought either to make a road beliveon here aud Byrock, or make a railivay.
If a raihvay were decided upon, very little land would have to bo resumed, because at present it is nearly 20
all Crown land.
Mr. William Coleman, caretaker of the bridge at Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
Mr.

To Mr. Trickett: I have been caretaker of the bridge for five years, and I have been in the district for

W. Coleman, twenty years. During the heavy ilood of 1890 I was working on the Billabong Bridge. I do not keep a
record of the readings of the river gauge. We did not get a good river until 1890. Before that there 25
29 June, 1896. was ap0ll(; two years' drought aud one year’s flood. Prom 1886 to 1893 we only lost one season. A little
wool went down last year, and a little went down tlie year before ; but this year none has gone down.
The last steamer went down about three months ago. Two came up during a short flood. I have noticed
that tho river as a rule washes away on the northern side and makes up on the southern side._ The deck
of the bridge is 50 feet above tho bed of the river. The highest flood I have seen came to within 4 ft. 4 in. 30
of the deck of the bridge. In 1890, the flood-water was 3 inches deep on the platforms. I have only
raised the drawbridge once during the last twelve months : but in tlie wool season, if the river is navigable,
it has to be raised frequently. In good seasons wool comes down from Coliarendabri and Mogul Mogil
sometimes. The river is generally navigable between Collawaroy and Brewarrina; but I have seen
steamers stuck for a couple of days on the Brewarrina rocks through being in too great a hurry to cross. 35
The erection of a weir at Brewarrina would not make the river navigable to Walgett, unless it considerably
raised the height of the water at Collawaroy Bocks. At the present time steamers could not get across
those rocks. There is not much timber coming down tbo river at flood-time. If I am away for a day or
two during a flood, I may have a little difficulty with the timber for about half-an-hour; but generally
there is no difficulty in keeping floating timber away from the bridge. The current is very slight. In my 40
opinion if any obstruction were placed in this stream the river ivould silt up a great deal. There are
places in the main channel—for instance, below the woolshed—where it silts up in flood-time ; but directly
the water drops again the silt is washed out.
To the Chairman : I have not noticed any great changes in tho river channel since I have been here. I
have only seen the gradual change that I have mentioned.
45
To Mr. WritfM : I cannot say if that change is going on for tho whole length of the river. I can only
speak'of the river about the bridge. Tbat is the only place where I have taken notice of it.
Mr. Thomas MacMahon, storekeeper, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. T.
To Mr. Lee: I have resided twenty-one years in Brewarrina, and I was in Gongolgon for a couple of
MacMahon. years, X hardly think that the proposed scheme if carried out ivould be a payable affair. In most parts 50
of the river there is always sufficient water for irrigation purposes, even at times like the present; and,
29 June, 1896.
f;])e scheme were carried out, pumping appliances would he necessary to raise the water trom the river
to a height from which it could be distributed over tbe adjacent lands. I hardly think that the results
which might be obtained from the scheme would be commensurate with its cost. 1 f land were thrown
open for settlement within 3 or 4 miles of each side of the river, people might be induced to come here; 55
but the settlement would be only patchy. I do uot think that 15,000 acres would he settled, nor, in my
opinion, would the squatters make use of water. At Quantambone, and along the Cato, where there
is sufficient water for irrigation purposes, nothing of the kind has been attempted. If irrigation were
carried on in any large scale, the local demand would not be suflicient to absorb whatever produce was
raised. In dry seasons there is a good demand ior produce. I do not think that the western country is 60
capable of carrying small settlement. The population here is not sufficiently large to allow of irrigation
to any great extent. If people could send their produce to market from this district, they would settle
here. ’ Of course, people could grow produce here, that is horse feed and fruits. Tho climate is suited for
fruit drying, and, no doubt, that industry could be entered upon. If tbe Government laid out small
settlements, such as that at Pera Bore, no doubt people might be induced to come here ; but they must 55
have funds to go into a thing like that. 1 think that the western country is purely a pastoral country,
though I do not say that it will always continue to ho thinly populated. No doubt in time the country
will be cut up into small areas. Tlie land is undoubtedly good. I do not think that tho district would
get much benefit from the locking of tho river, because at the present time we are getting carriage from
Byrock by team cheaper than we could get it by steamer from Bourke. A railway ivould undoubtedly be 70
very much better for Brewarrina than an improved river. 1 think that such a line ivould materially
increase the traffic from the hack country. No doubt a railway would do more for the settlement of this
district than the locking of'the river. In answer to the objection that there is no small settlement along
the Bourke line, I ivould say that our country is better for small settlers. At Bourke, if they want
irrigation, they have every advantage now, because they near a raihvay.
75
.Richard
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Richard Randolph Mach attic, Esq., graxier, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
To ihe Chairman: I at one time represented this district in the Legislative Assembly.

It was then

^7.
1 Esq. ’

included in the Bourke electorate.
,
.
To Mr. Wright: Tliere is no doubt that the proposed scheme would make the river navigable ; but I do
5 not see that it would confer any decided advantage upon the district. I do not know that carriage to 29June, 1896.
Bourke by river is cheaper than carriage by road to Byrock. I have paid, when the river was full and
there was competition, no less than 25s. a ton for carriage to Bourke by steamer. I bolieve that on one
occasion I had stuff carried for £1 a ton; but the general rate is 25s. a ton: that is, for goods up and
down, even when there is competition. To send wool costs, I think, 30s, a ton, and you could send it to
10 Byroek for about the same price. I have had wool taken to Byrock by team when there was no river for
less money than I have had it taken by steamer to Bourke when there was a lull river and competition.
At present the river is navigable for 17 miles above Brewarrina. There is plenty of water as far as the
Collawaroy Socks. Tinder normal conditions river navigation is always interfered with here by a rocky
bar known as the Bisheries, though I cannot see that it would be much advantage to the. district if that
15 bar were removed. It would be of no advantage to me personally. With regard to the irrigation aspect
of the proposed scheme, I do not think that there will be any irrigation, except in the very distant future.
I do not see that there is any possibility of the Government getting people to pay license fees of 5s. and
Is. an. acre for the privilege of taking water from the river. I do not think the land is suitable for culti
vation. Of course there are small patches here and there having a sandy formation which would be suit
20 able for growung crops ; but I do not know that areas of 100 acres or even 50 acres could be got. No
matter how much water you pump on to the laud, I do not think you could make a certainty of cultiva
tion by irrigation. I have a good personal knowledge of this district. I was first in charge and second
in charge of the survey during 1863,1864, 1865, and part of 1866. North Bourke is the first red sandy
point on the river that I know of. Then there is similar land at Brewarrina; hut I do not know of any
25 other land of the kind on the river. There is a very high point near Beemery station ; hut I cannot
speak as to the character of the soil there. The bulk of the soil in the district is cretaceous clay, and it
would require engines of incredible power to fill np the enormous caverns and cracks which occur in
summer time. The Chinese garden here is composed of made ground. It was fairly low; but, having a
dam around it, an enormous quantity of sand was floated into it, and stayed there. I have a small irri30 gated garden at mv own house. Ido not think that many people would be willing to come into the
district to take un 20 or 30-acre farms, Mr. Olsen has a small irrigation plant on Willis property, on
the Tarrion; but I know' that within the last month ho has been unable to sell the produce grown there.
Three years ago I got a splendid crop of hay under natural conditions, and I thought I, would do fairly
well with it; but I found that they could send up chaff from Orange and other places down the line for
35 £2 a ton less than I could grow it here. The seed was very expensive, and it is diflicult to get plough
men here, and altogether the expense attached to a small experiment of that kind is very great, Down
tho country they grow hay for next to nothing. Down there I could get a man to do everything for
from 10s. to L2s. a week. One would think that a local man. could compete with producers who.are
handicapped by long train carriage, but that is not so. Besides, the market here is very small. This is
40 not a very good season about Brewarrina, and numbers of us have been out looking for country. Five
miles up the Narran, and for miles up the Barwon, there is not a blade ot grass ; but the Bourke people
say that it is the most wonderful season they have had. Over there they have had 7 inches, of rain
as against our 1'50 or 1’70 inches, I would rather see a railway constructed to Brewarrina than
the proposed locking of the Darling. As matters have stood of late years every pasfcoralist has been
45 compelled to stock his country as fully as possible. The price of stock has fallen so much that one could
not exist and maintain a family otherwise. When bad times come the stock is lost, but if there were a
railway at Brewarrina. the pastoralists and homestead lessees—and this is one of the best selected districts
that we have—would stock with more confidence, knowing that they could at any time send away 1,000
sheep if they wanted to do so. It is an exceptionally good homestead lease that will carry 3,000 sheep,
50 and at present, if we are overstocked, we have no chance of getting our sheep away. Stock could not be
sent from hero by the steamers. A railway would be of advantage to the country to the north and to
the Queensland country almost as far as Cubby. This is the natural stock route from Queensland. 1
believe that ifwc had a railway prime mobs of 100, 200, and 300 head of cattle which now go to Bourke
would come here. The stock route in Queensland is from tank to tank, over very indifferent country.
55 From Queensland here the route is from creek to creek. When they come to Brewarrina they can
follow the Barwon to the Marra, and the Marra to tho Bogan. A great deal of stock go down to Warren,
but a railway here would, I think, divert that traffic, I do not think that this country is likely to be
taken up for agricultural purposes, either in my time or in that of my children. .1 can distinctly say from
experience that this climate is not suitable for stone fruit. The excessive heat is too much for the trees,
60 no matter how much water you put on to their roots. If you spray water on to the trees, they will
blister and die at once We have exceptionally hot winds during January, February, and even as early
as November, and the fruit then shrivels to nothing. Then, too, the white ant attacks the apricot and the
peach trees. A tree will apparently bo in beautiful health and about to bear, but next day it will be
down, and if you examine it you will see that the ants have got under the bark. In a small garden we
65 lost thirteen or fourteen stone-fruit trees last year. The plums did not suffer so much, but apricots and
peaches are not worth growing, even for your own use. You can grow' anything belonging to the citrus
tribe here, but you cannot grow apples. The vine will grow if saturated with water, but then the grape
has no flavour. I speak from my own experience. I think that there is no possibility of 400 or 500
agriculturists settling on the banks of the Darling. If they did settle here they would have no market
70 for their produce.
To Mr. Lee -. I am of opinion that the country west of the Darling is not suitable aud never will be
suitable for irrigation. The formation of the soil and the excessive heat wilt destroy all chance of
successful cultivation. I know notiiing about the crops grown in foreign countries ; I speak as to the
cereals and fruits 1 know m Australia. I have given great attention to these matters for years past. ^ I
75 was here first in 1857, though I did not come here permanently until 1862. I. was at the Fisheries,
Brewarrina, on the first Sunday after the 13th April, 1857. 1. rode up then from the junction of the dry
Bogan. "Wc surveyed the country below there for 400 miles, Me surveyed the New South Wales
Mara,
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Cuttaburra, and Warrego, and defined tbe Queensland boundary on those rivers. In my
Esq. * opimon, if you dammed the cowals you would render this country more expensive to work than it is now,
js>. ^ continued to be used for pastoral purposes. Instead of being able to look after your
29 June,1890. boundaries by riding about on a horse, you would have to go about in boats, and you would require punts
nuf i ^ ^our HbecP' As far as the Barwon is eoneernod, it is a mistake to believe that the flooding of the 5
billabongs produces grass. The flood-water leaves debris all over the country, and there are large areas
which have not yet recovered from the flood of 1890, and perhaps never will. For years past I have not
altered my opinion about this country. I have never left it for eleven years, but I have not seen anything
to alter my belief that we require light lines of railway to provide access and egress. What earthly good
would irrigation have been during the heat wave which we had last summer.
10
To Mr Trickett; There has been no great reduction in freight when the river has been continuously
navigable. When the river is full tho teamsters do not compete ; in fact, they cannot. 1 do not think it
is likely that we would have goods carried for 7s. 6s. a ton if the river were made permanently navicrable,
because when liich & Company and Wright. Heaton, & Company both had steamers on the river” and
steamers were coming here from Adelaide, there was no reduction, although the river was running for four 15
years. The only way in which the Government could got a return for tho proposed expenditure would
i i
s*eamel's themselves or by charging tolls. If the railway were brought to Brewarrina, I
should be willing to pay an extra rate on goods carried to Byrock, because of the advantage which such
communication with the metropolis would give me. Such a line would be availed of for stock as well as
for wool. Then, if there were a flood, or if the season were had, we could always get away.
20
To Mr. Black: Stone fruits ripen here somewhere in November—October and November. We have hot
v'
r°m . ovember! that is, excessively hot winds ; but we have hot winds from the end of September.
lo Mr. Wright: If the railway were taken to Brewarrina, I would be willing to pay an extra rate of 15s.
a ton on goods carried to Byroek.
Mr. Charles Crane, storeman, Messrs. E.Bich & Company, Brewarrina, sworn, and examined:—
25
Mr. C. Crane, J-0 Mr. Trickeit: Up to the end of last October, I kept a register of the readings on the river gauge, but
I gave up doing so, because £o a year was deducted from my salary. I supplied the figures to the
June, 1896. Department from year to year. Those are the figures appearing in the official report-. They are correct.

THURSDAY, 2 JUZT, 1896.
[The Sectional Committee met at the Council Chambers, Bourke, at 10

30

Jkmnt: —
The Hon.

The

FREDERICK THOMAS HUMPHERY (Chairman).
Joseph Tbickett.
j
Thomas Hesey Hassall,

Hon. William
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
|
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.

Esq.
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The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
River Darling,
Mr. John Smith Jefferson, Manager, Government Farm, Pera Bore, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. J. S. 2° the Chairman : Besides being manager of the Government farm, I have charge of tho distribution of
Jefferson, water to tho settlers near the bore, and of the public watering-place there. I have occupied my present jn
/—A—n position since 1st February.
2 July, 1896. To Mr. Black : I have had experience of irrigation in California. I was connected with irrigation work
there for about seven years. Irrigation there is chiefly done by gravitation; J have had experience
of irrigation from artesian supplies, and of irrigation with river water. My experience of irrigating from
artesian supplies in A meriea was, that no deleterious effects followed the use of that ■vvater> and the results 45
were very satisfactory, I have, known artesian water to be used for irrigation for six or seven years con
tinuously. In the generality of cases no had effects folloiv, but, of course, everything depends upon tho
character of the water used. In America when water is much charged with alkalq they think it necessary
to drain the ground. The amount of drainage necessary depends mostly upon the nature of the subsoil.
There might be deleterious inatter in the subsoil which would he brought to the surface by evaporation if tbe go
surplus water was not drained off. I never heard of any attempt being made to scrape the alkali deposit
^
fbe ground. Such a process would he very expensive. So far as my knowledge of the
£oesi it is not superior to the soil in this neighbourhood. The irrigation settlements in
California arc generally very prosperous. They have railway communication with their market, and also
water-carriage. The Fresno settlement, where I was, has been very successful. It is 150 miles from San 55
Irancisco, and its mam output goes there. There is also a local market. Since I left California, I have
the heard that direct communication to the coast has been opened up. A local market is found for nearly all
lucerne grown in tbe settlement at Fresno. I believe that they charge 1J dollar per 100 ib, for conveying
dried fruits to San Francisco. After my American experience, I am of opinion that this locality is
undoubtedly suitably for irrigation. The red loam soil is preferable to the cretaceous clay. My knowledge fin
of the district is limited, but J understand that on tho banks of the Darling there is quite a largo area of red
soil. I should not call the Pera soil volcanic. It is a red loam, aud varies from a sandy loam to a clayey
Loam. I. believe that, as a rule, the red so ills higher than the cretaceous black soil, and less likely to be flooded.
Floods, in my opinion, do more harm than good. Tho good effects derived from a flood are overcome
by the disaster with which it is attended. 1 have heard about tbe failure of the Mildura settlement; but fig
I have not been there. Ihe statement that one of the causes of failure wras excessive downward filtration,
or seepage, is probably correct. I could believe that only 50 per cent, of the water pumped from the river
reached
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reached tho point of distribution. I understand that at Mildura the main channels were attacked by craw- jeffe^on".
fish, aud this caused a leakage. The downward filtration at Pera would he very slight indeed. 1 made a
^
drain there round a block 6 ft. square, and kept it filled with water for twenty-four hours, and at the end 2
igg6t
of that time the water had not reached the middle of the block. There were a couple of feet in the middle
5 of the block perfectly dry, the lateral seepage having been only 2 ft. The amount of loss from a ditch
would depend largely upon the way in which that ditch was constructed. A. newly-made ditch will allow
the water to seep away freely, whereas a ditch that has been in use for six or eight months, especially if
it has been puddled and graded, will not allow half as much to escape. The seepage at Pera will be very
slight. "With properly-constructed ditches it will be immaterial. I do not think it will equal 25 per cent.
10 If the Committee desire me to do so, I can make some experiments to ascertain the downward filtration
in the red soil at Pera and in the cretaceous clay in the neighbourhood, and I will embody the results m
a statement, and send it to the Committee in Sydney. T could not give you the exact figures as to the
cost of irrigation by gravitation per aero per annum in California. The men who sell the land there
usually sell a water-right with it. They do not charge for the water at so much per acre. Some of the
15 larger corporations sell the land with a perpetual water-right attached. In other places the companies
charge for the water, and I believe that the average price is £1 per acre. I could not tell you off-hand
what it costs per acre per annum to irrigate with artesian water in California. It is more expensive than
irrigation by gravitation. At a place of which I had charge, we did not keep an account of the expense of
irrigating from a well 200 feet deep, hut I know how many acres per day we irrigated, and how many men
20 were required for the irrigation work. It was not a flowing well, but the water came to witliin 25 feet of
the surface. Wc pumped sufficient water to irrigate about four acres of trees per day. Three men were
entrusted with the work : one managed the engine and pump, and two managed the water. These men
earned a dollar pier day each and their board. The ground irrigated was much more uneven than that at
Pera. There were low places 8 feet in depth, round which we had to carry the water in furrows. I
25 might add that on that place, with a rainfall of eight inches and two irrigations, the apricot trees grew 7
feet in one season. The orchard to which I refer was planted about six years ago, it had not come to
bearing when I loft the district. I do not think the ordinary settler, who attempted to work alone and
unaided, would be able to bear the expense of pumpiug. I think it would be a profitable investment for
a number of people to settle ou the banks of the river and to work a pump for the common use. I do
30 not think the raising of the river level 8 feet by means of weirs would make much difference in the cost of
pumping from the Darling; I am not well acquainted with the river hanks. I cannot give the cost of
raising water per foot, though I will try to supply it. j\n engineer would be likely to give you that
information. The water we have at Pera contains a considerable percentage of carbonate of soda, which
is injurious to all plant growth ; and then, too, there is very little humus in the Pera water. River water,
35 where you can get it, is also preferable to artesian water, because its fertilising properties are greater, _ I
do not think it will be necessary to drain at Pera for years to come. The drainage in connection with
the bores wall depend largely upon the quality of the artesian water and on the quality of the soil. The
subsoil at Pera is nearly all lime. I cannot say whether that is likely to improve the water. The soil at
Pera has a tendency to cake after water has been put upon it; hut a similar effect follows a fall of rain.
40 I have a slight acquaintance with the red soil at North Bourke. I. should judge, from a casual observa
tion, that it is superior to the Pern soil. I have not been far back from the road, and could not say
positively whether the contour of the ground is suitable for irrigation channels ; so far as I know, it is.
That country is very close to the river. I have not made any examination of the cretaceous clay soil in
this neighbourhood ; but I believe it would be suitable for certain crops. It would grow lucerne and
45 certain kinds of fruit profitably. Of course, if the subsoil were too stiff to allow the roots to go_ down,
lucerne would suffer in times of drought. I know nothing as to the depth of this soil. In California fixed
weirs are used for damming the water channels. The soil there is principally sedimentary, and in many
places is similar to that on the banks of the Darling. The watercourses are dammed near their source, and
to the irrigating canals where the banks are high, so as to give sufficient fall. "We do not dam the rivers
50 w'here they are running through fiat country. If we did they would probably cut out fresh channels for
themselves. Where the banks are liable to flood, I think that it would be advantageous to adopt weirs
which could be opened to give egress to flood-water. The cost of irrigating at Pera depends largely upon
the crop that is being grown. Irrigation for vegetables is very expensive. We have grown no vegetables
except for our own use. The cost of irrigating four acres for a fruit crop would be 15s. for the making
55 of temporary furrows, and the wages of two men for one day, that is 14s., for distributing the water; a
total cost of 29s. for watering four acres once. It is only necessary to irrigate a fruit crop four times,
or possibly five times, a year. The total cost of irrigating such a crop would be £7 5s. a year for four
acres. I think that is decidedly inexpensive. I think fruit grown here would be able to compete success
fully with fruit grown in other places under natural conditions. The fact that fruit here would mature
GO earlier than in other places enters partly into my reason for malting that statement, but only to a very
small extent. I think that competition would be possible without taking early maturity into consideration.
I could not now say what it costs at Pera to irrigate for fodder crops. It would take a man with a dray
a whole day to bring produce into Bourke aud return, but if the roads were bad it might take him twice
as long, h’or that reason a settlement at North Bourke would be much more favourably situated.
G5 To Mr. Hassall: My experience in California leads me to believe that irrigation can be profitably
undertaken in New "South Wales for the production of fruit, lucerne, and other produce. I do not
hold tbe opinion that it would be necessary to confine the production to articles that could be easily
carried, such as peas. I think that sufficicnc fruit could be grown at Pera under irrigation to justify the
erection of a small cannery after a few years. The production at Pera will, of course, cheapen the local
70 supply. I think there is room for a number of irrigation settlements in this district. Tho advantages
they have in California are no greater than we have here. The climate, however, is more certain. One
of the most paying industries that could be started in connection with irrigation here would be fruit
culture and fruit preserving; not so much canning as drying. The future of the fruit industry in New
South Wales to-day is much brighter than it is in California. Dealers in dried fruits in Sydney—such as
75 Hordern and others—told me that they were paying about 8d. per pound for imported Californian fruit.
We can grow fruit profitably at from 5d. to (id. per pound. In four years’ time 1 understand the duty
will be taken off fruit, making tho wholesale price in Sydney Gd. per pound, and tins will leave us a good
margin of profit. Peaches, apricots, and prunes could be grown very well here. Tbe difference in weight
”
between
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between fresh fruit and dried fruit varies. Six or 7 pounds of fresh peaches make 1 pound of dried
* e er£CI11, peaches;
pounds of fresh French prunes make 1 pound of dried prunes; 5 pounds of fresh apricots
sTilvTssB make 1 pound of dried apricots. Nine-tenths of the fruit produced in California is dried. The amount
' of fresh fruit scut to Sau Fraucisco is a mere bagatelle compared with the quantity of dried fruit which
is sent there. The black soil of this district would be suitable for certain kinds of fruit, hut the red soil 5
is more generally suitable. If the State were to go in for irrigation on a large scale I think it would be
host to get the water from the river. I do not think there will be 100 miles of land irrigated to every
mile of river frontage in this district.
To Mr. Trickeit: For fruit-growing and for fruit-drying the conditions which prevail here are much better
than those which prevail in any other part of the Colony, so far as my knowledge of the Colony goes. We 10
have a longer and drier summer than they have elsewhere. With a dry, hot climate, the finest quality of
fruit is produced, and such a climate is necessary for fruit-drying. Then, too, we are six weeks earlier
than the Sydney market, and later varieties mature better. Of lucerne, I believe we can grow two more
crops in a year than could be grown in most parts of New South Wales. Then, too, the dairying industry
could be started here. One of the finest dairies in California is situated near Bakersfield, Kern county, one 15
of the hottest parts of California. I have not spent a complete summer in Bourke. I have talked to one
or two of the growers here, and I believe that the failure of the trees during hot weather is due more to
want of water and proper management than to anything else. 1 have visited Mackenzie’s garden, and
I have seen the stone fruits there. They are not looking well. I am aware that such trees are very
subject to tho ravages of the white ant, but 1 believe that the same difficulty is experienced in other parts 20
of New South Wales. I believe that stone fruits will be found most profitable here, notwithstanding the
experience of the past. In irrigating an orchard we form a basin round each tree, and fill it with water.
Such crops as lucerne are flooded. A settler at Pera pays 5s. per acre per annum for his laud and tho
water supplied to him, hut I could not say what it costs the Government to supply that water. I have
not seen the same terms given in America. Most of the irrigation schemes in America are by gravitation 25
which would point to the fact that it is a more inexpensive way of supplying water. There is a groat
number of people at each place. Things are done on a much larger scale than at Pera. Tho water rights
in California are not generally held by the farmers themselves on a mutual benefit principle. A private
corporation is formed, which secures the right to dam a river and to distribute tbe water to an irrigation
colony. In many cases these corporations own the land, through which they construct an irrigation canal 30
and sell to the colonists, giving each of those who buy from them a water right. In other cases tho companies
simply supply the water, and charge so much per aero per annum for it. I do not think that many
people would be ready to sign a bond promising to take water if the Government said that they would
only supply water in tho event of a certain number of people subscribing for it. Naturally people would
ho very cautious in such a matter. As the result of the operations of these water companies in California 35
laud in many places has increased to twenty times its original value. If it were demonstrated that
a few men could make a profitable living by irrigation in this district others would follow. It must
necessarily take time to settle a district like this. I have never made any examination to ascertain the
area of land available for irrigation between here and Brewarrina. If the soil was so porous that the water
sauk rapidly through it, that would he a disadvantage. I have never been up the river above Bourke. 40
The soil at Pera will not require to he manured for the next seven years. Of course, after growing
exhausting crops such as sorghum for a few years, it will be necessary to supply certain ingredients to the
soil, hut crops such as lucerne will not require any manure. In California hardly a man uses manure,
except such as is supplied by his barnyard, and most of the soil there is inferior in regard to the amount
of plant food it contains to that of Pera.
45
To Mr. Wright-. The Sacramento Yalley is a vast level plain 400 miles long and 150 miles across. The
undulations there are alight.
To Mr. Trickeit: Undoubtedly any soil will ho worn out by constant cropping. In my opinion this would
bo a good district for raisin growing. Baisins would be grown simply to supply the Australian demand.
To Mr. Lee : The selectors at Pera hold homestead selections, upon which the payment is £5 per year 50
for a 20-acre block for the first five years, or
per cent, on the capital value of the land. I do not know
what the value of land is in this district; but I should not like to give £1 an acre for land that was not
supplied with water. The farmers at Pera are really paying 5s. for their land and £4 15s. for the water.
After five years these people pay
per cent, upon the capital value of their land, and, if you exclude
the expenditure in connection with the Govermncut farm, the revenue derived from them will go a long 55
way towards paying interest on the cost of supplying water to the settlement. Tho settlement is not
yet twelve months old, hut the results obtained so far arc very encouraging. During my residence in
America I was mostly in California; 1 spent a short time in Oregon. I was four summers in Fresno county;
]. was there through the raisin season and the fruit season ; 1 was with the California Fruit and Wine
Company, a San Francisco syndicate, which held 640 acres under irrigated fruit. The land was irrigated 60
by river water brought on to the ground by a large watering ditch owned by a private company. At tbe
present time there is a glut in the raisin market in California, and the profits ol the growers have dropped
one-half. "While I lived in Fresno the average return from raisin vineyards was 100 dollars per acre net
profit, or £20 per acre. Baisin growing has been overdone in California. At the time I speak of the
prices were steady, and the average return from raisins was what I have given. Providing a farmer knew 65
something about raisin growing and raisin making, ho could realise £20 an acre under irrigation. I would
recommend farmers here to go in for raisin growing to a small extent, say a couple of acres in a 20-acre
block. I am satisfied that there would be a local demaud for a limited supply. Of course, if too large an
area were cultivated there would be over production, and prices would go down. Tho damage done by
floods depends usually upon the kind of crop which is covered by tbe water. It would be very in advisable 70
for anyone to attempt to grow stone fruits upon land liable to be flooded. I have heard that the land
between here and Brewarrina, close to the river, is liable to inundation; hut I believe that is only
at very rare intervals. In the Sacramento Yalley the river rises every ten years and floods the land, but
that does not prevent fruit-growers from raising profitable crops there. They can risk a flood every eight
or ten years ; and besides, there are many sorts of fruits which will stand flooding. At the same time, a 75
man who had settled upon high land would have an advantage over a man who settled on low land. In
choosing an irrigation area I would select high land. I understand the land at North Bourke is above
flood-level but I believe the red soil country is the highest in the district. I think the piece of land at
North
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Xorth Bourke would afford an excellent opportunity for proving whether irrigation could be carried on
S.
hero under a pumping scheme. I believe the soil there is equal to the Pera soil, judging from its
general appearance; but I have not examined it; the river water would he better than artesian water. 2 Ju] lg9£._
So far as my knowledge of Hew South Wales goes, 1 know of no better place where one could attempt the
'
5 experiment.
To Mr. Wright: In California I was engaged in agriculture, as a supervisor and a user of water. I could
not tell you the chemical analysis of the artesian water in California. If the surface soil at Pera became
surcharged with carbonate of soda to any in jurious extent, bad results could be prevented by the applica
tion of gypsum. Notwithstanding what I have said about the small amount of seepage at Pera, I do not
10 think that the evaporation there would he very great. I was speaking of the seepage from puddled ditches ;
but, of course, the water when applied to the ground would be put on to loose well-ploughed soil which
would absorb and hold the moisture. With regard to the probability of this district being settled before
districts nearer the coast, of course if there were better land and better natural conditions on the Macquarie,
tho Lachlan, and other rivers, that would militate against people coining here ; hut oar climate is greatly
15 in our favour. From 90 to 100 degrees is the average summer heat in Fresno. At Los Angelos the
temperature is milder. Fresno is in the middle of tho St. Joaquin Yalley. For five weeks I have known
the temperature in Fresno to be over 100 degrees in the day-time. Summer lasts there from six to seven
months, and the yearly rainfall is about eight inches. It rains there in the winter-time. The last rains
generally come about April. I came to New South Wales in February, 1895. Since I came hero I have
20 gone as far as the source of tho Hunter Bivor, and have a thorough knowledge of that part of the country.
In fact, I know nearly every farmer living there. Very little of that country is suitable for irrigation. The
soil is good, but it is not suitable for irrigation. The country is hilly, with small pockets of farming land ;
back from the rivers there is no farming land at all. It is very suitable land for grapes and for fruit. It
is not as suitable as this country for the production of fresh fruit. 1 have not seen the Lachlan or tho
25 Macquarie, nor do J know the country along the western line, except as I saiv it from the train. Fresh fruit
in California is worth from 1 cent to 2 cents per lb. We could not compete in fresh fruit with districts
nearer Sydney ; but I am convinced that the fruit-grower in the Western district has a better financial
prospect than tho grower in tho Parramatta district, because of the better climate and the fact that he can
dry his fruit. Of course, fruit can be dried artificially. It is dried in America; I have dried it there.
30 The man who has a blazing sun under which to dry his fruit will dry it at one-tenth of the cost that
would bo required if an evaporator were used. Evaporated fruit obtains the highest prices. Eleven
of the blocks at Pera have been selected. Even without the farm I daresay the Croverument would have
to pay a man £100 a year to reside at Pera and look after the public watering place. As that amount would
have to be paid in any case, 1. do not see that it should bo debited agamst the settlement. Travelling
35 stock pay for the water they take ; but the revenue derived in that way is very small. I believe that in
some places the bores are farmed out. I am satisfied that the Government would not get £20 or £30 a
year rent from the Pera Bore, if the ground surrounding it was in the state that it was in 12 months ago.
j do not think the G overnment could afford to give people land for 5s. an acre and supply them with water,
supposing that water had to be pumped. I do not know of any case in California where water is supplied
dO so cheaply.
i
_
To the Chairman: It is usual in renting a bore to give tbe lessee a lease of 610 acres surrounding it. The
rent for the land is included in the rent for the bore. The rent for the 20 blocks at Pera, if they were
all occupied, would be £100 a year, aud at the end of 5 years it would be £200 a year, £100 a year
would have to bo paid by the Government in any ease to support the caretaker of the bore, and therefore
45 £100 would bo left to go towards paying interest on the Government expenditure at Pera. The land
there without water would be practically valueless. I cannot tell you, without making calculations, what
would he the maximum quantity of water required to irrigate the Government farm and 400 acres of leased
land. I think it would be necessary to run the bore day and night to do that. In my opinion the supply
now given by the bore will he barely sufficient. I think that the whole outflow of the bore—610,000
50 gallons a day—could be used without imperilling the supply. TVe have not tested the outflow with a view
to ascertaining if it is diminishing; hut it seems to me that the flow in the flume is the same to-day as it
was G months ago. I am still of opinion that no manure would be required at Pera for some years. Mr.
Hersey was speaking probably rather of vegetable plots than of land used for fruit-growing.
To Mr. Wnqht.- Fruit properly irrigated will carry quite as well as fruit that is not irrigated.
55 Thomas Whitchurch Seavcr, Esq., B.E., Acting Assistant Engineer, Water Conservation Branch,
Department of Mines, sworn, and examined :—
To the Chairman : At the present time I am acting as Assistant Engineer in charge of the lock and weir T. W. Seavcr,
at Bourke. My business in the office is designer. I was engaged in tbe design of that work. The greater Es<1-j B-Epart of the lock is now constructed, and, for Ihe last five weeks we have been faking out the silt which
60 was deposited by a flood that broke in when Kerle and Kerlc had the contract, I had nothing to do with 2 Ju 7, 18™"
the fixing of the site of the lock, and I have not seen any of the sites of the proposed locks and weirs,
though I am familiar with tho scheme into which the Committee are inquiring, on paper. To prevent
erosion of the banks, the wing walls are to be carried in 43 feet to meet the hard shale, so that before
the work could bo interfered with the river would have to wash away 43 feet of soil on either side. Weirs
65 on the Darling should be self-acting, or at any rate movable, for the following reasons : 1st. By lowering
tho shutters, when there is sufficient water in the river, all obstruction to navigation is done away with.
With a fixed weir, of course, all the traffic must pass through the lock. 2nd. It interferes with the
normal condition of the river, causing the deposit of siit, as in the case of the Bourke lock, and may,
perhaps, change the course of the river. I1 ho water coming down the river is heavily charged with silt,
70 and any stoppage of the current, as by a dam, would cause that silt to be deposited. We have a small
coffer dam round the works at present in progress, and the last flood filled it right up to the top with silt.
A fixed weir would act iu the same way. Of course silt has been deposited in the river under natural
conditions ; but with a high weir I think that silt would be deposited in the bed above it. A fixed weir
is more likely to change tho course of the river than a movable weir, because at times of flood a
75 movable weir would be lying at the bottom of the river. Of course a fixed weir 15 feet high would not
cause anv obstruction to a flood 30 feet high; but such a weir would certainly obstruct the water when the
’
flood
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Wf 3 on^.^ or ^ ^eet a^ovc it. _ The flood that deposited the silt at the weir below Bourke was only
a _ ‘ ' tp or 12 feet high. ^ Any fixed weir in the river would increase the velocity of tho current. Supposing the
2 Julv, 1896. rirei' wcre running in its natural condition, 20 feet high, and the velocity were 1 foot a second, if an
■1
obstacle was placed in its way the velocity would he increased, and would be all the greater just above tbe
level of the weir, and at a weak part of the bank. That is what caused the scouring at Gin Gin.
5
To Mr. Black The erosion of a bank consequent upon the obstruction caused by a fixed weir need not
necessarily occur in the vicinity of the weir, though that is where it is most likely to occur. Of course,
the river might change its course any distance back.
To the Chairman : With a fixed weir there is a great fall over the top, and that fall will have the effect of
undermining the v, eir. Thus, at a dam on the Cape Bear Hirer in America, 1C feet high with a fall of 10
10 feet into 6 feet of water, with a bottom of soft shale rock, in the course of a few years a cavity was
formed to such an extent that the dam fell into it. The velocity of approach in the Darling is very small
compared with the velocity of the fall on the lower side of the weir, and that is why. in designing our weir,
we fixed the point of the revolution of the wickets in such a place that the water could not rise more than
15 inches above them. Of course, steamers more than 37 feet wide will not be able to go through these 15
locks, and, if fixed weirs were adopted, could not pass up and down the river at all; but with movable
weirs we could let them pass by dropping some of the shutters. I agree with Mr, Darley that when a flood
rises to twice the height of the weir, the weir will make very little difference; hut when the flood-water was
rising it would greatly increase the velocity of the river. Directly the water on the lower side of the weir
gets as high as that on the upper side the danger disappears, A fixed weir would not affect the river if 20
the river were running a banker. I cannot say why it was determined to construct the weir at Bourke
instead of at tho Bisheries, Brewarrina; but the site at Bourke is, I think, the best that could be got.
The American authorities say that the damaging effects of a fixed weir disappear when the river rises to
twice the height of the weir ; hut that does not affect the question. The danger exists when the heia'lit
of water passing over the weir is only 2 or 3 feet, Mr. Darley says that tho danger disappears when the 25
river rises 6 or 7 feet above the weir; but I do not think that it disappears until the water has risen
nearly twice the height. When there are only 2 or 3 feet of water passing over tho weir, there is
likelihood of a scour being caused in the bank just above the weir. I do not think that the shutters of a
movable weir would be liable to injury from floating timber in times of flood. It would be very improbable
that piece of timber would lodge on the wickets when they were lying on the bottom. In India the 30
rivers invariably silt up above the fixed weirs, and they use scouring sluices to prevent it. ^Neither do I
think that there will be any danger of the submerged wickets being so covered by mud and silt as to
make it difficult to raise them. Silt was deposited at the site of the lock because the coffer-dam
there acted as a fixed weir. The submerged wickets would cause no obstruction to tho flood. The sill at
the bottom of the river would bo about 3 feet high, and that might cause the river to silt up to the level 35
of the top of the sill; but there would he no mud deposited upon the shutters themselves. Mr. Vernon
Harcourl—-I suppose the greatest living authority on movable weirs—says that the Chanoinc shutterweir is easily managed, while the success of the system is shown by its extension. The Department had
not gone into the question of the Brewarrina weir ivhen I left town. We dealt with Stony Point
Vincent s Bocks, and Beemery, but not with Brewarrina. I understood that the original idea was only 40
to render the river navigable as far as Brewarrina, Tho design for the Brewarrina weir is I believe
being prepared now. The average height of the banks of the Darling is about 45 feet, and the river-level’
it the proposed scheme is carried out, will be 13 feet from the bed. 1 do not think that the increasing of
the river-level would make much difference to the cost of pumping, though it will decrease the height to
which the water has to be raised. With regard to the pumping, I think that in summer-time we could 45
utilise the power of the water failing over the weirs. That has been done with great success in Italy
Prance, and bpam, and is about to be done in America. When these weirs were first invented a space
of 4 inches was allowed between tho shutters, and in dry times they put down planks to prevent the water
escaping. We allow only 1 inch between our shutters, and I propose to close the apertures where
necessary with a round wooden board loaded with lead. That would give a fall on the lower side of the 50
weir ot S or 10 feet, and every cubic foot per second of that fall would equal one horse-power The weir
could be made to give, speaking theoretically, 200 horse-power, and it would be very easy to make it yield 30
or 40 horse-power. One of the simplest ways of using up power would be by means of a turbine working
a centrifugal pump In this way you could get practically unlimited power, and more power than you
would ever use Of course when the shutters were down these pumps would not work, because there 55
would be no iaii ot water; but they could have been working for several months past Still if the
wickets were down and it was necessary to pump water for irrigation purposes, there would be no difficultv
in putting up tho shutters for a day or two. Wc could get a fall whenever we needed it except during
flood-time. I do not say that we could work a centrifugal pump right through the vear ■ hut we could
work such a pump for a great many months in the year. 1 have estimated that it would cost £600 at GO
each weir to put in turbines and centrifugal pumps. We would have to make a concrete chamber nt
each weir.
To Mr.. Wright: In this way we could get the water to any height. A cubic foot of water per second
will irrigate 100 acres I could not tell yon at the present moment what power would ho required to
hit an 8-inch column of water 40 feet, but, with a fall ot 6 feet, you get an almost unlimited horse-power G5
or, at any rate, more than you would want to pump the water required for irrigation purposes Hydraulic
rams could also be used They have been used to pump 400,000 gallons a day. An hydraulic ram takes
no looking after and will work with any head of water. It will deliver one-seventh of the water going
through it up to four tunes the fall. The ram would be placed about 4 or 5 feet from the river-bed
supposing there were 280 cubic feet of water passing down the river every second, with a 10-feet fall an 70
hydraulic ram would raise 40 cubic feet a second 40 feet high. Hydraulic rams are now only used’for
irrigation on a comparatively small scale, and the largest of them only delivers 400 000 "-allons in the
twenty-four hours ; but in America they put in five or six close together. At the present time the river
is very low; hut there are 2u0 cubic feet a second going down, and 1 cubic foot a second would irrigate
100 acres. The rams would work until the difference between the level of the water on each side of the 75
™ l” '!“ 2
•’“I '’««'<• «** to
I think tbat the «h™^
would be by utilising the fall in some such way as I have described. This country is very different to the
old country, where tho seasons are all clearly defined. Out here if you are abfe to gi>e the Subsoil a
good
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good soaking several times a year it does not matter so muck when tko water is put on. Wben there was T. W. Seavcr,
a great deal of water in the river the probability is that the seasons would have been good, and therefore
not so much water would be required for irrigation. If it were necessary to irrigate all the year round a 2 Jul^ 1gQC_
stenm-engiue could be used as well as au hydraulic pump. I think that a turbine and a centniugul pump
5 would not cost more than £G00 or £700 for each one. The hydraulic rams take no looking after, and
the men in charge of tho locks could attend to the turbines. Mr. W. H. Graves, C.E.,_one or the
prominent engineers of California, says that the utilisation of the water-power of canals is a subject
which must claim attention as the country progresses. On the Crappone Canal, in 1 ranee, which has a
capacity of from 350 to 500 cubic feet per second, there are thirty-1 hree mills. On the Marseilles Canal
]0 there arc 107 mills, and ‘20 per cent, of the revenue of the canal is derived from these mills. The Verdon
Canal, in Prance, develops 2.000 horse-power : the Hcnnres Canal, in Spain, develops 3,030 horse-power for
nine months in the year, and 1,450 horse-power for the rest of tbe year, and the rent obtained amounts
to £1 per month per horse-power. As far as the fall of the water is concerned, the conditions on the
Darling would he tbe same as they are on those canals. I have not had any personal experience of any
15 iHimpiim scheme such as I have referred to, nor have 1 had any experience in the construction or locks
and weirs, except during my connection with the Department in the last six years. My information has
been obtained principally from reading, and 1 have a knowledge of what is being done in other parts or
the world. There would be no danger of the pitching in the locks being destroyed by floods. The stones
will be very heavy, and besides wiicu there is a flood in the river tho bottom velocity is very small. I do not
oq think the scouring in the locks would be sufficient to carry away the pitching, but, in any case, the danger
*■ would be treater with a fixed weir. We have provided a concrete apron in front of the weir, standing out
about 20 feet. I think that it is perfectly safe to have the locks alongside the weir. That is the practice
followed in all the Drench canals, I would not recommend it if fixed weirs were employed, because I
think that they would cause a silting up in front of the lock. 1 do not think that there is any chance of
25 the locks being injured in flood-time, and wo calculated that when the lock-gates wore opened and the
wickets were down the sectional area would be equal to the natural area of tho river. In France and in
Spain in some places breast wheels are used; m America they use floating water-wheels in places. I
think it would be possible to get sufficient power to irrigate 100 acres of land with hydraulic rams. Up
to the present time hydraulic rams have only been used in a small scale. They have given perfect
30 satisfaction when supplying up to 400,000 gallons a day, and Professor Threlfall told me that ho did not
know of any reason why they should not be used to give a larger supply. The river in which movable
weirs have been most successfully used is the Ohio, in America, where the conditions are similar to those
cf the Darling. That river in summer-time is a chain of waterholcs, and in the winter-timo there are
floods. In America fixed weirs are sometimes made of timber. I think that shutter-weirs are most
35 suitable for a sluggish river. The Darling deposits a large amount of silt, but with a rapid river the
deposit is not so great. With a fixed weir they have to use scouring sluices, and, if these are not properly
placed, there is a distinct danger of silting, w e can easily cause a scour at any place by managing the
shutters.
FRIDAY, 3 JULY, 1896.
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[The Sectional Committee met at the “Royal Hotel" Bourke, at 9‘30 a.m.]

■jlrrsmt:—
The Hon. FBEDEEICK THOMAS HUMPHERY (Chairman).

The Hon. 'William Joseph Teickett.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
iS

Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright. Esq.

The Sectional Committee further considered the proposed Construction of Locks and Weirs on the
River Darling.
Ormond Campbell Macdougall, Esq., Inspector of Public Watering Places, Bourke, sworn, and examined
To Jfr Hassall: Only the high land between Bourke and Brewarrina is suitable for an irrigation settleO, C.
50 ment. The construction of the weir below Bourke will throw the water back about 20 miles beyond R orth Macaougflii,
Bourke. North Bourke will, therefore, be a very suitable spot for an irrigation settlement, the only
better place being at Redbank, about 30 miles below the weir, which is not affected by tins proposal. a
ie9c.
About 40 acres have been cultivated at tbe Native Dog Bore, 17 at Enugonia, 4 at Beiahe, and 8 at
Barrini'UD. Fodder plants were grown first—lucerne, Hungarian millet, sorghum, aud maize. Then we
55 tried an experimental wheat plot, obtaining 35 bushels to the acre. My district begins at Hungerford, on
the Queensland border, aud from Goodoogait comes into Brewarrina, thence to Nyngan, thencopast Cobar, >
and so to Hungerford. It contains an area of about 150 by 200 miles in extent. In my district there are 58
public watering places (26 bores and 32 tanks). Twenty-four bores and 4 tanks have been constructed during
my term in this district. In mv work of inspeciion and supervision of these I travel by my own conveyance
00 from 5,000 to 8,000 miles annually. It is now between four and five years since the question came up as to
whether or no the artesian waters'in this district were good for irrigation purposes, and 1 was requested by tbe
Superintendent of Public "Watering Places (Mr. J. W. Boultbee) to lay out small farms at the Native Dog and
Barringun Bores. This I did to the extent of 4 acres at each place in J-acre blocks. I planted sorghum,
planters’ friend, Hungarian millet, maize, and lucerne, and the results were good. Later on an experiment
G5 with wheat yielded 35 bushels to the acre; thiswheatwassownonthel6th June, cut 17 th November, and
received three waterings, the season being dry. Since then both the Native Dog and Barringun Bore farms
have been enlarged, the former to about 40 acres and the latter to 8 acres. In July, 1893, 1 laid out
farms at Belalie" and Enngonia Bores, and a larger number of forest and fruit trees were planted
at those two bores as well as at Barringun and Native Dog Bores, and the results were_first-class. ^ The
70 Hon. Sydney Smith, Minister for Mines, visited tho Native Dog Bore in January, 1895, and I had the
pleasure of placing before him grapes, peaches, and apricots grown on vines and trees planted eighteen
months previously From these differenc bores I also sent to Sydney very fine samples of water and
102 (a)—F
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Macdougall r°c^'mc:^lisi ],u,^pkins, &c. ‘Water-melons up to 05 lb., rock melons to 25 lb., and pumpkins to 75 lb.,
Esq? 1 ^
and of excellent quality and flavour. The Native Dog, Engouia, and Belalie ]3orcs are oil red
ground, and tbe Barringun Bore on black ground, and I may state that I found it harder to keep the
3 July, 1896. blaclr 8011 ’n S°od order than the red. 1 have heard it staled that.artesian water cakes the land after flooding
more than other water, but I disagree with this entirely, for by experience I have proved that there is no 5
difference, and that the land, unless cultivated, will cake just as much with rain or river water as artesian.
I have also heard it staled that there is a great danger of the artesian supplies giving out, T am, of
course, not in a position to state definitely whether that is likely to take place or not, but my opinion is
against it, and I am sure that ni all cases in this district or Colony that good and sufficient reasons can
be given for such happening. My experience, which is. of course, only of from four to five years, leaches 10
me that the artesian water is first-class for irrigation, for at those places named the trees are in as good
condition to-day as after their first season. As far as the scheme for locking the Barling between Bourke
and Brewarrina is concerned, 1 am, of course, only acquainted with it from what T have heard and read.
1 think there can be no doubt as to the usefulness of the work, but as to whether or no it would
pay interest, I am not prepared to give an opinion. I think it would enhance the value of the Crown lands 15
for several reasons, viz., regular and cheaper carriage, the filling of lakes, lagoons, and creeks back from the
river, and by giving a better chance for irrigation to those who choose to-try it; hut I am not prepared
to say if many or few would lake advantage of the water for the latter purpose. Probably some day
some pastoralist will perhaps try feeding or fattening stock artificially, and, if with success, others will
follow the example. We know that in other parts of the world it is done with success, and it might pay 20
at all events to top them up here by such means, especially if what I have been told is true, namely, that
half-a-ton of sorghum hay will feed a sheep for one year, and that 50 tons, of such a crop can be grown
per acre, for if hnlf-a-ton will feed a sheep for the year, a largo number per acre could be topped up.
I have never seen any artificial feeding done, for all my experience amongst stock has been on the
Barling Kiver, and the country west and north of the river. I know' that it is only of late years that 25
residents of the western district have thought of cultivation in any way, but they are now finding
out the benefit of growing crops and they may perhaps hy-and-byc consider it worth while to go
in for cultivation on a large scale, but whether by artesian or river water depends upon the position
of their land. Apart from cultivation or irrigation l consider the locking of the Barling a great work,
for, during my thirty years experience in this and the Wilcannia districts, I have known'the people 30
to be at pretty well starvation point and consuming such bad flour that in ordinary or good times
they would give to the pigs, for it generally happens that a low river and bad season come together,
and at such times land carriage is very high. I have known flour at WBlcannia to bo as high as' £100
per ton and potatoes Is. per lb. I have seen'the Barling about there so low that von ""could walk
for long distances in the bed of It, and I have seen fish dead in thousands, and stacks of wool on 35
the banks and in sheds for two years, I do not look upon irrigation from the river or artesian bores
as in any way antagonistic to each other, because cultivation at the bores can be carried on where water
from the river could not be forced to. I think if more cultivation was carried on at the different bores
it would tend to cheapen land carriage, because under existing circumstances in a dry season, a carrier
taking, say, 6 tons of loading would probably put on as well 2 tons of fodder. Whereas if he could 40
rely upou gathering what he wanted for his team along the road at fair prices, he could put on a full load
for freight. The primary object for putting down boros has of course been to water the travelling stock
routes, but as the supply is far in excess of the requirements there is no reason whv the water should not
he used for cultivation purposes. I have had to pay as much as 4d. per lb. for chaff and 25s. per bushel
for oats at "Wanaaring. Wo have a bore at that place with a flow of 400,000 gallons of good water, and 45
therefore cultivation at that bore would necessarily cheapen horse-feed, aud tho same can be said of many
other places. The bores that 1 have mentioned, viz., The Native Bog, Engonia, Belalie, and Barrnmun,
are now leased^ at £90, £52, £25, and £40 respectively. I have a fair knowledge of the country
along the Barling from Brewarrina to Wentworth and" think most of the country between Bourke
and Brewarrina verv subject to flood; the best land in my opinion is just beyond North Bourke; 50
there is also a fine lot of land at Bedbank, but that is of course below the lock now being constructed.
With reference to the diminishing of artesian bores, I may mention three bores that have diminished in
flow, viz., Wongomana Station Bore, Tantabulla Government Bore, and Coomba Station Bore. In the
Wongotnana case the bore was put down to a depth of 1.400 feet, the water was struck at 1.200, and the
■casing put down nearly to the bottom, therefore partially shutting off. the supply. I am certain if the 55
casing was pulled to just above water-level tho bore would flow as at first. In the Yantabulla case the
original supply was 07,000 gallons, and has diminished, but the bore was put down in mud spring country
and the water I am sure is escaping and going past the bore. In the case at Coomba, tho water urns struck
at 2,100 feet and the bore eased to 1,200; the bore filled up aud choked. It was then cleaned out and
cased down to the water, and has been running for the last five or six years at the original flow of 3,000,000 60
gallons, the figures above are as they were given to me, although I'cannot vouch for their accuracy, I
think they are correct. The produce raised at tbe various bores is either used there, or sold to carriers
and others passing by, or to people living in the towns in the vicinity of the bores. At Barringun the
bore is leased to the late caretaker, at a rent of £40 a year. Ho collects the watering fees. There arc
over 400 acres of fenced land there, tho farm containing 8 acres. There is a great deal of stock travelling 65
that road, but they water at the Warrego in ordinary times. Before the bores started tliere was very little
irrigation : but now many squatters go in for it. A few irrigate, but as a rule, thev chance the seasons.
Thousands of tons of fodder brought here by rail go out to the back country. The producers at the
bores might more than supply the travelling public; but not all the station demands. The stations in
time will probably supply their own wants. There is very little demand for land in the neighbourhood 70
of the Government irrigation bores, on the roads leading'towards Queensland, There wou]d0have been
more demand for land at Pera, had there not been an unfounded report in circulation that the flow of
the boro has fallen to 1.00,COO gallons daily. In my opinion tbe flow has not diminished iu the least, nor
is there any likelihood of a diminution. Most of the Government bores are shut down, but owing to bad
territory vv.e cannot shut some of them down. One at Barringun, when shut down, burst out 00 feet away. 75
and so did that at the Native Bog. There are contracts at present let for about six bores. People nrc
always anxious to lease the bores, hut the term of five years is regarded as too short. "With a longer
term the applications would increase. It would be better, in my opinion, to allow the lessees of boresAo
hold
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hold 40 acres as a permanent lease, and the balance on an annual occupation lease, in order that other
applicants for land might not he excluded.
.....................
.
.
Esq^
To M.r. Lae : In my opinion for many years in this district irrigation by means of artesian water will con- f—
tinue to develop, and after that it may spread to the river banks.
3 July, 189C.
o

"William Poole, Esq., Assistant Engineer, "Water Conservation Branch, Department of Mines, sworn,
and examined :—
To the Chairman : I am in charge of the weirs and the works in Macquarie district. Previous to taking "W. Poole,
my present position I made extensive surveys in connection with the proposed locking of the Darling
^
between Wilcannia and Menindic, and Bourke and Brewarrina. The reasons whv Bourke was chosen as
10 the site for the first lock and weir were, so far as I know, that water might be provided for an irrigation
’
settlement at Isorth Bourke, and that an experiment iu weir construction might he afforded, to ascertain
the difficulties likely to he met with and the cost of the work. When the WalgettEiver gauge reads Oft.
to 0 ft. 0 iu. light-draught steamers can navigate from Walgclt to Brewarrina. This height of river will
enable steamers to pass the Collawaroy Bucks. Steamers can navigate from Brewarrina to Bourke when
15 the official gauge height at Brewarrina is S feet. The river at Brewarrina has lobe L8 feet on the official
gauge before steamers can pass the Bisheries (Brewarrina Rocks). The following table show-s tho state of
navigation of the Darling between Bourke and Walgefct during the years 18(11 to 1S94 inclusive :
River Darlini; Open for Navigation.
Year.
llour&o to ttrewarrinn.

1 GQI
1 QtU

38

Across the Fisheries at Brewarrina.

34 weeks ................................ . ....... 20 weeks.
29
............................................. IS „
................................... 25 i
...................................................... uo r,
23 .,
..................... .

9fi ‘ .
52

liiwamun to Walgett.

............................

Taking the wool season as being August to November inclusive, or about seventeen weeks, the Bisheries could
25 be crossed by steamers during that period for nine weeks in 1891, fifteen weeks in 1892. nine weeks in 1S93,
and four weeks in 1891. Erom tho foregoing figures it will be seen that the period during which steamers
and barges can cross the Eisheries, is but a small proportion of the time that the river is open to naviga
tion from Walgett to above the Eisheries, and from below fho Eisheries to Bourke It is thus seen that
the Eisheries cause a great obstruction to the free navigation of the river between Bourke and Walgett,
30 necessitating during the busy wool season a transhipment of goods at Brewarrina. Firms or owners of
single steamers are then precluded from enjoying tho full benefits of trade between Bourke and Brewar
rina. The navmatiori heights of the river have been ascertained from various river captains trading on
the river. The periods of navigation have been asccrlaincd from the narication heights and the river
height record in the Annual Rain, River, and Evaporation Reports issued by Mr. Russell. There are very
35 few° steamers trading on the western system of rivers Murray. Darling, Murrumbidgee, &c . that will be
unable to pass through the Bourke Lock, the steamer c‘ Florence Annie” being the only regular trader to
Bourke that cannot do so. The overall measurements of a large number of the steaoiers and barges were
taken by myself and transmitted to tbe Chief Engineer. It is not likely that there will be any increase in
length and breadth of craft now trading on the river, ihe narrow tortuous course of Ihe river precluding
40 such increase. Daring my experience on the river in selecting lock sites, surveying its course, and in
taking soundings along its'bed, I have had opportunity to see the river in all its stages, from extremely low'
to flood. The Darling carries hut little floating timber or other debris, and during the period wriiich the
shutters of a movable weir would be in operation, that is. raised, 1 have not seen a single piece of timber
floating in the river, During tbe flood ot May and June, 1894,1 travelled by steamer from Wilcannia to
45 Bourke, and bad ample opportuniiy of observing the river ; but very few floating logs were seen. During
those periods, when the shutters of a movable weir would be raised, the river water is generally perfectly clear,
earryin" no silt in suspension. A small amount of sand would, however, be rolled along tho bed of the sandy
reaches° There are many rock and other hard bars of varying height in tbe bed of the Darling which act
as weirs. The highest and best known of these nafural bars is the Fisheries nt Brewarrina (known also
50 as the Brewarrina Rocks or Brewurrina Falls). During periods of very loxv river the Brewarrina Rocks
maintain the water in the river above them at a height of about ll feet above the water below them. I
have carefully examined many of these natural obstructions, most of them by survey, and find that on
the up-stream side of all of fhem there is along deep hole, in some cases more marked than in others. In
no case have 1 found the river above these obstructions silted up level with them, The following are the
55 principal obstruction Unit have been examined by me. Brewarrina Falls, Stony Point, Vincent Rocks, hard
bar. just below- Bourke wffiarf, Wilcannia Rocks, Eight-mile Point Rocks, Culpauhn Rocks, Christmas
Rock’s, and a hard bar at Mnlcrenery. Some of these rock bars have a narrow passage past them, cutting
into one of the banks ; but as these’small passages silt up during fresh, and only wash out during very
low stages of the river, they cannot in any way affect the silting up or scouring out of the large holes
GO which often extend for many’miles above the bars. In many cases there is a large deposit of sand in
tho reach just belowr many of these rock bars. This is notably the case at Brewarrina Rocks, Wilcamiia Rooks, and Eight-mile Point Rocks. Strange lo say. tho finding of these large holes above the
natural bars on the Darling, is contrary to the experience on Indian and most ol her rivers. Tho rivers
in India and most other countries, are. however, of a different nature to the Darling; they are m comC5 parison, broad, shallow, and w-ith one or more main channels, winch shift about within the hanks. The
Darling is a narrow stream, with a single channel, that is (excluding flood-channels), with deep well-defined
hanks, which for hundreds of miles vary but slightly in their width apart. The waiter of the Darling being
confined within one well-defined deep channel, is able to keep its bed clear of deposit down to its normal
hydraulic bed-level. The silt carried in suspension by the waters of the Darling is of a very fine sandy
70 nature. In case some or most of the lowered shutters of a movable weir are covered by silt the raising of one
shutter would cause a scour round its sides, which would soon clear the next shutters of any deposited silt,

the
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^^a0^0j
usxfc sliutters could tliou be raised and the washing-out process continued and so on until they arc all
, ^i^cd. As the sill of the weir will he raised somewhat above the bed of the river it is not very likely that any
3 July, 1896.
will take place upon the lowered shutters. In case a channel is cut across a bend and a lock
'
placed in it, the lower end would soon silt up unless a large amount of w ater is allowed to pass through
this cutting. Phis is seen when the river cuts a new channel for itself across a bend ; the two ends of the 5
deserted bed soon silt up, whereas the rest of the old bed, nowr a lagoon, may remain fairly deep for many
years. Examples of this are numerous along the Darling Kiver. The material of these large bends is
usually oi^ a very fine silty nature ; this has been ascertained by trial bores put down under my super
vision. Ibero are many lagoons between Bourke and Brewarrina which can he dammed and utilised for
storage for irrigation in tho same manner as that at Yatnbacuna visited by the Sectional Committee. 10
a hese lagoons usually abut on to land which is equally suitable for cultivation as that at Yambacuua.
The most suitable site for irrigation is the largo extent of red-loam couutry which comes on to the
river at Worth Bourke. There is a very large area of this soil which could be made use of. It is also so
situated that water could he convoyed on to the highest ground by means of fluming, &c., at no great out
lay or trouble. The pumping station could also be located that it could he protected from the highest 15
flood at a small cost. Although this high red country adjoins the river, there is, except at the Bourke
Bridge a narrow strip of flooded land between the river bank aud the red loam which is above- flood-level.
The whole area of the red loam above referred to, is above the highest flood-levels. This is the only place'
between Bourke and Brewarrina, that is above maximum flood-level. The country at Xorth Bourke is by
comparison, generally of a higher class than that at Mildura, while the former is covered by scrub which 20
would admit of inexpensive clearing, as compared with the malice that exists at Mildura, The land at
North Bourke is slightly undulating, hut will not require the high pumping lifts that exist at Mildura.
The greatest height to which uater would have to be pumped at North Bourke would probably
not exceed 50 feet above summer level, this height will, on the completion of the Bourke weir be reduced
to about 4-0 feet as against 75 feet at Mildura. The extreme left might be made in one lift, with one 25
pumping station only at North Bourke as against several lifts at scattered pumping stations at Mildura.
I spent a week at Mildura, and had an ample opportunity ot examining the place and comparing it with
other localities on the Darling, wiih which I was acquainted, suitable for irrigation. Most of these places
on the Darling, in soil, and in natural features for water distribution compare most favourably with the
irrigation settlement at Mildura. There are places along the Darling where the red loamy countrv, which 30
is above maximum flood-level,is touched by the river. Atthese placosthere is an almost unlimited extent
of country which is eminently suitable for irrigation settlement. There are places between Bourke and
Brewarrina which are only covered by such extreme floods such as those of 1364 and 1890, floods which
occur about once in twenty-five years. These places are between the mouth of thclVaraweena Creek aud
mouth of Culgoa River, on Quautambone, about 4 miles above Beemery, and at several, places on the right 35
bank of the river a few miles below Brewarrina. Beside these places there are many patches of country
such as that at Yambaeuna where cereal and fodder culture could be carried on; these latter places are
only covered in high flood.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

THE EIYEES MUEEAY AND DAELING.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS ON, PRAYING THAT THE RIVERS BE KEPT IN A FIT
'
■
CONDITION FOR NECESSARY' TRAFFIC.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 28 October, 1S9G.

To tbe Honorable the Speaker and Members of tbe Legislative Assembly of New South "Walea.
The humble Petition of tbe undersigned residents on tbe rivers Murray and Darling,—
EESrECTFULLT SjtOWKTII ; —

1. Tliat the present condition of the rivers Murray and Darling within this Colony, owing
to the accumulation of snags, is neither safe for navigation nor compatible with the just claims and
interests of your Petitioners.
■
_
2. That during tbe last fifteen years nothing has been done by tbe Government to keep the rivers
in a fit condition for the necessary traffic.
3. That during the above term mentioned large sums of money have been collected through the
several Customs Houses, from goods carried on the rivers Murray and Darling, aud that the beds of the
rivers are being filled up with trees and snags impeding navigation, and unless the rivers are in half-flood
navigation is unsafe, and if compelled ro carry by land ihe cost of carriage would be a very high rate and
the delivery uncertain.
J
4. Your petitioners, therefore, pray that your honorable House will be pleased to cause such steps
to be taken as will most effectually remedy the evils complained of.
A.nd your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

[Here follow 107 Signatures,]

[34]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

WHARFS, JETTIES, &c., AT NEWCASTLE.
{RETURN SHOWING THE REVENUE AND EXPENDITURE DURING THE LAST TWENTY YEARS.)

Printed under No.

7

Report from Printing Committee,

[Laid upon the Table of this Home in answer to Question No.

1

2

July,

of

1896.

26^ May, 1896.]

Question.
(1.)

Wharfs, Jetties, &c., at Newcastle:—Mr. T. R. Smith asked The Secretxrt for Public
Works,—What amount of money has been expended on wharfp, jetties, Ac., at Newcastle, during

the last twenty years; also the amount of revenue received during the same period for wharfage
dues, &c., at Newcastle ?

Answer.
Expenditure, £189,113. Revenue—Wharfage rates, £16,750 3s. 2d.; tonnage rates, £114,046
12s. 4d. Total, £130,79615s. 6d.
e
>
>
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The Superintendent, Labour Bureau, to The Minister for Labour and Industry.
Sir,
I have the honor to submit the fourth annual report of the Government Labour Bureau, from
18th Eehruary, 1895, to 17th February, 1896. In doing so I regret to report the depression mentioned
in my third annual report still exists in the industrial life of the Colony.
Want of employment has been keenly felt by a great many during the past year. It has not,
however, proved peculiar to this Colony. The wave of depression which has been passing over this and
the other colonies during the last five, or six years has not yet expended its disastrous force, the eftects of
which have proved severe on all trade, commerce, enterprise, and investment, with the result that labour
and industry have felt it most.
The severe drought experienced during the latter part of 1895 had also disastrous effects, especially
on the labours of those employed in mining, farming, and pastoral pursuits. Conditions have somewhat
changed, however, and the prospects ot the future are brighter. Tho copious rains which have been
general throughout the Colony during the last month will be of immense benefit, and (if you will permit
me to state) with a fixed policy let us hope matters will improve. More confidence will ensure more
trade and create more employment for the people. There can never bo true prosperity with thousands of
unemployed in our midst.
The thirty-five agencies which you established in the principal towns of tho Colouy on the
1st March will enable the head office to acquire a better knowledge of the unemployed question in tbe
country, and wilt assist in decentralising tbe operations connected with solving the unemployed problem,
than which there are few questions (if any) of greater importance at the present time. Public meetings,
conferences, organisations of the unemployed themselves, and numerous writers in the Press have
endeavoured to solve this most difficult question. Many of tho suggestions were impracticable, aud many
were chiefly appeals to the Government to employ them ou tho lands and public works, which would
prove but a temporary relief, and would tend rather to aggravate than permanently solve the difficulty.
The best remedy or scheme propounded, in my opinion, is that of water conservation and irrigation,
which was referred to in my report of 1893.
A general scheme of water conservation and irrigation (as adopted in other countries) would be
best if designed iu districts in those dry portions of the Colony where it is necessary. The work could
be carried out in sections, by gangs of men under strict supervision. Tools and plant could be furnished
by the Government, and charged for or rented.
134—A
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With a view of making this a scheme for permanently settling the unemployed on these lands, and
establishing thereon homes for themselves and families, all those employed on the gpnernl scheme would
receive a lease of sufficient area (say 30 to 50 acres) to maintain his family. The said land to be part of,
and irrigated with, the district scheme. Payment would be by day wages or by piece-work where
possible, and as may be agreed upon. Each man.or gang of men to work in periods of one month on the
scheme, and one or two weeks on his own selection, improving and cultivating it, and making his future
permanent home. Some little assistance may be required at the beginning. Snob a scheme of irrigation
would afford industrious men with energy and perseverance an opportunity to succeed. And when the
scheme is completed (if not before) thrifty men from the ranks of the unemployed should be independent
of G-overnment relief, and in a-short time should become successful and permanent producers, cultivating
what they have by irrigation converted from a barren to a fertile soil.
.
.
A thorough and efficient scheme of water conservation and irrigation would no doubt be costly ;
yet its results would be so beneficial (as great as those already achieved in other countries) that it is
almost needless to add the G-overnment would be recouped, and hundreds of thousands of acres of land
now barren and useless would be rendered fertile and productive, rearing, on its richness, settlement it is
now unable to induce.
, ,
A scheme called “ Homestead Association,” for absorbing the unemployed on these lines, is m
operation in the Colony of Victoria. The work on which they are employed is ihe draining and reclamation
of swamp lands. The men are employed every alternate fortnight on the G-overnment works, and a
fortnight on their own selections, improving same. The following is an extract of a report on the above
subject forwarded to the Honorable the Minister in ISfla :—
“ These exist chiefly where there is some Government work proceeding. At present there are a
number of associations which surround reclamation works carried on by the Government in drainage, &c.
The settlers get a fortnight’s work on Government works at drainage at so much per yard, and are able
to earn about from 35s, to 50s. per week, and every alternate fortnight must work on their selections in
improving same. This system, I am informed, is very successful, where it can be carried out; and
report speaks very favourably of a number of such settlements.”
_
_
Before leaving the subject of irrigation and water conservation I may give an illustration in a
small wav of its beneficial effects. During my visit to the Bourke district recently I had an opportunity
of seeing the Pera Bore, situated on the Wanaaring Bond, about 0 miles from Bourke. It is on a block
of. fi 10 acres of Crown land—rich chocolate soil, and with an abundance of water will grow anything.
Baisin-making, among other industries, should prove to be profitable work in the future here, as the
general conditions of soil and climate appear to be naturally suited for it. There are hundreds, of
thousands of acres of this rich agricultural laud in the Western District held as pastoral runs for sheep
which, if irrigated, would produce sufficient crops of cereals and all kinds of fruit to supply almost the
whole Colony, while the local consumption alonctof forage in times of drought in the surrounding
districts would prove a source of considerable income. The small irrigation farm surrounding tbe Pera
Bore is certainly a splendid object-lesson.
The Government is farming about 57 acres out of the block of CIO, and, though only commenced
some twelve months ago, the greater portion is cleared and planted with a variety of crops. J he fruit-trees
will in a-short time give a prolific yield. 'Ihe greater portion of the area is cut up into 20-acre lots, which
can be taken np on a perpetual lease at a rental of £5 per annum for the first five years and £10 per
annum after. Several of these lots are already taken up. Houses have been erected, and clearing, fencing,
planting, &c., are going on. Each lessee is entitled to 21.,000 gallons of water daily, which is c irried in
flumes over the selection. The effect of plenty of water on this rich soil iu this warm climate is really
wonderful. Once the rough work of clearing, &c., is done, the rest is comparatively easy. All that the
lessees have to do is to till, plant, &c., keep the land clear, and look on the crops growing. To an industrions man with a family, life could be made ea^y, comfortable, and independent. The land at present
will only carry on an average four to five sheep to tbe acre, giving a return of from 10s. to 12s. Od. per
.acre. With irrigation the same land will give a return of from £10 to £20 per acre, and even in some
classes of produce, &c., as high as £40'jf markets could be found. This would open up a large and
profitable field for employment.
In my interview with Mr. Jefferson, who is in charge of the Government farm and bore, be spoke
'very hopefully of the results lie anticipated from this experiment. He has had some thirteen years
experience in irrigation in California, where, ho informed me, there were immense areas of land similar in
soil and climate to those of the west which, by irrigation, bad become productive, and were enhanced in
value from a few shillings to from £20 to £10 per acre.
...
.
,
I sincerely believe from wliat I have seen and read of what Irrigation has done that while the
outlay of bringing into operation a comprehensive scheme of water conservation would be necessarily
large, ultimately the increased return from tho land would, as 1 have already stated, recoup the Govern
ment amply, and give employment and help to settle an army of willing workers who at present find
employment difficult to obtain, aud who only want the opportunity to establish happy, peaceful, and
independent homes throughout the western parts of our Colony.
I might also be permitted to mention another work which, if the Government thought wise to
carryout, would absorb aud permanently settle on the lands of the Colony a large number of unemployed.
I refer to the clearing of scrub lands in'the Bogan district. There are thousands of acres of rich agri
cultural land in that district so densely covered with scrub as to prevent it being utilised for settlement
in consequence of the heavy cost of clearing, &c. If this work were carried out on the same lines indicated
for irrigation it would achieve a like beneficial result. 'Works of this character would open up vast areas
of country for settlement, and would necessitate roads or light railways._ The latter, so often spoken of
as being urgently required in many parts of the Colony, could be carried out by the unemployed on the
same scheme of settlement as already described. If these works could be put into operation it would
absorb all or most of tbe unemployed able and willing to work, and at the same time give them tbe
opportunity of becoming individually useful and independent colonists. .
_
Unfortunately, in addition to those of the unemployed able and willing (o work, there is a large
number roaming about the city and in the1 parks—anywhere but earning oiyendeavouring to earn their
living—a class who do not like work, and apparently never intend to do any if they can help it. These
ue’erMo-wells are to be found iu all large cities. In prosperity or adversity we have the loafer, wdio too often
through the use of strong drink and other had habits and associations has lost his self-respect and manhood ;
0
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lag degenerated and become a disgrace lo bis fellow-man and a nuisance and danger to society. I regret
to say (aud it may be considered barsh, but it is'nevertheless true) that this class is encouraged in laziness
aud idleness by mistaken charity. These are the men who give the most trouble at the Bureau ; and there
is only one way of correctly dealing with them—they must he either made to work or starve. They have
the excuse in times of depression that they cannot get work ; hut when it is provided for them they
refuse to accept it. These are the men who should be placed where they would be compelled to earn
their living. These remarks do not apply to the men who accept wrork at the Church and School Lands at
Ramdwick, or tho relief works at Centennial Park.
The best remedy I can suggest for the loafing class is the establishment of Industrial Homes, such
as are in existence on the continent of Europe, especially in Erance, Germany, and Holland, where, as a
recent traveller from .Australia on the Continent remarked, 11 a beggar is not to be seen in the streets,”
the established 11 Homes” leaving to their choice the twro alternatives already suggested—work or starve.
A system ot this kind is m operation in Victoria. It is called “ Labour Colonies,” aud was referred
to iu my report to the Hon. the Minister, in June, 1895, on the unemployed in Victoria, of which tho
following is an extract:—“ In Victoria 800 acres of land aro set apart, and any man, instead of becoming
a vagrant or a loafer, can apply to be sent to one of the colonies, where they get shelter and are fed ;
but must work and obey the regulations. 'They get Is. 6d. per week wages, and are fed at a cost of about
2s. Od. per week, for which each man cultivates the land given. All varieties of vegetables arc grown,
which are sold and go to support the colouy. They can leave when they like, and if they eau secure work
elsewhere are assisted to it. Employers apply for men who have been on the settlement for some time
and give evidence of their ability to work for their living. Thus they come and go, and the city is relieved
of a large number who otherwise would be leading a life of idleness—begging, and perhaps stealing for a
living, and who have thus the means of keeping them from roaming about the streets, and in many eases
of becoming again respectable citizens.”
There is also a considerable number of old men in and around the city and suburbs who are past
heavy manual labour, but who are able to perform light work for a living when they can get it. Many
of these have families to support, and notwithstanding the severe criticisms passed on the sand-shifting
in levelling the land for building sites at Centennial Park, to these, and to a large number of professional
men (clerks, accountants, engineers, shopmen, &c.), unable to do hard manual labour, it was simply a
” Godsend ” duriug the severe winter months of last year. Without this w'ork they and their families
would have starved, or have borne the reproach of living on charity as paupers. No doubt abuses crept
in (but none of a serious nature) through numbers of undeserving men who managed by misrepresentations
to get on to the relief works. But hundreds of deserving families sincerely and thankfully appreciated
tho action of the Government for providing them with the means of earning a living at a time of such
great distress.
I am still strongly of opinion it is much better for themselves and the country generally that these
old people should be provided with light work (where practicable) than to bo separated and relegated in
their old days to pauper asylums.

'
Fossicking1.
The number of men sent out fossicking for the year ending 17th Pebruary, 1890, was not so great
as that of the previous year, chiefly owing to the drought, it being of little use as an industry without
plenty of water. Several of those who were doing fairly were compelled to cease owing to this. The
late rains have, however, again given an impetus to this industry, and at the present time ihere is a
considerable increase in the number of applicants going fossicking. The number sent out this year
amounted to 7,093, ns against 10,718 for the previous year, being a decrease of 3,G25 for this year.
Fossicking as a recognised industry has been in operation for a little more than three years, during
which time no less than 22,327 men have been assisted and sent out. Many of those sent out have done
well; others fairly well; while others, again, have made "tucker,” as they say themselves. A large
number of them have combined fossicking with other work, and, settling down, have sent for their families,
and have made homes in the country. In this way from 6D0 to 700 families have been sent to join them.
It will be noticed that the value of gold won in the Colony since the fossicking system was introduced by
the Bureau has been steadily increasing, as the following large totals will show:—
Year.

Ol!.

Valuo.

£

9. <1.

1891

.................................................... ............................

153.33G

558,305 12

3

189J

.................................................... ............................

156,870

569,177 17

4

1893

.................................................... ............................

179,288

651,280 15

S

1S94

.................................................... ..........................

324,787

1,156,717

7

7

1895

.................................................... ............................

360,165

1,315,929

0

0

Although comparatively few miners’ rights issued on credit have been paid for, the owners of them have
been lo a largo extent able to purchase rights in the following years, and so obtain the necessary title to
work their ground, thus also increasing the public revenue to an extent it would not otherwise hare been.
The unemployed fossickers who have been at all successful have greatly relieved the strain upon the public
purse, and have benefited themselves and the Colony generally.

Wages.
The Bureau does not interfere in the rate of wages or terms of employment. All it does is to
bring employer and employee together, leaving it to the parties themselves to make than- own arrange
ments ; but from tho numerous letters received from employers who require labour, and stating the wages
they will give, it is evident tliere is a tendency to reduction in some of the callings. All applications for
labour from employers in the country will in future be referred to the agent of tbe district; and if he
is unable to supply the demand the head office will endeavour to do so.
Refunds.
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Eefunds.
The amount received ns refunds of railway fares this year is £4,235 19s. Gd.—nearly double the
sum received the previous year. This is chiefly owing to the large number of men sent forest-thinrr.ng,
whose fares were deducted from their earnings. The total sum refunded is £10,526 Is, 3d. This is
from the time the refund svstem was first inaugurated—a period of three years and six months—and
speaks well for the largo number of men assisted and sent to work. There is, as might be expected, a
large amount still owing—over £40,000. Every opportunity is taken of collecting arrears of payments,
by'tbe frequent issue of circulars. The country agencies will in future assist in this direction where
possible.

Relief.
Belief work has been a very heavy item iu connection with the Bureau during the year. The
levelling of the land for building-sites at Centennial Park was commenced in March, 1895, and was
originally intended to give relief to the destitute unemployed—clerical and professional men who wore
physically unfit for hard manual labour. Last winter proved to be one of tho most severe ever experienced
in tbe Colony, and employment was very scarce. In consequence the rush for work at the park was
enormous, and trebled all anticipations. The general drought of last year was also a considerable factor
in the increase of unemployed on the relief works, and, as a consequence, the average number working at
the park increased from 1,000 to 2,500 per week. In the depth of winter as many as 1,500, and some
times over that number, were working daily for rations and rent. "With such a largo number to manage
and control (many of them the worst characters in the country), the task at tunes proved very trying and
even dangerons—taxing the patience, temper, and tact of the Superintendent and staff to the utmost
degree. With such a number, naturally, abuses of a minor character crept in, but were speedily expelled.
Pressure and influence were brought to bear in many instances in favour of persons who had been proved
undeserving, and I was frequently subjected to abuse by those who should have known better, for
endeavouring to do my duty in carrying out the instructions of the Minister. When men were allowed
to work for rent a rush was occasioned by single men and others who were undeserving and unworthy.
Notwithstanding systematic inspection, a number of these contrived by misrepresentation and falsehoods
to get on to these works for a short time. Many of them sold their rent and ration orders to raise money
which no doubt was spent in drink. Owners of property and others of sufficient means would appeal to
be allowed to go to the park for rations and rent, and, when refused, it was really surprising the
numerous letters these people would produce from well-meaning citizens in their favour, clearly showing
how easily a large section of the best and most charitable in the community are deceived by such
characters as these,
, .
My experience in the administration of Government relief has proved beyond doubt that it is not
those who are loudest in their cry for work, or those who make the greatest demonstration for Govern
ment relief, are the most deserving. Large numbers of married men with families men who by some
unfortunate cause, retrenchment, accident, or sickness, aro suddenly reduced to poverty, and whose habits
and callings to a large extent unfit them for the rough and tumble of life—are ashamed and often too
proud to beg, and will suffer privations almost to death rather than seek charity. Hundreds of these,
unable to obtain clerical or light employment, gratefully availed themselves of the provision the Govern
ment had thus made (even though temporarily) to enable them to cam a living for themselves, their wives,
and children, and to secure shelter over their heads during the severe winter months, without incurring
tho taint of pauperism.
.
In addition to the Centennial Park relief works, extensive ones were and still are being carried out
by the Government, such as those on the Church and School Lands at Bandwick, which has afforded work
to thousands. It is being done by piecework, and although the wages earned by a large number arc uot
great, it is because those employed were not used to or capable of doing the work. The prices paid are
pronounced by experts to he fair, and good men accustomed to the class of work should be able to earn
from 5s. to 7s. per day. Numerous additional works were carried out by the Government chiefly iu the
interests of the unemployed, as will be seen by the attached_tabular return. Ecferring back to tho works
in connection with the Church and School Lauds at Bandwick, it ma3r he mentioned that not more than
two-thirds of those selected fortnightly turned up at the works to start. Many of them preferred to go
to the park for rations.
_
.
Over £6,000 were expended in giving a week’s wage work to married men and three days to single
men as assistance during the Christmas season, £2,000 of which were spent through the Bureau, who
afforded single and married men work at the park at 5s. per day. I know this proved a very great
benefit to hundreds of families, while a few of the single men made irregular use of it, and would have
been better without.

Expenditure.
The year has been characterised by an unusual amount of agitation (clamour and noise), by a
section of the unemployed and others, as to how little the Government wore doing on their behalf, and
what they should do. As a refutation to much of what has been said, I have prepared a tabular return
showing the different works that have been commenced, and the expenditure incurred thereby, for one
year, in the interest of the unemployed. Most of these have been carried out by the Bureau and the
others by the "Works, Mines, and Bailway Departments, by men selected by the Bureau. In addition to
those classified, there have been other Government works to which large numbers of men selected by ihe
Bureau have from time to time been sent. 1 am convinced 1 am right in saying that no other Colony, or
all the Colonies put together, have done as much to alleviate the distress of the unemployed in one year than
New- South "Wales: By the tabulated statement referred to it may be seen that the expenditure on works
in aid of the unemployed for the twelvemonths ending Ifebruary, ] 896, is set down at £201,591 4s. Id., made
up in sums respectively as follows:—Centennial Park Belief "Works : £30,131 Is. 2d., which includes cost of
rations worked for, restaurant meals, rent disbursements, and special work on wages during Christmas icasou,
when £2,000 were expended at the park. Other special wages work done during that season amounted to
£4,113, and included improvements to Art Gallery approaches, Cockatoo Island, Shea’s Creek, Bunnerong
Boad, Church and School Lands, Botany Wharf, and Berowra Boad. The expenditure on other works
.
during
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during the twelve months (paid for by day labour and piecework) is £04,899 3s. Sd., and includes Church
and School Lands, Shea’s Creek, Jtozelle Bay, Voolloomooloo Bay, Muddy Creek, Cook’s Hirer, and
Tetnora Hoad. The amount expended in free rations for urgent and special cases is £493 10s. 4d., and that
for night shelter £231 12s. 9d. Fossickers’ rations came to £41 18s., and were only granted to those
applicants who were without means to purchase any. Special grants to municipalities for necessaryworks and to benefit local destitute unemployed amounted to £1,710 2s. (which sum, being supplemented
by the respective Councils £1 for £1, represents double that amount), and includes the following places,
viz., Greta, Waratah, Blattsburg, Hamilton, Adamstown, Merewether, Carrington, "Wickham, Raymond
Terrace, New Lambtor, Lambton, Wall send, Stockton, Broken Hill, West Maitland, Bast Maitland,
Goulburn, Singleton, Liverpool, Smithfield, Fairfield, Lithgowr, Queanbcyan, and Bourke. Tbe whole of
these municipalities were visited by me, under instructions, during the year, and the circumstances of
the distressed unemployed were in each case reported to the Minister.
The cost for passes by rail and steamer this year amounts to £19,028 3s. 4d., of which
£4,057 12s, 2d. has, so far, been refunded, and payments in reduction are steadily being made by many
of those so assisted. The amount set down for forest-thinning is £50,000, and the special arrangements
made, whereby the families of the absent men at this work have been able to obtain temporary assistance
and rations, until money is seut to them, have been a boon lo hundreds who otherwise were in a most
distressed condition ; but arrangements have now been made which, instead, enable these families to draw
a portion of the men’s pay, who sign orders for same to the Forest Inspectors, who forward them on to
the Bureau. Tho railway deviation works caused an expenditure of £35,000. Special provision was
made for rations for families in distress, and, as in the case of the forest-thinners, was greatly appreciated.
It may here be noted that notwithstanding the liberal provisions made to give employment on railway
deviations at day wages of Gs., out of 410 sent no less than 114 left their work—abandoned it—whilst
others were dismissed for various reasons. These are the men I referred to as crying for work Ihe loudest,
and wanting it the least. The work is provided for them, and they refuse to keep at it, preferring rations
to work.
These items make up the total named of £201,591 4s. Id.
The numerous letters and personal expressions of grateful thanks from families who have benefited,
at a critical lime, aro a sad testimony, showing that what must haveproied a terrible and calamitous time
has been safely tided over by a well-timed expenditure, and which, though large, may be claimed as a
judicious one under existing circumstances, combining, as it did, works of a useful and necessary character
with others from which a return may he anticipated eventually, and together resulting in relief afforded
and pauperism avoided.

General.
The number of unemployed registered at the Bureau was 14,002 (or 487 more than the previous
year), of which 5,450 were married men, with 11,755 children depending on them. Single men registered
amounted to 8,G12. The total number assisted aud sent to work for the year amounted to 20,576, or
4,196 more than the preceding year, and 6,514 more than the number registered during the period. This
is mainly owing to the large number of passes issued to country places to applicants who have not been
registered in addition to those who have been registered during previous years. There is a decrease of
3,G25 in the number of fossickers sent out, owing no doubt to the drought, the effects of which have
already been mentioned, the total number for the year being 7,093, as agamst 10,718 for that of the
previous.
The number of arrivals from the other Colonies, &c. (99G), show a decrease of 105 to those of tho
previous year, when 1,101 were recorded. By applicants supplying incorrect information (in the fear that
the truth would disentitle them to the privileges extended to those of longer residence), I have no doubt
a much larger number than that quoted passed through. The number of those registered at the Bureau
who were arrested for drunkenness and other offences (whose tickets were 1 alien from them and forwarded
to mo by the police) is 321, or more than double that of the preceding year, when 153 were reported, ^
It seems strange, hut is nevertheless true, that there are some unfortunates in the community
who, however poor and destitute, as soon as they earn any money get drunk, and find their way to tho
lock-up.
The average daily attendance of unemployed at the Bureau during the greater portion of the year
has been very large. Many months it averaged daily from 1,509 to 2,500, but it lias fallen off con
siderably during the last few weeks, only from 300 to 500 attending.
_
The conduct of the men, particularly the siiu'le men. while engaged on the relief works at the
park was, I regret to state, very rowdy indeed at times. They gave, as already mentioned, a great deal
of trouble to myself and staff, and a firm hand had to be exercised in dealing with them, and drilling
them into discipline and order. Many have thought my measures for dealing with them too harsh, hut it
should not be forgotten that many of these characters were had and dangerous, and in their own interests, as
well as ours, definite aud strict measures were absolutely necessary.
'
JOSEPH CHEER,
Superintendent.

Class iriCiTiox
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ClassificatioX' of Trades and Occupations registered during the year ending 17th February, 1896, and
a comparison of same with previous years.
Trades, &c.
Actors......................... .......................
Artesian-well borers
...............
Architects.........................................
Artists ...................... ....................
Artists’ models ...........................
Assayers.,..........................................
Asphalters ....................................
Axle-turners ...................................
Auctioneers ....................................
Art decorators................................
Acrobate .......................................
Bakers .............................................
Basket-makers................................
Brush makers ................................ .
Barmen and “ boots”....................
Billiard-markers ...........................
Blacksmiths and strikers ........... I
Bailer-makers ........... .....................
Bootmakers ..................................... ,
Bookbinders..................................... I
Brass-finishers ................................. j
Brass-moulders................................. j
Bricklayers ....................................
Brickmakcrs..................................... 1
Bushmen ....................................... ,
Butchers .......................................
Bacon-carers ...................................
Bellows-makers
........................
Brewers and hands........................
Bridge hands, Ac.............................
Boat-builders ...............................
Bottlers...........................................
Butlers .............................................
Boot-finishers .................................'
Brass-workers .................................1
Boatmen.............................................
Barbers ...........................................
Bone-carvers..................................... |
Builders.............................................
Canvassers.........................................
Caretakers ..................................
Carpenters .......... ........................
Carters .............................................
Casemakers ...................................
Charcoal-burners............................ i
Clerks, accountants, &e................. |
Coach-painters ............................ '
Coach-body makers ......................
Coachsmiths...................................
Compositors ....................................
Cooks.................................................
Coopers ...........................................
Coppersmiths ...............................
Cordial-makers ............................
Condiment-makers .....................
Curriers ...........................................
Chemists ........................................
Coachmen .......................................
Commercial travellers..................
Confectioners ................................
Cahinet-makeis ............................
Ccllarmen ............... .........................
Civil engineers................................
Circus hands....................................
Chainmen ................................... .
Cloth-weavers ...............................
Chimney-sweeps ... .......................
Cigarette-makers ..........................
Cabmen ..........................................
Carpet-layers ................................
Cl ay-modellers................................
Chairmakers....................................
Dairy hands ..................................
Drapers ..........................................
Dentists............................................
Draftsmen.......................................
Dyers.................................................
Dealers, hawkers, Ac..................... |
Drainers .......................................
Drovers ...........................................
Divers.................................................j
Engineers ........................................
Engiavers ........................................
Engine-drivers................................
Electricians ....................................
Electroplaters ................................
Bencers .............................................
Eh emeu.............................................

ISOS'04.

1
4
7

1894-05.
1
2
4
2
2
5
5

3

3

147
7
i
30
l
201
74
S9
4

109
2
4
21

s
20C
SI
199
5
10
4
3

174
33
77
6
3
4
123
SO
190
196
1
1

e
9
2
(J
2

2
5
19
15
576
34S
204
5
41
314
S
5
9
S
6
15
s

23

1
06
44
1

o

26
16
537
321
6
2G3
11
12
15
61
262
13
4
10
1
4
12
17
20
14
5
3
4
2
19
2
1
1
1
1
43
07
2

S

112
4

1
21
4
3
4
13S
1
103
9

99

3
68

3

O
IdS

Trades, Ac.

1305-90,

2
5
i
2
9
1
1
1
129
7
i
21
2
156
26
201

French polishers ...........................
Farm hands ....................................
Felhnongers ....................................
Fitters

.............. . ..........................

isaa-od.

ii
14
473
3
19

3
19
2
s
1
s
1
1
1
1

1S05-9G.

i
5
15
407
67
4
29

33
20
11
222
69
15
42
3
3
2

1
Gardeners............................. ..........
Generally nsefuls............................
Grocers .............................................
Grooms .............................................

155
762
86
338

1
152
396
72
323
3

Glaziers ..........................................
Galvanizers ...................................

Hairdressers....................................

1
33

21

4

Iron-TForkers...........-.......................
Iron-moulders ...............*......... .
Ironmongers....................................

23
63
13

4
31
16
22
12

Journalists.......................................

5
l^

4
11

1

1

3,285
1

4,548
2
1
1
1
]

9

8

Miners .............................................

8
17
10
13
6
11
1

M mtng engineers............................

1
Law clerks.......................................

2
Millers .............................................
Marble-polishers ...........................
Married couples ............................

Master mariners ..........................

8
5
26
11
42
134
1,200
6

3

7

8
4
13
4
39
133
2,116
5
3
1

25

2

Opticians ...»...................................

1

2

Photographers ...............................

6

SO
7

Portmanteau-makers ..................
Painters aud paperhangers...........
Pattern-makers............................. .
Pipelaycrs.......................................
Plasterers ........................................
Porters ............................................
Printers..........................................

1
6
1
245
5
117
112
6
87
13

Pastrycooks ....................................
Paper-rulers................................. .

12
5

i

196
2
1
81
86
11
59
8
8

Plate-layers ...................................
...............................

2

1

Quarry men ....................................

56

no

i Pa per-makers

69

10
13
1

2

3
17
110
1,200

7

5
1
1
8
1

1
1
8
14

100

3
6,152
1
8
1
6

2
Ovorsecrs ........................................
Orchard hands................................

3
94
9

2
5
8
5

1
1

20
1
4

6

9
25
39
20
1

Labourers .........................................
Laundry hands................................
Lithographers ................................

41
30
1

24
1
3
2

1

44
14
339
472
5
1
264
13
S
9
92
275
18

j

137
345
73
272
3
3
1

1
4

GlasS'Stainers ...........................
10
2
110
7S
1S8
212
1

1394-95.

i
i

1
24
1

]

4
10
5
1
185
2

9

90
70
5
52
13
9
3
2

112

7
1893-94.

Trades, &c.

1894-95..

2
1
54
38
20
29
26

Sawyers............................................

C

43
32
135
155
2"
2
3
6

3

Station hands 1 ................................

2G
90
763

3
31
35
299

2

10

21

40
1
2

3

59
41

Tinsmiths .......................................

1
1
1
1
1
3
71
31
3

18B5-90.

3
3
1
40
39
139
165
30
3
3
5
5
1
16
24
253
1
7
60
27
2
3
9
9
i
i
i
i

1893-94.

Trades, &c.
Tanners .............................................
Tent-makers .....................................

1894-95. ; 1895-96.

14
4
14
4

8
9
22
1

Tea merchants ...............................
2
1
3
1

Telegraph operators........................

4
1

Typefounders ...............................
Ticket-writers ................................

1
1
19

11

Upholsterers....................................
Undertakers...................................

1
2
1
2

Venetian-blind makers .............
Vocalists..........................................
Vegetable-gardeners ...................
Watchmakers ................................

Woolpressers...................................
Wardsmcn.........................................
Wood* turners ................................
Wire-mattress makers............... .

3
1

1
1
1
10
38
22
4

5
31
27
6

Wheelwrights ................................

13
2

1
3

52
11
5

6
37
26
12
14
3
10
2
9
3

22
2
5
3
23
9
2
1

3

47
31
3

15
n
19
2
1
2
3
8
5
1

Wood-carvers ................................

1

Callings not classified...................

76

53

3
3

12,145

13,575

14,062

Detail Summary of Ivegistrations for year ending 17tli Pebruary, 1890.
Total registrations
...
...
...
f From Colonies
..............
Arrivals
■<
South. West.
( 0d2
891
508 ...
Ijbeal registrations
...
...
llegistrations since inauguration
...
Married men
..............
..............
Single men
.....................................
Children represented
.........................
Children self-supporting
...
...
Cliildren dependent
...
...
...

...

14,062

i

3,037

990 ..............

)

2,041..............
...
...
...

...

...

. . 11,025
... 58,332
...
5,450
...
8,012
... 15,237
...
3,482
... 11,755

...

IterORT stowing the number of arrivals from the other Colonies, the United Kingdom, and Poreign parts,
anti residents here, all within six months during the year ending 17th Pebrnary, 1S9G; and a
eomparison of same with previous years :—
From.

1802-1893.

1S93-18BJ.

1S9M895-

139MS3G.

Queensland ..........

332

18S

170

204

Victoria

598

413

200

177

South Australia

07

34

37

42

Western Australia

20

21

130

66

Tasmania ..............

110

60

51

40

New Zealand ......

190

104

289

306

United Kingdom

301

142

114

94

Foreign parts ......

147

95

1)0

67

1,771

1,057

1,101

996

..............

Totals

736
s
Eetubn of

Police Eeports for the year ending 17th February,
previous years:—■

and

1896,

1st year.

Offences,

2nd year.

118
25
22
2
9
11
4
2
1
1

290
34
21
8
11
11
{>
6

Theft.........................................................................................................................

Fancuaeo ................*................................................ ...............................................

6
2
4

Wife desertion........................................... ............................................................
Lunacy ................................................... .................................................................
Totals.......................... ;..................................................................

comparison

a

399

193

of

3rd year,

same with

[

4th year.

114
9
8

228
27
20

5
11
1
4

4
16
3
1

1

2
1

153

321

ANNUAL RESULT STATEMENT.
GrovKRNirENT Larottii Bureau.

Rc lulls for the four years ending VI fh February,

A

189G.

Table stowing number registered for each of tbe years ending I7th February, 1893,
1891, 1895, and 1896; number assisted and sent to work for tbe same periods ; amounts refunded
for passes in each year ; number of fossickers sent out from Sydney, Newcastle, Goulburn, Bathurst,
and other places ; together with increase or decrease under each head.

coiEPAEATiYE

Vear
Number
ending Number Increase
assisted and Increase
or
17th registered. deerorcase
sent to
decrease.
February.
work.

Increase
or
decrease.

Refunds
for passes.
£

s. d.

Number Increase
or
of
fossickers. decrcafce.

s. d.

£

*

1893

18,600

1894

12,145 D. 6,455

10,349

1. 2,193

2,676 10 0

1,549 13 11

4.516

1893

13,575 I. 1,430

16,380

E. 6,031

2,477 15

8

198 14 4

10,718

1896

14,062 I.

20,576

f. 4,196

4,235 19

6

8,154

487

Total... 58,382

1,135 16

55,-159

10,526

1

1

1,758

Remarks.

3 10

7,093

3

* Fossictcrs iivere not sent
out during the first
year. Last year’s de
6,202
crease i:t the fossickers
was caused mainly
3,625
through the dry season.

22,327

GOVERNMENT LABOUR BUREAU.
showing various trades and callings to which persons have been sent in town and country; summary of
wages recorded; total refunds for passes for year ending 17th February, 189(5; together with comparative
figures for the previous twelve months, and remarks thereon.

Table

Year ending 17th Feb t
1895.

Year ending 17 th Feb.,

Town. Country Total

Town, Country Total.

Increase.

l>eci ease.

Wages recorded.

Trades and Callings.

Accountants ................
Actors.......... .‘................
Artists1 models ........... *
Asplmlters ....................
Bakers ........................
Barmen ............................
Barbers ............................
Basket-makers .............
Batmakcrs .......................
Bellman ........................
Bellows-nmkcrs .............
Billiard-markers...........
Blacksmiths ..................
Bootmakers ................
Boatbuilders ................
Bookbinders ..............

i

1
3

1
7
2
2

3
3y

5
1

1
2
2
14
6

1

28
12

3

1
1
42

4

1

1895.

1S0G,*

3
TI

2
7
2
1

7

1

2
54
1
8

7
56

6

2
8

1

2
1
1
2
2

17
1

5

3

s

25s. to 50s. per week

2
T
1
2

2

42

33

17

2

7

Town. Country Town. Counfrj

25
22

28

24

6

10

ti
15c

‘ ‘

.......... .........

tr, 90=

3
i

* Wages.—Except v. here othcru ise shown, wages have remained about the same so far as has been recorded. In the cases referred to there has been a decrease,
though not to any marked extent.

737
g
Trades and Callings.

Boiler-makers, &c.........
Bandmaster ......... .
Brass-finishers ...........
Brass-moulder ...........
Bricklayers...................
Brieklnaken ..............
Brewer’s hands ...........
Bridge hands...............
Brushwood-turner......
Brushmaker ...............
Bushmen......................
Butchers...... ...............
Broom-makers ...........
Cam-assets ..................
Carpenters and joiners.

Year ending 17th Fob.,
. IStfa.

Year eudhig 17th Feb.,
lS9ti.

Town. Country Total,

Town. Country Total.

J

1
1

ll

10
2
1
77

4

Is

Is

le

2

21
1
9
1

23
1
9
x

130
67
5
50

147
72
3
42
336

58
194

~9

10

10

G

~1

24
5

2

5

”4
2
G
1
63

5
1
8
3
7
X
102
3

6
1
1

14
1
11

It
5
1
37
286

2

Carpenters (bridge) ... ...
Carpenters (ship) .......
4
Caretakers ...................
1
Casemakers...................
4
Cabinet-makers ..........
l
Chaff-cutters ..............
i
Clerks, &e......... ...........
Chemists.......................
Cooks ..........................
39
3
Coppersmiths..............
Confectioner ...............
Coach trades ..............
S
Cordial-makers ..........
lo
Coopers ......................
Curriers and tanners...!
Biters...........................
8
Doctor........................... I
Drapers ..................... !
2
Drainers .......................,
Drivers ....................... I
19
Drover..........................
Dyers .........................,|
2
Engine-drivers ............
o'
Engineers ................... j
„
electric ......
,,
refrigerating!
„
mining ......
Farm and orchard .....
47
Factory hands ...........
Fencers .......................
$
Fellmongers ...............
Fishermen ...................
IS
5
Firemen ............. ........
Fitters..........................
1
Flour-mill hands ......
7
French-polishers .....
2
Furnacemen ...............
Gardeners ...................
61
Galvanisod-irou workers ..
General usefuls .......... 259
]
Glaiier ......................
tGovernesses, servants,
10
&c.
5
Grocers ......................
Grooms ......................
19
Hawkers.......................
3
Hospital attendants ...
Horse-breakers ..........
Is
Horse-clippers ........ .
Iron-moulders ...........
Iron-fitters ..................
Iron-workers ..............
13
1
Iron-turners ...............
Jam-makers ...............
Jewellers ..................
Eitchenmen ............... Is
Labourers, Forest Dept.
„
Bandwick...
„
Shea’s Ck....
„
Jgenerat...... 1,274
Locksmiths ...............
Masons, stone ...........
„
rubble ..........
,,
marble ...........

15

12
1

2

1
29
14

""7

9
22
1
10
10

"'9
2
41
1
32
19

5
2

I
1

211
13
20
6
1
1
7

1
38

89
84

2

3

10

30

1
122
1

1
11
4

2
”4

2

a..
22

67
278

21

4
34

92

30
5
7
2
7

C

14
5
4
2

2
1

02
' 3
7

c

30
8

37
1
4
2
5

1
3
149
3
63
1
3

102
1
3
37
14
8
1
8
186
1
7
65

9
3

1

...
Is. to Is. 2d. p, hour 7s. to 9s.
_6

3

50

88
461
237

1
2

4
2
15

5

8
1
6

2

10

23^
1
2

*~2

30s. to 40s................ 15s. A found to 40s.

3

2
____

12

10s. to 2os...............

2

25s. to 40s................

10s, to 20s.

1

2
5

20

3
8

...
,

1

3
1
4

>

io

3

6
18

58

15
...
*■•

10s. to 20s...............

8s. to 20s.
Contmct.

1

2
1
G
2^

1

7

6

7

3
7

2
2

4
3

4
2

2

2
16

731

099

2
16

19

35

144
48

6
49

25
1,367
1 282
2 415
1,430

10s. to 20s................ 8s. to 20>.

2
31
1

3

25

1

11

3
1
6

4

1,367
1 282

1
6
9

2
18 1
1
1

4

1

7

2

4 |
3

1

11

”6

1

2
1

i9

8s. to20s.......... .
Gs. a day, A pr. acr.

1,367
1,282
2 415
503

5s. to 7s...................

543

1

1

............

10s. a week, 4s. a
day, to Is. pr, hr.
7s. to 9s,

1

1
...

2s. 6d. to 3s. p. hour

...

1

~3

8
5
9
3
16

4

]

Is. per hour.......... . And piecework.

2 *

8
3

1
26
2

1
1

15s. to 50s.............. . 10s. to 40s.
..........
Is. per hour...........

...

4

1

1

g
24

1,470

2

10
59
1

8

2

3
5

2
24

5s. to 15s.

1

227

15
1

8s. to 15s..................
...
4

3
99

Salary & commiigion
6s. to 10s. per day.. 6s. to 8s. and lathe
!
found.

1

1
8

10
1

6s, to 8s.

1

3
2

Is. per hour...........

2

3

3

7s. to 9s.

10s. to 20s................ 10s. to 17*. 6d,
20s. to 45s................ 15s. to 40s.

75

1

2

7s. to 10s.................

1

12
9

19
1
1B2
1
1
13^

1896.*

7
1

2

1

1
6

275

196

1?

84
103

2

lo

i

49!

1895.

8
1

~1

2

228

2

t
X

2

G3G
1
285

2

2
1

13

38
2
233

377

7

11

s

164

14

122
14

55

Wages Recorded.

Town. Country Town. Country

14

45

Decrease.

1

~3

~

Inorease.

3

5

8

3

5

1

■■■

Is. per hour.

• Wages.—Except where otherwise shown, wages have remained about the same so Jar as lias been recorded. In the cases referred to the e lias been a
decrease, though not to any marked extent.
t Females.—The nmiorit.y of these, as hitherto, are women with llirir families sent oat to join Ihe head of the family, who had previously been assisted to
work in the country, and who had sent for liis family to Joi him.
'
J Labourers.—Average rate recorded slightly lower

131—B

738
10

Trades and C&llingB,

Year ending 17th Feb.,
1805.

Year ending 17th Feb.,
1896.

Town. Country Total.

Town. Country Total.

Marble kands..^.,.......
2
i
3
jYLarried couples........... 9-18 106-212 230
Millwrights ...a..........
1
3
4
JUinera .........................
5
211
216
t Aliners(fossickers from
7,573 7,573
Sydney).
„
(fossickersfrom
2,561 2,561
other places).
»
(rights only)...
584
684
Moulders ....................
Netmakers ....................
Painters tmd paper43
17
60
hangers.
Pattern-makers ............
3
1
4
Packers .........................
7
7
Pipe-layers....................
27
27
Pis^-bmldors................
Plasterers ....................
14
14
Plate-layor*.......... .
Photographers ...........
•
4
4
i^lumbcra.............. .
20
7
27
Printers & compositors
28
14
42
Quarrymen....................
5
7
12
Reporter....... . ............
1
1
Kiveters ........................
Saddle and
harness
4
11
15
makers.
Sawyers ........................
9
6
15
Sandwich-men ...........
Shearers....................
134
134
Shipwrights ................
3
3
6
Signwriters....................
2
2
Slaters.......... ..............
3
a
Smelters.................... .
4
3
7
Soapmakers.....................
Store hands .................
3
10
13
Station hands...............
1
631
632
Sugar-cane hands .......
14
14
Sailor-men ....................
9
9
Surveyors’ hands .......
5
13
18
4
4
Sleeper-equarers...........
Slaughtermen
1
i
Stonebreakers...............
18
7
25
Special work ................
Tailors.............................
3
24
27
Tanners ........................
1
1
Tank-sinkers ................
Tinsmiths ....... ............
2
1
3
Tutors............................
3
7
10
Traveller....................... .
1
1
Tile-layer ....................
1
1
Tip-cart drivers ............
Upholsterers .................
6
6
Village settlers ............
31
31
Waiters, stewards, &c.
1
4
5
"Weavers..........................
Well-borerB.................
6
6
Wheelwrights
.......
2
6
8
W ooi hands ................
71
71
WooUcIassers................
9
9
VVool hands (store) ...
Wool-pressers.............. .
Wool-sorters ............. .
Warders ..:....................
2
2
Watchmen ............. .
1
l
...

Increase.

1895.

Town. Country Town.

2
6-12 90-tSO

Waffoa Recorded.

Deer

192

1

3-6 16-32
1
3

184
184
3,917 3,917

1896.'

le. per hour.......... .
£45 to £75 pr. arm. £40 to £75 pr. ann.

27
3,656

2,749

2,749

427

427

109

29

138

66

12

8

3

11

5

2

188

167
6s. to 8s..................
Is. per hour...........
7

5

3
2

8
2

12
2
50

5
15
1
6
7
6

15
15
1
18
9
66

1

16
6

16
7

17

20
22
310
C
2,
4
3

10

3
22

310
C
2
4
3
6
385
2

40
2
e
13
1

15
34
3
34
2,662
25
4
3
7
9

5

os. to 8s....................

”4

15
.

8
26

7fl. to 8s....................

45

6s.6d. to 8s. 6d.......

6s. to 8s.

16

"22

3

25s. to 50s................

11

6

10s. to 12s. per 1O0

176
3
2

3
2

20s. per 100............
Is. per hour...........

1

7s. to 8s....................
4

6
385
2
15
34
3
74
2,662
27
9
3
20
10

24
2
5

3
1

4
246

20s, to 40s................
10s. to 25s................ 10s. to 20s.

12
2

33

...
5

3
16
2,662
1
3

9
5

12s. 6d, to 25s........

1

2s. to 3s. per load...
1

By the piece............

2

25s. to 40s...............
15s, to 20s................

3
11

6
2

1
1
42
2
5
22

1
3
5
2
11

42
2
1
S
5
2
33

42
4
30
1

2
5
4

16

9

10s, to 20s................
15s. to 80s................
30s. to 45s................
71

17
32
16
9
1

17
32
15
9

8
32
15
9

1

Total ....... 2,522 13,858 16,380 2,199 18,377 20,576

* Wages.—Except where otherwise shown, wages have remained about (he same so far as has been recorded. In the cases referred to there has been a
decrease, .though not to any marked extent.
n„„IFoS3ic][(!re-rTuh6 5e?r ^drought has been the primary cause of the falling off in numbers going out fossicking. Forest-thinning, railway, and other
, verijijierjt works hare also helped to keep the number under this head lower than it would otherwise have been Many who have earned money on those w .irks
nave gone out fossicking on their own account, while others have seized the opportunity of going to the West Australian fields.
J.,n?™fl!nllo7''rile
40441 amc,,1Ilts refunded for passes are-1893, £1,135 10s. Id,; 1894, £2,076 108.:fit
1895, £2,477 15s. 3d.;fit
1890, £4,235 19s. Od.; tola),
a-iv^aJoi Is. 3d.

Bf.tttrn

Return showing tlie Amount of Money expended by tie G-OTernment in the interests of tie Unemployed from March, 1895, to February, 1896.
CentbsktaIt Patut.—Peliep 'Works

Average

Total number of men euiplojcd.
Married.

Total.

March ...................................
April .......................................
May .......................................
June ........................................
Jufy .......................................

6,164
7,537
8,776
12,472
10,018
12,860
9,481
9,011
11,494
7,094
10,571
2,627

1,54100
1,884-25
2,19400
2,494*40
2,604-60
2,57200
2,370-25
2,260-25
2,298-80
1,773-50
2,114-20
056-75

£
1,274
1,591
1,806
2,653
2,322
3,082
2,175
1,883
2,317
1,329
2,242
649

8 9
4 4i
8 101
15 11
8 1H
19 6*
12 G
15 5
13 3*
9 2
10 n
14 2

4,302
5,175
5,739
8,600
7,158
9,577
6,631
6,099
7,609
4,317
7,330
2,108

August .............................
September.............................
October..................................
Eoyembcr ..............................
December .............................
January................. ................
February .............................

2,079-5

23,330

1 9i

Single.

■

1,862
2,362
3,037
3,972
2,860
3,283
2,850
2,942
3,885
2,777
3,241
619

Weekly average for year

Free rations....................................................

£493 15s. 4d.

I

1st

of

March, 1895,

Cost of Restaurant Disbursement for
Tickets.
Rent.

number of men
at work wecklv
(approximate).

Mouth.

from

Cost of Rations.

s. d.

£

22
63
97
124
84
100
81
87
108
85
99
17

s. d.
8 9
18 0
2 10i
3 3
12 0
4 0
0 0
6 0
6 0
9 3
7 6
1 0

970 19

4*

£

726 0
1,080 17
1,396 17
617 5

0
6
6
0

3,830

0

28,131

£

£

1,637

90

t

Shca'a
Creek.

Runncrong
Road.

ar Lands

Botany
Wharf.

j

£
72

£
439

^

Waratah.

Plattsburg.

Hamilton.

s/ d.

£

s. d.

£

s. d.

2

75

0

B. a.

£

80

50

0

25

0

Broken Hill.
£
260

e, d.
0

0

Church and
School Lands.

£

0

West Maitland,
£
200

0

East Maitland.

s. d.

£

e. a.

0

50

0

0

0

4,113

£

0

100

Goulburn.
£

£
10,000

to

GJr
fi
5
3i
11
11
2

749
33G
50

1

2

1,135

d.
6

It

9
2

Total cost of

1
!
I

198
253

947
689

s. d.

6
0
6

£
1,296
1,655
1,903
2,777
2.407
3,183
2,256
1.971
3,151
3,742
4,428
1,356

2,000 0 0

30,131

1,238 2
689 15
72 2

50

451

1,586

FossicRers’ rations

s.
17
3
11
19
0
3
12
1
19
18
10
2

£
50

0

s.
0

j

s.

d.
38,498 4 5

to assist

Merewether.

a. d.
0

£

d.
0 0

’Woolloomooloo
Bay.

i
£
s. d. | £
1,652 10 3 12,690

s. d.
8 4

Muddy Creek.

Tvmora
Road.
£
s. d.
415 13 1

£
&. d,
6,846 19 3

Cook’s

River.

£
s. d.
4,730 8 4

£
64,899

b.

3

Carrington.

Wickham.

d.

£

a. d.

£

8. d.

0

40

0

15

0

0

0

Srmlhfield uml
Fairfield.

Raymond Terrace.
£

8. d,

150

0

0

Wallsend and
Plattshurg,
£
150

a. d.

£

0

50

0

s.
0

e 1

0

1,710

s. d.

£

3. d.

£

a. d.

50

0

£

a. d.

0

50

0

?. a.

£

60

25

0

£

60

0

s. a.

£

50

0

s. a.

50

0

0

Steamer Fares

to

0

d.
8

a.

£

j

0

0

Lithgo w.

O

Queanbeyan.

0

2

0

14,970 11

2

Bourke.

0

Unemployed from March, 1895, to February, 1896, inclusite.

Deduct refunds ........................................

£4,057 12s. 2d.

Unpaid balance

Forest-thinning for Unemployed, approximate cost........................................... ................................
Railway deviation works for Unemployed, approximate cost .............................................. ;............
Total ............................................................................................................

£14,970 11s. 2d.
£50,060
35,000

85,000

£

201,591

0 0
4

This does not indinje cost of plnnfc or saiperUsion, &c.

[One Plan.]

ri'.j

2

New I/ambton.

0

Total cost of railway and steamer fares ... £19,028 3s. 4d.

1

Destitute Unempioyet.

s. d.
and

30,131

s. d.

Total,

|

Liverpool.

Cost of Railway

£

£41 18s.

Singleton.

0

d.
6
11
9
2
Hi
61
5
5
31
5
11
8

1 2

Stockton.

100

Total cost.

Relief Work.

I
I
i

Ut

|

Shea's Creek. 1j Roselle Bay.
J

a.

Municipat.ttifs

Adamstown.

£

0

,

10™!'

Special Grants

Qreta.

Amount of wagon
paid.

Cost of other Special Waaes Work to Unemployed.

£
1,065

£
90

Total.

£

s.
17
3
11
19
0
3
12
1
19
15
15
0

£231 12s. 9d.

(
£
720

Singte.

ilanied.

i

Night shelter

Berowra ,
Road.

J

0

ikclcsiye.

Number of men on wnj^cSj
Ohriatmas season.

Total cost of
Relief Work.
1,296
1,655
1,903
2,777
2,407
3,183
2,256
1,971
3,151
2,504
3,738
1,281

Cost of Special Christmas Work,
Cockatoo
Island.

February, 1S96,

e. d.

(Exclusive of £2,000 included in Centennial Park, as above.)

Art
Gallery.

to

Sidney: Charles Potter, Government Primer.—ISM.

JOSEPH CREER, Superintendent,

1

740

hdJra/T? sf?ow//70 mo/yfh/j/ var/af/ons

//?

the aarahera ofnf/sfraf/oas

and ofperaoaa seat to ea?,

/heyears /892, /89'3, /8hh- aa<f /89S.

—...... .... A/e/?
•---- —A/er?

se/?f fo e/r/p/oy/nen/.
rey/s M/'&eZ'

5500

3200

3000

2300
2800
2700
2600
2500

2300
2200
2/00

2000

/800

//oo
/ooo

300
200
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THE UNEMPLOYED.
(RETURN SHOWING COST OF, SINCE 1891.)

Printed under No.

4 Rep.ort from-

Printing Committee,

[Laid upon the Table in answer to Question No.

17

11

June,

of 27th May,

1896.

1896.]

Question.
17. The Unemployed :—Me. ~W. H. B. Piddinoton asked The Minister of Public Instruction,—
(1.) What is the total sum paid for the relief for the unemployed on—1st, Shea’s Creek ; 2nd, Cen
tennial Park ; 3rd, railway fares ; 4th, forest-thinning, from commencement of work to date?
(2.) What has been the total cost to the country of the unemployed for the years 1892,1893, 1894,
1895, 1896 to date?
(3.) Since the establishment of the Labour Bureau country agencies, what sum has been expended
for the relief of the unemployed in the country districts ?

Answer.
(1.) Total expenditure on Shea’s Creek, Muddy Creek, and Cook’s Piver, to 26th May, 1896,
£227,243 (including the cost of resumption, viz., £22,880). It is pointed out by the Works Department
that a greater part of the above amount was expended on works that can hardly be tenned “ relief for
the unemployed.” Centennial Park to 30th May, 1896, £33,234. Pail way fares, £50,759 4s. Id.
Of this amount, £30,000 may be put down to railway tickets granted to fossickers. Eorest-thinning,
£47,200. The whole of this amount, however, cannot be regarded as expenditure for the relief of the
unemployed.
(2.) Total cost of unemployed for the years 1892,1893,1894, 1895,1896 to date:—
£ s. d.
1892 ............................................................
2,674 11 6
1893 ............................................................
5,832 1 0
1894 ............................................................
8,037 6 2
1896 ............................................................
3,690 0 2
1896 ............................................................
1,267 10
0 todate.
Total ............................. £21,501 8 10
These amounts show the expenditure in city and country for the relief of the unemployed through the
Labour Bureau in the years named, but are exclusive of railway fares and the expenditure on the
Centennial Park. They include the cost of free rations, rations to fossickers, miners’ rights, bed and meal
tickets, municipal subsidies, &c.
(3.) Eelief for the unemployed in tho country districts, £470 15s. 5d. This sum represents money
actually paid since March last, but the balances of a number of municipal grants still remain to be
expended in the country districts.
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NEW SOUTH WALES*

THE UNEMPLOYED.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN UNEMPLOYED OF THE CITY OF SYDNEY AND ITS ENVIRONS, PRAYING
FOR WORK AT FAIR AND REASONABLE RATES.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly, 5 August, 1896,

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Colony of Hew South
"Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tho humble Petition of the Unemployed of the City of Sydney and its environments,—
Humbly Showeth :—

Your Petitioners are electors of the said Colony, and are in distressed and destitute circum
stances owing to their inability to secure employment, thereby preventing them earning sufficient to
support themselves and those dependent upon them.
That it is a well-known fact that the prevailing distress is widespread and unequalled in the history
of this Colony.
■
That, in tho opinion of your Petitioners, it is a duty incumbent upon the representatives of the
people to mitigate the said distress by finding employment on profitable works for those who only ask
leave to toil, and to dispense with charitable assistance (however kindly meant) either from the present
Government or from any other source or sources whatsoever,
■
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House will, irrespective of party ties and
obligations, unite and provide work at fair and reasonable rates for the unemployed of this Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf of the Unemployed of New South Wales,—■

[Here follow 10 signatures.^

[3d.l
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
^
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes

No. 64.

Tuesday,

6

October,

1896.

9. Pitt Town Settlement :—Mr.

Hughes moved, pursuant to Notice,—
(1.) That a Select Committee he appointed to inquire into and report upon the abandonment of
the Pitt Town Settlement scheme.
;
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Camithers, Mr. OTieilly, Mr. Hick, Mr. 0 Sullivan, Mr.
Watson, Mr. Pose, Mr. Price, Mr. Ashton, Mr. Kelly, and the Mover.
Dehate ensued.
.
Question put and passed.

Votes

7.

No. 73.

Tuesday,

27

October,

1896.

:—Ordered, on motion of Mr. Hughes, that tho following Message be carried
to the Legislative Council:—

Pitt Town Settlement

Me.

President.—

,

The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee on “ Pitt Town Settlement,
and the Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable Benjamin Backhouse, a Member of
the Legislative Council, in reference thereto, request that the Legislative Council will give leave to
its said Member to attend and be examined by the said Committee on such day and days as shall be
arranged between him and the said Committee.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 27th October, 1896.

17.

Pitt

Town

Settlement

:—Mr, Speaker reported the following Message from the Legislative

Council:—

Mb.

Speaker,—

_

,

1

„

,

In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assemoly, dated 27th October, 1896,
requesting leave for the Honorable Benjamin Backhouse, a Member of the Legislative Council, to
attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly on Pitt lowm
"Settlement,” the Council acquaints the Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Member
to attend and be examined by the said Committee if lie think ht,
JOHN LACKEY,
Legislative Council Chamber,
President,
Sydney, 27^4 October, 1896.

Votes No. 81.
8.

Thursday, 12 November, 1896.

-.—Mr. Watson, for the Chairman, Mr. Hughes, brought up the Progress
Koport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before,
the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on Gth October,
1896 ; together with Appendix.
Befcrred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

Pitt Town Settlement

CONTENTS.
PAGE.

Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings.........................................
Progress Report...................................
Proceedings of the Committee...........................
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Minutes of Evidence....................................................................
Appendix.........................
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PITT TOWN SETTLEMENT.

PROGRESS REPORT.

The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 6th October,
1896,—“ to inquire into and report upon the abandonment of the Pitt Toton
Settlement Scheme,”—have agreed to the following Progress Report:—

Your Committee, having examined the witnesses named in the List*#Se® gjist>
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), have resolved, owing to the
advanced period of the Session, to report the evidence to your Honorable House,
and to recommend that the inquiry be resumed early next Session.
W. M. HUGHES,
Chairman.
No. 3 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,
IWi November, 1896.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WJiSDAJ,

20

OCTOBER,

1800.

Mkmbses Piles enx :—

Mr. Dick,
|
Mr. Hughes,
_
Mr. O’Reilly.
Mr. Hughes called, to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read by the Clerk.
Committee deliberated.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Two o’clock.,]
21

WEDNESDAY,

189G.

OOTOBER,

Membebs Peesent :—

Mr. Hughes,
|
Mr. Watson.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.
THURSDAY,

'

22

1896.

OOTOBER,

Membees Pbeseitt:—■

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
|
Mr. Kelly,
Mr. Watson.
James Watson called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
William Musto called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at a fiuarter to Three o’clock.]
Mr, Dick,

TUESDAY,

27

OCTOBER,

1896.

Members Present:—

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
I
Mr. Kelly,
|
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Watson.
Harry Pack wood called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
■
William Reginald Stanley (Clerk in charge of the Rabbit and Labour Settlement
Department) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at Three o’clock.}
Mr. Dick,
Mr. O’Reilly,

Lands

WEDNESDAY,

28

OCTOBER,

Lease Branch,

1896.

Memrehs Present:—

■

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
Mr. Kelly,
|
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Entries from Votes and Proceedings, containing Message to Council requesting leave for the
Honorable Benjamin Backhouse to attend and be examined before the Committee, and Message from
Council granting leave to its said Member to attend and be examined if he think fit,—read hy the Clerk.
William McGuire called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Thomas Thornton called in, sworn, and examined.
'
Witness withdrew.
William Musto recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew. ’
,
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at a quarter to Three o’clock.]
THURSDAY,

29

OCTOBER,

Members Present:—

1896.
■

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
Mr. O’Sullivan,
]
Mr. Watson.
William Reginald Stanley recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next, at a quarter to Three o’clock.]
TUESDAY,

749
5
TUESDAY,

3

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Membbbs Peesext :—

Mr, Hughes in the Chair.
Mr. Kelly,
|
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Watson.
Benjamin Bach house (a Member of ihe Legislative OoimciV) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Thursday next, at a quarter to Three o’clock.]
5

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Member Present :—

Mr. Watson.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY,

11

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
'
Mr. Dick,
|
Mr. Kelly,
Mr, Watson.
Bev. Thomas Boseby, LL.D,, called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Benjamin Backhouse recalled and further examined.
Adjourned till To-morrow, at half-past Three o’clock.

THURSDAY,

12

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

'

Mr. Hughes in the Chair.
Mr. Dick,
.
|
Mr. Watson.
The Clerk read a letter from Mr. W. B. Stanley {Clerlc-in-charge of the Labour Settlement Lease
Branch, Lands Department), forwarding the following documents :—Summary of receipts and expenditure
of the Pitt Town Labour Settlement, from 13th July, 1893, to 8th July, 1896 ; Extract from Beport of
Conditional Purchase Inspector J. B. Brown on Pitt Town Settlement, of 30th August, 1891.
On motion of Mr. Watson, the documents were appended. [See Appendix^)
Chairman submitted Draft Progress Beport.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OT WITNESSES.

FACIE,
Backhouse, Hon. B., M.L.C.
McGuire, W. .........................
Musto, W..................................
1'aekwood, H...........................
Eoseby, Hot. T., LL.D.........

22,33
16

10,19
12
30

Stanley, W .K..........................
Thornton, T.............................

15, 20
19

Watson, J. ............................

7
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

•MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
taken before

,

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

PITT TOWN SETTLEMENT.

THURSDAY,

22 OCTOBER, 1896.

IJtcsflti:—

Mr. KELLY,

[
Mr. WATSON,
Mr. DICK.
W. M. HUG-HES, Esq., in the Chair,
James Watson called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman.] Were you on the Board of Control of the Pitt Town Settlement from its inception ? No. J. Watson.
2. How long after the inception of the Board were you placed on it ? About eighteen months after it was
formed.
22 Oct., 1836
3. Had the site for the Settlement been definitely decided upon before you were on the Board? Yes; 1
have taken an interest in it from the start. I know all its goings on, having been secretary of the move
ment.
4. You were a member of the co-operative committee which was responsible for the agitation which brought
about the establishment of the village settlement? Yes j 1 was secretary of it.
5. And you have been in close touch with the whole movement from the beginning to the present time 1
Yes.
6. Who was responsible for the selection of the site for the settlement ? It was recommended to Mr.
Copeland, the Minister for Lands, by Principal Thompson, of the Agricultural College.
7. Are you aware whether any alternative site was considered by Mr.’ Copeland ? Not that I am aware of.
8. Have you been up to the settlement ? I have been there from the start.
9. Have you any personal knowledge of agriculture? No ; we engaged an expert,
10. What is your opinion of tho site as an eligible place to establish a co-operative settlement of this kind ?
The site was a bad one but it could have supported forty families, provided they had irrigated.
11. In your opinion irrigation was essentia] to success? Yes; I fought for that
12. Ha-\e you ever consulted any of the settlers in the immediate neighbourhood who were there prior to
tho advent of the Pitt Town, men;—have you taken their opinion as to the possibilities of the soil up
there without irrigation? I have spoken to those who were experts and knew' somethino- of it.
13. I mean the private settlers'! J knew none of them.
0
14. I should like you to explain why, in your opinion, the settlement was a failure? I may mention that
the village settlement was an experiment, and you will admit that to carry out an experiment you must
have the best material. To my mind it seems to he in a nutshell. One question is : was the land suitable ?
and secondly : wore the best men selected for it ? These two questions are most material with regard to
the matter. In my opinion, neither of these two requisites were to be found at the Pitt Town Settlement.
15. Mr. Kelly.^ In the first place tho site was not a good one, and in tho second place the most suitable
men were not selected ? The men were selected at haphazard. I may mention that the committee of
which I was secretary selected 700 men, out of which number ten or a dozen got through the Board of
Control and the Labour Bureau. They would not go through the Labour Bureau at that time. At tho
start of the affair they seemed to have an objection to it. The men were persuaded by some of us to go
and
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and try, but tlie whole thing, in the opinion of the majority of the committee of winch I had the honour

J. WaUou.

/0cM896 to be secretary, was that they were not selected in the manner in which they should have been , that is o

say, the men who had established the movement and were partly responsible—in fact, on whom odium an
ridicule has fallen—were not consulted with regard to it—that is to say, the selection of those who should go
on the Board of Control and other things. Since then I have had to take my ideas from what i saw on
the settlement, and what I learned in conversation with members of the Board of Control. When I go
on the Board of Control myself it was composed of Civil Servants. I discovered that not one man except
myself was in sympathy with co-operation. The Minister for Lands asked me to come in and he p o save
it from failure. Then I said it would do no good without water, and suggested two schemes for the supply
of water. One from the lagoon some distance from the Settlement, and the other from yadai Creek.
16. Chairnum.~\ Do you attribute the failure of the scheme to the unsympathetic attitude of the members
of the Board towards the principle of co-operation? My own opinion, gathered, not m>m hearsay, but
from close observation, is that there lias never been any intention to give the scheme a fair trial.
17. On whose part ? I have not been able to discover, but there is someone in the Department who has
been blocking the whole affair. I believe that both Mr. Copeland and Mr. Carruthers have been misled ;
but who the party is who misled them I have never been able to get at. I may relate my experience o
the Board of Control.
18. Mr. Wat,«on.] The Board of Control, of which you are a member, was the second Board ot Control,
composed almost exclusively of Civil Servants ? Yes.
‘
,
, Aif
19. Then there was another composed of farmers and Civil Servants, who gave it up m disgust ( As lar
as Mr. Taylor was concerned, I was met with the utmost courtesy ; but by the others, when 1 hrst went
there, I was never welcomed in any shape or form. Of course I did not mind that much, but 1 ave men
amongst illiterate men, and I have met with more decency, as I call it. I thought I was going amongst
gentlemen, and I got amongst worse men, as far as that is concerned. 1 will simply say that not one man
knew anything about co-operation or was in sympathy with it. I have had a theoretical know e ge o
these things, and a little practice.
i i i r
20. Mr. Kelly.] The other members had not much practical experience or theoretical knowledge i .1 was
on the second Board of Control composed of farmers. 1 travelled all the way from Sydney once a month,
sometimes twice a month, to attend the meetings.
_
_
. ,
21. These were farmers? Local farmers, exclusive of settlers. From inquiries at h mosor i was intormed
■ that the farmers have been opposed to the common being taken away from them. They knew no more
about co-operation than the Civil Servants did, and they seemed to me te retm-d the progress of it. 1
should not like to charge anyone unless I was justified ; but the selection of those men was very suspicious,
and also their conduct afterwards. One of them, who is now Chairman of another Board ot Control at
Wilberforoe, is a man totally unfit to guide or control men. I had the men at roy command by just using
a little diplomacy. Be undid all the work that I had done by his brutality. As Chairman he stopped
the rations of some of the best men, and ho made the place a pandemonium. The forest thinning then
came on, and the men went away broken-hearted. There has been something at work to undermine t ic
whole thing.
*
,
,
.,
.
. .
22. How long was the second Board in operation ? Two or three months. Or course it was in existence
before 1 went there.
...
23. Chairman.] Do you think that if each settler had been on his own account the scheme would have
been more successful? Bo. Of course that is a matter which has been unfortunately placed m a very
queer position by the Press of the city. I have tried to put it straight^ but they will not insert the
letters. If this Committee includes the Wilbcrforce Settlement in their inquiries they would discover
something ridiculously wrong there.
24. What we want to do is to find out the cause of the failure of the Pitt Town Settlement; if^that is to
be done by investigating the circumstances surrounding other Settlements, undoubtedly the Committee
have power to do that? I will give one instance to show a peculiarity which will explain the thing tor
itself. Some time ago Mr. Butler, Chairman, stated at the Board of Control in Windsor that 1 had been
in the Domain and spouting elsewhere, and writing to the papers complaining about the system, and they
were going to invite two reporters up there and myself. Two reporters were invited. I he reporter tor
the Daily Telegraph spoke of the two systems, condemned the Pitt Town system, and eulogised the
Wilberforce Settlement. One settler came to me and asked if I was connected with the Pitt J.own
movement. I said, “ Yes.” He said, “ Were you invited to Wilberforce ? ” I said, “ No.' The result
was, I wrote to the Daily Telegraph contradicting a deal of their arguments, but the letter never appeared.
This gentleman also stated to me that if it was known that he had come to see me they would hnd some
means to throw him oft the Settlement, as they did others who spoke their minds.
25. Mr, Watson.] Have they a system of individual blocks of land at Wilberforce ? Yes.
.
,
26. Do they have any co-operative system as between owners of individual blocks'! I believe they have,
27. Is it a system of volunteer co-operation ? Yes.
28. Any one may assist if he pleases ? Yes.
29. At this town it was not so? No. I may mention that I myself, although a co-operator, am quite
willing that the individual system should be placed side by side with the co-operative. I endeavoured to
get the remaining settlers, after some of them had gone to forest thinning and other work, to get their
own blocks, and I assisted in it, but I did not succeed. Here is a copy of a letter that was sent to the
settlers from Mr. Wilson, the Acting Under Secretary for Lands. This was when Mr. Carnithers had
been speaking strongly about the place. I understand that Mr. Carruthers went there and told them that
the place was unfit for settlement, and that he would have them shifted. That took a deal of heart out
of the men. The letter is as follows:—
_
g.

-

Department of Lauda, 29 January, 1895.
’ As it is thought that the opinions regarding the Labour Settlements at Wilberforce and Pitt Town with which
the Minister has been credited in the daily.papers may have had the effect of unsettling the residents upon these areas,
and of reducing whatever energy they have been employing in connection with the various works upon winch they are
engaged I ha- the henor, by tee direction of the SeerWry for Lands to inform you that, in carrying out aaiy contemidated changes, the claims of the thrifty and industrious settlers will alone he considered ; and in the event ot te bemg
decided to start similar enterprises under conditions more conducive to success, the opinion of the Board as to tlie merits
of eaeli individual member of the present Settlement desirous of a transfer will in the first instance lie sought.
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I may also point out that no interference will take place with such of tho settlers as desire to continue in occupation J- ^ atson.
of tho land when Government aid is no longer forthcoming, due regard being had to the necessity that may exist for a
reduction in the area of the present reserve conseouent upon the limited number of people that may desire to remain.
22 Oct., 1896.
(Signed)
H. H. WILSON,
Acting Under Secretary.
You will find that some of the settlere have received notice to quit.
."0. Chairman.'] Have not all of them ? Every one that was there.
31. The settlement is practically now void 1 Yes; I resigned my position owing to what I discovered
when I paid a visit to the town and was trying to get a few men to keep together and see if they could
not make a living. They were nearly all men with very largo families.
^
32. Hid any settlers express a desire to remain under the conditions specified in the letter? Yes ; between
twenty and thirty,
*
33. How did they express it;—did they communicate with the Minister in the usual way 1 Yes ; some as
individuals, I believe twenty applied to be allowed to work co-operatively. I wrote to the Minister
myself, backing up their claim individually and co-operatively.
_
34. The point to be made clear is this : This letter sets out that any man, when Government aid is with
drawn, who chose to go on would be allowed security of tenure; that is independently of the question
whether they should or should not work collectively ;—what I want to know is, was the Minister made
acquainted with their desire ? I believe so. Letters were sent by the settlors.
35. I suppose that any of the settlers who have vacated the Settlement would be able to prove that ? Yes.
3G. What was the reply of the Minister 1 That I could not say. It has been an evasive one, as far as I
know.

37. You know that they were sent an order of ejectment? I have been off the Board of Control since
these tilings occurred,
38. You have seen an order of ejectment since? Yes.
39. So it would seem that the answer of the Minister was unfavourable? Yes. I was going to mention
the reason why I resigned from the Board of Control. It is a very important thing. Government money
lias been spent there and wilfully wasted. I wrote to the Minister for Lands stating my reason, and went
up there to see how things were going on. In going past the orchard I found the pigs and cattle inside
the orchard. I made immediate inquiries, and the men told me that they were all taken away into the
bush wood-cutting, and they were told to let them go, but they fenced them up; but when they were away
some one knocked the fences down.
40. Was the character of these improvements important? They were important because of the destruction
of property. I reported the matter, and the Secretary of the Board of Control, Mr. Taylor, said he would
lay it before the next meeting of the Board. T told him that he ought to have it stopped at once, I
sent in my resignation because I saw that they were only humbugging the men, and I would not be a party
to it.
41. We want to make it cleax’, if it can be done, that this Settlement did not pay because of any inherent
defect in the co-operative system ;—if the Wilberforce scheme is going ahead, and a reason of that is that
it is on an individualistic basis, do you think that a visit to Wilberforce would show how it was ? It would
show that it would require the expenditure of a fortune before it ever became anything important.
42. Mr. Kfilh/.] How many men are there,at the Wilberforce Settlement 1 I could not tell you. I visited
(here once with an expert, and his opinion was that it was useless to endeavour to establish anything
there. The cost would be something enormous, and the men who are on that Settlement are amateurs.
Bega and Wilberforce have been spoon-fed by the Government to a far greater extent than Pitt Town.
43. Mr. Dick.] Do you know that of your own certain knowledge ? Yes.
44. Mr. WatJion.] They got more per head 1 I believe so.
45. Chairman.] Do you think that the Wilberforce Settlement is situated more favourably ? No ; there
is no comparison. Wilberforce is a barren desert, and Pitt Town 1ms patches of good ground ; and the
present area at Pitt Town, with water, according to the opinion of experts, could supjsort forty families.
40. Was there any estimate of the cost of irrigation at Pitt Town? I believe there is one in commotion
with the Lands Department.
47. Did anyone refuse to do it ? The reply of the Department was that it would be too costly and would
not suit.
48. Was the site of the Pitt Town Settlement worse than the land of the surrounding Settlements? There
were not many settlers about there. They were further on the flats. It would have been better if the
settlement had been by the creek.
49. It was badly selected ? Yes.
50. And was there excessive niggardliness in regard to funds on the part of the Department 1 The money
was doled out to the first Board of Control in such a manner that they wore unable to hit out. They were
the people who recommended irrigation, but they were told that it would not suit.
51. Mr. Jidly.] I suppose that by this tho Department began to see that the site was an unsuitable one ;—
do you think that was the reason ? The committee, of which I am secretary, thought it would be a
splendid ground for training people who had no knowledge of farming or agriculture, and that they could
be drafted off into suitable places. That isxvlmt we recommended at Pitt Town to the Minister for Lands—
that it should be used as a labour farm, where men would go and leam farming as they are doing at the
Hawkesbury College. It would have been suitable for that. An expert stated that the amount of work that
was done in the first eighteen months was marvellous—clearing was done, clams were sunk, and fencing was
done. No one has contradicted that statement. In the first season rain was plentiful, and every settler had
all his own vegetables, and the cattle were being fed; but afterwards—the second year—the seasons were
bad. It seemed to rain everywhere but at Pitt Town. The result was that the settlers had nothing in
their garden. It cost £10 a week to feed the cattle, and everything was in a bad state, I never thought
that the men could do the work -which they did, and they were men who had never seen one another before.
52. Chairman.] There must have been a few black sheep; but do you consider that the majority of the men
were hardworking, industrious men? They were really first-class men.
53. Of course care was taken in the primary selection 1 That I could not say.
54. As a matter of fact, is it not generally considered that farming is not immediately remunerative—not for
the first season or two? Yes : it is seldom remunerative on poor ground, for several seasons.
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J. Watson. 55. The Minister should have known that for the first year or two it was an experimental effort, which
cou^ hard]y l16 exPeeted to be self-supporting How long was it before tlie Minister withdrew his protection
c •’
• from it? I understand that tho present Minister at his first visit took the heart out of the men by telling
them that he was going to find a better place for them, and they said what is the use of working when they
were told that they were going to be shifted. Of course I insisted that they should do their eight hours a
day, and they did it. I do not think the Minister for Lands thinks the place at all suitable, and he has
never shown a desire to carry it on.
50, Bo you think that better results would have been achieved if there had been a mixture of individualism
and eo-operation—if each individual could have had so much land of his own, and had had something in
common with the rest of tho settlers 7 Not at all.
57. You don't think there was any loafing? I have not seen any myself. There have been charges in
regard to that.
58. So you regard the failure as primarily due to the bad site, and, secondly, to the total lack of sympathy
on the part of members of the Board of Control, and, thirdly, to the want of irrigation 7 Yes.
59. But in spite of that, twenty families would have been able and were willing to stay, and would have
made a respectable living had they been permitted 1 There is not tlie slightest doubt about that.
GO. Mr. Kelly.] At the time the Minister visited the Settlement and made this statement, how many men
were on the place? Between eighty and ninety families.
61. Did he take any steps to carry out that promise? I believe not.
62. And it took the heart out of these men ? So they say.
63. Prom that time I suppose the Settlement began to dwindle ? I managed to get it up a little bit, but
when Mr. Butler became Chan-man he disorganised the whole body. The women were going to throw
him into the dam. It shows the state that he put the place into when he suspended five men. ■ When I
went to inspect tlie work I found it all first class.
64. You regard the incompatibility of the feelings of the later Board towards the selectors as one of the
causes of the failure of the Settlement ? It was the principal cause of what has been made much capital of
outside—that is to say, that the men killed the settlement. I say that they did nothing of the sort, Hnd
the men been treated as they should have been the two or three objectionable ones that may have been there
could easily have been got rid of.
‘
65. What has become of those eighty or ninety men who were there ? Some of them went forest-thinning.
66. How many went foresLtbinning ? Thirty or forty families. I could not say exactly.
67. They were drafted out by the Government ? Some left the Settlement, but there are families, I believe,
there now. Twenty wished to remain and to hold their land co-operatively. One man wrote to me from
Ganmain, in the Nammdera district, asking if I could get a piece of Government reserve for them to settle
upon.
68. Mr. Tlafeon.] As individuals or co-operatively ? Both] I was inundated with letters. They all looked
upon me as Job's comforter. *
69. You say that you wrote to the Minister for Lands 1 I wrote to him, and I got all the information that
I could. I received a communication from the department to say that the leases for that place would not
be up in time, and that the men would have to go to ballot for other places the same as anybody else.
70. Mr. A'dly.] Bo you know the state of the majority now at Pitt Town? No; I have not been there
for the last six months.
71. Is there anyone in charge? I believe there is a Mr. Hutchison in charge.
72. The site has been handed over to the Labour Department? I believe there is a superintendent in
charge.
73. Chairman.] I have a letter from Thorhmah ;—do you know him ? Yres.
74. Ho states that he supported himself, his wife, and family by getting firewood prior to being driven off
tho settlement. On his ^-acre block lie kept poultry, and it was of great assistance to him, and by means of
this help he was able to live; but since he has been driven oft’ the settlement into Windsor he is no longer
able to live by getting firewood, and he is destitute, and tins lie attributes entirely to the conduct of the
Government in ousting him from the land ;—is that the ease in reference to these settlers ? I believe so.
75. You think it would have that effect? There is a number of them about town who can get nothing to
do, and who are worse off than ever.
76. He says, “ If we had been allowed, we would have stopped and eked out a- living, no matter how pre
carious”; also, “ God knows that tlie Pitt Town settlement was large enough for those who were willing to
accept a small part”;—do you regard the department as being very harsh ? Yes.
77. What they did was extraordinary and inconsistent in the face of their letter? Yes.

William Musto called in, sworn, and examined :—
W. Musto. 78. Chairman.] Were you one of the first settlers at Pitt Town ? No ; I went up there about six months
/——1----- after it started.
22 Oct., 1896. 79. What do you know about this matter 1 I went there on the 29th December, 1893.
80. You are a married man 1 Yes.
81. Were you put to very great inconvenience, not to speak of hardship, by your ejectment by the depart
ment ? Y ery much.
82. Would you have been able to get a living if you bad been allowed to stay on tho land? I believe we
could have got a living quite as well as the people in the district.
83. How much land had you fenced-in and cleared ? About 2 acres fenced, and 1 acre cleared and trenched.
Before I went up there I had to appear before the Board in Sydney, and 1 was told that I should have an
allotment of about a quarter of an acre ; and I was given to understand that I could do what I liked with
it, to improve it under certain conditions laid down by the Board. It had been previously occupied by a
settler, who vacated it. Although there was nothing done on the ground when I took the land; as soon as
I went there I set to work and grubbed it thoroughly, taking out every stump and every tree. I went up
there with the full determination to try and make a home- for myself and family. When I got there I saw
that there was trouble. They were trying to eject a man for some misconduct, and the place was in an
■

uproar.
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uproar. I took no notice of that. I was very anxious to settle down, as I had gone there for that purpose,
Musto.
to make a home for my wife and family. I had no ambition to take any part in the deliberations of the ^ qc^
committee. I tried to keep even away from that, and put all my time in improving my surroundings, and
’
I did so to a very large extent, which was admitted hy the people in the district.
84. Mr. Watson.] That was work done by you outside the time when you were working for the Settlement ?
Yes. I may say that I could be seen working with a flare light up to f) o’clock at night, and ahvays
taking advantage of the moonlight nights and Sundays.
85. Each man was expected to keep his own allotment in order, and to grow vegetables, doing his own
work after his eight hours’ work on the settlement! Yes ; and, as it appeared to me, a man was foolish
who did not do that. If he did it, it helped himself and helped the Settlement. By growing enough
vegetables for himself, lie required less from the Settlement. Prom some of the men I should say that a
bad choice was made in the selection, and there were men who were so avaricious as to grasp everything
they could lay their hands on. We had to sign a document pledging ourselves to do certain things, and
if we failed to do that the law w-as stringent enough to deal with us severely. I think the authorities
were to blame for not having more firmness in enforcing the regulations, I put in a very comfortable nine
months there. Although we had no money, we had plenty to eat and drink. I am not a strong man, but
I have a certain amount of intelligence, and what I lack in strength I make up for in other -ways.
86. Mr. Kelly.] Were there many who improved their land! Yes.
87. What proportion of them ? Fully half of them. I tried to encourage them. I was put to work in
the gardens, although I had no previous knowledge of anything of the sort. They looked to me to try and
settle them, and to the best of my ability I did it. There were men who, no matter how hard you tried to
encourage them, did no good. We went to work- fully determined to adhere loyally to the Board, and to
carry out their regulations, which we did, though in a number of cases very much against our own judg
ment. But we had to recognise a head, and we knew that if we did not things would be a good deal worse.
There was a great deal of difficulty in getting the money that was wanted.
88. Mr. Wakirm.] That is the money sent to the Board of Control j—the settlers got no money, did they 1
Tlie settlers had no money whatever—only rations. My allowance at that particular time was 14s. worth
of rations a week.
89. That is on the basis of so much for each child and for yourself and wife? Yes; Is. each for five
children.
90. That was 5s. to the children and 9s. for yourself and wife? Yes; of course, whilst things were
plentiful the place went on very well, although enemies of the movement tried to make out that the men
were lazy, and always fighting amongst themselves. I made it a point, whenever I saw a stranger on the
Settlement, of ascertaining what lie thought about us—whether he thought we had done what we ought to
have done for the number of men there, and the answer always was that we had done good work.
91. There was a tremendous ainount of labour lost in conserving water ? There was virtually no water
when we went there.
92. J/r. Kelly.] You have left a permanent supply of water there ? Yes.
93. Mr. Watson.] How many dams were put in by the settlers 1 I suppose six or seven dams, some of
them very large ones. I suppose that, altogether, their carrying capacity is about 10,000,000 gallons.
94. Do you know how many acres of land were cleared by the settlers and cultivated! I should think
about 500 acres were cleared.
95. And a lot was cultivated 1 Yes,
96. And there were some miles of fencing ? Yes, about 40 miles of fencing.
97. That is ring-fencing and subdivisions ? Yes, chock and log, and some posts and rails. That was
independent of the settlers’ own fencing round their allotments. Then there was a sawndll put up.
98. And a dairy ? Yes ; that kept one man going all the time, and there is a certain ainount of labour
expended in building a church.
99. Anyhow, they had to put up their own buildings ? Yes. As far as I could make out, before I went
there the Board had been unfortunate in the selection of the superintendent, who was a man who drank.
He was continually the worse for drink, and had to be shifted on that account. Then one of tho men was
appointed—Mr. \Vaite—although I do not think he had much previous knowledge of the business. It
seemed to me, when I went there, that the men, for some reason, had taken a very strong dislike to him,
inasmuch as he did not seem to show the amount of firmness that was required to govern such a large body
of men. They were sent out into the bush to look after themselves,
100. Mr. Dick.] "We wish to find out why these Settlements are successful in some places and unsuccessful
in others;—do you think it would be a good thing for the Committee to go to New' Zealand and examine
the settlements over there ? As far as my experience goes, not having given the question a great deal of
consideration before I went there, I should not hesitate to go on a similar undertaking, provided that there
was a better selection of men made to form the settlement.
101. What about the settlement over in Hew Zealand? As far as I have been able to gather, there are
some settlements there on different lines. I will give one instance with which I happen to be acquainted
personally, to show tho class of men that are put on. 1 was at one time working for the Harbours and
Rivers Department, and when I went to the Pitt Town Settlement, to my surprise I found that a man with
whom I had worked in the Harbours and Rivers Department was there. He was a man who would drop
his tools and go off to some other department, and not the slightest notice would bo taken of him. The
man was insane, but ho had influential friends. On the Pitt Town Settlement he was sent out burning off,
and on the hottest day in summer ho would como to work wearing a coat down to his heels, but with no
shirt on. When he was burning off rubbish he would have about 100 small fires all around him instead
of one big fire, and he would leave all those fires and walk 2 miles back to Ins hut to get a match to light
his pipe.
102. Mr. Kelly.] There was no proper selection of men ? Ho.
103. Mr. Watson.] What number of men would there be there who would not do a decent day’s work 1
A very small proportion. Then you have to take into consideration that the people in the district were
up in arms against the settlement coming there at all.
104. The farmers of the district that had previously had the use of the ground as a common, free of
charge ? Yes.
105.
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W. Mosto. 105. Chairman.] To what do you attribute the failure of this settlement—to tlie bad site, the want of
i^fp^ion, or the lack of sympathy on the part of those who were on the Board of Control, or do you
c
1 attribute any part of it to the co-oporative principle ;—do you think it would have been better if there had
been no co-operation, but each had had his own land ? The bad site had something to do with it.
10G. Do you think that if the land were irrigated the Settlement would have been more successful? I do.
107. Do you think the management and the Board of Control, by their unsympathetic attitude, had
anything to do with tlie failure of tlie settlement'! I am confident of that The whole thing depended on
tho way the regulations were administered. Had they been administered firmly, it would have stopped a
great deal of irritation, and had the money been forthcoming when wanted.
10S. Do you think that the Settlement would have done better if it had not been on a cooperative basis
than if each had been on his own account? Under the circumstances no doubt it may have been,
109. Mr. Kdly.] Co-operation had nothing to do with the failure? I do not think that co-opcration had a
fair show. It appeared to me that the authorities were over-anxious to kill it from its inception. That is
what appeared to me as one who had not studied the question of co-operation at all, hut who had signed an
agreement to honestly carry out the principle. That is my honest conviction. I lielicve that the
authorities were over-anxious, backed up by the people in the district, to kill the thing.
110. Chairman.] In reference to co-operative schemes in general, you regard it as of first importance that
the men should be of the right sort ? 1 do.
111. Were these people of the right sort? Xo.
112. In what way were they lacking? They seemed to have picked them up in a haphazard way.
113. You believe that with a proper selection of men the co-operative principle on a good decent site
would be a success ?k Yes, I do.
114. Mr. Watson.] Were you one of the men who stayed there to the last? I was.
115. Were you there when tho letter was received from the Under Secretary for Lands to the effect that
those who were there would not be disturbed ? Yes.
116. And the men in consequence of that regarded it as a certainty that they would be left there 1 Yes.
I myself went to work again on that permission. Some forty of the'men had left at this time, and wc got
permission from the Superintendent, who was the official mouthpiece of the Board, to enclose a larger area
than we hsid previously held. We did that and put stuff in the ground, and although it was acknowledged
that some of us were on the worst ridge in the whole district I was able to produce almost any vegetables.
117. After doing all this you were ejected and refused permission to remain on the land? Yes, distinctly
told by the Minister in person that if we did not leave—he told this to my wife—the roof would be taken
off our house.
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W. M. HUGHES, Esq., in the Chair.
Harry Paekwood called in, sworn, and examined :—
H. Tack wood. 11S. Chairman.] What connection have you had with the Pitt Town Settlement? I was there as a
settler almost from the first inception, or from within fifteen or sixteen days of the time it started.
27 Oct., 1896. no. How long is it since you left the Settlement ? 1 left it twelve months ago.
120. "Were you compelled to leave it, practically? f was compelled; there was nothing else for me to
do. J could either do that or go forest-thinning ; but I did not go there to thin forests, I went there to
make a home for myself and family.
121. Would you have been able to make a homo if you had been allowed to stop there? If I had been
allowed my own way, I should have had a home for myself, and have been there now.
122. Were there many other settlers in the same position as yourself in regard to that? Yes.
123. Do you consider that the action of the department was prejudicial to the interests of the men as
well as to the idea of co-operativo Settlement ? We were not allowed to do or have a say in anything.
We had to carry out what we were told to do. If we were told to climb a tree we must climb it; but
when you climb a tree too often it does not do.
124. Can you fix tho blame upon any particular individual ? I could not do that. Kirst, the soil was very
poor; but if we had had proper management it could have been made very different from uhat it was. 1
am only basing my ideas upon my own little plot of ground. 1 could have grown nearly anything had 1
been allowed.
125. Did auyone stop you ? I was given the idea that if I grew a certain amount more than I required
that they would have to go into the communal property, the same as bees uere ordered.
12G. Information has been given respecting men who were getting a living by cutting firewood whilst
they had those little plots of ground, and that they were just able to make a living, paying no rent, but
that being turned off the Settlement they arc now practically destitute ;—were you one who cut firewood?
I cut many hundreds of tons upon the Settlement. When it was on its last legs, as a settler I did nothing
hut cut firewood—from the time that the saw-mill, which was a white elephant, was erected, and it was
only fit for the scrap heap, as it was obsolete.
127. Do you consider that the failure of the Settlement was due to the principle of co-opcration ? No ;
hut 1 do not think co-opcration can be carried out with such a large body of men as were there. If you
had up to twenty men, you would have a better chanco. In the Settlement I could pick out twenty men
that I would have faced anything with. There are a lot of men of the same principle as my self—nothing
in the shape of work daunted them ; but if you are connected with a man who cannot do his work it is not
encouraging.
■
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128. You do not think that the principle of co-operation can he successful unless each individual has an 2. Paekwood,
opportunity of selecting his men ? There should not be more than twenty, and there might be as few as
six men.
’’
f
129. Why do you believe that twenty men should he the maximum ? You would be better able to agree
with twenty men than with 100. You would know every man’s faults and his temper; hut where you
have a great number, some old and worn out, aud others disabled, some of them arc so crotchety that you
cannot get on with them.
_
130. If the soil bad been better, and the principle of co-operation bad not been so recklessly applied, even
then trouble would have crept in? It did come from the very first. A certain class of men there wanted
to domineer over the others. If you had only a small number, you could exclude objectionable persons,
and you need not allow certain persons who are actually drones to domineer over the others.
131. Do yon not think that tho work may be done very much more profitably with combined labour than
by individual efforts ? Undoubtedly I do.
_ _
_
132. If a man has capital, aud can employ a number of men, it is a matter of indifference ; but if a man
has no capital, the only nay to remedy it is to combine with his fellows to get the labour done ? I went
to the Settlement to make a home for myself and family. I had every expectation that it would be a
success. 1 thought that the larger the number there the better, but when I got there I found it was
otherwise.
133. What number of drones would there be ? I should say about 2u per cent.
_
134. Mr. Kelly.1 Your idea was that they were unsuitable for the purposes of co-operation? You could
not say anything. If you saw a man, and you knew that he had not done a fair day's work, you could do
nothing on the subject, because they said they had done their best. An individual employer would have
exacted, more labour, or have turned them adrift. But we could not do that with the bad settlers.^ You
could not turn a man away, although you knew that he did not do sufficient work, as long as he said that
he did his best, Kb doubt they did ; but some of them were not fit to be there. I recognise that in
pioneering you want the bone and sinew of the Colony to make it a success. When I was clearing I. hurt
my back, but I do not think they believed that I was sick, though I really was. Another man could be
laid up for four or five days, and we were told that lie was actually sick. They would not believe that I
was sick. Had there been a strong man instead of a poor weak man to take my position the work would
have gone on, but as it was my place was vacant. You could not put an old man in my place,
_
135. Chairman.'] Do you think the management could have done away with the difficulty by efficient
supervision ? Yes ; if wo had had a man like Mr. Tresseder, or Mr. Vaughan Jenkins, who I admit had
a failing. If Mr. Tresseder bad been there he would have made a difference in the Settlement. One of
the great faults of the place was favouritism. As soon as the superintendent was appointed to fill
Vaughan Jenkins’ place he appointed foremen. There was no necessity for that, and as soon as the men
got. to be foremen there was a little officialism, although we all went there equal to each other. "When
men were put over others then they started to talk, and if a man was a boss of a gang be seemed as if be
were an employer of labour. If yon made a remark you were reported to the Board, and you were
accused of grumbling, and a person does not like to be always grumbling. If we had had Mr. Taylor at
the head of affairs, Mr. Stanley, or Mr. "Watson—some officer to whom the men would have listened, or
stated their grievances—a better state of things would have resulted.
136. Mr. O’JRcitly.] What do you mean by saying that a man spoke to you as if he were an employer of
labour ? I was doing my best. Wc were all there on equal terms. An employer, if he thought I was
not doing sufficient, would say, “ Hurry up there ; I want you to straighten yourself out a little bit.”
This man was exactly the same, but he took good care that he did not do tho work himself.
t
137. Do you not think that some guiding authority, even if elected by yourselves, necessary in a
concern of that sort? Had we elected these men we would have abided by the result with pleasure.
138. Mr. Wa/son.] Do you think that if you had had a say in the election there would have been more
obedience shown ? Yes; and we should have got a far better class of men, I am sure. I was put a short
time on the huts, and there were two carpenters working on the huts who had been taking contracts in
tho city to the amount of £7,000 or £8,000. A bricklayer’s labourer was put over them, and be was
telling them how to build the huts. I think that was wrong. When putting up these huts we began one at
9 o’clock in the morning, and we put up three huts, each four hands taking seven hours, frame work only.
Our idea was to get everybody boused as soon as possible. But as soon as it was found out that we were
getting the huts put up so rapidly we were knocked off, and somebody else was put on. I came to the
conclusion that wc were doing it too rapidly. That work was going on day after day after that for nearly
twelve months, and it got to be a saying on the settlement, “ One nail, one slab, one day.” A man was
working with me named Dunne, and I reckon that ten days or a fortnight would have been sufficient for
uh to put up those huts ; but a number of men were employed on them for nearly twelve months.
.
139. C/tainnan.~\ Do you think the work would have gone on faster and better if the men bad selected
their own overseers ? I do.
.110. Do you not think that the practice of selecting your own overseers, aud thus making the overseers
dependent upon the goodwill of the men, might do away with the tone of authority which an overseer
might use to those under him? The idea of co-operation was that we were all to work for each other.
If a person goes with that idea it requires no tone of authority ; it is every man trying to do his very best.
141. That idea did not answer in Kew Australia, because pcojilo will not work for one another? That
body of men was too large, which proves that 100 was too large to co-operate.
142. You believe in co-operation if proper persons are selected to carry it out ? Yes; with a certain
limit as to the number. Some men might work well together, whilst other would not.
143. Then you believe that men should be selected who have an affinity towards each other? Yes.
144. Do not vou think that good faith is required and good discipline ? Yes, and somebody at the head
who will act fairly. That is where we failed. Our great failure was owing to favouritism. There should
have been a man at the head who could command respect. They do not require to use severity.
143. Mr. O'Edllt/.] If the only severity was to tell you to “ hurry up,” would not your own selected
overseers be bound to use the same language to you? If the men bad elected an overseer they would
have worked more amicably with him.
_
14<6. That is to say, he would have done more—what you wanted? I will just give you an example : I
was working with a gang of men log-fencing, and the men could not put up more than sixteen panels a
day—
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370777% chargei an(i he could knock up twenty-two panels a day. That shows that he worked amicably with hie
'
c ■>
'men; but the other man always hail a little dodging round in the bush, gettiug the lines straight and
doing siding; -but the other one went to work in the same way as the other men—with his axe.
1A7. Afr. O'Sullivan.'] You admit that a man can only do his best;—possibly the man who was 11 doing
siding” was doing his best? That may be; but as be bad so much to say wre did not think so.
IAS. Chairman.] Here is an important thing : In a privately-conducted enterprise if a capitalist under
took the work he would put at the head of it a man who had some acquaintance with that sort of thing—
an expert—and the thing would have been a success or a failure, according to -whether there was sufficient
capital^ whether the ground was suitable, and whether the man put in authority was of the right sort,
According to you, none of these were important conditions were there—the ground was not suitable, there
was not sufficient capital, there was no irrigation, and the persons in authority were totally incapable, so
that practically it is not a test that has proved the failure of co-operation, because, under these conditions,
individual effort would have failed also ? Yes.
149. Could anything have made it a success under the conditions of the soil there ? Hot financially, but
it would have shown better results.
150. Could anything have made it a success with the kind of overseers you had ? I am doubtful,
151. Even supposing it was individual effort, instead of co-operation, it would fail equally? Yes; hut it
may have been belter carried out, no doubt.
152. This is not to be regarded as tho failure of co-operative efforts, but as the failure of one of the
methods by which co-operation lias been applied? Yes.
153. You say that there should be no promiscuous gathering of men with only one thing in common—
namely, their distress—put upon had soil, with overseers conspicuous for nothing so mnch as their
incapacity? Certainly not: and that to expect co-operation to be a success under these circumstances is
monstrous.
154. What do you think of the causes of the failure of the settlement? I should say the first cause was
had soil.
155. What do you think was the second and the chief cause ? Want of water. We had a suitable place
for irrigation. Wo got 25 acres bordering down to tho Long Heck Lagoon, and we ought to have had a
Tangye engine and pump. One was offered, I believe, for £200. I could have run half-a-mile of pipes
myself down in a day, and when we came to a road we could have put them under the road, and put the
water right through to the proper site, all on the estate.
'150. What do you think was the third cause of the failure—bad management? Yes. "But we had so
many managers—one management did one thing, and another management did another thing, through
gross ignorance. Each wanted to do just the contrary to the other. Tho greatest show of any management
was hy Mr. Tresseder, who came on the place, and, I believe, had tho good will of all tlie men—at least
of 75 per cent, of them. He was the most practical man we had. If wc had had him from the beginning
there would have been a Pitt Town Settlement now, and not a dreary waste of desolation as it now presents.
157. Did the men work harmoniously under him ? Yes.
•158. They recognised him as a man who understood his business ? Yes. He walked over the soil, and
he said, “I will put tobacco here,” “ I will put lucerne there.” Ho looked at the soil, and he know- what
it would produce, and was considered hy the industrious settler the right man in the proper place, hut a
terror to the drones.
'159. Have you had any practical experience of agriculture prior to this Settlement scheme ? My only
experience of agriculture was when I was a lad. I belong to an agricultural family: all my mother’s
people are farmers. My father has been for some years—over thirty years—head gardener for Sir Bernard
Semuelson—and I worked on a farm. I often thought that I should like to go in for producing Turkey
■rhubarb ; I saw the inception of that industry by a man and his wife. It' is an industry that grew until
eighty or ninety people were working at it. The rhubarb grown was sent to Turkey, and afterwards sent
hack to England as the real Turkey rhubarb. Opium poppies (the largo white) were also grown. I
have seen hundreds of acres of them, and acres of henbane, which is considered a noxious weed here ; also
liquorice roots and roses.
HiO. Do you think that any of these things could be produced upon such a Settlement as that at Pitt
■Town ? I have an idea that they could. I should have goue in for an acre of them to see how tho soil
suited if I had stayed there and been allowed. 1 would have found out what constituents these particular
thiugs took from tho soil—whether oxygon, carbon, or potash. I should have gone in for tobacco growing
and drying, and the drying-house would have been suitable for drying rhubarb. Of course these
-industries could have been started on a small scale at first.
.
151, Were there many men on the settlement with a prior knowledge of agriculture P I think there was
'a. pretty fair sprinkling.
162. Were there any who had had experience of brickwork ? Yes.
163. Y ou say that 75 per cent, of them were decent, hard-working, reliable men ? They were when I went
• there first. I never saw a better body of men than they were to stand up in a field together. And the
Pitt Town and "Windsor people admired the men very much, yet wc came to an ignominious failure—not
our fault though.
164. I suppose that the conditions under which they lived had a material effect upon them ? It had.
I was a walking ragman. The only things that I got Iherein tho shape of clothes myself were one
flannel and a pair of socks.
165. JKr. Watson.] Do you reckon that your experience there was of any value to you ? I do.
166. How would it he of value to you ? Eirst of all, 1 never had much experience of clearing before,
hut I reckon now that I could clear with anybody. I never knew until I heard Principal Thompson tell
us that all plants have food to live upon, and that feeding plants is exactly the same as feeding birds.
They each require different foods to bo a success. These things must ho worked out scientifically, and
must be looked at straight in the face te he a success.
167. You think that all you have learnt will be of value to you in the future? Yes; if I can get au
opportunity to use my knowledge, but I do not see much show of it at present.
litii.'Chairman.] You emphasise the fact that in spite of the drawbacks you could have got a living if
. they had let you alone ? One or two of us might, to the disadvantage of other settlors. I have always made
..
a
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a hobby of poultry, yet I was not allowed to go near tho poultry farm. I have been the colleague of one H- Paotwood»
of the most successful breeders of game fowls in the Colony for over ten years. The Superintendent /—■—‘'-""'i
gave orders for me to make out plans of a poultry yard. Then they put another man into it. The ^
poultry were taken ill, and I told the man what would euro them, hut ho would not listen to me. They
wore in a disgraceful state, and the Superintendent should have looked after them, but he did not, and to
save tho lot from dying they were drawn for in lots hy tho settlers, by order of the officials.
William Reginald Stanley called in, sworn, and examined:—
169. Ohairman.~\ What are you ? I am a clerk in the Lands Department, at present in temporary charge W. It. Stanley,
of the Rahhit and Labour Settlement Lease Branch.
170. Were you secretary of the first Board of Control of the Pitt Town settlement ? Yes.
27 Oct., 1896.
171. Were yon brought into intimate connection with the members of the Board and with the settlers?
I was.
■
172. Do you know anything of the setilers ? I know tho majority of them fairly well.
173. What is your opinion of them as a body; Mr. Paekwood has stated that when they first appeared they
were regarded with astonishment and admiration by the surrounding settlers, and that they were a fine
body of men? They varied very much ; they were an assorted collection. There were some very fine
men amongst them, and some very inferior men, both as to physique and brain power.
174i. Do yon think they were suitable for the business they were engaged in ? Some were and some were
not.
'
175. What percentage of them, do you think, would he suitable? I think, with regard to the selection of
the men, that a more searching inquiry into the antecedents and characters of the men to ho enrolled as
members of the labour settlement should be a sine qua non—a condition precedent to enrolment.
176. Mr. KellyYou consider that men should not be taken haphazard? Certainly not.
177. Mr. Watson.] Are you able to say what percentage of those men were unsuitable? 1 should say
that about 25 per cent, of them were unsuitable.
ns.. Chairman.] Do yon regard the experiment as a failure? No; I cannot say that I do, altogether.
I think it has been a useful experiment, and from tho experience gained here and by Queensland, New
Zealand, South Australia, and Yietoria, with regard to village settlements, a good system of village settle
ment might he eliminated.
179. Was not this experiment carried on under conditions which practically militated against its success,
and if those conditions could he avoided in future might it not be successful? No doubt many of them
could be avoided.
.
180. The character of the soil is admitted to he had ; what do you think is the chief reason of the
'
failure of the Pitt Town Settlement;—was it owing to tho men, the managers, or the Board of Control?
,
It is hard to say.
’ '
181. Mr. Watson.] It is a fact that the management was unfortunate, in so far as it was frequently
changed ? The constant changing of superintendents was an unfortunate necessity.
182. The management;—there were three Boards wore there not, and three superintendents? There
were three Boards and four superintendents.
188.'Mr. Kelly.] Winy were the changes made ;—was it on representations from tlie men or from the
Minister? In one instance the superintendent was removed partly at the suggestion of tho Minister ; but
if that suggestion had not been made, the Board would have taken steps for his removal. That was Mr.
Tresseder. The Board contemplated his removal, owing to certain charges that were made against him.
184. Mr. Watson.] Have you got the minute-book ? Yes.
'
185. Have you the pass-book of the Board of Control of tho Pitt Town village settlement? Yes.
186. Prom that, can you give the Commitieean idea of how the money was paid to tho Board of Control
by the Department? Yes ; I can supply dates and amounts.
137. Will you give the sums which were paid and the intervals between ? On the 25111 .Tuly, 1893, the
first instalment was paid—a sum of ,■£25, to meet the preliminary expenses of tho Board. On tho 1st
September in the same year a further sum of £500 wns placed to the credit of tho Board. On tho 29th
of the same month tho sum of £1,000 was placed to the credit of tho Board; and on the22nd December,
following a further sum of £791 Is. 9d. was paid.
188. In December, 1893 ? Yes. I can explain the odd sum. A payment had been made bv the Depart
ment oil account of the Board to the railway authorities for freight, and the advance of tlie Board was
therefore less by that amount. The next advance, consisting of £250, was the 23rd February, 1894 ; on'
the 10th April, £250; on the 22nd May, £250; on the 6th July, £250; on the 24th August, £750; on,
the 29th September, £370 ; on the 29th November, £500; on tho 14th December, £500; and on the 18th
February, 1895, £750; and this was the last payment to the first Board of Control. The next payment,
of £505, was on the 28th March; the next, of £750, on the 27th April; and on the 21st August, £250,
which was the last advance received from the Treasury.
189. You have not got anything to show the expenditure in connection with that;—do you remember how
much of that money was spent in plant and materials ? I am afraid I have not got the balance-sheets
here.
190. Up to the end of September, 1893, £1,500 was paid in;—could you give us any idea how that was
spent? Unfortunately, the pass-book is no guide to it. It merely gives the numbers of tho cheques and
their amounts. It does not mention names. I have a general recollection of some of tlie items. There
is an item of £105 19s., which was paid to a man named Kember for horses and drays. Another item, of
£142 18s. 9d., was paid to Holdswortb, Macpheraon, & Co. for implements, &c.
191. Mr. Kelly.] I suppose there would he iron roofing? No; there was not much roofing purchased.
Tho only roofing purchased was a kind of black felt, which did not answer the purpose. That was got by
Mr. Yaughan Jenkins.
‘
192. What were the houses covered with ? Bark.
193. Mr. Watson.] The felt was used for a few houses? Yes. Here is an item in the ininuto-book for
the 27th September, 1893, about the time of the receipt of that £1,000. The amount of this item is
£343. It was passed for tho payment of accounts. 1 have a book here which will furnish particulars of.
such payments.
‘
• '
194.
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generai tenor o£ these accounts, as to whether they are for provisions, implements,
stock, or anything like that? On the 27th September a sum of £34-3 was passed on account of provisions.
9 •
0f this money was for the payment of accounts for material or provisions supplied.
195. Kot in tho way of plant, speaking generally ? In the various statements that ] have prepared, all
implements—picks, shovels, and articles of that sort—would come under the category of plant.
19t5. There are a number of items hero in the book which you have produced;—there is an account,
“George Waite,” one for Holdswortb, Mncpherson, & Co., one for Foley;—I take it that these arc
payments for food, tools, &c. ? Yes, except Waite’s, which would probably be for incidental expenses.
197. I notice an amount of £5if>, under date 2nd August, 1894, X). Mitchell, Moses, Holdsw'orth, and
Macpherson ;—I take it that these items were for food and tools ? Yes ; there are four headings under
which expenditure has been classed in the balance-sheets which I have prepared. Plant includes cost of
all tools, live stock, waggons, ploughs, and everything which would be used in developing the settlement
and of the carriage thereon. The next item is that of maintenance, which includes the purchase of food of
every description, clothing, boots, carriage of supplies, hour, and so on. The next item is that of
improvements, and under that heading is included all expenditure in the purchase of iron, ironwork, nails,
timber, seed, and fruit-trees of every description. The fourth heading is that of working expenses,
including salaries, wages, advertising, travelling expenses, and sundries ot every description. With some
of the balance-sheets there is an analysis made of the various items under the head of working expenses,
including, in addition to the above, the cost of printing, stationery, travelling allowances, either to members
of the Board or the settlers, carriage of parcels, and any other incidental expenses. These have all been
analysed, but I have not followed out the same process with regard to the last balance-sheets. The
expenditure has been less, and the inspectors did not require the information, and as 1 had more work than
I could possibly manage I did not go into the question of analysis. The balance-sheets are all prepared,
aud my books have been audited by the Treasury inspectors.
WEDNESDAY, 28 OCTOBEB, 1696.
present;—

Me. KELLY,

|

W. M. HUGHES, Esq.,

Mr. O'SULLIVAjY
in the

Ciiajil

William M'Guive called in, sworn, and examined ; —
196. ChairmanYou wore a settler on this Settlement? Yes.
199. Prom tlie beginning? Prom about a month after the beginning.
23 Oct., 1396. 200. In your opinion, what was the cause of the failure of the Settlement ? Bad management.
201. Will you explain to tlie Committee how this bad management showed itself principally? Pirsf. of
all when I went there wc had a superintendent of the name of .Jenkins, and he used to direct ns where to
go. We sometimes would be a couple of hours waiting around his tent in the morning, and he, whilst in
bed, would direct us where to go to work. To the best of my opinion he was then lying in bed because
of the effects of drink. I saw him on several nights drunk.
202. Do you think that if there had been better management the Settlement would have been successful ?
I could not exactly say that. There would have had to be more care in the selection of the men.
208. What is a fair percentage of tlie men who were fit for the Settlement? I should put it down at
about 75 per cent.
,
'
2;>4. You think that they were men who were suitable for the work ? Yes; about seven ly-fivc out of
every 100 would be pretty fair men for the work.
205. Would that include malcontents, men who loafed and who would network as well as those who were
incapable of working? The best men never got any encouragement at nil. Those who did were men
generally who used to side with the superintendent. He did not care whether you worked or played—
whether you laid down or not.
206. Which superintendent was that? Mr. Waite, the second superintendent.
207. Ho evinced really no proper care of the men there ? Mo ; it you let him alone, he would let you
alone, and you could do whatever pleased yourself.
20S. You consider the soil is all very bad ? I do not think it is very had. I think it is good enough for
a man to make a living there. As regards the firewood I could cut between 4 and 5 tons a day, and I
could have made a living in doing that, but I was prosecuted for it.
209. Have you had any experience of agriculture either here or at home? Very little.
210. Have you had any experience of bush-work? Yes.
2L1. Any amount? Yes.
212. You have had experience of rough general work ? Yes.
213. You yourself were quite competent and capable of doing any work you might be asked to do ? Any
work 1 might be put to.
214. You regard, then, the chief cause of failure as being bad. management? Yes.
215. Do you think that if the land had been irrigated, the Settlement would have been more successful ?
In my opinion there are plenty of people around there living on not such good land which lias not been
irrigated at all. There is one piece over 100 acres called a sheep station, which is lying idle, and which is
as good land as you would get on the Hawkesbury, excepting the Pitt Town Bottoms, and which would
grow anything.
216. Men running independent Settlements were capable of living on the same kind of land ? Yes; not
as good land.
217. And some as good as the Pitt Town Settlement ? Yes.
218. Did you receive a letter from the Department of Lands, dated 29th January, 1695, as follows :—
[Letter read} ? Yes.
219. Were you led to believe by that letter that you would be permitted to stop there if you so desired ?
Yes.
220. As a matter of fact, in this other communication you say that you were getting a living by cutting
firewood? Yes.
221.
W

M'Guire.
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22L. Selling it to people in the adjacent town of "WindBor, and so on? "We sold it to the carters for Is. ^7* M'Guire.
a Ion, and what they made afterwards was, of course, their own.
^
222. Tou were assisted to get this living by reason of the fact that you were paying no rent for your 28
little holding, and only by paying no rent, and living as yon were, you could get a living? Yes.
223. As soon as they turned you off the holding you collapsed ? They did not turn me off tho holding.
1 am still in possession.
221. I believe you have a copy of a letter which you sent to the editor of the Freeman's Journal ? Yes;
it was published in the Freeman'% Journal. It is as follows:—
Dear Mr. Editor,

_

Pitt Town Lalxrar Settlement, 13 October, 189G.

I take toe liberty of writing to you those few lines, in regard to how the Pitt Town labour settlers have been
treated by tlie present Government. There is now remaining on the settlement seven settlers. I have now been out of
work for this last two months, and a Mr, T. Curry, another settler, came to me and asked me to do a dayfB work for him,
and he told me for to chop down an old fence that was enclosing his allotment, and that he would give me a day's wages
i-1 u i ^ *"ieu Glrt it down as he desired me, the fence belonging to him, that he erected in his own private working hours,
which hundreds can testify. I may also point out to you that 1 wrote to the .Minister, Mr. Garrard, pointing out to him
that 1 and my family are ou the verge of starvation, and 1 have had no reply back, asking him for permission to cut firewood
on the Settlement, so as to keep myself, wife, and six child renfrom starving, until such time as I can obtain work. I also
asked him for work m my letter about a fortnight ago, and I have received no reply from him since. I also enclosed tho
summons to him, asking to know was it with his consent I had been summoned, hut he only enclosed the summons back
to me, with no reply whatsoever about v> ork or permission to cut the firewood. I also pointed out to him that I only had
earned Iris, tins last two months to keep a wife and six children on, I may also point out that he has closed tho public
School on here, so as to drive the settlers oIFthe place, there being more children here than the Act requires to keep a
school. I also enclose you a copy of a promise that the present Minister for Lands has given ns, and also the summons X
received. I was fined 10s., and Os. Sd. cost of Court; total, IGs. Sd., which I could not pay, so I had to go into Windsor
Gaol for forty-eight hours. Now, Mr. Editor, I will leave you to judge for yourself how we have been treated, hoping
that you will he kind enough to expose this in your valuable paper to tlie public at large.
I shall feel for ever grateful to you if you will bo kind enough to forward on those correspondence to Mr. Hughes,
M.L.A., as I am sure he will expose this in the House.
■
I remain, &c.,

WILLIAM M'GUIEE.

22o. Do you know, of your own personal knowledge, that other settlors have been as harshly treated as
you were—-I do not mean that they have been sent to gaol, but that they have been turned off tho Settle
ment f Yes ; I know there was one, whose house wras pulled down by Mr. Waite.
22G, As a matter of faot, were the men fold that, if they did not clear out, the roofs would he taken off
their bouses? I was not there at the time.
227. But it is common talk amongst the scltlers who have remained there until the last ? Yes.
22S. About how many of you wero willing to stay ? There are only half a dozen families on the Settle
ment now.
22!L How many were willing to stay a little while ago—were there not about twenty or twenty-five
families ? More than that, if they had got an opportunity to stay.
‘2-JO. Did some of tlie settlers have enclosed places, with fruit-trees aud cultivated blocks ? Yes.
231. And did not the department by their foolishness allow cattle or something to get in and destroy
some pounds worth of properly ? Yes ; ihe garden that belonged to the whole Settlement was allowed to
be treated in that way. The fences were broken down in all directions, and the cuttle got in.
232. This was the result of many hours of patient labour on the part of the settlers ? Yes.
233. And the cattle were allowed to get in ? Yes.
231. M hat object could the department bavo in doing such a thing as that—had thesottlorsdonoanythmg particularly wrong, w'ero they there illegally? Kottbat I know of. The only particular object
they had, I think, was that there were a certain number of men who were left there, and got a saw-mill to
see if they could make a living with it. I contend that tho reason why they did not make a living with
it was because f bey wore only alloM cd a certain amount, no matter what they earned, and it was only a hare
existence which they were getting. They were given no encouragement, aud they only tried to earn that
amount, and would not earn any more.
235. It brought them all down to one level?

Yob.

23(5. \ou reckoned that you could get more working for yourself ? Yes,
237. Do you consider that the department has dealt unnecessarily' harshly with you? I do.
23S. And that you could have got a living if they had left you alone? Yes ; I am quite sure of that.
23!). Ihey say they want the land—what do they want it for ? To turn it into a casual labour farm, I believe.
240. ihey say the Settlement failed, because the land was poor—what do they then want the land for ?
Diey cannot say that. They never gave any individual settler a chance to succeed. 1 could make a living
there alone from rearing fowls and pigs if 1 were allowed.
211. Have you lost your faith in eo-operation owing to this ? Yes.
21'2. But after all you must admit that it did not have very much of a show? I must admit that.
213. With an unsympathetic department the eo-operation did not bavo much chance? No; the men
wero not carefully selected enough,
214. One witness said yesterday that he would recommend that gangs of men who should select each
other, and who would ^harmonise one v\ith another should be taken, not more than twenty in a lot? 1
think that would bo fair. If they were to know each other's working ability it would be better.
2-15. Do you think that any scheme would fail if men were taken haphazard ? Yes; if they were brought
together as strangers 1 do not think it would ever succeed.
_!(i. Do ) ou attribute tbe failure of the Settlement to the unfitness of the men, or to the badness of the
management ? 1 put it doivn chiefly to tho bad management.
217. Do yon think that if another co-operative scheme were suggested, under which the men were more
carefully selected, and il the management were better, you, would be inclined to throw in your lot with
them ? 1 would if I knew the working ability of the men.
2-18. Do you think that the department had any real sympathy with the scheme ? I do not think so, for
1 have uni fen dozens of times myself to both Ministers.
21.!). They spent some £8.000 on the Settlement from beginning to end. I suppose you are aware that
the greater portion of that money was spent on mere 11 tucker,” just keeping the Settlement going, feeding
and providing plants and tools for the Settlement? I do.
'
& &
&
250. In short, there was no capital available for production? J do not think they were ever self
supporting.
‘
251
4.87—C
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W. M'Guirc. 251. Have you written to the department in reference to your being put in gaol for wood-cutting? No,
^
never written to Mr. G-arrard about that; but lately I wrote to him asking for permission to cut
28 Ocl., 1896 firewoocp p g^]] lave t0 go to gaol again for cutting firewood if he does not give me permission. This
is the reply 1 received. 1 did not ask for permission to cut firewood on the {settlement, but any place
where he would let me. no matter where it is.
252. You wrote to the Minister then and he replied ? Yes ; he replied as follows :—
girj

Department of Labour and Industry, Sydney, 16 October, 1896.
In reply to your letter of 6th October, again requesting permission to cut wood, or lor work on the I’itt Town
Labour Settlement, I am directed to acquaint you that the Minister for Labour and Industry cannot see his way to grant your
request.
1 have, &c.,
y
T. B. CLEGG,
Mr. W. M'Guire, Pitt Town Labour Settlement.
Clerk-m-chargc.

253. He could not see his way clear ? No. I reckon that if he is keeping it for the unemployed, I am
one of the unemployed.
254. Mr. O'Sullivan.] What is being done with that land now? They are not doing anything with it at
the present time.
,
.
255. Have they turned all the old settlers off ? They have all left themselves, excepting the six families
there now.
256. What are they doing ? Living there—that is all.
257. Are they cultivating the land ? No.
_
.
T j 1j
258. Hid the department turn you off? No ; they gave me notice to quit some ten weeks ago, but I did
not leave.
259. They are going to utilise the laud now for a casual labour farm? Yes.
■
260. You said, in reply to the Chairman, that there was a want of sympathy on the part of the Govern
ments with the Pitt Town Settlement? Yes.
281. Was that want of sympathy exhibited by both Governments ? In regard to Mr. Copeland, I should
say that he could have taken steps to see that there was a proper man at the head of affairs. Even if the
Board of Control were not practical men, things would have been better if the settlers had had a practical
man over them.
2G2. But Mr. Copeland did appoint a Board of Control ? He did; but I do not think there was a
practical farmer on the Board.
_
263. Hid they not exhibit some sympathy with the Settlement ? Yes; but the superintendent was only
a navvy.
,
264. Who appointed him ? Tlie Board of Control. We drew Mr. Copelands attention to the matter
and held several meetings to see if we could get a man appointed who was an expert at that work.
2G5. Hid yon complain to Mr. Carruthers when he came into power? Yes,
_
26G. Hid ho take any stops to make matters better ? No. I have written to him often about the road
work. The superintendent used to put labouring men over the carpenters, and he put a brickmaker over
the navvies doing the road work. Men who did not know anything about the jobs he put over men who
had had experience in such work, and things went to the bad.
t
i
267. The men put over the Settlement appear to have been appointed, not for their fitness for the work,
hut for some other reason ? 1 think it was through influence, and nothing else.
_
_
2G8. You say you have had a taste of co-operation, and ivould not care to go on again with it unless you
selected men as colleagues ? I would have to know the men s working ability before I would go on
again. I should expect that every man would do as much as I did, or very near it, otherwise it would be
only erushiug me between the lot.
269. But what is to become of all those who could not come up to your standard? Let them have a
Settlement of their own.
’
270. On a lower standard ? Yes.
.
,
271. Ho you not think that if that plan were carried out you would have one portion of the community
worse off than another portion, and you would gradually develop into an aristocracy ? I do not see that.
272. Judging by your physical capacity, I should imagine that you would be one of the first selected?
But I -would have to work harder to got that.
273. But your lot of good men would be getting richer than another lot, who were weaker men ; would
it not he a better plan, for humanity as a whole, to intersperse the men and let some of the stronger men
take tlie weaker men with them ? There was too much of that there.
_
274. "What is the conclusion that you have arrived at after a trial of co-operation ;—do you think that it
is absolutely essential to have a strong and abiding faith first in the principle of co-operation? \cs.
275. And then to he amenable to discipline in order to give it a fair trial ? You may be a very strong
co-opcrationist, but it is of no use being a strong co-opcrationist unless you are able to do the work.
276. Every man can only do his best ? Yes, that is ail.
_
277. We cannot all do as much physical work as men like you and some others apparently can ? I admit
that, hut there were plenty of men there who could do it but would not do it.
_
_
278. Supposing, for example, that you had a Settlement of 200 men, and they were all doing their best,
and all working on the co-operative plan, do yon think it would be possible to achieve success provided
that they had a strong faith in the principle of co-operation, and were also willing to submit to discipline
in order to make it a success? I think it wrould, provided that all the men were treated alike—that there
was no favour shown to one man more than to another.
279. Then some of the dissatisfaction to which you have referred arose from what you believe to have
been undue consideration given to some over others ? That is the very thing—favour shown.
280. Was there no method by which you could stop that? I did not see any method, because there
seemed to me to be a certain ring of people, and it was no use reporting or doing anything else.
2S1. Where were the Board of Control all this time ? 1 do not like to mention any names, but I put
Mr. Backhouse down chiefly as the cause of the failure of the settlement.
_ _
282. Why? In the first instance he kept a man continually there who was unfit for the position he
occupied.
2S3. Who was that ? Mr. Waite.
...
.
284. You say that Mr. Backhouse’s keeping him there led to a good deal of dissatisfaction ? It led to
dissension amongst 80 per cent, of the settlers.
28o.
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285. Did the members of tlie Board very often go there? One or two came now and again—I suppose W- M'Guirc,
once a month or once in two months.
286. Was there not systematic and regular supervision of the Settlement by the Board? No ; only the ^ct-'■
superintendent.
287. The Board went there only at fitful intervals ? That was all.
Thomas Thornton called in, sworn and examined:—
T. Thornton.
288. Chairman,] You were a settler on the Pitt Town Settlement? Yes.
289. Prom the beginning ? No, not from the beginning.
280eCl896.
290. ^ Will you tell the Committee what you think was the cause of the breakdown of the settlement ? I
consider that the cause was the had management, most of all.
291. Do you think that the bad soil had anything to do with it? Well, it was not what you would call
first-class soil. But I consider that if it had been properly worked the produce might have been better.
292. Have you ever been a farmer or a selector ? Not in this country, hut I was a farmer in the old
country. Since I came to this country I have kept a dairy and a wood yard, and that sort of thing.
293. In your opinion what was the character of the men who were there ? There were some who belonged
to a poor class of men.
204'. What percentage of good men would you say were there ? About two-thirds of them.
295. When you say the management was bad, in what direction do you mean;—were the managers
incompetent ? I consider that the managers were not competent for the work.
296. Did they know anything about agriculture ? No ; they did not.
297. Had they any knowledge of dealing with bodies of men in any capacity at all? I do not think so.
Tlie men in power there had no more idea of setting men to work than those who bad never seen men
work, and who knew nothing at all about agriculture,
298. Could you have made a living on the ground if you had been allowed ? Yes.
299. How long have you left? A year ago last September.
300. Did you leave because of the department giving you notice ? Yes. We were told that we could not
get any more rations, and we would have to go somewhere else.
301. You have not been to G-anmain, have you ? Yes ; I went to Ganmaiu with the forest thinners.
302. You think you could have made a living at the Pitt Town Settlement if you had been allowed to
stop there ? Yes.
303. I suppose you received a letter, in common with the other settlers, leading you to believe .that those
who stayed on would be allowed to remain after the Government aid had been withdrawn ? I did-not
receive such a letter.
■
304. What is your opinion now of the principle of co-opcration;—have you lost any faith in it at all?
Not at all, I think that co-operation, if the men there had stuck to their work and had done it properly,
would have been a success. As regards a lot of the ground I think it was very good ground, and could
grow a lot of stuff. We could have made a tremendous lot of money with pumpkins, melons, and other
things which grew well. We had sorghum 15 feet high—a splendid crop.
305. Mr, Kellff.] You might have sold it if things had been managed properly, or have utilised it? If
things had been managed properly it would have fetched a lot of money. Before I left, the cattle were
starving through the forage being wasted.
306. Who was the manager when you went there? Air. Waite.
307. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Where did you sell your produce? There was never much sold. I think that
some wood was sent to Sydney. Several lots of wood were sold in Windsor, and we had tons of pumpkins,
but the men at the head pulled them before they were ripe and put them in a barn, and they went rotten,
308. That was from want of knowledge of how to deal with pumpkins ? Yes.
309. Had not your superintendent any knowledge by means of which be could direct you in these matters ?
No ; he did not know a pumpkin from a melon.
310. I cannot understand kow it is that you allowed all these troubles logo on without their being
corrected ? The first potatoes that were put in I spoke about it, but you were not allowed to speak ; you
had nothing to do with it, and when they found that I knew a great deal about agriculture, and that I
was interfering with the men who were at the head, and telling them how things should he done, I was
put in the stables to look after the horses—off the ground altogether.
311. Then I am to understand that because yon were interfering in matters that required correction, you
wore removed to some position where your advice would not be of. very great service P Yes; I had
nothing to do with it then, and had to look after the horses. Whilst I was in the stables Mr. Trcsseder
came, and he certainly understood his work, both as regards agriculture and horticulture, and if it had
not been for drink 1 suppose he would have been a better manager than he was.
'
William Musto recalled, and further examined
312, Chairman.] You desire to put in some papers ? Yes, as follows:—
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney,'Board-room, 9 June, 1S9G.
^ ' Musto.
1 have the honor to inform you that at a meeting of the Board of Control, held on the Sth instant, you were
disenrolled as a member of the Labour Settlement at Piet Town, in consequence of the receipt of written notice from the 28 Oct,, 1S9G.
M inister for Lands, to the effect that the Board of Control is to be dissolved, and that the Labour Settlement Area is to he
converted into a casual labour farm.
In view of these circumstances I am directed to request than you will vacate the settlement forthwith.
I have, &e.,
,
HENRY C. TAYLOR,
Mr. W. Musto, Pitt Town,
Honorary Secretary,
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, Board of Control, 13 June, 189G.
I have to inform you that t.ho Board of Control lias decided to dispose of the small amount to their credit, by
granting a bonus equal to one and a half week’s allowance at the authorised rate, to such of the men as were disenrolled con
sequent upon the intention to close the settlement.
.
The amount that you will be allowed will be paid on applicafion to me, upon it being shown that you have vacated the
Settlement.
I have, &e.,
HENRY C. TAYLOR,
Mr. W. Musto, Pitt Town.
Honorary Secretary.

'
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VV. Muato. The money they had in hand was money we had earned in the usual way on the settlement. We had
some six months or more previously told the Government that we wanted no further assistance. AV e
28 Oct., 1896. WCT0 Q))]y receiving what we actually earned by the sale of wood and other tilings which we grew on the
Settlement. Three weeks prior to receiving that paper they had given us no money whatever. Some
people in the train told me that the officials had distinctly told them that they were going to starve us
out. They kept the money back three weeks, and then coolly told ns, on our vacating the settlement,
that only on those terms would they give us a small amount, which in my ease amounted to ISs. !ld. a
week and a half's rations, at 12s. 6d. a week at that time. Some time ago the matter was brought up in
,
. the Assembly. The Board tendered their resignation, with a recommendation that the whole of the plant
and stock should be sold. As soon as members of the Settlement saw that they called a meeting of the
.
settlers and deputed three of the settlers to go to Sydney. I was one of the number, and we interviewed
Mr. M'Gowen, and he brought the matter before the Assembly; but prior to bis bringing it before the
Assembly, Mr. Taylor, who is Secretary of A7 ill age Settlements, was sent for by Mr. AT Go wen in the
lobby. AVe had represented that we could put out so much wood per week, and its conveyance would
result in so much revenue to the railway, and, so that there should be no further expense, we suggested
that all that would be necessary would be to give the district ranger the power of supervision. Air.
Taylor, when we represented that we could cut so much wood, said, “ But you know, Mr. JVTGowen, that
those men are not supposed to cut firewood for a living.” After tlie matter had been brought before the
House, the Premier promised that something should be done, but this was all wc could ever get as to tlie
terms upon which we could go on :—
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 20 November, ]S9n.
Referring to your letter of the l+th instant, respecting matte re connected with tlie Pitt Town Labour .Settle
ment, I am directed by the Secretary for Lunds to inform you that arrangements ha vs already been made whereby it is
hoped that the members of the Settlement may be enabled to make u living off the land.
I have, &c„
\VM. HOUSTON,
Under Secretary,

S. Burdekin, Esq., 197, Jlacquaiie-street, Sydney.
(Her T.7. M.)
Mr. McGowcn brought the matter before the House. £ou will see from that letter that some arrange
ments had been made, but although we were mostly interested, we never knew, even up to this day, what
arrangements we were to work under. However, on the promise of the Premier, we went back and put
so many men on the land—so many with horses, and so many men at wood-cutfing. We put in crops,
and afterwards they were going on favourably. AVe had a splendid season. Air. Tavlor came when
everything was going on swimmingly, and in the presence of the settlers said, “ Air. AVaito, these men
must do nothing else but cut firewood for a living.” Mark the change of from. lie told Mr. AfcGowcn
in the lobby that we were not supposed to cut firewood for a living, but when ho found ! hat wc wore
making fair progress on the farm and in cutting wood on the Settlement, he locked up the garden-tools
and said that we must not do anything else but cut firewood for a living. That virtually shut down the
place, for the men lost all heart. Finally, all the tools were sold. 1 also wish to hand in this letter:—
Sir,

Department of Labour ami Industry, Sydney, 11 August, 189(1.
I am directed by the Minister for Labour and Industry to give you formal notice to quit the premises now
occupied by you, your wife, or family on the Crown lauds, parish of Pitt Town, rcecntl}' dedicated as a casual labour farm,
and deliver up possession of the same on or before Saturday, the 22nd instant.
I have, &c.,
.
T. B. CLEGG,
Mr. Win. Musto, Pitt Town Casual Labour Farm.
Clerk-iu-Cliargc.

THURSDAY. 20 OCTOBER, 1S0U.
$txss:ivt; —

Mb. AVATSOX,

W. M.

|

HUGHES, Esq.,

Mn. O'SULLIVAN.
in the

Chair.

William Reginald Stanley further examined :—
313. Mr. Watson.'] Ton have an abstract of expenditure at the Pitt Town Settlement for the first five or
sjx months by the Board of Control ? Por the first six months.
3L4. Can you give the Committee the total amounts spent under the different heads P A^es ; under the
29 Oct., 1896. )leadjnnr 0f p]ant the expenditure amounted to £582 3s. 3d. Under that of maintenance, £1.036 7s. 7d.;
under the heading of improvements, £118 7s. 2d.; and under the heading of working expenses,
£303 17s. 2d.
315. That makes a total in the six months of how much ? £2,010 13s. 2d.
316. And the amount due from the department under the Act for the Settlement was how much ?
£2,330, I think.
317. Practically, that £2,330 was the capital which the Board had to work upon? Yes; except the
revenue which was derived from tlie sale of wood,
3L8. Can you give the Board any idea of the amount that was allowed per saltier each week to be spent
in rations? The amount varied at different times.
.
319. AVbat was the scale for the first six months of the Settlement ? The average allowance was 4s. for
each adult male, 2s, for each adult female; for one child over six years, 2s.; for more than one child over
six years, Is. 9d. each; for one child over 12 mouths and under six years, Is. 6d.; for more than one
child over 12 months but under six years. Is, 4d. each; and for each child over 6 months and under 12
mouths, Is.
320. Was any proposal made by the Board to the Afinister in regard to getting sufficient money to carry
out a scheme of irrigation ? I think not; there was a scheme of irrigation submitted by tlie Board to the
Alinister.
_
321. Can you tell the Committee under what circumstances the site was selected ? Yes; T believe it was
on the report of Mr. F. Turner, F.L.S,
322. Was the site selected by the Alinister on the recommendation of Air. Turner? Yes; he was an
expert.
323.
W. R.
Stanley.
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323. Was it not afterwards found that the land was not suitable for the purposes of a Settlement, as far
as the quality of the soil was concerned ? It was stated that the land was unsuitable.
_■
.
324. I believe that the settlers towards the close of the period of the Settlement were advised that even 29 Qet> lg96i
if the settlement broke up as a co-operative one, or on its then basis, they would still be given an oppor"
*
tunity of continuing there on some other basis ? Yes.
325. They were given to understand that they would be allowed to continue under some form of occu
pation ? Yes ; they were so informed by letter.
320. Has any application been received to your knowledge from any of the settlers to be allowed to
continue in occupation, since the date of that letter of Mr. Wilson’s ? I could not say.
327. Could you give the Committee any idea of the amount of time put in by the settlers in conserving
water ? Many of them must have been at work for months ; in fact, up to the last minute almost, the
question of the construction of dams and tlie conservation of water generally was receiving attention.
32S. It was a necessity, because of tlie lack of permanent water on the ground ? Yes.
329. And would take up a considerable proportion of labour which might otherwise have been expended
in reproductive effort ? Yes.
330. Of course, to that extent, the site would be unsuitable for the purpose of getting an immediate
return ? I. should think so,
331. Can you give any idea of the amount of land cleared j—they have the valuation, have they not ? Yes.
332. Can you give the valuations at the different periods ;—several valuations were made—one was made
when the Settlement was in full swing, others later on, and again towards the finish ? The latest
valuation under the original Board was made in February, 1895, and tho value of all the improvements,
stock, plant, and horses was then stated to be £5,991 14s.
333. Among the items there are 120 residential and other huts, valued at £960 ? Yes; that would he at
the rate of £8 each.
■
334. Then I find these items:—Superintendent’s cottage, £40; buildings, £271; sixteen dams, with
7,000 yards of excavation, £350; fencing to tho value of £929; cultivation of laud, £1,155; for the
clearing of land not cultivated, £960;—I presume that that would be a fair valuation, the value not
being unduly raised or diminished ? The valuation was made by the conditional purchase inspector for
tho district, and ho .would value these works for tho Board in tho same way as he would value any other
departmental work.
335. Chairman.] 'These trees, fencing, and clearing come to about £3,000, and the whole of that has been
entirely thrown away, and cattle have been allowed to break through the fences and destroy the whole
thing;—-was that done by order of the Board ? Certainly not, so far as I am aware.
336. It is an undoubted fact that the cattle got in and destroyed thousands of trees ? It could not have
been done with the authority of the department so far as I am aivarc.
'
33/. AV hat did tho department intend to do with this cleared and fenced land which was cultivated ? I
cannot say,
338. After spending £3,000 in clearing, fencing, and cultivating this laud, did they calmly propose to lot
,
it go to waste again ;—did they propose to do anything at ali ? Hot to my knowledge.
339. There were acres of land that cost thousands of pounds to get ready for cultivation ;—surely they
could not propose that that should become common land again? I cannot say, but I think not.
310. You havo no power in regard to tho Settlement—you were unable to direct anything to he done ?
I merely held a subordinate position.
341. "Was Mr. Taylor an executive officer? Yes; he was the lionorary secretary to the Board of Control.
342. Mr. Watson."] He was the advising officer to the Minister during a considerable part of tho
existence of the Settlement, and he was the only officer to whom the Minister looked for advice in
connection with it? For reports mid information as to the progress of affairs.
343. In this sum of £6,090, set down as the value of improvements, I. believe there is nothing included
for the value of growing crops ;—Mr. Brown, (he inspector, says that he cannot attempt to estimate tlie
values of them ? Y'es.
344. I believe that the inspector in making his report states that he docs not include any estimate of the
value of the growing crops ? It appears so from the report.
'
345. At the time that this valuation was made of £6,000, there had been expended a sum of £6,700, of
which sum £6,200 had been advanced by the Crown ? Yes ; that, I think, is correct.
346. So that if these figures are correct the Crown had an asset of £6,000 to represent an expenditure of
£6,200? Yes.
347. Have you the valuation of the improvements on the settlement as on tlie 26th October, 1894? Yes ;
and also a valuation made on the 20th August, 1894,
.
348. That would be a year after the starting of the Settlement ? About thirteen months after.
349. According to that statement what was the total value of the improvements ? £4,353.
350. Can you give any idea ol how much at that time had been expended by the Crown on tho settle
ment ? £4,470 had been expended. On the 23rd August the sum of £4,080 had been granted.
351. Can you say, from the bank-book, how much of that had been paid away? Yt that time there was
a balance in hand of £713, but there were outstanding liabilities, which would go far to absorb it,
352. You had, practically, spent the amount which had been granted? The Board had,
353. And they had against the amount granted to them an estimated value of £4,353? Yes; as stated
in the valuation.
354. The inspector made some comments as to the improvements in his report to the Minister? Yes;
he says: " There were improvements, working plant, and live stock upon the land, which I value at
£4,353, as detailed herewith. This is exclusive of a large amount of small tools and stock in store, a
detailed list of which I was informed would be forwarded to the department.”
355. Again, as in his report previously, he takes no account of the growing crops? No.
356. Ho you produce a copy of the regulations of the Board of Control governing the Settlement ? I do.
This is a copy of the regulation, with all amendments, as approved by the Governor and Executive
Council.
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present; —
Mn. O’SULLIA'AX,
|
Mn. WATSON,
Mn. KELLY.
W.

M. HUGHESj

Esq.,

in tee

Chair:

The Hon. Benjamin Backhouse (a Member of the Legislative Council), sworn and examined:—
Hon. B. 357. Chairman.^ Ho you wish to make a statement ? I should like to give a short statement, a resume of
Backhouse, -fchg proceedings of the Board from its inception until it sent in its final resignation, I would
3 Nov>'~JS90
Prem'se that in 1892 there was a very large amount of poverty existing, and a committee was formed
'
’
’ with the view of endeavouring to obtain from the Government such assistance and such concessions in the
way of land as would enable a number of tbepeople to be put on village settlements in the country wherever
it might seem most desirable. Just at this juncture the Kev. Hr. Tucker from Melbourne came here, and
illustrated what they were doing in Victoria. This gave a considerable impetus to tbe movement, and the
Committee, of which I was a member, got up what turned out to be a very large meeting in the Town Hall,
at which Sir Erederick Harley presided, and there wore seventy or eighty influential men on the platform,
and I suppose 5,000 people in the body of the Hall. That was on the 22nd May, 1893. At that meeting
a village committee was appointed, principally to induce the Government to frame an Act and get it
passed by Parliament, in order to achieve the purposes at which we aimed, Several Bills were drafted by
tbe Committee, and submitted to the Minister for Lauds, and ultimately, as you are aware, an Act was
passed which was not absolutely in accord with the suggestions of the Committee, but which was sufficiently
nearly so to induce them at ouce resolutely to set to work under it. Hr. Boseby drafted, and the_Com
mittee eventually published, this epitome of tbe Labour Settlements Act, with suggestions for establishing
and working the settlements. The summary of this epitome is as follows :—
Co-orBRATivK Labour Settlements.
Efitomk of the “Labour Settlements Act,1' with suggestions for establishing and working tlie Settlements, put forth by

tlie Committee appointed nt the public meeting, held in the Town Hall, Sydney, 22nd May, 1893.
The following aru the names of the above-mentioned Committee
_
Rev. J. Bennett Anderson ; fleorge Ashcroft, C.E. ; Benjamin Backhouse, H.A., R.I.B.A. ; Octavius C. Beale;
P. J. Brennan; Hon, J. M. Creed, M.R.C.S., M.L.C. ; Alfred LeLissa; Henry Egan ; F. Flowers; F. B. Gipps, C.E. ;
Rev. E. Harris, 0.1). ; John Hephcr; W. A. Holman ; E. J. H. Knapp: Rev. J. J). Langley ; H. H. Lusk ; Percy R.
Meggy ; R. McKillop ; Henry W. Parkinson ; Rev. Thomas Roseby, LL.D. ; H. H. Shnmonds; Thomas Symonsj Arthur
Vernon ; Rev. G. T, Walters; J. Chris. Watson (President, Trades and Labour Council); James Watson ; J. \, Wiley ;
W. Wooldridge,
Adopted Mondap,
June, 1893.
In view of tho fact that several letters have appeared in the Press, making inquiry eonuerning the character and scope of
the Labour Settlements scheme, and especially in view of the fact that these inquiries are being constantly made by
persons applying to the Committee to join tbe proposed settlements, the General Committee, elected at the public meeting
in the Town Hall, on 22nd May, 1893, has deemed it advisable to publish the following, partly by way of explaining the
meaning and scope of the Labour Settlements Act, as understood by the Committee itseli, and partly by way of offering
suggestions which they have had under consideration towards making the scheme a success. The purpose of this paper is
to set forth partly what may he done, and partly what it seems to the Committee had tof tie done, under the provisions
of the Act.
, _
1. Tlie main, though not exclusive, object of the scheme, as formulated in the Act, is to provide the means of living
for the present large number of persons out of employment, and, for the most part., without means, by settling them (in
sufficient numbers in each case to form a Village or Industrial Settlement) on suitable blocks of land, under the direction
and management of a “Board of Control” appointed by the Government, and consisting of not more than sixteen nor
less than eight persons, of whom one-fourth may he females.
.
2. The Board of Control, having charge of one or more distinct Settlements, will be a corporate body, with
perpetual succession, so that it. may curry on continuously tho work of placing groups of settlers on Crown lands. For
this purpose the Government will giant lenses to these Boards for any term not exceeding twenty-eight years, and renew
able for a like term. Tho Act makes no provision for purchase, and it will not lie possible, in any case whatever, to
purchase these lands. The tenuie will be exclusively leasehold. No rent will be payable for the first four years, but at
tlie expiration of that time, along with the rent charge, the Government advance will also become repayable, at. the rate of
8 per cent per annum, covering both principal and interest,
3. Tho duties of the Board of Control will be to enrol such settlers as it may think fit at its absolute discretion, or
as provided by regulations, and in such numbers (for each settlement) as the Minister may approve, which settlers must
be, whether men or women, of full uge if unmarried, or heads of families. The amount of the advance granted to the
Board by the Government will be calculated on the basis of £15 in the case of unmarried settlers. £20 in the case of
married settlers without children, and £25 in the case of a settler the head of a family with dcjinmlent children. But
although the advance is calculated on this basis, it is not intended that these sums of money should be given to tlie
settlers. The total loan-grant will be held and used by the Board for the benefit of a Settlement as a whole. Tho
various industries under the Board’s control will all be co-operative. The Government advance will he used forthe purpose
of purchasing tents, tools and seed, for setting up a Dairy Farm, and for maintaining tho settlers until there has liecn some
suljstantial return for their field labour, which can hardly be the case for several mouths.
4. It will be evident that a Settlement, even as thus aided by the Government advance, will be unable to maintain
itself until this return from field labour comes in, without substantial aid from public subscriptions. Let it be considered,
however, that the position of a large number of these settlers would, under ordinary circumstances, be a severe and
constant drain on public charity while the present industrial depression continues. We cannot see men, women, or
children starve; and if the bread-winner ia unable to find employment, his family can only be supported by public or
private charity. And hoiv much better it is for us to help people to help themselves than to feed them on the bread of
idleness.
_
5. The Government advance, nith }/vb/ic subscriptions added, will barely cover the cost of the jireliminary outlay
alxivc mentioned, with perhaps tile maintenance of the settlers for half a year ; the settlers will, therefore, have to occupy
themselves at first in doing sueli work as promises a speedy return. The Dairy and Agricultural farm will come into early
prominence. Firewood selling and charcoal burning, Poultry-raising ami Bee Culture will also help the Settlement to add
something to its scanty resources. But it will be a great help if the Settlement is sufficiently near some already established
centre of population, to enable the settlers to got work outside. Tlie Board will probably prescribe a certain number of
hours work per week—probably 48 hours—to be done, as in the service of the Board itself, for the benefit of the Settlement
as a whole. All “ outside” work will bo under the control and regulation of the Board ; as much so as that done within
the Settlement itself, and it will only be undertaken us part of the co-operative work of the Settlement. But the Board
should carefully guard itself in tlie acceptance of this “ outside ” labour against competing injuriously, at a lower wage,
with workmen unconnected with tlie Settlement.
6. Beyond the number of hours work fixed for each member by Regulation, a member’s time will be his own.
7. There is a provision in the Act under which the Board may sublet portions of its leasehold land to setblera on
prescribed conditions. The settler may thus have a home of his own, and something on which to bestow his leisure time
and labour. And there is a further express provision in the Act conserving his interests in this regard, even if the Settle
ment itself should be disbanded.
8.
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8. Tho Board will have full power to diseurol settlers and to admit new settlers from time to time. It may establish
®' ,
industries, It may make regulations for the cleanliness, good order, and government of the Settlement, and for apportioning Backhouse
the work to be done by the settlers, fixing their wages, emoluments, or profits on ns equal and equitable a scale as possible,
’■“n
having regard fVer itfia to the number of dependent children in each family ; and there can be no distribution of profits 3 Kov., 1896
till the cost of maintenance of all the settlers n ith their families has been provided. Superintendents will be appointed by
the Board, with large diseretionarv powers, so that unworthy or idle settlers may be expelled, and tbe good order of the
Settlement maintained. Tbe Settlements, there is little doubt will, in all cases, exclude the sale of intoxicating liquors.
9. It seems to the Committee that, wherever possible, it will be well, from considerations of economy, to choose the
Superintendent from among the settlers themselves. But il will be a wise economy, failing a suitable man being found
among the settlers themselves, for the Board of Control to appoint an agricultural expert, at moderate remuneration, to
undertake this duty. It would seem further advisable that one member of each Board of Control should be an experienced
farmer. And tbe case seems also one in which tlie Government, out of their own scientific stall', might make provision for
such instruction to be given in agriculture, irrigation, &c,, as may be of material assistance to these settlements, especially
at tbe start.
_
10. The Committee understand that it is the purpose of the Minister to give the settlers in all cases direct represen
tation on the Board of Control. These resident members of the Board—for such they will doubtless be—will probably act
a kind of Works Committee, and as the local representative of the Board on tho settlement itself.
_
11. A knowledge of human nature easily suggests the difficulties incident to co-operative Settlements of this order.
In spite of the vigilance of the Board of Control, undesirable persons will doubtless find entrance ; and where people are
associated together as strangers, there will be bound to be instances of jealousy, discontent, or disaffection ; and where any
money is to be distributed it will be hard to keep off the indolent and dissolute. But the Board have full power, in the
last resort, which it is expected it will exercise, to expel drones and mischief-makers. And the settlers themselves will see
how entirely it is in their own interest to get rid of these who will not work. The Act very properly provides the swift
sharp remedy of cancellation by the Government of mismanaged or hopelessly abortive Settlements,
12. The desire of the Minister for Lands appeal's to bo to grant to the Beard which will be nominated for the
metropolitan district, leases of land as near as may be to Sydney itself, and to towns near Sydney. ],000 acres of land
might in some places maintain a labour Settlement consisting of from fifty to 100 enrolled members. In other eases the
area must be proportionately larger. It is very likely that, as the scheme expands (and the operations of these Boards are
intended to be continuous and perpetual) some large areas of land along the courses of rivers, and now in private hands,
will be resumed to be dedicated to industrial settlement.
.
■ 13, The provision in the Act concerning the establishment of suitable industries may hereafter lead to co-operative
mining.
.
14. All settlers shall, on their enrolment, pledge themselves to abide by tho principles on which each Settlement is '
founded, and by the regulations made under tho Act, whether by the Government or by the Board of Control, and to live
an industrious, peaceable, and sober life, and to do their best to enhance the general welfare.
15. It will be well for the Settlements at first to confine themselves to simple industries, leaving more elaborate ones
requiring machinery until sufficient funds have been accumulated to use them with success. But they should avail them
selves to the utmost of all methods which science and experience suggest in carrying on industries. Farming should not
be slovenly, but, as far as may bo, intensive, and conducted on scientific principles. It should not allow its operations to be
scattered over any impracticable urea. Beganl should bo had from tlie start to do all that is possible to make the Settle
ment bright and attractive. Ample opportunities should be offered, under proper regulations, for social intercourse,
amusement, and recreation. No permanent residence will be permitted 011 the Settlement, except, of course, that of
settlers and their families, with any such instructors, inspectors, or superintendent as may be appointed by tiic Government
or Board of Control, and expressly permitted under the terms of their appointment to reside there.
16. In the selection of superintendent or foremen of works it will lie well for tho Board of Control to proceed u'ith
extreme caution. Tho success or failure of the scheme will largely depend on tlie character and experience of the resident
superintendent, and it would he well to make the appointment purely temporary until the suitableness of the person
selected is established.
_
_
17. Though the Act is mainly intended to serve as an outlet for unemployed persons without means, there is nothing
in it to prevent persons with smalt means from forming a co-operative Settlement under some of its provisions, accepting,
e.;/,, the provision of freedom from rent fot four years, even if they decline tho Government loan. In that ease the Board
would naturally relax the stringency of its control, and leave tlie settlers largely at liberty to manage the affairs of their
own Association. The Board of Control is fully empowered to concede that liberty'.
18. The essential features ot the Scheme may ho briefly summarised :
(1) It is essentially a leasehold system. It is not intended to let the land pass into private ownership.
(2) It is essentially co-operative. So many hours work per week must be done by each enrolled settler for the
Settlement itself. And the aggregate profits are only divisible after all persons in each settlement have
received a fair allowance for maintenance.
_
(3) The Settlement will be largely dominated by the idea of equality. As near an approach to this will be arrived
at ns is equitable and possible.
{4} The Settlement, as at Miklura, will have no alcoholic liquor sold within its borders.
(o) The settlers, for purposes of order, economy, and successful organisation, will be trained to habils of obedience
to industrial and civil authority ; they will lose none indeed of their privileges of Australian citizenship ;
but they will have voluntarily submitted themselves to industrial direction, and will have to take their
assigned places and do their assigned work, in exactly tho same way as in any industry carried on by private
ownership. But tlie great difference will be that all the proceeds of the labour of the settlers will belong to
themselves alone.

Note.—The above scheme, it may be noticed, deals with a certain definite typo of village settlement, viz., that
which may he described as /W/y ro-opcmlive or communal. There is no doubt that these industrial settlements will
generally conform to that type. But it is to be observed that the Minister for Lands favours the establishment also,
under tlie provisions of the Act, of partially co-operative settlements, on the joint stock principle ; the Act distinctly
provides, however, that in all ease* the actual maintenance of the whole body of settlers, with their families, is to be a
first charge on the Settlement as a whole.
It may later be found expedient, as suggested by the Minister for Lands, to establish a Labour Settlement in the
neighbourhood of Sydney as a temporary training settlement, continually receiving new settlers from the ranks of the
unemployed, from which those who have acquired sufficient knowledge and experience may he continually passed on to
permanent associated Settlements on larger areas in the Colony, but the Committee is of opinion that it would be desirable
to give full trial, in the first place, to the system of permanent settlement.
BENJAMIN BACKHOUSE, Joint Honorary
James Watson, Hon. Secretary,
J. CHRIS. WATSON,
Committee Booing,
Treasurers.
OCTAVIUS C. BEALE,
Town Hall, Sydney-.

Every man that applied to join the proposed Settlement (and there were some 500 or 000), was furnished
with one of these epitomes, so that he could read it and determine whether he would work under tho Act,
and under regulations of this kind. I have underlined in red some of the parts of tbe document, which,
I think, should be most carefully considered. A Board of Control was appointed by the -Government who
selected five members of the Village Committee, viz., Messrs. Benjamin Backhouse, H. II. Lusk, Jtev.
Dr. Eoseby, Itev. G. T. "Walters, and J. C. Watson, and appointed five other gentlemen, viz., the
Very Eev. Dean Slattery, Messrs. B. Nott, S. Sullivan, II. 11. Jones, and J. Crccr quite outside us with
whom wc had had no previous communications, and of whom wo had no knowledge, except that we knew
them as citizens. They were not gentlemen who were originally identified with the movement. 1 will also
mention that the Village Committee had received, on a printed form from each applicant, something like
700 applications from heads of families and others desirous of being included in any village scheme that
might
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f°r“er^ -A-8 800n as tbe Board was appointed we found by the Act (some thought unfortunately)
that all applieaiits had to send in their applications through tbe Labour Bureau. I believe that we lost a
3 Nov. 1806.
excellent would-be village settlers on that account. Tho Act provided for that procedure,
■’
1 and the Minister insisted on its being carried out. To show how carefully wc went to work, I may
mention that on the 15th duly this advertisement was inserted in the newspapers :—
Labour Settlements.
A meeting under the Board of Control will bo held in No. V Room, at the Temperance Hall, on Wednesday next,
July 19th, for tho purpose of seeing personally all applicants for enrolment, commencing at 2p.m,, in the following
manner:—
The names of applicants from A to C, from 2 to 3 p.m, ; D to B, from 3 to 4 p.m. ; G to K, from 4 to 5 p.m. ; L to 0,
from 7 to S p.m.; P to T, from 8 to 9 p.m. ; U to Z, from 9 to 10 p.m.

That was very tedious and laborious work. The Board divided themselves into small committees, and
sat there until a late hour at night, to get through the work. Every applicant was seen ; everyone was
asked whether the “ Epitome ” placed in his hands was in accordance with his wishes, and every one
whoso application was entertained assented to it. There were one or two who bad a, little money, but we
were requested to deal first wiuh the absolutely poor people, and generally those with largo families were
to have the preference. The consequence was that we selected the full number, viz., 100, the settlement
was to accommodate. Speaking from memory, there were about ninety heads of families, with their wives
and children, and ten single men. The latter happened to be remarkably good men, and I mention this
because they figure in tbe history of tbe Settlement later on. To prevent confusion, the people were
gradually sent up to the Settlement, commencing on the 29th July, 18913, when three pioneers were sent
up; and from day to day, subsequently, 100 settlers were gradually, in small batches, to prevent
confusion, brought on to tbe ground.
’
_ The 23rd September, 1893, was a red-letter day at tbe settlement. On that day the Settlement was
officially inaugurated. I will go back a little. During the interim (appointment of Board and present
date) I, with two or three others, had been deputed by tbe Board to visit tbe settlement with the Govern
ment Surveyor, for the purpose of examining the land and firing a site for the village. I ought to have
said that we had no voice in the selection of the land. That was handed over to us. "We were told, in
effect, “There is land for your Pitt Town Settlement on the Pitt Town Common—2,100 acres ; it has all
been properly surveyed, and is ready now for you to occupy it.” We took a great deal of trouble in
selecting a site for Hie village, and looking over 2,000 acres of land was not a very light task. 1 have not
tho original plan with me. I cannot find one half of the plans that were prepared, but I found several,
which 1 have placed on the walls now before you for the Committee’s use., Wc selected a site which the
surveyor pointed out as, in his opinion, the best on the settlement area. It was situated in a sort of
amphitheatre of gently declining hills, opening in a horseshoe form on the Dural Boad. The horseshoe
form was first laid out sufficiently large in order to have 100 allotments on its margin, the low land in centre
of the “ horseshoe” to be ultimately recreation ground and for public use, each settler to have an allotment
for himself, to provide a cottage, and to grow a few vegetables on his own account; not to be too large in
area, but such as each settler could work and keep in good order in his spare time. By this arrangement
the settlers’ allotments were in view of each other ; not ns in a rectangular plan, where they would ho
back to back and front to front, but each “ holding" m view of the rest, so as to promote a neighbourly
feeling amongst them. When we came to lay it out, we found the ground such that to keep the allot
ments on about the same level (see plan) we bad to run up the depressions of ground, in order to place
tho houses on an equality, so that some should not be low down, somo inferior and some superior. Wo
wanted, to get a feeling of equality with regard to the allotments, so that there should not be any
grumbling afterw-ards. Then I prepared various plans (before you) for log, slab, brick, or stone cottages,
and for the commencement, the back and inferior rooms were put up, all being put sufficiently far back so
that the finished building would not eucroacb on a building line laid down. This laying-out was all done
by one of the settlers—a surveyor. He had to peg out every allotment, to number every allotment, to
place a line where the cottages were to aparoacb tlie main road. Every detail of sanitary arrangement
was gone into ; nothing offensive was allowed to run into the ground below, and everything was carefully
and fully provided for.
Then the time came for allotting. We succeeded in this, and had a sort of gala day, as before
stated, on the 23rd September, 1893—ibc inauguration of the Settlement. The settlers balloted for the
allotments which they were to occupy. The Minister for Lands attended and helped us by bis presence.
Mr. Copeland was very much surprised even then with the amount of work done, but it was about tho
only time that wc got any warm encouragement from the Minister. Called upon, as Chairman of the
Board, to open tho proceedings, I select this paragraph from what I said on that occasion:—
“ Incidentally 1 may point out that it is not the intention that this Settlement should enter into competition with the
hard-struggling fanners, wood-cutters, ix., around it, at least only in a very modiiied form, and that only until it becomes
self-supporting. Tho intention is to form a state or colony to produce all that is required for the settlers' own use, so that
they may enjoy what they produce without its being appropriated by others."

.

Mr. Copeland said :—
It was with very great pleasure that be had visited the Settlement that day. He did not expect to find the place
so far advanced, but be would uow go back with much stronger hopes of this very interesting experiment turning out
successfully than he should have had had he not come there. * o * The eyes of the world were on this Settlement,
watching to sue how.the experiment would turn out, and he had no doubt if it was a success there would be many other
similar 3eUlemeuts in different parts of the country. They were well situated near the railway, and had a market in the
vicinity. The soil was good, and now the success of the whole thing was entirely in their own hands.

I should like to say, parenthetically here, that siriecn months afterwards Mr. Carruthers went up to tho
Settlement, and'declared that the soil was absolutely unsuitable. Thus we had two very different slatements—oue at the beginning, and the other at the tail-end of our undertaking. So much interest was
taken in the undertaking that tho Daily Telegraph published a plan of the Settlement. We knew from
the first that the amount of money that would he available under the A.ct would not be sufficient;
therefore, following up the very enthusiastic meeting which we had at tho Towni Hall on the initiation
of the movement, we convened another meeting in the same hall (and several thereafter in other places),
but, unfortunately, the public did not respond as they did on tho first occasion. Instead of there being
5,000 or G,000 people present, there were only 300 or 400. This was a great damper. I mention this to
show
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show that it was necessary to go to the Minister for Lands, which we did on the 13th January, 1894, by
a deputation, to risk that the authority of Parliament might ho obtained for a further grant for the
settlement. During the interview Mr. Copeland said that “ the scheme was not his scheme.” I mention
this to show the want of sympathy. He seemed to say, “This scheme is not my scheme; my scheme
was different,” and probably would have been successful, but this scheme I have my doubts about. That
was the inference.
Then the water difficulty faced us, and although we had dams formed, dry weather set in, and
there was a great deal of trouble in reference to water, though the settlers were never absolutely without
water. The dams were increased, and there is one there now •which forms a beautiful lake. A large
quantity of water was stored on the ground, which before that was absolutely waterless. When we found
this difficulty, wo went to tho Minister, and asked him to extend our land to Cattai Creek, by granting 300
or 400 acres from the Settlement on to the creek in order to get to the water. We proposed to give him
some land nearer the railway in exchange for some of the laud on Cattai Creek. The Minister said he
would consider the matter, but eventually -we were told that it could not he granted—the land was too
valuable, and had to be sold.
I daresay you have been told that there were valuations of the work from time to time, and
that the value of the work done, &c., was equal to, if not in actual excess of the cost, even under the
difficulties under which beset us. To meet a difficulty in the ration allowance, the token system
was introduced, and a man who was entitled to 4s. or ys. worth of rations was given tokens for such
amount, with which he could purchase a little butter, medical comforts, jam, or any other article which he
might prefer. Jt was no addition to what they were allowed, but if they could do with less (meat, for
instance, which the Board encouraged), they could use their tokens for the purchase of any little luxury
of that kind.
About, or after, August, 1894, the settlers were addressing the Minister behind the back of the
Board, and this led, ultimately, to a great deal of trouble. As you may imagine, these men were expecting
that the Minister, through somo political influence outside, would be induced to intervene, and circumvent
the Board itself, and that they would be able to establish themselves to some extent independent of tho
Board. When we found this out we at once mentioned this to the Under Secretary for Lands, and
pointed out that any communication from the settlers we thought should have been handed to the Board,
and the settlers should have been written to by return post, and told that they had no right to com
municate with the Minister, and that their letters had been handed to the Board. That would have
enabled us to control matters in a way that was necessary for efficient government. I again and again
told the settlers, as in the early stages of the Settlement, when everything went on pleasantly, “ If you
continue to stick together, and to work together, as brethren,! believe that, notwithstanding the ground is
not what it ought to be, success is certain,” and I still tbink it would have been so. But I also constantly
said that unless they intended to do that they had better pickup their traps and leave the Settlement.
Regular and periodical visits and instruction by experts from the Agricultural College were a great
want. I may mention, also, of which perhaps you are aware, that the press generally were against us
:l rom the commencement, and a portion of the press was absolutely hostile. I mention this because I
think it operated in a wa}r to injure the Settlement, or to prevent it from attaining that success which it
might otherwise have attained.
Then comes another difficulty : we could not got the money paid to us to enable us to pay our
debts. We went into debt to the amount of £400 or £500 from time to time, expecting long before wc
got so far as that that we should have received an instalment. What several members of the Board felt,
especially those in favour of having a sawmill, was that all the money should havo been placed at our
disposal from the first. If it had been, many matters could have been managed very much better than
they were owing to the money being doled out in this way. We had to threaten to-resign on several
occasions before we could get money passed to our credit. Notwithstanding all this, we pushed on and
did our best.
The erection of a large hall for general purposes was suggested. T at once prepared plans for a
hall, which are here on tlie wall. The hall is GO feet by 30 feet, and it has advanced so far as to show
what a commodious structure it would have been on completion. The walls are 14 inches thick, and are
now about G feet high. The Rev. Mr. Ayling, who was very good to the settlers, got up a subscription to
enable tbe settlers to get things which they could not make themselves. They made the bricks and most of
the other things necessary, because we had among the settlers all kinds of tradesmen. The hall stands
on an eminence, and is seen from any part of the village.
358. Jlfr. Watson.] That hall was to be arranged for outside the expenditure of the Board? Yes, possibly,
but the actual building work was done after the resignation of the Board, but the new Board, I under
stand. provided the rations whilst the men were doing the work.
359. Were they working during settlement time on the hall? Yes, I think so; they, the settlers, felt
the want of a hall to meet in very much, and for amusement, for intellectual and religious purposes. We
know that it was really necessary, and had made all provision for it before resigning.
There was a little Catholic church proposed, and a design was prepared and is here, a rustic picture,
but it was not carried out.
I should like to go back for a moment to the commencement of the Settlement to say that some of
us then thought that poverty would have been a sufficient bond of brotherhood amongst the settlers, butin
that wc were mistaken. We found first when the men went up there that they were all agreeable, and
worked together agreeably, hut we had “all sorts and conditions of men.” Tho Board found from experience
that the men ought to have been (hflerently selected. If we had had men amongst whom there was some
amount of freemasonry, whether it was a religious bond or any other, as long as they were friends, the
undertaking might have been a greater success. Those men were all clamorous for getting out of the
town. We had GOO or 700 heads of families where we could only accommodate 100. When a number of
men had fallen almost as low as they could fall, one would think they would have said, “We will make a fresh
start,” and that their poverty would have bound them together. It was not entirely the men’s fault', and
I do believe that we should have got over that had we had the sympathy that was expected.
, Mr. Carruthers, in January, 1895, visited the Settlement, and he said “he was convinced that
a mistake was made in selecting that locality, and that the soil in both places (Wilberfovce and Pitt Town
Common) was utterly unsuitable. This had at once a most depressing effect on the settlers, Some of the
men.
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men, he said, had not been aa active as they might, but that the majority had taken an intelligent and
unceasing interest in their work.” The present Minister for Lands now said that the land was absolutely
unsu^abl0i though the former Minister for Lands said that if was good land. I believe that Mr. Copeland
was influenced in saying that by Mr. Turner, the expert, who reported that the land was very suitable.
Before we saw it we had that report, and we were delighted at the prospect of making a start on good land.
The Board, of course, framed regulations under the Act, and one that is the key, as it were, to the
principle of Settlement, says (clause 22, sec. 3) :—
“The maintenance of file membets of the Settlement and their families shall in all cases be a first charge njion all funds in
the hands of the Board, and upon the proceeds of the labour of tlie Settlement.”

To show the carefulness of the Board, and that wc went to work in a business-like way, we required every
settler to sign an agreement before sending him to the Settlement, which is a schedule to these regula
tions ; and each man was supplied with a copy of the regulations.
Schedule kkeekred to.

I,
, on being em'olled as a metnlier of the Labour Settlement at
, under the Board of
Control having charge thereof, do hereby agree and undertake to abide by the principles upon which the said Settlement is
established, and to conform in all respects to the rules and regulations made under tlie Labour Settlements Act, 1893, or
any amendments thereof, whether made by the Governor in Conner! or by the Board of Control; and J pledge myself to
live a boIhsT, industrious, and peaceable life, and at all times to do my best to promote the general prosperity and well
being of the Settlement; and I do this upon the understanding that failure un my part to fulfil these conditions or obliga
tions renders me liable to disemolment.
Witness—

(Name)

Date.

I mention these things to show the care that was taken by tbe Board to ensure success.
As soon as Mr. Carruthers became Minister for Lands Dr. Koseby and I sought the first
opportunity to see him, and have a chat regarding the Settlement. 'This took place on the 14th September,
1891, and we were pleased, as the interview seemed very satisfactory. Afterwards, on the same day, 1
wrote to the Minister (copy of the letter follows). Before sending it I submitted it to Dr. Boseby
for perusal and correction if necessary. I hand in reply. This disappointed ns, and among other things,
serves to show that our complaint of want of sympathy was justified :—
“A”
Dear Mr. Carruthers,
Hotel MCtropolo, Sydney, 16 September, 1S94.
Referring to our private interview with you yesterday (Dr. Boseby and self, for which us members of tbe Board
of Control of tho Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement, we offer you our best thanks), we understand that the following
suggestions made by us were assented to by you : —
1. That for reasons stated, the Board shall continue us at present constituted, excepting only that the vacancy caused
by Mr. Lusk’s retirement be filled by tho appointment of Mr. James Watson.
2. That (we having laboured so strenuously for the past two years, and have every hope, if not interrupted, of
milking our work succeed, and prove that village settlement is practicable) if any alterations are recommended to you, or
contemplated by yon, they will not be decided upon without our being first consulted, and our reasons for or against
invited, and that letters or reports received by you would be sent to us for perusal and comment.
3. The Settlement has 100 enrolled beads of families, and this number originally authorised by Mr. Copeland has
lieeu uniformly maintained. At the time of passing tho first amending Act, a few men had left the Settlement to try their
luck elsewhere, leaving their wives and families for a time on the Settlement. Not succeeding, tlie men quickly returned.
Dr. Jtoseby and self spoke to Mr. Houston about this, and he at once said that he would support the capitation allowance
for the full number. The honorary Secretary will write you on this, as iie promised to do.

4. That Dr. Boscby’s reply to a minute ru reference to the Board having employed a junior at 10 shillings per week
was considered satisfactory by you ; and that, in this connection, it was mentioned that the newspapers the junior collects
and despatches daily to the Settlement are worth quite the amount of ins small salary.
It was also incidentally mentioned that the books, kf„, kept by Mr. Stanley for tbe Board are always open to, and
are frequently inspected by, tlie officers appointed by the Government, and that these officials have been warm in their
praise as to the correctness of the books, Ac., and as to tbe admirable manner in which everything is so dourly shown. In
addition, it was stated that there are men on the Board (l especially refer to Messrs. Nott and Kooke-Jones, the auditors)
who are constantly supervising the accounts and making periodical audits, and that our balance-sheets are regularly furnished
to the Department, consequently wo suggest that the Board should be left untrammelled to deal with the business generally.
Briefly I would refer to a few words spoken as to our experience in tbe management of the Settlement so far, the
noticed effects and proposed remedies, and the principles by which we are guided. As to remedies, we may have to ask
your approval of a slight alteration in our own regulations in respect to the creation of the “Committee nf Advice.’1
As to the principles for future operations :—
It appears that a large majority of the settlers that we are dealing with cannot be advantageously allowed for some
time to come, but a very small degree of self-government, our management will doubtless in time lead the settlers
to self compulsion on tlie lines of order and regularity, and themselves fitted gradually to take the management of
their affairs into their own hands and ultimately to dispense witii the services of the Board,
fi. That to help able-bodied men to keep themselves and their families decently by their own industry in such an
organisation as wo are managing, is for the Colony at the outset, and certainly in the long run a great deal cheajier,
and a gieat deal more humane than to keep them in misery and idleness,
r. That production in this organisation should be largely for consumption by the settlers and their dependents—each
receiving as wages a draft on the store ho is helping to fill and replenish—a token system is now in operation to
this end, and many of the benefits of full co-operation will bo illustrated by it.
<1. That a number of such organisations, ultimately federating, may form the nucleus of a future co-operative common
wealth.
.
e. That by perseverance on the lines we are working and by the experience so far gained, wo arc helping to build anew,
under fraternal principles (cramped, however, by tho limitations and hardness of the existing and competitive
system), on lands away from towns under clean and wholesome conditions, a society that will combine the advan
tages of town and country, and contribute to the material well-being of the people.
I am, Ac.,

a.

BENJAMIN BACKHOUSE.
“B”
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 21 September, 1894.
TVitn reference to your letter of the Ifith instant, on tbe subject of tlie suggestions made by yourself and Dr.
Boseby in tho course of an interview that took place on the previous day, I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary
for Lauds, to inform you that iie certainly declines to accept your letter as a correct version of the interview or of any
icsults arrived at, but that he has considered the suggestions made, and is dealing officially with them one by oue, as
appears best for the public interest,.
I have, Ac.,
y.

Benjamin Backhouse, Esq., Hotel Mitropole, Sydney.

H. WILSON.

Acting Under Secretary

.

When
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■When we found that the men were getting demoralised to some extent, through the action of the Minister,
mentioned before, in permitting complaints to be made to him behind tbe Board, and knowing also that
we bad been disappointed with regard to the land, and many other things, I went with Dr. Boseby to the g ^
Minister. Other members were not able to give so much time to it as we weje. Mr. Watson was-not
able to do so- He wras in active business, and we were compelled to meet in the afternoon, when he
could not attend, without neglecting his avocation, therefore Dr. Boseby and myself took a very active
part in the matter ; and when this difficulty was apparent to the Board, we went to Mr. Carruthers and
suggested there should be a limited number of men retained at the Settlement, men who were strictly in
favour of conducting the Settlement on the lines on which it was established. There were twenty-five or
thirty families in that position. Mr. Carruthers said, “ If you have any suggestions to make, put them in
writing.” Fortunately, I had written out before what we suggested. It ran as follows:—
Bough Draft.— Suggestions by Chairman ami Hon. Secretary, Board of Control for carrying on the Pitt Town Co-operative
Settlement.
Suggested,—
27 January, 1895.
1st. To carry on tlie settlement on the estfiblished lines with as many settlers as are willing and may lie approved
(probably not much in excess of twenty-five families), and that the ground may bo made to support.
2nd. Tho Government to use any of the vacant huts, as occasion may arise, as temporary accommodation for healthy
destitute unemployed it might decide from time to time to send up from Sydney or elsewhere, in preference to granting
them rations from the Labour Bureau. Tlie men so sent should work as probationers on the Settlement until they are
eligible for being drafted off to other settlements. A satisfactory arrangement (probably that of charging the actual cost
of such temporary settlers) could he made with the permanent settlors and for repayment of such labour supplied, and the
amount refunded eventually to the Government in like manner to that of the loan of money under the Act. The settle
ment being close to Sydney, it is suggested that it is well suited as a depfit or training ground to test the bona-jides,
suitability for association, and capabilities of unemployed workers or applicants for assistance. New Settlements might
then bo successfully formed from selected workers in batches from time to time from the temporary settlers, by some such
arrangement aa outlined above. Agitators, idlers, and chronic growlers, &c., could he excluded, the presence of such
having retarded the Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement hitherto.

That was tbe recommendation to the Minister, and Mr. Carruthers said he would give it consideration,
and would communicate with us. We waited about a fortnight; and went to him again, when he said
that he had not had time to decide what he would do, but that ho would not do anything without first
letting us know. To this day wo have heard nothing more about it. The Board at last resigned, and I
have here the correspondence setting forth clearly what led to its resignation. We were asked to disenroll the single men, before alluded to. and to get rid of them. We were asked first, in a polite way,
whether there was any objection. I replied that tbe objection was that the Act did not allow ns to disenroll men unless they had misbehaved themselves, and these particular men had been less cost to the
settlement than, and had done as much work as, tlie others, and that they had done it in a brotherly .
spirit, for the benefit of the whole, and that certainly they were the least entitled to be disenrolled of any
on the Settlement. We then received a letter to say that they must he disenrolled. Something had
been said in the tipper House that the single men should not have any allowance. I then replied that a
special meeting should be called immediately to consider tlie matter, and let the Minister know the result.
I called a meeting, and whilst it was taking place wo received a letter to say, in effect, that it was not
necessary to call a meeting, that the Minister’s orders must bo carried out. The Board then sought to
see tho Minister. He sent word that he was unable to see us ; we went again, but lie returned to us
the same answer; we then retired to the Board Boom and sent in our resignations. The correspondence
is as follows :—
Pitt Town La hour Settlement.
__
Wednesday, 27 February, 1895.
In view of a reported interview with the Minister of Lands contained in your Saturday’s issue, it bus appeared
to Mr. Backhouse and myself that it might be well to publish so much of tho correspondence with the Board ns hears upon
tlie sub] cut.
It will be seen that the instructions of the Minister were distinctly to disenrol the single men. This, under the
regulations, would involve their immediate dismissal from the settlement. It was to this act of injustice, not bo much at
the dictation of the Minister as of the Legislative Council, that the Board refused to make itself a party.
I am, &c.,
.
.
THOMAS ROSEBY,
Hon. See. to the Board of Control.
The following is the correspondence :—
Sir,
Department of Lands, 10 November, 1S94.
In view of the recent amendments made by the Legislative Council in the Bill to amend the Labour Settlements
Acts, whereby the payment of further advances to Boards of Control on behalf of unmarried persons would be prevented,
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Lands, to inquire whether there is any special reason which can be
advanced in favour of the retention of single men as members of the settlement.
I have, fee.,
F. H. WILSON,
Acting Under Secretary,
Benjamin Backhouse, Esq., Chairman, Board of Control, Pitt Town Co.-op. Settlement, Sydney.
Sir,

To the Editor of the .Herald.

To the Acting Under Secretary for Lands,—
.
Lauds Department, 17 November, 1894. .
Sir,
,
In reply to yours of tlie IGth instant, it appears to mo that the reason for the retention of the single men on the
Pitt 0. Settlement is that they, in common with other members of the settlement, havo been enrolled under tlie Act, and
cannot be disenrolled so long as they comply with and are obedient to tlie Act and the regulations,
I have, fee.,
BENJAMIN BACKHOUSE,
Chairman of Board of Control.
Sir,

Lands Department, 6 February, 1895.
In the absence of any advice on the subject it is presumed that no steps have yet been taken by your Board to
disenrol the single men who arc members of the settlement ; and as it appears from statements made in tho Legislative
Council that the Government was not disposed to supply further funds to the support of this class of settlers, I have the
honor to inform you that the Secretary for Lands lias decided that the single men-must be disenrolled, and that aid to
them must he stopped.
I have, fee.,
F. H. WILSON,
Acting Under Secretary.
Benjamin Backhouse, Esq., Chairman of Board of Control, Pitt Town Co-op. Sett., Sydney.
Sir,

■
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DeparLmeut nf Lands, Sydney, 13 Felmiaiy, ISU.t.
In reference to your letter of the Gth instant, stating that the Minister lias decided that tlie single men at the
settlement mast be disenrolled, and that further aid to them must be discontinued, I have the honor, hy direction of tho
3 Nov,, 1896, t>oa™ of Control, to inform you that the matter is under careful consideration, but that tlie final decision upon it has liccii
deferred to i full meeting of.the Board, which will be convened as soon as it lias been placed in a position to meet out
standing claims, by the payment of the advance of £750 referred to in your letter of the 2nd instant, as having been
brought under the notice of the Treasury on that date.
1 have, Ac.,
'
BacKliouse.

Ihc Acting Under Secretary, Department of Lauda, Sydney.

\V. R. STANLEY,

Secretary, Board of Control.

®lr>

Lauds Department, 20 February, ISOo.
In reply to a letter from the Secretary to the Board, stating that the matter of the disenrolment of certain
members of the Labour Settlement, at Pitt Town, is under careful consideration, and that tlie final decision thereon has
been deferred to a full meeting of the Board, 1 have the honor, hy direction of the Secretary for Lands, to inform you that
Ins decisions arc not subject to the Board’s review, and, having decided in accordance with a pledge to Parliament, that aid
to single men must be discontinued, there is no course but for the decision to be given effect to.
1
I have, Ac.,
F. H. WILSON,
.
Acting Under Secretary.
Benjamin Backhouse, Esq,, Chairman, Board of Oonfrol, Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement.

Dear Mr. Carruthers,

Board of Control, Pitt Town Settlement, 20 February, ISOo.

. k’ reP*y to your communication of tho 6th instant, informing the Board that the Secretary for Lands had decided
that the single men must be disenrolled, and requiring us to disenrol them accordingly, I am directed to inform you that
tho Board have passed the following resolution, which, if the opportunity had been presented, it was the intention of the
jioard to present to the Minister to-duy in person
11 L By the regulations it is provided that persons disenrolled shall receive compensation for work done. The Board
has hitherto treated all tlie settlers alike, and therefore feels that under these circumstances it cannot disenrol men without
compensation, who legally and equitably stand on an equality with the other enrolled settlers.
i(2. Under the difficult and painful circumstances which have thus arisen, consequent upon the Minister’s communi
cation of the 6th instant, the Board desires that its resignation of the 1-lth November, 1S04, be accepted without further
delay, and respectfully declines to perform any further duties in connection with the settlement.3'
I have, &c.,

t

. .

The Hon. the Minister for Lands.

THOMAS ROSEBY,

Hon. Secretary, Pitt Town Settlement.

We continued to act long enougli to liand the matter over to another Board, of which I think Mr. Taylor
was Chairman.. I may here remark that T believe this Board did not discnroll the single men we were
requested to disenrol]. Up to that time we had had something like dCB.OOO. £1,400 or £1,500 was, I hear,
expended subsequently iu what actually was tho destruction of the Settlement. Up to that time tilings
were.compact and in very good order, the land was cultivated, some 4,000 fruit-trees were planted and
thriving, and everything was going on very fairly well, a large number of vines were planted, and tho
Settlement was in a very healthy state. A large number of the huts were afterwards sold for firewood or
at firewood price, os. or so each. I understand that during this expenditure of £1,400 or £1.500 they
were selling huts and implements for trilling sums. We had purchased an incubator, a ver_y excellent
second-hand article, at a cost of £7 10a. It was very cheap at that. I understand that incubator was
sold for 10s.
After the Board resigned Mr. Taylor reported to the Minister, most unfairly I thought, in
reference to the position of the Settlement. Dr. Boseby, as ex-Hon. Secretary, replied to that, and I have
hero tho report and the replj". One paragraph of Dr. Boseby’s reply I will quote :—
‘1° not deny that families can perhaps be maintained for less. But I shall feel glad at any rate to have no respon
sibility for bringing down tbe standard of living for those settlers to something approaching more nearly the Chinese. How
paltry in this connection is the mention of currants, Friar’s Balsam, tobacco leaf, and Beccham’s pills f Are there no
invalids on the settlement—no.little children ?Must they never have any pudding with currants in it? Aie they to be
forbidden to smoke ? They paid for everythingout of their scanty tokens. T am sure it was never intended that these
village settlers should he treated ns if they weioprisoners in Darlinghurst Gaol. The only crime of which they arc miilty
is that of being poor.'1
'
J
e J

With regard to the tokens, I may mention that a mau received about 5s. a week and a woman about half
that, and children in proportion. Moat of the large families had not more than 10s. worth of tokens a
week, and we know that they could not live sumptuously on that amount.
B60. ilZ?\ WWsom.] The goods wore supplied, I believe, at wholesale rates, plus the freight? Yes, I
believe so. A sub-committee, of which you were a member, had charge of that. I think that Mr. Taylor’s
report was a most unfair one.
SGI. Did Mr. Taylor evince any desire to advance the Settlement whilst actine: as adviser to the Minister,
and whilst the Board of which he was a member was in existence ? I think the statement I propose now to
make will answer that,
During the time that we had charge of the Pitt Town Labour Settlement it was not a failure.
Men and. grown-up children worked for their living, aud they earned all that they received. They did
substantial work, which might have been useful to anyone, but especially to the settlers themselves.
I maintain that if our recommendations had been carried out tho Pitt Town Settlement could have
been carried on notwithstanding all the drawbacks. Prom time to time the Government valued all
the settlers labour and fencing, clearing, <fcc., and it was worth at least what it cost to maintain tlie
settlement, whilst substantial benefit accrued in the improved physique of the settlers. Some of those
poor men went up there mere wrecks, but in three months they were comparatively strong, hearty men.
The children taken from the slums of the city were educated. During the nineteen or twenty months
that the first Board of Control had charge there were 100 families, some 450 persons, living in a whole
some country life, and the virtue and good order of the Settlement were equal to the average, if not above,
that of the people outside. The disorder which did arise the Board could have more effectually dealt
with if the Board had received the help and sympathy to which it was entitled. Had we had a scientillcally trained man told off to assist the Superintendent I am sure the results would have been much more
satisfactory. There was an advantage in taking the people from their bad city surroundings, and I claim
that as a credit as against the cost of carrying on that Settlement. It would have cost the Government
probably £2,000 or £3,000 had the men remained in town. One of the things which prevented the
Settlement from succeeding as it might have done is shown by the fact that two Ministers who were
charged with tlie administration of the Act never believed in the thing, and never treated it as though
they
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they expected it to succeed. I remember some of the settlers saying on several occasions, “ Do you think
■\ve shall got any more money ? If not, we shall have to remove.” There was nothing certain about it, and
there is also the fact that settlers had been permitted to complain secretly to _ the Minister, thus the 3 y0V j iggg,
discipline of the Settlement was taken out of the hands of the Board. We found it then necessary to alter
our regulations. If we had had a little more hold upon the settlers, a little more stringency, wo could have
educated them, so that at the end of four years, when rent had to be paid, the settlers would have been ableto take the management into their own hands. I refer you to paragraph “A ” in my letter, 15th September,
18(11, to Mr, Carruthers, What they wanted was strict discipline, until a good advance bad been made in
the settlement. I have not gone into the matter as fully as I might have done, hut I have touched upon
some of tlie principal points.
,
362. Mr, Watson.'] I asked you a question as to the attitude assumed by Mr. Taylor, who was acting as
adviser to the Minister. Did he ever evince any desire to help the idea of co-operation? I would much
rather that you got the answer to that from him. My impression is that he was very much against the
principle, that is to say, he had no belief in it, and that was the unfortunate position in which we were
placed, as Mr. Taylor was the Minister's adviser, in reference to almost everyone who could help us. I
feel that the Minister, having some gentlemen who were giving their time to it, and who were working hard
to make it a success, might have said, " Can I help you ? I should like to see this thing succeed. If
there is anything I can do I shall be very glad.” If we had had sympathy of that kind there might have
been a different result.
_
_
,
363, Mr. O'Sullivan.'] You complain about the settlers writing to the Minister, which Minister did they
write to ? To Mr. Copeland, and I believe it was continued after Mr. Carruthers took office. _
304. And they wrote to both Ministers secretly ? Yes, but it commenced in Mr. Copeland’s time.
365. Did they write to complain of any want of attention on the part of tlie Board,—of any fault to he
attributed to the Board ? iNo. I think the first trouble arose in this way. Mr. Waite, one of the
settlers, a very excellent man, was appointed after the paid Superintendent left as Superintendent without
pay, He evinced such active zeal, and worked so hard that the Board proposed to give Mm some trifling
amount, hut he nt once said as a true co-operator “ No, I would rather take my stand in the Settlement
aud he one of the co-operators.” He was a stranger to the Board before he went there, but we found
such sterling good qualities and capabilities in the mau that wc had no hesitation in appointing him
Superintendent. "Wc found at first that all the men were most loyal to him, aud that they were pleased
that one of their members had been appointed Superintendent, but in three months time a different state
of things developed. They got a little annoyed at their Superintendent, and thought they could have a
bettor one.
.
3G6. Mr. Wa/son.] Some of them? Yes, some. There was always a great number attached to him, and
loyal right through. A section began to grumble, and they thought there was favouritism ; but the Board
could see no evidence that it existed—quite the contrary,
i
367. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Do you think that was tbe cause of the settlers writing to the Government?
Among other things it was. I think they wished him to he removed, and the Board too.
3GS. Some of tho settlers blamed the Board;—they attribute the failure partly to the Board, and one
_
charge is that of favouritism ? That of favouritism was absolutely wrong.
361). Did you enforce your regulations too harshly? No; we were remarkably mild—too mild—and we
found that would not do.
_
370. Who was it that made the complaint about the settlers buying Briar's balsam, Beeeham’s pills, jam,
and other delicacies with their tokens ? That was after the Board resigned. It was in a report to the
Minister by Mr. Taylor.
_
371. Mr. Watson.] With regard to buying jams and other things, I suppose that a settler who desired to
havo little luxuries would have to go without something else in order to get them? Exactly so. It was
not allowed as an extra. The settler who bought those things would have to pinch himself in someway—
generally in meat, which could be done with advantage.
372. You said that whilst the Government was spending £1,500 on the Settlement the huts were being
sold for firewood, and other destructive work was being carried on ? This is what 1 have heard; hut I
think you can get evidence that huts of three rooms were sold for 5s. or 6s. each.
373. Who gave orders for that ? Ido not know. That was after our time.
374. For whom was Mr. Taylor acting ? For the Government.
375. For the Minister for Lands, Mr. Carruthers? Yes. You can get all tho particulars from
Mr. Taylor as to what took place after tire resignation of tho Board.
376. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Lou have stated what you believe to be tho cause of the failure of tho Settlement ;
have you included all the reasons for the failure ? Perhaps not, but tho main cause was want of sympathy
with the movement from persons outside the Board. Not a single man of influence or the public at large
helped tlie Board.
377. Do you think that the men themselves had faith in the co-operative principle ? When they started
fhey had, they said so, and the Epitome ” given to them to read at first, and the copy of the Regulations
given to them when they signed the agreement is evidence of this.
378. Some of the men have stated that they regard co-operation as a failure in that Settlement, hut that
they would he willing to try it with a selected few ; do you think that the men themselves had faith in
the co-operative principle ? After experience it turned out that some of the men had faith in it and
knew what it was, but some did not know what it was, and do not to this day. They began to clamour as
tho children of Israel clamoured against Moses. Had we had the sympathy and assistance that we ought
to havo had, we could have educated the men up to it.
37!). Do you think you would have dragged the Settlement through if tlie settlers had lost faith in the
co-operative principle? We could hare drafted some of the unsuitable ones off to other work, as
recommended to tbe Minister in the paper 1 have read.
350. Then you would simply have had the survival of the fittest ? The survival of those impressed that
'
co-operation was the best thing for them.
351. Wc were making a test of the Pitt Town Settlement, as to whether the principle could be applied to
humanity; you say it can be applied to a selected few? Yes. Had the men been united and friendly
fhey might have made it a success; but they were opposed to each other, aud jealousy crept in.
352. What was fo bo done with all those who arc not amongst a selected few? They were free agents,
and
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a printed document put into their hands to read,
SaKl We d° n0t i)ellevc iu tlle principle their applications would not have been considered.
3 Nov., 1S9G. ”?»■ ^ Settlement was started to see whether it could be safely applied to dealing with the unemployed
difficulty, and now you seem to admit that it can only he applied to a select few? This was a matter of
experience with us. We found subsequently, that had these men met together ami discussed the matter,
'
£°,!ie on.to ™e Settlement as mates, they would probably have done much better.
• 81'. i he point J want to get at is, whether the Settlement has had a fair trial as an experiment to show
whether the principle can be applied to the unemployed people of the country? I say distinctly that it
has not had a fair trial; that is why it failed.
J
J
*
385 One reason, yon say, is that the men were not a selected few ; and you said that if they had had a
sort of freemasonery or a religious bond they might have succeeded? Yes ; if Catholics, or Presbyterians,
oLmYCrnS f an7
dcimimnatzon had formed themselves into groups they might have succeeded.
•tSfi. you had no religious differences ? No ; but you could not expect Catholics and ’Woslevans to unite
heartily together, as they would amongst members of their own denomination. Our great drawback was
007 ’ jr
support sympathy, and aid of those around us who were able to help us, but did not do so.
T *1 i-uTi-'i
-hij ihose, you mean tbe oflicials? Yes ; principally those who administered the Act.
1 think tho Ministers took tlie inactive part which they did on the advice of someone in whom they had
oqqa 106 P^ob;lbl7
ui the ofEce~and that advice was against the principles of the settlement.
ieYi. a reSaiT the flil
of tbe Settlement, m what proportion do you think it was due to the fact that
the land was of poor quality and water was non-existent ? It is difficult fo estimate that. Had we had
mm iv ^ . s.uPP*y wate1, tbe men would have had better heart in the work.
381. Co you think it would have given a better chance of success? Undoubtedly.
Backhouse,
------------- -

ooq ’mah7 L-t

WEDNESDAY, 11 NOVEMBER, 1856.

Mb. DICK,

present:—
|
Mr. J. C. WATSON,
Mr. KELLY.

W. M. HUGHES, Esq., in tee Chair.
■Rev. Thomas llosoby, LL.D., E.E.A.S., sworn and examined:—
350. Chairman.] Do you wish to make a statement? I should like in the first place 1o indicate in what
T. Roseby.
respects it seems o me the Settlement was not a failure. I should like to indicate some features of tho
lIKovtlSOG. stem that I think show that there were, after all, elements of success in it. In the first, place, there
ivere 100 tninihes roughly speaking, placed on the settlement, and tbe men themselves and their children
did not eat the bread of idleness. H is a great mistake indeed to think that there was anything about
the system that pauperised those who were interested m it. Those men worked for their bring Then
the (Tovernment appraisement shows that the value of their labour, estimated as the value of any other
labour would be toll not far short at any rate of the amount advanced. Their huts, and the amount of
fencing they did, clearing, the roads which they made, and water conservation—tho aggregate value of
these according to the (rovernment appraisement, fell not far short of the amount of money advanced
il ’v <’TjV"?lrac°t ibe Settlement. Then it was really a labour settlement. That, I think, is a point
to which sufficient attention has not been directed. It is the name given to the Settlement in the Act
itseit; and, as a labour settlement, it was only a failure inasmuch as tbe land selected was unsuitable for
such a purpose. It turned out that tbe land was only suitablo for orchard purposes. Of course, it was
originally a common, and the timber left on it by tbe residents around who used it as a common was only
hood for firenood, the best having been cleared away before ; and the distance from Sydney, the low rales
rulmg, and Ihc railway charges, made hrewood-gettmg unremunerative. There was left a margin, 1 under
stand, of something less than is a ton m connection with that industry; and yet, practically, whilst tbe
thp PttU8 gTV1mV’ “r *1? °™iaTd tn'es7f'e Sro'ving. that was really tbe only means of maintaining
in hen, further the hundred families there lived a wholesome country life ; their children
were educated ; there was neither drinking nor gambling allowed ou the settlement, and there were few
serious complaints of idleness. I feel disposed to emphasise that. I think it speaks well for the general
character of our labouring community that aniongsi 100 men, somewhat indiscriminately gathered
together working under the conditions that there prevailed, under the surveillance of one another, there
were so few serious complaints of idleness. A policeman only visited the Settlement two or three times
^0+b%0!f^V'° yfarS’
th1ere "?ro ou tlie SeUlemeRt no social scandals; the virtue and good
Sn f 11 t3ettlf,meDt,were far
the S0116™1 ;iTC™Se- Norther, these people received considerable
W llC' , 'eI Wou]d Imve deriTcd 8tiil mQre hooeht bad tbe land itself been
agricultural. That, I think was really the capital mistake made in starting tbe Settlement. I may sav
'\aS a ?1BSI0nS,.r ^'hlc]l tb® Board WEls m no way respousible. The laud was selected for us under
expert advice by the Minister. I have always felt that tlie great mistake was that the land was not suitabie for an agricultural community. There was a demand for immediate results, yet we were planted on
orchard land, where it was unreasonable to expect any return under fire or seven years. Tlicn, moreover
these people were a burden on tbe charity of tbe community before they were sent there; and many of
them became a new burden upon it when tbe Settlement was practically disbanded. I think that a very
important thing to emphasise, because, as a matter of fact, whilst they were maintained on the Settlement
they were maintained living an industrious life. As far as we could see, when these hundred men, selected
out of about oOO applicants, when those men were selected, they belonged hopelessly to the class of tbe
unemployed and tlie chances are that, had they not been maintained on tlie Settlement in work, they
T?«f+T° fT mal?tkn1? S hC commu.nifc7 t0 a larpe extent in idleness. I pass on to notice, secondly,
to what the failure of the Settlement w-as its due. 1 should like to speak of that. First, it was not due
to any inherent weakness of socialism, for it was not really a socialistic experiment. The Board consisted
in part of men who had not the least sympathy with socialism, yet those gentlemen worked with
us m hearty co-operation until the Board resigned. There were gentlemen upon that Board with whom
w!
+k’ Wi!ii the 4.greltesn cordiabty. and who gave us the greatest assistance in carrying out the
work of the settlement, who had no sympathy with socialism whatever. They stood hy the scheme as
Rev.
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being an experiment in co-operation. There was. of course, an element of co-operation, in the scheme, ^ j^JeW
but the scheme was rather that of a mild despotism than of socialism. Tou can hardly imagine two
things more absolutely the antithesis of one another The Board had absolute control. They might j j ipjv.,1896.
discnroll any settler, and the settlement was subject to regulations made, not by the settlers, but by those
controlling them. Second, the failure of the settlement was not due, as is commonly supposed, to internal
dissensions. I may qualify that statement a little later on ; but 1 may begin by saying that the families,
amongst one another, kept the peace, aud then, as for academic discussion among them (home rule was a
very common subject of discussion, and political economy also), there was really no more of acerbity
about these discussions than there is in similar discussions elsewhere, and really no more harm in them.
I qualify this statement, however, by saying that some serious disaffection there did exist, but it arose
from attempts to get behind the back of the .Board by writing to the Minister. Third, the roal causes of
the settlement’s failure. It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that the real causes of the failure were these:
An experiment carried on with men on the lowest social grade, with no means, and no social coherence,
could only be expected to succeed under specially favourable conditions—namely, good land, Governmental
and public sympathy, and steady and adequate help. All these conditions were wanting. Tirst, the land
foredoomed the experiment to failure. Old residents and surveyors to whom I spoke at the very inception
of tho experiment on the spot, declared that tho Settlement would be a failure. They, from their better
knowledge of the land than wo possessed, from their own experience, declared that on such land it was
impossible to carry on a successful experiment of this nature. The land was declared to he orchard land,
and not very good at that; hut for agriculture, it was alleged to be wholly unsuitable. Secondly, the
Government never believed in the thing, and never treated it as if they hoped or expected it to succeed.
Third, the help given was given so fitfully, aud so uncertainly, that the Board several times resigned because
we were not certain but what we should be made personally liable. That is practically the statement which
J. feel it incumbent to make to yon in regard to the fortunes of the Pitt Town Settlement, I should, like
to say in respect to Waite, whose name lias been mentioned in the course of the proceedings of the
Committee, that I have formed a very high opinion of AVaito, both as to his personal character
and his capacity for dealing with largo bodies of men. jAs to his establishment as Superintendent
of the Settlement, I must say that I never altered my opinion about AVaito from the start, except to
think better of him. It is quite Irue that there was occasionally friction—sometimes serious friction
between himself and a certain portion of the settlers—certain elements upon tho Settlement; but we
could always trust to the straightforwardness and probity of Waite ; and, on the whole, we considered,
especially as compared with the success of others in the siipermtendenoy, that Waite’s influence upon the
Settlement was throughout an influence helpful to the Board aud pro motive of the best interests of the
Settlement. 1 should like also to say, in respect to the statement made aa to the infrequent visits of the
members of the Board to Ihc Settlement, that that statement is incorrect. Sonic one or other member
of the Board made frequent visits to tho Settlement, and in respect to the labour that was involved,
especially to tlie officers ou the Board of Control, J can only say—aud I specially single out Mr. Back
house in this statement—that thoir attention to the Settlement was unremitting—their attention to its
needs and its complaints. That attention was, by Air. Backhouse especially, daily bestowed.
_
SUL Chairman.1 You spoke of tlie frequent visits of the Board—what were the average attendances? I
should think that tho Settlement was rarely without a visit from somo member of tho Board once a week.
392. What, in 3rour opinion, was the chief cause of failure ? You did not, perhaps, catch the last part
of my statement. I attribute the failure of tlie Settlement to the fact that tho land was unsuitable; that
the Government never really believed m the thing, and never treated it as if they hoped or expected it
to succeed, and that the help given was given so fitfully aud so uncertainly.
_
393. AVhich of these two causes was the greater in bringing about the downfall? I should feel disposed
* to say that under any management, or under any favourable circumstances whatever, it was impossible
for the settlement to be a success, because the land was unsuitable.
394. AVe have been told that some of the private settlers living on land there had been successful from
individual effort with a fair amount of capital;—how do you account for that? I cannot speak on a
matter as to which 1 could only offer a conjecture, but it would appear to me that in the case of settlers
in the neighbourhood, who settled at an earlier period, they would, of course, have much better timber to
send to market; they would have not only firewood, but timber really useful for building, and that kind
of thing, and they may havo been able to rely upon dairying, and so on. Of course I caunot speak from
any real knowledge of that matter, but I am perfectly certain, from the accounts given by those who
know the land best, and by our own actual experience in endeavouring to work the Settlement, that tho
experiment was an absolutely hopeless one on that land.
395. Mr. Wafson.J is it not probable that the earlier settlers would get the best of the land that was
available ? Undoubtedly.
39G. Chairman.] ATou tliink that tbe land used for the Settlement was even worse than the surrounding
land ? I have no doubt that if was.
397. AVith reference to what you said of the scarcity of timber, how does that tally with tire settlement
later on starting a saw-mill and cutting up firewood for sale;—was there not a certain amount of timber,
by cutting which a living could be made ? There was firewood, and it was for cutting firewood that the
saw-mill was started, but there was very little useful timber. Timber useful for the arts for example, aud
for budding, all that had been culled away before our Settlement was started. It was a common, and the
best of the timber had been taken.
_
398. You consider that the good timber having been taken off the land was really a serious drawback ?
In default of agriculture as a means of keeping the Settlement going, wo naturally turned to tho timber
that was growing on the land as a source of revenue; and we were very much disappointed on taking
stock of it to find that it was only a residuum, and was only available for firewood. The return in the
matter of firewood was something less than a shilling a ton when all expenses were paid.
399. Of course you would not have turned your thoughts to cutting firewood had tho land been suitable
for agriculture ? iNTo.
400. In your opinion the badness of the land was the chief cause of the failure? Undoubtedly.
401. But bad management had something to do with it ? In what way ?
402. In this way : of course, you and those who are sympathetically inclined did not any time form a
majority of the Board P Ves. The Board of Control, 1 may say, almost up to the last two or three
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T.^Ieby. meetines> wf3 P^tically unanimous in all the actions it'took in relation to the Settlement. Tho bad
management to which you refer was the capital mistake in the first instance of selecting imsuitablo land.
11 Nov.,lS96.
• “occnbt, was r capital mistake, but that was not the act of the Board of control. It waa the act
ot the Munster only. Let us say this in respect to the action of the Minister, that he was guided in that
respect by expert advice.
403. As a matter of fact, agriculture has now reached the stage at which it may he termed almost an exact
art, and amongst those superintendents that you had was there a man who had any knowledge at all of
agriculture, or who knew how to deal with large bodies of men? There were two gentlemen appointed
successively as superintendents before wo fell hack upon Mr. Waite at all. Mr. Waite was our last'
superintendent. Ihere were two other gentlemen who preceded him, both of whom, I believe, wore very
competent to carry on works of that nature, both of whom had considerable experience in agriculture, but
f
v 6 in “'Sriculture was completely thrown away upon land that was unsuitable for agriculture.
4U4. But, at the same time, it is not to be denied that it is upon land that is called unsuitable that expert
knowledge is most useful;—upon good land, of course anybody can succeed? Yes : hut still, as you
know, that intense culture is only remunerative under circumstances wholly different to the carrying out
tt any experiment of this nature, with people who, to start with, had only a very elementary knowledge
of tho thing at all.
j
j
a
4°5 Had you any skilled men ? There was Mr. Vaughan Jenkins and Mr. Tressider. They were men
really skilled m agriculture.
i!/!-?' it eTe^eJ there constantly ? They lived on the Settlement, and directed its operations on the spot.
467. How long were they there? Mr. Vaughan Jenkins was there three or four months, and Mr.
Iressedor for a longer term; I should think about six months.
408. It appears to me that it ivas hopeless to expect the Settlement to succeed on any other basis than one
ot intense culture ; here wmre men who did not wish to compete without outsiders at allseventy-five
per cent, of them were able to do the work if properly directed, and wituesses prior to yourself, say that
bad management had a great deal to do with it ? 1 have no doubt, I would not have dissented from that
s atement myaelt, I havo spoken in the case ot those two gentlemen ot their knowledge of agriculture,
but m other respects there is no doubt that their management of the Settlement was anytlung but a
success,
°
409. You speak of this as being only partially an experiment in socialism, and you sav that you regard it
as a kind ot mild despotism ? Just so.
-.jo
410. Do you regard the failure of the Settlement or the closing up of the Settlement as evidence of the
failure ot co-operation ? Certainly not. I believe that if an experiment of this nature was started, with
such modifications of course as experience would suggest, upon good laud, and was sustained by a Govern
ment that was m sympathy with the scheme, that heartily believed in it, and that worked it with a view
to success, an experiment of this nature might be made a splendid object lesson in showing how to get
of th, t
^rou^c ant® aQX’ely occasioned by this army of unemployed. I am very strongly
411. Do you regard the action of tho department in compelling those people who were actually willing to
remain on the Settlement, some twenty-five or thirty families, when the Government aid had been with
drawn, do you regard tho action of the department in ousting them, as eousistent with a real desire on
tho part of the department to establish these people in a way to got their own living ? I should not like
to speak harshly of tho action of the department in dealing with these men, although ] think that tho
action of the department was mistaken. If they had kept a few men upon the Settlement, such as might
have some prospect of remuneratively working it, and made a sort of nucleus for something further; a
sort of depot, I think ibe Settlement might have been made very serviceable indeed in helping us out of
our industrial difficulties.
4
J &
*
412. Do you know that, it is proposed by the Department of Industry to transform the settlement into a
casual labour farm ? i es,
413. Mr. Watson.] Is it a fact that the first Board of Control recommended to the Minister some time
prior to their resigning that the number of men on the Settlement should be reduced, and that the reduced
number should be given an opportunity to make a living, which would perhaps be possible, even though
the land was had ? That is so.
1
b
414. Do you think that that reduced number, somewhere about twenty-five families, would havo been
able to make a livmg if the recommendation had been carried out ? I think it is not improbable that
they would. Ihey would have a larger area, and might be able to select the most suitable parts of it
410. And would have the benefit of the improvements already made? To he sure.
416. In addition to which there would have been tho same community of interests, the men being mutually
selected ? To be sure.
b
j
417, You have spoken of the fitfulness of the manner in which help was given to the Settlement I
presume that you were referring to the amount to be paid by the Government towards the keep of the
settlers ? The way m which we felt it, whether it was due to the action of Parliament or of the depart
ment was that we were sometimes left wholly uncertain as to when we should receive the necessarv
subsidy, or now much it would he, or even whether we were going to get it at all, and that introduced ait
element of uncertainty into the whole thing, to such an extent that the Board was on several occasions on
tbe point of resigning, and did, in fact, send in its resignation, because it was without wavs and means to
carry on tho settlement,
•'
4LS. Do you think that that was duo to any want of sympathy on the part of the officials of the depart
ment in tlie general scheme ? I am quite sure that neither the Minister nor the heads of the department
had any belief m the scheme, or worked it with any hopefulness that it would be a success.
419. Mr. Kell#.] How long after the initiation of the Settlement did it dawn upon the Board that the
soil was altogether unsuitable ? Sot for some months. I should think not till we had made actual
trial of the Settlement, and even then, the cultivation being confined to the best part of the Settlement,
the results were really delusive. There were, of course, many things grown upon the Settlement which,
when exhibited touts, seemed to show that something might be made of it as an agricultural settlement
but as a matter of fact this cultivation was only on tho very best part of tbe Settlement. Tho area was
extremely limited, and it gave no proof at all that the Settlement as a whole was suitable.
420. Do you tbink if would be an explanation of the department’s want of sympathy with tlie scheme to *
.
take
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tal<c tlie supposition that they became convinced that the site was unsuitable, perhaps before tbe Board
did? About that I am not sure. A good deal was said in Parliament about the unsuitability of the land, T. Roseby,
and though we combated the statements made in Parliament at first, relying as we did on the export 1INo7d896.
testimony that the land was suitable, still they may have influenced to some extent those who had control
of the purse,
421. Was it ever considered, at anytime, that you should get a change of site? "We made strong
representations to the department once or twice, with the view of altering the boundaries of the Settle
ment in order to include better laud, but the Minister refused to make any alterations.
422. There was better land available ? There was. '
423. And the department refused it ? They refused it. I do not complain of their refusing it altogether.
They had possibly in view the idea of selling the land to make more out of it for the public exchequer. I
doubt whether it would have made any difference in the end.
424. Chairman.'] What led to tho resignation of the Board ? That which led to the final resignation of
the Board was the resolution of the Government to do an illegal thing, to dismiss from the Settlement
certain settlers whom w'c had no power to disenrol. ■ According to the Act wc wore only empowered to
disenroll for certain definite reasons. Those reasons were entirely wanting in tho case of those unmarried
men. There was no other -way of sending those men off the Settlement. Moreover, it was felt that it
was an unrighteous thing to do. Those men, not having the encumbrances of men with families, helped
to keep tbe Settlement going. They rendered disproportionate assistance, and it seemed an ungrateful
thing, after their rendering more than their share of help towards making it a success, that they should be
dismissed on grounds which had no justification in the statute.
425. Did you feel that the conditions were becoming so strained that you could not remain a Board any
longer? We felt that we wrere called upon to do an unreasonable thing, and really an illegal thing. X
may say that it would have been a great pleasure to many of us to have carried on the experiment if wre
felt that we were sustained by the sympathy of the Administration, but we felt that wro were carrying ou
something in which the Government itself did not'believe—that they did not sympathise with us in
carrying on tho experiment, and some of us began at last to feel a little weary of it.
426. Did the Board which was appointed after your Board resigned disenrol the single men after all?
I really do not know\
427. Would it have been an illegal act? 1 believe it would. We had uo power to disenrol settlers
except on certain grounds laid down in the Ifegnlations. We could not disenrol them on the grounds of
mere convenience.

Benjamin Backhouse further examined :—
428. Chairman.] Have you anything further to say upon ibis subject? Tbe first superintendent B.BackbouBe.
appointed was Jenkins, the second was Waite, and the third was Trcsseder; the fourth was Waite.
—%
That was their order, The first superintendent, as Dr. Boseby has just mentioned, proved unsuitable in H Kbv.jlSbe.
the opinion of the Board.
•129. Is it true, as alleged by one of the witnesses, that Mr. Jenkins was often intoxicated? I could
not say so from from my own knowledge. It was common rumour, and his actions gave strong
colour to it. I should like to point out that the Board of Control took great pains to obtain a good and
suitable man, after selecting from a number of applicants. We then reported to the Minister, who
had to approve of the appointment and the salary to bo paid. There was a proposal to remunerate
Mr. Jenkins iu some other way ; but. the Minister objected, and said that there were plenty of men
to he had at £3 a week, and that was the stipulation for Jenkins' services. Then came Mr. Waite,
lie was certainly one of the best settlers that wo had, a thoroughly capable, conscientious, good
man. Wc made application that Waite, not being an expert in farming, although a peculiarly
good all-round man, should have the periodical assistance of an agriculturist from the Agricultural
Department, but he did not get it, and that was one of the elements of non-success. It came
occasionally, but there was no regularity about it, aud no one took the interest in it that was required.
When some of the settlors began lo object to Waite as superintendent, Mr, Waite himself asked to be
relieved from tho position, and applications were invited by the Board for a paid superintendent, and Mr.
Trcsseder, out of a number of applicants, was appoiuted. A.s a manager of men, and as an agriculturist
and horticulturist he had high testimonials, and had previously held a Government position, We found
that be was not a success, and we again fell into a difficulty with regard to a superintendent. When
Mr. Waite was asked to resume the position, which he did, and held it until within about two months of
this date. I referred to tbe saw-mill iu my evidence tlie other day. I think Dr. Roseby will bear me out
when I say that my feeling was that, unless we wanted a saw-mill for the settlers to work for themselves,
it was a mistake to get one. The commercial element on our committee was pretty strong, and the
minority fell iu with the proposal. As Dr. Boseby has pointed out, there waa great unanimity amongst
tho members of the Hoard, because tho minority easily gave in to the majority. A large majority were in
favour of tho saw-mill. I think I was almost alone in my views on that matter. I said, true to my senti
ment, when the Settlement was started, that it should he self-sustained, that it should work for itself, and
keep itself, and that a number of these settlements mmht federate and make a commonwealth. I said,
“ We are not going to compete with tbe poor wood-cutters and others in the locality, even if we could by
.
means of the saw-mill, as that would bo contrary to the principles of tho Settlement.”
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PITT TOWN SETTLEMENT.
APPENDIX.
Summary of Receipts and Expenditure of the Pitt Town Labour Settlement from the 13th July, 1893, to tho Sth July, 1890.
s. d.
Receipts.
£
To Colonial Treasury ................................ .... 7,691 I 9
Wood sales ............................................ .... 850 1 0
88 12 3
Sale of bricks ........................................ . .
12 2 G
Sale of vegetables, stores, &c................ ...
28 0 10
Produce sales ........................................ ...
1 1 3
Sale of sundries .................................... ...
10 4 11
Smithy account .................................... ...
21 1 5
Tare, discount, and refunds................. ...
16 7 6
Rent of room and paddock ................. .
4 6 10
Postmaster’s salary................................ ...
17 1 3
Cleaning latrines at school ................. ...
9 16 3
Sundries ................................................ ...
33 10 11
Sale of sheepskins ................................ ...
Road-making ........................................ ... 210 0 0
72 0 0
Village settlement committee............. ...
14 9 8
Sundry collections and subscriptions .. ...
£9,079 18

Expenditure.
By Maintenance............... ........................
Plant...................................................
Improvements.................. -................
Working expenses ..........................
Cartage of wood........................ .......
Rushes for brickmaking .................
Refund to Treasuiy ........................

£ s.
...... 5,999 0
...... 1,284 8
.......
474 5
....... 1,244 11
.....
74 11
.......
2 0
......
1 0

rt.
7
6
7
4
7
0
9

£9,079 18 4

4

No™.—A further alliance of XI3 18s. 3d (making up a total of £7,T05) was made hy tho Treasury to recoup tho Deinrtment of Lauds for
moneys paid for freight to the Hallway Commissioners on account of the Boaid of Control.—W. K. Stanlev, 12/11/flO.
Receipts aud Expenditure of the Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement as to 31st December, 1893.
Receipts.
£
s.
Prom Colonial Treasury .................. . ............. 2,319 1
Note,—A further sum was paid hy the
Treasury to the Railway .Department
ou account of the Settlement, bringing
up the amount to £2,330.
From Village Settlement Committee ...........
80 0
Sundry gifts, concert, &e.....................
12 8
Discounts and refunds............................
5 5
Proceeds of sales of wood, &c...............
IS 9

£2,412

4

d.
9

0
0
4
7

Payments.
£
s.
Stores for iruunlonuncc, &e., including rail
way freight on settlers'goods........................ 1,043 10
Cartage on wood sold .........................................
4 5
Plant, &e., Including bullocks, horses, gear,
and tools.................................................................
oS2 3
Improvement account,huts, dams, &c.............
118 7
Working exponses, forage, i.e..............................
292 9
Ralance in Bank ....................................................
371 8

£2,412

S

4

d.
0
7
3
2
1
10
8

We hereby certify that wc have examined the above Statement, and compared it with the books and vouchers, and
find it contains a correct account of all moneys received and paid by the Board of Control.
RAIN iJOLt*!! O J J $ / ~i t. s a i ■ j _
Sydney, 12 February, 1894.
H. ROOKE JONES, ' Hon- Audltor&-

' Receipts and Expenditure of the Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement for the period ending 31st July, 1894.
£

Receipts.

To Balance at Bank as per last statement ..
Colonial Treasury .........................................
Government contracts—
Clearing and formingWindsor-Dural
road .........................................................
Donations, &c.—
_
Collections at Horticultural Society’s
Show .................................... 1 l ^
Village Settlement Committee 12 0 0
Hiss Tilley..................... 10
0
Proceeds of wood sold ................................
Sales of sheepskins.......................................
„ ,
- ,
.
f 0 14 0
Sales of stores, &c.................
2 12 10

Payments.

s. d.

371

S 10

1,000 0 0

By Stores for maintenance, &c.,
including railway freight
on settlers' goods, &c. ...

£

1,204
17

fi
0

s.

d.

7
1

II 10 0
1 14 10

210 0 0

1,234 11

C

Plant, including tools, implements, live

stock..................................... :..................

56

5 11

Improvement account, buildings, seed,

&c..................................................
Working expenses, forage, &c.....................
Balance in Bank.............................................

13 11 S
36 14 5
19 4 10
3
£1,054

89 S 8
250 14 8
23 5 10

6 10
0

£1,054

7

6

7

Memo.

£
Debts due to sundry creditors on 31st July,
1894, as per schedule attached...............
To be debited to following account—
( 378 5 1
Maintenance ..............................■!
1 13 8

(

Plant......................
Improvements......
Working expenses

s. d.

950 13

9

2 12 6
382
352
175
40

11 3
1 30
11 7
9 1

£950 13

9

We hereby certify that wc have examined the above statement and compaicd it with tho books and vouchers and
hnl it contains a correct account of all moneys received and paid by the Board of Control.
RANDOLPH
NOTT,\
A , ,or„
u,A PN I JI)]j
H. ROOKE JONES, f HoUi Audli'orsSydney, 5th September, 1894.
RKOfclPTf
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Receipts and Expenditure of the Pitt Town Co-operative Settlement for the period ending 31st January j 1895,
Eecdp/ts,

Payment!!,
£

s.

To Balance at Bank as per last
Statement .............................................
Colonial Treasury ............... ,................
Proceeds of wood sold .......
149 10 o
Sale of sheepskin'! ..............
14 0 1
Sale of bricks .....................
11 5 0
Sale of milk............................
G18 5
Saleof stores, vegetables, &e.
2 1 11
Erecting bell post for school
2 10 0
Hire of room for polling
2 0 0
Smithy account ....................
0
1 6

Memo.—Debts

s.

£

d,

10
0

23

2,120

ISS 13

4

£2,331 19

2

£ s. d,
Bymamtenanco.inchidingstores 1,227
9
maintenance, includim;
freight on settlerfr goods
2 17 1
maintenance, including
funeral expenses ...............
2 0 0

s,

d.

1,232

4 10

483
222
319
70
2
1

18 7
5 2
15 10
G 0
0 0
8 9

Plant, including tools, im
plements, live stock ................................
Improvement, including building, seed, &e.
Working expenses, including forage, &c..
Cartage of wood .............................................
Rushes for brickmaking................................
Balance at Bank

£2,331 19

2

due to sundry’ creditors on 31st January, 1895, as per schedule attached—£715 19s. 3d.

Wc hereby certify’ that we have examined tiro above statement and compared it with the books and vouchers, and
find it contains a true account of the moneys received and expended by the Board during the period named. Outstanding
debts at same date, £715 19s. 3d.
RANDOLPH NOTT.
Sydney, 15th March, 1895.
STEPHEN SULLIVAN.
Receipts and Expenditure of the I’itt Town Co-operative Settlement from the 1st February, 1895, to the 30th June, 1S95.
Jincdptji.

£

s. d.

To Balance at Bank as per lust
statement.................................................
Colonial Treasury ....................................
Proceeds wood sold............... 191 S G
,,
Bricks sold ...........
41 3 3
,,
Vegetables, stores,
&o., sold ............................
4 9 2
Proceeds millet and sorghum
sold ....................................
17 12 3
Proceeds tea lead sold .......
1
1 3
Smithy and wheelwrights
shop ....................................
Tare allowed ......................
Rent of room in superintend
ent’s cottage......................
Rent of paddock....................
Postmaster’s salary...............
Cleaning school latrines.......
Prize for brickmaking .......
12 daily posts twice charged

£

s. d.

1 8 9
2,005

0

0

255 14

5

3
0

4
7

0
G

Expenditure.
£

s. d.
£ s. d.
By maintenance, including
stores................................... 1,548 7 2
Maintenance, including
freight on settlers’goods..
3 IS 5
Maintenance, including
funeral expenses...............
7 12 S
_
------------------- 1,559 18 3
Plant, including tools, im
plements, live stock ............................
119 15 7
Improvements, including
building, seeds, &c.................................
39 10 10
Working expenses, includ
ing forage, &c..........................................
160 8 4
Balance at Bank.........................................
397 3 3

1 0 0
5
1
4

0
1
6

0
5
3

£2,277

1

3

0 2 6
0 10
£2,277

1

3

We hereby certify that tlie above statement contains a true and correct account of all moneys received and expended
by the Board of Control during the period named.
HENRY C. TAYLOR.
JAS. WATSON.
JOSEPH GREER
Extract from report of Conditional Purchase Inspector J. B. Brown on Pitt Town Settlement of 30 August, 1894:—
“ There were improvements, working plant, and live stock upon the land, which I value at £4,353, as detailed herewith.
This is exclusive of a large amount of small tools and stock in store, a detailed list of which, I was informed, had been
forwarded to the department.”
120 Residential and other huts at £8 ..............................................................................................................
Knperinfendeut’s house.......................................................................................................................................
Stone dairy' (shingled) .......................................................................................................................................
Stove and ofliccs.....................................................................................................................................................
Stable and shed .....................................................................................................................................................
Grain store .....................................................................................
Milking shed ..........................................................................................................................................................
Wheelwright's shop and tool store...............................................................................................................
Slaughter-yard, piggery, fowl-yards, &C...................................................................................................
Saw-mill shed (incomplete) .............................................................................................................................
13 acres orchard, of which 4 acres arctrenched ......................................................................................
105 acres cleared and cultivated............................................................................................................................
10 acres cleared .........................................................................................................................................................
60 acres partially cleai cd (nearlycomplete) ..............................................................................................
9 miles chock and log fence ..............................................................................................................................
100 rods 3-rail, split.....................................................................................................................................................
280 rods 2-rail, split.....................................................................................................................................................
96 rods of paling .......................................................................................................................................................
4 miles combination fences (around rcsidenee) ......................................................................................
16 dams and excavations (5,000 yards) .........................................................................................................
80 chains drains ..........................................................................................................................................................
Well ..............................................................................................................................................................................
Saw-mill (cost price, as informed) ... ........................................................................................................
4 drays, spring curt, harness for each .........................................................................................................
Ploughs, harrow's, scarifier, chafl-cutter, etc., &c................................................................................
13 bullocks, waggon and gear ....................................
17 cows, 9 calves, and hull......................................................................................................................................
6 pigs .............................................................................................................................................................................

£
s. d.
9G0 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
50 0 0
40 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
35 0 0
23 0 0
25 0 0
365 0 0
840 0 0
70 0 0
300 0 0
450
0 0
20
0 0
42
0 0
24
0 6
)92
0 0
250
0 0
20
0 0
20
0 0
220
0 0
60
0 0
80
0 0
65
0 0
80
0 0
2
0 0

£4,353 0

0

Copt
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Schedule attached to Report of Conditional Purchase Inspector J.

B.

Brown on Pitt Town Labour Settlement,

dated 26fch October, 1894.
120
1
10
16
IS
1
9

residential and other huts........................................................................
superintendent’s residence ..........................................................................................................................
outbuildings............................................................................................................................................................
dams and excavations, 7,000 yards............................................................................................................
chains drains ......................................................................................................................................■.................
well .............................................................................................................................................................................
miles cbock-and-log fence, 280 rods 2 rails split, 100 rods 3 rails split, 107 rods wire
netting, 300 chains miscellaneous fence around lots............................................................
13 acres orchard ....................
4
„ trenched...........................................................................................................................................................
105
„ cleared and cultivated.............................................................................................................................
21
„ cleared ..............................................
CO
„ partially cleared ........................................................................................................................................
li ,, ornamental trees around settlement................................................................................................
Saw-mill (cost aa informed)............................................................................................................................
Working plant—stock, consisting of 12 horses, 1C cons, calves, and bull; 0 carts ;
harness; 13 bullocks and waggon; ploughs, harrows, scarifier, chaff-cutter, &c., &c.

£
960
40
271
350
20
20

s,
0
0
0
0
0
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0

741 19
105 0
ISO 0
S40 0
147 0
300 0
22 10
220 0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

300

0

0

£4,655

9

0

Conditional Pm chase Inspector Brown;—
120 residential and other huts................................................................................................................
Superintendent’s residence ...........................................................................................................
Outbuildings (10) ........................................ —...............................................................................
16 dams (7,000 yards excavated) .......................................................................................................
80 chains drains ............................................
1 well ............................................................................................................................ ......... ........- ■■
12| miles chock and log fence, 100 rods 3 rails split fence, 280 rods 2 rails split fence,
34 miles miscellaneous .. .......................................................................................................
13 acres orchard ....................................................................................................................................
4
,, trenched..............................
1A
,, ornamental trees .....................................................................................................................
144
,, cultivated ..........................................................................................................................
48
,, cleared ......................................................................................................................................
192
„ partially cleared .......................
Stock—consisting of 14 horses, 17 cows, 1 bull, 9 calves, 13 working bullocks, 14
pigs, 200 head poultry ...................................................................................................
Working plant—consisting of engine and saw-mil) (cost ns informed), boiler (now
away being repaired), 4 drays (harness for each), 2 spring carts, bullock
waggon, ploughs, harrows, rollers, scavifier, stump extractor, chaff-cutter, &c.

£
s. d.
960 0 0
40 0 0
271 0 0
350 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
929 9 0
195 0 0
130 0 0
22 10 0
1,152 0 0
296 0 0
900 0 0
175 15 0
420 0 0
£5,001 14

Sydney : William Applegate Gullick, Cm eminent Printer.—18BG.

0
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

TRADE UNIONS ACT, 1881.
(REPORT OP THE REGISTRAR OF FRIENDLY SOCIETIES AND TRADE UNIONS FOR THE YEAR 1895.)

ia

Printed under No.

pursuant to JUi 45 TQit.

19

Report from Printing Committee,

12, src. 26.

24 September, 1896.

The Registrar of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions to The Chief Secretary.
Office of Registrar of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions,
Sydney, 16 September, 1896.
I have the honor to lay before you for presentation to Parliament in terms of the Trade
Union Act of 1881 (45 Victoria No.'12) a report with respect to matters dealt with in connection with
Trade Unions for the year 1895.
,
Two new unions only were registered during tlie year, the "Eight Honr Demonstration Committee
of 1895,” and the “ Sydney and Suburbs Master Butchers’ Association.”
_
Considering the large number (161) of Trade Unions registered since the Act came into iorce, it
may appear remarkable that so few annual returns have been received. It is probable, however, that
owing to tho depression which has existed for some years, many Unions have ceased to exist, while others
are in such a low condition, both as to membership and funds, that they are unwilling to give any infermation as to their affairs.
Amendments of existing rules were registered by the following Societies:—
New South Wales Operative Bakers’ Association.
_
New South Wales Locomoiive Engine-drivers, Eiremen, and Cleaners’ Association.
Masters and Engineers of Harbour and River Steamers Association.
New South Wales Furniture Trade Society.
Builders and Contractors’ Association. _
New South Wales Typographical Association.
Although no special provision is made in the Act for the registration of trustees, yet notifications
of their appointment were received from several Societies, and have been placed among the records of this
office. These trustees, it may be noted, are the legal representatives of their respective unions, and in
them is vested all real aud personal estate, with power to bring or defend any actions concerning the
property of their Associations, and with other privileges which would not be granted to trustees of
unregistered bodies, one of them being that a trustee is not personally liable for any deficiency in the
funds, but only for such moneys as he may himself have received.
_
In return for these advantages the Act requires certain conditions to be fulfilled, which have
hitherto been almost entirely neglected, and as this default has probably arisen from ignorance of tbe
duties of officers of Trade Unions, tho following sections of the Trade Unions Act of 1881 are given in
full:—
gjrj

Sec. 17*—Every trade union registered under this Act shall have a registered office to which all communications
and notices may be addressed. If any trade union under this Act is m operation for seven days without having such an
office such trade union and every officer thereof shall incur a penalty not exceeding five pounds for every day during which
it is so in operation. Notice of the situation of such registered office and of any change therein shall be given to the
Registrar and recorded by him. Until such notice is given the trade union shall not be deemed to have complied with
the provisions of this Act.
. ,
a
,
,
. ,
■
. ,
.
Sec. 18.—A general statement of the receipts, funds, effects, and expenditure of every trade union registered
under this Act shall he transmitted to the Registrar before the first day of June in every year, and shall show fully tho
assets and liabilities at the date and the receipts and expenditure during the year preceding the date to which it is made
out of the trade union, and shall show separately the expenditure in respect of the several objects of the trade union, and
shall he prepared and made out up to such date iu such form_, and shall comprise such particulars as the Registrar may
from time to time require, and every member of and depositor in any such trade union shall be entitled to receive on
application to the treasurer or secretary of that trade union a copy of such general statement without making any payment
for the aamc. Together with such general statement there shall be sent to the Registrar a copy of all alterations of rules
and new rules, changes of officers made by the trade union during the year preceding the date up to which the general
statement

421—

782
2
statement m niaile out, and a copy of tlie rules of the trade union as they exist at that date, livery trade union which
ffirmply
0f acts ^ wotravention of this section and also every officer of the trade union so failing shall each be
mine to a penalty not exceeding five pounds for each offence, livery person who wilfully makes or orders to be made anv
It™,
,n 0r,
fl'om “y suoh general statement, or in or from the return of such copies of rules or altera
tions of rules, sliall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for each offence.
bee. 25.—A trade union which fails to give any notice or send any document which it is required by this Act to give
.Kalld everyoffi,cor or Other person bound by the rules thereof to give or send the same, or if there bo no such
omcer then every member of the committee of management of the union unless proved to havo boon ignorant of, or to have
u d ” pf0Tent the omission to give or send the same, is liable to a penalty of not less than one pound and not more
like amV™,ntTdB reu0Veni1b,‘; atithe !;u.lt, of,thc Registrar or of any person aggrieved, and to an additional penalty of the
like amount for each week during which the omission continues.
J
AT
attached, one (A) containing the names of all the Trade Unions registered
in JSew houth Wales prior to 1st January, 18%, and the other (B) such particulars as have been supplied
by seventeen unions, which have furnished information with regard to their operations durin- the year
■

.are

I have, &e.,
.
.
ALFRED DAVIS,
Registrar of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions,

APPENDIX A.

1
2
3

4

5

G

7
S
9

10
11
12

1882.
2 June.
15 „
20 July.
26 „
18 August.
25
„
3 October.

Amalgamated Miners’ Association of Australasia, Hunter Eivcr District
New South Wales Typographical Association...................................................
Hew South Wales Seamen’s Union ................................................... "
Newcastle aud Hunter River Shipwrights’ Provident Union .......................
Masters and Engineers of Harbours and Rivers Steamers Association.......
New South Wales Operative Bakers’ Association................................
Amalgamated Journey men Tailors’ Association of New South Waies
Sydney United Plasterers’ Society.................................................................
Sydney Coal Lumpers’ Union................................................................................
Newcastle Coal Trimmers’ Provident Union ............... ....................................

20
21
22

Sydney Wharf Labourers’ Union .....................................................................
Ainalgamated Society of Carpenters and J oincrs ............................................
,
..........
United Labourers' Protective Society of New South WaVes'!.,.".'.',,'!! .'................................................
Friendly Trade Society of Ironmouldcrs of New South Wales"'.l'..... .....................
Amalgamated Society of Plumbers, Galvanized Iron Workers, and' Gasfiltera oi' New' South Wales
Kiver Mechamcs, and Eiigmemen’s Society.......
Operative Bricklayers* Society of -Sew South Wales........... !...... .............................................................
Now South Wales Associated Labourers’ Union...............................................
’ ......................
Bulli Coal Miners5 Mutual Protective Association.................. .
New South Wales Journeyman Farriers’ Association ............... ..................... .......
Newcastle General Wharf .Labourers’ Association............... .
Journeyman Butchers' Protective Association of New South Wales

23
24
25
26
27
28

Friendly Society of Operative Stonemasons....................................................
Stewards’ and Cooks’ Union of Australasia.... ... ........... .
New South Wales Locomotive Engine Drivers’ and Firemen's Association.
federated Seamen s Union of New South Wales ..............................................
Sydney and Suburban Cabmen’s Protective Union ............................
fNciy South Wales Amalgamated Operative Boot Trade Union,!]'!!'.,'.]",!.!!

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Sydney Progressive Society of Carpenters and Joiners
Sydney United Friendly Trade and Benefit Society of Painters.................
Australasian Pattern Makers’ Society .......................................................
Gas Stokers’ Protective Association of New South Wales !.!'.!!!!! ! ’.!!.].]
Northern Branch of the New South Wales Typographical Association....
at
o
,,, , ,,,
(No Union was registered to this number.)
New South \Vales Tramway Engine Drivers and Firemen’s Association .
Amalgamated Cooks’, Pastry-Cooks', and Confectioneta’ Society
,
Dressers’ Eight-hour Society of New Soutli Wales.
Ainalgamated Miners' Association of Australasia,'illawarra'District]'No" 6 Coloniai’District!
.New teouth Wales.
J
’New South !iVa!« Sad(31c, Harness, and Collai Makers’ Protective Society ....
Operative Saiimakcrs’ Trade and Burial Society of Sydney......................................... ]."' ]...............
Brickmakers’, Brickmakers1 Labourers' and Pipemakers" Union
Coal Miners Mutual Protective Association of the Western District...................................................
Sawyers’ and Millworkers’ Association of Sydney...............
.................................................
* United Furniture Trade Society of New South Wales' !!!!!!!!!!!!!.!!!!'!!!!.........................................
Master Slaters' Association of New South Wales ................. !!!!!!!." !!!!..................... ............................
Eight Hour Demonstration Committee, 1886 ........... !!.!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!................................. “ " ........
New South Wales Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Service Association’!!!'.!!!!......................
Newcastle Eiriit Hour Demonstration Committee, 1886
.......
Waiters’ and Barmen’s Union of New South Wales ........ !]!!!!’!!1!!]!.'.'!!!!!!!]!]!!,!!!!! "!!""!.............
Colliery Workmen’s Mutual Protection Association ............................ .......... .....................

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
53

Australasian Association of Operative Plasterers, Now South Wales ............................................
olip and Bock and General Labourers1 Union..... .......... . ........
..............................
tSfip and Dock and General Labourers’ Union, Balmain Branch !!!!!!!!!!!!!]...!!]]]]!!’"!]!!...........
Council of the Federated Societies engaged in the Building Trades of N.S.W...................................
Eight Hour Demonstration Committee, 1887 ...................
.
............................
Sydney Lithographic Society .............................. !'.!.!'.!].]'.'.!]!! !"!........................... *................................
Port Jackson Coal Labourers’ Union................................. ]]......................................................................
jSteamship Owners' Association.................................
...............................................................................

13
14
15
16
17
IS
19

* Dissolved in accordance with thc “ Trade Union Act, 1SS1."

f Stated to be defunct.

9

„

U

„

14 November.
25
„
1883.
10 January.
24
„
1 February.
26
„
26 May.
26 July.
2 August.
I October.
22 November.
4 December.
19
„
1384.
10 March.
15 April.
17 May.
27 Novemlier.
27 December.
23
„
1885.
22 February.

21

„

1 June,
28 July.
5 August.
25 September.
4 November.
12
„
30 December,
1886.
9 January,
25
„
10 April.
1 May.
IS June.
28
„
12 July.
3 August.

14

„

9 September.
15 November.
7 December.
1887.
24 January.
12 April.

5

1
23
30
24
3

„

June.
July.
„
August.
September.

J Withdrawn from ngtoration.

3

59

GO

61
62
63
64
65

6G
67
08

CD

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81
82
83
84
85

86
87

88
89

90
91
92
93
94

95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105

1888.
11 J anuary,
14 February.
30 April.
5 June,
13 July.
22 August.
17 September.
15 October.

.Newcastle Harbours and Rivors Employees' Provident Union,..
New South Wales Fishermen’s Association.........................................
Newcastle Wharf Labourers’-Union.......................... "
Shipwrights’ Provident Union of Port Jackson .....................
Eight-Hour Demonstration Committoe, 1888 ...................
Sydney Trolly and Draymen’s Union ...........................
Protection of Trade Marks and Exchange Association (Limited)"
United 1 urniture Trade Society of New' Soutli Wales ...................
Northern District Eight Hours Demonstration Committee, 1888
Newcastle Typographical Association .......................................
Barrier Typographical Society ......................
United General Labourers’ Association of Newcastle

10
15

5 November.

20

City of Sydney Wickcr-workers’ Society.............................................
United Society of Boiler-makers and Iron Sbiphniiders of New South Wales...............
United Licensed Victuallers’ Association of New South Wales
..........
Bookbinders’ and Paper-rulers’ Society of New South Wales .........................................
New South Wales Harbours and Rivers Service Association . ,
................
Light-Hour Demonstration Committee, 1889 ..........................................................................
AewcasUc Crane IiJntp]oyeos, Association ..................... 4
............
United Labourers’ Protective Society, Newcastle Branch"No' 1.......................................
Mercantile Marine Oflicers’ Association of Australasia
.....................................
New South Wales Amalgamated Boot Trade Union..............................................................
New South Wales Journeymen Confectioners’ Society ".....................................................
New South Wales Shop Employees’ Union............... ............i..'.'."."!"*!”]............................
Amalgamated Slaughtermen aud Journeymen Butchers’ Union of New South Wales '
Trades and Labour Council of New' South Wales ..........................................
New South Wales Colliery Engine-drivers’ Protective Association ................................
Australian Commissionaires’ Guarantee Society........................
..............................
Cutters’ and Trimmers' Union of New South Wales""!]!!.'"!..............................................
Quarrymen’s Eight Hours Protective Society of New South'Waics"!...............................
$Balranald Carriers’ Union..........
..............................
Australasian Society of Engineers

* Lachlan Carriers’ Union .............!..!!,]'!.....................................................................................................
Australian Fishermens Benefit and Protective Society of'New' Smith Wales!!!!."!!" ]!...................

Operative Masons’ and Bricklayers’ Association, Sturt District..............
JNewcastlo unci Couru-y Shop Employees5 Union

....................................

Sydney and Suburban Omnibus Employees’ Association.............

................................

107
108
109

United Shipwrights’ Society of Port Jackson
............................................................................
Amalganmted Navvies’ and General Lal>onrcr’s' Union of New Smith Wales..................................

115
110
117
118
119

120
121

Brewers' Employees’ Association ..............................

Awated Water, Cordial and Gingerbeer Employees Union . .

.....................

........................

Newcastle and District Farriers’ Association
................................................
Licensed Vanmen’s Union ...................
......................................................................................
Newcastle District Operative Bakers’ Association
....................................................................

120

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142

9

23
„
5 February.
25
„
28
2 April.
3
30 „
7 May.
16 „
28 „
11 June.
17

„

20 „
16 July.

22 „

2 August.
11

n

-1

u

21
9 September.
11 October,

20

„

27

„

31

„

31
„
8 November.
„
Northumberland Carriers’ Association of New South Wales.................................................................. 28
28
„
Kiama Bmnch Amalgamated Navvies’ and General Lubmirer^ Union of' New' South' Waics
11 December.
snS.VS“a
P"'“0‘"e “»■'v““™ D““....
13
„
19
n6^ a0^-},
LVttel'Press MaelitDists’ and SterentjW Union..........................................
18
„

United Millers, Engine Drivers’, and Mill Employees’ Society of New South Wales'!!!!!!!!!
—.............................

122 'SrS.SKsr111 “* Ii"'bo’
123
124
125

6

M „
Jr,01,1
Assistants’ Association of New South Wales..............................................................
Light Hour Demonstration Committee. 1899
........................................................
Bathurst District Federated Labour League !!]]'!!]!’.]!!!!!!',!!"!“'!!!.!!!............................................
Bogan River Carriers’ Union Forwarding Agency Society ......... !....................................................

106

113
114

12
28
5
27
10
19
29
2
19
2
7
23
30

„

1889.
February.
March.
April.
June.
July.
„
„
August,
October.
November.
December.
„
„
1890.
January.

2
AlnnSOTth WuSaCh m'lket,S’’ iU,1'vay Car M'rt Waggon makers and Wheelwrights’ Society of New

New South Vi ales Practical Chimney Sweepers’ Association ..
.............................. . .............
Barrier Ranges Engine Drivers’ and Firemen's Association, New Smith WM™.............................

110
111
112

„
„

Journeymen Coopers’ Society of New South Wales ......................
Barrier Ranges Builders’ Labourers’ Society .................. !'.!!'.!!!!.!!!!
00\,al1^ Leather Workers’ Association of New Soutli Wales.......
New South Wales Saddle and Harness Makers’ Trade Society !!!!!
1 ort Jackson Stevedores5 Association ....................
**
Barner Ranges Mechanics’ and Mechanics7 Assistants'’Association
textile Workers’ Union of New South Wales .............................
Clothing Machiners’ and Fitters’ Union of New South Wales........
Western District Smelters’ and Surface Employees’ Union....... "i!!
Northern District Eight-Hours Demonstration Committee, 1891
North Coast Trades and General Labour Union.................. . .
Newcastle Brewery Employees’ Association .,,..!!.] !].].]]...............
Eight-Hour Demonstration Committee, 1891 .!!!!!!!].!!!!'...], " ......
Bnckmakers’and Brickyard Employees’ Society of’Broken Hill
Amalgamated Tobacco Workers’ Society....... :.............. . ...
"
Northern District Sawyers’ and Machinists’ and TTinber Employees1 Ass'^iation!
Association of Graphic Arts ........................................

Newtown Branch, United Labourers’ Protective Society'of New Soiitii Wales’!
■f-Sydney and Suburbs LTmted Bread Carters’ Association
* Dissohcd ia accordance with thc “Trade Union Act, 1SS1.”

t Stated to be defunct.

20

„

1891.
23 January.
13 February.
15
„
27
„
11 March.
16
„
17
„
10 April.
14 May.
15 „
12 June.

IS .,
14 July.
29 „
7 August.

6

15
25
9
25
10

>,

„
September.
October.
November.
December.

t Withdrawn from registration.

784
4

lifiCOTd
NO.

Date ot

Trade Umona Registered np to December, 1895.

Registration.

1892.
17 May.

143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151

Builder’s and Contractors’ Association of Now South Wales....................................................................
United Marble, Monumental, aud Slate Workers’ Society ..........................................................................
United Cooks’ Society of New South Wales ..... ..................................................... ..................... ................
Eight-Hour Uemonatration Committee, 1892 ..................................................................................................
New South Wales Sewerage Minors’ Association ........... ..............................................................................
Central Australian Carriers’ Union ..................................................................................................................
New South Wales Marine Association of Stewards and Cooks .................................................................
Barrier Ranges Operative Bakers' Union....... ...................................................................................................
Timber Cutters’ Association of New South Wales..........................................................................................

152
153
154

Amalgamated Society of Engineers, New South Wales District................................. ...............................
Eight-Hour Demonstration Committee, 1893 ................. ..................................................................................
Amalgamated Miners’ Association of Australasia, Barrier Colonial District No. 3................................
Northern District Eight-Hours Demonstration Committee, 1893 .............................................................
Thackeringa Branch, Amalgamated Miners’ Association and Consolidated Accident L'lind .. .........
Peak Hill Branch, Barrier Colonial District No. 3, Amalgamated Miners Association of Australasia
11 December.
and Consolidated Accident Fund...................................................................................................................
1894.
9 February.
Barrier Mines Employers’ and Employees’ Amalgamated Union
11 August.
Eight-Hour Demonstration Committee, 1894 ............................
27 September.
Sydney District Council of the Australasian Labour Federation
1895.
16 August.
Eight-Hour Demonstration Committee, 1895 ......................................k1"'!
i"''
8 November.
Sydney and Suburbs Master Butchers’ Association, Sydney, New South Wales

155
155a

156
157
158
159
160
161

21

„

11 June.
27 July.
27 „
30 May.
1 September.
3
„
28
„
1893.
19 June.
18 August.
25
,,
25
,,
30 October.

APPENDIX B.
6
To

ats

Name at Trade Union.

Amount
of Funds*
31st December,
189*.
£

1
5
25
29
32
40
65

68
72
85
90

95
98

106
124
154

s. d.

Receipts,
1895£

Sydney; Cliarlcs Polter, Government Printer.—1894.

[W.3

s. d.

2,362 2 1 0
Amalgamated M iners’ Association—Hunter River District 2,120 14 11
Masters' and Engineers’ of Harbour and River Steamers
313 1 4
929 2 1
Association of N.S.W........................................................... .
N.S.W, Locomotive Engine Drivers’, Firemen, and
654 9 4
Cleaners’ Association............................................ ................ 1,469 11 9
'265 10 3
38 7 0
Sydney Progressive Society of Carpenters and Joiners ...
Cas Stokers^ Protective Association of Now South Wales
26 10 C
3 IS 3
(half-year) .................................................................... . -!
20 13 4
151 9 4
Operative iSailmakers' Trade and Burial Society of Sydney
N.S.W. Amalgamated Railway and Tramway Service
387 16 9
266 15 11
Association ................................................................... .
Protection of Trade Marks and Exchange Association
59 14 10
D J 7
(Limited).................................................•’...............................
67 3 3
94 12 5
Newcastle Typographical Association........... . .... ..............
United Society of Boilermakers and Iron Ship-builders of
474 6 1
2,199 S 10
New South Wales ...........................................................
New South Wales Protective Association of Colliery
04 13 2
7 16 3i
Engine Drivers ......................................................................
120 4 11
331 9 7
Australasian Society of Engineers ............... ......................
Australian Fishermen’s Benefit and Protective Society of
38 2 0
109 11 9
New Soutli Wales...................................................... .
Amalgamated Hotel and Caterers Employees’ Union in
113 0 -5
98 13 4
New South Wales ........................................ . .......... .
37 16 6
5 17 1
Barrier Ranges Engine'Drivers’ and Firemen's Association
148 6 1
281 0 6
Journeymen Coopers' Society of New South Wales........
Amalgamated Miners’Association of Australasia—Barrier,
Colonial District, No. 3 .....................................................

Amount
of Funds*
Slgt December,
1895.

Expenditure,
1S95.
£

s. d.

£

s. d.

5

6

817 12

343 15

0

898

3,725

557
62

3 8
0 1

3

8 5

1,560 17
241 18

5
3

21 17
6 0

8
6

8 11 1
166 2 2

S4 11

2

570

68 6
50 17

4
2

101

217 14 10

2,456

1

6

is 6
0

1

49
50

8
3

0
6

23 l
401 11

51
0

41

G

6

100

3

91 IS 1
30 3 4
128 15 01

7

119 15 8
13 10 3
300 )1 Of
235 13 4

1896.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

FRIENDLY SOCIETIES.
HEGISTRAR’S REPORT ON OPERATION OF, FOR YEAR 1895.)

Printed under No. 27 Report from Printing Committee, 13 November, 1896, a.m.

flve.scnteb ta ^nrltament, pursuant to JUt 37 T)ir. ^lo. 4,

45.

The Kegistrar of Eriendly Societies to The Chief Secretary.
Sir,

Sydney, 12 November, 1896.
. I have the honor to forward herewith my report for the year 1895, to which are appended
tables compiled from the annual returns of Friendly Societies, and exhibiting their position at the close of
the year 1894.
I have, &c.,
ALFKED DAVIS,
Registrar of Friendly Societies.
Trr a previous report reference was made by the Registrar to the general inadequacy of tlie contributions
required from members of Friendly Societies to provide tbe benefits offered under their rules, and also to
the unsoundness of the system of uniform payments to the sick and funeral funds.
_
Any proposal to alter the existing undesirable condition of affairs met with vigorous opposition
from the majority of thc officers of the various bodies, who were inclined to resent interference, and
doubtless feared that a change would be productive of extra trouble in the performance of their duties.
There were others, however, who were already aware of the faulty nature of the system then in vogue,
and willing to exert their influence to bring about an amendment, and great improvements have since
been made. Some of the most bitter opponents became converted into strong supporters, and although,
chiefly through the efforts of the older members, in most cases but moderate increases have been made in
the subscriptions of persons who bad already been initiated as members, nearly all tbe societies have
registered rules requiring m ueh higher contributions from new members.
.
In thc case of one of the most important orders of Oddfellows, known as the Manchester Unity,
of which the districts and branch lodges varied very considerably in tbe value of the benefits which they
offered, a most decisive step was taken. They have now a code of rules binding upon every branch of the
society in New South Wales and providing for uniformity of benefits to be received from, and of contri
butions to, the sick and funeral funds, with the proviso that every member initiated since 1st October,
1894, shall subscribe according to an adequate scale graduated by age groups.
'
_
Tho Independent Order of Rechabites had already employed a graduated, although not quite
adequate scale, and have now adopted one which has been certified to as satisfactory, and which applies to
all new members. The same course has been followed hy the G rand United Order of Oddfellows, the
Independent Order of Oddfellows, the Order of Royal Foresters, the Sons and Daughters of Temperance,
the Loyal Protestant Benefit Society, the Protestant Alliance Friendly Society, and the Free Gardeners.
The A.H.C. Guild of St. Mary and St. Joseph (completely remodelled as an Order with branches), tho
Irish National Foresters, and the National Independent Order of Oddfellows have adopted an. approved
scale for all members alike. The remaining orders still continue to offer to the unwary a scale of sick
and funeral benefits which tbe present weekly contribution is wholly inadequate to provide, and young
men now joining them will, when too late, discover that the whole of their payments have been absorbed
for the benefit of thc old members.
_
One element which led to tbe improvement was the knowledge that the lodge funds were being
rapidly exhausted owing to the increased demand for sick allowance, due to the recent bad times and lack
of employment. Many membors have been compelled to claim sick pay who, under better circumstances,
would have declined to accept it, and it is freely stated that men in sound health, but out of work, have
contrived to have their names placed on the sick list.
A
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A very considerable amount of work has been entailed, upon the office of the Eegistrar not only in
the examination and revision of rules submitted for registration, the preparation of tables of eontributions
suitable to the varied scales of benefits proposed by the different societies, and the giving decisions in the
numerous cases of disputes brought before the Eegistrar, but still more iu the adjustment and correction
of the annual returns required under section 45 of the Act. The discrepancies between the balancesheets of branches of the orders and those of the Districts aud Grand Lodges have been subjected to careful
investigation, and the further inquiries were pushed the more clearly was it demonstrated that embezzle
ments and misapplication of the funds had been of far from exceptional occurrence.
The chief causes of this unsatisfactory condition of affairs have been the unfitness of secretaries,
due to their ignorance, and the utter neglect of the auditors to observe thc faithful fulfilment of their
duties.
_ I*1 the rules of some societies it is provided that if au office become vacant, and there be no duly
nominated candidate, the roll of members shall he called over, and each member in turn refusing to accept
the office shall be fined,—as if the fact of having been initiated has conferred upon each member the
capability of properly performing the duties of secretary or auditor; and in this connection it has been
stated that one on his appointment stated that he had never at any period of his life been required to add
up a column of figures.
The errors into which secretaries have fallen are of various kinds. In one case great care was
observed in entering in each member’s pence book the amount which he paid on each lodge night, but no
list was kept of tho names of those from whom the money was received. A simple memorandum was
made in the lodge books of the total amount collected, and banded over to the treasurer at thc close of
the meeting ; so that no hook is in existence to show what members are in arrears, nor to what extent.
In another case, a refund to the society on account of over-payment from its funds was omitted from the
receipts, although the gross amount paid away was inserted among thc items of expenditure.

Some other vagaries in the way of account-keeping may be noted, which are somewhat remarkable.
Moneys embezzled years ago, and amounts invested in bubble banks and in building societies which have
long since closed their doors, and from which not a farthing can ever be realised, are still regarded as
valuable assets, and scrupulously carried forward from year to year. Investments realised and amounts
withdrawn from banks have in several instances been treated as a portion of the annual receipts ; and in
like manner sums invested have been taken as part of the annual expenditure. Amounts spent on repairs
to a building or in replacing worn-out furniture have been added to the original cost, thus giving an
unduly increased value to the society’s assets. Bank overdrafts have occasionally been regarded as
available assets, and appear to have been looked upon as a decidedly profitable investment. Deficiencies
in the management fund at the end of a year, and sums of money, in many cases by no means inconsider
able, borrowed, illegally, from tbe sick and funeral fund, have been quietly ignored in the next year's
returns, although the rules forbid such borrowing, and provide that, if necessary, a levy shall be made for
management purposes. If tho income for the year has been less than the expenditure, it ,is not an
uncommon occurrence that the secretary adds the amount of the excess of expenditure to the amount of
funds at the beginning of the year, so as to arrivo at the funds at the end of the year, and then, by way
of clinching the matter and providing a check on his calculations, to give detailed particulars aa to hank
deposits and other ways in which these total amounts are invested.
Strange as some of the above-mentioned blunders appear, it must he noted that the balance-sheets
have not been challenged by any private or official member, and they have, of course, been passed and
certified by the auditors.
Despite the distinct provision in the 40th section of the Act that a separate account shall be kept
of the contributions and expenses in connection with management, many societies continue to keep one
general fund for all purposes. As this is illegal the chief executive officers should at once take steps to
remedy the evil, and have the contributions in future properly divided ; and they should at the same time
impress upon each secretary the necessity of ensuring accuracy in their returns of the number of
members, financial and unfinancial. The numbers returned to this office frequently differ materially from
those supplied to the District or Grand Lodge.
Unfortunately, certain causes have militated against improvement in these respects—the resent
ment felt by branch officers when any suggestions are made by their superiors, and the hesitation on
the part of District or Grand Secretaries, elected from year to year, to find fault with those upon whose
goodwill they depend for reappointment.
“

_
Every society established under the Act is required by section 28 to appoint one or more trustees,
in whom all real and personal estate of the society shall be vested (section 33). The extent to which
this provision has been neglected is surprising. Prom one or two cases which wero brought under notice
it was. deemed expedient to make an investigation of the records of 605 existing registered Friendly
Societies. Of these, 392 had the correct number of trustees as required under their rules, 31 had less
than the required number, 37 had sent in notices of appointment which were informal, while 145 societies,
some of which had been in existence for upwards of thirty years, had never registered even one trustee,
and of those which had registered the correct number, it has since been found that many had made new
appointments without registration.
. Periodical valuations of the societies are necessary, as being the only means by which they can

erceive plainly their position; but the only valuations which have as yet been made are those of the
Eanchester Unity, of the Grand United Order of Oddfellows, and of the Eechabites. The last-named
society Las not published the result, which cannot, therefore, be given here; but the condition of the two
first-named was as follows:—

S

Name of Order.

Number of
Members.

Average Age
(in years).

Number of
Wives.

i Ratio of Assets per
Deficiency per
| £ of Liability.
Member.

Assets.

Liabilities.

£

£

£ s.

d. 1

£

*. d.

Manchester ITnity T.O.O.P..............

17,656

341

11,271

720,529

924,798

11 11

7

|

0 15 7

Grand United O.O.F........................

8,888

34

3,943

281,970

403,055

13

9

|

0 14 10

0

For the sake of convenience and comparison, the following abstracts of the returns for the years
1893 and 1894 have been compiledSocieties

Societies Tabulated for the Tear 1893.

Name of Order,

Medical
Attendance and
Medicine.

Pay.

Slot

Total.

Other Receipts.

Contributions.

Other
Expenditure.

Funds at the
beginning: of Year,

Total.

Funds at the end
of Year.

3
o
§£ sjH
0+3 J-J
fc * s
Acs*
u
£

Austealasian Holy Catholic Criiild...............
Ancient Order of Foresters, Sydney District
Ancient Order of Foresters, New England
District.
Grand United Order of Oddfellows ...............
Grand United Order of Free Gardeners ...
Hibernian Australasian Catholic Benefit
Society.
Irish National Foresters.........................................
Independent Order of Oddfellows.............
Independent Order of Recliahites............. .
Loyal Protestant Benefit Society ..........
Manchester Unity, Independent Order of
Oddfellows
National Independent Order of Oddfellow's
Order of Boyal Foresters..........................................
Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of
Austrsilasia.
Sons and Daughters of Temperance ...............
United Ancient Order of Druids, Sydney
District.
United Ancient Order of Druids, Newcastle
District.

Total .............................................

Miscellaneous Sojieties

..........................................

s. a.

s.

d.

2
3
5

1,009 16
2,149 3
26 10

4
3
7

5,487 18 6
13,126 16 6
334 4 0

2,065 15 i
2,835 4 ii
60 14 6

30,125 10 i
4,998 15 c
6,817 6 11

6,102 18
553 8
913 10

0
9
3

36,228 8
5,552 4
7,730 17

1
3
2

10,016 17 6
2,040 4 10
1,864 5 8

£

&. a

4,478 0
10,977 13
307 13

£

£

s. d.

£

891 13 11
6,403 1 0
19,247 1 3

107 17 10
1,282 17 10
3,016 3 5

1,002 11 9
7,775 18 10
22.2&S 4 8

111 3 4
1,773 5 11
4,915 18 5

6,799 18 4
15,494 17 10

1,030 10 11
2,876 19 2

7,830 9
18,371 17

3
0

1,799
3,303

0
3

3
2

1,236

5

2

334

55,125 15

2

0
4
5
4
6

64
3,834
1,040
138
17,734

2,723 19

0

372

193,825 18

3

41,753

4,758 8 11

2

8

3,096

1

8

8 11

240,579

7

2

1,502 15

5,961

0

3 11

2,217

3 4
16 9
5 2
12 11
IS 10

3
2
6

9,699 6 8
1,016 17 11
2,460 11 6

845 8 1
20,719 10 4
8,441 2 11
2,758 7 3
79,011 G 11

C
19
14
19
6

s. d.

1,979 9
3,958 7
75 12

2 1
11 0
8 6
7 11
0 5

781
17,384
7,400
2,619
61,280

50
4,060
803
678
17,660

£

223 18 8
5,696 10 10
1,872 4- 1
916 i 4
19,079 10 'A

£

B. d.

£

3- d.

£

s.

a.

£

5,951 i 11
12,114 ii 5
285 18 7

13,889 0 3
19,439 19 10
170 2 2

13,425 16 10
20,452 4 H
218 7 7

14,859 16 8
2,453 12 1
3,328 19 11

34,576 0 10
6,540 14 10
7,653 17 1

69,796 19
3,588 S
7,702 8

71,449 6
3,596 18
7,839 8

313
8,167
5,562
1,012
33,574

688
17,923
7,633
2,507
70,215

19 3
19 7
19 0
5 JO
17 11

1
7
8
0
7

3
2
3
1
0

91 ii
28,141 17
39,899 12

8,236 14
16,696 13

15,582 18 8
13,984 13 11

3
0
0

6
3 U
7,910 14 6

2,583 1
7,210 15

8
3

3,854 12
6,182 14

4
8

7

4

1,158 11

0

2,729

3

6

9

66,303 14

8

99,370 13

8

220,805

3

3

8

1,403 12

2

9 10

6,903

4

8

2,277

IS

236 18 3
29,442 6 7
6,257 I 7
2,400 2 11
199,529 9 10

749 10 1
7,331 10 10
20,015 3 11

257 3
2,332 1
7,182 11

380
3,270

1
7
6

3
1

4
3
7

2

1

458,406 13

5

8,276

13,423

3

2

■P
!i

^

u '
"en
2
An
Eg
V l-M
53 bo
O-C
«3
gxs
KJ

a. d.

7
4
7

1,905 17
5,270 19
149 11

1
Sq

50
4J
§*o
-£•£
tK £<V

1,699 1,705
3,392 3,432
109
130

4 10,203
0 1,975
7 1,733

596
20

9,566
1,820
1,631

2,097

514 5 1
188
178
32,236 9 9 4,827 4,584
7,059 16 3 1,162 1,313
2,651 10 11
914
852
208,328 9 9 17,590 17,656

17

344 13
23,536 5
42,147 13

0
3
4

15,176 13 8
15,659 17 10
8,643

0

478,200 17

13,436

2

3

184
274
1,830 1,885
5,871 5,665
3,868
4,997

3,714
4,992

1,082

989

342

09

217
162
3,139
36
973
...
....

276

4 61,644 60,389

5

3,143

2,656

I
[

<1
00
-3
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Friendly Societies Tabulated for the Year 1894.
^o 9
a 5?
.2-“

Medical

Name of Order.

Contributions.

Other Receipts.

Attendance and
Medicine.

Sick Pay.

Total.

Other

Funds at the

Total.

Expenditure.

beginning of Year.

Funds at the end
of Year.

.

5 ^ *o
£
£ ©E
pe

£
£

E.

d.

£

jUistralftsifm lioly Catholic Guild....................
Ancient Order of Foreslers, Sydney District
Anoient Order of Foresters, iXeiv England
District.
Ancient Order of Foresters, Kentra! Courts

4,827 5 8
10,590 16 10
524 0 1
9

549

Otrand Doited Order of Oddfellows .............
G-rand United Order of Free Gardeners

30,099 7 11
4,677 14 2

6,789
425

Hibernian Ausirulnsian Catholic Benefit
Society.
Irish Hntional Frrestore ..........................................
Independent Order of Oddfellows.................
Independent Order of KechabiteB...................
Loyal Protestant Benefit Sociotv

.............

Afanehoster Unity, Independent Order of
Oddfellows.
National Independent Order of Oddfellows
Order of lloyal Foresters

.....................................

2,783 15

C

s

3 11
9 10

1

953 10

2

825 2 11
1 fi,709 19 7
4,668 1 6

o
u

64
3,016 13
1,484 5

5
3
9

5,931 17

5

1,357 15

5

1,142

9

35,888 ii 10
5,003 4 0

10,785 11
2,026 6

1
1

8,898
923

8 10
2 8

5

0

2,077

6

2

34 3
4,134 15
1,031 11

4
8
8

231 11
5,309 5
1,302 6

5
6
0

744 16

5

974 13 11

1 10

34,890 11 11

6,885

3

16,618 14

9

78,869

1,107 12

6

119 14

5

1,227

4,883

3

8

826

United Anoient Order of Druids, Sydney
District,
United A noient Order of Druids, Newcastle
District.
‘
Ifiscclluncous Societies ..........................................

16,346

4

2

2,653

2,640

5

6

4,424

6

4

200,374 15
2,106 5
792 C

6
7
9

203,273

7 10

6

9
4

3

889 6 4
19,726 12 10
6,152 7 3

8

2,936 16

7

2,486 14
3

22,328 12

1,904

d.

8

634

5

8

0

20,177 15

6

6

■S

6 11

7,0-tS 12

£

5
0

159
1,963

3

5,190 17

0

2

19,385

424 10
2,243
6,950

d.

1

5

8 10
6

4

2,166 18
4,701 15
256 19
886

1 11
9

2,485

4

3

424.
8,034
2,905

6

7

8
9
4

7

6

3,699 10
8,139

6

7

7

5
5
5

1,985
3,432
162

1,631
3,249
136

590
21

1

7

9,191 17

7

980

910

207

72,257
3,036

8
6

0

8

9,519
1,588

9?58G
1,572

2,205
439

7,980

8

6

1,627

1,536

297

195
4,406
1,373

15
867
242

860

160

8 17,579 17,417

3,637

7,561 16

8

5
7 n
5
0

546 3
32,236 9
6,841 17

8
9
ti

745 7
34,484 14
7,754, 19

7
8
9

178
4,631
1,313

0

2,561 12

6

2,794 11

2

852

9

3

203,133 12 11

997

3

8

348 13
5

578 16

5

28,273 15

2

5

28,536

8

20,280 10

2

41,979 15 ii

44,027 17

6,034 14

4

9,338 19 10

9,013 15

0

3,067 10

4
9

16,496

8

3

4 11

3,289

3

2

4

5,527

0

7

11,762 17 10

6

228,498 2
2,656 15
1,060 19

0
7
2

493,022 10 C
7,289 5 11
1,570 4. 10

232,215 16

9

501,882

0

7,017

7

6

5,809 14

366 14

6

3,007

0

0

1,581

9

9

352

8

6

1,355

6

3

5,831 12

7

1,993

2

0

1,273

1

3

2,260 17

41,187 14 2
463 8 ii
191 10 i

241,562 9 8
2,669 14 G
984 2 10

63,062
939
278

3
7

8
2

8

0

65,437
893
439

9 10
7 1
5 9

41,842 i9

246,116

64,279 18 10

66,770

2

7

0

8

99,998
824
343

8
1
5

4
5

101,165 15

3

15,433

8

7

8,764 IS

4

1

.

* These returns hnve boon received since the first portion of the table was compiled.

C

2

1,517 16

6

212,564

3

0

3,669

£

8 10
9 7

8

1

K

•

d.

1,449

G

v

3

S.

74,413

7,909

-Gfij

15,077 0
20,768 n
160 10

5

2,253 16

B ij
■SJ

9
1
9

71,347
3,224

2

V

a.

34,978 12 s
5,191 C H

690
17,478
5,239

£E
If
si

M
%
u t.

E.

£

9,245

6,466 15

5»
GG

15,240 18
19,871 7
41 12

0

17,899

2

2

4
8
5

5

3,386

6

a.

5,709 10

0 11

1,407

5

5,862 3
11,536 11
437 2

3
3
2

15,294 12
2,241 18

413

£

d.

2

3,333

62,250

3

3

1,884 8 3
3,659 12 :o
100 2 0

6

3

£

1,810 16 10
3,175 3 7
80 1 3

155 12

1,184 16

E

0
0
1

2

2

£

d.

£

2

6,461 16

L

6.

6 698 6
12,423 16
656 0

2,331

19.391 15

Total................................................

d.

4
2
0

Protestant Alliance Friendly Society of
Australasia.
Sons and Daughters of Temperance ...............

•Sons of Temperance ................................................
•Daughters of Temperance..................................

s

870 19
1,832 19
32 0

31
"1=

t Thia is the membership fo the s^'holc of the order.

3

16,836

46

284

309

3

1,885

1,757

256

9

5,665

5,519

1,020

6 f3,840 +2,975

532

5

5

4,967

4,985

608

8,482 15

2

1,041

1,027

354

9 10

2,470

2,716

12,067

506,086 18 2 63,998 02,225 11,546
7,202 4 10
...
1,493 8 6
...
514,732 11

6 63,998 62,225 11,51(5

o
The registrations during the year 1895 are given in Appendix (A), and the tabulated numerical
and financial statements of the ■whole of the Friendly Societies are exhibited in detail in Appendices B*
and C* respectively.
ALFRED DAVIS,
_
42, Toung-street, Sydney, 12th November, 1896.
Registrar of Friendly Societies.

APPENDIX A.
1895,

Registrations :n

Friendly Societies.
38
93

Few Societies.....................................................................................
Complete amendments of Kales...................................................
Partial
,,
„
..................................................
Dissolutions .....................................................................................
Amalgamation ................................................................................
Change of place of meeting...........................................................
Trustees .............................................................................................

22

7

1
5

330

Fames of Feto Socle tits.
A.H.C.G.—Ttfedical Institute.
of St Mary and St. Joseph—Paddington Branch.
_
„
„
St, Augustine’s Branch, Balmain.
,,
„
Mt. Carmel Branch, Waterloo.
,,
„
Bandwiek Branch.
,,
,,
St. Benedict’s Brand i, Sydney.
„
'Waverlcy Branch.
„
„
Sacred Heart Branch, Sydney.
„
„
St. Mary's Branch, Sydney.
St. Joseph’s Branch, Woollahra.
I(
,,
St. Patrick’s Branch, Sydney.
.,
„
Newtown Branch.
„
„
St. Brigid’s Branch, Marrickvillo.
„
.,
St. Gregory Branch, Queanbeyan.
A.O.F.—Juvenile Court, Foresters’ Home.
„
„
Pride of Australia.
Catholic Women’s Benefit Society—St. Francis' Branch,
„
„
St. Joseph’s Branch.
G. U.O.O.F.—Guarantee Fund.
„
Boecroft Branch, No. 3743.
,,
Loyal Ballina Branch, No. 3744.
„
Rising Star Branch.
„
Mayflower Branch, No. 34.
H. A.C.B.S.—St. Joseph’s Juvenile Branch, Balmain.
I. O.O.F.—Waverley Lodge, No. 76.
„
Westward-Ho Lodge, No. 75.
N.I.O.F.—Loyal Excelsior Lodge, No. 1148.
M.U.I.O.O.F.—Loyal Pambula Lodge, No. 184.
„
Loyal Kildare Lodge, No. 181.
„
Past Grand’s Lodge, No. 1.
P.A.F.S.—Elliott Lodge, No. 90.
•
S. & D.O.T.—Phoenix Division.
Pride of the West Division, No. 70.
U A.O.D.—Gwydir Lodge (Neutral).
Miscellaneous Societies.—Metropolitan Colliery Employees’ Accident Fund. _
_ _
St. George’s Friendly Societies’ Association and Burial Aesociation
„
Sydney Clerks’ and Warehousemen’s Benefit Association.
•
East Greta Accident Relief Society.

Fames of Societies Dissolved,
A.H.C.G.—St. Patrick’s, Cooma,
G.U.OF.G—Blue Bell, No. 27.
L. P.B.S.—Pride of the North Lodge. No. 16.
M. U.1.0.0 F.—Loyal Star of Clyde Lodge.
S. & D.O.T.—Perseverance Division, No. 124.
„
Glorious Hope of Binda Division, No. 2.
,,
Britannia Division.

Fames of Societies Amalgamated.
N.I.O.F.—Loyal Fidelity Lodge (No.

1147) with

Progress Lodge (No.

1141).

Building Societies.
New Societies, 2.
Partial Amendments of Rules, 2.
Trustees, 4.

Fam’S of Few Societies.
Armidale Mutual Help Benefit Building Society.
No. 1 Cowra Starr-Bowkett Building Society (collapsed before it got into working order).

Co-operative Societies.
Complete Amendments of Rules, 1.
Partial Amendments of Rules, 1.
* Appendices B and C were omitted by tiie Printing Committee.

Sydney : William Applegate Gullict, Go\ eremeut Printer.—ISM.
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IMMIGRATION.
(REPORT FOR 1895.)

Printed under No.

1 Report from Printing Committee, 21 May, 1896.

The Officer-in-Charge of Immigration to The Principal Under Secretary.
®lr!

Immigration Office, Sydney, 11 January, 1896.
I have the honor to submit, for the information of the Chief Secretary, the report on
Immigration for; the year ending Slst December, 1895.
'
Operations under the Regulations have been confined to the nominations of "wives and families bv
their husbands;and fathers, of good moral and industrial qualifications, being residents in the Colony.
Of the total of thirty-seven immigrants who arrived, all were nominated in the Colony.
They consisted of eighteen individuals above 12 years of age and nineteen under 12 years of age.
No births or deaths occurred during the voyage.
.
The Appendices herewith annexed give full detailed information relative to Immigration during
the past year:—
■
' .
A.—General Statistical Information.
R.—Nationality of Immigrants,
.
C.—Religious Persuasions.
D.—Educational Attainments.
1
E.—Distribution into Country Districts.
I have, &e.,
■
J. A. BRODIE,
Officer-in-Charge of Immigration.

*7—
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APPENDIX A.

BETUEN of Assisted Immigr.iDls to New Soutli "Wales, 1895.

Date of
Departure.

Name pi Vessel.

Number of
days on
voyage.

pate of
Arrival.

Number landed.
*

1894.

.....

28 July...........

44

s

3

i

43

2

3

i

44

...

4G

21 September,

43

'“Oriciit” ...................................... 15 November.. 30 December..

45

2S June............ 12 August

i

i

*

1

i

4

4

2

1

O

16

12

u

7

44

G

6

3b

2

2
2

2

i

10

10

1

1

1

4

4

2b

3

3

2

37

37

o

1

2

2

i

1

i

*

o

2

43

„

Contract price per
statute adult.

Amount paid
Amount
in London
paid m the
to the
Colony
Agent-General.
by Depositors.

F.

45

43

.

M.

Equal
to statute
adults.

£

24 February..

“evimit, ”

F.

Amount paid for and by
Immigrants on account of coat
of theik' passage.

1393.

1890.
“Onhiv"

Selected
Nominated In
by the
the Colony. Agciifc-Ociiernl.

Under
Above
12 years of age. 12 years of age.
M.

Total
number of
Individuals
lauded.

7

H

'I

r

£

3

9

4

£!o per statute
adult,
n

3
16

2oi

2

.

4

55

* Average length of passnge, 4-3 tlaye.

Single men ................... ................................................ I
Wives and single women

1(>

Total......... ..............................................

^7

Ciiildron i ndor 12 yenrsof a^c. ..........................................................

_
Sydney, 9th January, 183G.

-2

......................................................................

J. A. EEOD1E,
0£Geer-in-Charge of Immigration.
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APPENDIX B.

RETURN showing the Native Countries of the Assisted Immigrants who arrived in 1S95:—
Prom England................................................................................................................................................................
„ Scotland .............................................................
„ Ireland .............................................................................................................................................................
,, Other Countries .....................................................................................................................................

13
10
10
4

J. A. BRODIE,
Officer-in-Charge of Immigration.

Sydney, 9th January, 1896.

APPENDIX C.
Religious Persuasions,
Classification of Religion.
Nationality,

Church
of
Scotland,

Church
of
England.

Wesleyan l
Other
Methodists. Protestants,

]
4
3

a
7
4

6

Total.

cite, i

.........
.........

3

7

|

9

37

1

|

ii

4

13
10
10
4

.....

4

.........

.

.

_ J. A. BRODIE,

Sydney, 9th January, 1896.

Officer-in-Charge of Immigration.

APPENDIX D.
Educational Attainments.
1

Classification of Kducatioii.

Nationality.
j

Cannot read, | Head and wntc.

England................................
Scotland................................
Other Countries

................

12 \ cars and over.

Under 12 years of atro.

3
3

Cannot read. Read and u'ritc.

3
3

...........
11

Head only.

Total,

Read only.

7

13

4

10
10
4

S

|

3

j

j

9

i

1G

[

.......

37

J. A. BRODIE,
Offiecr-in-Charge of Immigration.

Sydney, 9lh January, 1S9G.

APPENDIX E.
RETURN showing the Number of Assisted Immigrants who, at their own request, were forwarded to the
Country Districts by Rail.
Destination.

Sydney, 9th January, 1896.

Children,

Wives.

i
i
i

o
3
1

3

6

_ J. A. BRODIE,
Officer-in-Charge of Immigration.

/

Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—189C.
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ROYAL COMMISSIONS OF INQUIRY.
{RETURN RESPECTING FEE3 TO MEMBERS, &<:.)

Printed under No.

6 Report from Printing Committee, 25 June, 1896.

\_Laid upon the Table of this House in answer to Question No.

6 of 2ith June, 1896.]

Question.
6. Mh. Peary ashed The Coiosial Secretary,—■ ,
(1.) What Royal Commissions have sat during the last five years ?
(2.) What rate of fees has been allowed to the members of each of such Commissions, and what'
was the scale of remuneration allowed in each case to the shorthand-writers and secretaries?
(3.) On which of such Commissions did the members of the Commission, the shorthand-writers, or
the secretary charge for two sittings per day, and in how many instances did this occur ?
(4.) What was the total amount paid to each member of such Commission, and the total number of
days of sitting, and the like information with respect to the shorthand-writers and the secretaries ?
(5.) Were any instructions given in any of such cases that the Hansard staff should supply theofficers required, and on what terms ?

Answer.
(1 and 2.)
Baldwin Engine Commission—President, £10 10s. per sitting; Members, £7 7s. per sitting; Secretary,,
at the rate of £300 per annum; Shorthand-writer, £2 2s. per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription.
Bayview House—President, nil; 2 members, nil; L member, £3 3s. per sitting, from 1 January to
1!) March, 1895 ; Secretary and shorthand-writer, at rate of £400 per annum.
Battye luquiry—No fees.
'
Casual Labour Board Inquiry—President, £10 10s. per day; Members, £10 10s. per sitting ; Secretary,
at rate of £300 per annum ; Shorthand-writer, £2 2s. per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription..
Chinese Gambling—President and members, £3 3s. per sitting; Secretary and shorthand-writer, £3 3s.
per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription.
Coal-mining Bill Inquiry—President, £12 12s. per sitting; Members, £7 7s. per sitting; Secretary and
shorthand-writer, £2 2s. per sitting, and 9d. per folio for transcription.
Dean Inquiry—President, £10 10s. per sitting; 1 member, £7 7s. per sitting; 1 member, £3 13s. Gd.
per sitting; Secretaries and shorthand-writers (2), £2 2s. each per sitting, and Is. per folio for
tran scription.
Fisheries Inquiry—Members, no fees; Secretary and shorthand*writer, salary at rate of £400 per annum.
Gutzeit Inquiry^—Commissioner, £10 10s. as fee.
Johnson Inquiry—Commissioner, fee of £21.
Kennedy Inquiry—No fees.
G. D. Hay Inquiry—Members, nil; Shorthand-writer, for services and expenses, £4 15s.
Dr. Matthews Inquiry—Commissioner, fee of £30.
Military Service Inquiry—President, £5 5s. per sitting; Members, £3 3s. per sitting; Secretary, at rate
of £250 per annum ; Shorthand-writer, £3 3s. per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription.
Public Service Inquiry—President, £3 3s. per sitting ; 3 members, £2 2s. per sitting ; 1 member, nil;
Secretary and shorthand-writer, at rate of £400 per annum; assistant shorthand-writer, at rate of
£200 per annum.
'
Registrar-General’s Department—Deeds and Search Branch Inquiry—Commissioner, fee of £105 ;
Secretary and short hand-writer, £3 3s. per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription.
’
Schey-Eddy

796
2
Schey-Eddy Inquiry—President, nil; Members, £7 7s. per sitting; Secretary, at rate of £G per week;
Shorthand-writer, £2 2s. per sitting, and Is. per folio for transcription.
Statute Law Consolidation—Members, nil; Secretary, at rate of £200 per annum.
Trial Bay Harbour Works—Commissioner, nil; Shorthand-writer. £25 for services.
(3 and 4.)
Coal-mining Bill Inquiry—President, £G80 8s., 54 sittings ; 1 member, £306 18s., 54 sittings ; 1 member,
£306 18a., 54 sittings. Secretary and shorthand-writer, £050 12s. 2d., as under—54 official sittings,
£113 8s.; 165 other sittings, £346 10s.; transcription. 12,385 folios, at 9d., £464 0s. 2d.; writing and
engrossing report, £26 5s.—£950 12s. 2d. Exclusive of travelling and other expenses.
Dean luquiry—President, £409 10a.. 39 sittings ; 1 member. £286 13s., 39 sittings ; 1 member, £143 Gs. Gd ,
39 sittings. 1 secretary and shorthand-writer. £310 13s., as under—61 sittings, at £2 2s., £128 2s.;
transcription, 3,651 folios, at Is., £182 11s.—£310 13s. 1 secretarv and shorthand-writer. £729 Is ’
asunder—66 sittings, at £2 2s., £138 12s.; 12 sittings, at £4 4s., £50 8s.: transcription, 4,186 folios’
at Is., £209 Gs.; writing and engrossing report, £5 5s.; secretarial work, correspondence, &c.,
£10 10s. ; making jjreWs of evidence, £315—£729 Is.
Public Service Inquiry—On one day only two sittings acre charged for, the President at £3 3s., and two
members at £2 2s, per sitting.
(5.)
No.

Sydney: Charles Totter, Government Printer*—O£90.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

EOYAL COMMISSIONS OP INQUIRY.
(RETURN RESPECTING APPOINTMENT OF MR. FEED. WM. CURNOW AS SECRETARY AND SHORTHANDWRITER TO, IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEAN CASE AND THE COAL MINES REGULATION BILL.)

Printed under No. 6 Report from Printing Committee, 25 June, 1896.

E. E. Rogers, Esq., Q.C., to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Wigram Chambers, 8 May, 1895.
I have the honor to acknowledge your letter of yesterday’s date transmitting therewith the
Royal Commission therein referred to.
.
I have just arranged with Dr. Sydney Jones and Dr. Manning to hMd our first meeting on Monday
nest, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, in the long room at the Colonial Secretary’s Office, if we may be
allowed the use of it (I mean the one in which the Baldwin Engine Commission sat).
It is of course most desirable that the contents of the Commission should not be disclosed until
the first meeting is held, and the desire in that regard expressed in your letter has been and will be given
effect to by ns.
...
We shall he glad if Mr. Pred. Wm. Cumow and Mr. Elwell can be appointed joint secretaries and
shorthand-writers. Two gentlemen are suggested, as we purpose to sit forenoon and afternoon four days
out of the week, and the shorthand-writer of the morning will have to transcribe his notes in the
afternoon, <fcc.
It is also suggested that T. T. O’Brien should be appointed messenger to the Commission.
We shall be glad if the Government will make these appointments instead of our doing so, as then
they can be made without further delay.
I have, &c.,
'
-------P. E. ROGERS.
■ Submitted for approval.—C.W., 9/5/95.
The recommendations of the President may be
adopted.—J.N.B., 9/5/95.

F. E. Rogers, Esq., Q.C., to The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Chambers, 16 August, 1895.
I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a Commission under the Great Seal of the
Colony appointing the gentlemen therein named with myself to be a ■ Royal Commission to make the
inquiries thereby required.
■
1 have further to request that Mr. P, W, Curnow may be appointed secretary and shorthandwriter to the Commission.
- ■
I have, &c.,
-------■
P. E. ROGERS.
Submitted for approval.—C.W., 16/8/95.
In view of a late minute of the Premier’s, an
arrangement respecting the charges should be made.—J.N.B., 17/8/95.
The recommendations of the President approved. .The compensation to be fixed at the rates
quoted by the Premier. Mr. May, -Mining Lecturer in connection with the Technical College at New
castle, may also be appointed, with the consent of the Minister presiding over his Department, to assist
generally in carrying out the duties in connection with the Commission.—J.N.B., 22/8/95,
Two guineas, and 9d. a folio.—G.H.R.
Royll Commission on Coal-minino Reguuation Bill.

.
. . £ .8,. d.
F. E. Rogers, Q.C., President—54 sittings, at £12 12s. ‘
..........................
Jas, Curley, Commissioner—54 sittings, at £7 7s.
...
...
... . , ... 396 18 0
14 14 0
14 days’ expenses, visiting Sydney, 19 August to 30 September, at £1 Is.
2 0 0
Cash paid, train fare, Newcastle to Sydney
.....................................
13 days’expenses, visiting Sydney, 1 to 13 October, at £1 Is. .... ....
13 13 0

£ s. d.
680 8 0

427 5 0
Jesse Gregson, Commissioner—54 sittings, at £7 7s.............................
Travelling expenses, visiting Sydney, 19 August to 23 September
...
.
1 October to 11 November...

.
.
.

396 18 0
11 12 5
16 10 6
425 0 1L
P. W. Curnow,
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F. W. Curnow, Secret-ary—
15 August to 12 December—Cli ofEcial sittings, at £2 2s,.
15 to 31 August—13 unofficial sittings, at £2 2s, .
1 „ 30 September—18
„
„
.
1 „ 31 October—17
„
„
.
1 „ 30 November—20
„
„
.
Transcription of shorthand notes of evidence, 325 pages; minutes of
consideration of Draft Bill, Reports, and Bills, 9,048 j folios, at 9d...
"Writing and engrossing Reports of Commission ...
...
...
Preparation of Report, Ac.—12 sittings, at £2 2s.—1 to 15 December
10 to 31 December—14 unofficial sittings, at £2 2s.
..
1 ,, 31 January—27
„
„
...
..
1 ,, 29 February—25
„
„
...
..
1 „ 31 March—19
„
„
.............
Transcription of shorthand notes—3,337 folios, at 9d. ..
1 to 4 February—Expenses visiting Newcastle ............

£ a. d.

£ e. a.
113 8 0
27 6 0
37 16 0
35 14 0
42 0 0
339 6
26 5
25 4
29 8
56 14
52 10
39 18
125 2
3 4

5
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
8
953 16 10

Petty Cash Expenses—
16 December to 23 March—Cab-hire, stamps, &c....
..
14 December ...
..........................................................
10 December ...
...
...
.........................
..
3 September
...
...
...
...
.............

3 16 7
4 6 11
5 0 0
10 0 0
23

J. T. O’Brien, Messenger—
13 to 31 August—Salary at £130 per annum
...
..
1 „ 30 September
„
„
.............
1 „ 31 October
„
„
.............
1 ,, 31 October—Collating evidence in book form, &c., and rendering
clerical assistance
1 „ 30 November—Salary ...
...
12 December—Copying references, &c.
1 to 15 December—Salary ...
...
16 December to 29 February—Salary

6 15
10 16
10 16

3

G

91 15

5

40 12
8 18

6

5
8
8

10 0 O
10 16

8

10 O 0
5
27

4 10

A. Alderson—
18 0 0

Typewriting—J44 hours, at 2s. 6d.
„
97£
„
2s. 6d.

„

82jf

„

12
10

2s. 6d.

3
8

9
9

Gertrude Elwell—Typewriting ...
Helen S. Garran
„
...
C. F. Jones—Shorthand notes, Ac.
Commissioners for Railways
...
Turner and Henderson ...
...
Gardiner and Cool—Stamp-dater
M, Walker—Newspapers ...
...
Witnesses’ Expenses—

Adam Cook .......................
Geo. Henderson
.............
Thos, Canning...
...
...
Peter Curran ...
...
...
John Odgers.......................
Wm, Low
.......................
J. Coates
...................... .
John Batel! .......................
William Bower
...
...
Thos. Abel ...
...
...
W. H. Goodman
.............
Thos, Adams.......................
Jno. McGeachie
.............
A. Mathieson ...
.............
Jas. Fletcher ...
...
...
G. Errington ...
...
...
Andrew Nicol.......................
W. T. Philpot.......................
David Ritchie ...
...
...
David Mason ...
...
...
Wm. Ewinn ...
.............
Thos. Owen ...
...
...
Henrv Hanlon
...
...
J. A. Ronaldson
...
...
G. W. Batey.......................
\Vm. Rennedy
...
...

Cost of printing

...

9

0 0
6 12 0
22 5 7
2 17 3
1 10 0
1 7 4
7

3
7
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

11
12
15
15
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
7
2
2
2
0
0
0
0

0
1
6
6
6
6
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Peter Bowling ...
J. A. Neilson ...
D. McGleachie...
Jas. Cook
...
J. B. Barclay ...
Thos. Lloyd ...
John Owen
...
Robert Hay ...
Jno. Wilson ...
Thos. Broughall
D. McAuliffe ...
F. Croudace
...
Jas. Jackson ...
Sami. Rees
...
H. G. Pnllin ...
R, J. Jury
...
Thos. Parton ...
W. Rennie
...
J. May.............
R. Thomas
...
Thos. Ellis
...
Jno. Dixon
...
Wm. Humble ...
T. L. Bates
...
Jas. Rowan
...

2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
2 0 0
1 15 6
2 O 0
2 0 0

...

.......................

Total < ♦*

It*

#1V

0
2
2
0
0
0
0
2
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
1

O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 2
2 0
2 2

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2
2
1
2
1
3
2
2
O
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
5

...

4

4

2
2

2
2

120 14

1

*»i

...

2,813 7
584 7

2
5

+ *«-

...£3,397 14

7

Pamiculaes

S'
Paeixcuxaes

of

Toucjikes, Deak

CoMinssioif.

P. E. Rogei’s, Q,.C., fees, 39 sittings, at £10 10s.
P. S. Jones, M.D., fees, 39 sittings, at £7 7s...................
F. N. Manning, M.E.,fees, 39 sittings, at £3 13s. Gd....
T. D. Elweil, Secretary and Shorthand-writer—
G1 sittings, at £2 2s. ...
...
...
...
3,651 folios, at Is.
...
..............
...

.
.
.

...
...

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Sir J. E. Salomons, Q.C.—
Brief for Crown
...
..............
...
,..
...
...
Consultation ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
17 Refreshers, at £32 10s.................................................................

Charles Marlin, M.D.—
Investigation at request of Commissioners—
Animals used in experiments and keep of same
Overtime to laboratory assistant
...
Cost of license to keep rabbits ...
...
...

.
.
.

.„

...
...

9

.

128 2 0
182 11 0
81
25
SI
50
161
48
5
10

18
4
10
8
5
0
5
10

0
0
0
0
3
9
0
0

414 1 0
315 0 0
1

665 10 0
76 0 0
14 14 0
230 0 0

0
0
10
10

0
0
0
0
39 0 0
2 2 0
4 17 10

.
.

4 15 0
0 8 0
5 3

’uaTpon‘

copy
Paper.............................................................................................................

T. D. Elwell—
Visit to North Shore Hospital
............................................................
Refreshments for operator and self when typewriting throughout nights
and on Sundays.........................
.............. ' ...
...
...
. Cab-hire, obtaining witnesses, and other requirements in connection with
Commission
..............
..........................
....................... .
F. W. Curnow—
t
Expenses to Lawson, rs witnesses ...
...
...
.........................
Examination of Dean at Darlinghurst, visiting Mrs. Dean at North Shore
Hospital, cab-hire, and other expenses...
...
...
...
J. T. O’Brien—Expenses serving subpoenas on witnesses, tram-fares, cab-hire,
and numbering evidence at night
...
..............
..............
H, A. Nightingale—Typewriting...
...
...
...
...
...
...
F. W. Curnow—
M. Walker, paper account.......................................................................
Turner and Henderson, account ...
...
...
...
...
...
Cab-hire and general expenses
...
..........................
...
...

0

O 13 S
0 G 10
0 3 G
14 0
0 5 6
1 10 0
14 6
3 0 0
2 12 9
2 9'9
5 2 6
15 0
0 12 6
0 10 6
0 119
3 9 9
4 12 0

G. Elwell—

Typewriting evidence (4 copies), 32 hours, at 3s. 3d.
Paper and carbon
.................................................

0

107 10 0
5 10 0
552 10 0

5
2
0
31

.
,

H. S. Garran—
Typewriting precis of evidence, 38 hours, at 2s. 6d.
.
Paper...................
...
...
...
................................
E, A. Church—
Typewriting evidence (2 copies) j ^ folios,

6

244 14 0

.....................................................................

...

£ s. d.

729

C. G-. Wade, fee as Junior Counsel—10 days, at £7 12s...................................
F. Jones—
Attendance, taking shorthand notes—14 days, at £1 Is.............................
Transcript of evidence and speeches—4,600 folios, at Is, (inclusive of one
extra copy)
........................ .
................................................

J. T. O’Brien—Salary as messenger

a.
0
0
6

310 13 0

Mating precis of evidence taken at Police Court, Central Criminal Court,
!
and Royal Commission, in accordance with instructions
...

Dr, B. J. Newmarch—Fees as witness...................

s.
10
13
6

839

F, W. Curnow, Secretary and Shorthand-writer—
39 official sittings, at £2 2s. ...
...
May—12 unofficial sittings, at £2 2s.
June—15
„
,,
£2 2s.
July—12
,,
„
£4 4s.
Evidence—3,225£ folios, at is.
...
„
(half supplementary) 960|- folios, at Is.
Writing and engrossing Report of Commission
Secretarial wort, correspondence, &c.
...

Fee

£
409
286
143

5 4 0
0 10 0
5 14 0
General

800

4,
General Account—
Typewriting—W. Wilson (4 copies), 19 hours, at 3s. 3d....
„
i G. JElwell (4 copies), 49 hours, at 3s. 3d. ...
Paper and carbon ...
...
...

£ s. d.

Messenger, J. T. O’Brien—Salary ... ’ .........................
Stamps and'bus fares...
....

8 7 9
0 2 11

Typewriting—H. S. Garran, 23|- hours, at 3s. 3d....
Paper ...
..............

3 16 3
0 10 0

...
...

7 19 1
0 12 0
8 ii 1
8 10 8
—

„
A. Alderson, 39i hours, at 3s. 3d. ...
...
Messenger—Salary ...
..............
...
... ' ...
Typewriting—W. Wilson, 46£ hours, at 3s. 3d...................
„
G. Elwell, 49£ hours, at 3s. 3d.......................
Paper and carbon.........................
,,

H. S. Garran, 47 hours, at 3s. 3d. ...
...
Paper.....................................

„

A. Alderson, G7|- hours, at 3s. 3d...................
.
Paper ...
..........................

Cab-hire, E. W. Curnow

£ S. d.
3 i 9

4
6
10
7

6
8
16
11

3
4
8
3

8 0 10
0 10 0
8 10 10
7 12
0 7

9
3
8 0 0

11 0 2
0 1 0

................................................

11 1 2
0 2 0
77 0 0

Coat of printing

r&f-j

'
.....................................................................................................

3,015 0 4
415 10 8

Total...................................................................

£3,430 11 0

Sydnev: diaries Potter, Govemineot Printer.—1890.
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FIRE BRIGADES BOARD, SYDNEY.
(TWELFTH ANMITAL REPORT.)

■JJlvmnRIi to

pmAttsmt lo

Qrt

47 Die, $o, 3, sfc. 7.

Printed under No. 3 Report from Printing Committee, 4 June, 1896.

The Chairman to The Chief Secretary.
Fire Brigades Board, Head-quarters Fire-station,
Sir,
Sydney, 19 March, 1896.
Pursuant to Act 17 Vic. No. 3, section 7,1 have the honor, by direction, of the Fire Brigades’
Board, to present, for tho information of the Chief Secretary, the Report of the Board upon the
administration of the Department of Fire Brigades within the Metropolitan District during the twelve
months preceding the 31st December, 1895.
I have, Ac.,
CHARLES BOWN,
----------------Chairman.
Repoex op tub Fiee Beioaxies’ Boaed foe the Yeae 1895.

In compliance with the direction of the seventh section of the Fire Brigades Act, 1884, wo have tho
honor to report upon the administration of the Department over which we preside.
"With regard to the Board, no alteration has to bo chronicled, the biennial term of office not Boird.
expiring until this year.
The list of contributory municipalities was extended from thirty-two, in the previous year, to Municipalities i
forty; Annandale being separated from the Municipal District of Leichhardt, and proclaimed a separate
borough, and Auburn, Canterbury, Concord, Enfield, Hurstville, Rockdale, and IStrathfield being added to
the list. Tho total assessed value of ratable property was £5,220,072, of which £268,527 was that of the
added area. Excluding that addition, for the purpose of comparison, the assessment of the area under
tho operation of the Act was £339,316 less than that of the similar district in the year preceding;
£209,209 of the decrease being in the city of Sydney. Fenrith and Richmond wore proclaimed under the
Act, but did not become contributory until the beginning of this year. These are notable as being the
first inclusions within the Metropolitan District of municipalities so distant from the centre, and it is
matter for anxious consideration how a fair amount of protection is to he extended to them. We are of
opinion that when application be made for the extension of the Act to any district within the county of
Cumberland, such application should be referred to ns for report as to whether the Department bave*any
prospect of being able, under existing circumstances, to provide fire protection for the municipality within
a reasonable time. The contribution paid in the ratio of the assessments was equivalent to 2s. 3'55d.
per £100.
The returns of the sums held at risk by the Insurance Companies amounted in all to £59,340,096, Insurance
which, notwithstanding the extension of the area for which the returns were made, represented a decrease Companies,
of £504,605. Tho number of Companies was less by two, in consequence of the retirement of the
“ British and Colonial ” from business, and of the “ Straits ” from the Colony. The disappearance of the
former reduced to five the number of Insurances Offices having their head-quarters iu the Colony. This,
under the existing regulations, will practically have the curious effect of preventing any contest for the
representation of these Companies upon the Board :—for only the Manager or Secretary of one of these
Companies is eligible, and when such officer receive the requisite nomination by at least two of hie brotherofficers, there remain offily one other eligible for nomination, and one with authority to nominate. Tho
Insurance Offices having their head-quarters outside the Colony were thirty-four in number, and these are
entitled, under section 17 of the Fire Brigades Act, to also return a representative to the Board. The
contribution paid by the Insurance Companies for fire-brigade maintenance amounted to 2'4 pence in every
£100 of their risks.
.
The estimate adopted for tho probable expenditure for the current year was £18,900. This Expenditure.
represents an increase of £900 upon that of the previous year, an amount which may he considered barely
sufficient for the extension of protection to the greatly-enlarged area. The utmost care has been exercised
to keep the expenditure at the lowest limit consistent with the efficiency of the service.
The fire-station referred to in our last report as being in course of erection in Walker-street, Fire-stations,
[Sorth Sydney, was opened on the 5th June. The intention to establish a branch of the Metropolitan North Sydney,
Fire Brigade there was, however, somewhat modified by llio formation of a partially-paid auxiliary corps,
consisting of members of the disbanded St. Leonards Volunteer Firo Company, and placing an officer and
two firemen el the permanent Brigade, assisted by those auxiliaries, in charge of the station and district.
The A olunteor Five Station at Waverley has been rebuilt, and a pair of horses are now stabled Waverley,
1 hero, to enable the company to protect a greater area than heretofore. A number of telephone firealarms have been connected 1o the station.
]n Paddington, Red fern, and Bunvood there is prospect of the establishment of well-equipped Bunvood,
I'adcLhigtou,
stations, with circuits of tire-alarms running through the surrounding districts.
Redfcm.
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Particulars of tho fires which have occurred during the year, -within the Metropolitan District arc
furnished in several appendices. These show that 533 alarms of firo were received, of which 3G7 were for
fires of greater or less magnitude, the others being for chimney Tires, or were false alarms. This represents
an average of one fire per day, and a total increase of ninety-seven over those of the previous twelve
months. Motwithstandiug the larger number of fires, it is a pleasing fact that the amount of destruction by
fire was considerably less—indeed, the Superintendent of Dire Brigades reports that it was below that of
any year since his arrival in the Colony in 18Si, and the inception of the present system. The reasons
for so satisfactory a conclusion, which cannot but reflect great credit upon the fire service, are no doubt
similar to those given in our last Report. In tho list of fires supplied hereafter'it will be noticed that
three took place ou vessels in tho harbour. Others have occurred since the close of the year, and have
been successfully extinguished by the Metropolitan Pire Brigade.
Floating service
By the recurrence of fires upon vessels at the wharves, and elsewhere, tho desirability of affording
for protection of
better protection for them is forced continually into notice. The subject has been the theme of much
shipping.
anxious consideration, and previous reports have annually mentioned it. The XTre Brigades Act, in
section 5, provides for the voting of money by Parliament to enable the Board to acquire floating-engines,
Herein lies a difficulty which
So provision for &c., but no mention is made of the maintenance of a fire-float and crew.
extension of
we take this opportunity to submit. It is remarkable that although the Act makes the aforesaid provision
Fire Brigades*
Act to Tort
for a floating fire-engine, it yet gives no power, so far as we are aware, for its own extension to the
Jackson.
harbour waters. It would appear that the Act can only have operation within proclaimed municipalities
(vide section 20, and Schedule A), while X’ort Jackson lies altogether outside borough boundaries, which,
indeed, are represented by its shores in the case of those municipalities which adjoin it. The position is
unsatisfactory as regards fire-protection for shipping. This question has never been lost sight of, and as
the volume of commerce increases must become more and more pressing, but it appears to be one which
Preliminary
amendment of
can scarcely be satisfactorily dealt with without preliminary amendment of the Act. Writing under date
the Act,
3lst August last, the Superintendent of Tire Brigades addressed to us a report, in which he remarked,
“In my opinion tho time has now arrived for your Board to take action for the purpose of providing
a steam fire-float for the protection of the shipping in the harbour, and also to have Port Jackson
proclaimed under the Firo Brigades Act.1' With this we cordially agree, and annually have publicly
commented upon tbe growing requirement for protection of the kind. 'The chief difficulty is with
Question of
regard to maintenance of a floating fire-service. If it were possible to include the harbour waters withiu
maintenance.
the Metropolitan District under the Act that question would necessarily arise ; and it is obvious that any
such extension of the Act, by its amendment or otherwise, should also provide for the collection of
the requisite revenue. For this, it would manifestly he inequitable to tax the municipalities now
contributing to maintain the fire service for the protection of their own interests on land, and similarly
in the case of the Insurance Companies who take no marine risks, but contribute under the Act to
safeguard the risks they hold on shore. When the subject is considered many complications become
apparent. ■ It may be taken as accepted that the principal interest in shipping aud cargoes is that of the
owner, and if either be partly insured, with certain reservations, that of the Insurance Offices, in so far
as they may bo interested. The goods in question, however, together with the hulls iu which they are
carried, are most largely owned and assured in Great Britain, Germany, France, or America. Under the
circumstances it would appear that a small tonnage due would be probably the most equitable method of
apportioning and collecting the necessary funds. This would fall lightly upon those directly interested
in the preservation of the property iu question, the amount required being estimated at about £1,000
per annum. Otherwise, the ordinary salvage rates might he charged for the Brigade’s services in
extinguishing a fire upon any vessel; but this method would be more burdensome upon the sufferers,
and would have other objections.
Water supply.
The primary necessity for dealing effectively with fires is a plentiful water supply, and that the
Board of Water Supply and Sewerage is sparing no effort to improve. The reservoir mentioned in our
last Report is still in course of construction iu the Centennial Bark, and the Hornsby-Chatswood water
supply scheme is another large work which is already far advanced towards completion. The latter will
furnish Willoughby and the heights on the north of the harbour with an ample supply under good
pressure, while the former will be of inestimable advantage for fire-extinction purposes in the city. It
is anticipated that it will have the effect of enabling this Department in many places to replace tho more
costly manual engine by the lighter and more economical hose waggon; two of which are now being
constructed. '
So far as we are aware there has not yet been any movement for the enactment of a Building Act,
Building Act.
Explosives.
by which the city would be improved in appearance, and the risk of fire lessened. The traffic in explosives
is still carried on iu the old hazardous fashion, notwithstanding the attention which has frequently been
called to the necessity for its regulation in the interests of public safety.
"While the Bill to better regulate the tratfic iu inflammable liquids has not been brought forward,
Inflimmablc
liquids.
a satisfactory innovation has been made with respect to the administration of the “ Storage and Sale
of Ixeroseno Restriction Act of 1.S71,” which had been practically a dead letter. Some correspondence
upon the subject took place between the Premier, the Collector of Cusfoms, and this Department; and on
the 21st June notice appeared in the Government (ArxW/eof the appointment of Mr. Powell, the Collector
of Customs, as Inspector of JCcrosene, Mr. Powell thereupon issued an order to the Cusloms Officers to
furnish samples of imported kerosene and similar inflammable oils, for testing before delivery for public
consumption. All substances, therefore, which eome within the definition of “Kerosene” under Act 35
Vic. Ko. 1, whether imported or manufactured in the Colony, are now, under Mr. Powell's direction,
submitted to tests to assure that their flashing-point be not below the 110° required by the Act. This is
a wise precaution which must tend to safeguard tho public against the obvious dangers of dealing with
untested kerosene.
■
Every successive year the need for amendment of the Firo Brigades’ Act in many important
Fire Brigades1
Act Amendment.
respects, becomes more manifest; and tho recent lamentable occurrence at Deniliquin points tho moral
that such amendment is requisite not only for the Metropolitan District, but also for the country. The
necessity is ncccntualed bv the. fact that a town 40 miles distant from Sydnov can without reference to ns
be declared within the Metropolitan District, although it must he apparent that the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade can just as readily protect Bourke as Fenrith or Richmond. We would therefore submit that
our area is already too large and scattered to be sirici.Iy metropolitan. Much districts as Manly, and those
municipalities lying at a greater distance than 10 miles from the General Post Office, are scarcely within
reach
Fires.
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reach of personal aid from the Metropolitan Brigade, and must rely upon the proto.ction afforded hy local
Volunteer Fire Companies. These arc maintained by subsidies from this Department, and before being
registered as Fire Brigades they have to satisfy the Superintendent as to their efficiency with regard to
personnel, drill, aud equipment. They are also continually subject to his supervision, or that of some
experienced officer under Ins orders. In view of recent events the inauguration of some such system of.
supervision with regard to Brigades in tho country would appear to be most desirable; and no doubt this
Department could render valuable assistance in this respect to the fire service of the Colony generally,
if power were given for us to act.
_
One hundred and thirty-nine telephone fire-alarms are now in operation in the city and suburbs;
and Hcad-quarters Fire-station has telephone communication with tbe suburban Volunteer Fire Companies
'
stations as far as Barramatta. Twenty-six were installed during the year, including 10 in North Sydney,
8 in Waverley, 4 in Balmain, 2 connected with the North Botany Volunteer Fire-station, 1 in Wattlestreet, Ultimo, and 1 opposite the Grafton Wharf. At the close of the year there were some 122 miles
of wire erected for the service, for which maintenance at the rate of £1 a mile was paid to the Postal
and Electric Telegraph Department. In view of the public service which these ■wires render, this is a
tax which we consider might well be remitted. Experience has shown that the telephone fire-alarm
system acts as a deterrent to incendiarism, as well as provides the most rapid method of communicating
information of an outbreak of fire, and thereby is frequently the means of enabling the firemen to
extinguish a fire before much destruction has taken place. .As every year proves more surely the value
of the system, it is proposed to extend it further, as opportunity offers ; but tho annual tax of £1 a mile
upon the lines, added to the primary cost of erection, must militate to some degree against more rapid
extension.
The strength of the Metropolitan Fire Brigade, was increased during the year from fifty-two to
sixty members, and tho number of partially-paid auxiliaries from five to nine. The Superintendent of re n 01
Fire Brigades reports the discipline and general efficiency to be “ in all respects satisfactory.” There has
been considerable movement and redistribution of the Brigade’s appliances during the twelve months,
among which may be mentioned the stationing of a steam fire-engine at Newtown, in substitution for
a manual engine.
_
_
Tho subsidies paid to tho registered Volunteer I;irc Companies (Vide page 7), together with
sundry grants for purchase of horses, repairs, additions to stations, and other items, amounted to
£2,770. The Companies generally have continued to perform useful service, which is acknowledged by
the Superintendent of Fire Brigades in his report, which we append. In view, however, of the protection
afforded by the permanent Brigade to the city, it has been decided to eventually discontinue to maintain
Volunteer Brigades within its boundaries. As far'back as June, 1894, the Superintendent was requested
to prepare a scheme for the gradual extinction of subsidies to the city Companies, and it is anticipated
that within two years at furthest the intention will have been carried into effect.
Grants of new hose, &c., and various repairs effected to the material in the possession of the
Volunteer Brigades have represented a considerable addition to the amount above mentioned; and, in volunteer
addition, many of them have received from tho Government grants of amounts varying from £30 to £100. Oompnaiics.
These have been made without our cognizance, and this, we submit, is a practice which is fraught with
danger to the discipline and efficiency of the Brigades, and may sometimes result in defeating tho very
object of tbe donation. Sub-section 9 of the seventh section of the Fire Brigades Act provides for
regulations for subsidising Volunteer Fire Brigades, &c., and under the regulations so made, as well as
under section 19 of the Act, the certificate of the Superintendent of Fire Brigades as to any Company’s
efficiency is required before a subsidy or bonus bo payable to it. But it bus occurred that a Brigade from
<
which such certificate was withheld until it could show itself to be qualified, has received a grant from
the Government. The effect of such procedure must bo to place a Company in a position to ignore tho
Kcgulations, to render it no longer necessary for such Company to make itself efficient to manipulate its
fire-extinguishing plant, and generally to tend towards the deterioration and not the improvement of the
firemnnship of the body. Tho evil, unfortunately, stops not there, for the effects of tho object lesson
are liable to permeate other Companies. Again, a grant may be made for some special, and perhaps laudable
object, such as tho erection of a fire-station; but the amount being handed over to an irresponsible
Company, without any safeguard as to its proper expenditure, it may be frittered away for other purposes,
while the Board, which might well be entrusted with the trusteeship of such funds, has not authority even
to inquire into the expenditure of the money. There is another, evil which obtains with regard to the
administration of the Volunteer Brigades, and which we hope that the long-looked-for amendment of the
present Fire Brigades Act will rectify:—this is, that a Company established in a district, and having As to ownership
collected subscriptions from tho public there, or obtained the funds from other public sources, for tho ^"s'hj^appjipurchase of fire-extinguishing plant, appears to have power to sell or to remove such plant from the auc®.
district. AVe submit that it should not be diverted from the purpose Tor which its purchase-money was
provided, viz., the protection of a special district, without the consent of responsible trustees, say the
Mayor of tho district and the Chairman of tho local Fire Brigade Board. In 1 he recent case in Deniliquin
it would appear, from tho meagre nows to hand, that tho Volunteer firemen, not alone declined 1o work
when an outbreak of fire occurred, but also locked up the fire-extinguishiug appliances ; while portions of
tho gear could not be found until valuable time had been occupied in searching for them, after the doors
of the station had been broken open. Their action, we presume, was taken in the belief that the property
was theirs to do what they chose with. That is a faith which is widely hold, and has been acted upon.
Plant which has been paid for by what in one way or another was public money has at times been sold by
those entrusted with it, and there is, so far as we are aware, no authority for anyone to step in and prevent
repetitions of such an occurrence whenever any Companies may elect to disband, whether iu town or
country. If in the ease given as an illustration the property had been, vested in the Mayor, who ex
officio is also Chairman of the local Fire Brigade Board, one difficulty which arose wouldhave been obviated,
and possibly much loss prevented.
The report of tho Superintendent of Fire Brigades, and various returns supplying details of the
oncration of the Department, are supplied in various addenda.
CIIAELES DOWN;
Chairman,
Adopted at a meeting of the Metropolitan Fire Brigades’ Board, at Head-quarters Fire-station,
Sydney, on the ISlh March. 1890.
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APPENDIX I.
MUNICIPALITIES.
Assessment,
180*.

Municipality.

City of Sydney...............................
Aahhcld.............................................
Auburn...............................
.
Balmain............................................
Botany.......... .............................. .
Burwood .................................
Camucrdown.................................
Concord.............. .............................
Darlington................................
Dmmmovno....................
.
Enfield .........................................
Rive Uoefc.........................................
Glebe ..................................................
Grauvillft ...............
...
Hurstville .........................................
Kogarfih............................................
Loichhardt........................................

Conti'jbulioii,

Contribution,
Ib'Jj.

Assessment,
15S94.

Municipality,

49,740
134,870
33,760
162,168
20,782
203,751
171,240
69,608
119,411
102,866
170,280
64,695
18,739
46,122
32,413
06,406
119,137
66,131
145,250

Manly....,......................................

North Sydney ............................
Parramatta

................................

Kedfern........................................

Woollahra..................................
Totals ........................ £

p.
2
16
15
3
17
18
12
IS
1
2
9
5
10
19
4
0
15
18
15

d.
l
10
2
8
2
C
0
4
11
0
It
G
3
1
3
2
7
6
3

6,000 0

0

£

£

£
£
s. d.
2,286,761 2,G25 7 11
68 17 9
60,000
d6,9S3
53 18 10
120,144.
148 5 5
24,303
27 18 0
186,622
214 5 2
19,386
22 5 2
95 13 11
83,353
43,487
49 18 6
44 6 3
38,596
28,108
32 5 5
26,220 ' 30 2 1
2.1500
26 19 7
23 7 5
22,100
32,082
36 16 8
13,667
15 13 10
151>28
173 12 6
4.1,155
47 5 0
44,603
61 4 2
40,000
45 18 6
87,355
100 5 10

5,226,072

57
154
38
186
23
233
196
79
137
1J8
195
74
21
52
37
76
136
75
166

APPENDIX II.
INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Amount at
risk,
31 Dec , 1S94.

Contributory Company.

£

The Alliance Assurance Co........................
Atlaa Assurance Co.,. .......................
Australian Alliance Assurance Co ..
Australian Mutual Eire Insurance
Batavia Sea and Eire Insurance Co.
Caledonian Insurance Co...................
City Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
(Ltd) .........................................
Colonial Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
(Ltd.) .........................................
Commercial Union Assurance Co.
(Ltd.) ....................
,
Cornwall Fire aud Marine Insurance
Co. (Ltd).....................................
Derwent and Tamar Fire and
Marine Assurance Co.............. .
Fire Underwriters* Association of
N.S.W.—for oiliees outside
N.S.W...........................................
Guardian Fire and Life Assurance
Co. (Ltd.).....................................
Imperial Insurance Co. (Ltd.) of
London..........................................
Indemnity Fire and Marine Insuranee Co. of Australasia (Ltd.)
Lion Fire Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ...
Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Co. ............................
London and Lancashire Fire InsuManchester Fire Assurance Co......
Mercantile Mutual Insurance Co__

SUMMAHT of

Contribution,
1803.

1,66!j,716
466,793
399,467

£ s. d.
168 10 6
47 4 0
40 7 10

B 226,612
'22S>]0
425,124

831 16
23 2
42 19

2
1
8

3,031,474

306 10

5

1,081,890

109

5 972,905

603 1ft

Contributory Company.

Mutual Union Insurance Co. (Ltd)
National Fire and Marine Insuranee Co. of New Zealand ......
Netherlands*lndia Sen and Fire
New Zealand Insurance Co.............
North British ami Mercantile Insuranco Co............................. ...
North Queensland Insurance Co.
(Ltd.) .........................................
Northern Assurance Co......................
Norwich Union Eire Insurance

7 10
ft

312,186

31 11

295,679

29 17 11

343,935

34 19

Palatine Insurance Co. (Lid.) .......
Phoenii Assurance Co. of London...
Queensland Mutual Insurance Co j
(Ltd.) ........................................
Koval Insurance Co............................
Rojal Exchange Assurance Cor-

4

7

Amount at
risk,
31 Dec., ISM,

Contribution,
ISUsk

£
15^,570

£ s. d.
15 12 7

1,186,684

119 19

9

111,610
2,061,386

11
208

5
8

8
8

1,207,590

122

2

0

40 10
74 17

5
8

400,741
740,598
2,209,388
4(10 A 20
1,032,629

223 7 11
46 10 6
109 9 4

200,018
2,117,050

20
214

4
1

C
2

301,500

30

9

9

430,849

43 11

3

1,481,771

149 16

G

830,707
792,720
4,136,770

89
80
418

1
3
5

0
1
7

485,436
1,546,350

49
156

1
7

9
1

59,340,096

6,000

0

0

Scottish Union and National Insu579,244
1,406,471

58 11
142

4

4 3

86,775
266,689

8 15
26 19

6
4

2,588,813

261 15

2

1,357 731
325^804
8,286,735

137 5 8
32 18 10
837 17 9

Attendances

•

South British Eire and Marino Insurance Co. of New Zealand ...
Standard Firo and Marine Insuranee Co. o£ New Zealand.......
Sun Insurance OJLcc of London ...
United Insurance Co. (Ltd,)..........
United Australian Mutual Fire Insurance Co. (Ltd.) ....................
Totals.....................................£

APPENDIX III.
at Board Meetings during tlie year 1895.—(Number of Meetings,
exclusive of Committee Meetings, 28.)
Meetings.
Names.
Present.

Charles Down, J.P, (Chairman)..........
'Walter Church, J.P. (Vice-Chairman)
Alderman J. C. Bearc, J.P..................
Edward .1. Lore.......................................
J. St. Vincent Welch, J.P. ...................
Alderman William Taylor ..................

I
25
28
28
26
26
28

Absent

0
2
0
2
a
o
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APPENDIX IV.
FIEE BEIGADES' BOARD, SYDNEY.

ABSTRACT of Receipts and Expendituee for the Year ending 31st December, 1803.
EtP^XDlTLTlR.

Receipts.

1 January, 1895. *
To Balance—
Ocmnierda] Banking Co of Sydney, Ld........
Superintendent's Peaty Cash..........................
F
To Insurance Companies—
Alliance
......................................................
Adas................................................................
Australiaii Alliance........................................
Australian Mutual ........................................
llataua .........................................................
Caledonian.....................................................
City Mutual ...................................... ... ...
Colonial Mutual ...........................................
Commercial Union ........................................
Cornwall.........................................................
Derwent and Tamar........................................
Jure Umleru riters* Association ...................
Guardian.........................................................
Imperial................................
Indemnity.....................................................
Lion....'........................................................
Liverpool and Loudon and Globe...................
London and Lancashire.................................
Manchester.....................................................
Mercantile Mutual ........................................
Mutual Union ...............................................
National of New Zealand .............................
NetherlaniU’India ........................................
New Zealand ..................................................
North British and Mercantile .......................
North Queensland ......................................
Northern .....................................................
Norwich Union..............................................
Palatine .........................................................
Pheenix .........................................................
Queensland Mutual........................................
Kojal ............................................................
Itoyal Exchange .. . ..................................
Scottish Union and National..........................
South llrltish ................................................
Standard of New Zealand.............................
Straita............................................................
Sun ..............................................................
United............................................................
United Australian Mutual.............................
Victoria .........................................................

£ s. d.
576
CO

£ s. d

7 6
0 0

626 7 6

16S 10 C
47 4 0
40 7 10
§31 10 U
2$ 2 2
42 19 8
800 10 fi
100 7 10
60.1 3S 8
31 H 4
29 17 11
H4 19 7
58 31 4
142 4 3
8 35 6
20 19 4
261 35 2
137 5 8
32 IS 10
S37 17 If
15 12 7
119 19 9
11 5 S
SOS 8 8
122 2 0
40 10 6
74 37 8
223 7 11
40 10 0
109 9 4
20 4 G
214 1 2
30 9 9
43 11 3
149 10 C
S9 1 0
5 31 1
80 3 1
418 5 7
49 1 9
150 7 1
----------------0,005 11 2

To Government of New South Walts—
Colonial Treasurer .....................................................

6,000 0 0

TO Municipalities—
City of Sydney .............................................. 2,02.5 7 it
17 f)
Alexandria.....................................................
53 13 10
Annandale....................................................
148 6 l>
Ash field .........................................................
27 IS 0
Auburn ..............* .......................................
2
214
Balmain .........................................................
22 5 2
Botany............................................................
94
4 t
Burwooi l.........................................................
37 S 11
Camperdown .......... *..................................
30 2 1
Darlington .....................................................
33 19 3
Lrummoync ................................................
25 7 r,
Knfleld .........................................................
36 16 s
EiNhinuulle ..................................................
19 O 1
Five Dock .....................................................
130 4 4
Glebe ............................................................
47 rt 0
Granville.......................................................
51 4 2
lluistvillc ................................................
45 18 G
Kogarah .....................................................
100 5 10
Leichhardt.....................................................
57 2 1
Manly ............................................................
364 16 10
Manlekvillc ..................................................
38 15 2
itOsman.........................................................
380 3 8
Newtown .....................................................
23 17 2
North Botany .................................................
253 18 G
North Sydney ..............................................
.................................................. 196 12 0
79 IS 4
Parramatta.....................................................
137 1 11
Petersham .....................................................
113 2 0
Randwick .....................................................
Kcdfern ......................................................... 195 9 11
74 & 6
Rockdale.........................................................
21 10 3
Rookwood ......................................................
37 4 3
St. Peters........................................................
76 0 2
Waterloo.........................................................
13G 15 7
Waverley .....................................................
94 0 3
Willoughby....................................................
Woollahra ...................................................... ICO 15 3
To Miscellaneous—
Rent of quarters ...........................................
Watching duties ........................................
Nines .............................................;.............
Liquidator—Fire, Marine, and Accident In*
dcmnifcy Company .................................
Sundry services .............................................
Life premiums ..............................................
Horses—sole of...............................................
North Sydney Station—refund of deposit for
si to ........................................................
Condemned hose—sale of.............................

£ 9- it.

By Miscellaneous—
New steam firC'Ciiginc....................................
549 9 2
Plant, stores. Ac. [including' hose, £39114g.
10d.) .............
1,011 15 6
Clothing......................................................... 494 5 O
Printing, stationery, postage, &e...................
Io0 6 1
Rates and taxes ......................................... 351 3 2
Life premiums ...............................................
324 5 8
Cab'hirc anil cartage ...........................
49 4 0
Rewards for calls..........................................
10 33 0
Rewards to turncocks....................................
7 4 0
Petty expenses ..............................................
24 2 7
Services rendered........................*.................
9 15 C
Law costs ...................................................
JO 9 0
Miscellaneous.................................................. 259 7 4
Rent................................................................
12 9 2
M.F.1J. Benefit Club .....................................
7 11 2
By Buildings—
North Sydney—Erection ........................
Waverley—Erection....................................
Repairs, &c., to other stations...................

934 13 G
319 S 9
270 11 4

By Salaries and Fees—
Salaries—M.F.B. and auxiliaries............... 8,809 4 8
Board fees ..................................
300 0 0
Auditors’ fees ...........................................
35 0 O
Medical fees ....................................... ■
15 35 0
By Lighting and Fuel
Lighting ......................................................
Fuel............................................................

426 0 5
S4 10 ft

By Horses—
Puroliasc......................................................
Fodder.........................................................
Harness .....................................................

60 0 0
405 15 3
34 31 C

By Electrical Work—
Telephones, fire-alarms, io..................
By Volunteer Fire Companies—Subsidies—
Alexandria.........................................
Ashficld ..............................................
Balmain ..............................................
Burwood ...........................................
Drummovnc........................................
Glebe .............................................
Granville..............................................
Kogarah ..............................................
Lckhliardt...........................................
Manly ..................................................
North Botany .....................................
North City...........................................
Paddington...........................................
,,
Brewery ..........................
Parramatta (No. 1) .............................
„
(No. 2) .............................
Randwick ...........................................
Rockdale .............................................
Rookwood ...........................................
Standard Brewery .............................
St. Leonards........................................
Waterloo .............................................
Waverley.............................................
Woollahra
........................................

3,870 0 4

1,574 13 7

9,159 19 8

511 2 U

' 600 0 9
767 16 S

116
135
804
110
50
l'<5
00
40
76
75
70
87
102
218
85
97
50
70
40
175
88
186
125
200

0
O
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
10
10
15
9
18
0
0
O
0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
0
O
0

By Volunteers employed in watching duties...
Liy Balance, 31st December. 1893 —
Uoiiinion ial Banking Co. of Sydney (Ltd,)..
Superintendent's pettj cash .....................

£ e. d.

155 4 11
50 0 9

2,779 r* 8
30 7 0

205 4 11

S9G 10 1
60 6 11
3 r> 8

0 1 10

87 10 0
145 16 11

6 0 0
5 0 0

36 0 0

------------ 929 9 5

Total........... ..............£10,407 17 6
Z. COLLIS BARRY, Secretary.

Having examined the boohs nnd vouchr-rs of the Pire Brigades’ Bonvrt for the jear ending 31st December, 1835, and
also this Abstract of Bcceipts and Expenditure, I certify the same to be correct.
___ , „T . _
1
JAMES BOBEKTSON, F.S.I.A., F.I.A.Y.

30 January, 1890.
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APPENDIX V.
Mr. Superintendent Bear’s Keport to the Pire Brigades’ Board, Sydney.
Gentlemen,

Head-quarters t?ire-station, Castlereagh-strect, Sydney, 24 January, IStIG.

I have the honor to submit my twelfth Annual Rejiort on the worldng and general eflicicnoy of your Brigade, and
of the several Volunteer Fire Companies, together with tho details of fires attended in the city and suburbs, for the rear
ending 31st December, 1893.
’
The total number of alarms for fires, or supposed fires, was 469. Of these, 82 were false alarms, 18 proved to ho onlv
chimney alarms, 367 were for actual fires, and 2 were casualties in which life was endangered or lost, but in which no damage
was done to the building or contents.
Of the fires, 299 were slight or-trifling, 20 wore serious, and 48 resulted in total destruction.
Of the 367 fires, 159 were insured, 179 not insured, and in 29 instances the insurances on the buildings or contents
could not be ascertained,
Iu addition to the ordinary fires, there have been 64 chimney-fires requiring the attendance of firemen with hand-pump
only, making an aggregate total of 533 calls for fires, false alarms, chimney-fires, and casualties.
The fires of 189o, os compared with those of 1894, show an increase of 97 ; in the chimney-fires reported as houses on
fire a decrease of 1G, and those attended by firemen with hand-pump only an increase of 8.
.
fires which were slight there has been an increase of 93, in serious a decrease of 3, and in those which resulted
iu total destruction an increase of 7.
Among tho buildings totally destroyed are classed sheds, weatherboard cottages, &c.
In reviewing the fires of the year, I may soy that there has been less actual destruction of property in this than in any
year since the Act came into operation.
The most notable fires of the year arc as follows
Under the heading of serious—
8th March.—The Liverpool Arms Hotel, Pitt-street, City.
13th March.—The Adelaide Bond, Smith’s Wharf, Miller’s Point.
12th April.—The Colonial Sugar Company’s Works, Harris-strect, City.
9th July.—The Warehouse of Messrs. Sanders & Co., Pyrmont.
Ilth August,—The Boot Factory of Messrs. J, P. Wright & Co., Flirabeth-strcet, City.

'

22nd August.—The s.s. “Victorian” and “Emu,” in Johnstone’s Bay.
30th October.—The Warehouse of Messrs. Jules Itenard A Co., 306, Kent-strcot, City.
19th November.—The Clothing Factory of Messrs. Woingott & Sons, 433 and 433, llent-street. City.
Under the heading of total—
2Stb February.—Ihc Furniture Shop of Mr. John Pearce, Newtown Hood, Darlington.
22nd June.—Tho Boiling-down Works of Mr, W. W. Wlmtmorc, Wilson’s Creek, Lane Cove.
Appended are detailed statements of the various fires attended by tho Brigade and by the Volunteer Fire Companies
as well as those unattended, hut which have been reported to the Brigade from various sources, and a member has been sent
to obtain the necessary particulars.
The summaries appended show the particular dates, time of call, time of outbreak, trades, localities, insurances, hourly,
daily, weekly, and monthly. There is also appended a summary of the supposed origin or cause of fires for the yew.
_ deferring to the summary of localities, it will be noticed that in the city of Sydney alone there were 170 " calls,” 99
of which were for actual fires, 20 were false alarms, 10 were for chimncy-fircs reported as houses on fire, 40 were for chimneyfires attended by firemen with hand-pump only, and there was one casualty,
, Tn the suburbs there were 3G3 calls, 268 of which were for actual fires, 62 were false alarms, 8 were chimney-fires
reported as houses on fire, 24 were chimney-fires attended by firemen with hand-pump only, and there wns one casualty.
For full details of fires, nod for the particular wards of the city, and the municipalities in which the same have
occurred, sec appendices attached. A summary of trades is also appended.
Full pattieulars of fhe strength of tho Brigade (members and plant), together with that of the Volunteer Fire
Companies, are here appended.

STATIONS

STATIONS AND WOKICTNG PLANT OF THE METROPOLITAN FIRE BRIGADE, AND OF VOLUNTEER FIRE COMPANIES.
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MEMBERS OF THE BRIGADE.
Kamo.

Rank.

William Douglas Boar
Alfred Webb ..........
John J. Ford ..........
Sydney Watson .....
John Snelson ..........
John M'KnigUt ......
George Lang ..........
Thomas P. Gordon
Thomas Gorman ....
Samuel Holman......
James Hancock ......
Thomas G. Cutts......
Robert W. Nash ....
Joseph Stanchell......
George C. Gray ......
Harris S. Davis ......
Francis Howard......
Stephen H. Eyre......
Frank Jackson ......
John Graham..........
George J. Parsons .
George H. Dadd ....
Augustus J. Gerard
George Alehin..........
Albert E. Pickering
Charles May ..........
Harrie B. Lee...........
Edward Smith ......
John A. Becker ....
William T. Corkill..
James W. Morris ,,
Harry Skelton..........
Robert Hunter ......
Edward Pember......
John A. Eicoll ......
Alexander Jamieson
John T. Arnold .....
Francis W. Brooks .
Ephraim Stoneham
Edward J. Roberts..
Herbert J. Houghton.,..
James Jones .................
Joseph Morris ................
William Whitnall........
George W. Barry ....... .
David Killa.................... .
Christopher C. Digby .
Charles L. Birmingham
George E. J. Wills.......
Arthur Houghton .......
William Best ................
Walter Haywood
Joseph Chase ................
Kenneth Arthurson ....
Thomas L. Thomas.......
Francis A. Tuck...........
Archibald Murray .......
James Carson ................
James E. Pytn .......... .
Thomas P. Konco .......

I

Date of Entry.

Superintendent of Fire Brigades, and 2 May, 18S4
Inspector of Kerosenp.
Deputy Superintendent
2G June, 1888
Foreman ........................
1 Aug., 1884
do
...................
1 Jan., ISla
do
...............
14 July, 18S4
Engineer ........................
14 July, 1884
Senior fireman................
7 Jan., 1885
do
..........
3 Jan,, 1845
do
...........
18 Juno, 1885
do
...........
11 Fob., 1886
do
...........
1 Aug., 1834
do
...........
19 Mar., 18S8
do
...........
1 Jan., 1887
Veterinary and Farrier
1 July, 1884
Ist-elass fireman ..........
1 July, 1884
do
...........
18 April 1888
do
............
19 April 1888
do
...........
6 Aug., 1888
do
..........
7 Feb., 1889
do
...........
15 April 1889
do
...........
6 Sept., 1889
do
..........
13 Feb., 1890
do
...........
21 Fob,, 1890
do
...........
28 April 1890
do
...........
18 Sept.. 1890
do
...........
3 Oct., 1890
do
...........
19 Feb., 1891
do
.........
7 May, 1891
do
...........
12 Mar., 1891
do
..........
2a May, 1891
do
..........
1 live., 1891
do
...........
24 Mar., 1892
do
...........
Hi April 1893
do
...........
23 April 1892
2nri-class fireman “ A”
3 Aug, 1893
Hud-class firemau “ B ”
18 Nov., 1892
do
do
3 Jan., 1893
do
do
G Jan., 1893
do
do
e Jan., 1S93
do
do
9 Jan, 1893
do
do
ii Jan,, 1893
do
do
i June, 1893
do
do
28 July, 1891
3rd-elass fireman “A"
19 June, 1893
do
do
21 Aug., 1893
Srd-class fireman “ B,1
19 Jan., 1894
do
do
30 Mar, 1894
do
do
30 M ar,, 189 4
do
do
21 May, 1894
do
do
4 Sept., 1891
do
do
9 Oet, 1894
Probation........................
5 April 1895
do
........................
8 April 1895
do
........................
8 April 1895
do
........................
9 April 1895
do
........................
4 May, 1893
do
........................
5 Sept. 1895
do
........................
9 Oet, 1893
do
.......................
4 Oct., 1895
do
.......................
6 Dec., 1895

Salary,

Government
Officer,
£400
£182
£182
£182
£177
£1G2
£162
£162
£1G2
£162
£162
£163
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£150
£140
£130
£130
£130
£130
£130
£130
£130
£130
£120
£120
£112
£112
£112
£112
£112
£112
£100
£I0G
£106
£106
£106
£10G
£106
£106
£10G

Where stationed.

Head-quarters.
do
No. 2 Station.
No. 3 Station.
No. 4 Station.
Head-quarters,
do
No. 5 Station,
Ilead-quartcrs.
No. 6 Station.
So. 3 Station.
No. 2 Station.
No. 3 Station.
Head-quarters.
No. 4 Station.
No. 5 Station.
No. 3 Station.
Head' quarters.
No, 3 Station.
No. 2 Station,
do
do
Head-quarters.
No. 4 Station.
No 6 Station.
No. 5 Station.
Head-quarters.
No. 3 Station.
Head-quarters.
No. 2 Station.
Head-quarters,
No. 2 Station,
do
Head-quarters,

do

No. 2 Station,
do
No. 4 Station.
Head-quarters.
do
do
No. 3 Station.
No. 5 Station.
No. 3 Station.
Head-quarters.
do
do
No. 6 Station.
Head-quarters,
do
No. 3 Station.
Head-quarters.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Auxiliaries.
Thomas H. Cook...........
David Anderson ..........
Walter D. Taylor .......
David Yandine ............
John P. Deane ............
John J. Davidson .......
Charles B. Duncan.......
Ernest C. Evans...........
John Jones ....................

Auxiliary Fireman
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

4 Oct., 1893
23 Oct, ]K93
1 M ay, 1894
17 June, 1895
17 Juno, 1S95
17 June, 1895
25 June. H95
8 July,' 1895
23 Sept., 1895

No. B Station,
do
do
No. G Station,
do
do
do
do
do

TELEPHONE FIRE-ALARMS.
No.
of Box.
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Firc*station to which the Alarm is conuootcd.

Head-quarters, CastlereagVstreeL ...........
»
)i
J...................................
n
»>

j>
»

,i

..........
....................

«

/i

;

...................

Locality of Alarm.

„

York and King Streets...............................................

3J
,,

Liverpool »tnd College Streets ..................................
WiJliiLiii-sli'cet and Boomerang Road .......................

Maequariv-slrcet, opposite Parliament House............................

Approximate
.Distance
from Station r
m \ ardb.
430
OuO
SfiO
760
410
859
1,540
330
1,030

809
n
TELEPHONE PIE E-A LA R M S
^ V.

Boa:.

10
11

12
13

U
15
1C
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

25

2G
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
81
35
3G
37
38
39
40

41
42
43
44
45
4G
47
48
49
60
51
62
63
54
65

60
67
68
59
60
61

02
G3
64
Go

CG
67

68
69
70
71
72
73
74
76
76
77
78
79

SO
81
82

83
84
83
81
87
88
89

90

91

92
03

Fiio-station to which the Alarm is connected*
Ho. 3 Stjfiou, George-street North
]>
))
})
Hoad-quarlcrs...................................

o &£ in ued.

Locality of Alarm.

ApproxhtmbG
Distance
from Station ;
in yards.

Corner of Hunter and Rligh Streets .......................................
.,
Hunter and George Streets.......................................
„
Pitt and Market Streets ............................................
„
Sussex and King Streets .............. .............................
„
Sussex and Krskinc Streets.........................................
„
Kent and Margaret Streets..........................................
No. 3 Station, George street North
i,
.Elinabctk and Hay Streets ........................................
Head-quartera.....................................
A. Hordern &, Sous, George-street, Hay market.......................
Corner of Sussex and Liverpool Streets....................................
„
If ent and Bathurst Streets .........................................
„
Kent and Market Streets.............................................
„
Oxford and Riley Streets...................... ......................
„
George-street and Union-lane.....................................
,,
George and Gouibnrn Streets....................................
,,
York and Market Streets................. ..........................
„
Rectory and Harbour Streets (J. Bridge & Sons) .
„
Norton-strcct and Parramatta Road, Leichhardt..
No. 4 Station, Stanraore Koad, MarrielrviHe
„
Railway premises and Laekcy-strcet, Summer Hill,
,,
Mamckville and Illaunrra Roads, Marrickvillo
Council Chambers, St. Peters ..................................................
Sussex-strect North, near Grafton Wharf.............................
No. 3 Station, George-street North .......
George-street North, opposite Manners’ Church ................
U
»
J) ......
Corner of George-street North and Lower Fort-street .......
11
>J
JJ
‘i*”*
„
Lower Fort-street and Windmill-street...............
11
it
31
.......
„
Argyle and Playfair Streets .................................
11
73
7?
.......
„
Argyle and Kent Streets .........................................
is
11
11 ......
„
Victoria Terraco, opp. Eye Hospital, Miller's Point
Il
Si
II
......
„
Young-street and Circular Quay.............................
J1
II
13
*
„
Macquarie street North and Circular Quay.......
|>
13
13
......
„
Bridge and Pi! t Streets ..........................................
13
11
Jl
.......
Opposite Terry's lane, Pitt-sl.rcet............................................
3|
}1
S3
.....1
Corner of Church Hilt and Chariotte-plaoo ........................
11
13
31
-...I.
33
33
33
....... Kent-street, near Gas-lane............................................................
11
IT
‘1
....... Corner of Bent and O Connell SfreeU.....................................
„
Elizabeth and Devonshire Streets ........................
No. 2 Station, Georgo-strert West .......
„
George-street West and Newtown Road ...........
il
>1
31 *•* "4
„
Regent and Cleveland Streets.................................
SI
33
»
......
„
Rcdfern and Botany Streets, Redi'ern ................
U
11
II
.......
Elizabeth-ifreot, Rcdfern, opposite Hordern’s stables .......
II
*4
>1
•1
13
II
11
...... Corner of M*Arthur aud Dams Streets .................................
ii
-^IjS aml Harris Streets .........................................
II
11
11 ......
„
Bowman and Harris Streets ....... .........................
33
II
13
....
„
George and Barrack Streets.....................................
G.P.O..............................................................
„
Johnston-stroct and Parramatta Road, Nortli
No, 4 Station, Staumorc Eoad, MarrickTille
Annandale....................... : .................................................... .
Corner of Johnston and Booth Streets, North Annandale
,,
Jllawarra nnd Warren Roads, Mamckville .......
_
ii
^
ii
* u
„
King and Hordern Streets, New town ...............
No. 5 Sfation, Newtown ...........................
Intersection of Newtown and Darlington Roads and Forbesii
ii
*.............. ...
street, Newtown ......................................................................
Corner of Camden-struct and Cook's River R-oad, Newtown..
I*
71
...............
Intersection of Wclls-strcot, Cook’s River Road,and Roehfordn
n
.....................
strret, Newtown ...................................................................
Corner of Enmorc Road and Wilford-strlcfc1 Newtown__
ii
n
........
.
......
„
Enmore and Stanmo’-c Ronds, bewtown ...........
13
rt
.....................
In front of Council Chambers, Erskinevdlc Road, Macdonnld11
11
.................. -•
tow n ........................................................................................
Corner of Parramatta Road and Pnrhes-stred, Campeidown..
No, 2 Station ................................ ........
„
Abererombic-plncc and Ckveland-slreet ..........
„
Abercrombie and Shepherd Streets ...................
II
........... ...... ................... .................
Woollahra Volunteer S:ulion, Moncur-st...
,,
Queen-street and Old South Head Road ................
„
Nelson-street and Old South Head Road................
„
Cowper and Oxford Streets, Waverley ............
„
Ocean-street and Point Piper Road ........................ i
„
South and Bay Streets..................................................
,,
Darling Point Road nnd New South Head Road ...
„
Yarranabee and Darling Point Roads ....................
,,
Forth-street and Edgocliff Road .............................
Darlinghurst ami Randwi'.k Police Stations
,,
Carlton-street, Kensington Estate .............................
„
Watson’s Road and Upper Fort-street ....................
No. 3 Station, George-street North ......
„
Essex nnd Harrington Streets....................................
„
Bridge and Macquarie Streets....................................
„
Erskino-street and York-lane......................................
Head-quarters
„
Druitt-strect, opposite Weighbridge ........................
„
Bonrke nnd William Streets ...............................
„
Bourke and Junction Streets ....................................
„
Macleay-street and Elizabeth Bay Road .................
„
Macleay nnd Wilde Streets, opposite clock ........
,,
Vieloria and Orwell Streets..........................................
„
Bourke and Liverpool Streets ....................................
„
Gouibnrn and Macquarie Streets South .................
„
Coot’s River Road and Railway Road ....................
No. 4 Station, Stamnore Road, Marrichville
„
Cowper nnd Glebe St mils ........................................
Glebe I'olunteer Statiun, Jlitohell-slrett
„
Brougham and Lyndhorst Streets............................
„
Glebe and Wigram Roads .........................................
Glebe Road and Leicbhardt-streit............................
„
Ross-stroet and Bridge Road .....................................
„
Council Chambers, Marrickvillo........ ......................
No. 4 Station, Staninore Road, JlarrifliviHe

01—B

737
506
610

1,100
1,400
814
600
980
530
440
770
780
400
700
800
850
1,232
2,667
2,420
3,406
1,023
330
C60
902
319
792
1,070
330
797
362
770
384
714
561
710
620
650
980
1,430
660

1,210
2,210
1,154
2,094
2,889
3,393
506
1,232
649
1,0? 9
56 L
979

. 842
1,507
760

1,100
550
825
1,540
770
1,790
1,540

2,220

467
3,520
902

220
704
1,320
670

1,200
1,630
1,980
2,550
1,930

1,100
600
4,180
340
550
870
1,300
880
1,800

810
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0[^
£)4

flo
9j
97
98
99

100
101
103
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

120
131
123
123

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

136
137
138
139

I'ire-atnjio:! to which the A Linn ii connectuJ.
No 5 Ration, Newtown..................
No. 2 Station, Qeorgc-st.roet IVest

LocaJity ol A Lmn.

Comer of Margaret and Ferndile Sireds, Ncutown..............
,,
Cleveland-stri’et mid Barlingtou Road ...................
„
Giunnil Chambers, Darlington ...............................
,.
Old Pavramalia Road and Forest-street...................
No. 4 Station, Sifimnorc Road, Mamckville
„
Staninore Hoad and Holt-street ................................
„
Cambridge and Merchant Streets ...........................
„
Palace and Norwood Streets ....................................
.,
New Canterbury Road and Eraser's Road..............
n
„
n
Eltham-atrect................
jj
„
„
Marnckrille Road..,..
Head-quarters.
„
Bathurst and Barker Streets .............. ....................
„
Market-street, opposite Wharf Street, ....... ..........
,,
Plnllip-street, near St Stephen's Church .............. .
No. 3 Station, George-street North ......
Boot of Beltington street, near China S. N. Co.’s Wharf ....
No. 2 Station, George-street West .......... Opposite (he “Tower Inn,” George-street............................... .
Paddington Volunteer Station, Oiford-st. Cormr of Park Road and Regent-streft........................... ........
„
Elizabeth and Underwood Streets ............................
„
„
Hargrave Streets ................................
,,
Glenmore Road and Gurner-street...........................
„
.
„
„ Liverpool-street.......................
„
„
„
Oxford-street............................
No. C Station, North Sydney.,
Interseclion of Alfred,"Junction, and MTlougal Streets ......
„
Alfred and Fifzroy Streets................................
Corner of Blue’s Point Road and Blue-street ..........................
„
.,
Cresccut-street Nortli .......
„
Miller and Ridge Streets, opposite Tram Terminus,
,,
„
Ealeon Streets .........................................
Intersection of Lane Cove and Willoughby Roads and Entconstreet ........................................................’.................................
Intersection of Military and Ben Boyd Roads .......................
Corner of Military Rood and Glover, Spofforth, and M'Pher
son Street’, Mosnian................................................................
Corner of Military and Avenue Boads, Mostnnn ....................
Balmain Volunteer Station, Darling-sireot
„
Darling and Macdonald Streets, Balmain..............
„
„
Johnston Streets, Balmain..................
„
„
Wise Streets, Balmain ....... ...............
_
J:
ij
'■
„
,,
Cambridge Streets. Balmain...............
No. 2 Station. George-street West ...........
„
Havris-strect and Pyrmont Bridge Road ..............
Nortli Botany Volunteer Station, Rickely„
Botany Road and Bay Street.....................................
street.
‘
Botany and Stephen Roads....................
>7
J?
<4<l
Waverley Volunteer Station, Cnmnntonl
Birrell and Cowper Streets, Waverley
Road.
Intersection of Birrell and Watson Stvcels, Waverley..........
,,
PenLiville and Bennett Streets and Bondi
Road, Waverley .....................................................................
Comer of Bondi Road and Denham Street, Wnverhy...........
In front of Council Chambers, Bondi Road, Waverley...........
Tnterscelion of Blood and Anglesca Streets and Old South
Head Road, Waverley .............................................................
Corner of M'Phcrson and Albion Streets, Waverley...............
Intersection of MTherson, Carlton, and Arden Streets
Waverlev.

| Approximate
Ihstanre
Ifioin Station;
ill yairis
737

1,100
1,310
1.550
540

1,122

1,109
790
1,494
2.099
760
950
1,050
1,023
400
400
500
880
700
POO
030
550

1,210
575
1,150

792
1,276
1,750
1,900
3.100
5.250
660
1,830
1,170

1.010
1,000
2,245
4.550

020
1.250
1,430
2,230
1,030
1,870
GOO

1,190

-nn'?16 danj0jU-n-^
'“bs’diw and bonuses to the several Volunteer Eire Companies for the year was
£2,/7Jos 8d. In addition to this, four Companies received at the rate of £12 per annum each for attendance on tho
telephone tire-alarms connected with their stations.
. ®es'des
here stated, a large amount has been expended in the purchase of new plant and hose, and in executing
repairs^ to damaged plant for the Volunteer Eire Companies.
“
n
j '1Tile ®PPr°xi<nate value of the whole of your Board's plant, including the land and stations held in trust bv your
Board, ! estimate at £88,348 12s. Od. The value of tho Volunteer Companies’ plant is not included in this sum.
’
’
'
A making a present total of 139. Orders liuve already
Balmain, and Darling Point,
.
.
, ... may shortly be expected to arrive.
■
tlle et'<l °f this year the telephone fire-alarm system may be largely extended. During 1895 we
received 164 calls from tins source, of wind) 105 were for actual fires. To our excellent system of fire-alarms may be
attributed the saving of life and much pro-erty, as through them we receive timely notice, and are thus enabled to be
promptly on the scene and extinguish the fire before it reaches dangerous dimensions.
A complete list of the telephone fiie-alarms erected to date is appended.
During the year telephonic communication has been established between the premises of Messrs. Elliott Eros ,
Balmain, the Messrs. Tooth A Co.’s Brewery, George-street West, and the Railway Depaitment, Rcdfern. In addition to those
named, the following places are also in direct telephonic communication with our stations, viz.
Nearly the whole of the
Volunteer Stations, the Police Stations, the University, the Government Printing Office, Darling Harbour Railway Goods
stores, the IhefttreSj amt soma of the principal business-houses.
Many of the Volunteer Eirc-stations have been placed in telephonic communication with the local Post Office
Exchange m their respective districts, and our stations at Mamckville, Newtown, and North Sydney are also connected
with the Exchange in their districts.
.
. Head-quarters station is connected with the General Post Office Exchange by two direct lines, and arrangements are
in existence by winch the watchmen employed by the principal business-houses report through regularly during the nmlit
4 he Exchange is open to receive and transmit calls at any hour of the day or night.
o
o
a
0
o
The telephone fire-alarms and nearly the whole of the electrical appliances have been erected nnd kept iu good
order by the members of the Brigade.
. T!10 permanent staff attend to the work in the following departmentsBlacksmithing, carpentering, electrical,
engineering, painting, plumbing, horse-shoeing, hose-repairing.
=
i
cj
j
During the year consider,ddc repairs Have been effected to some of our engines. Some have been supplied with new
fore-carnages, the ixnlers of some of the steam fire-engines have been refitted with now tubes, and new- and more powerful
brakes have been fitted to all tho engines. In addition to this, the stations have been repainted and renovated liy the
men, and a considerable amount of woik lias been done in repairs for the Volunteer Gompames—in fact. I may say that
hundreds of pounds are saved annually by our owu meu doing the work in the several departments, and 1 may add that
many or our men are excellent tradesmen.
J
^|ie

11
The new station which was erected by your Board at North Sydney was opened on the 5th June, and it has been
manned by a staff of three permanent men and six auxiliaries. The latter were taken from the old Volunteer Fire
Company. There are ten telephone fire-alarms connected with this station, and J hope to have these supplemented by
eight OLhcrs, I consider this number necessary for the requirements of the large distuct to bo protected, 'this station*
including site, plant, and fire-alarms, cost ±2,333. lam pleased to be able to speak well of tho working of the station
Bince its opening.
«
,
.
The 'Waverley Station has been rebuilt, and necessary alterations and improvements effected to modernise the
building and enable two horses to be kept consiantly in attendance. The station is in communication with Jdead-quarters
Station through Woollahra Voluutoor Station, with the Kandwick Volunteer Station, and with the local Exchange, and
there are eight telephone fire-alarms connected therewith. Tile total cost (approximately) of the station, including laud,
building, alterations, and fire-alarms, has been £808.
The Volunteer Uompany have been permitted to continue iu
occupation, and I trust, with the encouragement they have received from your Board, they may carry out their duties in
an efficient manner,
.
.
i
• Ai j
i i i
The Balmain Volunteer Fire Company, which was placed in occupation of the station built in that suburb by your
Board, has given every satisfaction during the year, and 1 hope they may continue to do so.
_
In my opinion the placing of volunteers in stations built by your Hoard in the outer suburbs is the best method to
ensure success on their part, as it brings them under better discipline, and it also makes them more anxious to give
satisfaction. Should they at any time prove incompetent your Board can easily replace them by permanent men.
I have repeatedly urged upon your Board the urgent necessity that exists for an extension of the permanent staff to
Miosc suburbs contiguous to tbe city proper.
The rapid growth of Paddington and Eedfern makes it incumbent on your Board to provide better protection^ for
the proper safeguarding of life nnd property in those important and very populous districts. Until permanent stations
are built it is impossible to erect a proper system of fire-alarms, ami at present those suburbs are almost wholly without
alarms and without the proper means for saving life in case of fire.
_
I maintain that such thickly-populated districts should not be dependent on volunteers for protection ; for, while
they aro following their ordinary avocations, or arc absent nt competition^, processions, &c., during the day, there
is no protection afforded. It causes me very grave anxiety to think that those places should be permitted to remain
in their present unprotected state. The volunteer system has done very good service in the past, but a better organisation
and a more complete arrangement is required for such suburbs as Paddington ami Rcdfern.
. .
,
.
i ■ i
J here venture to express the hope tint this year may see the last of the Volunteer Coiupanies in the city and in the
suburbs immediately adjoining. I have had to do what no other Superintendent of any Fire Brigade in the world has had
to do, viz., work a peimancnt staff in conjunction with volunteers in such a large and very important city as Sydney ; and
1 have done this ever since the formation of the Brigade, and I must say that it has been a source of constant trouble ana
anxiety to me. The time, however, has now arrived when it becomes imperative on your Board to strengthen the
permanent staff, and 1 therefore urge upon you the desirability of notifying the Volunteer Companies now in existence m
the city mid immediate suburbs that they can no longer receive the recognition or support of your Board. Adelaide,
Brisbane, and Melbourne have abolished the volunteer system, and Sydney is the only city in the world of any importance
where volunteers are recognised and receive financial support.
^
.
Owing to tho outer districts being sparsely populated, I would recommend that the deserving Volunteer Ooinpanies
there receive every encouragement from your Board, but in the city proper and its immediate suburbs the case is
materially different, and our stations hero must be manned by permanent men and auxiliaries who will be amenable to
discipline and be thoroughly trained to the work.
,
.
I desire to point out that if our area continues to be increased at its present rate (without a corresponding increase
in your income) the cost will become very buidensoiuc on your Board.
4
.

Omitting the municipalities which have recently been proclaimed under the Act, the area under the jurisdiction of
your Board comprises 136 squaie miles. The towns winch have lately come within the opeiation of the Act, mz., Rich
mond and Penrith, arc nearly 40 mdcs from the metropolis, and both towns are on diffeicnt lines cud arc about 18 miles
apart. It is therefore apparent that wo cannot afford them that supervision w hicli is necessary for their interests ; ana, m
my opinion, a country Fite Brigades Act is much needed to meet the requirements of towns outside the metropolis.
_

I am convinced that our own district should be more consolidated, and that the outer and more scattered portions
should be eliminated until such time as they become more thickly populated, and have a better system of water reticulation.
Such scattered and sparsely-populated districts as Canterbury, Concord, Fivcdock, Kogarali, Mosnian, Rockdale,
and Willoughby cannot be benefitted by being within your Board's jurisdiction, nor can they be afforded protection com
mensurate with their contributions to your Board.
.
.
During the year the Water ami Sewerage Board has made great strides in reticulating the water ana m increasing
the pressure in the submbs. The improvements being carried out at Nortli Sydney will so increase tbe pressure from
Chatswood to Hornsby that your Board will be saved the expense of importing a steam fhe-enginc and the maintenance
thereof for that district.
,
.i-ri.xT-.-nTi
■
i
I trust when the Centennial Park Reservoir is completed we shall have only this and the Potts Hill Reservoir supply
in the city, instead of Potts Hill, Paddington, nnd Crown-street, as at present. This will be a great ath antage to your
Board by making such an increase in the watcr-prcssme that it will not be necessary for you to import many more steam
I have anticipated tins by recommending your Board to have two hose-waggons built, and before the end of the yca-r
I hope to see my way clear to recommending the building of two more, to take the place of manual engines, lou will,
therefore, not require to import any more manual engines for the suburban districts, and those manuals which will be

replaced by the hose’waggons can be removed to the mote distant stations,

I deem it my duty to draw the attention of your Board to my report of last year concerning the necessity for pro
viding a floating steam firc-engiue for the protection of the shipping in our harbour. It is certainly strange that the largest
nnd most important harbour in the Southern Hemisphere, with its largo and expanding trade, itsnumcious wharves and
stores, and its many bays and inlets, should be permitted to remain for so long a time without adequate means being
provided for its protection against fire. ] t may be said that we have the pilot steamer 5£ Captain Cook’ ) but owing te the
diffieultv in obtaining her services, and to the fact that she may be ontsklo the harbour at the time of a fare, she is
practically unreliable as far as wo are concerned. I may here remind you that the northern station vns built partly with
the object of having the men stationed there available for service on board a float, which, it was expected, would be
stationed at Circular Quay.
, ,
.
a r i.
The strength of the Brigade now stands at sixty permanent men, including myself, and nine auxiliaries. As 1
obtained your authority for incioasing this number by four additional men, 1 hope soon to add that many to the staff, m
order to have them thoroughly trained to take the places of those who may be removed from the city to suburban stations,
I regret to have to record three deaths in the Brigade during the year, William M'Knight, one of the engineers,
died ou the 16th of February, Ue joined the Brigade on its formation, and had previously served m the Insurance
Brigade for a number of years. lie was an excellent officer aud a good mechanic, and I deeply regret Ins loss. Iliomas
E. Clarke committed suicide ou the 21st April, and George Lawton was accidentally killed by falling off the ladder-van
while proceeding to a fire at the premises of Messrs. J. F. Wright & Co., ELizabeth-street, City, on the 11th August.
Lawton had only joined the Brigade ou the 2£lt!i of July, and was, therefore, only a fortnight in the service.
I have to tliauk the officers and members of the Volunteer Fire Companies for their valuable assistance during tiie
year, and also the officers and members of the Police Foice for their very effective assistance. I have also to return my
thanks to tho turncocks and to the public generally for'their valuable co-operation.
.
Tho discipline and general efficiency of the Brigade are in all respects satisfactory, and although the duties at times
have been severe, the work has been performed cheerfully and well,
In conclusion, I desire to tender my most sincere thanks to your Board for the cordial support you nave
I .WILLIAM
C. &C.,
accorded TTif
m-.
D. BEAR,
^
Superintendent of Fire Brigades and Inspector of Kerosene.

APPENDIX YL

Bate

=1 Time
of
call1 'O

3 January. p.lll. P m.
Thursday, 3 0 3-2
li Jiiimarv. a m. a.ni.
p in. \\ m.
ft 3> H 37
p in
Fndav, 12• 12•' 2-I4
$ Januarr, i.m. n.m.
S uurdav. n-.')0 ll-fiC
Jamiui v. a m. a.in.
8-40 8 -14
p 111 p.m
(1 .fiimiun’. P m. P m,
Tue-sdav, 1 ‘27 1 j;i
8 J.uiuai\. a.in, o.m
B) Jauuarv. V m.“ p m
Thursdav, os 1)8
10 Januaiw. p.m. p rn.
if,
8 5:1
11 Januarj-. p.m i> in
Sundae, H
4‘0
1^ January P.lu. ]>.ui.
It
Tuo^dav.
3r> .famutri
Wi'ilnesdav,
Td ilannnrv.
11 January.
Thursdn v.
January,
Krklay,
2fi January
2(1 January.
,T

27 Januarv.
Monday,
2S Januarv.
Monday,
28 Januarv.
Tucsdav,
20 Januarv.
”
31 January.

8 .Vi
p m.
irlit
p.m.
U fU
]■> m
pm
11 0
pm
5‘lfl
p ill.
12-0-2
a.m.
a.m.
2 f>7
p m.
8 35
p m.
p m.
0 JO
p.m.
4-_,8
a,m.
6 4ft
Y m.
9-60
p m.
1i m.
p.m.

O'S
p m.
(i 15
p.m.
n ft"
p.m
9-Jl>
P m.
None
rcc’d
5-12
p m.
a.m.
2 84
a.m.
J2
p m.
8*40
p.m.
p ui.
None
rac'd.
4'30
a.m.
0*51
p tn.
l)-r»5
p.m
fC nun
rce’d.
p.m.

Locality.

Name of tenant.

How premises
occupied.

Origin or
Construction of supposed
cause
premises,
of lira.

Dairyman .......
and iron roof
Streets, Asbfield.
Stone, and iron
Arbitiation-etrcot, Cifv Harrison, Jones.fis Devlin Wool-brokers.
j-oof.
Tar boiling o\ cr.
Private dwelling..
roof.
*
sham
Stone, s\ ith iron Gas bracket __
All Saint.s' Church,
Ocean-street, Woollabra
Rev W. Mart.. Incumbent.
1 shingle roof. 1
! Brii:k, and iron Light thrown
244, George-sfrcet, City JoIinDounisou. f‘ Meti-o- Licenced
roof.
victualler.
flovih.
politnn Hotel."
Bj^bop-strect, Mai rick- H. J. Molone............ Private dwelling.. 1 Brick, and slate; Turpentine boilroof.
niiroscr.
vflle.
1 Candle...........
Y ulc-strect, Marrlcki ille Alice M'Kcllar.........
ii
-Quorig Hing.........
down.
Ijotan v.
104, i'ltirov-strcct, Cits Waugh ................ Grocer........... Brick, and slate Unknown .......
10of,
165, Wflliam-strcet, Citj
roof.
Hai street, (Jitv . ,.. Tangs'e'S (Limited) ; F Machinists . .. Wood and iron, Gas stoic ....
m ilh iron anil
J. NY.iIlcr, manager.
glass roof.
Shed............
Kerosene-lamp .
i-oof.
2J4, Pitt-strcet, Citv . ■ E. Durant &, Co........ Jewcllets......... Brick, and iron Unknown .. .
roof.
Fcrnhifl-atrcct, Canterburv.
WAtkin-strectj Newtown
387, Elizabetli-street,
OJt\
City
St. ficorge's Road,
llurstville
64A, Druitt street, City
Streets, City.
WooUahnx.
107, Jjiverpool-st., Citj'
35. I’liKabetb-strect,
M'afcciloo.
1ft, Mnrgarct-st., City ..
IMtlnator Itoad, Ore ondale.
307, Ccorgc-st., City .

Insurances.
Extent of damage,
Content.1;.

wooden building, u^od ns a cowshed and lumber room , M.EB. and A^hfleld V.F.
roof partlj fallen m, and contents damaged by fire and Co., with one hjdraiu.
watci.
A quantity of wattle bark damaged by firo and water in iX.F.Ti., with one hydrant.
buNCineiit.
About 2 gallons of tar destroyed by fire ....................... Inmates and neighbours.
A small portion of weatherboard porch damaged by fire ,, Woo Ha lira V 1', Co., with
hand pump.
A quantity of bedding burned in back room oil third floor.. M.F.ll , with one hydinnt.
A small portion of Itoor-clotta damaged by lire ............... Inmates.
Bed, bedding, and window curtains damaged by Are in front1 Inmates and neighbour*,
bedroom on ground floor.
I with buckets or u atot
A quantify of grass burned m garden at rear of premises .. N, Botany V 1\ Co., with
bushes-.
Slock in shop on ground floor slightly damaged by fire ... .1 limmti.-K, wilh bu< kets of
' water.
A email quantity of painters’ materials damaged by fire and Emjdoyeusaml M.F B., with
water in ground door of woi k'diop at rear of premises. * buckets of watoi,
Englneor’s woikiiiop on fiist floor and contents aeuireU M.F B , with two stcahieiu,
damaged by tire ami water, arid about 50 feet of rouf|
damaged by fire.
Side iind roof of shed slightly damaged bv fire...............[ Balmain V V Co, with one
I hvdrnnt.
Back room on ground floor and contents severely damaged
with one hydrant,
by litc ami w'ater Fionc shop on same floor and con-j
tents slightly damaged bj’ beat and water,
|
A two-roomed dwelling with patt of eontonts burned and^ Burned it?elf out
fallen down.
.
Side of stable slightly damaged by fire ............ ........... I Inmates, with buckets of
, water.
Window cuidains burned in front room on first floor....... Innudcs, ivith ualcr.
A small portion of lumiturc damaged by fire in front room Inmates,
on first floor.
’
i
A wcatheiboard cottage Of fh e looms and contents burnedl Burned itself out
out and fallen down.
i
About ti c\v t. of oakum damaged by firo in basement.......I
with one hydrant.
Shop on ground floor and contents I'eiy severely damaged JiI.F.B., with one hydrant
by fire and water.
|
A quantity of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premises [inmates, with buckets of
I water.
Wooden partition slightly damaged by fire in front room on
,,
,,
second floor ; carpet and furniture damaged by water. 1
A small quantity of wearing apparel damaged by*Are aiidi
„
,,
water in back 1 udroom on first floor.
’
I
M inflow curtain burned in front room on first floor........
,,
,,
A weatherboard eattage burned out and fallen down
Burned itself out.
A small quantity of stock on fourth floor in York-streetj
assisted by several
warehouse burned, and contents on floors under slightly Volunteer Fire Companies,
damaged by water.
with one hydrant.
A quantity of wearing apparel burned, and furniture Inmates and M.F B., with
damaged by fire and water in front room on first floor.
buckets of water.
Work bench damaged by Are iu No. C fitters’ shop.......... Railway employees, with
one hjdrnut.
A weatherboard building of two rooms and contents Dnmimoyne V.F, Co,, with
burned out and part of roof off.
One hjdrant.
Window curtains burned in front room on first floor....... Inmates- and Standard
Brewery Vol. Fire Co.,
with buckets of water.
A

Several offices,
£75,000.

Several offices,
£ftCI,0UO.

Building find contents, Australian
Mutual,
United insurance
Co.
None......... . None.............
Australian
Mutual, £40(1.
Mercantile
Mutual, £.100.

Unknoun . .,,

Several of hues.
£30,000.

City Mutual,
4 (.,150.

S. British, £100,
Seotrish Union
and National,
£200.—£300.
None............

Extinguished by

Building.

.

,,
..... ,,
Private dwelling. Wood, and can- Canrile .........
John Thompson
s as roof
II. Scott................. Stable............ Wuuthei boanl, Light thrown
and iron toof. down.
■
Rirck. and blate Candle........... Citv Mutual ... Unknown .......
Elizabeth Stephenson, Licensed
'■* Albion Hotel.”
\ jctualier.
roof.
roof.
|
,, ......... , Noivicli Union,
William Martin......... Private dwelling.. VVcatherboaitl, 1 Unknown .....
and iron roof.
£100.
,,
....... N. Zealand, £400 Au^tialiau
J. H. Walker & Co. .. Coach'builders’ Brick, and iron
roof.
Mutual, £5,000
iroimiungers.
E. A. Vlles ............
£201>
roof.

Pr. W. W. J. O’Reilly.. Private dwelling.. Brick, and slate
roof.
John Stewart............
it
• Brick, and iron
roof.
roof
Unoccupied ......... Private dwelling.. Weatherboard.
and iron roof.
Briscoe, Drysdale, & Co. Machinery imBrink, with iron
porters.
and glass roof.
Denman and Cotlenhaiu Patrick Smvth ....... Licensed
Brick, andiron
Streets, Glebe.
victualler.
roof.
Railway workshops, R-aihs ay Department . Workshops.......
H
Lveleigh,
and iron roof.1
moyrie.
Private dwelling,.
roof,
|
City. *
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Details

APPENDIX VI.
of Pircs which have occurred within the Metropolitan District during the Tear ending December, 1895.

Turpentine boil- Unknown __ Unknown __
ing over.
T.
...
Candle......... .. None...............
"
£200.
Unknown ....... ..
>J eroantile
Mutual, £200
Several offices,
ir
.... Several offices,
£46,000.
£10,000.
None ...........
„
......
Aust. Mutnii),
£700.
Col. Mutual, .-£300
Spark from forge ................... None...............
City Mutual ....

Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—cew^i^ec?.
Lite.
Thursday,
31 January.
.1
Saturday,
2 February.
M
Mondav,
4 Febman,’’
Tuesdav,
5 Fobruan’'
Wi-dnewJxy
fl February.
S,itu rdav,
!> Fobtuarv.
,,
,,
Tnesiay.
12 February.
Thursday,
21 February
Fridav,
22 February.
Pridav,
22 Febiuary.
Saturday,
23 February.
Tuesdav,
26 Februaiy.
Wednesday,
27 February
Timrada'v,
"Zi Februaiy
2 March,

c £ Time
•C ^ of
S=8« call.
-5
9-20 f>-24
p.m. p,ni.
M
,,
1 20 1-33
a in a.m.
3'57 3'59
a. in a m.
3'0 None
p.m. reev’d
10-5 10'f)
p m ]) 111
10'35 10 41
m 11 m
10 43 10 45
a.m. a m.
ii-:.o U-5f>
ft m. A in.
S 57 S'69
p.m. p.m
1010 30 45
p.m p m.
8 40 b 49
P III. p.m.
1'10 1‘U!
ft 111. n in,
U'50 ii ;i7
]) in. p in
10 2 10 9
p.m. p.m.
1 ‘50 rra
p m. p.m.
10 25 None
a.m. rec'd.
12 55 is :,)>
a.m. a m

a.in
6-53
p ill.
95
ji in.
Hundav, 6 13
3 March. p m.
Thursday, 11-25
7 March. .»fj-om.
Fr'dav,
y Mart'll. a,m.

Locality.

Name of tenant.

How premises
occupied.

122-126, Regent-street.
Redfem,
120, Regent-street ....
123 „ „ .......
White st., Leichhardt .
44, King-street, City ,,
Bras street. Concord ..

Richd Hinjprtoue.......
G. T. Savasre............
F. Wayvel.............
James Lee
A. Paul.................
Unoucupied ........

Furniture'dealcr.
Ironmonger . ..
Fruiterer .......
Furrier .
....
Restaurant . . .
Private dwelling

4, lYeslcv-terraoe, Eliza1 ii th-sb., Waterloo
520, George-street. City
ITanis and Figg Streets,
Ultimo.
Siiuih-stroct, Ashfleld.
Orwcll-strcci, City . ,
462 4Cfl, King-street,
N ewtow-n.
“ Annaudale,” AlfredStreet, Noith Sydney
22, Foster-street,
Leichhardt.
Holdcn-Htreet, Ashfleld

Joseph M'Quirk .......
,4
.
Ernest Hines............ Draper........
Svdncv Mumcjpal Council.
Geo. Doyle............... Private duelling
S. Ward ............... Stables............
Thos. Hodkinson . ,. Foundry ... .
G F. Butler......... Private building..
John Scult3

.......

Insurances,

conp^?o,|“pSS«r»“«''

Extent of damage, Ac.

Wood and iron,
iron roof.
Erick, nnd iron
roof.
Wood and iron,
iron roof.
Weatherboard, j
and iron roof.j
Bcick.and iron
roof
Wood, and iron
roof
Urick, and Iron
roof.
JJjlck, and slate
roof.
Open yard
Bnok, and tlato
roof.
catherbofni-1,
and iron roof.
Wood and iron,
iron roof.
Weatherboard,
and iron roof.

Lnknown

Spaik from
chhniicj
Unknown ,
Candle............
Burning rubbish
Tar boiling over..
Turpentine boil
ing ovur.
Light thrown
down,
Over-heat of flue
Kcrosano-lampi
explosion ol.

Stables .........

Northern, B320 .. None.
Australian
Mutual, illOO
None.............
Building ami contents, Commercial
L’nion, XtiOO.
Utiknnu
n
None.........
”
’
None . ..

Australian
Unknown . .
Mutual, XfiOCL
None...........“ ■None ... . ,
Loudon ami Lan London and Lun
cashire, £1,700 eai-hire £3,700
Cornwall, £300 Mercantile
Mutual, £200.
Australian
Australian
Mutual, £100,
Mutual, £20,
Australian
Australian
Mutual, £20.
Mutual, £10.
Imperial, £100 .

Unknown
Henry Schmidt ....... Builder........
*
50, Botanv-street,
Chas. Tavlor ..... -. Private dwelling.. Erick, and Iron Kcroscne-lainp,
roof.
upsetting- of.
Waterloo.
5!atchc«s children Atlas, £S0 .. .. Unknown ...
69, Georgo-street, West, Wm. Armour........... Fruiterer.........
pla.\Jug with.
City
Gas
explosion.. Building and contents—Nonvmh
Pftrker-strecb, City__ Australian Gaslight Co , Janies Hame, Brick, and slate
Union ami United liiburaiiceCJoys
roof.
Inspector
Manchester, £200 Mercantile
13 and 14, Newtown John Pc a ice .......... Furniture-dealer. Weatherboard,
Mutual, £450.
and iron roof
Road, Darlington.

a m.
Paddington
NfUlt! Miller-btrcot, North
reo’d. b'diiry
9 10 Burwood Rood, Bur]> tn. wood.
6 Ifi Wed -street^ Cook's River
p m. ’ Road, St. Peters.
Nuiic Burwood Road and
reekd. George-st , Burwood.
3*3 131, Pi it-street, CiU .
a. ui.

Stone, and iron
roof.
Erick, and
blungle loof.
Weatherboard,
Butcher .
and iron roof,
Private duelling . Erick, and iron
roof.
GrOuor................. Weatherboard,
1 and iron roof
Licensed
i Brick and stone,
victualler.
and asphalt

merchants.
\V. J. Guise............ Chemist .
J, Monaghan............
Robb Clapp ............
W. J. Noilson*.......
W, J, Packer, “The
Liverpool Arms,1’ late
‘' Warbj a Hotel."

Extinguished by

JluildLng.

roof.

None..
Matches, children London and
placing
‘ with.
' ' Liverpool arid
Globe, £350,
Gas-brucket
Unknown
Kerosene-lamp, None....
explosion ot.
JIatchos, children
playing with.
Unknown . . United, £000;
National, £600;
Merc'tile Mutual,
£^00—£1,700.
Candle .

United, £111,000

M.F.B. and Alexandria \ . T.
Co., with two hvdrarity.
M.F B., with rtne hvdr&nt,
assisted bv VoL Fire Cos.
Inmates of Post Oilice Coffee
Palace withprivatehvdr’t.
Neighbour!!, with buckets
of water.
M F.B., with buckets of
water,
M.F.Ib, with buckets of
water.
M.F.B , with sand.
Inmates and neighbours,
with buckets of water.
Neighbours, with buckets
of water.
M.F.B., with hand-pump.
St. Leonards Volunteer Fire
Co,, with one hydtanfc.
Leichhardt Volunteer 1'iro
(jo , with one hydrant,
agisted by M.F B.
Ashfield Volunteer Fire Go.
and neighbours, with
buckets of water.
Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Inmates ami M.F.B., with
buckets of water.
il.FH-, with two steamers
ami uiie hydiant, uy&jated
by Yal. F. Cos.
Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Burwood Vol. F. Co., with
one hvdmnt.
In mat os, with buckets of
water.
>>

u

M. F B , with one steamer
ami one hv ilrant. assisted
by several Vol. Fire Co=.
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* Previous tire, July 16th, 1602.

Unknown , ..
London and
Liverpool end
Globe, £950.
Unknown........

Three shope and contents and dwelling of fhe rooms arid
contents beS’erely damaged by fire, and part of roof off.
Window in bedroom on first floor burned out, and contents
of room gllghti} damaged by Arc.
Furniture damaged hy water and removal................
A building, about 20 x 70 ft., containing1 a quantity of fur,
machinery, Ac., binned out and fallen down
Roof of kitclicn slightly damaged hy fire...................
A building of one floor, about 12 x 30 ft-, burned out and
fallen down ; bide of stable adjoining slightly damaged
by fire.
Bed and lidding, and a small quantity of nearing apparel,
damaged by tire and water, m back room on ground floor
A small quantity of rubbish burned in back room on ground
floor
About 20& gallons of tar destroyed by Arc
.... ..........
A small portion of kitchen flooring damaged hy fire .......
Corn-bin and contents slightly damaged by flro nnduater..
A small jxirtion of flooring damaged by fire ..................
Front bedroom and contents severely damaged by fire and
water', hitting room and contents damaged by heat,
smoke, and water,
Coacb-house and stable*, with contents, consisting of buggy,
waggon, &c., burned out and fallen down.
A buildiuir about 12 x 16 ft. u*cd as a uoikshop, with con
tents, burned out and fallen down,
A small quantity of furniture in fiont, fiitling-room on
ground floor damaged by fire and water, ualls of same
damaged by heat.
A small quantity of furniture, bedding, and wearing
ap]>arel damaged by fire and water in back bedroom on
fli>t floor.
Side and roof of gauge and testing-room blown down, side
of Inspector’s kitchen adjoining partly blown down,
testing giar and machinery damaged bj, explosion.
A building of one floor, about 45 X 105 ft , containing a
largo quantity of furniture, and stables adjoining,
burned out and fallen down ; three roomy at rear used
as (i dwelling, and loft over, also burned out and fallen
down : one horse burned to death.
Some empty cabes and a small portion of wooden partition
burned in bark room on ground floor.
A small quantity of furniture in back room on first floor
slightly damaged by fire.
Bed and liedding burned in back room on ground floor,
rest of contents damaged by heat and water.
Bed and bedding damaged by Are and water in front room
on ground ilooi.
Fumitnvo and wealing apparel in bedroom on ground floot'
slightly damaged by fire and water.
Staircase of five floors from first floor to J'OOf severely
damaged by fire ; laundry of wood and iron construction
on roof burned down ; three rooms on firbt floor and
contents severely damaged bj' water; four rooms on
second flour partially damaged by fire, and contents
severely damaged by W'atcr , contents of six rooms on
third floor severely damaged by water ; contents of
seven rooms on fourth floor severely damaged hy water ;
bar and contents on ground floor and basement also
damaged by water._______
__ ______

When
discovered

Time
Of
cull.

32
a.iu.
fi-0
p in.
10-8
p.m.
a0
a. m.
fi*4»
p.m.
10 9
pm
o r.o
a m.

121, King-street, Citv
a n:.
None Praspeet-sfroet, Lei eh
rec’d. hurdt.
10-10 Conion-street, Abattoii
p.m.
Hoad, H&tmam
None Stanmore Hoad, liar
rtr'd. j iK'kiilk,
0 *7 1C, Cowper-street, Glebe
p.m
10-11 Adelaide Bond, Smith’s
p m. Wharf, Milk r\ !'oint.
C 5S 01, Fme-street, Citv__
a.m

Locality.

Origin or
How premises Construction of supposed
cause
occupied.
piuuiigo?.
of fire.

Name of tenant.

1

Bate.

Friday,
S March,
Saturday,
9 March.
Sunday,
10 March.
Tuesdai’,
12 March.
Wednesday,
33 Maicli.
Tlmixlav,
14 March.
Friday.
1.) March.
Smiriav,
17 March.
iMondat,
IS Marr-h.
n'uosday,
30 March
Thursday,
'li March.
,,

J as. Cox

. ...........

Fruiterer ami
greengrocer.
A. Shallard & Co. . .. General dealer .
Federal Timber Co ,.., Timber-yard ..
Joseph Lavertv....... Grocer...........
Thos. Stinson ......... Private dwelling,

Brick and stone
and asphalt
roof.
Brick, and iroi
roof,
Wood and iron
iran roof.
Yard.......
Brick, and iron
roof.
Gillies Bros.
Warehouses . Stone, and slate
roof.
John Burns ............ Omnibus proprio- Weatherboard,
tor.
and iron roof

Tliuradav,
<1 April,
Fndai,
;> April.

7'40 7’4f< Ahra-street, Norili Svd- Jl. A Thomas .........
p.m. p m. ney.
3-3:. 3-37 10, Erskine-atrcetjCitv,. +John Tollitson .......
a in. a m
9 40 9-44 545, George-street, Citv R J. Kirby a.m. a.m
Gr24 : <i 27 Tcrmimis-sf-reet, C^tv . D. W, Pnpkin. “Derby
U.IIK a m.
Hotel "
b-io 1 8 l;l 2t J^onc-stipet, Boflding- Arthur Booth............
ji.in. p.m. ton.
li-30 0 50 Cook-street. Canlei buiy tJ F. Hoarc............
]>.m. p.m.
■• I
s to | S-50 Soa View/1 liomli ,,. !j. K. Walker............
P m p m.
Cliff Cott'ige, Bondi... Mrs. Midrtlcmns....
- 1
s n 8 18 18, The A-venue, Cam- Afarfrin 5Io]-an..... .
p.m. p tn
pei down.
U12 . 9-15 210, Uastlercagh-gfcrcet, Heiron and Smith... .
p m r p.m. Citv.
4 10 | 4-27 43, Uauson-st*. Balmain J, F. Finncran........
p.m | p m.
7 i) 7 4 30. Brougham-street. Thomas Naughton ...
Glebe.
P11">•0 p.m.
11-1 49, 61. Miller-street. Tr.ggs and iUtr ....
li m p m.
\ ilnno.
11’4&* 11*49 Liberty-Street, New Railway Department
a.m. a m.
town.
i>'40 PamunattaRofid, Leich- Mrs. Casson ............
p.m. j p.m. hardt.
10 .'10 10 4l> Barker-street, HandP m j p.m. v. iek
y 50 1 3-55 353, Oxford-stroet, Pad- C. Roberts.............
a in ft m.
diugton.
« 27 S'2t) 139, Glebe Road, Glebe Eden & Co.............
]-> m p.m
I
^ 10 None 4f! and 48, Maigaret-^
p.m. rec’d. street, Citv.
[
7 15 7-10 tCIarence-strcct, City , J Grosvenor Hotel Co. ;
p.m. p.m.
S. Faget, Manager.

Iiloudav,
S Ayrll,

None 17, Wfttkin-slrcct, New- H. L. Green .........
p.m. rce’d. town.
|

l1 rdnv,
22 March,
».
fiiturdai,
2^ March.
Morula\,
2 > March
GiJiicstlay,
2" March.
,,
I'Vidai,
20 March.
{“vilurday.
30 Map h.
,,
Sunday,
31 Match
ATmulav,
1 April.

John Tollitson burned about the hands.

Unknown

Insurances.
Contents.

£250,

,, f>tn oral offices,

Private t’welling.. We ath orbha rd, Gas explosion .
and shingle
roof
Fruiterer..
. Brick, and iron Unknown .....
roof.
Stationer , .. .
Light thrown
Licensed victualSpaik
from chim*
lev.
no
Candle
... .
Private dwelling
rt
■■
((
Weatherboard,
and iron raof.
roof
and iron roof.
............
„
-»
Brick, and slate
roof.
B lliard-tablo.
Brick, anti iron Lighted lamp.. ..
makers.
roof.
Pri\ate dwelling.. Weatherboard, Unknown.........
and iron roof.
»
• Brick, and iron Candle............
Wood and iron. Over-heat of furBridge.......
M
-- Spark from loco*
Fancy goods Weatherboard, Keiosenc-lainp,
dealer.
and iran roof

£41,770.

City Mutual, £j0.
United, £300
New Zealand,
£100.

New Zealand,
None
..

Scottish Union,
lUCO,

None.. .
Ixjnrlmi anti T.an
cabhuc, £1,100
None.............
Unknown
None......

Extent of damage, &c.

Building-.

Colonial Mutual, Unknown

Candle ........... Au^-t. Mutual__
Spark from
Several offices
furnace.
Hot allies ,,,. None.............
Candle..........
Unknown .
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Details of Fires which hare occurred within the Metropolitan District—confirmed.

Extinguished by

(Jontentrs of shop on ground floor damaged by water

M. I'.JJ., with one steamov
and one hydiant, assisted
hysmeralVo] Fire Cos.
Furniture and contentrt of front bedroom on ground floor Inmates and neighbours,
siiirhlly damaged bv fire and water.
with buckets of water.
Several offices „. A quantity of shavings Immcd, and door of fumace-room Employees, with buckets of
slight ly damagetl bi fife.
vntui.
None............... A <nnall portion of wooden fencing burned in yard at roar luiuat.es, with buckets of
of pi emihoa.
m liter.
Eed^emtains and wearing apparel damaged by fire and
water in back bedroom on first floor.
'
Alliance, £1,000 Top floor of No. 1> store amt contents severely damaged by M.F.R., -vnth two atetuurrs,
five .uui Muter, and part of roof oil; contents on floors asaistc.i by sin cral Vol.
under damaged hv water.
lOro Cos.
Cit> Mutual, £2 f/O Stable, About 2ft vU foot, together M'ifch fodder, harness, M.F. K, Mith one hydrant.
*vc,, and work«hopj, with contents, consisting- of tools, Assisted by Vol. Fire Cos.
Aic., verj severely damaged by lire and roof partly fallen
n. One horse seri'i^ ly burned
Australian
A cottage of four rooms; fiont room and content*! riamagerl Inmates, with buckets of
Mutual, £350.
by explosion ; windows of kitclien and doors of pnbtagc w at or.
broken.
Mercantile
Shop and contents, counting of fruit, &c., nearly burned M.F.IU, with one hydrant.
Mutual, £IS5.
out.
*
UnknoMn .. . A quantity of music and a number of hooks damaged by fire Inmates, with buckets of
ar.d water In rear of sdiop on gi*ound floor
^
water.
A small quantity of clothing m laundry on roof of building
damaged by fnc.
A small cpmnfitv of funiiturc in front room on first floor
slightly damaged b> fire.
None.....
A cottage of three rooms with contents burned out and Ashfleld YoL Fire Co., with
fallen down
buckets of water.
Side of house damaged hj* boat; furniture damaged by
removal.
City Mutual, £300 A cottage of tlnee roonm, with contents and Outhouse, W»ivrrlcy and Woollahra
binned out and fallen down.
Vol. Fire Cos., -ivitii two
h.jdra.iits.
Side of cottage severely damaged by fire, and furniture
damaged by reiumal.
"
Unlrnou n,
Bed, bciliUiig. and wearing apparel in hack room on first inmafes, v.itli buckets of
iloori-lighllv damaged by fire and water.
water.
A small quantity of stock dartiagcd by fire in -workshop on M.F.B., with one hidrant.
fliyt tioor.
None. .
A shed about 10 \ 12 ft. at rear of premises used as wash Balmain Vo!. Fire Co., with
house burned out anil fallen down.
■
one hjdrant.
Unknown
A small quantity of furniture damaged by fire and water Inmates and neighbours!,
in finnt hedroom on fir'it. floor.
*
with buckets of water.
About 'J x S ft of noodeil iMirtition at rear of furnace Night Matchmnn, with
damagefl hy fire.
buckets of water.
None...........
About £ x 2 U. of planking on bridge damaged by fire and M.F.H,, with hand-pump.
cutting away.
Imperial, £200
fthnp and conlonts, consisting of fancy goods, Ac , damaged M.F.B , with one hydrant.
by fire and water
None.........
Shop ami contents slightly damaged by fire and water ,
Inmates, with buckets of
wafer.
Unknown ...
A small quantity of stock damaged by fire and water .
Paddington V.F, Co., with
one hydrant.
A small quantity of straw burned in left at rear of premises Neighbours, with buckets
ot water
Bedroom over stable at rear of premises and contents In mites, with buckets of
sllghth damaged by fire and water.
water.
Com. Union,
Window-curtain burned and window-frame slightly damaged Inmates, with buckets of
£10,000.
by fire in front room on third floor,
water.

United, £2Rn ..
roof.
Drapers ......... Brick, n\d iron Light thrown Norvich Union,
roof.
down.
£1.650
Boarding-house..
North Queens
roof.
land, £1 000
Licensed
Brick, and iron Gas-bmeket __ P»s»l. ll.tSCO i:i«.4d
lmiwn«l,£l &fJi 13-.
victuallers.
roof
4d.:
Srotlmh Cnlon.
£I
jWC 13a.
CJS.rmo
Private dwelling..
Kerosene-lamp, None.............. Unknown
ujMjcttlng of.

t Emma Hoarc, aged 6 years, and Emily IIoAre, aged IS months, burned to death.

Furniture in bach room on ground floor slightly damaged
by flic and u-ater.
;
t Previous

Arcs—23rd July, 1$D4 ; 2nd May, 1S92 ; 27th Mixreh, 1BS9.

^

Time
of
call.

11 20
!■ m.
1*47
a.m.
b'lO
p.m.

p.m.
^iek
Jlin Lee ...... . .. Prii ate dwelling Weatherboard,
1*43
and iron rouf.
0.111. bury.
Spontaneous
CIA Harris-street, Pyrmont Colonial Sugar Co., J. Sugar*storc.......
Muir, manager.
ignition.
p.m.

b Apul
Thursday,
11 Apni.
Friday,
12 A pill.

Locality.

Name of tenant.

How premises
occupied.

Insurances.

Origin or
Construction of supposed
cause
premise*.
of fire.

Contente.
None...............
Se^’eral offices,
£3,000.

Saturday, e-ir. None Watkin-strcet, Rockdale F. Porteous ........... Private dwelling. Brick, and iron Unknown ....... Unknown _ .
roof.
13 April. p.m. lee'd.
Alex. Dean............. Furniture-dealer A oorf, and iron
Sunday,
2 C M.imekvillc Road,
United, £225 ....
li April. a.Tn. a.m. Marricks llle.
roof.
United, £GOO__
with iron roof.

Mondav,
If. April.
10 Apiil.
Tuesday,
113 Apuh
Thursday,
18 Apiil
„
Saturday,
2U April
n
21 Apiil.
23 April
’Wednesday,
24 April.
Friday,
2l> April.
,,
Saturday.
27 April.
lueMlav,
80 April
j,
“Wednesday,
1 May.
Thursday,
2 May.
Fridav,
3 May,
}j

Extent ot damage, &c.

Extinguished by

Building,

1

1

Date,

of Fires -which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.

When
discovered.

Detaixs

1*23
a.m.
12-3
n.tn.
2 54
a m.
o-.io
p.m.
9*80
]U1I.
fe-20
p in
3*30
a.m.
7-0
P 111.
12 J
a in
2 X*
p.m.
1*2*4
0-111,
p ni.
3*0
a tyi.
3*30
a in.
ti-0
p.m
ft-M
p.m.
7*45
p.m.
9-0
p in.
13*30
a.m.
3-S
A.m.
2 ri.r>
p.m

toof.
1*31 "Clarence-street, Citv . Grosvenor Hotel Co., Licensed victual- Brick, and iron
S. Paget, manager.
lers.
roof.
0.111.
12 (!
L. It Hind ...............
a.m. dington.
ty r.*.
Shtuis ......... . Wood, and iron
roof.
Cl.lU.
None 114. Botany-street,
James Emblcn .... Private dweiling. Weatherboard,
and iron roof
rec'd. Waterloo.
9 42 114, Oxford-street, Pad- L. It Hind............. Prov i s ion -dealer.. Brick, and iron
p.m. , dingtoti.
roof.
None Kensington-Btreot, City. Tooth & Co............... Brewers ......... Open yard ...
rec d
3*34 Cord on-street. Padding- non* Rossmussen...... Private-dv, elling.. Stone, and slate
roof.
a.in.
ton.
7 Iti iGreenwioh Point, Wil- John Cnne...............
»» ' ,, . Weatherboard,
None loughh>,
and iron roof.
Sited...............
a m. lough by
Paddock........
lecAt.
Groce
Bros...............
Shed............... Wood, and iion
12*7 Grove-street, Glebe ..
a m.
roof.
p.m. dington.
and shingle
roof.
3 14 n Villette,” Bondi Road, A. A. Lock............... Private dwelling,. Stone, and shingle roof.
am
Wavorloy.
None Anselni-strcet, Enfield.. Frank Petersen.........
,,
,, ,, Weatherboard,
reed.
ami iron roof.
bone William-street, Granville
Granville Municipal Council.
reed.
5*54 32, Glcnmore Road,
Mrs. Roberts........... Private dwelling.. Brick, and
p tu
Paddington.
shingle roof
7\r.O Sorrell-btrcct, ParraJ. Cmnncy............... Builder ......... Yard ......
p in. matta
0-27 35, Halloran-strect,
George Dyer ........... . Private dwelling.. W'eat herboa rd,
p.m. Leichhardt
and iron roof
11 •44 7, Mansfield-street,
Joseph Priestly.........
a m. Glebe
roof.
3 TO
jj
ij
a.m
Aunandalc,
and iron roof.
3*0 N i ch olson -at r eet,
Unoccupied ............
V
J- • .Brick, and iron
p.m. Rahnuin.
roof.
Previous fires—April 5th, 1395 ; July 23nJ, 3S94 ; May 2nd, 1892 ; March 27th, 18S9.

Zealand, £050.
Rovol, Imperial,
and Scottish
Union, £3,000.
Mutual, £200.
Light thrown
doi\ n.
Unknown .. .
Defective gas-pipL
Candle .........
Kerosene-lamp,
upsetting of
down.
Vagrant*! smoking
Defective gas-]ii]5e

Unknown .. ,
None.............
Unknown .......
None.............
”
ji

.........
• •

Cft&hlro, £200.
Unknown ....... Australian Aliiunce, £250,
»»
... Comnicrc'l Union,
£50.
dotvii
Foul chimnev ..
Light thrown
down.
Victoria, £B5 ..

Light thrown
down.

j

A shed containing a quantity of workman's tools burned TCandwick V F. Co., with
one liy dnnit
out and fallen down.
A cottage of six rooms, with content-*?, burned out anti Burned itself out.
fallen down.
Store and contents, consisting* of 1,893 hales of bags, severely M.F B., with three steam
damaged by fire, and a quantity of sugar in bags fiif-cngimis and two
hydrants, assisted by'
damaged by water;
several V.F, Co-h
Bed and bedding damaged hy fire in bedroom on first, fioor Kuckdule V.F. Co., with
bucket-? of water
United, £450..... Euilding of one floor 20 >. 130 ft. used as shop, workshop, M.t\K , with two Indrante.
and stables, with concents nearly burned out and roof a-=yii-ti‘d by several Vol,
F. Coh. '
partly off . one horse burned to death.
Shed about 12 X SO ft., used as a jam fncfcorv, with contents
»»
j?
burned out and fallen down J, about 7 tons firewood
burned, and contents of front presnisca damaged by
removal.
........... ., ,
Stable in rear of promises burned out ami fallen down;
window on first floor of front building burned out, and
£i,m
walls damaged by heat.
ComnicrciaS
A small portion of shelving damaged by fire in lower bar .. Inmates, with buckets Of
wntui.
Union, £10,001).
hack part of shop and contents damaged by fire and water. Paddington V. F. Co , with
foOO.1
’
one hydrant, assisted, by
other Vol F Cos.
Weatherboard buildings, covciing nn area of about 36 x 1G Burned itself out.
feet, containing a quantity of tallow, harness, tools, &c.,
burned out and fallen down.
Ceiling of hack kitchen on ground floor damaged bj flic Inmate^ with buckets of
water.
and water.
A portion of flooring ami a small quantity of wearing
apparel damaged by fnc in hack room on first floor.
j
None............... A small portion of fencing damaged by fire in yard adjoin Employee®, with buckets of
ing brewery.
water.
Unknoivn ....... Beil, bedding, and furniture in back bed room on first flooi Inmiitrs and Police, with
buckets of water.
damaged by Are and water.
!
A shed, used os dwelling, together with Contents, burned St. Irfunards Volunteer Fire
out and fallen down.
|
Company.
None............... A small si led, at rear of building in course of erection, to Neighbours, with buckets of
water
gether with contents, burned *.ut and fallen down.
A quantity of grass burned in paddock ....................... Rodsdale V.F. Co.
1
Two crates of crockery and side of shed damaged by firo .. il F.lk, with one hydrant.
Unknown .. .. A small quantity of stock slightly damaged by* fire and Inmate?, with buckets of
watci.
water.
Cupboard
and
contents
in
detached
kitchen
at
rear
of
"
premises damaged by fire.
Commcrc'l Union, A cottage of four rooms and contents burned out and fallen Burned itself out.
down.
A small portion of fencing destroyed by fire .................. Granville V. F. Co., with
buck* t? of water.
A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire ............ Paddington brewery V. F,
Co., with bucket *? of watov
A quantity of shavings burned in yard ................... ParuuN'itta V. F. Co. No. 2,
with buckets of water.
Mrrt. Mutual. £l"5, Back, bedroom on ground floor, and contents, severely Lily field V. F. Co., with
Victorib, £30
damaged by fire and water.
one hydrant.
A building, about 12 ft. x 18 ft., used as a laundn', with M.F.B , with one hydrant.
contents, burned Out, and roof pai tly off; side of kitchen,
adjoining, severely damaged by heat.
A cottage of two rooms, with contents, burned out and SLF.15., with two hydrants.
.......
fallen down.
A quantity of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premises .. ‘Workmen, with buckets of
water.

f The eon of John Cane, aged 12 months, burned to death.

J Thomas Fulton, aged 35 years, burned to death.

Date.

6 30
m
11‘14
am
1 30
10 Mav. a.m.
Saturrla \r. V, Ifi
11 Mnv. p.m.
Tuesday, 12 20
14 May. p.m,
4 TO
15 May, a m.
4

May," ‘

■Werlncsdav,
1ft Mi*y.
1 liurwhiy,
KJ JMaj
^lon lav'.
20 Mm.
FTid ivt
24 Mav,
Satimiay,
?6 May.
2t Mav.
28 Ma\.
Thursday,
,50 May.

a

UT0
p m.
f>‘20
p in.
7 48
p.tu.
6*30
pm
1-0
a.m.
!•> fti
V >n.
1)-:10
p m.
12TS
a m.
p.m.
Paturday, 1 48
1 June. l-.m.
Monday, h 2
y .luuc. p,m
1-0
5 J unc. a m
WVdnoadav, j 35
5 Juno. a m.
2 20
p m.
Thursdav, b 85
0 June. j_ji m
0 ‘25
p.m
J-'tidav, ft To
7 J unc. a in.
j
12‘52
pm
S-ft0
D June. a ni
”
p in
Tuc^lai, o ftft
11 June p m
Wodncviav, 9-25
12 June. p.m.
1*30
14 June. 0.111

Locality.

Name of tenant.

Insurances.

Origin or
How premises Construction of supposed
cause
occupied. .
premises.
of firo.

Extent of damage, frc.
Contents.

reo'cl.
Admiral 0. A. P.
slate roof.
Noilih Sydney.
Bridge.
11-10
a,tn.
dington.
lOOf.
rcc'd.
Krskincvillc.
n 1(1 Darling-Street, Balmain E. Houston............... Confectioner . . Brick, and iron
p.m.
icof.
ll2"’28 Glcnmore Road, Pad- Mrs. Dean ............... Private dwelling Stone, iron ;
p m.
shingle rouf.
dington.
4Tfj
a,m.
umin.
with iron roof

"taper
Tar hoiling over.,

11T2
p.m.
!l-2l>
p m.
7 ftO
p.m.
0*54
p.m
1 ’2
a m.
Hi 1
p.m.
rco tl
12 20
a.m.
p m.
1 51
p.m.
p in.
rec’d.
ft 40
a.in.
2‘24
p in.
0-37
P m.
9 30
)1 HI.
Norte
rce’il.
12 57
p.m.

Spark from chim- None............
nev.
Candle........... United, £400 .
.................. None...............
Fireworks . .. ^ ..............
Unknown .... n ............

IRS, Recent-street, Redfern.
(U, Arundel Terrace,
Glebe.
Miu^jiiarLe-strcct, Parramatta.
Carrington Road}
Waverley.
Charlotte-place, City ..

Henry Field ........... Private duelling
H. Bartlett...............
>>
*
Government Asylum.
Mrs. Craddock......... Confectioner__
T. J. M'Mahon......... Tobacconist . ..

Brick, with iron
rouf.
Brick, with slate
roof.
Weatherboard,
with iron roof.
Brick, with iron
roof.
n
ii

(J, r.athm-sfc-streob, Citv J. Gillespie & Co........ Spico-mills .. . .
Private dwelling
Petersham
♦George and • Essex
Mrs. Napier ............ Licensed vicinalhti rets, Oily.
ler.
D, Brodic ............... Pnvate dwelling
55, Talfomtl-stiuot,
Glebe.
Minchau and Colgan ..
Darlington.
61, Paddington street, T. T. O’Brien......... Private <W elling..
Paddington
,,
,.
Swan-street, City . . E. Dangladc...........
107, Campbell-street, M. Mvers
.....
Surry Hills,
Old South Head Rond, T. Holt ................ General dealer .
Wavcrley
381, Kingr-street, New* Mills Bros................ Butchers. ...
t<u\ 11.
Glebe Point Road, Glebe Glebe Council ........ paddock ,.

«ithiion loof
Brick, with lion
roof
with iron roof.
Brick, with
riatc loof.
Brick, with iron
roof.
roof.
Brick, with Iron
ro*'f.
Brick, with
sdiingrlo roof.
Brick,with slate
roof
Wood, with iron
roof.
Brick, with iron
rouf.

...............
Gas explosion ...
Spark from chitn- Unknown .......
uoy.
tual, j:200.

'
Manchester, £100
Boiler overheating Various offices,
£750.
Candle........
,
, Unknown . ....
n .... None.............
Burn big rubbish
”
,, .............
Candle...........
Spark from chim- ,, ...............
nev.
Unknown ....... .j ............. .
Boiling over ol
tallou.
Unknown .....
Tar boilirg over .

Private dwelling..
roof.
ree’d. lo.v.
victualler
slate roof.
pm
rongh Streets, City.
Standard Hotel/'’
ft *50 23, J'Tilham-itreel, tn- E. Evans ................. Private dwelling Brick, with iron
roof.
p.m.
more.
0‘31 f Liverpool ............. Colhngwood Wool-scour- Drying-shed , .. Brick, with iron Spontaneous
ignition.
roof.
p.m.
ing Co., rickersgill,
manager.
Private dwelling
with iron roof.
rec’d. Manly.
* Previous fire,

10Lh December, 1$92,

Extinguished by

Building.
front room on ground floor.

1

main.

-

7I

............

_T . . . .
,, ............ ..
City Mutual, £500
None ...........
Imperial Ins, Cov
£75.

shop.
V. F Co., with sand.
uater.
premises.
^
~
’
j..........
Shop window and contents damaged by fire and water ... Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Anslrai ti Mutual, A Final] portion of roof and ceiling damaged by firo and Paddington and Paddington
cutting auay.
£2,600.
Brewery V. F. Co.s, with
buckets of watei.
tents, consisting of about 7 tons of fodder, burned out. bv M.F.B., with one hvand fallen down; ruur portion of building, used as a drauL
dwelling, with contents, burned out and roof off.
tr
.... Some empty cases damaged bv flro in rear of premises .. . Inmates with buckets of
watei.
II
..... Bedding and furniture in back room on ground floor dam11
aged bv firo and water.
None............... A <|uantitv of clothing burned in back room on ground floor
11
»
Norwich Union, Shop window and contents damaged bv fire and water . .. Waverlov V. F Co., with
£800.
one hydrant.
Unknown......... A small quantity of stock damaged by fire and water In M.F.B , with ono hydrant.
shop on ground floor.
with contents, damaged by lire and water.
one hvdrunt.
yhnp ; ceiling damaged by heat.
water
New Zealand,
A few bags of chillies and chicory damaged by fire and M.F.B., with buckets of
£350.
water in engine-house on ground-floor.
water.
M.F.B , with otic hydrant.
tual, £250.
hv fire and water, two front rooms damaged bv heat
and smoke.
Unknown ..... Window curtains and a small portion of Furniture in back Inmates, with buckets of
room on ground floor slightly damaged by fire and water. water.
t3
....... Bed and bedding in front bedroom on first floor shghtlv
ii
damaged by fire and water.
fire.
^
of water.
Merc’tilo Mutual, Ceiling, doors, and furniture in front bedroom on first floor Paddington Vol. F. Coy.,
£500.
8t.vere1> damaged hv fiie and water.
with one hsdiant.
Unknown ..... A small portion of shingle roof damaged bv fire ami cutting M.F.B., with LueJtcLs Of
anav
water.
Colonial Mutual, Bed anti bedding in front bedroom on first floordamaged bv Inwates with buckets of
£000.
fue, and contents of ground floor damaged by fire and water.
Finoke.
Australian
A cottage of two rooms and shed adjoining burned out and Wavorlev fc Woollahm Vol.
Mutual, £llXl
fallen down.
Fire Govs., w-itli one
hydrant.
Unknown .... Kitchen and eon tents On ground floor damaged bv fire and Inmates, with buckets of
water.
water.
None............. A quantity of tar and a small portion of fencing damaged Employees and Glebe Vol.
by fire.
Fire Coy , with buckets
of sand and one Indrant.
£300.
‘
water.
damaged hv fire.
Aust. Mutual,
Contents of front room on grotind floor damaged by fire
£1,000.
and water.
Imperial Ins Cov, A two-sfcorcyed building, used as a drying-shed, with Neighbours, with private
machinery and contents, burned out and fallen down.
hose.
Burned itself out
£150.
'
fallen down,

-f Outatle M.F.B. area.
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Details of Fires wliich have occurred ■within the Metropolitan District—continued.
_ 'dCJ Time
3 ® of
" 9 call.

Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.
- 1
s; £ 'Time i
r£ .
*5

Date

I/JCfllit.,.

Friday, G 30 d-32
Ihigton
t4 .Tune. p.m. p m.
Saturday,
h-T " Kenton,” Lixerpool

Cl

15 June.

ll.U).
7-40
p.m.
1 43
a, m.
2*12
a in
Thui-sdai» 11 18
pm
Satnr.iaj*, 10 £$
2il June. a.m.
<1 21
]} tn
Tliur-srlay, 12 45
27 Joue. a.m.

h
I Sunday,
o 10 June.

a in
7 42
p.m.
1 T»1
am
2.17
nan.
ll-2l>
pm
li)1.50
ii m.
in 32
p in.
12TiO
a.m.

Road, Ashfleld
20, Brumbey-fatreet, Citv
133, King-street, Newtown
Burton street. City .. .
Morroll-'strcct, Boollaltra.
Lodge.
Wilson's Creek, Lane
Cov o
“OD, yu5ae.\-streot. City

Saturday, 10 43 None 114, Campbcll-sk, City.

21) Juiii'. P m
Sunday,
0 13
June.
Monday, . P.m1 July’ ! a m
Tuusdai,
2 JuM a.311.
Wcilno'^lbiy, 11 •■10
J Jul.\.
a. m.
7-50
p in
Thursday, V»fJ
4 .hil^
]. in
Fnday, 12 ui>
5 July. a,m.
' ll-ia
P-Ui
Saturday, j 12-] 4
ii .)ul\. | P-JJ1
G 30
1 P in'
10
p in.

Sunday,
25
7 Julj. a m
Muti lav, rrrtJ
S July, p m.
Tuvs».lu\, i 1 ‘li>
l) July. 1 P m.
1 l]T>2
pan.

rce\l
fi l(i
p m.
None
rcf'd.
S2-J8
am
11 -42
a.m.
7T.7
p.m
,i-43
P Ml.
12 no
a lit.
1!-K>
]i in.
12 IS
p.m.
(1 34
p in
10 3
pan.

IHtt and Bridge Streets,
(Jitv
}'A7 and 133 Hcgcnt-st.,
Reclfeni.
827-331 Ueorge-st., City
13!), lb alecs sticet, Citv

How prettwees
occupied.

Name of tenant.

Origin or
supposed cause
of lire.

Post OlUce . ... IJt iCk, Vi itll
slate roof.
down.
Stables ......... tVratbci board, Unknown . ...
with JiTiri ro'if
James Dux or ......... Private dwelling Brick, with iron
roof.
ness with.
Spark fjoin
E Pavne. ............... Confectioner__
another fire.
Private dwelling
Light thrown
’
down.
,,
O Smith , . .
..
KtnoMMic
lamp,
..
upsetting of.
L. BJaokmorc...........
anti iron ioof. laating of.
W. W Whatmoic.. . . Boiling-down
Wood, w'i tli iron Unknown .,,,
works.
roof
Alfred M'flson.......... Ocneial dealer . Briuk, with iron Tncendiarism ..
and blnugle
roof
CbailesCarrick ,. . Private dwelling.. Brick, with iron Candle............
ioof.
Cliaile? Ricketts, “Ex- Licensed xictual Briuk, with ilatc
ler
roof.
change Hotel.”
E and 11. Da\ c> . .. . Butchers . ..
- Smokmgineafc .
J. F. AsUwoad........ Grocer...
. Brick, with iron Burning rubbish..
i oof.
i,
,, Unknown .......
George Morb*: ......... Board! ng-houye..

Insurances,
Contents.

Building.

S. (?uilt\, earetakei*.

”
”
,
Imiierial Ins. Co,,
xsoo.
None............... Alliance, £300 ..
Unknown .. .

Building an d omitenfs.
Mctranlile >Intnal, iEflflO.
An«Phan Mutual Aust'han Mutual,
£J00.
£503.
Unknown ....... Unknown ....
,
,, .
Com'eial Union,
£f)u0.
None .,. -.
..
- •
„
.......
tf
.......
Phoenix, X1&0...

IS, Chandos-sf reet, Ash- Mrs. Wickham .. .. Pi ivate dwelling.. Bik,k,v.iths1.a<e
^’ictOlla......... Victoria . ..
field.
rouf
IDG.Clarcncc-street.Citi IjOuis RusseU............
None............... Unknown .....
it
• WeatherbaanJ, Spark from
villi imn roof rhinmey.
Carr-street, Rmidwick. Thomas Pierce ,..
Unknown ....... Buildings and contents. Commercial
ii
•
Union, £100.
)Cincoln-strect, Mamck A. W Patchct . . ,. Smoke-house ....
Overheating . . None............. Unknown .......
\ilic
** Carihiina,” Daviiug \V. B. JllteholL . .. . Private dwelling.. Stone, Vi ithblaie Spark from
Com 'ercial Union. Com'ercial Union.
Pomt Kd., Woollahra.
and shingle i tiimnoy.
roof.
Unknown .. .
Candle .........
roof.
Darlinghursl.
Kciosenft lamp, City Mutual, £33 City Mutual, £170
liabnum
with iron roof. upsetting of
J133, Mull ins-street.
J.W. Ilifhie . . .. ] Private ii welling..
None............... Unknown .......
Bahnau).
...,
None Baj-*tiect, Rockdale
W. Ogden ...... . ., 1 Stable
ii
- Unknown .... „............... None............
m-d,
n-Jj New Canterbury Road, G. F, Barton........ .. ^ Private dwelling.. Brick,
with Candle ......... United Insurance Unknown
.
p in. Mari iiikville.
hbingleiocf
Company, £500.
1 '20 Funeh I,nrk, Woi thy- Mumcijxil Coumul ... , Park...............
None...............
pan
street, Balmain.
11 fid Alma-street, off Edward- Saunders ^ Co........... ^ Carriers ......... . "Wood.with iron Unknown ..... Commercial
Commercial
p hi. street, Vermont
roof.
Union, £800. •
Union, £450.

|
1
l

Construction of
premises.

72, I^Tinont-gtreet,
Fi rmout.

|

Robert Thilthorpe . ., | Private dwelling..

|

i

roof.

£4,000.
'
None............

Extent ol damage,

:

Oliiec and contents slightly damaged by fire and water . ,,
A building about 30 feet x 14 feet, used as eoarh-house ami
stable, with contents, burned out and fallen down,
A quantity of wearing apparel damaged by fire in back
bedroom on first fioor.
A portion of flooring and stock in shop on ground floor
damaged l>\ fire and water.
A portion of staircase on ground floor damaged by fire ....
Front bedroom on first floor and contents sevcrclj-damaged
liy fire and water.
A Ktnall quantity of hmr felting slightly damaged by fire
on first floor, used as doing-rootu, and a small portion
of roofing damaged by fire.
A building, about 40 x 100 ft., with contents, consisting of|
tallow and bone-dust, burnt out and fallen down.
Hack room m basement burntid out, stairs to ground floor!
destroyed by fire; rest of building and contents beverelyl
damaged by flro and boat, about (J \ U ft of roofing1
damaged by fire and cutting away.
.
Deciding in front room on first floor destroyed by fire.....
A ‘small quantity of wearing apparel burned, and dressing
table slightly damaged by fire in bedroom on roof.
A quantity of meat in cask at rear of prenu^ey damaged b\
■fire.
A quantity of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premiss ,
Basement and contents severelj damaged by fire and water ,
staircase to first floor destroyed ; rest of house and!
contents severely damn god by heat and smoke
Contents of attic bedroom damaged by fire and water;
ceiling under damaged by watei.
1
A small portion of lining-boards in kitchen, on ground floor,
dainagcd by Are.
A cottage of three rooms, with contents, burned out and
fall on down
Ashed, G x 4 ft-, with contents, burned out and fallen1
down; a small portion of fencing at end of shod
damaged by lire.
About 20 \ 0 ft. of shingle roof damaged by fire and cuttingi

aw^ay.

Bod and bedding in back toom on ground floor slightly1
damaged by fire.
J
Shop and dwelling on ground floor, with coufciits burned
out; tiso bedrooms on first floor severely damaged hydro.
Cubic ond of roof severely damaged by fnc; furniture
damaged hy removal
Stable slightly damaged by firo................................ J
Contents of front bedroom on first floor slightly damaged
by fire nnd water.
A small portion of fencing damaged by fire and cutting
dou n.
A shed building of one and two floor6:, about 300 x 00 ft.,
containing a quantity of furniture, harness, fodder, Ac ,
most part burned out and fallen down.
A warehouse of two floors, about 120 x (Ji) ft., containing a
largo quantity of furniture, &c.; Bide doors burned out,
and contents damaged by firo and water.
Back-room window on ground floor and furniture damaged
by water ; all adjoining and communicating.

Exting'uislicd by
Neighbours, with buckets
of water
Bunvood Vol. Fire Coy.,
with one hj drant.
Inmates and neighbours,
with buckets of nater.
M. F. B., with ono hj drank.
M.F.B., with one hydrant.
Woollahra V.F. Co., with
hydrant.
M.F.B., with buckets of
\sater.
Burned itself out. ’
M F.B , with one hydrant,
assisted by N.UA .F, Co.

*

Inmates, with buckets of
water.
M F.B., with buckets Of
vat or
N.C.VF Co,, ass^ted by
M F.B., wuh two hy
drants
Inmates and neighbours,
with buckets of water.
Jimmied and police, with
bin kets of watei.
Rand wick V«J. Fire Co.,
assisted by othei Vol K
Co’s
‘
Inmates and M K.D., with
buckets of water
Woollahra, Paddington,ami
M.F.B.t with buckets of
wafer.
Imnales, with buckets of
w ftter.
Bahmuii V<il. Fire Co., as
sisted by M F.B , with
two hydrants
Rockdale Vol. F. Co., with
buckets of watei
Inmates and M F.B., with
buckets of water.
Balmain Vol. F, Co., with
buckets of waicr.
M F.U , with thiee steam
fire engine*, insisted by
sei eral Vol. F.re Cos.
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* Alfred am] Uuorge Wilson wero charged at Central Police Court with setting fire to the premises, and both men were committed for trial at Central Criminal Court. Iflth August, 1^93.—The jury failed to come to a verdict, both prisoners remanded
to a future Court, 14th Octo!>er. 1$95.—Both prisoners were again put on trial at the Central Criminal Court, when they were found guilty, and each sentenced to four jears’ imprisonment,
t Frevtous Are, 11th April, 1801.
I Matilda Rickards, aged 23 years, severely hurneu about the legs, ami taken to Balmain Cottage Hospital,

Details o£ Pires whicli bave occurred within the Metropolitan District—conUnuetf,
4 Time
J;
nf
> o> call.
'O

fi-42
p. m
a ui
I2-40
nm
fi '14
a.m.
b*65
a m.
a.rn.
J}
27
j? in
4 35
p in.
Tuesday. 8 30
IB Julv. p.m.
&auird.»T, li :>
20 Julv 5> in
hundav, IKi.i
'll Julv. p m.
Mondav, 11 40
22 Julv. a.m.

6-45
t> in.
a. m.
12-45
a in.
fi*25
a.m.
9 t>
a in.
noon
2 10
p.m.
4 40
]i m
None
rec'd.

UT.
p m.
2 30
a.m.

11-10
1X111.
2-31
a in

0
p.m.
V*
p.m
1-0
am
o'O
[i in
2-3:1
;l m.
y 3D
am
I'U
p in
4-J7
p ni
n 2'»
a m.
1 ^0
p.ni
fi 17
l> m
\i 11
a, in.
8 10
p m.
J0
a.m.
2'5

None
i-eo d.
i^-io
None
rec'd.
f,.S
p.m.
■2-41
a in.
None
rec’d.
FIT
p.m.
4*10
p.m.
Lt-Jl
a.m.
1 S2
p m.
li 19
p m.
S‘H
a in
i Ifi
p tu
None
rec'u.
2-3
a. in.

Sund»\,
34 JuJv.
15 Jul,\.

Tuesday,
23 Juh.
M
Mondav,
20Jub.
Tuo'sdrvs,
SO July.
Thursday,
1 August.
Saturday,
J Aug.
JS
Tuciilav,
fi Aug
Thurpdav,
s AuSundav,
1! Ault.

a.m.

1>-S5
l> m
11'4 5
a m.

Locality.

Name of tenant.

How premises
occupied.

Origin or
Construction of sup^iosed
cause
premises.
of fire.

Aibion-streot, Annan* Richard O’Donnell .,. Stable............ Weatherboard,
with iron roof.
dale.
WooJandbrkk,
Ann st reet, Enfield . .
with iron roof.
Iron............
B.H. “Victoria," Captain Saunders.
*0ff Lime street, the
Harbour,
Wood........
Hulk, “Sir William Wallace.”
‘Off Pytnioiit Wharf, the
Harbour.
Grass paddock.
Maoquaric-ptacc, Balmain.
Stable............ YVofttberboarfl,
iron roof.
dington.
Fitt-strect, C-tj........ Benevolent; Asylum .. Yard ..... .
— Saunders ............ Private dwelling.. Brick, with iron
■
Alarlborough-strcct,
roof.
Dnunmovnc.
Brick, withslate
Licensed
George and Bridge tJohn Donnisnri,
and iron roof.
“ Metropolitan Hotel.'' victualler.
Streets, Citv.
IjGoulburn street, Citv Boo Kc' ............... Grocer............ Brick, with iron
roof,
4 OS-500, Kont-strcet, Edward Murphey....... Boarding-house.
City.
Unoccupied ........... Private duelling.. Weatherboard,
t>7, Albion-Strcet,
with iron ioof
Aunandalc.
Lucv Jcesb............... Laundress ....
93, Albion-sfcrcot,
Anmndale.
S17-ill9, Kunt-Btl-cct, Thomas Robinson & Co. Engineers ... . Bi ick. with iron
roof
Citv
Brunei rtreet, Nortli Unoccupied............ Private dwelling.. Weatherboard,
iron ivof.
Botany.
Malcolm-lanc, ofV
George-strecfc, Citv,
120, Furg-strcet,
I'vrnioiit,
Fai r-stieet, Rockdale .
I'ul'erfoii-Ftrcet,
Woolljiliia.
S7, St. John’s Road,
Foio^t Lodge.
Silver >Votur, Auburn .
Liverpool and Kent
Strocts, Citv.
Darling Point Road,
Woollahm.
5, John-at., Leichhardt,.

Henry Froudfoot ... .
Charles Gross............
It. Kerr .................
W, H. Rooho .........

Carlton Crescent, AshIh-ld
tLanriors-street, Bodfern
60, Kc«c-st , Ldehhault
Watson-street» Boiuli
223 ForbGs*gtreet, Darlinghurst.
IJarncleulh Square.
Elizabeth Bay Road.

Capb Craig............
Amelia Pitt ............
Mis Zeitch...............
Mrs. Kgevton............
\t. 11. French ........

George Rohenson ... .
Ah Moo ................
F Malley & Co..........
Park
Unoccupied ............

The Jlon. Dr GariAn ..

Builder and contractor.
Baker ............
Jeweller .. ..
Private dwelling..

Bum ins? rubbish.
Unknown ... .
Boiling over, tar.
Burning rubbish..
Caudle...........
Unknown ... „
Defect in hearth,.
Uiiknow,n .......

Extent of damage, &&.
Contents.

A quantity of straw and a set of harness damaged by fire
in ktable at roar of premises,
A cottage of Jive rooms two front rooms humed out fttid
fallen down; three back rooms and contents severely
damaged by fire and water.
A small portion of deck cargo damaged by fire...............
Cabin, stove-rooms, and after-part of hulk, together with
after-part Of ripper deck, damaged by fire,
A small lortion of Jencing burned................... ..........
None
None
A email porhon of stable damaged by fire ....................
A small quantitj’ of tar destroyed by fire in open yard .. .
A small portion of fencing damaged by fire In yard at real
Unknown
of premises
A sm.ill portion of furniture in front room on first floor
United Insurance
slightly
damaged by fire.
Co , £400,
A small portion of lining-boards under staircase damaged
None............
by tire.
Fire-place In front room on first floor damaged by fire, and
about 5 x 5 ft. nf ceding In room underneath fallen down.
Middle 1*00111 of cottage damaged by fire and heat; roof
damaged by fire and cutting away.
A cottage of tli roe rooms; two front rooms with contents
damaged by fire ami water.
Five cases of machinery damaged by fire on ground floor..
Imperial Ins. Go ,
3.2,650.
None............... Mercantile Mutl., Two cottages burnt out and fallen down
£300.

None............
Australian
Mutual, £50,
Unknown .

Extinguished by

Building.
None............
Commercial
Union, £200.
Unknown __

Norwich Union, Unknown
£150
None...............
South British,
South British,
£126.
dWfi.
United Insurance Unknown __
Co.
Building and contents, Noith
(Queensland, £.600.

Inmates nnd M.F.B., with
buckets of water.
Burwood Vol. Fire Co., as
sisted hy M.F.B, with
one hydrant
Crew, with donkey engine.
M F.B., with one steam fire
engine
Balmain Vol. Fire Co., with
buckets of water.
Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Inmates, with £and.
Druimnoyno Vol. Fire Co,
with one Indrant.
Inmate'?, with buckets o
water.
Inmates and police, with
buckets of water,
M.F.B., with buckets of
water.
M.F.B., with one h.i drant.

North Botnny Vol. F. Co.,
assisted by other V, F
Cos, and M.F B,, with one
hydiant.
Burned itself out.
M F.B., with buckets of
water. 1
Rot kdaleVol. Fire Co., with,
two hvdraut^.
Wnollalitu Vol. Firo Co.,
ossistcd hy inmates, with
buckets of water.
M.FT1., with buckets ofwatci,
Burned itself out.
Employees, v, 3th buckets of
Woollahm Yol Firo Co.,
with buckets of water
M F.B, assisted by Leichhairit Vol. F, Co ,Viith one
Indrant.
SI F.B., assisted by nciprhboui>,with buckets of water
Inmates, with buckets of
water.

A small quantity of timber and other articles burned, in
workshop On gmund Jloor.
A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting
aw ay.
A cottage of four rooms with content®, burned out and*
fallen down
A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting
awaj
A small portion of ceiling and a quantity of firewood and
wearing apparel damaged bi water.
A shed used as dwelling burned out and fallen down . ,,
Unknown , ...
Workmen’s bench in jard at rear of premises damaged bj*
Spark from chim Unknown
fire.
ney
Abcut 20 ft of fencing damaged bj fire ....................
None .. .
None . .
Light thrown
down
A cottage of three rooms ; walls and ceiling of front room
Unknown
Careless use Of
damaged bv fire.
matches.
A small portion of fencing at rear of premises damaged by
Unknown
flro.
About 2 foot af wooden partition in front bedroom on ground
None..........
Kerosene lamp, Nolle... .
floor damaged by fire.
upsetting of
A quantity of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premises...
Unknown ..
Tlct ashes .......
Front bedroom on ground floordamaged by fire and water. Wuverloy Vol. F. Co., with
Merc'tile Mutual,
Light thrown
buckets of water
£(i0.
down.
Candle............ None............... More tile Mutual, Wall, reding, windows, find contents of front bedroom on In mates, with buckets o(
first floor damaged by fire and water; ceiling of front water.
£500.
room on ground fioor damaged by fire.
Unknown ....... Com'ercial Union, Liverpool, Lon Dining-room onground floor with contents severely dnmflged Paddington V. F. Co., as
by firo and water.
don, and Olobe.
sisted by M.F.B ami
£300other V. F. Cos., with one
hydrant
Previous fire, Monday, 20th November, 1S944
f Previous Ore, 4th January, 1S95.

Stone and iron,
with iron roof.
Brick, with
shinjfle roof.
Weatherboard,
with ii'ini roof.
Brick, with
hhmjflc roof
with iron
?*
- - Brick,
roof.
Shed............. Wood, with iron
roof.
Iron-workers . .. Brick, with iion
ioof.
land.
Private dwelling.. Weatherboard,
wiJi iron root.
YVeatherboard,
and iron rool*
• Weatherboard,
with iron roof.
General store ...
Private dwelling. Brick, with
hluto roof.
,,
.. Brick, and slate
roof.
with
•i
* - Brick,
iron roof.

* Outside M.F.B area.

Unknown

Insurances.

Incendiarism . ..
Spark from chim
ney.
Kerosene lamp,
upsetting of.
Spark from chim
ney.

818

Date.

Details
^

Date.

4»

£SCJ

Time
of
call.

1*16
p.m.

1 M)
P III

Locality',

Name of tenant.
I

1

of Pires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued*

How premises
occupied.

1
Sumlav,
11 Aup.

1
1
Origin or
Construction of 1 supiosed
cause
premises.
of fiie.
|
1
1

274 to 280, Elizabeth- J. P. Wright A Co......... Boot factory ,, . Buck, with iran Unknown .........
ioof.
fctreot, City.

”
,,

282, Elizabeth-Stroct .. Sun Tiv Loong A Co .. Cabinetmakers .
’
Mondai,
n-'ii C 53
12 August. P in p.m.
Road, WoolUihrn.
eJne*' t.i%, 7-22 7 20 7, Wilsun-lane, Redfcm
14 Auru^fi. P in P m
Thtirs* iav. 7’32 7 34
”
fern
15 August p tn. p.m
Siiiidaj.
&-.-J0 None 117, Oulilbum-strect,
John Lvous ................
1R Amrii.t p.m itr'd.
Cnv.
Mondav, 12 10 12 14 forhuan street, Water- Jos. Flatter.................... Stables ................
10 August. a in a m
loo.
s-io None Bvllcvuc-rtrect,
— Young....................
I1r, cmerj’ , ,
.
a tn rw.’il.
Kogarah.
Tuesday,
J)-14 !l 15 53, George street West.. David Rosen................ Bootmaker .. . .
20 All-lUnt. a in
a in.
^'’cdrJO■i(]av, ii. Kouei 232, Telopia-glrect, lied- Henry Gibh'( ...
. Private dwelling..
21 August a.rn. rce d I fern
,,
, 11-33 li
ftonuciU-strect, Bondf
Iloldswortli, McPherson Soap factory - •
ii.in. a.rn.
A Co
:i 20
S 2-1 John-strcet, Aunandalc Unoccupied .............. Private dwelling.
ni p.m.

Insurances.
Extent of damage, &■<>.

(

roof.
Blink with iron
roof.

A range of buildings of four floors, SO x 1(X) ft. Top floor M.IMR., with six steam firo
Mercantile
Mercantile
engines and one hydrant,
burner! out, and ioof ufl ; second floor very pevercl.t
Mutual, £6,000.
Mutual, /H0.000.
assisted by several Vol.
damaged by firo and water ; firrft and ground floors vety
Eire Companies.
severely damaged bv water.
Contents of back portion of building damaged by crater . „.
None....................

s>

.........

’
Brick with slate Hearth, defects
in.
raof.
Weatherboard Unknown . . .
with iron roof-

.,

Wood and glass

None

Brick n ith ii on Spark from
ioof.
uhimnei /
UanrlJe................

Unknown £ -

„ . .. .

.

................. .. .,

Weatherboard Resm boiling
' Unknown .. ..
with iron roof.
over.
Unknown ......... None....................
>>
•

„

,
I
I
......... !
.... I
I
|

A building of two floors used us a dwelling and workshop ;
contents damaged by water
Window curtains m front bedroom dftmngod by fire........... Inmates with buckets of
water
Window curtain In front sitting-room on ground floor
damaged bv lire
A small ipiantiio of bedding in front bedroom on first floor
damaged by fire
A small portion of -skirling-board adjoining fire place in,
hack room on ground floor, damaged by fire.
A loft over stable in rear of picmiscs, containing a quantity Waterloo Vol unteer Fire Co.
assisted by M.r.B , mth
of fodder, severely damaged by flro,
One hvdmut,
Kognmh Volunteer Fire Co.,
A fernery at rear of premises damaged by fire..................
with one hvcJmnt.
A quantity of nibbish and ice chest in yard at rear of 31.F 11., \i ith buckets of
water
premises damaged bv fire,
TSodding, window cur'rims, a quantity of wearing apj»are3. Inmates and police, with
buckets of wat-oi.
and ronlcjUs of brdroom on fir«t floor damaged by fire.
A shed about 35 20 ft., 8 ft. of roofing damaged by fire . Inmate-:, v-ith buckets of
water.
Lc chhardt V.F. Co., asA cottage of three rooms burned out and fallen down .
si vied by M.F 11., with
One tmlrnnt.
Saloon and cabins nearlv burned out; rest of ship tcry M.F.B,, with one steam fire
engine, agisted by tug,
hBVCiely damaged by fire, heat, smoke, and water.........
“ Jleljunee," with donkej
pump, and pilot boat,
“ Captain Cook,1* with
fire pump
Tween decks and port bide of ship very seiciely damaged
by fire ; rest of ship damaged by heat, smoko, steam,
and water

3-4(i
a.m.

3-40
a.m.

Rat nr In',
2» Aug.ibt
Siindsi”,
23 August.

C*S
P ii\,
11-20
V l,i1-13
l> rn
12 16
p in

Union, £3,500 ;
8. British,
£3,500—£7,000
A small quantity of grass, fencing, and a few pine logs
..
........... None................
o to j Doncaster Avenue, KenLight thrown
Paddork .............
damaged by fire
p.m v Kington.
(ionn.
ll 24 305, King-street, New- K. J. Gcddes................ Butcher ........... Weathorboaivl, Unknown ..,,, Impcrjal, £100
Unknown ......... A storeroom on eiound ; contents f-lrjhtiy damaged by fire1
and water, and about 3x3 ft'of partition also damaged
p in.
town
w ith iron roof.
by fire.
A
quantity
of grass and a portion of fencing in garden
ran 104, Elliott'Street, Bal E. P. Esfcrnure............. Private dwelling. Stone, with
Burning grass .. None.................... Aus. Mut., £700..
adjoining premises destroyed by fire.
m lin.
p tn
shingle roof
Verandah
ol
house and aooden grating on lead flat slightly
T2T3 Bdlc View Hill, Wool- Mark Fov ....................
Rric-k, with tiled Burning rubbish Unknown .... Unknown . ...
damaged hy fire,
lahra.
p.m.
roof

>'

1 25
p in.
J 18

1.27
p in.
S-iJ

Thursd'n,
22 August.

No cargo...........

Bav (Thu Harbour.)

"

,,

..

1'r.dav,
£3 Augutit.

Hav.
Igme Cove Road .........

Railway Department .,

(■>. l a
Termirms-ijtrcct, City.. R. Callus.......................
P m. i. m
IV-ii 11* JJ
P m. p Til
boian v
ll*. i 1 IMS OfT Terry-street, CaJ- J. Russell (Secretary) .
|..m. P HI.
main
Mondav,
26 August
M

n vn 12'1
p in. a in
(j.th.:
"

"

Yard

"

"

"

Uninn, £4,-300 ;
S. British,
£4,500—^9,003.

I A quantity of timber in yard destroyed by fire.
Biirning gross

-

>.

Boat-shed ... .

W. G. Pierce...............

Private dwelling.

28, Thonilev street__

J. Morecraft ................

*

.

ti

•■

-

Building and contents.
>ierca.ntilo 1 utual, £195.
None.................... Austmlinn Mutual, £200.

Light throwii
down.

Building and contents.
Atlas, £400.

”
•Henry Gibb swerely burned about the hands, sent to Prince Alfred Hospital for treatment.

Balmain

X

hydrant.

F. Co., with one

Woollahra V F .Co , a«B«itod
hv Waverley V. t. Co.,
with one hydiant.
M F ii., with one hydrant.

water

'

Weatherbo-ird, Unknown ...
with iron roof

Wnollaluii V.F. Co., with
one hydrant
M.F.B./wifh hand pun.p.

A quantity of grass, several trees, and a portion of fencing
damaged hy fire.
Curtain in front bedroom on firtt floor damaged by fire..., Inmate*, with buekets of

....................

roof.

2C, Thorn lev-street,
rjcmhnardt.

Lu.eh hardt.

"

.............

Crass paddock.

Extinguished by

Building.

Contents.

A few jolstb and other building materials damaged by fire.. North Uotam’ V, F. Co.,
w Ith one hydrant
A boat-shed, about 18-ffc. x 25-ft, containing two boats with Balmain V F.’ Co , assisted
hy M F JJ , with one
sails and fittings, burned out and fallen dov,n,
hydrant.
_
Kitchen burned out, roof partly off, two back rooms and Leiehhardt Vo] Fire Co,,
oasintrd bv M.F.B., with
con touts severely damaged bj flro, and two front rooms
two h.\ drant-*.
.
damaged by smoke and heat.
Roof and ueilmgb of back rooms slightly damaged by fire
and. water.
Back rooms and contents damaged by fire ; furniture
damaged by removal.

f Outside M.F.B. area.

O

Details
Daft.

|

l|

Time ,
of
call. 1

1

Locality.

11-12 11-15
2t> August i a.m. a m.
„
1 1 5o l fil
1 p.m. P in
2T»S
M
3 ft
1 p in. P m.
3-32 3-J5
"
1 p m p m,
,,
”
8 f»2 ■
p tn.
Tuesdav, | 2-40
27 August p.m.
:i'Ju
p in.

ST.C
!> m.
2 45
p in.
p.m.

3-40
1* UH
b 45
pm
‘Wednesday, 9 4.'
23 August. a in
8'7
p.m
5-15
■■
p ni.
M
41
”
p.m.
11-14
p m.
TlnU'sfbv. in ns
2‘J August. a in,

Saturday,
31 August.
”
,,

3116
pm
0 47
pm

,,

Railway ]
J YirarellL__

12, Wftshington-etreot, Unoccupied . .
City
14, M adiingtoii-street . Alfred Quinton
10, W'ashitjgtomsLieot.. .lames I-Atnbert
5 ictoua-street,
Tad- — r.ilkner .. ..
dington.
Greunwich-road, Green- ■T. Mecnclie . ..
wich.
South Head .............
J. C. Cameron .
— Kelliek . .,,
Cook's Itiver Koad, St. Thomas Barlow
Peter**
21, Napier-strcct, Pad Annie Neville ..
dington.

4 3 7/, Mort-strect, Balmam James Rodgers .
p in
None Talfoi-ddanc, Glebe__ William Boj’d ..
ler’d
IJO-40 156, Oxford-s-treet, Pad- Michael Jloloticy
a m.
diUgtOM.

Aloarc-st , Leichhardt

3*15 J 25
„
a m. a in.
Tucsda\’p 12 55 12-59 Off Botany Road,
3 Seiitember a m. a ni.
Botany.
”

Mrs. Kllis ....

N<nic Alai rickvillc Road, Mar Unofcupictl ,..,
rec'd
ricki illo
J 12 Fculev Avenue, North Ji. A, C. Smith ..
p in.
Sydney.
li no Gerard-xlroctj Alosman G. JVanyworth .
p in
J. Knowles .......

J 26
a m.

Construction of
premises.

Origin or
supposed cause
of fire.

Insurances.
Extent of damage, &c.
Contents.

Extinguished by

Building,

1
17. Bradford-street,Bahmuu.
Ti-Afalgatvstrcet, Stanmore.
Hear of 92, Darling
liurst-roail.

10 0 None Kodgers-street, Bel more
a m. t\ c'd.
3 -12 3 45 Patent Slip Wharf, off
a m. a in.
Lime sti net, Citv.
1
0 50 9 51 113^, Mary-btroet, Oity
a ni. Cl.III.
fj 2lJ ’ B-27 Koiseliurrv-strect,
.
Pm pm
Bruimnovne.
7*44 7 46 ft7 and {>9, Vule-ifftreet,'
j> in. p m.
Petersham.
,

Sunday,
JP15
1 September a in.

How promises
occupied.

Name of tenant.

Monday. |

of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan'District—continued.

S''fi 8 55
a ui. a in
ft
1*3
p.m. l P 111

George-st., Parramatta

2*20 2*45
p.m. 1 p m.
0*0
Sl’58
p m. ■ p.m.

Junction-street, North
Ssdntsv.
Ncwlantl-street. WaverIcy.

Walker's Pad<i

Private dwelling,
i
nent Vartl.

Wood, with Iron Foul chimney .,. None.................... Unknown
roof.
Yaid............... Spark from ehimnej.
fStahlrs............... Wood and iron,
»j
* Aufitrulian Mu
Australian
tual
vrtthironroof
tual.
Private dwelling.. Brick,
with Spark from chim- None.................... Unknown
shingle roof.
ney.
.........................
ii

. ..
Mu
,
...

Stables................

Wood, with iron Unknown .
Unknown ,,.. .
loot.
AlaLches. chiMren None .........
plai ing with. 1
Private dwelling,. W^ntlierbo ird.* ii L Burning grasy . United . , . . Unknown
vliitijle soi'f.
Unknown . ..
Hairdresser....... Wood,
with Kero«enc-lamp
None....................
iron roof.
upsetting.
Boarding hout-e
Bnck, with
AlatchCf*, careless
slate ioof.
use of.
Private ilwelling,. Brick, with iron Unknown . .
ruof.
Light thrown
down.
Wood and iron, Unknown
Stables .............
...
with iron roof.
Shod....................

....................

Paddock.........

.. ..

T. Sr-ahlll . ..

- -

” ................

.

..

Unknown . .

Private dwelling.. Wpatbei board,
None.................. None................
with iron roof.
... Wood, with iron Hot ashes ....
Unknown
i oof
"
Kdward HugJie;
Grocer................ Buck, uith non Spark from chim
None___
ixiof.
ney.
lc.
Unknown ....
John M'Neii ............. 1 Builder . ...
Wood nnd iion,
Com, Union. £40 Com Union, £60
withuonroof
i1
William Sa^ror ...... Plumber......... Wood, with iron
Building and con tent1;. Commercial
roof.
Union, £UX).
1
Edwin ■RiHliop ........... j Private dwelling
j»
•Hert. Mutual, £70
Seavl «fc Son.............
Stables . ...
None.........
■>
R. L. Non nan

Engineer .

n\wn.

*

Back portion of promises damaged by water .................
A poriion of shingle roof damaged 1>\ lire and cutting
auay , rooms under damaged by water.
A stable, about 15 x 2ft, slightly damaged by fire
, ...
Paddington V.F. Co., wiih
buckets of water,
Stable, fodder-house, cow-shed, and contents burned out M.F.B , with one hydrant.
and fallen down.
r
Hoof of cottage slightly damagufl by fire............................. f Neighbours, with buckets
of water.
A shed, used as hairdrosscr'H shop, about 3 feet, lining
boards and cciHrie, damaged b\ lire.
Contents of attic bedroom damaged by fire and water .... Paddlni’toi’i Brewery Vol. F.
Co., with one hydrant

None................

Wood, with iron
roof.
Wood and iron. Spark from chimnev.
Pioduee merchant Stone and brick, Unknown . . . Northern, £300 .
Midi slate roof
„

Stable

M

,

A small poriion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting Inmates, with buckets of
away,
water,
A quantity of grnss burned, and about JO feet of fencing M K.B., with buckets of
damaged by fire and cutting auay.
wuier.
A stable, about 10 x 1CI feet, and contents burned out and Raddington Brewery Vol.
fallen down ; a eiut severely damaged by fire.
Firo Co., as'isied by
M.F.B.,with one h\ drant.
A portion of shingle roof damaged by firo and cutting M.F.B., with one hydrant.

A shed in yard at I'cav of premises slightly damaged by fire Police nnd ncighbouis, with
buckets of water.
A large quantity of grass, bush, etc., destroyed by fire, and M F.B , w ith manual
a temery, about 2$ x 18 ft., burned out and fallen down
engine.
A stable m rear of premise**, a ipiantity of fodder, and about Inmutes, with buckets of
20 feet of fencing burned out and fallen down.
watei.
A shed about 10 ft. x 12 ft, used as fowl house, and about
10 feet of fencing burned out and fallen down.
A shed, about 10 ft. x & ft, used as piorc-room, with con Balmain Vol. Fire Co., with
tents, slightly damaged by hrc.
one hydrant.
A small portion of palings and a quantity of straw burned Neighbours,with buckets of
m stable
water.
About 30 bales of straw damaged by fire in back basement- Paddington Brewer) Vol.
Fire Co., assisted by M. I’.
B., with one hydiant.
A cottage of six rooms burned out and fallen down ...
Burned itself out.

A quantity of shelving and side of workshop damaged bv M.F.B , with one Indrant.
it re.
‘
Bed and bedding burned in back room on first floor ; lining Htanrt&rd Brewery Vol. Fire
of btairua^c damaged by fire.
Co., with hand pump.
A quantity of grass burned ..................................................... Neighbours,uuth buckets of
water,
A workshop Of two floors, about, 33 ft. x 18 ft., top floor and M.B.F., assisted hv Leich
contents damaged hy fire . roof partly off; contents of
hardt \ ol. Fire Uo , with
ground floor damaged bvr fire and water,
tw d hydiuntfl
A shed, 12 ft. x 14 ft., used as stable and coarh-house, M.F.B., assisted hy Leich
containing sulky, harness, and fodder, binned out and
hardt "X ol. Fire Co , with
fallen down.
hand-pump.
Outr-house at rear of premises burned out and fallen down,
ami a portion of fencing damaged by fire.
A stable, 24 ft. x 14 ft., with contents, consisting of cart, North Botany Vol Fire Co.,
three sets of harness, and a small quantity of foddtn,
with sand.
burned out and 1 alien down.
*
M. liing-.....................
Shed.................... Wood, with
Foul uhimney
A small i>ortion of shingle roof damaged by fire ................ Eniploj'ecs and neighbours,
shingle roof.
with buckets of water.
>ck, Concord,
................
Burning grass .
A portion of fencing damaged by fire ................................. Burwood \ol. Fire Co.,
assisted by police, with
buckets of water.
Unoccupied .............
School.............
Wood, with iron Unknown .........
A small juntion of side wall damaged by fire and cutting Police and cltifceus, with
roof.
1
away,
buckets of water.
C. J. Christie.............. 1 Private dwelling Brick, wl'h
Foul chimney__ Coin* Union, £250 Com. Union, £000 A small portion of shingle ioof damaged by fire ................ Neighbours, with buckets
xlungio oof.
of water.
|

Details of Fires which haye occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.
A

V <•>
>p

Time
of
call.

3 bcptcniber p.m.

p in.

Date.

Werfnc^dav, 12-40 12-42
4 SsoptemlKir p.m. p.m.
Thursday,
5 Scptcmbei
Friday,
Cl September

11‘3T»
]).m.
12*32
ii m.
11-8
0.111.

4 r.j
P m.
Saturday,
2-5
7 Septembci ji m.
4-25
p.m.

Locality.

Name of tenant.]

Construction of
premises.

How premises
occupied.

Carlton Crescent, Ash- Unoccupied ..............
field.

11-33 Railway Avenue, PeterRailway embankment.
p.m
sham.
12-35 Uipp'Street and Crown Parch and Learoy ... Stores...............
p.m.
Road, Pyrmont.
11-10 457, Crown-btrcct, City Mrs. Gardiner ............. Private dwelling..
a m.
4'53
thin
2-7
p.m.
4 ,10
p.m.

Sunday.
11*40 n-M
ii September a nt. a.m.

Market-street, City - - Brao-strcct, IVavorley

Sjdnev Municipal
Council
T. b. Broomfidd ....

Shed....................
Private dwelling,.

Liverpool Road, Enfield R. S Austin...............

si

“Bainbndger Badmin- Herman H. Groth .. .
ton Road, Enfield.
“Strathmore,” Glebe Eugene Bovin .............
Road, Glebe.

13

4-0
p in. rco’d.
4 10 4*17 Vaucluse.......................

-•
..

Insurances.

3-54
a.m.

0 23
a,in.

0 25
a.m

„, Stone,with iron Light thrown
clown.
roof.

Unknown.

Shed....................

Church of England.

“Aston,'’ Relic View ♦■Captain Castle ............. Private dwelling.. Brick and stone, Burning gross .. Unknown .......
Hill, Vaucluse,
with slate
roof.
Wardell street, PeterRail way line.
Spark iroin chim None..................
hhani,
ney.

10-40 10*47
a.m a.m.

Belle View Hill, Van- — Goldsmith................
cl use.

1M0 11 15
a in a.m.

O'Conncll-strcet, Parra- — M'Rinnan..............
matta.
<

,,

12 20 12-25
p.m p.m.

Bishop's Court, Rand- St. Nicholas’ College—Rev. Jos Campbell,
Principal.
w ick.

r.

3-0
p-iii.
HIO
P HI
7if>
pm

“Carrara,'’ Rose Bav, G. Boyce Allen............ Private dwelling
Vaucluse.
Paddock.
Gerard-st., off Military
Road, North Sydney
Roee-st., Enfield .. .. Wm. Brinsmead ......... Dairyman . ..

Private dwelling.. Brick, with Elate1 Burning grass .. Unknown ....
roof.

U. C, Thorpe ..............

,,

Tuesday,
10 Sept.
,,

3 12
p.m.
3 15
]• tn.
7 21
p.m.

Building.

Kerosene lamp, Auat. Mutl.,£li>0; United, £400
upsetting of.
Standard, £^00

Burning grass .. None....
roof.
I
.Stone, with
shingle roof.
,
3-45 5 10 “Aston.” Belle View Captain Castle ............. Piiv ate dwelling.. Brink and stone,
Unknown
\v ith slate
p.m. p.m.
HilJ, Vaucluse.
roof.
Mondav, 12 13 12-15 Church-street, Parra- D. T>, Henderson.......
Grocer................ Brick, with
Unknown ......... Merc'tile Mutual.
ft September a.m. a.m
matta.
shingle roof.
£-350.
.140
n.m.

Extinguished by

Extent of damage, &c.
Contents.

A cottage of six rooms; front room on ground floor severely M.F.B, and neighbours,
damaged by lire and water ; a small quantity of wearing
with Toaer pumps.
apparel tn bock room damaged by lire and water \ a
small portion of roof damaged hy fire and cutting away.
A •small portion of fencing at rear of premises damaged by Ashfleld Vol. Fire Co.,
Burning grass .. Xonc.
Unknown
atnirted hy M.F.lS., with
iire.
Inn kets of water.
with buckets of
Spark from chim
None.............. A portion of hardwood embankment damaged by fire... . M.F.B,
water,
ney.
Wood and iron Light thrown
Building ond contents, Koyal, £4,000. A small portion of flooring on ground damaged hy fire ... M.F.B. and employees, with
down.
buckets Of water
Brick, with
Spark from chim Xone.................. ! Unknown............. A small portion of shingle roof damaged by Arc and cutting Paddington Brewery Vol.
Fire Co.,assisted byM.F.B.,
shingle roof.
ney.
uwaj.
with buckets of water.
Wood, with iron
Side of shed and a small portion of fencing slightly damaged M.F.B,, with one hydrant.
........... None
roof.
hy lire.
Brick, with iron Burning gross
A small portion of fencing damaged b3T fire....................... Inmates and neighbours,
with buckets nf wskVcr.
roof.
Brick, with
A small portion of femung at rear of premises damaged by Burwood V F. Co., assisted
Unknown.
hy Ashfleld V. F. Co. and
slate ioof.
fire.
M.F.B., with one hydrant.
„
slate roof.

wich.

Origin or
supposed cause
of fire*

Wood, with iron Unknown ... root.
Brick, with
shingle roof.
*>
- - Burning glass

None..................

None,

7*24 7*20 200, Uinnore Road,
F. Brvan.................. .. Fruiterer........... Brick, with iron
p.m. p in.
ioof.
Newtown.
6
5-iS HoJdcn-Street, Ashfleld Donald Robinson......... Private dwelling Buck, with
Burning grass
a.m. a.m.
slate roof.
7-0
7-114 Church-street, Newtown New to wn Ce m et e rvF—G Clatk, caretaker.
a.m. a.m.

None..................

An empty shed jartly burned out ... .. ..........

Unknown .......

A portion of roof and a small portion of fencing damaged
by hie.
.
A small portion of fencing at rear af premises damaged by
>
lire.

Colonial Mutual.

Liverpool. Lon First floor of store damaged by fire and water; roof partly
don, anti Globe, • burned oiT.
j
£500.
Colonial Mutual , A small portion of fencing at rear of premises damaged by
firo.
I
A small portion of fencing damaged bj fire.» ....................
A portion of fencing at rear of premises damaged by fire .
Kitchen at rear of premises burned out and fallen down . 1
Roof of dwelling slightly damaged by fire ............................ !

Unknown

Brick, vnth
Slate roof.
Weatherboard, Kerosene lamp,
with iron roof.
upsetting of.

A quantity of grass at rear of premises burned

Glebe V. Fire Co., assisted
byM.F.B., with buckets
of water.
Caretaker and neighbours,
with buckets of water.
Neighbours, with buckets
ot water.
Woollahra Yol Firo Co,
assisted by other Vol. Fu e
Cos , with one Jwdrant.
Parrnmatla "Sol. Fire Co1*.
Nos. 1 and 2, wuh one
hj drant.
WooJlulim Vol. Fiie Cos.
assisted hy other Vol, Fire
Co** , with one hydrant.
M F.B-, assisted bv Leich
hardt Vul Fire Co., w'lth
one hydiant
Woollahm Sol Fire fjo,,
assisted b) other Vol. Fire
Cos., with nne hydrant.
Parramatta \cl. Fire Cos,
Nos. 1 .uni 2, with one
h^ drant.

b3

North BrltKh and A quantity af fencing and bush-house destroyed by fire, Wavcrley Vol. Fire Co. and
31 F.R , with one hydiant
and roof of College slightly damaged by fire.
Mercantile,
£5,500.
and one steam fire engine,
assisted by other \ ol. Fire
Cos.
Unknown
Woollahra Vol. Fire Co.,
A quantity of fencing in rear of premises damaged by fire
with one hydiant.
None ................ | A quantity of grass burned..................................................
M.F.B., with' one hydrant,

Morcan'l. Mutual. Unknown . . ..I A four-roomed cottage ; two front rooms with contents Burwood Vol. Fire Co ,
£50.
‘
1
burned out and fallen down, ioof of kitchen burned oil
assisted bv Asluield Vol.
Fire Co. unrt M F.B ,
f
and furniture damaged hy removal.
with one hvdraiit
,,
......... | Front bedroom on first floor and contents slightly damaged Inmates, with buckets of
by fire and water.
water.
A quantity of gras-s, several trees, and a tent in lear of Ashfleld Vol. Fire Co., with
premises damaged bv fire.
one hydiant.
A smull portion of fencing damaged by fire..................
M.F.B./with ono hydrant.

I

c Previous fire, 8th September, 1S9B.

00
bO

Date.

Time
rtf
call.

How premises
occujncd.

Name of tenant.

ZiOcalStj*.

Construction of
premises.

Insurances.

Origin or
supposed cause
of firo.

Extent of damage^
Contents,

■3 i
1
Tuesday,
SlO
10 Sej»t. j a m.
s 20
p m.
Tuesday,
L’2
10 Sept. , P m.
“WiMliiesdav, IMG
11 Sept/ . P Hi,
10 3
P m.
TJiurwtay, ! 12 10
1^ Sept.
V in7-ri{)
p.m,
Fndrtj, 0 1*2
Ui Sept.
a m.
5'2i
p ui.
Saturday,
14 Sept.

STI
a.m.
$ 30
p.m,
1*4
p m.
o*:r>
p.m.
10 fi
p in.
None
ivcM
8-0
p in
HTfi
a.m
8 20
V 111

4'4j
a.ui.

Macquarie street, City . Open yard....................

Spnrk from
None.................... None.................... A portion of fencing damaged by fire in yard adjoining
chimney.
Treasun.
Wood, with iron Unknown .........
I A shed with contents slightly damaged by fire................
roof
Jonos-streety Ultimo . MM^cun Bros. & lllgjj ..
Burning grass ..
A shed 12 ft. x 12 ft. usi'd as an oil store, with contents,
’’
slight! v damaged hy fire.
^19, Hferroy-atroet, North C Goodfellow .........
Private dwelling Brink, \v Ith slate Candle................
Unknown ...
Bark bedroom <m ground floor with contents slightly
roof.
Si dney.
damaged hy fire.
‘
CarrinK-ton Ttoad,
T. Ratty....................... Stables................ Wood, with iron Lurht thrown
Floor of bus slightly damaged by Arc ..............................
Wiwcrky.
roof.
down.
BirchffrOvo Road, Dal- S. Phillips
................... Private dwelling 13iiek, with
Unknown ......
and contents of front bedroom on first floor
” .................. E-iuitaMe, £200.. Furniture
nmin
fcliiiiffle roof.
slightly damaged by Arc.
'
7, D.ivw-strect, Leich Wm. Humphreys.........
Kerosene lamp, Com. Union, £30- Com. Union, £100 Bedroom on ground floor with contents damaged by Arc,
Weatherboard,
„
-■
hardt.
with iron rooi
upsetting of.
smoke, and water.
"
MJ0, Itedfem-street, Red- Flora Lutton..............
Boardlng-hoime . Brick, with iron Matches, careless None................... Unknown ......... Fiont bedroom on ground floor with contents slightly
fern
ioof.
use of.
damaged bv fire and .water.
tS09, Goorgtj-street, City C- Fracnkel ................ Painter nnd
New Zealand,
Imperial, £400 .. Back shop with contents severely damaged by fire aitrl
”
■ Unknown .........
decorator.
£2,000.
water ; basement and contents damaged bj' water.
Kogamh Road, Koyarah F. and G. Venn. . ..

Shed................

Private dwelling.. Weatherboard,
with iron roof.

ll m.

Bishop's Avenue, Rand- Mrs. M*Donald .
wick.

i 1-15
pun.
5 10
1 P iw.
1
pm
b 43
P ni
Tuc-wUv,
12'12
IT Sej't.
a.tn.
KTO
|i ill.

1 20
p.m,
5'15
p in.
5*33

lrredcriek Oakes . .
”
"
Phillip street,
Panti* John Malinjr................
matta.
All^u-strciit, Leichhardt Roman Catholic Come twy, John Moss,
earetakt r
Newtown Ce nctory.
C!mrch-strect> Newtown

3-0
m
4'tO
p.m.
a.m.

3-4
a.m.
4 19
p m.
7 ft
p in.
7 30
a m.

7-15
p.m.

p.m.

iiri c-ept-.

S‘21
a.m
10'i>
a in
2*50
p.m

S-2f> Elizaheth-st., Aslifidd.. George R. Potter .... Grocer ...
.
Brick, with iton Unknown
....
a m.
roof.
]0T0 Uose-strect, Aunandalc hred. Smith................... Private dwelling.. Brick, with slate Tar boiling over..
am
roof.
2r35 2, Crnippend-street, Dar- Angelo Zachary ........... Slables................... Wcxl a lid iron, Unknown ...........
IMI).
liu^hur.st.
with iron roof

TitOTflav,
21 So])t

(J'.'i )
p.m.

70
p tn

Parnell street, Burwood Dr. T. FrlzcU................. Private duelling.. Brick, with
blate roof.

Wyduesdrs,

7'43
p.m.

7'4:.
p.iu.

1!>4, Wilsjon-sti'eet, New Stanley Huxley. . ,
town.

Friday,

11 0
a rn,
90
am.
11*35
p.m

None
reu'iL

WiPiam-strecfc, Canter Unoccupied .........
bury.
Malcom-lane, oil Ccorge- Henry Proudfoot! .... Builder ...........
street.
Erbkmevine
Road,
William Short ............. Grocer................
JCrskineville.

Thursday,
10 Sept.
J Viilav,

20 Sept
Saturday,
Lit Sept.

Sunday,
22 Sept.

Mondav,

2j Sept.

27 Sept.
Monday,
ISO Sept.

Wednesday,
2 Oct.

4‘Zi

Extinguished by

kc.

Building.

,..

’■

Building ami contents, Australian
Mutual, £300.

..................

contents. Mercantile
.................... Building and
Mutual, £+50.
Burning gross - None.................. Unknown ....
i»

■■

A cottage of eight rooms burned out and fallen down
Gable end of house damaged by fire.........................

...
..

A Email portion of fencing damaged by firo in yard at rear
of premises.
'
None.................... A Sinall portion of fencing damaged hy fire........................

■

£■45 Ceora-e-street,
Parra Victoria Theatre . ...
p.m.
matta
12*11 Grosvenor and Harring J. Lynch & Co.............
a.m.
ton Street*., City.
.i*l7 14, Carrin^ton-btrect. Lichtncr k Co...............
p.m.
Citj*.

u

TO

p m,

7 :j4

7-m

'

11-45
p.m

Theatre ............. Brick, with iron Gas bracket
Unknown ,,,.
A calico sign under verandah damaged by fire ....................
■.......................
roof.
.
Unknown
....
Lioeneod Victual
A
number of empty eases damaged by fire...............
.
>*
*
............................
"
“
Ices.
■Workehop . ... Brick and stone, Vapour of spirit North British,
Scottish
Union A small quantity of tan polish destroyed, and door of work
with iron roof.
coimng in con £1,500.
and National,
shop slightly damaged by fire, on ground floor.
tact with flame
£1,500.
Railway Station, St.
Railway Com nissioners.
Railway trucks Lnuc-slaking .. None..................... None..................... A railway truck severely damaged by fire, and C tons of
LtfOnnrds.
lime slaked bv nun.
43J, Arthur-st,, Nortli Patrick Baptist ........... Private dwelling . Brick, with s’atc Matches, careless
North Bntibh,
Front bedroom on first floor with contents slightly damaged
Svdnev.
roof.
£250
use of
hv flro.
‘
Ohurch-Ftteef, ParraL. Pollock...................
Photographer .. Brick, with
Candle................. Unknown .. .., Unknown . .. Bedroom on second floor with contents damaged hy firo and
nuata.
shingle roof.
water
"
Denison-st., Moollahru. A. Cummins................... Shed....................... \\ ood. vs ith iron Burning rubbish - None..................... None..................... A shed, about C«0 x 12 fret, with contents consisting of two
roof.
carts, slightly damaged by fire.

£, Little Napiov-fitrPi t, Thos. Avery ................... Private dwelling.. Brick, with slate Candle ... ,. . .
Piiddui^loti
toof.

*

.

Brick, with
sninglc roof.
Weatherboard, 1
with iron roof.|
Stone arid iron,
with iron roof..
Brick, with
iron roof,
'

Spark from chim
ney.
Unknown

it

"

.. ..

M.F.B., with one hydrant.
Kogarah Vol. Fire Co., with
one hydrant.
M.F.B., with ono hydrant.
Inmates, with buckets of
wate r.
with buckets of wTater.
Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Inmate1) and neighbours,
with buckets of water.
M.F.B unsusted bj* police,
with buckets of water.
M.F 13., with ono hydrant,
assisted by several Vol.
Fire Cos.
Wm erlcy V. F, Co,, with two
hvdraMt^a-.siatcdh} other
V.F. Cos.
"
Parramatta V F. Cos. 3 and
2, with one hydrant,
Leichhardt V.F. Co , with
buckets of water.
M.F.B,, with one hydrant
Parratnatta V F. Co , with
buckets nf water.
M.F.B., with one hydrant.
Lniploiees, with buckets of
water.
M.F.B., with one hydrant.

M.F.B . with buckets of
water.
Pamunalta Vol Fire Cos.
land'2v with utie hj drant.
‘Woollahra Vol. Firo Co.,
with buckets, assisted bv
Other Vol. Fue Cos.
Front bedroom on first floor with contents slightly damaged Paddington Bra wen* Vo!,
» ............ . ' Unknown ..
by firo and water.
Fire <Jo., with buckets of
w a te 1.
Mercantile Mu
Mercantile Mu
A loft over stable in rear of premises, used as a store room, Inmates and neighbours,
tual, £000.
with enntuute, shghtlv damaged by Arc arid water.
tual, £t,200
with buckets of water.
Australian Mu
Australian Mu
A dining-room on ground floor with contents damaged by 3L.F.13 , with buckets Of
tual, £150,
tual, £250.
smoke and heat.
None..................... Unknown .... A stable, about l(i x 12 ft., with contents, burned out and Paddington Brewery V.F.
fallen down ; one horse burned to death.
Go., with oiii* hjdrant*
assisted br M F R.
Gable
cud of roof slightly damaged by Are ............................ Burwood Voi Fire Co.r with
M ...................
"
.........
one hydrant, assisted by
M.F.B. and Ashfleld V.F.
Co.
Australian Mu
Middle room on ground floor, with contents, severely M.F.B., with one hydrant.
..................
tual, £150.
damaged by flro and waiter; room adjoining damaged
by fire.
None....................
A cottage of three rooms burned out and fallen down .... Burned itself out.

Norwich Union,
£150.
f
Zealand,
......... None................ .. 1 New
£450.

....

Elizabeth Ooodfcdow, aged 30 years, slightly burned about the hands ; attended to at home.

A quantity of timber burned on verandah...........................

Neighbours, with buckets

Shop on ground floor slightly damaged by fire, smoke, and 31,F.B , with one hydrant.
water.

f Pre^ous fire, 15 March, 1S57.

J Previous fire, 23rd July, 1890.
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Details of Fires wliich have occurred within the Metropolitan District.—continued.
•3
c £
s? s
£ ou

Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District.—continued.
=i

Bate,
'
4 Dctober.
.^aturriuv,
0 i Jetobcr.
Tuesday,
8 October
V.'e^i^es^.l.\^,
0 CjL*tober.

Time
of
rS e call.
*5
10'.->1 10'5G
]j m. )) in
U 20 0-22
11-0 ns
l>. in. p.m.
11'87 11'42
p.m p.m.
2 13 2 55
p.m. p.m

10 October.
Friday, 7 13
11 October. a.m.
Mondav, o-o
a, m.
r?
Fridav,
IS Octobor,
„
ftlondai'.
21 October
Tuesday,
2J Oetobei1
Tiiursdav,
21 October.

11 43
a.m.
1 35
p.m.
12-45
p.m.
,,
0
p in.
12
Neon
U-S5
pm
12-80
a in.
8-22
a m.
2 ifl
12 30
p.m.

rec \d
7 21
a ni.
b8
am
U 47
a m.
1
p.m.
12 47
p.m.
,,
05
p.m.
12'2
p in.
9*40
p.m
12 45
u.m.
3-25
at-o.r,
m.
P ni.
12 ru
p.m.

2'» October. a ui a in.
Hatmday, A 52 9 57
2 i October. p in j>.m.
ft'JU fi 25
p.m.

Uocaliiy.

Name of tenant.

How premises
occupied.

Origin or
Construction of supposed
cause
premises.
of fi re.

Insur
Contents.

Draper........... Brick,with slate Unknown .....
Alfred Moms
n-no 0*3*2 UWUlfifi, Glebe Road,
roof.
(Fdcn A Co-)
p.rn. p.m. Glebe.
31.
J.
SlcConnack......
Produce
merchant
ft
....
Oarnngton-gt.
and
I'Arr
Brick*
wiLh iron
.Saturday, 20 None
ioof.
2 November. a in rec’d. Rood, PeLLTSshimi,

Extinguished br

Bcd-curtains in betlroom on ground Boor destroj'cd bj- fire Inmates ttml neighlioutvs,
with buckets of water.
Bed and beddnig in front room on ground floor slight!)" Inmates* with buckets of
damaged bs'Arc ami water.
,,
*
Warehouse of one floor with contents, consisting of boxes! M.F.B , with one hydrant,
of tro, initincgH. and a quantity of damask, damaged by
■ lire, smoke, and water ; building also felightly (Tamaged. |
Mercantile Mutual, A cottage of three rooms burned out and fallen down.... Wavcricy Vol. Fire Co.
jQf->Qi
abautecJ bv other Vol, h.
‘
(Jo*., with otic h\diant.
A cotta'-e of two rooms, \\ itll contents, slightly damaged b) Parramatta V.t. Cog., Nos.
Unknown
{\Vq.
■ 1 and 2, with bucketBof
'
■ water.
damaged
by
fire
in
store-room
on
Employees, \s ith buckets of
A quantity of lagging
water.
gromia floot.
ConUjms of front room on ground floor damaged b\ flro.. Inmates, with buckets of
water.
Itoof of gbed, ISO x 20 ft., ilnmagrtl by hre and cutting away; M F.B , v. ith one steam Are
,r
.....
engine.
a six iiorso-power engmc damaged bv Arc and water.
A small quantity of resin damaged by Jiie................... Employees, with buckets of
City Mutual, £B0C
I w at< r
Several cases of sowing machines slightly damaged by fire. Emplovees* with buckets of
Com. Union,
£2,600; New
I water.
Zealand, £2,50t
—£5,100.
„
, ^ airn., with buokelH of
:,
•
M
| water.
lining round the hot water tanks on roof damaged, M.F.B., with one hydruntNorwicii Union .. Noiwich Union Wood
hy tire and cutting away ; ceiling of bathroom on (.bird
floor damaged bv water.
.
,
12 ftKii x S feet, at rear of premises, with content^,1 il.F.B., with one hydrant,
Imperial, £550 .. Aust. Mutual, A shed,
burned out and fallen down; back kitchen Acvcrdyi assisted hy Leichhaidr
£?(X).
damngetl bv fire mid water.
Vol. I ire Go,
,,
tt
None ............ MereantilcMntual Washhouse and about 20 feet of fencing in rear of premises
damaged bv tire.
1
with Toaer pump
Unknown .. . Unknown ..... A quantify of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premises 1 M
Bed beddm" and windows in back room on Arst floor Standard Brewery Vol. Fire
None...............
damaged V Arc a'«d u ater.
i Co. with Toiler pump.
Back Kitchen' on ground floor, with contents, covcrcly Glebe Volunteer Fire Co,,
,, .............
assisted hv M.F.B., with
damaged by tiro and v.ater.
one hydrant.
Burned
itself out.
Acottngc
of
four
rooms,
with
contents,
hurried
out
and
,, .............. Australhm
fallen down.
Mutual, £150.
M
F.B.,
with buckets of
A
quantity
of
nibbish
burned
in
store
7, ............... None..............
water,
A
small
portion
of
lining
boards
at
gable
end
of
building,
Neighbours,
with buckets
,, ...............
and a portion of side damaged bv fire
of water.
A
cotta'u
of
four
rooms,
with
contciits,
several)
damaged
M.F.
K,
with
one hydrant,
Merc'tile Mittunl,
Aust. Mutual,
by five and water
assisted by A^hhuid and
£150.
'
Leichlmidt Vol. tire Cos.
Side and roof of dwell mg damaged by Arc .................
None...............
Stable in rear of premises containing a quantity of straw, M.F.B., with one hydrant.
fee., damaged bv Are
Bed curtain? and a quantity of wearing apparel damaged Inmates, with buckets of
,, ...........
water.
by fire and water in front room on ground-floor.
Front portion of second Aoor of warehouse, with contents, M. F.B , with one In drant,
London and T.anassisted by several Vol.
consisting
of
wine-*,
spirits,
corks,
and
brewersundries,
enghire, £4,000;
very severely damaged b) Are and water; contents of Fire Cos.
i itv Mutual,
third
Aoor
slightly
<Lamaged
by
Are
and
smoko
;
contents
£1,000: Nuw
of two lower floors damaged by water.
ZOHland.£2,001).
A small quantity of draper)' in room at rear of shop damaged Glebe Vol. Fire Co., assisted
Norw ich Union*
byM.F.B., with buckets
b) lire and water,
£1*500.
of water.
A quantity of rubbish burned in yaul at rear of premises . Inmatch and police, with
None........
buckets of water.

Private dwelling.. Stone, with Candle............ None...............
Victona-streei, Pad- Mrs. Vincent..... .
slate roof.
dington,
„ .............
*, , .....
31, Francis-Stroct, Glebe. Francis YVIiiLq .........
ii
- - • Brick, with
slate roof.
Stone,
with
Unknown
.
.
.
Royalt
£2,(>00;
4, O'Connell-st., City . M. Barr & Co. . ...... Genera! merchauU
Com Union,
slme roof.
£.1,500—£3,500.
j>
.. . . None.............
Scott-street* Vavcrlcv . Unoccupied ........... Private dwelling, Weatherboard,
with iron roof.
,,
....
Barrack I.anc, Parra- Foo KcC ............. .. Hawker......... Brick, with iron
* *
roof.
matta.
with iron roof dow n.
rouf.
Brick, with iron Overheating of
Vulcan Brickwoiks, St E Yiukcrv & Sons , .. Brick kiln ., ,
roof
bnck kiln.
l’i lei’s
Park road, Glebe ., . J. McCloud & Co. . .. Soap factory .... Weatherboard* Resin boiling over
with iron roof.
with iron rouf
.
....
),
„
. ■
„
t ........ ,, .
of
Hhgh-strect, City ,. Union Club, C. It. Birn- Club ......... Stoneand brick Overheating
side, Si'ciiitary,
wiUiilate roof. hot water pipes.
Marrickville Road and Edward 1 Ivans......... Chemist ........ Brick, with iron Fat boding over
roof.
Stiver st , ilnrrickville.
Mnirickville Road . ill's. Milne
.
.. Fruiterer........
-i.
o17, Pitt-«.trect. CRy .. J Mackintosh and Sons Ironmongers . .. Brick, with slate Burning rubbish..
roof.
30. Kippax-fatrect, Surr)- W. Matthews........... Van Proprietor . Buck, with iron Unknown .....
rouf.
Hills.
Spark from
Fruiterer.......
E. Dawson......... .
28, CAiupbell-htreeti,
another Are.
Glebe.
Ocean street^ Penslmrst Mrs. Faun ............. Private dwelling.. Weathei board. Unknown ....
with iron roof.
,,
....
Corporation liuildings. T. McHugh ......... Produce merchant Brick, with slatui
roof.
idl., Sus-e\-st., Citv.
Johnson streetj North Unoccupied............ School............ Wood, with iron
i»
—
roof.
Sidney.
141, Constitution Road, George Naylor......... Private dwelling. \\ uatherboard. Spark from firewith iron iuuf place.
Petu-sham.
,r
..
142. Constitution Road, Unoccupied ............
ii
., BnekjW ith ^lato
roof.
Petersham.
roof.
Cit^. '
'
23, Goold-street, off Villiam Tdson......... Private dwelling,. tt eatherboard.
!!
• *
with iron roof.
' 1U gent-strect
Light thrown
AOb, Ivcnt-btreet* Citv . J ules llenanl fii Co ... Wine and spirit Brick, with
down.
merchants.
shingle roof.

E'ctenf of damage, &c.
Building1
Unknown
Unknown
Lion, iCMX1

to
w

* Subsequent fire, 11 47 a.m , 14th October, 1805. t Previous
S'? o-m , 14th Octobei1, 1S95. John Cousins was charged at the Clebe Police Court, on the 17th insi , with wilfully setting fire to the premises, and wm connnitted for trial to the Court
of Quarter Sessions, Darlinghurst. On the 8th November, 1S93, Cousuis was found guilty of causing both fires arid was sentenced to three years' penal servitude,
$ Previous fire, 1st April, lauo.
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Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.
U
O
IIav '

*p3JSl00>iip

Date.

Ft klay,
tt No/.

3 no
p m.
Saturday, 10 45
i) Nov.v a.m.
o
p in.
llondav, ll 50
1L Nov. a in.
1-4!)
p.m.
■Wednesday, S 03
Nov. P m.
2 lu
Frulnj',
lb Nov.
am
Fundav, 1-30
1? Nov. a m
T52
ID Nov
a m.

WeilnestJay,
iil) Nov.

Thursday,
21 Nov.
Monday,

4J:. Nov
lue^dav,
2(J Nov.

Thursday,
28 Nov.
Friday,
CD Nov.
Saturday,
ao Novi
Sunday,

1 iDec

2 Deo.

4 35
p 111,
4 •45
p m.
3 37
j a. in
2'li
p in
8 41
p in.
10 5
p.m
1 8 40
1 p.m.
1-2-,
p.IC
OKI
p.m.
10 n
p, m.
8-80
p in.
7‘4fi
p.m.
4'.;0
p.m.
urn
[Mil
7 2-»
p.m.
0*40
a.m,
12-30
p m.

Time
of
cab

Locality.

Name of tenant.

Now premises
occupied.

Orijrin or
Constiuction of ffii]iposed
<s*.U8<i of
in'cimse.1:. 1
fire.

Insurances.
Contents,

Building.

Extent of damage, i*c.

Extinguished by

3*45
V 111
10*45
a in.
None
rec d
11*55
a.m.
1 •40
p.m.

23 J, Ox Ford-street, Fad- J. Bookcn .............. Furniture dealer. Brick, with iron
Back room used as woikshnp with contents slightly damaged Paddington Vol. Fire Co.r
rouf.
dmgbon.
I [leiilJiie.
and Globe, iljQ.
hy flic. A small quantity of bedding lit front shop also ■aith buckets of water.
ftlightli’ damaged m fire
30, Oxford-street. Fad- Mrs. McFarland......... Pi ivatc dwelling. Weatherboard, Candle............ None...............
Conceius
of bedroom on ground floor damaged by flro and Inmates -with buckets of
dhgton.
with iron roof.
water.
water.
H jnnan-stroet, Rockdale George Lcider.........
Unknown .. .. Manchester, £60.., Merc’Lilo Mutual, A hou«ii of ‘sijr rooms Mnth contents burned out, and roof Kog^rah
ii
and Rockdale Vol.
t!200.
partly off. Side of stablr and portion of fencing damaged Fire (Jos., with one hydrant.
Stables and contents, Manchester, £40.
by fire
Yarranabec Road, Wool- Mrs. Wilks ....
Stone, with
Spark from cluin- None.
Unknown
A portion of shingle roof damaged hy flro .................. Neighbours with buckets of
lahra
shhigle roof.
nov
water.
UiA, Itelican-Htteci;, Citv Patrick McMihon ... .
Bi
ink,
\i
ith
non
Malclie^,
children
..j
Fiont bed room on first flnor with contents damaged by fire i’addingt’n ihcworj Yol Fire
j>
roof.
]>l{l.VJII^r Willi
and water, Kront room on ground Jloorshglitly dauingctlj Co., ns-dstrd by M.F.H.,
bv water.
j with buckets of water.
S-M 38, ClevdiPid-strcct,
Burning rubbish. Building1 and contents, Mercantile A quan titj of rubbish burned in yard at roar of premises . J Inmates, with buckets of
Pm
Citv.
Mutual, £f>0o.
water.
2 IJ Cmmillc............. Australian Kerosene Oil Kerosene works.. Ji’ort ........... I/iiknowrii ..... None.......
Nono ....
A shed, about 100 x 12 ft., containing a quantity of box Granville and T'flrrxnmtta
a.in.
and Mineral Go. K
making timber, burned out and fallen down; stable Vol. Fire Companies, with
Faildington, Sec.
adjoining also Imniud doiwi
one hydrant.
None W \ ndham ami Raglan V m. Man- .............. Licenced
Brick, with iron Candle .
Unknown .
Unknown
Contents of bedroom on first floor slightly damaged by fire Imnatcs, with buckets of
rein M ktrcetn, Aluvaudna
victualler.
roof.
water ■
1 58 433 and 435, Kciit-strcct, *3. Wemgott & Son __ Waterproof anil
Nru
7.i*.
1 ,n.t, JU.WO Norwich Un ion, A Innlil mg of one flnor. about 40 x 120 ft , containing a huge M.F Ik, assisted bv Yol.
Unknown
f»,
nnli-li, il^H)
a.m. Oit\.
clothing mauu£7r>0;
Batavia,
qnantitv
of
waterproof
clothing,
&c.,
neaily
burned
out,
Fire Companies, with one
Northern, 12iMuL.,
a.
facturei's.
£750—£1,560.
and root partly oft,
*
*
CluiTml.nirl
steam lire engine and two
Unilr
,!,£
t»l,
hydrants.
Sun,
OK», X
1) ui'piifcliud.
i.’l.W),
4-iD Iio-i Cove Bridge, Bal- N SAV. Govermucnt.... Bridge............ Wood and iron
None.........
None.......
I A few wooden planks slightly damaged hy flic .
Balmain Vol. Fire Co., with
p.m
in lin.
down
buckets of water.
4te0 14. Carrington-street. tLeicbtuoi* & Co......... Workshops....... Brick with Iron Spark from
Unknown
i Several empty crater, ami u quantity of straw,, burned in Finplojees, with private
L> nt. City.
roof.
ulmniiet.
open shed in yard at rear of promises.
hose, and M.F.li , with
one hydrant.
William Knight
.. Private dwelling. Brick, with
3 45 12. St, Mfirv-strcct,
Curtain in cor.- Mercantile
Unknown
Front bedroom on first floor and contents severely damaged M.F.B., wich hand pump
a.m. Newtown.
slate roof
taet with lamp Mutual, £04.
bv rtre and water; ceiling of room under damaged hy
^ liter.
'
Horace llilis............
2-ie Elizabeth-strcrt,
.. .
Weatherboard. Unknown ..... None
A small portion of lining hoards damaged by fire in room Inmates, with buckets of
p III. Faddiriuton.
«ith iron roof.
on ground fioor.
■water.
S*4t North-street, oiT Sussex- Joseph Rudd ........
Brick, with
Caudle...........
Winclmy curtain burned in hack room on first floor.........
p.m. street, Citv,
iron rouf.
None 75, Fhilliji-strcet, Citi* . Mrs. TMorei*.............. Boai-ding-houso Brick, with
Window cur bun burned in front bedroom on third floor.. .
rcr’d.
slate roof.
j,
S-41 W jgram Road, Glebe
P. Diamond............ Prhatc dwelling..
Unknown .. .. Unknown
A quantity of rubbish burned in jard at rear of premises
p.m
1 3D Comer Ovford-street
Tramway Sheds.
Weatherboard, hitfht thrown
None....
A quantity of rubbish burned in yard at rear of premises., Woollahra and Paddington
p.m. and Moore l^rk Road.
with iron roof. down.
Vol. Fire Cos, with
buckets of water
fi 24 Walker-street, North James Munro.". ..
Tionuionger .. Brick, with 1 Unknow n
Queensland
Australian
Back
portion
of
shop
on
ground
floor,
with
contents,
con
M.F.B.,
wuh ono hydrant.
p in. Sidney. 4
iron roof. J
Mutual. £300.
Mutual
sustingof ironmongery. erely damaged by fire
10 4 Landers st Rcdfcrn .. F. C- Lackman .
New Zealand,
Paper factory ... Brick with iron.
UnknoviiK,
A
building
of
one
flooi
,
contents
consisting
of
paper,
pajicr.
M
F.B.
and
oenipants, with
p.m.
roof.
J
£0UIX
b igs. uiai hmei y and fittings shghti) damaged by fire anrl buckets of water.
water.
None (Jl, George st., Red fern. Mrs. Martin ......... Private dwelling Weatherboard, Uijrhl thrown
None............
Back room on ground floor and contents slightly damaged Inmates, with buckets of
rec’d.
with iron roof down.
by firo and water.
*
water,
Bedding manu* Brick, with iron
7*40 52. 54, 58, Harbour sfc , Laveoek, Son, and
About 1 ewt. of enroanut fibre and a portion of wooden Cntim.ll sprinkler.
Citv
Nvttlfilon.
p.m
facfcurci*^.
roof.
1 friction of.
partition
damaged
by
flro
and
water.
Cilr
Mutual.ii.oon,
4'35 14b, Fitt-streot, City - Cunningham & Co. .. PrinterK and
Brick, with slate di^ht thrown
Some cotton waste burned in rear of shop on ground floor. Employees and M.F.li,
Derwent nnd TiimRr,
p in.
Stationers.
roof.
. don n.
with buckets of wutot.
fl.cce,
JtO.'lKl. Alii--, £Tt.O—
10 14 70, Dcs onshlrc-strcct, 0. Dawson............. Prl\ ate dwelling Brick, with iron Candle
None.........
Window curtain In front bedroom on first floor slightly Inmates, with buckets of
P.m.
roof.
Citv.
damaged by fire.
water.
Dr. liarkas...............
Brick, until slate Light thrown
7-JO FI i zabe th-street,
Building and contents,
Rack bedroom on second floor damaged by fire and water. Paddington V F. Co., with
I’ft.ddin^teJi,
roof.
down.
p.m.
Northern Iniuranco Co., £l»h00.
buckets
of water,
Homan Catholic Cemetery.
0-45 t Marioti-st , F/eichhardt
A small portion of fencing damaged by flrc................
Leichhardt V.F, Co, with
John Moss, caretaker.
a in
buckets
of
water.
with Spark from cliStn- None.
None 30, Roglan-strect,
M. F. Shaw .........
Private dwelling. Brick,
Unknown
About 10 X 8 Ft. of shingle roof damaged hy flrCt and Inmates, with buckets of
shingle roof.
iicy.
1
rec'd. Waterloo.
cutting away, room under damaged by water.
water.
5 Previous fire, 17th August, 1802.

t Previous flrc, 17th September, 1805.

t Previous Are, 14th September, 1800.
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Details of Fires which have occurred within the Metropolitan District—continued.
Date.

Name of tenant.

Origin or
How premises I Construction of Supposed
cause of
j premises.
occupied.
fire

Insurances.
Extent of damage, &c.
Contents.

Extinguished by

Building,

Tuesdav, 1 3-29 3-4S Marion-strccfc, Auburn, Alex, Robertson
S Dec* p.m. p.m.

bO
Ct

825

Private dwelling.. Weatherboard, Unknown ....... Mer. Mutual, £75 Mer. Mutual, £116 A cottage of four rooms with contents burned out, and Sydney Meat Preserving
with iron roof.
fallen down.
Co’s. Vol. Fire Co., as
sisted by Rookwood Vol.
Fire Co., with 3 hydrants.
Geo. T. Lowe...........
Unknown .......
„
£500 A cottage of three rooms severely damaged by fire,
furniture
damaged
hy
removal.
J, Friday, S’lfl 8*13 23, Garden-street,
J. Smith...............
Brick, with iron Smoking tobacco None............... Unknown ....... A small quantity of wearing apparel, in front bedroom on Inmates, with buckets of
fl Dec.
p. rn. p.m. Alexandria
roof
first floor, damaged by flrc and water.
water.
Sunday, 9 36 9*37 765, C Gorge-street, City 0. Kinsela ............. Undertaker . . Stone,
with iron Gas bracket . .
A small portion of lining boards, in front shop, damaged by
S Dec.
p.m. l*.m.
roof.
Are
and
rutting
away.
*
Tuesday, 10 57 11-0 50, Fraser Road, Peter Herbert Younger .... Private dwelling.. Brick, with iron Turpentine hoil Queensland Mutl .
Table and cover, in kitchen on ground fioor, slightly Inmates and neighbours,
10 Dec. a in. a.m. sham.
roof.
ing over.
£500.
damaged by firo.
with buckets of water
Wetlneatlav, 12-20 12 2-> 101, Rilcy-street, Citj . John Middleton........ Cab proprietor . Wood,
with iion Light thrown
None...............
None...............
A small quantity of straw destroyed by fire, and a horse
11 Dec/ a m. a m.
roof.
down.
slightly burned in stable at rear of premises.
Fridav, 3’24 3*26 504, Gcorgc-strcct, City Prof. Allen ......... Showman ... . Brick, with slate Candle ...........
Unknown ....... Curiums in back of shop destroyed by fire................
Inmates, with bucket* of
13 Dec. p ni. p.m, |
roof.
water.
Saturday, H>’39 19 35 1 Little Qucon-strcctj
Alfred James........... Private dwelling.. Brick, with iron Curtain m contact
Window
curtain
in
front
bedroom
on
first;
floor
destroy
ed
14 Dec. p.m. p m.
Newtown.
roof.
with light
by fire.
Sunday, 10*30 10-35 G, Dickson-strcefc, New Joseph Mcir...........
Smoking tobacco. „ ............. Com. Union, £250 Rack bedroom on first floor and contents slightly damaged Inmatos and M.FE,w:th
»
.
15 Doc. a.m. a in.
town .
by lire nnd water.
*
hand pump
Mondav, 12 29 12-23 Railway Parade, Oran* John Ramor ......... Furniture dealer.. Wood, with iron
A stable, about 40 ft. x 12 ft., containing a number of empty Granville V.F. Co., with on
10 Dec. P m. p.m
villc.
roof.
placing with.
cases
and
a
quantity
of
thnbor,
burned
outand
fallen
down,
hydrant.
Railway Commissioners] Railway vard.,. Yaid.. .
.
A small portion of fencing damaged by fire....................
0-fi 67 Craigcn House, Craigcnd Mrs. E Russell ..
Private dwelling. Stone, with Spark from chim- Standard Ins. Co. Unknown
A
small
portion
of
shingle
roof
of
servanis
1 dwelling at rear Inmates and ncighliour^,
p m. p.m. street, City.
shingle roof. nev.
£1,000.
of premises damaged by fi»e.
wifh buckets of water.
Tuesday, 3‘25 3 27 Olil South Head Road, R. rierson ...
Confectioner ... Brick, with iron
A small portion of furniture in roar of shop on ground floor Noighhoui’S, with buLkela
1? Dee. p m. p.m.
Wavorley.
roof.
pla\
ing
with.
slightly
damaged
by
Are.
of water.
Wndiicsdav, 2 40 2 45 24, Walker-street, Ilcd- Henry Lane ,
Private dwelling. Brick, with
Spark from lIuiiiNone............... 12 ft x 12 ft. of shingle roof destroyed bv fire and cutting M.F.B., with buckets of
3H Dec. p.m. p.m. fcm.
shingle roof
ney.
away.
*
water.
26, Walker-street, Rcd- John Hunter.
>»
•
A small portion of shingle roof damaged by fire and cutting
forn.
away.
Tliursdav, G 15 None Church-street, Parra G. T. Erby ..,
Draper........... Brick, v ith iron Unknown .. . Lordnii nnd Liutcn- Liverpool & Lon Stock in front window, consisting of boots and shocs; Inmates, with buckets of
1U Dec. p.m. rec'd
matta
roof.
& Globe,
damaged by fire and water.
water.
Zccil.iarl, £1.0*1; don
N 'tioiiiil, £l,IKi0, £1,009,
Pt.uMi linluh.
Forthem,
£1,(100—£o,lXKI.
f>-24 £>■27 Gcorge-street, Redfcrn.. James McMahon
Carrier.........
Wood,
with
iron
Light thrown
A small quantity of straw in fttable destroyed by fire ...
p.m. )>. m
roof.
down
FKdft)', 3-45 8 ."jO Miller-street, North Syd A. Murphy.......
Grocer ........... Bnck,with iron Spark from chim- Citv Mutual, £300 Unknown ....... Bed, bedding, and some wearing apparel in back Ixsdroom
2u Doc. a in. a in.
ney.
roof.
•
ney.
on first floor, damaged by fire nnd water.
2 35 2 42 Lime-street Wharf, Cityj A U S.N. Co......
Wharf ........... Wood, n ith iron None..........
None .... ..
A shed about 3 ft. x 3 ft, slightly damaged by fire__!
Employees, with innate
P m. p.m.
roof.
hose.
Saturday, 12-60 12-34 *Yeo-streel, Neutral Bayj Hugh Anderson
Private dwelling.. Brick, with CiirlAin in contact
Com. Union, £200 Front bedroom on ground floor* with contents, slightly Inuiat.es nnd M.F.B, with
21 Dec 0.111. a.m.
slate
roof.
with
lamp.
damaged
by
fire
and
water.
’
buckets of water.
Wednesdav. 12TG 12T3 10, Washington-strceU James Melrose .
Bnck, with Spark from chimUnknown ....... A small pot Lion of shingle roof destroyed by fire............ M.F.B , with hand pump.
'L’> Due.' p m. p.in.
Citv.
|
Phingle
roof.
ney.
Friday,
7-3-'> 7’38 foS, Campbcll-8t., North His Excellency Admiral
Brick, with
A portion of flooring in office on ground floor, and a iwrtion Inmates, with prh ate hose.
27 Dec. p.m. p.m. Sydney.
Bridge. *
slate roof.
of ceiling in office in basement, damaged by fire and
cutting away; contents of both rooms damaged by
water.
Saturday, 11-13 11*16 33. Gros\ronor Terrace, G. Rowan ......
Brick, with iron Matches, children
Unknown
.......
Bed,
bedding, and a small portion of skirting board in front Inmates, with buckets of
23 Dec. a m a.m
Morehead-st, Water
playing
with.
roof.
.
bedroom
on first floor damaged by fire and water.
water.
loo,
7*35 7-40 Park and Castlereagh Wm M'Phcrson
Licensed
Candle...........
New
Zealand,
n
»
A
sinall
quantity
of
bagging
and
a
small
portion
of
lining
p m p.m. Streets, City.
victunller
£850; United,
board in cellar damaged by fire.
£059- £1.500.
11’25 11-34 Campbell-etrecfc, North Edwd. McGill .
Private dwelling.. Weatherboard,
None ............ None.............. A small portion of lining board damaged by fire ........
p.in. p.m, • Sidney.
with shingle
Sund av, 2 SO 2M5 ,
roof.
20 Dec. a. in. a.m. Brand-street, Burwood Hen 13’ Bennett ..
ti
s ■ Weatherboard, Sjjark from fire Mer. Mut., £50 . Mer. Mut., £200., A cottage of five rooms, willi contents, burned out and Burwood Vol. Fire Co., as
with uon
place
fallen down.
sisted by Ashfield Vid.
roof.
Fire Co and M.F B.f with
two hydrants.
Richard Davis
Side of building with door and window’s, slightly damaged
Hlatc
roof.
by
fire.
Tuesdav, 10 2S 10-30 West-street, Petersham
Hospital.
An outhouse, used as laundry, containing a quantity of; Inmates and M.F.B, willi
31 Dec. f p.m. | p.in.
with iron
down.
underclothing, damaged by nrc.
hand pump.
....................
roof.
> ilugrli Atideraon, aired about 33 years, severely burned about the face, arms, back, and legs , Mrs. Anderson, aged about 33 years, slight!} burned about the face. Sth January, isec, Hugh Anderson died, 5-30 pm.
t Previous fire, 4th May, 189ft.
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APPENDIX VII.
Summakt of Localities for 1895.

City iind Sttlmrbs.

Casualties,

Class of Fire.
Slight.

Chimney fires.

Serious,

Total destruction.

Total False \ttendcd
No. of alarms.
•rub Attended Grand
total.
pngintfc, >\|U|
fires.
*nd
liatulInsur
Insur
Insur
rpjicrieil pti'np
In Kot in ance
In Not in ance
to- Not in ance
as lioute unly,
un* sured. sured.
sured. sured.
un sured. sured.
un
(Ires
known.
know^.
known.

City—
■ Bourke Ward ........................
Brisbane „ ........................
Cook
................................
Fitzroy
................................
Cipps
„ ........................
Macquarie ,, ........................
Phillip
...............................
Total...............

i

i

c
4
5
4
5

i
3
2
1

S
6
5

2
8
3
6
2
2
2
7

43

32

13

3
3

1
1
3

1
1

2
4

3
1
3
i

i
i

9

...

i

9
18
11
14
9
11
11
16

4
3
2
1
0
3
2

i

i

99

20

i
i
i

i

2
7
8
2

1
1

2

2

16
1
4

4
1
9

1
6
2

3
1

3
5
i
i

10

l
6
0
5
4
11
2
G

14
26
92
25
18
27
10
22

40

170

Surttrcuis—
Alexandria ............................
Annandale ............................
Ashfleld....................................
Auburn....................................

3

Balmain....................................
Botany ....................................
Burwood ................................

8
1
2

Camperdomi ........................
Canterbury ............................
Concord...................................

1

Darlington ............................
Drummoync............................

2
2

Enfield ....................................
Erskineville............................

1
o

i

1
1

1

I

6
1

i

Granville ................................
Glebe........................................

7

i
10

1

i

...
...

1

4
2

1

fl
2

3
19
2

1

Marrickville............................
Manly ...................................
Mosman ...............................

3

3
1
1

1

Xclvtown................................
North Sydney.......................
North Botany........................

7
7

!)
9
1

i
i

Paddington ............................
Parramatta ...........................
Petersham................................

9
3
2

9
8
4

3

Randwick...............................
Rockdale ................................
fiedfern....................... ..........
Rookwood................................

1
1
2

2
2
H

St. Peters................................
Strathfield ...........................

1

o

Waterloo ................................
Waverley................................
Woollahra..............................
Willoughby ............................

2
(i
7
1

3
1
2

I

i

1
1

i

i

2
2
9.

i

1

i

2

114

i
1

6
4
9
1

i

i

i

i

159

26

18

2
i

2

i

i

i

27

19

2

Casualties...

3

8
3
1

3
1
2

17
20
3

5
8

21
11
9
6
5
U

1
1
1
1

3
1

1
1

S

1
2
3

17
i

12
4
3

2

6
6

28
36
3

5

i

5

6

2

32
11
17

3

i

...

...
...

367
o

82

is

7
6
18
1
5
2

1

i
3

369
* Outside the Metropolitan Fire Ihi^ade aieu,

3

IS.

12
17
D

3
20
3

2

R

'‘Liverpool ................................
•The Harbour ........................

1
9
3
4
3

2

3

21
2
6

1

2
i

1

3
3

2

Kogarah ...............................

Totals ...........

1
1
|

i

1
1

o

Hurstville...............................

Leichhardt ...........................

i

2
S
10
2

1

10
15
20
5
i
3

04

533

827

27
APPENDIX TUI.

Suhfiiabt of Trades for 1895.
Class o! Fire.

Trades.
Insured.

Boarding-houses.....................
Bootmakers' Factories.............
Buildings in course of erection
Builders .................................
Butchers .................................
Billiard-table makers ..............
Boiling-down Works ..............
.Bakers .................................
Bookmakers.............................
Brewers .........................
Bridges....................................
Bedding Manufucturerg..........
Cab, Tan, and Omnibus Proprietors.
Cemeteries .............................
Chemists..................................
Confectioners ........................
Carriers................ .
.,..4
Churches .............................
Clubs.......................................
Drapers........... ........................
Dairies ................................
Engineers...............................
Fancy Goods, &c......................
Fruiterers and Greengrocers ...
h urniturc Dealers .................
Burners ........... ..................
1'erneries ............................
Foundries...............................
Grocers.................................
General Dealers ...........
Oas Companies.........
.....
Government Buildings 4..
General Merchants................ .
Hawkers .................................
Hospitals............. ......
Ironmongers ................
Jewellers ........................
Kerosene Works....................
Moclunery Importers and
Manufacturers.
Licensed Victuallers .............
Paper Factories ..............
Painters nnd Decorators......
Fnvute Dwellings .................
Photographers........................
Produce Merchants......
..
Provision Dealers ............
Paddocks and Parks ....., ,,
Plumbers ...............................
Kestaurants .....................
Railway Sidings ...............
Schools...................................
Ships.......................... . .
Stables ....................................
Stationers and Booksellers......
Sugar Works .........................
Sheds................ .
Streets ....................................
Spice Mills ............................
Soapworks................................
Showman.........................
Tailors ....................................
Timber Merchants ...............
Tobacconists, &c....................
Theatres ................................
Undortakerti.................
Wool fitofes.............................
Workshops .........................
Warehouses.....................
Wharfingers........................
Wine and Spirit Merchants ...
Waterproof Manufacturing (. (
Yards .-.a.........................
Casualties ........................ .

1

Slight.

Serious.

Not
Insurance
insured. unknown. Insured.

Not
Insurance
insured. unknown. Insured.

3
1

Total.

Totals.

Not
Insurance
insured. unknown

2

6
3

.44..4

1

1
3
1
1

2
3

1

(J
5
1
1
I
1
I
I
1

..*,.4
• •• •»»

1

......

1

1
1
1
1

.....4
1

1
5

2
2
1
1
3

2
1
1

2

x
x

x
1
2
1

1
7
2
1

2
2
1

1

1

i

4

2

5
4

1

1

2
1

1
2

1
1
7
1

1

5
1
1
3

......
......
......................

1

x

15
4
1

3
1
1
1

x

2
1

•

......

..... .

....4,

......

1
1
1

3
2
1

2

9
1
2

45
1
1
2

3

..... *
12

2

1

~nr

1

14

8

3
141

1

1

5
2

14
1

......

1

1
55

x

14

■ 4 ■ 44«

1 4» . , »

1

2
1

3
3

3
4

T
1
2

10

9

x

"'2"

18

1

2
1

.444..

x

2

1
1
1

3

3
5

17
1
1

2

3

1

1
1
1
2
1
1

1

a
2
1
1
1
2

1
2

3

x
1
1
1

,

4

114

169

2
2
2
1
1

4
26

18

1

1

27

19

2

3C7
2

369

828
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APPENDIX IX.
Houiirr and Dai'y Summary of Calls for 1895.

A.M., 1 ....................................
2............................ .........
„
,,

4
6

3......................................

2

4....................................

i
i
i
0

Tuesday.

Wednesday*

Thursday.

Friday.

Saturdaj.

Total.

3
1
5

3
2

2

i

1

is

3

13

4

1

4
2
5

o

0

1

3
1

24

1

1

0

Monday.

Sunday.

Hour.

0

0

4
0
'

1
1

0

G
4
G
5
9

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

2

1

o

0
2

1

2

0
2

0

0

1

G
4

3
1

1

0

4

10......................................

0
2

2

3

1

„

n....................... ..............

4

3

2

2

3

2

18
22

„

12.....................................

1

7

3

4

3

P.M., 1....................................
„
2....................................
,,
3 ..................................

4

3

2

■ 2
o

3

2
O

7
i

27
23

2

4
3

IS

2

2

0
G
7
3
4
G
G

2
G
G
2

„

6.....................................

„
„
„

7......................................

„

„

„
„

8.....................................
9......................................

4,„..................................

5....................................
G.....................................
7...........................................

„
„
„
„

8......................................
9......................................
10.....................................
11.....................................
12.....................................

4
4

7

5
7
0

2
5

5
3
2

0

3
7

2
2

18

2

5

30

7

10

10

47

3

G
8

9

40

2

12
9

54
40

2

8

27

2

4

4

28
15
533

S
5

7

4

3

4

3

0

7

1

13

5

25

0
4

3

5

3

.

10

2
2

5
2
5

16

2

1

4

3

2

1

2

59

84

S9

G2

74

68

97

.
APPENDIX X.
"Wet:klt Summary of Calls for 1895.
Chim

False |
! Casual*
ney
tics. Alarms. Fires.

Week,

1st ending .Tan,
2nd
3rd
4th

ji
ji
ji

Sth
(ith

jj

7th

t*

jj

Sth

tt

9th

>i

10th

it

Jj
JJ
JJ
Feb.

5
12

...
...

19 ...
20
2

...
...

i

7

10

29th ending July 20

...

2

2

10

14

5

5

30th

...

0

5

3 let

1J

...

2

G
9

13
12

i

0

G

32nd
33rd

JJ

io -

0

4

3

7
5

5

13

e
i

7
7
11
G
2

7
1

13

20

4

5

36th

6

10

37 th

1
0
0
0
1
0

IJ
)
M

JJ
JJ
JJ

16 ...
23 ...
30 ...

3
0

0

0

0

14th
15th
IGth
17th

it

April

...
13 ...
20 ..
27 ...
4 ...
11 ..
18 ...

I

0
0

I Sth
19th
20th
21st
22nd
23rd
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th

July

JJ

JJ

29

...

6

...

13

...

2
0
3
2

i

0
2

i
2
2
1
2

2
i

Totals.

0
1

11th
12th
13th

JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ May
JJ
JJ
J>
JJ
25 ...
JJ
JJ
Jl June 1 ...
8 ...
jj
JJ
15 ...
JJ
JJ
22 ...
j>
M

Fires.

o i

3
2

6

Chim
Casual False
ney
ties. Alarms. Fires.

Week,

Totals.

2

0
0
1
1

9 ...
JJ
16 ...
JJ
23 ,..
Jr
Mar. 2 ...
9 ...
JJ

Fires

1
3

0

0
0

10

5
5

7

8

38th
39th

JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
J)
JJ

7
G

7

40 th

tt

6

41st

5
5
9

G

42nd
43rd

7

10

7
9

1

8

11

2

2

4

2

4
2

9

1
1

JJ

4
9

34th
3oth

44th
45th
46th
47 th
48th
49th
50th

JJ
rj
»>
jj

51
JJ
J>
JJ
JJ
JJ
jr

» 27
Aug. 3
»

17 ...
24 ...

1
2

31 Sept. 7 ...
„
14 ...

9

0

3

5

27
14

36
22

0

4

30

34

..

3

0

7

„

28

...

G

5

...

7
3

10
13

Oct.

0
0

»
„

„

,,

..
>.
„

1

12

0
2

3

7
G
8

10

6

8

1

i

1

0

2

1

o 16 ...

I
2

1
1

3
3
4

23 30 ...
Dec. 7 ..

2

1

8

11

0

8

11

0

5

6

10

...
...

3
2

0
3
2

5

...

3
1
1
2

G
15
11

io 2G ...
Nov. 2 ...
„
„
..
„

0
9
S

14

51st

13

3
1

5

10

52nd jj
to end of

2

5

4

10

16

3

4

10

3
4

21

„ 14
„ 21
„ £8
year

...

Totals..........

2

82

0

G
1

82

3G7

9

5
7

3

555

4

29
APPENDIX XI.
Monthly Summary of Calls for 1895.
Chimney Alarms*

Class of Fire.

Attended

False
with
Alarms. engines*

Months.

Attended
and
with handreported pump only
as house
fires.

1
1

J ami ary .....
February.....
JIarch .........
April............

2

Slight,
Injured iinBuraa.
. Not,

November
Decembur,.. ,

1
1
1
1
1

......
3
4
3
o
0
1
......
'

1
3
7
13
15
13
2
4
4

nstij

2 I 82 1

18

64

114

159

(.ISM

40 1

34

56

ICO

51

|
1

May ..........

June............
July ............
August.........
September

October ....

Totals -j

Total destruction.

Cratid

Total.

15
6
0
10
c
10
0
s
IS
0
7
7

2

Serious,

S
4
10
8
9
11
15
32
34
S
4
16

Insurance L
unknonn. I

.

______ !____ I

J Not 1

Not ,Insurance
insm cd. unlfiiown.1

Insurance
jinsured. unknown.

I

[
1
,

1
1
3
1
1

1
1
2
i
i

37
23
32
34
33
45
55
S4
80
33
36
41

I .0

2

533

i 13

4

409

1S05.

Total,

l

i

]
Q

|
1

5
10
1

•••
2
3
3

1

a
i

26 |

22

u5

1

APPENDIX XII.

Cowpahjson of Calls for the period 1885 to 1895.
18S

!>
Casualties ................ 5
(i
False alarms .................7
S

J

1687.

1868.

1S39.

...

1800.

1891.

1332.

IW.

2

1

i

...

1891.

o

6

42

32

14

35

33

44

52

47

68

49

82

498

5

U

04

40

CO

01

45

52

33

75

75

90

82

Fires, slight ............... 7

677

r>

160

150

174

222

179

205

216

270

210

206

290

2,291

„

serious.................7

13

21

IS

19

17

12

27

21

23

23

20

214

„

total destruction ......

23

34

15

25

29

18

19

23

25

41

48

300

302

277

2S1

362

303

333

34S

437

401

409

533

3,980

Chimnev alarms.......

t)

Totals ........................

APPENDIX XIII,
Sujoiaey of Causes of Pires for 1895,
■Boiling over fat, tar, &c.
Burning rubbish............
Burning grass................
Boiler, overheating o£ ..
Brict-kiln, overheating.,
Candle...........................
Clothes catching fire.....
Doubtful or Unknown .
Furnace, overheating.....
Fireworks........................
Flue, defect in................
Foul chimney................
Gas bracket or burner ..
„ explosion .................
,,

apparatus...................

„ pipe, defect in........
Hot ashes.......................
Hearth, defect in............
Incendiarism ...............

15

.. 10
23

.
.

1
1

,.
.

55

..
.
..
..

1
110
2
2
6

.
..
.

81
7
3

.

1
4

2
4

Irtunp, kerosene, carelessness with .................
,i
„
explosion of ......................
>,
„
upsetting of ........................
»
it
curtains in contact with .....
Lightning .......................................................
Light thrown down ......................................
Limo slaked by rain ...........................
Machinery, friction of ...................................
Matches, careless use of...................................
„
rats at .............................................
i,
children playing with .................... .
Overheating of hot uater pipes ............... ...
Smoking meat.........................................
J)
tobacco ...........................................
Spark from another fire..................................
„
chimney ........................................
Spontaneous ignition........................................
apour of spirit coming in contact with flamo
Tolu!

(il—E

2
2
12
8
1
36

1
1
<>

1
8
1
2
4

7
31

2
1
451

APPENDIX

830

30

APPENDJ X XIY.
Sujimakv of how Piroa were reported to the Brigade for lf;9y.
Cliinmcy Alarms.
Casualties,

Calls Riven by.

Alexandria Volunteer Fire Company .....................
Ashfield Volunt-ccr Fire Company .........................
Balmain Volunteer Five Company .........................
Burwood Volunteer Fire Company .........................
Citizen ......................................................................
Drummoyne Volunteer Firo Company ..................
Fire Alarm Telephones ............................................
G.P.O., per telephone ...........................................
Glebe Volunteer Fire Company .............................
Granville Volunteer Fire Company.........................
Insurance Company .............................................
Kogarah ..................................................................
Leichhardt ..................................................................
Meat Preserving Companies Volunteer Fire Company
Night Watchmen ......................................................
North Botany Volunteer Fire Company.....................
North City Volunteer Fire Company .........................
Paddington Volunteer Firo Company.........................
Paddington Brewery Volunteer Firo Company ..... .
Parramatta, No. 1 ......................................t...............
Parramatta, No. 2 .......................................................
Police Stations, per telephone ....................................
Bailway Department...................................................
Rand',vick Volunteer Fire Company.............................
Bockdale Volunteer Fire Company............... .............
Seen from Station .......................................................
Standard Brewery Volunteer Fire Company ..............
Tower, Head-quarters Station ....................................
St. Leonards Volunteer Fire Company ....................
Waterloo Volunteer Fire Company.............................
Waverley Volunteer Fire Company.............................
Woollahra Volunteer Fire Company ........................

Totals

I

Fires.

2
fi
11
y
39

i

False Alarms.

Total

Kcporto'l as Attended hy I,
House Fires. hanil-pumi>
only, I

2
11
3
4
7

1

21

30
15

S
5

20

14
13
68
1
164
90
12
2

..........

1
106

7L
11
2
1
2
6
1
0
3
1
15

1

i
2
12
1
2
3
5
21
6
4
4
35
2
2
8
4
G
10
3
4
9
3

1

4

..........

2
3

1
3

C
4

4
27

1
1

1

1
2
5
3
4

3
1

8

2

G

..........
2

3

2
6

1
1

3
367

i

i
2

82

1
(
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1896.

EXTRACTS FROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. JG. Tueseat, 16 Jese, 18G6.
7. Old-aue Pussross :—Mr. Ncild mo\ed, pursuaul to Notice,—

(1.) “That,1'in the opinion of (his House, old-age pensions or outdoor relief should, as far as
possible, be substituted for the existing asylum system.
(2.) That the Government should take the necessary steps to bring about the change in question
without delay.
Debate ensued.
Mr. O’Sullivan moved,—That the Question be amended by leaving out all the words after the word
“ That,” and inserting the words “a Select Committee be appointed to consider and report upon
11 the subject of State Insurance or Old-age and Invalidity Pensions.
“ (2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Ncild, Mr, O’Sullivan, Mr. Chapman, Mr. O’Reilly,
“Mr. Bull, Mr. Haynes, Dr. Graham, Mr. Cook, Mr. McGowcn, and Mr. McLean,” instead
thereof.
Question proposed,—That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the Question.
Debate continued..
Question put,—That the words proposed to be left out stand part of the Question.
The House divided.
Ayes, 10.

Noes, 51.

Dr. Koss,
Mr. Hogue,
Mr. Hnynos,
Mr. Ecklen,
Mr. Black,
Mr. Suneon Phillips,
Mr. Nicholson,
Mr. Joines Thomson.
Tellers,

Mr. Ncild,
Mr. Thomas,

’

Mr, M. T. Phillips,
Mr. See,
Mr, Willis,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Wright,
Mr. O'Sullivan,
Mr. Schoy,
Mr. Jessep,
Mr, Chapman,
Mr. Sydney Smith,
Mr. J-trunker,
Mr. Perry,
Mr. Newman,
Mr. Hurley,
Mr. Travers Jones,
Mr. McFnrinnc,
Mr. Carroll,
Mr. Barnes,
Mr. Ly no,

Mr. Pycrs,
Air. Mackay,
Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Wood,
Mr. Thomas Brown,
Air. Atacdonald,
Mr. Watkins,
Mr. Anderson,
Mr. Whiddon,
Mr. Gould,
Mr. Bavister,
Mr. Millard,
Mr. Cruickshank,
Mr. Hughes,
Mr, Hawthorne,
Mr. Wilks,
Air, Cook,
Mr. Ball,
Mr. Wheeler,

Mr. Reid,
Mr. Cnnn,
Air. Smnilos,
Air. Lonsdale,
Mr. Cotton,
Mr. Young,
Mr. Goodwin,
Air. Attlcck,
Air. McGowcn
Air. Begun,
Air. Miller,
Air. Garrard,
Mr. Law,
Air, Morgan.
Tellers,

Air, Moore,
Mr. AlcLoan.

And so it passed in the negative.
And Mr. Anderson requiring that the Committee he appointed by Ballot,—
Question put,—That the words proposed to be inserted in the place of the words left out be so
inserted,—and voices given,—Mr. Speaker stated his opinion that the Ayes had it.
"Whereupon Division called for, and Air, Speaker having, in accordance with Standing Order
No. 218, directed the Members to take their seats to the right and left of the Chair respectively,
declared the determination of the House to he in the affirm alive, as there were only two Members
in the minority who had challenged his decision.
The following are the names of the Members in the minority, viz.:—Mr. Hogue and Mr. Affleck.
Question, as amended,—
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to consider and report upon the subject of State
Insurance or Old-age and Invalidity Pensions.
(2.) That such Committee consist of
*
*
*
*
*
put and passed.
"Whereupon the House proceeded to the Ballot, and Air. Speaker declared the following to be the
Commitlee duly appointed:—Mr. O’Sullivan, Air. Cook, Air. Ncild, Dr. Graham, Air. Chapman,
Air, AIcLeau, Air, "Wilks, Air. McGowen, Air. O'Reilly, and Air. Scliey.

Votes

834
4
Votes No. 21.

3.

Tiiujisjur, 25 Jone, 1S9G.

Old-age Pesstoits :—Ordered,

on motion of Mr. 0'Snllivan, that the following Message be carried
to the Legislative Council:—
Mn. Pbesident,—
The Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee on “ Old-age Pensions,”
and the Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable Sir Arthur Eemvicb, Knight, a
Member of the Legislative Council, in reference thereto, requests that the Legislative Council will
give leave to its said Member to attend and be examined by the said Committee on such day and
days as shall be arranged between him and the said Committee.
Legislativn Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 2oth June, 1S9G.

13.

Old-age Pessioss

Mr.

:—Mr. Speaker reported the following Message from the Legislative Council:—

Speaker,—

In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 25th June, 1896,
requesting leave for the Honorable Sir Arthur Kemvick, Knight, a Member of the Legislative
Council, to attend and be examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly on
“ Old-age Pensions,”, the Council acquaints the Assembly that leave has been granted to its said
Member to attend and be examined hy the said Committee if he think fit.
Legislative Council Chamber,
JOHN LACKEV, ■
Sydney, 2oth June, 1896.
President.

Votes No. 24.

Thursday, 2 July, 1896.

3. Olp-age Pexsiojts:—Ordered,

on motion of Mr. O’Sullivan, that the following Message bo carried
to the Legislative Council:—
Mb. President,—
Tho Legislative Assembly having appointed a Select Committee on “ Old-age Pensions,”
and the Committee being desirous to examine the Honorable Andrew G-arran, LL.D., the Honor
able Henry Norman MacLaurni, M.D., LL.D., and the Honorable Louis Francis Hcydon, Members
of the Legislatve Council, in reference thereto, requests that the Legislative Council will give leave
to its said Members to attend and he examined by the said Committee on such day and days as
shall be arranged between them and the said Committee.
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1896.

11.

Old-age Pensions:—Mr.

Me.

Speaker reported.the following Message from the Legislative Council:—

Speaker,—

In answer to the Message from the Legislative Assembly, dated the 2nd July, 1890,
requesting leave for the Honorable Andrew Oar ran, the Honorable Henry Norman MacLaurin,
and the Honorable Louis Francis Heydon, Members of the Legislative Council, to attend and be
examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assemby on “ Old-age Pensions,” the
Council acquaints the Assembly that leave has been granted to its said Members to attend and be
examined by the said Committee if they think fit.
Legislative Council Chamber,
JOHN LACKEY,
Sydney, 2nd July, 1896.
President.

Votes No. 56.

12.

Wednesday,

16

Sepxejibkh,

1896.

"

:—Mr. O’Sullivan, as Chairman, brought up the Keport from, and laid upon the
Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose
consideration and Keport this subject was referred on 10th June, 1896; together with Appendix.
#######*
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1896.

OLD-AGE PENSIONS.

EEPOKT.
The Select Committee of tlie Legislative Assembly, appointed on 16th June, 1896,
to consider and report upon the subject of State

Insurance or Old-age and

Invalidity Tensions^ have agreed to tlie following Report:—

Your Committee find, from the extensive literature on the question of old-age
pensions, that the subject is now engaging the attention of the leading statesmen,
philosophers, and sociologists in Europe and elsewhere, and there can be no doubt
that the proposal is well within the range of practical politics. Your Committee
have inquired into the matter at considerable length, and after carefully studying
the mass of information collected in the form of evidence, reports, enactments, and
writings, they have arrived at the conclusion that it is both desirable and practicable
to establish the following
Mecommen dations,

1. A system of old-age pensions by which every person in the community who is
above the age of 60 years, who has been a resident of New South Wales for
15 year's, and whose income does not exceed £50 per annum, should be
entitled to a pension of 10s. per week when single, while married couples
should be granted 15s. per week.
2. A system of invalidity pensions under wliich a sum of 10s. per week shall be
paid to all persons who are sick or infirm (such pension to last while the
invalidity prevails), provided that the recipient has subscribed Is. per
month for a period of five year’s to an invalidity fund worked through the
medium of some Eriendly Society of which the recipient is a member.
3. The boarding out of the more robust of the patients now in the Government
old-age asylums, according to the circumstances of the case, namely :—
(a) By boarding them out with relatives at the rate of 10s. per week each,
and 15s. for married couples.
_
(b) By boarding them out at the same rate with strangers, when relatives
are unable or unwilling to receive them.
_
(c) By granting them pensions of 10s. per week each, or 15s. for married
couples, and permitting them to provide for themselves, when they
wish to do so.
All such cases should be subjected toa kindly but non-inqui sitorial supervision
by the inspectors who now have charge of the children boarded out by the
State. The beneficial effect of boarding out these inmates would be twofold.
In the first place, the old people boarded out would live in a healthy and
bracing atmosphere, while their presence in country homes would be a
safeguard for the wives and children of farmers and selectors when the
head of the household was away; at the same time, the payment of the
10s. per week would be of material assistance to struggling settlers in the
payment of their rent and other expenses. Your Committee would recom
mend as a tentative measure that (say) 100 persons who may be deemed most
suitable for such an experiment be selected from the present inmates of tho
Government Asylums; that they be boarded out, part with their friends, and
part otherwise, and that careful notice be taken of their welfare, comfort,
satisfaction, &c., and that after twelve months a careful and comprehensive
report be compiled as to the results.
Should the report be favourable, a
larger and wider experiment might then be entered upon in the light of the
experience already gained.
Arguments
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Arguments in favour of Old-age Pensions.

Pensions, when properly safeguarded and applied, are not objectionable from
a democratic point of view. In the Republic of the United States the sum of
£382,352,900 had beenexpended up to the end of 1895 upon the soldiers and sailors
who fought for the Union in the great civil war and preceding conflicts from 1812.
The payments for 1895 were 140,959,301 dollars, and there were' then 751,456
invalids and. 219,068 widows in receipt of these pensions. Great Britain also makes
a fair provision for her disabled or aged soldiers and sailors. To some of the latter,
outdoor pensioners of Greenwich Hospital, the average paid is £36 per year, while
petty officers receive as high as £45 and £50 per year. Other countries also make
liberal provision for aged or disabled soldiers and sailors. These arc concessions to
which no objection can be taken, save on the ground of abuse—a complaint
sometimes alleged against the American system. Tour Committee are therefore
of opinion that while it is right to concede these pensions to aged or disabled men
who have served their country on land or sea, it is equally just and humane to
provide for. the old age of all persons who have for a fair period assisted to create
our civilisation, aided in the development of the resources of the country, and helped
to bear tlie public burdens of the community hy the payment of taxes. Tliey hold,
in fact, that men and women may serve their country as well in the paths of peace
as soldiers and sailors do in time of war, and the former are, therefore, just as
worthy of consideration as the latter.
Safeguards for the System.

_ As necessary precautions for the safeguarding of this provision of old-age
pensions from abuse, your Committee would suggest "that the following conditions
should he imposed, in addition to those already stipulated :—
1. That the recipient is residing in the Colony at the date when the claim to
the pension is established.
.
2. That tlie recipient has resided continuously for not less than three years
immediately preceding the date of application, and intends to continue to
reside in blew South Wales. Such pension to be forfeited in the event of
the recipient leaving the Colony; reasonable provision being allowed for
temporary absence.
'
3. That the recipient is not the holder of a pension or allowance of 10s. per
week from other sources.
4. That where the recipient has been in prison, the time thus lost to the com
munity should be deducted from the fifteen years5 residence necessary to
establish a claim to an old-age pension.
*
The Old-age Pension to go as a Free Gift from the State.

That as the evidence shows that the compulsory system of State insurance or
old-age pensions as worked in Germany is unsatisfactory to the working classes there,
and would be likely to be still more objectionable to people of British origin, and also
that a contributory scheme would not be generally sustained by tlie working classes,
your Committee recommend that tho old-age pensions should go as a free gift from the
State iu recognition of services rendered to it. The pension should be conceded as
a right, not as a pauper dole, and its reception ought not in any 'way to be
looked upon as making an invidious distinction.
The invalidity pension being
an extra benefit, in which all persons may participate for a small payment per
month, your Committee think it possible that such a scheme might be worked
on the voluntary contribution plan, more especially if country post-offices were
utilised as a means of aiding the I’ricndly Societies to collect the money. The
scheme would also have the effect of making Rriendlv Societies more largely
availed of.
'
° 57
Cost of the System Peeommended,

The evidence of the actuarial experts cited hy the Committee goes to show
that a system of old-age pensions to apply to all persons over GO years of age would
cost about £1,400,000 per year. Such a scheme is beyond the financial compass of
the community, and your Committee therefore, while admitting the justice of
allowing all taxpayers to participate in such a benefit, have been compelled to
confine
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confine their recommendation to a scheme of reasonable proportions—that is, for all
persons over 60 who arc in receipt of less than £50 per year, and have been fifteen
years in the country. After making due allowance for the reduction of 5s. per week,
saved with regard to married couples, for the large number of persons who will
prefer to go on working after they have reached 60, and for those provided for by
Friendly Societies or from other sources, it is estimated that the scheme recom
mended by your Committee could be worked for about £90,000 per annum. The
Director of Charities, in his evidence, gives the sum of £36,634 per year as the
amount that would be required to provide for all persons now receiving outdoor
and indoor relief, exclusive of the asylums ; but there is a great deal of poverty
amongst elderly persons outside of those referred to by Mr. Sydney Maxted, and to
provide for all persons above 60 in necessitous circumstances your Committee
estimate that it will be necessary to add about £53,000 more, making a total of
£90,000 per annum as the cost of the scheme recommended.
Sources of Fund lo maintain the System.

Having thus outlined a scheme for old-age and invalidity pensions, your
Committee now proceed to suggest the means by which the plan may he "worked in
a practical manner. In doing so, they are guided by the idea that some of the
causes of poverty should be made the means of assisting to alleviate the distress they
help to create. When people are given to self-indulgence and pleasure they are not
likely to complain of a small addition to their expenditure. This 'would certainly be
the case rvhen they knew that the extra payments -would go to make provision for
their own old age, should misfortune overtake them, and remove that feeling of
despair—an incentive to drink—which comes over many necessitous people when
they reflect upon the blank and desolate future which lies before them. A tax upon
pleasure and self-indulgence is, therefore, defensible on the ground that those who pay
such an impost are entitled to share in the benefit of old-age pensions. In France a
proportion of the profits of theatres is devoted to charities. In Denmark the old-age
pensions are sustained by a tax upon lager beer. As the sport of liorse-racing is
largely productive of distress, your Committee have determined to utilise this
prominent feature in the amusements of the people of this country as one of the
means of revenue. They therefore recommend the following' as a scheme for raising
a sufficient amount of money per year for old-age pensions, without adding materially
to the burdens of the people :—
Per mmum.

The legalisation of the totalisator, from which it is
expected that a tax of 3-^-per cent, will give ...
The revenue from billiard licenses
. .
...
...
Fines for drunkenness and breaches of the Licensing
Act, estimated at.................
...
.................
Entertainment, and sports tax of Id. per ticket,
estimated at
. .
...
...
...
...
A 2 per cent, donation from the revenue received from
wines, spirits, tobacco, opium, and cigars (a total
of £1,105,701)
...........................................................
Saving on the cost of 25 per cent, of the inmates now
in the Asylums
...
...
...
...
...

Total

....................................

£35,000
8,000
6,000
8,000

22,000
11,000

£.)0,000

By the foregoing it will he seen that a sum ample for the purposes of sustain
ing the old-age pension fund recommended by your Committee can be obtained
without in any way distressing the community. There need be no extra duties
imposed upon wines, spirits, tobacco, cigars, &c., for it ought to be an easy matter
for any careful Grovernment to save the sum of £36,000 per year—the loss entailed
by devoting the percentage of revenue from wines, spirits, &c., the billiard licenses,
and the fines for drunkenness, &c., to an old-age pension fund. While the necessary
money will thus be raised for the object suggested, it is expected that the introduc
tion of the totalisator will tend to rid the sport of horse-racing of some of its evils.
Study
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Study of Appendices Recommended.

Your Committee would commend to the Members of your Honorable House
the desirability of carefully studying the literature on the question of old-age pensions
contained in the Appendices, in which many valuable ideas and suggestions will be
found. The Bill of the New Zealand Government and the draft measure submitted
by Mr. W. P. Schey, M.P., a member of this Committee (dealing with a tentative
proposal for voluntary contribution), are also worthy of your attention.
Synopsis of various Old-age Pension proposals.

The following is a summary of the plans for old age and invalidity pensions
now being worked or considered by various nations in Europe, Great Britain, and
elsewhere:—
The first prominent fact that has struck your Committee is, that outside of
private saving and endowment insurance, there is practically no provision for old age.
Although, at least, two of them are taking steps in this direction, none of our
Friendly Societies provide for old age to any great extent.
They confine their
operations mainly to sickness, death, and burial. Some of them, under the name
o^ superannuation, provide for old age and disability ; and by thus providing a sort
of old-age pension, under the name of sick relief, tend to reduce their financial
soundness, as their contributions are based on statistics of sickness alone.
Many schemes have been propounded for old-age pensions, some eighteen
having been put forward, mostly in England, during the last fifteen years, none of
which have, up to date, been put into force in any country. Of these, four are on
the basis of specific and compulsory contribution to create a specific fund ; nine for
the creation of a specific fund by voluntary contributions; and five more or less
directly compulsory and providing pensions for all, without any direct contributions
from the individual. Particulars of these will be found in the Appendices.
In addition, provident schemes directly administered by the State are in active
operation in Germany, Denmark, and Austria.
In Germany the old age law is
compulsory on all men and women over 16 years of age in the following three
classes—(1) Persons who are employed as workmen, assistants, apprentices, or
servants, and receive for their services payment or wage ; (2) persons who are
engaged in business as assistants in shops, and apprentices whose yearly earnings do
not exceed £100; (3) persons employed for payment or wage as members of the
crews of German ships. The benefits are:—After five years’payments, invalidity
alloAvancc may he claimed, ranging from £5 14s. 8-1-d. to £7 Os. 3d. per annum, and
from 70 years of age a pension ranging from £5 6s. od. to £9 11s. jicr annum,
according to the wages received, which are divided into four classes. If death
occurs before 70 years, one-halt of the contributions is returned. Payments to the
fund are l^d. to lid. per week, half paid by the employer, and half by the employee,
the State merely enforcing, administering, and guaranteeing benefits.
_In Denmark, since 1891, all poor over 60 arc assisted. They are divided into
deserting poor, to whom pensions are paid; and undeserving poor, to whom poor
relief is given. Administration is by public but local authorities, who raise the
necessary funds by a local rate, the whole being assisted by a contribution of about
£111,000 per annum derived from a tax on lager beer. The fund is entirely distinct
from parish relief, and the system is said to be very popular with all classes of the
people except the loafers, whose lot is made harder by its enactment.
1 n Austria it appears that every man can claim a pension. The Emperor
Joseph II decided that at 60 a man should have the right to claim from his native
town or commune a pension equal to one-third of the average daily wage he had
received during his working years. This pension was to he regarded in exactly the
same light as the soldier s pension—not as a charity, but as a reward for past
services. In Vienna arc six old-age homes, an institution peculiar to Austria, the
first of which was instituted as far hack as the thirteenth century by the citizens of
Vienna. _ Inmates may wear any clothes, and no uniform is permitted. They may
have their own furniture so far as minor articles are concerned, and, instead of being
provided with food, each inmate is allowed 26 kreuzers (about 5d.) per day to
purchase just what they wish. A special restaurant is provided under strict super
vision, and all food is supplied at contract prices. Otherwise it is carried on exactly
the same as any other restaurant in the city. Improper expenditure entails first
warning.
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warning, then stoppage ^and bad conduct causes exclusion from the home. Similar
homes exist in various parts of the empire and seem to be popular and well liked
both by the inmates and the people at large.
In Holland there is a voluntary pension fund, to which a number of em
ployers pay an amount nearly equivalent to that paid by their employees. At
present it covers only a few of the larger employers and their workmen, amounting
to a few thousands only. It was established in 1888, and seems to to be well thought
of in its own country.
In Italy the Legislature discussed the subject in 1883, and in July, 1890, a
Committee of the Chamber of Deputies presented a favourable report on a Bill to
institute a State-aided scheme. A fund was to be founded by voluntary contri
butions, not necessarily continuous, and not beyond a yearly maximum of £25 per
individual. The State was to add a small subsidy, but not to be responsible for
benefits. Pensions according to payments made were to be payable at 60 to those
who had subscribed for twenty years, and no pension was to exceed £25 per annum.
The fund was to be open only to Italian workmen and workwomen belonging to
some mutual aid society.
Prance has an old-age pension fund since 1850, the State assisting by a
guarantee of 5 per cent, compound interest on all payments made by work-people,
male and female. The fund has been used mainly by Government servants, priests,
school-teachers, and small investors who wish good interest. Consequently it has
largely failed to benefit the class it wras intended for ; and less than a million
subscribers. The average amount of pensions is very small and does not exceed
£2 14s. per annum. The Prench Government, however, a year or two ago, laid'
before the Chamber of Deputies the boldest financial scheme of State-aided pensions
for old age which has yet been proposed in Europe. Under it contributions to a
national fund arc to be paid—three-tenths by the employer, three-tenths by the
workman, and four-tenths by the State. Advantage is to. be taken of existing
benefit and similar societies in the collection of contributions and the payment of
pensions.
^Membership is to be purely voluntary, and contributions to vary
from a minimum of hi. per day to a maximum of Id. per day "while
employed. Persons are expected to become contributors at 25, and to pay
in for thirty years, after which time pension may be claimed, but must not
exceed a total income to any individual of £24 (600f.) per annum. Membership is
to be open only to those whoso annual income does not exceed 3,000 francs (£120)
per annum. The fund is to draw some 100,000 francs (£4,000) per annum from
a tax on foreign "workmen at the rate of 10 centimes (Id.) per day per capita, to he
paid in every case by the employer of such foreigner.
In New Zealand there is now a Bill before the Legislature providing for
old-age pensions for all persons whose income docs not exceed £50 per year, who
have been twenty years in that Colony.
Thanks for Assistance.

In conclusion, your Committee desire to place on record their appreciation of
the valuable assistance they received from the various witnesses examined, and
also from Mr. William S. Monde, the Clerk of Select Committees of the Legislative
Assembly.
1
E. W. O’SULLIVAN,
Chairman.
No. 2 Committee Hoorn,
Legislative Assembly,
l§th September, 1896.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

THURSDAY,

18

JUNE,

189(3.

Membebs Present:—

Dr. Graham,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. O’SulliTan,

Mr. Cook,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. O’Keilly,

Mr. Schcy.
Mr. O’Sullivan called to the Chair.
_
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read ky the Clerk.
Besolved,—That the Committee meet on Wednesday and Thursday in each week.
_
Ordered,—That the Government Statistician and Mr. Sydney Maxted be summoned to give
evidence next meeting.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

24

JUNE.

1890.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Ur. Graham,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Neild,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Wilks.
Mr. Schcy,
The Chairman read a statement, which he had prepared, in reference to the witnesses proposed to
be examined, the questions to be put to each witness, and the reports and other documents to be appended.
Ordered (on motion of Dr. Graham) to be printed and distributed to members of the Committee.
William Kidley (Act-inq Government Statistician) called in, sworn, and examined.
■Witness handed in Keturn from Census of 1891, showing population of New South Wales, also
occupations of persons of 65 years and upwards. [Appendix A.]
Witness withdrew.
.
George Henry Pitt (Chief Compiler, Statistician’s Office) called m, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o clock.]
THURSDAY,

25

JUNE,

1890.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Schey,

Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Me Go wen
Mr. O’Reilly,

Mr. Wilks.
Motion made (Mr. O'Reilly) and Question-1'That the representatives of i’riendly Societies be
requested to nominate representatives to give evidence before the Committee,'’ put and passed. _
_
Motion made (Mr. Wilks) and Question,—" That the proposal for the conduct of tho inquiry,
submitted bv the Chairman at the last meeting, be adopted, subject to future additions,’’ put and passed.
The Chairman read a letter from Mr. Wm. Ridley, Acting Government Statistician, m reference to the
number of persons whom be considered would be benefited by a system of “ Old-age Pensions," as against
the present Asylum system.
.
■
Sydney Maxted (Director of Charit-alle Institutions) called m, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned lill Wednesday next at Halfpast Tico o clock.]
WEDNESDAY, 1 JULY, 1896.
Members Present:—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Chapman,
I
Mr. Neild,
*
Dr. Graham,
'
|
Mr. McGowcn,
Mr. Schey.
.
.
The Clerk read the entries from Votes and Proceedings, containing Message to Legislative Council
requesting leave for Sir Arthur Ron wick to attend and be examined before the Committee, and Message
from Council, intimating that leave had been granted to its said Member to attend and bn examined if he
think fit,
,
Sydney Masted recalled and furthor examined.
Witness handed in copy of Dietary Table adopted in 1888 for the Benevolent Azyluvcw. [Appendix
B1.] Blank form to be filled in, showing tbo history of each person admitted to a charitable institution,
f Appendix B 2.1 Pot admission for the country. [Appendix B 8.]
.
Ordered—That Mr. G. H. Pitt, Chief Compiler, Statistician’s Office, be summoned to give evidence
next meeting, and that a letter bo written to Sir Arthur Renwidc, requesting his attendance on
Wednesday next.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o clock.

TSUESDAT,

11
2

THURSDAY,

JULY,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Chnpraan,
Dr. Graham,
Mr. McGowcn,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Schey,
Mr. Wilks.
George Henry Pitt recalled and further examined.
Witness handed in List of Friendly Societies, together with particulars of each.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock,]
WEDNESDAY,

8

\_Appcndicc

B 4.]

1896.

JULY,

Members Present :—

Mr. O'Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. McLean,

Dr. Graham,
Mr. Schey,

.
Mr. Wilks.
Tho Clerk, by direction of tho Chairman, read entries from Votes and Proceedings, containing
Message to Council asking leave for the Honorable Andrew Garran, LL.D., the Honorable Henry Norman
MacLaurm, M.D., LL.D., and the Honorable Louis Francis Heydon, to attend and give evidence before
tho Committee,and Message from Council, intimating that leave had been granted to its said Members to
attend and be examined if they think fit..
The Clerk then, by direction of the Chairman, read a letter from Mr. G. II. Pitt, Chief Compiler,
Statistician’s Oitice, containing certain information obtained from Colonel Bell, U.S. Consul, on the
question of Slate Pensions.
Ordered to be appended. [SW- Appendix D.]
Sir Arthur Bemvick (« Member oj the Legislative Council') called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
THURSDAY,

9

JULY,

4

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr, O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
I
Mr. McLean,
Mr. O’Keilly,
[
Mr. Schey,
Mr. Wilks.
Edmund Walcott Fosbory {Inspcctor-Qeneral of Rolice) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

15

JULY,

1896.

Members Present:—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
I
Dr. Graham,
j
Mr. Schey.
Joseph Creer {Superintendent, Government Labour Rureau) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
Kobert Thompson Paton {Government Medical Officer and Vaccinator) called in, sworn, and
examined.
Witness withdrew.
Fid ward. Maxted {Manager of the St/dney Benevolent Asylum) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. McGowen,

THURSDAY,

16

JULY,

1896.

Members Present :—■

'Mr, O’Sullivan in the Chair,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. McGowcn,
Mr. OTlcilly,

Dr, Graham,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Schey,

Mr. Wilks.
Edwai’d Maxted recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
■
•lames Anderson called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
George Henry Marsh called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Alfred Davis {Registrar of Eriendly Societies and Trade Unions') called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
[Adjonrned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

842
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22

IVEDN'ESDAY,

1S9G.

JULY,

MElfBEHS PeESENI :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. O’Eeilly,
|
Mr. Schey.
Alfred Davis recalled and further examined.
'Witness handed in list of the principal Orders, and particulars of sick and funeral benefits under
their rules. [Appendix E 1.] Statement showing the position of the various Orders, together with
receipts and expenditure for tho year 1SG3, the amount of funds at the beginning and end of that year,
also the number of members. [Appendix E 2.]
"Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Xo-morrow' at a Quarter to Three o’clock,]
.

23

THURSDAY,

JULY,

1896.

Meiibehs Present:—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Mr. Chapman,
Dr. Graham,
Mr. Schey,
Mr. "Wilks.
Cornelius Joseph Morrissey called in, sworn, and oxaminedt
' "Witness withdrew.
.
[Adjourned till "Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

29

JULY,

1890.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
j
Dr, Graham,
■
|
Mr. Schcy,
Mr. Wilks.
‘
Herbert Harrington Greene called in, sworn, and examined.
>
Witness withdrew,
Tho Chairman handed in copy of Deport from Select Committee of House of Itcprescntatives, Now
Zealand, on the question of “ Old-age Pensions also copy of “ Old-ago Pensions Bill ” (N.Z.)
Ordered to be appended. [Appendix E and P 2.]
John Alexander MeCubben called iu, sworn, ami examined.
"Witness withdrew.
Matthew Prideaux called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
‘
Thomas John Iredalc called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
John Hampton called in, sworn, and examined. ■
Witness withdrew'.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. McLean,

THURSDAY,

.

30

JULY,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’dullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. OTieilly,

Mr. McGowen,
Mr. Schey,

■
Mr. Wilks.
John Maxw-ell Main {City Missionary) called in, sworn, and examined.
"Witness withdrew.
Joseph Aloysius Beattie {Medical Superintendent, Liverpool Asylum) called in, sworn, and
examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

o

AUGUST,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. "McLean,
Mr. Schcy,
Mr. Wilks.
The Chairman
in copy of Workhouse Act, 30 Vic. No. VI [Appendix G 1]; and read a
letter from Air. Alfred Davis, Begistrar of Pricndly Societies and Trade Uuions, forwarding estimate of
amount required to provide a pension for all persons of 60 years and upwards and 65 years and upwards.
[Appendix G 2.]
David Garment {Assistant Actuary, Australian Mutual Erovidenf Society) called in, sworn, and
examined.
Witness withdrew,
William Headley Dovey {Actuary, Citizens TJfo Assurance Society) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in extracts from speeches by J. P. G-arvan, Esq., Managing Director, Citizens
Life Assurance Society, delivered at general meetings in 1895 and 1896 [Appendix H 1] ; copy of article
from Bankers’ Magazine on the subject of Eriendly Societies’ Old-age Pension Schemes [Appendix II 21.
Witpes? withdrew.
’
J
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
THURSDAY,

843
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TllUlltWAY,

AUGUST,

18DG.

Membees Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. McGowen,

Mr. McLean,
Mr. Schey,

Mr. 'Wilks,
Henry Norman MacLaurin, M.D., LL.D. (a Member of the legislative Council), called in, sworn,
and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Andrew Garran, LL.D. (a Member of the Legislative Council), called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a Quarter to Three o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY,

12

AUGUST,

189G.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
|
Mr. Schcy.
Prancis Kirkpatrick {Under Sccretarg for Einanec and Trade) called in, sworn, and examined,
"Witness withdrew.
Elizabeth Lilia Murray {Matron, Brush Farm) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
!Rev. Frederick Bertie Boyce called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Hugh McLaehlan {Secretary to the Railway Commissioners) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in scheme for the formation of Kailway Employees Provident and Pension Fund.
{Appendix

I. ]

'

Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till To-morrow at a
THURSDAY,

13

Quarter to Three

AUGUST,

o’clock.]

1S9G.

Members Present :—

Mr. O'Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. O’Eeilly,
Mr. Schey,
Mr. Wilks.
The Chairman read a letter from Mr. Sydney Maxted, Director of Charitable Institutions, giving
tho probable number of deserving poor over GO years of age in the Colony (outside the Government
asylums) likely to be brought Under the operations of a pension fund for that class. {Appendix J.]
Ordered to be appended.
William F raucis Schey (rt Member of the Committee) sworn and examined.
_ Witness handed in newspaper articles, by Dr. W, A. Dunter, on “Pensions for Old Age and
Provident Assurance for the Working Man” {Appendix Iv 1] ; article from “Nineteenth Century” for
August, 1895, by Miss Edith Kollars, on “Old-age Homes in Austria {Appendix K2], Draft of Old-ago
Provision Bill [Appendix K3].
Joseph Benjamin Oiiffe {Secretary of TattersalVs Club) called in, sworn, and examined.
'
'Witness withdrew.
’
Thomas Strottel Clibborn {Secretary of the Australian Jockey Club) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to he arranged by the Chairman,
Adjourned.
”
THURSDAY,

B

SERTEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan,
j
Mr. Wilks.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.
TUESDAY,

8

SEPTEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
|
Mr. O’Keilly,
_
Mr. Schey.
Committee deliberated.
The Chairman read a letter from S. 11. LTascltiuc, Esq., Secretary of the Adelaide Racing Club,
Containing information in reference to the working of tho Totalisator in Adelaide.
Ordered lo be appended. [Appendix L.]
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at half-past Two o’clock.]
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TUESDAY,

Id'

TUESDAY,

lo SEETEMBEJt, 1800.

jYI KMIlETta PitESENT :—

Mr. O’Sullivan,
|
Mr. Scliey.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

16 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
Mr, O’Sullivan in the Chair.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. McLean,
Mr. Schey,
Mr. Wilks.
The Chairman handed in newspaper paragraph referring to the levying of a tax on theatre receipts
in Paris, and tho handing over of portion of the stakes from the Grand Prix de Paris towards the support
of the poor. \_Appendix M.]
The Chairman then presented Draft Report, which was read a first time ptro forma.
Report considered.
Paragraphs 1 to 6 road, amended, and agreed to.
Paragraph 7 read and amended.
Question put,—“That the paragraph as amended stand part of the Report.”
Committee divided.
.
Ayes.
No.
Dr. Graham,
Mr. McLean.
Mr. 8chey,
Mr. Wilks.
And so it was resolved in the affirmative.
Paragraphs 8, 9, and 10 read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.
WEDNESDAY,

LIST OF WITNESSES.
Anderson, J...................................................
Ue.vttio, Dr. J. A..........................................
Boyce, Kov. F. B.........................................
Cannent, D....................................................
Clibborn, T. S..............................................
Creer, J...........................................................
Davis, A..........................................................
Dovey, \V. K...............................................
Fosbery, E. W..............................................
Garran, Hon. A., LL.D., M.L.C............
Greene, R. II................................................
Hampton, J...................................................
Iredalc, T. J..................................................
Kirkpatrick, F..............................................
MacLaurm, Hon. H. N., M.D., LL.D., M.L.C.
MeCubben, J. A.........................................
McLachkm, H.............................................
Main, J, M....................................................
Marsh, C. H.................................................
Maxted, J3.....................................................
Maxted, S.....................................................
Morrissey, C. J............................................
Murray, Mrs. K. L................. ....................
Oiiffe, J. B....................................................
Paton, Dr. R. T..........................................
Pitt, G. H.....................................................
Prideaux, M......................... .......................
Renwick, Hon. Sir A., M.L.C................
Ridley, W.....................................................
Schey, W. F., M.P......................................

CAGE.
37
53
67
56
3
25
40
56
26
63
43
4S
47
60
60
44
70
. 49
38
.32, 34
. 4,8
. 42
.
6
, 71
. 30
. 3, 16
. 46
. 20
.
1
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MINUTES-OF.EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON

OLD-AGE PENSIONS.

WEDNESDAY,

24 JUNE, 1800.

|3 rfsent:—

CHAPMAN,
GRAHAM,
Mh. MeLBAN,

Mb.
Dp.

Mh. NEILD,
Mb. O’SULLIVAN,
Mb. SCHEY,
Mh. WILKS.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Ciiaih.
Mr. William Ridley called in, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman.} Wlial position do you occupy ? I am Acting Statistician.
\V. Ridley.
2, Can you lay before us any information concerning the question of pauperism in New South Wales and
the adjoining colonics ? Yes ; I have some information here which I will read to the Committee, Tho first 24 June, 1S96.
is as to the definition of a “ pauper.’’ I consider a pauper to he a person absolutely dependent upon tho
State or public charitv. Children (persons under fifteen years of age), insane, and inmates of hospitals
and reformatories do not come under this category. As the inmates of many of the institutions conducted
by various organisatious are, as a rule, required to work, there arc necessarily very fow persons who might
bo termed paupers outside the State institutions. It is open to question whether persons receiving constant
relief of money and kind (either or both) from benevolent institutions should not be classed as paupers.
Reliable data are not available to show the number of persons in receipt of such permanent relief in New
South Wales. Prom the report of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales, Sydney, I give the
following information :—
*
Classification of cases receiving relief on the 31st December, 1S94.

200
7
105
3
22
53
74
13
89
12
17
3
14

widows, having the custody of 709 children.
mothers, with 25 children whoso fathers were insane.
widows, whoso old age and infirmities prevented their doing much work.
blind men and 2 blind women.
aged and destitute men, too infirm to maintain themselves without assistance, 3 having each a grown daughter,
and I a grandchild.
old and infirm married couples, 3 having 4 grandchildren.
women with sick and afflicted husbands, there being 23G children.
women, with 4'2 children whose fathers were in gaol.
deserted wives, left to provide for 2;>0 children. J
orphan children living with poor relatives.
cases where husbands were temporarily out of work, and prcssingly in need of help for their wives and 39
children ; 10 husbands were absent from home looking for work.
women, with 9 children whoso fathers were blind.
destitute women, having 23 children depending upon them.
Total:—GGt oases, comprising 797 adults, 1,301 children—in all, 2,155 individuals.

15. Does that give a fair idea of the operations of that society? So far as I know.
4. Dr, Graham.} So far as the returns are furnished to your Department? Quito so.
particulars with regard to the Government Institutions:—

These are

The Government Institutions, exclusive of hospirals for the insane, gaols, the State Children's Relief Department,
general hospitals (indoor and outdoor patients', and refuge', at tho end of IS95 accommodated 3,35S persons (2,73G men
and G02 women). The institutions supported by private charity, exclusive of the Benevolent Society of New South Wales,
Sydney (the report of which is attached), house about 194 old people, distributed as follow;—Home for the Aged Poor (R.C.),
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Randwiek,

’
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W. Ridley. Randwiek, 67 ; Sir Moses Montefiore Jewish Home, 10 ; Goulburn Benevolent Society, 3 ; Maitland Benevolent Society,
42 ; Newcastle Benevolent Society, 40 ; Grafton Benevolent Society. 2 ; and Windsor Benevolent Society, about 30. -tor
24 Junej 1896. purposes of comparison with returns of the other Colonies, the figures relating to Government Institutions alone have been
used. The number of paupers in the Government Asylums of New South Wales is shown below : —
Adults in Government Asylums for Infirm and Destitute, and percentage to Population.
PerljOOOYear.

Number.
Adult Population.

1390
1891
1802
1893
1894
1895
1896

.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
.....................................................................
(to 8th February)................................

Total Populal. o .

2-2
2-2
2-4
2-6
2-6
2-7
2-8

3-5

2,448
2,593
2,912
3,146
3,252
3,425
3,540

3-6
3-9
4-2
4-2
4-3
4’5

I assume an adult pauper to be a person 15 years of age and over.
,
5. Those persons are supported as in-door patients practically ;—there is no system of out-door relief
as applied to these institutions, I presume ? 1 think not; I have a return of tho paupers in the Govern
ment Asylums of the Australasian Colonies, which gives these figures :—
Hxpenditure.
Number of Paupers
Total Adult
at end of j ear
Population (IS years
(latest available
and over).
information).

Colony.

New South Wales ......................
Victoria.............................................
Queensland ....................................
Western Australia........................
Tasmania................................... .
New Zealaud ................................

*3,356
2,228
837
338
235
741
925

780,547
770,204
356,986
ona ^14
50^379
94,992
407,781

* Includes cancer, consumption, and ophthalmic cases.

Proportion of
Paupers per l.OOfl of Total (exclusKo of
adult population. cos! of construction,
&c.)-

Pe Inmate.

£ s. d.
14 7 3

£
51,017
26,218
11.270
+15,912
+10,700
8,275
7

4-30
2-89
2-34
1 *fV2

4-06
7-80
2-27

t Including cost of oot-door relief, which cannot bo separated.

12

2

6

13

9

4

10 19

9

J Cannot be stated.

G. That gives the .figures as regards the poor in Government Asylums ;—have you any return sliowingthe
number of indigent people supported by other charitable agencies in these colonies—a return, for
instance, similar to that you just read, showing the various benevolent societies in Sydney ? Ido not
think we have that information with regard to the other colonics. The following table is from the Census
lie turn of Kew South Wales:—
1361.
Sexes.

*

1801.

IS SI.

1671.

Persons
Persons
Persons
Persons
of 65
Bread
Tota
of (if>
Bread*
Total
Total
Breadof 65
Total
Bread
of 05
years
and
population isdnners. years and population winners. years and imputation winners. years and population winners.
upwards.
upwards.
upwards.
upwards.

Males..................... 198,488
Pcmales................ 162,372
Total ....... 350,860

132,408
28,806
161,214

3,471
1,479
4,950

275,551
228,430
503,981

i
171,320! 7,284 1411,149
30,373 3,432 1 340,319
207,693 10,716

751,468

332,385^ 16,649
262,601 11,560
54,963' 0,847
i

608,003
515,961

317,654 18,413

1,123,954

89,502 11,692
471,837j 28,341

Wage-earners, 1891.—The wage-earners (specified occupations) when the Census was taken in 1891
numbered:—
Males............ 245,175
Pcmalcs............. 5-1,857
Total............ 300,032
7. Whom do you include under the term 11 wage-earners—what exact meaning do you give to that term;
would it include the malc.population who are not paupers ? All those returned in the Census schedules
as earning wages and salaries. The following information concerning breadwinners is taken from Wealth
and Progress ;—
.
BKEADWIXhEKS.
The breadwinners may be subdivided into divisions indicating their status as workers. Persons who were employed,
but who neglected to state whether they were wage-earners or not, have been assumed to belong to the grade of wageearners ; and Civil Servants and other State employees have been included in the same category :—
arrvlo.

Males.

Females.

Total.

Employers
..........................................................................
Persons 'working on their own account.........................
Relatives assisting.................................................................
Wage-earners ..........................................................................
Persons not rightly classified either as cmplojers or
wage-earners ................................................................
Unemployed .............................................................................
Not specified ..........................................................................

53,403
49,482
8,943
245,175

2,640
14,12.3
7,520
54,857

56,043
6.3,605
16,469
300,032

6,597
18,512
273

7,517
2,810
29

14,114
21,322
302

Total breadwinners ........................................
^l,Others ..................................................................

382,385
225,618

89,502
426,449

471,887
652,067

Total population, exclusive of Aborigines,..

608,003

515,051

1,123,954
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The employers comprise breadwinners who are assisted in their occup.itii'ns by paid workers ; the wage-earners W. Ridley,
whom they employ numbered 256,734:, being the total stated above less 43,2!1S who were employed in domestic pursuits
and not assisting the breadwinners. The proportion of wage-earners to every 100 employers was, therefore, 458, an average 24 June, 1896.
pointing to a very large number of small employers. Persons working on their own account are extiemoly numerous, and
are especially strong amongst the farming classes and those following trading pursuits,
Tho persons uot rightly assignable to any of the three classes just mentioned largely comprise those who derive
incomes from sources which cannot bo directly related to any occupation, and who are popularly styled as of independent
moans, the remainder being persons who vaguely described themselves as capitalists, householders, mine-owners, contractors,
merchants, and the like,
Tho relatives returned as assisting do not form a very numerous ciass. They are mainly found engaged in agricul
tural pursuits, in which there wore 7,617 males and 6,325 females ; the fewness of the females is accounted for by the fact
that domestic duties take up the whole of their time, and even if such were not the case the only branch of farming in
which their services could be profitably utilised is dairying.

DEPfcNDtNTS.
The dependents may be grouped under four sub-divisions :—(a) persons employed in household duties without wages,
and of these there were 210,799, viz., 210,701 females and oniy 98 mules ; (6) persons of tender years unable to earn their
own livelihood, numbering235,590, of whom 118,454 were males and 117,136 females ; (c) relatives and others not performing
household duties, who numbered 96,140 males and 94,123 females, in all 190,263 ; and (of) persons dependent on charity, or
under legal detention ; of this class there were 12,551 persons, viz., 8,593 males and 3,958 females.
The persons performing household duties without wages are chiefly wives and daughters of breadwinners; the
number who could not ho so described was 21,909. The relatives and orhers not performing household duties were for the
moat part aged persons, the parents or grandparents of the breadwinners. There were, however, some young persons
returned under this category; these comprised daughters or wives, who could not be eiassed ns performing domestic duties,
or who desired not to be so described. The larger portion of the persons dependent on charity were living in public
institutions, and, classed according to age, were as follow :—
Age Groups.

Under 5 years ................................................................
J5 Years and under IS ___ _____________________________
15
20
25
45
65

,,
„
,,

„
„
„
,,

20
25
45
65

..................................................................
..................................................................
..................................................................
..................................................................

and unwards Acre not stated.................................................................
Total .

j

Males.

Females

Total.

338
1,778
'504

187
929
257
523
2,850
2,133
1,701
13

151
849
307
279
1,073
S26
460
13

802
3,923
2,959
2,161
26

8,593

3,958

12,551

The indigent people of 65 years and upwards numbered 2,161 ; the total number of persons in the Colony of these
ages was 28,365, so that it may he said that out of every 100 persons who reach 65 years, S will enter the asylums for the
destitute.

I liaml in, for the information of the Committee, detailed information concerning the foregoing, taken
from the Census for 1891 [Appendix A]. Apart from the information given from my office, I have
prepared a list of books which, I think, would throw considerable light on the subject in hand. The books '
are as follows:—The State and Pensions in Old Age (Spender) ; Contemporary Review, Jan.-June, 1891,
vol. 59; Pensions and Pauperism (Wilkinson) ; Problem of the Aged Poor (Drage) ; Aspects of the
Social Problem (Boaanquot) ; Some Poor Belief Questions (Lubbock); Fortnightly Review, 1891, vol. 50;
"Royal Commission on Labour (Blue Book) ; Poreign Beports—Denmark, Sweden and Norway, Spain and
Portugal, Austria-IIungary, and Balkan States. I would also specially recommend that the Committee
obtain a copy of the paper read before the Institute of Actuaries, on the 27th April, 1891, by Mr. T. E.
Young, B.A., which deals ivith the German scheme, both from economic and actuarial standpoints, and
which is reported to bo by far the best treatise of its kind published ; also, the Fourth Special Beport of
the Commissioners of Labour on Compulsory Insurance, 1893, which was prepared at the request of the
United States Government.
8. I am not quite sure whether, among the figures quoted, you gave the percentage of people over 65 years
of age to the total population of the Colony Y Lro, I have not given that, but it can easily be worked out
from the figures quoted.
9. Mr. Chapman.] IV7hat was the proportion of paupers per 1,000 of adult population in New South
Wales ? The proportion was 4‘30.
Mr. George Henry Pitt called in, sworn, and examined :—
10. Chairman.] What position do you occupy ? Chief Compiler in the Statistician’s office.
11. 1 understand you desire to give some information bearing on the subject before the Committee ? In q. jj. pitt.
the figures he gave Mr. Bidley omitted to state the percentage of paupers in the United Kingdom. In
England and Wales the proportion of paupers was 713 per 1,000; in Scotland, 6 51; in Ireland, 9'60; 24 June, 1896.
and in the United Kingdom, 7'37. In this Colony the percentage is 4'8 per 1,000. I ivould point out to
the Committee that Hazell’s Annual gives, particulars of the old-age pension schemes in a very concise form.
There are twelve English schemes, including the Friendly Societies’ scheme. Then there is the German
scheme, which is now working ; tlie Danish scheme, which is working ; and then there are the schemes of
France and Italy. Through the courtesy of Mr. Anderson, the Librarian, we have unearthed two more—
those of Denmark and Sweden and Norway. Austria-Hungary and the Balkan States arc also investi
gating the question. If the Committee desire it, I will mark extracts in JIaseIVs Annual and other
books on the subject, which I think will afford them useful information.
12. Dr. Graham.] Do you think that the forms provided in this Colony with regard to poor returns are
satisfactory ? No. An immense amount of zeal is necessary on the part of anyone endeavouring to
compile that portion of the statistics relating to our charities. The information, such as it is, 1 respect
fully suggest, should be laid before the Committee. First of all I would point out that the sectarian
bodies always have a suspicion that wo are prying into their affairs wilh an ulterior motive, and they will
only give us a few details. One prominent body generally works these things ; the number of the insti
tutions which other bodies control being very small indeed. Then, again, they will not understand the
forms, no matter how plainly they are drafted. For instance, they will return 3,000 or 4,000 meals, and
not
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Q-. H. Pitt, not the distinct person to whom the relief was given, Por this reason we cannot give accurate data as to
fZ '"'"“'V the poverty existing outside the Government institutions and the extent of outdoor relief granted from

24 June, 1896, prjTate gources

^

13. So that such outdoor relief might or might not exist, so far as your returns go ? I am quite certain
it exists.
14. But you have no data to go upon ? "Well, J am exorcised as to what constitutes a pauper. One of
the authorities on this subject takes the same position on that point that I do. He says it is difficult
to define what really is a pauper. We do not consider the insane as paupers; nor do we consider children
as paupers, because the State stands in the position of a parent until they arrive at the ago of maturity,
and then it has nothing further to do with them, liken again outdoor hospital patients are not paupers.
There is not the slightest doubt, however, that a tremendous number of those receiving doles from the
Benevolent Asylum in Sydney should be classed as paupers. I have nothing to guide me in defining who
are paupers. Possibly we could pretty well double the number returned as paupers. Some hard-and-fast
definition should be laid down to determine what is a pauper.
15. Do you think that if you had some more complete form of obtaining returns it would help you very
much? If we only had the law behind our backs the whole of the returns could be splendidly collected.
I take the opportunity of mentioning that with regard to mills, manufactures, agriculture, and other
industries, if we only had the law behind our backs our office would be ten times more useful than it is.
The machinery is there, and it only wants to be put into operation.
THURSDAY, 25 JUNE, 1890.
•jjhmnt:—

Mn. O’REILLY,
Ain. SCHEY,
Mn. WILKS,

Mu. CHAPMAN,
Dit. GRAHAM,
Mu. McLEAN,
E. W.

Mb. McGOWEN.
Esq., in

O’SULLIVAN,

the

Chair.

Mr, Sydney Maxted called in, sworn, and examined:—
S. Mnxted. 16. Chairman.] What position do you occupy ? Director of Charitable Institutions.
_
17. You understand that this Committee is sitting to inquire into the question of State insurance, old25 June, 1896. age and invalidity pensions, and the general system of pauper relief in the colonics? Yes.
_
18. Ur. Graham.] What designation had vou before you bad the designation of Director of Charities ;■—
you had the same control, but under another name ? I have had the same control that I have now for
the last eight years.
19. Under what name? Under the name of Director of Government Asylums. There are several
designations—Director of Government Asylums, Boarding-out Officer under the Stale Children s Relict
Act, Chief Officer under the Children’s Protection Act. and General Supervisee of subsidised institutions,
when required under the Act.
20. So that you were familiar with tho conditions of the poor before you became Director of Charities ?
Yes, for the last twenty years, 1 suppose, in one form and another. Before proceeding with my evidence
I should like to explain an apparent difference in the percentage of State paupers in the Asylums for the
Infirm and Destitute in New South Wales as compared with the other colonics. This was referred to
yesterday by the Acting Statistician. The reason of this difference is that hero we have a very much
larger number of hospital patients. We include the consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic patients, who, iu
the other colonies, are provided for in separate institutions apart from the Government Asylums for tho
Infirm and Destitute. We rank thorn here as ordinary paupers. Tho members of tho Committee, and
particularly Dr. Graham, will understand what 1 mean by reference to tho death-table for the year 1895.
You will see there the number who died from active diseases as compared with the number who died
naturally from old age.
_
21. Does not that class of indigent poor also rank as an ordinary pauper in England ? In connection
with English workhouses, such eases as those of paralysis and rheumatism and others, which you would
call chronic cases, would be so treated, but not so in regard to cancer cases and consumptive cases,
'
22. The former being diseases of old age ? Yes. Last year there were 731 deaths at the Government
Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute, and of lhat number 239 occurred from senile debility. I may say
that at that time the total number of inmates was 3,200, men and women. The number has now reached
nearly 3,000. There were 52 deaths from cancer, 102 from phthisis, 12 from asthma, 38 from bronchitis,
13 from pneumonia, 26 from influenza, and 17 from diarrhoea. The other diseases do not go beyond
single figures. They include peritonitis, gastritis, dyspepsia, Bright’s disease, diseases of the bladder,
injury to hip, tumour, and malignant growth. No cases of that character arc dealt with in the asylums
of the other colonies.
23. The diseases you read out just now, such as bronchitis, influenza, diarrhoea, and pneumonia, are those
which occur among old people, therefore the fact to which you allude should not account for the enormous
increase of pauper patients in the asylums here over the number in other colonies? I am simply pointing
out that in the other colonies they do not deal with that class of patients in the asylums similar to those
under my control. They have separate hospitals for them.
24. But they have no hospital in Victoria for people with chronic diseases ? They have for the con
sumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic cases, according to the information [ obtained in connection with a
recent inquiry, and I will give the figures directly. In regard to the other colonies, the following returns
have been supplied for 1894-5, In the Victorian Asylums there is one inmate to every 516 of the
population. The cost of the ordinary yard inmates was £13 3s. 9d. per head per annum. That would
be exclusive of hospital inmates. The casuals—those are the people who go in and out of the asylum,
and who just get food and occasionally lodge for a, few days, and who are not supplied with clothing—
cost per head £9 3s. 7d. This is not inclusive of cancer, consumptive, and ophthalmic patients. Our
returns do include patients of that class. The cancer patients in Victoria cost £37 5s. fid. In fiouth
Australia the proportion of paupers returned is 1 to every 1,095 of the population. This only rclales to
the asylums, aud iu that colony, I understand, they depend mostly on the outdoor relief.
_
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25. Tho proportion, then, in SouLh Australia is double that in Victoria? Yes; but they keep more! S. Mailed,
people outside there than is tbo ease in Victoria, and outside patients are not classified as paupers, because (
the relief ia only partial. In South Australia the general average cost is £13 4s. 4d , as regards the 2^*,^urlC>18^^e,
asylums. The cancer, ophthalmic, and consumptive patients in ihat colony are not dealt with in the
ordinary benevolent asylums, and they cost £53 Gs. 7d. per head. In Queensland the proportion of
classified paupers to the population is 1 to every 540, and tho ordinary benevolent asylum cost is £13. It
will he seen that there is scarcely anydifferenre in the ordinary asylum cost in the three colonies, tho
highest being £13 10s. !)d., and the lowest £13 per head per annum. In Queensland, as elsewhere, the
consumptive, ophthalmic, and cancer paupers are dealt with iu separate institutions, and their annual
average capitation cost is given as £71 2s. That is about equal to ordinary hospital cost here. Now we
come to our colony, where the proportion to population, so far as the G-overmnont asylums arc concerned,
is 1 to every 431, aud the general average cost is £14 7s. 3d., or an average of nearly £1 a year higher
than tho cost in the other three colonies. But these include something like 1,700 hospital paticnls out
of a total number of inmates of 3,600, and of these hospital patients there will be fully 300 phthisical
cases, 100 cancer cases, and 300 ophthalmic cases. I had an analysis made three months ago as far as
possible of the two broad divisions of hospital and general inmates, technically known as yard inmates, so
as to enable me to make a comparison with the other colonies, with the result that our general inmates
cost £11 ISs. Sd. per head, and the all-round hospital cases £19 Is. lid. You will understand that I
could not separate the medical comforts of the cancer and consumptive patients from those of tho other
ordinary inmates of the hospital.
26. Suppose a man of, say, 25, 30, or 35 years of age presents himself at the Government depot in Sydney,
and is told that he has got somo serious disease ;—being destitute, he is not sent to the hospital, but is
sent to one of your asylums ? He would be sent immediately to Dr. Paton, who decides at once whether
it is a case for the general hospital, or a case for ono of my asylums. If he gives an order that the
patient is a proper person for admission into one of my institutions, it is never questioned. But there is
a safeguard at the institution. There is a check medical examination there, aud if the Medical Superin
tendent finds that the case is one which should be treated in a general hospital, an order is obtained from
tbo Medical Adviser to the Government, and the patient is immediately sent to one of the hospitals—
the Prince Alfred Hospital, the Sydney Hospital, or perhaps the Coast Hospital.
27. "What I want to emphasise is this : A patient goes to Dr. Paton, who is the Government officer for
receiving the sick and sending them to your institutions, and if he finds that the patient is chronically ill,
and is destitute, he sends him on to you ? Yes.
2S. In other countries such patients would go to somo hospital ? In Queensland some cases would go.
Por instance, suppose it was a consumptive or cancer case, in the other colonies it would go into another
kind of institution altogether.
29. So that is how it comes about that our numbers are so high ? To a great extent that is so : but
whether the difference is altogether accounted for by that fact I cannot say, because I cannot get accurate
returns from the other colonies.
30. Mr. O’lleilly^] Surely it is a fact that 95 per cent, of the patients in the asylums under your charge
are over 60 years of age? The proportion is not as great as 95 per cent. Wo have 3,600 inmates, and
about 2,300 of those are over 60 years of age. That would bo about 63 per cent, roughly estimated.
31. /Ir. Graham ] In proportion to the number in the asylums? Yes.
32. But could you give us the percentage of the population of the Colony over 60 years of age? I
could not do so without working out the figures, but it could be very easily arrived at. The average age
.
of the whole of the people iu my asylums would be about 63 years. The younger inmates are generally
those suffering from consumption. Wc have trained nursing staffs at the institutions, and, except in ono
case, daily medical attendance, and in all cases resident dispensers. So that it will be seen that our returns
from the point of view of economy are verv satisfactory, and it we could get the number of hospital
patients in the other colonies separately, the percentage to population would possibly be equally
satisfactory.
_
33. Chairman.] You have given a considerable amount of attention to the question of State insurance
and old-age and invalidity pensions, and from your position, as Director of Charities, you arc no doubt
conversant with the various forms of relief in the country. Would you kindly give the Committee tho
benefit of your opinions on these various matters? Perhaps it would be as well if I first gave the
Committee the leading features of some of tho principal schemes for old-age pensions formulated in England
during tho past few years. With regard to Mr. Chamberlain's schemes, the first was based on voluntary
contributions from the individual to be State-aided, the pension to be drawn at 65 years of age.
Under this the depositor would give £2 10s. at the age of 25, and pay an animal subscription of IDs.
afterwards. That would continue right up to the ago of 65. The State adds £10 to the sum of £2 10s.
deposited, and pays interest at 24 per cent, on the whole amount. It is estimated that this would
give a pension of 5s. a week at 65 years of age. That was a voluntary contribution scheme. Mr.
.
Chamberlain's second scheme was for the depositor to give £5 at the age of 25 and pay £1 a year afterwards.
To this the State is to add £15. If the depositor died before the third payment was made the deposits
were to be returned to his widow. If he died after the third payment and before he was 65, the widow
and children were to receive 12s. a week each until the children were 12 years of age. Mr. Chamberlain’s
third proposal was for co-operation with Eriendly Societies andTrades Unions. Any person depositing 30s.
if a male, or 25s. if a female, at the age of 25, and insuring in any society for £6 10s. or £3 18s respec
tively, would have the pensions arising from these contributions doubled by State payments at 65 years
of age. Mr. Chamberlain attached the most importance to tins scheme, because he thought he would get
the co-opcration of the I’riendly Societies in connection with it.
34. Would you give us your opinion as to the possibility of applying any of these schemes to New South
Wales ? I do not think you would get the people here lo keep up the payments under any voluntarysystem. The three schemes I have described are all under the voluntary system. The contributions are
subsidised by tho State, but it is left entirely optional with the person whether or not he becomes a
contributor to the fund.
■
35. Have you any other objection ? I do not see any other objection than that,
36. Mr. O'Ucilly.] Which yon regard as a fatal objection ? I think so, as far as I am able to judge of
tho habits of the people who would require to be benefited by these proposals, and I know as much about
them as any man, for I have been among them all my life.
37.
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S. Maited. 37. Chairman.'] Wc will now take the next scheme ? The next is Canon Blackley’s scheme. It is a
compulsory system o£ contributions. To secure an old-age pension of 4s. a week at Go a person would
26 June, 1896.
^ pay £- 'bet:weeil
ages 0f yg and 21. and the State gives subsidies to an equal amount. Canon
Blackley calculated that if that money7 were invested it would return at Go years of age a pension of 4s. a
week. It is stated in the reports that Canon Blackley addressed 400 meetings with reference to that
scheme, and he says that with one exception they were unanimously in favour of it.
_
38. Can you see any objection to it ? The only objection 1 can see to it is whether it might not be con
sidered that you were interfering with the liberty of the subject. It is something on the lines of the
G-erman scheme.
_
39. Dr. Graham.] The German scheme is compulsory ujion the masters too? Tes, and the insurance
companies as well. The pension would really be contributed from four sources in Germany—the employee,
the employer, the insurance companies, and State subsidies.
_
40. Mr. O'lieiUy.] But would this compulsory contribution of £5 be forthcoming from a large section of
the community between the ages of IS and 21? Nothing is said about that. It is, of course, a point
to be considered whether it would be possible to get the contribution from these people. I do not think
you would, and you would, consequently, exclude from the operation of the scheme the very persons who
most require to be relieved.
_
_
41. In the great majority of cases the pauper and destitute at GO is the penniless ragamuffin at 18 ?
There is no doubt about that.
. ,
42. Dr. Graham.] Are you aware that no actuary of any standing would back up Canon Blackley in his
calculations—that he did give some actuarial authority, but that authority is not acknowledged bv the
Actuarial Society ? That objection was raised, I know. There is another objection, and that is that a
pension of 4s. a week would not be of any use to a person GG years of age. In order to get double that
pension you would have to double the payments between the ages of IS and 21, aud that would increase
the difficulty of obtaining the money. That does not seem to me to be a practicable scheme. Now I
come to Charles Booth’s scheme, That is a scheme for free and universal pensions. He would give
pensions of Gs. a week at 6G years of age to everybody of that age in the United Kingdom, whether he was
poor or rich. Mr. Chamberlain objected to this on the ground, as he put it, that it was outside the range
of practical politics, because in order to earrv it out in England and Wales it would cost something like
£24,000.000 a year, and in Ireland and Scotland an additional £17.000,000. I suppose the same objection
would be raised to the scheme here if it were attempted to go upon the same lines. The fourth scheme
is Mr. Price Hardy’s, which is a modification of Mr. Booth’s scheme. Mr. Hardy suggested that every
deserving and impecunious person—that is to say, all who are not able to support themselves—should
receive 10s. a week at the age of 63, except in the case of married couples, when the pensions would
he on a correspondingly reduced scale—he means that if tivo are living together he would not give them
£1. This was to be purely a State pension, but its probable cost to the nation was not stated. _
43. Dr. Graham.] It is a theoretical scheme really ? Yes.
44. Chairmaii.] In using the tvords “ State pension” there you mean, I presume, that there were to be no
subscriptions whatever? No; it was to be paid wholly by the Slate.
_
45. How would such a scheme fit into our circumstances ? It appears to me that it is about tho only one
that has been formulated that could be at all applied to the circumstances of this country.
46. Dr. Graham.] It could be applied, because its administration would be easier than in the case of the
other schemes, where the administration would be very difficult, because you would want all kinds of agencies
■
to collect the money and keep the books ? Not only that, but this seems to be the only safe way of
getting the funds. You would have to set apart, 1 suppose, special sources of revenue for if—take it
perhaps from the probate duties and set apart some of the waste lauds, or earmark some other sources of
revenue, or otherwise you would require a special poor rate to meet the pensions.
47. That is the Banish principle ? Yes, except that this scheme does not exclude what the Banish system
proposes to exclude. There they exclude almost everybody, for it is proposed to give the pensions at GO
years of age ‘‘ to any person who has not undergone a sentence, whose poverty has not been caused by
his own fault, or by extravagance, or by making undue provision for his children or others, who has resided
in the country for ten years, and has not during that period been found guilty of begging or receiving poor
relief or been convicted of vagrancy.” If you excluded all those classes you would have hardly anybody left.
I do not tbink there are any other schemes worth considering except the four I have described. They are
the principal schemes that have been considered in England.
48. Mr. O'Beilly.] You regard Mr. Price Hardy’s proposal that 10s. a week should he given at tho age
of 65 to impecunious persons as the least impracticable ? As the only practicable scheme, because it
seems to me that that is the only scheme under which you could raise the necessary revenue. You would
not get the voluntary contributions, and if you attempted the compulsory contribution system you would
have to first arrive at the certainty of all these people between the ages of 18 aud 20 being able to give
the money required to build up the pensions.
_
_
49. Bo you tbink Mr. Hardy's scheme would apply to us in the present condition of affairs ? The
objection to it is this—you might perhaps make it apply out of the 3,600 inmates in the Government
asylums to GOO or GOO, certainly not more. But then you open the door to this abuse—how7 are you
going to prevent every person of 60 years of age, or whatever age you might fix, from coming and asking
for this relief,
_
...
50. You would quadruple your number of paupers very quickly, I think ? That is the objection that has
been thrown at the heads of all these English people who have been trying to bring these schemes into
existence, and I have noticed this peculiarity, that almost everybody directly concerned with the adminis
tration of charity in England is opposed to all these proposals for pensions of any kind.
51. Mr. McLean.] You say the scheme might be applied to GOO or 600 inmates in the Government
asylums;—what reasons have you for believing that it could not be applied to all the inmates in the
asylums ? I will give you the figures : Ifirst, there are about 1,700 hospital patients. Hospital patients
iu the institutions could only be properly attended to in the hospital divisions, where they would get the
proper nursing and medical attendance. Then there are some hundreds of mentally weak people in tho
asylums. You must keep them under some sort of liberal restraint—I do not mean to say within four
walls, but you must keep them within enclosed ground, so that they cannot wander away and fall into
the river, or anything of that sort. There are also hundreds of the class knowrn as casuals,” who, if
they received a pension to-day, would spend it in drink at once and return to the asylums to-morrow.
None of these classes could be pensioned.
52.
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52. In other words, you think they are better cared for in the asylums and better provided for than they S. Maxted.
would bo if they were the recipients of a pension ? Tes.
_
53. Dr. Graham.'] They arc protected, and being people who -want systematic daily care they receive
une>
*
nursing which they could not gel; if living on a pension in their own homes ? That is so.
_
54:. Mr. O'.Rerih/.] Their death-rate is 25 per cent, per annum, or in other words 781 inmates die every
year, and that will give a general idea of their weakness ? Tes.
...
.
55, Mr. Wilks.] You stated that the authorities connected with the charitable institutions in England
were opposed to auy old-ago pension scheme;—whom do you mean by tho “ authorities ”—the secretaires
of tho charitable bodies ? 1 mean all the officials concerned in the administration of indoor and outdoor
relief, and all the Boards of Guardians. Then there was that large .Parliamentary Committee on Mr.
Chamberlain’s voluntary scheme, which I think was composed of eighty members. The gist of their
report was that they did not sec their way clear to make any definite recommendation at present. They
sat a very long time, and took an enormous quantity of evidence, hearing upon all phases of this question,
5G. Why did the Boards of Guardians and charitable institutions oppose that particular scheme f They
opposed all the schemes on the one ground—that any system of pensions would enormously increase the
number of paupers.
,
57. That it would be cultivating pauperism ? Yes ; that is the objection raised in every instance. There
is a scheme in operation in Germany founded on the compulsory insurance system. The Act under which
pensions wore given there came into full force in 1891. .It was passed before that date, but it did not
come into actual operation until 1891. Jt provides for old-age pensions and invalidity pensions, and
makes provision against old age and infirmity compulsory upon all employees whose yearly income does
not exceed £100. Eor an invalidity pension at any age five years’ subscription to the fund is necessary,
and for an old-age pension subscription for thirty years. But these latter classes are not granted until the
applicant has completed his seventieth year. These pensions are contributed from four sources in certain
specified proportions, namely—the insured person, his employer, the State, and tho District Insurance
Office. In 1892 tho pensions granted amounted to 22,000,000 marks—I understand the value of a mark
is about a shilling,—and in that year nearly 11.250,000 persons were insured. Within two and a half
years after the Act came into force, there were 193.114 old-age pensions and 34,746 invalid pensions
granted. Everybody appeared to be dissatisfied with tho system, because of the insufficiency of the
pension and the advanced age at which it was granted. Mr. Goschen, in criticising that pension scheme,
expressed this opinion with reference to its application lo a British community:—
I want to point out one of the cardinal dangers in connection with the system of compulsory insurance in its
bearings on Socialistic projects. It means regulation, and regulation of labour as a whole. You cannot have a system of
compulsory State-aided insurance without depriving working-men of liberty and of many privileges which they enjoy.

Those words were need by Mr. Goschen in a speech on the German system delivered about six years ago.
He goes on to say :
To a German workman the threat can have but few terrors, or what terrors it has have mostly been exhausted.
The regulation of labour as a whole has long been tho policy of the German Empire.”

5S. Chairman.] Do you endorse that system ? I think the verdict with regard to it is obvious. I do not
think it needs a second's consideration. It certainly would not be tolerated in this country.
_
59. As a matter of fact, from your researches into this question you are possessed of the information that
a number of the German people themselves are. dissatisfied with the scheme ? Yes.
60. Will you state the reasons of the dissatisfaction? There is a very general opinion in Germany that
the pension is too small, and the age at which it can be applied too far advanced for the scheme to be
really a remedial measure for the poverty of old age.
_
_
61. Mr. O’KeiHy.] Whose statement is that ? That is taken from Drage, who has given as much attention
to the subject as anybody,
62. .Dr. Graham.] And Spender gives reasons against it ? Yes ; lie points out that you compel a man to
invest, aud you do not give him any substantial return for his investment, and yon leave the relief until
it is of no use to him.
63. And he often forfeits what ho invests? Yes.
61. Chairman.] Have not the social democrats of Germany taken a strong stand against the system of
State insurance ? A very strong stand.
65. One of the reasons was that it appeared to relieve the rich of the proper amount of payment for the
relief of the poor ? Yes.
66. And another, that it led to a reduction of wages and increased taxation ? Yes.
67. And on the whole there seems to be a strong feeling throughout Germany against the system ? Yes ;
a very strong general feeling amongst the people whom it is presumably intended tn benefit. Tho next
system that was considered, both by the Charity Commissioners and Mr. Chamberlain’s Voluntary
Parliamentary Committee, was the Danish system. The A.ct granting old-age pensions in Denmark was
passed in 1891. It ignored the principle of self-help altogether. One-half of the pension was to
be borne by the communes and the other half by the State. The pension was to. be granted at the
age of 60 years. Ko amount was mentioned, it being simply stated that the pension must be sufficient
for the support of the person relieved and his family, and could be given either in money or in kind.
ATo particulars have been furnished up to the present to show how far the system is operating. The
next scheme is the Drench scheme, which is very fully described by Spender, page 101. This was
submitted to the Chamber of Deputies, but did not reach legislative maturity, although it was thought
that it may form the basis of future legislation. Tinder this scheme, every person at the age of 25
years, and earning less than 3,060 francs, or £120, a year, would pay a contribution of 10 or 5 centimes
n day from his 25t h year, seventy-five days in each year being reckoned as holidays or festivals, upon which
no payment would be required. ’ Eor the 10-centime contribution he would secure a first-class pension,
and for the 5-centime a second-class pension. Whichever sum the man elects to pay the employer is
hound fo double it, and the State to add two-thirds of the combined contributions—thus ensuring an
annuity of either £24 or £12 a year.
_
68. Do you wish to express any* opinion as to the possibility of adapting a proposal of that kind to our
circumstances? There again comes the question of the man making provision for himself—that is tho
difficulty in the way. It does not soem to me that you will be able to make any system under which the
individual is to contribute generally practicable ; and that, of course, means that any person who did not
contribute would, if impecunious, in his old age just drift into an asylum, as at present.
69.
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S, Masted. 69. Mr. O’Reilhf.] The schemes you have mentioned are the only ones you think worth bringing before
,
■——\ the Committee? Yes, I think so. 'With reference to these, 1 can give you the opinion of Mr. Chamber25 June, 180G.
Committee and of the Charity Commissioners. Mr, Chamberlnin’s Committee did not see its way
to make any definite recommendation at present.
70. Mr. McGoicen.~\ In the schemes referred to, was any exception made in regard to men who had
insured their lives ? Having made sufficient provision for themselves they would be excluded.
71. Would they he excluded under the Danish system? I could not say without looking up tho
authority. The report of the Charity Commissioners, with reference to the subject generally, says :—
Having fully considered tlie various schemes of old-ago pensions, as well as the question of dealing with the aged
poor in asylums, we have conic to the following conclusion :—These two forms of relief, namely, almshouses and pensions,
arc well fitted to meet the needs of the poor in old age, and it is unnecessary here to enter further into the question of
their comparative advantage than to say, that while, on the one hand, an almshouse in which proper supervision and
attendance are available, seems to be the best fitted for the relief of those who haw no relatives capable of rendering
them assistance, or who am wholly disabled ; and relief, hy means of pensions, on the other hand, gives more scope fot
the care of the aged poor by their families, and for enforcing those obligations to contribute to the support of relatives,
the fulfilment of which is an obvious condition of all relief.

There is one feature to which I wish to direct your attention particularly. All the witnesses who opposed
pension schemes used the out-door relief system in England as an illustration that they jvould he likely
to increase pauperism, and they pointed out that in the Unions where the system does not exist the
percentage of pauperism is low. But they do not show, in any case, what becomes of the poor people
who ought to be relieved, who do not, according to the statistics, go into the workhouse, and whose
poverty appears to be simply ignored. This appears to me a very easy method of securing a low per
centage of pauperism ; but the humanity of it is another question.
_
_
72. Mr. ScAcy.] Iu the Old Country there are a very large number of agencies connected with different
churches and charitable institutions which look after aged people. Are there no means of getting returns
of the relief granted to old age from those societies, many of whom are registered aud well known? 1
have no means of getting that information.
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Mr. Sydney Maxted further examined:—■
S. Maxted. 73. Chairman.'] Have you anything to add to the evidence given on the previous sitting-day? During
r—\ my previous examination I was asked to state my opinion of the various pension schemes formulated in
1 July, 1S9C. England, and I gave them in detail—so far ns I thought they were of sufficient importance to submit to
this Committee. I should now like to say briefly and clearly, iu order that I may not be misunderstood
in this matter, that I do not approve of the voluntary principle advocated by Mr. Chamberlain, because,
although the theory is all right, I feel quite sure the payments would never be kept up by the particular
class who would probably require to be pensioned in old age. Canon Blackley’s compulsory proposals
are objectionable, because they would not be tolerated in the first place; and it would also be next to
impossible to obtain the necessary deposits of, say, £12 10s. between the ages of IS and 21 years of ago
to entitle the individual to a pension of 10s. a week ; and I do not think any smaller sum would be
sufficient in this Colony to provide the pensioner with common necessaries. Besides, I am sure from the
authorities I have looked up that Canon Blackley’s figures are unreliable, apart from the objectionable
features of bis proposal. Mr. Charles Booth’s scheme of free and universal old-ago pensions, to be paid
by the Slate to every person in the United Kingdom at Gfi years of age, has been declared by several
authorities to be the most logical and equitable, and to be impracticable only on the ground of its cost,
which, according to the figures I have quoted, has been shown to he enormous. It may, perhaps, interest
the Committee to know what the result would he in this Colony if it was determined to apply this scheme
to all persons over 60 years; and I really think this age should be the standard fixed, iu view of tho
difficulty of men above it obtaining employment, particularly at tho mechanical trades, I shall say a few
words on this phase of tho matter, however, later on, when considering the question whether old-ago
pensions are likely lo affect the wage-earners. "With regard to the other point, there were at Hie end of
this year 55,400 persons in this Colony of 60 years of age and upwards ; and if these were pensioned
under Mr. Booth’s scheme at 10s. per week it would cost £1,440,400 per annum ; and if you extended
the age to 65 years it would cost, at the same rate, £839,202 per year, as there were in December (31),
1895, 32,277 persons of that age and upwards in the Colony. Turning to the last of the four main pro
posals which J. placed before the Committee, I come to Mr. Price Hardy’s, which I expressed the opinion
was the only practicable scheme for this Colony if it is ever determined to carry out a system of old-age
pensions. Ton will remember that it proposed to give a State pension to every deserving poor person,
and if you fixed the pension age at 60 years it would probably cost the Colony at this time £36,634 a
year to apply it to persons of that class who are now receiving indoor and outdoor relief throughout the
Colony from the various charitable organisations. I believe 1 have succeeded in obtaining figures (winch
are approximately accurate) from almost every charitable organisation in this Colony since last meeting.
I will give a brief statement of these, in detail, later. But with regard to the apparently-deserving
persons over 60, first, there are about 500 inmates of the Asylums for Infirm and Destitute who could be
thus classed, then the sectarian institutions relieve, in round figures, about 200 more. Thirty-eight aged
persons are receiving relief from the Government Pauper Yote ; there are about 325 aged persons
receiving relief (outdoor) from the Sydney .Benevolent Asylum, and the aged recipients of indoor and
outdoor relief from other societies arc as follow :—St. Mary's Benevolent Society, 4 ; North Sydney, 20 ;
Bathurst, 39; Korbes, 10; Newcastle, 48; Tam worth, 20; Singleton, 11; Armidale, 10; Young, 4;
Penrith, 19; Narrnndera, 3; Queanbevan. C; Milton, 2; Cootamumlra. 6; Mudgee. 14; llawkesbury,
' '
'
'
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20 ; Maitland, 50. lliere are a few returns to come in, but I do not think that they will increase the
Maxted.
number over GO years of age iu receipt of relief by more than fifty or sixty persons.
74. I presume the evidence you have just given with regard to the charitable organisations in the Colony 1 Jaly’ 1896'
is up to date ? Tes, up to last week.
75. And you have obtained the information from authentic sources ? From tbo institutions themselves.
There are thus about 1,400 deserving poor persons over GO years of age now known to be in receipt of indoor
and outdoor relief throughout the Colony. ] do not mean to affirm that these are all the deserving poor of
GO years of age and upwards who merit relief from charity, but they arc all who have asked for it, and
the cost of pensioning them would be as stated. There would, of course, be the danger I have already
pointed out of the numbers increasing very largely if once a pension system became a recognised policy.
It will be seen from these figures that there are comparatively few aged dependents outside the metro
politan area and the Grovernment Asylums for Infirm and Destitute. As a rule, when the country district
authorities—even including the hospitals—take hold of a pauper, they pass him on as soon as possible to
the central institutions; and I have had to report some eases in which my medical officers have reported
that this has been so improperly done from the hospitals that the patients have died from exhaustion
immediately after admission. Indeed, when I took over the asylums eight or nine years ago I found the
system was being so abused by the country hospitals and local bodies which were in receipt of C overnment
subsidy that 1 declined to receive patients from the country districts, and particularly the hospitals,
unless the following conditions were complied with in every case :—1. That applicant was both infirm and
destitute, and had not any relatives in a position to support him outside a public institution. 2. That
applicant was physically and mentally fit to travel. 3. That the case was not one which should be treated
in a local hospital, or by a local benevolent society, subsidised for that purpose. 4. That in every case
when practicable a medical certificate must be obtained as to the applicant’s eligibility for admission into,
or treatment in, ono of the Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute.
7G. Mr. McGowenJi Have you imposed those conditions ? Tes, siuce the issue of the circular. Previously
patients were sent in, and wore received without any inquiries being made. That circular was sent in
January, 1889, to all the country hospitals. That was five months after these places wrere handed overto
me. The first four months’ operations of this circular brought tho admissions down nearly 40 per cent.
That is to say, instead of having 769 admissions from January 1st to December 31st, 1889, tho admissions
iu the following year in whieb the circular came into operation went down to 027, a total decrease of 142,
or nearly 19 per cent. Ever since that circular has been in operation, and that condition has been observed,
this proportion of decrease has been maintained, notwithstanding the large increase of the numbers in the
asylums. For instance, in 18S9 the number was 769. From my report of last year, page 13, it appears
that in 1889 that is the year in which this condition was not carried out—the admissions were 769 ; in
the following year they went down to 627 ; in 1891 they went down to 618 ; in 1892 to 526 ; in 1893 to
485 ; and in 1894 to 4G5, There is one matter which 1 should like to explain at this stage in connection
with my evidence on Thursday last. Mr. O’Beilly, looking at the death-table for last year, and applying
it to tho average daily number under treatment, asked me whether the death-rate had not been 25 per
cent. Upon looking at the figures in the same way that Mr. O’Beilly did, I answered “ yes,” forgetting
for the moment that the mortality during the year should notbe estimated upon the average daily numbers,
but properly upon tho basis of the numbers who bad actually been under treatment. The deathrate worked out in that way was 10’Sl per cent. This is the plau adopted at the Sydney Hospital,
where last year the percentage of mortality on admissions was 9'3. Of course the cases which are
sent into the hospitals of the Government Asylums are supposed *to be incurable cases, while the
majority of those admitted into the metropolitan hospitals are for temporary treatment. There
is a feature in connection with this death-rate to which I should like to draw the Committee’s
attention. I think it should he mentioned as showing the result of the improved method of dealing with
inmates of the Government Asylums since the year 1888, because I assume the Committee desires to obtain
the fullest information with regard to their treatment in the institutions in dealing with the question
whether or not they could be better provided for outside. Hp to the year 1887 the sole dietary of tho
inmates, apart from the hospital divisions, consisted, without variety, of dry bread and tea without milk,
for the morning and evening meals ; and soup, w ith the soup-meat, and vegetables in the middle of the day,
except on Christmas Day and Queen's Birthday ; and there was a custom of serving out the full allowance
of lib. of bread for the whole daj' in the morning, which each man kept in a little bag, so that when tho
evening meal arrived numbers of men had really nothing left to eat. There were iu that year about 2,100
inmates, and the grog-bill was something over £3,000 a year; and the death-rate properly computed had,
for some years, under this method of treatment, been about 20 per cent. Dr. Manning was examined
before a Royal Commission in 1887 in regard to this matter, and be gave the following emphatic opinion:
11 He had bad a considerable number of cases which having been cured hy treatment in ono or other
hospitals for insane he discharged to the benevolent asylums, and which came hack to him in a very short
time. The impression ho had formed with regard to these eases was that they had not been sufficiently
fed, and that it they had been sufficiently fed they u'ould not have been returned” ;—or, in plain English,
that partial starvation had really driven a number of the feeble old inmates insane. Dr. Maher and Dr.
Morgan gave equally strong testimony before that Commission. Upon taking over these Asylums in 1888,
my first duty was to abolish, as far as possible, the free use of stimulants except where prescribed medically
to hospital patients, and with the saving of cost thus effected to substitute a varied diet of heat-giving
food, I submit a copy of the dietary table then adopted [Appendix B], The result was very remarkable.
The stimulant cost has beeiyreduced since by nearly 75 per cent., and although the numbers in the hospital
and general divisions have since increased year after year, and the average age of the inmates has slightly
increased also, the death-rate in the first year of the changed system came down to 10 per cent., and this
rate has only slightly varied since, but has never been higher. At my former examination Dr, Graham
asked me if I could state the proportion of inmates of 60 years of age and upwards in the Government;
Asylums to those of similar age throughout the Colony. 1 could not answer that question off-band, but
i have since procured the figures. There were at the end of last year 33,088 males and 22,312
females of 60 years of age and upwards in the Colony, ineluding 1,904 men and 378 women
in the Government Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute. The proportion in the asylums to those out
was thus Males, CTOS per cent., or about 61 per 1,000: females, 1-723 per cent., or about 17 per 1,000.
I was asked by Dr. Graham if I would state the method under which tho inmates wore admitted to tho
207 B
institution
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S. Maited. institution—to describe tie process from start to finisli, The plan adopted is this: A person applying
within the metropolitan area for admission to one of these institutions goes in the first instance to ])r.
1 July,-1896. p^yton for medical examination. Dr. Payton certifies if he is fit, and I issue tlie order at once. We
take a history of the applicant given hy himself, with regard to which wc make subsequent inquiries
through the medium of the police, if our own inspectors are not in the district to do so. When the
applicant is admitted the medical officer at the institution, in the first place, makes a careful examination,
and then beeps him under observation. If it is found to he an improper case, that is to say, if the man
is found to he fit, strong enough to work outside—because a good many get in through malingering in the
first instance—he is discharged. If it is a proper case for the institution the nian is kept. II it is a case
in which an operation is required, or if it is a case for a general hospital, he is transferred to ono of the
hospitals. I hand in for the information of the Committee a copy of the blank form to be filled in,
showing the history of the applicant. [Appendix 2J] If it is a country admission the application is
generally made through the medium of the Police Magistrate, the Clerk of Petty Sessions, or tlie police,
or the applicant comes from the local benevolent societyor the local hospital. Then tins forai [AppcnfeB 3]
is sent up. It asks for information with reference to the name, birthplace, and age, the circumstances of
entering the hospital or benevolent asylum as the case may be, the period of residence in New
South Wales, occupation, and the names and addresses of relatives in full; also, whether the applicant
has any relatives in any of the colonies willing or able to support him, whether the applicant has
ever been an inmate of a charitable institution, whether be is an Army or Navy pensioner, or whether
he has any other means of support; the amount of money in possession of tlie applicant or in the
possession of friends; whether he has any legal claim to or is likely to become entitled to any
land, investment, or other property. Then the medical officer in the town certifies as to whether
the applicant is physically capable of earning a livelihood, aud whether his case is not one which
should be properly treated in a general or local hospital; and he is also required to state if the ap
plicant is able to travel alone. When we get that information we send a railway-pass; or, if tho
case appears to be an urgent one, upon the first application coming in we send the railway-pass on
in advance, so that there shall he no delay. When the applicant is admitted from the country he
goes through precisely the same process at the asylum as if we had sent him on direct from Sydney.
Perhaps I might here give a detailed statement of tlie existing methods of dealing with the various
classes of dependent persons in this Colony. First, there are tho Gfovernment Asylums for the infirm and
destitute, containing between 3,000 and 4,000 inmates, whose average age is about 03 years. Ihese are
wholly supported at the cost of the Government; and the expenditure last year was about £00,000.
Mr, Brnnker, the Chief Secretary, who takes a most humane and personal interest in the requirements of
the poor of all classes, has a Bill in the hands of the Parliamentary Draftsman which will probably
reduce the number of inmates to some extent, or at least lessen their cost, as among many other matters
it provides for compelling near relatives to pay towards maintenance cost, and makes grand-parenfs,
children, and grand-children jointly and severally liable for each other's support according to their means.
I have no doubt that this will prevent a good many persons from drifting into the asylums if it becomes
law. The other class of dependents wholly supported by the Government without any voluntary contri
butions from the public are twenty-two aged married couples in cottage homes at Parramatta. Ibis
system may probably be extended in the near future, if Mr. Brunker's proposals are carried out, to about
thirty aged married couples who arc now separated in the different Government Asylums, and thirty to
forty others who are awaiting admission. Then the Government contributes from the annual Parlia
mentary Vote for the relief of destitute persons, without any assistance from the public, to the relief of
eighty-eight widows, twenty-four deserted wives, twenty-two aged persons, sixteen old married couples,
thirty chronic invalids, and eight blind persons, The widows and deserted wives have families. 1 havo had
a number of typical cases from each division compiled for the information of tho Committee. ^ Tho Govern■
men! Statistician has already supplied figures relating to several sectarian societies; and their methods are
to supply indoor relief to the aged in some cases, and outdoor relief to both aged dependents and others.
The largest State-aided relieving society in Australia is the Sydney Benevolent Asylum. _ It gives out
door relief in the shape of partial rent allowance to 1,000 separate families, including widows, deserted
wives, and the aged poor, and its expenditure under this heading last year was £4,235 Is. 4d. During the
present year, however, the Government lias extended the functions of the society to the relief of: the
families of tlie ordinary unemployed. There are now about 800 separate families receiving relief under
this heading; and the cost this year may reach £5,000, judging by the manner in which the numbers are
.
increasing.
_
_
77. Yon say there are 800 families of the unemployed now receiving assistance ? Yes.
^ _
78, From whom do they receive the food or money ? They apply to the Benevolent Asylum for it, and
this money is given to the Benevolent Asylum by the Government from the Consolidated Ilevenue.
70. Mr. McGowen^] Last year the same people were relieved from the Labour, Bureau were they not, in
the same way ? Not to that extent; nor as liberally. Mr. Creer will be able to give you tlie figures.
80. He gave them rations, did lie not ? Yes. 1 will deal with that a little later on. The Benevolent
Society takes every precaution to prevent imposition, and has a report in every case of relief. The next
largest society of this character in New South Wales is the Newcastle Benevolent Society, wfiich is
managed on the same lines as the Sydney Benevolent Society, except that it provides for aged inmates
indoors, and has several cottage homes, as well as the outdoor relief system. It is supported by private
subscriptions, subsidised by the Government. There are at present twenty men and twenty women in the
institution all over 70 years of age ; 320 families are receiving outdoor relief, a large number of which
consist of widows with children, and there are also a number of deserted wives. The expenditure in out
door relief last year was £2,600, or £500 more than in tho previous year, and the cost oE inmates of the
asylum was £745 in addition. The following is a short statement of the methods adopted by nearly eyery
other charitable organisation in this Colony:—Parramatta Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief. Thirtyfour families (including fifteen destitute widows) on books, regularly receiving relief, and about six other
destitute families who receive temporary aid. One husband in gaol, two years to serve, others away looking
for work. About twelve beds supplied to indigent persons passing through tho town every week. St.
Mary’s Benevolent Society, near Penrith—Outdoor. Seventeen families get occasional help—eight of
these helped every month. Four of these old and unable to work, no means. Three widows with families.
Expenditure in relief, £30 11s. 3d. Goulhum Ladies’ City Mission and Benevolent Society-Outdoor.
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106 separate families receiving relief at the present time. Last Christmas, G2 dinners provided for poor in S. Maxted.
their own homes, 565 parcels of groceries sent to poor families, which comprised 802 distinct persons, /
including widows and deserted wives. In other cases assistance given in raiment, shelter, beds aud bedding, *
furniture, and train-fares, hoots, board and lodging, and medicines. In addition to this, 412 hungry men
(unable to obtain work) were supplied with rations during the year. North Sydney Benevolent Society—
Outdoor. Believed 233 families since August, 1894—many on books whole time—now issuing 130 relief
orders for food. Majority of families in miserable condition, and nearly all living in bag-huts or in caves.
Causes—old age, decrepitude, want of work—deserted wives and children, 1 vocal doctors give services
gratuitously. Expenditure, £165 9s, Id. last year. Sydney Bcscue Work Society—Indoor and outdoor.
Home of Hone, Stanley-street, Newtown, houses aud provides for 52 women and 23 children. Opcn-allnight refuge houses, and feeds 48 women aud 10 children. Jubilee Homo provides for 3 women. Out
door relief in the shape of food and rent paid iu odd cases and sometimes train-fares ; occasional gifts are
made of clothing, beds and bedsteads, furniture, boots, and temporary board and lodging. Expenditure
for 1805, £1,4210s. 4d. Petersham, Marrickville, aud Dulwich Hill District Benevolent Society—Only out
door relief provided. Thirty-two families now in the books. Average expenditure £20 per month. Bathurst
Poor Belief Society—There are 9 inmates in the home—4 women aud 5 men—and 71 families receiving
outdoor relief m the form of food, fuel, and clothing. Widows, unemployed, old and decrepid men and
women, and the families of persons who are in gaol. Belief expenditure for year, £400. Kogarab
Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Outdoor only. Except in eases of sickness, when sufferers are removed to
Cottage Hospital. Eorl.y families in hooks, comprising 125 children. Expenditure, £284 3s, lid, Porbcs
Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Out door only. Twenty-eight families relieved with food, clothing, blankets, aud
fuel, including old men and women past work—deserted wives and children. Cooma Ladies’ Benevolent
Society—Outdoor only. Thirty-four families supplied with food, fuel, and clothing, TTrnlla Ladies’ Belief
Society—Outdoor relief only, orders issued for relief in 92 cases—53 regulars and 39 casuals—expenditure ‘
for half year, £20. Tamworth Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Cottage home foraged and infirm, as well as
outdoor relief. Now in home 2 old couples aged 68, 70, 74, and 78, and one widow who is a cripple.
Outdoor relief given in 126 eases, to 318 individuals. Deserted wives painfully prevalent; only 24 families
regularly in tho hooks, 9 are aged and infirm widows, and 3 are aged and infirm couples, while the others are
either too old tn work, too ill to work, or unable to obtain work. Expenditure, £360. Liverpbol Ladies’
Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Twenty-eight persons relieved during the half year. Fifteen now
receiving relief. Bent paid in four cases. Hay Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Mostly old men
in search of work—few families. 260 cases assisted during year. Expenditure, £107 3s, 3d. yinglotou
and Patrick’s Plains Benevolent Asylum—Indoor relief only. Eleven individuals now in asylum—7
males and 4 females. During year, 35 males and 16 females were admitted, which, with 17 in the
institution at commencement of year, made up a total of 68 persons relieved. Expenditure, £400.
Tumut Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Fifteen cases relieved during year, chiefly
indigent persons suffering from typhoid. Expenditure, £25. Armidale Ladies’Belief Society—Outdoor
relict only. Fifteen families constantly in books, including 5 very old couples, and about 18 casual cases
dealt with each month. Expenditure for year, £1S0_ 4s. 2d. Young Benevolent Society—Outdoor
relief only. Eleven families now in hooks, including 4 aged and infirm widows, 4 married women with
children (husbands out of work), and balance infirm women. Expenditure, £22 7s. 6d. Narrabri
Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Eighteen families now in hooks; nearly all cases in which
husbands absent seeking but unable to obtain work ; few old and infirm; 72 riifferent families were
relieved during year, consisting of 169 persons. Expenditure, £84 4s. lOd. Penrith District Benevolent
Society—Outdoor relief only. Sixty-one families, comprising 271 individuals, were relieved during year.
There arc now 19 families on the books ; old age, destitution, want of work. Expenditure, £118 7s. 7d.
Newcastle Mutual Help Society—Outdoor, clothing only. To help distressed families to send children
to school. 300 families, comprising 1,300 children, assisted during year; 1,991 garments cut out aud
distributed among 1,287 children, 14 men, and 39 women, at a cost of £109 12s. 7d. for material.
Albury Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief society only. There are now 24 families receiving weekly
supplies of food, clothing, fuel, and rent. Expenditure not given. Narraudera Benevolent Society—
Outdoor relief only. Nine families uow receiving relief; mostly widows with young families, and a few
very old and infirm people helped monthly, comprising 9 permanent, and remainder casuals. Expendi
ture, about £120 per annum.
Qucanbcyan Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Three
families being relieved, including old married couple aged about 80 years each, and 2 widows
aged about 70 years each, and 10 other cases relieved. The maximum relief given in each case
was fixed at 2s. Gd. per week by the rules of the society. Expenditure, £32 7s. 6d. Newcastle Belief
Society—Outdoor relief only. Belief in food and clothing given to families, widows, ordinary unem
ployed, and_ sailors waiting for ships. Expenditure, £86. Milton and Dlladulla Benevolent Society—
Outdoor relief only. Eight families receiving relief (clothing, groceries, firewood, aud rent). One very
old couple quite destitute and unable to work. Thirty-six families, consisting of 150 persons, relieved
during tho year. Expenditure, £165 2s. Kiama Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Thirty
families getting relief (groceries, clothes, fuel, and, in some cases, rent). Expenditure not given. Cootamundra Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Eight families receiving relief—old and infirm, and
families ; husbands away looking for work. Expenditure not given. Mudgee District Benevolent Society—
Outdoor relief only. Seventeen families in books, 7 being aged widows, 2 young widows with children
(invalids'), 3 aged meu, 2 aged married couples, and 3 married couples out of employment. Clothing,
food, fuel, and, in six eases, rent. Flxpendituro, £140. llawkesbury Benevolent Society—As an asylum
this society affords shelter, food, and clothing to 104 persons, comprising 82 males and 22 females. At
1
present there arc 20 old and infirm paupers in the institution. 332 rations wore supplied to outdoor
paupers, and there arc now 14 outdoor families receiving food, fuel, and clothing, and, in some cases,
rent. The expenditure for the year was £1,036 6s. 2d. Wollongong Benevolent Society—Outdoor
relief only. Eleven families and 3 individuals are at present receiving outdoor relief. The average
relief is 5s. per week to each family. Expenditure, £105 15s. 2d. Maitland Benevolent Society—There
are 50 inmates in the inslitution, and they arc all old people. 154 old people were provided for
in the asylum during the year. There are 80 families now receiving outdoor relief. The expen
diture was over £1,000. Bourke Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. 145 families relieved
’
during the year. Bations, nourishment in sickness, doctors, and nurses, clothing and bedding;
expenditure,
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S. Maxted, expenditure, £102 11s. 5d. Balmain Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only, 203 families receiving relief
i‘TT-'"'"""'' during year; expenditure, £253 4b. 8d. Bcga Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. ^Nineteen
1 July, 1896. families receiving relief; expenditure, £24 12s. lid. Leieliliardt Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief
only; expenditure, £305 15s. 8d. for the year, Grafton Benevolent Asylum—In and outdoor. Ten
inmates in Home, aged up to 7f> years. Fourteen families receiving outdoor relief; expenditure, about
£450. Hillgrove Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Ten families receiving relief. Frskineville
Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Fifty families relieved. Randwiek and Coogee Sick and Poor
Relief Society—Outdoor relief only. Twenty-eigbt families receiving relief ; expenditure, £202 12s. lOd.
Glen limes Ladies’ Benevolent Society—Out-door relief only. Fifteen families relieved, 7 of whom are
permanently on tbo books. Expenditure, £1011 Sydney Charity Organisation Society—Outdoor relief
only. Relief provided for 960 married couples, 397 widows, H59 deserted women, .17 single women, 636
single men, 2,732 children. Expenditure, £736 l!)s. lid, per annum. Q.ueeiVs Fund—Outdoorreiief only.
Relief granted to 193 widows, 31 married couples (husbands incapacitated), 23 single women. Expen
diture, £791 14s. per annum. ^Vagga "VVagga Benevolent Society—Outdoor relief only. Thirty-six
families receiving relief. Expenditure, £50. Waterloo and Alexandria Branch of the City Mission—Out
door relief only. Forty-six families receiving relief. Gulgong Relief Society—Outdoor relief only. Nine
families w'holly supplied throughout year as well as temporary relief given to numerous casuals, and large
quantity secondhand clothing and new garments, boots, &c., distributed. "Widows with children and
families whose husbands are incapacitated or not able to get wrork. Broken Bill Benevolent Society—
Outdoor relief only. Twenty-three families now receiving relief.
Expenditure daring the year,
£368 Is. 3d.
■
^
81. ChairmanDo any of these societies receive G-ovornment aid? Tes, many of them.
82. At what rate ? Uusually they receive pound for pound.
’ 83, But in some cases they get special grants ? Tes.
84. Mr, McGov!(m..~] The Central Mission has started charitable work in Tork-street, opposite "Wynyardsquare. You are aware that they take up the waifs and strays, and supply nurses in cases of sickness,
and give food ? Yes. I have not obtained the figures in reference to that institution. It is included
with a few others, which, from my knowledge of the circumstances, I have put down as affording relief to
sixty cases in all. In my previous evidence I was questioned as to the cost of tho inmates of the
Government Ayslums, and I accurately gave it under the usual method of dealing with this matter here
and elsewhere, at between £14 afid £15 a year, or about lOd. per day. Tim, however, only relates to
all charges for maintenance and clothing, salaries, management, and so forth, and does not include interest
on the value of buildings or estate, nor the yearly cost in repairs nor depreciation in value of property.
If you include all these in the estimate, as should properly be done if the matter is dealt with on a
‘
purely business basis, the annual capitation cost will be increased by about £3 10s.—making it in all
about £18 10s. a year, or a fraction over 7s. a week. I have already said that I do not think a person
could live decently outside on less than 10s. a week, which would be a very moderate charge for lodging,
food, clothing, tobacco, and the occasional comforts which old age frequently renders necessary. Of course
where tho aged poor could he placed with their own relatives this sum might he considered a liberal
allowance. One very strong objection raised to old-age pensions wherever they havo been suggested is
that they wrould materially affect the labour market by enabling the pensioners to improperly compete
with younger men by w'orking for lower wages. I really do not think there is any force in that objection,
for from w'hat I know of the mechanical trades and other occupations requiring physical force there is very
little chance of men of 60 years and upwards obtaining employment of tins character. That is ono
reason why so many of them arc content to remain inmates of the Government Asylums, and do necessary
work about the place for small payments and a home. They realise quite well, and will tell you so, that
it is useless for them to endeavour to compete with men of full vigour outside. But this is a difficulty that
would in any case, 1 think, be easily overcome. The matter might he so regulated that the pensioner
should forfeit the whole or a portion of his pension if he obtained work according to the amount which he
earned. Spender 1ms some interesting diagrams relating to this question in England, in his book “The
Ktate and Pensions in Old i\ge,” pp. 26, 28, 30, 34, 35, 42. These diagrams indicate the rise aud fall of
wages during life. At 60 years of age a very small proportion of engineers are able to obtain work;
smiths, fitters, turners, moulders, pattern and boiler makers become incapacitated at 60, and iron and
steel workers at 50 years of age. After the age of 60, 10 per cent, lived on their previous savings ; 50
per cent, depended upon relatives, unions, and clubs; and 40 per cent, helped out their resources by
parish relief. Tlie chief earning period for carpenters xvas between 25 and 50 years of age, while after
50 there was a rapid decline. The Amalgamated Union of Carpenters, therefore, fixed its superannuation
age as early as 50. Miners become incapacitated at 60, and at that age their fate appeared to be much
the same as iron and steel workers. It was impossible to find out what became of seaman after 45 years
of age, as they could not obtain employment, aud their average death-age was fixed as early an
30. It is stated that if seamen do chance to live to old age they become wholly dependent. In
tho railways the skilled workmen are generally incapacitated from work of that description at 60.
Dockside and agricultural labourers are generally worn out before 60. The age at which persons iu
factories cease to bo employed is generally under GO. I believe the figures here quoted will, upon inquiry,
be found to fit exactly the conditions of labour in this Colony; and it should be easy to obtain the
statistics from some of the labour organisations with sufficient exactitude to arrive at a fairly accurate
test. At any rate I think they dispose of the objection that old-age pensions would be likely to affect
tlie labour market in regard to wages rates, and show.that the pension age should bo fixed at 60 years.
In reference to the question, “Is out-door relief of all descriptions increasing largely, and if so, to what
extent r” I think I shall be within the mark if I say that during the past ten years it has increased quite
50 per cent., and the greatest increase has taken place during the past five years. You could, of course,
obtain these figures with mathematical accuracy from all the charitable relief societies of which I have
given you a list; but I think my statement will be nearly correct. During the past two or three years out
doorreiief has from time to time been afforded, and is now being given, to a class who never dreamed, as a body,
‘ of applying for it previously—I mean respectable unemployed working men. Apart; from other agencies
there are now SOO families of this class receiving weekly relief from the Sydney Benevolent Asylum. I
'
cannot tell you how this has come about; and it may be that the prevailing distress is not abnormal, but
that in former periods these classes remained in a state of partial want. 1 am unable to express an opinion
upon
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upon the point of nuy value, and my time has heen so fully occupied always that it has been impossible S. Maxted.
for me to endeavour to arrive at the causes of all this distress, althougli I should very much like to have "jidyTlMGdone so; and 1 daresay a solution of the matte]' might be arrived at by careful impartial inquiry. It
would not, in ni3r opinion, be of much use to listen to any theories on this subject, or any opinions that
are not borne out by thoroughly reliable evidence. It is certainly sad that all these people cannot obtain
work instead of charity; for I have observed that the present system of help completely demoralises many
of them. I have frequently noticed that when these men or their wives first come for help they arc
thoroughly ashamed ; the second timo this sentiment is sensibly blunted; and, after two or three appli
cations, they ask for relief as a matter of course, and are full of objections if it is not fully up to their
conception of what it ought to bo. I am sure this has been the experience of every observant oflScial who
has had to deal with this matter ; and the worst of it is that not only arc the fathers and mothers thus
aflectcd, hut the children, who know how food and raiment are being obtained, are being trained, by
observation, to believe that it is easier to beg than to work. This must be the inevitable result. It was
supposed some time ago that a good deal of the distress was caused by the influx of unemployed and of
paupers from other colonies. J bad a careful inquiry made, so far as tbo ‘Government Asylums
were concerned, and last year 1 found that the number of inmates from outside tlie Colony did not
exceed fifty out of a total of 4,000 ; and of those between twenty and thirty came from foreign countries
or British ships. There were thus only about twenty-five from all the other colonies combined ;
and of these, I think, only seven came from Victoria. Of course I had no means of dealing with
tho unemployed in this way; but Mr. Creer may possibly have some statistics that would guide the
Committee. I think, however, that the accuracy of information supplied upon this point from any source
should be carefully tested, and not received as a matter of opinion. If it is eventually determined to try
a pension scheme tentatively. I would suggest that the experiment be tested under a variety of methods,
viz.—1. By selecting a number of tho respectable old inmates of the Government Asylums and letting
them endeavour to live outside upon any sum,that would be considered a fair pension for the purpose,
under a national policy. 2, By boarding a few out with families who might be found willing to take them.
3. By boarding others with their own relatives who might or might not be able to contribute towards
their support. They could be kept under observation in the same way that boarded-out children are
supervised; and it could easily be ascertained in the course of a few months whether it would be wise, on
grounds of economy or expediency, or having regard to the welfare of the pensioners, to continue or extend
the experiment. This tentative scheme would also, as it became generally known, enable the administrators
to ascertain if the revenue was likely to be swamped by applications for pensions from aged persons who
would not under any circumstances go into a Government Asylum if they could possibly exist outside.
85. C/tairman.] With regard to what is known as the pauper vote, can you give the Committee any
particulars as to the way in which it is administered, and who are the recipients ? This vote is used for
the relief of destitute persons of various classes who do not wish to go into a public inslitution. These
include widows who wish to keep their own children rather than have them boarded out; also a number
of aged persons—Iti old married couples, 30 chronic invalids, and S blind people. Tho method is this : The
application is made sometimes to me, sometimes to tho Chief Secretary’s office. If it is a country case, a
circular is at once sent on to the police, in which they arc instructed to make a report. If they lind it is
a case requiring immediate relief, they are to relieve it as far as they think fit without delay. Thou the
report comes into my hands, and I make a recommendation to tho Chief Secretary, If it is a town case,
one of my own inspectors is sent out to do the same thing, and the relief is generally given in accordance
with the recommendation 1 send in. But it is given from time to time. The application is renewed every
three months, in order that the recipient can he kept under observation, and it may be known if the con
ditions alter in any way so as to either cause the relief lo bo discontinued, or increased, or reduced.
SG. Is not assistance sometimes granted to genteel people who may temporarily get into a state of distress ?
Tes, from this vote.
87. Dr. Oraham.~] Is there a fixed sum voted by Parliament? No ; it is taken out of a vote for the relief
of destitute persons. There is no fixed suin '; but the expenditure this year .1 suppose will conic to
;Ct2,000.
38. Is not portion of that mouoj^ disbursed off-hand by the Colonial Secretary sometimes, or by tlie
Principal Under Secretary, without your cognisance ? Yes ; but the case is sent on at once to me. It is
very rarely it is not sent on at once to mo for report, unless the case is absolutely known to Mr. Brnnker
or Mr. Walker. If it is obviously' a ease of distress, relief is given in the Colonial Secretary’s office at
once, so that there may bo no hardship. Then a statement of the ease is sent on to me, and I cause
inquiry to he made, and a report to be furnished, and tlie Chief Secretary, I may say, lias invariably
been guided by these reports.
SO. Chairman,] But in some cases relief is given in a confidential manner, is it not? Very rarely. I do
not think you will find it has been done in half-a-dozen cases during the year; that is, where inquiries
have not been made. Of course this business has to he conducted wilh tact, and I am guided by the
nature of tho case in regard to the officer whom I send to inquire into it.
00. Dr. Graham.] In your evidence just given did you give the Committee any idea of the systems
adopted in other colonies ? I have not done so because the information sent to me varies so much, 1 do
not behove you will got any accurate information for the purpose of comparison in regard to the other
colonies unless you send an officer round to inquire.
91. There must he some system, loose as it may be, adopted in the other colonies ;—how do they take
care of their paupers? ] can tell you in a general way. With reference to Victoria, for instance, there
they have benevolent asylums which are partly supported hy Government subsidies and partly by volun
tary contributions. They are pretty well on all fours with our Benevolent Asylum here. There is also a
method of oufdoor relief, but as far as Government funds are concerned it is a very limited one, I have
written for figures on the subject, but have not received them.
92. What do they do with their old people then? Their old people go into the institutions I have just
mentioned.
93. But there must be a great number there? Tes, a very large number, but I cannot give the figures
accurately without referring to the reports,
^
94. Do they go on the system of isolating their chronic sick from the destitute people ? Ifo a limited
degree it is done.
95.
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S. Maxted. 95. So that their paupers include the chronic sick too ? Tho proportion is very small. The manager
from Victoria was here a few weeks ago, and he visited our institutions, and he said we were doing
1 July, 1896. altogether different work from that done by the institution he had charge of in Victoria, particularly with
regard to the class you are speaking about. In South Australia they have the institution and the outdoor
relief system combined; but the outdoor-relief system is their main method of relieving distress. I am
writing for returns on these matters, but I have not yet obtained the figures with sufficient accuracy to be
enabled to place them before the Committee.
96. Can you toll us anything about Queensland ? They have institutions there, and they havo outdoor
relief also.
97. I understand they have a specially comfortable way of dealing with old couples there? I call it
ostracising them. They put them on an island. Here we deal with our old couples by putting them in
cottago homos at Parramatta, where they can exercise the fights of free citizenship, and go in and out
of the institution just as if they were in their own homes.
98. Mr.
But that only provides for very few ? 'We have only twenty-two; but we have other
cottages at Newington which 1 have suggested should bo used for this purpose until the system is
extended in connection with the general policy submitted by the Government for the consideration of the
Public Works Committee a short time ago. In Queensland they do not touch these old couples at aff
unless they are 70 years of age or over, and then they put them on this island.
99. Is there a medical man on the island ? That 1 cannot say. I suppose not, as there would be no
other work for him there. 1 suppose he would go off only when sent for. But it must be a terribly dull
life for the old people—they see nobody but each other.
100. The island is some distance from the city ? It is some distance from the city, because there is a
steam-launch which goes there with provisions and general supplies.
.101. Dr. Graham.'] Could you give us a summary of the English system of poor law relief? I can do so
from memory. There is the workhouse relief, and combined with that there is the system of outdoor
relief. I have not the figures with me showing tlie extent of each, but I can get them in a few moments
in the office.
102. What form does the poor relief take—money ? In some rases, yes ; but it is the dual kind of relief
in many cases, as at the Sydney Benevolent Asylum.
103. Do they get money there too ? Tes ; they get a contribution towards their rent. In nearly all the
English Unions, however, they only get provisions.
.
101. Do you know what tbo ouidoor relief comes up to in England per head ;—does it exceed 2s. 6d. per
week ? I do not think it is quite so much as that, i know it does not exceed that, except, perhaps, in
very rare and exceptional cases.
105. Is there auy method adopted of ascertaining the antecedents of the people under your charge? Tes ;
I have already explained what is done iu that respect. A history of each case is obtained in the first
instance.
106. Afler an elaborate inquiry made in Englaud regarding the antecedents of the destitute people dealt
with in the institutions, the conclusion has been arrived at that only a very small proportion reach the
poor-house by reason of old ngeper se ;—is that your experience here ? No ; llio'fact that of the 3,500
people in my institutions the average age is 63 years answers that question as far as wo are
concerned. Patients for hospital treatment include tlie only young or comparatively young people admitted
here.
"
”
107. Would not the fact that such a large number of destitute children are thrown on the care of the State
iu this Colony indicate a large proportion of destitution among comparatively young people in the com
munity ;—the mere fact of both the mother and father being unable to take care of their child or children
would be an indication of the extreme state of their poverty ? In most cases that would bo so.
108. Do you not tbink that the number of young children thrown on tlie care of the State in this country
is very large ? Yes, J think it is large taken as a gross number, but I am not prepared to say that it is
out of fair proportion to the general population, compared wilh elsewhere.
109. Do you not think that, in a measure, that is ono way of ascertaining the amount of poverty which
does not come under the eye of the State, because the chief aspect of poverty wc see is that which
is common to old age ; the other we have to infer largely from signs such as are apparent from the fact 1
have just mentioned ? I could get you some figures from the records of tho State Children’s Belief
Department which would give you very positive information on that point. A disproportionate increase
in tho number of State children is undoubtedly an indication of the increase of poverty.
110. Not only the increase of poverty, but the extent of poverty among the younger people—the married
people who have not reached the pauper age, aud who are destitute? Yes.
■111. We have no means of ascertaining their condition—they struggle on as host they can ? Yes. Tho
children wc take are principally the children of widows or deserted wives, and in sonic instances of people
who are unfit to keep their own children. .A history of each case can be given if required.
112. Mr. McOowen.] You slated that some of the inmates of the asylums received small sums for
work done in the institution . I understand the work they havo to do consists in waiting upon their bed
ridden fellow inmates—those suffering from consumption and cancer, for instance? No, 1 did not allude
to those. The inmates to whom I referred more particularly were the carpenters, tinsmiths, bootmakers,
gardeners, cooks, and others of that class. Except in the case of cancer patients, where the duties are
■ terribly disagreeable, tho ordinary wardsmen are not paid.
113. The fairly strong man or woman in your institutions has to do something in the way of assisting
others who are too weak to do anything for themselves ? Yes ; that is part of the system.
114. Do they have to sleep in the same ward? Yes.
115. Do you think there is any danger, from herding them together in this way, of these inmate attendants
catching such a disease as consumption or cancer ? There is no danger in the case of cancer. I should
not have the slightest objection to sleep in a cancer-ward myself, so lone ns the place was kept pure.
With regard to consumptives, that is another question. What wc do in that case is to get the stronger
consumptive men to wait upon the others. There are no contagious cases in the institutions except
consumptive cases,
116. D-r. Graham.] These must form a very small proportion, inasmuch as consumption is not a disease of
old age ? Yes, a very small proportion.
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J17. Mr. McG-owen.'] I should like to know the number oif consumptive patients in your asylums, and s-Ml!
their average death-rate ? I have already given the information in the form of a table.
118. Dr. Graham.'] You stated in the early part of your evidence that the reason why the cost of pauper 1 July
maintenance in this Colony is somewhat high was because we included amongst our paupers a class who
were really hospital patients? Yes. In my opinion hospital patients should be in a separate institution
under hospital treatment, and I take such eases to include consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic cases.
119. But that is the reason you give for our methods being more costly than those of other countries ?
That is one reason. Then wc deal with a larger proportion of general chronic cases than are dealt with
in the other institutions. TVY deal also with another class 1 have not mentioned. When Government
patients are convalescing at the general hospitals they are very frequently sent on to one of the asylums.
Bor instance, suppose a man has an accident, and breaks a leg. When he is fairly able to get aboul,
instead of keeping him at the hospital at a cost of about £(10 'or £70, they send him on to ono of my
institutions, where it only costs for the hospital patients between £19 and £20 a year.
120. And these all go to swell your statistics as pan pei-s? Yes; they are all down as paupers, because
they are kept wholly at the public cost.
121. Mr. McGowan.'] What is the average cost of the patients in your asylum ? The average cost for
yard patients is about £11 18s.—tliose are ordinary inmates. The average cost of hospital patients is
from £19 to £20. J should like to mention that the dietary scale I handed in only applies to the ordinary
patients, and not to hospital patients ; the latter get whatever is prescribed by the medical man.
122. Mr. Neild.] With reference to the ages of the inmates of the asylums, do these inmates reach you
at an advanced period of life, or are the majority persons who have grown old in the asylums ? They
reach us at an advanced period of life.
”
123. I do not suppose you have the exact figures, but could you give us any idea of the average age at
which pauper inmates reach the asylums ? I could give you the figures to a certainty by getting the
returns compiled in the office. We have the age of every roan in his history-form as ho enters.
124. I think you stated the other day, with reference to the application of any system of outdoor relief
or old-age pensions, that only 500 or 600 of the total number o£ inmates in your institutions would, in
your opinion, bo suitable to be recipients of such a system ? Yes.
125. Would the disability for outdoor relief involved in your answer arise from old age, from sickness, or
from habit ? Prom habit in some cases ; from incapacity to look after themselves in other cases,
126. That is practically old age? Senile debility, I suppose, you would call it. A lot of them are a
class of people who, if they were not with me, would be with JDr. Manning. There are 1,600 inmates
who are in and out of the hospital always.
127. Would it he possible for you to ascertain the proportion of those different causes of disability?
Yes; I could give the numbers in each class.
128. Dr. Graham.] Are you quite sure about the number being 500 or 600? I am very close to the
actual number in that estimate. Of course, it must only he an approximation, because I could not know
the character of every one of the inmates. Some idea of the number is gathered by inquiry among the
decent old people in the institutions, and by what is learnt in dealing with casuals. We know how the
inmates behave themselves, because wc have them coming up for one offence and another. We know
also by the number of hospital patients, and we know by tlie other class—those who must he kept under
some sort of restraint.
'
129. Mr. Neild.] Bo you think you could supply the Committee with somewhat similar information with
reference to the inmates at the timo of entry ? It would bo very difficult, but I could arrive at a
fairly approximate estimate by referring to tbo history-forms, and to the causes which led to their coming
in, because there is a medical certificate in every case.
130. With reference to the figure5; you have been good enougli to put before the Committee tins afternoon,
I should gather roughly that there must he a larger number of persons in distressed circumstances
receiving outdoor relief in tbe Colony than the number that are in the asylums themselves? Yes, a very
much larger number.
'
131. Do you think there is information available to show the proportion of outdoor relief in other colonies ?
It is very difficult to get that information. I do not know how it is, but I have got different returns on
different occasions; and it appears to me that the only way to obtain this information would be to let oue
of my officers—I could not go myself, that would be out of the question—take a run round and observe
the class of people, and from personal observation see whether or not they arc similar to the classes of
inmates with whom we deal here.
"
132. Dr. Graham.] Suppose we tided the experiment you suggest as being a feasible one, and took a
certain number of people and put them on the relief system, do you not think that the mere knowledge
of such a circumstance being spread abroad would create a sort of panic among destitute people who
would clamor for the same privilege? There is no doubt it would. Pauperism is about as contagious
as smallpox. That is one of the objections to the proposal. If you could keep it within limits T should
not hesitate to say at once, adopt the proposal as our national policy of dealing with the deserving aged
poor.
133. Is not tho entrance into a poorhouse in England regarded as an automatic test of poverty ? Yes;
and they make the life inside so very hard, as far ns I am able to judge, that a person would be very hard
put to it before going in.
i
134. But do you not think that is a safeguard to society? Undoubtedly; but what about the humanity
of it to the poor ?
135. But what about the peace of society ? That is the trouble. As I said the other day, it is very easy
to talk about reducing pauperism, as some people do in England, hy doing away with the outdoor relief
system ; hut they do not say what has become of those people who have been subjected to this restrictive
method, and they do not take them into the institutions. Therefore the logical conclusion is that they
must leave them in a state of starvation.
”
13G. Mr. Neild.] Or that they have gone elsewhere ? Yes.
.
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J3rrsfiit: —
Mn. CHAPMAN,
Dr. GHAHAM,
Mr. SCHEY,

Mr. McGOWEN,
Me. McLEAN,
Mr. WILKS.

E. W. O’STJLLIYAN, Esq., in the Chair.
George Henry Pitt, Esq., further examined :—
G-. H, Pitt. 137. Chairman.'] You desire to supplement the evidence you gave on the previous occasion ? Yes.
138. Will you lay before the Committee any further information you may have? Assuming that tho
2 July, 1890, jjgjjg inciqental to wage-earnej's are alone to be considered, there are six forms of insurance necessary to
cover all those to -which they may be exposed, -which are:—Invalidity—(1) Provision for temporary
sickness and accident. (2) Provision for permanent sickness or accident. (3) Loss of wages through
want of work. (4) Annuity for old age. (o) Insurance to family in case of premature death.
(6) Provision for burial. Germany, under the 1889 law, endeavoured to provide for all but class (3),
making the insurance in each case compulsory; but for the sake of brevity, X will confine myself to
remarks on old-age and invalidity pensions.
Old-age pensions.
The German Scheme.—The

State directly undertakes the work, and administers it through local
Boards, Contributions are obligatory upon three defined classes. Men and women, 16 years of age
and upwards, employed as:—(1) Workmen, assistants, apprentices, and servants receiving wages.
(2) Shop assistants, apprentices not earning £100 a year. (3) Persons employed in the mercantile
marine. Optional to others to join at the discretion of the Eederal Council. Benefits conferred,—To all
the assured the State gives the right to an allowance in infirmity, that is, inability to earn wages, and an
old-age annuity at the age of 70 years. Pensions are only granted for infirmity after five contributory
years ; and for old age after 30 contributory years. But, in order to embrace those who would otherwise
be disqualified, it was provided that any person who, before the Act was passed, had been employed in an
occupation in which contributions would have heen payable had the Act heen in force, should he treated
as though he had actually paid tho contributious. This difficulty, which is common to all initiatory
schemes kindred to that under review, might have been avoided by confining the benefits to the rising
generation, which step would have postponed tho old-age pension in Germany for 30 years, and the
invalidity pension for 5 years. Contribution rates have been fixed for 10 years at from lid. to 3d. per
week (according to the amount of wages earned), to be }>aid in equal shares by employers and -workmen.
With regard to the old-age pensions, the amounts vary from £5 6s. 5d. to £0 11s. a year, and arc not
intended to provide sufficient means of support, but to supplement any other means possessed hy the
pensioner. The pensions are payable monthly in advance, and can be neither pawned nor sequestrated.
They also remain in abeyance so long as the pensioner is in prison or in a foreign country. The
contributions arc collected by means of cards divided into spaces for 47 weeks, and when pay
ing him his wages the employer must affix a stamp representing the weekly contribution on
each workman’s card, deducting half the value from his wages. Forty-seven weekly contributions
are reckoned as one full year’s payments, and during certified illness not exceeding a year, or
military service, the contributions are credited as if they had been paid. Any deficit in the fund
at the termination of tho first ten years of its existence must be met by tbe imposition of a
higher rate of contributions for the uext period of five years. Estimated cost to the State: Prac
tically the fund is sustained by contributions of one-third each from the workmen, employers,
and the State respectively. The first year’s State subsidy was £320,000, gradually rising to £3,400,000
in the eightieth year, alter which it is expected the State subsidy will be gradually extinguished, but
this is only theoretical, and many contingencies may arise, such as strikes, depressions in trade,
tlie occurrence of a war or a revolution, which must upset all calculations based on ordinary averages.
Tbo valuation is made on a 31- per cent, basis, this being tbe average rate ruling for German
Government stock. As the actuarial valuations are made periodically, any depreciation in tho rate of
interest must either diminish the benefits conferred or increase tbe contributions. The scheme includes
some 12,000,000 of people, or about 25 per cent, of the total population.
Danish Scheme.—Denmark is the only other country which has a scheme in operation. In 1891
the Government announced the intention of imposing a tax on lager beer; the Opposition demanded that
if the poor man’s beer was to be taxed he should reap some benefit, hence the Government combined a
pension scheme with the beer tax, devoting a maximum annual payment of £111,000 for the purpose of
paying old-age pensions. The benefits extend to all persons over 60, not having sufficient means of
support, who have resided in the country for not less than ten years, provided that during the ten years
preceding the 60th year of age they were not inmates of poor-houses. The pensions are graduated, a
larger pension being given to residents of the capital than to those of smaller towns, and country
applicants receive still less. The pensions range from £6 15s. to £11 5s, for males, and from £5 12s. to
£8 8s. for females, and are home by the State and Communes,
Compulsorg Insurance in other Countries.—The principle of State Insurance is old in theory as
schemes have been propounded from the beginning of the present century. In England, as far back as
1772, a Bill for making provision for pensions to the aged was passed by the House of Commons, but tbe
measure did not receive the approval of the House of Lords. I may here mention that papers on
the subject have been read locally, one by Mr. A. Duckworth, of the A.M.l'. Society; another by
Mr. Anderson,Principal Librarian; also Mr. Colonna Close has given the subject careful attention. The
Germans, however, were the first to legislate on the subject, and their action has had a stimulating
influence on several European countries by awakening a general interest in schemes for the betterment of
the masses. Germany and Denmark are the only two countries which havo a system of State Pensions
for the aged in operation, but a Bill passed the French Chamber in 1895 providing State subsidies to
superannuation pensions for working men. Eor many years past the attention of political economists in
England, Austria, Hungary, Italy, Belgium, Holland, Sweden, Norway, and Switzerland has been directed
to the subject, and tlie adoption by Germany of the system has given a fresh impetus to their exertions,
■
and
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aud public incti m various walks of life, clergymen like Canon Blackley, statisticians like Charles Booth,
politicians like Chamberlain, Morley, and (iorst, and actuaries like T, E. Young and K. P. Hardy are
now engaged in investigating the scheme propounded. This is notably the case in England, where, in ^
addition, a Koval Commission was appointed in 1893, to obtain evidence and report on the various
schemes proposed, and to-day’s (July 2nd) cablegrams inform ns that further investigation is to be
undertaken by a Commission of Experts appointed from tbe Treasury. The opinions of economists,
statisticians, and others who have devoted considerable thought and time to the subject will prove of great
value, and I have therefore selected, and herewith place before the Committee, the opinions of several
eminent writers on the subject under consideration.
Entitling Age or Age Limit.

Arguments against adopting a uniform or high limit.
American Consular Beport on German Scheme—
The age of yO was so high for the working classes that extreme indifference, or even hostility, was expressed.
The report was everywhere the same ; 11 Seventy years old ! I shall never live to that age.” The actual percentage of
those who reach this age among tlie labourers is so small that this high figure is felt to be a weakness iu the law. It was,
however, thought better to begin at this ago in order that the actuarial calculations could be safely made. The cost of
insurance at age 65 was so much higher that it was found impossible to begin at that age : but all the English schemes
propose to start at 65,”'

T. Maekay, National Review:—
To the poor—tlie ill-fed, the docker, the riverside labourer, the weather-tortured hawkers, the 'busmen and cab
men :tlle a2e limit of 65 would be a mockery and a delusion, for to them the annuity age is a promised land they can
scarcely hope to enter. Carmen, cabmen, and waterside labourers are not likely to enjoy a pension long after 65.

TY. Chance, J.P.:—
Old age does not always begin at 65—it may commence at 50, or e\'en earlier. On the other hand, many men will
do a good day s work up to 75. It is, in fact, quite impossible to say at what time of life old age begins.

C. S. Loch
. ,
™
take effect,

more than half of old-age pauperism commences before the age at which any of the proposed schemes would
*

i

i

Spender :—
The corn porter who works in the hold of a ship, filling his lungs with the dust of grain, is early worn out.
rare to mid a man at this work much beyond the age of 40.

It is

Against Compulsorg Schemes.

The Bresident of the Institute of A.ctuaries—Discussion on Mr. Young’s paper on German scheme,
i i Th-e l,al:M!1’ Jomo,11Rtr‘ltetl 'yith tolerable certainty the impossibility of this particular scheme, at all events, ever being
adopted m the froe^ air of England, They had done much of late, and it was quite possible that under democratic
domination they might do still more hereafter to restrict individual freedom ; hut not till Englishmen ceased to he
Englishmen would they submit, under compulsion, to n system which brought in its train such irritating supervision and
interference as might he possible to a people steeped to their eyes in militarism, and used from their birth to a system of
Etate control so persistent and universal that a youth might scarcely grow into manhood without bureaucratic permission.
He had arrived at that conelnsion with groat reluctance. Though he never sought to act the part of Balaam, he should
have been glad, like the author, Mr. Young, if he had felt constrained to bless this particular scheme, for he had to the
abstract idea of compulsion no necessary repugnance. But the importance of compulsion consisted in its application, and
be Agreed with Mr. I:oung, that compulsion after this fashion was for Englishmen an impossibility. No one recognised
more fully than himself the way m which the manliness of Englishmen had provided in a large measure for their own
needs, but he could not also forget that much as had heen done there was a great problem still unsolved.

Mr. Young, in the concluding paragraphs of his paper, says:—
In taking a final retrospect over my labour, I seem to myself—and with genuine regret—to have sustained the
reversed roll of the Prophet Balaam. I appear to have staited with a deep impression of the benevolent motives and
probably benehcent effects of the measure, but as niy inquiry extended I seem to have merged the prophetic lienediction
into a regretful production of social disunion, national disillusionment, and financial loss, I retain my admiration of tho
value of the object, and of the careful and ingenious though doctrinaire methods by which the achievement of that end has
been sought. I can perceive, however, though at the moment dimly, that a symptom of national disease has been
temporarily prescribed for in place of a direct attempt at gradual extirpation of the cause.

Opinions of Ministerberg, Aschrott, and Boh inert, whom the United States Consul reports as heiim the
most eminent authorities on charity in Germany.
a
Dr, Emil Miinstcrberg writes:—
*
My opinion is that the social legislation has already had a favourable result in lightening the burdens of the poor
fund, both direct and indirect.
*

Judge Aschrott writes:—
I can only give my personal opinion that by the insurance laws quite a good deal of the burden on the town
charities has been taken off everywhere. On cur inquiries in that respect we got a number of letters from*.poor law
authoi ities in the \ anous towns and cities, all agreeing that there has been a great change iu poor law expenditure.

Professor Bbbmert, head of the Imperial Bureau of Saxony, during twenty-five years in constant and
active relations with chanty work, gives it as his opinion that these laws already show a distinctly
favourable tendency to lighten the charity burdens. Each of these authorities acknowledges that the law
has not been long enough m force to prove the correctness of the opinions. The actual returns, so far
the theories expressed. Had the scope of this inquiry been limited to the original motion
ot Mr. A end it would have been necessary—1. To define the classes of persons who would have to he
included in a scheme of outdoor relief, and who may ho briefly described as paupers ; 2. To ascertain, the
probable percentage of persons who reach 60 and 65 years of age; 3. And the number of such persons
who come within tho above definition ; 4. To examine the results that have followed the substitution of a
boarding-house system for the barrack plan. Tlie following definition is sufficiently comprehensive:—A
pauper is an impecunious person, who either from age or infirmity—whether bodily or mental—is unable
to earn a hying; »p who is a permanent inmate of any public, denominational, or private institution or
207-0
asylum,
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G. H. Pitt, asylum, supported wholly or partially from State funds or private sources. The estimated population of
2 July~1896 ^eW
Wales of persons 60 years and over, and 65 years and over, on the 31st December, 1895,
Aje.

Males.

Proportion *0 Male
Population.

Females.

Proportion to Female Males and Females. Proportion to Total
.
Population.
Population.

60 and over

.............

33,090

per cent,
4‘63

22,310

per cent.
3'76

55,400

per cent.
4-34

65 and over

.............

18,840

2-75

13,440

2'27

32,280

2-02

English tables show that of 100 persons who attain their 21st birthday, the number who reach
Dr. Ogle’a Tables,

Oddfellows’ Tables.

60 yeara of age will be ...
... .
...
54'01
59'47
65 years of age will be...
...
...
43'90
49T9
The figures of the Oddfellows show better results than those of Dr. Ogle owing to the fact that
only sound lives—those who can pass a medical examination—are permitted to join Friendly Societies.
Sufficient data for the preparation of an Australian Table are not available, so any estimates must be to a
great extent of a supposititious character, but the consensus of actuarial opinion is that owing to the
existence of more favourable conditions—climatic and otherwise—amongst the working classes in these
Colonies the longevity would be greater than those given in the English Tables. As probably other
witnesses with special actuarial knowledge will be examined I will not enlarge on this aspect of the
question. A return prepared for the Imperial Parliament (August, 1890) showed that there were 245,687
persons over 65 years of age in England and Wales who were in receipt of poor-law relief—out of an
estimated total of 1,300,000 persons—nearly one in six of all classes, rich and poor alike. As the
return was made during the summer at a period of specially prosperous trade, and did not include lunatics,
vagrants, and some others, and only gave the number on a single day and not the number for the year, the
total given is greatly below the actual number of paupers over 65 years of age. Another Parliamentary
return gives the number of paupers over 60 years of age as 286,867, of whom 102,563 were men and
184,304 women. As the total population was 1,916,286, this return shows that one-seventh of the entire
population of 60 was in receipt of poor-law relief, practically confirming the return previously quoted.
The London Times says, “ The poor seldom die in their own homes. In London one in five deaths occurs
in a workhouse or public hospital. If we estimate those above the wage-earners the proportion will bo
something like one in three for all ages. If we take those of 60 years and upwards, one in two will
more accurately represent the proportion.” In New South Wales the 1891 Census showed that the
indigent people of 65 years and upwards numbered 2,161; the total number of persons in the Colony of
those ages was 28,365, so that it may be said that out of every 100 persons who reach 65 years 8 will
enter the asylums of the destitute {Wealth and Progress, Goghlan). The Danish scheme which I have
previously referred to practically abolishes the barrack system in favour of the plan proposed by Mr.
Neild, A very good illustration as to which of the two systems is the more acceptable to the inmates
themselves is that of the old Greenwich Hospital pensioners. When these old veterans were given the
option of remaining in the old palace, which for so many years had served as their '‘Hospital,” or to go
to reside Outside and take with them a pension less than the cost of their maintenance there, with
scarcely an exception they elected to forsake the old associations and companionships for a corner in the
humble cottage of some poor friend or relative. The results of the experiment in this Colony of the
boarding-out of children and the cottage homes for aged married couples might oiler some indication as to
the probable effect of extending that plan to the aged inmates of our asylums and benevolent institutions.
How wages would he infiv<enccd.
Mr. Young, the English actuary, says :—

■

The employers will obviously seek to transfer a portion of their burden of enforced charges to the labourers' gains ;
hence, reduced wages with higher prices, all acting in combined power against the workman’s impoverished condition.^ In
our old poor-law history the taxes in aid of wages invariably meant a diminution of wages and a degradation of the position
of the labourer.

The Special Eeport of the Commissioner of Labour (U.SA.) on compulsory insurance quotes the
following eases, showing that opinions arc divided as to how wagea will be affected by the employers
having to contribute to the cost of the insurance of their workmen:—An agricultural labourer of 76, still
able to work, is etnployed upon a noble’s estate. As soon as his pension was secured his employer lowered
his weekly wage 1 mark, which was 10 per cent, of his earnings, and adds “ employers of all sorts are so
pressed by competition that the temptation is great to lighten their expenses at any possible point,” and
“ wages must be lessened to some extent, not only from what is actually paid out by the insured, but in
some degree by the influence of that portion of the employer’s contribution, which still has its traditional
character as charity.” Other employers of labour in country districts say :—“ The attractions of the city
are such that it is a constant fight to keep an adequate number of labourers upon the farms. Our
labourers say to ns impudently, ‘ You must pay our contributions under the old-age and invalidity law or
we shall not stay.’ This tendency is so strong and can be so easily controlled by tbo labourers in their
own favour that it bids fair to become practically universal”; and some employers in towns say, “ We find
it pays us to keep our men and women in good humour not to make the subtraction, so we pay it ourselves."
How Priendhj Societies will he affected.
The Hon. Joseph Chamberlain says:—
Unless something is done and done speedily, either in the shape of assistance from without or in the shape of new
rc»ulfttions made for the government of these societies, then it is perfectly certain that the embarrassment which is already
beginning to be felt will become very serious—it will be very serious for the societies, and it will also be very serious for
the nation.
And again : Their (Friendly Societies’) embarrassments in the past have largely proceeded from the difficulty of
dealing with superannuation and the impossibility of distinguishing after 65 years of age between the incapacity caused by
ordinary sickness and that induced by advancing age. It would be a great advantage to the societies to disencumber them
of old-age claims, or at least to assist them to meet them separately from their other obligations.
(National
February, 1892).
■
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The Rev. J. Frome Wilkinson says:—’ 'r
It is my firm conviction that'Friendly Societies will have nothing to lose but everything to gain by the adoption of a ^

universal free State endowment list.

R. P. Hardy, F.I.A., says :—
Upon the whole, so far as the moss of existing Friendly Societies go (excepting the affiliated orders, the Hearts of Oak and a
few others), I consider that no sound, and in none a sufficient, provision exists for old-age relief in the sense now called for
by public opinion.

The Rev. T. Fowle says:—
They (Friendly Societies) foul, and rightly so, that State-aided institutions for relief will, of course, provide a better invest
ment for saving than they can do, and so, inasmuch as, like all businesses, they live by attracting new^ customers, they
will perish from the effect of unfair competition. Hence their resistance to ail State-aided schemes of pensions, a resistance
which would alone justify the nation in rejecting tliem, even if there were no objection from the Poor Law authorities.

I hand in to the Committee a list of the Friendly Societies of Rew South Wales, giving particulars of each,
which were taken from “ Wealth and Progress ” (Coghkn) [Appendix C] Co-operative and benefit
building societies do not come within the scope of the scheme, therefore further reference need not he
made to them.
189. Mr. Sckct/.'] As far as you are aware, has any proposal ever been made for a State subsidy to Friendly
Societies to enable them to make provision for old age on the part of their members ? I havo not heard
of any such proposal. As to the financial position of Friendly Societies the same doubts are expressed
hero as in England. It is a fact that several of the local institutions are existing in a state of insolvency.
In conclusion, I may he permitted to add that the cablegram published in this morning’s (2nd July) papers
(to which 1 have previously incidentally referred) states that a Commission of Experts has been appointed
from the British Treasury to inquire if any practicable scheme can be devised for granting pensions to the
aged poor, which shows that the work of the recent Imperial Parliamentary Committee is likely to evolve
some rational means of providing for old age, and of dispensing with a large portion of the present
unsatisfactory system of poor relief, or at least to bring the subject within the range of practical politics.
In addition to not a few proposals emanating from foreign countries, no less than twelve havo been placed
before the British public, the details of which time will not allow me to enter into. Those, however, of
Mr. Charles Booth (the statistician) and Mr. Hardy (the actuary) are the most popular proposals. The
plan of the former is that every man and woman shall, without any previous contribution, upon attaining
the age of 05, receive a pension of os. per week ; and he estimates that the cost of this would be about
£17,000,000 per annum, after making allowance for the savings effected bj the consequent very great
diminution of the existing form of in and out door poor-law relief. The scheme of Mr. Hardy in most
points closely resembles that of Mr. Booth, the principal difference between them being that Mr. Hardy
proposes to place a portion of the cost upon the local centres, instead of it being wholly borne by the State.
After having studied the various schemes, it is my opinion that the adoption of some such proposal as is
advocated by Messrs. Booth and Hardy would be the best solution of the question for this Colony, as
the German law, with its coercive and over-active interference with individual liberty, would not be
acceptable to the citizens of a free country like New South 'Wales. The Uanish plan, to my mind, is too
limited in its operation, and is merely an extension of what in England would be called “ outdoor relief,”
and the same remark applies to the scheme proposed by Mr. Neild. Any scheme benefiting one section
of the community at the expense of another appears to me to bo inequitable, and I think it would bo
preferable that the whole body of taxpayers should contribute towards the cos! of a universal old-age
pension scheme, so that any person upon attaining the stipulated age might demand its a right, and not
in forma pauperis, an annuity for the last years of his life, and so be relieved of the stigma that pauperism
casts upon the recipient of charitable doles. The cost of such a scheme would, of course, bo very large,
but not necessarily insurmountable. If a contributory scheme wore adopted it would he found that the
cost of administration, in a country where a million and a quarter people are scattered over an extensive
territory, would, pro rata, far exceed that of even the partial scheme in operation in Germany, the cost of
which, notwithstanding the very complete machinery at the disposal of the State, amounts to Is. per head
per annum. Where, however, the benefits to be conferred arc so enormous the question of cost should
not he the only lion in the path, although, I must admit, a most formidable one, and should a universal
pension scheme for New South Wales he the outcome of the present inquiry a sunbeam of hope will have
been caused to shine upon those who at present have nothing to look forward to beyond passing their
declining years within the precincts of an asylum, or institution for the aged, or iu the homes of relatives,
where their absence would be more appreciated than their presence.
lit). Mr. Wilks.] You mentioned that in the Danish scheme the peusion given was higher in the towns
than in the country—was that because of the greater cost of living ? Yes ; I think that must have been
the reason.
141. They differentiate between the country and tbo towns ? Yres.
142. What we have just hud the pleasure of hearing is, especially as regards the earlier part, a collection of
extracts from works on the subject? I consider that tho opinions of the eminent men I have quoted are
far above any opinion I could give. In addition to the information obtained from various sources, which
it has taken some time and trouble to prepare, I have ventured to give some comments of my own which
II thought might he of interest; to the Committee. The first part, giving a description of the German
system, is my own, except that the dates have been supplied from the hooks. Extracts are shown as
quotations.
'
148. You consider that the German system would he impracticable in this country ? Undoubtedly.
144. Your opinion is that the pension system should be applied to all or none? Yes. My opinion, as
expressed at the end of the paper I have read, is that the scheme of Charles Booth is the most worthy of
attention, as he is a man of eminenr ability, who has made the subject a lifelong study. Tho only
objection to his scheme is from the financial aspect. Otherwise it is very simple, the only process being
that of paying out; there is no paying in connected with it.
145. Chairman.] But how would you propose to raise the money for paying out ? First of all you would
have to find out what it would cost. Theu I think we should recognise that tho Government is already
paying a very large sum directly. It does not matter whether yon pay these old people 5s. a week direct as
a pension, or pay the money through the Government administration of the asylums. A rough estimate
might be obtained of what the Treasury would have to pay for the first year by taking the total number
'
of
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G-, H. Pitt, of people of GO years of age and upwards, or G5 years and upwards, and calculating the amount at 5s.
^6r kea<*^ considered that would be a schoolboy’s way of arriving at the result, and I have left it
u P’
’to the Committee to ask people more competent to express an opinion on that subject than I am. It
would entail special actuarial work.
146. But it must bo clear that 5s. would not suffice in Australia for an old-age pension ? T think it
would, because tho weekly or monthly contribution in Germany is not supposed to support tbo pensioner
wholly, and put him absolutely beyond want. On that point 1 would again draw attention to the
German scheme, udiich, “with regard to the old-age pensions the amounts vary from£5 Gs, tjd. to £9 11s.
a year, and are not intended to provide sufficient means of support, but to supplement any other means
possessed by tho pensioner.”
147. That scheme would hardly provide for the retirement of these people from active employment? I
think it would. I was told by a gentleman tho other day that at Liverpool ho saw' three little children
who were each boarded out for Gs. a week, and they were very happy and comfortable. In the same way
I think many persons would be only too glad to take some of these old people, though they might
perhaps be a little more troublesome than children, for 5s. per week.
148. Dr. Graham,'] Tour work in the Government service is in tho nature of actuarial work ? Not at
present. That is the reason why I have suggested that the Committee should obtain tho services of the
llegisirar of Friendly Societies and Actuary to the Public Service Board.
149. Have you had any practical acquaintance with the working of asylums in the Colony ? No, except
that I have several times gone through them.
*
150. But you have not been attached to that Department in the course of your Government service ? No.
151. Mr. McLean.] Have you been attached to any charitable institutions? No.
152. Have you any personal experience of the class of people likely to bo relieved under a system of
State pensions—1 mean apart from statistical records ? Do you mean simply as paupers ?
’
153. Have you been brought in contact with that class of people so as to be able to form any estimate of
their character and habits ? Having a friend who was matron in one of these institutions, 1 have been
several times in that asylum.
154. Dr. Graham.] Which institution ? George-street Asylum, Parramatta.
155. Have you been to any of tho Continental institutions ? No.
156. Chairman.] Have you any knowledge of the American system of pensions to tho army and navy who
fought in the Civil war? No. Tho only thing X remember reading about it is that the pension scheme
has been greatly abused.
157. Do you know tho total cost of that scheme? No ; but if you wish I will endeavour to find out.
WEDNESDAY, 8 JULY, 189G.
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Sir Arthur Renwick called in, sworn, and examined:—
Sir
158. Chairman.] What positions do you occupy ? President of the Sydney Hospital; President of the
A. Renwick. Benevolent Asylum of N.S.W.; President of the Deaf, Dumb, and Blind Institution: and President of the
State Children’s Relief Board.
8 July, 1896.159 You have had_ a very long connection with charitable organisations in this country, and you have
also had opportunities of observing the operations of such organisations in other countries ? Yes.
1G0. Will you give the Committee the benefit of your advice, and also your opinion, as to tbe proposal
before us with regard to State insurance or old-age pensions, and the general question of pauper relief?
With regard to my experiences in other countries they would only be similar to those of any intelligent
visitor to those countries, more particularly in regard to the systems adopted in Great Britain and the
United States of America, where I have been recently. Most of the information in connection with these
two countries will be well understood by the Committee perhaps without my entering very fully into the
subject With reference, however, to the direct object of the Committee, I may state that, as far as I
observed, with the exception of a pension system, so called, adopted in connection with sailors and soldiers
in the United States, very little has been done in that country in the way of providing for the civil com
munity in the direction now under consideration by this Committee. Hi'England, however, I found that
considerable amount of discussion was taking place principally amongst persons engaged in public life.
I:or instance, the Right. Lion. Mr. Chamberlain had taken action in connection with tho Voluntary
Committeo of the House of Commons, a Committee which originated in consequence of dissatisfaction to
some extent with tho reports submitted by other Committees appointed by the House of Commons, and
also, ]. think, by the House of Lords in connection with this subject. I also found when I was there that
a^number of public meetings had taken place in various parts of the country, and some occasionally took,
pjftce when I was in London, at which lectures were given by gentlemen interested in the subject,
including Canon Blackley' and others. I also found, on examining a lii.tle more carefully into the matter,
that there was a considerable literature on the subject, and that those who wore interested in the manage
ment of charitable institntious in Great Britain, being wholly dissatisfied with the system in vogue, were
thoroughly aroused to the necessity of making some new provision in this particular direction.
161. Will you givens your opinion as to the probability of the working of a system of State insurance or
old-age pensions in Lew South Wales ? I suggested some little time ago to a number of gentlemen who
had some acquaintance with the charitable institutions of this Colony that, it would be very desirable that
we should take action in this matter in New South Wales, and I pointed out to tliem that no time was
more opportune for the purpose than the present. The institutions in which our aged poor are housed
are quite unsuited for the purpose. They have become old and dilapidated, and in some cases, to my
certain knowledge, were never built for the purpose to whicn they are nowapplied. They are overcrowded,
there is no system of classification, there is a. separation of the sexes in old age, which is extremely
undesirable, and none of those comforts which n civilised community should provide for its old people, and
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in many cases deserving old people, are to bo obtained. There was an exception introduced by Sir Henry
•p®'r,- ^
Parkcs a few years ago when he established a few cottage homes for the purpose of providing for old
'
couples, but this was only in a very limited degree. Taking all these matters into consideration, I asked g j , jggg
the gentlemen to whom I have referred to meet me, and we formed a committee to bring this question
’
'
under the attention more particularly of the public and the Legislature. The result was that a public
meeting was held, and steps were taken to interest the community in the movement. A platform was
drawn up, for a league “ for providing pensions for old age,” which contains nearly all that can he said in
connection with this matter in a concise form. My object in writing it was not to be sensational, but to
calmly and deliberately place this question before the public of New South 'Wales. The platform is as
follows:—
The question of u pension for tho aged in the case of those who are unable to maintain themselves, and who thus
require assistance, from the State or from some charitable source, is one that has been the subject of practical legislation in
some countries, and is a matter of investigation and inquiry, with a view to the best possible solution, in others, at the
present time. The conditions which surround this question are so diverse in different countries and amongst different
peoples that the experience of the systems which havo been adopted in European countries, for example, serves only as an
object-lesson for us m New’ South Wales, where tho circumstances surrounding tho poorer classes needing this aid, and the
habits and customs of the people generally, are so different from those in older lands. At the same time, it is true, that in
view of the history of the administration of relief to the poor up to the present tunc in this country, the practical experience
already obtained, and tho very unsatisfactory condition of the present state of charitable aid, an opportunity now presents
itself for dealing with this branch of the question, which demands the consideration of all those interested in charitable
work. As a public question, it is of the highest importance in relation to our social economy.
T!n nuemiy for a provinion of this kind.

That there is a necessity for a provision for the needs of the aged poor is only too apparent. In Now South Wales
at tho present time there are no fewer than 3,R58 old men and women in the various institutions ; of those, 2,75(5 are men,
and 602 are women. According to tho evidence of the Director of Government Asylums, given in March, 1896, before the
Parliamentary Works Committee, the buddings at Parramatta and Liverpool m which the old men are placed are
thoroughly unfit for the purpose for which they are occupied. No system of classification is possible in consequence of the
overcrowding, and no provision exists for tho purpose of separating and classifying the inmates who arc affected with
various diseased conditions. In fact, to quote the words of the Director, ‘'the sick and the sound are at present
indiscriminately mixed together m the separate institutions without any chance of classifying them.1’ When it is
remembered that tho circumstances thus briefly refened to entail residence together of about 500 persons, requiring regular
medical treatment in consequence of their being affected with cancer, consumption, and ophthalmic disease ; of about 1,000
persons affected with paralysis, rheumatism, epilepsy, heart-disease, senile decay, and the like, who do not usually require
much medical treatment beyond tonics, stock medicines, and special diet; and of 1,000 who arc simply old and destitute,
together with about 500 who may he reckoned as casuals,—it must be admitted that a state of tilings exists which, in the
name of our common humanity, requires immediate remedy. So greatly are the officials dealing with these matteis
impressed with the need of a remedy that a proposal was recently submitted to the Parliamentary Works Committee to
accommodate the whole of the inmates of the various asylums at Rookwood at a large expense to the State—a proposal
which happily has been rejected.
Independently of the poor aged persons who have been compelled to seek tbe inadequate refime of the Government
asylums, there are many persons needing aid in tho form of a small pension who would not under any circumstances
accept the hospitality of the asylum, hut who must necessarily dnft deeper and deeper into poveity if not afforded the aid
of the pension. Tho Benevolent Society of New South Wales and other similar institutions do noble work in tins direction,
and their records present lamentable instances of cases of aged poor men and women who, generally through no fault of
their own, havo to sock the allowances furnished by them.
At present the practice is to separate old married couples before admission to the asylums, an unnatural practice
which the establishment of a pension system would avoid.
The aim and object of this League.

At tho present stage the Old-Age Pensions League considers it proper to define the objects it has in view. And, in
the first place, it may be well to state that having before it the proposals made in other countries, and the history of the
movement elsewhere, the Longue does not propose to submit for consideration any scheme to promote a sick fund in con
nection with old-age pensions, nor to interfere in any way with the already well-established provisions made by the various
Friendly Societies, or by any employers’ aid fund. Nor does the League aim at making definite proposals for the solution of
the great problem of old-age poverty by some universal scheme based on compulsory or voluntary contributions, or on a
direct subvention from the State. The League does not at present propose to put forward any scheme to encourage those
who are willing and have tho means to invest in defened annuities, secured by State subventions or guarantees. ^
_
All these and similar proposals the League considers to bo subjects for inqiuiy and investigation, and it is believed
that the course at present about to be adopted in the mother country should be followed in New South IS ales. The object
of the League in connection with tho various plans proposed for the provision of old-age pensions will be to obtain the consent
of the Government to the appointment of a Royal Commission, or some similar body, for the purpose of dealing with the
question in all its various details.
_
To afford relief to the overcrowded state of tho Government Asylums, in which the aged poor arc now housed, and
to assist those who need aid, but who will not avail themselves of the institutions, the I-eague proposes to urge on the
Government a temporary and tentative scheme which could be adopted at once. Of the classes of inmates of the institution
already referred to a very large proportion could be pensioned, so that they might live among their friends and relatives or
other suitable persons, the League believes, at a cost to the State not exceeding that already paid for their maintenance in
the asylums. Similar small pensions should he paid after investigation of tho circumstances of each case by a proper official,
to those iu special need outside tho asylums. To effect these purposes the present official staff of the Public Charities
Department, this League believes, would he sufficient. The Director of Public Asylums (in whose statement before the
Parliamentary Works Committee there is ample evidence of his sympathy and approval of this provision) might be asked
to report as to the best, most effective, and most speedy mode of carrying out these suggestions for the relief of many
deserving poor old men and women.
The State has already made provision for destitute children in the way of boarding out, and in thu provision of
cottage homos, with family’hfc for invalid children, and it has also satisfactorily introduced to a limited extent the system
of cottage life for old couples.
_
The League believes that tho purpose it has in view will meet with the support of tho people of New South \\ ales.
They consist, in a woiil, in an attempt to ohteiu for those who are subject only to senility and poverty the advantages
which the State has already piovided for its unfortunate young waifs and strays, and the removal of tho discreditable
circumstances whicli at present surround the aged poor now housed in the asylums.
The League recognises fully that any attempt to discourage tho principle of thrift and personal effort should be
discountenanced, and in the objects of their association now briefly stated this cardinal principle is not in any way interfeied with.

1 may state that since the appointment of this Committee the League has determined to rest and see what
the result of the labours of the Committee xvill be. AYe are desirous as a League to do everything that
wo possibly can to assist the Committee, and any members of the League whose evidence would be of
value will be only too glad to render what assistance they can in this matter.
162. You are President of the League, are you not ? Yes.
_
_
163. As far as I can gather, your League does not make a definite proposal, hut is simply now investi
gating the question ? We are merely trying to educate public opinion on this gqbjeot, ^Yc arc about to
circulate
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Sir
circulate pamphlets and slips of paper amongst persons to whom such information would be useful to
A, Benwick. enable them to form an opinion upon this matter. As far as we ourselves are concerned wo have no doubt
whatever about it.
8 July, 1896.
161'. Did you note in this morning’s telegrams the information that the New Zealand Government are
about to bring in a scbome ? Yes, I saw that; and 1 also saw a cabled report from England to the effect
that they are taking active steps there. I expected nothing else from what X knew of the energy of the
present Colonial Secretary.
165. In Great Britain they appear to have appointed Treasury officials to do the work ? That is for the
purpose of determining the amounts, and what public expenditure would be involved in the establishment
of a system of the kind—actuarial work, chiefly.
166. The Committee would like some information from you in regard to the way in which they work the
charitable organisations in the United States ? In the United States even1- State has its own system. I
shall bo very glad to leave, for the perusal of the Committee, a work from which I think they will be able
to obtain all the information necessary as regards tho United States, It is by Professor Amos G. Warner,
and is entitled “American Charities : A Study in Philanthropy and Economics.”
167. Prom your own observation, what do you think of the American system of working the charitable
organisations? I think it runs pretty much on the same lines, with a good deal more enlightenment, as
the English system. In fact. I am sure the Americana have borrowed their system from the English
system. There is noihing much to be gained in the direction of State-aid pensions from them.
16S. Mr. McLcan?\ Erom your experience in connection with the benevolent asylums here, can you
say whether tho relief is given in most cases to aged people, or do you find tbe claims for relief come as
much from younger people who are incapacitated from work or unsuccessful in obtaining employment ?
The larger proportion of persons assisted at the asylums consists of widows, deserted women, and aged
persons.
169, Mr. Wilks.Do I understand from the information you have given so far that you arc strongly
opposed to the present asylum system m this country ? No ; and it is as well that this should be clearly
understood. In my opinion, we can never totally dispense with the asylum system. Such a thing would
be altogether out of the question. Those who believe that the asylum system can be done away with are
labouring under a mistake. There are numberless cases for which it is absolutely necessary to have an
asylum. Eor instance, old men who are dissipated in character, whom no one would take in as lodgers,
and who are really unfit to mix in civil society, must be provided for in some way. Then there are old
chronics of different kinds; they must be provided for, and they can only be provided for adequately in a
home under control.
*
170. Arc you acquainted with the working of the system introduced by Sir Henry Parkes of which you
spoke just now ? The practical details are not known to me, hut I know something of its working from
having seen it, also from reports that are brought to mo about it, and from consultations in connection
with its working, and so on. I am quite sure that if it were properly carried out it would be a very good
system indeed. If runs on the lines adopted in England in connection with a number of private charities,
such as the Freemasons, the Guild Homes, and so on. Of course, here it is under tbe control of the
Government.
171. 1 think the Masonic body have a few homes, have they not ? I do not know whether they have any
homes of that kind, but I know they have wards at the Carrington Hospital for convalescents.
172. Ohairman.~] Did you take any interest in the English charitable organisations when you were in
Great Britain ? "When in London 1 had an opportunity of consulting with many of the persons connected
with the various charities, some of whom were also members of the London County Council, and as a
result of tbo conferences I had with them, 1 embodied my views on the question of boarding out children
in a letter covering several columns to the Times newspaper, which led to some subsequent correspondence
on the matter. Jn this letter 1 pointed out that although the system of boarding out children had been
established for a longer time in England than in New South IVales, yet in this Colony we had carried it
to a more perfect degree, and with far better results, than was the case in England. I am still in corre
spondence with some of those who are deeply interested in this particular form of charity.
173. Do you think it is passible to apply the boarding-out system to a large number of old people? 1
fear that in the case of old persons it can only be done in a limited degree. Old persons havo not the
attraction that children have. They are more troublesome to manage, and more difficult to keep under
domestic control. For these reasons the results would not bo so satisfactory as in tbe case of children.
But with a limited number, 1 believe tbe plan could be adopted. With a, much larger number, I believe
that if they were assisted by a pension either their friends or relations, or sorao persons with whom they
were intimate, would be only too glad to receive them.
174. And you Ihink it would bo more conducive to the happiness and comfort of these old people to be
boarded out with their friends, and even with strangers, than to bo kept in au asylum ? I cannot conceive
of any more miserable life than for a poor old man to bo separated from his wife and everything dear to
him, and to be placed in one of the wretched barrack institutions we have in this Colony at the present
time. No life, in my humble judgment, could be more intolerable than that. The very fact of giving
liberty to a man, whether he be young or old, makes all tho difference in regard to the happiness he may
acquire otherwise,
175. The sum of 5s. per week appears to bo sufficient in tbe case of children to be paid to persons willing,
and even anxious, to take them for that payment, but do you think it would be sufficient in the case of
grown-up people ? It depends, to a large extent, upon the character of tho people who take tliem in. In
the case of benevolently-disposed people the 5s. would bo a perfect Godsend, because it would help to
pay the rent. Tho rent is the great difficulty in these cases, as far as my experience goes. People who
might be charitably disposed towards these old men might not be charitably disposed when their rent had
accumulated from week to week. Tho rent money is the great bugbear m the case of all these people,
who would, iu all probability, be asked to take charge of these old men.
176. If families in the country districts could obtain two or three of these old men it would be a material
assistance to them, I suppose ? Undoubtedly it would, and also to families in some of tbe suburbs of the
city. As far as my experience goes in connection with the Benevolent Asylum, when you assist persons
to pay their house rent you at once succeed in removing a most important disturbing element in the
family life.
177.
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177. Then, I presume, ivlidt you would suggest would be that a selection should be made of the best
Sir
patients, physically and mentally, for the purpose of making an experiment ? Quite so. My idea is that A' Renwlckit would be rash, indeed, to attempt for one moment to take all these people and board them out. Such a
"jggg
thing could not be carried out in practice, lint there is a large proportion of these old men, and also of
*
'
the old women at Newington, who could certainly be placed with friends of former days v,ho would only
be too glad to take them if they could get 5s. a week with them. Speaking roughly, I think it would be
a'jlow estimate to say that about a fourth of the inmates of Newington might be taken in that way from
the institution. In regard to the others, from the statement I have made it will be seen that there must
be some hundreds who could he placed out in this particular manner.
178. Do you consider that the German system—that is, compulsory State insurance or old-age pension
scheme—could be carried out in a British community? I am quite sure that it could not be carried out
in our community. In Germany it is not carried out with satisfactory results. There are really only two
schemes that could be adopted. One is to pay for these aged people, as they make their claims, from the
Consolidated Eevenuc, through the Charities Vote, and the other is to attempt, in some way or other, to
get these people to pay compulsorily, and then to give them an opportunity afterwards of deriving benefit
from their payments. I am afraid that the latter scheme could scarcely be carried into effect in this
country. We are such an unsettled population, while in Germany they have every possible means of
watching their people and keeping them under control, and they have an admirably-constructed State
system of officialism. Where tho scheme has been unsuccessful in Germany, I am sure it would be oven
much more so amongst our population. Besides, I have always considered that it is the duty of the State
itself to look after the aged poor, except where people have placed themselves out of the bounds of
obtaining this relief.
179. Do you think it would be possible to work any old-aged pension scheme in connection with our
insurance societies, or even with tho Briendly Societies ? With regard to the insurance societies, I received
a communication from the Citizens’ Life Insurance Society in which they gave certain tables they had
drawn up, and certain proposals they made in connection with this very matter; but it strikes me that
. there would be very great difficulty in connection with these very old people to get oven these payments
made. The class of people who are in our charitable institutions are quite outside tbe range of citbcr
Friendly Societies or life insurance societies, and it is for that class, and that class alone, I imagine that the
State would make provision.
180. Mr. Wtlhs.~\ Tho tables to which you refer were sent round generally? I received a copy of them,
and I looked into them carefully, and the defect, to my mind, was that the people were expected to pay
something, and these old people are utterly unable to pay for their own maintenance.
181. Chairman.] Putting aside 1 he inmates of the asylums, do you think it would be possible in any
shape or form, either in a compulsory, voluntary, or semi-voluntary way, to work out an old-age pension
scheme for the people of New South Wales ? 1 doubt it very much. The French tried it. They have
tried it over and over again ever since the days of the Revolution, and it has always turned out a failure.
They introduced a system of allowing these people to pay small sums of money upon which they received
interest, so that they might bo provided for in their old’age. That has turned out a failure. In this
Colony we have an unsettled population, especially as regards the class with whom we are now dealing,
and I am very doubtful as to whether the result would be satisfactory.
182. Dr, Oraham.] Some of the advocates of au old-age pension scheme hope that the scheme once
introduced would eventually take the place of our present system of charity by dole ;—do you share that
‘opinion? No. I liave explained to the Committee already that this scheme is to touch a certain class,
and that it can only touch a certain class, and that it would be impossible to wipe out our poor-houses,
whicli must be provided for the particular class to whom I have referred.
183. It would touch a very small class of the present iumates of our asylums ? It would touch a larger
class than you would imagine, for this reason: I understand it is the intention, and it is a thing that
must be canned out ultimately, to put the consumptive inmates in a certain place, the cancer inmates in
another place, to provide for ophthalmic diseases, and so on, If that is all done there will be a balance of
only about 2,000 persons left.. Of these 2,000 persons, fiOO may be considered as casuals. The other
1,500 are persons who can be worked out by a system of old-age pensions.
184. Dividing them as you havo done, Mr. Maxted gives only 500 persons out of the3,500 in the asylums
who are eligible for such a scheme ? He is an official, and, of course, he looks at it from an official stand
point. I am looking at it from a general standpoint, which is quite a different thing. No one has more
respect than I have for Mr. Maxted, and I know the value of his opinion ; hut it must be remembered
'
that au official who is dealing with these matters does not look at them in exactly the same way as a person
outside of officialism would, do. My impression is that it will be found that a great many more than 500
casuals can be placed out. During the few visits I have made to these charitable institutional have seen
a great number of men, who, I am certain, could easily he placed out; and with regard to the women, I
havo already said that I am sure one-fourth of the inmates of Newington could, at 5s. per week, be placed
out amongst their relatives, or, at any rate, amongst old acquaintances.
185. "Would not the introduction of a general scheme of old-age pensions increase the class that would
apply to the Government for relief? The same argument was used in regard to boarding out State
children. As soon as the Government took that matter up, and it was understood that' instead of being
placed in barracks tho children would be put where their parenls could see them whenever they liked, it
was said that there would he a vast increase in tho number. The result, however, has been the reverse.
Allowing for the circumstances of the Colony, and for the increase of population, the number of children
now boarded out is not greater than naturally would be expected.
18G. Ton arc aware that the Commissioners of Charity in Great Britain have stated that the effect of a
system of out-door relief, loosely carried out, has been to enormously increase the number of applicants
for charity? 'That is the result. But it must be remembered that in the case of the class of persons
with whom the Commissioners had to deal, and who are to ft large extent affected by the hereditary taint of
pauperism, there would naturally be an increase in the number of such persons applying for out-door relief.
187. Do you think that the number of people at present in our Government Asylums, who are dependent
wholly on Government aid, adequately expresses the number of destitute poor in this Colony ? No.
188. Is there any way of ascertaining a reasonable estimate of their number? A rough idea might be
obtained by getting the authenticated statements from the Benevolent Asylum, from the St. Vincent de
Paul
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I53-!!! Society, and ono or two other societies of that hind. 1 should place very little reliance, however, on
A. Renwick. aUy 0f ^he little associations that have sprung up within the last few years, because I am very much afraid
8 Julv~1896
are. ^ea<^ri£ to a dujilication of charitable effort, which ought to be better arranged in tho interests
■v’
‘ of charitable relief. My own idea has always been that it would be well if such a society as the
Benevolent Society were to establish branches under the control of the ladies who arc now forming those
little district associations, so that the whole thing could be properly supervised and carried out by one
large body, instead of being distributed and reduplicated as at present,
189. J asked the Chief Compiler of Statistics this question, “Do you think that the forms provided in
this Colony with regard to poor returns are satisfactory
His reply was, “ Ho ; an immense amount of
zeal is necessary on the part of any one endeavouring to compile that portion of the statistics relating to
our charities.’’ Do you think anything could be done in tbe way of legislation to initiate a system for
procuring these returns ou a satisfactory basis, because it is obvious that before we could recommend any
system of old-age pensions for this Colony we should have to know the extent to which poverty has
actually existed;—is not that a reasonable proposition ? I do not attach the same importance to statis
tical results as you do, for this reason : When we started the State Children’s Belief Department we did
not know how many children would come under our care. We knew how many were in our institutions,
but we did not know how many there were outside who would require assistance. I am quite sure it would
be the same in this particular matter. Whatever statistical returns you obtained they would never be
complete. There are numberless cases known personally to me where people will never confess their
poverty, but are only too glad to receive a little assistance. Dor those two reasons I think it would be
almost impossible to obtain accurate statistics in a matter of this kind.
190. Do you think you could reasonably apply your experience in dealing with State children to the ease
of aged people ? I think so, but of course in a different degree. I have already pointed out that I am
quite sure the proportion of old persons who could he boarded out with their friends and relations would
be very much smaller, and the persons themselves would be very much more difficult to manage. In this
view of the matter there are difficulties such as do not exist in the case of children.
191. Mr. Wtlfcs.] You said just now that there were some people who from motives of delicacy did not
like to confess that they were in a state of destitution;—how would you arrange to deal with such persons
under a system of pensions P They would have to make an application. Suppose you had a branch of
the Charities Department devoted to this particular matter—as would necessarily be tho ease—some of the
friends of these persons, or perhaps their clergyman, would know all about them, and they would apply to
the department where they would not apply to a benevolent asylum.
192. They would do it surreptitiously ? Yes; they would think it more respectable. That would be the
sort of feeling they would have.
193. Mr. McZcanj Do you not think that in itself would lead to a very much larger number of claims
being made upon the State ? lam afraid that at first it would, and under tho present peculiar circum
stances of the Colony there are sure to be a large number of people of that class. I have had at least
thirty letters within the last three months from persons setting out the very circumstances to which tbe
Committee are now referring, and stating how glad they would be to receive a small pension if possible.
There vvas one letter iu which the wiiter begged J would go on with this matlcr, but not close up tho
charities, because there were many persons like herself who might require charitable aid, and who had no
friends to whom they could possibly apply. That shows the general trend of the matter. There is no
doubt whatever that provision must he made in the shape of an asylum. My impression is that by the
system of outdoor relief the number of persons requiring asylum aid would in time be considerably ■
reduced.
194. Dr. Graham.] A re you in favour of isolating ihe people at present in the asylums who are ill from
the general pauper inmates ? Certainly; separating them.
195. Iu the English system of housing the poor they put the chronically ill who are destitute along with
the others ? That is done1 in some institutions. But if you read the later reports published in the
British Medical Journal, you will find that in many instances at the present time they not only have
hospital wards, but they have infirmary wards for that class of cases. But what I especially aim at, and
in which I am sure I will have the sympathy of the Committee, is this:—Jit the present time in our
asylums the 3,000 odd people are all mixed up together. There is a cancer case beside a scrofulous case,
an ophthalmic case between them and a healthy poor old man lying in the next bed—a most discreditable
and disgraceful state of things.
19(5. Then yon think some change is wanted ? I have not the remotest doubt on the subject. The
evidence of officials who deal with these matters, and which I have heard with my own ears, not to speak
of what I have seen with my own eyes, is sufficient to show me that in the absence of a system of
classification,no good can be done to the sick, and a great deal of harm can be done to tbe healthy. Let
anyone go to Hewingtou, which is perhaps one of the best managed of these institutions, and what will
he find ? He will find a certain class of patients separated and pretty well treated; but the great
majority of these old women are so mixed up together that yon will find an old harridan of the very
worst character sitting beside some poor old person who has been respectably brought up. Then near
them you will find a consumptive case—a poor old woman with chronic bronchitis, or something of that
kind; and further on a cancer case, and so on. There is an utter absence of classification which is
discreditable.
_
19/. Chairman.] Have the superintendents or managers of these asylums no pow'er to make a classification ?
They do the best they can, but the space at their disposal is very limited. 1 do not blame the authorities
in connection with the matter. I blame the country for not doing its duty in regard to it,
198. Mr. Graham.] I suppose no one gets any form of relief from the Benevolent Asylum who may
possess a small sum of money ? Hot if it is known. Cases of imposition of that kind havo occurred, hut
when they are found out the people are struck off the list.
199. Do you not think it is a hardship that where, say, a domestic servant who has worked hard for many
years, and being a thrifty and decent woman has saved £50 or £G0, that she should not be eligible for any
kind of relief until she has spent that money ? Yes ; very likely under the new proposals you are going
to make you will make provisions for a case of that kind. But at the Benevolent Asylum the object is
not to provide for the persons in full, but only to assist in such a way that tho people may possibly, by
their own eft’orta, be able in time to do without such assistance.
200,
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200. Do you not think that the fact that in Dnghmd the old-age pension scheme and all tho schemes
®‘r , .
suggested have been found to be impracticable in the opinion of experts is a good proof that we should A. Benwick.
be very careful before we initiated any such scheme here ? There is no doubt care is required, and I
suppose that is the reason why this Committee has been appointed. But the point is this, that in England u ^
1
nothing of a practical character has been done; tbe report of the Committee of the House of Commons
was to the effect that they should wait for further information. I n Xew Zealand they have taken the bull
by the horns and introduced a Bill at once. I may mention also that a Bill has been introduced into tbe
House of Commons by a private member—I think Sir John Lubbock.
_
_
_
201. Mr. Wilks.'] I suppose you have noticed that the overlapping of charitable organisations in this
country has been detrimental by reason of tho duplication of machinery, each separate organisation
requiring a secretary and so on ? Yes, that is one defect; but what I considered infinitely worse is this,
that a person gets more in his poverty than he could earn depending upon himself.
202. Then the effect is to offer a premium to persons to profess poverty ? Certainly.
203. Dr. Graham] Do you not think it would be a much more economical plan if the contributions by the
State for charitable purposes were given through one fixed channel ? As it is now they arc given through
different channels—they are given through the Colonial Secretary's office, in some cases through the
Treasury, and through other channels;—do you not think there ought to be some kind of Board ? I think
it ought to be under one department, undoubtedly. Our object should be first of all to avoid, if we
possibly can, the institution of any poor law in this country. The second object should be to get as much
voluntary aid in the management of our charities as possible; in the third place to provide a complete
' system of inspection; and in the fourth place to have all the charitable assistance brought under one
control as far as possible, so that there should be no overlapping. Those are the most important points,
though of course 1 could elaborate them. Eor example, I am perfectly satisfied that if tbe State Children’s
■
Relief Department, or any other great charity that 1 know of, where not managed by voluntary efforts,
the cost to the country would he a great deal more than it is at the present time, and what 1 consider to
be the curse of all charity would be introduced—that is, officialism. That is the curse of all charity the
wide world over. However good a man may be, and however benevolent, when he first commences as an
official ho gradually gets into a routine and treats the cases just as a matter of business, and not in that
spirit of pure philanthropy by which he was originally actuated That is a thing I have observed over and
over again in the course of my experience, and it is a thing that ought, as far as possible, to bo discoun
tenanced.
204. Chairman.] J suppose the official becomes a mere machine, and has no strong sympathy with the
sufferers? He has sympathy, but it is so frequently called upon that it gets exhausted iu course of
time—it wears out.
205. Mr. Wilks.] Do you not think, ou the other hand, that the voluntarily management in connection
with some of the local benevolent societies has the effect practically of encouraging destitution ;—do they
not fossick it out and encourage it? I have noticed that too, but 1 say there should be a proper system
of inspection. Inspection is a cardinal principle in connection with all charities.
20G. Dr. Graham.] Do you not think that the sentiment of repugnance to the term “ pauper ” has been
more or less a safeguard against abuse ? I have not the slightest doubt about it. We have had experience
of that in an institution very near to this building. At one time we had placed upon our dispensary
cards something about paupers or something like that. There was a long discussion by the Board about
how unfeeling it was, and the words were removed. Then we bad an increase in the number of applicants.
This was some years ago when Sir Edward Deas-Thomson was President of the Sydney Hospital. Then
the words were replaced again with a corresponding effect. The idea attaching to the term “ pauper”
has undoubtedly a deterrent effect; but whether it is or is not a wise thing to use it is another question
altogether.
207. The number of paupers in this Colony is stated to he much larger than tho number in the other
colonies, the figures being respectively 4‘30 for Isew South Wales, 2'S9 for Victoria, and 2'34 for Queens
land per thousand of the adult population;—do you think the system of looking after our poor is more
liberal than in the other colonics ; and, if so, do you think that accounts for the larger number of paupers?
There are two reasons. The first is that nearly all the other colonies have Acts in force prohibiting the
importation of poor persons without relations or others to take care of them. In the second place, there
is no doubt we are a much more liberal community, and have not tho same class of inspection that they
have elsewhere in connection with our charities. There is no doubt that we have to bear the burden of a
good deal of tho pauperism or poverty of the other colonies ; because, although the statistics may show a
small number of paupers from the other colonies—I do not know whether they do or not—it should be
borne in mind that people, after they have been here a short time, regard themselves as belonging to tbe
place, and do not state that they arc Victorians or New Zealanders.
203. I notice that the expense per head for maintaining these poor people is much higher here than in
the other colonies. Mr. Maxted explains that by the fact that we house our chronically ill with tho
ordinary yard piatient;—do you think that is a sufficient explanation? It explains it to a great extent;
but in regard to some of our charities I know that our expenses are lower.
209. JI/)'. Wilks.] Have you considered the question of the age that it would be desirable to fix for the
operation of a system of pensions in this country? Yes.
210. "What age would you suggest ? Between 60 and 65—any age above 60. I think there ought to
he some arrangement by which a report should be made on the class of cases in which relief was applied
for. Eor instance, I have seen persons of 70 years of age whom you would think were not 60 years of
age, and vice versa.
211. Dr. Graham.] Still tho difference in the number of people destitute at GO and the number destitute
at 65 is very great? It is great.
212. So that we should have to fix the age definitely. It makes a great deal of difference as far as the
cost of the system goes ? Yes ; but I should like to point out that the total number is not very large.
213. Still, the average age of those in our asylums now is 63 years ? Yes.
214. And we hava 3,600 of those? Yes. I should prefer to begin at 60. If a man at 60 years of age is
in such a position that he needs this assistance, I think 1 would give it to him. I should think GO would
be a proper age to begin at.
215. Do you think if such a system were initiated it could be worked through such an organisation as the
207—D
Benevolent
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A Renwick ®ene70^en^ Society ? No. I think it ought to be a Government institution, for this reason, I think
‘ inspection is imperative — there must be a continual control. Voluntary effort is very excellent in its way,
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v°hlnt,lry effort alone would not he adequate. I speak from my experience in connection with the State
’
Children’s Belief Department. In connection with that institution we have voluntary lady visitors all
over the country, and we havo also a voluntary Board ; but without the assistance of tho paid inspectors,
who must necessarily do a certain duty, and who must necessarily carry out instructions, I am afraid the
system would not work so well; and 1 am sure any arguments of that kind would have far greater force
in the case of old people.
216. Would not the fact of haying the system entirely under the control of a Government department
give it more the character of a poor-law organisation ? I do not say it should he entirely under the
Government control. I say it ought to he a Government institution. If I were permitted to make a
suggestion to the Committeo, I would put it in this way. That a plan similar to that in connection with
the State Children’s Belief Department should be adopted. The Crown appoints a certain number of
members as a Board, and places under them an oflicer of the Crown having distinctive duties, and so on.
You would then get over all this difficulty. No one feels any shame in placing a child or children under
the State Children’s Belief Department. It is not regarded in the same light as placing them in a
benevolent asylum. If you had a similar Board in connection with old-age pensions it would lead to
the same result in regard to tho matter of feeling. But there should be a deterrent effect also, and that
precautionary measure should be adopted by making tho Chief Inspector of Charities the principal
officer in connection with the carrying out of the scheme.
217. In regard to the State Children’s Belief Department, liave yon got agencies all over the Colony?
Yes.
"
218. And are they all voluntary workers ? Yes.
219. And do you find that works well? Yes. We can find out whether or not it works well, very easily,
from tho reports that are sent in—by comparing the report sent in, first, with the report of the school
teacher, the parish priest, or the clergyman, and also the inspector’s report. All those four reports are
furnished in regard to these homes. Then they are compared together. If there is any laxity on the
part of a voluntary visitor, attention is called to the fact at once, by a letter, and then greater care is
taken ; or perhaps the lady may resign, and we may get someone else who will pay more attention to the
work.
220. You have read the ordinary schemes—Canon Blackley’s, Mr. Price Hardy’s, and so on;—do you think
any of these schemes would bo applicable to this Colony ? No; I do not believe in them at all—not for
this Colony.
9 JULY, 1896.
present;—
Dr. GRAHAM,
Mr. O’BEILLY,
Mr, McLBAN,
Mr. SCHEY,
Mr. WILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.
Mr. Edmund 'Walcott Eosbcry called in, sworn, and examined:—•
E. W.
221. Chairman.'] What are you ? Inspector-General of Police.
Eoaberv. 222. We would like your opinion upon a proposal for State insurance and old-age pensions, and also with
regard to the best method of arriving at a system of pauper relief. Will you kindly give the Committee
u
■ the benefit of your advice on these points ? Your question would require rather a long answer as regards
the administration of State relief. We start, of course, with the assumption that the State undertakes
the responsibility of providing for the infirm, destitute, and aged, and the question, therefore, resolves
itself chiefiy into one of administration. A bad system well administered would be preferable to a good
system indifferently administered; so that the question of relief to the aged and destitute would resolve
itself, as I say, chiefly into a question of discriminate and fair appropriation of the dole of the State. Bor
my part I think that the practice of associating all the worn-out paupers in barrack life is a bad one. It
must be in operation to a considerable extent, because some of the inmates require constant attention
and medical aid. and from their habits they would be unfit to be allowed at large. But there is a very
large class of deserving people who from no fault of their own have drifted in old age into a position of
utter helplessness. Not from any want of prudence or industry, or from dissipated habits, but just
from the ordinary misfortunes that fall upon humanity they find themselves in their old age stranded ;
and it must be a cruel thing that their self-respect should be destroyed by their being separated, if man and
wife, in order to herd with a large number of unfortunates, some of whom are of depraved character.
Therefore if some means could be found whereby they could ho assisted by the State to live in decent
privacy it must be obvious that it would not only be to their advantage, but that it would be just. If
they could he allowed, on the payment of a small sum by the State, to live either with friends or people
whom they did not know of respectable character, who resided in the country, it would he manifestly to
their advantage. The mere presence of a man, however old, about the premises would he some sort of
protection to the homestead when the bread-wmner was absent; in addition to which, however old and
feeble a man or woman may be, they can always perform many little domestic offices and other labour
about the home which would indeed almost pay for their keep, and if there was a small honorarium given
to the people charged with the care of these old folks it would not cost more than it does to herd them
together in asylums.
223. Mr. O'Reilly^ 'Would you define a small honorarium? I think about £15 a year, that being the
average cost for the maintenance of a pauper. In a system of this kind the administration is everything.
It should he so conducted as to prevent unworthy people, who are the victims of intemperance, dissipation,
or unthrift, from becoming pensioners upon the State, as, counting upon such relief, would, perhaps, be
an incentive to many to avoid the necessity of making provision for themselves.
224. Chairman.] Erom your long experience in the various positions you havefilled, you have come a good
deal in touch with human nature ;—do you think it possible that we could work in this community a com
pulsory system of State insurance, or old-age pensions, such as that now upon its trial in Germany and
Denmark ? I consider that it would he wholly impossible in this Colony, simply from the fact that the
class
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class whom you desiro to assist arc almost all of them of a migratory character. Even when they are
W‘
apparently settled they are constantly breaking up their homes, and shifting from one place to another. *0Bbery’
If you traced the great majority of the paupers who are now receiving State aid you would find that they g
had been waifs and strays in tho community for years past, counting no doubt upon the fact that when
'
their means of subsistence failed they would be well cared for by the Government. This, of course, is a
drawback to any system. Indeed, I may say that in numberless cases where men have disregarded their
obligations to their wives and their children, they have said, “ Oh, when I go away, if I desert them, my
children will bo better cared for by the Government than ever I could hope to look after them,” There
fore, it would not do to offer too great facilities to people to neglect the responsibilities of life.
225. Have you noted the proposal of the New Zealand Government now before the Parliament of that
country ? I just saw it mentioned that they proposed to give every one above the age of 65 years a
pension of £26 a year.
"
226. Ho you think it would bo possible to work such a scheme in New South Wales ? I do not think it
would be just, I do not think that all people, indifferently, should be provided for in that way at 65
years of age. Many a man at 65 years of ago is in a very good condition to work. In addition to that I
do not think that the band should be open to provide for people who systematically live upon their fellowmembers of tho community. I should only make provision in the case of deserving persons. The others
I do not feel so much interest in ; I do not care how they are provided for, or how coarse their food is,
as long as they are kept alive.
227. Mr. O’Reilly.'] 1 think we may gather from your remarks so far that you regard favourably a pro
posal to board out a certain percentage of our aged poor ? Undoubtedly.
228. And you suggest in connection with that scheme that the maximum payment should be £15 per
annum, or about 5s. a week ? Eive shillings a week is £13 a year ; I should go a little higher than that.
I should make it about £15 a year. I. do not think Is. a day would be exorbitant, and that would be
£18 ayear.
229. You propose that that £18 per annum should be paid to the owner of the house into which the old
man went? Certainly. The old man, or the old woman, would be, as it were, boarded out to these
residents,
280. Would you propose that the householder should have any authority over that old man or woman ?
That would be unnecessary. Biscipline would be well enough maintained by tbe fact that if the inmate
did not behave himself properly his license to live there would be cancelled, and he would lose tho advan
tages of the place. Ton would have no difficulty with that. The chief difficulty with these old people in
the asylums, or anywhere else, is that they are constantly wanting to get abroad into the street to induce
tbe open-bauded people to give them drink.
231. Bo you not think that the inevitable restlessness of old ago would interfere with this proposed
boarding-out scheme ? I do not think so if tbe old people were stationed a reasonable distance, say 2 or
3 miles, from any town or public house. Old age is not apt to become so restless that under such
circumstances they would not settle quietly down in their homes.
232. But I thought you alluded to this particular class whom we propose to assist as a migratory class ?
I look on the great majority of them as rather undeserving people after all, because they have not only
made no attempt to provide for their old age, but they have not behaved themselves decently when they
were wage-earners. . For instance, I make no excuse for a shearer who earns £30 and takes thirty
sovereigns to a publie-houso and knocks it down in three days. He is unworthy of anybody’s sympathy.
The days when such tilings were done, however, are fortunately passing away.
.
233. So that although in some cases this boarding-out system might apply, you do not consider that it
would in any way solve our present difficulty in connection with the asylums ? No, I do not, except that
it would decrease, to a great extent, the necessity for large buildings being erected in addition to those we
have at present. I do not believe in palatial premises being erected for the aged poor. 1 think they
would be just as happy in buildings that were a little less pretentious.
234. Chairman.] Ton have had a considerable acquaintance with the charitable organisations of this
country ? Yes, some of them.
235. And I think you are at present tho recipient of donations from well-to-do people for the purpose of
helping deserving cases? Yes. There is a society, of which I was one of the founders, and of which I
am chairman, for relieving cases of acute distress.
236. Bo you find such cases to be numerous ? Yes. very numerous. Times aro very bad just now.
237. And these funds are devoted by private individuals without any regard to sect or class?
Undoubtedly. Such consideration never enters into the matter.
238. As a matter of fact, you do relieve many of the genteel poor, do you not ? The most deserving
people are very often those who make the least clamour. They will sell every stick of furniture that
they have accumulated for years, and almost every article of clothing, before they will ask for charity.
Those are tho kind of people whom 1 say it seems cruel to thrust into an asylum to herd with hundreds
of paupers.
239. In cases like those to which you refer, would it not be a desirable thing to give them some weekly
■
relief, so that they might live either with their friends or with some other reliable persons? The way
my committee deals with them is this : We only attempt to assist in acute cases, where people havo fallen
into misfortune by sickness. Por instance, the bread-winner may have broken bis leg by a fall from a
ladder, and tho wife may be near her confinement. If the butcher, the baker, and the landlord are paid
while the husband is in the hospital and until the wife has got over her sickness, they are then put on
their feet again to make a fresh start. Hut if the man were dying of consumption, or in failing health,
and might live, perhaps, for ten years growing worse every day, the distress would then become
chronic, and I should be obliged to pass him on to the Benevolent Asylum for relief. Jn such cases the
Benevolent Society frequently pay the rent and give a small allowance of money. I do not approve of
all classes, irrespective of their antecedents, being thrust together into an asylum. That is the point I
wish to emphasise.
240. "With regard to the scheme of compulsory State insurance or old-age pensions, do you think it would
work in a British community ? I do not think so. I do not think that the members of the community
themseves, even if you gave them ten fimes the advantages of their contributions, would like to be
compelled to make any payments of tbe sort.
241.
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241. I suppose you licar of some very distressing cases in the country districts as well as in the city and
suburbs? Yes." But I do not think there is a country in tbe whole world where a case of acute
misfortune or distress is dealt with with the same liberal hand that it is in New South Wales.
189G.
You can tell by the questions that are asked in Parliament sometimes concerning persons in distressed
circumstances sufEering from sickness. Only yesterday I sent a trained nurse to a case, and ordered all
necessary comforts to be provided, and a doctor to attend, and the only claim for the relief was that
arising from misery, distress, and sickness. Of course that may lead, and does lead, no doubt, to a great
number of unscrupulous people taking advantage of the State instead of being self-helpful, but you
cannot aroid that.
_
i
242. Mr. McLean.'] Do you approve of the system of temporary relief that is doled out by the private
benevolent asylums—the district benevolent asylums—throughout the country and suburban districts ?
There must always be a very great number of organisations, local and general, for the relief of the sick.
If I heard there was a poor woman living at the foot of my garden whose children were starving, and
whoso husband was in We?tern Australia, I should naturally send down a blanket and some food for
them. In that way acts of private benevolence arc taken in hand by small committees of ladies, and then
the same thing extends to the larger societies.
243. But vou have no reason to believe that the existence of these societies directly encourages pauperism ?
I think tliat relief is sometimes given a little too indiscriminately—without due inquiry. The aim of the
society, of which I spoke just now, is to check these unscrupulous people, of whom there are a great
number, and detect professional mendicants,
244. You do not think it would be possible for these cases of indigent old persons to be dealt with purely
by private benevolence ?■ No: it often is done. You notice that; there is Is. a week paid, perhaps, by
fifteen ladies in a small neighbourbod to keep some old woman for tbe rest of her days—and a very good
thing too. I am afraid that the tendency of State aid in this direction is to paralyse private effort more
than otherwise would be the case. At tiic same time it would bo a very unfortunate thing if private
charity were stopped altogether by the State undertaking the whole of this work.
245. Mr. O'JieiUy^] You said, and I think very truly, that there is perhaps no country in the world in
which the class of poor with whom wc arc now dealing are more liberally dealt with than in New South
Wales ? Yes.
246. Do you think our reputation for liberality in that direction tends to attract the pauper residuum
from the other colonies ? It may have that effect to a slight extent, but not materially,
247. Mr. Wilks.'] Do you think tliat the mere fact of State aid being suggested would create a class of
hereditary mendicants? I think it would he necessary to institute a very close investigation into every
case by a very strict inspector before the Government; was committed to making any such allowance.
24S. You do not conceive of any scheme from which you could eradicate officialism ? No ; it could not
he laid down on paper; it is a matter of intelligent administration. As you know, there are a great number
of people in the community who have a tremendous horror of what they call the poor-house,
24S). Mr. O'Sailh/.] 1 should like to know how our present police administration works in with the existing
system ? That is a very pertinent question. As tbe Charity Organisation Society is administered, we
receive a very large number of inquiries from private individuals, and also a large number of references
from the Charities Department. It is fortunate that 1 have such a large number of police scattered over the
couutrv who can investigate these cases, which they would still have to do under any system. In the
administration of out-door relief we must make the police cover the whole country. At present wc
detect a large number of cases of imposture.
250. Chairman.] I gather from one remark you made that you consider a system of old-age allowances to
the extent, say, of £15 or £Hj a year to deserving people would not only be advantageous to the old
people themselves, but also to the persons who boarded them ? Most undoubtedly. They would bo a kind
of protection, and they would not live in idleness; they would be employed ab cut the homestead in bringing
in tbe cattle or milking the cows, or cleaning up tbe premises, and they would protect the home while tbe
bread-winner was away.
251. "While the husband or bread-winner was away splitting or clearing laud or droving there would he
some male person at home who would be a protection to tho family ? Yes ; and he would be just as good
with a weapon in his hand as an ablebodied man would be. '
252. And tbo money granted to tbe person boarding the old inmate would be a very great assistance to
struggling selectors and farmers in the country district? Yes, if it were only 7s. a week. That would
buy a quautity of provisions.
253. Mr. O'ltcilly.] But we are to clearly understand that these remarks have not a general application
to the indigent poor now in the asylums ? No. I should say that to begin with tbe system should only be
applied to exceptional cases. The history of each case would have to he investigated before relief was
granted.
254. Chairman.] Have you given any attention to. tbe American method of dealing with charities ? Only
as regards the young; 1 know nothing about their aged poor.
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Joseph Creer called in, sworn, and examined:—
255. Chairman.] "What position do you bold ? Superintendent of the Government Labour Bureau.
256. You have noted tbe proposals that have been before Parliament for the establishment of a system of
5 July, 1896. state insurance or old-age pensions ? Yes.
_
257. "Would you give the Committee the benefit of your advice iu that matter? I have not studied the
question very closely, nor have I read very much regarding it, although 1 have given it some thought,
having had a large number of old men to deal with from timo to time. 1 ant not altogether favourable to
'
'
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a system of pensions. Iso doulifc it would be beneficial for one section of the infirm unemployed, but on J- <>eerthe other hand, I do not know that it would do very much good. In a very large number of cases
pension would be put to a bad use, though in other cases there would be plenty of old men who would 10 Ju 18ab'
verv well and wisely appropriate a pension for their maintenance in old age. 1 may say at once that I am
not at all in favour of the system of mainlaining our old people at present in vogue in the Colony.
258. At the Labour Bureau you did, for some time, administer G-overnment funds in the way of giving
relief to the poor? Yes, and we do now to some extent,
259. How do you administer this money ? Last winter we had a very large number of men—not only old
men, bul all sorts of destitute men—working for rations at the Centennial Park. That has, to a large
extent, ceased ; but we still have from 1G0 to 170 per week of old men trom GO to 75 years of age, who
have families—some of them very young families—uuable to do heavy manual labour, and we send them
out to tho park now, and they get rations for so many hours' work.
_
260. Did you not also give small sums of money'per week to the heads of families among them ? Ko;
,
we gave no money except iu the shape of rent, for which they work.
2G1. And are you giving rent now? Ho.
2G2. Prom your wide knowledge of distressed human nature, having seen a great deal of it of late years,
do you think we could work a system of old-age pensions among the class whom you have been in tho
habit of relieving ? A large number of them could be supported by pensions, and no doubt would make
very good use of the pensions ; but at the same time a large number of these old people, if they got a
pension consisting of so much cash per week, would make a very bad use of it. There is a great difference
in the style ofliving and 1lie disposition of our old people. But I think the system of separating old
married people in their old days is the most barbarous that could be adopted in any Christian community.
If ever there is a time in the life of a married man and his wife when they should be together, it is in
their old age. The system I should like to see in operation would be a kind of community of old people,
where they would have a large area of good land, attached to which would be a barrack system of small
cottages, where the man and wife could live together and work on the laud, cultivating vegetables and
fiowers, and a variety of produce that would be marketable, 1ho returns from which would, to a large
extent, go to support the community. The very exercise that these old people would get by a, little light
work of that nature would be of the greatest benefit to them, and living together in a community like
that they would be happy and peaceful, and would enjoy life a thousand times more than they do now,
being shut out, as it were, from the world. Under judicious management and good discipline the place
could be made very comfortable indeed. "With a system of light work, such as I have suggested, the cost
per head of supporting them would he less than it is now, owing to the services they would render, and
the life they would lead would be much better in every respect.
268. What do you think would be the amount per head required to sustain these old people ? It is rather
difficult to say ; but if you had small cottages with a kiud of barrack where they could reside, the cost of
maintaining them, in my opinion, would not be much more than from 5s. to Gs. per week—hardly that in
a community of old people.
2G-:k Would you prefer to soe that system carried out rather than the ono that has been suggested, of
boarding out the old people with families in the country districts and suburbs ? Yes, 1 certainly would.
2Gu. But would not these old people, ns they grew more advanced iu years, require someone to take care
of them ? Of course they would require caring for ; but one section of the old people would take care of
the others. If you had a community of old people living together, as 1 have suggested, they would form
a kind of colony of their own, and the social life among them would be most beneficial. Some of the old
people might afterwards be drafted into private families—men, for instance, who would be capable of
doing a little work about the house, attending to a garden, cleaning up, and ono thing and another.
There arc plenty of families who would be glad to have a respectable old couple, whose respectability would
be proved by the fact of their living in this community, and whoso services eonld be utilised in this way.
206. Would you suggest that: they should work as a community, putting all their profits into a common
fund for the common benefit? Lcs, for the support of tbe community.
_•
_ .
2G7. Would that not he something like the village settlements which have been tried here and have failed ?
Yes; it would be ou tho same principle. But, iu the first place, for a community of that kind yon should
have thorough good land and a suitable site. These old people would not be able to work hard or do
very much, but they could do sufficient light work to assist materially in defraying the cost of their
maintenance.
.
.
268. Did you have anything to do with the village settlement movement that took place a little while
ago ? Yes; I was on the Board from the commencement.
269. What were the reasons of the failure of those sottlemenfs ? In the first place, I believe, because
the management was bad, and selection of men ; and in the second place, because the land was not at all
suitable for a village settlement, and too many people were sent to tho settlement. The land was most
unsuitable : it was not good enough for cultivation purposes—it was badly watered.
....................
270. Is it not a fact that those who have preferred to work au adjacent settlement on an individualistic
plan have succeeded? They have succeeded to some extent. 1 am satisfied that a village settlement on
the individualistic plan might succeed, while as a communistic settlement it would not succeed.
271. Still you suggested just now that we should work those communities of old people in that way ?
But the two cases are very different. These old people would be put there for their own comfort and to
assist towards their maintenance. You have to maintain them somewhere and somehow. They would
not be put there with a view of making a permanent living, such as you would expect in the case of a
village settlement. It would merely be a resting-place for their old age.
272. "Would yon suggest that in each of these communities there should be a Government representative
as manager? Certainly ; there should be a manager, and a very good one—a man who would be full of
sympathy for the old people.
_
273. Dr. Graham.} What were the village settlements started for chiefly were they started to provide
a kind of home for the pauper class ? They were started for the purpose of alleviating the distress then
existing among the unemployed.
274'. Irrespective of age ? Yes.
275. So that it really was not a method of dealing with tho pauper class ? Ho ; the ob ject was to try
and permanently settle a number of the unemployed—to put them in a position in which to live without
Government aid.
2/6, .
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J. Creer, ■ 270. But tliei'e was no limit as to age? Wo ; there were very few old men. You might say that they
'7—- were men in the prime of life.
u y’
* 277. And numbers of the men you send out to the Centennial Park aro between 60 and 75 years of age ?
Yes.
'
278. Have yon many of them ? "We send about 160 or 170 a week.
279. If these men had not that work, would they naturally drift into the poor-house ? They would have
to live on the Benevolent A sylum or the poor-house. There would be no alternative, because no employer
would select them to do heavy work. They are past that, but they can fill a barrow of sand and wheel it,
and they are not driven.
280. So that if there was a system of old-age pensions in vogue these men would take the pensions and
would not do the work ? Thcro is no doubt they would. If they got the pensions they would not work.
281. Mr. McGmven.'] The maximum number af these old men working in the Centennial Park is 170?
Yes.
282. And they are between the ages of 60 and 70 years? Yes.
283. Therefore, they are fit for State pensions? Yes; some of them aro 75 years of age, and one
or two 80 years.
284. Does the number increase, or is that the limit? That is the limit.
285. Then 170 is the limit you have ever reached ? Yes ; in the case of the old people—that is, this winter ;
but last year, when we were sending everyone there, old and young, we had 1,500 odd at times.

Robert Thompson Paton called in, sworn, and examined;—
.
1
K. T. Paton, 286, Ohairtnan.'] What position do you occupy ? I am Government Medical OfRcer and Vaccinator,
287. Dr. Graham.] This Committee has been appointed with the view of ascertaining whether it is possible
any, 1896. £or
g£ate£0 initiate a system of pensions for people of old age which will, in a measure, do away with
the pauper system at present adopted. Yon have a great deal to do in your position as Medical Officer
with receiving destitute people ? Yes.
288. You have charge of what is known as tho Government Depot, to which all sick and destitute people
are sent ? Yes.
289. How many of these a week do you receive ? Last year I think I had something like 9,000 applications
by people of both sexes.
290. Chiefly old people ? Yes ; the majority of them were old people.
291. I believe it is your duty to classify these people, and draft them into the various institutions ? Yes.
292. If a man is chronically ill and destitute, where do you send him? He goes on to one of tbe Govern
ment asylums—either Rookwood, Liverpool, or Parramatta.
293. And if a man is purely destitute, without being chronically ill, where does he go ? I do not get many
of the purely destitute. Most of the people I get. are ill as well as destitute.
294. Suppose he was a man over 60 years of age and not able to earn his living, where would you
send him—to Parramatta? I would give him a recommendation to the Asylums Department, and they
would send him on. I would certify that he was suffering from senile debility—that is, presuming he was
old and unable to work.
295. Do you know whether in these asylums to which you send these old people any distinction is made
between the sick and the pauper—by way of housing or caring for them ? There is a hospital at each
asylum—a portion of the asylum which is called the hospital. The class who are very ill are admitted
there, and I uudertand they are seen every day or two or three days a week by the visiting medical
officer.
296. I suppose you have often visited these asylums ? Ro; I have only visited the asylums, I think,
three times altogether.
297. Of course the mere fact of the chronically sick going to these asylums causes them to he ranked and
classified in the returns as pauper patients ? Yes, they are all returned as pauper patients,
298. Do you think that is either fair to them or fair to the State;—do you think it is a fair thing for us
to publish to the world that we have so many paupers made up in this way ;—do you not think that
a man whose chief fault is chronic ailment should he drafted off to a hospital, not as a pauper, but as a
hospital patient? My opinion is, that if you had some of the institutions with, it may be, greater
facilities for attending to the sick, and you called them hospitals for chronic and incurable diseases, that
would be a much better way of classifying the inmates than sending them on to an asylum as paupers,
299. It would also affect the returns as regards the number of paupers—subject of course to the definition
of a pauper? Yes.
300. As things stand now the way we deal with our destitute sick is that if they are acutely ill you send
them to a general hospital in Sydney ? If they are acutely ill I send them to the nearest liospital.
301. If they are chronically ill you send them to the asylum ? Yes; and if they are acutely ill, but are able
to bear the conveyance, I send them to the Coast Hospital.
302. Suppose a man was chronically ill with a disease like cancer, where would you send him to ? They
have a sort of pavilion in connection with the Liverpool Asylum which is called the cancer hospital. I
would certify that he was suffering from cancer, and if it was not a suitable case for operation, I would
send him to the Charities Department, and they would send him on to Liverpool.
303. And the same with regard to phthisical cases ? Y"es ; they have another ward at Liverpool where
phthisical patients are treated.
304. We are told that these patients are all mixed up heterogeneously with the general run of the pauper
inmates do you know if that is the case ? I understood that it was not so. I understood that the
cancer patients remained in one pavilion, and that the pulmonary cases were also treated in a separate
pavilion.
■
305. If a system of State pensions was initiated in this country, tbe pension being of areasonable amount,
do you think it would in a great measure be adapted to such a case as that of a chronically ill man—that
is to say, do you think it would meet his wants without his having to go to a place like an asylum ? I do
not think so. A man who is chronically ill requires medical attendance, and it would cost more to have
him treated in a house than you could reasonably expect any pension to meet.
306.
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30C. Do yon think from your general knowledge of these cases that the pension system would meet a R- 71- Puton.
case of senile debility simply ? There would bo a difficulty in keeping a very old man in any family. For
instance, he is often unable to retain his urine and faeces, and he has to be bathed, and so on. I do not 1® Jn1?) 1896.
know how a very old man, or a sick man, could be attended to in a private-house except at very great
expense.
307. You think that is true of the majority of old men and women who are now inmates of the asylums ?
Yes, it applies to the majority.
.
308. The great majority P As far as I am able to judge they would not be very desirable in an ordinary family
as boarders. I do not think that the ordinary family would go to the trouble of seeing that they were
bathed, and that they had their medicine, and so on. They could not doit except for a considerable sum,
because they would have to wait upon them.
309. Still you think that there is a type of man and woman who gets very old, and who having a little
money, say a few' shillings a week, might possibly with comfort be boarded out in that way ? Yes; there
is a certain percentage of them with whom that could bo done.
*
310. But you think the percentage is very small ? Yes.
311. Do you think it is far beyond the mark to say that half the people going into the asylum might well
be boarded out under the pension system ;—do you think that would be an exaggeration ? I only see the
sick poor, and from my experience I should say that you could not do that with one-half" of them. X
should doubt if 10 or 15 per cent, of the people who pass through my hands could he boarded out. As a
matter of fact a very large percentage of the people who pass through my hands aro alcoholics.
312. Mr. MeGowen.\ Could you state the exact percentage ? I could not state exactly ; I know a great
number of tliem come to me. "When 1 speak of the number who come to me, I mean applications, not
separate persons, because the same man comes perhaps two or three times a year. A good number of
those applying have just come out of the asylum. They have been out for two or three days, and when
they come to me it is evident that they have been drinking the day before or that morning. I can smell
liquor on them, and they do not appear to bo absolutely sober.
313. Dr. Graham.'] Do you think from your general knowledge of these things that any system of relief
which carried with it a certain money grant would be just the kind of system liable to be abused by these
people, if they had the opportunity F The alcoholics I speak of I am inclined to think would abuse it.
314. That would not apply to all ? ]t would apply to a good percentage of them.
315. As a medical man you know that nearly every system of medical charity is liable to be abused—take
the out-patients of the hospitals for example, and the members of benefit societies, and institutions of
that kind. Do yon not think the same abuse would prevail among old people if a system of old-age
pensions were established, irrespective of necessity ? It would depend a great deal on what form of
application was necessary to obtain the assistance of the Government. If it were easy to obtain a pension
and a thing that very few people would know about, I daresay it would be abused.
316. You do not know how the police relieve poor people with money grants ? As far as I am aware the
police do not give money.
317. The Inspector-General of Police has told us of some fund which he distributes? XVith regard to
what the police do in this matter, J. may mention as an illustration that I have only to-day received from
them the addresses of two people whom they asked me by telephone to visit, both of whom are described
as sick and destitute. I wilt visit them some time this evening. If they are urgently ill I will send them
to the hospital. If they are cases which can be treated in the Coast Hospital, and they can go to the depot
to-morrow, I shall send them ou to tbe Coast. If they aro suitable cases for the Benevolent Asylum, I
will inform the Charities Department, and got them to remove them to an asylum,
318. Chairman.] And who would remove these people for you? If they are able to be removed in a cab,
■and they are very sick, 1 will pay for the cab there and then, and give them a note to the hospital. I carry
a lot of forms in my pocket for the purpose. This is what is called an interim order, I fill up one-half
and send it to tho Medical Adviser, and I give the patient the other half to take to the hospital. That is
the cheapest way. If they are not well enough to travel in a cab, I have to get the hospital people to
remove them in an ambulance; and if tho case is one for the Coast Hospital, we have an ambulance which
goes every morning to the Coast Hospital, and I should send the patient in that. If they arc fit to go to
an asylum they are quite fit to be taken to the sfation in a cab and sent on. If they are not fit to be taken
in a eab that way, 1 would send them to the hospital—I wouldnot send them to an asylum.
319. Dr. Graham.] Do you think it is a correct thing forthe State to house chronic sick in the hospital of •
apoor-house? People who are chronically sick should, I think, be iu a hospital something like the Longmore Hospital—a hospital for incurables and for the chronic sick,
320. As it is now they can only go to tho Benevolent Asylum ? Yes. Another thing I should like to say
is, that there aro a number of people who will not go to the Benevolent Asylum; they say they would
rather die in a hovel or in the streets than go to a benevolent asylum. But if the place was a hospital for
incurables and chronic cases I think’ they would go without demur. They do not like the name of a
benevolent asylum.
321. Those aro the people who would gladly take a pension ? Yes.
322. Mr. McGowen.] You know that the average age of the inmates of our asylums for the infirm and desti
tute is 63 years ? Yes.
323. What percentage of these inmates do you think would go to a hospital for incurables ? A good number
of people go into the benevolent asylums without coming near me; but I should say that the majority
.
of people who go through my hands would go to a hospital, for incurables. For instance, I have cases
of chronic Bright’s disease, the patients are sent to a hospital, and they come out again, expose them
selves to the cold, and so on, and they get an attack of uremia. They become very ill, and I send them
to the hospital again. They come out again in two or three weeks time, they eat unsuitable food, or become
exposed to cold, and they get bad again, and I have to send them on to the asylum. The duration of their
life would probably be five or six years, or even longer, and I could not keep them in tbe hospital all that
time. I must send them somewhere, and the only place 1 can send them to is the Asylum for the Infirm
and Destitute. That applies equally to cases of phthisis. The patients get a little better in an asylum ;
then they come out and are exposed to cold, or over-exert; themselves, and have hemorrhage again, and I
have to take them into tho hospital and keep them there until they aro built up a little again, and then I
must send them on to an asylum. Sometimes we have a lot of trouble to persuade them to go to
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R. T. Paton. tlie institution. They persist in coming out into the street, and it is only a matter of time when they
come back to me worse than they were before. Every time they come back they are a little further down
I5 July-1890. the ladder.
"
_
32d. Dr. Graham] And you think that by sending them to a benevolent asylum yon increase the length
of their days ? Well, we give them a certain amount of comfort, shelter, and food.
325. Do you thiuk they would live long ? In some cases they would; but I do not know that those
suffering from phthisis would.
326. But kidney troubles ? Yes.
‘
327. If these people got a little pension, and lived in their own homes, they would not have even the same
comfort that they would get at the Benevolent Asylum ? The pension would probably only provide them
with shelter, food, and clothing. In addition to these, medicine ami medical comforts would have to be
provided. Probably tho pension would not be sufficient for that purpose.
328. Mr. McGovsen] Would all tbe patients passing through your hands, and whom yon now send to
Liverpool or Parramatta, be sent to a hospital for incurables if such au institution existed ? I do not say
that all of them would, but the majority of them would.
329. Would you say 75 per cent. ? Yes; I should say about 75 percent, of all the people who pass through
my hands.
330. Then, with regard to the other 25 per cent, who pass through your hands, having regard to what
.
you havo said as to the attendance required for these old people, do you think it would be possible to
board them out:—you would not send them on to a hospital for incurables if they were still able to move
about a bit and help themselves ? I get a number of people who would be suitable for tbe proposed
pension system. I get very old men and old women who are bright and cheerful and clean, hut some of
whom are lame with rheumatism or something of that kind, and are not able to earn their living.
331. You do not think there would be more than 25 per cent, of the cases that go through your hands
that could be boarded out? I do not think there would be more than 25 per eenc.
332. Tbe persons whom you would send to a hospital for incurables, no matter what their complaint
might bo, would, I suppose, be utterly destitute? They are all destitute before theyr come to me. They
must be destitute before I can assist them.
333. Dr. Graham.] Vou have been in different parts of the world ? Yes.
331. Have you bad occasion to observe the method of dealing with the poor in any other part of the world
besides this? Ko, except Scotland.
335. In Japan ? No ; I do not know honr they deal with their paupers in Japan.
336. In China? With regard to China and Japan I was a foreigner there, and perhaps not able to judge
very well; but as far as I. could see everybody seemed able to earn their own living—how they did it I
do not know. There were a few beggars, but not many.
337. Air. McGowen.] Do you know anything about tbe mode of treatment adopted in tbe other colonies ?
No.
338. Chairman.] Erom your evidence I gather that only about 15 per cent, of the inmates of the asylums
could be boarded out under an old-age pension system ? When I speak of percentages in this connec
tion I wish to explain that I do eo entirely from recollection and without professing to be accurate.
Allowing rather a big margin, I should say there aro from 15 to 25 per cent., not more.
339. You say that only about 25 per cent, of tbe cases that go through your hands would be suitable to
be boarded out under the old-age pension system ? That is the case, assuming that; under the old-age
pension system the old people arc to be allowed a certain sum of money, and to be boarded out like the
State children.
340. Do many persons get into the asylums without passing through your hands? I have no means of
knowing the number ; but I fancy cases are sent from the country districts.
341. When the destitute poor or sick are sent down from the country districts, do they pass through your
hands? No ; only those who make direct application to me.
342. Then there must ho a large number in the asylums who do not pass through your hands ? Yes.

Edward Maxted, Esq., called in, sworn, and examined ;—
E. Maxted. 343. Chairman.] What position do you occupy ? Manager of the Sydney Benevolent A.sylum.
—' 344. Will you make a statement to the Committeo showing tbe amount of pauper relief given at your
15 July, 1SEG. asylum, and the method by which you deal with it ? I will first explain with regard to the unemployed.
Of these we have about943 men on tbe books, representing 943 families, each averaging five persons. If
you multiply the 943 by 5 that will give you the number of individuals of this class whom we are assisting.
345. What relief do you give them ? The quantity of food varies. It ranges from twelve loaves of bread
to four loavesqicr week, 0 lb. of flour, 6 lb. of meat, and J lb. of tea. Wo give also blankets and boots
after the inspector has made an investigation and reported that these items are absolutely necessary.
346. Mr. McGoiven.] The persons receiving this relief have to be absolutely destitute ? Absolutely
destitute. A visit is made to tbe neighbourhood, and inquiries instituted as to the character of the persons,
and the inspector furnishes a report in each case, which is considered at a meeting of the Committee,
who decide whether or not the persons are entitled to relief.
847. You pay rent in some cases, do you not ? Not in the case of unemployed families.
348. You say that you make inquiries, therefore, besides being utterly destitute, must not the case be
also deserving ? Yes ; it must be deserving as well as destitute.
349. If the man was in the habit of getting drunk, would you give relief then ? If we saw that the
conditions of the homo were such that it was undesirable for tbe man or tbe woman to remain in Die
house, we would say, “ Bring your children down to the institution, and we will care for them there.”
But that would be a very rare case.
' 350. Dr. Graham.] You offer to assist the children, but wbat do you do in the case of the manorwoman?
We report the matter to the police. I cannot, however, call to mind at present where that has been
done. The cases we discover arc almost without exception deserving cases. Knowing the machinery wo
have for making inquiries, I do not think an application would ho made to the institution unless the case
merited relief.
351.
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■Arc lliere any cases in which you pay for the rent ? Tea; we pay in the case of widows & Maxted.
with children, deserted wives with children, and in the ease of old age and deerepitnde.
W]'at do yon generally give ? The sums range from 3s. to Is. per week. Last year they ranged 15 Ju]Jr’1896Irom us. to Is. a, week, but the calls upon the Society were so great that the finances would not stand the
strani, and wcliad_to reduce the allowance. But in my opinion the relief wc give is not nearly sufficient.
1/r (xrahnm.j With regard to the so-called unemployed cases, are the persons relieved the families
oi men who are all physically capable of working? Yes ; otherwise we would transfer them to tho
ordinary list, and call them cases of sickness.
/iTe ^‘e ^^1.era
^1Cfie thousand families who are destitute, and to whom you give relief?
J le bulk oi them are living at home, but many of them are away looking for work in different parts of
le country', borne have been sent away fossicking, and so forth, and some have gone to Western Australia,
doo Are some of these families without a head—without a father ? Yes ; many of them are without a
cad at bomm But we satisfy ourselves that tho man is away looking for work. If he has deserted his
tamuy we insist on the wife issuing a warrant against him.
356. Then yon do not classify the deserted wife with the purely unemployed;—you say that of the
iamilies ot unemployed men who are able to work and cannot get it there are 1,000 ? Yes.
3u7. Do you think if there had been very many more you would have known of them? We can only
speak ot tbe number who apply at tbe institution.
358. And yours is the chief institution giving relief to the poor and destitute of the city ? Yes; the
otiiera are comparatively poor and insignificant.
359. Chairman.] Will you now give the Committee information concerning the relief afforded by the
enevolem, Society to cases other than those of the unemployed of which you have just been speaking?
t ie beginning or the year there were 211 widows whose old age and infirmities prevent them from
d
5 2(5i widows, with 919 children—these will be all young children; 82 deserted wives,
with 263 children.
j
o
=
>
3G0._ pr. Graham.'] Unable to work for themselves ? These women can do a little washing, but their
families are so large that they cannot earn enougli to support
....
... . and in these depressed times they
them,
cannot find work as they used to do. It is within my recollection
that
" ’
'
women could formerly get work
at washing where they cannot obtain it now.
361. You find a little relief goes a long way with these people ? It enables them to keep tho children
If.0*!1 becoming a burden on tbe State, and in that way it really means economy to the Q-ovemment.
It the children were maintained by the State it would cost so much per annum for their maintenance,
whereas the relief given by our Society, in tbe shape of a few loaves of bread and 2s. or 3s. a week,
enables these women to keep a little home together, with great benefit to themselves and the children.
T,1, .a v1 e numbers just mentioned, there are fifty-eight aged and destitute couples.
3b— Chairmnn.1 How much a week do you pay to those, or how do you sustain them ? "We allow them
^ week, but, in my opinion, it is really work not well done. Some seven or eight years ago,
w ith the honorary secretary of the time, I took up the matter very strongly. I went round to the homes
ot many ot these aged couples, and found that they wore living in a very destitute condition. I brought
up reporls to in_y committee which led to a deputation taking place to tho Colonial Secretary, and finally
a number of cottage homes for aged couples were established at Parramatta, as the result of the stens
thus taken.
'
363. What does your institution do for these aged couples ? I have a book here whicli gives some old
typical rases, illustrated by portraits. Here is the case of an old woman 93 years of age. She gets two
loaves ot bread I lb, of meat, L lb. of Hour, a little tea and sugar, and a couple of shillings a week, and
she makes periodical visits-for boots and blankets, which we never refuse, because we know tho case to be
a deserving one.
3GA Dr. Graham.] How does she pay her house rent ? She lives in a room with another family. I
think the rent ot the room is about 3s., and she makes up the difference, she says, by selling wares—tapes
and so on ; but I fancy people do not buy them, but give her sixpences and shillings, and she makes up
the difference m that way. But, in my opinion, she ought not to be called upon to make up the difference
jn that way. I think she ought to be provided for.
3Go. Chairman^] What, then, would be the total cost of the maintenance of this woman per week,
including the bread and boots and other things you give her ? It would run to about 3s. 6d. a week, or
L9 2s. a year, I am giving you an illustration of the lowest amount it is possible to support existence
upon.
1
ri
.366. Lr. Graham,'] Would you give us the case of a married couple? Yes; I will take one of tho
typical cases we nave had on the books for many years—a couple called Darby and Joan—very respect
able old people. In the ordinary way, if we withdrew assistance in this case, we could not send these
two people to the cottage homes‘for aged couples, because there is no more room there, and these
unfortunate people would have to he separated and placed in different asylums, which, in my opinion,
would simply kill them, they are so fond of each other. They are both about 70 years of age. The relief
given to them at tbe Benevolent Asylum consists of four loaves of bread, 2 lb. of'meat, 1 lb. of flour, and
some tea and sugar, and I think they get 2s, a week for both. That comes to about 6s. a week. The rent
of their room is 5s. The man does a little bit of cobbling, and earns a shilling or two in that way.
367. Suppose he was too old to earn even Cd., what would you give him then;—would the Society
increase his allowance? We should have to hesitate considerably before doing so, because there are such
a large number of widows with young children requiring the maximum amount of rent money, viz., 3s.,
that it would only be in a very extreme case where we should give a married couple 3s. a week, especially
in the present condition of our finances.
368. And 3s. a week would not keep them ? bib.
.
369. In other words, if this man were really thrown upon your care in dire necessity he would havo to
go to the Benevolent Asylum? Precisely. The couple would havo to go to two different institutions'—
one to iSewington and the other to Liverpool.
370. How many of these cottages are there at Parramatta? I think there are twenty, and they are
always full.
‘
1
871._ And they originated as the result of your investigation of certain cases? Yes; I believe that they
originated as the result of my investigations, aided by Atr. Josephson, at that time the Society’s honorary
secretary.
J
372.
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E. Maxted. 372. And you think it is only a drop in the bucket compared with what should bo done? Tcs; it is quite
inadequate.
1 u y, 189G. 373 Chairman.] What amount would you recommend for a couple like that to keep them in comfort—as a
pension ? Iu this particular case, supposing the man did a little work, I should say 5s. a week each. If
he paid 5s. for his room, and earned 2s. or 3s., that would leave 7s. Tes, I should say 5s. each under
present conditions.
_
374. Would that keep them in food and clothes ? Yes; with the little the man could earn.
375. Dr. Graham.] Suppose he could not earn anything, what would keep them ? I fancy they could
live on 7s. Gd. a week each, or less.
37G. And be as well off then as they are now ? Yes ; in thinking of the old-age pensions scheme, it
occurred to my mind that the bulk of the cases would require something like 8s. or 10s. a week to keep
.
them—that is individual cases.
377. With regard to this old man who does a little work, you say that if he got a pension he probably
would not do any work;—do you think he would be as comfortably off and as happy ? It would be a
wrong thing to give iiim a pension while he had tho power to work. You would want an oflicer to
investigate and report whether he was shirking his responsibility. There is no doubt that the pension
would be an inducement for him to leave off work at once.
378. But in any system of old-age pensions there would have to bo an age fixed, and if he reached tliat
age he would be entitled to the pension ? From my knowledge of these cases, I believe it is only human
nature that if a man is doing a little work, and you say to him, “ I will give you so much a week to live
upon,” he will knock off work immediately.
379. Chairman.] You think then that from 7s. Gd. to 10s. a week would be sufficient to keep aged persons
in comfort, whether male or female ? I think 10s. ■would be ample.
380. That is supposing they were doing no work ? Yes ; and supposing they did not want a guardian.
That is another phase of the question. Many of these persons are, to a large extent, helpless, or
comparatively helpless, and they would want a little nursing and so forth. They would require to live
with somebody who would look after them, and for this service payment would have to he made. Wo
have many people receiving assistance from our Society who really should he in an institution. But they
refuse to go. They regard an institution in the light of a prison, in which they are deprived of their
liberty. We have refused them assistance, and have said, “ No, you arc not fit to be about; there is
nobody to look after you ; we will give you no money or provisions ; you must go into an institution.”
They go in and they come out again, and rather than force them back into tbo institution the commiftee
reluctantly make them an allowance. In these particular cases it is necessary in their own interest that
they should have a custodian—practically be boarded out.
THURSDAY, 16 JULY, 1896.

■Present:—
Mb. CHAPMAN,
He. GRAHAM,

Mn. McGOWEN,

Mb. McLEAN,
Mr. O’REILLY,
Mb. SCHEY,

Mb. WILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chaie.
Edward Maxted called in and further examined:—
E. Maxted. 381. Chairman.] Do you wish to say anything with reference to the evidence yon gave yesterday?
a—v Since putting forward a statement as to what I thought would keep old people I have thought well over
16 July, 1896. tbe matter, and I have a few remarks to make, if the Committee would care to hear me. In my opinion
tbe maximum pension to a single person should be 10s. per week, and the minimum pension 4s. a week.
For aged couples I think tbe maximum should be 12s. 6d. a week, and tbe minimum 4s, These amounts
should bo graded from the maximum in accordance with the circumstances of the pensioners—their
conditions of life, and their ability or otherwise to do a small amount of work. The pensions should be
granted to aged men and aged women who are capable of attending to themselves in such homes as they
might select. Those who are capable of attending to themselves would be in a comparatively independent
position, and I think they might be allowed sufficient liberty to select homes for themselves. Pensions
should also be granted to old men and women who are not capable of properly caring for themselves, and
who need custodians—who need to be boarded out in the manner adopted in tbe case of State children.
In these cases the pensions should not be paid to the people themselves ; they are not capable of con
trolling their affairs, and the pensions should be paid to the guardians. In the case of aged couples
pensions should be granted, as in the case of aged single men and single women, on the linos X have pre
viously referred to. AU the pensioners should he subject to State supervision, so that the pensions should
not be misapplied, and as a precaution against intemperance, and the Wtate should see that the money is
expended in the maintenance of these poor people. For instance, at the Benevolent Asylum, when wo
give a person a few shillings a week for rent money, if we did not exercise supervision that rent money
would not be paid to the landlord, but would be misapplied. Therefore, to protect ourselves, we insist
that each person who receives rent money shall obtain a receipt from the landlord, showing that the money
goes to the object iutended by the Society. Aged persons who are hopelessly diseased, and who need
constant medical supervision, should not be given pensions at all, but should be wholly maintained within
asylums.
,
382. Mr. O'Reilly!] "With reference to State inspection, do you propose something similar to that accorded
to the boarded-out children ? Yes, precisely upon those lines, and the lines adopted by the Benevolent
Society. A Board should be appointed, with a staff of inspectors, and a report should be brought up from
timo to time as to the conditions under which these people live—whether they are living happily, and in
accordance with the pension scheme generally,
383. And the total charge of supporting the old man or woman would have to come from the maximum
of 10s. a week ? Precisely.
384. Do you wish that the agreement between the pauper and the househoulder should be capable of
being destroyed, either by the householder or tho old man, at will? For instance, the old man has a
quarrel.
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quarrel; he will not chop wood on some cold morning, and he decides to take Ink swag and clear out;— E. Maxted,
is he to be at liberty to do that ? If up to that stage Ids mental condition would warrant the severance of IfijidyTlSOS.
the agreement on his part, ] should say decidedly. But in the case of persons of a weaker mental condi
tion, who arc incapable of judging for themselves, I think the Board or some other controlling influence
should decide for them.
385. Chairman^] How are the funds administered by the Benevolent Society raised? "VVc have voluntary
contributions from the public. Our income last year was £10,000 from all sources. The ordinary sub
scriptions from the public amounted to £800. Then I issued a special appeal, entitled “A Thousand
Children iu Jvced of Bood,” and wc realised £2,500. This will become a permanent source of income, and
I think we shall obtain that much again this year. Then there is interest, on old invested sums, and there
is a sum of £2,500 special subsidy from the Government towards our system of relief. The balance of
our income is made up of sundries.
38G. Is that the ordinary subsidy from the Government, or a special subsidy for this year ? It is a
special subsidy, which has been granted now' for a few years.
387. In addition to that tho Government gave you £2,000 a little while ago? Yes; but that was for the
unemployed only. 1 am only now referring to the ordinary cases. That £2,000 was exclusively for the
purpose of affording relief in connection with the unemployed, and a separate account is kept showing
how the money is expended.
388. Itefernng more particularly 1o the usual operations of the Society, and putting that £2,000 out
of sight altogether, what is the ordinary expenditure of the Society every year ? Tho expenditure last
year was £9,851.
389. And you relieved men, women, and children in distress in every part of the city ? IVe do not relieve
ablebodied men, except under this new arrangement with the Government. "We reheve indigence in tbe
form of old age, in the form of widows and orphans, and deserted wives and children. If a man is able
bodied we consider that our funds will not warrant assistance heiug given in such a case ; hut the appli
cations recently were so numerous, and tbe eases appeared to be so distressing, that wc made representa
tions to the Government, pointing out these applications and the apparent distress, and the Government
granted us the £2,000.
390. And that £2,000 you administered to the unemployed? It will all be exhausted in about four or
five weeks’ time.
391. Mr. Chapman.'] Do I understand that you are expending that £2,000 along with tbe ordinary funds,
or do you deal with ii as a special fund for ike maintenance of these adult persons ? We are keeping an
entirely separate account.
392 And it is really being expended to help the male adults who aro in distress ? To help tho wives and
children of the male adults. If a male adult were alone wo would not assist him.
393. Hut if he was a married man with a wife and children, you would help him out of that fund ? Yes.
394. At about what rate per week liave yon been expending that fund ? JiTom the 20th February to the
30fh Juno wc have expended £1,200, but the number of cases is increasing week by week.
395. 1 suppose you have a great number of applications—far more than you can deal with—in connection
with that fund ? Ho ; we have never refused a ease yet. Of course we have money in hand, and it
would not bo right to do so.

When the money is gone wc shall have to refuse.

39G. But suppose you had a larger sum at your disposal—suppose the Government had given you £1,000—
would you not have expended it much quicker than you have expended this money, and would yon not
have relieved more people? No; because the Society considers tbai the amount of relief given is suffi
cient to stave off suffering without pauperising; and, in my opinion, if they had more money no more
relief would he given.
397. Chairman.] How is your Society managed ? By a Board of Directors appointed by the subscribers
at the annual meeting. Some of the directors are very old members.
398. Does the Government exercise any supervision or control over your institution ? A Government
officer comes round from time to time and checks tho maintenance accounts.
399. But the Government have no voice in the management ? Ho.

'
400. Mr. IV/Ihs.] You stated just now that you would recommend that the maximum pension for a single
man should be 10s. a week, and the minimum 4s.;—what is the reason for such a marked difference
between the maximum and the minimum? The reason is this : A man who is absolutely helpless, and
can earn noihing at all, should not be in the same position as a man who can do some work and earn
something for himself. I cited a case yesterday of a man who could earn a few shillings a week by doing
a little cobbling, and so forth, I think it would be very improper to give that man 10s., as against an
absolutely helpless man, on the simple ground fliat he can work, and, if you give him 10s., he will leave
off work.
401. If a man is absolutely helpless, why not place him in an asylum? Certainly, if he is absolutely
helpless he should be placed in an asylum. Perhaps 1 should not have said absolutely helpless. What "I
mean is one man has less capacity for earning money than another man. One man is capable of earning
more than another, although the amount may be small, and, therefore, I think a larger amount should be
given to the man least capable of earning. 1 should have said that if a man were absolutely helpless, and
required constant medical supervision and nursing, he should go into au asylum.
402. And with regard to a man of weak mental condition, would you also place him in an asylum ? Yes.
403. In answer to Mr. O’lteilly, you said that you would give one of these old men freedom of will to
break off his agreement with a householder ? If he had sufficient mental power to look after his affairs, I
should give him that freedom.
404. And if he had not the mental power, he would not be in a private homo, but he would bo in an
asylum ? Precisely.
405. J)r. Graham.] Are there any other branches of work carried on by the Society besides that of pure
benevolence? Jt is a reception-house for destitute children, and for destitute women with children, and
it is also a lying-in hospital.
40G. Chairman.] Do not the Government give you some funds to pay for the expenses of some of these
people? They make an allowance per head in accordance with an arrangement made in 1862,
407. The buddings belong to the Government, do they not ? The whole of the grounds and the buildings
belong to the Society.
408.
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E. Maxted. 4,0s, Were they purchased by tbe Society ? There was a grant by Governor Macquarie in 1819. The
*1'stolT ^ie Society dates back as far as 1818.
Ju y, 18JO.
]},,(; originally tlie buildings were erected by the Government? They were erected by the prisoners
for the purpose of an asylum for the poor, blind, aged, and infirm. j\n inscription to that effect is still
over the door. In 1819 the buildings were transferred to the Society.
410. Then it is one of tho oldest organisations in the country? I think it is the oldest.
411. And the Society has been carrying on its operations ever since that dale ? Tes, without inter
mission,
■
412. And since 1819 have you worked upon the same system as that now carried out? Not precisely.
Up to 1862 tho Society sheltered old women and old men, but in 1862 tlie old women were transferred
to tho Hyde Park Barracks, and subsequently to Newington, and the old men were sent to Liverpool and
Parramatta. Since 1862, when there was a new constitution, the Society has carried on out-door relief
and lying-in work, and has been an asylum for the reception of destitute women and children,
413. And for the assistance you give in lying-in eases and other cases tho Government make you some
consideration? Tes ; they make an allowance.
414. An allowance equal to defraying the whole of the expenditure of the Society ? Sometimes it is
equal, and sometimes we have a loss.
416, Mr. O'Bcilhj.'] I think the sole purpose of this Committee is to discover, if possible, some method
of dealing with absolute paupers. Tou suggested just now that the minimum weekly assistance of 4s.
might go to a man who, for instance, could do a little cobbling or other work, but who did not rank with
tho average worker in his particular trade ? Tes.
416. If you once admitted any class who could work, and were capable almost of supporting themselves
outside of Government assistance, would not the effect be to enormously enlarge the scope of the old-age
pension scheme ? I should think it would reduce the expenditure.
417. But increase the demand? It might increase the demand, but I should think it would decrease tho
expenditure, because, instead of giving 10s. in every case, you would only give 4s. iu these particular
cases. There arc some instances where the 2s. or 3s. a week and the few loaves of bread which we give
to these old people are sufficient;. In such cases I would not give them 10s,, because they would not
want it.
418. Chairman.'] But would it not increase the number of persons who would get old-age pensions if you
departed from the idea that the pension should only be given to those who could not work ;—would not
^
the scheme then become too burdensome and expensive ? There is that possibility, I daresay.
419. Dr. Graham.] How would you regulate the amounts you proposed to be given to these old people
according to tho various grades of strength? Only by careful investigation in each case, and by reports
from tlie inspectors as to tho conditions of life of these people, the same as is done by tbe Benevolent
Society at tho present time, For instance, the Committee will say, “ We will give 3s. to this old man.
To the next one we will give no money, but simply food ”—the difference being determined by the
conditions of life.
420. Mr. Wilks^] Have you given any consideration to Ihe question of invalidity, and from your
experience can you say whether there is a large percentage of malingering or imposture? Only two or
three days ago I was speaking to the inspectors with reference to this point, and they could give no
authoritative opinion, beyond stating that the percentage of imposture was extremely small. I think the
reason is that people know that if they apply to tho Benevolent Asylum their homes will be inspected,
and if there is any imposture it will be discovered.
421. And the percentage of such cases is small? Very small indeed ; but I believe it would bo large if
the inspection were not good.
422. Aid the percentage of impostors in the case of sickness is equally small as in the case of desti
tution ? Of course it is easy even for a layman of experience in our work to deal with a sick person, hut if
■
we have any doubt—of course in seeking assistance at the asylum they would have to ho very much
enfeebled—wc make them get a certificate from a doctor.
423. Mr. McLean.] Have you any way of discovering whether the cases that go up for relief at the
Benevolent Asylum are dealt with by the district benevolent societies that arc in existence iu tho suburbs ?
During the last month or two a large number of these small societies have sprung up in the different
suburbs. I sent round a few days ago a circular letter to each of the twenty-three minor charities asking
for a list of the names and addresses of the persons who were receiving relief, and wc are comparing
those with the names on our books. But in the ease of the larger organisations—say the Charity Organi
sation Society, which is the largest, next to our institution—tho returns are compared every month,
424. But there has hitherto been no method of checking these cases that have been relieved by the
district benevolent societies? No ; not in tlie case of the smaller societies.
425. But you aro now endeavouring to prevent any overlapping ? Tcs.
426. Dr. Graham.] Tour institution practically dispenses the bulk of the charity ? Tes ; the others are
comparatively unimportant institutions, with two or three exceptions.
427. Suppose a system of old-age pensions were introduced by tho Government, do you think the
machinery available at the Benevolent Asylum would be sufficient to work such a system ? Tcs, 1 should
think eo, with additional assistance. In putting forward my idea that an old-age pension scheme is
desirable, I am to some extent recommending that I should lose part of my occupation, because if this
work wore undertaken by the State we should not have to do it at the Benevolent Asylum, so that it is
really an honest conviction that I hold.
428. Have you found within recent months that the calls upon your rolief have been very much increased ?
The ordinary cases have increased at least 20 per cent, within the past seven or eight months. With
regard to tho unemployed, wo started with half-a-dozen in February, and now we have between 900 and
1,000 families.
429. Mr. McLean^] Do you think the publication of the fact; that large sums of money have been placed
at your disposal by the Government has anything to do with increasing the number of claimants upon
your funds? I could not say that it has increased the number of claimants, but 1 know that every home
is inspected, and absolute destitution discovered before relief is administered.

430. But have these claims quickly followed ? No ; wc watched that careful ly. and we discussed it amongst
ourselves. We said, Now the statement has gone forth that £2;0f)0 has been granted by the
Government,
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GorernmeDt, and we shall be overwhelmed at the next meeting.” But the increase came gradually from E. Maxted.
week to week, until it worked up to the present number.
^
431. Mr. O'JReilly.'] You had hall'-a-dozen cases you say in February? Of course we had to make a18®®‘
start, and we started with a few.
432. Dr. Graham^] But those persons whom one sees round the door of the asylum—do you not think
the bulk of those cases have arisen from the time that statement was made? I do not think so.
433. In your opinion there is no relation between tbo two things? I would not like to say tliat. I can
only say that the destitution exists in the homes. I do not think the people would have suffered without
applying, even if there had been no statement as to a Government grant.
434. .1 noticed round tbe door to-day, for example, a great many men of tbe type whom you would expect
to be working-men, who have not reached a decrepid age—men of 30, 40, and 50 years of age ? Those
are tho unemployed cases. Those men are capable of work. "Wbat we call an unemployed case is a
man who is capable of work, but cannot get it,
435. On the other hand, you have a great many old decrepid people too? "We pass them on to what we
call the ordinary list.
436. Mr. Wilks.] Do you not think that the rush of unemployed to your asylum was caused, to a great
extent, by tho Labour Bureau closing down upon them some two or three months ago ? No doubt that
had a great deal to do ivith it.
4361, They have simply transferred their operations from the Labour Bureau to your asylum? No doubt
that has a great deal—a very great deal—to do with it.
437. Dr. Graham.] Did the Labour Bureau give them rations last year ? They used to work for rations
in the Centennial Bark, and then the Bark was closed. Of course, if the Labour Bureau had continued
its assistance wc should not have undertaken these cases. Wc should have said, “ Go to tho Labour
Bureau, where you can get work, and food in return,” But the Labour Bureau having closed, and tho
people being left in destitution, they come to our place.
438. Is a careful history kept of the inspectors' reports as to the condition of the homes of those who
have applied for relief ? Yes. Wc have a comprehensive report in every case.
439. Does the sum total of the thing reveal a serious state of things ? Yes. Some of the homes arc in
a wretched condition, the inspectors tell me, with regard to want of bed-covering and boots, and want of
sustenance.
440. Is there anything like systematic overcrowding in the homes? No ; I do not think so.
411. Five or six children in a room, or anything of that sort ? Not to any great extent, I think.
Hr. Hubert Anderson called in, sworn, and examined:—
412. Chairman.] Wliat position do you hold in the Highland Society ? I am Vice-President.
It.
443. In connection with that Society they work a pension system, do they'not? Yes: n has come to
that now.

444. Dr. Graham.] Are you also a director of the Benevolent Asylum ? Yes.
445. So that, apart from the Highland Society, you have- a good deal of experience in connection with tho
charitable work of the city ? I am on the House Committee of the Benevolent Asylum, aud I havo been
attending for two days a week for a long time.
446. The Highland Society havo a benevolent fund at their disposal ? Yes.
447. And they have had so for some years ? For nearly' fourteen years.
448. This fund is raised by subscriptions among tbe members? Yes, and also by what we make on New
Year’s Day in connection with tho sports and concert.
449. To what purposes is this fund devoted? When we started wc gave a good deal of relief to unem
ployed and others, but when I was honorary secretary I recommended lhat, seeing tliat we could do but
little, we should devote our funds almost exclusively'to tbe relief of aged and infirm widows who bad seen
better days, and were destitute through no fault of their own, and it is on those lines tliat the work is now
carried on, 1 may say that wc also assist widows with young children, aud some aged aud iufirm men.

450. How many are there on the list? I think there are about twenty-seven at present; the number
varies.
451. Are they' all widows ? No ; there are two or three men.
452. Are there any married couples? There is ono married couple, but assistance to tliem will soon be
discontinued. The man is sufEering from some incurable internal complaint, and has been twice operated
upon at the Prince Alfred Hospital. Our funds aro rather low, and I intend to try to get him assisted by
the Benevolent Asylum.
453. "What is tbe average age of these people whom you assist ? From 60 to 87 years.
451. AVliat weekly allowance do you give them ? Wc have not been giving more than 20s. a month. It
is now from 10s, a month to 20s.
455. How do these people come to you? They are generally brought under the notice of some member
of the council in some way or other. Members of the council take charge of cases and visit them, and so
forth. For example, I have six under my care.
450. Do you fmd that systematic aid given by the Society a great service to these people ? A very great
service. I may' mention, in illustration, a case of one old woman 80 years of age, and who. I may say, is
a daughter of a major-general of the British army. Seeing that she was getting very feeble, I asked her
a few weeks ago if she would require more assistance, because 1 thought I could get her something from
the Benevolent Asylum, but she told me she could manage very well with, perhaps, some little assistance
slie got otherwise, and she told me she could live comfortably on 2s. 6d. a week. That is what it actually
costs her for her food. She is living in St. Peter’s-lane, Woolloomooloo, where she has a room.
157. Is she able to attend to herself ? Yes, at present; but she is now getting very feeble.
458. What does she pay for rent? Three shillings a week.
459. And what does the Society give her a week ? We give her £L a month, and she gets some little
assistance from private sources.
460. So that what you give her does not actually keep her going? No; it is supplemented to a slight
extent by private charity.
4GI. So that 5s. a week does not keep her ? No ; it would not keep her.
402.

Anderson.

-----

10 July, 1896.

,
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R. Andereon. 462. Prom your experience, what sum do you think would ho sufficient to keep an aged and infirm person
with Teasonable comfort? That is a matter to which I have paid a good deal of attention, and I should
16 July, 1896, say about 10s a weok_
_
4(53. Chairman.] How do you raise the funds of your Society ? By our annual subscriptions and by our
Highland G-athcring and Concert on New Tear's Day.
464. I suppose you devote a portion of the proceeds of tbo Gathering and Concert to this fund? "We
devote it all to the fund. Our only expense consists in the rent of a room aud £26 a year paid to a
secretary.
465. The net profit goes to sustain these widows aud poor people ? Yes.
466. Zb-. Graham.'] How much a year do you spend in that way upon them ? About £300 a year. At
the end of this year we will have spent about £3,500 from the time wc started.
467. And you aro able to relieve twenty-seven people by the expenditure of that sum? Yes, about that
number.
.
468. Mr. O’Seilly.] Partial relief ? Yes,
469. And do you think that 10s. a week is the lowest sum that would keep one of these old people,
including clothing, food, and board? That is if they were not capable of doing anything, and were
entirely helpless. But 1 have no doubt that some of them could be maintained for less—some of the old
people, for example, who live with their children, and for whom it would only be necessary to pay for
food and clothing. Jn this respect it would be, as it were, a domestic education to have the old people
living with the family, instead of in otic of these gaols, as I call them, and which I think is the proper
name for them.
470. Dr. Graham.] Have you any case in your mind's eye where you found some people willing to take
charge of au old man or old woman on condition that you guaranteed them a few shillings a week ? Yes ;
J know several cases where that could be done.
471. Mr. McGowen.] Do you know where it has been done? We have not tho funds to do it; but 1
know some in my own neighbourhood at Marrickville who would be prepared to take in these old people,
highly respectable persons.
472. Mr. O'Seillg.] On what terms ? They would keep them for 10s. a week, I am sure.
473. Dr. Graham.] And this old woman you speak of in 8tvPetor’s-lane—suppose you allowed her 5s. a
week, aud she was not able to do anything at all for herself, do you think you could house that woman
with any respectable family for that sum V Not for 5s.
474. For what sum then—10s. ? X am statingwhat we are able to give; I am not saying that it is enough.
I should say lOs.
,
475. Mr. McGowen ] What docs she get for the 3s. rent—only one room ? Yes ; but she bus the use of
tbo fire.
4/6. Would it be possible for two of them to club together? Yes ; and that is what I expect would be
done if this system were in operation. Two could live in a room together, and they could certainly live
very comfortly for even less than £1.
477. You said it only cost the old woman of whom you spoke just now 2s. Gd. a week to live? I merely
mentioned that case for the information of the Committee. She said she could live on that, But there
are not many such cases, 1 think.
478. Mr. Wilks.] That 2s. 6d., 1 presume, would only cover the food supply, and would not include the
clothing ? That is so.
479. Mr. McGowen.] Where a couple occupied one room, as suggested just now, paying Is. 6d. a, week
each rent, and being in receipt of 5s. each, there would be left a sum of 7s. a week to feed them, or a
balance of 3s. 6d. each, instead of 2s, 6d. ? That is so.
. 480. Chairman.] Is this relief given to persons other than those of Scottish birth or descent? We do
not inquire into the nationality, because we appeal to the people at large on New Year’s Day. They aro
chiefly of Scottish birth; but there are others, aud we never inquire their religion or anything of that
kind.
481. I suppose they are recommended by members of the Society? Yes.
482. Dr. Graham.] Do the people whom you relieve get aid from any other charitable source ? There is
one old couple who get £26 a year from the Freemasons’ Benevolent Fund, beside the £12 a year we give
them.
George Henry Marsh called in, sworn, and examined :—
G-, H. Marah. 453 Chairman.] What position do you occupy ? Honorary Secretary of the Freemasons’ Benevolent
- Institulion.
6J y, 1895.Mr. McGoicen,] Can you inform the Committee the method adopted of relieving the poor in con
nection with your benevolent institution? In connection with Freemasonry we have what is called the
Grand Lodge Board of Benevolence. All Freemasons are taxed 4s. per head per annum to support that
fund. There is a Board appointed by the Grand Lodge, which meets once a month, considers all cases
brought before it, and grants temporary relief to the extent of £20, or recommends the Grand Lodge to
increase it to £50. Jn the case of an aged Freemason, a man over 60 years of age, a lodge is able to bring
such a case from the Board of Benevolence on to our Freemasons’ Benevolent Institution, which is
separate altogether, and is supported entirely by voluntary contributions from the craft. Our committee
meet to consider the ease, aud if they think it good enough they grant from 10s. to 20s. a week—mostly
IDs. a week. At the present time we have sixteen annuitants, from 60 to 87 years of age. Our institu
tion is only four years old. We started with £1,400, which we got from an old source, and which had
been lying in the Bank for many years, and we now have £3,500. Wo are working to build up a fund of
(say) £10,000, and then we hope to be able to launch out and do a large amount of good for aged Jfroemasons and their wives and widows.
485. Mr. O'Reilly.] Do you consider that 10s. a week is sufficient lo keep them in comfort—an old
’
couple? Yes, if they arc able to live with relations or friends, who will look after them.
1
486. And is that the case with these ? Yes ; >n nearly every case we havo arranged, for the old people to
live either with a grandson, granddaughter, or other relation, or with some friend.
487. Dr. Graham.] Are there any eases under your supervision where the old people have to live entirely
by themselves, supported entirely by the money you give them ? No ; I think in every case they live
with
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with someone who is looking after them. They are not entirely away from friends, as far as I can
*
ieJul t§0(J
488. Mr. 0'Reilhj.~\ That is to say, you are putting into practice the system we would like to see practised
’
*
by the State ? Yes, I believe so.
■
489. Mr. McGowen.'] Tlie old couples are really boarded out at the expense of the Freemasons’ BenevolentInstitution ? Yes.
490. Amongst friends ? Yes ; friends or relations—some one who will guarantee to us that they will
look after them. In Sydney I go round and see these people periodically, and see how they are getting
on. In regard to cases sent down from the country, I, will give one as an illustration. There was an old
Freemason at Kempsey; he bad been a Mason for many years, and his age was 69. He suddenly became
paralysed, and total blindness ensued, and be was unable to move. His lodge voted as much as they could
raise—I think it was £10. It was only a small lodge in the country. They then applied to the Board
of Benevolence, and they granted £20, which was sent up at the rate of 10s. per week. It was sent, to
■
■
the master of the lodge there, who looked after this old brother, and paid the 10s. a week towards his
support. He was living with friends, and as soon as that £20 was done our institution was able to come '
to the rescue: otherwise that old man would liave had to be sent into a Government asylum. But our
institution stepped in and gave him 15s. a week for nine months, when lie died. We guaranteed to keep
him until his death.
491. Mr. O'Reilh).] .Are yon able to toll us the annual sum voted by your institution for this purpose?
Last year wo gave £277 away amongst eighteen people. Two have died recently.
492. And your revenue has always exceeded your expenditure ? Yes; onr revenue last year was £536,
after giving away £277.
493. pr. Graham.] Then your aim is to get a fund the interest of which will keep you constantly at
work? Yes. We have £3,500, and we are not launching out now, but hoping to build up the fund until
we get £10,000, and then we will work on the interest of the money, as well as the annual subscriptions.
Up to tbe present timo we have never used any of tbe interest, but have been adding it to tbe principal.
When we raise £10,000 we hope to launch out and do more than we are doing now.
494. Ohairman.] In addition to this fund, does the Masonic order dispense other relief? Our Grand
Lodge Board of Benevolence gave away over £1,100 last year.
495. Mr. McGowen.] But the relief in that case was not in tho nature of a pension, such as that adminis
tered by your benevolent institution ? No ; it was simply for temporary relief. The relief afforded by
our benevolent institution is in tlie shape of a pension pure and simple, and tho work is voluntary. It is
supported entirely by voluntary contributions, and the committee please themselves as to who shall be
assisted.
496. Mr. Wilks.] Have you any homes here? No. We do not believe in asylums. We hope eventually
to havo a cottage or two, where we can keep two or three old couples who have no friends ; but we do
not want to go into that, because it means expense. The work in which we are at present engaged entails no expense at all. There is no office rent, no secretarial pay, and nothing at all is charged besides tbe .
stamps and stationery.
’
497. Mr. McGowen.] I suppose there have been applicants whom you have had to refuse ? Yes.
498. What percentage have you refused ? During tho year, which commenced with twelve annuitants *
on the books, nine applications for annuities were received. Of these, six were granted, two wore post
poned, and one was refused.
499. Practically then you have only refused one ease ? Yes, last year ; but I think the year before there
was a case.
'
500. Yet you say you want to launch out to a greater extent when you have only refused one application ?
Wo know tliat many lodges refuse to send cases on to us because they are hoping that we may build up
this fund. They are endeavouring in country places to look after their own old people, rather than come
upon us, in the hope lo see this fund grow, "
501. Do the lodges in the country grant pensions ? No ; only temporary relief.
602, As a matier of fact then there are legitimate cases for this fund with which you arc unable to cope
at the present time ? Yes; if wo took every case tliat was sent, to us I suppose it would be so, or if we
invited cases.
503. Mr. O'Reilly.] But tbe country lodges by affording temporary assistance relieve you considerably ?
There are cases where they have written to me saying they would like to put so-and-so on our books, but
they would continue to help him for the present until we could build up this fund upon a firmer basis.
504. Mr. McGoicen.] And practically they keep that person? Yes.
505. Mr. Wilksi] Do not suburban lodges vote fairly large sums of money for their own destitute that
you hear nothing about ? Yes.
50G. Ohairman.] With regard to the pensions you grant, have you any complaints from the recipients as
to the insufficiency of the amount ? No, none wdiatever.
507. Does the money keep them in clothes as well as food and lodging? Yes ; we have never had any
complaint. Ot course they know it is pnrely a voluntary matter, so far as we are concerned, and that if
they complained they might lose the pension altogether.
508. And the average is 10s. ? Yes.
509. For the individnal ? Yes. There is an old couple at Waverley who live with a great granddaughter;
10s' a week between the two of them, and the Highland Society gives them 4s„ and that keeps
them comfortably. I he great grandson could not afford to keep the old people unless he got something
from an outside source. If it were not for onr fund tliat old couple would be in an asylum, and would
be separated. The old man is 87 and the old woman 85 years of age, and they have been married for
over sixty years.
610. l)r, Graham.] If they had to live by tbemselves, could thoj live on the money you give them ? No,
I do not think so, because they are too infirm. They could not do anything for themselves at all.
511. Have you any standard of decrepitude that entitles these people*to apply to you for aid ;—do you
fix any age? No ; tho committee have great discretionary power, aud are guided by the circumstances
of the case.
512. What nsually are the circumstances—old age and inability tc vork ? Old age, inability to work,
and infirmity. The committee are guided by the circumstances as placed before them.
513.
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G. H, Marsh.

513, 2L\ Wilks.] What is the average age of the applicants?
Over GO; we rarely deal with any case
under 60.
6 Ju y, 1896, rji^_ jy-T' O'Reilly^
a matter of fact, these pensioners could not he kept at the cost mentioned without
the affectionate assistance of the people they are with ? That is so.
515. It is not remunerative on the part of the persons to take these old people? I think that 10s. a
week pays them well enough.
516. You think it covers the expense of clothing and food ? In the case of a single man or woman, but
not in the case of a couple. We have some single cases where we do not give as much as 10s., hut only
7s. or 8s. They are people, however, who do something for themselves as wTell. In most cases the sum
given is 10s., but we have power under the rules to give husband and wife up to 25s. a week.

A. Davie.

Alfred Davis called in, sworn, and examined :—
517. Chairman!] What position do you hold ? Registrar of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions and
Actuary to the Public Service Board.

16 July, 1896. 528, With what Department aro you connected?
department.

The Chief Secretary’s Department.

It is a sub

519, What are your duties in connection with Friendly Societies ? To register the rules, and make an
examination to see whether they are in conformity with the law, and to receive the annual returns and
tabulate them.
520. Have you any knowledge of the operation of these societies ? Yes.
521. Do you know if any of them besides the Highland Society and the Masonic body maintain a pension
system ? Yes; nearly all of them.
522, Mr. McCowcn.] And the amount ranges, I believe, from Gs, to 5s. ? Yes ; and from 7s. Gd.
523. Chairman.] Gan you give us any definite information as to tlie amounts paid and tho method of
distribution ? Ho, I cannot.
■
524, Mr, CReilly.] Could you give us au idea of the annual income of all these Friendly Societies? I
could obtain that information.
WEDNESDAY,

Mr. O’REILLY.

22

JULY,

present:—
|

189G.

Mr. SCHEY.

E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chaiji.

Alfred Davis called in and further examined :—
A. Davis. 525. Chairman.] Have you prepared any information for the Committee ? I hand in a list of the names
——■ of the principal Orders, and particulars of the sick and funeral benefits whicli arc offered under their
22 July, 1896. ru|eg, [Appendix E 1.] There are a number of miscellaneous societies which have not been included,
I also hand in a statement showing the position of the various Orders at the end of 1893, giving the
receipts aud expenditure for the year, and the amount of funds at the beginning and end of tlie year, and
also the number of member-'. [Appendix E 2,]
52G. Mr. O’Reilly.] What is tlie annual expenditure of all the Eriendly Societies? £227,000; the
amount paid by way of sick allowance being about £57,500.
527. What is the total number of subscribing members of the societies ? 08,433 ; aud the total amount
of their funds is £486,547.
528. Mr. Schey.] Does the return you liave handed in distinguish between societies that pay a super
annuation benefit and those that do not ? No.
’
529. You are aware that some of the societies pay a superannuation benefit and others do not? In some
of the societies there is what is called a superannuation fund. If a person is desirous of getting upon
that fund he has to make application. He is then allowed so much per week from the fund. But it is at
the option of the lodge—he has no right to it.
530. Taking a society, a copy of whose rules you have before you—the Manchester Unity Lodge of Odd
fellows—yon do not say of your own knowledge that a member has to specially apply to become a
participator in the superannuation fund? In the Manchester Unity the sick-pay is continued during the
whole term of life.
531. You mean the liability to pay sick-pay continues during the whole term of life ? Yes.
532. Is it not a fact that in cases of incapacity which cannot be remedied they draw a distinction between
sickness and incapacity, and in cases of incapacity they allow a pension of 7s. a week; according.to
those rules they would not come under the head of sick-pay ;—that is what is called a superannuation
allowance, is it not ? The Manchester Unity rules in this Colony have no provision for a superannuation
fund. It is simply a continued sick-pay. The lowest rate of sick-pay—I think it is 7s. Gd.—is continued
during the remainder of the illness.
533. Do you know anything of the Order of Royal Eoresters? Yes.
534. Have they not a superannuation fund ? In the case of societies that have superannuation funds, a
man will be put on the fund if the disttiet officers at their meeting choose to put him on the fund. If
they do not want him to he on they need not put him on. He has no legal claim.
535. It is at the option of the members in every case? Yes.
53G. It would ho very useful if you could show us the societies that liave a superannuationfund and
those that have not, and also the conditions prescribed before incapacitated members can take advantage
of a superannuation fund ? In the Ancient Order of Foresters tho sick-pay for six months is 21s., and
for the next six months 10s. Gd. After twelve months of continuous illness the member can then bo
placed on the superannuation fund. But he must make an application for it—ho has no legal claim. He
can claim his sick-pay.
537. Is it not a fact that every one of these Friendly Societies recognises a claim for sick-pay so long as
the sickness may last at the lowest scale of pay? That is virtually superannuation.
538. But is it not also a fact that some of the societies continue the sick-pay, and others have a special
rule providing a superannuation fund, on which a man may go if he is not sick. To claim sick-pay from
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a Friendly Society a man must Le ill and receive a doctor’s certilicate. There are many members who
Davis,
are not ill, and do not want a doctor’s certificate—they aro merely incapacitated;—do not some of the
Orders provide for that condition of incapacity? Most of the rules are to the effect that if a man is " July.
incapacitated from following his usual occupation he shall draw sick-pay. He need not necessarily be
sick, hut unable to follow his usual occupation. There is a great deal of laxity among them no doubt. If
a man is a favourite in his lodge he will be put on, and another will not be.
539. Mr. O'lieiUy^] Tou stated that the total number of subscribing members in these societies is about
68,000? Tes. ‘
540. Of that number, bow many do you think are over 60 years of age ? I have no mean of ascertaining.
541. Do you not think that these Friendly Societies relieve the Government of a large amount of
responsibility that would otherwise devolve upon tliem ? Decidedly so.
542. And in the event of a pension system being introduced, is it not likely that a large amount of work
now done by the Friendly Societies would devolve upon the Government ? 1 do not think so, because it
appears to me that the chief reason for people joining Friendly Societies is for the sake of obtaining
cheap medical attendance and medicine.
543. Mr. Schey.'] And pay while they are sick ? Tcs. The chief thing is the cheap doctor, and, of
course, they would never get that under a pension svstem.
544. In reference to the answer you have just given to Mr. O’Eeilly as to the ages of the members of the
Friendly Societies, is it not a fact that when Mr. Coghlan was Eegistrar of Friendly Societies ho
went into actuarial calculations in the case of a number of the societies, and practically compelled them to
raise the rates of contribution, because a certain proportion of the members were of considerable age ?
No; the scales of contributions are calculated In exactly the same way that the rates of an insurance
office are calculated. It has nothing to do with the average age of the members of the society.
545. But did not Mr. Coghlan make a special calculation, and point out to some of the societies that their
scales were too low, bringing into view the fact that they had been established a number of years, and
that consequently a number of their members were of advanced age ? The rales do not depend upon the
number of people in a lodge of any particular ago, hut on the actual ages. It would not matter if there
were a number of people of the ago of 60 in a lodge, or if there was only one in the lodge. Each ono of
that age would have to pay the amount that is calculated. It is immaterial whether there are a number of
old people or a number of young people in the lodge if a properly graduated scale of contributions has
been adopted.
546. That would not apply to the raising of the weekly contributions, which was done during the last two
or three years ; some of the Friendly Societies made a row about it, because Mr. Coghlan determined
that they should increase their contributions;—if what you sav was tlie only fact taken into consideration,
that would result in the raising of the entrance fee ? Certainly not, The entrance fee is nearly always
put to the management fund—spent and wasted.
547. Mr. O'Reilly.] How do you mean wasted ? The expenditure is far too large. Instead of saving it
up, as it ought to have been saved formerly, and put to the sick and funeral fund, it was used in the
management,
548. But arc yon speaking of present conditions ? Not at the present time, because for tlie last few
years the entrance fee has not been taken into account at all in adjusting the rates of contributions. In
some of the societies the original tables were, no doubt, drawn up by competent persons. In the Guild,
for instance, the highest entrance fee was £10.
549. Mr. Schey.] j\re there any societies with a higher entrance fee than that ? No. Whoever drew up
those tables evidently did so on the principle of which you speak—of arranging the entrance fee, and
then fixing a uniform contribution. If that entrance fee were graduated properly to make up for the
extra value of a man’s contributions it would ho all right; but what first drew my attention to it was
getting hold of a return from one of the guilds, and finding that though a good number of members had
been initiated their total entrance fees only amounted to 5s. or 10s.
550. Then there was practically no entrance fee at all ? Certainly not, although according to their rules
there should have been a very heavy entrance fee.
551. Mr. O'Reilly.] But that is all remedied now ? Tes.
552. Mr. Schey.] "Vou say that the entrance fees usually go to the management fund, and are conse
quently wasted ? Tes.
553. If the entrance fees did not go to the management fund, would it not be necessary to pay other
moneys into that fund to make it sufficiently large to pay tlie managerial expenses ? Certainly; but as
a rule the societies have been in the habit of grading their entrance fees according to age. If the money
all goes into the management fund, why should a member who is 40 years of age pay any more than one
who is 20 years ?
554. Mr. O'Reilly.] As a matter of fact he should, if anything, pay less, if the money is devoted to tho
management fund, because he will probably receive benefit for a shorter period of time ? Tes.
555. Chairman.] Have you made any calculation of an actuarial character as to the amount that would
be required for an old-age pension scheme? Tes, I have some figures here. A pension of 5s. a week for
all persons at present of the age of 65 years and upwards would for the first year require £343,875.
556. Mr. Schey.] That is on the supposition that every person arriving at that age would claim and receive
the amount? Tes; that everyone has a right to demand it.
557. Your calculation is on the basis that everybody would be paid that amount, and for the full year?
Tes.
55S. Ohairman.] Is your calculation based ou this year’s population ? I took this year’s population, using
as a basis the population according to the Census, and making an allowance for tho deaths.
■
559, Have you any other calculations ? I have some figures writh regard to Mr, Chamberlain’s scheme.
Everyone before the age of 25 years should deposit £5, and should pay £1 a year up to the age of 65.
When the survivors reached the age of 65 there should be in some fund the sum of £963,090 to provide
pensions of £13 a year.
‘
SCO. That applies to the population of New South Wales working a scheme like Mr. Chamberlain’s ?
Tes ; these figures apply to males only.
561. Mr. Schey.] Why did you talce the males only ? Because I happened to work out the figures
relating to males. It would he easy to calculate the females also. I estimate that nearly 6,000 would
207—F
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survive at the age of 65 out of a total-of 11,989 at tlie age of 25. The value of the future pensions at
the age of 65 ■would be £740,500, which would bo less than the value of the annual contributions only up
to that date, which would be nearly £778,000. But no allowance is made for the expenses of manage
ment and conducting the business, which would probably be very heavy. If, as some suggest, in case of
death before the age of 65 years, tho contributions should be returned, it would make a difference of
£278,000. The contributions of £1 a year would then be insufficient, as the increased annual contribu
tion to enable those contributions to be refunded would be nearly £7,000, Should allowances be made for
widows and children it would probably require £17,000 for the widows of those who died before the age
of 65, and the allowance for children would be £581,000; in other words, about £15,000 a year would
be required to provide tbe benefits for widows and children. The original deposit proposed by Mr.
Chamberlain of £5 before tho age of 25 would be worth about £3,000 per annum during the 40 years,
and the State would havo to provide the difference of £12,000 a year. Mr. Chamberlain proposes that
the Government should pay £15 for each person, not to bear interest, and to be paid when called upon;
that is manifestly insufficient.
562. Do you think it possible for New South Wales to work a scheme like that proposed by Mr. Cham
berlain? No, I do not.
THURSDAY,
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Morrissey.
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Cornelius Joseph Morrissey called in, sworn, and examined:—
663. Ohairman.'] What position do you occupy ? I am acting secretary of the A.II.C. Guild.
564. Do you carry out any system of superannnation with regard to the members of the Guild ? No ;
only the mortuary donation.
'565. That is given to the widow and children ? Yes. In case of the wife dying it is given to tlie member;
but in that case the amount is not so large.
566. Then you have no system of pensions ? No.
567. After the period when a member has received full sick benefit, does he then go onto any superannua
tion fund ? No.
^
568. Por how long does a member received the sick benefit ? He receives a guinea a week for twentysix weeks in succession ; 15s. a week for thirteen weeks in succession; and 10s. a week for thirteen weeks
in succession after that, and then he receives 6s. a week for twelve months. That brings it up to £5611s.
That is the total amount a member can draw. After that he cannot draw any more for five years.
569. Mr. Wilks.'] Have the claims for mortuary donations been increasing during the last few years ? No.
570. You have no invalidity pensions? No.
571. Mr.Ohapman.] Wliat is the amount of the entrance fee? It depends upon the age—from 2s. to
£10 10s.
572. What is the greatest age at which you admit a member ? Porly years.
573. What entrance fee do you charge at 40? £10 10s.
574. How long has a member, admitted at 40 years of age, to belong to the society before ho is entitled
to sick pay ? Six months.
575. I suppose ho is always entitled to medical attendance ? Yes ; from the timo he joins.
676. Does he also get medicine free? Yes,always.
’
577. And you find that on the basis of an entrance fee of £10 10s. at 40 years of age it is profitable for
the fund to take tbe risk of providing medical attendance and medicines and insuring tho member fora
total amount of £56 11s. ? No ; as in nearly all cases of 40 years of age it is not a profitable investment
to admit a member, and the object of the entrance fee, £10 10s., is more to debar them from entering
than encouraging them to do so.
578. Mr. Wilks.] You have no cottage-home system in connection with the Guild? No ; it is purely a
benefit society.
579. Mr. Schey.] What is your opinion of a system by which Friendly Societies would be enabled to found
n superannuation fund on a voluntary basis, receiving irom the Government a subsidy of (say) £1 for
£1;—do you think that would be an advantage? I do not think it would be an advantage to have
Government subsidy £1 for £1.
580. Do you think your own society, for instance, would be agreeable to the foundation of such a fund ?
I do not think so.
581. In your opinion that would he a distinctly good thing? I do not thiuk so, inasmuch as members of
my society would consider it pauperising, and prefer to carry on under the old regime of a self-supporting
society.
582. What would be the disadvantages ? I think, for instance, that a number of people would avail
themselves of the benefit society in order to draw the pension.
583. Would that be a disadvantage? Decidedly.
084. How would that he so, supposing that tbe contribution imposed upon them was sufficient to pay all
the expenses ? Of course that would alter the matter altogether.
585. I am speaking of a fund whicli each society would start separately, making a conditional contribu
tion, such contribution to be sufficient to cover tlie benefit to be received, with a pension, at whatever
amount might be fixed, payable at 60 years of age ? If tbe rate of contribution was fixed so as to safe
guard the fund against imposition, I do not think there would be any objection.
586. So long as it was no burden on the funds of the society as at present existing, yon see no disad
vantage in it? No.
.
587. You think that all the other arguments would be in favour of such a scheme ? Yes.
588.. Mr. Wilks.] What system of check do you adopt in your society to prevent imposture ? We have
official visitors, who see that the sick members are properly attended by the doctor, and that there is
no malingering.
589. You do not assist anyone outside of your own society? No.
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Henry Harrington Greene called in, sworn, and examined:—
590. Chairman,'] What position do you hold? Grand Secretary of the Independent Order of Oddfellows. H-H.Greene,
591. The Committee are desirous of ascertaining if you have any method by which you pension oft' old 2g
jggg
members of your society, either in the way of a superannuation fund or by means of a pension;—
'
have you any such system ? We do not call it a superannuation fund, but it is practically the same
thing, although we have the right to say when it shall be abolished. Wo superannuate at Gs. a week.
592. How long does that payment last—is it at the will of the society ? Yes; during the will of the
society.
593. I suppose in most easeR it is paid until death ? Yes ; the intention is to pay until death, but we
have fouud that that does not work out quite satisfactorily.
594. What do members contribute extra for that? They do not contribute anything at present.
595. Have you many members pensioned off in that way ? I could not give you an estimate of the
number. That is a matter generally dealt with by the branch lodges: the payments do not come directly
from the Grand Lodge funds.
■
590. Mr, McLean.] Are they paid out of a superannuation fund or out of a sick fund ? They are paid
out of the sick fund at present.
597-8. Are the sick funds of the Order separate funds in connection with eaeli lodge or are they amalga
mated—that is to say, does the district manage the whole of the sick fund ? The management of the
sick fund is entirely in the hands of the branches.
599. And, I suppose, some of the branches arc very small ? Yes.
COO. Then you have not got’a guarantee from the district behind the branches as far as that sick fund is
concerned? No.
601. Mr. Wilks.] You have a great number of people, I suppose, on your books j—it is a very powerful
organisation, is it not? Yes ; it is very strong.
(502. And you have bad a long experience in connection with it? Twenty-five years.
603. Then you would he very competent u> give an opinion with regard to an old-age pension system ;—
what is your private opinion about it ? So far as 1 have examined the question, and taking authorities
capable of expressing an opinion, such as Mr. Reuben Watson, who is acknowledged to be one of the
best authorities on the subject in England, it is a matter that requires a great deal of consideration, so
far as the work of the societies is concerned. We find now that the societies have been operating for
some years while financially unsound, I do not think there is any society in the Colony that can bo
said, according to an actuarial test, to he working on sound principles, and the trouble lias been with us
to readjust our affairs in such a way as to meet the approbation of the authorities, considering the
great liabilities we have undertaken.
604. I suppose you rather respect that actuarial decision ? All those who have any knowledge of the
working of Eriendly Societies appreciate it, but 1 may say that there is a great preponderance of feeling
the other way.
605. Do you think an old-age pension system would run in conflict with your system ;—how would your
members receive it? As applied to Eriendly Societies, I think it would be repulsive to their feelings.
606. How would it be repulsive ? Well, it has this effect—that State aid is not a desirable thing where
the principle of co-operation prevails.
607. Have you considered the question of fixing any age at which people should come under the operation
of a pension system? That is one of those problems iu connection with Friendly Societies in regard to
which there is a groat deal that you have to take for granted that is not fair to the society. Of course the
age would make a difference—that is, if you fixed a specific age for a charge against the superannuation fund.
"Jiut at present Friendly Societies, owing to that large amount of sympathy that runs through their
operations, do not treat their business as it really should bo treated from a business point of view, and
very often the liabilities are very much larger than they ought to be for that reason.
608. Have you any system for preventing malingering ? That is the great weakness in connection with
Friendly Societies.
609. Malingering docs exist then even now? There is no doubt about it.
610. Chairman.] The Friendly Societies of Great Britain took a stand hostile to Mr, Chamberlain’s
proposal, did ihey not, at first? Yes.
611. But since then the Manchester Unity Order have passed resolutions in favour of an old-age pension ?
The difficulty, I understand, with the Manchester Unity in the old country is as to whether they should
make it compulsory or voluntary—that is, the maintenance contribution towards the superannuation fund.
612. I gather, then, from your evidence that the Friendly Societies here would not be favourably disposed
towards a Government scheme of old-age pensions? As far as I am able to gauge tbe opinions of tbo
societies—I am speaking for my own society now—they seem to think that the whole thing would be
repulsive, from the fact that anything in the form of Government State aid would involve Government
supervision in some shape or other, which they think would be objectionable to the working of the societies,
and remove to some extent their independent feature.
613. Do you think that the establishment of an old-age pension scheme, say at the rate of from 7s. to 10s.
per week, would militate against the success of the Friendly Societies ? That is a matter to which I have
not given much consideration. The only objection wo sec to that is that perhaps the thrifty and pro
vident men would be placed somewhat at a disadvantage. But I do not know whether it would affect in
a general way the members of the Friendly Societies. The provident people join Friendly Societies with
the view of providing independently for something of the kind.
614. But one of the main objects of the persons who join Friendly Societies is to got medical relief and
assistance during the time of sickness? Yes, that is the chief object.
615. That would not be provided, of course, under a scheme of State pensions ; therefore, all those who
care
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the existence of a State system of old-age pensions? No ; taking that view of the question,
u y’
■ I do not think it would seriously afEect Eriendiy Societies, because, as you remarked, the chief object of a
man in joining a Friendly Society is to provide for medical benefits.
G1C. Dr. Graham^ Do you know anything about Canon Blackley’s English scheme, and have you given
any consideration to it? "Wo have only casually examined it with the view of introducing a system of
superannuation.
“
617. The Friendly Society authorities in England objected to Canon Blackley’s schemes ou the ground
that it would interfere with their line of operations ? I believe that view has also been advanced by Mr,
lleuben "Watson, as a member of the Manchester Unity, not as an actuary,
618. But the English Benefit Society authorities objected to Canon Blackley’s scheme, chiefly on the
.
ground that it interfered with their methods of work—with their function, in other words ;—is that tho
objection you have to it? "Well, no, we do not object to it on that ground, because wc do not think it
would really affect the Friendly Societies to a very large extent. It may affect them slightly, but not,
I think, very largely.
619. But what objection would your people raise to it suppose it were initiated by tho Government ? If
it were applied to the Friendly Societies themselves we should object to it on the ground of State inter
ference with our affairs, as wc object particularly to State subsidies for Friendly Society purposes.
020. Still, if it dealt with a social evil the Friendly Societies would he as much interested in the solution
of that social question as anyone else? "Well, there is not much sentiment in the matter, because ordinary
co-operative societies do object to having their affairs interfered with by the Government, because they
consider they are perfectly capable of managing their own affairs and disbursing their benefits according
to their laws. We have committed errors of judgment, I admit, and the actuary has had to call our
attention to certain irregularities in respect to provision made for proposed benefits; but these matters
are now in course of adjustment, and I do not think they are likely to be a source of trouble to us in tho
future. I am speaking now for my own society only.
621. I did not hear whether you said just now that yon dispensed a system of pensions in your Order ?
We do not call it by that name, and we arrange so that we can cut off the allowance at any time should
any misconduct occur on the part of the recipient. In such an event the branches are at liberty to say,
“We will discontinue this payment.”
622. What is the scale? Five shillings per week.
623. Is that in some cases carried on for life ? Practically so.
624. After disability,'! suppose? Yes; we find that is one of tho mistakes we have made. We find that
our contributions are scarcely adequate to meet that expenditure.
625. So that you do not encourage it ? It is still in operation, but it is rather more limited now than it
was a few years ago,
626. Is it within the scope of your functions to some day aim at getting an old-age pension system in
your Order ? That scheme has been before us at our annual meeting for some time—that is, the principle
of superannuation—hut tho difficulties that have arisen iu connection with the actuarial view of the
matter have suspended its serious consideration.
627. Could you give us any idea what the actuarial view of the matter was? Tho Friendly Societies,
according to the actuarial view, have been carrying on their business upon scarcely sound principles, and
their attention has been called to these matters on several occasions with such an amount of pressure
that they have been forced to consider the situation. My own society, 1 know, has reduced its benefits
very considerably on account of the pressure brought to bear by Mr. Coghlan, when actuary for tho
Friendly Societies. We fully realised that we would not he able to pay the prospective benefits. During
the earlier years of our experience, of course, we were prosperous; hut as years went on tho liabilities of
the society began to grow, and after a reference to other actuaries wc found that Mr. Coghlan was
correct, and we have attempted to readjust—in fact, practically we have readjusted our affairs on a
different basis. Then there has been a suspension of the superannuation question, pending the adjust
ment of the actuarial conditions.
628. The type of man who joins your Order is not tho type of man who eventually reaches the poorhouse? No; our members are provident, as a rule.
629. Your society does not practically embrace tho improvident class or the pauper class ? No; not as
a rule.
630. Mr. Wiliest] Have you discovered in your long experience that the objection to State pensions is
based mostly on sentiment—on the fear of the stigma of pauperism if a State pension were accepted ? So
far as my experience has gone, that is the tendency. There is a repulsive feature attached to State aid
when the principle of co-operation is introduced. Tho only thing is that men who usually form Friendly
Societies do not give sufficient thought to the necessity for making due provision for the benefits they
propose to give.
631. If the State decided to establish a voluntary system of old-ago pensions, applying to everyone of a
certain age, to which all were entitled on application, and which they could accept or refuse, how do you
think it would work—I mean in connection with the societies themselves? I think if you were to ask
the great majority of our members they would not refuse to take such a pension if it were given to them.
We know to our own cost that very often they expect a great deal more than Is even now provided for
them.
632. You think that they would have a fear of admitting that they were paupers ? That appears to be a
repulsive feature in connection with such a system.
633. They would be willing to receive the pension, but not willing to ask for it ? Yes ; you may put it
that way,
*
John Alexander M'Cuhben sworn and examined :—
J. A.
634. Chairman^] What position do you hold ? Grand Secretary of the Grand United Order of Oddfellows.
M'Cubben. 635. Have you, in connection with your society, any system by which you grant old-age pensions or
superannuation payments to the members of your Order ? We have not.
9 Jn y, 1896,
You have no method by which you relieve the older members outside the ordinary payments from
your society? No.
■
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637. How do you think the members of your society would view a proposal to establish a State system of
'7. A.
old-age pensions ? I believe they would view it with very much disfavour.
M'Cubben,
638. What objections would they have to it ? I cau only speak for myself, but I would not be favourable
to a State subsidy or State pension.
639. On what grounds ? Because I do not believe the Government ought to find everything,
■'
' •'
640. Do you think the establishment of a system of State old-age pensions would militate against ific
operations of societies like yours ? I am not prepared to say that.
641. Would it prevent men from joining such societies ? I am not prepared to say that it would do so.
642. Do you think it would work detrimentally in any way towards the societies ? I do not know as to
its detrimental operation or otherwise, but I do not believe the members would be willing to accept it. I
think they would decline to accept it.
643. Do you mean to say that they would decline to accept the pension if it wore made general, and they
were entitled to receive it as well as other people, after having contributed towards tho taxation out
of'
which it came?_ Tliat might depend upon whom it was for—as to whether it was only formembers of
Friendly Societies or for the whole Colony. I have no knowledge as to how the system would be applied.
644. Tour society is firmly established here, is it not? Tea, fairly well. There is a membership of
about 10,006, with a value of about £7 a member.
645. Dr. Graham.'] You have no old-age pension system now in force in your Order? No,
646. What system you have simply applies to sick relief? It is a system of sick pay which is continued,
according to law, whether the member may be old or young.
647. But the sick factor is the essential factor ? That is so.
648. You have no old-age people among them ? There is no provision specially for old ago.
649. Mr. Wilks.] X take it that your present opinion is that a State system of old-age pensions would
have a tendency to destroy the independence of your societies ? I am quite satisfied that it would destroy
their independence. It would also bring in State control, and I know the members are utterly opposed
to State control.
650. You think it savours too much of Continental legislation, and lias not enough of British independence
about it ? Just so.
651. J)r. Graham.] You think it induces a feeling of pauperism among the people? Just so.
652. Which is a bad thing for the people ? Yes; they will come to depend on it, and those who spend
most will get most.
'
653. Mr, McLean.] Your objection is really founded on the belief that the State will assume some control
over the Friendly Societies ? I take it for granted that the State would do so.
654. Apart altogether from the Friendly Societies, have you any objection to urge against the Govern
ment providing State pensions for aged persons ? Personally, 1 have an objection to State pensions in
any shape or form, either to members of Friendly Societies or to others, X do not say that tho aged,
when they come to a condition in which they can do nothing for themselves, should not be provided for.
At tho same time I think that if a pension were provided for them thev would, to use a common term,
“ go for it.”
^
‘
055. You think lhat all aged persons would claim the pension whether they required it or not? I lake
it for granted that they would not bo able to claim it if they did not require it—that is to say, that there
would bo proper inspection and investigation. But I mean to say that if I knew there was so much lying
by for me (say 10s. a week) when X reached the age of 65 years, I might not he so provident when I was
60 years of age, knowing that I would be taken care of, and would not starve.
656. Are there many members of your society who have reached the age of 65 years ? Yes, a good many,
657. And are any of them in poor circumstances ? No doubt there are some, and there are also young
members who arc in poor circumstances.
658. But you have a number of aged persons who are in poor circumstances because they are unable to
work ? Yes, I have no doubt we have.
659. Have you any benefit fund for the relief of cases of that kind ? There may be some benefit fund
in connection with some of the branch societies, but there is none in connection with the head organiza
tion—that is to say, we have no benefit fund established,
660. Have you been brought into contact with any aged persons in poor and distressed circumstances iu
connection ■with your .own Order? No, not particularly,
661. Arc you of opinion that the majority of the members of Friendly Societies are provident people who
do not require the kind of relief contemplated under an old-age pension system ? I am of opinion that
the members of Friendly Societies generally are provident, and do not wish to partake of such State relief.
662. And you do not think that a very large proportion of them are in absolute poverty in their old ago ?
I do not.
663. Dr. Graham.] You think that very few of them ever reach the poor-house ? I am not aware that
any have done so ; it has not come under my notice.
664. And you have been a long time in the Order ? Nearly forty years.
665. Is there a certain rate of contribution per week or month w:hich the members of your society are
expected to pay in order to retain their full membership? There is a graduated scale of payments.
A. young member from 16 to 20 years of age pays 7d. a week. I am only speaking now of the payments
that would provide sick benefits and funeral donations. The scale then increases at different intervals of
age until the contribution reaches Is. a week. Then, if the contingent expenses were 8d. per week that
would be Is. 8d. for that member. That would apply to the highest age at which members are accepted.
"We do not take members in—at least, we are not supposed to take them in—over 40 years of age.
666. When does the rate increase from 7d. per week ? Over 20 years of age they pay 8d.; at 25 it is
raised to 9d.; at 30 to 35, lid.; and from 35 to 40 it is Is., which is tho maximum—7d. being the
minimum.
667. Do they continue paying the shilling rate as long as they are members ? Yes; but they pay the
shilling in consequence of their coming in at an older age.
"
668. Have you ever had any calculation made as to the average amount your members pay in a given
time—say, in twenty or thirty years ? 1 have calculated it, and I have always found that the member is
the gainer.
669. Suppose a young man joins at 20, and remains until he is 60, how much will he have paid in that
time ?
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say about £45. I am only speaking now of sick benefits and funeral benefits. That
^
' does not include medical attendance and medicine.
29 July 1896.
The member pays extra for these ? Yes.
■
’
’ 671. Do your members, as a rule, stick to the Order? We lose large numbers, as is the case, I thmk,
with every other Order, judging from the returns I have perused.
672. Yon say that the average contribution from each member as soon as he becomes a member and pays
up to 60 is about £50? Yes; you might put it down at about that.
_ _
673. Mr, Wilks,] Do you approve of our present system of sending cases of absolute destitution to the
large asylums ? I prefer the cottage or almshouse system to the asylums.
_
_
_
674. What do you think of an old-age pension system which proposes to maintain old couples in their
own homos ? .lust before coming to the Committee I read something about the system proposed to be
introduced in Yew Zealand, where it was proposed to give them 10a. a week. That would not be much
use in placing them in their own homes. Possibly wo might be more liberal in New South Wales. _
675. Dr. Graham.] A member of your society entering at 20 years of age, and beginning with a
contribution of 8d. per week, and continuing in tho society until he was 60 years of age, would pay a
total contribution of £69 8s. ? That may bo so. When 1 said £45,1 spoke without having had time to
make the calculation.
.
4
676. Supposing he paid the sum that ho now pays weekly, and got no sick benefit, do you think you
could give him a pension of the amount of 10s. a week at the age of 60 years ? I have not calculated
that out. It has not struck me in that way, because I believe people would be very unwilling to make
such payments in prospect of a pension at a remote age.
_
677. They want something tangible for their money? Yos; they want something now—they do not
want to wait too long.
_ _
678. Mr. McLean.] As a matter of fact, they pay for sick benefits during their membership in the lodge,
and no not look forward to an old-age pension ? That is so. There are opportunities now in connection
with our society for participating iu a fund, which members simply scorn, though the contribution is only
4s. per annum, and the payments very liberal in proportion.
679. J)r. Graham.] What do they get in prospective ? The payment on death is £10 in ease of a member
ship of five years, and £20 for a membership of ten years. Still members do not avail themselves of this
opportunity.
680. Mr. McLean.] They avail ihemselves of the benefits that are immediate, and do not look forward to
the distant future ? That is so.
681. Dr. Graham.] You think that if you were to initiate iu your Order a weekly-payment system to
provide for an old-age pension above 60 years you would get very few to contribute to it? Very few
indeed, At our last bi-annual meeting, fourteen months ago, there was a proposal for tho establishment
of an insurance fund, and there was then a prospect of a conference of members from the different
colonies, which took place last (September. Some evidence was placed before us concerning the insurance
fund, as it is worked in .America. For my part, I declined to take any active part in getting the thing
up, because it did not look a very good scheme, in my opinion; but I contend that members do not want
more than they already have, until they show that they are willing to avail themselves of the present
opportunities.
M'Cubben

Matthew Prideaux called in, sworn, and examined :—
M. Prideaux, (<g2_ Chairman.] What position do you hold? Grand Secretary of the Manchester Unity Order of
2<rrY~iR9fi Oddfellows.
4
11
' 683. Have you, iu your Order, any system of old-age pensions, or any means by which you superannuate
the old members ? No,
4
4
684. You give nothing more than tho ordinary benefits for sickness and death ? That is all. Tho sick
pay commences at 21s. per week for the first six'months, 15s. per week for the second six months, 10s.
per week for the third six months, and 5s. per week afterwards,
_
685. Then the member receiving sick benefit is entitled to 5s. per week so long as he is sick ? Yes.
686. But you make no provision for au aged member who may not be sick, but still be unable to do any
work ? No. But 1 may state that, this question will most likely be brought forward at our next annual
■
meeting. It was discussed at the last annual meeting, held at Bathurst, and our directors were instructed
to prepare a scheme to be submitted for consideration at the next annual meeting, which will take place
in May next year.
087, The Manchester Unity Order in Great Britain have expressed themselves as favourable to old-age
pensions, have they not ? To my knowledge they have had that question before them for some years. I
have here a copy of the Bristol Dimes 'and Mirror of the 30th May last, which contains a report of the
annual meeting of the A.M.C.. held at Bristol, from which it will be seen that the question of State-aided
superannuation was discussed, with the result that it was decided by a majority of forty-seven, tho total
number of delegates being 611, that the Order might receive State aid, but on no consideration would they
allow State interference, 1 gather this conclusion from the speeches made during tho debate. The
resolution submitted to the meeting by Brother Cardew (London) was as follows :—
That, inasmuch as under the general rules of our Order, it is illegal for lodges to grant sickness pay to members who
arc incapacitated through the infirmities of old age, and it lieiug admitted by tho highest authorities to be a practical im
possibility to provide a superannuation allowance for such members, they aic left dependent on the kindness of relations
and friends, or on the parish authorities, for their subsistence, this A.M.O. is of opinion that any well-considered, and suit
able scheme propounded by the legislature, having for its object the relief of the aged and infirm, which would have the
effect of benefiting our unfortunate brethern under conditions that would not degrade the recipients, and be less repulsive
to our common humanity, than the present poor-law system (without interfering with onr iiidcpendenee and self-control)
would lie welcomed by our members, ami receive the hearty support of our Ordci. and that the board of Lhrectois issue
voting schedules to every lodge for the purpose of obtaining the votes of the members for and against the proposals.

■

Au amendment to that resolution was proposed, and, after discussion, a vote was taken on the question for
or against State aid. with this result: For State aid, 283 ; against, 248 ; majority for, 35. A vote was
afterwards taken by districts, 290 delegates voting for State aid and 243 against, showing a majority
of 47. Eleven delegates voted neutral, aud 67 were absent, making up the 611 deputies to bo accounted
for.
688. So that you may say that the voting was fairly equal ? Yes. This has been a subject of controversy
'
in
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in our society in England for years. It has been brought forward at our annual meeting in England for M. Prideaui,
several years.
689. Has it been brought forward in a practical way;—has there been any special scheme proposed ? ^
No. Mr. Keuben \V atson, who, I suppose, is one of the best actuaries in the world in connection with
Friendly Societies, has laid down tables in the English laws for providing certain weekly sums, but the
members have not availed themselves of these tables. Then, again, at our last annual meeting in this
Colony, held at Bathurst, we passed the following resolution:—
.
That the G.M. and Board of Directors be empowered to formulate a scheme for superannuation benefits in connection
with our Order, and submit the same at the next G. A.M.C.

690. Chairmm'] Do you think that the rates of contribution now paid by your members will be sufficient
in the future ? I think not. What is killing nearly all the lodges is the system of continuation of
-payments. My private opinion is that cases of permanent blindness, permanent insanity, and permanent
infirmity from old age .should not, strictly speaking, receive sick pay, although that has been the custom.
691. Your contention is that the prolonged payments to members is too great a strain upon the fund ?
Just so. I will give an example taken from my own lodge. At the present time we have two cases
where the lowest contribution of 5s. a week is paid as sick pay. It takes eleven members’ contributions
to support one of these cases. Therefore, in my own lodge, to support these two members it takes the contri
butions of twenty-two members to the sick fund. Then, again, if there is a man who is on full sick pay it
takes the contributions of forty-six members to support him.
692. Then, it is very evident that with your present rate of contributions it would be impossible for your
Order to sustain a system of old-age pensions F There would have to be special payments. A scale was
laid down by Mr. Coghlan as sufficient to meet probable sickness, and, if we established a superannuation
fund, our members would have to pay an additional contribution. In connection with our Order a
superannuation fund was established in Queensland. But there were separate payments made volun
tarily, and the consequence was that it was a failure.
693. Dr. Graham.'] How many actually joined ? I could not tell you. In a communication received
from the Chief Secretary of the Order that gentleman said the system was a failure. He said, “"We have
tried superannuation, and it is a failure.” If such a system were made compulsory the chances are that
you would get no one to join the societies. The contributions of a working man to his society are quite
sufficient at present.
Mr. Wilks.] What is your opinion as to the necessity for State pensions in this country? My
opinion is, as far as our society is concerned, that we would rather work it by ourselves, without any
State interference whatever.
695. Then I understand that you are afraid that the providing of a State pension would weaken the force
of the Friendly Societies ? It would weaken their independence ; it would make them paupers.
696. That is the sentimental objection; but do you think it would also weaken them in the sense of
material strength, such as the membership of the lodges. If men knew they had a State pension coming
to them, would they neglect to join Friendly Societies for other benefits ? That might possibly be tho
case; I could not say. But as soon as the State interfered with Friendly Societies it would weaken their
independence, and 1 think our society would object to any such thing as interference by the State.
697. Your society is rather a powerful body in this country, is it not? Yes; we are at the present
time worth £12 16s. lOd. a member, and our numerical strength is something like 17,400 in New
South Wales.
698. Dr. Graham.] Have you ever felt any need in your Order for such a fund as a superannuation fund ?
I never saw any great need for it, but there is no doubt it would become very acceptable to a certain
class, lor instance, in my own lodge we ha\e a member who is blind, but who, otherwise, as far as his
constitution is concerned, is as healthy a man as we arc. There is no doubt that to a man like that it
would be acceptable.
699. How docs he live ? We give him os. a week.
700. But that does not keep him ? Certainly not.
701. How does he make it up otherwise? I cannot say; his family are grown up,
702. If you did not give him us. a week, what would he do ;—would his family keep him ? I could not
say.
703. Do you think many of your people ever reach the poor-house? I do not know that any reach the
poor-house while they are members.
704. How many years have you been in the Order? Over 20 years.
705. You have never had any appeals from old members who have left the Order begging for some
assistance, otherwise they would go the poor-house ? Members have applied to their own lodges for
distress gifts,
706. On the whole, the members of your Order are a provident class of people? Yes. It will be
admitted that, ou the whole, tho members of Friendly Societies are the most provident of the working
classes. We have had members who while receiving the 5s. sick pay have also been receiving something
from the Benevolent Asylum.
Thomas John Iredale called in, sworn, and examined :—
707. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? Grand Secretary of tho Protestant Alliance Friendly T. J. Iredale.
Society of Australasia.
J
„av<Ly°u
connection with your society any system of old-age pensions or superannuation pay- 29 Jilyi
ments? E o, nothing of the kind.
709. What benefits do you give contributors? The sick benefits are 2ls, per week for the first six months,
then los., and afterwards 5s. a week so long as the sickness continues—it may be for six, eight, ten, or
twelve years.
‘
710. And I suppose there arc_eemin fixed payments at death to the widow and children ? Yes ; £15 on
the death of the wife, and £25 for a member of twelve months, and after he has been associated with tho
organisation for five years he is entitled to £30. That is the outside limit of the funeral donation.
711. Have you given any attention to the question of old-age pensions ? The matter has never cropped
up in connection with our legislation for the institution.
712,
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T. J. Iredale. 7X2. Bo you think it would militate against Friendly Societies generally if such asystem were in vogue ?
ooTT^^Tfiof! I
I1Cl^
^ would be acceptable to the general body of our members, judging from past eiperience in
“y July>connection with the organisation.
713. Mr. Wilhs.\ Do I understand it would not be acceptable from fear of State interference ? I think
that would be one of the objections, and also possibly because thev would feel that it was pauperising tbo
institution.
'
'
714. You are afraid that the stigma of pauperism would attach? The institution of Friendly Societies
naturally involves thrift on the part of the members. That is the backbone of these institutions.
715. Have yon had any experience to enable you to form au opinion favourable or unfavourable with
regard to the present system of maintaining destitute persons in asylums ? I have had no experience to
enable me to express an official opinion.
716. What is your personal opinion ? It is unfavourable to such a system.
717- Suppose a system of State-aid pensions were introduced applicable to the whole of the people above
a certain age, who would receive the pension merely on application, do you think it would be availed of ?
I think it would in some cases, where men were not thrifty, and would know that at a certain age thev
would be able to draw a pension from the State.
,
’
718, You think it would bo liable to be abused ? Yes. Malingering takes place even in our societies.
719, ])r. Graham.'] The bulk of your people are thrifty people? Yes.
720, We have it iu evidence that in connection with one large Friendly Society when a system of super
annuation was initiated no one would contribute, and it was a failure. Evidently even thrifty people in
that case had difficulties in the way of looking forward and providing for a pension;—do you think that
would be the experience with your people ? Yes, I should think it wmuld.
72L They do not like to provide for a distant date ? Ho. I was looking over some of the Victorian
statistics on this subject, and I think it would, perhaps, interest the Committee if I read the following:—
One of the main objects for which societies may be, and have been, registered in Victoria is “for the relief or main
tenance of members in sickness, infirmity, and old age but, when the lowest rate of sick-pay is payable until recovery, a
member in receipt of the allowance is required to send at stated intervals to his branch a doctor’s certificate declaring his
continued inability to follow his usual occupation, which must thus be due to sickness alone, no provision having hitherto
been made in any society to grant an allowance to aged momhers whose incapacity for labour arises from weakness due to
old age or senility. The rules of the M.U.I.O.O.F, in England have, for some years, empowered districts to form a super
annuation fund with a separate contribution thereto, whence a weekly sum might bo payable to those members who
reached the age of 65, quite independently of the state of thoir health at the time. In consequence of the remoteness of the
benefit in the case of young members, however, and the probability of b\it few surviving to enjoy the pension, the scheme
has not been popular, scarcely any members having assured under it.

So that in a large Order of that kind in England they looked upon the thing as very remote, and did not
subscribe to it.
722. Mr. McLean.] Have you any benevolent fund, or fund for the relief of distress among your
members? Several of our lodges have benevolent or contingent funds.
723. Out of which they vote moneys for the relief of distress ? Yes; but only those who contribute to
the fund participate in the benefit.
724. From your knowledge of the societies and the members generally, do you think these cases of
distress are mostly those of aged people ? There are men who from fortuitous circumstances have become
almost in a state of destitution, and they apply for relief, which is given from the benevolent fund or
contingent fund.
725. You think no large number of aged persons seek relief from your funds, either by trying to get
sick pay or by trying to get relief from the benevolent fund ? Hot many have come under my knowledge.
726. Have you very many old members in your Order ? I could not give the aggregate number of
members over 50 years of age, but it is proportionately small. Our average, I think, is under 35.
727. How long has the Protestant Alliance Society been established ? Since 1872.
728. You have not the same age and experience as some of the other Orders—yonr members have not
aged so much ? Ho.
729. Dr. Graham^] Do you limit the age at which you take members ? At present wo do ; we do not
take them over 40. We have a graduated scale now in operation approved of by the Hegistrar. It has
been in operation for two years, and members pay in proportion to their age. It may be from Is. 2d. up
to Is. 8d. per week,
730. I suppose all these Friendly Societies have a uniform rate? Ho ; that is what we want to aim at.
731. Do they not give uniform benefits? Ho; the Manchester Unity goes as high as £50 funeral
benefit,
732. But the sick benefits are uniform ? There are three scales of payments. We have a lodge relief
fund from which weak lodges are assisted by the Grand Lodge to enable them to tide over difficulties
arising from a heavy drain of sickness. We advance £10 or £20, as the case may he, until the lodge is
again in a financial position.
733. Mr. McLean.] Eeally the lodges have to paddle their own canoe, as far as the sick fund is
concerned ? Yes.
John Hampton called in, sworn, and examined:—
J. Hampton. 734. Chairman.] What position do you hold in the Boyal Foresters ? Chief Secretary.
■—'s 735, Have you in connection with your Order any system of old-age pensions or superannuation
29 July, 1890. allowance ? No, we have not,
736. Dr, Graham.] Is your Order a very old Order? It was established about 1845, but at first it
progressed very slowly. Formerly it was in connection with the English Royal Foresters, but for many
years it has been a Hew South Wales society.
737. What is its present strength? About 1,800 members.
738. Are there many old people in it? There is a reasonable number of old people in the oldest courts.
739. I mean over 60? Yes, over 60.
740. Mr. McLean.] Have you any idea of the proportion of men over the age of 60 in the lodges or
courts ? I should say 10 per cent, at the least.
'
741. Do you find more claims from the fund from these older members ? Ho, not as a rule ; if they get
to the age of 45 we consider that the worst is passed. We have more sickness among those under 45
years than among those above that age.
742.
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742. Mr. Wilks!\ Have you consMered the question of old-age pensions ? It lias not been discussed in J. Hampton.
our grand lodge, but some of the members have casually seeu it mentioned iu tbo newspapers. Ihe
nearest approach we have to old-age pensions are those cases in which the doctors place upon the fund
7'
'
old men who arc not positively sick, but are too old to work—meu suffering, for instance, from senile
decay. Our sick pay is intcudod only for those who are actually sick, and the rule says that the doctor
shall state the nature of the complaint.

.

74:3. Chairman^ How would your members generally view a proposal for State old-age pensions . I could
not answer that question, unless the subject had been discussed amongst us.
_
744. Do you think it would militate against the interests of Friendly Societies ? Personally, I do not thmk
it would.
,
745. Would it affect them in this way—that when men knew they were entitled to an old-age pension
from the State they might not be inclined to contribute to Friendly Societies ? I do not think that would
hinder them. It is the provident men who join Friendly Societies.
_
746. You think then they would join all the same for the sake of the sick benefits and funeral donations r
Yes; our benefits are very great. They run up as high, after a number of years, as £45 for a man alone,
and for the wife £15. We are responsible to some men for £60, and that is a large insurance.
THVHSDAY, 30 JULY, 1896.

■Prcsrcnt:—
Dk. HKAHAM,
I
Mb. O’REILLY,
Mn. McGOWEK,
|
Mb. SCHEY,
Mb. WILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIVATv, Esq., in the Ciiaiu.
James Maxwell Main called in, sworn, and examined:—
747. Chairman.'] Wbat position do you hold P That of city missionary.
t xr xr ■
748. Wlicre are you stationed ? In Waterloo and Alexandria.
t
<
* ‘ ain'
749. Do you merely attend Waterloo and Alexandria, or do you cover the whole city ? That is my
district.
_ _
’
'
750. J)r. Graham.] But you know the other districts too ? Yes; I have been in the other districts. I
have visited round with the other missionaries. We interchange from time to time, but we all have
special districts given to us. I have been in my present district for fourteen years without a break.
751. Chairman^] Canyon give us an idea of the amount of poverty and distress that exists in that
district among persons likely to be benefited by a system of old-age pensions ? I may say, in the first
place, that it is a working-man’s district, and we necessarily have a very large proportion of the excessively
poor, and a large proportion also of men who have made no provision for old age. Various causes have,
of course, contributed to that condition, There are steady, sober, hardworking men who have not been
able to make provision for old age, owing to various causes. They have fallen sick, or got out of a lodge,
or perhaps have not gone into a lodge, and, striving against difficulties, old age comes upon them, and
finds them quite unprepared for it, without indulgence in drink or extravagance on their part. I come
across a very large number of men of that description.
752. Do those persons receive any relief at all from the Government? Not the class of whom I am
speaking now, except when old age comes upon them. I am talking of men who are gradually getting
towards old age, and who are just in that state that they have been unable to make provision for them
selves. People of lhat class, if they have any family at all, always make a great effort to keep out of the
hands of the Government. 1 may say there is a strong antipathy on the part of the ordinary working
man to go into a Government institution. As a rule, only real want drives them to take a step of
that kind.
753. Do you think there are many of those persons who would be benefited by the institution of a system
of State old-age pensions? Yes, I think there are a good many; but I cau see a danger in such a
system. I know there is always a difficulty in dispensing charity at any time. There are degrees of want,
and though you may see the degrees the people themselves fail to do so if they are the ones not benefited.
There is the difficulty. There is alwa3rs a certain class of people who, if their parents have to go into an
institution, will strive to keep them out rather than suffer the disgrace of its being said that they arc in
the Parramatta or the Newington Asylum. But if it was made a legal matter, and they could get a pen- '
sion, there are many who ivould unhesitatingly throw their parents ou to the pension who would not seek
such Government aid under existing circumstances.
754. If it were made a matter of right, and not a matter of pauperism, that class would he glad to avail
themselves of it ? There are, undoubtedly, a very large number who would do so. That is where I look
upon it as a danger, because it might be overdone.
_
755. Have you given any attention to the question of old-age pensions ? I cannot call myself a specialist
in the matter, but I have thought it over like anyone else who is engaged in the work with which I am
connected, and I cau see that if such a tiling were brought about equitably it would be a very great
advantage to a large number of people. . If it were possible to bring it about in a xvay that would safe
guard the State from imposition, I think it ivould he a very great benefit; but as far as I have looked at
the matter, that is where the difficulty lies—the difficulty of safeguarding tho State from imposition.
756. I suppose what has been your experience of the poor of Waterloo and Alexandria would be pretty
much tho same as the experience of the other city missionaries in other parts of the metropolis, making
allowance for a little difference in the character of the population ? Yes.
757. Mr. Wilks.] You are afraid that under a system of pensions the State could be imposed upon ;—what
system of inspection would you suggest to counteract that? I do not know that I could give a straight
answer to that, because I am afraid the matter has not been sufficiently threshed out to enable anyone to
introduce a system of inspection that would give satisfaction.
758. Do you think tho system of inspection would virtually kill the idea of old-age pensions—that is to
say, the officialdom connected with it ? It would always have that tendency.
759. What is about the average age of the indigent persons with whom you have to deal ? About
middle age.
760.
207—G
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J. M. Mam, 760. Atout fifty years ? Tes; somewhere about forty-five or fifty. I think, if you refer to the BeuevCl eu^ Asyluln kooks, you will find I am pretty correct in saying that. I have sent hundreds of applicants
30 July, 1896. j;0 tije Benevolent Society for reiief.
People incapacitated from working—very old people ? 1 was referring more particularly to people
who were in want—widows, wives deserted by their husbands, and people in distressed circumstances
arising from sickness and infirmity of different kinds. J find that when people get up to about 60 years
of age, cither their own people make an effort to keep them, or they are sent to some of onr homes. I
do not think many very old people get help from the Benevolent Asylum, and that is the principal institu
tion for the purpose.
762. At what ago would you suggest that the pension should begin to operate ? X think yon would be safe
to fix it at 60.
763. Have you considered the amount of the pension to be allotted ? The common talk has been 10s.
a week,
764. Have you no idea of a graduated scale? Ho, not particularly. I think you would have a difficulty
in bringing about a graduated scale. I think your difficulties would commence if you started that. While
I have sent a great many to the Benevolent Asylum, X have given a great deal of help privately, and it is
one of the most difficult things imaginable lo give satisfaction in dispensing charity when you have to
discriminate. Bor instance, take half a dozen families in a street. You take three out of those, and you
give them charity. The other three, you think, are not so badly off. But they get to know that you
have given the other three charity, and they come at you, aud they say, “ You have given so-and-so help,
and we are as badly off as they are," and you cannot convince them that they are not as badly off. There
is the difficulty.
765. Therefore you would be in favour of a uniform rate ? Yes, I think so.
766. Dr. Gra/iam.] Have you been long engaged in mission work? Pour teen years.
767. Chiefly iu tho district of Waterloo and Alexandria? Always in that district.
768. Have you had any experience of similar work in other countries ? No.
769. Have you any practical knowledge of the conditions of the poor in other countries? No, I have
not been engaged in the work elsewhere.
^0- Are you a native of this Colony ? No ; I am a native of Scotland.
77L Prom your knowledge of the conditions of the poor, such as you have seen them, do you think they
are in a worse plight, from the point of view of poverty, than the poor that you have seen in other
countries—Scotland, for example? I would answer, yes and no.
7/2. What part of Scotland do you come from? Ayrshire.
773. Do you know anything about Glasgow? Not much.
774. Edinburgh ? I have been in both places, but I cannot say that I have any practical knowledge
regarding the state of the poor there.
775. You have never gone systematically into the poorer districts ? No; I was young when X left.
//6. You speak of giving charity to the people of your district;—what form of charity do you give?
Orders for groceries, and sometimes a little money, but iu the latter case you have to be careful—you
want to know with whom you are dealing.
777. Where does this money come from ? It is given voluntarily—sometimes through our General
Secretary, sometimes it is given to us personally. Sometimes I can take the liberty of giving a family an
order on a grocer or a butcher. I have that discretionary power,
778. Do you give sums of money systematically to any destitute families ? No.
779. You do not maintain as a matter of routine any old people? No; we allow the institutions to do
that, such as the Benevolent Asylum. We send on persons with whom we cannot deal ourselves to
institutions that lay themselves out for special things. Por instance, I send a number along to the Nurses
Institution in Hay-street, to the Benevolent Asylum, and to places of that kind. Where we can deal
with them without sending them to the benevolent institutions we do so.
780. Are the homes of these poor people very bad—do they look very poor ? Many of them do.
781. lor example, I have visited hundreds and thousands of destitute homes in different countries in the
world, and I have found many without a bed, and without a chair;—do you find such homes here ? Yes.
I have sometimes said this, that while we have uot got the filth and degradation in our community, wo
have in a number of instances a condition of poverty that cannot be exceeded anywhere.
782.^Could you describe such a house? Yes; a house without a chair, without a table, and without a
bed in it saws everything, the inmates sitting on boxes and kerosene-tins, and lying on the floor. They are
not numerous, but we do come across cases of that kind.
783. Are such houses often inhabited by old people? No, not by old people as a rule—by middle-aged
people, who have cither been brought down to that state by sickness, by getting into debt, or getting
behind with the rent, and who have been sold out, and sometimes drink has brought them to it,
784. An old-age pension is not supposed to reach persons of that class, but is intended for old age;—are
many homes of that sort inhabited by old people? No; and I think X can give you a reason for that.
There is an amount of charity, and a disposition to help amongst the people in the city and suburbs that
when they know of old people in that state they will come to their assistance. There is a great deal of
Christian sympathy and charity brought together apart from our institutions. I will give you one case
that will illustrate a number. It is that of a family who had lost everything through the mau taking ill.
Everything was sold off partly for rent, I believe, and they were without furniture and without bedding,
rill I had to do was to mention the case to a number of people, and they at once provided the necessaries
without having to send tho people to an institution.
785. But the old people—not tho particular family you have just mentioned—want some systematic
pension from week to week and from year to year;—do they get that? The old people can always make
sure of getting help, if they are incapacitated, from tho Benevolent Asylum, and not from private sources.
People will make a spurt to provide them with some particular things, such as furniture or clothing, but
the systematic relief must come from the institutions. You cannot get that from the public. When it
comes from the public it comes spasmodically.
786. JUr. O’De/ily.] You have said twice, in answer to Dr, Graham, that these old people are referred to
the Benevolent Asylum for assistance? That is where they have no one they can depend upon to keep
them,
787. But in answer to Mr. Wilks you said that very few of these old people go to the Benevolent
Asylum? I do not think my statements were contradictory in that respect.
788.
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788. Very low are sent by you to the asylum? As far as my knowledge goes there are not very many J.M. Main,
old people at the Benevolent Asylum.
^
7S9. And I think you also said that in normal eases these old people have relatives^ or friends to stand 30 July, 1896.
by them in their declining years ? Yes, as far as my knowledge has gone. Bui]or information in this
respect could be obtained from the Parramatta and Liverpool Asylums,
790. Those who go to these asylums do not come from that normal class of people whose incapacity for
work is due simply to their increasing age and infirmity? No, I do not think they do.
791 What class do you think these asylums are generally recruited from ? 'Wanderers, I think, as a rule.
792. And wanderers, I suppose, are men who have been wanderers more or less all their lives ? Well, I
think so pretty well, though, of course, there will be exceptions.
793. You spoke of certain cases in the city which, I have no doubt, came under your personal knowledge,
where people were living in a state of absolute destitution, sans everything, sitting on kerosene-tins, and
so on ;—do you not trace the majority of those cases to some external cause ? Yes; in the majority of
eases I think that drink has to do with it. Of" course, there are exceptions.
791. And in those cases would there be a resident breadwinner with the family, or would they be cases
of deserted families ? Both, Sometimes the man has been sick, though, perhaps, only temporarily, and
things have gone behind with them,
795. Prom the contact you have had with paupers—to use a somewhat harsh term—over the age of 60
years, your general experience is that where they have been honest and hardworking during their life
they have friends to take care of thorn, and where they have been otherwise they go into asylums, and must
go into asylums ? Whex-e they have no friends to take care of them,
790. That seems to suggest that the asylum is an evil necessity that must always be with us? Unless we
can bring about a better state of things. These people look upon it as an evil, and they do their best to
keep out of it. I will give a case in point. There was an old couple living in one of the lanes at
Alexandria. The man had been a compositor, aud some few years back be got out of work, and things
wont behind with him. I used to give them a little help, hut, of course. I could only give it spasmodi
cally. The dilticulty is in such a case to give it regularly. One morning I went down to this man and
saw him before he went out on his tramps, and 1 said, “ Look here, I will give you a letter to tho
Benevolent Asylum.” “ But,” ho said, “ 1 am just going over In Balmain to answer an advertisement;
they tvant some compositors over there.’' He was putting me oil" so that I would not be in time for tho
asylum. So I said, “ You can go to the asylum when you are coming hack,” and so I drove him into a
corner to get him to take the letter down to the Benevolent Asylum, and when J had him fairly cornered,
aud he was sure to get there if he liked, lie turned round and said, “ Look hero, I would rather go out
and die in the street like a dog than go to the Benevolent Asylum and ask for help.” In saying that he
voiced the sentiments of a number of others whom I have come across. It will he understood that I am
not reflecting on the asylum, because they arc doing a power of good, and meeting a lot of genuine cases
of distress ; but I am giving yon au instance of what I have experienced with that class of men. Ho was
an old man, and his wife was also old—they are both dead now—but he never went to the asylum. He
managed to call ou his friends and acquaintances, and by a little bit of quiet begging in that way, having
no children, they managed to eke out a living.
797. Being a respectable man he was able to keep out of the asylum ? He did keep out of the asylum.
798. You are speaking of tho universal prejudice that exists in the minds of all people against what is
termed pauper relief ? Yes ; there is a very strong feeling against it. If any plan could be adopted by
which people could claim such relief as a matter of legal right, I am sure it would be of very great benefit
to many deserving old people.
799. Dr. Graham.'] Would you say from your experience that, in your opinion, the poor in this city have
as hard times as have the poor elsew'here? Just now, perhaps, it may be so.
800. But this may be an exceptional time ? Jt is a very exceptional time.
801. Would you say that on the whole the poor of this city have a bettor time than is the case elsewhere ?
Yos, a long way ; anyone who has lived in Scotland must see that.
802. Have you visited tho asylums for infirm and destitute persons and seen the working of those insti
tutions? Yes. 1 have been to the Parramatta Asylum. I have not been to the Liverpool Asylum.
803. Would you say that the old people in the Parramatta Asylum are much better off for physic and
surrounding comforts than are poor people in their own homes ? 1 daresay they arc. That idea impressed
me—that ttiey were very comfortably taken care of ; but you know there is something more than that
wanted—and that is what we really want to get at—to remove the stigma of going in as a pauper. It is
not altogether a question of comfort. You may throw a leg of mutton at a man, and hit him with it, or
you may throw half-a-crown at him, and he will take it as an insult, and if you give him sixpence in a
kindly, pleasant way he will take it as a blessing. There is the difference.
SOI. Have you come across any genuine cases or extreme poverty which you could really say arose from
old age ? Yes.
805. You think that old age itself is a fairly common cause of poverty? It occurs from time to time—■
old age where the man has been unable to work, and where his old wife has not been able to go out and
do any washing.
■
809. You think such a man may have been a temperate and correctly living man for the most of his life ?
That is a very hard question to answer. There are so many men who do not live a very temperate life,
and so many men who take drink, that it would be difficult to answer that question.
807, Ho you know a book, “ How the Poor Live,” by Charles Booth ? No.
SOS. Ho draws a conclusion that a certain number of destitute poor people become so in consequence of
their age ;—from your experience, you think that is quite possible ? Tes ; there are a number of people
who become poor because they have been-unable to keep on working,
809. And who may have been correct living people ? Yes ; in the ordinary sense of the term—an honest
workman, an honest woman, never got drunk, never squandered their money, but just lived as ordinary
people lived.
■
810. Ho you keep a record of each visit you make? "We jot down at the end of the day so many visits
made that, day.
811. But you do not outer fully into the particulars of each visit the conditions oi poverty, and so on?
Only if a certain ease strikes us as an interesting one.
812. Have you any such interesting cases you can tell us of with regard to old age and poverty combined ?
Yes ; there is a case in which a man and bis wife in Alexandria are living on charity in consequence of
old age.
813.
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J. M. Main. SL3. What are tlieir ages ? I should have to guess, but they are above GO. They have no family, with
the exception of a daughter, who is away from home. The old Indy is beginning to get a bit paralysed,
30 July, 1890. an(j {]le Jjugtjmd ;s -waiting on her. They are getting help from the Benevolent Asylum, but not sufficient
to keep them, and we manage to supplement it. I have two or three friends who call and see them, and
1 give them a little myself, just as 1 can, and so they are able lo scrape along. But their poverty has
arisen simply through old age. He is a decent old man, and I hare known him for two or three years. I
have seen no sign of drink during that time, nor do I think he is a likely man to have taken drink.
814. They would not go to the asylum ? They will be compelled to go if they cannot be kept in any
other way. It wTas suggested to him that they ought to go the asylum, and he came to me about it. I
said, “ You know I applied to get you into one of the cottage homes at Parramatta, but they were all full.
To go into an asylum would mean that tho Mrs. would have to go into the Hcwington Asylum, and you
would have to go into either Parramatta or Liverpool. You will have to make up your mind to that.”
Ho said, “ I should like to stay with her while she lives, if I possibly could.” And I said, “ We will make
an effort and try"; and wc have been trying to keep them there. If they are driven into au asylum it
will be because we cannot keep them out. There is no desire on their part to enter an asylum ; hut, on
the contrary, they would not like to do so.
_
Slo. If these old people had an income of 15s. a week between them, do you think they could live on in
a little house ? They could live on 10s. a week between them, and bo happy.
_
816. And pay the rent and clothing? Yes; they would be able to manage. Old people like them do
not wear out much clothing.
*
817. But they would pay at least 5s. a week for the house ? Mo ; the old man now has two rooms for 4s.
a week.
_
818. Then that would leave Os. a week for food and fuel ? It takes very little to keep these old folks
going. He is a very handy man, and does tho sewing. She cannot do anything.
_
819. And you think the 10s. a week would put these people in affiucnce, comparatively? Yes,
comparatively.
820. Mr. O’Reilly.^ And being respectable people they would still have occasional assistance from friends
around ? Exactly ; and I think that ought to be considered. I do not think it would he wise to overlook
that.
821. Mr. McGoicen.~\ Would 10s. a week be sufficient to keep such a couple as you have mentioned
without any outside assistance ? You put me in a bit of a fix there, I am not one who would be willing
to screw old people down ; but at the same time when you want to apply a principle like this you must
apply it broadly, and that will mean that you will require to take in a great many more people than the
G-ovemment or semi-Government institutions are dealing with at the present time, and it would not ho
wise to be too liberal to begin with, The family I have mentioned, if they were assured a payment of
10s. a week, would he in affluence compared with their present condition. They get Is. Gd. a week from
the asylum, and what provisions aro sent. Then we give them what little we can to make up the difference
between the Is. 6d. and the 4s., and also a little clothing from time to time to. keep them going. Ten
shillings a week with a little assistance from friends, who ivould take a pleasure iu helping, would keep an
old couple like that in affluence compared with the way they are living now.
822. I gather from what you say that to keep such an old couple without any outside assistance would
cost 7s. Gd, each? I suppose it would, without outside assistance, I am sure, considering the way these
old people live, they could do very nicely on 15s. a week for the two, and in many cases, such for instance
as the one I have just mentioned, they could do with 10s.
823. Dr. Graham.'] The case you cited is that of a respectable old couple ? Yes.
824. But there are many people who roach old age and who still retain their vicious habits, aud for whose
'
support 10s. or 15s. a week would he a mere waste of money ? There are always very difficult families to
deal with under any circumstances—people who have lived a vicious life, and who are still addicted to
drink. My experience is that old couples do not live together much when they lead that kind of life.
They seem to manage to separate. There is not sufficient cohesion between them to keep them living
together. The woman goes floating about, and gets into Newington Asylum, and the man drifts into the
Parramatta Asylum.
825. Qhairman.] Yon used the words “our homes” just now;—arc we to understand that the City
Mission has certain homes to which the poor can go ? No ; wc have no such institutions.
826. Did you mean the cottage homes at Parramatta ? Yes ; 1. should like to say a word about those
homes. In thinking over the question of an old-age pension system it occurred to me that the object
might be attained bottcr if wo proceeded by degrees, instead of trying to jump at it straight away.
Could we not grow to it, so to speak ? One of the methods might he to extend our present systems. Per
instance, take the cottages for old couples at Parramatta. Could not these be multiplied ? They aro
wanted. Take the old couple I have mentioned. They want to get into a cottage home, and I cannot
get them there, though I have applied two or three times, because the cottages are full. There are
twenty of them, but 200 or 300 are necessary. If we were to extend the system, and take in a larger
'
number of old people, and give them a living in that way, I think it would be possible gradually to grow
up to tho old-age pension system. But if an extension of the system were adopted, I think it would bo
unwise to put all the cottage homes in one place. I think it would be a better plan if ten or twenty were
built in various parts of the city and suburbs. In lhat way there would not bo the degradation that I
fear would follow from so many being grouped together. I think it would be as great a mistake to have
them all together as to continue the congested state of our exietiug asylums.
.827. Mr. Wilks.] How about housing these old people with farmers in agricultural districts ? If some
plan of that kind could be adopted it would he a very good thing, and in that way you might gradually
work up to the old-ago pension system. By having ten or twenty cottages in different places you would
avoid the congested condition which obtains at the present asylums, and you would give an outlet for
private philanthropy. Many persons would like to visit these old people aud minister to their comfort
in various ways, and by placing them in different diei riels that could be accomplished.
828. They would live at a cheaper rate with the farmers ? I daresay.
829. If a system of old-age pensions were instituted, the pension to he given as a matter of right, do
you think the tendency would bo that persons would transfer the responsibility for the support of their
parents on to the shoulders of the State? That would depend partly on the lines upon which the old-ago
1 ’
.
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pension scheme was drawn. If it were made to apply only to those who were in need you would J- M. Mnin.
tind a larger number in need than is the case now, because the dread of going into a Government
institution induces many to get their friends and children to support them, who otherwise would not do so. JulyilSOG.
SdO. Mr. dTcCrotrcn.] Are you acquainted with the present system of boarding out State children with
families, under which the children practically become one of the family, the State paying 5s. a week for
maintenance ? yes ; I know of that system, and it is a very good one.
,
831. What do you think of that hoarding-out system as applied to the old people to whom we have just
heen referring i1 I daresay it could he done very nicely. Of course, you would require to take care. The
same difficulty would come in that was just mentioned—the children would throw the old folk on to the
State if they possibly could.
832. Do you think you could get people to take charge of an old man or old woman, as is done in the
case of one of the State children, for a payment of 7s. Gd. a week? Everybody would not care about
them—some would take them.
833. You belong to a very large district with a population of the poorer classes with whom very likely
these old people would be boarded out, and whose earnings would thus be supplemented ;—what propor
tion of the people do you think would take these old men and women ? I do not think you would find
many in our city and suburbs who would care about taking them. I think it would be done more in the
country places. Old people aro very crotchety; they are not like children. I should not like to have au
old couple in my house unless I knew them.
S34. Practically, you do not think the scheme could be worked out in regard to old people ? Not in tho
same way as it is worked out in the case of children. It might be worth a trial. I believe in trying any
thing like that, but I do not think it would work out as successfully as the State Children’s Eclicf system.
Joseph Aloysius Beattie called in, sworn, and examined:—■
835. Chairman.] What position do you occupy ? I am Medical Superintendent of the Liverpool Asylum. J. A. Beattie.
83(5. JJr. Graham.] How long have you held that position? Ten years next September.
837. Had you previously held any other positions in the Government service? I have been in the 30 July, 1EEG.
Government service since 1878, and during that time have held the position of Medical Superintendent
of Lunatic Asylums, and have served in the Little Bay Hospital and in the Immigration Department,
besides holding the position I now occupv.
S3S. How many old men have you at Liverpool ? Nearly 1,000.
830. "What is the average age? I should say about 30. We have a large proportion of hospital eases.
840. You have some pretty young men in the institution ? We have some at 22—from 22 to 106.
84.1. So that it is not a poor-house for old people ? No ; it was originally constructed as an asylum, but
it has undergone transition, and is now more of a hospital and less of an asylum. We have about' 400
cases in bed constantly in our wards, of all ages.
812. Of what diseases ? General surgical and medical cases. They come to us from the metropolitan
hospitals and from Little Bay, and isolated cases are sent iu by the Government Medical Officer
in Sydney.
843. Why are they sent there, and not kept iu the other hospitals? Their chronic character precludes
them from occupying a bed in a metropolitan hospital, and they do uot cost so much in ono of our
hospital wards.
"
811. Do you think any of these chronically-ill people feel the stigma of entering an institution of that
kind, which is partly a poor-house aud partly a hospital ? There is a sentiment of that kind entertained
by some, and while it is to be deplored in reference to the minority who entertain it, I think it is a very
salutary thing that a man should be ashamed when he has brought himself into tho condition requiring
sick and charitable assistance.
815. But if chronic illness, especially of age, thoroughly incapacitates a man from earning a living, do
you think it is a fair thing that he should be forced to seek tbo protection of the poor-house ? I think it
is compulsory in every country in the world,
8-1(5. But does the sick element enter into the working arrangements of our poor-houses in England,
Scotland, and Ireland? This is a benevolent asylum, and it corresponds in its functions in this connec
tion with what we call county hospitals or infirmaries in Great Britain.
847. Do you think it would be a good thing aud a fair thing to establish in this country similar institu
tions to the county hospitals or infirmaries in England;—do you think it would give a distinctiveness to
your institution ? I do not know that I follow you ; hut I think that the establishment of small homes
for aged people, male and female, in connection with our hospitals, such as the Parramatta Hospital—I
mean the district hospitals—would be perhaps worth trying, to avoid the barrack system, which has many
objections.
’’
848, What proportion of cases are there in your institution arising from causes attaching purely to old
ago—half of them ? Yes, more than half ; I should say three-fourths of them.
S-iD. Do you think that if these old men had any source of income, to tho amount, say, of Ifls. a week,
they could be (rusted to live outside upon that income. No. I am very positive in my opinion upon
that point.
850. Do you think any proportion of them at all could be trusted ? There would be au exceptionally
small number.
831. How small—a fourth ? No, I do not think so. I do not think there would be more than 10 per
cent.
832. Why would you he afraid to (rust them to look after themselves on a small income ? I think the
sources of danger would he—first, their owu incapacity to look after their affairs, and, secondly, the preva
lence of that peculiarity in human nature which influences people to get the most they cau out of the
Government, and do as little as they possibly can for it. I do not think that any of our inmates in tho
Liverpool Asylum could get anything like the same degree of comfort, the same quantity of food, be kept
with (he same care as to change of linen, and have the same medical aid available, for 10s. a week or £1
a week ; while there arc cases of paralysis, rheumatism, aud eases both medical and surgical, chronic
cases—in fact, age itself is a disease, as Cicero says—in whirh I do not think £3 a week woutd procure for
(hem an equivalent, as regards maintenance and comfort, to what thev receive in the asvluras.
■'
"
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J, A. Beattie. 853. In other words, you do not think that any system of pensions could take the place of the present
system of treating old-age paupers ? I am quite satisfied on that point.
30 July, 1896. ^ On general grounds ? Tes, on general grounds.
,
855, Mr. O'Eeilltf.] You spoke of the stigma that attaches to pauper relief as having a salutary influence
in preventing people from presuming on the G-overmnent ? Yes.
_ _
.
85(i. You also seemed to imply—in fact, I think you plainly stated—that a large majority of the inmates
of these asylums get there through their own fault ? Yes.
'
857. You said that, perhaps, not more than 10 per cent, were men who were forced into these asylums oy
circumstances over which they had no control ? I did not quite mean that. I understood Dr. Graham
to ask me what percentage could be trusted.
...
.
858. You said that not 10 per cent, could he trusted outside with an independent income. Yes.
859. That is to say, that not 10 per cent, would be able to look after themselves ? Quite so.
_ _
860. Do you include in their incapacity drink and bad habits and extravagance, and so on? Principally
drink.
■
861. And also illness and physical decrepitude ? Yes.
862. To a large extent ? Yes,
■
863. Dr. Grakam.'} The Director of Government Asylums told us that out of the 4,000 odd paupers now
in the asylums a system of old-age pensions could be applied to between 500 and 600 of them is that
your opinion ? I think it would be nearer tbe mark to say 10 per cent., knowing individually the 1,000.
people in my institution at present.
_
864. Would you like to see the sick portion of your institution separated from the purely benevolent
portion ;—do you think it possible to do it? It is possible to do it, and it would be advantageous. Dut
you will always have some of them getting sick day after day, and going from the hospital wards into the
dormitories, and from the dormitories into the hospital wards. You will always have a certain current
number going backwards and forwards.
.
,
865. I suppose you are familiar with the boarding-out system in connection with the State Children s
Belief Department ? Yes.
.
.
866. You do not think that system could be applied to old men? I do not think it is a parallel case.
867. Mr. McGov>en.~] Do you find any objections on the part of these old men themselves against the
present barrack system ? Thcro arc some cases where, old fellows get discontented with being in tho
asylum, and when they are able to move about a little, and the weather is favourable, they think they can
go out fencing or boundary-riding—some of them who cannot walk half a mile.
868. According to your system of work at Liverpool, I believe the inmates who are a little stronger than
the others assist the warders in attending to the bed-ridden and consumptive patients ? They constitute
the wardsmon and deputy wardsmen under three or four paid attendants.
869. Then all the attendance is done by the old men themselves, with the exception of the three or four
paid officers P Yes.
_ .
,
.
.
870. Do the inmate wardsmen raise any objection to attending to the consumptive patients, 8ome ot
' them do.
871. Do they fear contagion ? Yes. The average ago of our wardsmen I. should put down at o0. We
have young men who come in with, perhaps, a heart affection, or perhaps a rheumatic aliection of the
joints, and who get better, and whom wo improvise as wardsmen for a period of six or twelve months,
giving them a little tobacco or a tot of rum in return for their services.
872. In your opinion, is there anv danger of contagion from their attendance on consumptive patients .
1 do not think 1 should bo warranted in putting a healthy man to sleep in a consumptive ward with a lot of
consumptive cases,
,
.
873. As a matter of fact, you have very few healthy men there: I mean men without any taint ot con
sumption—comparatively young men. If 1 employed such an inmate as a wardsman, I should not oblige
him to sleep in a consumptive ward where there would be (say) thirty or forty cases of consumption.
874. The people who attend on these consumptive cases, I gather, are men who have some symptoms of
the disease themselves ? Some of them.
875. The majority of them? Some of them are free from any taint of consumption, hut their hours ot
attendance on the consumptive cases are limited.
876. Mr. O'Reilly.'] And they do not sleep in the ward ? ISTo.
...
877. Mr. McGoioen.] You also said that you would not like to put a healthy man in that position, because
there might be a possibility of contagion ? Yes.
. . ,
.
i i
i n
878. Is there any danger under your system to the rest of tho institution, inasmuch as nearly the whole
of tbe patients are in the one building ? Yes ; there is a theoretical danger. For instance, if the desic
cated sputum, or dried spittle, of a consumptive patient, having become pulverised, were taken into the air
and deposited on the window-sills, the roof, or gutters of the building, and so got into the water, that, 1
should say, would be a very objectionable state of things:
879. Do you isolate your cancer cases? Yes.
t
_
880. Any considerable distance from the main hospital ? I should say, quarter of a mile.
_
881. Would it not be better, according to your evidence, to isolate your consumptive cases? Certainly.
882. How is the attendance ou the cancer cases conducted? The attendant at the present time is a
clergyman’s son. His father is a vicar in Yorkshire, and his two brothers arc clergymen in England.
883. Ts he a cancer patient himself ? No. I do not think there is much danger of contracting cancer.
884. And yet you have isolated the cases at a distance of quarter of a mile? On account of tho offensive
character of the disease.
'
885. Mr. Wilks] Do I understand that the trend of your evidence is that, you consider the old-age
pension scheme more or less a fad ? Yes ; that is exactly what I do consider it.
886. And if such a system were instituted you believe a large increase in impostures would occur?
Certainly.
,
887. What is your opinion with regard to tho cottage homes at Parramatta that wc have heard so much of ?
I think they are very excellent things. 1 do not think they are absolutely necessary, because when people
get old f think there is a danger of their becoming supernensitivc in the matter of sentiment, and the class
of people who benefit by these charitable institutions are not so very squeamish. Sometimes a husband
and wife like to separate of their own free will. If they got the choice of living together in one of these
cottage
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888. Dr. Graham.'] Private citizens outside of the asylum ?

Tes.
889. Mr. Wilks.] Then you think the objection to the asylum or barrack system is merely sentimental ?
I think it is largely so.
890. Aud that sentiment soon wears off with reside sec in an institution? Yes; it does not last very
long.
.
891. Dr. Graham.] Supposing your old men got the option to-morrow of remaining in the institution or
getting 10b. a week to go and board out? I know the bulk of them would take the 10s. a week, but they
would be back again tho week afterwards.
892. Mr. Wilks?] You consider that the only practicable system of dealing with this class is by tho main
tenance of asylums ? lam aware in a general way of the tentative efforts of philanthropists at Home
and in Europe, but I do not think we have quite arrived at the singe when we could adopt such scheme*
here.
893. Chairman.] In your estimate of 10 per cent., did you intend that to apply to the 1,000 inmates
under your direct supervision, or to the 4,000 scattered about in the various asylums ? I restrict it to
the 1,000 under my own supervision.
894. We have had it from Mr. Masted that about 25 per cent, of the inmates might be boarded out ? I
do not think so.
895. Putting the inmates of your asylum aside altogether, and applying the old-age pension system to .
old citizens, do you think it would bo a practicable plan to board them out with country residents, or
residents in the suburbs, in the same way that State children are boarded out? Ho. I think that
with regard to about 10 per cent, of the inmates of the Liverpool asylums 1 could select that percentage
of decent old men who would conform to the ordinary usages of society, and who would be allowed into
decent places to live in at a small premium, say, 10s, a week: hut I am quite satisfied with regard to the
remainder of the inmates-that such a system would be disastrous to the individuals themselves, and to the
people who took them in, and would be entirely unworkable,
890. You think, then, that if these old people were boarded out they would not be treated so well for
their complaints in isolated positions as they are now in your asylums ? I am perfectly satisfied of that.
The typical old man would not be a desirable lodger. Some of them are weak :n their loins and cannot
hold their water, and they often have bleared eyes, and require medical and surgical attendance.
897. Mr. McGoieen] You arc speaking from your experience as Medical Superintendent of the Liverpool
asylums ? Yes.
898. And, according to what you state, the bulk of your patients should go into a hospital for incurables?
Yes.
899. The asylums at Hookwood and Parramatta are not on all fours with your asylum at Liverpool ? No;
we have a larger proportion of hospital patients among the inmates.
900. Chairman.] And those inmates you refer to would, no doubt, be more fit for an asylum than for
outside treatment ? Yes,
901. Patting those aside altogether, and dealing only with those who are afflicted with senile decay and
minor complaints, do you think it would be better for them to live out in the bracing air of the country if
they were well treated ? Certainly.
902. Do you think an old-age pension system might be safely applied to cases of that character—cases
not suitable for an asylum? 1 think it might be tried, and probably with advantage in the case of a
small number.
903. Mr. O'Reilly] You have had eighteen years’ experience of this sort of work? Yes.
904. So that your experience has not been confined to hospital cases such as you now have under you at
Liverpool ? No.
905. Have you had experience iu Parramatta ? I have had experience in the lunacy department there,
and in tho general hospital at Little Bay, and I brought out G,000 immigrants to this country,
900. And are you ready lo go quite as far, if not further, than Mr. Maxted when he says, or rather
implies, that 75 per cent, of the inmates of the Parramatta Asylum would still have to be cared for by the
Gfovernment in the event of the remaining 25 per cent, being pensioned out? J quite approve of every
word of that. That is exactly my opinion.
907. And even more ? Yes ; I do not think there are 10 per cent, of them. You would find that it would
become very expensive to maintain these old men out of an asylum, on account of the frequent medical
attendance, and so on.
908. Mr. MeGomen] "Will you briefly state whether, in yonr opinion, the present system can be
improved? I think, under the directorship of Mr. Maxted, we are improving the present system very
steadily and very satisfactorily. There has heen the greatest possible improvement during the ten years
of my residence at Liverpool. There are a great many means of further improvement, and I think we
are proceeding upon those lines.
909. Dr. Graham.] Have you any suggestions to make which you would like to see carried out as to
fundamental changes in the system of dealing with your destitute old men;—do you think tho present
system is good ? I am satisfied that it is very good, and that it will gradually become better under the
present regime.
910. Mr. O'Reilly.] You stated that these old men now receive regular medical attendance and medical
comforts in the asylums;—in the event of 25 per cent, of them being boarded out, they would require
just the same medical comforts, would they not ? I think you would find that the cost would amount to
very much more than 10s. a week.
911. They would require the same comforts and attention and regular medical supervision that they get in
the asylum? Yes. I think the barrack system is objectionable. I think that may be predicted of the
system as it applies both to old age'and to children, and I think the boarding-out scheme with regard to
children is a very salutary one. But children easily ingratiate themselves into favour.' Wo all feel the
influence of childhood, and affection grows as a natural thing. In the case of old age it is repulsion that
grows. The infirmities are so patent and increasing that people get tired of them, and especially out
here. In these Colonics people got tired of their old parents very frequently. There are numerous cases
where the relatives of inmates in the Liverpool Asylum deny them, aud change their names, and all that
kind of thing.
912.
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J. A. Beattie. 9X2. Mr. Wilks.'] An old-age pension system would give sucli people a chance to still further shirk their
responsibilities ? Yes.

30 July, 1896, gig
Graham.] You are aware that there arc many houses in the city and suburbs occupied by
destitute old people who have a distinct objection to go to an asylum, and who are living in a condition
of squalor and great misery;—do you not think it would be a fair thing, and a humane thing, for the State
to give such people a pension of (say) 10s. a week ? I think it would he proceeding on a wrong basis. T
think a properly-conducted State institution ought not to bring with it any opprobrium. If I were
reduced to indigence by disease or age, or any blameless clause, I should have no hesitation to seek the
shelter of one of these places myself. Mnch better people than over I was, or will be, have lived and died
in them, to my knowledge.
5 AUGUST, 1896.
ifkesrnt: —
Dr. GRAHAM,
I
Mr. SCHEY,
Mr. McLEAN,
[
Mr. WILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq,, in the Chair.
David Garment called in, sworn, and examined :—
D. Garment. 914. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? lam Assistant Actuary to the A.M.P. Society.
_
N 915. The Committee would like your opinion in regard to old-age pensions, from an actuarial standpoint?
G Aug,, 1896.1 should be inclined to say that probably the most practical way of effecting any object of that sort would
he to give a pension either to everyone in the community or to all who were proved to he necessitous on
the attainment of a certain age, without attempting to charge anything for it, or to create a fund for the
purpose, because, in the first place, if you attempted to create a fund there would probably be a great
■
difficulty in getting the necessary payments from those who were not in constant work, and, in the next
place, the fund, before many years had elapsed, would assume such enormous proptortions that it would
be costly aud difficult to manage, aud it would be difficult to invest the accumulations satisfactorily. That
I think would be found to be a great difficulty. In Germany, where they have established a system of
old-age and invalidity pensions, they embrace both sick pay before the attainment of superannuation and
also a pension in old age. Then, again, there is the scheme which was advocated by Canon Blackley, in
England, to the effect that every person in the receipt of wages should pay, some time between the ages
of 18 and 21 years, the total sum of £10, which it was intended should provide them with sick pay while
they were unable to work, and also with a pension in old age. But it seems to have been proved before
a Select Committee of the House of-Commons that the amount that Canon Blackley thought to be
sufficient would uot be adequate for the purpose, and no doubt various other difficulties would arise in
working out the scheme. The scheme proponed by Mr. Charles Booth seems most nearly to approximate
to what I understand is the idea of this Committee. His idea was that all the deserving poor should be
provided with a pension in old age without being charged anything for it. Another scheme of which I
have recently heard is in force in Denmark, where the tax on beer has been appropriated to give a pension
in old age, subsidised partly by the Government I do not know exactly how that is likely to work out.
It has been stated that to give a pension to everyone of the population of England above 05 years of
age would cost about £17,000,000 per annum, and I believe the cost for Scotland and Ireland would bo
about £6,000,000 more. Those figures, I think, aro .on the assumption that everyone would claim the
pension. I have not before me just now the figures as to the number of the population in this Colony
over 60 years of age. Borne figures were given by Mr. Sutton, the actuary of the Friendly Societies in
England, before a Committee of the House of Commons, appointed in 1891., in connection with a scheme
proposed by the London School Board for the superannuation of their teachers, aud Mr. Sutton there showed
what it would cost to provide a pjension at either GO or 65 years of age. That cost would vary according (o
the pircsont age of the person subscribing. It was estimated by Mr. Button that a pension of 5s, a week,
to commence at the age of 65, would require a payment of 3id. a week to bo made continuously from theage of 20 up to the age of 65. A. person starting at an older age than 20 would, of course, have to make
a larger weekly payment for the same pmnsion ; and for a pension of 10s. a week the weekly payment
would, of course, be double that just mentioned. That was on the basis of 3 per cent, interest, and 1 do
not think you could rely upon any higher rate than 3 pier cent, with safety. That did uot include any
thing for tho cost of working the scheme.
916. You say that in Booth’s scheme the estimate of cost was £17,000,000 for the people of England
only ? Mr. Frome Wilkinson, in his book entitled “ Pensions and Pauperism,” says:—
WEDNESDAY,

.

Jifr. Booth iuelines to tho view that any person attaining the ago of Go should be entitled, without a specific con
tribution, to a pension of 5s. a week for tho remainder of his life. Adopting recent returns relating to the number of
persons over 65 years of age in England and Wales, he estimates that a universal pension list would attain to the dimensions
of £17,000,000 per annum.

It is stated that the cost for Scotland would be £2,500,000, and for Ireland about £-1,000,000, the pension
age being 65 years.
917. That would be a cost of £23,500,000 for a population of (say) 40,000,000;—could wc not arrive at
the cost with regard to this Colony by proportion? The cost for this Colony could he arrived at byascertaining the number of people in the Colony over the age of 00 and 65 respectively. Mr. Sutton,
the actuary of the Friendly Societies at Home, published in September full tables showing what was
required to he paid at certain ages for pensions of different amounts. It was based on the mortality
rates for tho whole of England and Wales, aud on a 3 per cent, rate of interest. There is also a
calculation based on 2a- per cent, interest, which, of course, would require a larger payment for a given
peaision. According to Mr. Sutton’s calculations, at the age of 30 years a payment ot rather more than
£4 a year was necessary to provide a pension of 10s. a week after the age of 60 years—that would be
equivalent to Is. fid. a week. At the age of 20 the cost would be about lOd. a week, At subsequent
ages the rates increase rapidly.
918. Dr. Graham.] Is there much difference where the pension begins at 63 ? Yes, there is a very
great difference. In that ease the pension would probably be paid for a shorter time, while the premium
would have to he paid for a longer time. Sixty-five years seetns to bo the age mostly talked of at Home.
According to the same tables, I find that at the age of 20, to provide a pension of 10s. a week, beginning
at
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at G5 yoars, the cost would ho a little over Gd. a week, and, starting at tho age o£ 30, the cost would ho
Garment,
about lOd. per week for a peusion of 10s. a week to begin at the ago of Go. There is little doubt that
any scheme which depended for its working upon the exaction of contributions like these would be found ® -^u5'’
to bo impracticable, on account of the difficulty of getting the money from the people, and of taking care
ol: it after it was received. I find that by the census of 1891 there were at that date about 43,500
persons aged over GO, tho number over 05 being about 23,300. Allowing for some increase in these
numbers during the last five years, I estimate that to provide a pension of 10s. a week to every one over
GO would require about £1,300,000 per annum; while if it were confined to those over Go, £780,000
would probably be sufficient.
919. Mr, Wil&s.'] Then I understand that from your study of the question you arc of opinion that if any
system of old-age pensions were established it should be without specific contributions? Yes; I think
that would be the only practicable way.
920. The difficulty being, in the first place, the collection of the premiums, and, in the next place, the ’
investment of the accumulated funds? Yes; in the course of forty or fiftv years the fund would
become enormous.
*
921. And you believe that the pensions should apply to all or none—that it should he, as it were, a
gratuitous system, of which the people might avail themselves ? The question of whether you should
ofter the pension to everyone, rich or poor, is a difficult one, because, if that were done, the probability
is that a certain proportion of the people would not avail themselves of the pension.
922. Dr. Graham.'} As a matter of practical working of the various schemes put forth the best is that
which applies to all ? Yes, 1 should think so.
923. Mr. Wilks^} Under the other scheme it would be difficult to differentiate the necessitous cases and
to determine what constituted necessity ? Yes.
924. At what age do you think that in a country like this an old-age pension system should start? That
is not a very easy question. In many occupations a man will be able to work until he is G5 years of age,
or perhaps older, while iu others he will not be able to do so. It is shown in Spender’s book that men
employed in some occupations rapidly fall off after tho age of 45 or 50. On the other hand, in the case
of clerks and others employed in indoor work, there is no reason why they should not continue working
until GO or 65 years of age, and possibly later.
"
925. Dr. Graham.} But in regard to the class of people who reach the poor-house, and who really come
from the artisan class, their wage-earning capacity diminishes from tho age of 45 years ? Yes ; but you
could not provide them with a pension at that age. I should think, if you are- going to do anything of the
sort, your pension should begin at the age of GO years.
*
92G. Mr. McLean.} Ton say that the difficulty iu connection with an old-age pension scheme would be
. writh regard to the collection of the premiums. Prom your experience in connection with life assurance,
cau you say whether a very large proportion of those who enter into life assurance contracts in their
younger days fall out through non-payment of their premiums? Yes ; there are a very large number in
these Colonics. _ I attribute that largely to the fact that, as -we canvass actively for business, a good many
people insure without sufficiently considering whether they will be able to keep up the payment of the
premiums, and there is no doubt a great number relinquish their policies ; but a large proportion of thoso
insure again. They allow their policy to lapse in one year, and take out another policy next year or a
few years afterwards. I do not know to what extent that is the case.
927. Have you any idea as to the class of people who neglect to mako provision by life assurance. Do
you think that the class wTe understand as the artisan class, as a rule, make this provision? We have in
our office a very large proportion of the working classes who have taken out policies of over £100 and
Upwards. Of course, a large number of them insure with the industrial companies ; but we have a very
large number of policies effected on the lives of working men as low as £100. We do not assure for any
sum lower than that. A largo number of £100 policies have been taken out by railway men, miners, and
artisans of all kinds, and a good many by ordinary labourers, though perhaps we do not get so many of
the casual Labourers.
928. You issue policies assuring amounts to be given at certain ages ? Yes.
929. Is not GO years the average age ? No ; that is rather beyond the average age. The average age at
which these policies are made payable is from 50 to 55.
930. Do the working classes avail themselves very largely of these tables ? Yes ; to a considerable extent.
Policies of that kind form half of onr whole business now.
931. Policies maturing at about 55 ? Yes; some of them mature as early as 35, and some of them not
till G5. The average would mature at 55 or earlier.
932. You do business also in tho way of providing annuities ?
husiness.
*

Yes; but we do not do much of that

933. Not many people avail themselves of that ? Very few indeed. I suppose they consider they can do
better with their money, or something of that kind, but we have very little annuity business. Many
companies at home and in America do a large annuity business, but here there is very little of such
business done. I do not think we have more than 200 or 300 annuity policies altogether at the present
time.
,
934. That would seem to show that if people were loft to mako voluntary contributions to an old-age
pension scheme it would not be largely availed of ? That is quite certain. They would not avail them
selves of it at all. It would have to be compulsory, or else it would bo entirely futile. There is no doubt
about that.
935. Chairman^} Do you think the establishment of a scheme of old-age pensions would militate against
the business of provident institutions like yours ? No, I do not think so. I should think that any
pension the State could guarautee would he very small.
936. Mr. Wilks.} Have you considered the amount per week that would he required for an old-age
pension in this Colony ? The sum that was mostly suggested at home was 5s. a week, but that was
considered by some authorities to be too little. I should think that in these Colonies, where food is
cheap, a person could exist on 10s. n week, or less.
'
937. Chairman.} Or 15s. a week for a-married couple? Yes. They would not get much comfort on
that, but probably they might carry on existence. I do not think you could fix the pension at less than
that.
1
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William Roadley Dovey called in, sworn, and examined:—
TV. R.^DoTBy. g3g_ Ghairman.'] What position do you occupy? T am actuary of the Citizens’ Life Assurance Company,
/;■
Do you work any pension or superannuation scheme in connection with that society? Yes; wo
o Aug., 18J6.
0f
nature of old-age pensions.

■

940. Will you kindly explain them to the Committee ? The company issue policies, payable by weekly
payments, providing for endowments at the age of 65 years, coupled with assurance at death.
941. What is the rate of payment ? There are three tables altogether, giving various benefits, the pay
ments being Id,, 2d., 3d., and 6d. per week respectively.
942. For how long do the payments run ? TJp to the age of 65 years.
943. And do tho policy-holders start to pay at any age? Yes. The present tables do not go beyond tho
ago of 21,
944. And they pay up to 65 ? Yes.
915. And what benefits do they receive ? The benefits vary according to the age at entrance.
946. Will you give us a few illustrations from the various tables ? Entering at the age of 12 a payment
of 6d. a week gives to the insurer an endowment of £135 at 65 years of age, with an assurance of £20 at
death.
947. Could, the endowment bo converted into an annuity? Yes; they have the option of buying an
annuity with it.
948. Mr. Wilks.] What would he tho value of the annuity ? About 6s. a week.
949. If they allow their payments to lapse can they regain their lost ground ? If they discontinue their
payments after five years they get a cash sum down. It is in the nature of a surrender value. After the
policy has been a certain number of years in force they arc entitled in addition to a cash payment to a
paid-up policy. The payments are tabulated for each year of duration,
950. Will you give us an illustration showing what is done when the payments are discontinued ? If the
payments are discontinued after the policy has heen ton years in existence the person receives £4 18s. in
cash as surrender value. If the payments aro discontinued after the policy has heen twenty-six years in
existence, there is a cash payment of £20, and a paid up policy of £46. If the payments are discon
tinued after thirty-five years, the cash payment is £20, and the paid up policy £44 10s., payable at the
age of 65. If the payments are discontinued after forty-six years, which would be near the end of the
time, there would be a cash payment of £20 as before, and a paid up policy of £70, payable at 65. Tbe
paid-up policy is graduated until tho end of the period, when it nearly comes up to the amount of the
endowment.
951. Chairman.] Do you find that your subscribers maintain tbeir contributions ? A certain number
discontinue them.
952. What proportion discontinue them ? Many discontinue after they have been only a few months
assured. As a rule, the rate of discontinuance decreases with the duration of the insurance.
953. Dr. Graham.] Arc these small payments collected by yonr society ? Yes; they are collected from
week to week by special agents.
954. That adds a good deal to the expense P Yes.
955. Do you.pay the collectors a commission or a salary ? We pay them a commission.
950. Mr. Wilks.] Is it a costly system? It is naturally more expensive than if the premiums were paid
at the office. We should give tho same benefits at a less cost if tho premiums were paid at the office.
We have a branch in which that is done.
957. You practically dun them for it now ? The collector has perhaps to call once or twice, when they
may not be in. Very often two,calls are made for the same fid. or 3d. or Id.
958. Do you find this system of insurance becoming popular with the industrial classes ? The company
has issued about 13,000 polices under these tables alone, and have in existence about 180,000 under all
tables—not in ISew South Wales, but throughout Australia.
959. How long have these tables been in operation ? The tables in question have only been about nine
or ten months, but the other tables have been in force for varying periods up to ten years.
960. Dr. Graham.] Suppose you did not have the collector system, do you think you would have the
same number to come forward and voluntarily submit to this method of providing for their old age ? Ho,
I do not think so.
961. You think it is essential that they should be constantly reminded in this way ? Yes.
962. Canvassed, in fact? Yes.
963. Chairman.] If these tables have only been in existence for nine or ten months, and you have obtained
in that time 13,000 subscribers, it is hardly a fair test as to the possibility of the continuance of most of
the policies ? Ho ; we can only judge from the experience under other tables.
964. Dr. Graham] Most of those who are assured under these tables of which we have been speaking
are children really ? Yes.
965. So that the provision for their old age is thought out for them by others ? Yes.
966. Chairman.] From your experience, do you think it is a system of insurance that is likely to become
more popular ?. I think so. Wc are issuing more policies now than we did a few months back—that is
to say, we are issuing about 500 a week under these three tables.
967. Mr. Wilks.] W hat is tho average age of the entrants ? Dnder the infantile table I should say about
4 or 5 years. Under the other two tables the ages run from 11 to 21. 1 suppose they would be pretty
evenly distributed over those ages—say 14 or 15.
968. Then you have no table applying to ages from 25 to 30 years ? Hot at present.
969. Dr. Graham.] Do you propose to try such a table ? We may do so. At first the infantile table
was started, and then the next, which carried the age up to 21.
9/0. Under a table applying to an older age the weekly payment would, of course, be very much higher ?
Yes, it would be higher,
971. Mr. Wilks.] What prompted you to fix the age at 65 years for the payment of the endowment ? It
has been the usual age in England "for these transactions,
972. And the conditions in this country do not warrant you in lowering the age in yonr calculation—the
mortality tables, for instance ? We do not think that the mortality hero is less favourable than in the
old country, or that people age more quickly. I have myself made a close investigation into Hew South
Wales mortality, and, as far as the figures could he accurately compared, the result, as regards mortality,
was in favour of this Colony.
,
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973. Dr. Graham.'] Do you think the average duration of life here is as good as that anywhere, taking^-®" Dovey.
the ordinary death-rate ? As compared with England, X should decidedly give tho preference to
Australia. X should give the preference to New Zealand as against New South \\rales.
0 ug'J
'
974. The average duration of life is longer there? It is.
_
.
975. You arc aware that that is not a fair test, because where there is a dense population the rate is
hound to bo higher than where there is a sparse population? Yes; I. was merely dealing in my owu
mind with the actual figures, without regard to the causes.
_
97G. Mr. Wilks? Arc the people who assure with your company confined to the artisan class, or do they
include those engaged in clerical and similar work ? Eor the most part thoso who assure under these
tables are of the artisan class, but wchave a fair number of others.
977. Dr. Graham?] Do you do a large business in the ordinary forms of assurance, apart from these tables ?
Yes.
978. Do you conduct it on the same principle'—that of weekly collection? The company has two
branches ; one is worked on the plan of weekly payments, and the other on the plan of quarterly, halfyearly, or annual payments. It occasionally happens that after entering under the weekly system policy
holders come under the other system.
_
979. Mr. McLean.] Is it necessary for applicants for assurance under tho three tables mentioned to
undergo a medical examination ? It depends on the amount of the proposed assurance. Under the
infantile table it would not be necessary. In thoso eases we have an inspector’s report in the place of a
medical report,
_
980. Dr. Graham?] The inspector secs the child as a layman? Yes ; he looks at the child and asks a few
questions. In the case of most of those who have reached the age of 21 years a medical examination
would he necessary under these tables,
.
981. An applicant for assurance under the table giving an endowment at the age of 65 years of £135 and
a certain amount at death would, I suppose, have to submit to a medical examination? In that case, the
sum assured being £20, an inspector’s report would be taken as sufficient ?
...
982. But would you insure a man for endowment without insuring bis life at the same time;—is it
possible to provide for old age without at tbe same time covering one’s life by assurance? At present all
our tables combine the two.
983. That practically throws a man out who could not pass a medical test for the larger amount? Yes.
984. If a man wanted to insure for £100, for example, he would have to undergo the usual rigid examina
tion ? Yes ; or even if the amount were only £30.
_
985. Chairman?] Have you given any attention to the question of State old-age pensions ? I have given
a good deal of attention to the question of thrift among the poor. I was one of the actuaries aiipomted
under tho Eriendly Societies’ Act of 1875 in the old country.
986. Dr. Graham.] What was the range of your investigation under the Eriendly Societies’Act ? Wo
were engaged in the work'of valuation and calculation of rates for Eriendly Society benefits.
987. Chairman.] Erom your knowledge of tho subject, do you think, if the public were asked to make a
small payment every year, they would be likely to keep it up in order to entitle them to an old-age
pension ? I think that in respect to a considerable class of the population there would be a difficulty in
obtaining from them a payment for a protracted period for the purpose of providing for old age, especially
in Australia, where there is so much changing of residence.
_ _
988. You think it wrould be a very precarious system that would depend upon voluntary contributions ?
If the contributions were to be purely voluntary, without any systematic machinery for their collection,
I think the system would fall through.
,
i
_
989. I suppose to make it a success it would he necessary to have machinery something like that which
you have in your society, where very active canvassing goes on ? I think so. The Post Office insurances
and deferred annuities in the old country have only been taken out on the most limited scale. .
990. Have yon had any experience in connection with those ? I have only occasionally noticed the
statistics as to the number in existence.
991. Dr. Graham.] Have you taken any interest in the social conditions of this country, apart from the
question of insurance ? I have.
'
992. Do you think the conditious of the poor in this country are on a parallel with those you know of in
other countries ? I think the conditions here aro very much better. On account of the superior climate
poverty is more endurable here than in England with its rigorous winters.
993. The conditions of life, even for the poor, aro easier on that account? Yes.
994. Chairman?] And I suppose we have not tho same keen competition here for employment as they have
in the more thickly-settled countries ? I can hardly speak as to that.
995. Dr. Graham?] The kind of people who insure with you are really the better class of artisans ? Yes.
996. You do not get any of the very poor or of the degraded class? No ; as a rule, they are people in
receipt of regular wages. Mr. G-arvan, the Chairman of our Company, has on several occasions referred
to this question of old-age pensions, and, if the Coinmitteo desire it, 1 shall hand in pamphlets containing
speeches delivered by Mr. Garvan at our last two annual meetings, in which he dealt with this subject.
[Appendio: HI.] I also hand in for the perusal of the Committee an article from tho Bankers’ Magazine,
containing information on the subject of Friendly Societies. [Appendix H2.] I should like to add to
what I have already said on tho general subject that, in my opinion, one of tho main dilficulties in con
nection with a scheme of old-age pensions is the fact that many of the working classes would probably
spend their pensions as they had previously spent their wages—too often in thriftless ways.
997. Chairman?] But not if that was all they had to depend upon? 1 can only say I hope not.
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Mb. McGOWEAt,

Mb. WILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIYAK, .Esq., in the Chair.

Henry Norman MacLaurin, M.H., LL.H., called in, sworn, and examined:—
h. K
99S. Chairman.'} Wbat position do you hold ? Doctor of Medicine, and Member of the Legislative
MacLaurin, Council.
LL.H.
999. Have you given any attention to the question of old-age pensions ? I have not gone very minutely
into the details of it, but I have thought of it, as every person must who has to do with public affairs,
6 Aug., 1S96.
1000. Do you think it would be possible to work a scheme of that character iu New South Wales ? It
depends ou the principles upon which you proceed. The only place of which I am aware where an
attempt has heen made to carry out such a scheme is Germany, where there is a system of compulsory
insurance against old age for tbe working classes.
1001. But iu Germany it is a compulsory system? It is a system of compulsory insurance by tho
working classes for themselves against old age, supplemented by contributions from the Imperial funds,
and also, I believe, contributions from tbe emploj^ers.
1002. Do you think it would be acceptable to tbe British people to have a compulsory system in New
South Wales ? I do not think it would be acceptable, and, moreover, I do cot think it would be just,
1003. You aro aware that in Germany there is a great deal of discontent, even among tho working
classes, with regard to the system of State insurance aud old-age pensions? Yes. I believe there is a
great deal of dissatisfaction.
1001. If such a system were proposed in New South Wales, upon what lines do you think it should be
worked? It seems to me that if there is to be an insurance against old age—that is to say, to provide a
pension when the persons reach a certain time of life—it ought to be contributed to by tbe whole of the
public, and not by any one section of tbe public. But it is when you come to consider the details of a
scheme of that kind that you find the difficulty. It is very easy to lay down a principle, and say so-andso ought to be done, but it is when you come to work out your scheme without hardship upon people that
the difficulty occurs.
1005, You think, then, that if the scheme were applied in New South Wales all should contribute to it,
and all should have a right to receive the pension ? AIL should have a right to receive tbp jiension,
certainly.
1006. You are aware that such a scheme would be very expensive, costing over £600,000 per year? That
is one of the difficulties of detail.
1007. Do you think it would be right, then, to limit it to necessitous cases ? If you limit it to necessitous
cases, then you mark tho persons who accept pensions as being somewhat different from other people,
and to a certain extent the character of pauperism attaches to them.
1008. In view of the fact that our financial resources would not possibly allow us to give the scheme a
general application, do you think we should be justified in applying it to necessitous cases only? There can
be no doubt whatever that we should be not only justified, but bound to see that every person escapes the
risk of dying of starvation, and therefore every man, and especially every man over 05 or 70 years of age,
who is no longer able to work, ought to be protected against death from starvation. But whether it
would be wise to call that an old-age pension or not is another question. A pension is a reward for
services. It is given to every person who has done the service, so long as he has not forfeited his right
to the pension by some misconduct. If, however, you say that a pension is not to be given, except to those
who are necessitous, then you introduce the element of pauperism. The recipient would always be looked
down upon. People would say to him, 11 You get a pension, but it is not because you havo served well as
a cUizen, but because you are so poor that we cannot run tho risk of letting you die of starvation.” Under
those circumstances it is not a pension.
1009. Mr. Wilks.} How would you regard an old-age allowance? The same thing applies. If you were
to give an allowance to an old man who is no longer able to work, and who would die of starvation if ho
did not get it, every person would approve of such a proceeding, because it would be wrong if tbe man
were allowed to die of starvation. But you must not suppose that such a payment is on the same footing
as a pension given to a man for good service, because the element of poverty comes in, and poverty,
although it is no crime, is looked upon generally a-s a kind of mark.
1010. Chairman^} Do you think it would be wise to rely upon the people subscribing to this fund
voluntarily ? They certainly would not subscribe at all. Nobody would subscribe.
1011. You have read, no doubt, of tho Danish system of old-age pensions? 1 have read something with
regard to that scheme. I may say that I have not made a very minute study of this question, and I am
giving you more my own ideas than those I have acquired from any experience. I have read something of
the Danish scheme,
1012. In Denmark they profess to give the scheme a general application, but, in point of fact, it is limited
to a considarable extent by conditions. One of these conditions is that no person who has been in receipt
of a charitable allowance at any period of his life should have an old-age pension ; and another condition
is that those who have offended in any way against the law should not have a pension ;—would you be in
favour of introducing those conditions in Now South Wales? The Danish system is, I think, much more
nearly a system of pensions than the German system, for, as you say, they exclude persons who.have had
to get any charitable allowance, and persons who havo offended against the law, and they also exclude
persons whose conduct by an extravagant or foolish way of living may have conduced to tbeir being brought
into a poor condition requiring the pension. There is no doubt that the Danish system embodies the most
scientific idea of a pension. The question arises, first, whether we can afford to apply the money in that
way, and, secondly, whether the vast mass of the people could not apply the money better themselves
thau by having it stored up in the hands of the Government to be kept for the purpose of a pension,
1013. But, as a matter of fact, we find that they do not save tbo money themselves, and as a result a
large number of persons are thrown upon the care of the community, and have to be maintained by the
State ?
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State? Those are the class of persons that would be excluded under the Danish system, because of their
H. N.
having been recipients of charitable relief, or having by their extravagant living contributed to tbeir
ll!)
miserable condition in old ago. So that the Danish system would exclude them.
1014, Dr. GrahamSlot altogether, because we have many people here entering our asylums for tbo c Aug>] igr)g_
first time at 60 years of age ; such persons in Denmark, provided their past history had been clean, and
they had not been, recipients of charitable relief, would be entitled to a pension ; here we have only one
way of dealing with those people, and that is to put them in the poor-house? 1 have not had much
experience of our asylums for a considerable number of years, but at one time I was medical officer at
one of the asylums, and 1 knew the old men very well, and used to chat and talk with them, and hear
, their stories, and there were very fcwr of them who could escape the charge of having contributed to their
position by their extravagant and foolish mode of life. There are exceptions, but the men who go to the
asylums, as a rule, have not led wise lives.
1015. Do you think it is possible to deal with the inmates of our asylums in any other way than tho
present method—for instance, do you think it would be desirable to give them a little weekly allowance
aud board them out? Judging from my experience in the past, I should think a number of them would
bo very much better with a boarding allowance. On tbe other hand, there are some who would not.
There are some who arc exceedingly difficult to deal with. They havo tho wandering spirit in thorn.
They like to go into tho asylum in tbo winter-time, when it is cold and miserable, and at tho beginning of
summer they prefer to come out aud become, in fact, vagrants—they'enjoy it.
]01G. Ton do not think, then, that the initiation of a system of weekly relief, or a system of pensions,
whatever you like to call it, would be an adequate substilute for our present system? Weekly relief and
pensions are two different things. A pension is a thing which a man has earned, and to which ho has a
right; weekly relief is what is given to a man to prevent the sentiment of the community being shocked
by Ins dying of starvation. If we arc going to consider a system of pensions it is right we should keep
those two things perfectly distinct, A pension is what a man has earned, and, if he lias earned it, he has
a right to it, and you have no right to take it from him because he is not poor, or to say. “ Wre will only
give to thoso who arc poor.” The moment you bring in tho clement of poverty then tbe payment par
takes of tho character of relief, which is altogether a different tiling.
1017. Mr. McGowen-l How could the man earn it by yonr showing if he were not a contributor to the
fund ? The notion 1. gathered from the Chairman was that it would be believed that every respectable
man, by working hard in tho country for thirty, forty, or fifty years, would have so far contributed to
the general wealth of the country that the State would be justified in crediting him with a certain sum of
money for the rest of his days. I say that is not pauperism at all,
1018. That is contributing by performing a certain function in the community ? IIo would not be directly
contributing—he would be hypothetically contributing.
1010. In such a case as you mention, where tbe State gave a man over 60 years of age, say, 10s. a week,
would the clement of poverty come in? 1 think 60 years of ago is too low; but if you say that every
man of 05 years of age, or every woman of 65 years of age, who has led a respectable life, has earned the
right to a contribution from tbe Stato, that is an intelligible principle. It might not work u ell in practice,
but it would be intelligible. But if you say that every mau over GO years of age who is poor has earued
the right to something from the State, then a great number of other considerations come into play. .
1020. Mr. Wilks^] Do I understand from your evidence that it is your opinion that tho inauguration of
a scheme of old-age pensions would have a tendency lo make the people still more im provident ? It seems
to me that the class of persons, taking them as a whole, who become a burden upon the State in their old
age aro so improvident that nothing you could do could make them more improvident. They seem never
to think of the future,
■
_
102], It would not accentuate tho improvidence? 1 do not think it would. I do not think it would
produce any effect whatever on the class who have already become a burden upon tbe Slate, and 1 suppose
your scheme is intended to bo confined to those who will become a burden upon the State.
1022. Chairman.'] Xou have had some experience of tho pensioners at Greenwich Hospital, have you
not? 1 had many years ago,
1023. Can you tell the Commit!oe whether men in receipt of those pensions are glad to avail themselves
of the chance of retiring from the institution and living upon tho pensions, or do they prefer to remain in
the institution ? They all prefer to go out. As soon as the system of out-door pensions was adopted, I
think every man, without exception, who had the o pi ion, selected the out-door pension. Although, perhaps,
ho was not quite so well off as he would be within doors, on the other hand he had greater freedom.
He was more bis own master, and could live as he liked. Then, again, if he had a wife or any person
dependent, upon him, as was very often the case, then they could keep a common establishment, so that
the wife or dependent children shared in tho benefits bo received from tho institution,
1024. AVhat sums were allowed to these out-door pensioners ? Tho average was about £36 per year. It
depended upon the service, because tbe pension thcro was considered as a reward for service done. The
lowest pension, which was for very short service, was 6d. per day, amounting, I think, to £9 2s. Gd. por
annum. The next pension was Is. per day. or £18 5s. per annum. But no man was expected to leave
the hospital as an old man and go out upon Gd. or Is. per day. It was recognised that it would he absurd
to expect a man who had served his country well to go out and starve on that sum. Bo that the pension
given, so far as I remember, was £36 a year, which is about 2s. a diiy. That was the average pension.
Borne went as high as £45, and. I think, in some very exceptional cases, over £50. These were given to
men who had long service as superior petty officers, and so forth.
1025. Did tho able-bodied seamen receive any sum as high as you have named? An able seaman who
was over 60 or 05 years of age, and who elected to leave the hospital upon a pension, would receive
£36 10s., or about 2s. a dav. As far as I remember, £18 Ga. was the ordinary pension of an able seaman
who bad finished bis time in tho Navy at about 39 years of ago. A petty officer, according to his rating,
was allowed a little higher pension. A second-class petty officer would get about £27 7s. Gd.; a first-class
petty officer would get about £36 5s.; a chief petty officer—I am talking of thirty years ago—I do not
know tho figures now—would got about £-15 odd. That was after 39 years of age, when he had served his
■twenty-ono years in tbe Navy and left it. But in regard to pensions for old men who had been taken into
Greenwich ifospilal, and who elected to leave the hospital, the question of their rating did not come into
'
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play so much; for it was considered, “What can a man live upon?" And it was thought that the very

MacLaurin,
sum you could fix in the ease of a man who had served his country well was £86 5s.; and if he was
M.D., LL.D. lowest
of a superior rating he would get more—£45 and £54.

O^Aug"7l8grj 1026, I)r. Graham.'] Could you give us your idea of the present method of conducting our asylums for
’
the infirm and destitute. We have it in evidence that there is only one institution into which all and
sundry who are poor and ill are sent. I should like to know your opinion, as one who has been Medical
Adviser to the Government, of such a system ? 1 always thought it was bad, and I wrote a report upon
it to the late Sir Henry Parkes, when he was Colonial Secretary and I was Medical Advisor—for it mixed
up two totally different classes of persons—tho sick people who were confined to bed from chronic illness,
and old people who were prevented from doing work because they were too old to move about and look
after themselves. It was injurious because tho sick people did not at that time, in my opinion, get the
amount of attention they ought to get, and it was very expensive because the old people were treated a
little better than was necessary, and the sick were treated not quite as well as was necessary; therefore
the average cost was higher than it ought to have been, 1 think what I recommended at that time was
that the present asylums should he practically confined to old persons—persons who were unable to earn
their living from old age—and that a new establishment shoidd be opened where the chronically sick poor
should be received and made as comfortable as circumstances would permit, receiving all the medical
attention and nursing that their eases required. I contemplated that the treatment of these people would
cost a good deal more than the cost in the asylums at the time; hut that, on tho other hand, the expense
of keeping the old people who were in health would he very considerably reduced. At that time the
system of mixing up the chronically sick with those who were merely there from old age was very had,
and fatal to administration.
1027. Mr. McGowev.] Do you express an opinion as to the wisdom of providing a system of pensions as
a substitute for the existing system ? The question is, whether you mean a pension to everybody, or out
door relief, for that is what it comes to? If what is meant is out-door relief, I think, in many eases, it
would be a very good thing; hut it would have to bo carefully administered by judicious officers. Out
door relief judiciously administered would, I believe, in many eases he very proper and very suitable—
much better than having enormous barracks of paupers.
1028. Ton said, in your evidence, that you did not believe the citizens would voluntarily subscribe;—do
you favour a tax being imposed by the State for the purpose of providing this out-door relief ? Por out
door relief it is perfectly proper that a poor rate should be levied. ATo person could object to that.
There ought to be a poor rate. T thmk the system they have in England is a very good one, whereby
every place is compelled to contribute to tbe support of the poor within its bounds. The question of
pauperism has heen very much complicated by the changes in industrial life that have taken place within
the last 100 or 150 years. Tho abolition of the old law of settlement, for instance, has been a serious
injury to the poorer classes. The abolition, also, of the old guilds and bodies of that kind was a very
serious injury to tbe working classes. Still that has been done, and we must recognise that when people
become old, and unable to work for themselves, they must not be allowed to die of starvation. The funds
must be found in some way, and ] think the best way to find tho funds is by a poor rate.
1029. You said that in your exporionce of Greenwich Hospital, thirty years ago, it was considered that
£30 a year was little enough for people to live upon who had served tbeir country;—what do you think
should be the maximum allowed for each adult under this poor-relief system that you have mentioned ?
The two things are lotally different, A seaman who has served his country, and, perhaps, had his leg
shot off in a battle, or received some similar injury, is a man of position, and might he regarded as a mau
who had made his mark in the world.
1030. You defined the class of man who would be worthy of this relief ? That was not considered relief;
it was considered his share of tbo funds of tho hospital—a share it was reasonable to give him,
1031. But 1 am speaking about the people who would bo eligible to come in under this system, whether
you call it outdoor relief or a pension. In your opinion a man who had performed his duty in the State,
and who through no fault of his own found himself in old age unable any longer to earn a living—such
a man you say will he eligible for the assistance given by the State ? Eligible for poor relief on the
ground of his being a man and old, and so that he should not die of starvation, Tho seaman was quite
a different man. The seaman who by devoting his life to the public service bad acquired tbe right to
certain consideration—in fact, bad acquired the right to participate in a certain fund, for Greenwich
Hospital has a special fund of its own amounting to about £150,000 a year. He had acquired a right to
participate iu that fund, which right ho could not forfeit, except by some disgraceful offence—for instance,
if he committed a felony, or anything of that kind.
1032. Do you think lOs. a week would be sufficient in tbo shape of poor relief? It depends entirely
upon the place where the man lives. Many things have to be taken into consideration. That is a matter
of detail which you would have to inquire carefully into. Dor my part, if I were going to deal with
what ono may call the pauper classes of the country, 1 should not hke to fix definitely the amount that
should be allowed them, I would say that a rate should be struck, according to what was desired in
different places, that that should be administered with as much economy as possible, and that a sufficient
sum should he given to tho people to enable them to live, not in luxury, but in reasonable comfort.
1033. Tho reason T ask is because wc have bad evidence from several gentlemen to the effect (hat 10s. a
week would be adequate to keep each adult ? It might be ; but it would be a great pity to fix tbe amount
by Act of Parliament, for in some places it might be too much, and in other cases it might be too little.
If you have a man aud bis wife together, and they are going to get £1 a week, that is a lot of money.
1034. Dr. Graham,] You would fix (he maximum by Act of Parliament, would you not ? "Well, I do
. not know ; I think it would be much better to fix the amount according to the circumstances of the case,
' as they do in England. They never dream of saying there that the maximum of the poor relief shall he
so much a week.
1035. Mr. McGomcn.] Hot for the classes or grades you mentioned? The people I spoke of were not
paupers at all—in fact, you might call them gentlemen "living upon their own estate. There was £150,000
a year devoted to (hem, and that was divided amongst them. A pauper who has to live upon the poor rate
is another man altogether. If you are going to raise a tax which is to be distributed amongst the people
by reasou of their being poor, you can cover it up in any way you choose, but it will be a 7)001’ rate after
all, and what you have to do then in the interests of other poor people not quite so poor, but struggling
people
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people who have to pay the poor rate, is to see that the allowance given is not too high, and if yon fix it

hy Act of Parliament yon will give a groat deal of trouble.

_

.

1036. Mr. Wilks.'] Do you consider that the institution of a system of old-age pensions would cause
children to neglect their filial duty ? I do not think it would cause any respectable man to do so, because
it would really be a pension, something to which the old man or woman has a right, and the children
could supplement it if they thought proper. A pension is quite a different thing from a poor-relief
allowance.
1037. I will put the same question with regard to poor relief ? Any grown-up son or daughter who
allows his or her father or mother to become a pauper without some very grave reason ought to ho
looked upon as a very contemptible person.
_
1038. We have instances now of people in well-to-do circumstances who throw tho care of their parents upon
the State ;—would the institution ot a system of State relief have a tendency to increase that practice ? I
knew a case of that kind where a man was an inmate of the Parramatta Asylum when I was surgeon
there. His son was a very respectable man indeed, in good business in Sydney, and the old man com
plained to me about his son not looking after him. I wrote to tho son, and I said, “ Here is your father,
an inmate of the Asylum at Parramatta. Do you not think it would be better for you to take him out
and look after him, as you are fairly well off?” He said, “ Take him out; of course 1 will take him out.
I have taken him ont half a dozen times. He knows there is a room in my homo ready for him, but ho
will not stay. Ho comes here; he stays a few weeks, and then the vagrant spirit comes over him, and
away he goes into the country, and when he gets exhausted and worn out he is picked up by the police
and sent to the Parramatta Asylum.” So you soo you havo that class of people to deal with also.
1039. Dr. Graham.] In the event of a poor rate being levied, is there any source of revenue you could
suggest that might be tapped for this purpose which is not already tappedit has heen suggested, for
instance, that a tax might be levied on horse-races, stud horses, theatres, and other amusements ; in
Denmark the revenue for this purpose is derived from a tax on beer? The drawback to that is, that
where you have an indirect origin of that kind it is very apt to lead to extravagance in administration.
Dvery act of extravagance that you commit in administering poor relief, as distinct from pensions, is an
act of injustice to tho class immediately above who are supporting themselves. If you keep a pauper a
little better than is absolutely necessary you mako him approach very much to the class immediately above
him, and these think to themselves, “ ‘Why should I go on working ; if I were a pauper, like so and so,
I should be very nearly as well off.” Therefore, of all things in the world, pauper relief ought to be
administered with the utmost regard to just economy.
_ _
1010. Chairman.] "Would it not be wise to endeavour to convert the causes of relief into the means of
relief? If you could, hut then, you see, you arc very apt to introduce some now cause of evil. If you
begin to bo lavish, as you would when you had a large fund to draw upon, you create a sense of dissatis
faction in the minds of the respectable working classes who are not well off, and who are only able per
haps in times of adversity and distress to keep themselves a little better than paupers, but who still are
independent persons.
_
,
,
1011. Mr. Wilks.] Merely coming back! to the question I asked you about encouraging improvidence.
We are now talking of poor relief, which is a very different thing to a system of old-age pensions, Isay
that in my opinion tho best way is to impose a rate directly for that specific purpose. In that way the
persons who paid the rate would have an interest in seeing that it was judiciously' and economically
expended; and I am pointing out that evils which arise from a lavish expenditure of a poor rate arc not
merely those that arise from any lavish expenditure which is bad, but they have this particular evil effect,
that by unduly raising the condition of the pauper thoy discourage the man who is a little better off, and
make him discontented.

LL.D.
'

Andrew Garran called in, sworn, and examined :—
»
1042. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? Member of the Legislative Council, and Vice-President A. Garran,
of the Executive Council.
_
, ,
—,
1043. Have you given much attention to the question of State insurance or old-age and invalidity
pensions ? 1 have read and thought of it to some extent, hut I must confess I have not kept up with all
the literature on the subject.
'
1044. Would you give the Committee the benefit of your advice upon these matters? Por a great many
years past I confess to have had a leaning towards the system of old-ago pensions for two reasons:
Pirst, because it seemed to me to be a natural and consistent part of the democratic programme which
is inevitable in these days; and, secondly, because I think it adds to the happiness of agreat manypeople’s
lives, or rather takes away a great deal of misery, if they have a feeling that when they are helpless in old
age they will have some provision upon which to rely, instead of looking forward to a blank and desolate
time. I think those two things are both important.
_
1045. Havo you formed any opinion as to tho best method of applying an old-age pension scheme ? All my
leanings are in favour of a contributory system, but the difficulty I find from reading on the subject is
that no one has ever been able to find a practical method of raising this contribution. Canon Blackley
proposed a method which was very good in theory, viz., that you should levy it upou all the young men
between the ages of 17 and 21, when their wages are high compared with their responsibilities. But he
makes no allowance for long periods of want of employment, or for long strikes, or for long illness, and
it does not apply to women as it does to men. Otherwise it is quite true that if a young man were forced
to contribute between tho ages of 17 and 21—still moro if you extend the age to 23—ho could very com
fortably, without any trouble to himself, furnish enough out of his wages during that period to give him
an old-ago pension after G5. The difiiculty is to collect the money, and nobody seems to have hit upon a
plan of voluntary contribution which is feasible. Under these circumstances, I think tho best thing wo
could do would he to extend as far as possible the influence of our Eriendly Societies and insurance
companies. These institutions have both done a great deal in educating the people in the matter of thrift,
but there is a great deal more yet to bo done. The age is improving, however, and insurance companies
are expanding, and introducing new principles and new methods, and adapting themselves to the wants of
people of small means; and tho Eriendly Societies, against whom the only objection is that there are so
many of them actuarialiy unsound, are becoming better, and their management is improving.
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A. Garran,
1046. Mr. McGowen.} l)o you believe in sub'iidisin'r them?
LL.D.

That is another question. I am averse
to tho principle of subsidy. I should prefer self-reliance, pure aud simple, if we could havo it, because
then everybody would feel that he had earued his pension.
6 Aug., 1896.
1047. How could you make use of the Friendly Societies if you did not subsidise them ? You might he
obliged to subsidise them to some extent, hut at the same time the G-overmnent might assist them in all
their actuarial matters, and give them the benefit of advice in that way.
1018. Chairman^ Then, if you applied tbe old-ago system, you would like to see it made general, so that
it might be the right of every person? If you mako it contributory you make it the right of a man who
has done something for himself, but you still have your residuum of poverty in the thriftless class.
1049. But in the event of a non-contributing system being recommended ? It is a tremendously expensive
thing if you are going to give it to everybody, and if you do not giro it to everybody then yon put a brand
upon those who have to take it, and it is practically out-door relief instead of in-door relief. It is giving
your dole outside instead of putting the recipient into the house. It is the same as in England. There
the general tone is that out-door relief is rather injurious to the spirit of self-reliance.
1050. Hr. Graham.'] You could not remove the stigma attaching to the dole hy Act of Parliament? I
do not think you could.
1051. Do you think the system as a whole could take the place of our present method ? I should ho
very glad to see the present method either got rid of or modified, because I confess that when I go either
to Liverpool or Paramatta I do not come away happy. 1 do not like the idea of seeing the old men kept
as they are kept there. At the same time I feel very strongly the difficulty that is felt in England—that
if you make any kind of apoor-liouse too attractive you will tend to break down the self-reliance of the
people, and we all know that the character of the people is one of our greatest national assets, and that
we should do a fatal wrong to the community if we sapped the spirit of self-reliance. That is why I feel
that if the Stato hy assisting people to save, and to keep their savings tight, which is one of the difficulties,
could strengthen this spirit of self-reliance, all the State action then would be in favour of the character of
the people ; whereas, ou the other baud, if the Slate says, “ Come what may, whether you are careful or
careless, there is 10s. a week for you after you are 65 years of age,” the tendency is to make people careless
and improvident. There are two difficulties—first to save, aud then to keep their savings. If tho State
could make it compulsory upon them to save, ajid could then keep the savings for them, it would get rid of
both those difficulties.
1052. Chairman?^ Do you think we could work the compulsory system iu a British community? All my
own feeling, and that of the school in which 1 was educated—the school of Euglish liberalism—is dead
against that principle. But as 1 am getting older I think that the feeling amongst the mass of the people
against compulsion is not as strong as it used to bo when I was a young man. You must remember that
there is a very strong socialistic element now among the people, and it is growing to a practical amount.
Boople are coining to see that if the State can do things for the community better thau tho community
ean do them separately, or individually, for themselves, there is justification for State action. Of course,
you have to prove what are the cases to which that rule would apply. H you could show that the State
could garner these savings of the people aud keep them better than the people could garner and keep
them themselves, then you would make out a case for the State action, and 1 do not think the feeling
against compulsion would be so strong. There would then he a law imposed upon the people for the
good of the community as a whole.
1053. You know that even in Germany, where the principle of State old-age pensions has been applied,
and where the socialistic spirit exists very strongly, the workers complain bitterly of the operation of the
system ? They do not like it, but that may be owing to some details of the working, which we do not
know enough of. Ho doubt, from the hooks on the subject, there would appear to bo a strong feeling
against it in Germany.
1U54. Tl^p complaint is that the compulsory system there, falling, as it does, partly upon the employers,
has caused a reduction of wages and an increase of taxation ? J think it will naturally cause a reduction
of wages, because you cannot increase the cost of production indefinitely. Tho wage must depend, lo
some extent, on the profit to he made out of the employment of the labour.
1055. Yon think that may possibly be the reason why they complain somewhat bitterly against the com
pulsory system ? I think so.
1056. With regard to the asylums, I think you implied hy your remarks that you would like to sec some
reform? Yes ; I am uot satisfied.
1057. Do you think it would be possible, from your knowledge of the matter, to hoard out a fair proportion
of the present inmates of the asylums ? It think it might. The only danger J see is this, that you might
induce people then to put their relatives upon the care of the State who would not do so if they had to send
them to an asylum. They would say, “ Well, if we can get 10s. a week for keeping the old man, we will
put him on to the Stale at once. Wc have got him here, we have to keep him now, and if we put him into
the asylum for a week, and then take him out again and board him, we shall get 10s. a week from the
State for maintaining him.”
1058. Dr.
That argument was used when the present system of dealing with State children was
discussed, and experience has shown that there was really nothing in it as applied to State children ? I
am not so sure there is nothing in it,
1059. At all events, Sir Arthur Ben wick and Hr. Maxted, who are acquainted with the operations of the
Slate Children’s Belief Department, stated that that argument was not very strong, according to the
experience of the Department ? I admit that may ho so to a certain extent, hut during a discussion in the
Legislative Council the other night on the State Children’s Belief Bill very strong objection was made to
taking the children of widows and descried wives, on the ground that it would lead to the throwing upon
the State of agreat many children. There is no doubt there are people in the Colony who have relatives
in the asylums to whose maintenance they can well afford to contribute.
1060. Chah-man] Would you approve of taxation being imposed upon race meetings, race-horses, book
makers, and sweep consultations, and also upon sports, including cricket matches, and theatres and other
entertainments, for the purpose of creating a pension fund, to ho supplemented by revenue from wines,
spirits, and tobacco ? Generally speaking, I should object to complicate tho system of taxation, because
.1 think the simpler tho system of taxation is in a country the better. But ono of your objects, apparently,
is to try to make the causes of poverty pay for the effect. The advantage of the system you speak of is
simply
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simply this—tlmt you levy the tax from people who have money to spend on pleasure, because these are A. Garran,
all matters of self-indulgence, and, as a rule, the expenditure that should go to make provision for old age
.
is spent in indulgence in youth and in the prime of life. People cannot resist the temptation to pleasure.
People who go to these places do not have to go without their bread and butter because they put a 6 Aug., 1896
shilling on a horse. It would be levying a tax, no doubt, on luxury and pleasure, and it is defensible on
that ground. It might be complicated, but it would he perfectly fair. Hut even then some people might
say, “One section of people are called upon to pay for another section of people. It is true I have
spent this money in horse-racing, and so on; but I shall not come upon the State, and you are taxing me
to pay for the people who will come upon the State, and who perhaps havo not been horse-racing people,
but simply public-house people.”
10G1. Hut, then, in speeding his money upon sport a man indirectly, possibly, is causing poverty and
distress on tho part of other people ? He may; hut you cannot prove that he has done so. A great
many of these young people who are now spending will in a few years marry and settle down, and
perhaps become steady men.
1062. You will admit, I suppose, that it would be difficult to find a fairer system of taxation in order to
provide for this purpose ? No ; I think it legitimate, because you really go to a class of people who can
afford to pay.
10G6. You annex some of their extravagant expenditure, really ? You do not tax the careful, frugal
people in such a case ; hut you tax the free-hauded people.
1061'. Hr. Graham,'] You think it would be an element of complexity in the position ? It would, though
it would not, perhaps, very materially interfere with it. It is quite outside tho fiscal question as between
freotrade and protection,
10C5._ Some of those sources of revenue for this purpose are proposed in the New Zealand Bill? Yes;
then if yon tax theatres, managers will say, “ If we have to pay that tax we must cut down the actors’
wages.”
1066. Mr. Wilks.] Speaking of the contributory scheme, do you not think the cost of collection would
he very great? In all cases of employment, in large factories, you could collect the contribution through
the manufacturer—from the wages.
"
1067. The difficulty arises where there is iutermitteut employment, where a man may be at work one week
and idle the next ? That is where Canon Blackley’s scheme is weak, owing to tho difficulty of collection.
1065. "Would you feel inclined to discard the contributory scheme ? I like it theoretically, because I
want the people to feel that they have contributed part, if not the whole, of the sum. It seems to me
that if a man says, “ In my old age 1 am going to have a pension,” he comes upon the State just as much
as if he goes into a poor-house.
1066. Ho yon think the compulsory scheme could be applied to a community like this, with British
instincts? I think that the feeling against compulsion is giving way. Where you can show that the
compulsion is good iu the interests of the community as a whole, I do not think the objection to it is so
strong as it -was. I was brought up with a very strong feeling against compulsion in any form, but as I
am getting older I see that there are cases where compulsion is good for us all.
1070. Mr. McGowen.] You are aware that nearly all of the Friendly Societies have a superannuation fund,
from which, after a member becomes too feeble to work, he receives weekly payments ranging from 5s. to
7s. Gd. ? Yes.
1071. There is no element of poverty in that ? Not at all, because the man has contributed. The only
thing I want to see in connection with the Friendly Societies is that they should he on a sounder basis. I
think there will he a tendency toxvards amalgamating them more, because the broader the basis of any
insurance society the safer it is, and the whole population affords the broadest possible basis,
1072. Mr, Wilks,] Ho you approve of a system of old-age pensions in preference to one of out-door
relief
On the whole I do, because it seems to me that out-door relief is simply a form of charity. It
is outside the house instead of inside; and you could not fix any definite sum for out-door relief. Belief
should always he graded according to the necessities of the case. A payment of 5s. a week might be
ample in some cases, while 10s. would not be enough in other cases.
1073. Then you believe in a graduated system of old-age pensions? Yes.
1074. Ho you not think there would be great difficulties in the way of a graduated system ;—would there
not be constant complaints ? We have that now. Wc have people in our asylums complaining. Go
out any day you like and you will find any number of complaints.
1075. Ho you not think it would be difficult for the officials to say where there was absolute necessity ?
There would be great difficulty. Skilled men become practised in detecting imposture, but they are often
taken in.
’
1076. Still, with all these difficulties, you prefer the graduated scale to a fixed amount? If the fixed
amount were very small, T should not; but if the fixed amount were large, 1 should.
1077. What would you think would be a fair amouut in a country like this ? You could not say, because
it would depend upon the rate of wages current at the particular time. The amount would have to be in
proportion to the rate of wages.
1078. Chairman.] We have evidence from some of the executive officers of the Benevolent Society that a
Stato peusion of about 10s. a week would be sufficient to keep au adult in comfort, and 15s. for a married
couple ? I know there are many young women in Sydney now who are keeping themselves on 10s. a week.
1079. You think that, as a rule, a maximum of 10s. would suffice ? Yes.
1080. In the event of the Committee recommending the contributory scheme, do you think the Friendly
Societies would afford a safe machinery for the working of that contributory scheme ? If you subsidise
'
the Friendly Societies you must exercise control over them. J. do not think any Parliament would consent
to give away money to a society over which it had no kind of control.
1081. Supposing we were to institute a contributory scheme, and tbe pension were granted in this way,
that every man or woman should join a Friendly Society, and pay a small sum per week, and then at the
end of a certain number of years they would be entitled to an old-age pension ; do von think the F’riendly
Societies would afford a safe machinery for the working of that system, if they were properly controlled
and supervised by a Government official ? They should be sound financially. It would not do for tbe
Government to give this money, and for the Friendly Society to burst up, and then, when the G overnment
money had all gone, for the people to come clamouring to the Government for their pensions.
1082.
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Would you bo inclined to say on general oconotaic grounds that many peojjle become
paupers purely from poverty, and from no vice whatever ? There are some, undoubtedly ; but I do not
6Au 1896
^as been tbo case in tin's country during the last forty years to any largo extent. Since the
. u6->
■ discovery of the gold-fields nntil the recom reverses employment was fairly good, and wages were fairly
good; but what may lie ahead of us I do not know. There are many cases of poverty arising from
sickness ; one meets with them continually. A young man gets 111 from rheumatism, and "he may remain
so for six months, or for a year or two years, and he may have a wife and half a dozen children. In
consequence of his illness the family drift into poverty, and have to sell everything.
'
.
1083. Mr. McLean.] From the experience of older countries, we are justified in assuming that a large
proportion of men and women in their old age will be in necessitous circumstances ? I think they will;
they ought not to bo so much iu this country as they are in England, because they have better chances.
At the same time the love of expenditure is stronger, perhaps, ierc owing to the greater freedom of life
and the temptation to spend being greater.
.
1084.^ This inquiry is supposed to cover the question of invalidity, at any time of life, as well as the
question of old-age pensions ;—what is your idea of a pension granted in case of injury F "Where there
was only temporary invalidity a pension would not be required ; but there arc some cases where people
are permanently laid up, and incapable for life of any kind of work. Eor the treatment of those cases
there should be special hospitals if they cannot be treated at borne.
1085. You are aware that in Germany they apply the pension, to injured persons? Yes.
1086. There are many persons who suffer permanent injury when they are 35, 40, or 45 years of age to
whom a pension should be granted ? There are cases of men Injured in their work who get a little help
from their employers, which lasts perhaps for a year or two, and then thoy are dropped, and are unable to
earn a livelihood.
"
1087. Mr. Wilks.] Do yon think our present asylum system could be advantageously used for cases of
invalidity? I think it might; many invalids would be better treated in an asylum ; but there are cases
where treatment is no longer of any use—permanent cripples, for instance.
1088. Chairman.] You would not care to maintain such persons in the asylums? No ; there is no need
for it.
'
1089. "W ould you grant them an invalidity pension ? Yes ; I think they are entitled to it, unless their
relatives are thoroughly well capable of looking after them. They are much more particular in Germany
about making the relatives pay than we are under the English law.
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Mu. SCHEY.
E. W. O’SULLIVAN, Esq., in the Chair.
Francis Kirkpatrick crdled in, sworn, and examined:—
1090. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? That of Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
Kirkpatrick. 1091. You produce a return relating to the question before this Committee? Yos; I produce a StatelaT'^lgSG :men^
Revenue received for the past five years from Spirits, Narcotics, Billiard Licenses, and Beer.
Statement of Revenue received for the past five years from Spirits, Narcotics, Hilliard Licenses, and Beer,

Wines....................................
Spirits...... '................ ..............
Naruotica—Tobacco and Opium,
Cigars. ,
Billiards, fee...................................
Beer.................................................

IS92.

1S9 2.

1S93.

£

£
38.740
813,772
293,399

£

£

£

49.377
SG9.7.)1
306,698

27,653
685,351
265,749

23,792
655,708
251,740

24,061
651,409
262,855

163,523
3,675,991
1,380,441

32,701
735,198
276,688

9,434
80,890

9,339
71,482

8,653
48,484

7,161
54,172

6,900
53,528

41,487
308,556

8,297
61,711

1S04.

1395 G.

Total

£

Yearly Average.

£

Elizabeth Lilia Murray called in, sworn, and examined:—
E.L. Murray. 1092. Chairman.] You recently held the position of Superintendent at the Newington Asylum ? Yes.
12 a'^Tsot
^■0W lon£ w?T(i you there ? .For seven years as superintendent.
u8'>
• 1094. How many inmates were there at Newington Asylum ? 650 ; at present I believe there are 670.
Ip95. "What proportion of those do you think would be suitable for being boarded out under a system
similar to that which prevails in the case of State children ? I think that, at most, one-third of them.
About that number would be able to earn tbeir own living, but a certain proportion would only do so if
they abstained from drink. I should think there arc 300 in ihe Asylum who ought to be taken care of.
There arc about 200 moderately sick, and about fifty girls who are silly. "We were always finding that
some of the inmates bad relations who ought to keep them.
1096. The women to he boarded out would have to he tree from chronic complaints, and they would not be
dipsomaniacs or persons likely to become an absolute burden upon those with whom they were boarded;—
do you think that out of the total number of inmates at least 200 would he fit to he hoarded out with
their relatives or with strangers ? Yes; T think 200 would be suitable.
1097. Dr. Graham.] Could you give us any ideas as to tbe average age of tbe inmates of Newington ?
"We have about forty or fifty young people who pnll down the average very much. If you excluded those
I think the average age would be about 60.
1098. Have you any system of isolating the sick from tho ordinary yard patients ? Yes ; we have hospitals.
There are about 200 inmates in the hospitals. "We could not exactly say that they are all quite sick, but
they all want a little more attention than they could get without nurses and attendants.
■
1099.
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1090. Arc their ailments those of old a2;e chiefly, such, for instance, as rheumatism and debility. Yes;
X should think about 120 of them are of that character. We hare about six or eight cancer patients, aud a ^ Aug.,1896.
dozen or so of consumptives, who, of course, are not old people, and a few suffering from accidents.
.1100. The number of sick people then is 200 ? 1'here are about 200 on the doctor’s book.
1101. These would have to be looked after by some hospital authorities—they could not be boarded out.
No.
1102. You say there are about fifty who are simply demented, and these, I suppose, would have to bo
looked after in some asylum? There are about forty of that class who would have to be looked after.
1103. Are they eases that are too mild for the ordinary asylums ? _ Yes ; most of them have been sent to
us from the ordinary asylums to be cured, but they arc still too wild to be allowed their liberty.
HOX. That leaves 400 old women, excluding the sick and the imbecile girls ? Yes.
1105. You say that 200 of these, if they had. say. 10s. a week, could be allowed to go out, and could do
very well on that allowance? Yes ; 1 think 10s. is a great deal too much.
HOG. You think they could live comfortably on tlmt aum ? Oh, yes. A great many of these women
could earn their own living. For instance, when I was there I always used to lake a eook out ol the
asylum, and she could easily earn her own living if she did not drink. Such a ivomau can earn her own
.
living quite well in au asylum where she is protected ; but it is different when she is outside. _ _
1107. How many are there, really sober women, who have reached tbe asylum through pure destitution
do you think there are very many ? I am afraid I cannot say there are many'. 1 think, perhaps, seventy
old women, including the sick, and excluding fifty silly.
110S. You think the others are chronic drunkards ? I think that none of the others can keep away
from drink.
4.1.11,
1109. 11 is obvious that a woman who is addicted to that habit is not fit to be boarded out, even though she
may be able to earn her living ? No, because nobody would keep such a woman in the house.
1110. fSo that vou think if a system of pension were introduced by the otatc as a substitute for our present
method of dealing with the poor, only a very small proportion of the inmates of Newington would be
eligible for such a pension? Yes. 1 should like to say that there would not be half the present number
of "inmates if some system existed hy which tho town or place from which the people came was made
responsible for their maintenance—if, for instance, there was some system of local government, under
which the destitute person would be charged to the locality to which she belonged, something similar to
the Scotch law at homo. A great many people are sent to Newington to be got rid of by their friends,
because, perhaps, their own people dislike having a grandmother in the house who is a little trouble.
These people ought to be compelled to maintain their aged relatives. No doubt il there was an allowance
of Gs. a week, or something like that, il' would be a great inducement to them to keep thoir relatives.
11].], It would he a standing contribution which would make all the difference between poverty and
comfort in the home P Yes, and 5s. a week goes a long way in a family.
_
11X2. Y^ou think thcro is a good proportion of the women to whom the allowance of os. a week could be
given, and who would find their way back to the family home and be comfortable ? Thoy would have to
be sent back.
4.
r 41 r u
1.
1113. Do you think the 5s. a week wmuld remove the disagrccablcncss on the part or tho family who
objected in the first instance to keep them ? I do not know as to the disagreeableness. XV e were always
having cases sent to us from country places which ought to have been investigated more than was possible
bv those in Sydney, and where, if the poor person had been left among tho people who knew her, she
wmuld never have become a burden upon the State. There is one case I can remember now. It was that
of an old woman who had property in Young. Some respectable people from the neighbourhood told us
that the son of this woman had taken her property and turned his mother out. and he would not keep her,
thoun-h he was quite able to do so. There were several other cases of a similar nature.
1114? AVliere do most of these women come from ? From all parts of the country.
11.15. Mostly 1 suppose from Sydney? Yes, I suppose the most of them come from Sydney.
111G. Do you keep a complete history of the women wrho are admitted and of their antecedents as far as
you can ascertain them ? Yes.
.
1117. Do you find that many of them reach Newington from causes of pure poverty, or from crime or
drink ? Tho longer I was there the more I saw of the curse of drink.
.
(
1118. Arc there many married women whose husbands are also old and decrepit? Not so very many.
We had an investigation in regard to that some time ago. Some of them have husbands in other asylums,
but a great many of them are widows.
1119. I suppose they are very comfortable in Newington? Yes, very comfortable.
1120. Do you think they would be just as comfortable in a private home if they had 8s. a week ? No ;
that is why there arc so many. Old people say, “ We do not like living with our daughters ; the children
make a noise, and that kind of thing.” That is one reason why they come to Newington. On the other
hand, I think it is a very bad system to take people iu as easily as they are admitted into Newington. 1
think it is pauperising the country dreadfully. One of my strongest reasons for leaving Newington was
because 1 could not live there any longer with a good conscience. I felt that it was really doing harm to
a young and growing colony like this. I felt this very much during the last two or three years. Newing
ton is a very comfortable home for these people, and it is no disgrace now for daughters and sons to send
their mothers lo the institution, because they know they will get the very best attention—and, of course,
vou must do all you can for these old people.
, .
1121. Chairman') You seem to think that 10s, a week would be too high a rate to he paid for the boarding
out of the old women ? I think so.
1122. Do you think 7s. Gd. would be ample? I think 5s. would be ample. Tho old women would be
able to help in the house ; they could mind the children and do a little cooking or a little housework.
Francis Bertie Boyce called in, sworn, and examined : —
_
F. B. Boycei
1123. Chairman.] What position do you hold ? I am the clergyman of St. Pauls Church^Sydncy.
1124. You are taking an active part iu a movement to provide for old-age pensions ? Yes; 1 called a
has
meeting for tbe formation of a league, asking Sir Arthur Kemviek to take the chair. The league
_
, 12Aug., 1896,
been formed, and we have had regular Committee meetings. There has been a large amount of public
1125.
interest apparently iu the matter.
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‘ 1^25. Sir ATtlmr Ecnwick gave us particulars of the operations of the leaguei and its manifesto is
12 Aug.. 1806. aVi.- et>m ll!,s^v'1(lence- We should like your ideas on the question of old-age pensions generally F Sir
Arthur Jtonwick drew up the manifesto, to which we all agreed. I look upon that manifesto as
constituting the best ground work for the carrying out of such a scheme. I think the question ought to be
treated m two parts. The first part should bo that to be dealt with at once by the State, so as to help all
. 10^ over 65 years of age who are really destitute. The State pays so much towards keeping those persons
m the asylums, and [ think there are those who are outside the asylums who are equally deserving In
many cases they ought to be supported in a like manner. The asylums at present do not reach thelarger
number of the destitute, and if the State were to give, say, £00,000 a year for the purpose of providing
tor those outside the asylums, numbering probably ;},5C0, it appears to mo that would meet the case at
present and for some years to come, leaving some system of State insurance, compulsory or voluntary
qGb™ught m to provide for the future. As regards the present, it appears to me the only plan is for
the btato to subsidise these old people. The amount that I would suggest is Is. a day. 1 may say that there
is one old man in my district 82 years of age. He is supported by Major Fanning, in England, and he gets
os. a v eek. Out of this he has to pay 3s. a week for rent, and he manages to live upon tho balance, and he
keeps himself very respectably. There are two old persons living in Hangar-place, both about 70 years of
age, and they got Os. a week between them, which 1 believe is a pension from tho Order of Hruids. This
pension is really the backbone of their living, and they receive rations from the lienevolent Asylum.
Having that 0s. a week they are able to live together, instead of being separated, and being sent one to
IS ewmgton and the other to Liverpool. I should prefer very much, as I presume we all would, a higher
pension, say 10s, a week. But looking at the increased amount that would be required from the Govern
ment, and the difficulty in obtaining the larger sum, it appeared to me that if we used an allowance of la.
a day it might meet all present wants,
1126. Afr. iS'c/ifly,] You thiuk that Is. a day is sufficient to meet the wants of each old person? Yes ; I
would rather that it were 10s. 1 admit, but looking at the difficulty of getting Parliament to assent to a
very large outlay, 7s. a week as a minimum would be very satisfactory.
1127. And that would only be whore they lived with their own family ? I do not think wo could fix that
lor them ; they would bo able to live where they liked.
1128. But would that sum be sufficient, even as a minimum, for them to live anywhere else except with
their own family ? I think they could make arrangements. This old man I speak of, 82 years of a^e
gets 6s. a week, and ho gets on fairly well.
D
•E?' -[.^PP080 th°st> arrangements would have to bo made by some agency or some society such as that
with which you yourself are connected ? Yes ; or tho arrangements might be made by the Inspector of
Lhanties through some person appointed for that particular purpose.
1130. In your experience, I suppose, there arc other societies that pay pensions to these old people as
well as trie one you have named ? fciomo of the churches have been paying pensions to old people.
1131. I am referring to Friendly Societies? I do not know of any Friendly Society in this Colony that
pays pensions to old people. I only belong to one society myself, and I know that 'they do not do so.
In reference to tins part of the subject 1 have twelve typical cases that have come specially before me
^ mou^1' -fh0 fi1'8*' is that oi E.B., a widow, aged 71; receives rations from the asylum ; no
children living ; has been helped by her granddaughter ; she suffers from rheumatism. She is" applying
tor relteh Iho next case is that of a man, aged 60, to whom an order was given on the Benevolent
Asylum tor blankets ; he lives near the Eveleigh liailway Station, and exists in a hand-to-mouth way
begging about. J.B. and his wife live together ; one is 7'i years old and the other is 72 they are Loth
very weak aud practically destitute ; they have been begging for the last three or four years ; they are
very respectable people, and lost their money through the failure of one of the building societies three or
tour years ago. Mrs. E., aged GO, a widow, very poor ; her children will not support her; she also gets
rations from the Benevolent Asylum. L.C. and his wife live at Petersham; they are both about 80 years
r Ig6’
ilre
Ver'r
almost impossible for them to get work, and there is every prospect
of their being separated, one going to Newington and the other to Liverpool. The next case" is that of
A.M.., aged /4, and his wife, aged 51; the man is sick and deaf ; he sold his bedstead a week or two af'o
to pay his rent, and has no means of support. The next case is that of N.G., a widow, aged 72 ; she gets
rations from the asylum ; complains of want of something for a fire in the very cold weather ; she has
soine children, but they are out of work, and having families of their own cannot do anything for her.
Then there is Mrs. M., an old woman, aged 82 ; she is receiving 5s. a week from a certain source, without
which 1 do not know how she would get on. She lives in a small place by herself and is helped in sundry
ways, but it is a very miserable existence for her. Then J.S., aged 65, has a wife and five children, tho
oldest being 16—no work or means of any kind. 'W\S.. aged 70, is a widow, very weak ; has rations from
the asylum ; no moans of support otherwise. H.S., aged 68, staying with a Mrs. Boberts, is a widower; no
means of support; wanted blankets to cover him in cold weather ; very respectable old man. A gain, L.G..
64 years of age; no work; very respectable; no means of support; an old strain goes against him and
prevents him from doing any hard work.
1132. Chairman.'] Those are twelve typical cases which you think might be relieved by the payment of
old-age pensions ? Yes.
‘
1133. And do you think that 7s. a week to each of those individuals wmuld keep them in comfort ? It
would provide tho bare necessaries of life.
1134. Ihen 15s. a week ivould kcej) a married couple ? Yes. Of the twelve I have mentioned, three of
the cases are those of a man and wife, and if they had 14s. a week they could live.
1135. You said just now that some of the churches paid pensions;—could you give the Committee ono or
two illustrations ? I do not like to refer to my own church. “We, however, have not done so much lately,
but tor some years we paid 2s. 6d, a week to a number of old persons. It was begun by Canon Stephen,
my predecessor, at Bedfern, and it was carried on for a long time. Those people have died off, at least
there is only one case living.
ii1^'
t Presunie wns provided by voluntary contribution ? Yes; from the church offertories,
llo i. JuA , o cAer/.] I suppose you are acquainted with the different old-age pension, schemes that have hecn
put forward m England irom time to time ? Yes. In giving my ideas just now I spoke of what I under
stood as the present necessity. As regards the future, 1 think there ought to be a system of compulsory
insurance by which persons should he enabled to provide their own pensions, and the State should
subsidise
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subsidise their contributions to a certain extent. I think that persons when they arrive at the age of F‘
21, and up to the age of 31, should be required to pay in so much as maybe decided by Actuaries every
half-year towards a fund. If it were understood that that would provide a pension of 7s. or 10s. a week,
I think the payments would be cheerfully made hy a great majority of persons. I think it ought to be
done, because it is a fundamental principle that every one should so provide for himself that he should not
be a burden upon the country in his old age. I take that as a fundamental principle of the scheme.
1138. Do von not think it would be much wiser for such payments to be made as often as the man or woman
received wages, rather than half-yearly or yearly ? I think in all these matters we need an open mind as
regards details. But if the payments were required to bo made too often the thing might come to be
regarded as a nuisance and a worry. I would rather see it all done within, say, ten years, the payments to
be^made either quarterly or half-yearly. Quarterly payments would be very fair, I think.
_
1139. But you think the payments should extend over a period of, say, ten or fifteen years during the
best working period of life ? Yes ; when the children are young, before tho expenses of the family have
increased, and when the man is at his best. The amount ho would have to pay would not be very much.
It would be understood that it would be for the purpose of providing an old-age pension, and the great
bulk of the contributors would not live to have an old-age pension, but would die before reaching the
pension age. Therefore, everything those persons had paid in would go towards the survivors, At the
same time, to prevent complaints, 1 would say that half of the amount paid—supposing the man died at
an a^e not less than of dO—should go to his widow, leaving the other half to go towards making up the
fund^ The State would also have the interest and compound interest for the fund.
_
lldO, At what age do you think the pension should be applicable to the great majority of persons—at
what acc should it commence? Looking at the matter from a practical point of view, and having regard
lo tho possibilities, if should say 65 years. 1 should bo very glad to see it commence at 60 ; but if we
knocked off five years, the extra sum required would he so large that one hardly sees how the Government
could provide it.
,
1141. Have you ever gone into the question of how many persons who would subscribe for ten years from
the ago of 21 to 31, according to your plan, would be likely to survive to the age of 65—how many per
thousand: Tho adult population of Hew South 'Wales is about 600,000, and the number that would
survive at 65 would be about 30,000, so that the payments need he very small in consequence of the
large number of deaths.
_
_
1142. Therefore the large hulk of those who would actually make these contributions would not survive
long enough to enjoy the benefit? That is quite true.
t
.1143. But if it were practicable you think the pension should commence at 60? I think we should all
he glad that it should commence at 60 from a humane point of view ; but in dealing with a matter of
this kind one aims at something that the State might take up aud work out.
_ _
_
1144. q’0 what extent do you think tho State ought to subsidise the individual contributions ?
That is
not a point I have specially studied. I think the subsidy ought to be to the extent of the present cost of
the maintenance of the old people in the asylums. I think if the State at the present time gave towards
the compulsory insurance fund £100,000 a year that would ho ample.
1145. Would you make it a fixed amount, irrespective of the number ? Yes; it would probably be tho
host way.
.
114(3, What proportion, in your opinion, should the State subsidy hear to the amount privately contrib
uted? I thiuk if the State gave one-fourth it would be fair. I am speaking of a matter applying to all
people. The idea is to remove any taint of pauperism, and the rich amt the poor alike would have to
insure. If the rich did not care about receiving the pension they need not do so; they might give it to
a hospital.
1147. Do you think the contributions to such a fund should he confined to tho State and the individual,
or do you think the employers of worlcing people should also contribute a portion during the working
period" ? Hro ; I think that is a weakness of the German system—introducing tho employer. I think it
ought to he done by the State and tho individual alone. It is then freer from the taint of pauperism.
II IS. Do you think that at the present time anything might he done by voluntary effort to prepare the
way, and accustom people to the idea before commencing a compulsory system ? I daresay something
inh'ht be done. If nothing is done to establish a compulsory system of insurance, I should then be very
much in favour of some system of voluntary insurance subsidised and guaranteed by the State, and which
might begin at once.
.
,
1149. If it were proposed, for instance, to subsidise benefit societies who chose to establish funds for the
sake of making provision for the old age of their members, as a tentative proposal, wouldyouhe in favour
of such a plan? 1 should he in favour of it, but I do not think it would he so good as a compulsory
system.
1150. Speaking of it merely as a tentative proposal, and as preparing the way for a general compulsory
scheme, do you thipk it would he a good thing to do? The danger is that it might shut out the better
and more complete scheme. In anything that is done care should he taken to see that it would not be
possible to alienate or mortgage a pension.
_
^ _
1151. Have you any scheme of your own to propound beyond what you have already given us ? Nothing
beyond the scheme that people should pay between the ages of 21 and 31, and that they should then have
the full right to a pension. I have already pointed out that the amount they would have to pay would
bo very small, because of the number of deaths before, the pension ago,
1152. Dr. Graham.'] What would you do with regard to those who could not coutributo ; there would bo
a cerlaiu proportion who only obtained irregular work, and others who only came to the Colony late in
life ;—would you give them a pension ? 1 should have their cases specially considered hy a magistrate or
by a Board, with tho expectation that the time would come when they could make the necessary contribution.
l i,")3. But suppose they arrived in the Colony at the age of 50, and on reaching 65 years of age found
themselves utterly destitute, and having had irregular periods of work they were unable to make any
contributions to the fund—those are cases that come largely upon the State? Of course in working out
a scheme of this kind you could scarcely deal with those exceptions, which are not very numerous. I
think we could only apply the scheme to people regularly resident in the Colony. Persons who have
spent nearly all their lives in other countries could not expect a pension here.

Hugh
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Hugh McLnchhm called in, sworn, and examined:—
What position do you hold ? Secretary to the Hailway Commissioners.
1155. Some time ago the liailway Commissioners formulated a scheme for the establishment of a Prov12 Atxg., 1890. ^enc?
Pension fund among the employees of the Department;—will yon kindly give the Committee
the history of that scheme ? Particulars of the scheme were embodied in a Bill which was formally
submitted to Parliament in 1890, I hand in a paper giving a summary of the provisions of the Bill,
showing the conditions and information regarding the scheme. {Appendix I.] The proposed fund was
to meet cases of sickness and to provide for accidents, and for an allowance in case of death from natural
causes; there wns also a provision for old age.
115G. That scheme was not legalised by Act of Parliament ? Ho.
1157. Was not some scheme afterwards proposed and submitted to the vote of tho men? That is the
scheme.
1158. Did the men vote in favour of it or against it? A very large number of the men expressed them
.
selves in favour of the scheme; but, on tbo other hand, a considerable number shosved some feeling against
it. As it would cost the Commissioners a large sum of money, and was intended solely for the benefit of
the men, and the men did not seem to appreciate it, the Commissioners said they would not go on with it,
and it was dropped.
1159. But was not some other scheme tried later on ? Ho ; that was tho only scheme. Por manv years
the men have had their own departmental Sick and Accident Societies, of which there are sixteen or seven
teen, some large and some small. Some have not been very successful, while others have a balance in
hand. The railway employees at Darling Harbour have a Sick and Accident Society, aud so also have
the traffic employees and the permanent-way brauch. The whole of these societies embrace a member
ship of 3,000 or 4,000. I understand there is a movement on foot to have them amalgamated, as tho
cost of governing so many separate societies must be large.
1160. Do you know what are the allowances that are made to injured members of the societies ? I could
not say: but I think the benefits arc similar to those of ordinary Friendly Societies.
.1161. Mr. Schey.~\ So far da you know, none of these societies provide pensions ? Ho, I think not.
116H. They are confined exclusively to sick benefits P Sick and accident benefits.
1163. I)r. Graham!] Ton compel all your men to insure, do you not? Yes; it is a condition in the
llailways Act. That, however, only applies to appointments made since 1388, and tho old employees are
not required to insure. Under the llailways Act one of the conditions of permanent employment
is that the employee shall insure his life.
1164, According to tho amount he receives ? Yes—according to a sliding scale. The following is a copy
of the section of tho Act:—
"
Mcl^klan.

Ohairman.l

_ No probationer’s appointment shall he confirmed until he has effected, in some life insurance company carrying on
business in this Colony, an insurance on Ms life providing for the payment of a. sum of money at Ms death, should it occur
before the age of retirement from the Railway Service ; or, if ho survive until that age, of a sum of money or annuity on
the date of such retirement. Such insurance shall be continued, and the amount thereof fixed and increased, from tune to
time, in the prescribed manner, aud no policy of insurance so effected shall, during the tunc such person remuins in the
Railway Service, be assignable either at law or in equity.

_
J

1105. Mr. Schey] About how many men was the scheme of the Kailway Commissioners, to which you
have referred, designed to embrace? 1 think that practically everybody ia tho Service could come
under it.
”
"
1160. About how many ? About 10,000 persons.
1167. IVhat percentage did tbo Commissioners propose to contribute to the fund, as against the
contributions of the members? An amount not exceeding 75 per cent, of the contributions. But,
personally, I think that tho Commissioners expected to contribute equal to about 50 per cent Tho clause
dealing with this point stated:—“ The Commissioners shall contribute to tbo fund an annual sum equal to
75 per cent, of the contributions of tho employees, or such less amount as the actuary shall certify to bo
sufficient to secure the stability of the fund.” The Commissioners thought they would require to
contribute an amount equal to the contributions of the employees, or about £10,000 a year. Speaking
from memory, ] think that was about the sum mentioned at the "time. I may say that most of the large
railway companies in England have established provident and pension schemes in,which the contribution
of the company is equal to the amount contributed by the officer. I know that in England, as
regards at all events tbo salaried officers, there is a deduction of
per cent, per year from their
salaries, aud an equal amount is contributed hy the company. It was an equitable arrangement, because
if an officer resigned he received his money back. The only thing that would debar him from participating
in the benefits would be dismissal for misconduct. In case of his death his widow would receive certain
benefits, equal, at any rate, to the amount he had subscribed. Looking over the conditions of one of these
Englisli funds some years ago it struck me that they wore very equitable. Our Civil Service Super
annuation Fund is very inequitable, because a man may subscribe for forty years, and, if he resigns the
Service at the age of 59, he loses every penny he has subscribed.
1168. Can you tell us what reason guided the Kailway Commissioners hero in fixing a smaller amount of
contribution than that provided for by the English Kailway Companies ? Certain benefits were laid down,
and the Commissioners wanted those benefits to he given. As a matter of fact, 1 think the estimate nas
that they would be required to contribule in about the same proportion as the English companies. I
think the impression was that the contribution would amount 1o about 50 per cent.—that is £ tor £,
1169. Chairman.] Do the men complain about this compulsory insurance ? I think a few of them do, but
tho majority do not complain, "We have had complaints—in fact, some of the men have not paid up. But
we have power to deduct the contributions from their wages.
.
1170. jJ/rx iSc/icy.] Yon compel all new employees to insuro? It is compulsory under tho Act.
1171. Chairman!] 1 suppose they are glad to get employment on those terms ? Yes.
1172. Mr. Schey!] They are what arc called endowment insurances, are they not—that is to say, payable
at 60 years or previous to death ? J think in practice they are made payable at death. Tho section says :
l! An insurance on his life providing for the payment of a sum of money at his death, should it occur before
the age of retirement from the Railway Service; or,if he survive, until that age, of a sum of money or annuity
tu the date of such retirement.” I think the practice is in most cases to make the amount payable at
death. It is the wiser provision.
"
1173.
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1175. But the idea of 1he provision was to relieve the Government of the necessity of paying the men who
McLachlan,
had to retire from the Service, was it not ? !No.
1171. Therefore it was provided that they should insure themselves and receive the money when they left 12 Aug., 189C.
the Service at 60 ? No, because there is no obligation on the Government to pay them a pension on
retirement.
THURSDAY,

13

AUGUST,

1806.

present;—
Dm GRAHAM,
Mr. O’REILLY,
Mr. SCHEY,
Mr. AYILKS.
E. W. O’SULLIYAN, Esq., in tee Chair.
* "William Francis Schey called in, sworn, and examined:—
]175. ChairmanWhat position do you occupy ? Member of the Legislative Assembly.
W. F. Schey.
1176. The Committee understand that you desire to present some documents bearing on the question of
old-age pensions? I desire to present some newspaper articles by Dr. W, A, Hunter, lately a member
of the House of Commons, representing Aberdeen, in Scoiland, who wrote a series of articles in the year
1S92, which give, I think, the best information in a short form on this subject. Included in tho articles
is a summary of how the matter is dealt with in the various countries of Europe, and there is a copy of a
draft Bill by the French Government for the purpose, also a draft scheme, and a number of tables showing
the pensions provided by different provident societies established in England and Scotland, also a scale
of contributions and benefits. There is a complete draft scheme with tables showing how the pensions
might be paid by voluntary contributions during a certain period, and also by general rates raised from the
community the same as rates for other purposes. [Appendix K 1.] In the Nineteenth Century for
August, 1895, there is a very valuable article byr Miss Edith Sellers on the Old Age Homes in Austria,
containing a particularly valuable table as to the way in which the elderly people are treated there. They
have a sort of asylum system, and the old people are allowed a fixed sum of money per day, and have a
restaurant of their own where they can choose their own meals exactly as they like, paying by a fixed
scale, which is ridiculously low according to our ideas [Appendix K 2.] I should like to say, that after
giving the matter a considerable amount of study, while I desire to sec a scheme initiated which will be
general and compulsory in its character, more on the lines of the scheme in existence in Germany, I think
that part of tho object might be served by initiating a system which would be perfectly voluntary on tho
part of every person : and, to save the large expense which must be necessary in providing any new
machinery for the purpose, I propose to avail myself of the machinery already in existence in connection
with the F’riendly Societies, by allowing all the Friendly Societies, if they so choose, to form a separate
fund for the superannuation of their members, to which either an entirely separate subscription should
be paid, or a certain portion of the ordinary mibscripfion should be set apart; the fund lo be perfectly
optional on the Friendly Society in the first place, and perfectly optional on every member of the society
in the second place. Whatever moneys were paid into the fund should be deposited in the Savings Bank
of New South "Wales, and be subsidised by an equal amount paid by the Government from the Consolidated
Revenue every month. On arriving at the age of 60 years those who had been paying into the fund
should receive the sum of say £1 a week as a pension.
1177. Have you drawn up an outline of the scheme? Ye^. When this Parliament met I sought for
leave to introduce a Bill, and the motion is now on the Paper for discussion on the 12th August. I hand
in to the Committee a draft of the Bill, to be printed as an appendix to the report. [Appendix K 3.]
Joseph Benjamin Oliffe called in, sworn, and examined :—
117R. Chairman.1 What position do you hold ? At present I am a contractor, and I am also secretary J. B. Oliffe
to Tattersall’s Club.
1179. It has been suggested that wc ought to make the causes of distress a means of assisting to alleviate 13 Aug,,189G,
the distress of the people; and as amongst the causes of distress arc considered hovse-racmg, intoxicating
drinks, billiard-playing, and all amusements of that kind, it has been thought desirable to have the opinion ’
of yourself and other gentlemen as to whether anything could be done by the Stale to raise a revenue
from these various descriptions of sport. In tho first place, I should like to ask you how many book
makers are enrolled in your dub ? There arc sixty-four members in Sydney now on the roll; there are
fifty-two on the roll from Melbourne, and there are twenty-eight members who are unfinaneial, and who
have gone out.
1LS0. What do these bookmakers pay to the club ? They pay £3 3s. a year.
1181. What do they pay to the various racecourses at which they bet ? I believe they pay sums varying
from £5 to £7 ; but as to that I am not in a position to say.
11S2. I believe there is another betting club besides Tattersall’s—one higher up Pitt-street? Yes.
1183. Do you know how many members they have? Speaking approximately, I think they have between
1 hirfcy and forty members.
"
llSl. Outside of these two betting clubs, arc there not a number of bookmakers who do not subscribe to
any club, but who carry on a very active business on the racecourses, and also in various meeting-places
in the city? Yes ; there are a number of people who get a living in that way. They are generally
designated as “ rats.”
1185. I mean the men who bet in the Leger Stand ? I have no knowledge of them ; I never visit the
Leger,
1186. Then there are others who visit the Flat? Yes.
1187. And there are betting men in various parts of the city? Yes; and men who bet outside the race
courses.
1188. These men are supposed to be carrying on an illegitimate business, as compared with the legitimate
bookmaker? Yes.
”
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it be a good thing—would it tend to purify speculation if a license fee were imposed upon
] SAoplssifi
eai*eci legitimate bookmakers, provided it had the effect of preventing those men to whom
S4’
-you refer from carrying on the business? I do not think it would have any effect upon them at all. I
think they would carry on the business just as they do now.
1190. But could they carry it on on the racecourse? They could carry it on on the racecourse just as
they do now. If they paid a fee, that would be entirely within the province of the Parliament in framing
provisions with regard to them. Of course, in doing that, yrou would legitimatise an illegal game.
°
1191. The idea is that these games do go on under existing conditions, and will go on, and the question
arises, ought we to turn them to good account hy levying a tax upon them in order that they mav
contribute to the assistance of the aged poor? If such a thing could be done, I believe it would he
beneficial, as regards obtaining revenue from the source you suggest. But I do not think the amount
received would be as large as you anticipate—in fact, 1 think it would be a mere bagatelle, because the
great majority of the bookmakers, including legitimate bookmakers, are more or less paupers at the
present day. I am satisfied that the majority of the sixty-four members of Tattersall’s, in Sydney, are
not in a good position.
'
•
"
■
1192, Mr. Wilks,] I suppose if you were to enforce a license probably only about forty would pay the
lee?. I think it probable that all the members of our club would take out a license; but as toothers
outside, I am not in a position to say. Judging from the character of those latter men, I should say they
would very probably adopt some means to evade the law, if possible, or, failing that, they would not take
out a license. I am now speaking in a speculative way, because I have no idea as to the amount of impost
that would be levied on these people. If you were to put an extortionate sum upon them, I think you
would drive them to other means of obtaining the end they have in view. On the other hand, if you
charged only a small sum the revenue derived would be insignificant as compared with the purpose for
which it is intended.
1193. Then you practically mean that the enforcement of any fee—even so extortionate a sum as £100
per annum, which would, undoubtedly, be an extortionate amount—would not recoup tho expense of
collection ? I am sure you could not collect it.
Could you not collect it through the A, J.C. and similar institutions ? Iso ; the
A. J.C, is simply a horse-racing club, and has nothing to do with bookmakers, except to register them
and give them permission to ply their avocation within a certain area of their racecourse.
1195. But wo have in view the passing of a law to empower the A. J.C. to make such a levy upon them ?
That would be a different thing. Of course if you empowered the A. J.C. to compel them to pay such a
license fee, then of course there would he a revenue from it. The A.J.C, have ignored bookmaking
altogether up to the present, and you would be imposing upon the club a liability which it does not at
present have, and to which 1 am satisfied it would be entirely opposed.
1196.^ You say tho A. J.C. have ignored bookmaking—still it flourishes on the course ? What I mean bv
ignoring it is, that if a bookmaker proceeds on the course to makeabook he simply obtains a register from
the A. J.C, That is all they do with him, beyond this: If X see a bookmaker on the course, and I know he
is what they term a “brusher,” or a man who does not pay his debts, and if, being a member of the A..J.C.,
I complain to the Secretary, the Secretary will take notice of this man, and if he does not pay he is turned
out That is all the A. J.C. do with regard to bookmakers.
1197. Mr. O'Bcilly.] Prom your view, so far expressed, you think that, presuming any reasonable levy
were made upon these bookmakers, the sum raised would be insignificant? I think so. I think it would
not pay for the cost of collection.
119S. And supposing a heavy sum were imposed, you think the effect would be to drive men who arc at
present registered into the ranks of those whom you have described as “ rats ? ” Yes.
1199. That is to say, it would really have a deleterious effect upon the status and tone of the betting
community? Yes, it ivould. I do not mean to say it would exactly drive the registered bookmakers into
the ranks of the class referred to, hut it would have such a tendency among those whose tastes mi'dit be
in that direction.
°
1200. Bo the fifty-four Melbourne bookmakers who are enrolled in Tattersall’s pay the same annual fee ?
Yes; £3 3s. a year.
7
■
1201. They come over for big events ? Yes; but if you imposed a fee of £100 a year, I do not think you
would see many of them.
1202. I gather that, roughly speaking, there are about 150 recognised bookmakers? There are ninetvrour bookmakers registered with the A. J.C. This number includes the members of the other club referred
i
“ tlie- Chairman, the members of Tattcrsall’s Club, and the members of tbe Melbourne Club.
An/£|U l1”811*1 say 100 rcsisterml bookmakers in New South Wales ? Yes. These are registered
A" ,C'’ *)ut tliere.are other bookmakers of the class I have designated as “ rats” and “ brushers.”
1204'. But, roughly speaking, there are about 100 registered bookmakers of what you might call the better
mnen ’ therefore I am right in believing that this tax could only be made applicable to about
100 bookmakers ? Yes.
^
11
^at, even if it were £10 a head, which seems to me a heavy tax, that would only mean a revenue
of £1,000 a year? Yes.
1206. And there are a large number of unrecognised bookmakers—men who evade the law now, and who
would evade the law in any case ? Yes,
rAn<* I10£^?.al enactlncnt could get at them any more than it seems able to put down “ totes” and
other forms of illicit gambling ? Quite so.
heense fee of £10 a head on 100 bookmakers would return £1,000 a yeardo you
tinnk that would be possible in the case of the bookmakers of the legitimate class to whom you have
reterred
1 hardly think it would be possible under present circumstancos. I am speaking now of
depressed times and a depressed country,
1209. Would it be more advantageous to tho bookmakers to pay a fair tax per year rather than see tho
■o a isa or legalised P 1 think it would be much better for them to pay a tax of so much a year than to
compete with the totahsator,
1210, A ou think if a choice were given to them they would prefer to pay a fair tax per year, and he
egaiised, rather than see the totahsator brought into existence as a legal instrument? I am quite satisned aDout that. I would go further, and say that if you introduced the totahsator, and it became
successful,
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successful, you would, to a very large extent, extinguish hookmaking. That is my impression of the J- ^ Oliffe.
situation. I am now speaking in the light of the experience of other countries. For instance. I have
■'"n
heard people from New Zealand say that the totahsator there has more or less extinguished the hook- ^A-ug., 1896.
makers; at all events it is detrimental to them, and 1 know they are adverse to it, and look upon the
whole subject as distasteful, I thiuk they would be willing to submit to a tax rather than face the
totahsator.
12LI, Mr. Wilks.'] What do you think would he about the highest fee that could be imposed upon
bookmakers—a fee that they could pay ? I do not think you could extract more than £10 a year from
them,
1212. That would mean that they would pay, in the aggregate, £1,000 a year ? Yes.
1213. The revenue derived from the totahsator would he much greater? Of course it would. You
would get much more Irom the totahsator, because you would get all their profit of 10 per cent, on the
gross takings. Most of tho money that now passes through the hands of the bookmakers would pass
,
through the totahsator, and you would get your 10 per cent, from the totahsator, or whatever you agreed
to charge.
■
"
1214. Then you consider, as a private citizen, that to collect £1,000 from such a source for the assistance
■of a fund for the aged poor would be really absurd ? I think so. I do not think it would pay for the
•cost of collection.
Thomas Strattel Clibborn called in, sworn, and examined :—
1215, Chairman^ What position do you hold ? Secretary to the Australian Jockey Club.
Ti s_
1210. You heard the idea suggested to the previous witness, that it has been thought that the causes of Clibborn.
■distress might be made a means to assist the aged poor by contributinp towards a pension fund, and as
—A—
sporting is considered an indirect cause of distress, it has been suggested that wo might ask your opinion 13 Aug., 18961*
as to the probability of working the totalisator in New South "Wales, and also as to whether it will be
possible to register racecourses, and obtain a certain fee. Let us first take the totalisator; vou have, I
presume, riven some attention to that subject? Yes. T will first go hack to what Mr. Oliffe said. I
perfectly concur in what he said, but without wishing to he invidious, I may say that the bookmakers as
a class are not men of any standing. I know myself that, with the exception of five or six, these men, as
they say in the vernacular of the ring, could not stand to be shot for auy amount at all-in fact, if they
made a heavy loss they could not pay, I now come to what is the curse of the whole thing—too much
racing; and, without presuming to give this Committee any advice, I may express the opinion of one who
has been for some thirty years connected with the turf. Facing is now purely a matter of business, while
in days gone by it was a sport which we all honored, and most of us loved. The best thing the Govern
ment of this country can do, in my opinion, is to legislate for horse-racing—to say what number of racemeetings shall be held, and what amounts shall be added. The effect of that would be to minimise raciug,
and do away with the curse of the present day, pony-racing, which has created a class of some 4,000 or
5,000 people in Sydney who do nothing else. There are two methods by which this can he done. In the
first place, you could say, if it is possible to make it law, that you will not permit a race-meeting to be held
within 50 miles of Sydney to which less than £500 per day is added, with a maximum charge of oue
sovereign entrance for each race. That would effectually settle the pony-races, because at these places
they could not give more than £200. In regard to these smaller or proprietary clubs 1 may say one or
two words, without wishing to cast a stone at any of the gentlemen who are proprietors of them. Of
these I may name Messrs. Harris and Aekman as the principal proprietors of Eosebill, which is a most
worthily-conductod^aud admirably-managed club in-every sense; Mr. Peter Moore is the proprietor of
Moorefield; Mr. "VV. L. Davis, and one or two other gentlemen whom I do not know, are the proprietors of
Canterbury Park ; and Mr. E. E. A. Oatley, is the proprietor of "Warwick Farm. _ I believe these gentle
men are all good, honest, upright citizens. But I fail to see why these men should, by their
action in establishing these proprietary clubs, create a class who do nothing else in the world but
live by gambling, who never do a day’s work in their lives. Of the two methods which might
be adopted to improve horse-racing, I have mentioned one, viz., to provide that there shall not be any
racing within 50 miles of Sydney, unless that there shall he £500 added money per day, and that there
shall be a maximum charge of one sovereign entrance for each race for the privilege of racing for that
£500, and that there shall not be more than six races each day. The other possible method is to intro
duce the totalisator, and, having introduced it, have a Commission who shall say who shall use the
totalisator. Facing is not much use without betting. People will not go to a racecourse without
gambling. If, as in New Zealand, South Australia, and Queensland, you have the totalisator, and you
have a man who says to a proprietary club, “Your race-meeting is not sufficient; you are ouly giving
£150; you shall not have a race-meeting.” If you do that you minimise racing, and you create a more
healthy iutercst in the sport. So you got rid of the stigma that attaches to racing. If this question
comes before the House of Assembly every representative of a country district is bound to vote for it.
Those who lived here in the olden times will remember that Orange, Singleton, West Maitland, Bathurst,
and all these large country towns had race-meetings, and good race-meetings. Tho Hnwkesburv Club used
to give £500 for its handicap; now its gives £150. The falling off has been caused by the centralisation
of racing in Sydney to the benefit of proprietary clubs. Country members should vote for the reform I
suggest, because all the racing would be brought then to different centres, and you would have racing
again at Bathurst, Orange, Singleton, and all those other country places. With such a changed condition
of things horse-racing would again become a sport. I am sorry to say that at present it is solely and
wholly a business. As regards the
we have a vast organisation in Sydney, which, J may say, has
a great deal to do. We are in touch with England, New Zealand, and all the other Australian
colonics. A man who does wrong on the turf with us is practically debarred from taking part in any turf
pursuits cither in the old country or in these colonies. His name is recorded in our register, which goes
out every week, and a copy of which is received by every prominent racing club, and the English racing
clubs send us their register. If we choose to say—and we have been abused for not doing so—to
Warwick Farm, Moorefield, Canterbury Park, and Fosehill, “You shall only hold one race-meeting a
week,” that would tend to minimise racing in the vicinity of the metropolis. But what would be the
consequence? Fosebery Park, Lillie Bridge, and Brighton, who have nothing to say to us. and will not
come into our uuion or league, would take their days themselves, and the evil would be worse than ever.
207—K
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fising of £500 a day would immediately shut up all these latter places, aud it would not prevent the
legitimate clubs, such as Kosebill, Warwick Farm, Hawkesbury, Moorefield, aud Canterbury Park from
13Aug., 1896. h0hhng raee-meetings (say) once a fortnight, and pony-race-meetings once a fortnight. The best clubs
5
would stand the test, and tbe weakest would go to the wall. Rosehill has, I believe, a capital of £80,000,
and Canterbury Park £25,000. I am thoroughly convinced that with tho totalisator, and by legislating
for the management of racing inside a limit of 50 miles, a most excellent effect would be produced.
As far as bookmaking and the bookmakers are concerned, the tax to be collected wonld be of no account
in a vast undertaking like this, whereas tho custom of the totalisator is that the club using it deducts.
10 per cent, for the cost of management, and pays 2i per cent, to the Government. The club must also
prove, to the satisfaction of the Government auditor, that every shilling of profit derived from the totalisator is added to the stakes advertised and given by the club. The club I have the honor to represent
is, strictly speaking, a non-proprietary club. As a matter of fact, it is a trustee for the public, aud
manages racing for the benefit of the public. All the funds are contributed by the public. Our balancesheet will be in the Press in a day or two, and you will he able to see for yourselves that, with the excep
tion of my salary and the salaries of tho management, all the personal benefit derived by the Committee
is the champagne which they drink at the luncheon on race-days. The totalisator, I may say, has proved
an undoubted success in South Australia, Queensland, and New Zealand. Mr. Oliffe, no matter what he
may think in his inner soul, is naturally bound in honor, from the position he occupies, to express an
opinion against the totalisator, because Tattersall's Club have invested an immense sum in a palatial
building and in carrying on its great organisation. Together with the Victorian Club, it may be described
as a most admirable institution, and the A..T.C. register men who are members of either club, assuming
their membership to be a sufficient status. The club takes from each bookmaker £25 a year for the
privilege of betting at Eandwick on twenty-six days in the year. We do this in order to assure the public
that they bet with good men. If one of these men loses his money and does not pay he is immediately
sent about his business, and not allowed again to enter the racing world. They walk on strict lines, and
know that if they do not pay their bets they are dead to the racing wmrld for ever, not only in this Colony,
but also in all the other Colonies and in England. The money thus received from the bookmakers is
distributed in stakes. No one connected with the club benefits a shilling by it. I cannot, of course, say
anything about the proprietary clubs—as to what they charge. They have had to make a small charge,
hut it is principally for the same reason as in our case—that the public may be assured that they bet
with tried men. For my own part, I do not think the higher class of bookmakers would suffer in the
least by the introduction of the totalisator. That, however, is more a raciug question. From a revenue
point of view, there is no doubt that the totalisator is a source from which you could derive a certain
revenue. At the same time you would do a tremendous amount of good for racing. The A.J.C. gave
nearly £24,000 in stakes to he raced for last year. Of this we took nothing back—we gave, excepting
£915, the balance absolutely. In the case of the Victoria Amateur Racing Club, for instance, a man
races at Caulfield for a stake of £100, and he has to pay £3 for the privilege, whereas the A. J.C. gives a
prize of £100, and the horse-owner contributes £2 of his own money, which is added to the stake, and
the money is all divided amongst those who win it. We advertise exactly what we give. In the other
case they advertise a large amount, and they take the fees and things, and put them in the club’s coffer.
1217. In order to carry but your idea oflimiting the number of race-meetings, and assisting to purify sport,
would it be desirable to impose a. license fee upon every racecourse to assist towards the old-age pension
fund? I think so. I think every racecourse worthy of the name should be in a position to pay a fee. I
have prepared a small return which I will be happy to leave with the Committee, and I will explain it as
1 go on. We register clubs and meetings. We register, as a club, any persons who have a- racecourse of
their own—racecourses are generally grants from the Crown—and who furnish us regularly with the
names of the committee and particulars of the club, and give at least £150 to be raced for at each
meeting. We charge them nothing, except £1 Is. when they register their club in tho first instance.
Their name is then returned and placed in the register of clubs holding race-meetings throughout the
Colony. Where a certain number of people in a country town meet with the view of starting a racing
meeting, one man will give £5, and perhaps from the storekeeper and others £50 or £60 is raised for a
day’s racing. The meeting is registered in order that this day’s racing may be brought under the juris
diction of the A.J.C., so that in ease of any dispute arising out of tho meeting it may he referred to our
club for settlement. They make application on a proper form, and, as I say, we. charge them £l Is. for
registration. This year we registered 385 ; in 1895 we registered 398; and the year before 339. In
earlier years I think there were nearly 500 of these meetings held throughout the country, but tbe
number is being reduced on account of the centralisation of racing iu Sydney. Outside of these again
there are numberless race-meetings held of a still more minor character. Such meetings are got up, for
instance, for the shearers after the board is finished, and very often they are promoted by publicans. The
rule is that a-s long as these men do not advertise their race-meeting in a newspaper in any way the Jockey
Club takes no cognisance of them ; but if they put an advertisement in a newspaper to say that races
will be held at such-and-such a spot, all the horses running at that meeting are debarred from taking part
at any meeting registered under our rules. Then they apply to us to have the disqualification removed.
We retain it for twelve months, and then they have to pay a guinea for having it taken off. I produce a
list of the clubs that are registered, together with the names and addresses of the secretaries. I mav
say that in connection with the A.J.C., there is a Jockey’s Accident Fund, which this year amounted to
£4,745. It is on a liberal basis, and is systematically organised. There are 153 jockeys who pay an
annual license fee of £1, In regard to bookmaking, if the gentlemen who are ordered to carry out the
law would enforce it as regards the shop-betting in Sydney, the members of Tattersall’s Club would very
soon be in a position to pay something respectable in the shape of a license fee as suggested. There
are, as I have pointed out, -1,000 or 5,000 people belonging to a class winch lias been created by proprie
tary racing and pony-racing. At the present time you may say that tliere are seven days’ racing in
Sydney in a week, reckoning the night business at Lillie Bridge. Rowe-street is full of shops carried;
on by this class of people. If they would do as was done in Melbourne, and give one of the principal
offenders three months’ imprisonment, without the option of a fine, they would stop the evil effectually ;
but a fine of £10 or £20 has no effect whatever.
1218. Ms. 0'lieiUy7\ I think you mentioned that there were eighty-six registered racecourses?
Registered clubs.
1219. Does each of those clubs own a racecourse ? They generally hold a racecourse as a grant from
tho Crown for recreation purposes.
1220.
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1220. "We may say, rougMy speaking, that tliere are eigbty-sis clubs in the Colony? There are eightyT. S.
six clubs who give £150 a year, but if you minimise tbe racing in Sydney you will have ever so many Cnkborn.
more clubs in the Colony, because Singleton and all those other places that now hold picnic races will
be able to return to their former standing, and hold race-meetings. I have no doubt members of the
u®‘’
'
Committee will recollect when there used to be two-days’ race-meetings at Hawkesbury, Bathurst, and
Orange. At present racing in Sydney is overdone, and has ceased to be a sport.
1221. But, under existing circumstances, you say there are eighty-six clubs that are financially strong—
clubs that you recognise? Tos.
1222. "What fee do you think these clubs could contribute to such a fund as is suggested? Avery
small fee. If you got a couple of guineas a year out of them it would be tbe utmost they could give.
They consider they are doing very well if they have £50 in hand. Hawkesbury, Moorefield, Bosehill,
Sydney Turf Club, Tattersall’s, "Warwick Barm, and Canterbury Park could afford a higher fee.
1223. Ur. IV-ilks.] "With regard to tho totalisator, could you give the Committee an approximate idea of
the amount of money that would pass through the instrument in oue year if it were legalised in New
South Wales ? I could not say. But I know that at Onkaparinka, in South Australia, they put £30,000
through the totalisator during two days’ racing. Any South Australian paper will give you the amount
invested in the totalisator at each meeting, in 1893 the amount was £13,000; in 1894, £17,000; in
1895, £16,000 ; in 1896, £18,788. Each of these amounts represents the sum put through the totalisator
during one or two days’ racing.
1224. How much of the amount thus received would the State get? Two and a half per cent
The odd fractions, which cannot be paid with the dividends, are devoted by the club to charity.
Last year, I think, in connection with the South Australian Jockey Club, these fractions amounted to
£180. The Sydney Daily lehgraph of 11th August, dealing with turf statistics from New Zealand,
states that enormous amounts were put through the totalisator during the season, and gives the following
figures;—Tbe Auckland Baeing Club handled £81,297; the Canterbury Jockey Club, £73,155; tbe
Dunedin Jockey Club, £53,111; the 'Wellington Itacing Club, £37,714; the Hawke’s Bay Jockey Club,
£33,274; and the Wanganui Jockey Club, £24,375. The total investments amount to £635,421. This
represents tbe amount passed through the totalisator in New Zealand in one year, ’and of that amount
the Government received 2| per cent. Taxing bookmakers or taxing clubs would be a pettifogging thing
for such a fund as you require. The totalisator is the thing which would return a substantial revenue.
1225. Do you think it reasonable to suppose that in New South Wales £1,000,000 would go through the
totalisator in a year ? Tes ; I thiuk you might fairly make that estimate.
1226. At 2£ per cent that would give £20,000 a year? In New Zealand it costs about 1£ per cent, to
work the totalisator. It is necessary to employ an army of clerks. I may say that I only speak from
hearsay in regard to this matter, and that full information could be obtained from the Secretary of the
Jockey Club at Christchurch and the Secretary of the South Australian Jockey Club.
1227. Chairman!] You say it costs l! per cent, to work the totalisator;—does that come out of the 2J-per
cent. ? The Government get 24 per cent, clear. The club takes 7£ per cent., and from this they deduct
their working expenses, and they must prove to tbe satisfaction of the Government auditor that every
farthing beyond the working expenses is added to the money given by the club to be raced for.
1228. Mr. Wilks.] What do you think of the suggestion with regard to consultation sweeps ? I do not
flunk they do a bit of harm, if conducted by men of the same character as George Adams.
1229. I mean, how would it do to license them as a means of revenue ? I do not think it would do.
You would then legalise consultation sweeps, aud the moment you did so you would have any number of
applicants for licenses, and I can assure you from my own knowledge that of rhe numberless sweeps
conducted here only three men ever carried them out in a fair and legitimate manner, and those men
were Mr. J. J. Miller, Mr. George Adams, and H. Oxenbam. I think it is far better that they should he
put down altogether. When you come to legalise an operation you must have it under your own thumb.
There is no doubt there will he gambling, whether it is on the Stock Exchange or anywhere else. People
talk about gambling at the races, but there is just as much gambling on the Stock Exchange. The Stock
Exchange is, to a certain extent, legalised, and I do not see why horse-racing should not be legalised.
What 1 should like to see would be that horse-racing should be brought back to what it was twenty years
ago—a sport.
1230. Chairman.] Do you think the legalising of the totalisator would tend to impair the sport in any
way ? Tho bookmakers loll you so, but I do not. Horsc-racing was practically dead in South Australia
until they legalised the totalisator.
1231. Then, instead of injuring horse-racing there it has proved beneficial ? In South Australia they tell
you that they cannot live without it, aud the same in Christchurch. The bookmakers, of course, live by
the game. They make a bet, and if they win all the profit goes into their pockets. With the totalisator
the money is distributed among the public. If Jack loses to-day, Tom wins ; if Tom loses to-morrow.
Jack wins, and a certain percentage still goes to keep the sport at a proper status.
1232. I have a. paragraph here from a South Australian paper, which says: “Adelaide charities have
benefited to the extent of £2,570 in eight years by the S.A. J.C. totalisator percentages.” Do they give
2^ per cent. ? Yes ; and I think that the 2-| per cent, which the Government in South Australia receives
goes to charities. Possibly the sum mentioned in the paragraph represents the fractions, which arc not
paid by the club, and which, perhaps, go to charities.
1233. Dr. Graham!] 1 suppose the revenue you get from licensing jockeys is a very small thing ? £153
a year.
1234. And the trainers? The revenue from this source is £49 ; but it does not pay ns for the printing.
1235. Mr. O'Beilly!] Is every racehorse registered ? No,
1236. Could you form any idea as to how many racehorses tliere are in the Colony? In the town and
country there are 474 horses in training at different places, but that does not give anything like an
adequate idea of the total number, because there are racehorses not in training planted all over the place.
There might he, I suppose, about GOO.
1237. Surely a man who runs a racehorse ought to be able to pay a fair annual amount to tbe Govern
ment for tho privilege ? I do not think so. There are wealthy owners who race for sport, but you can
count them on your fingers. These men would be able to pay, and tbe charge that would be made would
be to them a mere bagatelle. But it is different with the man who keeps a racehorse for a living. In
New
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New Zea]and the law is very strict in debarring the smaller clubs from using the totalisator. There is no
doubt there ought to be some restriction in that respect, and a certain limit as to the stake. At Lillie
1896
^or distance, there is a stake of £10, and the race is run under the electric light. '
• 1238. You think that the enforcement of a licensing fee in regard to racecourses would enable the
Government to better control race-meetings, and while minimising the evils which have clustered around
sport, would also add a little to the support of the aged poor ? Yes; it would not, however, be sufficient
to impose a licensing fee upon racecourses. No race-meeting should be held within a radius of 50 miles
of the General Post Office in Sydney at which there was not at least £500 added money each day, there
not Toeing more than six races, with a minimum charge for entrance of £1. A provision of this kind,
combined with a license fee, would very much tend to minimise racing.
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A.
[To evidence of Mr. Wm. liidley.]
Nbw South Wales Census

op 1891.—Total Population, also Occupations of Persons of 65 years and upwards.

Classifi
cation.

Population.

Males.

Females.

Total.

93
O

*5

£
Si

b

■s
■3 |
l|
IQ
O^

£
■° t
ia
O

B)
C
vl?
3§IQ
c2 ^

U

CJ
■g
O

*
Total of IS’ew South Wales........... ..............

608,003

515,951 1,123,954

16,636

11,689

28,325

Total, Specified Occupations ........................ 605,670

615,420 1,121,090

16,527

11,552

28,079

31,491
55,867
86,629
140,151
147,026

536
690
1,853
3,061
6,103

306
452
347
167
347

842
1,142
2,199
3,228
6,450

10,423
649,203
2,864

1,827
2,458
109

1,540
8.384
137

3,376
10,842
246

1
305
452
188
3
8
63
4

•131
711
1,142
783
73
60'
337
45
30
21
498

Classes.
10,402
Professional.............. .................................... ............................ 21,089
38,208
Domestic..............................-................ .................................. 17,659
Commercial................................................................................ 81,291
5,338
17,801
Industrial ............................................................................... 122,650
Agricultural, pastoral, mineral, and other primary pro- 134,908
12,118
ducers.
4,788
5,635
Indefinite.....................................................................................
Dependents ........................................ ..................................... 223,285 425,918
2,333
Occupation not stated ........................ .................................
631

i
n
in
IV
V
VI
YII

Total.

Occupations.

Oeeehs.

I
11

III

rv

i
2
3
4
5
6
7
S
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

V

20
21

VI

22

VII

23
24

Ministering to Government, defence, la-w, Ac....................
it
rdigioDj charity, health, &c« ....................
hoard, lodging, and attendance ............
Dealing in finance and real property .................................
„
art and mechanic productions .................... .
„
textile fabrics, dross, and fibrous materials ...
„
food, drinks, and stimulants .............................
„
animals, animal and vegetable matters...........
„
fuel and light .......................................................
„
minerals and metals ..........................................
General and undefined dealers, and speculators on chance
events.
Engaged in storage........................................... .......................
„
transport and communication ........................
Working in art and mechanic productions......................
,,
textile fabrics, dress, and fibrous materials
,,
food, drink, and stimulants.............................
„
animal and vegetable substances....................
„
minerals and metale..................................... ..
„
cons’ruction of buildmgs, railways, roads,
bridges, and earths orhg.
Working in undefined industrial pursuits .............................................
Engaged m cultivation of land, rearing of animals,
mining, &c.
Of independent means, and deriving income from indefinite sources.
Dependent relatives and others, including scholars .......
•Dependents on charity and public support......................
Occupation not stated .............. ...........................................

7,263
13,826
17,659
7,267
3,304
4,965
12,736
2,692
1,339
1,603
16,819

99
10,303
38,203
652
247
857
1,066
59
10
26
1,920

7,362
24,129
55,867
7,919
3,551
5,822
13,802
2,751
1,349
1,529
18,739

130
406
690
595
70
52
274
41
30
19
433

313
30,353
18,496
7,709
7,683
9,181
13,717
38,507

1
500
621
16,892
240
12
8
4

314
30,853
19,117
24,601
7,923
9,193
13,725
38,511

6
332
419
290
155
163
239
961

27,357
134,903

24
12,118

27,381
147,026

834.
6,103

4,788

5,635

10,423

214,692 421,960
8,693
3,958
2,333
531

636,652
12,501
2,364

2
65
14
3
158
5
1

6
346
422
44S
160
163
240
961

347

834
6,450

1,827

1,519

3,376

757
1,701
109

7,924
460
137

8,681
t2,161
246

..

* The larger portion of the persons dependent on charity were living in public institutions, and, classed according to ago, w ere os follow:—
Age Groups.
Males.
Females.
Total,
Under 6 years
187
..
151
..
33S
»years and under 15.................
D29
..
849
..
1,778
15 „
>, 20
257
..
307
..
564
20 ,,
„ 26
623
..
279
,,
802
25 j,
„
46 ................. 2,850
..
1,073
3,923
46 ,,
„
05
2,133
..
826
..
2,959
65 and upwards........................ 1,701
..
460
..
2,161
Age not stated ........................
13
..
13
..
26
Total................. 8,593
.
S,95S
..
12.5&1
t The indigent people of 65 years and upwards numbered 2,161; the total number of persons in the Colony of these ages was 23,365; so that
it may he said that out Of every 10D persons who reach 05 years, 8 will enter the asylums for the destitute.
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\_Io evidence of Sydney Maxted, ]£sq.~\
Wexkiy Dietary—Compiled from Dictaiy Scale (Weight).
dietary to be regulated by Medical Officer; and general rfcoref to be kept for tnepcetion in the Medical
Journal of alterations made caeh day. Wines, beer, and Bpinfca to ho issued only under authority of Medical Officer,
eiccpt in cases of emergency.

Kbmaeks —Hospital

Day.

B

92

Dinner.

Tea.

1 pint coffee,*
I pint porridge, made with 2 oz.
maizeTncal or oatmeal; and 1 oz.
treacle or sugar at discretion of
S upe rinten dent.
4 oz. bread.

Irish stew, made with 14 oz. mut
ton (including bone weight), 12
oz potatoes, and other -vege
tables, onions, aud herbs, l oz.
flour.
4 oz. bread.
Cabbage.

1 pint tea, made with $ oz. tea, J oz.
sugar, b gill milk.
6 Oz. bread.
1 oz. boney.

1 pint coflee.*
6 oz. bread.
1 oz. jam.

14 oz. beef roasted.
12 oz. potatoes.
2 oz. bread.
6 oz. pudding.J

1 pint tea.
6 oz, bread.
1 oz. treacle.

Breakfast.

1 pint porridge, made as above.
1 pint coffee.*
“

t3

, Haricot, )4 oz. mutton and necessary
vegetables.
4 oz. bread.
1 pint soup, made from liquor of beef
boues of previous day, with I oz.
barley, ncc, or pease nxoal, and
other vegetables.

1 pint tea,
6 oz. bread.
1 oz. jam.

1 pint coffee.*
6 oz. bread.
1 oz. treacle.

14 oz. boiled beef, with soup made
as at present.
12 oz. potatoes.
4 oz. bread.

1 pint tea,
6 oz. bread.
1 oz. honey.

1 pint coffee.*
1 pint porridge, made ns above,
4 oz. bread.

Carry, 14 oz. mutton and necessary
seasoning.
12 oz. potatoes; rice may be substi
tuted for potatoes.
4 oz. bread.

1 pint tea.
6 oz. bread,
1 02. treacle.

1 pint coffee*
6 oz. bread.
1 oz, boney.

14 oz. beef (weight includes bone),
minced.
12 oz. potatoes.
4 oz. bread.
Cabbage.

1 pint tea,
8 o£. currant cake, made with same
ingredients as pudding.

1 pint coffee.*
1 pint porridge, made as aborc.
4 oz, bread.

Repent Tuesday’s dinner.

1 pint tea,
6 oz. bread,
1 oz. treacle-

EH

&

t«

EH

ro<!

,

* 1 pint coffee,

made wich l oz. coffee, ^ oz. .sugar, S pill milk Tea can be substituted foe coffee at the discretion of the Sujicrjntcndejit.
t Bread to be cut up and served out in ita proportions for each meal.
Receipt for bread pudding for 250 men, each to receive about 8 oz.Bread, 50 lb.; flour, 12J lb.; suet, lb. <dri]iping should be used when
practicable); sugar, 8$ lb.; currants, lb.; spice, 2 oz. These quantities absorb 3 buckets of water. To be divided for boiling into puddings of
required size. Daily record of breakfast, dinner, and tea fco be entered in book kept for that purpose.
R'S.—The foregoing bn form basis of diet, which may be so regulated or altered at discretion of Superintendent as to suit convenient working
of establishment, so long* as it is nob inferior in quality and quantity, and is of the i-amc general character.
.t

Bail if Di&tary Scale for Unemployed Men.—14 oz. bread, 14 oz. meat, 12 oz. xegetablesj
oz. sugar, 1 gill inLlk,
i oz. coffee, J oz tea, 1 oz. jam, treacle, or honey, for tea, and same for breakfast Tvifcb bread, when no porridge ; 1 oz. pepper

and 20 oz. salt for every 100 full daily rations. Any imnntc requiring more bread at any meal should at once inform the
Superintendent, or any person authorised fco receive request.
Daily Dietary Scale for Ordinary Working Men.—1G oz. bread, 16 oz. meat-12 oz. potatoes,
oz. sugar, £ oz. coffee,
1 gill milk, £ oz. tea, 1 oz. jam, treacle, or honey for tea, and also for breakfast with bread, when no porridge.
Men actively employed may be allowed (if the Superintendent considers the nature of their work justifies it) 1 pint
coffee and 1 oz. cheese, in addition to authorised scale for ordinary working men. The medical officer may order any extra
articles of diet he may deem necessary in particular cases.

B 2.
Ko,

.

Charitable Institutions of Hew South Waxes,

[Asylum Stamp,]
History of

, admitted this day,

189 ,

If previously admitted into an Asylum for Infirm and Destitute, where
.Age
. Religion
. Former occupation
. Birthplace
. How long in the Australian Colonies
How long in Hew South .Wales
f Kamc of Ship
. Whether married or single
,
Father's Christian Kamo and Surname
, Occupation
. Mother’s Christian Kame and
Maiden Surname
. If married, where
, At uhat age
, To whom
*
If married more than once, where
. At what ago
To whom
,

Issue (Uviiiff).
Names.

Number of Males deceased

Apeeg.

Addresses,

Number of Nemales deceased

Occupations.

•

Whether Poor,
Comfortable, or
WeH-to-do.

-Particular*

923
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Particulars of Parents, Husband, Wife, Brothers, and Sisters {if living).
Whether Poor,
Comfortable, or
Well-to-do.

Addresses.

Relationship,

Numcg.

Means {if any).

If an Army or Navy Pensioner
. JVfoney with Inmato
claim to any land, investment, or other property
. Ailment

. Amount Banked
. Why Admitted

. If any
.

Pemarks.

B 3.
Government Charitable Institutions

of

New South Wales.

APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION INTO AN ASYLUM FOR INFIRM AND DESTITUTE. •

Information to Be supplied, ip Applicant.
1. Name, birthplace, and religion ........ .............................................
3, Age, and whether married or single..............................................
3. CircumBtanccs of entering Hospital................................................
This question can be omitted in the ease oi Metropolitan Hospitals, or

when an applicant is not in any Hospital.

4. Period of residence in New South Wales .....................................
G. Former occupation
G. Does applicant desire admission into an Asylum ..........................
7. Names and addresses of relatives in full (relationship to bo stated)
S. Has applicant any relatives or friends in any of the Colonics willing')
and able to support him if ho is sent to them or admitted into (•
an Asylum ; if so, give their names and full addresses ?
)
9. Has applicant ever been an inmate of any Charitable Institution
in this or any cither Colony ; if so, for what period and where ? )
10. Is he an Army or Navy Pensioner; or has ho any other means of)
support f
j
11. Amount of money in possession of applicant, or in the custody of
friends ?
,
12. Has applicant any legal claim to, or is applicant likely to become
entitled to any land, investment, or other property P

Signature of Applicant.

Dale.
I certify that I have carefully questioned
going application ; and I beg to recommend that

with reference to the information supplied in connection with the fore This certificate is

Signature of J.P, or Local Officer in Charge ofPoliee,

The Director of Government Asylums
for the Infirm and Destitute,
289, Clevcland-street, Sydney.
Certificate of a Medical Practitioner on the within application, for the information of the Department of Charitable
Institutions.
1S9
I certify that
, who is able to undertake a journey from
to the Government Asylum for Infirm and
Destitute, is suffering from
, and that he is a fit subject for admission into the Asylum on the following ground :—
1. He is physically incapable of earning a livelihood at present.
2. He states that ho is destitute, and has no friends able or willing to support him outside an Institution.
3. His case is not one which should properly bo treated in a local general Hospital.
Remarks*
Medical Ofilccr.f

v If physically or mentally incapable of travellin" alone, the applicant's condition should he fully described.
\ This certificate should he signed by the Local Government Medical Officer (if any) unless an Hospital or a Gaol transfer.
Application made by*
Admission order and pass to be sent to

* Hero state whether by Hospital, Magistrate, Gaol, Ac.

not required in
case of MctcoT'Olilan
Hospitals.
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B 4.
\To evidence of Mr. G. H. Pitt.']
Iriendlt Societies.—“Wealth and Progress” (Coqhi.ajt).

A

list of the principal societies is given below, feora which it will bo seen that, according to the latest returns, tliere were in
existence 15 leading orders (some of them subdivided into districts, provinces, or grand divisions), comprising 794 distinct
subordinate branches, and 24 independent societies.

Amount Amount
Lodges
Members
of
Of District Tola!
or
Members. food on Lodge or or Grand Funda.
Branches.
books. Branch
Lodge
Funds,
Funds.

Name otOrders or Societies.

Manchester TJnitj- I.O.O.P.—
Sydney District .................................
Cumberland District .........................
Hunter Eiver District .....................
Goulburn District ............................
Newcastle District .............................
Bathurst District .............................
Tamworth District.............................
Riverinn District...............................
Braidwood District......................... .
Young District .................................
Orand United O O.F.—
Sydney District .................................
Braidwood District............................
Manning Biter District.....................
Newcastle District.............................
Hunter Eiver District .....................
Bathurst District .............................
Gouiburn District ...........................
'Williams Eiver District.....................
Independent O.O.iT................................
National Independent O.O.F.................
Ancient Order of Foresters—
Sydney District ...............................
New England District, ......................
Neutral Courts .................................
Juvenile Courts .................................
Order of Eoyal Foresters .....................
Irish National Foresters .....................
United Ancient Order of Druids—
Sydney District ................................
Newcastle District ............................
Grand United Order of Free G ardeners
Independent Order of Eechabites—
Adult Lodges ....................................
Juvenile Lodges................................
Sons and Daughters of Temperance .....
Protestant Alliance Friendly Society
Loyal Protestant Benefit. Society..........
Hibernian Australasian Benefit Society
Australasian Holy Catholic Guild ......
Miscellaneous........................................
Total

No.
71
S
7
13
11
19
17
7
4
2

No.
10,407
477
691
1,456
1,328
1,628
1,734
734
214
231

40
20
5
3
25
6
8
6
70
3

ffo.
9,769
448
641
1,362
1,253
1,499
1,603
676
192
213

£
90,826
1,314
7,380
10,770
4,043
12,713
17,081
3,744
890
1,702

£
£
23,775 114,001
592
1,906
2,067
9,447
7,550 18,320
6,683 10,726
6,078 18,791
6,418 23,499
2,012
5,756
1,262
2,152
752
2,454

4,811
1,261
226
407
2,872
665
565
380
5,477
369

4,079
1,072
188
321
2,619
477
511
300
4,584
274

22,297
5,498
1,062
2,178
10,391
2,067
2,837
2,426
18,820
218

7,450
5,789
733
631
3,244
1,680
1,164
381
13,474
127

29,747
11,287
1,795
2,809
13,635
3,747
4,001
2,807
32,294
345

41
2
6
3
29
4

3,825
144.
1,068
102
1,885
328

3,432
130
950
so
1,885
178

13,650
177
9,065
HLl
10,731
399

6,701
41

20,351
218
9,065
311
28,537
514

54
11
29

5,761
1,133
1,820

4,992
989
1,820

9,444
5,038
3,146

43
23
78
56
23
34
13
24

1,521
703
m
*
6,542
1,016
2,005
1,897
2,850

1,313
597
#
5,065
352
1,634
1,705
2,797

1,754
143
*
30,850
1,856
4,742
13,426
14,836

818

68,433

17,756
115

6,209 15,653
3,605
8,643
97* 3,543
5,163
#
12,900
796
3,097

6,917
143
#
43,750
2,652
7,839
13,426
14,836

61,105 338,175 148,342 486,517

* Returns incomplete.
The benefits promised by Friendly Societies are, in hind, much the same in all societies, ond usually com prise medical
attendance and medicine for a member and Ids family, sick pay allowance—generally £1 per week for the first six months,
reduced thereafter to 15s. or 10s.—in the event of the death of a member's wife, and funeral money to his wife on the death
of a member. The Act limits the amount payable on the death of a member to £200, and no annuity can he granted above
£50, but there is no limit to the amount of sick pay, although the rules of some societies limit tlie"total amount receivable
weekly to 42s., nor to the number of societies to which one person may belong, and from which he may receive benefits, hut
the combined benefits must not exceed the abovomentioned amounts.
In addition to tho Friendly Societies properly so called, some of the registered Trade Unions give benefits analogous to
those of the societies mentioned above. The benefits, however, arc usually smaller in amount, seldom exceeding 12s, a week
for sick pay, and £7 in case of death. A few Trade Unions also make allowance to their members when they are out of
■employment.
J
D.

[Appended by the Committee.]
,

Government Statistician’s Office,
.
_
Sydney, 6th July, 1896,
I have the honor to inform you that in compliance with your request I interviewed Major Z. C. Bennie, General
Manager for Australia of tho Mutual Life Insurance Company of Kew York, in regard to his attending to be ciammcd by
your Committee on the subject of Old Age and Invalidity Pensions, and he desired me to say he would be pleased fco place
before the Committee any knowledge he has acquired on the subject.
I also interviewed Colonel Boll, the United States Consul, for the same purpose. My mission, so far ns obtaining Ins
personal attendance was fruitless, as he leaves for America to-day ; he, however, desired me to say he would have had much
pleasure in acceeding to the wishes of the Committee had circumstances permitted, 1 gleaned the following facts from
him :—Pensions were formerly limited to soldiers and sailors physically disabled in action in the service of tho United States
in all wars since 1812, to widows and children of those slain in action, and widows and children of those who died subsequent
to tbe engagements.
Some six or seven years ago, however, the conditions were modified so as to embrace any application from soldiers or
Bailors who might become physically or mentally infirm from causes in no wav connected with the actions they had been
engaged in.
'
Apparently

Al'PEEDIX.

SI

Apparently no special provision is made for sustaining the fund from special Bourcee, as all liabilities under blits head
arc made a charge on the revenue as a wit ole.
According to tho “Statistical Abstract” of the United States for 1805 the number of persons in receipt of pensions and
tho disbursements were as follow; —
Pensioners on roll, 30th June, 1885. .
Invalids .........................................................................................................................

751,456

Widows, Ac.

219,068

.................................................................................................
Total

970,524

Disbursements.
To 30th June, 1894 .................................................................................................
During year ended 30th June, 1895 ..................................................................... .
Total ..................................................................................
■
E. W. O’Sullivan, Esq., M.L.A.,
Chairman, Select Committee on “ Old-age Pensions.”

£1,717,275,719
140,959,361
£1,858,235,080
or £382,352,900
X Lave &c
' GEO. H. PITT.

E 1.

[To evidence of Mr. A. DavisA
List of the Principal Orders, aud particulars of Siel: and Euneral Bcnefds which are offered under their Kulcs.
Members’ Benefits.
Name of Society,
Rates of Sick Pay.

Funeral Donation.

Funeral Donation—Member's wife.

After 0 months :—
For 1st 26 weets ...... 21/’
For 13 weels .'......... 15/„
........................ 10/„ 12 months.......... 5/
After whieli sick allowance
ceases,

After 26, and less than 52
weeks .................... £10
After 12 months ..... £20
,, o yearfa
£25
„ 10 „
.......... £30

After 12 months ..... £10
Also, for unmarried member’s mother after 12
months ..........

Ancient Order of Jforestcrs—STd* After 12 months :—
After 1 vear ............. £20
ney District.
For 6 months .......... 21/„ 5 years ............. £25
,, second (i months 10/G
» io .. ............. £30
After 12 months continuous
sick pay, the member is
placed on the Superannua
tion Fund.

After 12 months ..... £10
..... £15
M IS ,,
On death of second wife £10

Ancient Order of Foresters—Hew After G months.......... 10/G
England District.
After 12 months:—
For 26 weeks............. 21/
..
.......................... 11/
•
And thereafter, until placed
nn Superannuation Fund,
6J .

After 12 months ..... £15
And £1 for every additional
12 months up to £35.

After 12 months ..... £10
..... £15
„ 18 „
011 d euth of second wife £10

Grand United Order of Oddfellows

After 12 mouths .......... £15
„
2 years ........ £20
£25
31
J)
.................
£30
n
10 ,,
............ ..

After 12 months .......... £10
„
5 years.... . £12/10
„
io „
- ............ £15

Grand United Order of Free
After 6 mouths r—
After 12 months ..... £20
Gardeners.
First 0 mouths.......... 20/’
Second „...........
15/
Thereafter ................ 5/{Without limit).

After 12 months ...... £L)

Hibernian Australasian 'Catholic
After 6 months:—
Benefit Society,
For 26 weeks.............. 20/„
13 „ .............. 15/....................................io/Thereafter..............................
5/-

After 12 months

..........

£20

After 12 months

Irish National Foresters

After 6 months :—
First 6 months
10/
Second
„
5/
After 12 months:—>
First G months.................... 20/
Second
.................................
10/
Afterwards ........................... 5/-

After 12 months

..........

£20

After 12 months

After 6 months :—
First 26 weeks .................... ,-£1
Second ....................... ..
12/6
Thereafter, during the plea
sure of the Lodge... 5/-

After 12 months

..........

£20

After 12 months ...... £10

Australasian Holy Catholic Guild

...........................

Independent Order of Oddfellows

After 12 months :—
First 6 months, cot less than
18/-, or more than 21/-.
Second 6 months ...... 12/6
Thereafter for a period of 12
months, 5/-.

* As given by Court Cowra, the last registered. The sick benefit varies in different Courts.
207—L

............

£10

926
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APrKXDIX.
List of the Principal Orders, &c.—continued.

Members’ Benefits.
Same of Society.
Rates of Sick Pay.

Punera! Donation.

Independent Order of Rechabites

After 6 months:—
First 12 months ...... 20/F'or neit 6 months ... 10/r.
j.
i ■“ 0/“
Total sick pay limited
to £7110/-.

Full benefit .............. £25
Half ............... £12/10
Jurcnilo members (after 6
months), £10.
'

£15 for wife.
For child (after 6 months),

Loyal Protestant Benefit Society,.,

For Male Members:—
(After 12 months.)
First 2Cweeks
21/
Second
„
...... 12/

After 12 months........ £20
„ 10 years .......... £25
20 l}
.......... £30

After 12 weeks .......... £10

After
„
„
»
J>

After 12 months .. ... £15

Funeral Donation—Members’ wife

For Female Members:—
(After 12 Months.)
First 13 weeks .......... 10/G
Second 13 weeks ...... 0/
Total sick pay not limited.
Manchester Unity IndependentOrder of Oddfellows.

After 6 months:—
For the 1st 6 months... 21/
For the 2nd G months 15/
For the 3rd G months 10/And afterwards.......... fj/-

12 mouths .. ... £30
5 years .....
£35
io „
..... ... £40
1® „ .....
^ >» *“*■ ... £50

National Independent Order of
After 12 months:—
. Oddfellows.
For 1st 6 months...... £0/’,i 2nd
..................10/Afterwards, at the pleasure
of the Lodge, a sum not
exceeding 5/-.

Aftor 6 months..... ... £10
12 ............. ... £20

Order of Royal Foresters,

Old Members:—
After 12 months ...... £15
After 12 months ...... £25
Friended funeral benefits:—
After 12 months ...... £30
„ 5 years .......... £35
„ 10 ..................... £40
,, lo .....................£45
New Members, after 6th
September, 1895: —
After 12 months ...... £25
„
5 years .......... £30

After 6 months:—
First 6 months.......... 21/Second „
.......... 12/3
Afterwards .............. 5/-

Protestant Alliance Friendly
Aftcr 12 months:—
Society of New South Wales. First G months ........ 21/
Second ................... 15/
Afterwards 5/-, tho Lodge
having power then to
settle by a “final pay
ment.”
Sons and Daughters of Temperance

After 12 months ...... £25
„
6 years .......... £30

After 12 months : —
On death of male member:—
First 6 months.......... 21/ After 12 months ...... £20
Second „
.......... lb/„
5 years .......... £25
Afterwards, at tbe pleasure
„ 10 „
£30
of the Division, not ei- On death of female member:—
cceding 5/-.
After 12 months ...... £10
Total Sick Pay limited to £52.
„
5 years ........£12/10
(Half the above amounts all
„ 10 ..................... £15
through for female mem
bers).

United Ancient Order of Druids—
After 12 months :—
After 12 months
Sydney District.
First G months.......... 21/Seeond „
15/Afterwnrds ................ 5/-United Ancient Order of Druids—
After 12 months ■
Newcastle District,
First 6 months........
Second „
...... .. 10/Afterwards .......... .. £/-

£25

After G mouths... ...... £5
12
. ...... £20
5 years...... ...£22/10
10 Jt ...... ...... J’2S
»> 15 ’ „ ...... ...... £30

Hope Lodge

After 6 months.....
>, 12 „ ........

After 12 months ...... £15

On death of male member’s
wife:—
After 12 months ...... £10
„
5 years .......... £12
.. 10
£15
Ondcath of femalemcmbor’s
husband:—
After 12 months ...... £10

Aftor 12 months

£15

E 2.
To evidence of Mr. A. Davis.']
Statement showing the position of the various Orders, together with Receipts and Eipenditure for the year 1393, the annount of Fuads at the beginning and end of the year; also the number of Members.

Name of Ortlor,

Sydney District.

Ancient Order of Foresters—
New England District,
Grand United Order of Oddfellows.
Grand United Order of Free Gar
deners.
Hibernian Australasian Catholic
Benefit Society.
Irish Niitionnl Foresters ...
Independent Order of Oddfellows
Independent Order of Rechabites
Loyal Protestant Benefit Society
Manchester Unity, Independent
Order of Oddfellows, ■
.
Rational Independent Order ol
Oddfellow e.
Order of Royal Foresters.
Protestant Alliance Friendly
Society.
Sonfc a*id Daughters of Temperancc
United Ancient Order of Druids—
Svdncv District.
United Ancient Order of Druids—
Newcastle District,

■r

£

Sick Pay.

B.

Other Expend!*
lure.
£
s. d.
1,905 17 7
5,270 19 4

B. d.
1,009 16 4
2,119 3 3

5

2G 10 7

334 4

0

0

3G,22S 8

1

8

9

5,552 4

3

2,040 4 10

1,016 17 11

2,453 12

912 10

3

G,817

6 11

1,864 5 8

2.460 11

3,323 19 11

2
11
8
7
0

1
0
6
11
5

845
20,719
8,4 U
2,15S
79,014

107 17 10

1,002

s.

307 13

30,125 10 1
4,938 15

6

0,817 0 11
781
17,384
7,400
2,010
GJ,280

6
19
14
19
G

0
4
E
4
0

694 13 U
fi,493
19,247

1
1

0
3

C,102 18
553

64
8,334
1,040
133
17,734

1,232 17 10
3,01G 3 G

s. d.
5,437 18 6
13,12G 1C G
£

d.
2,065 15 1
2,885 4 11
£

60 14 G
10,016 17

G

75 12

0

149 11

7

235 18 7

6

8

14,859 1G 8

34,576 0 1.0

1

5,540 14 10

3,535

8

7,653 17

1

7,762

3

533 1 3
17,925 7 2
7,638 8 3
2,506 19 3
70,215 7 0

256
29,442
6,257
2,400
199,529

9,G99

11
3
11

4
9
2
11
10

223
5,G9G
1,272
DIG
19,079

11 9

111

3

*

257

4

7,775 IS 10

22,263 4 8

IS
10
4
1
10

G
3
10
1
4
3

8 3

313
8,167
5,562
1,012
33,574

19 3
19 V
19 0
5 10
17 11

380 18

6

1,773 5 11
4,915 18 5

2,332 1
7,182 11

0
0

3,276 3 11
7,91G 14 6

6,799 18 4

1,030 10

Hi

7,830 9

Si

1,799 0

3

2,583

1

8

3,834 12 41

15,494 17 10

2,87G 19

2

18,371 17

0

3,303 3

2

7,210 15

3

0,182 14

8

372 2

8

8

1,236 5

2

334 7

4

1,158 11

0

2,723 19

0

3,096

1

e. d.
£
13,889 0 3
19,439 19 10

3
2

3
16
5
12
IS

1

5. a.
i n
12,114 it E
£

No. of
No, of
No. of
Financial
Financial
Members
Funds at the end Members
Funds at tho
Members
at Sick
at
during
beginning- of 1303.
of iSfllk
the beginning the end of
1333.
1S93.
of 1S93,

9
7

1,979
3,958

50
4,060
803
673
17,SCO

3
10
2
7
6

a.

F.

£

1
i

Total.

a.
4,178 2 2
10,977 13 3
£

Australasian Holy Catholic Guild
Ancient Order of Foresters—

Total.

Other Receipts.

Contributions.

ilcdical Attend
ance and
Medicine.

5 $51

2

2

09,79G 19

3.

170

a. d.
£
13,425 16 10
20,452 4 11

1,699
3,392

1,705
3,432

?
596

130

20

21S 7

7

109

6

4

10,203

7

3,596 18

0

3,975

1,820

?

G

7,839

8 7

1,753

1,034

812

18 3
514
6 7 32,236
1 7 ' 7,059
2 11
2,051
9 10 208,328

5 1
9 9
1G 3
10 11
9 9

188
4,827
1,1 G2
914
17,590

178
4,584
1,313
852
17,056

163
3,139
36

71,449

2,097

17
?

217

1

91 11

4

341 13

0

184

274

7,381 10 10
20,015 3 11

28,141 17
39,S99 12

3

28,536 5
42,1.47 13

3
4

1,830
5,871

1,885
6,GC5

?

7

15,582 IS

Si

15,170 13

84

3,808

3,714

P

4,997

4,992

?

1,082

989

749 10

8,236 14
16,693 13
2,729

3

3J

1
C

15.G59 17 10

13,934 13 11
8,276 2

8,643 0

1

3

973

276

,

CD

to
-4

928
64

ArrEjrDix.
F.
[Appended by ihe Committee,]
1894.

JiKlV ZKAXArfD.
OLD-AGE PENSIONS COMMITTEE.

(Report of the, together with Appendix.)
Brought up 27th September, 1894, and ordered to be printed.
ORDER OF REFERENCE.
Extract from the Journals of the Home of JtepresenlaUveg, date:! the ‘20th day of Jane,

13(14,

"That a Committee, consisting of ten members, he afipomtcd to examine into ami report iJi>on the question of nmhin^ provision for
J'-0 ™].for persons ami papere; three to fonu a quorum. Tho Committee to consist of Mr. lieil, Mr. Buihlo, Mr. Green,
Mr. Hall, Mr. G. Hutchison, Mr. W. Hutehison, Mr. R MeKonsLC, Mr. Piraui, Mr, G. W. Itussell, ami the nicircr.”—[Han. .Mr. Car-Koll ]
Ordered,

EetORT.
The Committeo luive the honor to report that they have hud nutnerouj meetinjra, anti have had several speciGc schemes
(copies of which accompany this report) hefore tliem for consideration. After mature deliberation they have arrived at tho
following resolutions t—
(1.) That'a system for the provision of pensions for tlie old of both sexes should be established by tho State if a
practicable method for providing tlie necessary funda can he devised.
(2.) That, though it would for many reasons be desirable to fix the age for commencement of pensions at sixty years,
the Committee are of opinion that it would not be within the scope of practicable finance to fix it below sixty-five.
(3-) That all applicants for a pension must have resided in the colony for at Least twenty years immediately previous to
their application.
(4.) No pension will be granted to any applicant who has been convicted of an indictable offence, unless he or she has
received a free pardon from the Governor; or to anyone who has been convicted of drunkenness three Limes
during the last seicn years previous to his or her application.
(5.) That every male and femule pensioner should be entitled to a weekly- sum of 8s., and in the case of a husband and
wife the joint allowance be 15s. per week.
’
The subject, however, is so large, and has so many ramifications, that, with the limited time at their disposal, your
Committee are unable to recommend anv particular scheme without further statistics; and they are of opinion that tlie
Government should appoint a Eoyal Commission during the recess to'inquire fully into the question, take evidence as to the
numbers and condition of the aged in the colony, tlie probable nomml increase of sneh numbers, ns to the financial methods
possible; also that statistics he obtained giving the amount rarned in wages ty persons receiving loss than £300 per annum,
ond ns to the amount which will annually he required for the necessary provision, besides other questions which may he pre
cedent to tho determination of any of the various proposals.
^
Tho Committee desire to record their thanks to the officers of the Government with whom tlie Chairman had occasion
to communicate for their uniform courtesy and readiness to afford such information as was required, especially to Mr. Richard
son, the Commissioner of the Government Insurance Department, for the able and comprehensive resume of schemes for olduge pensions as formulated in various countries of Europe.
Your Committee had also important evidence from Mr. Mark Cohen, of the Dunedin Evening Star, giving ills view of
old-age pensions as bearing U|>on Friendly Societies. His evidence is not attached because tho Committeo were unable to go
exhaustively into that view of the question,
6
WILLIAM HUTCHISON,
27th September, 1894.
Chairman.

ArPHSDix
Trojiosal hy the Chairman,

Looking at the precarious nature of the employment of w orking-mon in the colony—ono week iu work and another out of it—
only the smallest number of this class could contribute regularly to the establishment of any pension fund, ami where the
contribution cannot be general it would be unfair to make it particular. I am therefore of opinion that such n fund should
be provided entirely by the State, as a compensation in old age to persons who have given their labour during all tlie best
years of their life, at a very inadequate remuneration, for the public benefit,
Assuming tho resolutions agreed to in tlie report us a basis on which to formulate n scheme of old-age pensions we have
to deal with the following figures* as supplied by tho itegistmr-Ocneral *—
*
Vzrsom of eisty-five years of age and upwards in the colony number 15*359 (divided into 8*940 males and 6 419
females). Xhese are tlie latest returns; and dealing with tlie figures therein more closely, it may be safely reckoned that
oue’third it may possibly be more—of the above number (keeping in view the exceptions and limitations already noted) will
not apply or be eligible for a pension, a reduction which loaves the result thus.—
j
j
Males .........................
Less one-third......
Females .....................
Less one-third..... .

S,9C0
4.afin

10,240
Of these 10,240 it may be reasonable to assume that 3,500 of them are married—husband nnd
wife living together—and pensioned at £30 a year.............................................................
Males .................................................................. 5^00
..................................
Less married men ........................................ 8,500
------- - 2,400 at £20 16s. a year ..............
Females .................................
4,280
Less married women .................................... 3,500
-------780 at £20 10s. a year ..............

£
105,000
61,108
16,224
£172,390

A primage duty of 3 per cent, upon all imports,dutiable and free alike, will produce a revenue of £195,243
Pensions..............................................................................................................................................
172,302
Surplus

£22,851
A
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AEPEKDIX.

A PftOPOSAi re State-aiued Inbdbance Oed-aoe Pfiirsioirs,
By Mr. D. Bttddo,

That it is advisable that all porsoiis over the age of sixty-five years who have lived in the colony of New Zealand for not less
than twenty years, whn have not been convicted of a crime for fifteen years, or of drunkenness for five years, and who have
not been in receipt of charitable aid, shall he eligible to reecivo a pension if they have no other means of support. Such
pension not to exceed 8s. per week, nnd be provided for ns follows—and T might here point out that it is next to impossible to
get statistics for my purpose ; but, considering that all incomes of employees who do not contribute to income tax should con
tribute to tbo pension fund, I estimate that £12,000,000 is earned by employees earning less than £300 per annum in this
colony. This at Id. in the pound would givo £50,000, and this to bo collected hy the Insurance Department would bo a very
expensive matter; but it could bo easily and cheaply collected by making the employer collect it as receipt stamps on the
receipt for wages, every sum given for wages from £L upwards to bear a penny stamp for bvery £1 of the amount.
Tliere are nearly 15,000 persons in this colony over the age of sixty-live years, and I estimate that one-quarter of that
number, or 3,750, will be in a more or less needy condition ami require a pension in their closing years. To provide this
number with a weekly pension caeh of 8s. whuld require £78,000, and, possibly, liabilities in consequence of increased
numbers and expenses might make up altogether £100,000.
I might say here that I believe 3d. should be provided for every £1 earned by employees earning less than £300 per
annum, and that the employee should contribute two-fifths and that the State should find the other three-fifths, and that the
average of this fund should, if it. raises more than is required, be used to assist more, by lowering tho age of those who would,
receive a pension rather than raising tlie rate of pension.
Furtiier contingencies may occur that might require providing for, such as that the number of persons over sixty-five
years of age that are indigent may amount to one-third tbe total number instead of one-quarter ; and also for tbe next twentyfive years there will be a steadily-increasing number of old people as the colony grows older.
Therefore, I may fairly assume that the amount of Id. in the pound from the employee nnd 2d. to be added from tbe
State will eventually just about balance the liability.
1 u conclusion, T might add that no scheme based upon State-aided insurance lines can be made complete without evi
dence ns to the indigent aged aver sixty-five years, and also the amount of wages or salary earned by employees earning less
than a specified amount; and I would here recommend that the Old-age Pensions Committee recommend the Government to
appoint a Koyal Commission to get evidence toward that ond.
Tho Begistrar-Genoral to The Chairman, Old-ago Pensions Committee.
Kcgistrar-GeneraPs Office, "Wellington, 9th July, 1894.
Sir,
In compliance with your request of the 5th instant, I enclose a statement of tho population over sixty years of ago,
according to sexes, in groups of age-periods, and tho number of deaths at those ages, for 1893.
With a population amounting to 672,265 persons (males 357,635, females 314,630), and the existing proportions at tho
various ngc-poriods, there would bo 28,402 persons (males 17,201, females 11,201) over sixty years of age to be provided for
under a scheme of old-age pensions beginning with that year. Judging from tho results of past censuses, the proportion to
the whole population of persons over sixty years of ago will increase by slow degrees, but regularly, for some time. Although
there were 1,396 deaths of persons over sixty years of ago during tho year 1893, the number living and coming forward from
the previous ages would be rather more than sufficient to replace these.
I attach another statement, which shows that the death-rate among males over sixty would be about 53‘48 per 1,000
nnd among females 4GT5 per l.OOO. Tho rates are also given for groups of quinquennial periods of age between sixty and
eighty years, to show the rapid advance in mortality at the higher age-periods. The results arc arrived at from the experience
of the period 1887-91, because the actual numbers living in March, 1880, and April, 1891, are ascertainable by tbe censuses of
those years.
Tbe question of cost of a scheme of pensions I take to bo ono for tbe Actuaries of the Government to work out, and tbe
principle of any scheme would have to be settled before anything could be done.
For a proposal involving State aid and taxation to meet the same, 1 believe the Registrar ond Actuary of Friendly
Societies, Mr. E. Mason, has some information to afford. For a scheme of compulsory contributions there must be records of
the work done by Mr. Frunklond in 1884, before the introduction to Parliament of the Bill for national insuranee; and
beyond these tho Actuaries of the Government Insurance Department no doubt have the very latest information on the
subject.
I have, &c.,
E. J. von DADELSZEN,
William Hutchison, Esq., M.H.R.
Registrar-General.
Mean PortrLATlON at each Age-period from Sixty Years upwards for the Five Years 1887-91, with the Yearly Average
Number of Deaths registered, and the Death-rate per 1,000 living.
Ages.-

Number living1-

Death!!.

Untc por 1,000.

Moles.
6,332

Females*
3,820

Males.
202

Females.
99

Males,
31-90

Females.
23-56

05-70 ........................................

3,486

2,345

166

86

47'62

36-67

70-75 ........................................

2,039

1,557

149

91

63-06

58-45

75-80 ........................................

1,022

805

105

65

102-74

80-75

80 upwards.................................

621

500

109

85

175*52

166-99

Total ................................

13,500

9,036

722

417

53-48

4615

(j0—C5

^....................

Closely connected with the subject of old-age pensions is the question of providing annuities for orphan children
left, by fathers dying before they have attained the ago of sixty-five. This matter is now claiming the attention of
actuaries and others in England engaged in tho investigation of State insurance schemes, nnd is a very important feature.
In order to be prepared with data for calculating the values of premiums for such family annuities, particulars as to
the number and ages of all children left by married men dying between the ages of twenty and sixty-five have been taken from
the death registers. These particulars have been arranged in tabular form nod printed in the statistical volume for 1893,
Tlie results are shown in two tables (copies attached), one of which deals with the year 1893 only, the other showing the
aggregate results of the four years 1890-93.
E. J. von DADELSZEN.
Registrar-General’s Office, 9th July, 1894.
Estimated
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Estimated number of persons nt each Age-period from Sixty Tears upwards hying in New Zealand on the 31st December,
1893; also the Number of Deaths registered during 1893.

Estimated Numiier living,
31flt December, 1893.

'Ages.

GO-65 ...... ................................
65-70 .......... .............................
70-75 ........................................
75-80 ........................................
80-85 ........................................
85 and over........................... .
Total .........................

Mules.

Females.

8,261
4,220
2,682
1,287
501
250

17,201

Actus] Number of Deaths registered,
1S9S.

Total.

4,782
2,737
2,014
1,007
472
189

13,043
6,957
4,696
2,294
973
439

11,201

28,402

Males.

Females.

Total.

281
175
177
121
93
52

118
86
102
88
62
41

399
261
279
209
155
93

899

497

1,396

Dsath-bates of Married Men and Orphanhood of Children.
Registration of Births and Deaths Act Amendment Act, 1882,” requires that on the registration of the death of any
person tho age of each living child of tho deceased shall be entered in the register. The particulars so recorded for several
years have been tabulated, and the detailed results are shown in the two tables on pages 62 and 63 of the “ Statistics of New
Zealand, 1893.” One of those tables deals with the year 1893 only1; the other gives the aggregate results for the four years
1890 to 1893 inclusive. They show the total number of men who died at each year of age from twenty to sixty-five, tho
number of married men (husbands and widowers) stated in (he registers to have died childless, the number who died leaving
children living, and the number and ages of the children so left.
“The

BVom the first table it is found that during 1893 there died 1,610 men between the aaos of twenty and sixty-five, of
whom 836 were married ; 101 married men left children at their deaths; while 135 are stated to have been childless. The
proportions of married men nnd bachelors in every 109 males dying were 51’93 and 48'07 respectively. The proportions at
the census of 1891 for the total number living at the above ages were : Married men, 56'81 per cent.; bachelors, 42"92 per
cent.; and unspecified, 0'27 per cent. The differences here shown would tend to prove that the death-rate amongst married
men at the ages under review is lighter than amongst bachelors; hut. it must be borne in mind that when registering a death
the informant is not always in possession of full jJarticulars as to the conjugal condition of the deceased, aud that therefore
the number of married men as shown in the tables may ho somewhat short of the actual fact.
■
Assuming the ratio of married men at twenty to sixty-five to tho total male population at those ages to be the same in
1893 as obtained at the census of 1891, the death-rate is found to be 8'69 per 1,000 living, whereas the rate for all males at
the same age-period was in 1891 9'60 per 1,000.
1391.

Ages.

20-26
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-65
65-60
60-66

..............
..............
..............
.............
..............
..............
..............
..............
..............

1303.

Total Number of
Males living at
each Agc-pcriotL

Number of
Male Deaths.

Total

Death-rate
per 1,000
living.

Estimated
Number of
Married Men
living.

Number of
DcathH of
Married Men.

Death-rate
per 1,000
living.

28,337
23,704
22,021
20,513
17,755
17,028
16,770
10,945
7,685

14S
108
114
139
139
183
272
252
227

5-22
4-66
5-18
G'78
7'83
10-75
16'22
23'02
29-54

2,473
9,213
13,668
15,052
13,444
13,572
13,534
8,933
6,319

5
45
45
80
87
108
143
139
184

2-02
4-83
3-29
6-31
6-47
7-96
10-57
15-56
29-12

164,758

1,582

9-60

96,208

836

8-09

The total number of children left by the 836 married men who died in 1893 was 3,352. Of these, 1,577 were under
fifteen years of age, 673 between fifteen and twenty-one, nnd 1,031 over twenty-one, leaving 71 in respect of whom
no information could be obtained. Thus the average number of children of all ages left by each married man dying between
twenty and sixty-five would bo 4'01, or T89 under fifteen, 0'80 between fifteen and twenty-one, 1‘23 over twenty-one years of
age, and 0 09 of unspecified age. Discarding the number (135) of fathers said to have died childless, the average number of
children left by each of tho others would be 4'78 of all ages—2'2o under fifteen, 0-96 between fifteen and twenty-one, l1 ■1-7
over twenty-one, nnd 0'10 of unspecified ago. Almost identical results arc obtained if the figures for the four years
1890-93 bo used instead of those for 1893 only.
.

Ages.

20-25...............
25-30..................
30-35..................
So—40 ...............
40-4-0................
4&-50...............
50-55..................
55-60 .................
60-65..................

Estimated
Number of
Number Total
Married Men who
Number and Ages of Children left.
of Hus Number
died.
bands and of Mole
Widowers Deaths.
living in
Leaving Under 15. 15 to 21. SI and Unspeci Total.
Childless, Children,
3803.
Upward.
fied.
2,473
9,213
13,668
15^052
13;444
13,572
13,634
8,933
6,319

131
166
249
216
281

96,208

1,610

154
161
107

2
14

9
9
22
19
37

3
31
37
65
78
99
121
120
147

3
61
103
202
308
301
272
196
131

10
56
114
177
164
153

2
41
192
286
510

23
12
19

135

701

1,577

673

1,031

71

g
IS

6
ii

3
61

IflQ
9R3
365
479
653
665
794
3,352

An important fact brought out hy the statistics quoted above is that every year upwards of 1,500 children under fifteen
years of age are left fatherless—how many without adequate means of living it is not possible to say.

Orphanhood
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Tadt,e sliowinp; for the Year 1893 tho Total Number of Men who died at each Year of Ago from 20 to 05 ; tho Number of
Married Men stated in tho Registers as having died (a) Childless, (6) leaving Children, and tho Number and Ages of tho
Children so left.
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Table showing the Total Number of Men who died at each Year of Age from 20 to 65 during tho Tour Years 1890 to 1893,

inclusive; tho Number of Married Men stated in the Registers as having died
the Number and Ages of the Children left.

No. of
Married
Mon who
died,

132
124
13G
122
107
108
102
104
97
109
10!)
78
84
8C

Childless and (i) leaving Children; also

Number find Ages of Children.

to to
20-21
21-22
22-23
23-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
28-29
29-30
30 31
31-32
32-33
33-34

(a)

7 10

4 10

to to to

17 18
18 19

21 and

1

Total.

932
88
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Taeli nhowinc the Tola! Number of Men

OitmANnoOD Of CniiPRix.
‘
died nt each Year of Ago from 20 to Go during the Four Years 1890 to
1S9H—conlimied.
.

tfIio

Number and Ages of Children.
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to
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7
S !0 1 10
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1 ]3
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to 1 to ; to
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34-35
3o-3fi
30-37
37-38
38-39
39-40
40-41
41-42
42-43
43-44
44^45
45-4 fi
40-47
47-48
48-49
49-50
60-51
51-52
52-53
53-54
54-55
55-5G
56-57
57-58
58-59

59-60
00-61
61-62
62-63
63-64
64-65

8
15
6
9
12
12
3
7
10
6
9
14
12
8
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92
143
111
108
118
94
136
94
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91
96
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125
122
146
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163
217
213
187
197
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159
287
177
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152
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6,355 523 2,760 238 272|355
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217
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224
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257
259
202
523
437
376

484
610
587
601
418
640
503
G32
009
578
474
639
569
574
568
545

1
3
3
4
7
2
4
2
1
1
3
4
43
6
3
8
5
9
4
16
8
12
8

9
10
11
8

4
3
7

3,853 954 13,469 181

The Commissioner, Government Life Insurance Department, to The Chairman, Oid-age Pensions Committee.
Government Life Insurance Department, Head Office, Wellington,
Dear Sir,
_
30th July, 1894.
Adverting to our conversations regarding tho various schemes which have lieen suggested for dealing with tho
aged poor, I beg to inform you that 1 have asked the Actuary to prepare a synopsis of the papers in this department which
relate to the matter. The synopsis has now been completed, and 1 hand yon herewith twenty copies of it. 1 am sorry that
they are a little blurred, hut our machine is working badly. In case, however, they may not be entirely legible, I attach
the original synopsis.
And remain, &c.,
W. Hutchison, liscp,
J. H. U1CJIARDSON, Commissioner.
Chairman, Old-age Pensions Committee.
I.—A Brief Summary of State Provident Schemes Propounded During the Last Fifteen Years, But Not Yet

Adopted.
These schemes may be classified in two leading divisions; Division A—those which demand specific contributions, to lie
applied to create a specific fund ; and Division B—those which do not build up such a fund, hut provide each year for tlie
benefits ont of some form of taxation. Division Amay be subdivided into—(1) Compulsory schemes; (2) voluntary schemes.
All the schemes will fall into ono or other of these categories, as set forth in the following schedule :—
A.—Specific Co}ilniiulions to create a Specific Fund.

1. The Blackley type, compulsory.
2. The Chamberlain type, -voluntary.
B.—Pensions payable to (til without Direct Contributions.

Tlie Booth type, indirectly compulsory,

DIVISION A.—l.
1. Canon Blach/cy's Original Scheme.
Paymenh.—Kvery person to pay £10, or thereabouts, lie tween eighteen and twenty-one.
JSeetcfits.—Sick-pay Ss. a week till seventy, and pension 4s. a week after seventy.
This scheme was eventually modified hy Canon Blackley, principally through the opposition of the friendly societies,
hy eliminating the sickness benefit and lowering the pension age to sixty-live.
'

2. Cawoit Blackley's Amended Scheme.
£10 in A lump sum from all persons with means, through the tax or rate-collcctor. (A) Is. 3d. a
week for three years between eighteen and twenty-one from -wage-earners, the State paying half the premium. The fund
to he valued yearly, and the payments to be increased if found necessary.
Benefit,—Apparently, 4s. a week pension after age sixty-five.
Payments.—(a.)

3.

The Late Sir Harry Atkinson’s Scheme [a Modification of Blackley's Scheme.)

Payments.—Every

person to pay 2s. 3d. a week, between sixteen and twenty-three, or 3s. 3d, a week between
eighteen and twenty-three, and also 2s. a week between twenty-three and twenty-eight.
Benefits.—Sick-pay till sixty-five : los. a week single people, £1 2s. Gd. a week married men, and 7s. Gd. a week
married women. Pension ; 10s, a week after sixty-five. \Yidowhood benefit: 15s. to £1 10s. a week, according to size of
family, till each child is fifteen. Orphanhood benefits : 10s. a week to each orphan under three, and 6s. a week from three
to fifteen.
Every
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Every man over twenty-three (excepting those provided for in friendly societies, and possibly excepting men over
fifty) to be compelled to provide for lbs. a week sick-pay up to age sixty-five; weekly payments according to age.
It was proposed to maintain all the existing indigent people over sixty-five out of the Consolidated 1' nnd. The above
scheme would then provide for all the existing population except orphans and widows. Sir H. A. Atkinson made the
following suggestions (not included in the scheme) to provide for existing widows and orphans : (1.) That existing orphans
should be allowed to make lower payments between sixteen and twenty-three to become entitled to the benefits. (2.) That
rents from Crown lands should bo put aside in perpetuity to make a provision for the widows of the present generation till
the scheme should he in full operation : estimated to take £30,000 a year.
Sir H. A. Atkinson also proposed to use the remainder of the land-rents to endow each child horn with £5 or less,
which should be invested till sixteen, and then set,off against the payments required. Emigrants under twenty-three would
come under the schema; those over twenty-three would pay for sick benefits only. Immigrants to draw all benefits except
sick-pay. No surrender values to he given on leaving the colony.
_
_
Machinery for Mcurijir/ Prcminnin.—The colony to bo divided into districts, conterminous with local bodies, which
would be intrusted with registration. Employers to stop payments from wages and pay into I’ost-Ofiice Savings-Bank; tho
payments of well-to-do people to be a debt due to the Crown.
4. Dr. Hunters Original Scheme, for Scotland only.

The rates were as follows
Benefits: Weekly Pension.

Weekly Payments till Sixtf, -five.
Kate of Weekly Wages. ,

s.
G
12
IS

d. s, d.
0 to 11 11
0 to 17 11
0 and upwards

..
...
...

Workroom

Employer.

State.

d.
1
2
4

d.
1
2
4

d.
4
4
4

After Stxty*flvc.
g.
5
7
10

d.
0
0
0

Incapacity
before Sixty-five.
s. d.
9
9
10 0

Dr. Hunter has since merged his scheme with that of Mr. Chamberlain.
DIVISION A.—2.
1. Af. Comtans' Schema.
This scheme was embodied in a Bill brought forward in the French Chamber in 1S91. It is open to all men and
women of French nationality who at twenty-five are earning less than £120 a year. Any one can refrain from joining
the scheme by objecting before a Magistrate. All who do not so object are assumed to wish to join, and their employers
are compelled to deduct from their wages from 5 to 10 centimes a day, and contribute an equal amount. This is to he paid
into the State office, and tlie State will add two-thirds of the combined contributions of piasters and men. The pension
received in return for this after age fifty-five is cither £24 or£12 a year, whereas the contribution oftheworknianhimEclf would
have provided only £7 Ss. 4d. or £3 14s. 2d. But if the workman lias an income of morethan £24 stage fifty-five he losesthc
State grant entirely. The Bill also provides for tlie payment of their pensions to contributors who have become permanently
incapacitated through sickness, and for the relief of those who may be obliged on account of accident to interrupt their
payments into tlie fund. Every contributor may insure his life under certain conditions, the State also contributing oncthird of the premium. There are also provisions relating to those of the present generation over twenty-five.
One of the suggestions for raising the necessary funds was a sliding scale of succession duty, rising from 1 per cent,
to as high as 75 per cent.; and M. Constans proposes to raise £1,100,000 per annum for the fund hy taxing every foreign
workman employed in France 10 centimes a day.
2, Italian Scheme.
This was embodied in a Bill brought before the Chamber in 1S92, which provides for a National Pension Institute,
to administer funds subscribed hy authorised savings-banks and friendly societies, by individuals, and hy the vState. Every
Italian working-man or woman may subscribe to the extent of £20 per annum, and is then entitled at ago sixty, and after
twenty years’ payments, to a pension proportioned to his or her accumulations, but not exceeding £20 per annum,
any surplus capital being returned with interest. At death before sixty all contributions, with interest are returned to
representatives.
3. Hr. Chamlitrlaiu’s Original Scheme.

This scheme provided for voluntary contributions towards a pension after sixty-five, based nn 21 per cent, interest,
while the State was to guarantee their accumulations at the rate of 5 per cent. It was abandoned for—
4. Mr. Chamberlain''a Second Scheme.
Payments to bo made to tho Post Office or a friendly society.
_
Payment*.—Men : For every £5 paid before twenty-five, the State gives £15. From twenty-five to sixty-five, forty
annual payments of £ 1 have to he made.
_
Benefits.—5s. a week pension after sixty-five. At death before sixty-five—(uj, 5s, n week for the widow for twentysix weeks ; (b), 2s. a week for each child till twelve years old (but not to exceed 12s. in all for tlie first twenty-six weeks,
and Ss. a week afterwards); (c), if neither widow nor children are left, the original £5 to bo returned to the depositor s
representatives at his death.
Every man under twenty-five may insure for 5s, a week pension, hut not more than 10s, a week.
Payments.—Women : For every £1 10s. paid before twenty-five the State gives £S; from twenty-five to sixty-five,
forty annual payments of 8s. Sd.
Benefits.—3s. a week pension after sixty-five.
■
Alternative Scheme for Men.
.
For every £2 10s. paid before twenty-five the State gives £10; from twenty-five to sixty-five,
forty animal payments of 10s.
Benefits.—5s. a week pension after sixty-five.
For men over twenty-five and under fifty at the time of the commencement of the scheme the annuitant must have
scoured a pension of 2s. Gd, a week, and pay in from £4 to £10, nnd the State will double tho pension. ^
Payments,—Men;

5. Mr, James Banhins Scheme.
It is based on two main principles : (1.) That the contractors for pensions he required to make a contribution Irom
their own resources. (2.) That the contract he only aided by the State if effected through some financially sound organ
isation—a friendly society or annuity office, a pension trust fund established hy Parliament, or the Post Office.
For every annuity of 2s. Gd. after sixty-five provided hy the member, the State gives another of the same amount,
making tlie total annuity 5s. a week aftor sixty-five. At death before sixty-five, nominee to receive a sum not exceeding
£5.
.......
Every contributor who has completed payments to receive a certificate which will entitle him or her to any
“ provident relief which may he necessary during life, in the form of out-door relief, if so desired.''
G. Mr. Hayfar-Lcylamls Scheme.
This is a variation of Mr. Chamberlain's. Investments arc to be made only in the National Debt. Friendly societies
are to he allowed to employ their agents to collect the premiums, in return for whicl| they have the use of the money for
nn average of six months.
’
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7. Mr. VallaiKe’ti Scheme.
Vduntary as regards the workmen, but compulsory as regards the employer. This is a proposal to encourage work
men to put by small sums weekly (Id. or 3d. in the pound on their wages), by compelling employers to add a similar sum.
The workmen s payments may be withdrawn with interest at any time, but the employers’ payments with interest will
only bo paid at death before sixty-five. After sixty-five tbe total goes to purchase pensions. This is very similar in prin
ciple to the scheme of M. Constans, except that the French scheme is State-aided.
8. Mr. T. Fatkin’e Scheme.
u- This s<dmlne points to the investment of savings, under the management of municipal bodies, in local securities
yielding a higher rate of interest than that given by the Government, the compound interest on which, at 3 or 3i per cent
would give greater henefibs to the investor.
9. Sir Robert StcmRs Scheme.
'
This isan old-age pension scheme pure and simple. The State is to guaiantcc a rate of interest equal to 5 per cent, on
all investments. If this is done, £50 accumulated before age 25 will serve to provide a pension of 17s 6d per week after
age*60.
1
•

DIVISION B,
1. Mr. Booth’s Scheme.
This scheme is simplicity itself, except as the means of raising tbe money. It proposes simply that every person
reaching the age of sixty-five should be entitled, without a specific contribution, to a minimum pension of, say, 5s. a week
for the rest of Ins life.
2. Rev. Moore Mi’s Scheme {outlined at the 1892 Session of the British Association).
This is a combination of Mr. Booth’s system of universal pensions with an attempt to endow thrift. It is to be
^ County Councils, and is supposed to encourage thrift And abolish outdoor relief. Inability to claim pension
will leave no alternative but the workhouse. It is limited to those with an income under £50, 2a, 6d. per week is to be
granted to those incapacitated before age 05, and a pension of 2s. 6d. a week after 05, provided they can so supplement
this allowance from any private source as to maintain themselves without any further recourse to State aid.
3. Mr. Bartley’s Scheme (OM-a.yc Provident Pensions Bill).
Based on the hues of the existing poor-law system. It provides for three classes of pensions (ranging from 3s. 6d‘
to 7s. per week): (1) To those who have never received any poor relief ; (2) to those who have provided partially in some
way for their old age, in any manner which they may have preferred ; (3) to those whoso special misfortunes render them
deserving of aid though they have not been able to provide even partially for themselves. It also provides for the imposi
tion of a special rate to be called the pension rate, replacing the poor rate. It is limited to those of sixty-five, who will
not be eligible unless they have a clean record, and have been unconvieted of crime for fifteen years, or drunkenness for
ton years, Tlie object of tho Bill is to help the deserving poor, and leave tho undeserving to the poor laws.
4. Mr. T. IF. Fowle’s Scheme,
•
He advocates the gradual extinction of outdoor relief in not less than twenty-five years, and the allocation to the
friendly societies of the sums thus saved (which he estimates at £3,000,000 per annum) on condition that they should
guarantee a sufficient maintenance to all their members permanently disabled by sickness or old ago.
i

5. Rev. J. F. Wilkinson’s Scheme.
District Councils shall be empowered to grant a minimum maintenance endowment of 5s. a week to all aged persons
who send in a demand note, except such as are held to have forfeited their pension—these to go to the workhouse. Tho
pension to begin when decay of working-powers becomes manifest. Municipal or village cottages to be purchased or erected
by the Councils, and let for a small weekly sum to aged inhabitants. The old-age endowment fund to come from Imperial
rather than local taxation.
1

ID—A Brief Sumjiap.v

of

State Froyident Schemes
[A—1.)

now being

Administered

in

Various Countries.

The German System.

The complete scheme was brought into operation gradually between 1883 and 1889 by—(1) The Sickness Insurance
Law of 1883; (2) the Accident Insurance Laws of 1884 and 1835; (3) the Law of Insurance against Invalidity and Old
Age, 1889.
Payments.
Sickness.—II to 2 per cent, of earnings : one-third paid by employer, two-thirds by employd.
Accident.—2 per cent, of earnings : all paid by employer, nil by employd.
Old Affe. tbe.—IJd. to 3d. per week : half paid by employer, half by employe.
The sickness and accident laws apply to the whole of the wage-earning class, t.c., upwards of twelve millions of
workpeople.
The old-age law is compulsory upon all men and women over sixteen in the following three classes : (1.) Persons
who are employed as workmen, assistants, apprentices, or servants, and receive for their service a payment or wa^e. (2.)
Persons who are engaged in business as assistants in shops, and apprentices whose yearly earnings do not exceed £100.
(3.) Persons employed for payment or wage as members of the crews of German ships.
Benefits.
A minimum of free medical attendance and medicine, and one-half daily wages; or free admission to
hospital, with one-half sick-pay for family. Six benefit runs for thirteen weeks only, and member then goes on to the
accident fund. Women receive sick-relief for four weeks after confinement. Burial-money is paid equal to twenty times
the average daily wages.
Accident. Two-thirds average wages during total, and less during partial, disablement. Burial-money in fatal
cases, and allowances to widows, children, and parents.
Old Atje and Invalidity.—Alter five years an invalidity allowance, ranging from £5 14s. S$d. to £7 0s. 3d. per
annum, and a pension after seventy, ranging from £5 6s. 5d, to £-9 1 Is. per annum, according to the wages, which are
divided into four classes. If death occurs before seventy, one-half of contributions are returned.
Sickness.

(B.) The Banish System {under the JVcw Law of 1891).
Ihe leading prineijile of this law is that after age 60 there shall be two classes of assisted poor—tlie deserving poor,
in receipt of pensions; and the vntleserttiny poor, in receipt of poor-law relief. It is administered by local authorities,
called Communal Councils, who arc assisted by the Government to the extent of ^IJljOOO per annum, derived from a tax on
lager beer.
All persons over sixty who arc unable to maintain themselves, who have been in the country ton >ears, have never
been convicted of crime, And who can prove that they have not received poor-law rcliuf or been convicted of vagrancy or
begging for ten years, may claim a pension. The Council then makes inquiries, and if they find that the poverty is not
caused by extravagance or evil living, or by transference of property to relations or others, they arc bound to allow a
pension. If the pensioner should hereafter be guilty of any penal offence, squander his pension, or marry and require a larger
measure of support, lie is transferred to tlie poor-law and becomes an ordinary pauper.
Persons now living who are over sixty may receive pensions if their record has been clear between the ages of fifty
aud sixty.
J
The pensions are very indefinite, and may be given m money or kind, or by admitting to any institution, provided
no workhouse people are inmates, at the discretion of the Communal Council. Very great care is taken to dissociate the
old-age relief from the parish relief. Workhouse officials cannot be employed in any way in connection with the old-age
relief, and the money is not raised by the poor-rate, but by a special Kite levied in each commune. A writer in the London
Globe says that the law is very popular with all classes of Lanes but loafers, whose lot is made harder by it
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(B.)

The Austrian System.

Under the Austrian poor-law it appears that a man can claim a pension. The Emperor Joseph II decided that at
sixty a man should have the right to claim from his native town or commune a pension equal to one-third of the average
daily wage he had received during his working years. This pension was to be regarded hi exactly the same light as a
soldier’s pension—not as a charity, but as a reward for past services.
Mokkis Fox,
Weekly Payments at age 16 necessary to purchase a Pension of 10a. a week under a Compulsory State Scheme in
New Zealand.
Pension after Age 65.

Pension after Age GO.
s,
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at 26 (10 vears) .......... ..............................
at 28 (12 years) ................................... .
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Tho Registrar, Friendly Societies, to the Chairman, Old-age Pensions Committee.
Friendly Societies Registry Office, Wellington, 10 July, 1894,
In reply to your inquiry as to the hearing of a scheme for providing old-age pensions of small amounts upon the
operations of friendly societies, I have the honor to point out that, unless the principle of the scheme be defined, it ivould
be difficult to say whether the establishment of a pension fund would interfere with the thrift of friendly-society members.
1. Is it proposed that the pension shall be provided out of (a) general taxation, (h) contributions of individuals, (e)
partly taxation and partly contribution ?
I think that a voluntary-pension scheme may be dismissed from consideration, because the number who wonld take
advantage of an optional insurance benefit, however attractive it might be made, would be few, and, in such case, special
legislation would not seem necessary. The possible objection of members of friendly societies to a compulsory-pension
scheme is that it might prevent many members from joining who were unable to contribute for both insurances. This
view appears to prevail among friendly societies in England. I do not think that this obj ection would apply so forcibly in
New Zealand, at least in respect of workers in constant employment.
2. The first question having been decided, is it proposed to grant tlie pension to all, or to those only who are in need.
Tho members of friendly societies, and the thrifty classes generally, would probably disapprove of the latter prin
ciple. I respectfully suggest that the opinions of leading members of friendly societies be taken, as I do not feel entitled
to speak from their point of view.
If the scheme is to be based on the principle of encouragement to thrift, perhaps it might be thought well to grant
the pension to members of friendly societies under certain conditions. This proposal is put forward by the Grand Master
of the Manchester Unity of Oddfellows in England ; but I should add that the majority of tho leaders of English friendly
societies appear to object to State help in any form.
•
In order to give you some idea of the cost, I submit the following figures :—At ago 60 the present value of £1 a
year for life, payable quarterly, calculated on a New Zealand mortality table at 4 per cent, per annum, is £I0'33. At that
age, therefore, the present value of a life annuity of £26 (10s, a week) is £268. At the census in 1891, the number of
persons aged 60 and upwards was 26,374. The present number of such persons may be put at 30,000. In order, therefore,
to provide a life annuity of £26 to each person above 60 years of age, immediate additional taxation would lie required to
the amount of £780,000 per annum. As tho percentage of persons above 60 years of age is rapidly increasing, it may be
reasonably assumed that, when the population of the colony reaches 1,000,000, more than 8 per cent, will he a,bove that
age. On this assumption, the annual charge for pensions would then exceed £2,080,000. Ultimately the ratio of pen
sioners to the total population will probably rise as high asloper cent. Moreover, unless sufficient safeguards arc pro
vided, the normal ratio of pensioners to population will be exceeded. Also, should population increase in greater ratio than
taxable values, a tax whose amount varies as the population tends to become more and more burdensome.
Thn above figures do not include cost of management or collection of tax.
I have, &c.,
EDMUND MASON, _
_
W. Hutchison, Esq., M.H.R., Chairman, Old-age Pensions Committee.
Registrar, Friendly Societies,
Sir,

F 2.
[^Appended hy the Committee,]

(Son. Sr. Seddonp
OLD-AGE PENSIONS.
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TiO*.
Preamble.

APPEN DlX.
A Bill

intitclkd an

Act

to provide for

Old-age Pensions

Whereas it is equitable that all persons who during the prime of life have helped to bear the public burdens of the colony

by the payment of taxes, and to open up its resources by their labour and skill, should in old age be protected by the colony
against tbe risk of want:
Be it therefore enacted by tbe General Assembly of New Zealand iu Parliament assembled, and by the authority of
the same, as follows*
j
j
Shorl Title.
1. The Short Title of this Act is "The Old-age Pensions Act, 1896,"
Persons entitled
2,^ (1.) Subject to the provisions of this Act, every person who at any time after tlie coming into operation of this
to pensions, nnd
Act attains the full age of sixty-five years or upwards shall thereafter he entitled to a pension of lut shillings per week for
amount.
the rest of his life :
ProvidedProviso.
la.) That be is residing in tbe colony on tbe date when he establishes his claim to the pension ; and also
(6.) That he has so resided for, in all, not less than ttwnty years on such date ; and also
(c,) That lie has so resided continuously for not less than three years immediately preceding such date; and also
(tf.) Uiat he has not been absent from the colony for, in all, more than eighteen months during the period of ten
years immediately preceding such date; and also
(e.) That his total income irom all sources (exclusive of his personal earnings and his pension) does not exceed the
rate of fifty pounds per year ; and also
(/) That he is the holder of a pension certificate as hereunder provided,
(2.) Por the purposes of this section a person whilst in prison shall be deemed to be absent from and not residing
in the colony.
Districts

Districts.
Alteration Of
boundaries.
Registrar and
Deputy
Registrars.

and

Registrars.

3. For the purposes of this Act the Governor may from time to time divide the colony into such districts, with such
names and boundaries, as he thinks fit.
4. If any such district is constituted by reference to the boundaries of any other portion of the colony, as defined hy
any other Act, then any alteration in such boundaries shall take effect in respect of such district without any further
proceedings, unless the Governor otherwise determines.
5. (1.) The Governor may from time to time appoint a Registrar, who, subject to the control of the Colonial
Ircasurer, shall have the general administration of this Act.
{2.) The Governor may also from time to time appoint in and for every such district a Deputy Reo'istrar and sucli
other persons as he deems fit,
'

Powers and
6. Subject to the provisions of this Act the Registrar and every Deputy Registrar and other person appointed as
duties of RegtS'
trar&nd Deputy aforesaid shall have such powers and duties as the Governor from time to time determines.
Registrars.
Pfn&ton Claims

and

Pension Certificates.

Pension claim.

7. Every person, male or female, claiming to be entitled to a pension under this Act shall deliver his claim (herein
after called a “ pension claim”) to the Deputy Registrar of the district wherein the claimant resides.
Form thereof.
The pension claim shall be in the form or to the effect set forth in the AYr'^ Schedule hereto, M‘ithall such
modifications as the particular circumstances of the case require.
Register of
rv- ■ 9A??e
K^gistrar shall in the prescribed manner file the claim, and record it in a book to be called “ The
claims.
District Old-age Pension-claim Register’’; such register shall be m the prescribed form.
Pension claims
10. A.11 pension claims shall be numbered consecutively in the order in which they are entered in the register, and
to be numbered, no two pension claims shall licar the same number in the same register.
Deputy Registrar
11. The Deputy Registrar shall fully investigate the pension claim for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not
to investigate. tlie claimant is entitled to the pension.
May administer
13. J?r
_Pul'P03e3 °f such investigation he may administer an oath, and require evidence to be given on oath.
oaths.
13. AO pension claim shall be admitted unless the evidence of the claimant is corroborated on all material points.
Evidence to be
- 1A* -Lhc Deputy Registrar may admit tho pension claim, or postpone it for further evidence, or reject it, as he deems
corroborated.
How pension
equitable ; and ms decision shall be notified to tlie claimant in the prescribed manner.
claim to be dealt
15. If the Deputy Registrar is satisfied that the claimant is entitled to the pension he shall issue to him a pension
with.
Issue of pension certificate in the form or to the effect set forth in tbe Secorid Schedule hereto.
certificate.
. 16;, The Deputy Registrar shall also enter m a book, to be called " The
District Old-age Pension
Particulars to be Register,” the claimant’s full name, occupation, and address, the number of the pension certificate, and the date from
entered in
pension register. which the pension commences, being in every case the first day of the calendar month next after the date on which the
Pension certi pension certificate is issued,
ficates to be
17- All entries of pension certificates in the Old-age Pension Register shall be numbered consecutively, so that no
numbered.
two entries in the same register shall bear the same number.
DeputyRegistrar
18. If the Deputy Registrar is of opinion that, although tbe claim is not completely established, further evidence
may postpone
may be adduced m support thereof, or it may be mended by lapse of time, ho shall postpone the claim if the claimant so
claim.
desires, and m such case all matters as to which the Deputy Registrar is satisfied shall be recorded as proved, and it shall
be unnecessary to prove them again.
Mode of reject'
19. If the Deputy Registrar is satisfied that the pension claim is not established, and cannot be mended by post
lug claim.
ponement for a reasonable time, he shall reject it, and when doing so shall specify in -writing all the material points which
he finds to he respectively proved, disproved, and not to be proved,

Appeal when
20. At any time within twenty-one days after the rejection of bis pension claim the claimant may in the prescribed
claim rejected. manner appeal to any Stipendiary Magistrate exercising jurisdiction in the locality.
Points to be
21. All the material points in support of the pension claim which the Deputy Registrar has found to be proved
deemed proved shall, for
tlie purposes of the appeal, be deemed to be established,
for appeal
Not to be bound i n i ^ v ■^e]t^cr ^ Deputy Registrar in investigating any pension claim, nor the Magistrate in hearing any appeal,
by strict rules of shall be bound by the strict rules of evidence, but each of them shall investigate and determine the matter by such means
evidence.
and in such maimer as in equity and in good conscience he thinks fit
Points estab
■
^ - V ^ lG ^a^a^ra^e dismisses the appeal, he shall state in writing his reason for so doing, and specify the material
lished to be
specified when points which the claimant has established and those which be has failed to establish to his satisfaction.
24. In disposing of material points against the claimant the Deputy Registrar and tlie Magistrate shall distinguish
appeal dismissed.
Matters to be
between what they find to be disproved, and what they find to the simply unproved, or insufficiently proved,
distinguished.
, 25 Di respect of what is found to be disproved the Deputy Registrar’s decision, unless successfully appealed against,
As to matters
and the Magistrate s decision when disposing of the appeal, shall be final and conclusive for all purposes.
disproved.
As to matters
2®- Di respect of what is found to be simply unproved or insufficiently proved, the Magistrate’s decision shall he
unproved.
final and conclusive so far as concerns the appeal ; but the claimant may at any time thereafter adduce fresh evidence on

those points before the Deputy Registrar, and iu such case all material points previously found hy the Deputy Registrar
or the Magistrate to be proved shall be deemed to be established, and the Registrar shall dispose of all other points as in
the case of a new pension claim.
r
Procedure when
27. If the Magistrate allows the appeal, and declares the pension claim to be proved, the Deputy Registrar shall
appeal allowed.
make the entries and issue the pension certificate in respect thereof accordingly,
Pro\ isional
.
38. In order to facilitate the adjustment of pension claims, they may oe filed and provisionally investigated at any
investigation of time not exceeding fira years before the date on which the claimant alleges that his pension should commence ; but no
pension claims.
pension claim shall be finally admitted, nor shall any pension certificate be issued, until all the conditions prescribed in
respect thereof by this Act have been fulfilled,
Pension claims i
29. The pension claim may, in the prescribed manner, be amended from time to time on any point which has not
inaj be amended.
been finally disposed of by the Deputy Registrar or the Magistrate, and the claimant’s statutory declaration in the original
claim shall be deemed to extend and apply to every such amendment.
Transfer to
30. On application in the prescribed form, and subject to prescribed conditions,_
another district,
and duplicate
!o ! 4HyPensiou certificate may be transferred from the register in one district to the register in another.
pension
(-.) Ihe Deputy Registrar may issue a dun1'Gate pension certificate in any case where satisfactory proof is given
certificate.
of tlie loss of the original.
Payment
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Paymbst 0^ Pussioys.
31. Every pension shall he payable by weekly instalments at the post-oflice money-order office named in the pension
32. On application in the prescribed manner the name of such office may he changed from tune to time, and every J^^chirngHL
change of office shall be recorded by the Deputy llegistrar on the pension certificate.
,
' .
, Tobr amlied for
33. The instalment for eacli week shall be payable at any time during the following fourteen days on the Per80"al ^ltl|n fo0rt(,en
application of the pensioner and the production of his pension certificate to the Postmaster of the post-office money-order
office named therein.
,
. ,
.
, . . .
, , ,, Urvn„ inrfnl.
34. In default of strict compliance with all the provisions of the fast-prradfHy section hereof, such instalment shall
he deemed to be forfeited, unless the forfeiture is waived under the provisions in that behalf hereinafter contained.
35. The Deputy llegistrar, by warrant in the prescribed form, may waive any such forfeiture m any case where, Rc5!;strarl,„ay
after investigation, bo is satisfied, —
'
waive forfeiture.
(1.) That, if the forfeiture was occasioned by default of personal application for payment, or of application within
the prescribed time, such default was due to the pensioner’s illness, or temporary absence from the place (but
not from the colony), or other sufficient cause; or
_
j P i
j
(2.) 'That, if the forfeiture was occasioned by default in producing the pension certificate, such default was due
to its being lost or mislaid :
Provided—
...
„
u i r i r * 1,
(a.) That, except in special eases of the pensioner's serious illness or debility, it shall not be lawful for the
Deputy llegistrar to issue two such warrants in succession to the same pensioner ; and also
(6.) That in no case shall any such warrant be issued unless it is applied for within fourteen days after the
forfeiture occurred.
36. The instalment named in any such warrant shall be payable at any time within fourteen days after the date Payment under
thereof, on the personal application of the pensioner or other the person named therein, and also the production of the

warrant, and (except where the warrant otherwise provides) of the pension certificate, to the Postmaster of the post-office lraJ!_
money-order office named in the warrant.
_h
37- In default of strict compliance with all the provisions of the lasl-ymcedmii section hereof,the warrant shall be (lscm(x[
deemed to have lapsed, and the forfeiture of the instalment named therein shall become absolute.

When uension

38 (1.) No pension shall be payable for any period during which the pensioner is either in prison or out of t*)6 „ot paj^i,le.
colony, or possesses an income (exclusive of his personal earnings and bis pension) at the rate of not less than fifty pounds
per year, and the instalments for such period shall be deemed to be absolutely forfeited.
Pnvmrnt
(2.) The pension for any period during which the pensioner is detained or maintained m any asylum or charitable to^,ar(la main_
institution shall be paid to the manager thereof, and applied towards the pensioner’s maintenance therein.
tewuice.
(3.) If any pensioner by any moans obtains or attempts to obtain payment of any instalment of pension for any such Penalty,
period, or for any part thereof, or obtains or attempts to obtain payment of any instalment of pension by personation or any
other fraudulent device whatsoever, ho is liable to imprisonment for not more than three months.
_
.
39. The pension being for the personal support of the pensioner, it shall (subject to the provisions of the lastpreceding section hereof) he absolutely inalienable, whether by way of assignment, charge, execution, bankruptcy, or
otherwise howsoever.
, tj ,
, ,„
40. Every Deputy llegistrar shall, in the prescribed manner and at prescribed intervals, prepare and forward to the
Registrar a return showing—
Deputy
(I.) All pension certificates and warrants issued by him ; and
Registrars.
, (2.) Such other particulars as are prescribed.
41. The Registrar shall from the aforesaid returns compile a General'Old-age Pension Register containing a record General register,
of all pension certificates for the time being in force, and such other particulars as are prescribed.
Mjscbllaskous.
42. The instalments of pensions shall be paid at the various post-office money-order offices, pursuant to arrangements
to be made between the Colonial Treasurer and the Postmaster-General.
offices.
43. Por such purpose the Registrar shall from time to time furnish to the Postmaster-General schedules showing the particulars tote
names of the pensioners, the numbers of their pension certificates, and the dates on which and the post-office money-order hwnished to
offices at which the instalments in respect thereof are payable, and the Postmaster-General shall pay the same accordingly. (Jan^ r'
44. Every Postmaster at whoso office instalments of pensions are payable shall keep a register in the prescribed form, postmasters to
showing particulars of all instalments paid, unpaid, and forfeited, and shall, at the close of each week, forward to the Post- keep registers.
master-General a true copy of all entries made in such register during the week.
•
45. (1.) The Postmastcr-General sliall periodically tabulate all such entries, and furnish to the Registrar a copy Payment to
thereof, together with a statement of the total amount paid in respect of pensions during the period.
GemmtTto'meet
(2.) The Registrar, after satisfying himself that such statement is correct, shall certify to the accuracy thereof, and
forward it to the Colonial Treasurer; whereupon the Colonial Treasurer, without further appropriation than this Act, shall
pay the said amount to the Postmaster-General out of the hereinafter-mentioned Old-age Pension Li'nnd Account.
46. The moneys from time to time required for the payment of pensions shall be raised in such one or more of the Alternative _
following modes as Parliament thinks fit to hereafter determine by enactment, that is to say

(1.) A primage duty on imports, not exceeding one por cent,

payment of

ad valorem;

(2.) An increase of the excise duties;
pensions.
(3.) A graduated income-tax ;
(4.) An increase of the graduated land-tax;
(5.) An increase of the death-duties by graduation ;
(6.) An increase of the stamp duties by graduation or otherwise ;
(7.) A tax on mortgages ;
(8.) A ticket-tax on entertainments ;
•
(9.) The totalisator-tax;
(10.) Such other forms of taxation as Parliament thinks fit to Impose.
47. All moneys raised as aforesaid shall be paid into the Public Account to the credit of an account called the Old- Old-iyrj Pension
r
Fund Account.
age Pension bund Account.
48. All expenses incurred in administering this Act (other than the payment of pensions) shall be payable out of Expenses of
moneys to be from time to time appropriated by Parliament out of the Old-age Pension Fund Account for that purpose,
Ar"’lr>ls rint’
49. If the balance in that account is at any time insufficient to meet the charges thereon the Colonial Treasurer, Deficiency
without further appropriation than this Act, may transfer from the Consolidated Fund and pay into that account whatever payable out
moneys may be necessary in order to meet the deficiency.
50. The Colonial Treasurer sliall, within thirty days after the close of each financial year ending the 31st day of Annual stateMarch, prepare and lay Iiefore Parliament, if sitting, or, if not sitting, then within fourteen days after the commencement ment to lie laid
of the next session, a statement showing for such year—
ment*5 ParU‘1'
(1.) The whole receipts and disbursements of the Old-age Pension Fund Account;
(2.) The total number of pensioners ;
(3,) The total number of absolutely forfeited instalments ; and
(4.) Such other particulars as are prescribed.
51. The Governor may from time to time make such regulations as lie thinks necessary for the purpose of giving Kegul#t‘bas.
effect to whatever is expressed in this Act as prescribed, and, generally, of carrying out the intention of this Act.
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SCHEDULES.

.

Fikst Schbdtjlb.
, ,, , „
1. My fml name, occupation, and addresa

Example of PenMon-daim.

„ T arc............................................ A.B., of Wellington, carpenter.
2. I was born at.................................... Bristol, England. .

3. On or aW.,................................................ The 3rd March, 1830.
4. And first arrived m New Zealand.............. At Dunedin
5. On or about................................................. . The 4th
i873.

S' f/ th0.......................................... . Sailing-ship “Merope.”
7. My age next birthday will be................ Sixty-nine.

8. Since my first arrival in New Zealand I have been absent therefrom three, times, and no more, that is to say,—
(a.) On or about the 16th September, 1874, I sailed from Dunedin for Sydney by the steamer “Arawatta” ;
and 1 returned to Auckland by the steamer “ Tararua” on or about the 1st February, 1875, after an absence
of four months and a half,
(6.) On or about the 1st December, 1880, I sailed from Auckland for Melbourne by the steamer “Albion”:
and 1 returned to Dunedin by the steamer “ Rotomahana ” on or about the 1st June, 1881, having thus been
absent about six months.
(c.) On or about the 14th October, 1881,1 sailed from Lyttleton for London by the steamer “Ionic” ; and I
returned to Wellington by the steamer “ Doric” on or about the 16th April, 1882. after an absence of about
six months.
1 one
^*e,a^°J?ella"lc<^ A*®-i hereby make claim for a pension under the provisions of “The Old-Age Pensions Act,
183b, and do solemnly and sincerely declare as follows, that is to say
o' mw’Tu-**16 k0®* °*
knowledge and belief, the foregoing statements are true in every particular.
i +1, " i
,1 “ave resl“e“ lu
Colony of New Zealand, within the meaning of the abovementioned Act, for in all not
less than tiventy years.
18
^ That I have so resided continuously for not less than ten years immediately preceding the
day of
,
■

Tliat I have not been absent from the said colony within the meaning of the said Act for, in all, more than
months during the period of twenty years immediately preceding the
day of
18 .
e rnu J
present means of support (including my personal earnings) do not exceed the rate of £50 per year,
o. lhat I do not hold a pension under the abovementioned Act.
^ ^.aTe.,D?^ l^retoforemadeany pension-elaini [or, if n pendon-dmm hae previously been made, state in what
district, ana, on what date it toas made, and how it was disposed c}f. ]
'
“ The ^ti^oUh^Pe^e Act^TsSS”1”11 coascientiouaiy beli«™g «‘e same to be true, and by virtue of the provisions of
eighteen

Declared at

, this
C.D.j

day of

189 , by the abovenamed A.B., before me—

Justice of the Peace

[or

Solicitor,

or as the case may

.

he.]

SECOND SCHEDULE.
.
„
Old-age Pension District of
Wellington.

Pnxsiorr Ceettficate.
Under “ The Old-age Pensions Act, 1896.”

No.

Pension Certificate.

This is to certify that, under the provisions of “The Old-age Pensions Act, 1896,” A.B., of Wellington, carpafer, is
entitled to a pension of 10s. per week, commencing on Monday, the 1st day of February, 18 .
, „ . , pension is payable by weekly instalments; and the instalment for each week is payable at any time during the
following fourteen days, on the personal application of the pensioner and the production by him of this certificate at the
Post-oflice Money-order Oflice at Wellington.
The pension is not payable for any period during which the pensioner is absent from the colony or is in prison.
Ihe pension is subject to the provisions as to forfeiture contained in the abovementioned Act.
Dated at Wellington, this 14th day of January, 18 .
'
E.F.,
Deputy Registrar for the Old-age Pension District of Wellington.

GL
[Appended bp the Committee^
New South Wji'les.
No. VI.
An Act to establish Workhouses. [Assented to, 27th September, 1866.]
Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly of New South Wales m Parliament assembled and by the authority of the same as follows
Interpretation
1. The provisions of this Act shall apply to and in respect of the classes of persons following—
Claude.
1. Any person who_ having no lawful means of support or insufiieient lawful means of support shall not being
.
thereunto required by auy two or more Justices of the Peace before whom he shall be brought or summoned
tor such purpose in pursuance of the provisions of the Act of Council fifteenth Victoria number four sive a good
account of his means of support to the satisfaction of such J usticos.
2. Auy habitual drunkard who having been thrice convicted of drunkenness within the preceding twelve months
o rpi
in
or F. 10 P^ace 0r ptoce of public resort behave in a riotous or indecent manner,
Workhouses may
7’ . 110 jr0yernor
the advice of the Executive Council may by Proclamation in the Govemmc.nt Gazette declare
be established.
any budding or place together with any yards enclosures grounds or lands attached thereto to be a “Workhouse.”
d. Ihe Governor with the like advice may appoint a Superintendent and such officers and servants as mav lie
Superintendent
an if officers may necessary lor the management of every such Workhouse.
be appointed.
4. The Governor with the like advice may from time to time as occasion may require make regulations for the conduct
Regulations to
management and supervision of every such Workhouse and for the employment correction and restraint of such persons as
be made.
may in manner hereinafter mentioned be committed thereto and for the conduct of the proceedings of the visitors to be
appomtedas hereinafter mentioned and such regulations sliall immediately after their publication in the Government
GoseWe be m force Provided that all such regulations shall be laid before Parliament if then sitting within one month
MriamentPilbhC3tl°n there°£ °r ,f rar!lamoni be not then sitting then within one month after the next meeting of
Justices may
ke lawful for any two or more Justices of the Peace before whom any person charged with being a person
commit persons within either of the classes hereinbefore mentioned shall be brought summarily to inquire into such charge and adjudicate
io Workhouse.
thereon and in case the Justices shall adjudge such charge to be established it shall be lawful for them if they shall be
satisfied that such person is an irreclaimable drunkard or is not likely to seek for and obtain employment or to otherwise
qbtam or provide any lawful means of support by warrant under their hands and seals in the form or to the effect set forth
m the bchedule to this Act annexed marked A to commit such person to the charge or custody of the Superintendent of any
such Workhouse as aforesaid And such person so committed may under the authority of such warrant be detained in any
g&ol or watch-house until he can be sent to the Workhouse specified therein.
6
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6. The Superintendent of any Workhouse to which any person shall be committed as aforesaid shall have the custody Superintendent
of Workhouse
and control of such person until he shall be discharged as hereinafter mentioned,
_
to have custody
7. If any person so committed to any Workhouse shall before his discharge be absent therefrom without the leave of of persons.
the Superintendent thereof it shall be lawful for any constable to apprehend such person and convoy him back to such Constable may
apprehend and
Workhouse to he delivered into the custody of such Superintendent.
take hack person
S. It shall bo lawful for any ,Justice of the Peace on oath made before him that any person committed to any Work deserting.
house has left such Workhouse without the leave of the Superintendent to issue his warrant directing such person to be Justice may
issue warrant to
apprehended and taken hack to such Workhouse and delivered into the custody of the Superintendent thereof.
apprehend and
9. It shall be lawful for the Superintendent of any Workhouse to punish any person committed thereto who may take back person
leave such Workhouse without permission or disobey any lawful order of such Superintendent or violate or fail to observe deserting.
any of the regulations of such Workhouse by placing such person in close conSnement for any period not exceeding Superintendent
may punish
seven days.
person deserting
10. The Governor with the advice of the Executive Council shall and may appoint some fit and proper persons not or disobeying.
less than three nor more than six to be the visitors of each such Workhouse And some two or more of the respective Visitors to be
visitors for each such Workhouse shall visit the Workhouse of which they are visitors at least ouce in every month and appointed and
to report as to
shall inquire into the behaviour condition and circumstances of the persons in such Workhouse in the charge or custody of expediency of
the Superintendent thereof and shall make such other inquiries respecting such persons as they shall deem requisite for the discharging
ose of ascertaining if it is expedient and proper that any of such persons should be discharged from such Workhouse inmates. •
the said Visitors shall report to the Clerk oi the Executive Council for the information of the Governor and the said
Council the results of all such inquiries.'
.
may he
11. It shall be lawful for the Governor with the advice of the' Executive Council to order any person committed to Peisons
d scharged from
any Workhouse to he discharged therefrom at any time.
Workhouse by
12. Every such Workhouse as aforesaid shall be maintained by such funds as may lie appropriated by Parliament to Governor and
Executive
such purpose.
_
_
Council.
13. This Act shall come into operation so soon as the Governor with the advice of the Executive Council shall by Work-houses
maintained by
proclamation in the Government Ga&ette declared that it shall take effect.
funds provided
14. This Act may he cited for all purposes as the “ Workhouse Act of 1866.:l
by Parliament,

n

(fommoneement
of Act.
Short title.

Schedule A.
Whereas A. B. has been found by ns two [or more as the case may he] of Her Jlajesty’s Justices of the Peace to bo aperson
within the meaning of the Workhouse Act of 1866 and we arc satisfied that such person is an irreclaimable drunkard or a
person not likely to seek for and obtain employment or to otherwise obtain or provide any Lawful means of support Now
wo the said Justices do hereby commit the said A. B. to the charge and custody of the Superintendent of the Workhouse
at [here name the locality of the Workhouse] there to remain until duly discharged therefrom in accordance with the provisions
of the said Act.
this
Given under our hands and seals at
day of
a.d.
C.D. J.P.
l.s.)
E.F. J.P.
(l.s.)

G 2.
[Appended hy the Committee^
Estimates, by Mr. Alfred Davis, of the amount required to provide a pension for all persons of 60 years and upwards, and
63 years and upwards respectively.
Dear Sir,
Registry of Friendly Societies, Sydney, 5th August, 1896.
In accordance with your request, as Chairman of the Select Committee on Old-age Pensions, I have estimated
the annual amount which would lie required to provide pensions for all persons at and above the age of 60 years and I conaider that the approximate amount would be—
For pensions of 10s. per week.
Total.
Males,
Females.
£860,600
£398,000
£1,468,600
And for pensions of 7a. 6d. per week—
Males.
Females.
Total.
£645,430
£448,500
£1,093,950
To provide pensions for all persons at and above the age of 63 years the approximate annual sum would be—
For pensions of 10s. per week :—
Males.
Females.
Total,
£510,700
£357,100
£867,800
And for pensions of 7s. Gd. per week ;—
Males.
Females.
Total.
£383,000
£267,800
£650,800
I have, &c.,
ALFRED DAVIS,
Registrar and Actuary,

E. W. O’Sullivan, Esq., M.L.A.

HI.
[To evidence of Mr. W. It. Dorey.']
Extract from Mr. J. P. Gar van’s speech at the annual meeting of the Citizen’s Life Assurance Company (Limited), on
20th February, 1S95.

Life Assurance against Invalidity and Old Age.
Life Assurance is designed as a bulwark to secure the widow and the orphan against poverty.
And behind this bulwark of Life Assurance, almost everyone having a wife and family can entrench himself, and
though the institution of Life Assuranee has made great strides during the present generation, much yet remains to be
accomplished by its means in warding off poverty. To provide for the declining years of the poor has been and is now a
subject of the deepest interest to the philanthropist and statesman.
At the present time in Germany, there is established a system of Old Age State Insurance, but it will take many
years to test its effectiveness. But it is evident that no device can ever remove certain phases of poverty from the world.
As long as there is the idleness that will not work, the criminal taint in the blood that shirks the labour that gives
the right, to eat, so long will there be poverty and acute suffering, not alone amongst those primarily guilty, but amongst
all those who by their conditions of life are depending on them for support.
No compulsory assurance will ever be able to extort payment from the criminally idle through a long series of years,
so as to warrant paying them a regular annuity on attaining a certain age. And if the annuity 1* obtainable at an earlier
age on the breakdown of health, the State will not have the same protection against fraud that is now possessed by the
Friendly Societies,
’
Into those societies no man is admitted except known to be of good character, and this coupled with the knowledge
that members of these societies have of one another, is a great protection against malingering, which nevertheless occasionally
takes place.
But
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, But if the State takes the place of the Friendly Society ita design will he on strongly divergent lines, instead of
seeking to exclude from the benefits of the State society the improvident and those of doubtful character, the State will
compel the inclusion of all those in its insurance scheme.
Malingering will have its widest field for operation and almost certain prizes, but these will be prizes paid to fraud
and dishonesty, and the money by which it is paid must be taken from those who strive to give effect to the State design,
and will consequently make the benefits the honest obtain from the State assurance more costly than if they banded
together, excluding had and doubtful characters, and giving to their members the full benefits of the payments they had
made.
The humanitarian design of a compulsory State assurance or Friendly Society will, in many eases, waste the money
of the industrious and the honest in providing bonuses for successful malingering and fraud.
To provide a fund against invalidity and old age, it would be essential to its scientific accuracy and success, that it
be made compulsory.
If you have to depend on the option of a large proportion of those in whose special interest the fund is devised, it will
prove an absolute failure. The idle, the spendthrift, the dissolute, and the criminal, all will give an undue number to the
list of the claimants under an invalidity and old-age assurance law.
But compulsion will only be effected by imposing burthens on the people, and in every country where such a law is
imposed it is probable that its burthens will be avoided by the vigorous and the enterprising, who will seek a home where
such burthens are not imposed.
The effect of this emigration will he to gradually increase the ratio of the indigent and invalided class, and decrease
the ratio of the vigorous workers of a country, and the consequent increased burthens necessary on the proportionately
lesser numbers of contributors will eventuate in the direction of undue burthens on the honest workers of a country.
Let me quote the opinion of Mr. T. E. Young, a vice-president of the Institute of Actuaries, in addressing a meeting
of the Institute of Actuaries in London in April, 1891, in a paper dealing with the German law of insurance against
invalidity and old age. He says :—
(At the risk of being tedious, I would repeat the contention, that the fact of any tyranny and minuteness on
Government control dwarfing the individual character, and the freer education of the people by the only sure method of
their own toilsome and perplexed experience, marks the fitness, or unfitness, of a scheme for general acceptance.
2. “A Government by such needlessly detailed and elaborate supervision, holding itself implicitly as possessing the
sole remedy for all social ills, still more radically tends to demoralise and impede national life by confirming and widening
the social habit of applying to the State, at every crisis, real or imagined. External aid is substituted for internal and
inspiring effort. To speak in the language of natural history, the homogeneous and gradual evolution of the social organism
into higher stages of being, its more intimate adjustment of existence to environment won through painful toil dwindles
down into the degradation of parasitism, with atrophy of the activities which triumphantly imply progress, and a con
current degeneration of the entire national system. For, as in the universal organic system, the decrepitude and paralysis
of any section of the corporate body involve progressive decay of the complete fabric of which it constitutes a vital part,
especially in respect of the nobler aptitudes. For the parasitic degeneration of the part impoverishes and destroys the
vitality of the vigorous sections, until the whole organism wastes away and relinquishes its high functions and destinies in
the order of civilisation.”
The close supervision almost over every-enterprise, and in so many relations of life, which ivc find in some of the
European countries, might enable a Government to provide against many of the defects I have referred to.
Under the conditions of Government in the British Empire, the views I have expressed will closely approximate to
the truth.
Let us suppose the consummation of the State design on an improvident and idle person, who has, either by age or
malingering, become entitled to the State pension of, say, JOs. per week.
During his earlier years he showed a disinclination to work, but rather a liking for strong drink. Having arrived at
65 years of age, or being invalided at an earlier age, he comes in for his State pension of, say, 10s. per week.
_ In many cases, as he draws his JOs. per week, he will spend the greater portion in a debauch, and his life, which up
k> this lias been kept somewhat straight by the necessity to work, will, [when relieved from the necessity to work, lapse,
in many cases, into drinking habits, with its attendant evil examples, and hasten death.

Extdact from Mr. J. P, Garvan’s Speech at the Annual Meeting of the Citizen’s Life Assurance Company (Limited! on
19th February, 1896.

’

Oj.p-aoe Pensions.
The dream of many philanthropic statesmen has been to devise some process of insurance that would save the old
and poor from starvation, or the poor-house, in their last declining years. (Hear, hear.)
_ Germany has sought to carry out such a system, and has had about six years’ experience of a compulsory law ; and
Switzerland, during the past year, legislated in a similar direction, thus showing a strong tendency towards Socialistic
legislation in Europe in countries widely differing in their forms of government.
The German law of insurance against old age and invalidity—or as it is commonly known, the compulsory insurance
of working-men in Germany—is an attempt on a large scale to solve the most difficult) of social economic problems.
Most attempts hitherto have only been tem|K)rary and partial expedients that have, as a rule, only given the element
of continuity to the difficulties and evils sought to be cured.
One of the greatest difficulties to be coped with is the simulating sickness in order to get sick pay without work, and
1 will quote you the opinions given by some doctors and others who have been brought intimately in contact with the
administration of the new law.
A professor of medicine in the University of Freiburg says
“I shall lose all my faith in humanity if I deal much longer with this constant simulation.”
The head of the largest of all the local associations in Freiburg writes :—
“lYc are hopelessly plagued by an amount and variety of feigned weakness and incapacity that I never would have
believed possible.
Dr, Bode, of Hermsdorf, near Dresden, writes ;—
' jIn the,plaCe wherc 1 livc tIle working-men are mostly masons, bricklayers, and the other labourers who work
m Dresden while their season lasts, and rest at home in the coldest winter months. Hero everybody knows that
these good people are_ strong and healthy as long as they can earn their wages in the town, and that they go to
the doctor and complain of pains hero and there when they cannot earn more than the side insurance money wilt be.”
Dr. Thiein, Director of the Surgical Institute in Gottbus, says
“ ^ f11® legisl_ators believed they would frighten people from simulation and exaggeration by taking only two-thirds of the
previous eammgs as a maximum they have deceived themselves.”
e>
j
He adds that, inconceivable as it is, the small amount, coupled with possible idleness, seems to work upon considerable
numbers ns a sort of evil magic. Upon tiie general question lie says ;_
“ To a certain extent all the injured tend to exaggeration.”
Again,
(lie smallest'pay ™ljle aS ^

rlUm,)era °f labourers are Minded ljy the prospect of lying off, even if they Intvc to live on

Professor SeeligmLiller, who has had an unusually long and wide experience, writes :—
. “ Ab muf tn®11 would like to become rich without trouble, so the injured workman would like to have a life-long
pension even when capable of work. He finds that before these laws came into effect the duration of the iniurics was
distinctly less. He compares Ins ten years’ experience as factory physician with his subsequent experience under the
compulsory insurance, aiul says that the numbers of the inwtpables steadily increase..”
Again,
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Again,

_

.

“Injuries which before were cnrcrt in a few weeks, now often require ns many months, though surgical assistance and
appliances are much better, and more quickly applied.”
_
“Professor Lcichtensterm, of the Citizens' Hospital in Cologne, expresses complete agreement with Seeligmiiller. Dr.
Vogel, of Eislebcn, writes that Professor Seeliginnller has won the thanks of many confreres by speaking out their experience.
He thanks him the more, aa it requires in the physician some courage. To-day, indeed, that sort of vigorous facing of the
question is not at all the fashion.'’
“ In a pamphlet (Leipsic, 1S92), upon the accident law by Dr, Ferd. Bohr, leading physician in a medical institute
in Carlsruhe, Professor Secligmuller is opposed upon the question of /ramnofi/iche A'a/ro.^e, but the author adds, as to the
facts of simulation : Iwill, however, by no means deny the frequency of simulation,” Ho thinks “That the social agita
tion has done all in its power to embitter the labourer towards this benevolent law,” He adds : “ It is indeed astounding
' how a certain class of these people seek to sponge upon the funds under this law.”
_
_
Tile sanitary councillor, Dr, Pinko, director of a hospital in Halherstadt, writes (ISfJO): “If it goes on in this way
with simulation, in twenty years we shall have in the working centres no more able-bodied labourers, bnt only invalids.”
A hook just published by Dr. Becker repeats what several physicians have quoted of the malingerer :—
“He sees less than the blind, hears less than the deaf, limps more than the lame.”
“ A Government official in Berlin who was maintaining that simulation, though a serious fact, could be overcome,
was answered by an experienced physician : * When you succeed at the green table in changing human nature, yon will
overcome it, hut not before.’ ”
_
“Dr. Golcbiewski says that simulation has steadily increased: ‘The most skilled and schooled of the simulators
indeed are found with the trade associations.’ ” <
Dr. Freund, President of the Berlin Working Men’s Insurance Association, has obtained some statistics from the
poor-house guardians of 110 communities, viz., 44 cities, 49 towns, and 17 villages ; and this friendly critic says ;—
_
“As matter of fact, the charity organisations have been much relieved by the Insurance Fund. The labouring
classes are, much less than before, forced to turn to the poor-house guardians for assistance. But there is no saving in
money. The certainty of being provided for in illness and old age has materially raised the standard of living, and the
guardians of the poor are forced to reckon with this. Hence the money saved by the decrease of the assisted poor has to be
exjmnded in raising the allowance of those who still depend upon charity, and, in some communities, the expenditure is
greater than formerly.”
ScorE oe State Interfekeitce,
Whilst I am in strong sympathy with the humanitarian motives that influenced this kind of legislation, yeti am
strongly of opinion that unless most carefully guarded and limited to those elements of the population incapable of com
bining for their own advancement or protection, it will fail in realising the intentions of its advocates ; and not alone will it
fail, but it will do evil by seeking to foist on the community the responsibility that belongs to individual effort.
If the community takes the responsibility of providing comfortably for the old ago of every poor man, then you take
away the selfish motive that is the only spur to so much human effort; and in any country where it is generally adopted,
it will destroy the great motive power of progress, retard the growth of civilisation, gradually impoverish the nation, and
eventually disrupt society’. (Hear, hear.)
It uttering these sentiments I must not be taken as condemning any combination of either the whole people, or any
section of the people, for mutual help and progressive action. Far from holding such views, I strongly advocate such
combinations, hut they must stand mainly by their own efforts ; the ability to carry out the design of the combination
must exist within the combination itself, and its solvency must bo guaranteed more by the business capacity and honest
administration of its officers, rather than by Government aid, . (Hear, hear.)
It may be that the charitable obligation to provide for the decrepit, the sick, or the demented, which partly rests on
the shoulders of every man fortunate enough not to he included in that category, and in a concentrated manner is an obliga
tion resting on the whole community in every civilised country—this charitable obligation may, through the forces which
statute law can only create, he able to do something more effectual for realising the humanitarian design of relieving the
aged poor than has been accomplished yet; and we will watch with intense interest the experimental legislation of Europe
in this lespect.

H 2.
[lb

evidence of Mr. W. R. Dovey.']

Article ekoji Jiankerd Magazine, Septemiser, 1894.
The Official Report os Friendly Societies,
Old-age Pension Schemes.

The Bankers’ Magazine, during the lost year or two, has devoted several articles to the subject of the provision for
old age—a topic which continues to occupy the attention of the various Friendly Societies, as also the public. Mr. Brabrook,
the Chief Registrar of Friendly Societies, recently issued his report for the year 1893, and the document makes, as was to
he expected, interesting reading. Several important societies, or “orders” as they are termed, have measures under con
sideration for converting their existing plans of sick allowance during the whole of life into plans for sick allowance to a
limited age, and a pension after that age has been reached. They are, however, he says, confronted, as hitherto, with the
difficulty winch arises from the great cost of any adequate provision, but that the current of their opinion remains, as far
as he can gather, adverse to the acceptance of any form of State aid. The Chief Registrar points out that it is only to a
very small extent that the several proposals for assisted pensions which have been publicly made are provisions for the aged
poor. The only persons whom they would affect are those to whom the difference between the full premium they would
have to pay to the Government or to a Friendly Society for the pension, and the reduced premium which is made up to an
equivalent sum by State aid is sufficient to enable or induce them to buy a pension when they would not otherwise do so.
Below this level is the great body of those who are too poor to pay’ even the reduced premium, or too thriftless to feel the
reduction an inducement.
Further, he adds, there is “ the great body of those who are in a position not to require a deferred annuity, or who
do not care to accept State aid towards the purchase of it. Even the comparatively small portion of the community which
lies between these two bodies must be still further diminished by deducting those to whom the offer of State aid is not so
much an inducement to sa\e as an incentive to withdraw money already saved from an existing investment of some other
kind for the purpose of getting a deferred annuity at a low price at the public expense. To these that offer is distinctly
demoralising. The offer of State aid cannot reach the very poor if it implies their voluntarily contributing even the reduced
premiums. The proposals which were made some time ago for requiring, even from the very poor, the compulsory purchase
of a deferred annuity at full premiums are not now seriously pressed. It is clear that compulsion could not succeed without
State aid. It seems equally clear that a system of State-aided annuities could not succeed without compulsion. In either
case it would assuredly he hopeless to attempt compulsion on the very poor. Would it be any better if the State aid
offered were on a sliding scale : 99 per cent, to the very poor, graduating to 1 per cent, upwards ? Such an arrangement
would be exceedingly difficult in its application, and most burdensome in its cost; it would probably merge into the
adoption of a plan of universal free pensions. If it he inferred from these considerations that the number of those who
would avail themselves of State aid would he few, and that, therefore, there would bo no great harm in starting the plan
as an experiment, it must still be borne in mind that, few or many, itis'dlie present generation, and not the next generation,
upon whom the burden of making this provision ought to fall. The absolute and uecessary condition of the assurance of a
deferred annuity is compound interest. The contribution of the purchaser and the rate in aid furnished by the State must
he paid to the day, be never allowed to fall into arrear, and be immediately invested ; and the interest realised from the
investments must be immediately re-invested, otherwise the contract cannot be fulfilled. A loss of £1 by delay in investment
or by injudicious investment, incurred now, will become a loss of £7 or £8 by the time the annuity commences. The
primary consideration with the State or any other body which enters into contracts for providing deferred annuities must
therefore he the safe and automatic investment of the premiums and interest.”
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[To Evidence of Hugh Mc LacMan, li'sg., Secretary to the liailimy Commissioners.']

Establishment ok Railway Emtloyees’ Provident and Pension Pond.
The Railway Commissioners had early in view the desirability, in the interests of the-staff, of establishing a provident and
pension fund for the relief and support in sickness, on retirement, and other contingencies, of persons employed, and a Bill
was drawn up and submitted to Parliament, with the object of obtaining authority to bring the fund into existence.
.
The benefits to be given under the fund, and the nature of the same, are set forth in four schedules, the advantaoes
being dominated by the amount of the weekly contributions. The schedules were as under
“
First Schedule.
Sickness allmvance
Casualty allowance
payable in case of
payable in case of Accident allow
disablement by
disablement ance payable in
sickness or injuties temporary
from
injuries received caso of accident
Weekly receiver! wiiiUt not
on duty
whilst on duly.
on duty.
payment.
resulting' in
death or total
permanent
First
Second
First
Second
disablement.,
2U week's- ’2ti weeks. 2G weeks. 2G weeks.
Per

B, d.
1

0

week.
6. d.
25 0

Per

week.
s. d.
18

0

Per

Per

week.

week.

s. d.
40 0

s. d.
30 0

Death allowances.

Ketiriny gratuity payable on
rcthenient if contributor is not
eligible for a weekly retiring;
Retiring
On death j
allowance.
allowanrc
of a con- 1 ^v/1[ ui;iVM
. JLI ])ayablc
M ibuf.ar of a eonon
Contributions paid for—
otherwise
s retirement
than from triliufcor’
at (55.
wife.
accident
10 to 15 ID to 20
Over
on duty.
J carss.
years. 20 jearg,

£
300

£
50

£
20

Per
week.
s. d.
*20 0

£
30

£
20

£
50

Second Schedule,
Sickness allowance
Casualty allowance
payable in case of
payable in cose of Aofidonfc allow
disablement by
temporar}
disaldement ance liable in
sickness or injuries from injuries
received case of accident
whiUt not
Weekly received
on duty
whilst on duty.
on duty.
payment.
resulting in
death or total
permanent
Kirsl
Second
First
Second
disablement.
26 weeks 26 weeks 2G weeks. 26 weeks.
Per

B,
0

d.
9

week.
B. d.
ly ti

Per

week.
s. d.
13

6

Per
week.
s, d.
30 - 0

Heath al owanccs*
Ho Li ring:
On death
allowance
of a con On death payable
tributor
on
otherwise of a con retirement
than from tributor's
at
05.
wife.
accident
on duty.

Hetirinj? gratuity payable on
retirement if contributor is not
(digdble for a weekly rctning
aliownnee.
Contributions paid for—

10 to 15
years

15 to 20
years

20 years.

£ S.
22 10

£ a.
37 10

Over

Per

week.
s. d.
22

£
225

G

£
37

s.
10

£
15

s, d.
*15

0

a.

£
15

0

' Increased retirmi; allowance may be obtained in accordance with section 5 of Ibis Act.
Third Schedule.

Weekly
paj ment.

s. d.
O' 3

Sickness allowance paj'able in
case of disablement iii/sii:htio<9
or injuries received whilst not
on duty,
Fiibt
26 Vicekg,

Second
26 week d.

Per \i oek,
a. rl.
12 6

Per week,
a. d.
10 0

Casualty allowaiitie payable in
cases of tcni|Kirary disablement
from injuries received whilst
on duty.
|
[

First
26 weeks.

Second
20 weeks.

Par week,
s. d.
20 0

Per week,
s. d.
J5 0

Accident allowance
payable in case of
accident on duty
resulting in death or
total pGimancnt
dishblcinent.

£
200

Death allowances.

On death of a
contributor otherwise
than from accident
on dut>.

On death of a
contributor’s
wife.

£
25

£
12

Fourth Schedule.

Weekly
pa> rnont.

s. ft.
0 6

Sickm'ss allowance payable m
case of disablement by sickness
or in j mies received whilst nut
on duty.

Casualty allowance suable in
eases of tempoi’ary disable merit |
on duty.

Fir*t
110 weeks

Second
% weekp.

First
20 weeks,

Second
26 weeks

Per weak,
s. d.
25 0

Per week,
s. d.
18 O'

Per week,
s. d.
40 0

Per week,
s. d.
30 0

Arcidcut allowance
payable in cise of
accident on duty
resnltuuf in death or
total iwrmancnt
dnablcmcnt.

£
300

Death allowances.

On death of a
contributor otherwise
than from aneidunt
on duty.

On death of a
contributor’s
wife.

£
50

£
20

1. ine niemoersuip to pe optional, Put any railway employee between the ages of IS and 4.5 receiving not loss than
2os. per week was eligible to become a contributor of the first or secoud class.
b
2 Any employee under IS or between the ages of 18 or 85, receiving less than 2as, per week, was eligible to become
a contributor in the 3rd class.
°
3. Any employee between the ages of 35 and 45 was eligible to become a contributor of tho 3rd or 4th class.
*i
1- A contributor of the first or second class could obtain an increased retiring allowance above the amount shown in
the schedule by paying an additional contribution to the fund, i.e., if he were not above 25 years of age he would receive
an additional retiring allowance of 5s. Hd. weekly for each additional Id. per week subscribed.
2. If the contributor were above 25 years of age and not 30, the additional retiring allowance to be 2s lOd weeklv
for each additional Id. contributed.
y
n
f 1hthe*0nntrlbnt01; ’lV!re ab°Ve 30 yl!a!'9 ot ^
riut 4r’ hc was t0 i>0 all'1'™'! such additional retiring allowance
allowed as the Actuary to tho fund should certify as a proper amount for each additional Id. contributed
“
Only persons employed by the Commissioners were to become contributors to the fund, hut temporary eniDlovees
might, with tiie permission of the Commissioners, contribute and become during the period of their employment entitled
to the casualty and accident allowances, as set forth in the fourth schedule. The contribution payable being 4d, weekly,

‘
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Tho Government Hail way Act of 18S8 provides that any person being permanently employed in the Railway Service
after tho passing of such Raihvay Act shall insure his life, but the Provident Fund Bill provides that any person becoming
a contributor to that fund shall be deemed to have complied with the provision of the Railway Act as regards life insurance,
and no further action need be taken with regard to life insurance,
A contributor was not allowed to join the fund in more than one class, but a contributor might he allowed to transfer
from a lower to a higher class of benefits if eligible. The person transferring paying such a sum as the Actuary to the
fund should determine to be due to the fund under the circumstances of the transfer.
Any railway employee being a contributor to the Civil .Service Superannuation Account might elect to retire from
that fund and to join the Railway Employees’ Provident and Pension Fund, all privileges due to him on his retirement from
the Civil Service Fund being conserved to tho date of transfer.
Contributors to the fund ceasing to bo in the employ of the Commissioners otherwise than by dismissal, might be
allowed to continue to contribute and enjoy the advantages of the fund other than with regard to retiring allowances, the
contribution payable for such advantages being fixed by the Actuary of the fund.
1. Any person ceasing to bo employed and to contribute to the fund should have claim to the benefits of the fund
as might bo determined.
2. Any person in receipt of a retiring allowance should ho considered to be a contributor so far as tho payment of
the death allowance in ease of his wife’s death is concerned.
3. Any person whoso services were dispensed with through retrenchment, and had no wish to continue a
contributor, might bo allowed a sum equal to half the retiring gratuity provided after ten years’ contribution ;
but any contributor dismissed from the service should forfeit all claims to the benefits of the fund.
4. The sickness allowance to bo payable for a maximum period of fifty-two weeks, consecutive or otherwise,
during any period oi eighteen months ; but auy additional eases of continued sickness where the allowance
has been exhausted, the Committee might grant a further sum not exceeding £10.
•
Any allowance payable under tbc provisions of the fund will be incapable of being assigned or in any way anticipated.
The amount of any contributors’ payment to tho fund might be deducted by the Commissioners from the employee’s
wages when due.
Tiie Commissioners shall contribute to the fund an annual sum equal to 7d per cent, of tiie contributions of the
employees, or such less amount as tho Actuary sliall certify to be sufficient to secure the stability of the fund.
The management of tho fund was to be vested in n Committee of not less than niue members, two-thirds tn be
nominated by the delegates and one-third by the Commissioners,
The delegates to represent the contributors and to be elected from each district according to the locality in which
they are for the time being employed, the number of delegates for each district; to be subsequently arranged by regulation.
Tiie Chairman of the Committee to be one of the members appointed by tho Commissioners.
The Secretary and Actuary to he appointed and paid by the Commissioners.
In case the fund should be deemed by tho Committee to he iilsuilicient to meet its liabilities a levy, not to exceed
two additional weekly contributions during each period of throe months, might be made by the Committee.

J.
[Appended by the Committee!]

Charitable Institutions of NkW South Wales.
Oilices of the State Children Relief Board, the Director of Government Asylums, and Children’s Protection Act,
Sir,
Richmond-terrace, Domain, Sydney, 13 August, f S'Jfi.
In accordance with your request, I have gone as carefully as possible into the matter of the probable number of
deserving poor over 00 years of ago in this Colony (outside the Government As3'Iuins) likely to bo brought under the
operation of a pension fjolicy for that class only. The numbers, of course, cannot be obtained with strict accuracy without
waiting a considerable time for special inquiries to 1)0 made in every district throughout this Colony, hut I believe the figures
I now present to you arc approximately correct. I do not think they would exceed 1,300.
Of course, the number would
probably increase in proportion to the increase of the general population, hut then the consolidated revenue would be
progressive also. IF the 10s. a week allowance were adopted, it would at the present time cost A'33,800 a year to maintain
these 1,300 persons.
Dr. Beattie called upon me to-day, and in the course of conversation gave me an idea, of the statistical portion of
his evidence before your Committee. He stated that he had fixed the probable number of inmates of the Government
Asylums who could be pensioned at about a 10 per cent, proportion to the whole. So far as his institution is concerned,
bo is probably correct, as lie has charge of all the consumptive cases, cancer patients, and indeed a very bad class of
hospital patients generally. Rut he agrees with me that when dealing with the number under control in nil the institu
tions my approximation of 15 per cent, is more likely to he correct. Upon looking at iny evidence, I find that I-stated
there were 3,600 inmates, and that from 500 to 000 might possibly lie entrusted with pensions. If the proportion is fixed
at 15 per cent., it gives the number who could be pensioned at 040 persons.
There is one other point of importance to which I would ask permission to direct your attention, although I have
no doubt it has presented itself to Vour minds already. In connection with the evidence taken in England upon this
important question of old-age pensions, nearly all the objective testimony came from officials directly connected with the
management of institutions. 1 have not had an opportunity of knowing if that has been the case with regard to the
evidence given before your Committee, and Ido not, of course, imply that such evidence is not perfectly conscientious—
indeed, I am sure it is. But may I take the liberty of saying that it is only natural for witnesses of this class, particu
larly if they are enthusiastic workers, to be unconsciously so much attached to the systems they administer, as to believe
honestly that any experiments in other directions must necessarily fail. I know that this was the ease in connection with
the initiation and Working out of the l>oarding-out system in this Colony.
I have, Ac.,
SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Charitable Institutions.

El.
[To

Evidence of IV. F. Schcy, Eeq., M.P.]

PENSIONS FOR OLD AGE AND PROVIDENT INSURANCE FOR WORKING MEN.
(By W. A. Hunter, M.P., House of Commons.)
Sooial Questions to the Front.
When the historian of the future comes to estimate the efl'ect of the two greatest political measures of the second half of
the nineteenth century—the enfranchisement of the working man in towns by the Reform Act of 1867, and the subsequent
enfranchisement of the agricultural labourer by the Act of 1885—he will probably signalise as their most remarkable con
sequences a change in the character of the political questions upon which parties arc formed.
That change is often expressed as the substitution of social for political questions. The phrase is somewhat
inaccurate, but it expresses a substantial truth. From the Revolution of 16SS the conflicts of political parties in this
country raged chieHy round the topic of civil and religious liberty, and, after the French Revolution, the struggle of the
middle and working classes to obtain a share of political power. Between 10SS and 1832, we were governed by an
aristocratic oligarchy. In 1S32, the great landlords were obliged to admit the manufacturers and ihe shopkeepers to a
partnership in the Government of the country: and, now since I8fi7 and 1885, the constitution of the country 1ms become
genuinely, although imperfectly, democratic. We have row got government of tiie people by the people, and if it is not
also government for the people, they must blame themselves. They have the power, and if they'do not use it or use it
unwisely, the fault, as well as tho suft'ering that may follow, will bo all their own. The great constitutional struggle which
began with the beheading of Charles I, and continued for two centuries and a half—a struggle, the main object of which
was to determine who should he masters—has come to an end. The constitutional epoch is dosed, civil and religious
liberty ;s practically secured, tho democracy is on the throne. A new ora has opened,
The
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The shifting of the centi'cof political gravity from the mkhlle class—which for half a century had tho control of the
Government—to the working class must necessarily change the whole current of political ideas. Although many of the
persons who belong to the middle class live from hand to mouth, and are dependent for their daily bread upon more or less
precarious employment, yet tho tone and political temper of this class are dominated by the owners of property. In
future, although the influence of property will for many a day be enormous, it will be only one factor, and not the greatest,
in our social and political evolution. Year by year, as working men come more and more to realise tho nature of the
weapon that the constitution has placed in their hands, the tone and temper of the political world will be more and more
coloured by the views o£ labour, and less and less by tho sentiments generated by the possession of property.

Effect of Security nr ox Owxiox.
The great charm of property is that it ensures for its possessor independence and security. A man who has enough
to live upon need not fear the frown of a master, and hc can face the casualties of hfe with a calm mind. Sickness decs
not deprive him of his means of support; infirmity and old age have no terrors for him; he does not tremble lest the
fluctuations of trade should deprive him and his family of food. This sense of security cannot fail to colour his political
opinions ; he inclines to a cheery or cynical optimism ; “everything is for the best in the best of all possible worlds
he
acquiesces readily in the fatalistic doctrine—winch, by the way, although it borrows its phraseology from tiie words,
contains nothing of the spirit of Jesus Christ—tliat the poor shall always be with us. This intellectual temper is strikingly
exhibited in Lord Beaeonefield's earlier novels. It has little faith, and if the truth be told, not much desire ; it accepts
with complacency the lot of the hewers of wood and drawers of water ; it meets all suggestions for change with a languid
scepticism such as is strikingly shown in the speeches of Mr. A. J. Balfour, or with the brutal cynicisms such as we find
among Tories of the baser sort.
IxSEClTRlrY OF TITE WOKKMAX.
Political power has passed into the hands of a class whose dominant feeling is insecurity. A workman suffers from
uncertainty of employment. He is liable—in some trades peculiarly liable—to sickness and injury; has to look forward
to au old age of dependence upon his children, or upon the tender mercies (which are cruel) of the poor law. If he dies in
early manhood his last hours are embittered by the thought that he leaves his wddow ami children totally unprovided with
means to face the struggle for existence. He looks upon the cheerful optimism of the rich as a bitter jest indeed. He does
not find that everything is for the best in the best of all possible worlds. When ids children cry for food, and he has little
or none to give them, and when at the same time he sees a small minority indulging in riotous waste, ha is very apt to lend
a ready ear to any quack who will promise him the millenium. An angry man is seldom a wise one, and although the
working man is the first to suffer, and to suffer most severely, from mistaken remedies for social maladies, if his mind is
ouce inflamed with a passionate feeling of social injustice lie is capable of grave errors. It is not too much to say tliat it
depends largely upon the extent that we can remove the “ insecurity” of the workman's position as to tiie temper in which
we shall approach the solution of the great social problem that lies before us. If means can be devised to give to workmen
that happy sense of security which is now the peculiar possession of owners of property, wc may confidently expect that
the progress of the country will in the future, as in the past, be steady, uniform, practical, and sound; but if nothing is
done in this direction, and wc come upon times of very bad trade, a very dangerous temper may be developed. The giant
Sampson may pull down the edifice, although lie buries himself in its ruins.
The amount of public interest that has been excited during the last eighteen months in the question of pensions for
workmen in their old age has drawn off attention from the larger topic of provident insurance for tho other casualties to
which workmen are liable. Old age is only one of tho risks to which the working class is exposed, and although it may he
found best to begin with that topic, wo must never forget that it is only part of a much wider subject. The cm is to which
workmen are exposed may be summed up in the following points r—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Irregularity of employment.
Sickness.
Disablement, arising from (1) injuries sustained in the course of employment ; and (2) other causes.
Infirmity, arising from old age.
Death, leaving young children unprovided for.

Irregularity of employment is a great evil, but by common consent it is not one which Tarliamentean directly attack.
It may be worthy of consideration whether the State and Municipal authorities who largely employ labour might not do
something to mitigate the hardships arising from fluctuations of trade. Why should they not, as a matter of general
policy, take up the execution of great public works in times when trade is slack ? Would it not be possible, for example,
to build ships for the Navy wheu the ship-building yards are empty '! It would not, of course, lie possible to avert trade
crises, or to give employment to all who from any cause are thrown out of work, but something might be done, and “ every
little helps.”

Insurance will give Secciutv, but the other Causes stand upon ax entirely Different Footing.
There is no impossibility in making State provision against sickness, early death, infirmity, and old age. Tho
question is, how far is it practical or expedient to add to the functions of the State some provision for these casualties of a
working man's life. A very slight consideration will show that the protection of the workman cannot be accomplished
otherwise than by an application of the principle of insurance The only alternative to insurance is that each workman
should accumulate a fund sufficient to carry him over a period of sickness, sufficient to bring up his family if he dies, suffi
cient to maintain him for life if he is disabled, or in old age. Even the best-paid workman would find it impossible to
collect so much money before his marriage, and as regards the overwhelming majority of workmen, the idea is out of the
question, The burden is too great for the individual. But it is a very light burden if distributed over the whole body.
Only a few are sick, only a few are maimed or killed, only a minority reach old age. The cost of making provision for these
cases is too heavy to be borne by those who have the misfortune to suffer, but it maybe met by a small levy on those “ who
are whole and have no need of a physician.” The best trades unions have applied this principle with much advantage to
themselves for members temporarily out of employment, and both trades unions and friendly societies have familiarised
the working class with the principle of insurance for sickness. Nevertheless, it would lie rash to affirm that tiie nature of
insurance is thoroughly understood. Nothing is more common than the objection that if a workman pays inloan insurance
fund and dies before reaching the pension ago he loses his money. It might just as well be said that a man who insures
against fire loses his money of his house is nob burnt down. Or it might bo urged that a healthy man who escapes sickness
has done a foolish thing by subscribing to a benefit fund. On the contrary, he gets full value for his money—hc obtains
security. A man joins a friendly society to protect himself against the risk of illness, and ho has more sense than to
complain against the enjoyment of robust health.
The “Business”

of the

State,,

A word may be said upon an objection not shared by working men, but emanating from some worthy and respectable
persons. The State, we are told, has no business to intrude into the domain of insurance. Its proper functions are purely
negative ; ita sole duty is to keep the peace and repress violence. This narrow theory of the functions of the State lias so
little hold of working man that but for the respect due to many of its advocates one might leave the subject unnoticed.
That theory is clearly stated by Bastiat:—“When law and force keep man within the bounds of justice, they impose
nothing on him but a mere negation. They only' oblige him to abstain from doing harm. They violate neither his
personality, his liberty, nor his property. They only guard tho personality, the liberty, the property of others.”
This passage is a good illustration of the fallacious a prion and unhislorieal method. If we examine the early
stages of human society, we shall find that the roll of the State was even more humble and narrow than Bastiat desires.
The earliest human societies were content to protect themselves from external enemies. Their function is still represented
in our departments of the Army and Naiy. Inside the society there was little that could be called government and
nothing that in the proper sense of the term could be described as law. At this stage of human development, ISastint’s
theory would have been considered much too broad and advanced. Brimitivc man, if he had been a speculative philosopher
like Bastiat, would havc said it was no business of the State to interfere with the domestic affairs of tiie tribe, it did
enough if it prevented its neighbours from eating him. But mankind did not rest in that primitive condition, it moved on.
The second step in social development corresponds with great exactness to Bastir.t’s theory. To preserve life and
limb and property was the first effort of law. The graver injuries to person and property were dealt with by actions at
law,
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law, but at this stage the law was not so bold as to enforce contracts. That was an interference with the human liberty
tliat the sturdy Bostiats of primitive society would have regarded as quite intolerable. Indeed, nothing is more instructive
in the history of legal ideas than the timid and gingerly fashion in which law began to take contracts under ita jurisdiction.
According to the strict letter of Bastiat’s doctrine tho State ought to coniine iteelf to enforcing negative duties the sphere
of positive duty if outside its province. The spirit of Bastiat was strong in the rudest societies. Indeed, to think that
law first took a grip of contracts under the impulse of a superstitious religion. At lirst it interfered only with contracts
to which a god was a party, which were made by solemn religious rights, and its object was not to add security to promises
but to avert from the community the mischiefs that an offended Deity was believed capable of inflicting.
The negative theory of the functions of the State would either exclude contracts or admit a great deal that the
school of Bastiat would keep out. If it is adopted, then we must conclude that the post office and the mint should be left
to private firms like W. H. Smith & Co., or TYuhling and Goschen, It is a theory that has no place save in the infancy of
human society. That organisation of man that we call the State, although it owed its origin to the necessity of protecting
communities from externa! foes, has never, except at its earlier stages, been confined to pure negation. Bor what purpose
the State may beneficially be employed is a question that can only he determined by experiment and experience, nor is it
at all necessary that the functions of the State should in all places, and in all circumstances, bo tho same. The constitution
of the Government, the nature of the work, the nature of the people, these and many other points have to be considered
when we have to decide whether, in a particular case, it is expedient or not that the Government should act. In one country
a particular act of interference may be wise and beneficial, in another it may be foolish and mistaken. Perhaps there is no
political doctrine which among civilised nations would obtain a more general assent than tho non-interference of the State
with tho religious opinions or worship of its people. Throe hundred years ago a contrary opinion universally prevailed in
the most advanced countries. In this direction, as also in many others, the sphere of the State lias contracted, but on the
other hand extensions have been made. Our ancestors paid great attention to souls, we look after the drains. What the
State may wisely undertake, what it may more wisely let alone, cannot he settled by any hard and fast abstract high
a priori rule. It can only he approximately determined from time to time, according to circumstances, in the light of
reason and experience.
OuTLISB OK THE SuUJKl.T,
In order to give security to the classes that livc by labour, it is essential to provide not merely for the case of sick
ness, but also for infirmity and old age, and for fatherless children. The problem to be solved is whether, and in what
ways, our Government here in Great Britain may usefully assist in protecting working men from those casualties that cast
so dark a shadow over their lives, I propose in the first instance to examine what has been done in foreign countries to see
what guidance may be derived from their experience. I shall then consider various plans for voluntary or compulsory
insurance, and finally will call attention to the peculiarly favourable opportunity arising out of financial relations of Scot
land to the empire for making a commencement in Scotland of a national scheme of insurance against the ills that flesh is
heir to.

*•£**«*

Can'o\ Blackley's Comjemnki) Scheme,
In 1SS5 the Konse of Commons appointed a Select Committee “to inquire into the best system of Xational Pro
vident Assurance.” The Committee was reappointed in 1S86 and 1887, two general elections took place between the first
and final reports, and the composition of the Committee was considerably changed. Several schemes were brought under
the notice of the Committee, but practically the inquiry resolved itself into an examination of a scheme propounded by the
Kcv. W. L. Blackley, lion. Canon of Winchester. The final paragraph of the report maybe quoted
“ Your Committee, although unable to recommend the adoption of Canon Blackey’s scheme, feel that they cannot
conclude their report without recording their sense of the disinterested patience and energy with which ho has endeavoured
to remove the causes which tend to drive the poor into the workhouse. He has brought to light an immense deal of infor
mation on a subject which lies at the root of the happiness and welfare of large masses of the population—information
which cannot fail to prove useful in any future legislation which maybe undertaken; and his proposals, though in the
opinion of your Committee they appear objectionable in some respects and impracticable in others, contain more valuable
suggestions, and seem to be based on more extended knowledge, than any of the other schemes which have been brought
under their attention.”
This well-merited tribute to a clergyman, whose zeal for the poor reflects honor on his profession, very properly
accompanies a decision which was adverse to the scheme he then advocated. Canon Blackley’s condemned scheme sought
to accomplish a very important object. If successful, it would have dried up the fountains of more than one-half of our
pauperism, and would have proved an enormous blessing, especially to tho poorest class of labourers. It is, therefore,
instructive, with a view of future legislation, to ascertain precisely which of his recommendations were condemned as
impracticable. Speaking generally. Canon Blackley's scheme was disapproved in respect of those points in which it differed
from the German model. The scheme advocated by that reverend gentleman—
Combined Sickness and Old Age Insurance.

The following were the main points :—
1. It did not apply to those who were over the age of 21 when the system came into operation. All above that age
were left to ho provided for by existing agencies.
2. It compelled every person, rich or poor, of high or low degree, to pay lictwccn the ages of IS and 21 a sum of
£10 into a national sickness and pension fund.
3. In the case of those who, between 18 and 21, were employed for wages, the employer was to be responsible for
the collection of the amount, which he was authorised to deduct from the wages.
4. livery' person so insured was to be entitled to Ss. a week of sick pay when they suffered " loss of wages through
sickness,” and a pension of 4s. a week in any' case on attaining the age of 70.
5. Tho sick-pay would continue however long the duration of the illness, and thus, in effect, was a provision for
disablement as well us old age.
G. The premiums were to be paid to the post office, and handed over to the elected trustees of the national sick
ness and pension fund.
7- The sick-pay and pensions were to be paid through the machinery of tho post office, under the supervision of

local elective committees.

8. This compulsory insurance nas to apply to women equally with men.
9. Tho State was to give no subvention in aid of the fund and no guarantee of its solvency. Its solo duty was to
compel persons between the age of 18 and 21 to pay the sum of £10.
In recording the adverse opinion of the Committee as respects the sickness part of the scheme, it is well to note that
the Committee expressed a more favourable view of the provision for old age; but they were “ disposed to wait for the
further development of public opinion before advising the adoption of a general obligatory system of superannuated pay.”
This reservation ought not to he forgotten.
The leading ideas of Canon Blackley’s scheme, in so far as it relates to the case of sickness, arc three in number :—
(1) The repayment of the premiums, either in one sum or in instalments, before the age of 21 ; (2) tho universality of the
obligation imposed alike upon peer and peasant; and (3) the establishment of a single national fund for the United Kingdom,
including England, Scotland, and Ireland, through the machinery' of the post office. In all those particulars it is the exact
opposite of tho German system, with which, however, it agrees in requiring no State guarantee or subvention. Oddly
enough, the Committee agree with the Canon on the question of prepayment. They observe that in Germany, “Payments
to the fund are not made in an initial lump-sum, but by weekly and life-long deductions from wages. In this respect your
Committee think that the German system shows an inferiority to Canon Blackley’s proposal, inasmuch as prepayment
enables amuch smaller total payment to suffice as insurance, and once got over, the workman is left free to dispose of his
savings in whatever prudential investment he may select.” This finding applies with much greater force to the old-age
pensions, and is somewhat neutralised by the recognition of the Committee, that the administrative difficulties of collecting
the money render the scheme impracticable. It is, of course, most desirable that young people before they marry should
lay aside a sum adequate to insure them against sickness, disablement, and old age, but the practical difficulties in the way
proved fatal in the judgment of the Committee to the whole scheme.
A
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Germany.
In precGciing articles I have shown in brief outline the character of the system by which practically every workman
in regular employment is insured against sickness and against death or disablement resulting from injuries sustained in the
course of his employment. It is believed that 13,000,000 of Germans are thus secured, whereas the number so insured in
this country is estimated by the Registrar-General of Friendly Societies to be only between 3,000,000 and 4,000,000. In
accomplishing this great work the German Government has not assumed the functions of an insurance society, nor has it
granted any subvention to the associations which it lias called into existence. It has done the work by imposing a legal
obligation on employers, and by assisting in the formation of societies by which the object can be secured. The German
Government has not up to this point travelled beyond the limits which are all but universally recognised as the legitimate
province of Government. Bnt in dealing with old age it made a new departure. It recognised the necessity of a State
subvention, and, as a consequence, a large extension of the area of State intervention in the business of insurance. The
law of June 22, 1S89, made insurance against disablement and old age compulsory upon the working classes.
It may be convenient, before proceeding to describe the details of this vast and memorable law, to show in a tabular
form the nature of the provision made by the German law against the several casualties of life.
I.

Sickness.—Compulsory

insurance in sick benefit societies under local management.

II. Death—

(tt) Arising from injuries to workmen. Annuities to widows and orphans under the compulsory Accident Insurance

Law'.

(i>) Arising otherwise than from injuries in employment.
This case is very partially provided for by the return to the widow and children of a proportion of insurance money
paid to the Old-age and Disablement Fund; but may be said practically to be uncovered by the German law.
III. —Disablement—
(ft) Arising from injuries in tho course of employment. Annuities are provided under the compulsory Accident
Insurance Law,
(?i) Arising otherwise. Provided for by the law of June 22, 1889.
IV. Old age also is covered by the same law.
Thus, looking upon German legislation as a whole, it secures practically to the vast majority of the working class no
inadequate provision against all the possible contingencies in a workman's life, with the exception, and no unimportant
exception, that it does not cover the case of a man dying from ordinary disease and leaving a widow and children.
A word may he said upon this exception —“ the missing link ” in the German Iawr. It is very difficult to obtain
statistics to show the number of children of different ages that are loft orphans by the death of the father, I have,
however, seen, through the kindness of Mr. King, actuary of the Atlas Insurance Company, a return from the Government
of Now Zealand for the year 1890, which supplies valuable details. The table covers only a single year, and it is much too
narrow a basis upon which to found calculations for a European country ; but nevertheless I give the figures for what they
are worth. It appears that out of a total of 1,573 males who died in Kcw Zealand in tho year 1890, 699 left children, 832
males and 793 females, under the age of IS years. If wo consider 3s. per child per week a reasonable allowance until
it attains the age of 15, it would require all the males who died between the ages of 60 and 65 to ho insured for a sum of
nearly £50 at their death. If only all the married males were insured, it would be necessary on their death that they
should be insured for nearly' £90, m order to make a provision for all the orphans of 3s, a, week until they reached tho age
of 15. It may be taken that oidy a very small proportion of the deaths that occur among males between the ages of
20 and 65 are duo to accidents in their employments; so that in Germany a large and important field is still unoccupied by
insurance provisions.
Insurance against Disablement.

Much of the adverse criticism that has been directed against the German scheme of insurance for old age arises from
a mistaken notion of the scope of the law. Old age is entirely a secondary and subsidary object; the chief object of the
law is to extend and complete the insurance for sickness. The ordinary Sick Benefit Societies WMMt give sick pay for
thirteen weeks, and may allow sick pay for a year. But at that point the sick allowance must terminate. The workman who
from prolonged illness is dropped hy the Sick Benefit Societies is taken up by the Disablement and Old-age Fund. This
fund is intended to provide an adequate allowance for a disabled workman, bnt it was never expected to give a sufficient
pension for old age. The pension for old ago does not begin until tbe age of 70 years is completed, and it varies in amount
according to the scale of contribution, from £5 6s. 5d. (or 2s. Jd. per week) to £9 Jls. (oi 3s. Sd. per week). These sums,
although they are more than one-third of the average wages of the class, were never supposed by themselves to be a
sufficient allowance upon which a workman could live ; they are meant to be an aid to other resources.
.
The true relation of old age and disablement in the latest German law may be gathered from the fact that while it is
calculated that there will fall on the fund 120,000 disablement pensions in each year, the mimbei'of old-age pensions
expected to become due in the same period is only 36,000. Bnt not only is the number of disablement pensions more than
throe times as great, but the allowances for disablement are on a much more liberal scale, and if a man is drawing a disable
ment pension when he reaches his seventy-first year, he continues to enjoy it, and is not put down to the lower scale of
old-age pensions. Tims tiie old-age pension is payable only in the ease of non-disabled men, and is due although the work
man is strong enough to do his customary work.
A full right to the disablement pension arises after five years’ contribution. The amount varies (1) according to the
scale of the workman’s contributions, which, again, vary according to his wages, and (2) according tn the number of years
in which he has contributed. For the purpose of insurance the workmen are divided into four classes
Class I.—Those who earn up to £17 10s, (350 marks) a year.
Class II.—Those who earn from £17 10s. to £27 10s. (550 marks).
Class III.—Those who eam from £27 10s. to £42 10s. (850 marks).
Class IV.—Those who earn above £47 10s. a year.
In calculating the pension for disablement each workman receives 60s. a year from the insurance office, and 50s. a
year from the Government, or in all £5 10s. To this is added for every week during which he has been a contributor a
sum varying according to his class, as follows :—
Class I.................................................................
Class II.................................................................
Class HI...........................
Class IV.................................................................

Jd. per week (2 pfennigs).
£d.
,,
6
„
Id.
,,
9
„
IJd.
,,
11
,,

The contributions of the workman are non-returnable, except as to one-half if he has paid for five years without
receiving any allowance, and dies leaving a widow or children under 15 years of age. So if a woman has contributed for
five years and dies before receiving an allowance her children under 15 years of age, if they are also fatherless, receive
hack one-half of her contributions. Suppose we take the case of two workmen, each of whom after ten years’ full con
tributions (470 weeks) becomes disabled, one belonging to Class I, and the other to Class IV, the first will receive an
annuity, if permanently and totally disabled, of £5 10s., plus twice 470 pfennigs, or in all £5 19s. 4Jd. The second will
receive £5 10s., plus thirteen times 470 pfennigs, or £8 11s. lid.
The
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■c ^le followmg ^1® shows the scale of pensions for total and permanent disablement for the periods of contribution
specified, arranged according to classes

I

Amount of annual Pension,

Number of years’ contributions of forty-seven
wccXfi each.

Class I.
s.
5 14
0 19
6 8
6 IS
7 7
7 17

£

10
20
30
40
50
Averace earnings of eacli class ......

Class IL
d.
Si
44

:

24

'

0

15 0 0

Annual contrihutious for old age and disable- ]
ment by workmen.
J

■ 0 3 34

£
C
6
8
9
11
12

s.
4
IS
6
14
2
11

d.
li
24
4?
n

9*
o"

25 0 0

0 4 Si

Class 111.

Class TV.

£
6

s. d.
11 )f
7 12 34
9 14 n
11 16 I0i
13 9 21.
16 1 6"

£ s.
i 0
8 11
n 12
14 13
17 14
20 15

36 0 0.

48 0 0

0 5 7J

d.
3
24
34
4J
6

0 7 0,5

The scale of pensions, it will be seen, varies from one-seventh to over a half of the wages earned when in full and
continuous employment. On the whole the pensions arc small, but so are the contributions, which vary from three farthings
to three halfpence per week.
“
The amount of Old-age Tensions.

.
Tb® pension for old age is calculated in a different fashion. To each pension the State contributes 50s. a year. To
this the insurance societies add a sum which varies according to class, and tbe following table shows how the total pension
is made nn in each class :—
1

Contribution of
State.
£ s. fl.

Contribution of
Insurance Society.
£ n.

(I.

Total Yearly
Tensions.
£ s. d.

Class I
. 2 10 0
2 ie
5
5 6 5
Class II
. 2 10 0
4 4 7
0 14 7
Class 111
. 2 10 0
5 12 10
8 2 10
Class IV
. 2 10 0
7 1 0
9 11 0
The amount of the pension does notvary, as ihe disablement pensions do, according to the number of weeks of con
tributions paid. But persons under the age of 40 when the law came into force will not he entitled to an old-age pension
unless they have contributed for thirty years. Special provisions are made for those who, in consequence of their age, are
not able to comply with the terms of the law.
Is it State Socialism ?
Tiie pensions that fall due during the first year of the operation of the insurance law, it is calculated, will be paid
one-third by the State, •one-third by the employer, and one-tliird by the workman. It is supposed that the average cost
of pensions for disablement and old age taken together will be £7 Uls. ; but the contribution of the State takes the form of
a fixed contribution of £2 10s. to each pension, the effect of which is to give most help to tbe poorest class, who are in
most need of it. The cost to the State in the first year is expected to be £320,000; then it will gradually increase until
oighty years hence it will amount to £3,450,000 a year. At that date it is calculated that sufficient capital will have
accumulated from the contributions from employers and workmen to provide for pensions that liecomo due, in consequence
of which the State subsidy will no longer bo required, and will gradually be extinguished. In making this forecast it is
assumed that the capital will earn 3f per cent. The intention is that ultimately the whole cost of the pensions shall be
borne by the contributions of the employers and workmen, and the State subsidy is merely a temporary help to enable the
existing generation to obtain the benefit of the scheme. If the German scheme" had been confined to persons now under
the age of 21, no subsidy from the State would have been required or would have boon given ; for, in that case, the contri
butions would be equal to the benefits conferred by the scheme. But in the case of persons over that age, and especially
of those past 40 years of age, the scale of contributions would be hopelessly insufficient. In effect, therefore, the contri
bution of the State i_s temporary, and practically represents the cost of applying the scheme to the existing generation.
Both its admirers and its critics have given insufficient attention to this cardinal feature of the German scheme.
That scheme is framed on the basis of being self-supporting without State aid; bnt no such scheme could be worked, except
for the very7 young, unless help were forthcoming The necessity of such help will appear from a single example. A work
man is 67 years of age when the Act comes into force ; by the time he reaches the first week of his seventy-first year he has
paid in Class I. for 100 weeks, in all, 7s. Bnt nevertheless he will get an old-age pension of £5 Ss. 5d, a year for the small
sum of 7s. It is obvious tliat this difference can only be made good by enoimously high premiums upon the young of the
present generation, or by taxation, and taxation is a fair way of spreading the burden over a century, instead of making it
lie witli crushing weight upon a single generation. The German scheme is thus not open to the charge of State socialism.
As a temporary measure it may be wise or foolish, expedient or inexpedient, but it is much farther off from socialism than
free education. We make the whole charge of education a burden upon the taxpayer or ratepayer, and practically
endorse the maxim, “To each according to his needs, from each according to his means.” But Bismarck's legislation
contemplates the payment of the whole cost of pensions by the employees and workmen ; the taxpayer will find nothing of
the contributions ; and only as a temporary makeshift is he called upon to bear any burden whatever. To make the
employer pay one half of the premiums of insurance may be objectionable, hut it is not socialism. Unless, therefore, we
use the term “ Socialism " in a loose sense in which all meaning is taken out of it, wc cannot with any propriety describe
the German system of pensions for disablement and old age as State Socialism ; it may be bad or good, but it is in no
proper sense of the word socialistic.
The amount of the Contributions

is fixed for the first ten years on the following scale
Employers.
Class
I........................ ..........................
Class II........................ ..........................
Class Ill........................ ..........................
Glass IV........................ ..........................

s.
3
4
5
7

d.
3A
Si
7£
05

Workmen.
3.
3
4
5
7

Total Yearly
Contribution,

d.
34

s.

6

S{
75

05

9

11

14

-d.
7
44
3l
ij

At the end of ten years, when the insurance societies have brought the anticipations of the actuaries to the test of
experience, these rates will be revised and probably increased. At the end of each five years a fresh revision will take
place; and it is reckoned that by the end of eighty years the highest rate of contribution tliat will be required will not
exceed the following :—
Emplo) ers.
s. d.
4 8i

Class I................... .................
Class 11....................
Gass III.................... .................. 11 9
Class IV.................... .................. 15 6

Workmen.
s.
4
S
11
15

d.
81
0
3
0i

Total Annual
Coniribuliom
a. d.
9
16
23
30

44
0
0
64
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If the calculations of the German actuaries are realised the extreme rate of contribution to pay both the disable
ment and old-age pensions would vary from ijd. to 3Jd. a week as a maximum at the end of eighty years from the time
when the Act came into force.
■
The only State interference that forms a permanent element in German legislation is the imposition of an obligation
to insure. This is not socialism ; it is the enforcement of a duty which every man owes both to his neighbours and to him
self, Whether that duty should be left to the care of the individual con science or bo strengthened by tho sanction of
law is an interesting subject of study ; but in any case it is the duty of tbe individual that is established, not a duty of tbe
State towards the individual. The German system is, in fact, the consummation of individualism, not the thin end of tho
wedge of socialism. lu one case only—the provision for disablement and old age —docs the State even contribute to help
the individual to perform his duty, but that help is limited m both its character and duration.
A law that simply said to tbe workman, “Thou sbalt insure against sickness, disablement, and old age,” even if
accompanied by penalties for disobedience, would be barren and unpractical. The cost of enforcing olredicnce would alone
prohibit such a measure, llismurck accordingly avoided tho error of applying compulsion to the workman ; be looked to
tbe master. This latter method is as easy and simple as tbe former is complex and diftcult. The principle upon which
lie proceeded was to compel the employer to insure the workman, and to pay for the insurance, leaving him tn deduct from
the workman’s wages the amount that m the eyes of the Legislature the workman might fairly be called upon to contribute.
Tho employer is hound to pay the whole of tiie premiums of insurance against accident, and one-third of those for sickness ;
and to this extent Bismarck’s legislation rests upon generally-accepted notions of justice. But the half-share of the
premiums for disablement and old age must hc defended, if defended at all, not upon any abstract principle of justice, but
upon grounds solely of expediency. He was able to satisfy the German Parliament that sufficient ground existed for a
charge the equitable nature of which is not self-evident.
The piinciple of the legislation necessarily defines its limits and scope. Insurance is not made obligatory upon
those who have no employers. As the obligation is thrown upon the employer, where there is no employer there is no
obligation. Bismarck’s legislation is compulsory, hut not universal. Except, however, in the case of wives of workmen,
this limitation is not serious. The gravest defect of the German law is that no provision is made for a widow who survives
her husband, nor, except in tiie case of accident, for a widow' who has young children to bring up. These are grave
imperfections. The law is nearly complete for men, hut for women it is wofully deficient. Unmarried women who are in
employment are insured in the same manner as men, but upon their marriage they are cut off from all provisions, and are
allowed merely to withdraw one-half of their own contributions to the disablement and old-age funds, if they have
contributed for more than five years.
IFio must be Insured for Old Age.

1. All persons over 16 years of age who work for wages or salary {also if partly payment in kind) as labourers,
assistants, apprentices, or servants of all kinds, including copying clerks, messengers, night watchmen, semp
stresses, laundresses, ike. (hut not tutors, governesses, private secretaries, companions, and the like).
2. Clerks in industrial and other establishments, book-keepers, cashiers, commercial travellers, shopmen, shopgirls,
tradesmen’s apprentices who do not earn more than £100 a year. Assistants and apprentices in apothecaries’
shops are not included.
3. Persona employed for wages or salary in the crew’s of German sea-going vessels, or on vessels employed in inland

navigation.

Workmen who become employers, or otherwise are lifted out of this class, may continue their insurance by paying
double the contributions of workmen.
Compulsory insurance docs not extend, however, to (1) persons who work for food, clothes, and lodging only,
receiving no pay ; (2) persons unable to earn more than one-third of the customary daily wage in the place w here they
reside : (3) persons already in receipt of a pension of not less than £5 14s. 6d. a year.
The following persons may, hut are not compelled to, insure :—
1. Small craftsmen, shopkeepers, fanners, porters, guides, and generally all who work on their own account and do
not usually employ paid workmen
2. Persons working m their own dwellings, with or without paid workmen, on account of other industrial firms, even
although they supply their own raw materials or work temporarily or occasionally on their own account.
The Insurance Offices.

The German Empire is a Federal Union bearing a considerable resemblance to the constitution of tho United States.
Subject to tho powers conferred on the central Government, each State in the Union retains its own individuality and
autonomy. The Imperial Legislature, like the Congress of the United States, consists of a Senate or Federal Council
(Uundcsrath), consisting of nominees of the Governments of tho several States of which the Empire is composed, and a
Chamber of Deputies (Reichstag) elected hy univcral suffrage. The Empire has, for tiie purposes of insurance against
disablement and old age, been parcelled out into thirty-one districts, in each of which a separate insurance society is
formed, which deals with all the persons in its district who are subject to compulsory insurance. In a large State, like
Prussia, several of such districts are formed, but in the case of the small States of the Union permission is accorded to
form one joint insurance society. The relations of these insurance societies to eacli other and to the Federal Council are
the subject of minute regulations which it wore unprofitable here to discuss. It will suffice to describe the constitution of
one of these societies, for all arc framed on the same lines.
Every insurance institute is managed hy a boaid of directors, hut the officials are appointed by the State Govern
ments. The hoard is composed of State officials, or it may include representatives of the employers and workmen. On
the board devolves the control of the executive work of the institute. To each institute is attached a committee of at least
ten members, one-half of whom are appointed by the employers and one-half hy the workmen. The committee settles the
by-laws ot the institute, it elects assessors to the arbitration board, examines the yearly budget, and, if no council of
supervision is formed, it watches over the conduct of affairs by the directing board. If the hoard is composed solely of
officials, then a council of supervision, consisting m equal numbers of employers and workmen, must ho appointed by the
committee to watch over the proceedings of the hoard. The members of the hoard and committee are regarded as trustees
and receive no pay, hut workmen are entitled to compensation for loss of wages hy attendance to those duties. The
appointments are made for a period of five years. All the insurance institutes are subject to the supervision and control of
the Imperial Insurance Board at Berlin,
IIov> Disputes are Settled.

All questions arising in connection with tho insurance institutes go in the first instance before courts of arbitration,
with a final appeal to the Imperial Insurance Office. At least one arbitration court must be attached to each institute.
The hoard consists of a president and at least four assessors, two elected by the employers and two hy the workmen.
These elections take place in connection with the sick benefit societies. The costs of arbitration arc to be borne by the
insurance institute. But the court may compel the parties to pay the charges which arc caused hy groundless applications.
How Contributions are Collected.

The contributions are collected from tiie employer by’ affixing stumps of the proper value to the workman’s receipt
card. Each workman must obtain a icceipt card, which contains spaces for forty-seven contributory weeks ; at the end of
each week the employer adhibits a stamp of the value corresponding to the wages of the workman ; forty-seven weeks are
taken to be a complete insurance year, thus leaving five weeks for lack of employment. When a person is prevented by
illness from continuing his state of insurance, or is called upon for military or naval service, the pencil of such illness or
service is reckoned as equivalent to payment of weekly contributions.
The Times coirespondent writing from Berlin on 12th January, 1892, says that the system of workmen’s cards is
giving rise to much dissatisfaction m Bavanu. At the time the Act was passed fears were expressed that such cards might
he marked so as to give information about workmen and present them getting employment, and stringent penalties were
enacted against any attempt on the part of employei-s to use them for such a, purpose. But it seems that the absence of
stamps may tell a tale, and show that a workman has been on strike, or that hc has not been in regular work. Again,
cards get lost, or the holders fall into arrears, or they change their place of residence, and are put to great trouble in
getting their new addiesses registered. We do not hear complaints from any quarter except Bavaria ; but it is probable
that considerable improvement may be effected in the machinery hy which the Act is carried out. The agitation in Bavaria
is not directed against the principle of the Act, which is recognised us sound.
Iton:
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ILok Pension* am Claimed and Paid.

The person whn lays olrmn to an nllownnce for ohl nge or infirmity must give notice to the lower administrative
authorities in his place of residence. The authorities report upon it to the last insurance institute into which, according
to the receipt card, the claimant paid contributions. If the claim is held valid the rate of allowance is at once fixed, and
the board of the institute then draw up a certificate of title which specifies the amount of the annuity, the periods of pay
ment, and the name of the post-office at which the payment is to be made. Usually the annuities arc paid monthly in
advance. If a person entitled to an allowance moves from one place to another the board of the institute notifies his
allowance to the post-office of his new domicile, and that office pays his future instalments.

Denmark.

'

This little country, with a population not much over 2,000,000, presents to our attention some interesting facts in
connection with the subject of insurance.
Insurance of Government Officials.

The Danish law compels every Government official to insure his life for the benefit of his widow. This rule goes
as far back as 1740. At that time the science of insurance was in ita infancy, and the Danish Government was obliged to
pay for ita experience. As an example of the errors which were made, it may be mentioned that, in fixing the amount of
the contributions to the fund, no restriction was made as regards the age either of the contributor or his wife. Accordingly,
alterations were introduced in 1775, 1788, and 1842. It is unnecessary to enter into detail. Under a law of 1851, pro
vision is made for civil service and military pensions in case of old age and infirmity.
Slate Insurance.

In 1842 the Danish Government established a State Insurance Society, with a State guarantee, called “The Life
Annuity and Provident Institution.” This was intended for the use of the general public as well as Government officials.
In 1871 it was reorganised under the title of “ The Life Insurance and Provident Society of 1871,” with a revised tariff
and special facilities for the poorer classes. This institution has now existed for twenty years, and, although it has been
carried on under considerable disadvantages, it has proved a commercial success. It cannot advertise, and it is not allowed
to establish agencies in the capital; but, notwithstanding, it holds its own with its numerous competitors, and the Govern
ment has every reason to be satisfied with its financial position. “At the last quinquennial valuation, in 1885, it was
found that, over and above the capital necessary for the working of the establishment and for the discharge of its liabilities,
and after the deduction of an ample reserve fund, and of a considerable sum to meet the falling rate of interest on Govern
ment securities, there remained at its disposal the sum of 4,500,000 kroner (about £250,000). This gratifying result was
due to the rate of mortality being considerably more in favour of the institution than had been reckoned upon, and
more especially to the fact that in making the tariffs tho directors had calculated upon receiving an interest of 4 pci' cent,
on their invested capital, whereas they had actually received 4J per cent, up to tho year 1885.” This surplus was dis
tributed by way of bonus among the contributors to the institution.
State Provision for Old Age.

An Act came into force in Denmark on 1st- July, 1891, which introduced pensions for old age wholly out of taxation,
and without any contribution from the workman. In view of recent discussions upon the plan favoured hy Mr. Charles
Booth in this country, the experiment initiated in Denmark cannot fail to be both interesting and instructive. Tho money is
to l>e provided, one half by the State, and one-half by the local Poor Law authority. The amount provided by the State
is £55,550 up to 1895, and after that date £111,100 a year. Por England these sums would represent a State expenditure
of three quarters of a million and a million and a half respectively. The principle of the Act is an attempt to discriminate
between the deserving and the undeserving aged poor. The funds are administered by the Communal Councils through
.the ordinary machinery of the Poor Law. A vital feature of the scheme is that those persons who receive relief under its
provisions are not subject to the electoral disabilities which in Denmark are attached to ordinary poor relief. It is thus
intended to withdraw from the old-age pensions the stigma of pauperism. These pensions are given to those who have
completed their sixtieth year, and are without means of providing themselves or their dependents with the necessaries of
life. The following persons are excluded from the old-age pensions :—
1. Persons who have been in receipt of relief from the Poor Law administration, or have been found guilty of
vagrancy and begging during tho ten years preceding the date of their application.
2. Those whose poverty has been caused by their own fault, as hy a disorderly and extravagant mode of life, or
by voluntarily divesting themselves of their property in favour of others.
3. Those who have undergone sentence for any transaction generally accounted dishonorable, and in respect of
which they have not received rehabilitation.
4. The pensions are confined to persons who have had a fixed residence in Denmark for ten years preceding the
date of their application.
The magistrates in Copenhagen, and outside Copenhagen the Communal Councils, decide as to the nature and
amount of relief to be given. No sum is specified, but the relief must hc sufficient for the support of the person relieved
and of his family, and for their treatment in ease of sickness. Should the pensioner he guilty of any action which would
exclude from admission to old-age relief, or should he squander what is given to him for his support, the relief ceases,

Holland.
No system of State insurance for sickness, for accident, or for old age exists in Holland, but a report from our
Consul at Amsterdam supplies an account of an interesting voluntary insurance scheme for old-age, established by the
Amsterdam Branch of the Employers’ Union of the Netherlands.
“ Under the auspices of Air. G. Van Tienhoven, burgomaster of this city, and of a number of the chief employers of
labour here, the ‘Employers’ Union of the Netherlands,’ was constituted in the year 1SSS, chiefly for the purpose of
studying the question os to the best manner of improving the lot of working men, and of providing for their support in
old-age.
“The leading idea of the promoters of this experiment was that tho question was one which could bo better dealt
with by voluntary co-operation than by the State system of insurance for old-age which is now under discussion in
Germany. They considered that the serious obstacles which local circumstances and local needs, in their great variety,
place in the way of a universal insurance law, and the difficulty of providing an even moderately sufficient pension for the
workmen by means of compulsory insurance, were good reasons for giving the preference to private combination. At tbe
same time it was a principal part of their scheme to secure a State guarantee for the premiums to be paid by employers
and workmen jointly.
“The Amsterdam branch of tho Employers’ Union commenced its operations on the 1st of April, 1889, and includes
at present establishments employing about 4,000 workmen in this city.
“The objects of the Employers' Union may be shortly defined as follows :—
“ (a) To secure to workmen now in, or in future entering, the service of members a pension of at least 3 fl. (as.) per
week after- their sixtieth year, and not payable before their fiftieth year, by the contribution on the part of
the employers of at least 15c. (3d.) per man per week, towards the premium necessary to secure such payment,
on the condition that the balance of the premium shall be paid by tho workman.
“ (h) To secure to such youths and apprentices ns may have been six months in a member’s employment, and who
have not yet reached the age of 15 years, a pension on the basis of at least 3if. (fis.) per week after their
sixtieth year, and not payable before their fiftieth year, by the payment on the part of the employers of the
full premium necessary to secure such pension until the persons in question shall have attained their twenty,
first year, after which date such employers are only bound to contribute in the portion stated, sub. (s).
“(c) To form a fund for each local branch of the Union, by means of ycsirly subscriptions and donations from
members and wrell-wishers, and by testamentary gifts, Ac.
“The object of the creation of this fund is to ensure, if possible, the payment of premiums on behalf of workmen
who might be temporarily incapacitated from continuing their contributions from causes beyond their own control.
“ The
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“Tho einplnyerp undertake the payment of the part premiums, sub, (a) and (t), only on condition that the workman
insures his pension in the “Netherlands Workmen’s Fund,” or m any other such institution o£ which the chief Committee
of the Employ era’ Union may approve,
“ The proportions to he paid hy the workmen and employer for the purpose of securing to the former a pension of
5s, per week on reaching his sixtieth year are shown hy the following table :—
“
Age of the Insured
person on
commencing Pivymcnts

Weekly
premium
required.

Of which
laid by
liinplcjer.

Years.
15 ...........................
1G............................

Pence.
3-3
3'G
3'6
39

Pence.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
O

17..........................

18............................
19............................
20...........................
21...........................

4-0

4‘5
4a
4'fi

23............................
24............................
25............................

51
5'4
f>*7

TabU I.

Btilnncc to be
Age of the Insured
poison on
paid by
the Workman. roinnictidng Payments

Pence.
■3
•6
■9
1-2
IT)
IT
I'S
2T
2-4
27

Weekly
premium
required.

Years.
Pence.
26 ........................ 1 0’0
27 ..................
6‘6
28 .........................
G‘9
29 .........................
7-2
30........................
7‘5
S-4
31 ........................
32 .........................
9*0
33 ........................
96
34 ......................
10'2
35 .........................
11 1

Of which
paid by
Employer.

Balance to bo
paid by
tho Workman,

Pence.
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Pence.
30
3*G
3*9
4-2
4‘b
5-4
G'O
G'G
7-2
8'1

“ It will be seen that great inducement is given hy this scheme of insurance to youths and apprentices to become
regular contributors. A youth of not more than 14| years old entering the employment of a member of tbe Union, and
remaining in the service of tbe same employer during Ins apprenticeship, pays up to Ins twenty-first year nothing, and
after that date lie., or 0'3d. per week only, in order to enjoy a pension of 5s. per week after his sixtieth year. .Should he,
however, from uuy cause be obliged to cease his contributions, hc does not lose the premiums already paid in case he
attains his sixtieth year, but will then receive a pension in proportion to the premiums paid, as is shown by the following
table
“ Table II.
11 Should payment of premium cease after the—
s. d.
s. d,
1st year, his weekly pension after GO will be
0 3
Oth year, his weekly pension after GO will be ... 2 0
2nd ,,
10th 11
2 2
ft
>1
•• ■
jj
j?
*■ 0 6
3rd „
0 9
nth J3
31
13
■ 2 4
M
ii
■*
12th 31
4th „
M
?»
' ' 0 10
33
13
*■* 2 0
5th „
13th
l 2b
2 8
J1
It
“
33
51
J>
-•■
fith ,,
)4th
>1
>»
■* 1 5"
‘1
13
31
3 •' 2 fiiloth
7th ,,
M
»»
’• i H
>t
31
it
' • < 2 11
8th ,,
M
»*
* * 1 10
“ Members are not bound to contribute towards the premiums of a workman remaining less than a month in their
employ, unless lie was already insured on entering the same. As soon as he leaves their service, or is discharged, their
obligation ceases.
“ It will be seen that the workman can arrange that his pension can begin with Iris fiftieth year ; in which case,
however, it wsli be, of course, proportionately smaller m amount. The age of BO has been taken as that at which the
ordinary workman is generally incapacitated for hard work, but it ie left optional to workmen who arc healthy and hale
at that age to postpone payment of their pension, in which case it accumulates rapidly, as will be seen by the following
table ;—
“ TabU III.
“ If payment of pension be postponed to the—
61st year, it will amount weekly to....... ......
62nd „
,,
......
63rd „
,,
......
64 th „
.,
......
65th „
,,
31
....... ......

a.
5
6
6
7
8

d.
6
1
11
9
9

G6tli year, it will amount weekly to..... . ......
6/tli ,,
,,
,,
......... ......
......
69th „
„
„
........... ...
/Oth „
„
,,
......■

10
11
13
15
17

d.
0
3
0
0
0

“The committee of management for each local branch of the union will be assisted by a committee consisting nf
three working men chosen by the workmen of the three largest local establishments. This committee is empowered to attend
tho meetings of the local branch, to give advice, to propose resolutions, and to examine the accounts of the committee of
management at the end of each year.
“ It will bo clear that workmen who have now' already passed the age of 30 will not be so likely to become insured,
since the amount of premium which they would have to pay would bear a comparatively heavy proportion to their weekly
wages. And, indeed, the hopes of the promoters of the scheme, among whom are to be reckoned the chief employers of
this city, are principally based on tbe young lads and apprentices now entering on life, wdio would have to pay nothing
at all for the first seven years, and only an infinitesimal weekly sum afterwards, in order to secure a provision for their
old age.”
Consul Kobinson’s report does not state the rate of compound interest or the death-rate upon which the contributions
arc calculated ; but, as the yearly premiums are only about ono-half the sums demanded hy the British Post Oflice, it is
probable that the framers of this scheme have calculated on obtaining interest for their investments at the rate of 3^ or 4
per cent. The premiums are not returnable, but they are very low. According to this scheme, a young man joining at ID
years of age would have to pay only Is. 4d. a year in order to secure a pension of 5s. a week at CO, or, if he defers it to 05,
a ]>ensIon of 10s. a week. It will he observed that, according to these tables, the cost of a pension at GO is just double the
cost of a pension of the same amount at 05.
Italy.

The question of a national pension fund has been before the Italian Legislature since 1883. bnt the discussion
promises at an early date to result in practical legislation. In duly, 1800, a Committceof the Chamber of Deputies presented
a favourable report on a Bill to establish a State-aided old-age pension scheme. That Bill proposes to create a National
Pension Institute or Corporation. Certain subsidies will be given to tbe Institute oat of the National Exchequer, but,
except for the supervision which such a grant naturally involves, it will be independent of tho State, Its funds arc not to
guaranteed hy tbe Government. Tho State subsidy is very small. It consists of GO per cent, of the net annual profits of
the Postal Savings Banks and certain judicial deposits {about £50,000 a year); certain profits from the note currency amt
the value of certain notes not presented for payment; the surplus of the fund for public worship reverting to the State in
certain contingencies (apparently not to exceed a capital sum of £800,000); and the property of intestates to which the
State succeeds as heir. All the sums form n central fund, one-half of tiie interest on which is to accumulate for fifteen
years, and after that three-tenths only, the balance being credited to the subscribers m proportion to their subscription.
The organisation of the Old-age Pension Institute follows the plan of the National Accident Insurance Fund that
was started in 1863. The leading savings hanks arc expected to lend a certain amount of capital without charging interest
to give the fund a start. Savings hanks or mutual benefit societies which guarantee a fund of £2,000 of capital hearing
no interest may' establish local pension funds and procure for their subscribeis the benefit of the central fund provided by
the Government.
Italian
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Italian workmen or workwomen who are membersof a society of mntnalaid can alonejwcome subscribers. Each sub
scriber has a separate account, and he can pay into it as and when hc pleases any sum not exceeding £25 a year, He
acquires a right tu a pension on leaching tho age of (>0, provided he has been a subscriber for twenty years. He may, how
ever, postpone his pension to a later period in order to increase it. The amount of tho pension depends on the subscriptions
augmented by the .subscriber's share in the money from the central fund. If hc dies before the pension age, his subscrip
tions, with compound interest, are returned to his legatees or successors ; bnt in no case may the pension exceed £25 a
year, the object being to confine the benefit of the subsidised central fund to workmen.
In supporting the Bill to set up a National Pension Institute, the Committee of the Chamber of Deputies, while folly
appreciating the great work done by friendly societies, “frankly recognises the fact that, in the actual condition of
Italian wages, societies of mutual aid are not alone sufficient to provide a competent pension for aged workmen.” The
proposal has met with large support from working men, and it is expected that at an early date the Pension Institute will
be established, and form no unworthy rival to the National Accident Insurance Fund "of 1S83, to which was awarded
the grand diploma of honor—the highest award at the Paris Exhibition.

FrtASCR.
There is now pending before the Chamber of .Deputies in France the boldest financial scheme of State-aided pensions
for old age that has yet been proposed in Europe. The State paper in which the Government of France recommend the
scheme to the French people is so interesting and important that it deserves a full translation. Before, however, placing
that document before the readers of the Dispalch, some attention may be given to mi interesting experiment w'hicli has for
many years been carried on by the French Government. France, indeed, is the pioneer of State-aided pensions for old age.
The experiment to whicli I refer is one of tbe numerous projects for the benefit of the poorer workmen which were thrown
up by the revolutionary effervescence of ISIS. The experiment has, on the whole, proved a failure ; and it is precisely in
its failure that lies its lesson to us.
An Experiment in Voluntary Penmonx.

In 1850 an old-age pension fund (Catsnt dex J?e(rai<es) was established. It contained the principle of State aid in the
form of a guarantee of 5 per cent, compound interest upon the sums paid by the workman towards old-age pensions. The
deposit must bo in sums of 4s., or multiples of 4s. The depositor must mention the age at which he wished to enjoy Ids
pension ; but the ago must not be under 50. Each deposit was regarded as a purchase of a pension of proportionate
amount at the age stated; there was no obligation to continue payments at stated intervals. Thus, supposing that a
payment of 4s. at the age of 20 would purchase a pension of Is. a year at tbe age of 50, the workman at once acquired an
inalienable right to a pension of that amount at that age. By every successive addition to his contributions lie purchased
an midi Lion to his pension. There was thus no forfeiture, and no obligation to keep up payments. Tile workman bail the
option of making his contributions returnable in case of his death. By three months' notice before the date of the term
when the pension became due, the payment might be deferred, with the view of increasing its ultimate amount; hut after
the age of 05 the pension must be taken. It was also provided lhai the pensions could not he seized by creditors if they
did not amount to more than £14 Ss. a year.
J
What would have happened to this scheme if the men by whom it was originated had controlled its operation must
now be a matter of conjecture ; but, unhappily for France, between the conception and the realisation of the scheme
there was interposed the crime of the 2nd December, 1851. That deplorable event brought into the Government of
France a class of men who had other objects to serve than the improvement of the condition of the working classes. No
serious attempt was made by Louis Napoleon's Government to bring home to the French workmen the advantages of the
scheme. The pension fund was mainly used by Government servants, priests, school-teachers, and small investors who
desired good interest for their money. D'ntil May, 185:1, there was no limit to tho amount -which might he deposited.
The most serious defect of the scheme was the obligation of the State to pay interest at the rate of 5 per cent. As
the State could not obtain that interest, a loss was occasioned to the Government which threatened to become serious.
Accordingly, on 12th June, 1861, the interest was reduced to 44 per cent. After the German war in 1870, when money
became dearer, the National Assembly re-established the 5 per cent, rate. This led naturally to a great increase in the
deposits, which rose from £360,000 in 1S/3 to £2,720,000 in 18SI. The result was that by 1882 the fund showed a deficit
of £1,680,000. In 1882 the Government found Che money to put the funds straight, and reduced the interest again to
4§ per cent. In 1880 another law was passed which limited to £48 the pension to be granted to any one annuitant, and,
moreover, made the' rate of mtcrest vary according to the rate of Government stock. One effect of the law of 1886 was to
take away the motive of the small investor to purchase Government annuities, and the depositors now belong more to the
class for whose benefit the pension fund was originally instituted.
°
The pension fund lias evidently failed to provide for the old age of the French workman. Ont of 9,600,000
persons in France receiving salaries or wages, there are only 800,000 depositors ; and most of the workmen who are insured
are interested through the operation of benefit societies or of their employers. The average amount of the pensions is
very small, and does not exceed £2 14s. a year.
A Xational Workmen's Pcmion Phind.

The failure of this experiment, and perhaps the example of Germany, have stimulated the French Government to
propose a gigantic scheme of insurance for old age. The new scheme relies for its success upon indirect compulsion. The
law imposes upon employers an obligation to pay for the insurance of their workmen; hut any workman is entitled to
contract himself out of the Act by making a formal declaration to that effect before the mayor of his commune The
premiums arc to he paid in the proportion of thrco-Lenths by the employer, throe-tenths hy the workmen, ami four-tenths
by the State. With this introduction I now lay before tbe readers of the Dispate,h a translation of the State paper in
which M. Constuns gives the Chamber of Deputies a full statement of the policy of the French Government.

“ Statement of lieasonsfor the Bill Jjy ihe French Government.
The state of opinion, the hopes that are everywhere stirring the labouring classes, tbe forces that determine the
great evolutions of history, render more and more clear and imperious the necessity of effecting social reforms In Franco
the expectation of such reforms is now uppermost in the mind of the nation. At each of our general elections tho country
expresses wishes and makes claims that indicate to the public authorities a clearly-defined duty. Our democratic society
manifests a growing indifference to the speculations of mere polities ; and, on the contrary, drawing away as every day it
does more and more from revolutionary Utopias, the more rigorously it holds the Government to the duty of maintaining
steadily the public peace and the freedom of labour, the more it shows itself anxious to improve the lot of the working
population. Parliament has already, to a very considerable extent, met this want; but many useful questions yet remain
to be taken up. Besides, wo cannot forget the pledges given to the nation at the elections of 1889. The Bil'l that wc
have the honor to lay on the table is intended to ensure the realisation of these promises in reference to a class of interests
lihuli the wurkcra regard with the keenest favour.
“

"I.
“There are no new institutions move ardently desired than those tliat would guarantee the security of old ago. So
long pa his strength is maintained a man readily resigns himself to the mischances of fate, and finds in his moral and
physical vigour elements of resistance that pei-mit him to support the miseries of his condition; but in tho state of our
civilisation, the spectacle of an old age of weakness and want can no longer lie regarded witli indifference. Accordingly,
there have been established, in recent years, numerous interesting societies based on various forms of mutual association
with the view of providing retiring pensions for their members. This effort, which has been especially supported by tho
friendly societies, is a strongly-marked indication of an absorbing public interest; but these institutions have as yet had
only a limited range.
J
“ One proof of this is the smallness of the allowances that the benefit societies arc able tn grant. Another proof
is the very limited number of members that, without the co-operation of any employer, contribute to the National
Pensions Fund. In forty years this fund has registered only 800,000 depositors out of 9,600.000'workmen, representing
in France the total number of persona receiving salaries or wages. Further, these 800,000 depositors have been, in large
part, brought to the fund by contractors, hy industrial companies, or by benefit societies. Hardly any have joined of their
own accord,
j
j
j
“ This
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“ This state of matters results partly from tho fact that the idea of thrift is not yet sufficiently diffused, hut, above
all, from the fact that the workers as a whole doubt whether the accumulation of their modest savings can become really
productive. Need there he any surprise that the taste for saving has not found the necessary stimulus in the attraction
of pensions of the average amount nf eight francs u month V
“ It is important, then, to come to the assistance of the workers, not only by stirring up in them solicitude for
their future, but by furnishing them with the means of rendering their good intentions effective in fact.
“ If the State were to put itself entirely in their place, the object in view would not lie attained ; instead of
spurring private persons to take the initiative, we should render them still more apathetic ; instead of encouraging the
emancipation of the democracy, we should benumb still more the energies of individuals. In order to obtain truly fruitful
results in the social point of "view, people must be left free to act in providing for their future ; but this freedom must
find adequate bases of support. Such bases of support havu hitherto been wanting.
■
“ Unquestionably, many employers have for long displayed a zeal that cannot he overpraised. The large manufac
turers especially have increased in their establishments the number of organisations for providing pensions, for the main
tenance of which they have imposed on themselves very heavy sacrifices, in these circumstances, the employers have been
inspired, before all other considerations, with lofty and philanthropic sentiments ; and they have had the satisfaction of
seem" that everywhere where their kindly intentions were carried into practice, tiie peace of society was being strengthened,
a lasting agreement was uniting capital'anil labour; but the initiative taken in those eases is far from being generallyadopted, because of tiie want of an organisation to facilitate its extension. The question thus arises whether, in order to
guarantee to workers rest in old age, it would not ho proper to appeal to tho employers and to tho State for their co-opera
tion, by making them participate, under certain conditions, in the maintenance of institutions that would receive the
savings of the workers, in order to invest them and apply them to obtain retiring pensions. The employers have too much
interest in securing the peace of the factory or of the workship not to appreciate the advantages of an organisation that
would hind their men more closely to their daily task. Tho workman will unquestionably display more ardour in hia work
when he has the certainty of increasing by his assiduity the sums that lie and his employer arc able to contribute to the
Pension Fund. The co-operation of the employers, such as we conceive it, would have to be, moreover, regulated in such
wise as not to add too heavily to the general cost of production.
11 As to the State subventions, these would m some sort cement the association of workmen and employers. They
would undoubtedly involve sacrifices the importance of which may he considerable, and the problem for solution is one
that cannot receive too great attention ; but the national labour, tho public wealth itself, cannot but reap a large profit
from reforms designed to render the future of the workman less uncertain, and Parliament will no doubt be willing to
accord satisfaction to wishes that are recognised by every one as legitimate.
“II.
“To what extent are the workmen and the masters able to contribute to the formation of a pension fund? An
admissible rate of contribution being fixed, what results may be expected ? Such are the first questions for consideration.
“ Workmen, it is superfluous to say, can save hut little, and their power to save anything is frequently reduced by
sickness and by want of work. Deducting from the full year the holidays, the times of probable want of work, and the
ascertained average period of illness for a given group of population, it seems difficult to admit that a workman can have
the opportunity of saving during more than 290 days a year. .
_
_
“It is necessary, on the other hand, that the saving in view of superannuation should not require of him a sacrifice
which, appearing excessive, runs the risk of repelling him. An ever-increasing number of workers are already taking upon
themselves a variety of charges in the societies of which they are members, in order to protect themselves against want of
work or sickness, and they will not come to the institution that we arc proposing if the effort required of them be out of
proportion to their means.
“A contribution of 5 to 10 centimes (|d. to Id.) a day appears to us a maximum that it is expedient not to exceed.
“To charge the masters with a contribution of equal amount would, we believe, be to ask of industry a sacrifice that
it would ho willing to make, but chat clearly could not be increased without seriously trammelling production,
.
“A workman, or pel it emp/oyf, * is scarcely in a position to save before the time when, having overcome the first
difficulties of his career and left the army, ho enters on the active period of work and begins to make a sufficient income.
“ Thus it appears that the time when the workmen could begin to pay into the Pension Fund must be placed towards
their twenty-fifth year ; but, in order that they may pay in continuously, it is necessary that their entry on the enjoyment
of the pension be not deferred so long as to discourage their good intentions. There certainly would not be many members
that would he inclined to go on making payments for more than thirty years. Now, what would a workman or a pf-tit
employ^ obtain if he invested, for thirty years, at the rate of 4 per cent., which is at tho present, time secured by the
National Old Age Pension Fund to its depositors—(1) A sum of 5 centimes lid.) a day ; (2) it sum of 10 centimes (Id.) a
day, with an equal contribution hy the masters in each case?
“The result of the first of these two combinations is a pension of 1 SO francs (£7 4s.).
‘ “ The result of the second combination is a pension of ;160 francs (£14 Ss.).
“ These figures, we do not hesitate to say, are insufficient, because the total amount of tho pension would bo too
small to determine the persons interested to a continuous effort. We remarked above that there is displayed in the
working population a remarkable eagerness to make provision for the future, hut a select portion only do actually make
such provision, and, in order to win over the largo majority, it is indispensable to make them foresee a really serious
amelioration of their lot. On this condition only will it be possible to incite the labouring population to a, long and con
tinuous effort, and to cause to reign in France between capital and labour u union that the past has never known,
“HI.
“ We have just shown that, on the basis of simultaneous payments of n to 10 centimes (^d, to Id.) a day for the
workmen and the employers, during a period of thirty years, there could be assured, according to the actuarial calculations,
only pensions of ISO to 360 francs—sums too insignificant to give to the persons interested an adequate security ami to
encourage them to save.
“ We propose to associate the State with these combinations by making it co-operate in the formation of pension
funds by a contribution equal to two-thirds of the total contributions asked from the workmen and tho masters.
“ Jt is admitted as an axiom in economical science that the intervention of tho State is legitimate in all eases where
private initiative fails. Now, if over, is the opportunity for the application of the principle.
“ The State intervenes merely to complete what isolated individuals are unable to do. It merely comes to the aid
of the thrifty workman who, if loft to himself, could not, on ids wages alone, make sure of broad for his old ago.
“ The Bill provides, moreover, for the fixing of a maximum for pensions, whicli does not exceed the needs of main
tenance, because it is only on this basis lhat the pecuniary encouragement of the State can be for the public good.
“ In these conditions, it seems that even the most rigid laiM.z faire theorists cannot dispute that it is legitimate for
the State to make a financial contribution. Perhaps socialistic tendencies may be discerned in this reform, but a word—
and especially the word 1 socialism,’ which has been so much abused—cannot be a determining reason for the rejection of
a proposal that tends only to strengthen and fertilise individual action.
“The Republic must be based only upon freedom. Tho opposite system would strike at the notably independent
character of tbe French workman, who would not willingly endure the authoritative tutelage of the State. Accordingly,
while the new law assumes that those that can profit by it intend to claim the benefit of it, it would suffice to destroy this
presumption if they made a contrary declaration before the Mayor of the commune in which they are employed.
“ The contributions which we wish to ask from workmen would therefore be solely voluntary. The pension system
would not l>e at all compulsory. The worker would be the artificer of his own future security, He could, in case of
necessity, break off, and afterwards resume, his payments. It is his decision that would, in each ease, engage those of the
master and the State, while these, on their side, would be liable to contribute to the service of the pensions only if the
persons interested themselves contributed to it. So far from constituting an invasion of the freedom of the citizens, and
an attack on private enterprise, the scheme relies on the spirit of individual foresight and providence.
“ The new burden, moreover, would constitute, in part, only a simple transfer of charges,
"By
* Under the terra pclil m$\oyl would te lucluiled the great variety of persons employed in work that is not manual—as postmen, policemen, clerks,
messengers, and so forth.
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“ By securing the old age of the labouring population the cost of public relief would be to a large extent diminished,
and by the amount of this diminution the item for pensions in the budget would fail to be reduced.
“ If we have no poor tax in France we certainly have a budget for tbe poor. To transfer a part of the expenses of
this budget to an account opened for provision for the future would not be merely to undertake a justifiable financial
operation ; more than that, it would be to accomplish a high moral reform.
“IV.
11 We propose to you, accordingly, to create, by the side of the National Pension Fund, a Workmen’s Pension Fund
for the benefit of workmen, employes, small farmers, and domestic servants of both sexes, being Frenchmen or French
women, with incomes under 3,000 francs (£120) a year.
“ This fund would be supported—
“ (1) By the contributions of tho depositors, increased by equal amounts from the masters tliat employ them;
“ (2) By contributions from the State.
‘1 Every person hiring out his services would ho presumed to wisli to take advantage of the benefits of the law, hut, at
the same time, a declaration tu the contrary could be made before the mayor of the locality where the depositor lives.
Where this declaration is not presented every master will have to stop from the sums owing to the person whose services
he hires a sum of five centimes (Id,) at least, and of ten centimes (Id.) at most, per working day, and he will be liable to
contribute to the savings of his employe in an equal sum,
11 If the funds thus constituted by the co-operation of the men and the masters had had to he paid compulsorily to
the Workmen’s Pension Fund, the result would have been, bo far as the State is concerned, an accumulation of funds and
an increase of charge little in harmony witli the liberal character of the law. We should have run the risk, moreover, of
putting a drag upon the progress of private enterprise, of discouraging the inspirations "of philanthropy, and of limiting the
institutions for making provision for the future and for providing mutual assistance, which, on the contrary, it is necessary
to stimulate and to expand. There is a great public interest in the development of those institutions in which the democ
racy is learning the business of government. Everything that can extend their action is calculated to strengthen the
public peace.
“We are entitled to expect a great deal in particular from the benefit societies w-hich have already, and with such
just title, succeeded in inspiring the worker with so much confidence. In order to induce him to deduct from his modest
wages tho sums necessary to pay for a pension, there are obstacles to overcome, explanations to give, advantages to lay stress
on, whicli necessitate the assistance of enlightened men living in the very midst of the persons interested. The benefit
societies can be, in this point of view, invaluable auxiliaries.
“ We have desired, therefore, to join as first collaborators in the undertaking that wo are establishing the benefit
societies, the pension societies, the trade associations, and, in a more general way, the whole of the provident funds regularly
authorised. Those societies and funds may, if they wish, bring to the central fund the sums collected hy them for the
benefit of their members under the conditions of the new law ; but, if they prefer, they may keep the administration of
them, and provided they observe the general provisions regarding the ordinary investments of benefit societies, they may
manage their resources for themselves.
“One recognises all the importance for the full success of the law which would attend such a decentralisation of funds
together with such a multiplicity of efforts. Among the difficulties and tbe ohjeetions that we had to consider, there are
none more serious than those that arise from the inevitable necessity of collecting and employing considerable funds. The
pensions towards which we wish the wrorkers to bend their steps must be formed by means of investments which it would
manifestly be desirable to manage apart from tbe action of the State. If the State were to undertake the whole charge of
them, it would he led to acquire such an amount of moneys and properties that its position in finances and estates would
not be long in disquieting opinion.
“ This accumulation of funds might be avoided, it is true, if the State confined itself, in return for the payments of
those that are to be superannuated, to contracting with them an obligation to pay a pension. It is the system that the law
of 1853 adopted for the State employes ; but it is well known what criticism it provoked. It relieves the present only by
throwing upon the future charges that may become very heavy. The reform of the law of 1853 is immediately contemplated,
and it is not when this reform is judged indispensable that the State would be able to extend the defective aystem of tho
pensions for State employes to a vastly greater number of persons. It is necessary, on the other hand, that the contribu
tions of the workers should not go into the budget, and that they be not, on any account, merged in the mass of taxation.
To the separate account-book, delivered to each depositor, there, must correspond a certain value, the fruit of saving, and a
material proof of tbe potency of provident foresight.
* ‘ To entrust private institutions with the employment of the deposits collected with a view to workmen’s pensions
is therefore at one stroke to testify to the solicitude of Government for these institutions, to gain for our undertaking
customers already eulistcd, to rally to our cause excellent converts, and to facilitate by decentralising them the investments
which form the keystone of the new law.
“ It was necessary, therefore, not only to authorise the ou-operation of these institutions, but to solicit it by special
attractions. The more ;icti ve the intervention of tbe benefit societies, for instance, the better will lie the chance of the
labouring population, for whom our project is designed, to profit by it. Hence special provisions, whoso range will be
readily appreciated when we have defined the nature of the right which, in a general way and on principle, would be
henceforth secured for all the depositors.
“V.
“ On every occasion when a payment is made arising, as we have seen, from the combined contributions of tho
workman and the master, there will be opened a separate account-book, similar to savings bank books. In each aceountliook the contributions of the depositor will be entered. These contributions will be increased by two-thirds by the State.
Here, in general outline, is the project. Let the worker make tbe desired deposits from the age of 25 to the age of 55,
and at 56 he will enter on possession of a pension which hc will enjoy to the end of his hfe.
“ Here is u life annuity formed, in reality, on capital spent or sunk. Now, would not the ideal be that the worker
should be able to save up, not only for himself, but for his family? Would not a provision for the family of deceased
workmen be infinitely desirable ? They' wish for it—of this there is sure proof: when they have their choice between a life
assurance where their premiums are not returnable, and a life assurance where their premiums are returnable, the workers
most frequently declare in favour of the latter, in spite of the greater effort which it demands of them or the diminution of
the amount assured which it implies. This solicitude for the interests of the family is, it may be said, among the most
generous instincts of the French democracy.
“ By the savings that he can realise every year during the period of health and strength, with the view of forming
for himself a hfe annuity at the age when he will become unable to work, the workman insures himself only against one
of the principal risks to which he is exposed—namely, old age. He does nothing to protect his family against the penury
into which his death may plunge them,
“ In order to be certain of leaving a provision to one’s family at whatever age death may strike him down, the
workman must add to the assurance of a life annuity the assurance of a capital sum on death, by means of an annual
premium payable up to the age of assumed inability to work.
“Tims, by means of thirty-one payments of 21 francs 75 centimes (say 17s. Cd.) a year, made from twenty-five to
fifty-five years of age inclusive, one insures for oneself a life income of 135 fr. (£o Ss.); and, in order to obtain the same
annuity, and, in addition, to insure on death, at whatever time it may happen, after two years’ assurance, a sum of 652
fr. 50 centimes (£26 2s.), there is needed only a further payment of 11 fr. 08 centimes (say 9s. 7d.) a year, during thirty
years at most.
“ Our duty was, in these circumstances, clearly marked out. By the terms of the Bill depositors will be able to
contract with the Life Assurance Fund, established by the law of July 1 J, I86S, a life assurance for a sum varying from
500 fr. (£20) to 1,000 fr. (.£40), equivalent to the total amount of the sums tliat they would have to pay individually to the
Workmen's Pension Fund. This assurance would be contracted on promise of payment of thirty annual premiums.
“ The State will charge itself with the payment of one-third of these premiums. But it will pay one-half of them
for those depositors whose contrihutious have been invested by a mutual benefit society, or any other provident society.
The depositors will, therefore, find it to their advantage to avail themselves of the assistance of these institutions ; and
these institutions, on their side, will have an interest, in order to increase the number of their members, in undertaking.
themselves the pension business, instead of leaving to the Slate the exclusive charge of the management of the pension
funds,
“ To
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“ To this first inducement we have added another. Wo had to concern ourselves for the fate of those workmen,
injured or disabled, whom accidents in the course of their work render incapable of providing for their needs, and, a
fortiori, of keeping up the payment of their premiums. Such workmen as would be prevented by infirmity from working
will have their pensions paid from tiie date of their infirmity. The annual sums due from them will be completed—to
the extent of one-half in the ease of those whose payments have been made to the Workmen's Pension Fund ; to tho
extent of the whole in the case of those whose payments have been invested by a mutual benefit society or a provident
society.
,
, ,
“ It is thus seen in what a spirit of decentralisation the project has been conceived, and what impetus it is intended
to impart to private enterpnse quickened by association.
“ The State will still have, in any event, capital sums to provide, chiefly to meet its individual contribution to the
sacrifices of the workmen and the masters. Its payments must form a special fund ; and they must not hc used to increase
the incomes of the depositors, when their pension, taken in conjunction with their other receipts, would come to exceed
600 francs (£24).
“By annexing tiie new institution to the National Old Age Pension Fund, wo have given, after all, every guarantee
for tiie best employment of the sums that the State will have to invest,
“VI.
“ It will not have escaped your notice that the benefit of the law is reserved exclusively for French workmen. • This
being so, there would perhaps be room for fearing that certain masters would give the preference to foreign workmen. To
ward off every danger, it is indispensable that foreigners take no advantage from any privilege. The only way to put them
on an equal footing is t6 settle that tho masters shall make in respect of eacli workman of foreign nationality a. payment of 10
centimes (Id.) per working day. No one will attribute the character of a tax to the contribution that we propose to ask
from masters for their foreign hands. It is neither a poll-tax nor an impost on individuals ; it is solely designed to prevent
our countrymen from losing the advantages that, we mean to assure to them.
“The number of foreigners in respect of whom these payments may be inode is reckoned at 1,000,006. At 10
centimes (Id.) a day, this would bring in 100,000 fr. (£4,000). The annual total of this revenue might reach 29,000,000 fr.
(£1,160,000.) Let us add tliat these sums will not beimmediately spent; they will be used only as pensions are commenced,
and in the meantime they will he invested.
_
“This will be the first element of a general fund which will be increased by gifts and legacies, which the new insti
tution is authorised to receive.
“This fund will ho increased, further—
“ (1.) By the sums remaining available from the contribution of the State in consequence of the payment of pension
exceeding 600 fr. (£24), or for the benefit of the depositors possessing incomes exceeding 600 fr. (£24), _
“ (2.) By sums arising from the payments of tho State, and withdrawn from the account of the depositors in
consequence of interruptions of payments in breach of the conditions laid down by the law.
“ (3.) By payments or arrears of annuities unclaimed after a certain time.
“ (4.) By interest on the general fund.
“These are the revenues of this general fund which will he used to complete, ns has been seen, tho annual premiums
paid to the Life Assurance Fund, and to pay in advance the pensions of the workmen that shall have been prevented by
infirmity from working.
“ 'What will it cost the State to carry out the undertaking! This is evidently subordinate in importance to the use
tho workers will make of the instrument which the Government places at their disposal. We must therefore, on this
point, confine ourselves to merely approximate calculations.
“On the resnlts of the census of 1886, published by tiie Minister of Commerce and Industry, tiie number of
workmen is 9,101,469.
“ In this total there ought not to he included the foremen (or overseers) and employes making more than 3,000 fr.
(£120) a year. These may be reckoned at about 500,000. This deduction brings the nmnljer of salaried workers down to
8,601,469.
.
. .
“ But there are to be added such of the agricultural population as are neither owners nor capitalists, nor workmen
nor agricultural labourers. These are vine-dressers or small holders, having but a limited stock of implements and their
arms as tho whole means of existence. They number about 1,090,000; small farmers of comfortable means arc not
included among them. We should thus reach a total number of 9,601,469, As we have allowed that the payments would
extend over a period of thirty years, commencing only at the age of 25, there falls to be deducted from this figure tho
workers under 25 years of age, say 40 per cent, of the whole, according to the indications furnished by the statistics of the
population. The possible number of members would thus be 5,760,000; but, according to probabilities founded on
former experience, there is scarcely room to hope for more than 3,000,000 accounts at the end of thirty years, and
the charge to the State would be about 100,000,000 fr. (£4,000,000), This charge would appear when the new system is in
full working order.
_
“It has seemed to us legitimate, indeed, to grant the benefits of the system of pensions to tho workmen who,
having almost readied old age at the time of the promulgation of the law, could not reap the advantages of it. These are
principally the persons whose pensions are already paid for, and those that, paying for nearly thirty years into the National
Fund, would obtain from that institution only a pension inferior to that which we propose.
“ We have been anxious to pluoo before Parliament the outside figures of the cost that may eventually fall upon tho
State. There will be found in the numerous tables appended to this Memorandum all the elements necessary for estimating
the financial effort that must bo prepared for. But, however great it may become, it will be observed that at the start
it will be inconsiderable; even on the supposition that the success would exceed our expectations, the additional burden on
the budget, remaining gradual, could be faced with confidence. Tho magnitude of the undertaking which we invite Par
liament to establish, its beneficent influence on the advance of democracy, would embrace besides all the budget arrangements
necessitated by an enterprise of national importance.
The detailed arrangements for carrying ont the project will be settled by an Administrative Decrefl. For example,
it will he necessary to make a special effort to remove all those small difficulties which at present give a pretext for
indifference even to the best disposed workman. It is indispensable that, without loss of time and without formalities, lie
shall be able to pay in his contribution, whether every day, or at any time when lie is at leisure to do so. Wc ItcUevc that
for this purpose there might hc turned to account a method already explained, according to which there would be placed
on sale at the Treasury, in the town-halls, and at the tobacconists' stamps to the value of 5 or lO centimes (id. or Id,),
which tiie workman and his master would then affix to a special sheet bearing the name of the depositor, and which would
l>e cancelled. Every three months at least tbe depositor would present these sheets, either at the town-hall of the commune
in which he is or at the tax-collectors, and hc would be credited on his pension book with the amount of the value of his
stamps. Whatever executive arrangements may be made, this principle will always have to be kept in view—namely,
that in order to assure the success of a popular system of pensions tho means of saving cannot be rendered too accessible to
the workmen.
,
“ Let ns remark, finally, that, by a special provision of the law, we declare that the retiring pensions shall not he
subject to legal seizure. This privilege wiil render the pensions absolutely secure.
“ These few remarks indicate sufficiently the spirit in which the new project has been conceived.
“ The Government is far from pretending to offer a perfect solution ; but, by developing by means of these important
advantages the taste for saving among the working populations, it believes it will effect a considerable advance. It will
be happy to have the remarks of the representatives of the country on this subject, and to accept the practical improve
ments that may result from them. It addresses itself, therefore, with confidence to Parliament, which will be heartily
desirous of assuring to the workers the security and dignity of their old age. It appeals to the general goodwill in this
work of social provision for the future and social equity.”
T/ie Text of the. Bill.

Part I.
1. There is established, for the benefit of the workmen, employes, small farmers, or servants of both sexes, being
Frenchmen or Frenchwomen, ivhose annual means are under 3,000 fr. (£120), a Workmen’s Pension Fund, which is annexed
to the National Old Age Pension Fund, governed by the law' of July 20, 1SS6.
2.
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2. This fund is supported hy—
(1) The direct contrihutious of the depositors, increased by equal sums paid by the masters employing them,

(2) The contributions made by the State under the conditions hereinafter stated.
3. Ho that hires out his services is presumed to wish to avail himself of the advantages of the law, in the absence of
a declaration to the contrary before the mayor of tho locality where he lives. A receipt of this declaration will be delivered
to the declarant.
.
default of tbe production of this receipt, the master will have to stop from the sums owing to the person whose
services be lures a sum of 5 centimes (*d.} at least and of 10 centimes (Id.) at most, per working day, and will be bound to
contribute to the savings of his employ^ in an equal sum.
\ ThJ Slmj? *ua mado up will be paid at least every three months, either to the Workmen’s Pension Tumi, or to a
mutual benefit society, nr to a pension club, or to a trade association, or to a provident fund regularly authorised Thcv
must be credited to a special account.
J
The benefit societies, tho trade associations, the pension clubs, and other provident societies may either invest the
funds thus received under the conditions provided by tho law relating to benefit societies, or deposit them with the Work
men s Pension bund,
5. Societies other than the benefit societies authorised by the State will not be allowed to give their members the
benefit of the present law, except by virtue of a decree of the Minister of the Interior [Home Secretary],
Tile payments entered in the account-book of the depositors will veeei ve an addition of two-thirds from the State.
Ihe total amount of these sums will be inscribed annually at least in the Account-books,

7. In support of the first request for the State increase, Ihe depositor will have to declare, and to have it certified
by his master and the mayor of his commune, that hia annual means do not reach 3,000 fr, (£120),
600 fr ^£24)° t”ne °£ tl10 pllylnent °f llis Punisioll> he ’Vl11 llave t0 Provc that he does not enjoy an income exceeding
- ,. p>«ry folse declaration will be punished hy a penalty of 50 fr, to 500 fr. (£2 tn £20), and will entail the cancelling
ot the otate increase,
_
8. The depositors may contract with the Life Assurance Fund instituted by the law of duly 11, 1S6S, by means of
thirty annual premiums, a life assurance for an amount varying from 500 fr. to L000 fr. (£25 to £50), equivalent to the
total of tho sums that they would have to pay individually to the Workmen’s Pension Fund.
The State will charge itself with one-third of these annua] premiums.
9. In order that the sums given hy way of increase by tiie State may definitively secured to the depositor it will be
necessary for him to have paid contributions from the age of 25 up to the age of 55 years.
’
. . Interruptions of contributions, whicli may not exceed firm years in all, are allowed on grounds of inevitable necessity
in favour of^depositovs who shall justify them, The arrears will have to he made up.
• i
^le
al|r™t‘es to
the sums entered in the workman’s account book will give a right will be inscribed
in the ledger of the National Old Age Pensions Fund. The payments arising from the contribution of the State will he
applied to form the fund, hut so that this pension, together with the depositor's other income, shall not exceed 600 fr. (£24).
11. Every master employing foreign workers of either sex will have to pay 10 centimes (Id.) for each workin" day
of these workers.
o
J
12. There will be formed a general fund by means of—
(1) Gifts and legacies given to the Workmen’s Pension Fund ;
(2) Tho contribution paid by the masters employing foreign workmen ;
(3) The sums remaining available from the contribution of tho State in consequence of the payment of pensions
exceeding 600 fr. (£24) or for the benefit of depositors possessing incomes exceeding 600 fr. (£24) ;
(4) The sums arising from the contributions of the State and withdrawn from the account of the depositors in
__ consequence of failure to keep up their contributions ;
(5) Aitcuus of annuities not claimed within a certain time;
(6) Interest on the general fund.
13. The proceeds whicli support annually tho general fund will be applied
(1) To complete, to the extent of one-hulf, the annual premiums paid to the Life Assurance Fund by the
depositors whose funds shall have been invested hy a mutual benefit society or hy anv other provident
society;
.
i
(2) To pay in advance the pensions of the workmen, employees, small fanners, or servants, prevented hv infirmity
from working, to the extent of the whole of the pension in the case of those whose payments shull have bceii
invested hy a mutual benefit society or a provident society, and tu the extent of one-half of the pension in
the case of those whose funds have been paid to the Workmen's Tension Fund ;
(3) To assist, in exceptional cases, those that temporarily fail to keep up their contributions in consequence of
accidents;
(4) To the cost of management of the Workmen's Pension Fund.
14. The retiring pensions paid under the present law ean be neither alienated nor subjected to legal process.
Part II, —Temporary Provisions.
■
. ,15- The persons mentioned in the first clause, being over 25 years of ago and under 40, may take advantage of the
provisions of Part I on condition of commencing their contributions in the year following the promulgation of the law.
16. The life annuities already made hy the National Pension Fund will receive an addition of two-thirds under the
limitations stated in clause 9, provided that they have been produced hy at least fen annual contributions.
17. In like manner, the life annuities arising from payments already made hy the depositors or to he formed hy the
benefit societies will receive an addition of two-thirds on their payment, and under the same limitations and conditions.
18. An Administrative Decree will settle the proper arrangements for assuring tile carrying out of the present law
Pans, June 6, 1891.
■
c
1
Co-S'f of Old-age Penxioris.

There is perhaps no subject on which more haxy notions prevail than the cost of old-age pensions. It is not too much
to say that three-fourths of the suggestions that, are published would not see the light hud the authors the remotest idea of
the cost of their schemes. Much also of the criticism that is directed against the inadequaev of pension schemes would lose
its point if the critics would only look at the question from tbe financial standpoint. Perhaps the best way of bringing
home this point is to take a moderate pension scheme, such as that recently adopted hy Parliament for the police, und ask
what it coats. ^ Ihe police pensions include oiliccrs as well as men, and this circumstance makes the comparison not- entirely
on all foul's with schemes intended to apply solely to workmen ; hut the difference is not very great, as. although officers
receive larger pensions corresponding with their pay, they are few in number relatively to the whole Force. The Act pro
viding for the pensions of the Scotch police lends itself most conveniently for the purposes of illustration. Under that Act
the age at winch a man may retire as a matter of right is 55 ; and the average pension is about £1 a week. The Act
also authorises gratuities to he paid to those policemen who at an earlier age are compelled to retire in consequence of want
ot health or strength, and it also provides iiensions for those who are injured in the execution of their duty, and for the
widows and orphans of those who arc killed. But the main expense is the sujierunnuation allowance of, upon an average,
i ia iW i ^ ltle a£® °f 55' ■l'C> mcet this
a Government grant of £46,000 a year was allocated, to which has toTie
added a deduction from the wages and salaries and certain other items, which add fully £5,000 a year. The Government
actuary assured the Committee which passed the Bill that the provision of £48,000 a year was enough, hut not more than
enough, to provide for the proposed benefits. No doubt was cast upon this estimate, hut nevertliuless the Government
insisted upon making the ratepayers liable for any deficiency, should the calculations prove erroneous. There are in round
figures 4,000 members of the Police Force, so that the premium for insimmco against old age and injuries received in the
execution of the policeman’s duty amounts to no less than £12 per man per annum, or nearly 5s. a week on the average for
every member of the Force. If we were to provide for the working men of Scotland superannuation allowances no higher
than the amounts deemed reasonable for policemen, the cost would hardly he less than £7,006,000 a year, or twice the total
expenditure of all the local authorities in Sjcolbmd. A simple fact like this may have more effect iii moderating our
expectations as to the nature of the old-age paradise that it is possible to secure for the great bulk of the neople than manv
pages of argument.
Hn r
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AMENDED.
Slow io calculate old-age pensions.

t
The cost of providing a pension for old age depends upon a variety of circumstances, and it may vary within wide
limits. Suppose a man, age 20, wishes to buy at that age hy a single payment a pension of £25 a year to begin at 05, the
cost may be as low as £10 4s. 8d., or as high as £84 11s, lid. It all depends upon the conditions. If the money is an
absolute payment, not to be returned in any event, and it is invested at 5 per cent, compound interest, the lower sum
would suffice ; but more than eight times as much is required if interest is reckoned at only
per cent., and the money
is returnable on demand. This is an extreme example ; according as the conditions vary, tiie price may bo any sum
between. Tbe cliief elements that influence tiie cost of pensions are—(1) the rate of interest on the money invested to
produce the pension ; (2) the age at which the payments begin, and the number of payments; (3) the age at which the
pension l>ecomes payable ; and (4) whether the premiums are non-returnable or are returnable, and if so, in what events,
and whether with or without interest. Each of these elements may be separately considered and illustrated.
Effect of rate of Interest.
In order to show the difference in cost of pensions through variations in the rate of interest on the premiums
invested, I have prepared the following table, based on the figures supplied by an eminent actuary, Mr, W. Sutton, to tiie
Committee of tbe House of Commons to which was referred last year the London School Hoard’s Superannuation Bill.
Mr. Sutton’s tables, it is proper to state, are based on the assumption tliat during the period of contribution the mortality
will follow that of general population ns shown in the highest life-table No. 3, and that during the currency of the pensions
the mortality will be the same as shown in the Carlisle table. This table shows the cost of a pension subject to the
following conditions :—the age of the insurer is 20 ; he desires a pension of £25 a year at the age of 65 ; the premiums to
be non-returnable. The second column shows the cost of a single payment at the rate of interest shown in the same line ;
the third column gives the annual premium required, assuming it to be paid yearly from the age of 20 till 65,
Cost of pension of £25 at age of 65. Subscriber is 20 years old, and tiie premiums are not returnable.
Rate ot
Interest.

Single
Payment.

Annual payment
from 20 to 85,

£ s, d.
35 16 2

2i per cent...............................................................
3'
27153
St
........................................................................ 21 11 5
4
„
......................................................... 16 15 10 .............................................................

£ fl. d.
1 11 8

16 0
1 2 1
0 IS 5

5
„
...................................................... 10 4 8 .......................................................... 0 12 9
Tho difference between the cost, whether hy a single or hy an annual payment, at the rate of 21 and of 5 per cent., is very
striking.
Age at which premium is paid.

A still more important factor is the age at which a pension is purchased or the annual payments begin. In youth
it is cheap to mate provision for old age, but unhappily that is the time when the drawbacks to old age do not haunt the
imagination ; when old ago, with all its grisly terrors, draws near, the cost rises to a point that is almost prohibitive. In
order to show' the effect of the age of payment, I again have recourse to Mr. Sutton’s tables, and assume 3 per cent, is the
rate of interest. Suppose a person wishes to obtain a pension of £25 a year at 65 (premiums not returnable), the price will
vary according to his age when the payments begin, in the following manner :—
Age when
Payment
bvj'ius.
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

........................................ ________ ____ _____
...
.................. .....................................
...................................... .......................................
........................................ ......................................
........................................ ......................................
........................................ .......................................
........................................ ......................................
.................................. . ......................................
........................................ ......................................

Single
Payment.
£ e. cl.
27 15 3
33 12 2
40 17 6
49 19 0
61 9 9
76 8 7
96 7 6
124 7 7
IBS 13 5

Annual Payment
from Age named
till 65.
£ s. d.
................ ............... ........................................ 1 G G
.......................................................................... I 14 0
9 4. fi
..................................
.................................. ........................................ 2 19 5
.......................................................................... 4 1 10
................................. ........................................ 5 17 11
................................. ........................................ 9 2 3
............................ ........................................ 15 19 0
................................. ........................................ 37 11 5

A glance at this table shows how rapidly the cost of providing pensions increases with age, and impresses the necessity of
beginning early, if we do not mean to be too late.
Age al which pension begins.

It is obvious tliat the cost of a pension to begin at 00 must be very much higher than if it commenced at CO : in a
general way the fact is obvious, but it is desirable to give some precision to our ideas on the subject. For this
purpose, I have arranged a table based upon the Post Office scale of annuities. These arc calculated on a lower rate of
interest, 2$ percent., the premiums not returnable. Again, I take the case of a man, age 20, who wishes to secure a
pension of £25 to commence at the ages under mentioned :—
Age at which
Pension begins.
50
55
60
(15
70

...............................................
................................................
...............................................
.....................
....................
......................... ....................

Single
Payment,
£ g. d,
122 18 6
86 17 6
58 13 0
36 19 6
29 IS 6

....................... ........................
................................................
................................................
................
.......... . ... .
................................................

Annual
Payment.
£ s. il.
6 13 4
4 7 6
2 16 3
1 15 5
0 18 9

Ko. of Annual
Payments,
................ ...........................
................ ...........................
................ ...........................
................ ...........................
................ ...........................

30
35
40
45
00

Thus a person at the age of 20 buying from tho Post Office a pension of £25 a year will have to pay about six times as much
if the pension is to begin at 50 as it w'ould cost him if the pension begins only at 70. The cost of the pension at 55 is more
than twice the same pension at 65.
Premiums returnable.

If the premiums are not returnable, the survivors get the advantage accruing from the predecease of subscribers
before the pension age. The cost must obviously lie greater if the money is returnable on death before the pension age, or
during the lifetime of the subscriber, and it must also vary according as interest ia or is not paid on the money returned.
For the purpose of illustration, however, it will be sufficient to give one example, and for this purpose, I assume the same
conditions as in the preceding table, with this difference only, that the money is returnable during life or at death before
the pension age without interest. Again, I follow the Post Office tables.
Cost ofa pension of £25 a year payable at under-mentioned ages ; payments to be made or begin at twenty; interest
21 per cent. ; money returnable on demand or on death without interest.
Aye at which
Single
Annual
No. of Annual
t'ension begins.

Payment.

Payment.

Payments,

£ s. d.
£ s. d.
60
8 15 0
30
186 19 6
55
35
147 16 0
6 5 0
60
113 4 6
40
4 9 7
05
84 11 6
3 2 6
45
70
50
61 19 6
2 3 9
On comparing this with the preceding table it u'ill be observed that tho cost of a pension of £25 a year beginning at
70, paid in one sum at 20, is only £20 I8s. Cd., if the money is not returnable, but ia £61 19s. Gd. if the premiums
are returnable. The one is three times as great as the other. If, however, the pension begins at 50 the difference is only
£64 (£180 19s. 6d. less £122 18s. 6d.). This result, whicli at first sight appears startling, is due to the fact that the number
who die before tiie age of 70 ie vastly greater than the number who die before 50, and the older the period at which
the pension begins the greater the advantage is to the survivors.
Pauperism
207—P
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^PPENDISi
PAL'PEEISlt AST) Old Agk.

A return obtained by Mr. Burt gives the exact number of persona over fiO years of age who on 1st August, 1890,
received poor relief in England. It does not, however, include lunatics in asylums, licensed houses, and registered hospitals,
vagrants, or persons to whose wives and children, but not to themselves, relief was granted :—
Indoor paupers.

Outdoor paupers.

Tota of paupers.

.Ages.
Male.

Female.

Total.

Male.

Female.

Total.

Male.

Female.

Total.

60 and under 65........... *........
65 and under 70.....................
70 and under 75.....................
75 and under 80.....................
80 and over...... .....................

8,018
9,468
9,953
7,086
4,949

5,354
6,339
6,856
5,298
4,803

13,372
15,807
16,809
12,38+
9,752

5,959
10,507
17,633
16,474
12,456

21,849
35,866
43,266
32,021
22,652

27,808
46,433
60,899
48,495
35,108

13,977
20,035
27,586
23,560
17,405

27,203
42,205
50,122
37,139
27,455

41,180
62,240
77,708
60,879
44,860

Totals .....................

39,474

28,650

68,124

63,089

155j654

218,743

102,563

184,304

286,867

This table gives some instructive information. Notwithstanding that after the age of 60 the population is rapidly
thinned by death, we observe that the number of paupers over 80 exceeds the total between the ages of 00 and 65. Among
the outdoor paupers the excess in the number of women is noticeable. But tho true lesson of these figures only comes out
when sve compare the number of paupers with the total population of the corresponding ages. The return gives us the
number relieved on a particular day ; but it does not tell us how many would receive relief in the course of a year. Tho
total can only he estimated. A calculation is to he found in Mr. Charles Booth's paper, read before the Royal Statistical
Society in December, 1891.
■
■
•
....
Table showing proportion of paupers to population nf different ages :—
■ -Aifes.

Paupers.

Population.

‘

Percent.

■

Under 60 ............................ 1,2+7,697........................ 28,866,294............... '.......
4-6
60 to 05................................
S-2,573........................
812,028........................ 10 2
.
Over 65 ................................
507,660........................
1,322,696........................ 3S'4
Mr. Booth arrived at the resnlts in this table hy assuming that the numbers in Mr. Burt’s return ought to be
increased by 00 per cent, for indoor paupers, and 120 per cent, for outdoor paupers. His assumption was justified by the
figures of the London parishes, which alone lie had at command. Burthen information has convinced him that his estimate
is excessive, and that the true proportion of pauperism over the age of Go is not 38, hut 20 or 26 per cent.. But, even
witli this modification, the figures are startling enough. While only one in twenty of tho population under the nge of 60
is driven to poor relief, no fewer than five ont of twenty above the age of 65 are compelled, in some form or oilier, to accept
the aid of the poor law. Up to the age, of 65 the working men gallantly keep up the straggle and keen clear of the relieving
officer, hut after that nge they rapidly succumb. Sixty-five appeal’s to he the turning-point so far as the hulk of the
people are affected, hut doubtless in some trades of an exceptionally unhealthy' or harassing character many men are broken
down oven before the age of 65.
■
■

■

-■
Lord Lymington’s Return.
.
, ,
Many1 persons who in old age arc obliged to fall hack upon the poor law have endeavoured, by joining friendly
societies, to provide for the future, and in consequence-some severe reflections have been made upon these societies. The
return obtained in 1891 by Lord Lymington is useful as affording an exact measure of tho extent, if any, to which the
failure of friendly' societies may' have contributed to pauperism, The-total number of indoor paupers in England is about
200,000; but of thnt number only 14,808 had ever boon members of any benefit society. Of this number the great
majority, 10,215. had ceased to be members by' reason of non-payment of contributions, withdrawal, or dismissal; and in
the case of 4,,593 tbe society had broken up. This amounts to little more than one out of fifty' of indoor paupers, so that a
very' small percentage indeed of the indoor-pauperism can be necribod to the collapse of benefit societies. The fact has,
however, a certain tragic interest, for it may he in their case that they- had done their liest to make provision for a
rainy day, and, through no fault of their own, the societies failed them in their hour of need. There is a certain
grim pathos in the figures whicli show us for how many years some of these unfortunate people had been subscribing.
Members for leas than ten years.............................................................................................................
,,
for ten and less than twenty..............
,,
for twenty and less than tli irty...................................................................................
„
for thirty years and upwards..................................................................................................
,,
for period not known ..............................................................................................................

1,583
1,216
955
814
25
.4,593

The, chance of Survival,

One of the most foolish objections to old-age pensions takes the form of an assertion that tbe working man so rarely
lives to the advanced age that it is hardly worth while making any' provision for snub a contingency. The statistics of
old-age pauperism lend lit tle colour to such an assertion. No doubt tbe rate of mortality may ran high in some few industries,
and it is not possible tn get satisfactory data for each separate trade. Indeed, some authorities are not satisfied with the
life tables in use among insurance companies. Mr. Young, in an appendix to Mr. Wilkinson’s receiitly published book
on “ Pensions and Pauperism," sayTS he shares the opinion of Mr. Sutton, actuary to the Registrar of Friendly Societies,
“that no adequate data for the probable expectation of survivance at present exist." This may bo true if extreme
exactness is required for actuarial calculations ; but the life tables in current use may for all practical purposes be relied
upon.
■
"
According to the new English Life Tables, 1S71-18S0, of 1,000 males, aged 25, 452 may be expected to attain
05, and of 1,000 females 520 will reach the same age.
■
The Odd Bellows’ and Ifovosters’ tables for working men show a higher longevity than tiie general population,
according to Dr. Ogle’s tables. This may' be accounted for. partly' at least, by the fact that the worst lives are rejected
by tbc friendly societies ; but, after making allowance for that circumstance, it is most improbable that the mortality intho working class would substantially exceed that of the general population.
Of 16,000 persons age 21, there will survive—
■

At 60 years of age
At 05
,,
At 70
„

Dr. Ogle's Tables.

...................................
.....................................
.....................................

5,401
4,390
3,280

Existing provisions for old age.

Odd Fellows' Tables.

*

5,947
4,919
3,759
■

As a general rule, friendly societies do not profess to make provision for old age. A few stop siek pay at 65, and
make a superannuation allowance of 4s. or 5s. a week thereafter for life. A few more provide for persons who are both
old and disabled. A larger- number practically give old-age pensions under the name of sick relief, and thereby imperil
their financial soundness, as tbc contributions arc based on tbc Ktalistics of sickness alone. Quito recently, the
Manchester Unity of Odd Bellows has issued a new form of insurance for sickness to end at 05, and of pensions of 5s. a'
week thereafter-, Many of the trades unions also provide siiper-uunnation allowances, generally only for those who are
disabled after a certain age. But it remains an undoubted fact that all of such provisions extend only to a small
minority of tire working class, the great bulk of whom, when past work, depend upon their children, and who, if they
have no friends or children to support them, go into “the house."
.
.
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*
A writer in the
Mail published n series of articles towards the end of last year, giving the results of a
minute and laborious inquiry into the extent of the provision made by the working classes in Glasgow against Sickness
and death. Authentic information of this kind is so scanty that I make no apology to the readers of the jD&pflfc/t for
presenting them with a summary of the results of this inquiry:—
Provident Insurance in Glasgow,

Name of Societies.

No. of
Members.

Weekly Subs.

Sick, Accident, or
Unemployed
Allowance per week

annufition
Grants.

Trades Union Societies.

Associated Carpenters and Joiners.............
Amalgamated Society of Engineers ..........
Operative Masons ......................................
Associated Iron-moulders.......................... .
Operative Tailors .......................................
Caledonian Railway Servants.....................
G. and S. W, Railway Servants...............
Amalgamated Soc. Carpenters and Joiners
Amalgamated Railway Servants................
Associated Blacksmiths ...........................
Boot and Shoe Operatives ........................
Cabinet and Chair Makers ........................
Alliance Cabinet-makers ...........................
Bricklayer's’ Trade.......................................
Amalgamated Carters ...............................
Harbonr Labourers ................. .................
Tinplate and Metal Workers ....................
Tobacco-pipe-makers.................. ...............
Women’a Protection and Provident .........
Amalgamated Sailors and Pircmen .........
Journeymen Coopers...................................
Upholsterers ...........:.................:..............
North British Railway Society ................
Operatic o Plumbers ..................................

Pfirmnnently
Disabled *
Grants.

£

1.2S4
2,743
1.500
(i,300
3.500
2,308

1,110

8,31
706
565
706
566
230
500
700
750
600
250
500
500
500
150

1,000

246

6d. to Sd.

8|- to 121-

V-

10|-

7J- to 9]-

1/0

101
10]-

C|- to 8J-

3d.

7d.
3d. to 6d.
6d.

1|-

Srl.
6d.
Od.
60.

Gd.

(id.
3d.
Od.
Od.
2d.
Cd.

il

ea.

2d. to 5d.
Gd.

50 to 100
50
50 to 100

4|*

8|- to LG[-

10)6

10|- to 12(10/
7/6 to 10/-

10|12]-

7|- to 8|-

100

5(-

100

32{-

10
10]-

3J-

10]-

6J- to S|-

20

71-

Death.

£

6 to 12
12
10
10 to 30
10
G to 12
20
12
10
8

5
5
3 to 7
12
5
4
4 to 10
2 to 3

5J-

10)10(6
10|- to 12]10]- to 17|0

10(0

4
3 to 10
35 to 50

10
10

25,208
Friendly Societies.

Shepherds (Ashton Unity) .............
St. Andrew’s Order Krce Gardeners
A.O. Foresters ................................
Irish National Foresters ................ .
1.0. Oddfellows................................
British Order of Free Gardeners ...
1.0. of Rcchabitcs............................
United Reform, Friendly.................
A.O. of Shepherds............................
Order of Druids...... .........................
Sons of Temperance ........................

14,535
5,566

S,2I6

2,455
4,001)
10.500
2,160

6,1100

.371
370
450

Gd. to Sd.
Gd.
5d. to Sd.
5d. to Sd.
5Ad.
(ill.
41d. to GW.
id. to 2d.
3id. to 4id.
Od. to Sd.
4d.

12]10|6
10(6
1016
101I0|0
12/6
SI1016

10).

12
10
10
10
10
10
10
3
7
10
10

34,032
rSbcteft'et.
Prudential ....................................
Scottish Legal................................
Refuge...........................................
Liverpool Victoria.........................
City of Glasgow...........................
Royal Liver....................................
British Combination.....................
Provident Life ........... ................
British Workman .........................
London, Edinburgh, and Glasgow
British Legal ...............................
Insurance

145,900
72,810
37,030
17,000
17,900
17,000
19,000
5,000
6,000
10,000
26,329

Id. to 5d.
Id. to 4ld.
2d.
id. to lj5|- to 10|id.
3d. to 9d.
315 monthly
Id.
Id.
Id.

2/C to 3|3

9 to 50
4 to 60
9
4 to 103
6 to 7
£4 15s.
10 to 50
1,000
10
10
s

373,719
The total population of Glasgow and district exceeds 800,000, and from tho above table it appears that there are
no fewer than 451,559 wage-earners insured in some society or othef. The l&rgenbss of this figure indicates that a
considerable number are insured in more than one. It will be observed, however, that the great hulk of the insurance is
for email sums at death, mostly for burial expenses. This class absorbs 330,819 of the total. Against sickness the
insured number 114,490, probably about a third of the working-men. But the total membership of all the societies which
make any sort of provision for old age is only 13,059, or about 3 per cent, of the working class. The amount of tiie
superannuation allowance is worthy of notice. The pensions vary from 3s. to 9s. a week, and the premiums from Cd. to
la. 6d. a week. The Glasgow figures confirm the experience of other places. The gieat bulk of the working class insure
for burial money ; less than one-half insure against sickness ; and, on the whole, probably fewer than 8 per cent, make
any provision against old age.
It would be idle to labour a conclusion the truth of which is a matter of common knowledge. Working-men when
disabled by old age are without any independent provision. The number who have secured a pension in old age is
infinitesimal. On the other hand, provision for funerals is almost universal, and a number, varying between a third and
a half, have Becured themselves against loss hy sickness. In working-class providence old age is almost a blank. How is
this blank to be filled up? This is the practical question. Next week we propose to summarise the various plans that
have been proposed to remedy a flagrant and notorious defect in our social life,

Fault
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Eaelt last year a conference was held at the House of Commons between the followers of Canon Blackley and a few
tnembera of Parliament, Mr, Chamberlain taking the chair. So much interest iras manifested in the making of better
provision for the old age of workmen that fresh meetings were held, until at last between eighty and ninety members of
Parliament formed themselves into a committee for the discussion of the subject. In tho result a general agreement was
arrived at on two important points—(1) that, for the present at all events, compulsory insurance against old age was
impracticable, but (2) that it was expedient that the State should encourage such provisions by contributing partly to
old-age pensions. Schemes carrying ont these views were submitted by Mr, Chamberlain, M.P., Mr, Kankin M.P., Mr,
Mallock, M.P., and Mr. John Lloyd, L.C.C., the hon. sec. of Canon Blackley’s society. The time at the disposal of
members of Parliament did not permit the detailed consideration of those schemes by the general committee, and, moreover
such a discussion would have been fruitless in the absence of skilled actuarial assistance. It was accordingly resolved that
the preparation of a scheme, upon the lines laid down by the committee, should he entrusted to a committtee consisting of
the three gentlemen who had drawn up schemes, together with Mr. Hunter, M.P. It was an instruction to this suh-committee that they should devise a scheme that would not conflict with the work of the friendly societies, and that they
should meet leading representatives of these societies in friendly conference. In accordance with this remit, the sub-com
mittee, with actuarial aid, prepared a scheme, which was submitted last Wednesday to leading representatives of the
friendly societies. This draft scheme is all hut completed, and wall forthwith bo submitted to the general committee.
Until that committee has considered the scheme, its proposals must he regarded as merely provisional.
The draft scheme provides an alternative means of insurance for old age. A person may under the plan provide for
old ago through the Post Oflice, or a friendly society, or trades union, or hy any other association. If the scheme should
be adopted its principal chance of success lies in its being taken up by friendly societies. The provisions under this
branch vary according as a person is under or over 25 years of age at the time when the plan comes into operation. Take the
case of a person under 25 by way of illustration. If one subscribes either by instalments or in a lump sum £2 10s. in the
post office before he has reached 25 years of age, and if he subsequently secures a pension of not less than 2s. 6d. a week at
the age of 65, from a friendly society or otherwise, he will then be entitled to an additional benefit of 2a. 6d. a week from the
State. The Oddfellows’Society has published a scale of old-age pensions of 5s. a week at 65. Every person who gets
such a pension will he entitled to an additional 2s. 6d. a week ; and thus a small pension of os. a week is converted into
the more satisfactory sum of 7s. Cd. a week. These are the figures in the draft scheme, but the essential principle is a
moderate addition to the pension obtained through a friendly society, and it is hoped that this additional inducement may
assist the friendly societies in winning adherents to those admirable provisions for old age. For those who are over- the
age of 25 a higher scale of pension is necessary, as fuliy stated in paragraph 7.
Those who are not members of friendly societies or trades unions providing old-age pensions may insure in the post
office. They have a choice of making their premiums returnable or non-returnable. If they select the latter they will
earn a pension of 5s. a week practically hy a payment of 10s. a year from the age of 20 to 65. But the subscriber has an
option—ho may so insure that in the event of his death before 65 he will secure a moderate provision for his wife and
femily. This costs 20s. a year over a period of forty-fivc years. The benefits to the widow and children are considerable.
For tho first six months after the subscriber’s death his widow wilt receive Ds. a week, and 2s, per week for each child
but so that the whole shall not exceed 12s. a week. At the end of six months the maximum payable to one family will be
8s. per week, and will continue at the rate of 2s. per week per child until the youngest child shall reach 12 years of age.
Such a plan would provide a much-to-be-desired life insurance for the working classes. A workman would have the satis
faction of knowing that if he died in early life his children would be lifted well above the dreary level of pauperism • and,
if he lived to bring up his family so that such provision was unnecessary, he would have a provision for his old age. ’
’
Such, in bare outline, are the chief features of the draft scheme ; for fuller details we refer our readers to the scheme
itself. Probably the feeling with which one will rise from a perusal of the scheme is one of disappointment. Is this all, it
may be asked, that can be done for old age ? Tho answer to this question is simple. It ia all that can he done for the
money. If Parliaiuent is prepared for a larger expenditure on old-age pensions than is contemplated by the committee,
and if this is responded to by larger contributions from the workmen, undoubtedly larger pensions can he provided. It is
all a question of money.
'
It is probable that tho friendly societies may be tempted to compete with the post office in providing temporary
annuities for widows and orphan children. If so, they would deserve the same assistance and encouragement that is
offered for old-age pensions. At present, however, few societies would he in a position to take advantage of such provisions.
The question would doubtless be considered very carefully hy any Government before finally settling the provisions of any
State-aided scheme of insurance.
On reading the terms of the scheme, our readers will perceive that the State is not brought into any relation with
the friendly societies, has no responsibility for them, and no claim to control arising out of the aids to pensions. A man
who has made his deposit in a post office, on reaching 65 will simply present his certificate and evidence of having
secured a pension elsewhere than in the post office. With the society of which he has been a member the Government will
have no concern. It matters not where he gets his pension, it is only with the fact that hc has secured a pension of not less
than 2s. 6d. a week that the State has to deal, and the additional State pension becomes due. It would be impossible for
human ingenuity to exact from such an arrangement the slightest reason for any further interference with friendly societies.
Non-interference with these institutions is the principle of the following.
Deaft Scheme.
7.—Eniablishmeivt

of Fanil,

A State Pension Fund to be established, to which Parliament should be asked to make an annual grant, to be supple
mented by contributions from local rates.
II.—For Males—Money Jte/,urnal>?e.

(a) Every male who, for the purchase of a pension under this head, shall pay £5* to the Post Office Savings Bank
before he is 25 years of age shall thereupon be credited with a further sum of £15 from the State Pension Fund •
and thereafter for forty years hc shall pay £1 per annum to the Post Office Savings Bank. On these forty annual sums
being duly paid, and on his reaching 65 years of age, hc shall be entitled to a pension of £13 per annum.

_(b) If the insured person die before the third annual sum of £1 is due and paid, the sum of £5 which he
deposited shall be returned to his widow or other authorised representative.
(c) If the insured person die after the third annual sum of £1 is due and paid, and before reaching 65, leaving
a widow and young children, or a widow without children, or children without a widow, the widow (if any) shall receive 5s.
per week for twenty-six weeks, and there shall be paid for each child under 12 years of age (if any) 2s. per week until hc or
she roaches the age of 12 years ; but so that the total sum paid to one family shall never exceed 12s. per week during the
first twenty-six week, or 8s. per week thereafter.
°
(d) If the insured person die after the third annnal sum of £1 is due and paid, and before he reaches 65, leaving
neither widow nor children, there shall be paid to his duly appointed representative the sum of five pounds (£5).
(e) Every male under 25 years of age may insure under this head for a pension larger than £13, but not exceeding
£26 per annum. For each £1, over and above £5, deposited before nge 25, his pension will hc increased by 5s. 4d. per
annum ; and for each 10s, over and above £1 paid annually, between 25 and 65 years of age, his pension will be increased
hy £3 6s. 8d, per annum. In the event of his death before age 65, the amount of the additional deposit, or annual sums
thus paid, will be returned to his widow, or authorised representative, in addition to the amount to which they would
otherwise be entitled.
J
The returns to he made under b, c, d, and e are subject to V.—Arrears.

.

III.—For Males—Money not SeturnaMe.

(a) Every male who, for the purchase of a pension under this head, shall deposit £2 10s, in the Post Office Savings
Bank before he is 25 years of age shall thereupon be credited with a further sum of £10 from the State Pension Fund : and
thereafter for forty years he shall pay 10s. per annum to the Post Office Savings Bank. On these forty annual sums being
duly paid, and on his reaching 65 years of age, he shall be entitled to a pension of £13 per annum.
°
(b) Every male under 25 years of age may insure under this head for a pension larger than £13, hut not exceeding
£26, per annum. For each £1, over and above £2 10s., deposited before age 25, his pension will ho increased by 11s. 8d.
per annum, and for each 5s., over and above 10s., paid annually, between25 and 65 years of age, his pension will be increased
by £216s. lOd. per annum.
■
jy
*This sum may be paid in instalments as may suit the convenience of the subscriber.
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IV.—For Females—Money not FelurnMe.

(a) Every female who, for the purchase of a pension under this head, shall deposit £1 10s, in the Post Office Savings
Hank Irefore she is 25 years of age shall thereupon he credited witli a further sum of £8 from the State Pension Fund; and
thereafter, for forty years, she shall pay 9s. 8d. per annum to the Post Office Savings Bank. On these forty annual sums
being duly paid, and on her reaching Go years of age, she shall be entitled to a pension of £7 16s. per annum.
(b) Every female under 25 years of age may insure under this head for a pension larger than £7 16s., but not exceeding
£26 per annum. For each £1, over and above £1 10s., deposited before age 25, her pension will he increased hy 8sr 4d, per
annum, and for each 4s. 4d., over and above 8s. Sd., paid annually, between 25 and 65 years of age, her pension will bo
increased by £1 18s. 3d. per annum.
V.—Arrears of Contributions.

If tbc annual contribution of an insurer is not duly paid, interest at 5 per cent, per annum shall bo charged thereon.
An insurer may pay up his back contributions, v ith interest at 5 per cent, per annum, at any time within five years of their
falling into arrear. But if tiie contributions of an insurer are in arrear for five years, he shall forfeit the deposit and con
tributions previously paid, and shall cease to have any claim upon the fund.
VI.—Persons insured elsewhere than in the Post Office.

(a) Every male who, before he is 25 years of ago, shall deposit £2 10s. in the Post Office Savings Bank, and shall
prove that he is insured elsewhere for a pension of not less than £G 10s., shall, on reaching 65, and on showing that such
pension will be paid to him, be entitled to an additional pension of £G 10s. per annum.
(6) Females same as above, but—
£ s. d.
Deposit ......................................................................................................... ..................................... 1 10 0
Insured elsewhere.............................................................................................. ................................ 3 18 0
Additional pension ............................................................................................................................. 3 18 0
Noth.—Tiie credits from the State would be approximately the same as though they had insured entirely with the
State Pension Fnnd on the non-returnable scale.
VII.—Persons oner 25 at passing of the Act.

(a) Every mate who at the passing of the Act is above the age of 25 years, and who within tliree years of the passing
of the Act, being then under 50 years of age, shall deposit in the Post Office Savings Bank :—
£4 if he is under 30 years of age,
£5
do
35
do
do
40
do
£G
£8
do
45
do
do
do
£10
50
and shall prove that ho is insured in the Post Office or elsewhere for a pension of not less than £6 10s. per annum, shall,
on reaching G5, and on showing that such pension will be paid to him, bo entitled to an additional pension of £6 10s. per
annum.
(6) Females same as males, hut—
£3 if under 30 years of
£4
do 35
do
£5
do 40
do
£6
do 45
do
do
£7 10s. do 50
and
Insured elsewhere.................................................................................. ............................................. £3 ISs. '
Additional pension ............................................................................................................................. £3 18s.
17//.—Persons in the employment of the Government.
All persons in the employment of the Government must open a State Pension Accountas a condition of their employ,
ment. Where such persons are entitled under existing conditions to superannuation allowance, the Government may pay
the subscriptions for their State pension and deduct the amount of the pension from the superannuation allowance to which
they would otherwise be entitled.
IX. — Persons employed by Firms, Individuals, or Institutions,
All employers of labour—whether firms, individuals, or institutions—may open State Pension Accounts for any of
the persons employed by them ; and, in the event of any such person leaving their employment before the period at which
the pension falls due, may transfer the amount standing to tiie credit of any such person to any other person in their
employment. If the transferee is not of the same age as the original holder of the pension claim, the amount to his credit
may be made up to what it would have been if he had been an original subscriber ; or he may be held entitled to a pension
proportionate to the amount transferred to his credit and having regard to his age at the time of transfer.
X.—ATo power of assignment.
No person shall have power to assign or alienate his pension.
XI.—Payment by a lump sum.

>
■

Persons desiring to provide for their pensions by payment of a lump sum, in place of an animal contribution, shall
be permitted to do so at any age according to a table to be prepared.
Conclusion—Compulsory Old-age Insurance.
It is truly said that no voluntary pension scheme will ever secure a provision for all the aged poor ; and, indeed, no
such plan could lie expected to affect more than a minority of the working-class. If wc may form an estimate from Mr.
Charles Booth’s Census of the Poor in London, we may well believe that about 30 per cent, of the population have earnings
too small or too precarious to admit of the long-sustained effort that is required to secure even a very moderate oid-age
pension. About one-fifth of the population are in circumstances so comfortable that a pension scheme, such as that des
cribed in Last week’s Disjmtck, would have no attractions for them. IVc may thus at once rule outhalf the adult population
as being unlikely to avail themselves of any insurance for pensions, whether State-aided or not. Still, in theremaining half of
the population a vast field is open for enterprise which, up to the present time, is hardly touched by any existing agencies.
To what extent, without compulsion, that large class could be induced to make provision for old age is a question that
cannot be satisfactorily answered without trial.
Much of the disappointment that is naturally felt in dealing with voluntary schemes of insurance arises from too
ambitious desires. No voluntary scheme could be expected to rid us of old-age pauperism, and it must attain a great
success before it could make even an appreciable impression on it. The persons who have the foresight and self-denial to
provide for the future are least like]}', under any circumstances, to come upon the poor-rate, and the class of persons that
furnish the bulk of the recruits to the ranks of pauperism are precisely the unthrifty and self-indulgent. To some extent,
of course, every old-age pension that is taken up takes away a possible inmate of the workhouse, but no prudent advocate
of a voluntary scheme would rest his case upon the hope of abolishing old-age pauperism.
The weak point again of every voluntary scheme lies in the lifelong and continuous effort which it demands of the
workman. The choice is between a heavy payment over a short period in early youth, and small instalments covering the
whole period from 20 to 65. If the latter course is preferred, a man may secure a pension on the non-returnable
scale of 5s. a week at 65 for a weekly payment of 2.1 d. If he desires also to insure for 2s. a week for each of his
children on his death the weekly contribution would be 4Ad. It would be idle to say, at all events of the great majority
of the working-classes, that they would not pay 2jd. or even 4Ad. a week. When fully employed, they could well afford
’
the
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the money ; but ^'hen sickness cornea, or loss of employment, they fall Into arrears, and if their wages are low', it may
require a heroic effort to recover the lost ground. When payments are to be made not weekly but quarterly or half-yearly,
the tendency is strong to put off the saving until the day of payment comes near ; then occasionally the workman will find
htmself short of cash, and the opportunity will be lost. Some external pressure would seem to be necessary to been him
up to the mark, and to ensure the due performance of his good intentions.
, Such considerations have led many to believe not only that compulsion is neoessarv if any general provision for old
age is to be secured, but that a voluntary scheme is so little likely to succeed as hardly to be worth a trial. It is
however, unnecessary to discuss the desirability of compulsion, as there is a prior question that must be answered. How
is compulsion to bo carried out? Is it practicable f
Canon Blackley's Compulsory Scheme.

The first plan that seems to have occurred to Canon Blackley, who may in England be described as the father of com
pulsory insurance, was to impose upon everybody, rich and poor, male and female, an obligation to pay a sum of £10 into
the Post Office before they reached the ago of 21. This scheme did not find favour with the Committee of the House
of Commons that sat m 18S5-S7. How could such an obligation be enforced? Canon Blackley invoked the aid of
the employers, who might lie made to answer for their workmen. But this plan must be futile unless the employers wore
to refuse work to those who could not prove that they were insured. Keither employers nor workmen would be grateful
to a Government that added this new clause of conflict to all their existing sources of embarrassment. We find it very
hard tn compel parents to send their children to school ; but the inspectors tmva an easy means of proving the violation of
the law when thejr find the children m the streets and not in the schools. But whether a man lias paid his insurance or
n°t!i’1iaueCie^ ^ k*8 0W-n t)o30m' and could not be extracted from him without the application of inquisitorial methods, to
which the British working-man could not easily be subdued. Moreover, the cost of compulsion of the kind that found
favour with Canon Blackley would be enormous. The scheme falls between two stools. If such compulsion were not
enforced by a very costly process it would be quite ineffective; if it were made effective the cost would render the scheme
insolvent.
The German Form of Gompnbiwn,

The Germans have adopted a system of compulsion which is relatively both cheap and effective. No obligation is
imposed on the workman at all; but his employer is compelled to pay a weekly sum for insurance against old a^e, and is
allowed to deduct half the amount from the wages of the workman. It is possible to get at the employers, although it is
not practicable to compel the workmen. But, of course, only those workmen in regular employment can be brought within
the operation of the law. The German scheme of compulsion is not universal; it fails to make provision for the most
difficult case of all—the casual labourer. Jt is more comprehensive than a voluntary scheme, but it ia not aU-cmhracmg.
Kecent information from some parts of Germany shows that the machinery of the law is yet far from perfect. The
system is cheap and ingenious. Each workman has to take out an insurance card, on which there are forty-seven squares,
representing forty-seven weeks in a year. Each week as his wages are paid the employer is bound to put on a stamp of
the proper value representing the workman’s weekly contribution to the Old-age Tension Fund. But those cards arc
liable to lie lost, and the workman is put to great trouble when he shifts about seeking work. Besides, his
employer can toll from the state of a card whether the workman has been regularly employed, and it is complained that
workmen who have been out on strike are detected and refused employment. However that may be, it must be admitted
that the German system is still on its trial. The experience of the next few years will be decisive one way or the other,
and, m the meantime, there would be no chance of inducing the House of Commons to anticipate the result in Germany
and start such a system here. If after a full trial the German system is found to work smoothly and satisfactorily, it may
find advocates in this country; hut, for the present, it may be regarded as outside practical politics.
Pensions out of the Pate.
To those who arc familiar with the difficulties of providing for old age by means of provident institutions, whether
compulsory or voluntary, it is not surprising that a proposal should be made to meet the wants of the workmen, when
disabled by age, either by a modification of the poor law or by the bold course of offering a pension of 5s. a week to every
man or woman of the age of 05, regardless of their circumstances. The support recently extended to universal pensions
for old age by a writer so ivetl informed and so remarkable for the sobriety and moderation of his views as Mr. Charles
Booth, must prevent anyone who felt so inclined from dismissing the idea as chimerical and extravagant. The advantages
of the scheme lie ou the surface. It provides for the poorest class, and it wipes out a big branch of the poor law.
The real difficulty is the cost. A pension scheme on the modest scale of 5s. a week, beginning at sixty-five, would
cost twenty-four millions of pounds a year; if the age were reduced to 60, it would cost nearly thirty-six millions
a year. Suppose wo started with the more limited seheme, could the hard-and-fast line of 65 be maintained ’
Every relaxation would involve a very largo increase of taxation. Is the British taxpayer likely to face the enormous cost
■which even so moderate a pension as 5s., beginning at so late a period as 65 would necessarily involve? The
cheapest way of raising the money, so far as the workman is concerned, would he by a national poor-rate. That would
amount to 2s. in the £, What chance is there that the ratepayers, who can with great difficulty be persuaded to pay
Id. in the £ for public libraries, -will welcome 2s. in the £ for old-age pensions ?
* 1
In this matter of rates a broad distinction must be drawn between England and Scotland. In England the
occupier pays the whole rate, [in Scotland he pays half. In Scotland the working-class would get a very cheap and
effective insurance out of the rates. If we suppose that m Scotland a national pension rate were raised to provide_(1)
Week for every man and woman o£ the age of 65; (2) in case of workman's death, 2s. per week for each of his
children up to the age of 12—how much would it cost? The maximum expenditure would be about £3,400 000 a year
which is at present nearly the amount of the whole local taxation of Scotland. But there would bo a saving on the poorrate, amounting perhaps to £400,000 a year,'and a considerable number, say 6 or 7 per cent., of the population, would not
undergo the troublesome forms necessary to be observed with a universal pension scheme. We may put that coniecturally
at £200,000, so that the not aud clear addition to existing local taxation would be £2,600,000 a year. This amounts to
additional local taxation at the rate of 2s. 4d. in the £.
These figures are, in a sense, appalling, hut the curious point, when we look into the matter closely, is that they
have no terrors for the working man. The scheme of the House of Commons Committee, which provides 5s. a week in old
age and 2s. per child if the workman dies, would cost 20s. a year, even with the help of a contribution from the
Government of half a million a year. That sum the workman must pay with undeviating punctuality for forty-five
years of his life. But if the same benefits wore obtained from the rates the Scotch working-man would pay from 3s. 6d. to
14s. a year, according to his rent; the average would he about 7s. a year, as against 20s. under the voluntary scheme. ' A
workman as occupier would pay Is. 2d. in the £ if the whole rate were 2s. 4d. in the £. His rent varies from £3 up to £12
a year. The premium he would pay would vary with his rent, as in the following table :—
Annual rent.

£3
4

Cost out of Eates.
s. d.

3 6
4 S

Cost of Voluntary Scheme.

20s. for 46 years.
20s.
5
r> 10
20s.
6
7 o
20s.
7
8 2
20s.
S
9 4
20s.
9
10 6
20s.
10
11 8
20s.
11
12 10 .................................................. 20s.
12
14 S
20s.
If everybody were to be pensioned out of the rates the workman would get off cheap. Even if he were at the top of
the tree, and lived in ft £12 house, he would only pay 14s, as against 20s. for the voluntary seheme. He pays according to
his means. But the richer ratepayers would suffer. Thus the occupier and owner of a house of £150 rental would pay
Annually towards the pension fund no less a sum than £17 10a., although he would not be likclv to claim a pension in his
.
^
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old age. . The working class, however, would not on the whole pay more than one-third ot the premium required by a
State-aided voluntary scheme. Ko fewer than 73 per cent, of the Scotch people live in houses not exceeding £10 ; they
would supply the bulk ^of the pensioners, and on the *average it would cost them only 6s. 5d. a year,
financial objection to Mr. Booth’s scheme, so far as Scotland is concerned, does not touch the working man ;
but for that reason it is all the more formidable in the eyes of the well-to-do classes.
Only 16 per cent, of the Scotch
people can afford to live in houses exceeding £15 rental, and all ratepayers under that figure would gain by charging the
pensions on the rates ; and it is true, of course, that eighty-four votes outweigh sixteen; but it would be rash to assume
that a pension scheme out of the rates is within the domain of practical politics. The 16 per cent, would mako the earth
tremble with their cries, and most of the people who have everything to gain would probably join in with them. It is
almost impossible to get the mass of the population to understand any question that involves finance. Their confidence in
the rules of arithmetic would be put to a severe test. Although the workman pays so small a portion of the rates that he
would get in benefits about twelve times the value of his subscriptions, yet the repugnance to a rate of la. 2d, would
probably be fatal to Mr. Booth’s scheme, A voluntary scheme is much less efficient and far more expensive to the workman,
but, in spite of that, it is more likely to be adopted.

K 2[To evidence ofW. Jp, SeJteif, JEsg., M.TJ]
The Old-age Homes

ijt

Austria.

'

Ik the Spitalgasse, in Vienna, about a mile perhaps from the Ring, stands a great yellow building, There is no architec
tural beauty about the place. Artists shake their heads sorrowfully when its name is mentioned. Hut it has a solid,
well-built look, which promises much in the way of comfort for those who live there. It is in the very healthiest part of
the city, too, and is a perfect model of cleanliness and order. Its windows arc quite dazzling in their brightness, while as
for its walls, they arc painted and washed more often than those of the Burg, The house is built round a great court
yard, and abuts on the side remote from the street on one of the most beautiful gardens in all Vienna. It is a- real oldfashioned garden, with sweet-smelling herbs and shrubs, and great trees that look as if they had been standing there for
centuries,
This house is evidently a popular resort. Kven in the morning many a visitor makes his way thither, aud ou fine
afternoons the garden is often quite crowded. Young men and women stroll in when their dnyfs work is done, and
husbands and wives with their children. Sometimes a bridal party or a christening party may be seen there, in all their
finery, just as they have left the church. Sometimes, too, sad little groups in deep mourning. The place is a sort of
general rendezvous, in-fact, where the old and the young meet together to talk things over. Not that it stands open to all
the world—it is only the friends and relatives of those who live there who are admitted. Still, whether or not they ever
cross the threshold, the poor of Vienna all look upon this building as their own special property, and take quite a special
pride in its well-kept atr. The veriest Ishmacl among them, even when things are at the worst with him, never thinks of
grudging its inmates their comfort. For it is an Old-age Home, one of the six great refuges which Vienna provides for
her worn-out workers.
c
These Old-age Homes are an institution peculiar to Austria, one that dates hack to very early days. The first of
them, the Langhaua, as it was called, was built in the thirteenth century by the citizens of Vienna. Here old men and
women who had no means wherewith to support themselves were lodged and provided with lights and fuel. They were
dependent for their food on chance charity, but they do not seem on that account to have fared the worse, for wo are told
expressly that every day without exception, they had wine with their dinner and beer in an evening." The Court,
when in residence, itsed to send them dainties of all kinds, and the great nobles would give them a buck, or a few sheep
from time to time. It was the custom, too, on high holidays—this is very characteristic of Vienna—for the rich citizens
and their wives to pay visits to the poor old folk and make them presents.
. T1he Langhauswaa destroyed by the Turks in 1529 ; but before long another home was built in the St. Marx district,
and m thw between 500 and 600 old people wero not only housed bat boarded. During the seventeenth century several
institutions of a similar kind were founded.
_ As times passed, the Old-age Homes lost, unfortunately, much of their distinctive character, and were often used as
hospitals, and even as orphan asylums. The Emperor Josef the Second, however, speedily put an end to this state of things,
for if there was one work of social reform he had more at heart than another it was that of bettering the condition of the aged
poor. He was one of the first formally to enunciate the doctrine that a man who has worked in the days of his strength
has the right to be supported by his fellows when old age comes upon him. By the Poor Law which he drew up for liia
subjects, it is enacted that any person who is destitute may, at the age of CO, claim from his commune either his free board
and lodging or a pension equal m amount to one-third of his previous annual average earnings. And this was to be granted
to him, not as a favour or as a charity, but as a right. The Vienna Poor Law regulations of to-day, in so far as they
relate to the treatment of the aged, are founded on this statute.

r. .
persons who have a right of settlement in Vienna, i.e., about 36 percent, of the inhabitants, may, on or after
their Sixtieth birthday, claim either a pension, or admission to an old-age home, always providing they cannot support
themselves, and have no relatives who are hound legally to support them. As, however, there is room in these institutions
for only some 4,600 persons, and there are usually more than four times that number who wish to live there—the pensions
are now miserably small—tlie Poor-Law authorities are vested with a certain discretionary power m deciding who sliall,
and who shall not, be admitted, And so far as possible the preference is given to persona of good characters, to those
whose destitution is the result of their misfortune, not their heedlessness or extravagance. The great majority of the
inmates of these homes, therefore, belong to the respectable poor class. Thus no disgrace is attached to going there—an
Austrian would no more think of being ashamed that his father was in an Old-nge Home than an Englishman would that
his had rooms in Hampton Court. One reason why old people in ICngland dread going to the workhouse is the knowledge
that, when they have once crossed its threshold, they will he regarded as pariahs even by their nearest relatives.
J
Only two of the six Old-age Homes belonging to Vienna are in the city itself; the others are at some little distance
away—m the country. One is at Liesing, another at St. Andra, another again at Ybbs, and the fourth at Mauerbach.
Ihey are all tn healthy localities, however, and arc fine buildings with gardens. The cost of the Home in the Wahringerstrasse, which is reserved exclusively for freemen of the city, and their wives and daughters, is defrayed out of the
Burgerfond, t.c,, the income derived from money and land bequeathed by the charitable as a provision for poor citizens of
Vienna. The other homes are supported out of the ordinary poor relief fund, supplemented when necessary by special
grants voted by the municipality. The head of the Poor Law Department is responsible for the management of them to
Burgomaster, as the representative of the city. Roughly speaking, these institutions are all organised in the same way ns
the one m the Spitalgasse, although in the Freemen’s Home the arrangements arc on a somewhat more generous scale.
Each wing of the Spitalgasse Home is divided into number of large, lofty rooms, opening on to a long corridor.
There are from ten to twenty beds in n room, and very comfortable beds they are, with plenty of warm coverlets. By each
of them is a sort of what-not, with a cupboard on one side for clothes and shelves on the other, and there are chairs and
tables standing about. In spite of the long row of beds there is something home-like about the place, owing in some
degree at least, to the fact that the old people arc allowed to take with them there some few of their own belongings. It
may be only a portrait or two, a footstool, or a few books, or even a monstrosity in the form of wax flowers ; hut almost'
every inmate has some little treasure or other, which it would have cost him a pang to part with. Then in summer the
rooms are gay with flowers—there are plants raised perhaps with infinite pains in some poor attic, and little posies which
have evidently been gathered in the Prater. Canaries and thrushes, too, are in some parts of the house, though only therd"
on sufferance. Should their singing be objected to, they must be reduced to silence or banished—for in the Old-age Homes
there is an inexorable law in force—no one person or his belongings shall interfere with the comfort of another.
;
The corridors, wMch are furnished with comfortable settees, are well warmed in winter and servo as general sittingrooms, Here, when it is too cold to be out of doora, the old men bring their pipes and the old women their knitting, and there
is much talk and cackling and comparing of notes. Politics are warmly discussed sometimes, and Ministers are weighed in
the balance and found wanting. All the latest telegrams are read aloud, on the very day they arc issued, too, for these
Austrian paupers are not dependent on chance passers-by for their journals. They club together—English guardians will
be startled to hear of paupers having anything wherewith to club—and subscribe for daily papers, one for each corridor,
and these they receive just as regularly and as punctually as if they were archdukes. ** It would never do, you see,” an
old man informed me gravely, in his quaint Wiener dialect, “ for us not to keep up with what is going on in the world;
These are stirring times.”
■
Although !
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Although the corridors throughout the house are regarded as the common property of the two, all the women—
wives as well as widows and spinsters—have their rooms in a wing of the building quite separated from that in which the
men have theirs. In view of certain discussions which have been raised in England of late, one of the inmates was ashed
if he did not think it rather hard that he and his wife should he thus kept apart in their old age. “Kept apart? " he
replied, with an odd puzzled look on his wrinkled old face. “ We are none kept apart. Why, I see a lot more of the old
woman now than I ever did in my life before. She’s about here from morning till night, us often as not. Blauer Himinel!
if that’s not enough ! ”
The commissariat of this Spitalgasse Home is organised on very original lines. The Poor Law Department, instead
of providing the inmates with food, allows them to buy it for themselves, and gives to each of them for this purpose
26 kreuzers (about 5d. a day). To secure them from exploitation, an arrangement is in force by which a professional
caterer undertakes to keep for their benefit a restaurant in the home itself. This restaurant is under strict surveillance,
a committee appointed by the Department deciding what kinds of food are to he provided, and at what price. The old
people, liowever, are under no obligation to go there; they are perfectly free to have their meals elsewhere if they choose,
. out this they rarely do, except it is ns guests, for nowhere else can they obtain such good value for their money. The
marvel is; indeed, than any caterer can he found willing to supply good food, and good it certainly is, at the price at which
it is sold in the home restaurant. I subjoin the bill of fare for the able-bodied ; there is another much more elaborate and
varied for the invalids.
,
And before any of these dishes may be served, the director of the home and one of the doctors must certify that its
ingredients arc of excellent quality, and that it is welt cooked.
There is nothing in the appearance of this pauper restaurant to distinguish it from those which artisans and
members of the lower middle class frequent. It is a large comfortable room, famished with a number of chairs and little
round tables, and everything about it is scrupulously clean. Within certain limits, its clients may choose their own hours
for their meals, but breakfasts are not served after 9 o’clock, dinners only between 11 and 2, and no one is allowed to
linger over his supper later than 8 o’clock in winter, or 9 in summer. They make their way to their dinners in twos and
threes, as a rule—a husband and wife, perhaps, and a friend. They choose their table, and then settle themselves down
to a careful consideration of the memt. The relative merits of soups and puddings are anxiously balanced, and much heart
searching is gone through as to whether a cup of coffee at 3 kreuzers or a glass of wine at 4 is the better worth having.
When they have made up their minds on these cognate points, they give their orders, and with quite a lordly air too, os
befits persons who have money in hand to pay for what they wish. The choosing and ordering of their own dinners is to
most of these old people a source of intense delight; the mere fact of having money to spend gives them a feeling of
independence and self-importance which lightens many a burden they have to bear. If the Poor Law Department were
to offer them regular board, with three luxurious meals a day, instead of their meagre little 26 kreuzers, the majority of
them would certainly reject it with scorn.
These little allowances are valued, too, for another reason : they are a proof of trustworthiness on the part of those
who receive them. When a man enters an Old-age Home, his twenty-six kreuzers a day are handed to him as a matter
of course. If, however, as sometimes happens, he docs not turn them to good account—if, for instance, he spends an undue
proportion of them on tobacco, beer, or wine—it is pointed out to him that such conduct cannot be tolerated. Should he
not take the hint thus given, he receives an official warning. Then, unless he mend his ways, and that speedily, his
kreuzers are stopped, and he is placed on rations. Invalids, too, and the feeble-minded, have uo allowances. Their meals
arc ordered for them by the doctor, and are sent from the restaurant to their own rooms.
Those responsible for the management of the Old-age Homes have decided the clothes question in an eminently
common-sense fashion. Such of the old people who have clothes of their own, or have friends willing to provide them with
clothes, wear them, while the less fortunate are supplied by the Poor Law Department with wrhat they require. In the
latter case, the dress, though as plain as possible, is warm and comfortable, and of the kind worn by the artisan class—of
grey or brown homespun, or dark-coloured serge. It is not uniform ; indeed, as it is made in the building, it is exceedingly
probable that they who wear it—at least, if they lie women—have a voice in deciding its focon. With the exception of the
invalids, all are required to keep their clothes in good repair, and to pay a certain amount of attention to their own personal
appearance. These are points which, especially in Vienna, are strongly insisted upon, for the city docs not choose to have
its old pensioners going about dirty or in rags. The hall-porter has strict orders to allow no one to go out until he has
"tidied up,” and this regulation is strongly approved of by the majority of the inmates themselves. To an outsider it
certainly seems superfluous, for most of the old people are the very picture of neatness. They all appear to have a good
supply of clothes. One of the inmates of the Prague Home insisted on showing me his wardrobe. In addition to the rough
grey suit he was wearing, lie had a pair of dark trouseis and waistcoat, a black coat, and a long blue overcoat—all in
thoroughly good condition. He had, too, under his care a silk gown, which he displayed with infinite pride. It was his
wife’s wedding-dress, he told me. His wife, who lives in another wing of the building, had, it seems, handed it over to him
for greater safety. “ She always wears it, though, of course, when we pay visits," lie remarked incidentally. One of the
laundry regulations of the homes sounds in English ears as a sorry jest; yet, perhaps, after all, it has its raison d'Mre, The
inmates are warned that it is only their bed-linen and clothes that are washed free of charge, not their ynifnaiscAe, t'.e.,
lace, frills, and furbelows.
Many of the inmates of these homes supplement their 26 kreuzers a day by earning a little money on their own
account, and the Poor Law authorities, far from throwing obstacles in the way of their doing so, give them every encourage
ment. They even provide work for such ef the more worthy among them as have the strength, and the wish to do it;
and, what is still more remarkable, they pay them regular wages. It is uot much that they give, of course, only some
10 kreuzers for a six hoars’day; still, even 10 kreuzers are not to be despised. There is many an old man in our
English Unions who would gladly work all day for half that sum if he might but spend it as he chose. The pensioners
receive no remuneration for doing the lighter kind of house-work, such as mating their own beds, and keeping their rooms
clean; this they arc required to do, so long at least as they have the necessary strength. But, when there is any
carpentering to be done, the carpenters in the home have the option of doing it; and the same arrangement is in force with
regard to the dressmaking, tailoring, shoemnking, ftc. While all are free to turn their hands to gardening and wood
chopping. And for this work they are paid. Some of the women, too, earn quite a tidy little, some by knitting stockings
and vests, and helping to keep the house-linen in repair. Then such of the old people as are specially reliable may become
the paid officials of the institution. Attached to each room is a stuhe-vater, or a stube-mutter, as the case may be, who
receives 6 kreuzers a day for keeping order, and seeing that they who live there conduct themselves properly. If any
one is ill it is the duty of these officials to fetch what food or medicine he may require, and to look after him generally, and
try to make him comfortable. In the room set apart for individuals the stube-vaters or stubc-muttors are replaced by
nurses. Even they, who, from.lack of strength or inclination, do not work, are not, as a rule, entirely dependent for their
support on their 26 kreuzers; for whatever presents they receive, whether in money or in kind, are their own private pro
perty. And their visitors rarely go empty-handed. The roughest of the rough likes to take his old father at least a bit of
tobacco when lie drops in to see him, and there is no end of the inysterious-looking packages with which daughters are laden
when they arrive, One rule, however, is rigidly enforced, no spirit is allowed to he taken into the homes.
_ In all these institutions, except the one in Mauerbach, the discipline in force is of the very gentlest character.
Practically, the inmates may do just as they like, so long as they conduct themselves in an orderly fashion, and do not
quarrel. _ When once they have made their rooms neat, they may lounge about in the sunshine, or by the stove, the whole
day long if they choose. After dinner they may all go to bed for an hour, and this many of them do. In each home there
is a chapel where mass is celebrated every day, but the old people are perfectly free to go there or not, just as the fancy
takes them. If they care to do so they may leave the home every day at 1 o’clock, and need not return until 8 in the
evening. Then they have the right to spend one whole day with their friends every week, and if they wish to spend two
the Director rarely or never refuses them the permission. Once a year, too, they may go away for a whole month, pro
viding that they have anywhere to go to. Some of them pay ipute a string of visits during the summer, and return to the
homo all the better and more contended for the change. These privileges, liowever, are strictly conditional on good
behaviour. Should any of the pensioners show a disposition to abuse their liberty, it is at once curtailed. If a man or
woman does not return to the home by the appointed time, or if he returns in a disorderly condition, he is not allowed to
go out again for some time to come, nor may he undertake any paid work. If he should stir up strife among his fellows,
or in any other way interfere with the well-being of those around him, he is subject to imprisonment in a room in the home)
though for not more than forty-eight hours. The persistently insubordinate or unruly, however, are not allowed to remain
in the ordinary homes, hut are sent to Mauerbach, where, though only in one wing of the building, a somewhat sterner
regimi prevails,
_
Each
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Each Old-age Home is under the management of a resident director, who must render an account of all that passes
there to the head of the Poor Law Department. This director, however, is only a constitutional ruler. His authority,
though considerable, is strictly limited. Once a month in each home the officials, the clergyman, the doctors, and a repre
sentative of the Poor Law Department, sit in a conference, and the inmates are invited to appear before them and make
known their wishes and their grievances. A full report of the proceedings upon these occasions must be submitted to the
head of the Department. Not very long ago there was an odd little scene in one of the homes. Some dozen old women
were interviewing the director for the purpose of inducing him to let them stay where they were, whereas he had received
orders to send them to a home further from Vienna. One might have thought from the tone some of them assumed, that
he was an unreasonable landlord, and they tenants, whom, in defiance of the law, he was seeking to evict. The director’s
manner, meanwhile, was deprecative in the extreme. He spent a good half-hour in soothing the old dames, and striving
ttf convince them, that even down in the country, life might he well worth living. It would he difificult to find a more
contented set of old people than those who live in these Austrian homes. There are grumblers among them, of course. One
of them complained bitterly to me that, although 26 kreuzers a day might he enough for hare necessities, they left nothing
whatever for luxuries. Another—it was in Prague—replied to a chance remark that he seemed fairly comfortable, by a
very emphatic shake of the head. He was well cared for, he allowed, and the food was good ; but—he gave a significant
glance at a little group of old men who were laughing and talking in the corridor, “ They are all Czechs, you ktiow,” he
whispered, in the tone in which a Southern State planter might m other days have spoken of negroes, “ and for a German
to have Czechs around him is really very trying.” These, however, are exceptional cases ; the majority of inmates scorn
to be as happy as they can he whose lives lie behind them, not before. There is not a touch of that dull listlessness about
them, of that just-waiting-for-death, which is so marked a characteristic of the old people in our workhouses. On the
contrary, they are quite alert, and take a lively interest, not only in what is going on around them, hut in things in
general. This is especially the case in Prague. An English visitor who chanced to he there a few months ago, was quite
overwhelmed with questions as to how affairs are managed in this country. Some of the old folk were very curious to know
how the poor were treated here, and they were not a little scandalised when they heard of one of our social arrangements.
1' !)'o think of sending worn-out workers to live in the same house as rogues and vagabonds !” they exclaimed in evident
amazement at such barbarous ways. One old man inquired anxiously how the word “ Gladstone ” ought to be pronounced,
These Old-age Homes have no claim to rank as an ideal institution—in more than one respect they are open to
improvement. For instance, a little more care might, with advantage, be taken in discriminating between the applicants
for admission. It would be well if proofs, not only of respectability, hut of thrift, were insisted upon from all who find a
refuge in the homes. If such of the inmates, too, as arc incurably ill were lodged quite apart from the others, in a house
of their own, it would add considerably to the general comfort. Then, according to our English notions, the apartments
ore too large. We should like to see those long dormitories replaced by a series of comfortable little rooms just large
enough for two persons to live in. These, however, arc mere questions of detail, and as for the main lines on which the
homes are organised, they certainly are admirable. The Australian Poor Law authorities recognise the fact, and herein
show their wisdom, that as a man is at 60, so he will remain until the end. They, therefore, waste no time on a vain
endeavour to induce their proteges in the Old-age Homes to reform their ways; all they try to do is to keep them out of
the roach of harm, and make them as happy and comfortable as possible. And in this, as we have seen, they succeed—
succeed, too, without any lavish expenditure of money. It is noteworthy that the very arrangements which contribute
most to the comfort of these old Austrians involve no outlay whatever. The little dinners over which the inmates of the
Old-age Homes linger with such keen enjoyment do not cost more than the mid-day meals supplied in our workhouses.
Workmen’s ordinary clothes are not one whit more expensive than uniform, nor does the fact of paupers being allowed to
see their friends every day entail any sacrifice on ratepayers. In the Vienna Old-age Homes the average cost per head is
57 kreuzers (about lid.) a day. In the London workhouses it is some Is, I^d. Still it is not without reason, it must be
admitted, that rigid economists look somewhat askance on these homes; for the respectable poor, when their working days
are over, go there gladly. Old men and women have been known to die of slow starvation rather than enter a workhouse.
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A Bltt to stimulate and encourage thrift and self-help with a view of making competent provision for old age and for
other purposes connected therewith.
Whkreas it is considered that it will he of advantage to stimulate and encourage thrift and self-help with the view
making competent provision for old age: Be it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice
and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same as follows :—
1. This Act may be called and may be cited as “The Old-age Provision Act," and shall come into force on the first
day of January, 1897.
_
2. In the construction of this Act—
“ Old Age” shall mean the age of sixty years and upwards; and

..................... .....

,
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n
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“Friendly Society ” shall mean any Benefit Society established, or hereafter to be established, in New South
Wales in accordance with the law in such ease made and provided by the Legislature of this Colony.
3. Every Friendly Society which includes, or shall hereafter include, amongst its benefits an “ Old-age provision
fund ” shall be entitled to all the benefits and advantages conferred by this Act.
4.
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4. Every such Friendly Society which has, or shall hereafter establish, amongst its benefits an “ Old-age provision
fund,” shall have foil power to regulate the amount of subscription of each member according to age, as well as the times
at which such subscriptions shall be paid, which payments shall be continued regularly up to the age of sixty years and no
longer, at well as the weekly amount thereafter to be paid out of such “Old-age provision fund” to eacli and every sub
scribing member who shall have attained the said age of sixty years. Provided always that such payments shall be made
once in every two weeks.
5. Every Friendly Society that has established, or shall hereafter establish, an “ Old-age provision fund,” shall be
entitled to a subsidy of one pound, to be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue of the Colony, for every pound subscribed
by the members of such Friendly Society towards such “ Old-age provision fund.”
6. All subscriptions paid by each and every member of such Friendly Societies into and for the purpose of any such
11 Old-age provision fund,” together with the beforenamed subsidy of pound for pound, to be paid out of the Consolidated
Revenue of the Colony, shall be invested in the Savings Bank of New South Wales under the head of “ Old-age provision
fund" with the name of the particular society attached, and in the names of two officers appointed by the Colonial
Treasurer of New South Wales, as well as in the names of any two officers appointed by each such Friendly Society,
7. There shall be an andit by a special officer appointed for such purpose by the Auditor-General of New South
Wales once in each and every month of all such funds os are invested in the Savings Bank of New South Wales, in the
name and under the head of “Old-age Provision Fund.”
8. In case any beneficiary should die before reaching the prescribed age of 60 years all subscriptions paid by him or
her into the “ Old-age Provision Fund” in connection with a Friendly Society of which he or she was a subscribing
member, at the time of his or her death, together with interest for one year on the whole amount subscribed, at the rate
of 5 per cent, per annum, shall be paid to his or her next-of-kin, or whomsoever by his or her last will and testament he or
she shall appoint.
9. In case of no next-of-kin, or on failure of such appointment, the total amount of subscriptions paid by such
member shall be paid into the 11 Old-age Provision Fund” established by such friendly society of which he or she was a
member, for the benefit of the then existing members, and those who may thereafter join the same, collectively.
10. Every subscriber to the “ Old-age Provision Fund” which has been established, or may hereafter be established
by any friendly society, shall he entitled, on attaining the age of 60 years, to receive the minimum sum of one pound per
week for each and every week, so long as such subscribing member shall lire.
11. The said subsidy of pound for pound to be paid out of the Consolidated Revenue, shall be paid monthly into the
Savings Bank of New South Wales not later than the tenth day from the beginning of each calendar month.

L.
[Appended ly the Oommittee on Old-age Pensions, 8 August, 1896.]
Adelaide Racing Club, Austral Chambers, 18, Currie-street, Adelaide, 31 August, 1896.
E. W. O’Sullivan, Chairman, Select Committee, Old-age Pensions, Sydney, N.S.W.,—
Dear Sir,
In answer to your letter of the 6th instant I have pleasure in forwarding you the desired information, as follows:—

Date of Meeting,

£8
1
23
25
30
15
22

Commission (total amount re
tained by Club towards stakes).

Total.

December, 1895 .................................
February, 1896....................................
May, 1896............................................
May, 1896............................................
May, 1896............................................
August, 1896 ....................................
August, 1896 ....................................

£
7,186
7,182
14,677
18,776
16,633
10,383
10,875

B.
10
10
0
0
0
10
0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£85,713 10 0

£
538
538
1,100
1,408
1,247
778
816

B.
19
13
15
4
9
15
12

d.
9
9
6
0
6
3
6

£6,428 10 3

Fractious,
£
35
27
56
83
52
52
60

9a
13
16
7
5
6
0
13

d.
9
3
0
0
0
3
6

£368 1 9

Yours faithfully,
S. R. HESELTINE, .
Secretary.

M.
[Appended hy the Committee on Old-age Pensions, 8 August, 1896.]
(JUvening Utewt, 14tli August, 1896.)
Two of the witnesses examined yesterday before the Committee of the Legislative Assembly on Old Age Pensions, wore
Mr. Olifte, secretary of Tattersall's Club, and Mr. Clibborn, secretary of the A. J.C. According to our senior morning
contemporary, there is an idea abroad that causes of distress should be made to assist in the alleviation of the aged poor, and
sport being regarded os one of these causes, the officials referred to were catechised as to whether a revenue could he obtained
from sport for the object under inquiry. The idea of making public amusements contribute towards the support of the poor
is not original. It is generally known that a formidable percentage is levied on the receipts of Paris theatres for the poor of
the French capital, but perhaps not quite so generally known that theatrical managers have a way of returning their receipts
at more than they are, and so for advertisement’s sake paying a heavier tax. There is a custom, too, generally observed, of
the winner of the Grand Prix de Paris, the great race of the year, handing over a portion of the stakes for the poor.

Sj-dncj: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—ia#6.
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COLLISION BETWEEN THE “SOL” AND “ALATHEA” STEAMERS.
(PETITION

FROM

THE PARRAMATTA RIVER STEAMERS AND TRAMWAY COMPANY, LIMITED,
KEraESENTED BY COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY, OR IN PERSON, BEFORE SELECT

UOMMlJ.IIlE ON.)

Received hy the Legislative Assembly,

27 October, 1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Company, Limited,—
Huhblv Showetii:—
1. That ou the 22nd day of September last past your Honorable House appointed a Select
Committee to inquire into and report upon the collision between the “ Sol ” and the “ Alathoasteamers.
2. That your Petitioners are the owners of the steamer “ Alathea.”
3. That, on the said inquiry, the interests of your Petitioners, of considerable magnitude, are likely
to be affected, your Petitioners humbly pray that they may be represented by Counsel or Attorney before
the said Select Committee, with the right to call witnesses and adduce evidence, and to examine and cross
examine such witnesses as may attend to give evidence before the said Committee.
4'. And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Dated at Sydney this 23rd day of October, 1896.
The common seal of the Parramatta Uiver Steamers and Tramway Company, Limited, was hereunto
affixed, hy order of the Board of Directors, in the presence of—
WILLIAM DEES,1 tv ,
‘
E. A. WEIGHT, j Directors.
, AETHUB COOPEE, Manager.

[3d.]
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1896.
EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

'

Votes No. 58.

Tuesday, 22 Septembee, 1896.

between the “ Sol ” AND “ Alathea ” Steaxiees :—Mr. Knox moved, pursuant to
Notice,—
,
(1.) That a Select Committee be appointed to inquire into and report upon the collision between
the “Sol” and “Alathea” steamers.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Davis, Mr. W. H. B. Piddington, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Edden,
Mr. "Watson, Mr. Wilks, Mr. Wood, Mr. Waddell, Mr. McFarlane, and the Mover,
Question put and passed.

14. Colusiox

Votes No. 73.

5.

:—Mr. A. B. Piddington presented a
Petition from the Parramatta Hirer Steamers and Tramway Company (Limited), stating that a
Select Committee had been appointed by the House to inquire into and report upon the collision
between the “Sol” and “Alathea” steamers; and praying to be represented by counsel or attorney,
or in person, before the said Committee, with the right to call witnesses, and to examine and cross
examine all wdtnesses that may give evidence.
Petition received.
Ordered to ho referred to the Select Committee,

Cobusion between tee “ Sol ” and “ Alathea ” Steamers

Votes

9.

Tuesday, 27 October, 1896.

No. SO.

Wednesday,

11 NovEiritEK, 1896.

Steamers
Mr. W. II. B. Piddington, as
Chairman, brought up the Koporfc from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of,
and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject
was referred on 22nd September, 1896; together with Appendix.
*
'
Deferred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

Collision between the “Sol" and “Alathea”
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1896.

COLLISION BETWEEN THE “ SOL ” AND “ ALATHEA » STEAMERS.

REPORT.

The Select Committee

of tlie Legislative Assembly, ajjpointed on 22nd September,

1896, “ to inquire into and report upon the collision between the ‘ Sol ’ and
‘ Alathea ' steamers''’—have agreed to the following Report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the list*
* See Li si.
(whose evidence will be found appended hereto), arc of opinion:—
page 5.
That the Government are morally, though not legally, responsible to the
owners of the “Alathea” for the damages caused by the collision; and your Committee
feel justified in coming to such a conclusion in view of the strong comments of the
Cliief Justice—the other Judges concurring—on the appeal.
Your Committee consider that tlie Government should take the whole matter
into consideration, with a view to making such restitution as the case deserves.
In view of the evidence given before your Committee, they desire to draw
the attention of the Minister to the practice of allowing persons other - than
Government officials to use the steamers of the Marine Board without special
authority.

.
W. H. B. PIDDINGTON,
Chairman.

No. 2 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,
Yllh November, 1896.

'
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

TUESDAY, 20 OOTOBEB,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Knor,
Mr. W. II. B. Piddington,
Mr. Watson.
Mr. Piddington called to the Chair.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings, appointing the Committee, read hy the Clerk.
[Adjourned till Thursday next, at Two o’clock.]
THUDST)AY, 22 OCTOBER,

1896.

Members Present ■—

Mr. W. H. B. Piddington in the Chair.
Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Knox,
Mr. "Watson,
•
Mr. Wood.
.Tames William Johnston called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness handed in copy of the Judge’s notes on the trial of the Parramatta River Steamers and
Tramway Company (Limited) d. Hixson, as printed for the purpose of appeal. [Appendix Al.] Copy of
the shorthand note of the judgment of the Full Court. [Appendix A2.]
Witness withdrew.
The Chairman handed in copy of a letter from the Secretary to the Marine Board to the Under
Secretary for Finance and Trade, respecting the Supreme Court action in reference to the collision
between the 11 Sol ” and Alathea ” sleamers. [Appendix B.]
[Adjourned till Wednesday next, at Two o’clock ]
28

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER,

1896.

Mkmiiebs Present:—

Mr. W. II. B. Piddington in the Chair.
Mr. Wilks,
|
Mr. Wood.
Entry from Votes and Proceedings in reference to the Petition of the Parramatta River Steamers
and Tramway Company (Limited), praying to be represented hy counsel, or attorney, or in person,
before the Committee, read by the Clerk Present:—J. W. Johnston, Esq. (Jfmnv. John-Con,-Afinter, Simpson, cj' Company, Solicitors for
ike Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Company, Limited).

Captain Francis Hixson {President of the Marine Board) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Arthur Stanley Cowper {Manager of the Parramatta River Steamers and Tramwnj/ Company,
Limited^) called iu, sworn, and examined.
‘
’
Witness withdrew,
[Adjourned lill To-morrow, at Three o’clock.]
29

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. W. H. B. Piddington, |
Mr. Waddell.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.
WEDNESDAY,

4

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. Edden,
|
Mr. W. H. B. Piddington.
In the absence of a quorum the meeting called for this day lapsed.
THURSDAY,

5

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. W. H. B. Piddington in the Chair.
Mr. Davis,
[
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Wood.
Present:—J. W. Johnston, Esq. {Messrs. Johnston, Minter, Simpson, Sf

Company, Solicitors for the

Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Company, Limited).

John Puckeridge called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Adjourned till Tuesday next at 12 o’clock noon.
TUESDAY,
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TUBSDAT,

10

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Phesekt:—-

Mr. AY. H. B. Piddiiigton in the Chair.
Mr. Davis.
|
Mr. Waddell,
Mr. Wilhs.
PresentJ. W. Johnston, Esq. (Messrs. Johnston, Minter, Simpson,

Sf Company, Solicitors for

the Parramatta (River Steamers and Tramway Company, Limited).

Uobert George Mcnr.ies called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
James William Johnston recalled and further examined.
Witness handed in articles from the Daihf Telegraph and Evening News newspapers, commenting
on the decision of the Pull Court. [Appendix C 1 and *.] Extract from Sydney Morning Herald ot
13th September, 1891, giving the summing-up of the Judge on the trial, and the questions he put to
the jury, with their answers. [Appendix C 3.]
'
[Adjourned till To-morrow, at half-past Three o’clock.]

WEDNESDAY,

11

NOVEMBER,

1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. W. H. B. Piddington in the Chair,
Mr. Davis,
I
Mr. Watson,
Mr. Wilks.
Chairman submitted Draft Jteport.
Same read, amended, and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

LIST OF WITNESSES.

BAfiE.
Cnwpor, A. S.........
Hixson, Captain F.
Johnston, .J. \V...,
Menzics, R. G. ..
Puckeridge, J........

14
0

7
1C
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1896.
Legislative Assembly.
NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BY

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
APPOINTED TO INQUIRE INTO THE

COLLISION BETWEEN THE “ SOL ” AND “ ALATHEA ”
STEAMERS.
THURSDAY,

22

OCTOBER,

IJrfsent:—
Me. KMOX,
Mb. FEHGUBON,
W. H. B. PIDDINGTON, Esq.,

1896.
Mk. WATSON,
Mu. WOOD.
in tub Chair.

James William Johnson sworn and examined:—
]. Chairman S\ Are you senior member of the firm oT Johnson, Minter,, & Co. ? Acs; wo acted for the
Parramatta Steamship Company in connection with this collision.
_
2. Will you give us a short resume of the ease? I had to do with this case, and our side con^ndeu
that the “ Sol ” was wholly to blame for the collision that happened. The consequence of that collision
was that the owners of the “ Alathea ” claimed damages which were put down at about £1,100. They
were considerably more than what the jury assessed them at. We then wrote to the Government Depart
ment, and wc were referred to solicitors on their behalf. They contended that it was the “Alathea’ that was
to blame, so we took steps to have that question decided by the Court. That was the only question that
was before the Court. Evidence at great length was put forward on both sides, and the jury found
that the “ Sol ” was to blame. Incidentally, there arose a question which we were quite unprepared lor ;
that was whether the “ Sol,” assuming her to be in the wrong, was liable for the damage done, because it
was contended by Mr. Bruce Smith that she was not on the business of the Marine Board. In other
words, Mr. Bruce Smith’s contention was of this kind : that if tlie owner of a carriage told his servant to
go to Dawes’ Point by way of George-street, and his servant went down Pitt-street, ran over somebody,
and broke somebody’s leg, the owner of the carriage would not be liable, because the servant was not
following his master’s instructions. He was not on his master’s business. That is ono of those refined
technical distinctions in law which, I daresay, the two lawyers I am speaking to will know how difficult it
is to gauge. The only question we went to Court to fight was found iu our favour, with damages which
were assessed at £60U, with costs.
,
■ . j r
g. Will you put in (he Judge's notes on the trial ? I produce a copy of the Judge’s notes as printed tor
the purpose of appeal. I Appendix A 1.]
. .
4. Mr. Enox-I "Was not the case the subject of an appeal?
The other side got a rule nisi to upset the
verdict on leave reserved, and that rule was made absolute. T produce what appears to me to be a portion
of the Judge’s notes of tho evidence, and I presume that evidence was considered by tlie Court to be all
that affected the question before them.
,
5. Do you also produce a copy of the shorthand note of tho judgment of the Pull Court setting the
verdict aside ? Yes. [Appendix A 2.]
G. Did the jury find that the collision was owing to the default of the “ Sol ” ? Certainly.
7. Was the finding of the jury upset on the ground that the Court found that the master of the ‘‘Sol
was not on a trip authorised by the Marine Board at the time of the collision ? That is so, and it did
not afioct the question as to who was right or wrong in the collision.

j'0)lnson.
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8. Can you tell us what tlie costs came to ? The Parramatta Steamship Company have had to pay over
£300 for their own costs.
220ctTl89G. 9. Does that include their own costs, or the costs of the other side only ? They have not been called upon
at present to pay the costs of the other side.
10. Chairman.]^ Do the Government provide for those costs ? There have been negotiations of some kind
or other. I think there was an intimation that the matter would be allowed to rest, and that we should
not be called upon to pay the costs of the other side.
11. Mr. Watson.] "Were they adjudged liable for the costs of the other side ? Yes; the rule was granted
with costs.
12. Does that mean the costs of the action and of the appeal? It means that they were ordered to pay
the other side’s costs, besides their own costs of the trial and all proceedings, which latter came to over
£300.
1
B
13. 'Mr. Knox.] Do I understand that the Government have practically relinquished their claim to costs
against the Company ? I can hardly go so far; there is a sort of understanding that if we were to let the
matter drop there it would rest.
14. Mr. Wood.] Does the sum of £300 include the costs of both sides ? No, the Government costs would
be extra. Even if we got tho verdict of £600—if the Government came forward and said we will give
you £600—we should only get £300 to recoup ns for what we say amounts to £1,100 damages.
■15. Mr. Knox.] Was there any appeal on the ground that the verdict was excessive ? No, there certainly
was not. I would point out that the Judges, who felt themselves constrained to give the Government the
benefit of this technical point, went on to suggest that this was a case in which the Government of the
day should meet the claim in a liberal spirit. Sir Frederick Darlcy said : “I must say it is a case of
extreme hardship for the plaintiffs, and it is well known that the Marine Board had allowed this steamer
to be used for purposes which, strictly speaking, did not fall within the Act of Parliament, and under the
circumstances it will be a question for tlie Government to consider by and by whether the plaintiffs are
not entitled to consideration for damages.” Sir William Windeyer said: “There is no escape from
setting aside the verdict, and I agree with the Chief Justice that it will he a matter for the consideration
of the Government whether reparation should be made to the plaintiffs because of the dereliction of the
Board in allowing the boat to be used in this way.”
16. Up to the present time, as I understand it, the owners of the “Alathea” have not had a shilling of
compensation V They are worse off than if they had not gone to trial by the amount of the costs.
17. Mr. Wood.] The only reason why the verdict was set aside was because the jury found that the
“ Sol” was engaged in work other than that of tho Marine Board ? Yes, It turned out unexpectedly
for our side that on the occasion of the collision there were two gentlemen on board the “ Sol” who were
going to North Shore on some business of their own, and had no business ou the steamer. I suppose
they persuaded the captain, and lie was going to take them over there. I may point out that whether
that was true or not, the captain was in charge of the steamer when the collision took place. .She was
under his guidance, and the jury found that it was owing to his bad judgment or bad seamanship that
the collision took place.
'
15. Mr. Jfayuson.] Who were the gentlemen ou board tho “ Sol ” at the time ? I do not remember.
19. Were they Government oflicers ? No.
20. Chairman ] Do you know if the Secretary of the Marine Board ever communicated in any way with
the Parramatta Steamship Company with regard to settling this matter before tlie trial ? I think I am
at liberty to say that Captain Hickson was always prepared to recommend the Government to pay a
substantial sum. As far as I know, we have never had any formal offer.
21. Mr. Watson.] Do I understand you to say that the solicitor for the Crown, in accepting service from
you in connection with this action, contended that the “ Alathea ” was to blame ? Yes; that was the sole
contention wc went into Court to fight.
22. They did not, then, contend that they were not responsible ? Their only contention was that our side
was to blame. The other contention was latent; it discovered itself during tho development of the
evidence at the trial.
23. Mr. Knox.] I suppose they pleaded “ not guilty ” ? I think so.
24. "Would not that put you to the proof of everything and enable them to set up any defence? Yes.
25. Mr, Watson.] Do I understand that the solicitor on the other side contended, in the first instance,
that the “ Alathea ” was responsible ? Yes. Tlie contention was that the “Alathea” should have put
her helm in the opposite way to what she did. We said that was all nonsense; that the collision was
inevitable; that the “ Sol ” darted out stern first from her hidden retreat. I think I may go so far as to
say that the Judge intimated that he concurred in the verdict of the jury.
26. Mr. Watson.] I think I understood you to say that if the owners of the “ Alathea ” got their verdict
of £600 it would only mean that they would get £300 towards making good the damage ? No; if the
verdict had then been upheld wo should have been enabled to make the Government pay all our costs, so
that we should then have got about £900. What I meant is that if wc were to be paid the verdict now,
and no costs, it would be as I have described, namely, we should only get £300 to recoup us for £1,100
damages.
‘
27. Then actually at present the company reckon themselves out of pocket about £1,400, even if they
do not pay tho Government costs ; that is, £1,100 damages, and £300 for their own costs? Yes ; that is
what they are out of pocket at the present moment in round numbers. I knew that was Captain Donald’s
estimate ; ho was manager of the company at the time ; he consulted me and instructed me all through.
He always said that the damages were about that amount. The steamer was sunk.
28. Mr. Knox.] I believe one thing that contributed to the collision, as it appears from the evidence, was
that the man at the wheel on board the “Sol” had to leave the wheel and go to the engines, although they
were backing out?_ Yes ; he left tho wheel to go forward to the engines at the critical moment.
29. Although backing out at Circular Quay, they had not a man looking after the engines? Yes; the
Court was satisfied with the verdict; they were unwilling to move it, but they felt constrained to do so
on this technical objection.
30. Mr. Wood.] Was there any contention by tho other side that the actual damages sustained were
under the amount of the verdict ? The other side contended that the damages were considerably under
Johnson.

31.
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31. Did tlie other side contend that the damage done was under the amount of damages awarded by tho
-T. W.
jury? I do not think bo. They attempted to cut down damages as much as they could.
Johnson.
32. Was excessive damages made a ground of appeal ? Iso, certainly not.
aSOctT^lfSllis
33. Mr. Knox.'] Did the other side ever express any contention apart from appealing that £G00 was too “
’
much ? I have not heard of it.
34. I mean since the verdict was given ? No. Wc felt aggrieved that the jury did not give larger
damages. It is the duty of counsel for the defendant when there is a claim for damages to cut down the
damages as much as possible.
_
35. At the trial, did they bring forward any evidence to show that tlie damage sustained was less ? They
brought forward evidence to show that the damages they were liable for in any case could not be £1,100.
30. They did not contend for any amount ? No, only iu a general way. They went into minutiae about
the damages. We showed that the “ Alathea ’’ had, a short time before the collision, been thoroughly
done up. They wanted to make out that we could not get those damages, and I think tho jury adopted
that view to a certain extent. 1 think I ought to point out this on the question of hardship: that it did
not matter a bit whether this steamer was going to put those two gentlemen down at North Shore or at
Circular Quay, because the steamer would back out, and when the collision took place she was backing
out. It did not matter whether she was going to the North Shore or to the Princes’ Stairs, I mention
this because it came out in the evidence that the duty of the “ Sol ” on that day was try go to Princes’
Stairs. I say it made no difference whether she was going to North Shore or Princes’ Stairs.
'
37. Mr. Ferguson.] The only difference might be as to the time at which she went ? They could have
easily ascertained whether a steamer was coming along before they started out, by sending a man on to
tho wharf to look, when lie would have seen the Alathea” coming along the wall towards Princes’
Stairs. Instead of that, the captain never got out off his boat; he backed out before looking, and the man
left the wheel. If there had been a man at the wheel, and another man at the engines to stop them, the
collision would probably never have happened. [The witness explained this hy a rough sketch.]
WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBER,

1896.

ijfkcsrni:—
Mb. WILKS,
|
Mr. WOOD.
W. H. 13. PIDDINGTON, Esq., in the Chair.
J. W. .Tohnson, Esq., of Messrs. Johnson, Minter, Simpson, & Co., solicitors, appeared on behalf of the
Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Company.
Captain Francis Hixson called in, sworn, and examined:—
33. Chairman.] Are you President of the Marine Hoard ? Yes.
_
_
Capt.
30. Will you kindly give the Committee a short resume of the case from your point of view ? In the first F- Hixson.
place, ttm 11 Alathea” was a Parramatta steamer, bound to a certain place in Sydney Cove from Parramatta.
A——
The steamer “ Sol” was ordered by the Marine Board Department to go to perform some duty in connec- 28 0ct,> 189Gtion with tho Museum. The officer in charge of the “ Sol,” instead of sending her direct to that place,
allowed her to be diverted to take my son and another young man across to North Shore. Jt was in that
diversion from the “ Sol’s ” course that the collision took place. 1 wanted the matter to be conducted
strictly upon tlie merits of the case as regards the rules and regulations of the harbour for preventing
collisions. The Marine Board’s counsel did not take my advice in that respect. I did not consider that
tlie “ Sol” was to blame, certainly not in the manner in which the Court decided against her, but instead
of takin<T my advice, and having the case fought out in accordance with the rules and regulations, my
counsel slurred that part of the question, and confined themselves to the law point as to wliether the
officer on board the “ Sol ” was justified or not in having diverted the vessel, and whether the Marine
Board was liable for any damages that might have been sustained under the circumstances. Tiic verdict
of the Court was that’the “Sol” was to blame, but at tlie same time the law point was against tlie
“Alathea’’—that the “ Sol” had no business to be sent in the way she was when tlie collision took place.
40. Mr. Wilks.] Might not that contention be raised in the case of any collision ; for instance, sup
posing a vessel was bound for Newcastle, and for some reason or other she went across to North Shore ?
The contention in this case arose more in relation to the Masters and Servants Act. If I have a carriage
aud tell my coachman to drive to Darlinghurst, and he comes into collision, aud does some damage on the
road, I am liable ; but if he, without my authority, drives down to Darling Point, and gets into collision
there, I am relieved from any liability. I should like to say that the verdict was in favour of the
“Alathea,” so far as the actual merits of the collision were concerned, but it was against her on the law
point. After some correspondence the Government paid the law costs of the Marine Board, and we also
repaired our boat, which cost about £40. Although we were right in law, we paid our own damages as
regards repairs, and we paid our own counsel £318.
41. Chairman.] "Was the “ Sol” on the business of the Marine Board when the collision took place ? No;
she was diverted in the manner I have described.
42. "Was it the practice, aud is it the practice now, for the Marine Board’s boats to he used by private
individuals, and still not he considered to be on the business of the Board ? No. I think the point is,
tho officer at |the boatshed had no business to send a steamer away except by the orders of the Marine
Board. It is perhaps impossible to have a hard and fast rule, and probably the officer has diverted her
from her proper business on some other occasions.
43. Does that practice on the part of the officers still continue ? "We have never given contrary orders.
44. Do you hold that the “ Sol"’ in this instance was practically upon private business, and not in connec
tion with any work of tho Marine Board? Certainly the officer was not justified in diverting the vessel
in the way he did. The vessel had dredges and other things ou board for the Museum work, but instead
of going direct to perform the Museum work, according to orders from the Marine Board, she was turned
across the harbour.
45. Mr. Wilks.] Am 1 to understand that under tho Masters and Servants Act any responsibility would
rest upon tho boatswain ? Yes, strictly speaking, I suppose.
46.
492—B
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service of tho Marine Board, and it was upon his own responsibility that ho diverted
™e steamer from her course ? Yes ; the Marine Board gave orders to do a certain thing, and the officer
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It upon himself to divert the steamer.
47. Then the contention is that the responsibility rests on the boatswain ? Perhaps so.
4S. Mr. Wood.~\ Do you say that the verdict was given in favour of the Marine Board on a law point*'3.
Yes.
49. "What induced the Marine Board to contest the case;—was it on tho ground that they believed that
they had the law on their side or the equity ; that is, that tho “ Alathea” was to blame according to the
regulations ? The Marine Board wished to compromise the matter in the first instance. They wished to
share the responsibility, and thus minimise the costs.
50. For what reason ? For the reason that, as a rule, it is very bad for the Q-overnment or the Marine
Board to go to law against an individual.
51- ft was not because they believed their boat was in fault? Partly so, though I never believed that
the “ Alathea” was faultless. 1 thought she contributed very largely to the collision.
52. Was any evidence brought hy your side, or was there any attempt to bring evidence, to show that tho
“ Alathoa ’ was to blame ? lies ; there were witnesses brought on our side, but my remark had referenco
to the way in which our barristers made use of tho witnesses.
53. Did they make that one of the points in the contest, that tho other boat was really in the wrong ?
Yes, certainly.
54. In the face of that evidence the jury still brought in a verdict giving damages in favour of the
“ Alathea” ? Yes.
55. Although that evidence was thoroughly gone into ? No, I say it was not. My counsel, instead of
devoting their attention strongly to the actual facts of the collision, paid far more attention to the law
point, which they insisted on bringing forward,
56. What regulation would apply to this particular case ? I believe tho rcgulatiou which the 11 Alathea”
iufringed was that of travelling too fast, and a regulation also says that if a vessel has another on her
own starboard side the last-mentioned vessel (that would be the “Alathea”) is bound to keep out of
the way.
57. In this case it appears that the “ Alathea” did not ? In this case the “ Alathea” was rounding
towards tho danger all the time ; she was rounding into Sydney Cove. She came round Dawes’ Point, and
was rounding all the time towards the “ Sol.”
^
58. Clearly showing that she had infringed one of the regulations she should follow ? Yes.
59. When you advised the Marine Board to compromise, what did you consider was the amount of damage
sustained^y the “Alathea ”? The Marine Board would have been prepared to recommend the Govern
ment to pay £700 rather than go into Court. We offered the owners of the “ Alathea” £700 before
the proceedings commenced; that, I consider, was a very ample offer for the damage sustained. It was
made through our lawyers.
CO. There was no question of costs included in that offer ? No; we wanted to compromise from the
first, and in the end, rather than go to law, we were ready to offer £700.
61. Then you think that a stronger case might have been made out on your behalf on account of tho
infringement of the regulations had. your counsel given more prominence to that view of the case ? I
think so.
62. Do you think more evidence could have been brought on that point? Yes; and I am sure false
evideiice was given with regard to the speed of the “Alathea.”
63. Could more evidence have been adduced to show that the “ Alathea ” was in the wrong ? I think
our counsel might certainly have made more of our case had they paid more attention to what I wanted
them to.
64. Mr. Johnson.'] Were you in Court all the time when tho trial of this case took place ? Yes; pretty
well.
■
l
> e
j
65. Do you not recollect that your side called a number of witnesses ? Yes,
■
66. What about?
Different points.
67. Were not all those witnesses called to prove that the “ Sol ” was in the right and that the “ Alathea ”
was in tho wrong ? No.
68. What else were the witnesses called to prove?
To show that the “Sol” was not engaged on
bondjide business, but was diverted from it by the boatswain.
69. Can you name more than ono witness who was called to prove that? Myself, for one; Mr. Puckcridge, the boatswain, for another. I admit that my side went into the rule of the road, but they did not
pay that attention to it which I wanted.
70. But you will admit that your counsel examined a number of witnesses solely on the question as to
who was right or wrong as to the rule of the road? They examined several witnesses on that point.
71. Did they not examine a good many ? Well, it is two years ago since tho trial.
Were there not seven or eight witnesses on that point ? I do not think there were so many; we
had very few witnesses. There were only two people on tho boat beside the crew.
73. Hie fact of there being two young gentlemen on tho boat was not disputed? No.
74. There was no evidence wanted to prove that ? No.
75. That was a matter of contention, and not evidence ? The fact of their being on board was one tiling,
but the fact of tbe boatswain allowing tliom on board was another thing, There was no dispute about
their being on board.
' -?0
think that there were at least seven nr eight witnesses called by your side to prove that
the boatswain of the “ Sol” was in the right, and that tho captain of the“ Alathea ” was in the wrong?
Certainly not the boatswain ; the boatswain was not in the boat.
7/. Then do you call him the captain? The coxswain was in charge.
/8. ’Were there not a lot of witnesses called to prove that he could have adopted no other tactics than he
did adopt, There were several witnesses called,' no doubt, on each side, so far as the rule of the road is
concerned.
79. What, then, is your complaint against your counsel ? That they did not pay sufficient attention to
the speed of the steamer, and to article IS of the rule of the road, which says that if any vessel has
another on her own starboard side the last-named vessel is bound to give way.
80.
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80. That was a matter of contention, not of evidence;—did you not call ■witnesses to prove that the ^
“ Alathea” was going at a greater speed than she ought ? Yes.
81. If that were so, your counsel laid the ground for that contention ? Yes.
_
_
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82. Do you blame them for not contending on that point stoutly enough ? For not paying sufficient
attention to it.
83. But evidence was called upon that point? Certain evidence.
■
S4-. You say they contended it to a certain extent, but not strongly enough ? Yes.
_
85. "Were not all the facts pro and con in favour of one ship as against the other made plain as far as
they could be elicited ? Perhaps so.
_
. .
86. The rule of the road, as you put it correctly, says that a steamer, when she is in danger of collision,
having the other steamer on tlie starboard hand is bound to get out of the way ? Yes. _
87. At this critical moment was there not another steamer alongside the " Alathea” which prevented her
from doin g that ? No.
88. Are you sure of that ? Yes.
89. Were you there, and did you see the collision ? No.
_
.
90. Can you say now whether what I have said is not absolutely correct,—that it was proved at the trial
that the “Alathea ” could not starboard her helm because the “Bunya Bunya” was going along, at the
same speed, and that if the “Alathea ” had altered her course in that direction they would have collided ?
That was not proved. Evidence was given to that effect, but .that is one of the points for which I blame
my counsel for not sifting. ,
_ ‘
_
91. Did not several witnesses swear to that ? The position of the affair was this: My counsel, in place
of going in for the actual law of the case, so far as the rule of the road is concerned, slurred that part of
it, and went in distinctly for the Masters and Servants Act.
92. Was it not proved hy several witnesses that the Alathea,” by reason of the large boat, the “ Bunya
Bunya,” being alongside of her, could not starboard her helm ? 1 do not know that. There were several
witnesses on that point. The master of the “ Alathea” was the particular man who gave that evidence.^
93. Was it not proved that the moment the master of the “Alathea” found he could not starboard his
helm, for the reason I have stated, he stopped the engines, and then went full speed astern ? It was said
that he did so.
94. Was that not sworn ? Yes.
'
95. In applying and construing these rules, is it not laid down that “ duo regard must he had to all dangers
of navigation ; due regard must also be had to any special circumstances which may exist in any particular
case rendering a departure from the above rules necessary in order to avoid immediate danger ”? Yes ;
that is correct.
96. I take it, that from your point of view, the duty of the captain of the “ Alathea” was to starboard his
'helm? No.
97. Then what do you say he should have done? He came in at enormous speed, when ho should
have kept out of the way. He was not able to do so in consequence of the great way there was on tho
vessel.
98. Supposing you had been on board the “Alathea,” what would you have done ? I would not have
gone round the point in the rapid way he did.
99. I mean that when you saw the “ Sol” almost coming at you, and you were on hoard the “ Alathea,”
what would you have done ? Probably I would have gone full speed astern.
_
_
100. Did not the captain of the “ Alathea” go full speed astern ? Yes; I believe he did, but I was
not there.
.
_
101. Was it not sworn by two or three witnesses that he did go full speed astern ? Probably it was so,
102. Was there anything else for him to do ? When the collision became inevitable, nothing else. _
103. Now about the speed the “ Alathea” was going;—what speed is she allowed to go at? Six miles an
hour inside the cove.
_
104. Did you not call witnesses to prove that she was going at more than that speed? Yes; one witness,
I believe.
4
105. So you fought that point ? We did not call witnesses for any special purpose. We called witnesses
on our side, hut I cannot positively say what special points they took up. I know witnesses on your side
gave false evidence.
106. Were you at the collision ? No.
_
107. Do you not know that the witnesses swore that the “ Alathea” was not going more than 6 miles an
hour? Yes.
_
108. Did they not swear that before they rounded Dawes’ Point they slowed down? No; they did not.
They swore most extraordinary things, which no one believed. They said there -was a. standing order to
their engineers to slaelcen speed at a certain time, and that the collision occurred after that time.
109. Do yon not know that it was sworn at tho trial by two or three witnesses on board the “ Alathea”
that the order had been given to slacken speed ? No ; you are mistaken.
_
110. Will you say that that is not so ? What was said was that the engineer eased the speed in accord
ance with the general order on the subject—to do so between Gloat Island and Dawes’ Point.
111. Do you know that the “ Alathea” passed this particular spot where the collision took place every
morning at the same moment? I do not know that. I know it was about the time.
112. She is timed to leave a particular spot at an exact time? Yes, I suppose so.
_
113. Her speed is pretty well known ;—do you remember that it was sworn that she arrived at the wharf
at Circular Quay almost at the same moment every morning? Yes.
114. Does it not strike you as a most remarkable thing in connection with this collision that your people
on hoard the “ Sol,” knowing that this steamer passed every morning at a particular time, did not go and
look for the steamer before starting out? Yes; I spoke to the coxswain about that subject. His
assertion was that first they saw a North Shore steamer coming, and they took precautions to keep out of
her way, and then most suddenly and most rapidly came the “ Alathea” rushing up and overtaking the
North Shore steamer, and she was in the position where the collision occurred so rapidly that they really
had not time to get out of her way. They are hidden from a view hy the point until they round it. The
North Shore steamer was the “ Bunya Bunya.”
115. Could tbe coxswain on board the “ Sol,” when inside the inlet, sec the “Alathea” coming round the
Wall ? No.
116.
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Spt out of the steamer before starting and gone upon tbe wharf, could they not have
seen the “Alathea” coming? Probably they could.
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think that tbe coxswain was bound to expect that the steamer would be there almost at
that moment ? I believe that is so.
+i!8‘ ?Lrhy c1(1 ^ ^ S0 and look ? ri'he facts of 'the caa0 show this, that the " Sol” was coming out and
they thought everything was right. The engineer unfortunately left his engine thinking everything was
right, and he went to attend to his fire. The “ Alathea” was then upon her. The “ Sol” came out stern
j ’ and had w> turn round. The engineer left his starting-bar when he thought everything was clear,
an won o attend to the fires. Tlie “ Alathea” was on top of her before the man could get hack to his
engines.
6
'50e ^ ^0U canriC|i: admit this : that the fact of its being known that the “ Alathea” passed that spot
at too same moment every morning settled the case against you ? I do not think so. The men in the
employ ot the Bearn do not carry watches in thoir pockets.
L
120. Bid you hear the Judge’s summing up ? Yes.
fi
1}Mthe dudgc1te11
iury thi8: “ Gentlemen, it is for you to consider whether those in charge
.r}® *0l> lowing that the 1 Alathea’came hy this snot at the same moment every morning, had no
right to dart out from that inlet before ascertaining whether she was coming or had gone past ” ? He
might have put it somewhat in that way, but that is only the Judge’s speech. I say again that these
men ot mine do not know the time to a minute or ten minutes, uor do any other working men about the
wham; but 1 repeat the meu came out as they thought carefully. The man left his starting-gear,
which he should not have done, and there, to a great extent, we were wrong. He left his starting-bar
and went below to attend to the fire, and tlie “ Alathea” was on top of them before they could look
starting bar
^ C°MWam wanted tlie steamer stopped he called out, but the engineer was not at the
122. Do you know what was the original claim made hy the owners of the “ Alathea” ? I do uot
remem er , but 1 may say the claim was most exorbitant, and certain redactions were made in Court at
tno instance or our counsel.
123‘ ? j i those were only attempts at reductions—your counsel could not make reductions ? Your side
accepted them, and the Judge gave a verdict for £GOO,
124. Was it not the jury that gave a verdict for £(100 ? Yes.
125. Do you recollect that the original claim was for £1,100, and that a great deal of that was for
demurrage r1 Yos.
&
12G. You would not admit demurrage? No. What we would not admit was this: you charged us
^5?u:Era§e
a'so
h*re °f another steamer when we were paving you for demurrage.
tzi'
WG coldd T10^ clmm both ? That was what you did claim.
’
Too TVd
als°
a large sum which was made up for renovating tlie ship ? Yes.
12,1 Ho you know what that came to? I do not know, but it came to this: £1,100 damages were
i oow ’ and * 16
a^er heai'mg evidence, gave a verdict for £600.
130. Eventually, you offered £700 ? No; that was offered previously. When you went to law we did
not oner anything.
J
131. Previous to what? Previous to going to law. Knowing that the thing was very much in the nature
ot an accident, we suggested that £700 might be offered to you.
132. Then ! suppose 1 may take it that you considered that the “Alathea” had at least suffered damage
to that extent? No.
b
4>rnn^Utiv°U
,^baVs' offered £700 if you thought we had only suffered damage to the amount of
£600 ? We offered £700 on the merits of the case.
i nr‘ Z° Wr
y°U
the ofi:er ? Wc in8tructed our solicitors, Hamilton and Sly, to make it.
.o. ou feel quite confident about that ? Yes; but I am aflaid there was some blunder made between
the two solicitors. I am under the impression that instead of offering you £700, the other side said, “ You
wdl have to take something less.” You wanted £1,000, and we would not give it. We told our solicitors
that we would offer you £700, and I am afraid that they did not put it to you in as straightforward a
manner as they ought to have done.
ds,™^'tkls wtat t0011 place : you authorised your solicitors to offer us £700 ? Yes
137. Did they not tell you afterwards that they found we wanted £1,000, and that therefore they offered
us nothing ? 1 do not remember that. I quite admit I am afraid that the offer did not reach you in the
way we intended it should.
J
138. Have you made any recommendation to the Government since the verdict was given, or have you
been consulted about it? ]. am afraid that is a departmental matter.
Tan r ii°1 look uPon y°u as the representative of the Departmentis not that right ? Yes.
140. 1 think it will he very pertinent to the question which is being investigated t6 know your views ?
We were all along for compromising. When you forced us to law we bad to go.
141. bupposing we never got your offer ? I think we can find it stated among the papers that you said
you would not take less than £1,000.
&
i r
j
142. I think you will find among the papers that we wanted £1,000, but I do not think you will find it
among the papers that we ever refused £700 ? Probably it is so.
' wt!1 l'fU'e state<i tliat f0111- son a-ad another young gentleman were on board the “ Sol ” ? Ye«
Were u „C0X™al11’' orders on that mornillg? I presume that the coxswain had orders to go ,
tor Mr. Earn say ot the Museum, but ho afterwards got orders from the boatswain to land my son and
young Mr. Cape at North Shore before going there.
14-5. Then he was going b round about way to Princes Stairs ? Yes.
■
14G. Prom your point of view as a nautical man, might it not be held nautically that, although the cox
swain was going to Aorth Shore, he was on his way to Princes Stairs in a round-about way ? No •
dl,aPra“ Tlli?7?U haVe Producetl he is going away from Princes Stairs. However, it was
rought down to this point, that he was to go one way according to Marine Board orders, hut he was
diverted in another direction by tho boatswain.
out of tlie iule<; wou,d ilG not have to come straight out for a bit ? Yes.
i To TwfS*i I70pel> °fficer iu charge of the vessel when the collision took place ? Yes.
149. \V hether those two young gentlemen were there or not it would bo the same officer who would he in
charge r les.
lgo
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150. Supposing I wanted to be taken across to North Shore, would he take me? I cannot tell you.^
p ffixson
151. Supposing anyone went down to him that morning, and said “ Boatsw'ain, I want to go to North ‘.
Shore ; will you take mo over” ;—would he do so ? 1 do not think so. Probably because this young man
iggg.
was my son and an officer in the Naval Brigade, that fact would esercise more influence over the boatswain
than if ho were an ordinary individual.
152. It was not unusual to take your son or his friends? Yes ; it was unusual.
_
153. In whose charge was the movement of the boat on that morning? In charge of tbe boatswain until
the boat was sent away from his shed. After she left the shed the boat would be in charge of the coxswain.
154. In other words the Government had deputed the charge of the boat to the boatswain on that day ?
That man is in subordinate charge of the establish ment. There are several launches there, and this man
had charge of them while they were there.
155. Then, on behalf of the Government, he had the control of the movements of those boats on that
morning ? No ; that is not so. He exceeded his authority by acting as he did.
15G. "Dp to the time that the two young gentlemen went there, who had charge of the boat's movements
for the Government that morning ? The boatswain. After he received orders on the subject from the
Marine Board he should not have deviated from them.
157. Then, while having such authority, he took upon himself to direct the coxswain to take those two
young gentlemen over to North Shore? Yes.
158. Assuming that the “ Sol” was altogether in the wrong in this matter, and that the I; Alathea” was
right, do you not think it is a hard point for the Government to take, that the Government are free from
responsibility, because these two young gentlemen were on board the boat ? They did not take tbe point
on the ground that tbe two young gentlemen were on board. The point they took was the law point, that
the boatswain of tbe establishment, instead of sending the boat in the direction ordered, sent her in
another direction,
150. In order to take those two young gentlemen over to North Shore ? Yes.
160. Do yon not think that is a hard point ? Yes ; that is hard strict law.
161. 'Were you not a bit ashamed of it at the time? It is not what I thought. I tell you I was dis
satisfied with my counsel in the way they acted. I wanted them to fight out the question on its merits.
162. You wanted it to be decided -on its merits, and you did not want that point to be taken ? Quite
right.
163. Do you not think that if the 11 Sol "had ported her helm the collision might have been avoided?
Yes ; also if she had stopped sooner than she did. If tho “ Sol” had been a larger vessel she would not
have hurt the “ Alathea ” very much, but being a small vessel she struck the “ Alathea ” low down like a
torpedo, as it were.
164. Is it not another rule for navigating the harbour that all steamers must keep as close as possible to
that shore which is on their starboard hand? Yes.
165. So that the “ Alathea ” would not be wrong in keeping as close to this wall as she could ? Yes. If
she had only gone slower it would have been all right.
166. I cannot see what difference it would make if she was going 7 miles an hour instead of 6 miles ? It
was more like -11 miles an hour than 6 miles.
167. Did not our side swear that the steamer did not go more than 6 miles an hour, and did not the jury
believe our witnesses ? Tbe jury gave you a verdict for £600. I do not know what they believed.
168. Mr. Wilks.'] Assuming that the people on board the “ Sol ” were aware that the i; Alathea ” passed
the point daily at a certain given time, do you think that the people on board the “ Sol ” were justified in
leaving before the‘‘Alathea ” passed ? No; I am sure that if the “Sol” people had been aware that
the “ Alathea ” was coming they would not have gone out.
160. If they had an idea that the “ Alathea ” was coming would they have hauled out? No ; I think
they would have remained where they were, and would have let the “ Alathea ” pass.
170. Mr. Wood.] "With regard to your contention as to tho speed of the “ Alathea,” do you think that
evidence could have been produced to show that the “ Alathea ” was travelling at more than 6 miles an
hour? Yea.
171. Did your side bring evidence to show that ? Yes.
172. Did your counsel, when your case was going to the jury, give full force to that as one of the principal
counts ? I do not think they did.
173. In your opinion, whea tho case went to the jury, that point was not clearly placed before them ? I
did not think that our counsel paid sufficient attention to that particular point in putting the case before
the jury.
174. As a rule, does not the time at which ferry boats are due at tbe wharves vary, probably, from 2
to 4 minutes ? I think so.
175. "Where was the “ Alathea ” coming from ? From some point away up on the Parramatta River—I
think, Hunter’s Hill—and she was going to Circular Quay.
176. Prom what you know of those ferry-boats coming from such a distance, is it not possible for the
time of their arrival to vary 2 or 3 minutes ? Yes.
177. Do you say that it was owing to the suddenness and the rapidity with which the “ Alathea ” rounded
this point that tbe collision occurred? Yes.
178. Had she come slower would your people have had time to get warning that she was approaching ?
Yes.
179. Do you admit that the fact of your engineer leaving his starting-bar and going to fire the vessel was
negligence ? Yes.
180. You have said that orders were given to go full speed astern ;—had the engineer been in his place,
and if that order had been executed immediately, do you think that the collison would have been avoided ?
I think it is likely it would have been avoided.
181. With regard to the suggestion that the Marine Board should compromise, do you say that £700
was originally offered ? That is what we intended.
182. Was the offer made? Instructions were given by us to our solicitors, but I am afraid that they did
not send it to the solicitors for the opposite side in the straightforward way that we wished.
183. As far as you know, instructions were given for a compromise on those grounds ? Yes.
184. Was the sum suggested by you intended to cover demurrage as well as damage? Yes; it was intended
to cover everything.
185.
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Was it intended as full compensation foe the damage done and for the time lost? Yes; of course
,i
^ that was the way we viewed it.
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usunl course for the Marine Board to adopt ? As a rule, if the Grovernment contribute
’
to a collision or accident of this sort it is better for them to compromise. Juries are more merciful to
private individuals and companies than to .the Government.
187. Your contention at that time was that you were to blame, and that the “ Alathea ” was also to
blame ? Yes ; that there was contributory negligence both sides.
1SS. And that induced the Board to make an offer ? Yes.
189. You have admitted that your boat was in the wrong, as well as the “Alathea,” but would you say
that, if your case had been fought out on tho merits (that is to say, with regard to the rule of the road),
you think you could have won your case? I think it is most probable that if we did not win it, it would
have been given that both sides were in fault.
'
190. Do you think you could have clearly shown that the “Alathea" was a contributing party to tbe
accident ? Yes.
191. Mr. Johnstone,'] Did you go into the details of the damages claimed before you authorised tho offer
of £700 ? Yes, to a certain extent; but the expenses were all incurred on your side without any refer
ence to us, and then tho claim was sent in.
192. Did you think that was what you considered was the maximum'claim that ought to be allowed?
Yes; we thought that £700 was over and above what you ought to get.
193. Having regard to what you said just now, assuming that tho “Alathea” was not going more than
0 miles an hour, and if the “ Bunya Bunya" was going in tho same direction as tho “ Alathea,” and close
to the “ Alathea" outlie “ Alatbea’s” port side, the only thing the “ Alathea" could do was to stop and
go astern;—supposing that is what she did, do you think you could ever have succeeded in that case? I
do not know exactly what you mean.
”
194. Tlie harbour rules say that if a steamer is going in a certain direction, and another steamer is coming
on her starboard hand, and a collision looks inevitable, then the steamer which is on her starboard
hand has to get out of the way;—now, there are only three ways of getting out of the way—going
ahead, going astern, or diverting the course? Ho ; there is another course open—that is, not to go so
fast originally.
195. I ask you to assume that the “ Alathea" was not going more than 6 miles an hour? Then I will
answer yes,
196. Then, if that were proved to he the case, yon could not have hoped to succeed ? But the regulations
say that the vessel that has the other on her starboard side has to keep out of her way.
197. You forget the other regulation which specifies a case where that cannot he done? That means
dangers to navigation—where there are reefs, currents, and so on, Jt does not refer to straight naviga
tion, such as that in Sydney cove.
198. Do you not recollect saying that on the facts we have assumed you would have done the very same
thing as the captain of the “ Alathea” did ? Yes; 1 have said that I w-ould probably have gone full
speed astern.
199. Mr. Wood.] Have you any reason to suppose that the jury, in bringing in a verdict for £600, were
influenced by the fact that they considered it was hard that the “ Alathea” people should be beaten on a
point of law, inasmuch as the people on hoard the “ Sol” were a contributing party to the accident? I
cannot give an opinion on that point.
200.^ Do you suppose that in assessing the damages they were guided hy that consideration ? I am rather
inclined to think that Ihey went into the actual merits of the case as to the damage done to the vessel.
At the same time, I cannot say that that was the case. J think they went very carefully into the merits,
and that they said, “ Well, if the law is in your favour we will give you £690 as a fair set-off for the
damages you have sustained.’'
201. Do you think that was the jury’s estimate of the actual damage done? Yes ; and a fair one.
202. How do you reconcile that with the offer which the Marine Board made of £700 which you say was
a compromise? The owners of the steamer sent in a very heavy claim for £1,100 or £1,200. Amongst
other things they sent in a claim for demurrage and also a claim for tho hire of a vessel to do the work
of the “ Alathea.” J. thought they were unscrupulous in tho claim they sent in, so we offered £700.
203. Do you claim that tho amount of £700 which you offered was a compromise ? Seeing that tho other
boat was in the wrong.
204. Therefore I take it you did not regard that as full compensation ? Our boat sustained damage also.
205. Did you take that into consideration in making the offer ? Yes; wc took the whole of the circum
stances into consideration.
Arthur Stanley Cowper called in, sworn, and examined:—
Arc you manager of the Parramatta Steamship Company? Yos.
Do.J'ou know anything about the collision which occurred? 1 have no personal knowledge of it,
Js Oct., 1896. kecause ij; toojj place before I was manager.
208. Do you know' of your own knowledge the amount paid by the company for llie injuries caused by
the collision ? We paid Mort’s Dock Company £502, and there wore a lot of incidental expenses. I
have not made up the total. T suppose that, roughly speaking, we are about £1.000 out, and that does
not include the costs
'
209. Af?-. Wilfcs.] Was that for putting the vessel in full repair ? Yes.
210. Mr. Johnstone.] Was uot jour original claim £1.100? I cannot be sure without making up the
figures, but it was about £1,000 or £1,100.
211. Chairman.] Do you know if any communication was received at any time from the Marine Board to
the company offering to compromise? No, I never found anything of that kind.
212. Mr. Wood.] Are you quite clear as to the actual damage done to the vessel ? Most of tho accounts
were paid before I went into the office. I settled up with Mort’s Dock Company when I paid them £502.
213. Have you reason to suppose that £500 or £600 was spent in repairing the vessel and improving her?
Yes ; because I believe she was done up shortly before the accident.
214. Chairman.] Was it not considered by the company that Captain Donald, the former manager, was
rather extravagant? That is merely a matter of hearsay.
215.

A.

S. Cowper. 206.

Chairman.]
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215. Was it complained about that he caused too much to be done to the vessel when she was repaired ? A. S. Cowper.
No; the complaint, so far as I could learn, was with regard to the demurrage. While the boat was laid
up, he contended that she would have been earning so much per day, and he charged that amount, i 28 Oct., 1896.
believe the Marine Board objected to that.
.
216. Was that in connection with the claim made against tbe Marine Board
Yes.
_
217. Mr. Johnstone^] Do you know of any charge being included in the claim for tbe lure of another
steamer to take tbe place of the “ Alathea,” while, at the same time, you claimed demurrage ? No; I do
not think Captain Donald got another boat. There was a small item of £5 5s. for tho charter of a little
boat called the “ Snap Shot,” which was used for goiug backwards and forwards to Mort's Dock.
218. Do you say that you paid Mort’s Dock £500 ? Yes; Mort’s Dock Company began to force us, and
Mr. Eranki was going to charge us interest.
.
_
, n
’
219. In the claim which 1 hand to you is there any item for hiring a steamer to take the place ot the
ti
**9 No
220. Does this claim, which I hand you, contain all the particulars? Yes; everything that would be
necessary to incur in litting up a boat like the " Alathea.” I think the charge for demurrage is quite right.
Two holidays arc put down in the list at £30 each. I know on some holidays we cam £40 with a boat
like the “Alathea.”
THURSDAY, 5 fifOYRMBER, 1S96.

'

—
j
Me. WATSON,
Mr. DAYIS.
W. H. R PIDDINGTON, Esq., in tee Chair.
Mb. WOOD,

J. w. Johnson, Esq. (of Messrs. Johnson, Minter, Simpson, & Co., solicitors), appeared for the
Parramatta River Steamers and Tramway Company (Limited).
John Puckeridge called in, sworn, and examined :—
221. Chairman.] Are you in the employ of the Marine Board? I am boatswain in charge of the shed J.Puckendgc.
where the Marine Board launches are kept.
.
222. IIow long have you been in tho employ of the Marine Board ? About twenty-six years.
0T-i • J223. Do you remember the collision between the “ Sol ” and “Alathea ? Yes.
224. Were you in charge of the boat on that occasion ? No, I had charge of the boatshed.
225. Who takes instructions from you ? Any of the boatmen.
_
226. Do you refer to the captains of the launches ? They arc called coxswains, hut they hold master s
certificates for the harbour.
_
,,111
1 4.
227. On this occasion did you get instructions from the Marine Board that a launch should proceed to
Princes Stairs? Yes, for Mr. Ramsay, the Curator of the Museum.
228. Just prior to that boat starting, did young Mr. Hixson and Mr. Cape come down to the shed . J es.
229. Did they come to you ? They came through the boat-shod ; they did not come direct to me, they
saw mo and spoke to me.
.
.
,
230. Did they ask if the boat would take them over to Blue’s Point ? Tho boat was m order to go tor
Mr. Ramsay at a quarter after 9 o’clock. They came there a little after 9 o’clock and told me they were
going to North Sydney, and that as the boat was going away would I give them a passage over as they
were going to the Hawkesbury with Mr. Thomas Dibbs. The boat started away with them.
231. Did the collision occur shortly afterwards ? Yes.
, ,
232. Has it been the habit of these gentlemen or of others to take the boat or to ask permission for a boat
to be used in that way ? No ; but it lies in my option to do that if a boat is going to a certain part of
the harbour. When the boat has been going in a certain direction people have asked me if they could
have a passage.
,
^
1
233. Mr. Waison.] Have those been unofficial persons? No; only meases such as Captain Hixson s son.
234. But these gentlemen were not official persons ? No ; it is just this way; No doubi I hurried them
away. There was very little time ; it was 5 or 6 minutes past 9 ; the launch had to be at Princes Stairs
at a quarter past 9, hut 1 knew that Mr. Ramsay would not he there punctually. I knew very well that
if I had gone into the little office and rung up Captain Hixson on the telephone he would have consented
to my letting the boat go.
......
,
235. Mr. Wood.] Have you any general instructions to act 111 that responsible way yourselt ;->-did you do
this believing that Captain Hixson would acquiesce in it if you consulted him ? Yes; I have not the
slightest doubt about that,
.,
236. Asa matter of fact, bad it been allowed before ? They have been on the boat before, hut not without
the permission of their father.
237. Mr. Johnson.] Would you have taken anybody over had they asked you for a passage to North
Shore ? Decidedly not,
,.
23S, Then why did you give orders for these two gentlemen to be taken to Piorth Snore . it is just tins
way: Hook upon Captain Hixson as the Master or Superintendent of the Marine Board. He is
President, and this gentleman being his son, and I being very familiar with him (having known him many
years I am very familiar with him) granted him the passage. _
_
239. Then you simply gave him a passage because he was Captain Hixson’s son ? Yes.
240. And also his friend ? Yes. I knew that if I. communicated with Captain Hixson he would without
doubt have consented.
241. Mr. fPatson.] Were you guided in that opinion bv the fact that previously you had the consent ot
Captain nixson for such a thing being done ? Yes—his son having the launch,
_
242. In other words, you had given the same permission to his son on previous occasions, and Captain
Hixson knew it and had not objected ? Yes ; Captain Hixson had given permission.
_
243. Was that the first occasion on which yon did it ou your own authority ? Yes ; I believe.
244. Mr. Johnson.] 1 suppose you had given authority on previous occasions ? No.
245. Never? I do not believe I ever did.
246,
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247. Did yon see tho collision ? No ; the boats were out of my view, but I heard the smash.
248. Mr. Johnson^} Supposing that some gentleman whom you knew very well had gone there, and you
told him you would put him across to North Shore in the launch, would you consider that you had
authority to do that? Yes, providing it was not iu the hours when the office was open.
249. You would do it if it did uot interfere with business ? No, if the head office was not open (that is
the Marine Board office) I would use my own discretion whether 1 would do it or not.
250. If you did so, would you consider you had authority to do it? If it was a member of the Governmout or any official person, but not any private person. If J did so, the responsibility would be entirely
mine.
■
251. What I want to get from you is, in your own belief did you consider you had authority to tell the
coxswain that he was to take these gentlemen over to North Shore? Tliat is rather a difficult question
to answer.
252. Mould you tell the coxswain to do that unless you thought you had authority ? No, I would not.
253. Mr. Watson.] Were any instructions ever given that you ought to do this, or use your own discretion
m matters of that kind ? No, on Sundays and holidays, when the office is closed, the boat-shed is entirely
under my control, to use my own discretion in carrying out the work.
254. On this occasion the Marine Board office was not closed? It happened on a week-day morning.
255. Since this collision occurred have there been any unofficial persons travelling on tho boat ? No ; not
that I am aware of, only people who arc connected with tbe Marine Board Department.

TU'ES'DA Y, 10 NOVEMBER, 1890.

JUrmttt:—
|
Mr. WADDELL,
Me. WILKS.
W. H. B. PIDDINGTONj Esq., in the Chalk.
Mr. DAYIS,

J. W. Johnson, Esq, (of Messrs. Johnson, Minter, Simpson, & Co., solicitors) appeared for the
Barramatta Uiver Sleamers and Tramway Company (Limited).
Henry George Menzics sworn and examiner!: —
Are you captain of the.Alathea ”? Yes,
257. Were you captain at the time of the collision between the Alathea " and the “ Sol”? Yes,
10Nov 1896. 258, IIav? you bel(i t,mfc Il05'itiori since ? I am not on the “ Alathea ” at present, but I am still in the
■’
‘ employ of the Company.
■
209. Mr. Johnson.] Are you well acquainted with the harbour regulations ? Yos.
260. Were you in the habit of passing the spot where the collision took place at the same time every
morning ? Yes; pretty well, with a minute or two difference.
261. When did you slacken speed ? Just when wc got to Dawes Point where the red light is.
262. At what pace were you going ? At 6 knots an hour after slackening speed. The standing orders
are to always slacken speed after passing Dawes’ Point, because there is so much traffic that there might
be an accident.
263. When you saw that a collision was inevitable, why did you uot starboard your helm ? The “ Bunya
Bunya ” was just on my port quarter; you could just see daylight between my steamer and her. [ Witness
H. O.

Chairman.]

here descriled on a chart the position of the vessels.]

^

264. If you had starboarded your helm, would you ba\e been ruu into ? I was in danger on both sides.
As soon as I saw what was going on, I ordered the boat full speed astern, and the order was obeyed
immediately. I was a length and a half on the west side of the rod buoy marked on tbe chart, when 1
saw tbe “ Bol ” coming out, aud then 1 rang the order full speed astern, which was obeyed immediate]v.
265. When the collision took place, was there any way on your steamer ? No : she was at a standstill.
Khe was only going slow.
‘
266. If, instead of starboarding her helm, the “ Sol” had put her helm to port, would the collision have
happened? If the ‘‘ Sol” had not starboarded, but bad kept straight ahead, tho collision would not have
occurred.
267. Had. the “ Sol ” plenty of time from the moment that you first bore iu sight to have stopped her
engines and reversed, if the man had been at tbe starting-bar ? Yes ; there would have been no collision.
269. Mr. Davis] Had the man who was supposed to bo in charge of the “ Sol” a hold of the helm? 1
could not swear whether he had, because there were two meu there. There was the Marine Board man ou
the starboard side, and there was a gentleman on the port side.
270. Who was that gentleman ? Captain Hixon’s son.
271. Did any evidence come before the Court, showing that Mr. Hixson, aud not the man, really hadtaken the helm iu hand ? There was something said about that, but it did not come out properly.
2/1. Was it hushed up ? Yes ; I have since heard that he was at the helm, and that the driver was down
below shaking her up.
272. Was there anybody else on board ? That is all I saw. Thero might have been more, but I did not
see them.
'
273. Was the man in charge of the boat standing close fober helm ? There were two close together, and
1 could not tell who was steering ; there was one ou each side.

James
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James William Johnson, recalled and farther examined :

J. w.
274. Chairman.-] Have you an article that was published in the Da^/ l’e/eyr^A which you wish to pLt Johnson.
in as fair comment Yes ; also an article from the Evening Sews. [ fide Appendices Cl an
_
275 Mr. Davis.-] Ho those articles contain some special remarks made by Mr. Justice Wxnaeye •
; 10 n0T.(i8Q6,
they are comment on the decision of the Full Court, putting the whole ease very dearly. 1 also put in a
report which appeared in the Sydney Morning llerald[d 13th September, 1894, giving o summing up
the Judge on tho trial, and the questions he put to the jury, with their answers {Appendix C d.J * "1S
to say tins with reference to Captain Hixson’s statement as to the conduct of the Sol s case by counsel
for the Marine Board: 1 say that counsel went most fully into the fac tsofthec ol 11 sion from theiriomt o
view, and they endeavoured to show that the “ Sol" was blameless, and that the Alathea was solely to
blame, and in my opinion it was only when they broke down in that contention that they resorted to this
highly technical point that the “Soi" was not on Government duty To show how f uny tbey went into
that question I hand in the following list of witnesses called by the plaintiffs, and aWthehst of witn«ses
called by tbe defendantsWitnesses for the plaintiff: Henry Mcnzies, master of Alathea; 1 redenck
Styles, engineer; M. R. Marcey, deck hand; It. M. Pearson, passenger; 11. H. Crossman, passenger;
T. B. Cooper, passenger; W. S. Bowel, M.P., passenger; A. S. Lovcndge, passenger; B. H. Greaves,
} 'r
,
Bock ; Captain Hall, marino surveyor ; Captain G rainger, marine surveyor
„„
dant: Ernest Charles Younger, passenger on “Bunya Bunya ; Joseph Kendall, hand on Bunya
IJllJUUC/JL j

!» «

-A. *

-L

u j '-'J O

“

.

7

277. Mr. Davis.-] If the “Sol” had belonged to a private company, or a ferry company, or was privately
owned, would the company or owners have been liable for tho damage done to the “Alathoa,” seciug
.
that the jury brought in 'a verdict of guilty against the “ Sol”? ^ es, they would have been certainly
liable.
277. Would they have been able to shelter themselves under the plea that the vessel was not on duty?
to us
Ho; as a matter of fact the coxswain of the “ Sol” is liable t. at ,present. £ n v o -nt
278. When a collision occurs at sea, does the injured person sue the master ot the ship r ixo.
279. Is it not generally the owners of the vessel who are sued and who have to pay damages . les.
280. Chairman.] There are some questions which you wish me to ask you,—was it proved at tho trial
that tho “Alathea” passed the spot where the collision took place almost at the same time mery
' 2 yes
281. Was it proved Uml llie “ Bunya Bunya” was steaming into tho cove close to the “ Alathea on her
port side, the “ Alathea” being a little ahead of her ? Yes.
. ,
. ,
282. Was evidence on the part of the Marine Board gone into 1o prove that the Sol was m the right,
mid that the “ Alathea” was in the wrong ? Yes, most fully.
([ A1
Y
^
283. Was £700 ever offered by the Marine Board to the owners of the Alathea . iho; i- "as
astonished when I heard Captain Hixson say that he had instructed the solicitors for the Marine Board
to offer us £700. That was the first I had ever heard of it.
_
.
jit
284. Are you quite sure that that offer was never made ? I am quite sure it was never made, and 1 am
quite sure that if it had been offered it would have been accepted, rather than have gone into tins
litigation. I may tell you that we did get a letter from Messrs. Sly and Bussell, asking us the lowest
sum we would be prepared to accept on behalf of the owners of the “Alathea, and wo wrote back
saying that we would accept £1,000, but we never said we would uot accept £700, and it was never offered
285. Bo you not know of any letter ever being written by the Secretary of tho Marine Board to the
Parramatta Biver Steamers Company? I am sure it was not. The whole of tho correspondence at that
time had been relegated to the solicitors.
t,
j
j ji
286 Wo have in evidence a copy of the letter written by the Secretary ot the Marine Board, and addressed
to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade ? Perhaps so, but that never reached us. I should tike
to see it. Tho memo. I refer to is as follows
The Secretary, Marino Board, to the Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.

**
2,7 September, 189*.
Tins case arose from the collision which took place some months ago Vt^en the “Sol^
“ Alathea ” The collision was to a great extent the result of accident, and the Board endeavoured to settle it lumcahly ,
but the demands of the “Alathea” party were so outrageous that it was thought better to meet an action in the h'>Heme
Court than to yield to them. The Board did not, however, wish to plead nondiabihty, and only sanctioned the action of
theii counsel with a view of protecting the public interest against the excessive demands of their opponents M ith the
point conceded by the jury of the non-liability of the Board better terms mil now be made with the owners of the
“ Alathea,” and something like a fair settlement v. ill be arrived at.
„ _ ,
By Order,—
■
G. S. BIKDEMAK.

287. Bo you wish to say anything with regard to that ? I never saw that, or never heard of it until
to-day* That was written after the verdict. I have no doubt that from what Captain Hixson has said
that the solicitors for tho Marine Board were instructed to offer us £700, but they never did ao. He
explained himself that he feared they had made some bungle over it. With regard to the tact that
Captain Hixson has stated that the Marine Board authorised the sum of £700 to be offered to the owners
of the “ Alathea,” 1 point out that if the Government now were to see its way to pay us the amount ot
our verdict, viz., £600, and the amount of the costs that the owners of the “ Alathea were put to, say
£300 and taking into consideration that tlie Government have paid the costs of the solicitors ot the
Marino Board, amounting to, say, £300, the Government would now only be paying £1,100 altogether,
which would only come to £500 more than if they had paid £700 at the time, and no doubt at that time
they would have had to pay the Marine Board’s solicitors a considerable sum for costs up to that date.

APjPENBIX.
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APPESTOX.

COLLISION BETWEEN THE “SOL” AND “ALATHEA” STEAMERS.

APPENDIX.
Al.
' [2to evidence of'Jams Win. Johnston, Msq., 22 October, 1896.]
Judgb’s Notes.

Iu the Supremo Court of Now South Wales.—No. 3 Jury Court. Cor. Windeyer, J.—10th September, 1S94.
The Parrainattn River Steamers ami Tramway Co. (Limited), t. Hixson,
Mr. Want .10(1 Dr. Sly, by jRcsjr.v. Johnson, Minter, and Simpson, for plaintiffs,
jlfr. ifrMfle Smith and Jfr. Jlahlon, by Messrs. Sly, Hamilton, and Mnssdl, for defendants.
Captain I'rands Ilizwn, President of Marine Board and defendant iu this action : The "Sol is under my control
and under the control of the Marino Board ; the Marine Board employees run her : I knew about her on that day; I did
not know of her going to carry my son and Mr. Cape (tho solicitor) to Blue's Point; I had not been asked to give authority
to take them any where; The boat was authorised for the service of Dr. Ramsay, the Curator of tho Museum ; the boat
was ordered for Dr. Ramsay for a certain purpose, and tho boatswain in charge of tho establishment allowed the two young
men to go iu her via the service ou which she was engaged ; she was starting on Mr expedition to take Dr. Ramsay ; Blue’s
Point would lie out of her course on her journey for Dr, Ramsay.
Cross-emmiited: The "Alathea’’ ought to have kept out of the way. (Sec the Eighteenth Ai-ticle.) She could
have done so by stopping or starboarding ; tbe “ Sol ” ought to keep her course the " Bunya Bunya ” should keep out of
the way ; the Marine Board entrusted the steamer to the boatswain under certain conditions ; special orders are given for
these duties and others are prepared as matters of routine ; tho boatswain is the executive officer of the Board ; I never
took any objection to the boatswain letting tho boat be used in this way ; it is no part of a boatswain’s routine duty to
send tile boat with private persons across the harbour, hut it is often done ; I don’t split hairs with the man in charge of
the lioat; I think tlie man might assume, from his mode of acting before, that he had authority to let the boat bo used in
this way.

Hobart Oodbcid, master of the "Sol”: We backed out towards Circular Quay, and dime round on a port helm till her
head was pointing just outwards of the red buoy, going between 3 and 4 knots; the full speed is between 6 and 7 ; wc
were going half-spced.when going towards tbe buoy ; I was in uniform standing on starboard side of wheel, 1 was steering
and had chargo of the bout; I left the wheel before tlie collision and pulled a fender off in the port bow, my hebn was
steady and required holding, I went 13 feet to do it, 26 feet there and back from tho wheel; I first saw the "Bunya
Dunya's ■’ funnel showing over the wall on the Point, she would he then 120 yards from tho buoy ; I did not see the
^ Alathea then, I kept my course, as 1 got back to the wheel I saw tho "Alathea's51 awning over tlie wall; she was
inside the "Bunya Bunya,” and the “Bnny a Bunya’’was half a length astern of her; as the “Alathea” came along, I
saw she was altering her course to starboard on her course to the Quay ; I gave the order to atop, I turned round and saw
the engineer was employed somewhere else, and I ran aft and turned off the steam ; my helm was then steady, I went 6
feet to do it, I cased tho steam, 1 did not turn it right off, I turned it one turn, aud turned it half-off'; we were going
3 knots when I cased her ; I lost about jive seconds in going to ease her ; I think the “ Alathea” was going between S and
9 at the moment of tbe collision ; the " Alathea ” was about half a boat’s length to the south of tho buoy, her stern would
not he clear of tho buoy; tho buoy was about her midships ; way was not off her when I struck her, she was going about 4
when J struck her; the ‘' Bunya Bunya ” was on the “ Alathea's ” port quarter when I struck the ‘1 Alathea?’ and about
half a length astern of her, and one and a half outside her: tho “ Alathoa ” would have run no risk to herself if she had
starboarded and gone to port; having me on her starlioard I assumed that she would keep out of the way, and I kept my
course ; I received orders from the boatswain to take young Mr. Hixson and Mr, Cape across aud land them at Bine’s
Wharf, and go from there to Princes’ Stairs to pick up Mr. Ramsay of the Museum, and place myself under his orders, 1
certainly would not have taken the course I did if 1 had gone direct to Princes’ Stairs, and I should have gone directly in
■'
tho opposite direction.
I should have cleared the long jetty if 1 had gone direct to the Princes’ Stairs and
going not
the buoy but nearly parallel to the course of the “ Alathea the effect of tho collision was that the “ Alathea ’’ was still
going ahead and she dragged us round about till wo----Cross-examined: Mr. Puckeridge is the boatswain from whom I take my orders; I altered my helm when she was a
quarter length past the buoy; when I saw she was crossing my course, I put my helm hard a starboard ; I knew she was
coming to tho Quay, and I kept my course at right angles to her till I was about twenty yards from her; 1 knew whore
tho two boats were going when I saw the funnels and awning over the wall; had she kept her course I could uot have
caught her ; the engineer was down firing when I ran aft and no one was in charge of the vessel; I thought there was
risk before I jumped aft to turn off tbe steam ; as soon as I saw her bows coming round and altering her course ; he was
not altering his course in reference to me, but simply coming round tbe point on a port helm to get to the Quay ; I then
thought there was risk of collision; that was ten or twelve seconds before I jumped to the throttle valve ; she was seventy
or eighty yards off when I saw thero was risk of collision, and she was just coming in sight round the wall; I kept my
course, aud shortly^ after gave the order to stop ; 1 saw there was risk of collision ; I kept my course and did not go astern :
if going half speed in the “Sol” I wouldnot swear I could stop her in thirty yards; I think I could bring her up to a stand
still in forty yards ; wc might have minimised the crash, hut could not have avoided the collision hy stopping altogether ;
in my opinion we would not have avoided the collision if we had stopped when 1 called out aud no one was there.
5
, John Pucfaridye, boatswain of the Marine Board boats : On day of collision my instructions to the “Soi=I were for 0-15
at Princes' Stairs for Dr. Ramsay, of the Museum, to go trawling in the harbour ; before that Mr. Hixson and Mr. Cape
came and asked me to give them passage to Blue’s Point; Iliad no authority from the Marino Board to take these
gentlemen to Blue’s Point—I did that on my own authority ; going to Blue's Point is not in the journey I was ordered to
send the boat it is entirely in an opposite direction ; 1 had no general or special orders to take these gentlemen ; it was a
distinct journey to the one I was directed to send the boat on : it was young Hixson; he has been in the boat before ; the
boat was to finish by picking up Mr. Ramsay; I have often taken young Hixson before with his consent; Hixson has
given me orders verbally and iu writing for the general managing of the boats; 1 sent the boat with the gentlemen
entirely on my own authority.
Captain Uizaon : I do not consider it safe for the “Bunya Bunya’^and the “Alathea51 to come round tlie Point at nine
miles an hour; there is a good deal of traffic running in and out from tho wharfs ; there is a proclamation prohibiting a
speed of over six knots to the hour south of the buoy ; if the captain had gone inside the buoy and an accident had
occurred, then he would have lost his certificate ; the “ Sol'1 did the proper thing iu keeping her course seeing these vessels
coming as they were ; the “Alathea1’would not have taken a. safe course in continuing as sho went; the “Alathea” should have
kept out of the way by stopping, or reversing, or starhoarding her helm, and so giving the “Sol” room to clear the buoy ; if
stopping did not give her time to clear she should have starboarded her helm ; two blasts on the whistle would nave
informed tlie other steamers the steamer was starboarding ; putting in now engines of double the power would probably
tear the ship to pieces ; I do not think it is a proper thing for the engineer to go below just when sho was straightening
up ; J think it is an improper thing to leave the bar unless he sees there is no danger; I do not think it was the duty of
the master to go on when being able to stop his vessel in forty yards when tho danger was eighty yards off; his duty is to
stop under such circumstances if it appears to him the other ship is not going to get out of the way.

Findings

of

Jl’ry.

A. Was the master of the “ Sol11 on a trip authorised by tho Marine Board at time of collision ? No,
1, Having regard to the locality and probable contingency of a vessel coming round tho point as the “Sol” was going
out, was it negligence not keeping a man at the engine to stop her till she was fairly out in the open harbour ? Yes,
2. Was the collision owing to the “Sol” having no one at the engine when it became necessary to slacken speed, and
to her not stopping entirely when the master eased her ? Yes.
,
3,
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3. Did the “Sol” infringe regulation 18 as to slacking speed and stopping? Yes. If the “Sol,” by infringing regula
tion IS, could possibly have contributed to the collision, then sne is in default, unless she can show that her infringement of
the rule could not possibly have done so. The plaintiff, however, is not entitled to recover if the “Alathea,” by her own
negligence or breach of the regulation as to keeping out of the way, contributed to the collision.
1. Did the “Alathea” do all she could to avoid the collision by keeping out of the way, having regard to her own
safety with reference to the proximity of the “ IJnnya Dunya "? Yes.
Verdict for plaintiffs, £600.
A. J. TRAILL,
Associate,

A 2.
\To evidence of James Wm. Johnston, JSsg., 22 October, 1896.]

Pull Court Judgment.
Parramatta River Steamers ami Tramway Company (Limited) v. Hixson. New Trial Motion.
His Honor the Chief Justice (Sir Frederick Dnrley), after setting out the facts of the case, said, “ The defence raised by
the Marine Hoard was, that those in charge of the boat, although the servants of the Hom'd, and paid as being servants,
were not using the vessel as in the employment of the Board, but for private purposes, that is, for bringing some gentlemen
from one side of the harbour to the other, mid the jury found that this vessel was not on a trip authorised by the Board
at the time of the accident, and it is not possible for the Court to go outside the iinding of the jury as to whether the boat
was or wu s not on a trip authorised by the Board, and the law is clear On the subject, that; f a servant is not acting, in
using a steamer, carriage, or horses, or anything likely to cause mischief or damage, in his master's employment, but is
carrying out a scheme or frolic of his own, or of a friend, and an accident occurs through his negligence, the master is not
responsible, and it is impossible for the Court to set aside the finding of the jury ; and it seems to me that the verdict in
the case must be set aside, and, according to an arrangement made, a verdict entered for the defendant, and I must say
it is a ease of extreme hardship for the plaintiffs; and it is well known that the Marine Board had allowed this steamer to
bo used for purposes which, strictly speaking, did not fall within the Act of Parliament, and, under these circumstances,
it will bo a question for the Government to consider bye and bye, whether the plaintiffs are not entitled to consideration
for damages, ” .And
His Honor Sir William Windeyer said, “ I entirely agree in thinking that the verdict must be sot aside and a verdict
entered for the defendant; and I could nut help saying that the evidence showed that the plaintiffs were in no wine in the
wrong; that they received this injury at the hands of a boat managed by Government officials, sustaining considerable
damage ; and I thought it better, in the first place, that the whole case should be tried by a jury, to see whether there was
any contributory negligence on the part of the plaintiffs which would disentitle them to damages, and if they were proved
to be entirely in tho right, they might be in a position to make such representations to the Government as they thought fir,.
And there is no doubt that this boat, at the time of tho accident, was not upon the strict business of the Marino Board,
and for that reason, the case coming so clearly as it does within the numerous decisions given by the Court on this point,
there is no escape from setting aside the verdict; and I agree with the Chief Justice, that it will be a matter for the con
sideration of tho Government whether reparation should he made tho plaintiff's because of tho dereliction of tho Board in
allowing the boat to bo used in this way." And
His Honor Sir George limes : “I agree entirely, and I have nothing to add."
The rule was granted with costs and a verdict entered for tho defendant.
B.
[Appended by tho Committee.]
”.j September, ISffi.
Sol ” and the Parramatta steamer
“ Alathoa.”
i
Tho collision was to a great extent tho result of accident, and tho Board endeavoured to settle it amicably ; but the
demands of the “ Alalhua ” party were so outrageous that it was thought better to meet an action in the Supreme Court
than to yield to them.
♦ Tho Board did not, however, wish to plead non-liability, and only sanctioned tho action of their counsel with the
vinw of protecting tho public interest against the cxecssivc demands of their opponents. With the point conceded by the
jury of the non-liability of the Board, hotter terms will now be made with the owners of the “ Alathea," and something
like a fair settlement will be arrived at.
•
By order,
The Under Secretary for Finance and Trade.
GKO S. LINDEMAN.
This case arose from tho collision which took place some months ago between the

Cl.
[2b evidence of J. TV. Johnston, JSsy., 10 November, 1896.]
[Extract from The. Daily Telegraph, Thursday, 9 May, 1895.]
The Sod-Ai-athea Case.
The difficulty of making any general principle of

law fit every individual case to which it applies, so as to do equal justice
all round, was illustrated in the Supreme Court yesterday, where a decision had to be given which even the Bench acknow
ledged as unfair to tho parties concerned. The cose referred to was that of the Parramatta Steamship Company against
tho Government, in which damages wore claimed for loss sustained by a collision between one of their steamers and tho
Marino Board launch. It was an appeal to the Full Court from a verdict of a jury awarding tlic plaintiffs £600, and
although the equities of the case fully sustained that award, and were not questioned, on a purely technical point the
verdict had to be reversed. The Government launch was found to be solely responsible for the collision ; there was no
contributory negligence on the other side, while, had ordinary cure been taken by tho Marine Board’s servants, tho
company's steamer would have passed uninjured. A clearer case for damages, therefore, could not bo made out, yet,
virtually speaking, no damages arc legally recoverable. The point was taken that when the collision occurred the launch
was not employed upon Government business, and this being sustained by the jury’s verdict, the Full Court, on appeal,
found itself bound to rule that the action had been brought against the wrong party. Under the circumstances, it seems
that technically no one is liable but the man in charge of the launch, and as matters stand, tho injured company have no
resource but to seek whatever satisfaction they may he able to got out of him.
The law, as laid down yesterday, makes it clear enough that tho owner of a steamer or conveyance of any kind is
only responsible for damages arising from mismanagement while it is being used under his authority and on his business.
If any of his servants take it out for any other purpose, everything is at their own risk. No doubt this principle of law
works out equitably in the main, but we have here the proof of bow liable it is to lie unjustly strained. There is always
more or less difficulty in deciding the precise point at wbioh the responsibility of the owner ends and that of the servant
begins, and it is from mistakes in doing so that injustice arises. Being a question of fact, its decision rests with the jury.
Whether the Bench would have decided as did the jury in this case appears, from the tenor of the Judge’s remarks, to be
doubtful, but, right or wrong, it, bound thorn all the Eatno. In our opinion it was distinctly wrong, and the Government,
which ought not to pettifog itself out of any just obligations, should decline to take advantage of a verdict given upon such
grounds.
When the Merino Board launch cut down the Parramatta steamer she was engaged in taking the son of tho president
and another private gentleman across the harbour. As the Board gave no express authority for her doing so, the jury held
that the trip was not being made upon Government business. \Yhnt is that but hair-splitting? The Govermnent must
have given at least tacit authority for tho use of the launch, if they did not make a departmental minute to that effect.
In the evidence it was admitted that discretion was allowed to the master of tho launch in the matter of allowing private
persons to use her. Besides, tho Government willingly paid the expenses of the trip, from which it is fair to assume that
they considered it one coming within the general purposes for which the launch is kept. The launch, it appears, lias no
special routine of work ; she is there to do just what comes in the way. If taking the president’s son across the harbour is
one
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one of the things which should not come in the way, it was somebody's business to see that the launch was not used for
that purpose. It was neglect of this duty which caused the launch to be where she was when the collision occurred, and for
that neglect the Government must take the moral responsibility. The result of it is a serious loss to private individuals—
a loss assessed by a jury at £G0O. They have, therefore, an undeniable claim for compensation, and although law may be
satisfied, justice will not until it is paid.

-

C 2,
\To evidence of J. W. Johnston, JSsq., 10 Itiovemler, 1896.]
[Extract from Evening jYett's, 9 May,]

The Sol-Alathea affair, decided yesterday, was emphatically one of those hard cases which make had law. Tho t! Sol,”

the Marine Board launch, some months ago ran down, through the fault of those on board, the “Alathea,1’ belonging to
the Parramatta Steamer Company, doing damage to the amount of £600. At a first trial it was held that the “ Sol,” being
Government properly and manned hy Government servants, the Government would have to pay this £600. The Govern
ment objected to this, and appealed to the Full Court. The Full Court yesterday decided, with regret which was openly
expressed (the judges holding that the case was one of great hardship, and that the Government should consider whether
it should not make compensation), that the “ Sol,’’ when on her ramming expedition, was acting in an unofficial capacity.
It appears that the “ Sol,” on the day when she encountered tho “ Alathea,” was authorised for the service of Dr.
Bamsay, the curator of the Museum ; but before taking up Dr. Ramsay, the boatswain in charge allowed Mr, Hixson, son
of Captain Hixson, President of the Marine Board, and another gentleman to take passages to Blue’s Point. It was during
this run that the “ Alathea” was struek, Blue’s Point was out of the course which the “ Alathea” would have had to
follow hud she gone to fetch Dr. Ramsay only, and that is where the unofficial clement comes in.
Rut Captain Hixson deposed at the first trial that the boatswain was the executive officer of the Marine Board; that
he (Captain Hixson) never took any objection to the boatswain letting the Imat be used in the way it was on the day of the
collision ; and that he (Captain Hixson) thought that the boatswain might assume that there was authority to let the boat
be used as it was. This seems to make it plain that in every ordinary and non-hair-splitting sense tho boatswain acted
under authority and as a Government servant.
’The decision to the contrary opens up no end of complications. It would render Government steamers free half
their time to do what damage those on board chose; for unless those on board were strictly executing orders no one could
get compensation out of the Government for their freaks. The irregular passengeis certainly would not be liable ; and
though the boatswain in charge might be liable, boatswains generally have not any funds. The Government should not
take advantage of quibbles.

C 3.
[To evidence of J. W. Johnston, T5sq., 10 November, 1896.]
[Extract from Sy0,ncy Morning Herald, 13 September, 1894.]
3 Jury Court,—{Before Hitt Honor Mr. Justice Winukyer ami a jury offour.)
Pakf.amatt,'. Steamer axd Tramway Company ®. Hixson (fart ueap.d).
Mr. J, H. Want, Q..C., with Dr. Sly, instructed by Messrs. Johnson, Minter. Simpson, & Co., for the plainthfs, tho Parra
matta River Steamers and Tramway Co. (Limited); and Mr. Bruce Smith, with Mr. Ralston, instructed by Messrs. Sly,
Hamilton, and Russell, for the defendant, Francis Hixson, the President of the Marino Board of New South Wales. This
was a claim for £1,500 damages, for injuries done to tho plaintifTs steamer “Alathea,” through the alleged negligence and
unskilful navigation of the defendant’s servants, who were in charge of the steam launch “Sol.” The defence was that
the collision was duo to negligence on the part of the plaintiff’s servants, and that at the time of the accident the “ Sol’’
was not being used m the service of the Marine Board, and the master was at the time acting entirely on his own respon
sibility.
His Honor, in summing up, said the case had occupied some time, but not longer than the merits warranted,
inasmuch as it was a case relating to an accident in a portion of the harbour where there was a large amount of traffic.
He was bound to say that the evidence was rather more clear in this case than it was generally in eases of marine collision.
If the collision was brought about by the default of the defendant Board, and the collision was not contributed to, or, in
other words, was not brought about by any negligence on the part of plaintiff's boat, then the defendant was bound to pay
such damages as were occasioned to the plaintiff"s boat, and those damages were said to be £G50. If they came to a con
clusion in favour of the defendant, there was au end to the rpiestion of damages. Then they came to the question, which
of the two vessels was in fault when the collision took place. The duties of the masters of vessels when in danger of
collision had boon clearly pointed out by the legislature, and the regulations made under an Act of Parliament, which
precisely defined what the duties of masters of vessels were, in order to relieve them of much difficulty in a moment of
danger, and in order to relieve tribunals who had to decide oases arising out of collision, as to whether the proper thing
had been done by those in command of the different vessels at the time of collision. Before he proceeded to go into the
question of the respective duties of the two ships, theic was one question he would ask them to consider, in order that the
opinion of the Court might be afterwards taken ou tho matter. The defendant had set up a defence that at the time of
the collision the 11 Sol” was not engaged upon any business authorised hy the Marine Board. This defence was one founded
on the principle that if a servant did injury to another person when engaged about some business not his master’s business,
the master was in no way rcs]>onsib!e. They need not consider whether the application of this principle to the accident
was altogether reasonable or in accordance with this principle ; all they had to consider was what was the law. ft might
appear to some that an employer should as much be bound by the wrongful act of the servant whom he trusted with a
dangerous machine if he was using it on his master's business nr not. The cases on this point varied so much in the
circumstances, and such fine distinctions had been drawn in different eases ns to when a servant was or was not in the
employ of a muster, that he thought it desirable to refer this matter to the Supreme Court, ff be ruled erroneously on
the point, the only result would be that the ease would have to be tried over again, and there would be great expense to
the parties ; and therefore it was thought better to reserve the point of law to the Court ou such finding as the jury would
give. Even should tho Court be of opmioo that the Marine Bond w'as not liable under the chcnmstauecs of tins case, it
might be that if the jury should come to the conclusion that thcru was negligence on the part of the servants of the Marino
Board in the management of this steamer, even though tho Court held that the plaintiff had no cause of action, the Govern
ment might think it right to indemnify the plaintiff for the loss sustained. The first question he would put to the jury
was this—was the master of the “Sol ” on a trip authorised by tho Marino Board at the tune of the collision? He pro
nounced no opinion whatever on (.he question of law, at the request of the parties. The law with icfcrcncc to the duty of
vessels when there was risk of collision was very clear and positive. The law as laid down for a steamship when
approaching another ship so as to involve risk of collision was that it should slacken speed, or, if necessary, stop and
reverse. The law was that the vessel which disobeyed so cardinal a lule was to be held m fault. The defendant had set
up a defence of contributory negligence. Tho law of contributory negligence was that a person could not reeoi or damages
(or an accident which had boon bi ought about by bis own negligence. His Honor submitted the following questions to the
jury :—1. Was the master of the “Sol” on a trip authorised by tho Marino Board? 2. Having regard to the locality and
the probable contingency of the “ Sol” meeting a vessel coming round the point, was it negligence on the part of those in
charge of her not keeping a man at the engine to stop her till she was fairly out in the open harbour? 3. Was tho collision
owing to the “Sol" having no one at the engine when it became necessary to slacken speed, and to her not stopping
entirely when her master eased her? 4. Did the “Sol” infringe Regulation 18 as to slackening speed and stopping?
5. Did the “Alathea ” do all she could to avoid the collision, having regard to her own safety ? His Honor said that if the
“ Sol,” by infringing Regulation IS, could possibly have contributed to the collision, then she was in default unless she
could show that her infringement of the rule could not possibly have done so. The plaintiff, however, was not entitled to
recover if the “Alathoa” by her own negligence or breach of tho icgulation as to keeping out of the way contributed to
the collision.
The jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff for £600. They answered the questions as follows :—1. No. 2. Yes,
3. Yes. 4. Yes. 5. Yes.

Mo.

Svduej ' Willumi Applegate Gullmlc, Government I'riulcr.—1S£)0.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

CONVENTION BETAVEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND JAPAN.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING-.)

Printed under No. 1 Report from Printing Committee, 21 May, 189G.

The Treasury, New South Wales,
12th May, 1S9G.
His Excellency the Governor directs the publication, for general information, of the following copy of
a Despatch from The Eight Honorable the Secretary of State for the Colonies, enclosing a copy of a
Convention between Great Britain and Japan, signed at Tokic'i, 16th July, 1895, supplementary to the
Treaty of Commerce and Navigation between the two countries of 16th July, 1894,

G. H. EEID.

(Circular.)

,

Downing-sired,
l7ih February, 1896.

Sir,

.
With reference to my predecessor’s Circular Despatch of the 31st December, 1894,1 have the

honour to transmit to you, for publication in the Colony under your Government, a copy of a Convention
between Great Britain and Japan, signed at Tohib, 16th July, 1895, supplementary to the Treaty of
Commerce and Navigation between the two countries cf 16th July, 1894.
X have, &c.,
J. CHAMBERLAIN,
The Officer Administering
the Government of New South Wales.
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SUPPLEMENTAUr CONVENTION BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND JAPAN RESPECTING THE DUTIES
TO BE CHARGED ON BRITISH GOODS IMPORTED INTO JAPAN.

Signed at T6W6,16th July, 1895.
1895.]
Whhheas, by the Protocol eigncd at London on the 16th July, 1894, it was agreed between the Government of Her
Britannic Majesty and the Government of Hie Majesty the Emperor of Japan that the ad valorem duties of the Tariff annexed
to the aforesaid Protocol should, so far aa might be deemed practicable, be converted into specific duties by means of a Supple
mentary Convention, to be concluded between the two Governments within six months from the date of that Protocol; and
Whereas this period was extended by subsequent arrangement:
The High Contracting Parties have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries to conclude a Convention for this purpose, that
is to say:
Her Britannic Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India. Gerard
Augustus Lowther, Her Britannic Majesty’s Charge d’Affaires;
And His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, Marquis SaTonzi Kimmochi, Junii, first class of the Order of the Sacred Treasure
*
HIs Imperial Majesty’s Minister of State for Education, and Acting Minister of State for Poreign Affairs;
Who, having communicated to each other their respective full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed upon and
concluded the following Articles :—
r
1. The Tariff annexed to this Convention shall be substituted for the ad valorem Tariff annexed to the aforesaid Protocol
of the 16th of July, 1894 ; it shall be subject to all the stipulations contained in Article 1 of that Protocol, in to far as these are
applicable, and it shall come into force one month after the exchange of the ratificatione of this Convention.
2. The specific duties established by this Convention shall be subject to triennial readjustment. Such readjustment shall
be based on the difference between the average of the two quarterly rates of exchange adopted by tho Japanese Customs during
the six months^ending 30th June, 1894, and the average of the rates of exchange adopted by the Japanese Customs for the four
quarters preceding that in which each successive period of three years expires.
The Schedule of readjusted duties shall be published by the Japanese Government three months in advance, and shall
tale effect immediately upon the expiration of the said period.
It is understood between the High Contracting Parties that the operation of this stipulation shall be subject to the
acceptance of a similar arrangement by the other Powers with whom Conventional Tariffs are now being negotiated by Japan.
3. The quarterly rates of exchange mentioned in the preceding Article are the rates determining the comparative values,
as entered in the quarterly Tables published by the Japanesa Department of Finance, of the present Japanese silver yen on the
one hand, and of the English pound sterling on the other.
•
4. The present Convention shall have the same duration as the Treaty and Protocol concluded on the IGth of July, 1894
of which it is a complement.
■'
’
5. The present Convention shall be ratified, and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Tdkifi as soon as possible, and not
later than six months from the present date.
Done at T6ki6, in duplicate, this 16th day of July, 1895.
[Ratijicalions exchanged at T6hi6, Zlet November,

(Signed)

6
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(1.8.)

GERARri AUGUSTUS LOWTHER.
marquis saionzi.

ANNEX.
Tariff,

No.

Articles,

1

Caoutchouc, manufactures of ......................................
ad valorem
Cement. Portland ....................................................
Cotton varns. plain or dved..........................................
Jt
Cotton tissues—
Drills..............................................;................
Duck................................................................ .........................
J)
Handkerchiefs in the piece .......................................
>J
Prints..... .............................................
...
)]
Sateens, plain, figured, or printed, brocades. Italians and figured BhirHngR....
.
)1
Shirtings, dved.....................................
.
JJ
i,
gray...........................................................................................
„
twilled........................................................
„
white or bleached ....................................
T-elolhe..............................................................
)>
Turkey red cambrics.......................................
..
Velvets or velveteens ...........................................
Victoria lawns..............................................
?>
All other sorts of pure cotton tissues, and all tissues of cotton mixed with flax, hemp, or
other fibre, including wool, the cotton, however, predominating in weight, not
specially provided for in this Tariff ................
'
ad valorem
Note,—Itieexpreeely understood that ready-made clothing and other made-up articles are
not included under the heading of Cotton Tissues.

2
3
4
s

6
7
8

9

10
It

12
r3

H
15
16
17

18

rq

20
21
22

23
31
25

26
27
28
29

Glass, window, ordinary—
(a.) Uncoloured and unstained .......................................
(S.) Coloured, stained, and ground ............
Hats, including also hats of felt ........... ......... .
.
Indigo, dry ............................ ...........
Iron and mild steel—
Pig and ingot ............................................
Bar and rod, exceeding i-inch in diameter .
Nails, including spikes, sprigs, tacks, and brads—
(«.) Pis in..............................................
(i.) Galvanized ........................................ .
Pipes and tubes ........................................
Plate and sheet ...................... .
..
Rads........................................................
Screws, bolts, and puts.plain and palvanizpni ...
Sheet, galvanized,'both plain and corrugated ..
...
Tinned plates :—
(a.) Ordinary .................... ......................
(4.) Crystallized .......................................

Duty.
Ten.

0.053
0.017

O.OI3

100 sq, ft.
100 catties

10

If
ff

0.261

11

0-573
10

' 11
ad valorem

100 catties

*

M
**■953

M

10 per cent.

3

Articles.

No.

30
31

3*
33
34
35
36

37

38
39

40

41
4a

43

44
46

47
48

49

50
51
52

53
54
55

56
57

58
59

60

61

62

63

64

Doty.

Iron and mild steel {cnniitimd)—
Wire, and smalt rod not eicecding i -inch in diameter ....................................... ......................
Wire, telegraph or galvanized ........................................................ .................... .......................... .
Noth.—By the term ‘'mild steel1’ as used in this Tariff is understood mild steel manufac.
lured by the Siemens, Bessemer, Bassio, or similar processes, and approximating in
value to iron of the same class in this Tariff.
Lead, pig, ingot, and slab....................................................................................... ...................................
Leather—
(a.) Sole ................................................................................................................................................
(b.) Other kinds ................................................................................................. ...................... ..........
Linen yarns, plain or dyed.....................................................................................................................
Linen tissues—
Canvas .................................................................................................................................. ................
All other sorts ................................................................................................ .......................................
Non.—It is expressly understood that ready-made clothing and other made-up articles are
not included under the heading of Linen Tissues.

0.256

0.316

„
»

ad valorem

5.690

to per cent.

100 catties

6-5*7

square yard

ad valorem

Silk-faced cotton satins......................................................................................................... ................
ad valorem
Noth.—It is expressly understood that all other mixed tissues of cotton and silk, and of
wool and silk, where the cotton or wool predominates in weight, are to be classed for dnty
under Nor. 17 and 61 of this Tariff respectively.
Steel (other than mild steel)—
Ingot
i......I........
,,
Bar, rod, plate, and sheet ..................................................................................................................
„
Wire, and small rod nob exceeding i-ineh in diameter............................................................... 100 catties
Sugar, refined—
(a.) No. 15 to No. 20, inclusive, Dutch standard in colour ......................................................
„
(i.) Above No. 30 Dutch standard in colour................................................................ ...............
,,
Tin—
Block, pig, and slab ...........................................................................................................................
„
Plates ............................................ ........................................................................................................ ad valorem
Wax, paraffin................................................................................................................. ............................ idocatties
Woollen and worsted yams, plain or dyed ...................................... ................................................
„
Woollen and worsted tissues pure or mixed with other material—
Alpacas ............................................................ ................................................................................... square yard
Blanketing aud whipped blankets in plain weave ...... ................................................................. 100 catties
Buntings ..................................... ....................................... .................................................................. square yard
Oloth—
(a) Wholly of woollen or worsted yarn, or of woollen and worsted yams, such as
broad, narrow, and army cloth, cassimeres, tweeds and worsted coatings ............
„
(i ) In part of woollen or worsted yarn and in part of cotton jam, such as pilot,
president, and union cloth............. ........................................................................................
„
Flannels ...................................................................................................................................
Italian cloth..............................................................................................
Long ells .............................................................................................................................
Mousselina de laine..........................................................................................
Serges—
(a.) Where the warp is worsted and the weft woollen ................. ............................. ...........
„
(6.) All other kinds ...................................................................................................................... ad valorem
All other sorts, pure or mixed with other material, tho wool, however, predominating
in weight, not specially provided for in this Tariff...............................................................
„
Note.—It is expressly understood that ready-made clothing and other made-up articles are
not included under the heading of Woollen and Worsted Tissues.
Yame, all sorts, not specially provided for in this Tariff ........................................................
„
Zinc—
Block, pig, and slab .......................................................................................................................... too catties
Sheet..................................... ...................................................................................................................
,1

and

0-503

„

Mercury or quicksilver.......... .............................................................. ............. ...................................... 100 catties
Milk, oondcnsed or desiccated...................................................................... ............... .......................... . doz. 1 Ib.tim
and proportionately foi
tins of other weights.
Oil, paraffin.................................................... ................... ................ ............ ...................... ............. .
advalorem
Paint in oil...................................................... ............................................................................... ............ 100 catties
Paper, printing........................................ ...................................................................................................
„
Saltpetre (nitrateof potash) ..................................................... ............ ...............................................
„

Weights, Mbabuhes,

Yen.

_
100 catties

0047

10 per cent.

5,048
0.123
10 per cent.
1.304
1.163
0490
15 per cent.

5

7i-

i>

..

1.819
0.748
0,827
1992

10 per cent.

0-544
9.169

0.075

7-458
0-031

0.093
0.039 •
„
0.044
0.029
0.011

o'osfi ’

10 per cent.

0451

o 928

Coins.

The CJtty mentioned in this Tariff is the Japanese weight. It is equal to 600 grammes of (ho metric system of weights,
or 1'32277 lb. Bnglish avoirdupois weight.
The pound is the Bnglish avoirdupois weight.
The square yard and square foot are the Bnglish Impeiial surface measures.
The yen is the present Japanese silver yen of 900 fineness and 416 grains in weight.
Bcle

toh

CAicnAiTNQ ad valorem Duties.

Import duties payable ad valorem under this Tariff shall be calculated on the actual cost of the articles at the place of
purchase, production, or fabrication, with the addition of the cost of insurance and transportation from the place of purchase,
producti.n, or fabrication, to the port of discharge, as well as commission, if any exists.
■

Bulb

bob the

Mbasubement

of

Tissues.

In determining the dutiable width of any tissue, the Customs shall discard alt fractions of an inch not exceeding half-an-inch,
and shall count aa a lull loch all fractions exceeding half-an-inch.
Note.—It is understood that selvedges shall not be included in (be measurement of tissues.
Sydney : Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1S9C.
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EXTRADITION OF FUGITIVE OFFENDERS.
(DESPATCH RESPECTING.)

Printed under No,

23

Report from Printing Committee,

22

October,

1896.

Department of Justice,
Sydney, 13th October, 1896.
His Excellency the Governor directs the publication, for general information, of the following Despatch, dated 23rd July, 1896,
from the Principal Secretary of State for the Colonies.
ALBERT J. GOULD.

(Circular,)
Dowiring-street,
Sir,
23rd July, 1896.
Cases have recently arisen in which applications for tho
arrest of fugitive offenders have been made by Colonial Police
Officers direct to the Police of Foreign Countries and to Her
Majesty’s Consuls.
It would appear from these communications that the proper
course of procedure to be followed in Extradition cases is not
generally known in the Colonies; and I would therefore invite
the attention of your Government to the Circular issued by the
Director of Criminal Investigations to the Chief Officers of
Police of the United Kingdom on 1st January, 1880, which
was enclosed in Lord Kimberley’s Circular Despatch of the
18th June, 1880, and also to the Home Office Memorandum as
to Procedure in Extradition cases, which was transmitted to
you in Lord Knutsford’s Circular Despatch of the 3Qth April,
1890. In these papers you will find that it was clearly laid
down that the application to a Foreign Country for the arrest
of a Fugitive Offender must be made through the Foreign Office
and the proper diplomatic channels; and that the limits are
defined within which direct communications from Police Officers
to Foreign Police Authorities are permissible.
I need scarcely impress upon your Government the necessity
for demands for Extradition being sent through the regular
channel, and I request that instructions may be given that in
future direct communications from Colonial Police Officers to

[«<*-]

*430—

Foreign Police Authorities, which can generally bo made most
conveniently through Her Majesty’s Diplomatic and Consular
Officers, should be confined to such as are of the nature indicated
in paragraph 15 of the Police Circular of 1880, and in para
graph 2 of Article HI of the Home Office Memorandum above
referred to.
These paragraphs are as follows:—

Police Circular of 1880, paragraph 16.
" It will be desirable in most cases for tho Chief Officer of
Police demanding the extradition to despatch a letter or telegram
to the competent authority, briefly noting the particulars of the
request, and adding that the official demand for extradition is
about to be made, and requesting such provisional measures as
may be possible or expedient."
Home Office Memorandum of 1890. Article III, paragraph 2,
*' The Chief Officers of English police forces may communi
cate direct with the police of foreign countries for the purpose
of giving or obtaining information, but under no circumstances
should direct application be made to foreign police for the arrest
of a fugitive. Serious difficulties have arisen in cases where
this direction has been overlooked.”
I have, Jm.,
J. CHAMBERLAIN.
The Officer Administering the
.
Government of New South Wales.
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OBANGES PER S.S. “OPHIR.”
(CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE AGENT-GENERAL RESPECTING SHIPMENT OF.)

Printed under No, 27 Report from Printing Committee, 13 November, 189G.

upon the Table of the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South
Wales by the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, copy of correspondence from
the Agent-General respecting shipment of oranges per s.s. “Ophir.”

Laid

The A gent-General for N.S.W. to. The Minister for Mines and Agriculture.
Sir,

London, 2 October, 1896.
I have the honor to inform you, in reference to your letter of 17tli August last, No. 7, 719a,
advising me of the transmission to London, per s.s. 11 Ophir,” of 1,740 eases oranges, that the consignment
duly arrived, and the oranges were sold at Monument Yard, London Bridge, on "Wednesday last, the 30th
ultimo.
'
I ohtaiued the insertion in newspapers of notices regarding this experimental shipment, which I
placed for sale in the hands of Messrs. Keeling and Hunt, leading fruit brokers in London, having
previously had a knowledge of these gentlemen, as in 1S86 they kindly furnished me with a full report of
the orange trade for the information of your Government, and gave me three cases of Valencia oranges
to send to the Colony as a guide to the mode of packing the fruit.
The sale was considered a great success, aud, as 1 informed you in my telegram of the 30th ultimo,
realised an average price of about 14s, (fourteen shillings) per case.
The fruit arrived in excellent condition, and the No. 1 grade wras much approved, and considered
equal to any oranges coming to this market. The letter I enclose from Messrs. Keeling and Hunt will
give you full particulars as to the condition of tho fruit on its arrival, and their opinion with regard to
the packing, &c., and 1 beg to direct your special attention to their practical suggestions in this regard
lor future guidance.
I am pleased to say that a considerable amount of interest has been evinced in regard to this ship
ment, arriving, as it did, at a time when the English market is very barely supplied with such fruit from
any other country. The sale, on the wdiole, has been particularly satisfactory.
I have little doubt that a good market can he secured at this period of the year if tho fruit offered
is of good quality. One fault of this shipment wras its unevenness. Care should ho taken if possible in
large shipments to have the fruit of the very best quality; the mixture of inferior sorts tends to lessen
competition and injures the market.
I enclose for your information some of the newspaper comments which have appeared, together
with fifty copies of the auction sale, giving tho prices realised for each kind of orange. (These have not
yet come to hand.—J.S.)
I have just received from Messrs. Keeling and Hunt; tho account sales, which I enclose herein,
showing net proceeds of £1.111 15s. 2d., for which I have their cheque, which I will pay to the credit of
the Public Account of the Government at the London and Westminster Bank.
I have, &e.,
SAUL SAMUEL.

Messrs. Keeling and Hunt to The Agent-General, N.S.W.
Hear Sir,
London, 1 October, 189G.
We beg to inform you that we landed the oranges ex “ Ophir” in very good condition with
very few exceptions.
The fruit carried in the refrigerators "was fresh and full, some rather cold, with here and there a
little waste.
Fifteen boxes were brought over in the hold. Tho five boxes marked “S. M. Co.’y ” w'ere fairly
fresh; five marked “Parker” were rather stale, spotted and flabby; anfl fiye jnarked “ Pumice ” were
very slale. flabby, and bad. We condemn this style of packing.
'
534—
‘
Quality—.

2
Quality—Q-ood, especially the No, 1, which were excellent. The Noe. 2 and 3 of each mark
showed very little difference. Tho prices realised give the best idea of our buyers’ appreciation of the
fruit.
Packing—Good generally. We always recommend the use of tissue paper only, avoiding soft
shavings, sand, pumice dust, or other packing.
Those that were well and firmly packed in the white paper only, looked very nice when opened—
any addition spoils their appearance.
Boxes are very good, allowing a free circulation of air.
Freight is very high, viz., 4s. Id. per box, as compared with an average of Is. 3d., sometimes Is. 6d.
per case for Valencia oranges. These latter eases are nearly three times the size of the Australians, and
weigh from 1 cwt. 1 qr. to 1 cwt. 2 qr. gross.
The voyage from Valencia occupies from nine to ten days, and the oranges are loaded in ordinary
steamers as general cargo.
_ Time—In our opinion the best time for Australian oranges to come upon this market is from the
beginning of August to tho middle of October, when supplies from other sources are scarce.
Denia aud Valencia oranges form our chief supply, commencing usually end of October, and lasting
generally till end of June, sometimes going into July. Bast season from this district London received
888,725 cases.
The result of the sale of the 1,740 boxes ex “ Ophir ” is generally looked upon as very satisfactory.
Wo remain, &c.,
KEELING AND HUNT.
--------Statement,

(F. Kwott.)

Cost, Charges, and Heturns.

..............
Freight on 1,740 cases
..............
Cases
...
...
£64 15 2
Wrappers..............
20
30
Kail carriage
...
9
08
Wharfage..............
3 12 0
Insurance ...
...
2
53
Sundry charges
...
4 5 6
------------Cartago, wrapping, packing, and expenses
...

£ s. d.
487 10
G
343 13
4

s, d.
4 8-3
3 108

104 2
1
G4 10 0

'
1 2'3
0 8'9

£999 15 11
By account sales, London
..
Commission and charges ...

...£1,195 15 G
84
04
...
-----------------1,111 15 2
To not cost as above ...
...
...
999
1511
Less returns from sale of culls, &c. ...
31
114
-----------------9GS 4 7
♦

Net profit
Equal to 14'7 per cent.

. £143 10 7

12 9
11

1-5

1

7-8

J. STEPHENSON,
Secretary,

Sydney; William Applegate Gullick, Ctovcnnnent Printer.—189fl.
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AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF DUBBO, IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE LAW
THAT THE “AGE OE CONSENT » IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO 18 YEARS.

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned,—
EeSPECO'ULLY SlIOWETH :—

-

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the protection of young
girls is totally inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of
defilement of young females.
Your Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction of any
girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No community
can truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the future, are
debauched at the beginning of their lives.
_
Your Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between the age of 14 and 18 can realise
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of the
physical results which may ensue, and still less can they estimate the social obloquy and life-long disgrace
which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that the first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Your Petitioners would point out that the age of protection has been raised during 1895 iu eight
States of the United States of America to 18 years.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
the expediency of so amending the law that the “age of consent” in this Colony may be raised to at
least 18 years.

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 16th July, from certain Besidents of Dubbo; 66 signatures.
On 16th July, from certain Besidents of Tamworth; 75 signatures.

[3rf.]
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AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OE MTTDGEE IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE
LAW THAT THE AGE OF CONSENT IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO IS YEARS.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 30 July, 1890.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned,—
UESPECOFLI.Y ShOWETH : —

That in the opinion of your Petitioners the laws in this Colony for the protection of young girls
are totally inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defilement
of young females. Your Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction
of any girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No
community can truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the
future, are debauched at the beginning of their lives. Your Petitioners are convinced that few, if any,
girls between the ages of 14 and 18 can realise the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own
seduction. They are often unaware of the physical results which may ensue, and still less can they
estimate the social obloqny and lifelong disgrace which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they
realise that the first downward step leads them almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Your Petitioners would point out that the age of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight States
of America to IS years.
Your Petitioners therefore pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration the
expediency of so amending the law that the “age of consent ” in this Colony may be raised to at least
18 years.
And your Petitioners will ever pray.
[^Here follow 215 signatures.']

[SR]
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Received by the Legislative Assembly, 13 August, 1896.

To the Honorable tho Legislative Assembly o£ New South 'Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned —
E:ES1ECTI U That ^he1 opinion of your Petitioners, the laws in this Colony for the protection of young
girls are totally inadequate for tins purpose, and tbaf

to tho

W» rliMd d™„5

i. *»

of the United States of America to IS years.

t1l„

?»wS ««”»- s “'4t
18 years.
,
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
[Here follow 25 signnftircs.]

[3d.]
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF NOWRA, IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE LAW
THAT THE “AGE OF CONSENT" IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO IS YEARS.)

Jteceived by ilte Legislative Assembly, 18 Avgust, 1890.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South 'Wales, in Parliament assembled.
Tho humble Petition of the undersigned,—
liESl'ECTFULLY SeOWJJTII :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the protection of young
girls is totally inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defile
ment of young females.
n
Your Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to tho seduction of any
girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No community
can truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, tho wives and mothers of tho future, are
debauched at the beginning of their lives.
Your Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between the ages of 14 and 18 can realise
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of the
physical results which may ensue, and still less can they estimate the social obloquy and lifelong disgrace
which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that tho first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to tho terrible calling of the prostitute.
Your Petitioners would point out that the ago of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight
States of the United States of America to 18 years.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
tbe expediency of so amending the law that the 11 age of consent” in this Colony may bo raised to at
least IS years.
i Here follow 39 signatures,']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 18 August, from certain Inhabitants of Bingara; G6 signatures.
of Newtown: 154 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
On 20August, from certain Inhabitants of Bathurst; 154 signatures.
of Casino and District; 85 signatures.
,,
,,
from
certainInhabitants
of Helensburgh and Lilly Yale; 135 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Forest Lodge and other Suburbs; 139 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Queanbeyan; 34 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Botany ; 12 signatures.
_
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Litbgow and District; 102 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Minmi; 317 signatures.
,,
„
from
certainInhabitants
of East and West Maitland; 148 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of (Rockdale ; 10 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of the Manning River District; 58 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
ofBarraba; 102 signatures.
„
„
from
certainInhabitants
of Gobargo, Bprmagui, Tilba, ifufrah, and Wapengo; 33
signatures,

On
350

2
On 20 August,
„
„
„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

from certain Besidents of New South "Wales; 70 signatures.
from certain Besidents of the Clarence Bivcr District; 88 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales; 57 signatures.
from certain Besidents of Narrandera; 50 signatures.
from certain Besidents of Young ; I1G signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Temora ; 27 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Hargraves and District; 92 signatures.
from certain Besidents of Armidale and District; 83 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Dralla; 64 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Walcha; 49 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Balmain ; 57 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Albury; 66 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Hay; 59 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Bombala; 35 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Sydney and Suburbs ; 24 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Sofala and Wattle Bint; 35 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales; 146 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Petersham; 66 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales; 163 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Peak Hill; 58 signatures.

Sydney ■ Charles Potter, Government Printer —1SD8
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AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OP WALLS END AND PLATTSBUBG, IN FAVOUR OF AN
AMENDMENT IN THE LAW THAT THE '‘AGE OF CONSENT” IN THIS COLONY MAY
BE RAISED TO IS YEARS.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 25 Avgust, 1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned,—
Respectfully Siiowistu :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the protection of young
girls is totally inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defile
ment of young females.
Tour Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction of any
girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No community
oau truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the future, are
debauched at the beginning of their lives.
Tour Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between the ages of 14 and 18 can realism
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of tho
physical results which may ensue, and still less can they estimate the social obloquy and lifelong disgrace
which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that the first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Tour Petitioners would point out that the ago of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight
States of the United States of America to 18 years.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
the expediency of so amending the law that the “ age of consent ” in this Colony may be raised to at
least 18 years.
['Here follow 46 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 25August, from certain Inhabitants of Coonamble ; 84 signatures,
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Tenterfield ; 89 signatures.
from certain Inhabitants of Summer Hi]]; 55 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Crookwell and I)istrict; 47 signatures,
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of North "Willoughby; 38 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Marrickville : 34 signatures.
_
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of New South "Wales ; 87 signatures,
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Tass and District; 89 signatures.
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Liverpool and District; 40 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of Qnirindi; 18 signatures,
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Cowra; 32 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Hill End and Tambaroora ; 53 signatures.
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Rook wood and Auburn ; 05 signatures,
tJ
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Granville and Harris Park ; 30 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Wallsend and District; 270 signatures.

e
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On 25 August, from certain Inhabitants of Lambton; 490 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of St. Peters ; 112 signatures,
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Picton ; 95 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of Stockton : 1G1 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Singleton and District; 87 signatures.
On 20 August, from certain Inhabitants of Tighe’sHill, North "Waralab, andlslington; 195 signatures.
„
from certain Inhabitants of Hyde and Carlingford; 202 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Tmnut; 35 signatures.
,,
from certain Inhabitants of Wollongong and District; 73 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of West Maitland; 67 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Newcastle ; 110 signatures.
,,
„
from certain Inhabitants of Sydney and Suburbs ; 262 signatures.
„
,,
from certain Inhabitants of New South Wales; 22 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Kiama and District; 32 signatures.
On 27 August, from certain Inhabitants of Bowral Electorate; 133 signatures.
„
„
from certain Inhabitants of Moss Vale; 28 signatures.

Sydney. Chdries Totter, Government Printer —1S06,
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AGE OE CONSENT.
< PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF TAM WORTH, IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE
LAW THAT THE “AGE OF CONSENT” IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO JS YEARS.)

Received l>y the Legislative Assembly, 1 September, 1896.

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned,—
IHlSPliOTFULLY

SnOWETH : —

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the protection of young
girls is totally inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defile
ment of young females.
Your Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction of any
girl above the age of Li years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No community
can truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the future, are
debauched at the beeinning
D
O of their lives.
Your Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between the ages of 14 and 18 can realise
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of the
physical results which may ensue, and still less can they estimate the social obloquy and lifelong disgrace
which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that the first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Your Petitioners would point out that the age of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight
States of the United States of America to IS years.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
the expediency of so amending the law that the 11 age of consent ” in this Colony may be raised to at
least 18 years.
[Here follow 22 signatures.']

Similar Petitions were received,—
On 1 September, 1890, from certain Inhabitants of Armidale and Tamworth; 73 signatures,
„
„
„ from certain Inhabitants of Inverell; 58 signatures.
On 2 September. 1896. from certain Inhabitants of Hungog and Thalaba; 17 signatures.
,,
,,
„ from certain Inhabitants of Newr South Wales; 45 signatures.

[3rfJ
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AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN INHABITANTS OF KEMPSEY, IN FAVOUR, OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE
LAW THAT THE "AGE OF CONSENT” IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO IS YEARS.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 8 September, 1896.

To tlie Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Walesa in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned Inhabitants of Kempsey,—
Besi’Ecti-l'j.ly Siiotveth :—

,

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the. protection of young
girls is totallv inadequate for this purpose, and that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defile
ment of young females.
Your Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction of any
girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social aud moral results. No community
can truly prosper in which large numbers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the future, are
debauched at the beginning of their lives.
Yonr Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between the ages of 14 and 18 can realise
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of the
physical results which may ensue, and still loss can they estimate the social obloquy and lifelong disgrace
which will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that the first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Your Petitioners would point out that tho age of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight
States of the United States of America to 18 years.
Your Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
the expediency of so amending the law that the “ age of consent” in this Colony may he raised to at
least 18 years.
[Ilere follow 82 signatures.']

A similar Petition was received,—
On 8th September, 1896, from certain Inhabitants of Lismore; 65 signatures.

[3L]
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AGE OE CONSENT.
(PETITIOX FRClU CERTAIN INHABITANTS OP PARKES, IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN THE
LAW THAT THE “AGE OF CONSENT” IN THIS COLONY MAY BE RAISED TO IS YEARS.)

Received by ihe Legislative Assembly, lo September, 1896.

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the undersigned,—

.

Respect kclly Showeth :—

That, in the opinion of your Petitioners, the law in this Colony for the protection of young
girls is totally inadequate for this purpose, and. that consequently there is a deplorable amount of defile
ment of young females.
Tour Petitioners believe that the sanction practically given by the law to the seduction of any
girl above the age of 14 years is attended with most disastrous social and moral results. No community
can truly prosper in which large nuinhers of its young girls, the wives and mothers of the future, arc
debauched at the beginning of their lives.
Tour Petitioners are convinced that few, if any, girls between tlie ages of 14 and 18 can realise
the consequences to themselves of consenting to their own seduction. They are often unaware of the
physical results which may ensue, and still less can they estimate the social obloquy and lifelong disgrace
winch will follow the discovery of their fall, nor do they realise that the first downward step leads them
almost inevitably to the terrible calling of the prostitute.
Tour Petitioners would point out that the age of protection has been raised during 1895 in eight
States of the United States of America to 18 years.
Tour Petitioners therefore humbly pray that your Honorable House may take into consideration
tho expediency of so amending the law that the “ age of consent ” in this Colony may be raised to at
least 18 years.
.
[Here follow 124 signatures^

i

[3d.]
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE.
1.

Clean the type thoroughly before starting to cut the Stencil.

2.

Throw the Typewriter Ribbon out of operation, or if the Typewriter is
without a Ribbon Switch, remove the Ribbon.

3.

Remove the greaseproof paper from between the Stencil and the backing
sheet.

4.

Insert Carbon Paper between the Stencil and the backing sheet, TAKING
CARE that the carbon is facing the Stencil. This will ensure perfect
visibility while typing.

5.

Take the combination of backing sheet and stencil paper and place it in
the typewriter. When typing Stencil, use a firm even touch.

6.

When turning back the Stencil for insertion or correction, avoid wrink
ling by holding the bottom of the Stencil and backing sheet together, pull
gently, then turn the platen of the typewriter.

7.

To ensure perfect work, the typewriter should be in first-class condition.
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PHARMACY BILL.
(PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES IN FAVOUR OF.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 14 July, 1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and the Honorable Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The undersigned Residents of New South "Wales beg to submit the following Petition, viz.,—
That yon will support the Pharmacy Bill which the G-overmnent intend bringing before the
Honorable House ; the Poisons Act now in force is altogether insufficient and faulty. In all civilized
countries it is recognised that a special training is required to allow a person to establish a business as
chemist and druggist. This Colony is about the only British Possession which has no Pharmacy Bill, and
where, under the present Poisons Act, anyone without the slightest knowledge can carry on a business as
chemist and druggist. The frightful consequences of this fact stand glaringly before anyone..
The Pharmacy Bill should exactly state what training and which qualifications are required to allow
persons to call themselves chemists, and to act as such, and nobody else should he allowed to do so.
The Board of Pharmacy, elected in the first instance by Government, should have the duty and the
power to supervise the education of young pharmacists, to examine them, to inquire into the qualifications
of applicants, and to grant or refuse licenses. The present Poisons Act does not allow the Board to register
chemists unless they have passed the examinations of this Board, or are pharmaceutical chemists of Great
Britain; therefore, fully qualified chemists from other British colonies or other countries are unable to
obtain registration here. The proposed Bill should give the Board power to recognise other fully qualified
men,
Power should be given to the Board to administer the Pharmacy Bill, and to prosecute offenders,
which at present can only be done through the medium of the police.
The Bill should regulate the duties of the Board and their servants. The Board should bo
authorised to receive certain fees and to use the money for the payment of their servants, &c., who should
be appointed by tbe Board. The Board should have power *o make regulations in a certain limited
direction, and should also have to make reports to the Colonial Treasurer at certain periods, which reports
should be laid before both Houses of Parliament.
.
.
The Bill should declare which articles are to be considered poisons within the meaning of the Bill,
prescribe the mode of dealing with poison, and the manner in which records of sales of poisons must be
kept, and specify the penalties for contravention of the Bill.
.
And your Petitioners pray your Honorable House to take the premises into favourable consideration
and pass a Pharmacy Bill on the lines indicated into law during the present Session.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

{Sere follows 3,381 signatures.']

<
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ATROCITIES IN ARMENIA.
(PETITION EEOM T R EORSAITH, HONORARY SECRETARY OF THE HT.S.W. BRANCH OF THE EVANGELICAL
ALLIANCE, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO PASS A RESOLUTION RESPECTING.)

lirceiced by ihe Lei/islntivn Assembly,

29

July,

1S9G.

To tlie Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly.
The respectful Petition of the President, Vice-Presidents, Members of Council, and Private Members
of the New South Wales Branch of tbe Evangelical Alliance,—
Showeth :—

'

+: ■ n i
at ■Tou11, T^itioners, in common with the great majority of all classes of the community of
tins Colony, deeply deplore the inhuman proceedings that for some time past have prevailed in Armenia.
Irrespective of ail political questions, your Petitioners consider the atrocities inflicted on Christians in
Armenia a disgrace to civilisation and an outrage upon the common instincts of humanity. It is not
necessary to enter minutely into details, but merely to indicate tbe sufficiency of the basis on which the
-tec mg of your lotitionera and the bulk of the people of this Colony rests. Jt may be stated that the
JIuke ot Westminster is m possession of the following facts, obtained from undoubted authority of
outrages perpetrated m the one District of Karpook.
.
Christians killed by' weapons,—20,541,
„
burned to death,—1,3S3.
„
died from fear,—793.
,,
died from hunger, cold, and disease,—5,501.
„
wounded,—8,000.
„
houses burned,—2S,5ti2.
,,
forcible conversions to Islam,—15 179.
Churches, religious houses, and schools destroyed,—227.
Destitute persons existing on charity,—92.9G0.
Women forcibly wedded to Turks,—1,532.
, YSm
arc fully aware that, practically, the Parliament of New South Wales cannot
remedy those outrages ; but regarding our Parliament as representative of our national sentiments, we do
lCK™1T,ft/itnd1veEpUdfl1 i ?T;l'y
y?ur ■l'Io,lorable House will follow the patriotic example of the
1 ai Lament of the Dominion of Canada, and pass a resolution in such form as your wisdom may surest
expressive of the deep feeling of horror with which the people of New South Wales regard the abovementioned atrocities lo be forwarded, to Her Most Gracious Majesty’s Ministers of State, as indicating
the strong desire ot the people of this Colony that the Imperial Government may take effectual means to
put an end to proceedings m Asia Minor that not only shock our human nature but disgrace our national
criaTiieter*
.
°
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
On behalf and by instruction, represent in g the Office-hearers and Members of the Evangelical
Alliance—the Pohiumcrs.
a
'THOMAS SPENCER EORSAITH,
Honorary Secretarv.

287—
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ME. LUKE HAYES.
(PETITION FROM, PRAYING FOB. CONSIDERATION OF HIS CASE.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly, 12 August, 1896.

To the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of Luke Hayes,—
Showeth:—

That on or about the 20th day of June, a.d„ 1887, your Petitioner was at
Petitioner was stunned at the time and considerably shaken, but, not thinking that he would lee

y

Soughfy eSiTed0 him, Inradvted0 that'the mu^cLof the left shoulder ludl^

The arm of ^
Petitioner has been gradually wasting away, and is now of

use toJuih,

Honorable

deem adequate for his injuries. The Eailway Commissioners reply was that the petition could no

on the date before mentioned, and through no fault ot his own.
And your Petitioner will ever humbly pray.
Dated this 12th day of August, 1896.

[8d.]

334—

LUKE HAYES.
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I’ACTOEIBS AND SHOPS BILL.
PETITION FKOM CERTAIN TOBACCONISTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO
‘
EXEMPT THEM FROM.)

Jinr-rived by the Legislative Assembly,

38 August, 1896.

the Tobacconists of New South Wales, humbly pray that we be exempt from the Factories and Shops
Act now before the Legislative Assembly with regard to early closing, on the grounds that we should be
put into unfair competition with hotel-keepers, fruiterers, restaurateurs, Ac., the majority of whom now
hold tobacco licenses; and seeing that the Act permits them to remain open up to any hour our trade
would he diverted into their hands to our detriment, loss, and possible ruin.
We,

And your Petitioners, as in duty hound, will ever pray.
[Here follow

[M.]

354—

138 signatures.']
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GORE AND ARTARMON ESTATES, NORTH SHORE.
(PETITION FROM JOHN HENRY OSCAR FFRENCH, OF GREENWICH, NEAR SYDNEY, PRAYING TO BE
REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL, ATTORNEY, OR IN PERSON, BEFORE SELECT COMMITTEE ON.)

Received by the Legislative Assembly,

25 August, 1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The Petition of John Henry Oscar TTrench, of Greenwich, near Sydney, in the Colony of New
South Wales, gentleman,—
Hdmbi.y Showeth :—

1. That on the 10th day of August, in the year of our Lord, 1896, or thereabouts, your
Honorable House appointed a Select Committee to inquire into and report upon the Gore and Artarmon
Estates.
2. That your Petitioner humbly prays that he may be represented by counsel or attorney, or in
person, before the Select Committee appointed to inquire into and report upon the said matter, with the
right to call witnesses and adduce evidence, and to examine and cross-examine such witnesses as may give
evidence before the said Committee.
And your Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Dated at Sydney, this 25th day of August, a.d. 1896.
_
JOHN H. 0. PFRENCH.

[sij
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OP THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes No. 40.
12.

Tuesday, 1L August, 1806.

G°n^ At? ABTAHMoy Estaibs, Nobtjt Siroun;—Mr, E. M. Clark moved, pursuant to Notice(1.) That a faelcct Committee be appointed to inquire mtonnd report upon the claims and titles to
/oVou10!la S1'™1® known aa t5ie Gore and Artarmon Estates, North Shore.
(a.J J nat such Committee consist of Mr. Carmther* Mr TTmvirth M',, it
,, T r,

Sttensue^' ^ ^ °,Sul,i™’

'

Question put and passed.

Votes No. 46.

C.

Tcbsdat, 25 August, 1S0G.

wT l^TfATpS’ K°RTAr S,[0n::;-M]' 11
presented a J^etition from John
Jlin^niS h tirfriTaC,(Trec,uv.lch’ near Sydney, stating that a Select Committee had been
appointed by the Honselo inquire mto and report upon the Gore and Artarmon Estates North
Shore , and praying to bo represented by counsel or attorney, or in person, before the said Com
gi™ eriSnee ° ^t0 CaU W,taC8«*> ^ lo
'engine kll witnesses"ifat may
Petition received.
Ordered to bo referred to tiie Select Committee.

■Votes No. SI.

Tuuusday, 12 Novemiseii, ISflG.

12.
"*ro,,ort t,iis

•**

deferred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee.

CONTEXTS.
Extracts from the Votes and Proceedings
Report ...................................
Proceedings of the Committee
List of Witnesses....................
Minutes of Evidence .............
Appendix................................

rAon..
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GORE AND ARTARMON ESTATES, NORTH SHORE.

EEPOET.
The Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 11th August,
1896,—" to inquire into and report upon the claims and titles to the various
grants Tcnown as the Gore and Artarmon Estates, North Shore,”—have agreed
to the following Report:—
Your Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List* * See List, p. 7.
(whose evidence will bo found appended hereto), find:—
1. That the whole question of the title to the lands in dispute dates bade to
the year IvOi, when certain grants were issued to old soldiers, which were afterwards
acquired for small considerations by William Gore, Lord Provost and Sheriff of the
Colony, in or about the year 1810, and have since been the subject of much litigation,
. owing to the conflicting claims to the estate set up by various persons.
2. That about the year 1815 Gore mortgaged the land, comprising in all over
1,000 acres, to one D’Arcy Wentworth, who afterwards foreclosed, but, in con
sideration of a Crown grant of 1,500 acres in the Illawarra District, and at the
request of the then Governor of the Colony, handed over his right, title, and interest
in the Gore Estate to Ann Gore, the wife of William Gore.
■
8. That while the evidence is conflicting as to the issue of a consolidated
grant to Ann Gore in respect to such estate in 1833, as well as to the existence of
such grant, it is evident that the Gore family were the recognised owners of the
defined portions of this land by possession, and by the action of Governor Macquarie
in regard to D’Arcy Wentworth's claim to the estate, and that there was an intention
to issue such consolidated grant.
4. That the after difficulties in connection with the estate appear to be due
to the acts of William Bligh Gore, a son of Ann Gore, who so recklessly mortgaged
and bartered the estate without apparent authority or concurrence of the other
members of the Gore family as to set up claims by, and on behalf of, R. A. W.
Green, Thos. Broughton, John Boyle, and the Crown.
5. That in regard to Green’s claim, winch dates as far back as 1842, there
wras evidently an arrangement between his father and William Bligh Gore by which
the estate was divided between them; hut in the absence of documentary evidence
on the subject, your Committee cannot express an opinion, except that Green has
been in possession of the property for many years, and that such well-known persons
as the late Crown Solicitor, Mr. John Williams, the late Sir Robert Wisdom, the
late Judge Innes, Mr. Acting Justice Rogers, and Mr. Thomas Broughton have
purchased some of the land from Green on the ..title held by him, although Mr.
Knapp, a well-known and reliable surveyor, identifies some of this land from a
survey made by bis father in 1833-6 as Crown lands.
6. That so far as Broughton’s claims are concerned they arc very conflicting,
for although claiming to own 940 acres of the Mnd by reason of some monetary
transactions with one Shuttleworth in 1855, he has as yet only completed his title
to about 316 acres of the land, and in doing so has all along recognised some rights
of the Gore family, Green, and Boyle, besides maintaining his own rights by force
and violence.
7.

1
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7. That the claim of Boyle is in regard to 200 acres, known as Artarmon
Grant, 150 acres, and two adjoining farms, and is the result of some negotiations
entered into with William Bligh Gore, about 1850, since which time he has been
in possession, while in 1853 the late Sir Allred Stephen decided a question of title
in his favour. That lie was afterwards persuaded by one Breehill to hand him his
title-deeds without any consideration, and Breeliill afterwards dealt with the land,
which li as the source of much litigation between Boyle, Broughton, and others,
while any title in regard to the land was also upheld by force and violence on the
part of those concerned.
7. That in regard to the title of tbe Crown to 140 acres of the land, which in
1869 they dedicated by deed to the Willoughby Municipal Council, and which
dedication has since been revoked, in opposition to the desire of the said Council, who
still hold possession of tbe deed, tbe evidence is clear that this land formed portion
of tbe grants (Brumby’s, Bruin’s, Holdsworth’s, and others) included in tbe Gore
Estate, so that if the Crown can successfully assert a right to this land they can
equally do so in regard to the remainder of the estate, including the 100 acres
mentioned by Mr. Knapp, and now claimed by the descendants of the Gore family,
Green, Broughton, Boyle, and others; and although some of the land has been placed
under the Real Property Act, the evidence reveals such irregularities in regard to
the service of notices required by law by the parties interested as to make it possible
for the Crown to dispute the titles issued.
_
Your Committee are therefore of opinion that as the value of the land
involved must exceed a quarter of a million of money sterling, some steps should
be taken on behalf of the Crown to assert such rights to the balance of the land as
in the case of the 140 acres of land now claimed by them, with due consideration to
the rights of claimants.
EDWARD M. CLARK,
Chairman.
No. 2 Committee Hoorn,,
Legislative Assembly,
Vlth November, 1890.

I*
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY,

10 AUGUST, 1896.

Membebs Phesent

Mr. ITowarth.
Mr. E. M. Clark,
Mr. O’Sullivari,
Mr. Law,
Mr, Clark called to the Cliair.
■
.i „ r-wir
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee waif by the C*er ,
■
.
Ordered,—That Mr. John "Boyle, Mr. E. A. VT. Green, and the Under Secretary for Lands be
summoned to give evidence next meeting.
,
[Adiourned till Tuesday next at 2'15 o clock.]
25 AUGUST, 1S90.

TUESDAY,

Membees Pbesest :—

‘
None.
In the absence of a Quorum, the Meeting called for this day lapsed.
THURSDAY,

27 AUGUST, 1896.

Membees Present :—

Mr. E. M. Clark,
|
Mr. Law.
In the absence of a Quorum, the Meeting called for this day lapsed.
WEDNESDAY,

2 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

Members Present :—

Mr. B. M. Clark in the Chair.
.
Mr. Law,
Mr. J. C. L.Pitzpatrick,
Mr. "Watson.
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Entrv from Votes and Proceedings in reference to tho Petition of J. H. 0. Elrcnch, praying to be
heard by counsel or attorney, or iu person, before the Committee,
by the Clerk.
Sydney M. Quinlan, Esq. (Solicitor), appeared on behalt ot Mr. J. H. O. Itrench.^
Kichard Augustus Willoughby Green called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
Sydney Michael Quinlan sworn, and examined.
_
John Henry Oscar Efrench called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew,
_
John Boyle called in, sworn, and examined. '
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Tuesday next at 11 o clock,]
TUESDAY,

8 SEPTEMBER, 189G.

Members Present:—

Mr. E. M. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. J. C. L. Pitzpatrick, |
Mr. Law.
Alfred Parry Long (Reqhtrar-Gcncml) called in, sworn, and examined.
„
,,
Witness handed in statement of applications respecting the Gore and Artarmon Estates, the
portions of same brought under the Beat Property Act, the caveats against such applications, and now
they were disposed of ; tho persons to whom tho certificates of title were issued, the references to such
certificates, and how applications which were not granted were disposed of. LAppenihx AL] 1 lan showin0
the land forming portions of such estates. [Appendix A 2],
Witness withdrew.
, T T _
,
.\ u i •„
Edward Arnold Bronsdon (Cleric in charge of Alienation Branch, Lands Department) cilted m,
sworn, and examined.
, _
,
,
• j
n
Witness handed in plan" showing land-claimed by the Crown; the grants claimed by Gore; the
area for which certificates of title have been granted, and the areas for which applications for certificates
of title have been made but are beld in abeyance. [Appendix B.]
James Bereyne called iu, sworn, and examined.
,
*
Witness withdrew.
.
'

'

William
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William Reynolds called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Frederick Henry Holland called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Jte-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]
THURSDAY,

17 SEPTEMBER, 1896.

Memhehs Pmsent :—

Mr, B. 1VL Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Howarth,
j
Mr. Law,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
M^Qninlao, Esq. (Solidlor), appeared on behalf of Mr. J. H, 0. Ffreneh.
William Kingston Cook called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew’.
.
■
Frederick George Lewis (Clerk in the Lands Department) called in, sworn, and examined.
,,,
Witness ywdiiced plan of a survey of the Gore and Artarmon Estates, made in 1849 by Mr.
Edward J. Id. Knapp.
J
Copy ordered by the Committee to he appended. [Appendix 0.1
\v itness withdrew.
,
'
Edward James Howes Knapp (Licensed Surveyor) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at Two o’clock.]
WEDNESDAY, 23 SEPTEMBER,
Memjijihs Presjsst :—

1896.

Mr. E. M. Clark in tho Chair.
Mr. J. C. L. Fitzpatrick, j
Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Law.
Thomas Broughton called in, sworn, and examined.
,
Witness withdrew.
'
■
[Adjourned till Thursday, 1 October next, at Two o’clock,]
THURSDAY,

1 OCTOBER, 1896.

MEiriSEliR PllEK I'.XT r—

None.
In the absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed
TUESDAY, 13 OCTOBER,
Me-muehr Present:—

1896.

Mr. E. M. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. Gormly,
|
Mr. Howarth.
John Horatio Clayton called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew’.
Ilemy Wheeler Gillam (Deputy Registrar-General) called in, sworn, and examined
Witness withdrew.
James Greer called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Re-assembling of the Committee to ho arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]
WEDNESDAY, 21 OCTOBER,
Meioiehs Present :—

1896,

Mr. E. M. Clark in the Chair,
.
Mr, J. C. L. Fitzpatrick; |
Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Watson.
Robert Henry Gordon (Mayor of Willoughly) called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
John Boyle called in, sworn, and examined.
'Witness withdrew.
Richard Augustus Willoughby Green recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew,
John Boyle recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew’.
,
Re-assembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]
*

.f

WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY,

28 OCTOBER, 1896.

Members Present :—

■ Mr. E. M. Clark iu the Cliair.
Mr. J. C. L. Pitzpatrick. |
Mr. Grormly,
Mr. O’Sullivan.
Sydney M. Quinlan, Esq. {Solicitor), appeared on behalf of Mr. J. H. 0, Efrench.
Charles Maclcay Boyce called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
Mrs. Ellen Wilhclmiuo Efrench called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
Richard Augustus Willoughby Green recalled and further examined.
Witness withdrew.
_
Re-assembling of the Committee to he arranged by the Chairman.
[Adjourned.]

'

TECRSDA J:j

.

12 NOVEMBER, 189G.

Members PiifisET?T.—

kfr. ]3, M. Clark in the Chair.
Mr. J. C. L, Eitfipatrick, |
Mr. Howarth,
Mr. Law.
The Chairman hamkd 'in the following, which were ordered to be appended:—Tracing of plan
attached lo attested copy of deed of partition, Gore and others, 1846. [Appendix T)\
Tracing of
plan attached to copy of conveyance, George Green to John and William Stewart, [Appendix D2.1
Copy of a grant to Annie Gore, wife of Wm. Gore. [Appendix E.]
•
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read and aijrecd to.
Chairman to report to the llouse.

LIST OF WITNESSES.
pack. '
Beroync, J......................!.................................................................................... I... ■
9
1 Joyce, C. M..................................................................................................................
27
Boyle, J......................................................................................................................... 4,26
Brousdon, E. A..........................................
5
Broughton, T................................................................................................................
15

Clayton, J. H..............................................................................................................................

Cook, W. K..................................................................................................................
Doyle, J................................
Ffranch, Mrs. E. W.....................................................................................................
I'fronch. J. H. 0..........................................................................................................
(hllain, II. W...............................................................................................................
Gordon, B. H.............................................................................................
Greer, J.........................................................................................................................
Green, R. A. W........................................................................................................... 1,
Holland, F. Ti..............................................................................................................
Knapp, K ,1. H............................................................................................................
Lcwia, E, G..................................................................................................................

39

11
2it
27
4
20
21
20
25, 29
10
14
KJ

Long, A. B...................................................................................................................................

4

Quinlan, S. M......................
Reynolds, W.................................................................................................................

2
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN 11EFORU

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON THE

GORE AND ARTARMON ESTATES, NORTH SHORE.

WEDNESDAY,

2 SEPTEMBER, 1806.

■jprcsttnt:—
Me. E. M. CLAEK,

J

Mn. LAW,

Me. J. C. L. ITI’ZPATRICK,
|
Me, O'SULLIVAN,
Mr. WATSON.
E. 1VL CLARK, Esq., in tiie Chari.
S. M. Quinlan, Esn., Solicitor, appeared for Mr. J. H. 0. Efrcndi.
Richard Augustus Willoughby Green called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman.'] What are you ? A shipwright and hoatbuilder.
E. A. W.
2. You know that this is an inquiry in connection with certain claims in the Ggro and Artarmon Estates? Groen.
Yes.
—*---- 3. You are n claimant in respect of that estate ? I am.
2
1896.
4. What do you claim ? I claim in the estate all outside of. Mr. Rroughton’s claim.
5. What is the area? About 550 acres of the estate.
6. What was the original area of the whole estate ? 1 assisted in the survey in IS 15, and I think wo
measured up about 1,260 acres altogether.
7. Was there a grant to Gore in regard to that estate ? Tho grant specified 1,000 acres.
8. Perhaps you would make a statement as to what you base your claun upon ? I claim under the title
of the Gore family and George Green, my father.
9. Mow did he become possessed of it? In the year 1842 he obtained the equity of redemption by
mortgage from Wentworth Jjawson, executor of Darcy Wentworth, and in tho same year tho late Mr.
Gore became bankrupt, and my father purclmsed the whole of the assets in his estate. Gore was iu
possession of it from 1807 to 1810. In 1815 he mortgaged the land to Darcy Wentworth. In 1818
Wentworth foreclosed upon him, Mr. Gore got into some trouble, and there was an arrangement made
with the Governor at the time to give Airs. Gore 1,500 acres of land in the illawarra district so as to
enable her to make an exchange for the Wcntworth-Gore Estate. That, exchange took place. I think
you will find it all in the Registry Office. Of course, we are now looking for the thousand acres in lien of
the fifteen hundred acres in the J llawarra district. It was all arranged that a consolidated grant should be
issued to Bfrs. Gore. That was in Governor Macquarie’s time. It went on many years before a grant
was issued. At last it was issued in 1833, J believe in favour of Mrs. Gore and her children. That grant
Geo. Green, my father, became possessed of. but unfortunately many years ago it was stolen out of his
house amongst a lot of other documents in connection with the Gore Estate ^nd other property, and it
has never been seen since.
388—A
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E. A. W.
Green.
2 Sept.,

10. That grant was for the thousand acres ? Tes. In 1846 tho G-ore family came to an arrangement with
George Green to divide this thousand acres, and tiiero is a deed drawn up to that effect and signed hr the
family.
°
"
1896
'll. "What was the result of that division;—how much did Geo. Green become possessed of? He was
possessed then of 400 or 500 acres. That was all carried out in the same year, 1846. Geo. Green con
veyed to his wife his right, title, and interest in the Gore Estate, and I purchased Maria Green’s interest
in the estate for £6,000.
12. Have you disposed of any of that land ?
1 have disposed of 100 acres of it conditionally to Mr.
Rodgers, Sir Robert Wisdom, and Mr. Broughton.
13. And you still claim to be the possessor of the balance ? Yes.
14. Between 400 and 600 acres? Yes; 1 sold another small portion between 5 and6acres to Mr.
Justice Innes and Sir Robert Wisdom.
'
15. Mr. haw.] Was that 100 acres that you sold amongst tho lot ? Yes; I hold one-fifth interest still
with them in the 100 acres. I claim another portion of the land near St. Leonard’s railway station about
140 acres. I am now in litigation with the Crown about that.
16. Ghairm<m.'\ Do the Crown claim that 140 acres ? Yes.
17. I suppose that if tbe_ Crown can claim 140 acres, they have as much right to claim the thousand
acres ? 1 have always said so. 1 can produce tbe grant of that land in several blocks.
18. JZi\ law.'] Js it fenced in ? [t has been fenced in. At the time when it was portionof Mr. Gore’s
Estate, it was called Gore’s paddock. There is a portion of the fence there still to bo seen.
L9. Jt is disputed land not used? Mo ; I used ii myself thirty years ago for brick-making.
20. Chairman^ As a matter of fact, to your knowledge, all this land has been in litigation for a long time ?
1 es.
21. And the owners have had to assert their right to it ? Yes.
22. To employ fighting men and other people to assert their right? Yes; and longer possession than the
actual documents.
23. How did these grants originate ? in about 1810 old Mr. Gore purchased these small grants which
were about thirty-five in number.
1
24. To whom were these grants made? Generally to old soldiers. “Old soldier grants” they call
them.
J
25. What was the purchase money generally ? £3 or £4 and a couple of gallons of rum. In goitm for
a consolidated grant all these old grants were handed over to the Crown on the understandim'- that a
consolidated grant would issue to Mrs. Gore and her children.
°
26. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] All these documents were handed over when the grant of title was made? Yes.
27. Chairman^] Yet, notwithstanding all that, the Crown now claims 140 acres? Tes; nearly 200 acres
altogether they are trying to claim from me.
28. Mr. Law.] Is it 200 acres out of the 500 acres that you claim ? Yes; thirty-two years a^o I made
bricks on a portion of the 140 acres, and it always formed a portion of the old Gore Homestead, It was
properly fenced in, but the fence was burnt down in 1844,
’
20. What is the approximate value of this 500 acres of land ? It ought to he worth £100,000.
30. CWrariw.] Then since you bought Maria Green’s interest, you have always held it and asserted a
right to it ? I have been living on the estate now for over fifty years. I was born within a few hundred
yards of it,
•
31. Your estate represented a number of small grants ? Yes; there was Bromby, the one near St
Leonards railway station, Holdsworth’s, Bruin’s, Wilkinson’s, Webber’s, Tailor’s, Partner's Tilley’s
Lambs, Robinson’s, Curry’s, Chisolm’s, William Carr’s, James Brown’s, Sover’s, Dark's,
George Loder’s.
'
’

Whitfield's'

Sydney Michael Quinlan sworn and examined: —
S.M. Quinlan. 32. Chairman.] Will you make a statement with regard to this estate? This is a matter over which
^mpb?U g0t in1i0 gil01 for foi'bTinS a Srant- !Ie Wils tried before the Chief Justice and got ten years.
2 Sept., 1896. After that they prevented the general public from having access to original grants, so they can only see
copies. In 1797 William pore was Lord Provost and Sheriff of thpColony. Between 1807 and 1814
tho owner of those lands bought them from old soldiers for a small consideration,—probably a bottle of
rum or a small sum of money. In 1815 he mortgaged them to'Darcy Wentworth for £006. In ISIS
(24th Bebruary), an equity suit was brought by Darcy Wentworth against William Gore for foreclosure
and William Gore was utterly foreclosed of these lands. In ISIS Darcy Wentworth, then ownin« the
land under the foreclosure, conveyed it away to a man named Thomas' Storrop Amos. On the ^Sth
September, 1818, Amos mortgaged the estate back to Darcy Wentworth to secure the repayment of
£500. My idea of that is that it was a blind, because Amos bought it from and conveyed it back the
same day to Darcy Wentworth. On the 16ti, August, 1819, the wife of the original William Gore was
in distressed circumstances. Her husband was an improvident man and a spendthrift, and she applied
to tho then Governor Macquarie for a grant of money to get back the land, and that Governor
promised to grant her 1,500 acres of laud at Illawarra, winch she was to exchange for Darcy
Wentworth’s, and he was to convey back to her this estate. On the 28th August 1819
in order to effect this arrangement, Mrs. Gore purchased the equity of redemption in the estate
of Amos, and on the 3rd September Darcy Wentworth surrendered 'the deeds to tho Governor for
the purpose of the issue of the consolidated grant. Wentworth received, on the 9tli January, 1821, from
the Crown, a grant of 1,500 acres of land at Illawarra in lieu of his interest in this estate at North
Sydney. Up to that time everything was plain sailing; but on the ,15th January, 1833, a consolidation
of these original grants is said to have issued. Mr. R. A. W. Green and others claiming through him
allege that there was a consolidated grant issued by the Crown, but if so, this grant was issued unknown
to the Gore family. There is no doubt about 1 hat. Tho Gore family, of course, maintain that that grant
is a forgery. The Cumberland Register containing these grants, I am informed, was suolen, and this is
one of the original grants that was stolen. How the grant could issue without the Gore family knowing
it I do not know ; but they did not know it, as for years afterwards the ropresenlatives of the family
importuned
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iraporhined the G-overnment to issue it. On the 17th January, 1833, Ann Gore died intestate and, left 3.M.Quinlan,
seven children. That was the woman to whom the grant was to have been issued. In 1836 one of “er
daughters, Ann Stanhope Gore, died. 'We need not go through the dates of the deaths of all the other
p
'
children. One of the children became the wife of Napier George Campbell, General Commanding m
India ; one went to Ireland and married a man named Ffreneh, and then on 30th November, 1842 lending
colour to the fact that the consolidated grant had not issued—the executors oi Darcy ’Wentworth
conveyed the lands to George Green, father of Mr. It. A. W. Croon, as trustee for the children of
Ann Gore. This would imply that the legal estate was outstanding iu Wentworth at that date. rJhe
legal estate then became vested in the father of Mr. Jt. A. W. Green. It is alleged that in 1816 the Gore
children divided the estate into live portions, but considering that they were here, there, and everywhere,
it is difficult to see hoiv that could ho done. On the 22nd June, 1849, Frances Catherine Gore^one of
the children, mortgaged one-fifth, undivided interest, to Ambrose Foss. Foss, in September, I860, con
veyed to G eo. Want; that would he the father, J. believe, of the present Attorney-General. One attorney,
named Shuttleworth, was struck off the rolls of the Supreme Court, and I do not know what has not
happened in connection with this estate. The father of Mr. Ffreneh, as I will convince the Committee,
is the only person who had any interest in the estate. He, I am informed, committed suicide over it. He
was paymaster of the Treasury for many years. In 1852, the Sheriff sold the interests of William Bligh
Goro to Geo. Want, the same man who bought the prior interest. Then there^ is an old surveyor
named Boyle, and in 1853, the Chief Justice, Sir Alfred Stephen, made an order placing him in possession
on behalf of the members of the Gore family.
_
38. Chairman.'] Of the whole of this 1,000 acres ? Yes. In 1863, William Bligh Gore died intestate.
Then there were only left William and Ann Gore, and Napier George Campbell. In 1875, Frances
Catherine Gore died, leaving one child, and William and Ann Goro left two grandsons—Napier George
Campbell and John Henry Ogilvy Gore Power Ffreneh. Now they are all dead, with the exception
of this young follow for whom 1 act, John Henry Oscar Ffreneh. Going away from that 1 will
show how Mr. Green got a further lien on the estate. There is no doubt that Mr. Ffreneh is entitled to
the land even assuming that tho consolidated grant issued ; there was no evidence that it was mortgaged
to anybody, and if it were it was only by one man, and that man's name is William Bligh Gore. He got
very poor in later times, and he lived with Mr. 11. A. W. Green’s father. Assuming for a moment that
this consolidated grant issued yet all the other estates in the ground outstanding arc in young Ffreneh.
William Bligh Gore got old, and became very hard up, and he went to live with Mr. Green’s father,
and mortgaged his interest in the land to him, and I cannot find after patient search what consideration
there was given to Mr. Green’s father, the only consideration that could have been given was board and
residence to William Bhgh Gore. Mr. Green’s father was a hoatbuilder, and staying as he did with
Mr. Green’s father, Gorp seems to have given him a mortgage over the estate, and that mortgage could
only speak for as much as it was worth. If it was a mortgage it could only be for the portion of the
estate that he possessed. Then Mr. Green’s father made a settlement, settling that interest on Mr.
Green’s mother, Maria Green. Mr. Green’s claims to he entitled to that by purchase. Since then Mr,
Green has been adjudicated bankrupt, so that if any estate was outstanding in Mr. Green, it would have
gone. Apart from that, Mr. Green has had for years to contend with the daily onslaught ot parties coming
and worrying him. The Crown ranger has, he informs me, for the last thirty-two years given him a daily
notice to'clear. Now the Crown has served him with notice. He dug up clay for some years on the estate
to make bricks. It appears that Mr. Carruthers went over there one day, and saw Mr. Green, and spoke
to him on the ground. Green, not knowing who Mr. Carruthers was, ordered him off the premises.
Mr. Carruthers said, “I will sec that you go off this to-morrow.” Mr. Carruthers caused him to he
served with an information of intrusion in equity.
34. Mr. Watson.] Has he been ejected then? Yes.
35. Chairman.] If the Crown claim this 140 acres, they have as much right to all the rest? If the Crown
tested it in a court of law they could not get it at all. The court has decided that the Crown cannot
regrant land unless it comes back to the Crown in some way. In the statement of claim served on Green,
they commence by stating that in 1869 or 1870 certain lands were dedicated by the Crown for purposes
of public recreation. If it had already been granted away, the Crown had no power in 1869 to dedicate it.
You might as well say that they could dedicate Georgc-street in 1895.
_
36. Mr. Watson.] The land having been granted, they could not take it hack ? No ; they would have to
proceed at law by sci.fa. The court say you may regrant the land, but the owners must surrender up
their title, and be paid so much for it, or their grants recalled by sei.fa.
_
37. Chairman.] If they claim 140 acres, they have just as much right to the thousand acres ? Assuming
the land to have been already granted, they have no more right to it than I have. If they had a right they
would have disclosed their title. There is an interesting case in tho books when the Crown tried to put
old Boyle off the land. The Supreme Court decided, following a judgment delivered by Sir James
Martin, that they could not do anything of the sort. The Crown must rely on their own title, noton the
weakness of the defendant’s case.
38. Mr. O’Sullivan.] Who holds the land npw ? The parties are all on it.
39. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] How long is it since the Cumberland Begister was discovered to be missing ? Very
many years, I think. I must tell you the way the Broughtons came into it. Thomas Broughton is now
84 years of age. I believe he was in business with one Fendry, a tailor, and William Gore mortgaged, the
estate to Fendry. Fendry in some way became connected with a man named Shuttleworth, a solicitor,
and he sold his interest to Shuttleworth. Shuttleworth, for Ids dealing in connection with the estate, was
struck off the rolls. He was made bankrupt, and Broughton bought the interest of Shuttleworth in the
bankrupt estate.
.
40. Mr. O'Sullivan.] Was Gore Island included in the land? I could not tell you. 1 do not think you
can say with certainty what was included. The soldiers’ grants were given without any metes and hounds.
In these days grants are not made without metes and hounds. They have to got surveyors to allocate
those old grants. In 1850 Boyle came on to the estate to allocate these grants. I do not think you can
say with certainty how the grants are situated.

t
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John Henry Oscar Ffreneh called in, sworn, and examined:—
Who was your father ? John Henry Ogilvie Oore Power Ffreneh.
Quinlan.] You claim to be the ouly heir and direct representative of tho original William Gore?

In the ColoiLy-

43. How many are there out of the Colony ? I do not know.
44. As far as you know they are all dead ?" Tes.
45. And you are the son of John Henry Ogilvie Gore Power Ffreneh? Yes,
4G. And he waa the son of whom ? Of Charlotte Sarah Willoe Ffreneh.
47. And she was a daughter of whom? Of "William and Ann Oorc.
48. You are also grand nephew of William Bligh Gore who died unmarried ? Yes.
49. A.nd intestate ? Yes.
50. The other children of the original William Gore were Lady Eliza Margoschis Fitzgerald Gore?
xes. Ihe paper annexed contains the names of the other children.
.
51. And Ann Stanhope who died young ? Yes.
52. Elizabeth Selina Gore became Mrs. Campbell ? Yes.
Tre3^'ranC^S ^a^er’no ^ore and "-Wrs- Margaret Newcomen Marjoribanks—she became Mrs. Marjoribanks ?
54. They arc all. dead? Yes, Mrs. Marjoribanks died without issue.
jjp1
3rou know how many years your people have been in possession of this land ? Sixty years,
ob Was one of the members of the family buried on the land? Yes. Ann Stanhope Gore was buried
on the land and Ann Gore and William Gore.
ro’
QU!'71^n^] I*0 you know which ground Gore was buried on ? He was buried on Whitings ground,
o8. CWman.J Is Whiting’s ground far from tho Artarmon Estate ? It is part of the Gore Estate.
59. Is Gore s Hill cemetery part of the Gore Estate ? Yes.

T _
J.

“

,

Hoyle.

P ’

™

John Boyle called in, sworn, and examined:—

You are a surveyor ? Yes.
™
y°,U lay claim to a Porti°n of the Gore and Artarmon Estate ? I do.
^tllmvdid you become possessed of it? Through Mr. Bligh Gore, I became acquainted with him in
ti Iv W t
a Enrvoy °f
estate. The family were very uneasy. There was a claim on the
estate through Mr. Pendry. The family did not acknowledge Pendry’s mortgage. Old Mr. Gore
mortgaged part of the estate to Pendry, J believe this mortgage was a bogus one.
63. Ihe family repudiated the mortgage? Yes. An olfort was made to sue on Pendry’s mortgage, and
an attorney named Shuttleworth was employed by Mr. Gore. Pendry got round Shuttleworth somehow;
they ottered to sell the estate to Shuttleworth, and threw us over. They wanted me to make a survey of
the whole estate to see now it stood.
C4. Eventually you entered into an arrangement with them ? I did.
y0U becamo possessed of this land? Yes, and whatever I could snare to assist the action
1 did it.
1
6G. You have held possession of the land since 1850 ?
Yes.
67. You have resided on it ever since? Yes, stuck to it.
^ha1iestate arc you TCsi<:linK 0,1 now? On tbe Artarmon Grant, 150 acres.
69. That lias lately been put under the Ucal Property Act ? Xese
/0. IV eie any notices served onyou with regard to this ? Not officially. Some notices came to bamboozle
me. I bought up hhuttlcwortb’s interest.
71. There have been several efforts made to dispossess vou ? Yes; they have tried
/2. Who tried ? The Bank of New South Wales tried.
73. Hid Green try ? No.
74, Did Broughton try ? No ; he would not come against me.
/5. Hid Broughton and the Bank of New South Wales try to dispossess you of this land ? Yes
76. And you still hold possession ? I still hold possession.
‘
77. In 1853 yon had a suit in regard to this land, had you not ? Yes.
tS. And Sir Alfred Stephen decided in your favour ? He did.
I did °me yeaKS ag° y°U eutered into an agreement with Messrs. Chappel and Campbell, did you not ?
(>0.

Chairman,]

80. The terms of your arrangement were that you were to sell your interest to them for a certain amount
or money r x es.
81. How much was the amount? Not to exceed £30,000.
obtained^101110 ^ ^ Were to Teeeive 11 wee% payment ? Yes; £2 a week until the title was
Eeafprepor^Act'rSl dffi*3 ^ atteinpt to °btain a tit!e’ and tried to Put tlie property under the
84. Whilst they were trying you were satisfied with your bargain ? Yes.
8o. Then suddenly they abandoned the old bargain ?
Yes.
Broughton made an effort to put the property under the Eeal Property Act r Yes.
tw. Whilst you were hovering between Chappel and Campbell, Broughton obtained the title ? Tes.
TUESDA Y,

8

SEPTEMBER,

1896.

present:—

Mn, LAW,
|
Mu. J. C. L. FITZPATRICK.
E. M. CLARK, Esq., in the Chair.
Alfred Parry Long called in, sworn, and examined:—
A. P. Long, 88. Chairman.] You are the Registrar-General? Yes.
8
I?h:L™ ca!,le.d yon to produce the certificate of title in connection with the Gore and Artarmon
P ■■
■ Estate. I hand in a statement showing applications respecting the Gore and Artarmon Estates, and
showing the portions of the same brought under the Eeal Property Act, also showing all the caveats
■
against
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against such applications, how they were disposed of, to whom the certificates of title were issued,^ and
the references to such certificates, and how applications which were not passed, were disposed
g Rept_> 1S96_
[Appendix Al.] I also produce a plan showing in green edging tho grounds forming portion or such
’
estate. [Appendix A 2.] These have been compiled and drawn under my personal direction and
supervision.
_
flO. I suppose you could not tell us anything about the loss of the Cumberland Register. I could not,
I might say that that plan does not include some debatable portions of land which form a part of what
is now considered a reserve. There are some outlying pieces, about which there is a dispute between
Boyle and others and the Crown, as to whether they are Crown lands or not, There is nothing to show
that they have ever been granted.
91. There has never been any application in connection with them ? I think, however, that one of the
applications related to one portion.
_
92. Mr. Fiizpairiclc.~\ In what way was it dealt with ? I think it still remains in the office. The
objection was taken that the land did not appear to have been granted. It is necessary that the land
must have been part of the land in one or more Cronn grants, otherwise it is not capable of being brought
under the A cfc,
,
93. In that case no definite decision has been arrived at ? It has remained in abeyance for years. They
have not been able to supply information as to what grant it formed part of.
_
94. Ghairman.Is it this 140 acres ?
I think there are only 30 or 40 acres in the piece to which I refer.
The portion marked Reserve 0,887, the application before referred to. It was by Chapman and Gallagher,
but the objection was taken that the land had not been granted by the Crown, and that application was
withdrawn.
.
95. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] You were speaking about the claim of a person named Boyle ? Yes; ho claimed a
certain reserve ; there was some dispute between him and the Crown; he was brought up for taking tne
pegs out, and he took the objection that it was a question of title, and the magistrate declined to deal
with the matter.
Edward Arnold Bronsdon called in. sworn, and examined : —
96. Chairman.] What are you ? I have charge of the Alienation Branch in the Lands Office. _
Bronsdon.
97. The Lands Department lays claim to an area of land about 140 acres in extent; what claim lias tho
Uepartment to that land? The Crown claims the land shown on tho lithograph {handed iri) [Appendix g
, jggg_
B.] coloured green. The lithograph shows the 140 acres tinted green, and also an area of land indicated
’
by green hatch lines, the latter of which formed tho subject of an action in the Supreme Court, between
the Crown and Boyle. A verdict was given in favour of the Crown, and pari of the land has since been
sold.
_
98. Why did the Crown claim that land where the green hatch line was? Because the land had never
been granted to any one.
_
99. It did not form a portion of Gore’s Estate ? It did not form a portion of any grant at all.
100. What is the area indicated by the green hatch line ? I should say, approximately, from 40 to 50
101. I suppose you know the original area of the Gore Estate? The only grants in that locality to Gore
himself were the 150 acres, block 319 and a small block of, I think", 10 acres, fronting Goro Cove,
portion 185.
_
.
.
102. Then you have no knowledge as to how Gore become possessed of this other land or laid claim to it.
It is stated in fho correspondence lhat ho acquired ike other portions forming part of the estate from the
original grantees, it is not shown how he acquired them.
_
103. Is it within your knowledge that a consolidated grant was issued to Gore for a thousand acres in
1883 ? We have no record of such a grant, nor is there a record of if in the Registrar-General's office.
104. Then if tho Crown lays claim to this 40 acres why not also to those other areas supposed to he
included in the Gore grant? Because grants have issued for the other areas of which there are records.
105. Eor ehch of those separate areas of land ? Yes.
.
_
100. What are those red-tinted areas in the lithograph ?
The red edging shows tho grants claimed by
Gore iu ISIS, according to tho correspondence in the Lands Department. The red tint shows the area
for which certificates of title have been granted, and the red hatch lines show' the areas for which
applications for certificates of title have been made but are held in abeyance.
.
107. They are still held in abeyance? They were when a search was made some months ago by a drafts
man in the Survey Office.
10S. Grants had evidently never been issued of them ?
Yes, grants have issued.
109. With regard to the reserve, was not that land conveyed by the Department by deed of grant to the
Municipal Council of Willoughby ? The area was dedicated about 1869, the grant issued subsequently.
110. The title deeds were issued to the Borough Council? Yes; but the laud has since been resumed.
111. How is it that these reserves are not shown on maps, such as Mr. Long has put in ? The land has
been resumed.
.
112. Erom those grantees ? The dedication has been revoked. I presume that Mr, Long’s tracing has
been prepared to illustrate a particular thiug.
_
113. The land was resumed, and the resumption money was paid to the persons interested ? I do not
know that any money has been paid to the council.
114. Perhaps you may tell us something about this Cumberland Register? It was stated, I think, by Mr.
Quinlan in his evidence, that the Cumberland Register No. 28, was reported to have been stolen. That
is quite a mistake. I produce here the report, dated 1st December, 1893, made by .fudge Eitz.hardinge,
who was appointed a Royal Commission to inquire into certain matters relating to the working of the
Deeds and Search Branch in the Registrar-General’s Department, The following is an extract from his
report:—
Tlie (inlv instanee in which it h;is been staved that a, register wras mislaid, lust, or could not ho found, was dining the
hearing of a case, Ciimphell «. Tho Anglo Austialian Investment Finance and Land Company (Limited), tried last September
in the Supietne Coml, before His Honor the Chief Justice. In tlmt ease it was reported that two witnesses had stated
that they had, some months before the trial, inspected a register entitled, according to one witness, the “ Cumberland
Register,” No. 2S,” and, according to the other, the “ Cumberland Register/’ in searching for a- copy of a grant said to have
'
been
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Bo“rkc'
in 1SH3, foi- a pared of land near to Gore Hill, North Shore. When each
J ‘lie witneM box no register so entitled conld 1» produced, and it was thereupon assumed that such

K8 Sept., 189C. uuslake
tll.e ■tlUK!Btral''<lell€rfl
13'^pa^n^ut. There was, in fact, no register missing or lost.
The
mistake arnin
aiosc ll.rni
through B)om
the register
having been wrongly
described.
Then it goes on to give the explanation of the matter by Mr. Pearson of the llegistrar-General’s Office:—
.1>e31'S01b ono of the witnesses, explained the mistake as follows : In .May preceding the trial he, with Mr. George
„ I1. V’ e™mu,<i tlm Kegistcr of Grants to search for a eo].y of a grant alleged to hear dale ISJtt. Register No.
1 ^ n
eni. and that register was, on examination, at once seen to contain a copy of grants, dated 183.), partly
room
“ yL'Vr\tt^n'
t'. "'aa "ot further examined. The register was then brought from the senrelb
imtuisrrim- nnlv I
BeSJ3t«r 6." That register contained eo]iies of grants dated from 1838 to 1834, and was in
wt ,
(!llt "T TeMiy Hr’tn'lllncd1 butnn copy was found of the alleged grant of 1833. That register then
08
ilk i T 1 ?fc I’voduec'.1 ;lt, tho Supreme Court at the trial named. The only register produced was Register No.
boon
110 '“I1 exa,m,ne,d previously as it contained copies of grants for IS35 only. The grant register, which had
« r?imWl-ind Ttlt1*
Pv0dlo<?o’ ' uhjUg ol(>'™ m its "sua^ position in the search room, and in error it had been called
TTnnn +Vo * <+
B_ ^ad “ Special Grant Register C” been asked for it could at once have been produced,
t hrmnttlVf u^ - w V-° exa,ni.ncd_Mr. George Evans and Mr. Vearaon with the registers before them and each has explained
me matter luliy. J heir examination is contained in answers to questions Nos. 31.SI to 3210.
Vv„„a

I wish also to mention conclusion Ko. 6 to which Judge Fitzhardinge arrived and which is as follows :—
No register has at any time been lost or mislaid, '
-F'lt~Patri(‘k-l Does this register, which is alleged to have contained reference to a certain grant,
actually contain a reference to that grant ? No ; it is stated by Mr. Pearson that it does not.
no. C/mrman.j What date was thatP 1st December, 1893.
11/. Do you produce a letter from William GoreP Yes ; it is addressed to the Honorable .Alexander
Macleay and is dated 12th April, 1835 :
r
?aU,t0 yo“r recollection that through your interposition I had obtained the sanction of his late Excellency
wiuli .inU
nf h ai!1IlS f01, the consolidation of several grants of whicli this estate is constituted in accordance with the
T
Rrth, f T,1 T1 en0y Govemor Macquarie, and likewise subsequently with the consent and approbation of Sir
iwevrnW li WHm,', Jho above inwsiiro which would no doubt contribute much to the value and security of this estate,
Snrvevl1^! > nU vb e iVitht^C- <I,Dvernment, and greatly facilitate the future operations in this district of the
vn., hCn « vei Lnr
tlVVlnS ?’nP dcfilllte aite ana bounda>-y hue to all my farms has not, 1 regret to acquaint
which 1 uy ' rla ln*4> elfcot, through the occurrence from time to time of various untoward circumstances over
Surveyor r™^a!=^’tble C°TnJro1’
repeatedly made unavailing application for that purpose at the Colonial and
letter and
, ]rka7’^erefore now; the honor to request that you will do me the favor of submitting this
nlewrio otol^
His Excellency Major-General Bourke that he will be graciously
pleased to order that the consolidation of all the farms which constitute this estate shall he forthwith effected.
*
I have, &e.,

.

_
WILLIAM GORE.
118. That letter will go to show that he claims all those grants ? Undoubtedly he claimed them. The
correspondence shows that he mortgaged them to Wentworth.
119. And AVcntworth disposed of them ? An arrangement was made, with the consent of the Governor
o the uay that upon Wcntworfli releasing that mortgage, and conveying the land to Mrs. Gore and her
children, that Wentworth should receive a deposit of 1,500 acres of huid'at Jllawam, in lieu of an equal
area which hud been promised to Mrs. Gore in trust for her children. At various times snbscnuenlly
reques s wexe made bj Mr. Gore and his descendants for the issue of a consolidated crant for those
farms, and as late as 1873 Messrs. Broughton and Ffrench, who claimed to be owners of- the
- Gore
■
Estate,
made a similar application Tor a consolidated grant, but they did not ask for this 140 acres to be
included in that grant.
■
320. Did they include the oilier 40 acres P No.
121. Gore’s application would include that 140 acres and the 40 acres ?
There is some doubt about that.
What he asked for definitely was a consolidated grant embracing all the original grants. . Mrs. Gore in
one ot her letters says that there is certain unoccupied land, and asks for that land to be embraced in the
consolidated grant; but the papers show that the Governor of the day ordered a form of application to
he sent to Mrs. Gore for her to apply for the ungranted land which she wished to obtain possession of.
It appears that Mrs. Gore died about that time, and the application was never made. As far as can be
traced no grant was ever issued for that land.
122. I suppose the other claims of the Gore family have been admitted ? No, I think not. There were
reports made by various officers^ I might refer to two, one made by Deputy Surveyor-General Thompson,
I 7?° Y3, 0± f Pr! ’ l8s3; ot w,llch 1 can supply you with a copy, This report was adverse to the claim
? v 10 , oro ttllu}yf0
^sp-nted land, upon which 1;he then Governor approved of their being
intormecl. in effect, that their claim could not be entertained, and such letter was sent on the 29th April,
13&3. There is also a report, at a later date, by Surveyor-General Maclean, dated 21st March, 1800, a
copy of which also I will send to the Committee.
123. That was adverse? Yes; he virtually came to the same conclusion as Deputy Surveyor-General
granted11
001110 t0'
110 Said
^ n0t a ’rost'Se 11 claim except to the portions which had been
124. 1 suppose your Department has.taken stops to locale this land, and this reserve is the result of it?
The location ot these grants, the various portions shown on the lithograph, has been admitted by the
Crown tor many years.
J
dol’!t'claim the reserve as surplus land in connection with the grant—it is the
left
originally It is land that was never granted by the Crown.
121). TJnalienated Crown Lauds ? Yes.
-m6 lfl-'lrS °laim t0 t,le ^t,ud not mafkecl ? f cannot say ■ it is land granted by the Crown.
i
Tl*? £re
b01'1!0”® ol: t,le original Gore estate ? The correspondence in “the Department does not
sliow that Gore claimed them.
129. Mr. Mfzpa/rtck.] Was there not some system adopted in the old days, when grants of that character
were made, ot litung some titles, and is it not possible to discover whether the title to this particular
i lo!i + m id l:r ^Ckn
Jiaker anli Taylor? There are records showing that the grants issued in
1794 to I ay lor, Lamb, and Baker.
too

You have no idea who the present claimants are ? No. I believe that Lamb’s was one
ot the grants that were claimed by tbe Crown to have been cancelled.
130 Ohainnan l

131.
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131. Mr. FitzpnlricJc,'] The object of my question was to discover whether it might not have reverted to ]}ron!;(-iorL
the Crown? Several grants wore claimed by the Crown as having been cancelled, and a Supreme Court ^_____ ^
action took place in connection with portion 2915.1 think it was ; at all events, the Crown was unable to g
igyq.
produce any form of surrender, and the Supreme Court would not recognise a mere entry in the ^Register
of the grant having been cancelled. The action went against the Crown. The Crown chumed that the
grant had been cancelled, and there is a note in the Register to that effect, but the Court would not
recognise that because no formal instrument of surrender could be produced. It is probable that no
formal surrender was ever taken.
132. Towards the end of the last century grants were issued in the country, and the Crown has stopped
in in a number of cases and taken possession of land that was known to have been granted, and whicli
had passed through a dozen different hands—how was that brought about ? I do not know of any case
of that description The Crown has claimed that certain lands had not formed part of any grant, hut I
never heard of a case in which the Crown stepped in where it was shown that the land had been granted.
133. In the Ilawkesbury district it has been alleged that the Crown has taken possession and allowed
the person in occupation to purchase, for a nominal amount, without auction sale ? Any cases of that
description would come through my hands, and I have not known of any such case during the six years
that I have had charge of this branch. It may have happened before 1890.
134. Chairman.'] Is there any other information which yon could give the Committee in reference to this
matter? 1 think not; the whole point of the case is, as I have stated, that this ] mu!, as far as tbe
evidence of the Lands Department is concerned, has never been granted, except the grant to the Council
in pursuance of the dedication of 1809, Various letters have been received during the last fifty years
asking for a consolidated grant, but that lias never been issued.
13u. Then I take it that this supposed grant of 1833 certified hereto by two clerks of the late Mr.
Rurdett Smith is an invention ? ] understand that that is the conclusion the Court came to in Camphell’s trial. I will send copies of a letter dated 17th October, 1S73, from J. H. 0. G-, P. Pfrench, also a
letter from Thomas Broughton, dated 13th October, 1873. The outcome of these loiters was that it was
decided, after a report by the Crown Solicitor, that the request for a consolidated grant could not ho
entertained, f hat the proper course for these people was, if they were the owners of the land, to gef
certificate of title under the Real Property Act.
130. Broughton has since obtained a certificate of title to some of these lands ? 1 believe ho has.
The Acting Deputy Surveyor-General to the Colonial Secretary.
Caveats of Mr. W. Bligh Gore anil Mrs, French.
Surveyor-Gene nil’s Office, Sydney, - April, IS53.
1st. Under your blank cover of the 23rd November, ISM, was submitted for the report, of the Lepnty SurveyorGeneral a letter from Mr. W, Biigh Gore, dated the ISth November, 1S52, laying claim to certain land adjoining the (.ore
estate, under measurement for sale.
‘
2nd. Under yonr blank cover nf the ISth of December, ISM, was received a letter in reference to the above letter
from Mr. James Greer, dated the 24th November, 1852, on behalf of Mr, W. B, Gore, entering a caveat against the sale of
the land under measurement, and promising to forward a plan.
3rd. Under your blank cover of the ISth of December, 1S.J2, was received, in reference to former correspondence, a
letter from Mr. James Greer on behalf of Mr. Bligh Gore, dated tho 13tb December, 18o2, forwarding the promised plan
showing the lands claimed by Mr, \V, B. Gore.
4th. Under your blank cover of the ISth of December, 1852, was received a letter from Mrs. French, dated the 2nd
December, 1S52, stating that she and her sister have claims as v ell as their brother, Mr. W. B. Gore, and that the claims
are founded upon a promise of 700 ncres made to her mot,her, now deceased, by Governor Macquarie.
5th. Under your blank cover of the St.U of January, 1S53, was received another letter from Mrs. French entering
more fnlly into the subject, giving a copy of Governor Macquarie’s promise, and also enclosing a plan.
>
6th. As during the multifarious correspondence of the last twenty years upon the subject of Mr. Gore's lauds, no
claim was sought to bo established on the 700 acres promise, nor any ckiini made to the land said to have been held in
pursuance of that promise, and now under measurement for sale, it was considered advisable to look over the old papers,
and tho Deputy Surveyor-General’s letter, No. 53/57, of the 1st February last, was addressed tu you accordingly, ami by
your letter, No. 53/136, of the 7lh of tho samo month the papers were forwarded.
7th, On looking over these papers I find the original promise of Governor Macquarie, dated 16th August, 1810, for
the 1,500 acres allowed to the late D’Arcy Wentworth which is stated t.n he “ instead of the 700 acres Bomo time since
promised her,” meaning Mrs. Gore, and as the promise of the 700 acres is dated the 2nd of January, ISIS, the reference of
the one to the other is evident.
8th. I find also among the papers, tho memorial of Mr. Gore on behalf of his wife and children, dated 4th August,
1S10, and replied to by Governor Macquarie, on tho 16th as above. In this, allusion is made to the granting in trust of
700 acres to Mrs. Gore and her children and an augmentation of the promised grant solicited in order to enable the family
to retain the lands on the North Shore.
9th. So far therefore, as the promise fur tho 700 acres alluded to by Mrs. French and her brother is concerned, it was
evidently included in tho 1,500 acres authorised for D’Arcy Wentworth. There is certainly a letter from Mr. McLeay to
Mrs. Gore amongst the papers, offering to submit her application for land to the then Governor, but that letter is dated
tho 15th September, 1S26, and did not result in any order.
10th. Under the Report of the Commissioner of Claims on the case No, 917, Mr. Gore was found to be in possession
merely of certain land about 120 acres, which it is intended to confirm to him on his surrendering to tho Queen four of his
detached small grants in lieu thereof, this arrangement lias not, however, been perfected, the land is still icservud, but this
laud forms no part of that which has been measured for side, and is now claimed by the Gore family in satisfaction of the
706 aores order, nor has the Gore family apparently any claim w-hatever thcieto, and it will therefore he for His KveeSIency ■
the Governor-General to decide if it may be sold or nut,
11 l:h. The several letters and plans transmitted under blank cover are returned herewith, also the papers anil deeds
sent in your letter No. 53/130 of tho
(date omitted).
1 have, &c.,
JOHN THOMPSON.
gii-j

I conclude the parties interested may be apprised in terms of the 7th or Sth paragraph of tat-.; report, and that the
claim to the 700 aores of land cannot now bn entertained by the Government. The Acting Deputy Surveyor-General to bo
authorised to have the land referred to in tho 10th paragraph brought forward for sale.
M.F., 8th.
Approved—C.A.F., 20th.
'
Mr. Ffrench, Mr. Greer, anil Deputy Surveyor-General, 29th April, 1853.
Madam,
Colonial Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 3 May. 1853.
Referring to my letter to you of the Sth January last on the subject of the claim of the late Mr. Gore's family
to 700 acres nf land adjoining the Gore Estate at the North Shore, now under measurement for sale, and which you alleged
was promised to the late Mrs. Goi c by Governor Macquarie, X have the honor, by dii-retirm of Ilia Kxeelleney tho GovernorOcnerul, to infuim you that it now appears that the memorial uf Mr. Gore, on behalf of his wife and children, dated the
4th April, LSI 9, v-as replied to by Governor Macquarie on the Ifith of that month. In this, allusion is made to the granting
in trust of 706 acres to Mrs. Gore and her children, and to an augmentation of tho promised grant solicited in order to
enable tho fondly to retain the lauds on tho North Shore.
2.
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2. It further appears that the original promise of Governor Macquarie, dated the ICth August, IS19, for the 1,500
autuqnscd for the late Mr. D’Arcy Wentworth, m trust for your family, is stated to he “instead of the 700 acres recently
promised to Mrs. Gore, ’ and that as tho promise of the 700 acres is dated the 2nd January. ISIS, the reference of the one
'
8 Sept., 1896. to the other is evident.
.1. Under these circumstances (it being apparent that the 700 acres of land alluded to by you is included in the 1,500
ftcres authoi’ised for the late Mr. ]) Arcy \\ entwovth, in trust) His Excellency regrets that your application cannot now be
entertained by the Government, of which tiic Acting Deputy Sm vcyor-Gciieral lias been apprised, and requested to have
the land in question measured and brought forward for sale at an early date.
I have, &c.,
Mrs. Charlotte b. \\, Ffrench, Glebe, Sydney,
E. DFAS-THOMSUY.
®lr> v, r .
.
,
Colonial Secretary’s Ofiioe, Sydney, 29 April [3], 1S53.
vr w i.i
.my
°f the ISth of December last, on the subject of the claim preferred by you on behalf of
Mr. n . JJ. Gore to certain land adjoining the Gore Estate at the North Shore, alleged to have been promised by Governor
Macquarie, I have the honor, by the direction of the Governor-General, to annex tor your information an extract from a
report from the Acting Deputy Surveyor-General on this subject, and to state (as it is very evident that tho whole of tho
land authonsed for the late Mr. Gore’s family is comprised in the 1,500 acres authorised for the late Mr. D’Arey Wentworth
m trust) that His Excellency regrets that the claim preferred by you on behalf Mr. Gore cannot now be entertained bv
the Government.
2. Instructions have accordingly been issued to tho Acting Deputy Surveyor-General to proceed with the measure
ment of the land in question, in order that the same may bo brought forward for sale on an early date.
-t
^
-1 have. &e.,
James Greer, Esq. (attorney for Mr. W. B. Gore), 16, Wentworth-place, Sydney.
E. DEAS-THOMSON.
■-'U
Colonial Secretary's Office, Sydney, 29 April [2 May], 1SJ3.
i i. ar ri , ®ronf:B y°ur report of the 2nd instant, No. 160, on the subject of tho claim preferred on behalf of the
late Air. Gores family, for certain land adjoining the Gore Estate, now under measurement for sale, and which, it is
alleged, was promised to the late_Mr. Gore by Governor Macquarie, I have the honor to inform you that the GovernorGeneral concurs with you in opinion that the whole of the land authorised for the late Air, Gore’s family is embraced in the
l,o00 acres authorised for the late Mr. D’Arcy Wentworth in trust, and that His Excellency has, therefore, been pleased
to authorise the land in question being measured and brought forward for sale as early as convenient, of which the parties
interested have been apprised.
J (myg
The Acting Deputy Surveyor-General.
' E. DEAS-THOMSON.

The A cling Surveyor-General to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Eespecting certain Claims of the Goic Family to Laud in the Parish of Willoughby, North Shore.
Sir,
_
Surveyor-General's Office, Sydney, 21 Afareh, I860,
i
i
i 6 u"se^!el^ state of the claims which the representatives of the late Mrs. Gore have from time to time
brought under the notice of the Government to certain land in the parish of "Willoughby, mi the Noi th Shore, having been
No. l.-Surveyor-Geueril’s letter,
known to me, 1 considered it advisable, as immediately after my taking charge of
dated 1st February, 1SS1, No. 81.31).’
^his department ns other more pressing mntteis would permit, to cxamiiiu the documents
No. 2.—Mm. Coreslettcr, doted aaiid connected with such claims, in odder that 1 might feel myself in a position to submit
!■
...
,
,
,
t0. the Government for approval such a proposal for the adjustment of the demand aa
No. 3. -Simeyor ConoTars Jottur,
might secure the public rights and yet be just, and even considerate, to the parties
iJated sth October, 1331, No.
No. 4.—Letters of .Mr. Lroer, dated
interested.
4th Nmemher, anij lyth Ihicemher,
2. In forwarding the voluminous correspondence which has taken place during a
iS--»2, and plan.
No. 5.- Letter of Deputy Survcyor- long aeries of years, 1 think I may say that I have examined the documents with
Gener&l, dated 2nd Apni. IS^S, No.
sufficient care to warrant my calling your attention to those letters only which I have
flS/SOOG-ftf/lGO.
noted m the margin, as exhibiting those features of the case, on which its decision may
No. G.~Mcinoria.! of Gore’s roprescri' safely proceed. Any lengthened history, further than what the}' present, I deem super
tatives, No. 54/(1743, ami wtciti.
fluous.
3. Before, however, more particulaily stating what is claimed, and wlmt 1 think may be allowed, I would remark
that the delay is mainly attributed to the parties themselves, in their early inattention, from whatever cause ; to their
indistinct, and confused, if not shifting ground of claims ; and to their encumbering what might have been admitted, with
what was obviously inadmissible, and that, therefore, it would not be advisable to allow that hnauthorised occupation, ad
iiUtrim, is as a reason for now admitting as a fair claim of‘occupation, what in the earlier period would have been rejected,
if fairly set forth.
_
4. I take the letters and plan of Mr. Solicitor Greer, as defining the claim which his clients ultimately wished to
acres. 'Ujide by, and while I see no reason to question the alienation by tho Grown, mid the possible right of property by the Gore
W. Goic ....151) family m the lands mentioned in the margin, I beg to say that it exhibits a space of land to which not a vestige of a claim
j' Savmn '' 25 Ul11 ^ suPP°rted. The basis of the claim is the mortgage to Air. Wentworth referred to in the papers to whicli I have
C. Loder...” 25 ill5ove alluded, and tins does not convey the land within the space marked by the red letters A B G D E andF; it does not
" '
...
...
.
' ‘ “ acres of Webber, the 25 acres
Gore may be admitted; and as
w
,
_
,
', because, as regards Tilley’s,
w. Packer . 25 , ,
.
although not granted, it has always appeared as alienated in the maps, and Evans',
Turner.... 25 Note m Uejnster—“ Cancelled—This although the entry of the deed is marked as cancelled, there is a pencil note in the
Register; in the handwriting of the late Deputy Smveyor-General, as noted in tho
H, Asser .... 30 “ Demised to the Crown." 15 August, margin, and if the land he out of the Crown, it is immaterial to the Government m
T. Jennings.. 30 1SG4. D. D. JUxv, c. t\ K ”
whose possession it remains.
l4°ut} SmvcLr-Geiua'a'Thonmsiu'1— .,
™lcsc f'™.6rf,I,tB may therefore perhaps be allowed to remain in their possession.
Humphrey Evans has two farms at J-*1 w°Md be right further to recognise their claim to Williamson s grant of 44 acres, to
Lnrie Covo^ Nos. 3 ami 2(1 in printed Asscr's grant of 80 acres, and to Jeuuing’s grant of 30 acres, for although the situation
Ibt and
old maps.
howevei,
~ There is, and
' this of these grants is not shown on the maps, ami the Commissioner?; of the Court of Chums
hut ~~tins one reiristration,
appears by the lids to apply to No. .1, state, in their report on ease 917, that they have satisfied themselves of the general
and consequently the memo, of can position of the two first, deeds have issued and the properties arc enumerated in
cellation is erroneous.
the mortgage to Mr. Wentworth. These three poitions, amounting to 104 acres, may,
therefore, be located to the claimants, in the position attributed by the Commissioners to
tho two first, and containing the land so long occupied by Gore's family, and indicated on the sketch by tho letters
A B 0 D E and F, embracing about 100 acres, and adding thereto to complete the 104 acres, the small triangular portion,
marked*, containing about 4 acres.
•Part of piper
(i. Beyond this I cannot discover any claim, and by authorising a definite appropriation to this extent, and by
contamtnx mark
leaving tbe claimants undisturbed m the possession of Tilley's and Evans’ grants, the Government gives them, I think, the
is destroyed.
most ample consideration,
7. I abstain from entering on the preposterous claim, in one place alluded to as Gore's promise to a further 700 acres,
on an order to Air. Gore, because it can be most satisfactorily shown that that order merged in a subsequent order for
1,500 acres grant made to the late D. Wentworth, atlllnwana, on condition of his abandoning Ids mortgage on the lands
of the Gore family at the North Shore,
8. I would, in conclusion, beg earnestly to advise :—1st, That the parties alluded to may be placed m possession of the
104 acres in tbe situation stated, in lieu of Williamson's, Asscr’s. and Jennings' grants. 2nd. 'That they may be allowed
to remain undisturbed in occupation of Tilley's and Evans’farms. 3rd. That tho residue of iho vacant Crown lands
in this situation may be subdivided and forthwith sold, to close this long-vexed and iiiiHafisfacfory business.
1 have. &e.,
A. O. MgLEAN,
---------------Acting Surveyor-General.
The
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Bradley, near Sydney, 13 October, 1S/3.
Referring to the voluminous correspondence of the late William Gore, lisq., and memburs of his family, on their
claims to eerUin lands at North Willoughby, and also to the title deeds which W. Gore surrendered to the Colonial g Sept., 1806
Secretory for tho purpose of getting a consolidated grant defining the boundaries, in lieu of several undefined small grants
uf laud, etc., etc.
Also the reports of the lato Acting Surveyor-General, H. McLean, Esq., and Commissioners of Titles, with evidence
of K. J. H. Knapp and Mr. William Henry, taken before said (as per margin) Commissioners.
................................’
I beg respectfully to state, that with a sincere desire to an amicable settlement, and to avoid litigation in tins
matter, 1, as mortgagee in the Gore Estate, and .John Henry 0. G. P. Ffrench, heir at law of the late ’A illiam Gore,
having submitted our respective claims for equitable adjustment to our respective attorneys, 1 beg herewith to submit a
deed of conveyance, duly executed, uf the lands in question, which the Gore family have had in their possession for
upwards of GO (sixty) years. And 1 beg to submit the remaining original old grants which are undefined, mid also a
schedule of deeds and documents connected with the Gore Estate, etc., etc.
1 have the honor to request that one consolidated deed of grant may be issued to the said John Henry7 0. G. P.
Ffrench, Esq., of tho land comprised.within the lines coloured blue on the plan endorsed on the deed of conveyance, duly
executed by' Mr. Ffrench, Miss Gore, and my7self, being in all 100a. 2r. .1 Op., viz,, 56a. 2r. 19p, of 104 acres allocated by
the Government in lieu of Asser‘s, Jennings’, and Williamson's grants, and also the whole of Curry’s and Robinson's grants
of 25 acres each.
I have the honor respectfully7 to request that properly-defined deeds of grants may also be issued to me of the
residue uf the said Gore Estate, situate at Nurth Willoughby, as allocated by the Government, and comprising undefined
old grants as set forth on tho other side. I believe Gum’s 100-acre and 10-acre grants to lie sufficiently defined, but 1
fancy it will )>e necessary7 to point out on the land how the Government allocate the different farms. I beg to add, that
an application of like nature will be received from Mr, Ffrench.
I have, &e.,
_____
THOS. BROUGHTON.
Schedule of undefined grants, William Gore's Estate, Thomas Broughton's Portion.
.
William Packer’s 25 acres; Williamson’s and Jennings’ (?) 43a. Ir. 2up. ; Assers 4a. 2r. ; C. Lodor’s 25 acres;
Sawyer’s 25 acres; G'. Tilley's 25 aores ; J. Roberts’ 25 acres ; G. Whitfield, 25 acres ; J. Bark’s 25 acres ; D. Carres 25
acres ; Bun. J ohns' 25 acres ; Thos. Baker's 25 acres; H. Evans’ 25 acres ; Hy. Lamb’s 25 acres ; Peter Durgnn s 25
acres : R. Turner’s 25 acres ; Wright’s 30 acres.
N.B.—I should like to have returned to me, when this case is disposed of, the deeds of conveyance from Mr.
Ffrench and Miss Gore and the deed from C. H. Nichols, with the schedule of deeds and documents of titles to the Gore
Estate at North Willoughby7.
THOMAS BROUGHTON.
The Honorable the Minister for Lands,—
---------------Sir,
Carlotta, Gore Hill, North Shore, 17 October, 1873, By St. Leonards.
Referring to tbe correspondence of tbe late Mr. William Gore and members of bis family upon the subject of
their claims to certain lands in the parish of Willoughby7, ou the North Shore, known ns the Artarmon Estate, and also to
the title deeds which Mr. Gore surrendered many years ago to the then Colonial Secretory for the purpose of obtaining a
consolidated grant of tho samo defining the boundaries which were not defined in the original grants. I have the honor to
respectully inform you that with a desire to avoid any further litigation in this matter, and to conserve the recommendation
contained in a report to the Government by tbe late Mr. Acting Surveyor-General M‘Lciin, Mr. Thomas Broughton,
mortgagee of the estate in question, and myself, heir at law of fhu late Mr. W. Gore, have joined in the execution of a
deed of couvey7auce of the before-mentioned estate by which the lands enumerated in No. 1 hereto have been conveyed to
myself, and tho lauds enumerated in No. 1 hereto have brou conveyed to myself, and the lands enumerated in Schedule
Ko. 2 have been conveyed to .Mr, Broughton. In view of the final settlement, of this matter aa above. I have now the honor
to request that in lieu of the original deeds of grant of the estate, fresh deeds; of grant may be issued as follows, viz.:—
1, To myself a consolidated grant of 106 acres 2 roods 19 perches being the land specified in Schedule No. 1 hereto,
which land is in my side possession and has been in the Gore family for upwards of sixty years,
2. To Mr. Thos. Broughton fresh grant or grants of the portions of the estate specified in Schedule 2, I have to
state that Mr. Broughton will also address you upon the subject of this letter, and that in furtherance of our
'
respective applications, he will submit the original grants of W. Gore’s .150 acres, Roberts^ 25 acres, Asser’s
30 acres, and Packer’s 25 acres, which with Robinson’s grant, in my own possession constitute tbe deeds of
grant of the Artarmon Estate. Under the foregoing circumstances, I venture to hope that the respective
applications of Mr, Broughton and myself, under tbe deed of conveyance before mentioned, may receive
favourable consideratiou at the hands of the Government., i beg to add, however, that pending the carrying
into effect uf the proposed arrangement hy the Government, the caveat lodged hy me against the issue to any
person of the title deeds deposited with the Government by tho late Mr. Wm. Gore is not in any way to be
prejudiced or affected by this application, but will, when necessary, form the subject of a future communication
from me and also probably from Mr. Broughton.
1 have, &e.,
1
'
15 _____
J. If. O. G. P. FFRENCH.
Schedule No. 1, Mb. Efbench’s portio-v, .
Twenty-five acres, 1). Curry’s grant; 25 acres, C. Robinson's grant; 56 acres 2 roods 19 porches. ^ ^ The eastern-most
portion of 104 acres allocated by the Government for Williamson’s, Asser’s, and Jennings’ grants. The above land is
comprised within lines coloured blue upon the plan endorsed on tbe conveyance before referred to. It contains tbe site of
the late Mr. Gore's residence, and has a frontage to the Lane Gove Road.
'
Schedule No. 2, Mb. Bbouohtox’s mrtiox.
One hundred and fifty acres, IV. Gore's grant; 25 acres, J. Roberts' grant; 25 acres, G-. Whitfield's grant; 25 acres,
J. Dark’s grant: 25 acres, D. Garris grant; 25 acres, Clias. Loder’s grant; 25 acres, J. Sawyer’s grant; 25 acres, G.
Tilley’s grant; 25 acres, W. Packer’s grant; 25 acres, P. Dargun’s grant: 25 acres, H. Evan’s grant; 25 acres, Ben
John's grant; 25 acres, Thos. Baker’s grant; 25 acres, H. Lamb’s grant; 25 acres, R. Turner's grant; 47 acres 3 roods
.
9 perches being tho western-most portion of the 10+ acres allocated as above mentioned for Williamson's, Asser s, and
Jennings’ grants.
The Honorable Minister for Lands,—

James dJoreyuo called in, sworn, and examined;—
T37. Chairman.-] What are you ? A labourer.
J- Eei-eyne.
IBS. Ton claim to own an acre oi: land in the G-ore Estate ? Yes.
'o~'~*~Tanf;
139. How did you acquire it? 1 bought it from Mr. Boyle.
® Sept., 18.6.
140. What farm docs it form a part of ? Dargon’s 25 acres.
141. But they have built a public school on that land, have they no( P Yes ; the (xovernment resumed
my acre and the one adjoining.
142. Hid they pay you for your acre P The Government told me they were going to resume it, that I
was to value it, and that they would give me more for it than I would get at public auction. I valued it
the next day at £4 a foot.
143. But they7 paid tbe money to Broughton, did they not? Yes. owing to some rambling story he told
them.
144. Hid Broughton claim Hargon’s farm ? Yes ; when I put mine under Torrens’ title they7 asked me
if anybody claimed it, and I said yes, Broughton.
145. You used to act as agent for Broughton, did you, not? J acted as Broughton’s agent about twelve
years ago.
’
388—B
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J. Bereyne. 146. Do you know what farms he claims there ? Ho claims Dargon’s, Evans’s, Lamb’s, Baker’s,
c
Artarmon’s, Carr’s, Loder’s, Sawyer's, Tilley’s, llubcrls’s, Whitfield’s, Dark’s, aud Johns’s.
eP -i
• 147. You know all these estates ? Yes, every one.
148. And do you know that Grore alway’s laid claim to them ? William Bligh Gore was the real owner,
and Boyle and Gore were partners.
149. You paid Boyle for this acre of land? I did.
150. How much ? £5. Forty years ago ho offered mo G acres as a gift. 1 had a billet then under
the Government at Circular Quay and J. was not bo much in need of it, but when 1 began to get worse
off I touched up his memory about it, aud at last I bought an acre for £5.
151. Did you get the deeds? Yes.
152. Did you know Mr. Ffrench ? Yes; J was at his funeral. He told me before he died that he would
shoot Mr. Broughton before Mr. Broughton should humbug him. I believe that that was the cause of
his death. He told me three days before he shot himself ou Gore’s Hill that if I would go with him to
the station he would shoot Broughton and drive another bullet through himself. I said, “ Don’t do
that ’; I said, “Don’t spill blood.” Ffrench said he was of gentle descent, and he would not bo
humbugged by Broughton.
153. Tho general report was that he shot himself through Broughton ? He shot himself.
William Reynolds called in, sworn, and examined :—
W. Reynolds. 154. Chairman.'] You know all about this Gore Estate ? I think 1 do.
„
How long have you known it? About sixty-two years. It always went by the name of the Gore
S Sept., 1S96. Estate. I used to get timber off it.
'
156. And you used to pay the money to Gore? Yes.
157. He laid claim to it ? Yes.
158. W'ho else laid claim to it? Sometimes one member of tbe family, sometimes another.
159. Did Green ever lay claim to it? Ho.
100. Did Broughton ?
Ho.
161. You have no idea of the area of the land ? Ho. My 40 acres adjoined the 150 acres.
162. Did you have 40 acres ? Yes; alongside the Artarmon Estate, Brown’s ground.
163. Did you have that 40 acres ? Yes, 1 had it thirty-three vears.
164. Do you know anything in regard to some land that the Government are claiming—a reserve near
the railway station ? Yes, there arc more than 50 acres, I think.
165. Part of that adjoins tho Artarmon Estate; then it comes along by the railway ? Yes; about 50 acres
are Wells’s. I went near it nearly 50 years ago to survey that estate. I was going to buy it. Wells
said it was not occupied.
^
166. You always paid your rent to Gore? Yes.
167. And Gore was always the admitted owner of the property? Yes, till the old gentlemen died; then
young Willie Gore came in.
IT H
Holland.
8 Sept., 1S06

Frederick Henry Holland called in, sworn, and examined:—
168. Chairman.] You were caretaker in connection with this Gore Estate for Sir Alexander Stuart?
Yes.
_
169. He represented the Bank of Hew South Wales, did he not? Yes.
170. AV hat area of land did you take care of ? ] suppose about 300 acres.
171. What did it comprise? There would hardly be 300 acres. Boyle was outside the far side fence;
he had about 12 acres. There was the Spiros taken out, of it. It comprised about 300 acres altogether.
172. Is the Sand still held by the Bank of Hew South Wales ? I do not know who owns it now,
173. Did Broughton lay any claim to it ? Ho.
174. You do not know what farms it comprises ? No ; I know it was fenced in, and it was taken out of
my hands and put into the hands of a man named MTvenzie.
175. Is it still fenced? No : after it was taken out of my hands I was one day going down to the Shore,
when 3 met Bereyne near England’s Hotel. He said, “Js it true that they have taken the Artarmon
Estate out of your hands ?” 1 said, “ Yes.” And he said, “ Then I will slaughter that fence.” Then he
went -with his men and cut down the fence, and they commenced to cut down the timber. It was
beautiful timber.
176. How long ago was that ? Twelve or thirteen years,
i
177. In whose interests was Bereyne acting ? _ I cannot say. They cut down ail the wood, made posts,
posts and rails, and ships’ tunnels and logs of it, aud carted it away. Nobody stopped them.
178. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] Who were the claimants at that time? Sir Alexander Stuart. We never heard
of Broughton then. It is only lately that Broughton has made anv claim at all.
179. Chan-man.] How long is it since Broughton first came into it ? I do not know exactly. Before it
was fenced a wooden house was put up. 1 carted it from Wilson’s place, near the Spit. Mr. Wilson
was nephew of Sir Alexander Stuart. A man named Bennett had charge of the house. Bereyne and
some other man upset tho house with props. They gol Bennett outside. He lay down on the"ground,
and they carried him out on to the road.
,
’
180. Mr. Law.] Do you remember what year Sir A. Stuart and the Bank had an interest in it? It is
twelve or thirteen years ago.
181. How many years had you charge of it? Only a few months.
182. Chairman.] At that time possession seemed to be held by fighting ? Yes.
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17 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
^lr£0Tni:—

Mb. O’SULLIVAN,

|
Mb. HOWARTH,
Mb. LAW. .
E. M. CLAEK, Esq., in the Chair.

S. M. Quinlan, Esq., solicitor, appeared on 'behalf of Mr. .1. H. 0. If ranch.
William Kingston Cook sworn and examined:—
W K Oook
183. Chairman^] What are you ? A builder
and contractor.
_
_
184. I understand that you purchased a portion of the G-orc and Artamon Estate at one time? I did a ^
long time ago. I became acquainted with Mr. Efron eh who aft(:rwards becaine a partner with Mr.
’
Broughton. I also became acquainted with Mr. Eichard Harnett, and wishing to have a farm and
orchard I agreed to take G-ore House from him. Whilst there 1 was visited by M.r. Bfrench who lived on
the adjoining hill. Ho was then married to a Miss Soilings, and had two little children—girl and boy. He,
recognising me, visited my house. The daughter of a man named .Tames Brain was servant at Mr. Efrench’s
at this time, I. remember that on one occasion when visiting Efrench she brought me some iced water
melon, I understood from Mr. Efrench that he had courted Harnett’s daughter, and at one time he,
Efrcnch, had foolishly given him possession of G-ore House, Mr. Efrench said that Mr. Harnett had no
power to underlet, and that if I would give up possession ho would give me a piece of land on the 25
acres of ground just beyond tbe Nichols Estate on the Lane Cove Road, but I was not to tell Mr.
Broughton. Mr. Efrench and T visited each other several times. Mr. Efrench confided to me the fact
that he had been a poor boy at tho Turon diggings. At the timo I referred to ho was second pay-clerk in
.
the Treasury, having £600 a year ; Mr. Coonan was the head clerk, J visited Mr. Efrench at the Treasury
several times to talk matters over. Mr. Efrench informed me in conversation that these grants were 25acre grants to old veterans, but some of the veterans bad died, drank themselves to death in Sydney, and
the remainder had been collected by the British Government and shipped homo again. I understood from
Mr. Efrench that his grandfather, Mr. Gore, bad been concerned in some rebellion in Ireland and deported
here—his grandfather became Sheriff for a time of Sydney, and became possessed of those grounds.
There were no deeds. Ho said that his grandfather told him that he had had the deeds of some of the
property, and they had keen sent into the Treasury, but the Treasury officials had lost them. He had had
a most voluminous correspondence with the Government, but they infused to recognise bis claim. He
also said that his family to create a title to the land had exchanged with a member of the Wenthworth
family. I fancy it was B’Arcy Wenthworth, for 1,500 acres of land somewhere in the 111awarradistrict.
Then to make the thing more secure they had re-exchanged, taken their old land back again, and given
’Wenthworth his 1,600 acres back. He also told me that his grandfather and grandmother were
buried on the land a few feet from the Lane Cove Road to secure the title. He also said that he
understood that his grandfather had shot a soldier for cutting grass on the land. That the old man
had been tried for it, and been found guilty, and before the Judge could pass sentence he cut his throat
in the Court. He was then taken away to a hospital. Time passed, and the sentence was never carried
out. The regiment to which the soldier belonged went home to England, and bis grandfather was then
exiled to North Shore and told never to come into Sydney again. Then the old man commenced rearing
poultry. After this Mr. Efreneh told me his wife was an ambitious woman, and she desired to found a
family there, and she did not like him taking me in against Mr. Broughton. She thought lie had better
stick to Mr. Broughton and sec the matter out. Then Mr. Efrench said he would send a man to me who
had some papers connected with Dargan’a farm—a man named Jenkins. I produce an abstract made at
the time of the title which this man had : —
Twenty-five acres of land at North Willoughby ; granted to Peter Dargan, 13th December, 1794.—Gt. 334, R.E.Gr.
No. 1, folio No. 139.—Peter Dargan, jr., labourer, of .Sydney, heir and only child of Peter Dargan, sr., sold fhe
above 25-acrG grant to one William Palmer Moffalt, surveyor, of Sydney, for tho sum of £250 sterling, in September,
1S.j4. Witness—William Beddin and John Valentino Warehnm. law stationer. (Book 33, September, 1S34 ; date ofploed
1st August, 1354 ; received in office, 11th August, 1854; Book 34.) Ending 27tli July, 18G3.—Book 83, MqlTatt 15. P.,
Thomas H. Sindon, 742, deposit deed 25 acres, St. Leonards, North Shore, also policy of insurance (abbreviated copy) ;
T. H. Sindon, Escp, of itudgne, has this day drawn a six-months’ bill in my favour for £230. I place in his hands as coll,
security a deed of 25 aores of land situated at- North Willoughby, ftc., &c. ; also a policy of insurance for £500 on my
own life, dated 2StIi May, 1S57, originally issued hy tho Professional Life Assurance Society, incorporated with the
European Assurance Society, 27tli April, 1SG4 ; policy paid to 23th May, 1SG4 [European Life Assurance Company ceased
paying premiums in 1871; when it wound up, no claim was made for a creditor’s dividend hy W.J1M. If he died before
that the policy was paid; if not, the policy is now waste-paper ; in 29th June, 1874, books sent to England.]
Both these instruments to !« retained by T. H. Sindon as security by way of equitable mortgage until he be repaid
the amount ho has to pay upon the said promissory note for £250, if any, to sell or dispose of hy public or private sale,
and to seal and deliver to the said purchaser as good and full a title as if 1 wore present and ratifying tbe same in person ;
and I hereby appoint him my true and lawful attorney, and he may sell hy public or private sale for any sum over £250,
hut not under £250, and if I repay him the £250, supposing he has had to pay that amount on the bill drawn, he is to
redeliver to me or my written order my deeds of land and life policy. William Palmer MofFatt. Witness.—Edward
Clarke, attorney’s clerk, Mudgec. Before George Warburton, Commissioner for Affidavits. Registered by Charles
Hallctt, of Sydney, 27th June, 1865.

That was given to me as the man’s fitle. Mr. Efrench sent him to me. I had paid a deposit on the
gr;m(;—Dargan’s farm, I then put some building material on the ground for the purpose of erecting a
house, and a man named James Brain, who afterwards said he acted to the order of Mr. Broughton, came
and stole the staff from the ground; I caught him on the ground with his dray ; he had got some timber
belonging to mo. I went to the Water Police Court, and took out a summons against him for stealing
my building material, and 1 subpoenaed Efrcnch to give evidence. I wont to tbe Treasury, and we bad a
row. The head clerk said I cannot allow this in here, you two gentlemen must go outside and settle your
business. Efrench said he would not come forward. I said he had acted as a traitor to let me into this
matter. It w;is cowardly. He was a nice man, a ladylike man, one of those gentle simple kind of
creatures. A peculiar circumstauco occurred. Mr. Broughton was on f he Bench, showing an unregistered
document to the J’s.P. There were a number of magistrates there. One of tbe lawyers said, “ you can
object to Mr. Broughton sitting in that case ; be is claiming the property.” I told Mr. Broughton that
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II. K. Coot, he had no right on the Bench. Ho said that he was a J.P., hut I said that he had no right to act in a ease
IVS^iser m Wlllch ,ie clalme(i t0 llave an interest. Mr. Broughton had to leave the Bench. The case came on, and
P ’
ifc was treated as a disputed title case, and it had to go to the Supreme Court. Mr. M'Carthy, of
Eoheitson, Pisher, and M'Carty (Mr. Broughton’s solicitors), appeared for James Brain. Mr. Broughton
produced what they called a particularly clean unregistered document to prove his title to the land, and
Mr. Stephen said, Gentlemen, Ido not tell yon that Mr. Broughton has not lent £14,000, hut I ask
you, as business men, if you would lend £14,000 on a piece of paper like that, without going into the
bush to soe who was living on the land.” Previous to this I had offered to buy Gore House, and 25 acres
of land round it, from Mr. Pfrcnch, aud Mr. Ffrench and Mr. Broughton met mo one evening at Gore
House, and asked what I would give. After some conversation, I said £250. Time was given me to
consider this. J received an intimation that a Mr. George Wickham, afterwards Coroner of Parramatta,
had bought a title to the Artarmon Estate for £1 10s. at a sheriff’s sale ; also that some man—Jackson
1 think was his name—with teams, had given £16 for the Artarmon Estate, had cut several hundred tons
of wood off the estate* and then gone away and left it. I had nothing more to do with it. I afterwards
gave information to Mr. Harnett through Sir. Felmingham, chemist of King-street, his son-in-law. I
gave them notice that there was a title in existence. He afterwards bought the title, and they were to
give me something for my information, and Felmingham afterwards asked me to call at the office. I
found afterwards that they had got tho title. 1 went to Alexander Stuart about it. I was to havo bad
£200 when they obtained the title, and 10 per cent, on the sum the land sold for.
I calculated about
£2,000. I produce Sir A. Stuart s letter, same (£2,000, and so much down as soon as they got the
title). I have a letter from Alexander Stuart, telling me that I slept on my rights, and that 1 had better
see Felmingham's executor.
to

Mr. Wm. Kingston Cook, 24 tTniversity-teiTace, Yurong-street,—
Bear Sir,
Sydney, 31 December, 188G.
__
. ^ reply to yours of 23rd instant, I must disclaim all connection with any arrangements made between you and
Mr, lclmmghn.ni, acting on bebtdf of myself and Mr. Hainctt, as you say. I bad no knowledge of any transaction between
youandMr. Febnmgbmn, nor bad fever any intcrestinGnrcITill. lam au-nre that .Mr. Barnett once occupied Gore
Jim, and he may have had some interest in obtaining the Sheri ft’s title you ■write about, but it could be of no use to mo, as
the property I was interested in, Artarmon Estate, was quite separate from Gore Hill property.
It is a pity that you did not see about the matter sooner, while Mr. Felmingham was alive, or while bis affairs were
being administered by Mr. Harnett.
Yours, &c.,
ALEX. STUART.

But he had no money, and I never bothered further about it. Before this, 1 bought from John Boyle,
Tylor a farm for £250. Ellis and Makinson drew the deeds or agreement whicli Mr. Boyle was to pay
for, but he never did. Boyle introduced me to them as acting for him. I lived at this farm some time,
lliere was a man named Ecn Smith* a runaway' American sailor, lie was a man who used to drink about
the bush. I had a valuable cow shot through the neck, the legs of another broken. I sold one to a
butcher for £5 2s. 6d., the other for 6s. to Hammond, of Lane Cove. J had my horses killed ; a horse
named Porter I bad killed, another named Captain ; another named Bess was injured in the back. A
horse named Jack was put in a watcrhole, and beaten to death. I prosecuted the man Ben .Smith, and
he was committed for trial. Mr. Broughton's lawyer appeared to defend him, hut there was a difference
or ten minutes about tbe time, I could not tell the time by the clock, and the moon waa brought into
the question. I could not, swear exactly* but Ben Smith wus seen on the Lane Covo Boad by some nmUmen. 1 had a mob of prize calves killed, all except two, that I sold to Mr. Ffrench. These two, Maggie
Brain, Ffveneh’s servant, daughter of James Brain, reared with a bottle. L had over 600 head of poultry
poisoned. I took the insides of several down to tho Government Analyst. The Government Analyst
consulted with his colleagues, and they decided that poisoning was not cruelty, I received an intimation
that the hush was to be set on fire. 1 was told by an old bush woman named Betty, over 80 vears of a^e,
for whom I built a little hut for her to live in, She went over to Ben Smith’s, and brought back tho news
that the bush was to be set on lire. I got all the grass burnt off round my place, and the bush was set
on fire, and every time the fire went out, it was lighted up again.
1S5. TVdio do you think did it ? Ben binith used to go over to Ffrench’s place, and they were the people
who used to annoy me. Ffrench was dead at this time, but his wife lived near my place. Mrs. Ffrench
about this time was negotiating the sale of Gore House to a Mr. Eichard Sheldon for a rental and £1,000,
providing she could give him a title withiu fourteen years; and Sheldon soon after entered into possession
of Gore House. Then the Bank of New South Wales brought an action of ejectment against me. I
produce the writ:—
In tho Supreme Court of New South Wales, I
Cumberland, to wit.
_f
On tho 2nd day of November, in the year of our Lord 1875.
On tbe day and year above written a writ nf our Lady the Queen issued forth of this Court m these words, that is to say —
Victoria by the grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Faith, &o., &c.
To John Boyle, Owen Boyle, Speidro Ann Lenthall, Edmund Henry Lenthall, and Kingston Cooke, and all persons entitled
to defend the possession of all that piece or parcel of land (save and excepting ,12 acres thereof, already reserved hy John
Boyle) containing by admeasurement 150 aores more or less, known as the Artarmon Grant to William Gore, Esn by
Governor Macquarie lying and situate in the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, aud district of Hunter’s Hill.
Bounded on the south side by an cast line of 30 chains, commencing at Roberts’ east corner ; on the oast by a north lino of
36 chains ; on the north by a west line of 52 chains to the line marked for Nieholls' and Roberts’ farms, by a road 1 chain
wide, reserved on the west side Also, all that piece or parcel of land called Webber's, lying and situate in fhe county of
Cumberland, parish of T\ illoughby, aud district of Hunter’s Hill, containing by admeasurement 25 acres more or less, com
mencing at the north corner of that portion called Roberts’ 25 acres, with the Artamon west line ; bounded on the north-east
by a line north 3fl degrees west 16 chains ; on the north-west by a line south 51 degrees west 16 chains ; on the south-west
by Rcddishe a 2o-acres portion, separated by a line bearing aoutli 30 degrees cast 16 chains to Roberts’south-east corner :
and on the south-east by that farm to the commencing point. Also, all that piece or parcel of land (saving aud excepting
^1 jf>inCreS k
a
C0nv0^^
SGPflia^c usc
^rs- Ann Tjentliall, and also saving and excepting the i acre
and 12 perches thereof already conveyed ti> Mr. Edmund Henry Lenthall, hy indenture* dated the loth day of November
I860), situate m the county of Cumberland, parish of Willoughby, aud district of Hunter’s Hill, containing 25 porches
(more or less), called Tdley s farm ; bounded on the north-west by a portion of land marked ,r Whitfield,’* commencing at
the south corner of Koberts 2o acres; and separated on tbe north-west from WhitfioM’s by a lino south 01 decrees west
16 chains ; on the south-west hy Sawyer’s 25 acres, separated by a line south 39 degrees east 16 chains ; on the south-west
by that portion called Aime s harm, being a Imc north 51 degrees east 16 chains ; and on the north-east by other part of the
estate; and separated freon it by a line north 39 degrees west 16 chains to the commencing point. And also all that niece
or parcel of land called “ Tylor s " harm, lying and situate as above mentioned, containing hy admeasurement 25acres (more
oi less) commencing at the east corner of Currie’s 25 acres; bounded on the south-west by EoLmson’s 25 acres; separated
from
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from it by n line south 30 degrees east 1G chains : on the north-east by Lamb's 25 acres and other part of the estate ; and W. K. Cook,
separated from it by a line north 30 degrees rvest Ifi chains ; and bounded on tho north-west Ride by othei part ot the ^
N
estate, and a line bearing north 51 degrees west 10 chains to the commencing point,—te the possession whej'eof the .Bank ot17Sept., 1806.
Now South Wales claim to have been on and sinec the 1st day of Novemboi, in the year of Our Lord ISTo. entitled, and
1o eject all other persons therefiom. These are to command you or such of yon as deny the alleged title within eight days
after tho service hereof, to appear m person or by attorney m our Supreme Court, at Sydney, to defend the said property
or such part thereof as you may lie advised in default whereof judgment may bo signed, and you turned out of possession.
Witness,—The Ilonoiable Sir Janies Martin, Knight, the Chief Justice of our said Court at Sydney, the 2nd day
of November, in tho 3Gth year of Our Kcign, A.u, 1375,
For the IVothonntnry,—
J. A. READ,
2nd Clerk of the Supreme Court.
And John Hoyle has, on the
day of
3S75f appeared by William Maguire, his attorney to the
said writ, and defended for the whole of the land therein mentioned, And Itingaton Cooke has also on the
day of
lS7o, appeared in person to the said writ, and has defended for a part of the laud in the said writ mentioned,
that is to say, 11 All that piece or parcel of land called * TylorV Farm, lying and situate as above mentioned, containing by
admeasurement 25 acres more or less. Commencing at the Ciist corner of Currie’s 25 acres ; bounded on the south-ucst by
Robinson’s 25 acres, separated from it by a line south 39 degrees east 1C chains ; on the north-east hy Lamb s 25 acres and
other part of the estate, and separated from it by a line north 39 degrees west 16 chains ; and bounded on the north-west
side by other part of the estate, and a line bearing south 51 degrees west 1G chains to the commencing point.
Therefore, let a jury come, &c.

Deputy-Sheriff AJlpress came up with several men and two constahles, hut I sent down to.Sydney a man
on a fast horse, and the Sheriff sent word : " For God’s sake do not interfere with Kingston Cook,”
1
They had found that the farm land occupied had been put under Torrens’ A rt by a man named Stewart,
living at Enmorc, Consequently, their action against me was null and void, ] have been subjected to
great persecution by those people, and 1 havo lost £1,100 over it.
186. Has Broughton made application to put this grant under the lieal Property Act ? Yes: and I have
had to oppose him.
187. Has he succeeded? I do not know.
188. lie made application ? Yes; aud I put a caveat in against his application.
189. When was that ? I think that that would he about 1888.
_
...
190. Hid you meet with any opposition in tho Lands Titles Office with regard to it? I didj and a
person I believed to Mr. Ward, the then Ecgistrar-General, called me outside and said: “ I dare you to
put a caveat in.” He put his fists near my face and said: “I will keep the Lands Titles Office one hour
later, aud I dare you to put a caveat in, or you will be sold up,” I then determined to let the matter
drop. As a matter of fact the office was kept open long after the closing time, the person alluded to
staying with me on the front steps.
191. Has anyone been in with Mr. Broughton on the matter ? Yes; I paid £18 to a man named Thos.
Freehill, known as “ Paddy” Freeh ill.
.
192. What arc the names of the others who were in with Bronghton ? Mr. Broughton stopped me in
tho street and said . “ I am very sorry for you ; you havo lost a great deal of money over this matter.
T said : “ If you are sorry, show it hy giving me a piece of this land,” and he said there are twenty-two
people m with him. I asked who they were, and he said : “ I mean twenty-two grandchildren.” They
say that .Judge Kogers is in it, I never had any more to do with Broughton. They offered to pay my
passage if I would go to San .Francisco. Mr. Broughton said in Court, when the case was going on, “ I
will drive you out of the country ns J did William Palmer Moffatt and Thos. Henry Sindon.” I said,
“You cannot; 1 am too respectable a man.” He said; “ Moffatt was driven out of hero and lynched in
America.”
__
193. Mr, Jlotcarf/i.] You say that you bought from John Boyle, Tyler's farm for £250? Yes.
194. When was that? I tbiuk about 1874.
_
]05. Did you receive a title ? Ko ; the deed or agreement was drawn by Ellis and Makinson, aud I gave
bills afterwards to Mr. Boyle for the amount. The bills were turned over to another person, and 1
afterwards had to give £100 to get them back again and to prevent myself from being sued.
196. Did you ultimately receive a title to that land ? Ho ; they found another man named Stewart had
got it under the Torrens’ Act.
) _
197. As a matter of fact you never did possess a title to Tylor’s grant? Ho ; I took Mr. Boyle’s title.
198. So you really never had a claim ? Yes ; I lived on it and paid Mr. Boyle a small sum every month
as a rent until the hills were paid. I gave bills for £250,
’
199. You never completed the transaction ? Ho.
200. Do yon know in what year Stewart obtained the Torrens’ title ? Ho.
_
201. Harnett promised to givo you possession of Carr’s grant ? I never knew Harnett had any connection
with Carr’s grant. Harnett gave me possession of Gore’s house on the hill. 1 lived there and paid rent,
but when ho found that Mr. Ffrench had visited me, and said be (Harnett) had no power to underlet.
He said, “ Harnett, give me back your lease, and 1 will make you a weekly tenanl,” and that was done.
Ffrench said; “ If you give me possession of Gore’s house 1 will give you another piece of land a quarter
or half an acre.” 1 said to Harnett, “Where is your title?” and he said, “Ffrench was courting my
daughter, and he stole the deeds out of my desk.” I wish to add that 1 arrived in Hew South Wales
at tho end of 1871 “ with capital.” .1 commenced business by taking a contract from Mr. Mori arty, of
the Hnfbours aud Rivers Department. 1 was introduced to him hy Mr. John Musson, the well-known
hvdraulic engineer. The contract occupied me until I became acquainted with these land dealers.
Frederick George Lewis called in, sworn, and examined ;—
202. Cftnimun.] You are a clerk in tho Lands Office ? Yes.
_
F. G. Lewis.
203. Do you produce a map ? Yes; T produce a map marked “ C. 582-690,” showing the Gore and
.
Artarmon estates. It is a survey made by Mr. Edward J, H. Knapp in 1819, [Copy appended.—See 17Sept.,lS9G.
Appendix C.]
,
.
204. Docs it show the position of the several grants of land in the parish of Willoughby, in the county of
Cumberland? Yes.
Edward

•
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Edward James Howes Knapp called in, swore, and examined
Wlmt are you ? Licensed surveyor under the Heal Property Act.
200. You sec the map produced here F
Yes, it is a map which was made by mv father.
17 Sept., 1896.
l0Cat-di
there ? Yes; he was told off by the Department to allocate all
Sn nd1 til Spansh ofrmmtr’s Hlli- , He had
-aking a survey for the grant of Mrs. J. D.
thet i isS and
iT" r dep“ted him *? ocate thcse grants. He had been making surveys
was cl oson fnr thil ^ ^ 16 ^ore1fam,]y> aud.lfc
consequence of his local knowledge that he
®'
^
Knapp.

CWn land
I parjlc.ul?r lv°rk- A£1ter allocating all these grants he found there about 100 acres of
Drown land which are tinted yellow on the map,

JfSm1*0 y0U1k”0W wh° “ iu Possession of those lands now? I cannot say now. Some years a-o an
H
tlie G'r7'nTL'inds marked on the map 275, and tinted yellow, and I told
hinfto bWb 1 e h° Chie£ f rafts“an of tde Lands Titles Office about it, and something was then done by
MV
k 1 rU° th^ cert!fifteB a£ tltIe- A lctter was received from the Lands Department, and
Mi. learson w-rote on tbe plan of the parish oi Willoughby m the Lands Titles Office this note “No
application under the Heal 1 roperty Act can be entertained for anv portion of the following grants viz
Tl. Evans, 25 acres; W. Wright, 25 acres ; 0. Tilley, 25 acres; and H. Lamb, 25 acres.” tL wasThe
land tlioy were trying to get through the Heal Property Office. Mr. Pearson also wrote : Vide letter
from Minister tor Lauds, 5th May, 1885.” Under that he has written the following memo.: “ Another
letter has been received from the .Secretary for Lands, desiring that the terms of the letter from his
Department dated oth May, 1885, to he adhered to. 11. M. Pearson. 23/G/S7.” That was in reference
„Mr-Pearson trtld
when I returned from the country

M!»*15SSinEL* St sr t
“ “* *• '-*• - **
ITttt
•Sir a'”8C ^ ^
r™™
hnd
Un'nt ^a311Br.0uSht?n at that timc ? J'or many years lie has been nothing but a
Jana speculator. He was originally m business as a tailor m Hydnev.
ii
M'ho was John Williams? He was Crown Solicitor. On the 15th August 1887 I
Hndni'lm^r' i° tlle I11*6 Slr ?enrv Tarkos caHing his attention to the fact that there was Crown
la id m his electorate, and suggesting that as they were spending so much money in purchasing narks
SSaftttf/rr*
tt- %».«««^ ~««. *** t jsssssrt
r i mt htLfll l?™ f )•«» ;vill g™ mo 11,0 jinrticiilai's I will vcr.v l.koly do »omot],i„g
1 i! W
.^T 'ii0..
28tK ]Novembcr o£ the samc year I wrote him a letter referring to my last. ]n
mouth i, Ihffih
Av°Ur f °f 1 i? Gith SeP^mbor’ "'itb Mr- ^rrett’s memo, of the Sth of samc
AienVnd ’ ’’ T £
Va
a tbat/an bo dono <0 prevent these lands from being improperly
. lienatcd. I furmsbed Sir Henry Parkes with full particulars of the various grants “ 'William AYrightb
C^JSr TSSofrtSTmbA •» Mu (y) »*
Cove,SSrf
H unter s Hill, Then on the Hegister ot G-rants, m the Survcvor-Genemrs Office under the head of
roniarks “LxchmigcdhyA^illnam Wright with OLad,ah Tkiu for William Haker's Lm Then sokl on
tic did August, .l/!U, to dohn Holrlsworth for £3,” who sells it, 2(Jth May, <804 to Thos Etandell Ho
parts with it on the 17th October, 1805, to Edward Quinn, and it has now been .arridered by William
iJliBtored0t1C“11Slrf!riltlW1i0-iia'«SO° l"65 farm' promiaod ilimin thc Tarramatta district, but not vet
fobodi?’ ito P by T ldlb ;SePtembeL 18t2T s'g>md P. Goulburn (see Cumberland Hegister, No: 1,
loo 41). Hereis an abstiact from the Cumberland Hegister, in the Surveyor-Generals Oflfce of Geor-e
of Hunter’s1]! 01°
^^
^ 8it«“£«d ia ^ Cove in the SsSct
Mav S
iw ■ Gra^'S™1 0,i the Jfawkesbury, Mr, William Moore, proprietor 14th
May, S.2.—Cumberland Hegister, Ho. 1, folio 37.” “ H. Lamb's grant. 25 acres dated 191 h November
No I folilf 38 S’‘P ^1 Vk ?° ^Ve’ ^
diStl,,C^ °f 1Ullnter’s 1Iilb cancelled.” Cumberland Eegfetw
Ao. 1, folio 38.
Pobert Kings grant, 30 acres, dated 3rd December, 1.791, laying and situate in Lane
Cove, district of Hunter s Hill, cancelled.”—Cumberland Hegister, No. 1, folio 41 “Humpherv J Evans’
,7r- ]rNand
in lane Cove, iu tbe diS EfSi
Hill, cance led. This, grant being found m the Secretary’s office, with a note thereon demised to the
Crown, loth August, 1804. (Signed) D. D. Mann, Clerk.'-’-Cumberland Hegister, No. 1 Soil The
almo accompanied my letter to Sir Henry Parkes of the 2Sth November, 1SS7, but he never took any
action m the matter. That is all the information that I can give
7
L12 Do these grants represent the land shown on the plan tinted yellow? No. In addition to that
1 mted yellow they represent Crown grants which were cancelled
'
213. Mr.O'i>uUwan.\ You mentioned the name of Tilley-is it Tilloy or Tylor ? In some places they
have got ,t Tylor. 1 t „nfe it is one and the same grant. Tilley is the proper name *
1
7
214. ,
^ J'°“ ,»‘re
1« MHmrnmt Solve, vvhatover
215.
undti ,l'“Toim”’Aci
'■»” m
^ «ti. p
No ,:
a possessory title of twenty years give them tho right to apply for a Torrens’ title ? Not
against the Ci own. ft must be sixty unbroken years under tho 2Tullnm Tnnpvs Act, twenty years against
Pn nnl 1
^
forty years if tliey arc resident outside the Colony. You miMt cet
some data from the Lands Titles Office, and see exactly who has been applying for these lands 10^ plans
and^lTa 4'4b’ ^
and dep°5lt 1,lan8 1’206 oncl llG58’ a]s0 MPp^tiouS Nos. 7,019, 7,400, 7409,
WmiimSLniiyth-n"i«M he?r? Tje i!l'St tj,ailsaction
m7 £ather had with the land, on account of
William Gore, was m 1,833. He made a survey for William Gore of Iho Artarmon Estate. What became
mVdranothw^mey”

kn0W’ bUt 1 ,aVC bei'e t!’C 1'°U°h °fliee copp sl,owiuS the survey.

In 183G he

A hafc ^ }'ou think are the rights of the Crown in regard to the land ? My opinion is

that the whole of that

100

acres tinted yellow belongs to the Crown.

7

P

’

219.
Notk (on retn'xiox)
south-east of Tilley’s.

-This is a verbal slip.

Tilley s grant is quite distinct,

Taylor, or Tylor’s, is a separate grant
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219. That is the eaneelled grants? No; that tinted yellow—that never was granted, It is the land KJ. H.
marked on the plan referred to.
220. Do you know that the Crown claims a reserve'oi 140 acres near the railway station? I did not .know
t 18ge
that, unless it is that tinted green ou plan.
i _ i
’
221. Mr. O' Sullivan.~\ How much land, in your opinion, belongs to the Crown in that vicinity ? _ About
100 acres, which has never been alienated by the Crown ; where Mr. Whiting lives is part of it. Tho
brick-works behind 'Whiting’s place, and that claimed by Sir George Innes.
222. Chairman.] Then this cancelled grant of Tilley’s you consider to he Crown land? Yes.
223. IV hat wrould you consider to ho G ore’s title in regard to that land? My father was employed by
Gore to do his private work. If that had been Gore’s land he would have reported it to tho SurveyorGeneral, but he did not; he said it was Crown land.
224. What do you consider to be Gore’s title to the adjoining lands—we aro told that there was a con
solidated grant ? That came before my father’s survey of 15th October, 1833. It was iu 1833. I have
a description of the consolidated grant at the office.
■
225. What was the area ? 1,000 acres. It was granted to Ann Gore and thc children.
226. Does that grant contain tho Artarmon Estate? Yes.
227. Do you know anything about the Cumberland Register which contained all the particulars in regard
to this grant being stolen? There is a mistake about that. It is not the Cumberland Register at tho
Lunds, but the book at the Real Property Office. It was mislaid, not stolen. It was the Cumberland
Register from which I took thc extracts of tbe Surveyor-General’s Department.
228. Any extracts that could be taken from that book would be correct? We call ft the surveyors’ bible.
'

23 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
■
grmttt:—
Me. LAW,
|
Mr. J. C. L. EITZPATIHCK,
Me. HOWAETH.
E. M. CLARK, Esq., in the Chair.
WEDHTESDAY,

S, M. Quinlan, Esq., solicitor, appeared for Mr. J. H. O. Efrench.
Thomas Broughton called in, sworn, and examined ;—
229. Chairman.] You have some interest in connection with this Gore aud Ariarmon Estate? On the ^ BrouSllLon'
IGth dune, 1855, I lent James Nainby Shuttleworth £2,000 by way of mortgage. I'ho mortgage deed
will describe tho hind on which I lent the money. Shortly after I lent the money, ,T. N. Shuttleworth eV
'
became insolvent. Mr. Morris was appointed his official assignee. M.r. Morris transferred to me all his
right, title, and interest in the land mortgaged to me by Shuttleworth.
230. How did Shuttleworth become possessed of this property ? William Gore mortgaged bis property
on the 20th August, 1S40, to William Pendry. There was a second mortgage on the 21st A.ugust, 1840.
There were further charges on the Gth October, 1840. There was a third mortgage on tbe 31st December,
1840. There was a fourth mortgage on the 20th October, 1840. Then there were further charges on the .
2lst October, 1841. William Gore became insolvent iu 1843, and ho died in 1845. Pendry also became
insolvent. On the 15th Juno, 1848, Clark Irving being tho official assignee of William Pendry’s estate,
transferred to Rudolph John Want all Pcndry’s right, title, and interest under the mortgages, Rudolph
John Want sold to James Hamby Shuttleworth. Then as I have previously stated, Shuttleworth jirat of
all mortgaged to me ; then he became insolvent, and his official assignee, John Morris, transferred to me
tho equity of redemption of James Nainby Shuttleworth. Of 940 acres known as the Artarmon Estate,
I got 316 acres passed under the Real Property Act. I found that there were numerous claimants for
portions of tbe land. I found that Mrs. Efrench claimed a portion. I promised her that I would convey
to her son what she claimed. I did convey to her son William Power Gore Efrench 109 acres of land.
That was more than she claimed, but her sister Erancis Catherine G-oro claimed Packer’s grant, and I
conveyed to Efrench, 1 think, Robinson’s grant, in lieu of Packer’s, and part of Williamson’s and Asser’s,
iu consequence of tho alteration of thc La ire Cove Road.
231. This 316 acres was really all that you got out of the 940 acres? That is all that I got. I did
assist Mr. Whiting to perfect his title to that 109 acres that I just spoke about, which I conveyed to Airs.
Efrench’s son.
_
232. Did you ever make application to the Department of Lands to issue a consolidated grant iu regard
to that land ? Not exactly a consolidated grant, but I did apply to the department to grant to Mr. Efrench
certain land, and to grant the balance to me. "Whilst upon that subject, allow me to state that in the
Lands Department there is a very voluminous correspondence between the Gore family and the then
Colonial Secretary,
■
233. Did you ever purchase any land at all from Green on this estate? I did not. But Sir Robert
Wisdom purchased from Green 100 acres of land. Sir Robert found that he could not perfect the title,
and ho drew me into the purchase with him so as to complete his title. I did not see it at the time, but
learnt that afterwards. That 100 acres Green could not convey. Be had only half of "Whitfield's farm.
I allowed him 121 acres to complete his 100 acres.
234. Do you know what farms that 100 acres represented? Yes. J. Berk’s, C. Whitfield’s, J. Sawyer’s,
and C. Tilly’s • these are tho four portions that Sir Robert Wisdom bought from Greene.
235. Mr. Law.] These were four portions of 25 acres each ? Yes. Lentbal claimed 5 acres, and disqxuted
the title to that 5 acres and succeeded.
236. Chairman.] Has he still got possession of that land ? I believe some mortgage company have
possession of it.
»
237. Does that land you speak of include Whiting’s land ? No.
238. What farms did Whiting’s land represent? The farms that Whiting claims and occupies arc the
farms which I conveyed to John Ogilvie rower Efrench.
239. What are the names of those? Gore’s, Robinson’s 25-acres, Perry’s 25-acres, then there is a piece
No. 275, that comprises thc land which Mr. Whiting bought.
240.
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T.Bioughkin. ^,()i You say that you conveyed the land to Mr. Pfrendi;—I suppose there was a consideration for it?
23 Sent. 1SA6 i °j
^ nieroly made a promise to Itis mother that if it lay in my power at any time to convey the
1
land to her, I would do so. I had known the Gore family for a number of years.
241. Then, your claim in connection with this land was clearly hy reason of thc purchase from Shuttleuorth, not by reason of any arrangement with the Gore family at all ? Certainly not by any arrangement
with the Gore family, hut in virtue of my purchase, and to avoid law expenses.
242. "What farms did this 3.16 acres represent ? First, Gore’s grant of 150 acres—that was the Artarmon
-histate. I was involved in a lawsuit with Sir Alexander Stuart. He commenced to fence, and my tenant,
James Berayene, pulled down his fence as fast as he put it up. Sir Alexander commenced an action
against Berayene. He lost that action, and then appealed to the Privy Council. The Privy Council
thought that the case required more inquiry, and referred it back for further inquiry. My counsel at
that time, Frederick Harley, advised me that it would cost more iu law than the land was worth, and
advised me to compromise with Sir Alexander Stuart and Mr. Shepherd Smith. I did compromise with
them. I was to take one-half of Artamon and one-half of Caim’s 25 acres, and thev were to take the
other half, iu equal shares of one-fourth.
'
243. That was out of the Artarmon Estate ? That was the 150 acres and 25 acres which we called at
that time Webber’s grant, but now called Cann’s. '
^you became possessed of onc-lialf? I became possessed of one-half of the Artarmon Estate
and half of Webbers, now called Cann’s.
245. Have they done anything with it ? Ho.
246. "What havo you done with yonr half? I have it still.
Tou aBytbiiig to perfect thc title? Tes; I perfected the title to 316 acres, and the proving
of that title cost me £12.000 in law.
248. \qu say you perfected thc title to 316 acres ;—I suppose that is land outside this farm altogether 3
No ; it includes my half-share of Artarmon.
.
~^jdi^0ni^0UJ™1’
wbole of 202 acres of tho Artarmon Estate, and the other farm
and the other title remains iu dispute to the present time ? Yes. I say that I havo got a perfect title to
310 acres m all out of 940 acres. Sir A. Stuart and Smith got 10C|- acres ; Green sold 95 acres •, Ffrench
obtained 109 acres ; Lenthall. 5 acres.
.
250, liYhat title have you to the 150 acres in the Artarmon Estate ? A grant. 150 acres was tho original
grant, but when they came to take the metes and bounds of that 150 acres it comprised 202 acres,
2ol. But if there was a consolidated grant of the whole estate that land would have been included in the
consolidated grant ? Certainly.
■
i5i.. And it would not have mattered whether it was 150 or 200 acres ? I might tell vou what I know
about tins consolidated grant I do not think that tho papers whicli are in the Colonial Secretary’s Office
disc °se tout any grant was ever issued. In the year 1818, D’Arcy Wentworth held a mortgage over
William Gore s property at the Lane Cove. D’Arey Wentworth foreclosed and sold the property to a
person by the name of Amos. William Gore obtained an order from Earl Bathurst, in Dmvmno-.street
London, to Governor Macquarie, to grant to William Gore a section of land. William Gore proposed to
Wentworth to hand to him that grant in consideration of his cancelling the mortgage on thc Artarmon
property. Mr. Gore was in England upon thc trial of Governor Bligh. This is what Mr. Gore told me
himseli. Gore proposed to D’Arcy Wentworth to hand to him that order for a section of land in satisfac
tion or his mortgage. \V entworth said that that section of land was not equivalent for tho money which
lie had lent Gore, but he said, “If Governor Macquarie will grant me 1,500 acres of laud I will hand
over your property to you. I will take that in satisfaction of mv mortgage.” Governor Macquarie
smictioned the grant of 1,500 acres of land to D’Arcy Wentworth, in consideration of his relinquishing
the mortgage upon Gore’s property. In thc year 1821, D’Arcy Wentworth was entitled to 500 acres on
Ins own account, and a grant for 2,000 acres was issued to Wentworth, that including thc 1,500 acres
Wentworth handed the deeds of that land to Captain Piper and to Mr. Garland, who was then Provost,
Marshal. Mrs. Gore, in 1826, applied for a grant in her own right. A form was sent to herto fill up
tor that grant. I have seen that form myself among the papers in the Lands Department. It never was
nlled up, and no grant was ever issued, as far as I could ascertain, in favour of Mrs. Gore.
253. Mr. Qttintan.] You say that the grant of the 15th January, 1833, was a forgery then ? I do not
know anything about it.
254. But you say that no grant issued ? I said that Mrs. Gore applied for a grant of laud in her own
tavour, and I say that no grant was issued to Mrs. Gore upon that application.
255. Then what do yon say of the grant of the 15th January, 1833? "When I have finished giving
fi ru.C^ "'°Ui C fln 0PP°rtimity
ask questions, but yon have
no right to interrupt me. I refer
fhe Chairman to the correspondence in fhe Lands Department for the statement I am makiim
256. ^airman.] What date would that be? 1826. Mr. Gore, about the vear 1820, was°willing that
tins property should be made over to his wife and children.
”
°
257. That is the land comprised in the 940 acres ? Yes. T always understood from old Mr. Gore and
ol3
7 tllat they 1,VCT0 enlllled to 1,000 acres of land.
Of that 1,000 acres of land the conveyance from
bhuttleworth to me comprised 040 acres. Mr. Gore was willing, and made an application out for this land to
he transferred to Ins u ife and children, but no transfer, as far as I am aware, ever took place. I remember
that oir Ihomas Mitchell objected to make any transfer unless he had written instructions from the
Governor to do it, and up to that time he never had any such instructions. Whenever Mr Gore mitmto
debt ho would then state the property was his wife and children’s. When he wanted to borrow^money
it was his own property, and not the wife and children’s. I knew tho old man. He was a hot-headed
Irish gentleman An application was made, as I have already stated, in 1826, when Gore was quite willing,
o avoid paying his debts, to have this transferred to his wife and children, hut subsequently he left Gore
Hill aim went to live m Fitt-strect. He was anxious to got money, and to get his daughters settled, and
tromtimo to time, 1 know ol my own knowledge, that he obtained large sums of money from old Mr
iendry and his son—in fact, he obtained so much that he brought Pendry into thc Insolvenev Court I
have heard oj: such a thmg as a consolidated grant to the Gore family of 1,000 acres of land. Tho late
Mr. K. B- tomth asked ii J would cqinc and see that consolidated grant, hut I never did sec it. When he
asked me it 1 would look at it, J said, “ No ; I do not want to be mixed up in this thing.” There is one
thing that the Committee ought to know, and that is that in the early days of New South Wales there
*
was

*

I
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was no sueli thine; as a Registrar-General's Office. There was no registration of deeds beyond the Cum- T.Broughton,
her]and Register of Grants. When D’Arey Wentworth obtained Gore’s 1 500 acres of land he did not
go through thc form of reconvcying to Gore the land that was mortgaged to him, but merely returned to
Gore the deeds that bad been mortgaged, so that really in law and in equity the equity of redemption
remained in Wentworth. Then, about 181.2, George Greene obtained, or rather Tarry Long obtained lor
Gcor-m Greene, a reconveyance from 'William Lawson aud William Charles Wentworth of the land wine Ii
Gore'liad morto-arred to 1)’Arcy Wentworth. That was about the'year 1842. In consequence ot their
obtaining that,'George Greene, Mrs. Mrench, Miss Gore, and William Bligh Gore, made a distribution
amongst themselves of Gore’s property, 'fhe plan of that distribution was given in evidence in the ease
of Stuart and Smith against Baraycne. If tho Committee desire it 1 have no doubt they can get all the
information on that subject from Mr. H. R. Way, my attorney. I believe that Mr. Clayton has tbe
original documents of the agreement entered into by Mrs. Rfrench, her sister, Miss Trances C. Gore,
William Bligh Gore, and George Greene, and tbe name of Lady Fitzgerald, one of the daughters of Gore,
was also mentioned, but she did not sign that agreement. Her name was mentioned, and 1 think Mr. G.
R. Whiting, with the view of perfecting his title, administered to tho estate of both Mrs. Fitzgerald,
Campbell, and Chapel with the view of perfecting their title, as they supposed, to the Artarmon Estate,
paid Mr. Campbell, son of General Campbell, in England, £1,000 for any right, title, or interest which
lie mmht have in his mother’s estate of Artarmon. In the appeal case we took the evidence ot Campbell
in England as to anv right or title that lie had to the land, and he declared that he had never been m
New South Wales, and that he had no claim or title, as far as he knew, to any land in New South M ales ;
hut some people residing in New South Wales had offered him £1,000 for any right that be might have. ■
He conveyed that right to Campbell and Chapel iu consideration of tbe £1,000. Amongst tbe land which
I considered that Shuttleworth conveyed too was a farm called Bromby’s Farm of 25 acres; another farm
called Bruin’s Farm of 25 acres, and another farm stipulated as Holdsworlh’s. I think I ought to tell
you that in 1832 Mr. Gore collected together all the deeds that he possessed with regard to the Artarmon
Estate I heard Mr. Thomas Lane in the ease that was tried in tho Supreme Court swear that he packed
up the whole of Gore’s deeds in the year 1832 ; that he accompanied Mr. Gore to thc Colonial Secretary s
office and saw Gore hand over those deeds to the Colonial Secretary for tho purpose of getting a
consolidated grant of all. Mr. Lane was the coniidential servant of Mr. Gore for over ton years. He
lived with Mr. Gore up to 18-12. Mr. Gore became insolvent in 1843, and be died m 1845. _ Then there
was a scramble for bis property. In the year 1843 Mr. Gore appeared before me at the Tobce Court m
my magisterial capacitv, complaining of George Greene having made a forcible entry into bis house and
barring the doors against him. T, with Mr. Chas. Windeycr, committed Greene to take his trial tor
forcible entry on to^Gore’s premises. He was tried and he was fined £25. Greene and Gore’s eldest
daughter, Mrs. Ffrench, were constantly wrangling as to who should get possession of tho old man s
property,' and at last they forced him out of his house, and ho went to live in a little cottage on the top
of the lull, which has since been called Greenes. 1 have not said anything to you respecting .lohn
Boyle, tn 1856 William Bligh Gore desired to see me at Lamb’s farm, where he was then living.
He proposed to sell me all his right, title, and interest in thc Gore Estate for £100. I mentioned
to him that old Bovle made a claim on thc Artarmon estate, lie said Boyle never gave him a shilling
in his life, but he" convoyed the Artarmon estate 1o John Boyle to prevent Want from selling it
over his head. Want had a judgment against him, and he was afraid that Want would take tho property,
so be conveyed it to Bovle with the understanding, that if they got tbe properly, ho should have one-halt
and Boyle should have the other. I spoke to Boyle on the subject subsequently. I told him what
W. G. Gore had said to me, and Boyle said, “ well he did owe me something, 1 surveyed the land for him,
and he promised me that I should have half." I swore that in the Supreme Court m the presence ot
John Boyle, and neither John Boyle nor his counsel contradicted it or questioned me upon the subject.
258. Did you ever have any dealings with Mr. Freehill in connection with his estate f Yes; I remember
the whole'of that matter. Mr. Freehill was living in Lower George-street, and was a baker. I heard that
lie had taken a conveyance from John Boyle for 120 or 130 acres of the Artarmon estate, I took the
grant of the 150 acres down to Freehill, and showed it to him, and endeavoured to satisfy him that it was
my property, and that if he was going to pay any money for it he would be throwing his money away. 1
was about to commence an action against Freehill, but his friends came and begged of me not to commence
any proceedings against him. because ho was iu difficulties, and if I commenced any proceedings it would
be the mcans°of ^driving him through thc Insolvency Court. I did not take any proceedings against
Mr Freehill and the next I heard of it was that he had mortgaged the property to the Bank of Lew
South Wales. Subsequently I heard that Mr. Shepherd Smith, or the Directors of the Bank of New
South Wales, sold to their codirector, Sir Alexander Stuart, Mr. FrcchilTs interest in thc Artarmon
estate. I also beard that Sir Alexander Stuart bad sold one-half to Mr. Shepherd Smith, then they
commenced proceedings against my tenant Baraycne, and that was the cause of my compromising with
259. You say that Gore conveyed some land to Boylewhat land was that ? As far as I know, William
Bligh Gore conveyed to John Boyle, without consideration, his interest in the 150 acres of land ; and 1 may
state that at thc time of that conveyance he had mortgaged to George Green. George Green’s mortgage
is dated 9th March, 1846. I think, sneaking from memory, that William Bligh Gore’s conveyance to
Boyle was in 1851; but in 1851 he had nothing to convey. I look upon it from first to last that old Mr.
Boyle is a myth in the interests of the Gore estate altogether.
_
_
200. But has he not been in possession for many years ? Although I hold the certificate of title, the
man is too old for mo to throw him out into the streets. 1 would not take any steps to dispossess him,
but I may tell yon that Sir Alexander Stuart did take steps against him. He unroofed thc house that
Boyle is living in, but I never would do that.
261. I suppose the man claims some right by reason of that conveyance from Gore ? He has no more
right than yon have.
262. Then Green has no right? I will tell you how' Green may claim some right. In 1843, when Gore
became insolvent, George Green bought tbe assets in Gore’s estate, aud I have always thought that that
gave Green some right to the property, which was not mortgaged to Tcndry.
, .,
263. If Green said he had a right to 500 acres that would not bo a fact ? I did make good Green s title
to 100 acres, 1 paid him £2,600, besides a deposit of £500 as my third share of that property, and he
388—C
sold

f
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T^Broughton. sold pretty well all that I had bought in Shuttle" orth’s Estate, and aftenvards involved mo in a lawsuit
23Sept. IS9G. i 1 ^syn^a'ei which cost me thousands ot pounds. He sold to Ferguson and Broad and a syndicate
’
almost the w hole or the land that was conveyed to me or mortgaged to me by Shuttleworth and thc Official
Assignee. Green has always claimed tbe land adjoining tbe cemetery near the railway—what is called
Bromby s grant. Now, with regard to Bromby’s grant, before I had anything to do with the Gore Estate
at all, about thc year 1842, Mrs. Efrench claimed the cemetery and the land adjoining there. I have seen
the correspondence between Mrs. Efrench and the then Colonial Secretary on the subject of that land,
1 he Government surveyed that land for the purpose of having it sold by auction. Mrs. Ffrench pro
tested against tbe sale of tbe land, claiming it as part of her father's estate. I remember she stated that
possession of that land, and at thc time when she was writing a man named Michael
M Cowan was in possession of the land. I have no doubt that young Ffrench can produce some of thc
correspondence on that subject. I bad two letters myself, and I banded those two letters to thc lato Mr.
, ^* faniith. In consequence of Mrs. Ffrcnch’s representations to the Government, they withheld tho
sale or that land. Green has ahvays claimed that land. Por the last twenty-five years he has had brick
works upon it, and he has been selling the clay. He has always claimed that land in opposition to me.
1 have never interfered with liim. I thought that his father, having bought the assets in Gore’s insolvent
estate, that gave him some right to the land. In the deed of partition that I referred to, it shows that
that portion was allotted to George Green. It was at one timo fenced in, and I believe that some of the
posts are still standing.
the original 1,000 acres was not fenced in. was it ? 1 cannot swear that, T was too young at the
time, and I cannot say that I ever wont round tho boundaries, but just on that spot it was fenced in,
because in the year 1821 old Gore shot a soldier for going into his garden and cutting grass. He was
tried, and sentenced to death for that, but he cut his throat in Court, and was carried out. He was sent
to gaol, and afterwards made Sheriff.
265. In regard to this claim of Green's to this reserve near the railway-station, what right do you think
he would have to that ? The only right that I think he could have would be through his father buying
the assets in old Gores Estate in 1848, but how Green first came to have possession of that land,
as I tell you, was his getting a conveyance of the equity of redemption from William Charles
M entworth and \\ illiam Lawson of tho mortgage of Gore to Darcy Wentworth, although when he
handed to Gore his deeds, ho did not reconvcy the property, and the equity of redemption remained in
• ' i ' -8a^ Bt^
^iere.parh of the Gore Estate that the Crown have granted ; the only
difficulty is that in those grants they describe nothing. Those grants have never been dealt with yet, but
they may be found m the Cumberland Register.
266. Somebody said that the Cumberland Register was stolen? ] have seen the Cumberland Register
over and over again. There are two copies—one in the Colonial Secretary’s Office, and another in the
Registrar-General s Office. 1 may tell you also that tho Government filed caveats against mo, and I had
to prove my title as against the Government to several of those blocks of land.
2G7. Mr. Xasa.] You said that you had promised Mrs. Ffrench that you would give her son ail the land
that she claimed ? I gave him all the land that she claimed, and all that her sister, Catherine Gore,
claimed. I conveyed that to young Ffrench, and he conveyed whatever interest he had to me.
268. \ ou said you gave more land than she claimed ? I gave her son more than she claimed, because I
gave him Robinson s grant, that she did not claim ; and I gave him part of Williamson and Assor’s grants
where the alteration of the Lane Cove Road was altered.
'
269. You gave her 109 acres ? Yes ; I gave her son.
•
270. You said that you made Green a present of 12^ acres to enable him to complete a sale ? Yes;
Green had a conveyance from Want, and his conveyance covered those three farms that I have mentioned,
w-8
acres 01 "Whitfield s, and m order to enable Green to complete his contract with Sir Itobcrt
W isdom I gave 121- acres of land, aud in return he conveyed most of my property to Ferguson and
271. You say that Green has been making bricks there for twenty-five years ? I saw thc brick kilns
there as far back as 1873.
272. He had them there for twenty-five years? Yes ; I have seen him working there. He has always
claimed that land; and although it was conveyed to me, I thought that perhaps he had a better title than
I had.
2/3. Has he been on that land for twenty-five years ? I have not interferred with him at any timo.
274 He has had undisputed possession for twenty-five years ? Yes ; his father must have claimed that
land as far back as 1846. Mr, Clayton has what they call tbe partition deed, and that will show what
Green claimed at that timo.
275. About how many acres do you claim altogether? When you ask me how much I claim, I.say that
1 have three portions of 25 acres each in that area ; but I have not tbe deeds to show, and it cost mo so
much ^oney tha,u I am afraid that if the Government go against me it will cost me more than the land
is^worth. I have been to an expense of over £12,000, and! have had enough of it.
270. Mr. Rowarfh.] Did 1 understand you to say that William Bligh Gore became insolvent in 1846 ?
No ; William Gore, senior, was insolvent in 1843, and he died in 1845. My contention would be this,
that when old Mr. Gore became insolvent, away went his interest; there could be no interest in any heir-'
at-law, after that.
J
2//. And thc conveyance from William Bligh Gore to John Boyle is supposed to have taken place in
? Yes.
278. Do you remember the year of transference from John Boyle to Freehill? Yes, I think it was I860.
John Boyle’s contention always has been that he got no consideration from Freehill. Freehill produced
in the Supreme Court a cheque which he gave to Boyle for £500, hut I do not believe that Boyle ever had
£500 at any period of his life. W. B. Gore mortgaged to George Green on March 9th, 1846.
279. Chairman.] The whole of that estate ? No, this 150 acres.
280. Mr. Mowarth.] Then he is supposed to have conveyed to Boyle in 1851 ? -Yes.
281. And Boyle is supposed to have conveyed to Freehill in I860? Yes.
282. Did Freehill convey to Spiro Stampogen? No. Although it was mine I would not disturb Boyle.
Spiro has a house on tho land, I do not know that ho has any title to it. When I applied under the Real
Property Act I left that 5 acres out.
283.
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283. Then there were 2 acres some odd perches on the other side of the Mowbray Itoad ? Yes.
T.Broughto
284. "Was it portion of the originai Artarmon Estate ? Yes.
285. TJiat was supposed to be 150 acres more or less ? Yes.
_ j
23 Sept,1806.
286. rJ'he 5 acres m tbe possession of Spiro Stampogen is not included in tbe certificate of tille ? No. ^
287. I believe it was conveyed by John Boyle io Spiro Stampogen? John Boyle lias convoyed alibis
right, iitle. and interest to three or four different people.
_
288. You mentioned that Darcy Wentworth sold, or arranged to
the Gore Estate mortgaged to him
to a man named Amos, did he sell to Amos ? Legally tho mortgagee cannot buy a property mortgaged to
bimself. He must get a third party to buy, 1 do not believe it was a bona fide sale.

TUESDAY,

18 OCTOBER, 1890.

^rrsfint:—
Mb. GOBMLY,
|
Mr. HOWAETH.
E, M. CLA11K, Esq., in the Chair.
John Horatio Clayton, solicitor, called in, sworn and examined : —
2SD. Chairman!] Do you produce some papers in connection with the Gore and Artarmon Estates ? 1 do. j, IT.Clayton
290. hi connect,ion with Mr. Green’s claim P Yes. [ do not hold these documents for Green.
i.liem for Eogers and Broughton, in connection with the land which forms part, of Green’s land.

1 hold

\
13 Out., 1896

291. Land that Eogers and Broughton purchased from Green ? Yes.
292. Perhaps you would describe these documents ? The first deed was a copy of a grant to James
Brumby. That is a grant which purports to grant to James Brumby 25 acres of land, to be known as
Brumby’s farm, situated at Lane Cove, m the district of Hunter’s Hill. I call attention to this, that
across the documents is written fhe words “ to be cancelled,” bat the vords 11 to be” have been struck
mil, amt tbe word “ cancelled'’ loH.
_
298. What is the date of that ? Tbe date of that grant is the 3rd December, 1791. ] may mention that
such a cancellation as that has been held by the Supreme Court m a similar case that I fought, known as
Tilly’s grant, has been held to go for nothing. The mere writing across a grant the word “cancelled”
goes for nothing, because anyone might write that. It was held that thc fee must be got iu from tbe
grantee—that the fee having once left thc Crown, it must be got back in a proper legal way, not by
writing across the grant the word " cancelled." The decision of the Full Court in regard to Tilly's grant
shows that, Wrc have got a Torrens title to-day for Tilly's, grant. The next deed which J produce is an
attested copy of a deed of partition. The date is blank, except that the year 1846 is given. That deed
was made between William Bligh Gore or Artarmon and Charlotte Sarah Willoe Ffrench, Frances
Catherine Gore. Elizabeth Margaret Fitzgerald, and George Green. That is the deed of partition which
is supposed to divide certain lauds which were part of thc Gore Estate, at any rate, if not the uholo,
among Gore's children who arc named there and George Green. The George Green mentioned is tho
father of Eichard Green. There were four children of Gore’s aud this George Green who divided this
land, Green taking under that deed the whole of the land coloured green upon the plan* annexed to
tho deed.
'
294. Do you know what grants these represent ? No ; because in those days it appears that all the land
in that locality was taken up by what were known as soldiers “chits ” or permits, which enabled soldiers to
take up areas of 25 acres generally; it did not say where. These areas were marked off iu squares of 25
acres, the Crown being uncertain where any particular grantee had selected—until informed by him. A
mau was supposed to come back and say where he had taken up his 25 acres. Take Brumby’s land. No
surveyor could fix that, but it is there all the same. In this particular ease it says that the land and
hereditaments described in the plan or chart hereunto annexed marked with the letter “A” should become
and belong to so-and-so. This refers to the partition deed.
295. Do you know the area of that land? No, I could not tell by the area. Any surveyor having that
plan before him could go and mark it out from the natural features, Thc next document is a copy of a
deed—George Green to John and William Stewart—that is a conveyance or deed of settlement. A deed of
settlement from George Green to John William Stewart, dated 26th September, 1S4G, thc same year as
the deed of partition. By that deed George Green settled on these trustees—the two Stewarts—the very
lands which are shown on the plan* annexed to the samo deed. Hcsottled them upon certain trusts from
his wife, giving her power of sale. Well, in that deed, to show the uncertainly of these lands, it describes
the following pieces of land, viz., Artarmon, Eolmont’s, Asser’a, Dick’s, Loader’s, Whitfield's, Eobcrte’,
Sawyer’s, Eobinson's, Packer’s, Dargan’s, Jennings’, and Turner’s Farm. Then it goes ou to state, “ or
by whatsoever name or names the said land and hereditaments have been and now and arc usually called,
known, or distinguished,” so llmi the names wore uncertain at that time. But it says that one-sixth part
is now in the actual possession of the late George Green, and is more particularly distinguished on the
plan in the margin to these presents. That was in 1846. The great thing is to fix the land, the name
being very uncertain at that time. There is one deed, dated tbe Gth October, 1876—Mariah Green and
John Stewart appoint Eichard Augustus Willoughby Green and Isaac Howard as trustees, in place of
the two Stewarts. Then there is another deed, dated the 1 st August, 1879, in which Mariah Green,
Howard, and Eichard Green appoint in place of Green and Howard, G. B. Eobins and Thomas Cromack,
new trustees in place of Howard and Green. Eobins and Cromack, by deed dated 8th September, 1879,
as trustees of Mrs. Green, sell to A. W. Green all thc land comprised m that settlement of 1846. On tho
9th September, 1878, Green executed a mortgage to his mother, and since that has sold some land com
prised in this deed, and in those other deeds from which the purchasers from him obtained the Torrens’
title. Eogers aud Broughton have obtained the Torren’s title Part of the land of course remains
unsold, and tho title is in Green to-day.
* Tvncings appended bj the Committee.

See appendix
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'
Henry Wheeler Gilkitn called in, sworn and esamined
Gillatn, 290, Chairman.'] Tou are in the Kegistrar-GeneraFs Department? Yes; I am Deputy KegistrarGeneral.
11
' 297, You have been summoned to produce a copy of thc Cumberland Eegister ? Yes; for 1833.
298, We asked you for parliculars of a 1,000 acres of land granted by Governor Bourke, in terms of a
promise made by Governor Macquarie, to Ann Gore, wife of William Gore, for tbe use of her children,
in consideration of his surrender of numerous grants ? Ivo such grant was ever issued, as far as our
records show. We have never had such a grant in our office.
290. I will read a declaration which has been made on that subject:—
We, the undersigned clerks to Robert Bordett Smith, nf No. 16!), King-street, Sydney, solicitor, do hereby certify
that we have examined what purports to be a certified copy of the original grant under the hand of Sir Richard Bourke,
Governor of the territory of New South Wales, and certified as being a true copy of the original grant by Alexander
Macleay, Colonial Secretary, and that the writing on this and the preceding sheet of brief paper is a true and accurate
transcription thereof.
'
HENRY A, BOYD.
ISth April, 1S94.
JOHN RI0RDAN.

Have you any such grant in your office ? No such grant exists there.
300. Mr, Gormh/,'] You have sufficient information to be able to say that there is no such grant ? I have
even better evidence than my own in the Judge’s report on the Royal Commission appointed to inquire
into the working of the Deeds and Search Branch of the Registrar-General’s Department in 1894.
301. There is no record of this document in thc Registrar-General’s Office? No; if such a document
really existed a certified copy was procurable from the office.
302. Ohairman,~\ Then, in regard to the Cumberland Register, was it ever lost ? No ; in the early days,
up to 1810, grants were made in the county of Cumberland alone. There were no grants outside the
county, and they were all recorded in what was called the Cumberland Register. In tho Lands Office,
however, they bad what were called Cumberland Registers, embracing the counties of Cumberland,
Camden, Northumberland, Cook, and so on, and containing grants from 1832 to 1833, but there was no
grant amongst them in connection with the Artarmon and Gore Estates, and no register whatever called
No, 28. When the trials were on in connection with the allegad grant we had a most urgent scrutiny
through all our documents to see if there could be such a grant, and we found it was impossible.
303. You‘say that no portion of the Cumberland Eegister has ever been lost? No.
■
304. A. our whole register is complete ? Yes; in every respect. The Judge says, in bis report, “ Erom
the evidence of persons well qualified to speak on thc matter, it appears that no such register as Cum
berland Eegister No. 28 has ever been iu the Registrar-General’s Office.” That is the statement of J udge
Pitzhardinge, in his report, after rigid inquiry.
James Greer called in sworn and examined:—
recr. y(}5_ Chairman,'] What aro you ? A solicitor.
'"Tsofi 'Ejffi "We have called you here to give evidence in connection with the Gore and Artarmon Estates. We
1
think you had better give it in your own way, as you have been connected with the estate ? Yes; I havo
been connected with the estate for many years, commencing in 1852. I was acting at the beginning for
AVilliam Hugh Gore, as solicitor, in some matters when J, lived in Wentworth Court. At that time he
wanted some money. I advanced £100 to him, for which I got a deed of conveyance of Turner’s 25 acres,
and 10 acres at Greenwich Point. It was conveyed to me by deed, and registered in tho same year. It
was all bush land at the time, and soon after I got the deed I went home with tho great Devine case on
appeal. That was about tbe year 1855. After that I returned to tbe Colony, and I did not bother about
this ground at the time, as I looked upon it as bush land, until I heard that "the Cooks were occupying it.
I then brought au action of ejectment against them. They claimed by occupation. Thc matter was
decided, however, upon a technical point without the merits of the case being gone into. I went into the
matter very fully, and I got the late Mr. Brownrigg, one of the oldest surveyors here, to go into the
matter. He made a search in the Colonial Secretary’s office, aud this is what he wrote:—
My Dear Sir,
Wentworth Court, 13 October, 1S3S.
I have looked up the matter of Gore's 10 acres and Turner's 25 acres, parish of Willoughby. I find recorded
Book N, folio 777, under date 20tb September, 1S3S, a mortgage of equity of redemption William Gore to Rendray of the
following parcels, parish of Willoughby, viz. ;—
25 acres, known as Robinson’s grant.
dtJ acres, Known as .Jenningsgrant.
25
,,
Sawyer’s
25
~~
,,
Turner's
,,
>>
25
,, Loder’s
„
25
,, Dargon’s ,,
71
25
,,
Curry’s
„
30
,, Asser’s
,,
}»
25
44
„
Dcik’s
,, 1
,, Polmott’s or Williamson,
>1
25
,,
Whitfield's ,,
150
described as Gore’s Artarmon Estate,
17
25
,,
Robert's
,,
10
described ns Gore’s 10 acres, Gore’s Bay.
))
In book P, folio 3fil, dated 27th April, 1S39, I find a mortgage to Pendray of all the above parcels.
In book J, folio 174, I find the following record, hearing date 13th May, 1SG2:—William Bligh Gore to George
Green, conveyance of an equitable right on equal half part of one-fifth of the Artarmon Estate; also Pohnott’s, Asscr's,
Dork’s, Loder’s, Whitfield’s, Roberts, Sawyer's, Robinson's, Packer's, Curry's, Dangar’s, Jennings', and Turner's grants.
You will ol>scrve that Gore had dealings with all those grants as far Ijack as 1S3S. Many of the said grants being
dated as for back as the year 1794. 1 did not search to ascertain when and how Gore came tn bo so possessed of them,
but it is quite certain from the document I gave you that in 18(12 his right to such grant was then under the consideration
of the Government. 1 have not yet made search as to Pcndray’s dealings with Gore's conveyances.
As regards Gore’s 10 acres, I made search iu thc records of the Surveyor-General’s office, and find that the Crown
grant bears date 29th September, 1S38, and yet you will observe that under date the 30th September, 1S3S, he is disposing
of it to Pendray.
You will also see how Pend ray’s 25 acres have been disposed of prior to your conveyance in 1SG3.
You cannot fail to see the difficulties surrounding this case or thc trouble I have had in regard to it. Let me know
your further wishes.
Yours trulv,
James Greer, Esq.
MEADOWS BROWNRIGG.

307. Mr. Gormly.] Was Mr. Brownrigg a Government surveyor or a licensed surveyor? A licensed
surveyor.
'
303. That document relates to what be knew personally ? He made this search to help me iu tbe case
against
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against ihe Cooks. I kave here certified copies of all the transactions which took place between
Morris, the official assignee, and Broughton, between Shuttleworth and Broughton, and G-ore and rendray, j3 0rt^ ]8g6
Irving, the assignee to Pendrav, to Jt. J.’Want; 'William Gore m 1841 to Pendray; Gore to George
Green in 184G, Green to B. j. Want in 1851; William Gore to Pendray in 1841; William Gore to
Pendray in 1840; George Armitage to Bairbairn in 1880; Power of attorney. 1 have here a copy ot
Turner's grant, dated 1794.
-in,
809. Chairman.'] That is the land you have purchased? Tes. I purchased it right out for £i.00 with
10 acres at Greenwich Point. This is the history of the whole of the transactions. Bull copies ot all
thc deeds registered; I will lend them to you.
,.
j r
310. What becaine of this 25 acres of land-did you dispose of it? Bo; I never disposed ot it.
Broughton took proceedings about it. He said he had a prior claim by occupation, and I did not tight it
a second time. The complication came in tbe matter when Shuttleworth appeared on the scene, 1 knew
Shuttleworth ; he was an erratic sort of fellow. He was in difficulties, and I think he went through the
insolvency court. He was mixed up with Broughton and John Hoskings in some monetary matters. 1
find in some very old papers I have here an appeal which was given on the subject by thc late Mr. Wise,
The case was stated on which that gentleman’s opinion was asked; it was as follows:
J?;-: parte thc Official Assignee of the estate of J. N. Shuttleworth,
A meetixg of the creditors in Shuttleworth’a estate is to be held at the office of thc Official Assignee to-morrow, Wednos1
day, flth June, for the purpose of laying before them the result of the examination of Messrs. Broughton and Hoskinga,
relative to thc mortgage of thc Artarmon Estate, &e., and that the Official Assignee may obtain their directions as to the
course he is to pursue to test the validity of the various deeds connected with the sale of Mr, ishuttlcworth s knowledge m
the flaw in S. Terry’s will.

Tho evidence of Hoskmes and Broughton, and previous opinions, are enclosed.

Will counsel advise as painly as possible for the purpose of rending to the meeting what course the creditors by the
Assignee should adopt to test the validity of the various deeds, and to place themselves in the best position, in order to
obtain the dividend from tho estate.
Counsel’s OrixioN.

i given,
....................... ........-........ ,
v
, ,
evidence, brings me to the conclusion that there is not sufficient evidence to establish that the actual consideration of the
mortgage was an advance on the part of Broughton for carrying out the illegal agreement, and that, therefore, Broughton
cannot be fixed with conscious participation in the illegal transaction at the time of the mortgage file examination was
vino voce, and Broughton’s manner was certainly favourable to his version, namely that it was an advance to meet bhuttleworth’s general wants, and it is not todie forgotten that both the Court and the jury would lean rather towards supporting
than im alidating the transaction. These observations apply to the original mortgage hut if the Assignees are prepared to
redeem, 1 think that they would not be bound to pay‘any part of that sum subsequently advanced for carrying on the suit,
after the knowledge of, and, therefore, in connection with the illegal agreement, i.c., there could be no second charge for

that purpose

EDWARD WISE.

9th J une> Iogg.

311 What do you consider Broughton’s claim to the land? He alleged that he had persons in occupation
ns far back as 1830. He alleged that he had a possessory title. Then there was some transactions
between him and Pendray, Shuttleworth, and Hoskings.
_
.
„ v
3L2. He purchased Pendray^ or Shuttleworth's right, title, and interests m the estate. Yes.
3L3. Shuttleworth held a mortgage over it from Gore ? Yes ; and then Want bought tho assets oi Gore ;
then Shuttleworth bought them from Want, He made some arrangement with Want that Boyle and
Gore, who were on the land, had to be ejected, and an action had to be brought to eject them, bhuttlcworth was acting for Gore, and, of course, it was necesrary for him as solicitor to intimate to Ins client
that there was an action to eject him and Boyle. He alleged that there was never any notice given, and
lie allowed 'Want to go on with the case and eject them although he had sold. He was acting as pur
chaser and solicitor, being the purchaser himself and solicitor for Gore. It came before the late Llnet
Justice Stephen, and just after thc sheriffs officer hac!_ been sent over to take possession ; it was only
then that Gore got the first information of tho proceedings, and he went and had au interview
y1,0
Judive, and Shuttleworth was called upon to show why these proceedings had been earned on without his
client’s knowledge. The Sheriff was ordered out of possession, and Shuttleworth was going to be struck
off the roll of attorneys.
. ..
„
o tx
t i.
314. lilr. Komrth^ Are vou positive that Want purchased the asset from William bore ? Acs i have
a deed here, Want, to Shuttleworth, dated 1852. He must have purchased to bo able to sell to Shuttleworth.
3L5. If it is stated that Green purchased the assets of William Gore, that, m your opinion, is untrue ?
Bot Gore ■ Pendray went insolvent. The consideration for that, ho said, was a £1,000, but, m my
opinion, Shuttleworth had not £1,000; he was hard up. I knew him well. I have a document here
entitled Irving and Pendray to Want.
_
310. To do not know anything of the Cumberland register ?
Bo.
^
317. Do you know of any transaction between Bligh, Gore, and Boyle ? Tes. I recollect their being
in mv office very often. I recollect them consulting with me about matters. I know that Boyle was
living on the Artarmon estate. I saw him there.
.
.
■
c
318. Chairman.] The 20 acres of Turner’s grant and the 10 acres at Greenwich Point are in possession ot
Broughton? Tes.
21 OCTOBER, 1890.
■present:—
Me. HOWABTH,
1
Mn. WATSON,
Me. J. C. L. B1TZPATRICK.
E. M. CLARK, Esq., ix the Chair.
WEDNESDAY,

Robert Henry Gordon called in, sworn, and examined :—
319, Chairman^] Tou aro Mayor of the borough of Willoughby ? lam.
_
_
E.H. Gordon.
320, Arc you acquainted with tbe reserve in the neighbourhood of tbe St. Leonards1 railway station which
forms part of the Gore and Artarmon Estate ? 1 know a reserve of 140 acres which, X believe, formed 21 Oct, ibJb,
part of that estate.
^
321, That reserve was dedicated, T think, by grant to the borough pf "Willoughby ? Yes*
322.1
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B.H. Gordon. 322. What tos the date of the grant ? I have thc grant here, the date is the 10th January, 1888.
210^ 1896
r ^ a gnin!
Partlcu]iir a™3- f'-cfu the Crown? It is a land grant from the Crown of
Cl'' loat)- that particular area ot land, 140 acres.
324 Does that grant show any particular original grants to individuals, or is the land described as Crown
iancis r It 18 Crown land,
325. They do not mention any particular grants to individuals ? Xo.
32G. Tour Council still consider that that land is vested in Iho Council ? IVe do. "We consider that it
is our reserve. The Government have taken action to resume it and cut it up for sale. But the Council
still maintain that tlie reserve belongs to tho people of Willoughby for recreation purposes.
327._ borne steps have been taken by the Government lately in regard to it? We are in treaty with the
Minister for Lands to try aud arrive at a settlement. The Minister has taken action against a man named
breen tor removing sou from the reserve.
328. Land was vested by grant in your Council ? Yes; and the Government have asked us to return the
grant, so that it may bo cancelled, and the Council have declined to do so.
329. You have no objection to leave that document, have vou ? I must refuse to leave it, but I will send
you a copy of it.
’
330. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] You said there were some steps taken against a man named Green for trespassing
or removmg sou? Yes.i
“b
What was the result? A perpetual injunction was granted against him for trespass.
332. Was the question of title raised by him or by any one on his behalf ? I do not think ho defended
it at all. _ It was reported m the Sydney Morniny Herald that he did not appear. I was present when
the Mmister with a party drove on to the ground, while Greea was in a hole throwing out clay, and a man
with a dray was there to take it away. The Minister warned him of the risk that lie was running, and
Ms interfenhg1 with^lie iancT ^ tllkc action to stoP it’! the result beiuS this perpetual injunction against
333. Has the Council ever taken steps to prove their right as against the Government ? IN'ot against the
Government. All that the Government has ever done has been done against the strongest protests from
the Council, but we are not m a position to light the Government. We have no money to throw away
OU
w
*
334 Chairman.] Yonr Council rely upon the deed of grant? Yes ; and we maintain that we have fulnlled our trust in so far as we were able.
335. Jfr.
Assuming that the Government took possession, and cutup the land to sell it
what course does the Council propose to adopt then? YVe have made certain proposals to the Govern*
incnt. We want them to give ns reserves in other parts of tho borough in return for this area, and if that
is acceded to it is possible that the Council will not interfere in the matter. In the event of the Minister
tor Lands tailing to do that, we would fight it out if we have any grounds to go ou.
33G. Chairman.'] This reserve is within your municipality ? Yes.
337. And the area is 140 acres ? Yes; and it is a very valuable site.
338. Mr. Jlowarth.'] Do you know whether the reserve referred to was ever a portion ofthe Gore and
Artarmon Estate ? No ; as a matter of fact, I do not,
■
339. You do not know the metes and bounds of the Gore and Artarmon Estate ? No • 1do not
340. Do you believe that the reserve referred to can really form a portion of the Go’reand Arfarmon
Estate r 1 do not know.
341 Even assuming that it may have been a part of tho Gore and Artarmon Estate originally do vou
hold the opinion that it is still a portion of the estate ? It cannot be a portion of the Gore and Artarmon
Estate-it is reserved for the borough of Willoughby. Mr. Pigott, solicitor for tho Council, has defended
our title in the Supreme Court, as against Campbell and Nieholls in tbo Supreme Court action and ho
could give all particulars.
*
342. That was in regard to the 140 acres P Yes.
343. Ytou have had to fight for the title to this land ? YVe have had to fight for it, and it went so far as
to go_to a trial. Then when the trial came on for hearing, it went by default-the parties did not appear.
344. Y.ou defended your title on that deed ? Yes.
u
^5- You maintained that your Council is entitled to the control of that 140 acres described in that deed?

"

' x
, _

34G. Mr. Fitzpatrick.] Is there anything in the deed to show that the 140 acres ever formed part of thc
estate named P ho.
1
v
347. Mr Jlowarth:] Do you know that Green has been served with notice to hand over possession to
one of the Crown Law officers ot a portion of that reserve which he claims' to have a title to ? I have
heard a rumour to that effect, but 1 do not know whether it is a fact,
348. Chairman.] Your Council having that deed in their possession, objects to any interference with their
rights as trustees ot that particular reserve ? Most decidedly
.
349_ Unless they give you an equivalent ? Yes. We shall probably ask them to let us havo the whole
ot this land—this 140 acres ? They claim to have cancelled the deed which I have exhibited here
350. Have you any idea how they cancelled it ? They say that we have neglected our trust inasmuch as
we did not improve the laud, and they have revoked the dedication bv Gazette notice.
351. Chairman.] Did they allow you anything for thc improvement of the land ? Not a shilling
352 Mr. Fitzpatrick^
opens up the question whether tho grant did contain a clause imposing
certain conditions, the rulfilment of which is necessary before you can continue to bold the land-_is
there such a clause in thc grant ? No ; the only clause is one Which says that the land shall be devoted
for tho purposes of a recreation reserve of the people of Willoughby, and for no other purpose. The
argument ot the Crown is that we have not improved, cleared, fenced, and stumped, the land, and made it
fit for a recreation reserve. Wc have done this as far as possible. We have stumped, cleared, aud fenced
about 34 acres ot it, and we had one portion of it laid out as a cricket ground. That was as far as our
means would allow us to go.
353. Has the municipality any power to spend money for tho improvement of reserves of this kind? It
ver.V questionable. Legally speaking, I do not think wo have authority to spend money on reserves
3o4. You really rely upon assistance from the Government for that purpose? YVo do AH thc monev
wo have received from the Crown has been spent on those reserves. Wo have also spent £400 of theratcpayers’money m defending our title to the land.
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355. Tou, therefore, still consider that under all the circumstances, in thc interests of the ratepayers of Ihn.G-ordon.
Willoughby, you are entitled to claim this 140 acres ? Wc do.
,
21 Oct. 1896,
356. And you have objected, so far, to any interference from the Government ? All along we have
*’
objected. We have parleyed with them, and wc have submitted certain proposals which, if accepted, will,
]'think, settle the matter.
_
■
i i i o th,
357. Has your municipality taken steps to prevent people with tents from occupying the land . Ihey
have all been removed, and-several have been fined.
•
358. Tou havo asserted thc rights of tho public to the reserve P We were doing so until the Govern
ment disputed our title. At tho present time there is a serious menace to health around St. Leonards,
owing to these humpies which have been put up on-the land. There is no provision of sanitary con
veniences whatever, and wc cannot act now, as the Government say we have no power. If wo went into
court I suppose wc would be defeated on that ground.
_
350. And you depend on the deed? We depend altogether on the deed of grant.
360. Mr. Howarih.] Does the deed contain the words, “ and for no other purposes ” ? The grant from
tho Crown says, “ We are desirous of granting the said land unto the borough of North "Willoughby to
be held and used as a place for public recreation, for the said inhabitants, and for no other use or
purpose whatsoever.”
, ,
361. Do you think that tlie Crown revoked tho dedication because of the settlement on that land ot
certain persons on that land in humpies, tents, and so on ? I cannot say esactly that may be part of it.
They give a number of other reasons. They say that wc neglected our trust iiy that respect.
362. Is this grant the original title that the borough held for that reserve ? No.
363. The other title was valid, was it not ? It was given on a wrong form.
364. Did you have to defend the other title, and to pay for tho cost of the defence out of the rates of the
borough? We did.
365. To what amount ? About £400.
366. Chairman.'] What title was that ? This is not the first title. The first grant that wm got was put
on a wrong form, through an error in the Lands Department, and we were advised by our solicitor that
we could not succeed in maintaining our rights on that form, and we were put to a lot of expense over it.
When the Crown gave us this title tliey said, there i= a title which nobody can touch.
_
367. Mr. Howarfh.] Before obtaining the present title, did you ever have a caso in court against any or
those who had settled on the land a case, that went against the Council as to the validity of the title r It
may have been so ; I cannot tell exactly.
.
368. Since you have held this grant the Council has done its utmost to keep thc land for recreation
purposes? Tes.
.
, ,
,
.
366. Tou have sued people who have settled upon it;—you have obtained injunctions against certain
people, and you have served notices? We have got 'Convictions in the court, and had them fined. AVc
fenced the ground on two occasions, but thc fences have been cut down and taken away. .
370. Chairman^] Ton consider this 140 acres of land to bo a valuable asset of your Council ? Certainly,
17 acres of it is worth £500 an acre.
'
371. Tou have done all that as trustees you could do in regard to the matter ? We have dono all that
wro could do. We havo not much money at out disposal.
.
,
.
372. And this reserve has really been looked upon as a sort of wilderness, population having only latterly
settled in its vicinity ? Since the railway came.
373. Tho value of the reserve is only now being recognised ? I understand that when it ivas dedicated to
thc Council in thc first instance the value of the land was only £2 an acre. At present its value is about
£200 an acre.
r i
4 .1 .
374. Mr. Howarth..] Did the Council at any time make application to the Crown to refund to them the
cost of the litigation to which they had been put to to prove their title ? Application was made both bv
deputation to Sir Henry Parkes and Mr. Carruthers, and they asked us to furnish details, and promised
to look into the matter.
.
375. Did Sir Henry Parkes at any time promise to refund to the Council tho amount of their costs r 1
have been told that he did.
376 Tou consider that as you were defending a valid title, issued by the Crown, the Crown should have
paid the legal expenses incurred ? We most decidedly look to them for that money it is close on £400.
They have not paid^auything towards it.
John Doyle called in, sworn, and examined:—
377. Chairman.] Tou aro an old resident of the district of Willoughby ? I am. _
378. How long have you been there ? Going on for sixty-six years. I was born in Sydney. Left Sydney
when I was 6 months old, and J have been there ever since.
,
379. Tou know this Gore and Artarmon Estate? 1 do. I was reared on that estate, and my sisters and
brothers were born there.
_
380. Of course yon knew Mr. Gore P Tes ; I knew old Mr. Gore and his son.
381. Mr. Gore always asserted his rights to a certain area of land there P
Tes ; about1,000 acres.
382. And that included the Artarmon Estate ? Tes.
_
383. Have you any idea why he asserted that right;—did he claim that hegot it by grant or how? They
wore grants to his family from the Government, 1 believe.
384. Do you know anything about the very old grants ? Mr. Gore claimed all of them. They were
McCanns’, Boberts’, P. Dargan’s, Webbers’, Humphries’, Dan Carr’s, Sawyer’s, Kelly’s, Packer’s, Baker’s,
Lamb’s, Brumby’s, and others.
385. To whom was the Artarmon Estate granted? That was a grant to Gore.
_
386. Tou have lived on that estate ? Tes ; I lived near where Spiro, the foreigner, lives.
387. What was Mr. Gore? He was sheriff here at one time.
_
388. Ho shot a man, didn’t he? He shot a soldier for cutting grass on his lnnd-1-that 10 acres at
Greenwich.
389. Down at Greenwich Point ? Tes.
_ i
,
390. Where do yon live now ? I live on Berry’s Estate, about a chain from the boundary of Gore s
Estate.
_
_
,
391. Did you ever have any transactions with anybody connected with this estate ? Tes, I paid William

'

'

Bligh

J, Doyle
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Bligh Gore for the right to cut wood ou it, and ivhen ho died his nephew, John FfrCiich, the man who
21 Oct 1890 Sb0t h,mse*V TCC01ved the money. He said he was Broughton’s agent.
"
'
You did not know Bfrench in connection with this except as Broughton’s agent? No.
393, Tou know that he was in some way related to G-ore ? Tes.
.
394. Ffrench being a relative of Gore he had some right in connection with the estate ? "Well, his motlicr
had the estate.
xiri?0 wa3
mother ? Old Mrs, G-ore’s daughter who married Captain Lamb.
39G. Who asserted the prior right to this estate ? G-ore always did. 1 never saw anyone molested on
the land at the time when Grore had it.
“
**■ ^.r; Gore was alwaya recognised hy everybody as the man who had the greatest right to the property.
498. Hid you ever understand that Gore had purchased the right to this land from old soldiers who had
obtained grants. Tes ; he got it from old soldiers. A man named Lane gave evidence in the Supreme
Court to the effect that he saw old Mr. Gore give £5 for Dan Carr’s grant.
399. Have you any idea of the relationship between Broughton and Ffrench in regard to this estate? I
ad dealings with Ffrench. I rented four or five farms from him, and he was always very anxious for his
money. One tune I said “ Can you not give me a little more time,” and he said “ I cannot. The man
to whom I have to give the money is very eager for it.” He said it was Mr. Broughton thc squatter. I
borrowed money from Mr. Whitton, tlie late Engineer-in-Chief for liailways, to pay him
400. You have never had any dealings with Broughton at all ?----401. You have heard of Ffrench shooting himself ? Yes; I know all about it.
402. You never heard that Ffrench’s trouble was in any way due to Broughton ? No.
403. You never had any transaction with Broughton in regard to this land ? No.
4fl4. How long is it since Broughton first asserted a right to this land from your "knowlcdrm ? Thirlv or
thirty‘five years.
^
o
j
405. You never knew upon what grounds ho asserted that ri<dit ? No.
406. The people for thirty or thirty-five years have recogniseu that he has some right ? Yes: hut I do
not know why.
ano wJ0? tn?W *nythi?e about icon's claim ? Yes; Green’s claim is Brumby’s farm, 25 acres,
ano ti
i® bc c alllJ
^
USC(i have sawyers working on it, and was making bricks there.
40J. Do you know anything about land surrounding St. Leonards railway station ? An area there was
given to the Council. They fenced it in, and Green cut thc fence down and took it away.
410. Green asserted his right ? Yes ; he took the fence away two or three times.
411. Tou knew that land many years ago P Tes.
^
412. You do not know who fenced it in ? I do not. Tlie fence was burnt down at the time of thc great
“r® 11L1844 or 184,5' Adjoining Berry’s land some of the old posts are still m the ground.
413. The general impression was that Gore fenced in to assert his right to the laud ? Yes.
414. And that included the land where St. Leonards station is now and the 140 acres which the Crown
claim ? Yes; that was a portion of it.
415. Afr. JTowariL] At the time when you recognised Broughton through Ffrench as having some con
nection with tbe land, was Spiro settled on it ? 1 have never rented land from Broughton. I rented it
ixom Ffrench, who said he was agent for Broughton.
W0re
renfto ffrench for Broughton, was Spiro settled on the Artarmon
-hstate r He had 4 or o acres.
41V. Was Spiro on the estate before you paid any rent to Ffrench ? I paid rent to William Elmh Gore
years before, and afterwards to Ffrench.
.
418. Did you ever lease any land from Bronghton ? No.
419. Were you ever ranger for Broughton ? No.
-ri0U nover ac*:e^
b'3 agent ? No ; he told me ondc to look after his land.
5?/°u k".0'v wb0n SPiro
0n that land ? 1 do ; J think it was Freehill who put him there.
422, Hid Freehill put him m possession ? He bought from Freehill.
423. Do you know hoiv Freehill became possessed of that land ? No
BoyleD° yt>U kn°W "'hether B°yle SOld t0 •Preel,i11 ? There hav0 been nome factions between him and

■

425 Do you know whether W. B. Gore sold to Boyle? I know that Gore would be capable of doing a
good many things.
i
b
426. Chairman.] Gore was not a man of immense wealth ? No.
^■27. He always wanted money ? Yes ; and he would do anything to get it
aoo
Sowarfhl
SP0ITO beel1 tl'0r0 thirty years ? Nearly, but not quite thirty years.
setBi^gufontlmknd
EfrCnCh f°r Br0U°lltfm before SPiro cam0? I did subsequently to Spiro’s
430. Chairman.] What was your general impression with regard to Boyle’s claim to the estate ? He was
always with the Gores—they lived together.
431. Did you ever hear that Boyle had some interest in it through the Gores ? I cannot say.
l0rg
B??10 ? About forty years ; he was a surveyor, and surveyed all round
the country for William Charles Wentworth.
J
Gorcs^n^ y°U nCVCl'lmeW milcb about bis connection witli the Gores P No ; he was very thick with the
434 Do you know anything about Gore living with Green ? Yes; he lived with Green when Green
lived down at Greenwich, there was a private school there, and I went to that school. It was kept by
a barrister named Savage. Mr, Gore used to live there, and he kept a racehorse
43o. As tar as Gore and Boyle are concerned, you do not know their relationship ? Old Boyle had a
sheep station. Fie once had seventy sheep, but they died.
J
436 Mr. Howarth.] Do you know whether Spiro his any title to that land ? Spiro went to Mr. G. P.
Slade, the solicitor, to sell his grant out. Slade looked at the deed, and said it was not worth the paper it
was written on.
r 1
own pSC haa beeQ ^ P°ssession of tbc Artarmon Estate for thirty years ? He has been living on his
438. How long has Boyle been on tho estate ? About forty years.
Bichard
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Eicliard Augustus Willougliby G-reen recalled, aud further examined:
A. W.
439. Chairman-'] I understand that you desire to make a statement in regard to the evidence that has R.Green.
been given ? Mr. Quinlan stated that William Bligh Gore was a lodger of my father s many years ago,
and he put it that Gore ran up a long bill, and he says that there was no mortgage executed by William 21
l896i
Bligh Gore to George Green in 184G. I wish to contradict that. I never left my father s place until 1
was 22 years of age, and I know that Gore never boarded there. There was a mortgage, dated 9th ALarcn,
IS46 and George Green foreclosed in 1S4S. Then I believe B. J. Want purchased the equity of redemp
tion from George Green. It went from Want to Shuttleworth, aud from Shuttleworth to Broughton in
1855. Then Shuttleworth conveyed to Broughton some 940 acres, but that was behind the bach ox a deed
of partition signed hy Gore. A. deed, dated 1846, hy the Gore family to George Greene.
.
440. Shuttleworth, then, is supposed to havo conveyed to Bronghton the whole of the land comprised in
the Gore and Artarmon Estates P Yes; Greene’s portion as well as the others. _
_
441. But Broughton has since paid you certain sums in regard to a certain portion of that land . Ics ;
because I produced this deed, which rather astonished him, and he gave way.
,
442. In what way did he1 defeat yon? He defeated me in one action, lor one grant Bakers Grant,
2'5 ftcrGS
443. Then ho has always been a cause of litigation in regard to this estate ? There has always been some
trouble about it.
. , . ,
.
^
444. When Broughton found himself beaten, he compromised with you in regard to a certain tarm. ycs445. He has paid vou money in regard to some land ? Yes. He paid his share; there were four of them
jn ^—Broughton, Wisdom, Eogers, Q.C., and the late John Williams, Crown Solicitor. Ihey gaie me
£gQ0O

^

446. Hid they pay you that money ? Unfortunately, I never saw a shilling of it. _ I was robbed of it.
447. You say that Broughton and others paid you£8,000? Yes; to my solicitor, aud I never saw a
shilling of the money.
„
448. Your solicitor was Eerguson, of Ferguson and Broad? Yes.
449. The parties fought you till they found they could fight you no longer, then submitted and paid you
the money ? Yes; they did.
T
jtj'-nii
450. Did you mention the name of Judge Innes ? I sold 6 acres of land to Judge Innes and bir Eobert
Wisdom—thev gave me £800 for it.
. ,
„
45L Then tliis matter is really mixed up with two Judges at present sitting on the Bench—bir George
Innes and Mr. Eodgers ? Yes.
. , ,. 452. You are sure that that money was paid over to Eerguson and Broad? les; i saw the Dutts ox
the cheques in the Supreme Court, and they could hardly credit the statement that I had never received
the money.
•
453. These people acknowledge your right to theJand? Yes.
.
454. What; area did your father’s mortgage comprise? It was tho equity of redemption irom U Arcy
Wentworth.
c jt i j o
455. Your father purchased D’Arcy Wentworth's equity of redemption ; what was tho area or the laud r
1,000 acres.
r L L n -v
r j.i
456. You have always asserted your claim to that area, including the Artarmon Estate r les ; my rather
asserted his right in’1845. lie surveyed thc whole estate when f was a boy, and I have lived on the estate
for fifty-two years.
,,
457. And you still live on a portion of it ? I still live on Dura’s grant—a portion of the 100 acres sold
to Wisdom & Co. That has to be sold by public auction, and we divide the proceeds.
^
458. What is tho area ? 100 acres—four farms. Doik’s, Whitfield’s, Sawyer’s aud iillys. When we
were obtaining a certificate of title the Government opposed ine.
459. You are waiting for a certificate of title to these four farms? Ho; that was issued six or eight
years ago.
460. You still have a fifth interest in the 100 acres ? Yes.
461. Have you taken any steps to sell ? Yo ; I cannot move ; I am in the Bankruptcy Court; I cannot
get a release. The land has come down to such a low value, so that they let it lie.
462. Broughton, Eogers, and Innes have always recognised your claim ? Yes.
463. And always considered your claim sufficient to pay yon a fair return for yourland ? Yes.
_
464. Is there anything else you would care to say P One or two little matters. Mr. Harnettclaims a
portion of YicholTs land. I fought Mr. Harnett‘in the Supremo Court and beat him twice, but since I
have got into the Bankruptcy Court he has gone and got a certificate of title.
_
465. Did he serve you with tho necessary notice of his intention to apply ? Ho. I have told him since
about it. lie is now cutting up thc land to sell it. 1 have told him 1 shall call upon him to surrender
his title.
.
406. Under the Eenl Property Act, he ought to have served you with a notice? Of course.
467, You wore taken by surprise;—you found that he had got a title without your being informed of the
fact? Yes.
, .
,0
4GS. Mr. Howarth^ That land that Harnett obtained a Torrens title for is it included m your asset?
Yes. I think I showed some £50,000.
_
469. Did tlie Official Assignee offer to sell you a right, title and interest in the 100 acres some years
ago ? Yes.
_
470. Was it sold ? It was not; but Mr. Eogers.made an offer for it. _
_
471. Chairman.'] Mr. Eogers made an offer at auction for your right, title, and interest ? Yes.
472. Where? In Hunter-street.
473. And there was no offer for it ? Mr. Eogers offered £250.
474. Did they not accept it ? Yo. Tliey would accept nothing less than would release my estate.
475. What amount was necessary for that ? £1,500.
476. Judge Eogers attended the sale mid made an offer ? Yes.
477. You were present ? Yes.
478. You heard him make an offer of £250 P Yes.

388-D
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John Boyle recalled, and further examined:—
4/0. C%a?maw.] Bid you transfer your right, title ,and interest in the Gore and Artarmon Estates to
21 Oct., 1896. ~,re , £
was merely a friendly, affair. There vas an action pending for a small farm of 25 acres—
Ganns farm. The .Government said that that was vacant land that never had been alienated. It was
conveyed, hy Mr. William Bligh Gore to me in the same deed as the Artarmon Estate.
480. It was a farm separate from the Artamon Estate ? Tes; I asked Ereehill to be trustee for me in
this action by the Crown.
481. The Crown took action against you ? Tes.
482. When was that ? I think it was about twenty-five years ago.
483. That was when yon came into contact with Ereehili ? Tes. .Tames Hart was the attorney whom I
employed. Ereehill had a son articled to Hart; I thought it would be handy for me to enter Ercohill’s
name with mine in the defence. I went to Ereehill and he said ha would not defend it—that he
would not spend a pound on it. I told Hart, and Hart said he must defend it, there is plenty of security
in hand for payment. Ereehill did not defend, and judgment in default was signed against him on 18th
May, 1871. 1 defended case, and when thc case came on Ereehill entered the court and said “ Take my
name off that list; I have no part in it.” Mr. Butler said “ Mr. Boyle, will you go on -with the action ?”
and I said.“ Tes.” Judge Eaweett said “If Ereehill had any interest it falls to the ground now.” I
■went on with the action and won it against the Crown. The date of the judgment was 13th Eebruary,
1872. The clerks in the Survey office were spiteful, and tried to get a new trial. They applied to Judge
Hargreaves, and also to Judge Eaweett, and moved the Pull Court, The Chief Justice, Sir Alfred Stephen
said to Mr. Williams, the Crown Solicitor, “ This is three times that you have come before the court for
a new trial;—it looks like a persecution. He said “ Show mo your strongest point.” Mr. Williams
showed him, and the Chief Justice slapped the papers down, and said there was an erasure on the docu
ment—the Cumberland Hegister.
484. How long have you had possession of the Artarmon Estate? I should think, forty-five years.
485. When did you come into possession;—did you not first meet Gore in connection with the Artarmon
Estate about 1849 ? Tes.
486. And you made a survey of this estate? Tes.
487. W. B. Gore made a certain proposal, to you ? Tes.
488. That you should protect tho interest of himself and family, and he gave you an interest iu the
estate? Tes.
"
489. And you have lived on the estate ever since then ? Tes.
490. Tou have occupied the Artarmon Estate ? Tea.
491. Do you know anything about old Greene's claim ? I do, and I do not.
•
492. "Was not W, B. Gore staying with Greene at one time ? Hot in my time,
493. When does Greene’s claim commence ? He was made a sort of a trustee. The papers were in the
Colonial Secretary’s office. Old Gore was not pleased with his family. The deed that Governor Bourke
made was to be confirmed for the wife and children.
494. Was it ever confirmed ? It was.
495. Did you ever have any connection with Shuttleworth ? Ho.
496. What title had Shuttleworth? Hone at all.
497. What was he ? He was Gore’s Attorney.
498. Did Broughton become possessed of this land through Shuttleworth ? I cannot say,
499. Did Shuttleworth ever have any interest in it ? Hone whatever.
.
500. Tou entered into some arrangement with ilfreehill in regard to tliis land? I gave him orders to
make a deed of trust, ami he made it out to himself.
501. What was the consideration ? There was nothing at all.
502. Tou employed Ereehill, who was a solicitor, to help you in regard to your claim on the land ? Tes.
508. Tou gave him authority to make a deed of trust ? Tes; and he virtually made a deed of gift to
himself.
504. And did you sign that? I signed it, having great confidence in him.
505. What did he do iu regard to that deed ? Ho left it in thc Bank.
506. Did he ever sell his right, title, and interest in it? He became insolvent.
50/. What did he do with regard to your deed ? He lodged it in the Bank of Hew South Wales.
508. Was ii as security for an overdraft ? He wanted an overdraft, but they would not give it to him
for a while. When he became insolvent I went to Mr, Shepherd Smith, and he said the Bank must keep
■
itself clear.
~
509. Tou have always asserted your right to the estate ? Tes. •
,
510. notwithstanding any document you may have given to Ereehill, you have asserted your right to the
land by possession ? Tes.
511. And you came into possession through W. B. Gore ? Tes.
512. He asked you, in tho interests of his family, to stand by him and protect this land ? Tes.
513. Ton were then a surveyor, and surveyed the whole estate ? Tes.
5.14. What area is there ? 940 acres I made of it.
515. Tou fought this matter in tho Supreme Court several times ? I did. Sir Alfred Stephen decided
m my favour first, in 1851.
bl6. Tou have won at times, and lost at times ? Sometimes I was sold.
517. Tou claim that the solicitors did not understand you, and at times threw you over ? Tes.
518. Freehill had no right to barter away this title of yours ? Ho.
519. Did he sell to Broughton ? Ho.
.
520. To whom did he sell? The Bank who held tlie deed as security sold to Harnett and Stuart.
s?1- jt not a fact that tlie Artarmon Estate has lately been put under tho Beal Property Act ? Tes
522. Who put it under that Act? Broughton.
1
J
'
523. Then you presume they sold to Broughton ? Ho ; they were all mixed up together in it.
524. Has Broughton served yon with any notice that he intended to put the property under the Real
Property Act ? Ho.
j
j
■
525. He ought to have done so ? Tes.'
526. Tou are still in possession ? Tes. Shepherd Smith came out to my place. My place was burnt
down

I
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down l)y certain parties, and I had built it up again. Mr. Shepherd Smith asked me to call and see him.
I went to see him, and ho said that Freehill had a house in George-street, and he told me to go and retch ^ ^
two honest men, but not to bring a lawyer. After this the Bank sold to Harnett and Stuart.
WEDNESDAY,
.

28

OCTOBER,

1896.

flrrsrni:—

Me. J. C. L. FITZPATRICK, I

Me. GORMLY,

Me. O'SULLIVAN.

E. M. CLARK, Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Sydney M. Quinlan, Esq,, Solicitor, appeared on behalf of Mr. J. H. 0. Ffrench.

Chas. Macleay Boyce called in, sworn, and examined:—
527. Chairman.'] You are a solicitor ? Yes.
_
528. You have some paper in connection with the papers of tlie late R. B. Smith, an attested copy of thee, M. Boyce.
grant to the Gore family ? I have what purports to be a copy of a grant. It is _supposed to he a copy ,
of a grant to Annie Gore. It purports to be a certified copy of the original. It simply speaks for itself.28 Oct., 1896.
That is all I know about it.
_
_
529. Is it taken from the Cumberland Register? It is marked on the margin as being entered on the
records, No. 28, page 53a. The date is 15th January, 1833.
530. That is the date of the grant? Yes.
531. Are the names of any of the smaller grants mentioned? I think so, in the boundaries.
532. Mr. Gormly.] Is that a deed or grant from tho Crown ? It purports to he a copy.
533. Chairman^] It is supposed to he entered on the Cumberland Register ? Yes.
534-. Have you a copy of Uoldsworth’s Grant? I have a copy signed by tho Deputy Registrar.
535. "Was it cancelled ? It was intended to he, hut there has been a decision at law to tho effect that the
mere striking through of the grant does not revest tlie land in the Crown.
536. Do you know that Holdsworth’s Grant formed a portion of that reserve of 140 acres near the
St. Leonard’s station ? I do not know anythiug about it. At the foot of the copy it says “ cancelled,” it
also says “ demised to the Crown.”
537. Have you any other paper in connection with the estate ? Yes; I have a memorial here taken from
a hunch of memorials which belongs, .1 believe, to the Court of Claims. They were found in an office
previously occupied by Mr. Pennington. The memorial is dated 6th may, 1834. Thc date seems to have
boon written subsequently to the body of the document. If the 5th of May, 1834 is the correct date,
then, as the memorial leads up to the grant of 1833, it places the affair in a rather curious position.
Memorials wore always made before tbe grant issued.
538. What does that memorial set forth v It is supposed to lead up to the grant. 1826 is the date which
appears faintly on the paper; it is afterwards written as 1834.
539. Then the supposition will be that the actual date wonld be 1826? Yes; from thc front page you
would gather that. On the inside, however, there is the same writing as in the body, and it says dated
28th April, 1834. Thc water-mark of what purports to be the copy grant is 1833. This copy is supposed
to be signed by Alexander Macleay.
Ellen 'Wilhelmiue Ffrench called in, sworn, and examined :—
E. W.
540. Mr. Quinlan.] You are the widow of J. II. 0. G. P. Ffrench? Yes.
Efrench.
541. You were Miss Soiling ? Yes.
542. I have here a copy of Governor Macquarie’s answer to Mrs. Gore, in which he said ho would grant
1,500 acres of land ? Yes, that is correct. It is as follows :—
28 Oct., 1896.
The Govhexok’s Axswm; xo Mu. Gore’s Memohial.
Sydney, 16 Angust, 1819.
Ix consideration of the reduced state of Mr. Gore’s circumstances and of tlie consequent distress, hie family now labour
under, the Governor will give a grant of 1,500 aores of land to Mrs. Gore and her children m trust instead of the 700 acres
some time since promised her, in order to enable Mr. Gore to entry into effect his proposed arrangement. The Governor
will also direct Mr. Gore, himself, his wife, and children, and also four Government men (which will be assigned to him)
to be victualled from the King’s Stores for the space of eighteen months from tho period of his going to reside on his farm. i

LACHLAN MACQUARIE.

543. Is there not a letter written iu ] 832 requesting that the grant should be issued ? Yes, that letter
is as follows:—
Sir,

Artarmon House, North Shore, 25 January, 1832.
I have the honor to request you to submit to bis Excellency the Governor an application in behalf of Mrs. Gord
and my children, that the vanous farina which constitute this estate and have been purchased by me many years ago, shall
be consolidated in one grant, as in their present dispersed and separated state they oi u the source of equal and continued
vexations, contentions, and trouble, to myself and the Government Surveyors, who have at this moment run a line for the
purpose of locating them to another individual within 10 rods of my hall door through two of my most valuable and oldest
grants in the Colony, on the supposition that they were unlocatcd lands, although they had been located to their respective
grantees by Governors Grose and Hunter in the years 17‘Ji and 1796, and had been cleared, resided on, and partially
cultivated thc grantees, tbe intermediate purchasers and myself during the long terms of thirtv-five or tbirty-six years.
I l)eg leave to state in this place that I am now induced to renew this application for the purpose of preventing an
unintentional alienation of any portion or part of tlie property of my family, by giving a definite defined boundary to it,
which nmy at the same time facilitate such arrangements as Government may hereafter feel disposed to make respecting the
sale or otherwise of the adjoining unlocatcd land.
An authenticated return or list of thc several grants above alluded to, taken from the registry of tlie Supreme Court,
is at present in the office of the Colonial Secretary.
1 beg sir to call yom recollection, that Gcncial Darling bad conceded his sanction for thc consolidation of thc above
property, including 150 acres (one hundred and fifty acres) grant to me by Governor Macquarie, whose letter if culled for
I shall produce requiring me to get the various grants consolidated into one grant for the benefit of iny wife and children is
now in my possession.
I take the liberty of stating to you that the old grants have no boundaries by chain or compass attached to them,
which of course make it more difficult to ascertain their limits and locality, their identity having hitherto been found only
by thc spot the grantees cleared and erected their dwelling on,
I have, &c.,
WM. GORE.

Tbo
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Ffrench

^0^°'v^nS's a minute from the G-overaor for a victualling order:—

1

^_
rr
r<
,
.
Monday (Xoon), Sydney, 17 January, 1S20.
oarTTiotH! "llIE (jOve]-nor h:iu_ received Mr. Gore’s letter of date, 14th instant, and in compliance with the request therein contained
o Uct., ISao. now sonda him a victualling order for himself for eighteen months, and a separate order for the four Government men
promised him, who are also to be victualled for eighteen months from tho date of their being assigned to him. But the
Governor hopes and expects Mr. Gore will, as soon as possible, fnlhl his promise, in getting the necessary deeds legally
perfected, m conveying (in Trust), the grant of land last given by the Governor, for that especial purpose, to his wife and
children ; so as to prevent their being deprived thereof by Mr. Gore's creditors.
,

There is also a Ictierfrom the Deputy Surveyor-General, which is as follows:—
Xo. 32197.
.
i
Surveyor-General’s Office, 15 February, 1832.
,
In returning to you the accompanying letter from Mr. William Gore transmitted to me by yours of the 4th
instant, Bo. 32(119, I have the honor to observe (my report not being called for), that the farms to which Mr, Gore alludes
as having no boundaries by chain or compass attached to them havo been many years sinoo measured and charted on all the
lnaP3 this office, and that is only the land lying between the road in front of his residence and these farms so charted
T-oi i
ri3 ^le states, been located to another individual; and indeed had the case been otherwise it would bo extremely
dimcult (after the removal by Mr. Gore of the surveyor’s marks) to show that any land had been measured in the situation
he describes.
M'ith regard to the request for a deed of consolidation it appears to me very desirable that such an arrangement
should take place, at the same time 1 would submit that the situation of thc purchased farms should not be materially
altered from that in whicli they have been so long charted and recognised, because the cireumstance of their so being
placed on the maps has prevented other individuals from selecting there, and because the alteration of their position would
give Mr. Gore a much greater command of road frontage than he can possibly be entitled to, and would afford him the
means of closing the access to farms belonging to other settlers.
If, however, Mr, Gore desires any change of these purchased farms I sec no great objection to Loder’s being placed
on the north-east side of road so as to adjoin those which it was proposed he should receive instead of Asser’s, 1’olmont's,
and Jennings.
I have, Sic.,
T. A. TERRY,
Deputy S.-General.

544. Your husband claimed tho whole of this land, the Gore and Artamon estates ? Yes. He claimed
an interest in those estates personally. He claimed thc lot, as belonging to his family.
545. How much was there supposed to be ? A thousand acres.
546. You know where Mr. Whiting lives ? Yes, X do.
547. Sou lived there yourself? I lived there with mv husband for seven years. That would be twenty
years ago.
'
548. You know where the burial ground is at North Sydney P Yes.
549. Did that form part of tho estate ? It did.
55?' ^ave I011 8one over that burial ground ? Yes ; we had a path through it, and I went over it daily.
551. Do you know how many years your husband was in possession of it P The family had possession of
R, and never lived any where else. They always had possession of it. in fact they have not lost possession yet.
552. You have heard it stated that Mr. Broughton said that your husband was his agent;—was that true ?
It was not true. Mr. Broughton swore that my husband was his agent, which was not true.
553. Mr. Broughton also swore that he was on familiar terms with the Gore family—was that true ?
That was not true.
5o4. I believe that his^positiou, socially speaking, was very different from that of the Gores ? Yes ; he
nuist have been a boy in old Mr. Gore’s time ; they could not possibly have been friends.
555. Do you know tho position of these farms ? I havo seen them on thc map.
556. Do you know the place where Green took clay from ? I do.
557. Do you know that thc Crown have prevented him from taking any more ? I have heard so.
558. Is that part of the Gore estate ? Itis.
’
559. Do you know whether H, Lamb’s 25 acres was part of tho estate ? It is.
560. And T. Baker's ? Yes.
fl'0 lau(f near St. Leonards Bailway Station part of tho estate ? It was where Green took
the clay.
562. Do you say that the whole of that land was part of tho estate ? Yes, the whole of it,
563. Chairman.] Was it at one time fenced ? When I was married, in 1869, it was all open■ there was
only a road. All tho improvements have been made since my husband’s death.
’
564. Mr. Quinlan.] Your husband has been dead 21 years ? Yes.
565. Do you know how Broughton claimed the land P Through a mortgafe.
566. Whoso mortage? Want and Shuttleworth, and some deed of Mr. William Gore’s I believe
o67. What dealings did your husband havo with Mr. Broughton? He had no dealings with him.
Mr. Broughton was always annoying and worrying him to have some settlement or he would involve
hiinm a law suit if he did not do as he told him. At last ho got from him some paper giving up a
portion of the Gore estate. He claimed some right through transactions with old Mr. Gore, but my
husband did not recognise Mr. Broughton’s claim.
568, Chairman.] Do you know anything of Boyle’s claim to the Artarmon estate? His claim was never
recognised.
‘
5f9',
toJias been P03SeBsioa
a long time ? That 150 acres belonged to Mr. William Gore, son
or old Mr. G-ore.
"
9
570. Of course that 150 acres is iu addition to the 1,000 acres mentioned in tho consolidated grant? So
it ought to havo been included.
571. Somebody appears to havo given Boyle a deed ? I do not know,
5j2. Do you know how the Green’s come into it ? They were looked upon as intruders alwavs.
Mr. fa-reen never interfered with the land in Mr. Dfreneh’s time.
“
l0:Ld°ri kTrw]Ay mil,ch;lbou1;,th? Gre(m’3 ?
Only they were looked upon as intruders.
o/4. Have you heard that Green s father had a mortgage on the property ? He said that he was a trustee.
bio. Mr. Quinlan.] Do you know whether the lato Mr. Bfrench claimed to bo heir-at-lawP He did not.

Eichard
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Eichard Augustus Willoughby Green recalled and further examined:
576. Chairman.! What was the total area of land claimed by you? 550acres.
Green.*
577. And you have sold some of that? Tes; I have sold 100 acres conditionally to Messrs. Eodgers, ^^
Broughton, Wisdom, and John Williams, late Crown Solicitor.
28 Qct^ 1896_
578. Then you still claim that you hold over 400 acres there? Tes.
'
579. Were you paid for that 100 acres ? The money was paid to my solicitors, but I never saw a shilling
of it. The amount was £8,000.
580. They aftenvards got the property under thc Eeal Property Act ? Tes.
581. Tou know Holdsworth’s ground ? Tes.
,
582. Is that included in this 140 acres claimed by the G-overnment ? No. We have always called it the
50 acres farm; but there are two grants in it—Holdsworth’s and Bruin’s. That is the piece teat tlie
Crown has been cutting up and selling, I went and stopped the sale.
....
583. And you will go and stop the next sale ? I shall. I think tliey are selling it privately.
584. Mr. O'Sullivan.'] Tou say that £8,000 was paid to your solicitors ? Tes, to Ferguson and Broad.
Broad is now in gaol for manipulating the money of clients.
_
585. Did they get that money, and pay you nothing out of it ? Tliey drew it, and I never saw thc money.
586. Chairman.] Are you sure that they got it? I saw the butts of the checks. It all came out in tbe
bankruptcy examination.
,
587. Whose cheques ? Broughton's, Eodger’s, and ’Wisdom’s. I never saw them until they were pro
duced in the Bankruptcy Court, four months after the money was paid. Ferguson never stopped to hear
the judgment of thc Court, but ran away ; and he has never come hack.
t
588. Tou claim 550 acres of the balance of that area of 1,200 acres ? Mr. Broughton set up a claim to
940 acres under a deed which ho holds ; but I bad a deed ten years older than his.
589. He admitted then that you were the owner ? Tes ; he admitted that by purchasing from me.
590. Mr. O' Sullivan.] How did the land pass into your family from the G-ore's ? By my father pur
chasing Gore’s insolvent estate, and equity of redemption from William Wentworth, and Dawson from
Darcy Wentworth’s executor.
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[To Evidence of A. Parry Long, Esq., Registrar-General.']

Core

and

Artai<most Estates.

Statement showing Applications respecting same, and also Portions brought under the Iteal Property Act.
Grantee.

-Applirnnt nn<Ter
OranfJ Hen! I'ropcrty Act.

Date of
Application
II Application.
passed.
y?S

Acres.
Gore, William......... lf>0 Bronghton, Thomas
(Part of grant applied
for.)

j,018

Last day
for lodging
Caveats,

Caveat
lodged.

7 Dec., 1SS6 30 Now, 1887 9Fcb.,18S3, 31 Jan., 18S3 Boyle, John . ...
j extended to
2 Aug. ,1889. 7 Feb,, 1883 Boyle, John
8 Feb,, 18S3

Darks, John...........
Whitfield, George . .
Sawyer, John........
( Part Only of Sawyer':
grant.)
Darks, John...........
(Part only.)
Tilley, George........

Tilley, George ...
(Part only applied for)
Curry, Daniel.........
Robinson, Charles ....
Williamson, James ...
Asser, Henry .........
(Part onlyof WUlkunSOn & Assess grants.)

Mooney, Francis ... 0,854 29 Dec., 1880
Broughton, Thomas 7,019 4 July, 3887 11 Jan,, 1S8S 30 July, 1889 31 Jan.,
22 Mar ,
30 July,
30 July,

1SSS
J$S8
1SS9
1889

:ij
25

25

Chnpntnn, B. H., and G.SSS 24 Jan., 1887 11 May, 188' 21 July, 1SB7 16 Juno, 1S87;
Galkigher, John
Putk
Rorcif. Francis
6,8.12 24 Nov., 1S8G 20 July, 1SS' 29 Sept., 1SS7 19 Aug., 1887
Edward, ami
Bronghton,Thomas.
a Sept., iss:
1C Sept., 1SS7
20 Sept., 188'
28 Sept., 1SS7
Thonipoot), Alfd.
9,969 2 Mar., 1896
Will,nni.

25s)
25
44 Whiting, George Robt. 5,141 13 Jan., 1881 SO Jan., 1884 6 Afar., 1SS4
30

Certificate of Title
issued to—

Lapsed................
Withdrawn, 2S/2'89 .

Broughton, Tliouiai?..
Smith,Emily, Phillips,
Gcorgefan<l Phillips,
John Jabez.
Matthews, J. J,..,
Removed by order of Stuart, Kenneth Robi
Court, S/3/89.
son. and Robison,
Hugh.
Knapp, E. J. IF. .
Withdrawn, 28/2$0 ... Broughton, Thomas,,
Chappel, Hcibeit, ami Removed bv order of Railway CominisCampbell, Chas J.
Court, 21(8191.
sionors of N.S.W,
The Registrar-General, Withdrawn, 23/8'92.
on behalf of the
Minister for Fjands,

Boyle, John .....
Bailey, James ,.,
Bailey, James ...
Robison, Hugh, and
Stuart, Kenneth
Kobison.
Francis )
2^ Rogers,
(15
Dec.,
1880
Matthew’s,
J. J... ,
Edward, and
C,7G4 91 Aug., 1SSG 1 Dee , 1SS0 CJftn., 1387 <
Broughton .Thomas
(.17 Dre.,lS80 Boyle, John .....

23

Caa eat disposed of.

Harnett, It. IF., ami
Stuart, Christ ianaE
The Registrar-Genera!
ou behalf U.S.
Land?,
Boi k, John .........
lenthall, Katherine M.
Green, George A. ...,
Matthews, J J,,

Reference to
Area
Date of issue oomjTrisod Certificate,
of Certificate.
Certificate. Volume Folio
a. r. p.
2 Mar., 1892
2 17^ 1,048
anriitf 3 2
31 Aug., 1392 ISS 1 17 1,063

Remarks.

31 Aug. 1892 ISS 1 17

1*06S

31 Aug,, 1892 las 1 17
24 Nov , 3802 0 3 20

1,063
1,078

12
151 Aa joint tenants, hi
quarter part or share.
152 As joint tenants, m
fjuprtcr part or share.
153 Aa to an undivided
moiety, or Imlbsharo.
02

1 Feb., 1392

ft 0 30
and!9 1 1G

1,042

194

4 Nov.f 1S02

3 3 2

1,074

203

Removed by order of Rogers, Francis
j-23 Ma^.lSS"
Court, 20/5/B7.
Edwds, and
Removed by order of Broughton, Thomas'
Court, G/7/88.

73 2 2

£30

S

r. 0 11

924

233

20 2 12J

924

232

Lapsed.
Broughton, Tliomas.
Remo\*ed by order of
Court, 29/8/90.
Lapsed................
Railway Commie*
sioners of N.S.W.
Lapsed.

Application withdrawn.

Removed by order of Lenthall, Katherine
6 June, 1SS9
Court, 24/3/83.
Mary.
Removed by order of Rogers, Franeis
Court, G/7/8S.
Eduard, and
Is Juno, 1889
Withdrawn, 15/5/S9 ...
Removed by order of Broughton, Thomas
Court, 30/5/SS.
Rcnioved by order of
Court, 30/5/SS.

Application withdrawn,
19 Mar , 1SS4 110 0 0

000

27
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8 Fob., 1SSS
2 Aug., 1SS9
2 Aug., 1SS9
Gore^ William.......
(Pait of gitmt.)
Roberts, John.......

Caveator,

Grantee.

1
Area
Applicant under
| of
Grant. Beal Property Act,

Curry, Daniel.........
Robinson, Charles ....
Williamson, James —
Asser, Henry .........
(Part only of Williamson & Aeser’s grants.)
Williamson, James.,..
Asser, Henry .........

ot- vto

Date of
It Application.

Acres.
25)
25 1
44 jr Ffrench, Ellen \V..... 4.4S0 26 April, 1SS0
30
44)
30

Broughton, Thomas.. 7,019

(Part only.)
Williamson, James.... 44

Inncs, Sir J. O. L. ,. 7.470

SO
(Part only )
Baker, Thomas ....... 25

Broughton, Thomas.. 7,019
Chapman, Beniamin 0,SS0
H., & Gallagher, J. 1\
Wilson, Dawd ....... 5,599

Baker, Thomas .. .. 25
' (Part only.)
Lamb, Henry ......... £5
(Part only.)
Lamb, Henry......... 25
(Part only.)
Lamb, Henry......... £5
(Part only.)

Magney, John Bede, 5,000
and Weynton, Herberl E^lwin
Broughton, Thomas.. 7,019

Lamb. Henry ......... 25
(Part onlv.)
I3\ans, Humphrey .... 25

ICinguton, John...... 4,515
Broughton, Thos..... 7,019

Dargin, Peter .........
(Pari only.)

25

Broughton, Thomas

Dargin, Peter __
([‘art onlv.)
Packer, William . .,

25
25

Barayone, James .. . 0,740
Broughton, Thomas.. 7,019

3, SOI

1
25
Packer, William....... 25

0,493

toMSdSw
Caveats,.

Caveat
lodged.

i

Caveator.

Caveat disposed of.

Certificate of Title
issued to—

Reference to
Area
Date of issue comprised f Certificate.
in
|
of Certificate.
Certificate. Volume. Folio.
a. r. p.

Chapman, Benjn. H.» 6,093 15 June, 1SS7
and Gallagher, John
Path,
24 Jun., 1887
and Gallaghcf, John
Patk.

llemarka.

Application withdrawn.

1 Feb., 1892 31
Broughton, Thos..
3 June, 1890 Chappel, If., and
ftnd29
Removed bv Order of
Campbell, C. J.
I
Court,
21
Aug..
1391
Boyle,
John
(trans
81
Jan.,
1S5S
j iQ Mar.»1S90 0 Juno, lS90-{
ferred to Chappcl and: f (such Older refers to
4 July, 18S7 l
Oampbcli bv Order of j all C. & C/s caveats),
Court, 31/5/59
22 Mar , 1SSS Chapman, IT., and Withdrawn, 25/0/90.
Gallagher. J. P.
Chaa J.r Withdrawn, 5/5riK> --- Iimos, Su J. G. L. .. 29 May, 1800 and 41
8 Sept., 1538 19 Pec,, 1S8S 2S Feb., 1S89 12 Sept., 1S39 Campbell,
and Chappcl, Herbert
Withdrawn, 19/5,90 . ,. Suttor, F. B., May- 26 May, 1800 and 41
23 Feb., 1SS9 Broughton, Tims. burv, C K. B., and
Wiley, Wm.
C. J., and Withdrawn, 13/5/JO.
S Sopt, 1SSS 19 Dec., 1S38 28 Feb., 1589 12 Feb.j ls39 Campbell,
Chappcl, Herbert.
29 May, 1S0O
C
Junes, Sir J. C. L.
C
29
May,
5890
Suttor, F. E, Mttybury, C. E. B., and
Wilry, Wm.
1 Feb., 1892 23
Withdrawn, 14/7/91 ... Broughton, Thomas
i July, 1887 17 April* 1359 23 Aug , 1839 6 July, 1S89 Chappcl, H., and
0
Aliuister for TubUe 9 May, lS9i
Campbell, C. J.
■Works,
18 Full., 1SS7 25 May, 15S7 4 Aug., 1SS7 2 Aug., 1837 Broughton, Thomas..
2
1883 Broughton, Thomas.. Withdrawn, 1/3 02 .... The Meicfintile Bank 2 May, 1S92
20 July, 1852 10 May, 1533 20 July, 1833 228 June,
May, 183i The Itegislmr-Gcnera] Lapsed.
for L.S. Lands.
2
John Bede, 13 Mar., IS&i
20 July, 1882 16 May, 18S3 20 July. 1SS3 22 June, 1SS3 Broughton, Thomas . Withdrawn!, 12 3/84 .... Magnev,
2
and Wcynfcon, Her 13 Mar., 1334
bert Ojuvin,
10
............... Broughton, Thomas. 27 May, 1S93
1869 Kizy, Betijn. IIj. .. Lapsed
4 July, 1SS7 17 April, 1S89 23 Aug., 1889 26 July,
2
July, 18S9 Cliappe), IT., and Withdraun, 14/7/01 .... Railway Commission OMai, 1604
17 April. 1689. .......
ers of N.S. W.
Campbell, C. J.
George,
W.
U.
and
|
Lapsed.
G July, 13S0
Freeman, O.
i
29 July, 1SS9 Gibson, John T. .. . Land excluded from cer- Brougliton, Thomas.. 9 May, 1804 and 51
17 April, 1S89 ........
| tifieatc.
i
0
Broughton, Thomas. OMay, 1S94
20 Sept,, 1S93 1 Dec., 1S9D
22 Aug , 187?
Broughton, Thomas . 7 Sept,1S91 23
13 Feb., 1890 AlatUiews, J J........ Lapsed ................
4 July, 1SS7 11 Dee., 1839 20 Feb.,
20 Feb , 1390 Chappcl, H,, and Withdrawn, 14,7/91.
Campbell, C. J.
Broughton, Thomas. 29 Sept, ISM 22
9 Oct., 1874 11 Jan., 1SS3 30 July, 1S30 31 Jan , 1388 Boyle, John ......... Lapsed...................
feed.
SKcb., 1383 Matthews, J. J........ La]
Removed;
order
of
22 Mar., 1553 Moffat, H. J...........
Court, 20/3/99.
22 July, 1690
Broughton, Thomas. 1 Feb., 1S92 31
Lapsed...............
Jan., 1833 Boyle, John
4 July, 1S87 li Jan., 1883 30 July, 1389 31
and£9
22 Alaf., 1SSS Chapman, B. II., and Withdrawn, 25.OJ0O.
Gallagher, J. P,
Lapsed.
30 July, 18S9 Bailey, James
30 Mar., 1583

j

Jennings, Thomas .... so)
(Part only )
Williamson, James.... 44 limes, Sir J. O. L. .. 7,469

(Applied for as pari
of above grant, hul
actually forms no
part thereof.)

A'S°n
ixissea.

11 Jan.» 1SSS

3 9 1,042
1 13*

193

31*
81
31*
31

070
970

107 As to an undivided
moiety, or half-share.
10S As joint tenants in an
undivided moiety.

1 141
1 141

970
970

2 25
1 16

1,042
1,12G

2 3S1 1,064

109 As to an undivided
moietv, or half-share.
110 As joint tenants in an
undivided moiety.
102
200
Appl icalion withdraw n.
3

1
1
9
3

05 ) As to an undivided
60 J moiety or half-share.
233
207

1
3
1
3

17
17
0
24

OSS

css

1,053
1,120

2 10 1,120
2 18
1 141 1,126

203
209

221 1,028

91

l.OSO

240

2

s 28

3 9 1,042
1 13|

15

hi

§

Application withdrawn.

Application withdrawn.
193 Comprises the uholc of
Packer’s and part of
Williamson, Asscrtand
Jennings1 grants.
Certificate issued to
Broughton, Thomas.
(See above app. 7,019.)
Application withdrawn.
Application withdrawn.
Forms no part of
Packer’s grant, hut is
part of the recreation
reserve.

O
05
h—*

Cmitee.

Loder, Gcot^c ........

Area
Ap]>1ihant under
of
Grant Real Property Act.

Acres.
25 Broughton, Thos__ 3,500

todcr, Ccoig-c.
Carr. l>Aniol, .

Application
passed.

Last day
for lodging
Ca\ cats.

Caveat
lodged.

9 Oct., 1374 11 Jan., 1S38 23 Aug., 1380 81 Jan.,
3 Feb.,
22 Aug ,
23 Aug.,

1888
1888
1339
1SS9

Caveator.

Carr, Daniel ..........
Lodcr, Goorjje.......
(Part only of both
grants.)
Turner, Robert __

Broughton, Thos.

Wright, William......
Wright, William .. .. 25
Gore, William........ V)

Broughlon, Thos__ 7,010
Broughton, Thos..... 22(3
Broughton, Thos.... 7,157

Gore, William.........

Ffrench, Ellen W..

4,624

8 Dec , 1835 Greer, Jamu^ . ..
22 Doc., 1835 Broughton, Thcs
4 July, 1837 11 Dec., 1839 20 Feb., 1300 20 Feb., 1800 Nichols, F. 3 .. .
12 Sept, 1S63
2 Nov., 1837 3.L J lily, 1830 17 6ct.y isso 16 Oct., 1839 Ffrench, 12. W , and
Soiling, W. B
Soiling, w. B.
17 Oct , 1889 Chappcl, H., and
Campbell, C. J.
29 June, 1877

Broughton, Thos.,

8,590

20

10

Cann, Daniel

Oct., 1891 21 Dec, 1892 3 Mar., 1S93 2S Feb , 1805 Stanley, Fiedk.
1 Mar., 1898 Bojle, John ...
3 Mar., 1393 Campbell, Chas. J.

Gann, Daniel

25

Stanley, Frederick .. 8,797

4 July, 1892

a. r, p

21 3 10J

ta

Remarks.

o

43

Land in caveat omitted
from certificate which
issued.
Removed; order of
Court, 22/5/91.
Withdrawn, G/0 91.

Harnett, R, H., sonr. 14 July, 1891

18 1 Hi 1,020
and 3 0 29

Lloyd, Lancelot T.,1 23 Nov., ISftl
official assignee of
R. A. W. Green.

1 3 17£ 1,037

4 July, 1357 21 May, 1890 31 July, 1390 29 July, 1890 Greer. James . . .. Withdrawn, S/ll/ftft
Broughton, Thos.
30 July, 1890 Nichols,
Francis Removed by order of
Stephen, Campbell,I Court as to Nichols,
Charles Jackson, 21/31.'9Q ; withdrawn
Chappcl, Herbert
by chappel, 23/10/90;
withdrawn by Chappcl
and Campbell, 14/7/Ql.1
220 12 Sept., 1863
3,790 3 Get., 1874
24 July, 1383 Cook, Wm, Ja^., and
another.
3,797 5 Oct., 1874
s,soo 14 Oct., 1331

Turner, Robert .......

31 July, 1S91

Co

OS
t\2
Application withdrawn.

Withdrawn, 2/6/90

7,010

Broughton, Thos.....
Broughton, Thos.....
Cook,William James..
Cook, Wm. Jas., and
Cook, lirlwd Fitz
gerald.
Mackenzie, A. G. ..
007 10 Nov., 1833 25 Nov., 1886 1 Jan., 1SS0

25
25
25
25

Caveat diiiposcd of.

Reference to
Area
Certificate of Title < Date of issue comprised Certificate.
issued to—
! of Certificate.
in
Certificate. Volume. Folio,

Boyle, John .... Lapsed
.... Broughton, Til os.
Matthews, J. J........ f Lapsed.
Chappcl, H., and f Withdrawn, 6/7/91.
i
another.
J
I
Davenport, .1. T., and Land in caveat omitlod
another.
from certificate of
title which issued.

Chappcl, 1 Icrbert, and 7,81)3 12 Aug., 1339 .......
Campbell, Chas. J.
Harnett, U. H„ senr,, 7,750 20 June, 1SS9 39 Oct., 1839 9 Jan., 1890 9 Jan., 1390 Lloyd, T„ T
by lug attorney, R
H. Harnett, junr.
9 Jan., 1390 Davenport. J. T , and
another.
j
I
9 Jan., 1890 Nichols, 1*\ s., and
others.
Lloyd, Lancelot T.. 8,223 22 Get., 1S90 26 Aug., 1891 5 Nov., 1S91 ft Jan., ISftO Nichols, F. S..........
oflidal assignee of
71. A. W. Green.

'Walker, William ...
(Part only of both
grants.)

Turner, Robert ... )
■Wright, William .. }
* (Part only.) )
Turner, Robert .......
-Turner, Robert ......
(Part only.)
'Turner, Robert .......

Date <*1
Ssa Application.
g;

1 Feb , 1S92

221

30 2 243

Application withdrawn.
Application abandoned.
Application withdrawn.
Application withdrawn.

Withdrawn, 19/C 39 ....
Removed : order of’ Broughton, Thomas. 19 Deo., ISftO
Court, 21/11/90.
Removed; order of Privy i Broughton, Thos..
24 Nov. j *1893
Council, 23/7/93.
Order of Court, 5(S/90.

Removed ; order of Broughton, Thos ...
Court, 10/3/03
Removed ; order of Smith, Emil} ; Phil
Court, 10/3/JS.
lips, George; and;
Phil ] ips .John Jabez
Removed ; order of Stuart, Kenneth H.,
Court, 10/3/93.
and Robison, Hugh.
Railway Commission*
ers of N.S.W.
Minister for Public
Works.

19 May, 1803
10 May, 1893
10 May, 1393
4 Oct., 1393
U April, 139:

27 2 26

091

103

9 0 37

1,113

39

11

0
0
31
6
3
3
11

2 203
1,093
3 24'
2 264 1,093
3 24
2 201 1,093
3 24"
2 7 1,109
2 21 1,159

Certificate issued to
Broughton, Thomas,
xol. 1,042, fob 101.
Application withdrawn.

Certificate issued to
Broughton, Thos., on
order of Privy Coun
cil (See above appli
cation 7,157.)
27 As to an undivided
moiety, or half-share
23 As joint tenants in onequarter share.
29
quarter share.
SI
103
Application withdrawn.

*td
t=f
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APPENDIX.

E.

•

[Appended by the Committee.'}
Acres, 1,000.
% His Excellency Major-General Sir Richard Bom-Ire, Knight Commander of the Most Honorable Military Order of tlie
Bath, Captain-General and Govemor-in-Chief of the Territory of New South A ales and its Dependencies, and Vice
Admiral of the same, &c., &c.
Be it known unto all men by these presents that whereas by a promise made by Governor Macquarie to Annie Gore,
wife of William Gore, of a grant of land for the use of the said Annie Gore and her children, and in consideration of the
surrender of numerous grants, comprising the Artarman Estate, Lane Cove, in the district of Hunter s Hill, to the Crown.
I, the said Major-General Sir Richard Hourke, in pursuance of the powers by His Majesty the King rested in me as
Governor of the said Territory and its Dependencies, for and in consideration of the said surrender by William Gore, the
husband of the said Annie Gore, of the said grants of the Artarman Estate to the Crown, do hereby grant unto the said
Annie Gore, and the children of the said Anmo Gore and William Gore, their heirs and assigns, subject to the reservations
and conditions hereinafter mentioned, all that parcel of land containing by admeasurement J,000 acres of land, situate
in the district of Hunter's Hill, county of Cumberland : Commencing at the south-west corner of Peter Dargon’s grant of
25 acres ; bounded on the south boundary of that grant east 10 degrees north 16 chains; thence by the east boundary of
that grant and the east boundary of Humphery Evans’s grant of 25 acres north 10 degrees west 32 chains ; thence by the
north boundary of that grant west 10 degrees south 16 chains ; thence by a line bearing north 10 degrees west 41 chains ;
thence by a line bearing west 12 chains 50 links to the east boundary of William Gore's 150-acre grant; thence by the east
boundary of that grant north 29 chains to its north-east corner ; thence by its north boundary west 59 chains ; thence by
its west boundary south S chains 50 links ; thence on the north-west by a line bearing west 40 degrees south 4S chains 54
links to the north-west corner of Gilbert Goodlett's 25-acre grant; thence by a line bearing south 40 degrees east 16 chains
to the south corner of that grant; thence by the north-west boundary of David Carr's grant of 25 acres west 40 degrees
south 16 chains ; thence by a line hearing south 40 degrees east 92 chains to Gore’s Creek ; thence by a line bearing east
42 chains to the western boundary of Edward Woolstencroft’s grant of 524acres; thence on the east by a line bearing north,
being the western boundarj- ofWhjolstcneroft’s grant, to the point of commencement,—with all the appurtenances wl1£d'Soeycr,
reserving as hereafter reserved, to be held unto the said Annie Gore and the children of the said Annie Gore and W ilham
Gore, their heirs and assigns, forever, on condition of paying therefor yearly to His Majesty, His heirs and successors,
the quit-rent of one peppercorn if demanded, reserving to the Government the right to a public rood through the same, mid
also reserving for the use of the Crow-n such timber as may be deemed fit for naval purposes.
_
Given under my hand and the seal of the Territory, at Sydney, in New South Wales, this 15th day of January, m
the year of our Lord 1S33.
,
(L.s.)
RICHARD BOLRKE.
Signed and sealed in the presence of—
Geo. Kenyon Holden.
This is a true copy of the original.—Alex. MoLeay,
We, the undersigned clerks to Robert Burdett Smith, of No. 109, King-street, Sydney, solicitor, do hereby certify that we
have examined what purports to be a certified copy of the original grant under the hand of Sir Richard Bourke, Governor
of the Territory of New South Wales, and certified as being a true copy of the original grant by Alex. McLeay, Colonial
Secretary, and that the writing on this and the preceding sheet of brief-paper is a true and accurate transcription thereof.
A. jjQil}18 April, 1894.
JOHff RIORDAN.
Entered on record by me in Register of Cumberland Purchases, No. 28, page 53a, this 4th day of February, 1833.
Alex. McLeay,
.
Colonial Secretary and Registrar.

[5 plans.]

Sjilney : William Applegate Gutlick, Government Printer.—1S96.
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Handed /n before the Select Committee on
Gore and Artarmon Estates.
W.S.M.

A r U rmon

y(.

Lore

J- Brown

E Salomon

F. E C Croft

J. A Dodds

0

Condell

J Warren
S.

T Stubbs

J Ford 60ac

!SS thapnian

s' !' o’

Wright Bat

8.8.96.

APPEND/X B.
Pd//deX in before the Se/ect Committee
on Gore and Artcirmori
JVortt) Shore'.'
W.S.M. S/s/so.

Estates,

[fo Evidence of MrJ. A. Boons don^

200 ad

A/a/I

PB{4K»rs^^<«ni>QB

25ac. ax.

LM/e and

C9

690

John Ford

Onion's P^Butcher's Block

'Steamer's WhEQl

'f

ClSdeso
IOa.o

Clarkes P-

PHOTO-LtTHCGRAPHuD AT THE GGVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY. NEW SOUTH WALES.

fppended by the Committee
CS8i 63o
Produce®? before /toe Se/ecb Committee

On Core. 4 drfa rmon Ssfafo*, North Share,
by fred* i,cor^e Itamt
iSd K
ty.s 9&.

S

4
r*

Mm

Mtfchcock, now

Mrs C. Brown

/GOa..

X

Decided

be/

fi/f/ Court thd this CCac./s not

f'/de defaj/ed report- wS.Af.ttera/d
tn df/orney

Senerad

k

Boy/e
Siump ofan Oat Treo

'2030

^ Vide C 39S
2*c. S/fa for lock-up,
f&rt of Samuel deddish
2Sac.

4* Stuart and Barnett

Crown Land

//** f'eS'S72 S^AkrchH tS^duneTZ

North

N/t/ouyhby

This tree *&* stio-v/i to me by the fate. tdGore os
pipr fadny been marked in fus presence by Median
y
ft tras then proving and veiy distinef/y martred

Survey

tf^Sec (C/ddJ #cfuses? dd*J//en. 3/ CSC fedJ.farSoe
ty If33 tS4 Jppn for Cert of Titte by Thes Broughton for part ofpor? t?° Z3C,

-°“ SaZn. ft*p.

resumed for

Water

supply

6aj;. /Setter. 87.

tbrfhepurpose of estab/ishiny ftie true position ofserera/ o/d Granis of Land

DS report- N°33 SB

IV"’ Core

in the

/SOa.

Parish

Willoughby

of

in the

COUNTY

OF

CUMBERLAND

And for Marking out

Nichols’ 320

acres

MR

With /he surrey and measurement- thereof

1849.

H. M.R. 3/308
SB VotSfo/GS

Itrjtemshnp pp
to 'he left arftt* *nd\

°i

tte«hnsis

\

fat G fo/30

^ **

1 \f

V ^
r

'i n ^
^ ,

fe*'
no go IZSdafec/ S»Oec r/SS4far 26cgmn/eW A /Y UfnS
dec/ared ro/d pete A/-n SS GJO

M- Z7S, Zap 297. 299, to 305 308 L>3/3

Ji

3/7to 322

/td*/on Parish Map

Reference
A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H

1
K
L
M
N
0
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
w
X
Y
Z
a
b

to

Bg

Links

170

too

324

264

324

to

8/a.ck butt Sap/tnjg
Stjuarec/ Stump

229
49

3
too

Stake
Squared Gum SapJing Stump
Crooked btack hutt Sap/ing
Str/n^y bark Sapling

327
4S

Corners

Broad arrow
Stake
Black Butt
Stake
Mark on ffock
Corner offence
Stake

/3

6

Gum Sapling
Gum Sapling

tzo
140

/<?

Squared stump
tirde btack buff stump

170

//

Black butt

30/

25

Stringy bark sapt/n^
Corner of fence
Post of fence

too

8

154

43

6

Stake
Corner post of fence
Stake
Stump of Sap/injS
Stake andmark in log/
Mark in rock

3epor/ and descnf>/ion /ran.m.dad to r/'c Surveyor Genera/ ZO^Sef/emAerj /S43
3f Bdtvand '-/ //■ /f007/70,
Surveyor.

(s/yiaadj
PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE,
SYDNEY, NEW SOUTH WALES.

D/.
f/lpp ended bp the Committee]
COPY OF PLANattatfed fo attested co/m/
of Deed of Pdrfff/on Gore and of/ters,

ScaJe of Diiins.
!6
3^

1846.

43'

•"S'

The above is the P/an or Chart above r&Terred to
iV. B. Gore
Charlotte S. W. French
Frances C. Gore
George; Green
Mrs Fifzpera/d
JmcuFe this copy Trom, die OrufmoiZ
J exccmtthed- this 'mihs the’ du/znoZ
(Sig.388-)

cU+t/iF)

PHOTO-LITHOGRAPHED AT THE GOVT. PRINTING OFFICE.
SYDNEY. NEW SOI/TH WALES.

ad
Jd

C
Jd
JD

COPY Of/Yd/? atfacfted to Copy ofCo/7/&/ance
20Sept /846.- Georye Green

/<?

M/Z/'am SZewarr

the pleat aJJxuJ’d to in. tAe
forepoinp Conveyance-.

(ty. 388-)

John enJ

Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

PATENTS LAW AMENDMENT BILL.
U’BTITION FROM ANDREW ARMSTRONG, OP No. 5, SPRING-STREET, SYDNEY, AGAINST.)

Received ly ihe Legislative Assembly,

6

October,

1890.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled.
The bumble Petition of Andrew Armstrong, of No. 5, Spring-street, Sydney,
Showeth :—
.
.
That a Bill, intituled the “ Patent Laws Amendment Bill,” is now under the consideration of
your Honorable House.
_
That your Petitioner views with alarm the effect of the passage of such Bill into law, inasmuch as
the interests of mining development under systems of treatment now being used wbth advantage, will, by
the passage of such Bill, be placed under charges which will prove severely detrimental to a large number
of individuals and also injurious to the general interests of the whole community.
.
Tour Petitioner therefore humbly prays that the passage of such Bill will be carefully considered,
and action taken thereon which will be, in the opinion of your Honorable House, of most advantage to
the people of New South "Wales.
And vour Petitioner, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
ANDBEW ARMSTRONG.
Similar Petitions were received—
On Gth October, 189(3, from John Howell, Managing Director of the Smelting Company of Australia
(Limited), of oti, Margaret-street, Sydney.
h
n
from Stephen Henderson, representing the Camden Syndicate, of London.
)(
„
from Henry Hudson, representing the Clyde Smelting Works.
”
v
from Frank Jarvis, Secretary to the Hlawarm Harbour and Land Corporation
(Limited).
from Leonard Dodds, Pitt-street, Sydney.
’’
^
from p p Marks, Attorney for the Anglo-Australian Exploration (Limited).
On 7th October, 1890, from "William Springthorpe Dowel, of Vickery’s Chambers, Sydney.
^
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Legislative Assembly.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

COLOURED RACES.
{PETITION FROM CERTAIN RESIDENTS OF THE NORTH COAST FOR THE RESTRICTION OF THE
INFLUX OF.)

Received iy the Legislative Assembly,

3

November,

1896.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members, Legislative Assembly of New South "Wales, in Parliament
assembled.
The Petition of the undersigned residents of the North Coast, and others, interested in the well
being of the Colony,—
Respectfully Showeth:—

That a grave danger is threatening the well-being and prosperity of New South Wales by the
steadily increasing influx of various coloured foreigners into this Colony.
^ That within the last two or three years a number of coloured aliens, chiefly Hindoos, have found
their way into these districts, as shown by recent departmental returns.
That there are within easy distance of our shores hundreds of millions of coloured people existing
under conditions so greatly inferior to our own as to constitute a menace to the moral, social, and
political well-being of the community.
Tour Petitioners, therefore, pray that in your wisdom you will devise and enact such means as will
stop or restrict the further influx of coloured persons of all races into this Colony.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
\LLerefoiloto

176

signatures.']
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

BETTING AND GAMBLING SUPPRESSION.
(PETITION FROM W.

WOOLS RUTLEDGE, SUPERINTENDENT, CENTRAL METHODIST MISSION,
'
FAVOUR OF.}

Received hj the Legislative Assembly,

12

November,

IN

1S96.

To the Honorable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of New South 'Wales, in
Parliament assembled.
The humble Petition of the Congregation of the Citizens of Sydney, worshipping at the Centenary
Hall, York-street, Sydney, and numbering upwards of fifteen hundred persons,—
Humelt Showeth:—

That, in the opinion of this congregation, the alarming increase of the practice of gambling,
especially amongst the younger portion of the community, by means of “ consultations ” and the facilities
offered, by the publication in the daily press of the state of the betting market, and the encouragement
otherwise given to the vice of gambling, calls for some urgent measures for its suppression. *
Your Petitioners, therefore, humbly pray that your Honorable House will be pleased to pass into
law some measure which will prevent the spread of this evil, which is sapping the foundations of society,
and destroying that principle of honest industry which is one of the fundamentals of a nation’s stability.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Signed on behalf and at the request of the Petitioners,—
W. WOOLS RUTLEDGE,
Superintendent, Central Methodist Mission.
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Legislative Assembly,

NEW SOUTH WALES.

EXHIBITIONS.
(STATEMENT SHOWING COST OF.)

Printed under No. 25 Report from Printing Committee,

[Laid upon the Table of the Home in answer to Question No.

5 November, 1896.

2 of

\5th October,

1896.]

Question.
(2.) Exhibition held is the Garden Palace G-roenbs :—Mr. Perey (for Mr. See) asked The
Colonial Secretary,—

(1.) What was the total cost to the Colony of the Exhibition held in the Garden Palace Grounds P
(2.) What has been the cost up to date to the Colony of other Exhibitions at which the Colony was
represented ?

Answer.
(1.) £274,761 17s. 3d.
(2.) £199,714 12s. 8d.

London, 1862 ...
...
Melbourne, 1866
...
Paris, 1867 ...
...
Less receipts

(Per statement attached.)

Statement showing the cost of various Exhibitions.
£ K, d.
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
10,576 13 7
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
4,907 10 1

Metropolitan, Intercolonial, viz.—
Agricultural Society of New South Wales, 1869
Intercolonial, 1870
...
...
...
...
London, 1871
...
...
...
...
...
Melbourne and Phihidelphia, 1876 ...
...
Philadelphia, 1876
...
...
...
...
Brisbane, 1876 ................................................
Paris, 1878
..............
..........................
Less receipts
.....................................
Calcutta, 1883-4
..............'
jOss receipts
...

.........................
...
...
...

10,515 19 4
16 8 2
■■■ ------5,571 8 11
14 13 0

£ s. d.
7,426 17 4
1,075 0 0
5,669

3

6

1,000
4,000
250
5,081
2,775
350

0
0
0
15
6
0

0
0
0
0
6
0

10,499 11

2

5,556 15 11
Melbourne, 1880
...
Leas receipts

.....................................
...
...
...
...

Grafton, 1882...
...
Bordeaux Wine, 1882...
Amsterdam, 1883
...
Less receipts

...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
.....................................

International Juvenile Industrial, at Parramatta, 1883
International Eisheries, Loudon, 1884
...
...
Less receipts
.....................................
Carried forward

510—

9,684 16 8
35 1 6
■ ■■ ------ --

9,649 15 2
500 0 0
1,598 2 11

5,688 14 3
440 8 5
5,248 5 10
998 19 1
2,806 11 6
34 2 6
2,772
64,452

9

0

1 5

£

a.

d.

Colonial and Indian, 1885
Legs receipts

...
...

25,150 15
657 6

.
,

s. d.
1

5

2
4
24,493 9 10
13,556 19 7

Adelaide Jubilee, 1887
...
.
Melbourne Centennial, 1888 ...
..
Less receipts
..............

38,461 12
79 17

New Zealand and South Seas, 1889 ..
London Mining, 1890...
..............
Ballarat, 1890......................................
Tasmania, 1892
......................... .
World’s Columbian, Chicago, 1892 ..
Less receipts
..............

36,290 11
16 8
£

Total...
International Exhibition, Sydney, 1879
Less receipts
...
...
G-hamd Total

£

Sydney : Charles rotted Government Printer.—lbU6.

[W.]

£

64,452

Brought forward

...............

7
8
38,381
9.846
9.847
224
2,637

14 11
12 4
14 0
7 8
10 0

36,274

2 11

5
6
199,714 12

8

318,966 16 8
44,204 19 5
----- —— 274,761 17

3

474,476

9 11

